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H.R. Rep. No. 98, 42nd Cong., 3rd Sess. (1873)
42n CoNGREss, } 
3d Session. 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. j REPORT 
t No. U8. 
INVESTIGATION OF INDIAN FRAUDS. 
M.illCII 3, 1873.-Laid on t.he table and ordered to be printed. 
1Ir. SHANKS, from the Committee on Indian Affairs, made the follo\Ying 
REPORT: 
REPORT OF 'rHE CO~IMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS, 00~-
0EI{NING FRAUDS AND \VRONGS 001\IMITTED AGAINS'r 
THE INDIANS, V\7 1TII MANY STATISTICS OF V A.LUE IN 
THE MANAGEMENT OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
BY THIS INVESTIGATION AND REPOHT THE CO:\ll\UTTEE 
HOPE TO DO SOl\IETHING 'rO RID THE INDIANS AND 
THE INDIAN SEl{VICE OF THOSE IIEARTLESS SCOUN-
DRELS \VllO INFEST IT, AND WHO DO SO l\IUUH DAl\lA.GE 
TO THE INDIAN, TilE SETTLEH, AND THE GOVEHN-
l\IENT. 
FORTY-SECOND CO~GRESS-SECOND SESSIO:N. 
CONGHESS OF TIIE UNITED STATES, 
In the House of Representatives, January 8, 1872. 
On motion of Mr. SruxKs, 
Resolved, That the Committee on Indian Affairs be authorized to inveRtigate and 
report, iu writing, at any time, to the Honse, the condition and the management by 
Government officials and other persons of Indian affairs witll the Choctaws, Chick-
asaws, Cherokees, and other tribes, nations, bands, or individual Indians, touching the 
subjects of annuities, pensions, bonn tics, bounty-lands, and moneys paid under treaties 
and laws of Congress, and that said committee have power to send for persons and 
papers, and to take testimony to enable it to make such investigation and report. 
Attest: 
EDWD. McPHERSON, Clerk. 
FORTY-SECOND CONGRESS-SECO:ND SESSION. 
CoNGRESS OI!' THI<~ UNITED STATEs, 
In the House of Representatires, June 1, 1872. 
On motion of Mr. SHA~Ks, 
ReBolvecl, That the resolution of the Hons.e, passed January 8, 1872, instructing the 
Committee on Indian Affairs to make and report investigations into frauds against 
Indians, be continued during this Congress, and that the committee on Iudian Affairs 
may, in pursuance of saifl iuvestigation, send a sub-committee, not exceeding three of 
its members, to the Indian Territory during the vacation of Congress. 
Atte t: 
EDWD. McPHERSON, Clerk. 
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The Committee on Indian Affairs, to 'lcho1n 1.cas ?'eferred House rresolution 
for inresti,qation, 1.cith power to senll for persons wul papers, mul 1cith 
leace to nport at any time, of the condition and the management by Gov-
ernment (~!Jicials and other persons of Indian affairs zcith the 0/wctau:s, 
OMckasazcs, (Jflerokees, and other tribes, nations, bands, or individual 
Ind iaus, touching the subject of annuities, pensions, bounties, bounty-lands, 
wulmoneys paid under treaties and laws of Congress, ask leave to nwke 
the foll01cing report: 
Tllat the resolution of the IIonse, directing tllis inYestigation, opens 
a vast field of labor ,-vhicll, tlwugh lmt partially entered upon by the 
couunittet>, has rm·ealed facts that should demaud the attention of the 
Goverumeut, be further inYestigated, and be well l'emembered in sub-
sequent legislation touching Indian affairs. 
Owing to the amount of legislative business before it the committee 
has not been able to give as much time and attention to the con~ident­
tion of the subjects contemph1ted by the resolution of instructiou as it 
(lesireu, and recommends that the next Congress proceed with the 
·work. 
The committee bas had first to perform the difficult task of aRcertain-
iug tlte sources of information leadiug to the detection of frauduleut 
arH1 oppressive contracts and transactions, which have been guarded 
and the frauds and corruptions concealed so far as possible consisteut 
with sueceHs by those w bo were per~onally iuterested a ll(l engaged in 
them. These fraudulent transactiouR had been gnanled so well thn,t 
the committee's investigations gave to mauy even of the leadiug men 
among- the Indiaus the fir:st intimation of Wl'ongs to tlleir people that 
their owu aets had covered au<l approYed. 
The couJJnittee has Pxamine<l un<ler oath lllaii.Y witnesse~, alHl has pro-
cured aud had referred to it from Department recon1s and other docu-
meutary eYi<leuce touching the subjects reported upon UlHler tbe House 
resolution. 
The committee has conducted much of its inquiries without cost to 
the GoYernmeut. 
The witnes~:;;es examiued by the committee having been those wl10 
were personally in teres ted in the transactions iu Yestigated whom the 
committee could reach, and such other persons as were supposed to be 
kuown to the facts, with two exceptious, uo fees haYe been paid to 
the \Yituesses examined in \Vashiugtou. 
The committee has not been able to extend its inquiries to many 
tribes, lmt has considered cases that from their character and surround-
ings seemed to demand present attention; and the committee bas sougllt 
to investigate such transactions as are representative in their natnre of 
abn~c~ that are or ha \Te been widely prevailiug in the management of 
Indian affairs. 
Great frauds and wrong~ have beeu committ~d with impunity in the 
past by means of exorbitant an<l fraudulent contraetH for nominal sen--
ices as attorneys, obtr~ined by persons more or less familiar with the 
management of the Indian Office, either as agents or attorneys, by 
which the Indians were the sufferers, and which have caused mnch bad 
feeling and distrust between them and our Government and people, 
and greatly retarded the progress of tlle Indians in a civilization that 
they donbted. In fact, the investigation made by the committee shows 
that there bas continually been, and now is, a class of ayaricious and 
unprincipled claim-agents and middle-men, who, for selfish purposes, 
defeat the mutual interests of the Government, our people, and the In-
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tlians, and plunderi11g both the Government and the Indians, disgrace 
the nation and onr civilization, aml discourage and madden the lu<1ian, 
destroying in him the hope of justice and a faithfnl obsenTauee of onr 
agreements, made in treaties on the part of the United States "·ith 
them. 
This subject, with a view to a proper understanding, should be con-
sidered witll reference to-
Fir~t. Fraudulent and oppressive contracts 'Yith Indians, tllat are 
consummated and thus past all remedy known to the committee or tlle 
Ilonse, and therefore nePding no further consideration with any view 
to tlwir correction, and will receive uo attention by the committee other 
than this notice and the expression of condemnation. 
Secondly. 'l'llose contraets and agreements with Indian tribes or 
authorized or assumed agents of triues, or with individnal Indians, 
some of which have fraudulently and \Yith base collusion, and others 
with less fraud, but not less oppression and greed, been entered into 
and not yet closed up by the full settlement of the subject-matter of 
the agreements. 
These are many, and generally relate to the collection, or the receipt 
of amounts due, owing or demanded from the United States nuder 
treaty stipulations. 
The eommittee has investigated some of the contracts entered into 
with Indian~-;, for professed sen·ices as agents, attorneys, or oth en\i~e, 
prior to the act of l\farch 3, 1871, (see vol. lG, page 570, Stat. <lt Large,) 
and which contracts are yet in existence, and ask the attention of the 
Rouse to the exposition of them. Those that the committee have ex-
amiued and report upon arc 'representative contracts, both in matter and 
in manner of makiug, including their greed and deception, and may be 
taken as fair samples of the great wrongs that have for so many ;years 
beeu colllmitted and permitted against these helpless peoples for 
gain. 
NO ATTENTION IN THE PAST. 
And the committee expresses its surprise and regret that the authori-
ties controlliug Indian affairs have heretofore neither directed their own 
attention nor called the attention of Congress to the great and revolting 
waste of the patrimou,y of the Indians, aml the continued and serious 
tlifficnlties between them and the ''hite people, caused by these corrupt 
and corrupting middle-men, who are shrewd enough to escape the eYil 
results of their own villainies. 
PUBLIC CO:XTRACTS. 
The committee has not investigated public contracts relative to sup-
plies furnished to Indians by the Government, under treaty stipulations 
or acts of Congress. 
The supervision of the board of Indian commissioners and superin-
tendents should, and it is hoped will, be sufficient, with the control of the 
Secretary of the Interior and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, for 
security in that direction. 
This branch of the subject, or public contracts, hadug received much 
care and consideration by l\lessrs. Sargent, Beck, and Lawrence, tbe 
sub-committee of the Committee on Appropriations, under instructions of 
the House during last Congress. (See House document, Fort)--:fit·stCon-
gress, Third Session, Report No. 30.) 
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PIUV ATE CONTRACTS WITH INDIANS. 
These priYate contracts, however, so far as noticed, bear date prior to 
the act of Congress of l\'larcll 3, 1871, which act originated in the inves-
tigation made into frauds in Indian matters by Messrs. Sargent, Beck, 
and Lawreuce, ·which act tllereafter largely prevented tbe making of 
tllis exorbitaut class of contracts or agreements, by reqniriug as a pre-
Tequisite to validity, that they be submitted to and iudorsed by the 
Secretary of the Interior an(.l Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and 
attaching severe penalties for the violat.ion of the law. (See Statutes at 
Large, vol. 16, page 570.) 
FURTHER RESTRICTIONS ARE NEEDED. 
This statute of l\Iarch 3, 1871, however, did not regu1ate the nwnne1· 
of rnaking private contracts 'With Inclians Ol' Indian tribes, nor for pre-
serving copies of the contracts iu the Office of the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs, nor directing the disposition to be made of money collected 1mde1· 
such contracts, nor regulating the payment on partial performance of the 
contraqt at the J)tipulatecl 'ra tes, to be determi11ecl by the amount anrl chwr-
acfe}· of the service perfornnerl wuler it. These wel'e all necessary, auu 
should have been provided for. 
The Committee on Indian Affairs therefore presented to the House, 
since the re::;olution of instruction was refened to it, as part of its work 
under that resolution of instruction, the following bill, wllich became a 
law and was approved l\lay .:.u, 1872, pamphlet volume, page 106, LaW"· 
1871-'72, Statutes at Large. 
[GENERAL 'ATURE-No. 73.] 
· .AN .ACT rcgnlaiing the modo of making private contract~ with Jndian11. 
Be it enacted by the Senate and Hou~e of Representatives of the UnifPd States of .America 
in COII[(I'CBS assembled, That hereafter no contract or agreement of ::my kind shall be 
wade hy any person \Yitll auy tribe of Imliaus, or individual Indian or Indit us not a 
citizen of the United States, for the payment OT {1elivery of any money ox othe1· thing 
of value, in p1·eseut or in prospective7 or for the granting or procurjng any privilege 
to him or her, or any othel' person or persons in consideration of services fo1· said 
Indians relative to theil' lands, or to any claims growing out of, or iu reference to, 
annuities, installments, or other moneys, claims, demands, or thmg, nuder laws or 
treaties witl..J the United States, or official acts of any officers thereof, or in any way 
connected with or due from the United States, unless such contract or ag1·eement be 
:in writing, and executed and approveu in the manner hereinafter directed. 
S1~c. ~. That all contracts or agreements between sucb parties and for such purposes 
as 11mned i.n the first section of this act shall be in writing, a duplicate or copy of 
whiPh shnll lH, delive1·ed to each party thereto, as he1·einafter provided. AU t!lnch 
coil tracts bball be executed befoce a judge of a court of record and approved in writ,ing 
thereon by the Secretary of the Interior and Commissionel' of Indian Affairs. Such 
cont1·aet or agreement shall contain the uames of all parties in U.1terest, their residence 
anfl occupation; but those made with a tribe by tlleir tiibal authorities, the scope of 
authority and the reason for exercising that authority shall be given specitically. Su~h 
contracts or agreements shall state the time when and place where made, the particular 
purpose for wllicll made, the special thing or things to be done nuder it, and, if for the 
collection of money, the basis of the claim, the sonrce from which it is to be collected, 
the disposition to be made of it when collected, the amount or rate per centum of the 
ice in all cases; and if any contingent mattet· or condition constitutes a part of the 
contract or agreement it shall be specifically set forth: Provided, That all such contracts 
sllall have a .tixe{l limited time to run, and shall be invalid unless so limited: A.nll pro-
vicied, That such contracts shall not be assignable, in whole or in part, unless the names 
of t.he assignees ant.l their residences and occupations be entered in w1'iting upon the 
contract, and the consent of the Secretary of the Interior and the Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs to such assignment be also indorsed thereon : And be it furthei·Jn·ovide.d, 
That the judge befon~ whom such contract or agreement is executed shall cel'tify 
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offirially the time when and place where such contract or agreement was executed, 
unrl that it was in his presence, mHl who are the interest<><l pal'ties thereto, as stated to 
him at the t,ime, the parties pt·csent m;tking the same; tlw sonrce and extent of author-
ity claimed at tlte time by the contracting parties to make the cont,ract or agreement, 
and whether made in per~:>on or by ag-ent or attorney of either party or parties. 
REc. :t Tlutt no money slmll ue pai<l to any agent or a,ttorney by an officer of the 
lJnite<l States under any snell contract or agreement, other than the fees dtlo him for 
services rendered therenmlcr; bttt tlJe moneys due the tribe, Indian or Indians, as the 
case may Le, shall be paill hy tlw United States, throngh its O\Hl officers or agents, to 
the p:uty or parties ent.itled thereto: Prodded, That no money or thing shall be paid 
to any person for sen·ices un<l1·r such contract or ngreement, until such person shall 
have 1hst tiled witlt the Commissioner of Indian Affairs a. sworu . tatement, showing 
.:ach particular' a,ct of l'!ervice under the contract, ·giving (hi,te and fact in detail, < ud 
the Secret· ry of the Interior a,nd Commissioner of Indian Aff<tin; shall determine there-
from ·whether, in their judgment, such contract or agreement has been compliP<l with 
.or fulfilled; if so, the same may be paid, and if not., it, shall ue paid in proportion to 
the services rendered under the contract: Proridecl, Tlmt all such conteacts or agree-
ments hereafter made in violation of tile provisions of this act are hereby dcclare<lnull 
and void~ and all money or other thing of valne pa,id to any person by any Indi:tn or 
tribe, or ttny one else for or on his or their behalf, on acconnt of snch senrices, iu excess 
of the amount aptlroved by such Commissioner and Secretary for such serYiccs, may he 
recovered by snit in the name of the United Statetl in any court of the United States, 
regardless of the amount in controversy, one-half of which shall be paid to the person 
suing for the sa.me, and the other half shall be paid into the Treasury of the United 
States fot· the use of the Indian or tribe b~T or for whom it was paid; and the person 
o receiving sa,id money, and his aiders and abettors, shall, in addition to the forfeiture of 
said sum, be suhjeet to prosecution for miRderneanor in a,uy court of the United States, 
aud, on couviction, shall be fined not lesH than one thoasa])(l dolla,rs, and imprisoned not 
less tban six: months; and it shall be the dtity of all district attorneys of the Uuitt•<l 
·"tate£~ to pnsecute such cas~s when applied to do so, and their failure and rcfttsal shnl1 
he gronud for their removal from office; and any Indian agent or other person in the 
employment of the Uuitetl States who shall, in violation of the provisions of this act, 
:ulviRe, sanction, ot· in any way aid in the making of snell contl'acts or agreements, in 
making snch payments as are llere prohibited, shall. in ad<lition to the pnni~hrnent 
lJCrein i.mpo ed on the person m:tking said contr·act or receiving said money, IJe, on 
conviction, dismissed frorn the service of the United States, and be foreYer disqualified 
from holding any office of profit or trust under the same. 
Approved, May 21, 1872. 
This law covers the points named, and it is believ·ed, if faithft11ly ex-
fcuted~ will prevent in future this godless robbery of those defen~ele8S 
-1eople that has be0n so long permitted, to our great ancllasting shame, 
and against their progress. 
The committee has in this bill retained the very valuable provisions 
of the act of 1871, including in words the penal part of that Rtatutr, 
whicl will, if faithfully executed, pre\'ent futnn:. oppres~ious aud frauds 
in making and enforcing contracts with Indians. 
ATTORNEYS OF LITTLE OR NO V J...LUE TO INDIANS. 
Private contracts with Indians for the collection of moneys from the 
United States are seldom of any real value to the Indians, for the sim-
vle and all-sufficient reason that tlte;y in\'<Uiably arise out of treaty stip-
ulations, and depend wholly upon the showing of the reconls of the 
Departme11ts or on acts or Oongress, neither of which are induced or 
promoted by tl e connection of attorneys or elaim-agents, (but few of 
;rhom arc htwsers or respeetability,) with the application. 
These claims are Hot set.Ued in court, but ouly in the Departments, 
or by special acts of Congress, and need no skilled attorneys or counsel 
outside of the Departments, which are able and willing to do justice, 
without cost, to the Indian. 'l'o this statement there are possibly soli-
tar.v exeeptions, but tlw committee knows of none. 
Co11gress seldom acts except from the showing of the Departments 
awl on report.~ of committees, and neither Oongre s, its committees, nor 
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the Executive is governed by auy other indncemeut than the fulfillment 
of the conditions of treaties or prior la"'S on the Rubject. 
'rlw Indian DC'partment is organized solely to attend to Indian busi-
ness, and without cost to the Illllians, and should lw required to do its 
''wrk promptly and correctly. 
THESE AGENTS OR ATTORNEYS' FEES .AHE FOR NOl\IINAL 
SEl{,VIOES OXL Y. 
The large amounts retaine(~ out of Indians' moneys by claim-agents 
or attorne;ys for the prosecution of claims against the Government for 
Indians, are for nominal services only, and are a cheat and a fraud on 
these people, '"hose fears of the inteHtions and pO\vers of the Govern-
nlC'nt are false y and basely operated upon by desig11ing men in procur-
ing exorbitant coutracts from the Indians, and the want of kuowledge 
by the Indians of the real valne and uses of money aJHl property are 
sought by experieuced sharpers in fixing the amount and collection of 
fees so heartlessly demanded and received iu such cases for these imagi-
nary and magnified services. 
PROVISIONS OF LAW OF l\IAY 21, 1872. 
That provision of the law of 1\Iay 21, 1872, which authorizes andre-
quires the Secretary of the Interior and the Commissioner of Inclian 
Affairs to graduate the pay of attorneys and claim-agents, under pri-
vate contracts with Indians, in proportion to the amouut of services ac-
tually performed, as ~hall be ~hown on a sworn statc:ment by the party 
himself, of particular acts of service under the contraet, is intended to 
meet this evil of nominal services, aud if the law is faithfully executed 
" 'ill preyent further abuses in that direction, and chns turn away from 
this berC'tofore fruitful source of livelihood and fortune-making a large 
number of dislwnest and mercenary men whose pri11cipal ability lies iu 
their capacity to cunniiJgl,r deceive, and heartlessly defraud, their un-
suspecting and untutored clients by magnified sbowing·s of the dangers 
in the way of the collection of their moneys from the Go,rerumeu t. 
l~DIANS AltE TAUGHT BY BAD AND DESIGNING l\IEN TO 
FEAH THE GOVEHNl\IENT. 
It is a fact well known that the Indians are continually apprehensive 
of the po\ver and bad inte1rtiou of tile United States Go\rerumcut and 
1wople tmvard them, and it is not difficult to reach them throngh their 
fears in that direction. 
It is most natural that they sbonld be fearful of the power of a people 
who haYe, in so short a time, transplanted them throughout a, continent, 
turning their lnmtiug-gronuds of vast forests and prairies into frnitful 
fields; their rivers, used by them for fishiug only, into som·cps of navi-
gation and tnwel; changing the site of their wig"'arns into cities, and 
their lodges into palaces; whitening their ri,·ers and lakes with our 
~ails, aml filling the air with the uoise of machinery ue\v mHl strange to 
theut; establishing our capitols and legi:-;lati,·e-lJalJs on the grounds and 
embers of their eouncil-fires, and pre~eHting awl nRiug the deadly weap-
ons of ciYilized warfare against the 1Jo,rs and arrows of these primitiYe 
peoples. Experience bas taught them to yield to this condition of 
things, or, \vheu lH'OYokell and madclened by abnse, taking death by the 
bm1d, go do"-n iu a yaiu coutest lJcfore a power which tlley know to be to 
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them irresistible. This doubt and fear, forced upon them in so many con-
tests of the past, and the memory of which is fostered and fed by de-
signing men for personal interests, is one of tlw fruitful sources of 
fraudulent and oppressive contracts entere<l into with Indians for the 
collection of their moneys from the United States, and causes these un-
tutored people to fear and to hate a ciYilization whose worst men wrong 
and rob them, and whose Government does not protect them from these 
heartless offenses and violations of treaty stipulations bad with them. 
THE DUTY OF THE GOVERN:i\1E~T TO THE INDIANS. 
From these false grounds it is the clnty of the nation to se,~er itself at 
ouce, and for all time, with ~hese its wards and defenseless ones, "'hom by 
treaties almost without number we have, with the solemnities of sn-
preme law, and with the nation's honor involved~ promised protection. 
If the Indians were our prisoners of war they are entitled to protPction 
of persou and private property from despoilers. Their weakness and in-
capacity in financial transactions with designing and bad men is the 
open doorway leading to their danger and to our dnty toward them, 
deman<ling, as the Indians have a right to do, our protection aud the 
fulfillmeut of treaty stipulations with, and the high command of a Chris-
tian duty to a helpless and untutored people, whose history fully shows 
that we, as a people, are largely acconHtable for their present condition, 
and of whose misfortunes we llave no right to take or permit a<lYantages. 
Despite the 8eYere prejudice that has become nationalized and crystal-
lized toward them, no honest man, who has traced the record, and con-
si<lered the facts, from the discovery, considering the simple character 
of the aborigines when discovered, will fail to condemn tbe pronH~ations 
that on our part drove the Indians to be the enemy of onr race, aud to 
fear :lll(l avoid a civilization that, with kind and just treatmeut, they 
-would have accepted aud become a part of. 
OUR RELATIONS TO THE INDIANS. 
The Go,erument of the United States is a government of the prople, 
and should only express their views :1nd true interests; and what; the 
people should do in a social, moral, legnl, equitable, or political sense 
toward the Indians, the Governmeut should faithfully carry out and 
adhere to. Nations, like in<lividuals, cannot afford to do wrong, or to 
permit wrong to be done, 'Then it is their duty to protect tlw right. 
The people of the United States are great and powerful, numbering near 
40,000,000. The Indians are a weak people, aggregating· within the 
United States less than 300,000 souls, and these \Videly diversified into 
bands and tribeR, and often at variance with each other. 
Power vested in nations or individuals begets responsibility which 
cannot be evaded nntil the power itself is voluntarily aba11doned. All 
persons coming within, or born and residing withiu, tlle limits of the 
United States, or its Territories, ·zcith its consent, are entitl<~<l to its pro-
tection in their persons and property, by the lf'gislatiYe, jn<lieial, and 
executi,Te departments ot the Government. This is dtH.' g<>nerally, 
whether there is a special agreement between the Goverunwnt aml :-m<·h 
person~ or not. This prot<>ction is due from our Go'\rernment to fort>ign-
born personH coming within, or residing· within, its jurisdiction, l11Hh'r 
tbe right of expatriation, as adopted by the American people in onr Uon-
stitntion aud laws rPlati,,e to naturalization; and to those born aml resid-
ing in tliis country protection is due from a, Yer,y necessity of the graut 
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of t.he other doctrine, otherwise the grant would exceed the grantor's 
title~ which is not possible in any case, or else we are treating the 
stranger Letter than we are those born on the soil, and it is due to the 
Indians, because we have promised it to them for considerations I'e-
ceivetl by us, in addition to the other reasons given. 
Treaties between nations of comparatively equal powers, or, if both 
are in such position and character that the aggrieved party to the treaty 
may invoke the influence and power of other nations in protecting its 
rights, under the law of nations, should be construed more strictly, and 
in accordance with international law, and so the rule of greater strict-
ness of construction of contraets or agreements prevails with individuals 
dealing upon an equal footiug in })fivate matters. But where one con-
tracting party, whether inuividual or national, is in the power of another, 
and the contract is in effect only the reflection of the will of the strong 
party, the rule must be differeut, and equity, which administers justice 
in cases "wherein the law, by reason of its universality, is deficient," 
should be granted in the consideration of such contracts, no matter by 
what name the contract may be called-though it may be called a treaty, 
and executed as a treaty. In fact, contracts between the United States 
and Indian tribe8 or bands l'esiding within its domain, and subject to its 
power and intercourse laws, are the more entitled to our equitable con-
sideration and adjustment iu the Indians' favor, because executed with 
the solemnities of a treaty, for the reason, among others, that the action 
of the Senate, with its deliberate considm·ation, and confirmation or re-
jeetion of the agreement, if confirmed, commits the nation to its proYis-
ions, in the fullest sense, and proves our knowledge of its terms. ill 
detail to be found on our records, while the character of most of the 
Indian tribes, their genera} want of education, and their very limited 
knowledge of business transactions and value of property, and their de-
pendent positioN in, ami relation to, the Government, does not prove 
their entire free-will in, or their full comprehension of, the terms and 
bearings of the treaty provisions. And this is fully proven from the 
Yery character of many of these treaties, and by their freqnent com-
plaints of the subsequent action of the Government and of individuals 
under these treaties. Having no records, and transacting all business 
from memory, errors are natural, and often fatal to their peace and quiet. 
A guardian who wasted his ward7s estate as we have wasted and 
permitted to be wasted that of the Indians, who are by treaty stipula-
tions with them put under onr care and protection, would be mulcted in 
damages by any court examining his accounts and held to responsibility 
on his bond. 
A Christian crvilization cannot afford to wrong any one. And a 
great, wise, and prosperous natiou of Christhms cannot afford to wrong 
a handfnl of dependent, unfortunate people, many of ·whom are 1tban-
doniug their old habits and becoming Christians, notwitbsta1Hling we 
have, in two hundred and :fifty years, wasted their numbers from 
2,500,000, down to 250,000, or a waste of a number equal to all theie 
chHdren 1Jorn to them in the last two lmudred and fifty years, and 
.2,~50,000, or nine-tenths of their originnluumbers, residing in the pres-
ent limits of our Government, and have taken absolute ownership of 
3,232,936,351 acres of their lands, their rivers, prairies, forests, game, 
and homes, leaving, to all their tribes co11ectively, ollly 97,745,009 
acres of ground, generally not the best, and even that is sought after 
with a greed that is uot worthy a Christian people, who have plenty of 
tbeir own~ which they have heretofore gotten from them at uomiual 
rates. 
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Christianity, civilization, an<l justice are handmaids, but in In<lian 
matters these sisters are not often recognized. 
Treaties with In<lians should be liberall.Y construed toward them, and 
it h; especially true of the people of the United States toward the ln-
(lians of our country, for the reason that the white people have not 
offered great inducement~ to the Indians to espouse Christianity, as the 
above statement full., shows, and which the whole facts will more 
abund<tntly prove. We have permitted our worst population to wrong· 
them, they not knowing but it was our best, until they might well doubt 
the superiority of oar religions professionR, from the smTerity of onr 
treatment to them, and our neglect of them in their need of light and 
good counsel. The churches have too often sought lands and moneys 
in treaties to be of great weight with these peoples. 
The Indians might, with much propriety, doubt our civilization also, 
only for the ocular evidences that everywhere spring up around them, 
in the improvements of homes, farms, cities, railroads, &c. 
Our civilization and progress, however, is the work of the best of our 
people, while the wrongs to the Indians are the acts, and consequences 
of the acts, of the worst of them. The Indian is not well qualified to 
draw the distinction between the two, and we are bad teachers in that 
direction, since we have espoused the cause of the one, a.s of the other, 
in treaties and dealings with them. 
It is the bounden duty of the United States to see to it that no one or 
more of its citizens, whether officials or otherwise, and no person witl.lin 
our borders shall cheat, defraud, or do injustice to any Indian or Indians 
residing legally within our national domain. Their protection is our 
moral, and generally by treaty provisions and locality, onr legal duty, 
against all persons whomsoever whethP-r citizens of the United States 
or not. And any moneys or other property fraudulently, forcibly, ~r 
by exorbitant contracts taken from them by other persons, the United 
States is in duty bound to require returned to them, and to enforce that 
request by the necessary powers of the Go\Ternment. And especially 
is this true where the fraud has been perpetrated by, or with a knowl-
edge of, or with the assistance of, or in the presence of, a United States 
officer, or near to the Government, where the Indians, in their untu-
tored aud dependent state, are induced to act with less freedom than if 
not surrounded with the evidences of our power and superiority of 
advantages, both national and individual, e\en our manners and lan-
guage being not well uuderstood by them. We must consider the 
Indians as they are, and not as we are. 
Business contracts made between shrewd and intelligent white men 
and Indians should be lleld strictly against the white men, to their .full 
performance of their duties under, and to au entire equitable adjustment 
of such contracts, wllen not exorbitant or fraudulent, and should be an-
nulled where e.x:o'rbitant, and restitution made in all cases where moneys 
Lave been paid under them more than an equitable adjustment would 
justify. And sueh coutracts, 'When fraudulent, should be declared null 
and void from the beginning, and all moneys, or other v~lnes pa.id 
under them, with interest and damages, should be required of tllose con-
nected with the fraud and full restitution compelled. 
UNIFORl\1ITY 011' GOVERNl\iE:NT ACTION AS TO INDIAN 
TITLES. 
The United States Government has in its legislative and judicial 
branches collectively and separately acknowledged and exercised its 
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duties to the Indians, and Indian tribes within its borders~ in :1 moral, 
political, religions, and legal sense, and has born expenses equivalent to 
:1 proper care of the Indians, if the laws had bee11 faithfully executed. 
The Unitecl States has, by three hmHlred and sevents·-two treaties 
made with the various Indian bancls and tribes and nations, recognized 
them as parties worthy to be contracted with, and 'competent to con-
tract, and has received. and holds its consideration for its contracts tllus 
made. 
The United States Government bas not wilfully, forcibly violated 
any treaty made with the Indians, and the doctrine has never bad either 
its legislative, executive, or judicial sanction, that it could, touching-
their rights of person or of property. One exception to this so nearl~T 
universal rule is that of the forcible ~jectiou of the Sioux from ~linnesota 
in 1866, bnt it will be remembered that this was the necessary result of 
a bloody Indian war, waged on the settlers without notice, wherein hun-
dreds of white people were brutally murdered, and en'n in that case 
the Government has neither persecuted or neglected these Indians. It 
has dealt with them since, treated with them, and bas liberally extended 
its charities to those of them who needeu aid.. 
Another irnportaut exception w2s the derision of the Supreme Court 
in the case of Elias Boudinot, ct Cherokee Indian, touching the United 
States revenues on tobacco manufactured in the Cherokee country. 
Boudinot claimed exemption from the ordinary tobacco manufacturers' 
tax, under tile proYisions of the tenth article of the Cherokee treaty of 
July 19, 1866. The Supreme Uourt decided that the power of Con-
gress to direct by law the collection of revenues in support of the Go\y-
ernment was co-extensive \\ith our national limits, and also gave the 
opinion H1at Congress could by law repeal a treaty, or that a treaty snb-
seqnently made would repeal a law, and this is as true of our relations 
\vith the strongest powers of earth as with these Indians, and so the 
Supreme Court has long since decided. The only difference being in 
the result following such action, which is material when we consider the 
relative strength of the British or Russian gmyernment to a band or 
tribe of Indians. This decision enforeing the revenue laws 'Over the 
Cherokees was a police regulation. It did not go to the title of prop-
erty or of personal protection, or decide anything more than to subject 
all persons, citizens or otherwise, within our national borders to the 
uniform duties and penalties of the revenue laws. This is a national 
necessity, for if there were places of refuge from liability under the 
revenue laws for manufacturing tobacco or li•Jtwrs, they would soon be 
sought ont and overrun with such manufactures, and if those l)laces 
were Indian homes or reservations, the Indians would soon be pauper-
izerl and. annihilated. It is well for the CherokeeH tlutt the decision was 
inade. Heartless operators always seek and enforce special privileges, 
and whisky manufacturers aud veuders would have cursed those people. 
I~ut that some, indeed many, of the people of this country have through 
selfish moti\'es from time to time, atHl in all parts of our changing fron-
tier, encroached upon the Indians. by fraud, intemperance, and force, aud 
who arP sustained, or, at least, not punished, bnt their wrongs permitted 
by the Go\yernment, is not only true, but it is true to an extent that has 
at all times led many of the Indians to doubt the good faith of the GoY-
ernment itself toward them, and of an intention to honestly fulfill their 
trer~ty Rtipnlations with them. 
The (}o,yernment has with so much alacrity, at the instance of these 
bad men, and often at the instance of good citizens, who baYe beeu 
wronged by the Indians, under the prov·ocations of bad men, and ofteu 
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from mere custom of encroachments on Indians-that has, like the 
common law, been a custom so long that the memory of man rnmH"th 
not to the contrary-made overtures for treaties '"ith the Indians for 
lands aud privileges recoguized to be theirs, and which their 'vhite 
pursuers wanted; the Govemment often offering indncements to such 
treaty as the surroundiug circumstances seemed at the time to require, 
to succeed. Presents were frequently offered, g·iven, or promised, as in-
ducements to treaties, when the gain to the Government largely out-
weighed the cost of the presents gi,en to procure it; and sometimes 
the presents hm·e been charged to their own funds, causing misunder-
standing, and ret:1rding the growth of Indian confidence in onr good 
intentions. 
The Supreme Court of the United States decided in the case of 
Fleteher vs. Peck, that "for a party to pronounce its mn1 deed invalid, 
whateYer cause may be assigned for its invalidit:y, must be consi(lered 
as a mere act of power, ·which must find its vindication in a train of 
reasoning not often heard in courts of justice." 
INDIAN TREATIES SUSTAI~ED. 
The committee call the special attention of the House to the constant 
difficulties in the way of a prompt, general adjustment of the subject 
of Indian busiuess and management. 
There have been three huudre<l and seventy-two treaties m~ule with 
Indian nations, tribes, and bands. ~umorous reservations have been 
retaine<l by or transferred to individuals, tribes, or nations, with sp<>cial 
provisions as to time and manner of adjnstment of title and possession; 
countless pro\isions for mone:y payments, varying in time and manner 
of parment, some for funding on long time, some for all Lime, some for 
holding bonds of the United States in trust, or for holding bonds of States 
or other securities iu trust for the tribes se\erally so treating. Numer-
ous treaties provide for paymeuts in kiud, in farming implements, or 
cattle, or p:rain; many others for furnishing provisions or clothing, or 
for the e(1ucation of children in limited numbers, within the States for 
stated periods, for building houses, locating ageucies, agent quarters, 
and for licem;ed traders, artisans, &c. Almost all of them cede lands 
to the United States at low prices, for which these promises of the 
Government are the considt>ration. .Almost all treaties provide for the 
PRO'l'ECTION by the United States of the persons and property of the 
Indians from iutrusion of white persons, or from other tribes or In<lians. 
Some treaties provide a title in fee-simple to the land sold to and 
held by the tribes thus treated with; others with less title; some re-
serve simply. But in all cases the Government of the United States 
has fully recognized the power and right of the IIHHans to make those 
treaties and contracts by becoming a contracting party with them, and. 
accepting and using its part of the proceeds of the several transactions, 
and cannot now do less tllan sustain tllem. That fruitful source of em-
barrassments and difficulties, and often of great wrongs, unrestricted 
resort to the treat,y S.1JSfem .fo'r settling Indian business, has, however, by 
aet of CougTess of July 15, 1870, been abandoned, but all rights there-
tofore provided. for under treaties, whetlJer in fa,·or of the United States 
or Indians, were specially preserved by tlle act, as follows: 
That hereafter no Indian nation or tribe witbin the territory of the United States 
shall be ackno\Yle(lged or recoguized as an independent nation, tribe, or po,ver, ·with 
whom the United ~tates may contract uy treaty: Provided jurthe1·, That nothing herein 
contninPd ~hall be construed to inYalidate or impair the obligation of any treaty lwrc-
tofore lawfnlly made and ratified with any Indian natiou or tribe. (Sec vol. 16, Stat-
utes at Large, page 566.) 
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This act is furt~er amended by act of March 3, 1871, in these words: 
SEC. 14. Be it further enacted, That nothing in this act contained, (referring as amend-
atory to the above act of 1870,) or in any of the provisions thereof, shall be so construed 
as to ratify, approve, or disaffirm any treaty made with any tribes, bands, or parties 
of Indians, siuce the twentieth of July, eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, or affirm 
or disaffirm any of the powers of the Executive and Senate over the subject. (See 
vol. 16, Statutes at Large, page 570.) 
This last act was made part of the former act, but was inadvertently 
omitted in enrolling the bill of July 15, 1870. This amendment was 
necessary to prevent the adoption by Congress of treaties made after July 
18,1867, but not ratified by the Senate, and which will not be ratified, 
· it is hoped. 
It is to be hoped that these treaties, confirmed prior to the above 
act of July 15, 1870, will not be abandoned or disrupted forcibly by law, or 
otherwise lost. When it is found necessary to alter or amend them, that 
it be done by the consent of the Indians interested, and the anthority be 
founded on laws of Congress, passed in regular order, and subjected to 
delibP.rative tests in their passage. 
TREATY STIPULATIONS WITH INDIANS. 
The committee calls attention to some of the many bonds that in honor 
and in Christian good faith hold tl1e Government and the people of the 
United States to the faithful and liberal performance of ali contracts 
made with the Indian tribes. 
They were made by national authority, and recognized a correspond-
ing authority in the Indian tribes to contract with the Government. 
Imprudent as this continued system of tre:tties may have become, yet, 
when entered into and spread upon our national records, they are evi-
dence to ns and to the world of contracts at least made with these people 
for a valuable consideration, and are no less sacred as between tile par-
ties on account of the disparity of the powers making them. 
The anomalous condition in which we are placed by having for such 
a long time and so frequently made treaties with a people within our own 
national limits, and who, during all that time, were subject to our inter-
course and other laws, would not be cured by the forcible violation of 
those contracts, until we shall first have placed the Indians in the posi-
tion we found them before making the contracts with them, which would 
be both improper and impossible. 
At the time the Constitution was adopted the comparative relation be-
tween the powers of the United States and that of Indian tribes was not so 
great as now. The limits of the Government were then contracted, there 
being vast territories then held by Indians, most of it not belonging to 
us, that are nO\Y in States and organized Territories of the Union. 
This ch::hllge of relative power between the United States and. those 
wasted tribes demands our most sacred performance of eontraets, that 
we have physical power to sustain or destroy, while the Indians have 
tlle only alternative of submission to our determination. 
The United States made these Indian nations, tribes, and bands their 
eq nals in the contracts, and hold the Indians to the f<tithful perfonnance 
of their part of those contracts, and in honor cannot do less than to fully 
discharge their part of all of them. 
It is a settled principle of justice and law, that one party cannot 
abandon a contract with impunity or enforce the performance of condi-
tion against the other party until he has first discharged his own agree-
ment. 
The basis of all our contracts with the Indians was their friendship 
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or the purchase of their lands, both of which in times past were valuable 
to us; but we have retained the last and wasted the first. 
Their broken power renders their friendship now of less value to us, 
but the greed for their lands seems intensified by the absenc•-\ of danger 
iu occupying them and the growing Yalue in the market for speculative 
purposes. 
The Indian tribes are within our domain, and by the terms of their 
treaties, and by their reduced numbers and strength, are entirely under 
our care and power. They cannot enforce trf'aty stipulations against 
us by physical force, and cannot through the law of nations appeal to 
other powers to aid them, or to interfere even in a friendly manner for 
the enforcement of their rights under their contracts with us. 
The only hope for justice lies in our honest discharge of the agree-
ments we have entered into with them for valuable COIJSideration, our 
part of which has been received and enjoyed, and with \Yhich we are 
growing prosperous and wealthy, while they are living on the proceeds 
of the sale of their patrimony, and hourly in fear and possibly in danger 
of being outcasts by the action of a Uhristian GO\·ernment that they 
have trusted, and whose promises they hold, evidenced by our own records, 
treaties, and laws. 
Tbe right in the Indian tribes to make contracts for the disposal of 
their lands has been recognized by our Government too long to be de-
nied now, and too often to be violated by the United States, because 
it may do so with impunity, from disparity of power between it and the 
Indian tribes vi·ith which it has dealt, and many of which it owes for 
those lands. 
The continued repetition of treaties is a repeated confirmation of the 
right in the Indians to make them, and also the right to deal in or for 
the subject-matter of those treaties. 
The acceptance of the land granted under treaties, and the refraining 
by the Governmeut from taking Indian lands without treaty stipu1atiou, 
has fully confirmed the right of the Indians to cede or withhold the 
cession of their lands. 
The power to sell implies the power to purchase ahw. If the Indians 
could sell lands to the United States, thes could also purchase Land of 
the United States, under laws of Congress autlwrizing it. 
Under the law of ~lay 28, 1830, aud treaties made under that law, 
various Indian tribes bave purchased or taken in exchange lands west of 
the Mississippi River for lands held by them severally east of that river-
the Choctows, Chickasaws, Cherokees, and Creek or Muscogee tribes, 
now in the Indian Territory proper. And the Miamies, Chippewas, 
Ottawas, Pottawatornies, Senecas, Shawnees, and others, located in 
what is now K::tnsas, and other States, and in every case to this time the 
Government bas sacredly sustained its treaties with these tribes holding 
under the grants made under the law of May 28, 18::W. 
And yet no others of the many grants or exchanges of land with tribes 
under that law are so carefully guarded as are those of the Cherokees, 
Choctaws, Chickasaws, and the Muscogees or Creeks. All their treaties 
and patents describe their purchases, and refer in terms and dates to 
the law of 1830 for authority an<.l power in the premises. 
The right of Indians to take lands in fee by patent has been ·l)ften 
granted, and repeatedly exercised by the Government, both by treaty 
and by laws of Congress. Under the law of May 28, 1830, the Miami 
Indians, of Indiana, sold their lands in that State and removed west of 
the Mississippi River, and purchased lands in Kansas, to which the 
Osage Indian original possessory title had been extinguished, (the same 
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in all particulars of law, treaty, awl l.itle as in the case of the OhPro-
kees, Ulwetaws, Chickasaws, and l\Iuscogees, of the IIHlian Territory,) 
and settlt>d upon them in 18-!G. U n<ler this treaty, made at the forks of 
tlle \Vabash: NoYember 28, 18±0, tlley agreed to relllove to their new 
home. 
Tllese :\Iiamies received a patent for their purchase in Kansas under 
their treaties. 
These .Miamies have been permitted to take fees in severalty in part 
partition of their lands undel.:' treaties since their grant in Kansas under 
the law of 1830, and the remaiuder of the la11<ls are now held sacredly 
for them, nucontrolled by the State of Kansas, in which they lie. 
Another ease referred to is that of tlle United ~ation of the Chippewa, 
Ottawa, and Pott::twatomie Indians, formerly of Indiana, Illinois, and 
l\liehigan. By the second article of the treaty made at Chicago, Sep-
tember 2G, u;;)3, it is provided tlwt, "In part consi<lfr<ltion of the abo\·e 
cession, (being a cession of lands to the Uuit<•d States, S<.'t forth in the 
1st article,) it is hereby agreed that the United States shall graut to 
the said Uuited :Nation of ludians, to be held as other Indian lands are 
held whi,~h have lately been assigned to migrating Imliaus, a, tract of 
country west of the ~Iississippi Hiver, to be assigned to tllem b_v the 
I>re~i<.lent of the United State::.;." Tbis title \Tas by the Unitecl States 
con~ideretl good, thoagh the law of May 28, 1830, nnder which it was 
made, \Yas not mentioned, and the lands not described in the treaties 
made under that law, an duo patent issued by pro,·i8ions of any treaty 
requiring it. It was located by tlw President ouly, but the Gtwern-
Iuent afterward recoguized tbeir title, an<l in 18!() gnse them· $850,000 
in mouey for it. 
'l'he title of the Choctaws, Cherokees, Clliekasaws, and ::\Iuscogees is 
held nuder the law of :\Iay 28, 1830, by treaties made nn<lcr that law 
awlrefeniug to it. The lau~1s ar.e described in the tn'aty, and the law 
and treaties severally provide for patents, and the patents are issued 
and deli\·ered to those se\·eral tribes, each patent naming the law and 
treaties nuder which it is giYen. 
Another reaHon why we should su~tain our treaties in the full light 
of contracts with Indian tribes lies in tlle fact that we owe tlicm money 
and other articles of property, as set fortli in those treaties, ia consid-
eration for tlle lands we purchased from them. 
By Yiolating these treaty stipulations we repudiate onr debts to these 
tribes, and most certainly no honest' man 'IYill refuse to pa,y these poor 
and helpless people, while he is willing to pay our other creditors of the 
Goverument, who are better able to care for themselves, and yet whose 
claims are no more valid. 
Lands were always purchased of the Indians cheaply, so that our 
delJts to them were for valuable and full consideration, while our na-
tional bonds sold at one time for less than forty cents on the dollar of 
tlteir face. Yet who is base enough to desire their repudiation~ Then 
let us not repudiate the Indian's claim, m<tde under treaty and laws of 
the Government. 
Again, we must not forget that our treaties with these Indians have 
been made with them in their tribal way; our purchases of laud were 
made in that way; and our promises to pay and our payments made 
were in the same way. The Indians held their latuls in common, and 
so sold them; the proceeds were due them in common, and, when paid, 
were always tlividedpro rciJta. 
\Vhatever destroys the tribal relation of the Indians, unless well 
guarded by further agreement or by law, will defeat the treaty con-
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tracts we hold with them, and lean_' no one autlwrized to hold their 
bonds for them or to collect or recei ,.e the moneys or propert,y due or 
owing to tllem; and it must, in that case, escheat to the GoYernment 
of tllC United. States, and pauperize every Iuuian within onr jurisdic-
tion. 
Is there a man in .America so lost to his own and the national honor 
as to desire such a thing; snell a robbery of defenseless and helpless 
Indians by tlle Goverumeut; such a plundering of tue weak by the 
strong~ 
Again, tlte lands hel(l by some of the Indians are upon tue original 
possessory title of those who resided on the lauds wltt'n tlds country 
was disco,·ered, and is known as a title of occupnucy. Those ha\'e been 
circumscribed into resenTations that are uow retained under tr(~aty stip-
ulations. The peace all(l quiet of tlw Ill(lians depend on the sanctity of 
tLese treaties. Tlw la11ds lteld b:v the tribes in tile IrHlian Territory are 
by purchases in their tribal capacit~T ' and. paid for by transfer::; of other 
tribal la11<1s, or in tribal money::;. 'rhe pnrdmses were ma(le by treaties 
under laws authorizing it, and are held by patents e_·ecuted in con-
formity to those treatimo; and laws, aud all are conditional that the 
lcmds shall revert to the U uited States when the tribes become extinct 
or the Indians shall 8bandon the same. 
Oertaiuly uo t;tatesmau will attempt to force tile conditions of a con-
traet ofhis own Go\'ermnent agaiust a whole people, to force the tribal 
extinction, for the pnrpose of compelling an escheat of the homes of 
these people, for which they h.a,·e paid the GoYernmcnt long since; and 
no one will permit what he would not commit iu that direction. 
The Indians are reachiug <t voint at which they cau be citizenized 
and individualized, bnt all these movements, by which their titles auu 
property are threatened or endangered drive them closer to their tribal 
rrlatiou, aud loosen their confi(lcnce in the people and Go,·ernnwut, and 
delay their civilization. No one labors. well who donuts the title to his 
farm on which he labors, whether he is a white, red, or black man. 
Finally~ we should stand by the treaties made b.r the Go·vernment 
with these tribes of Indians, for the reason, among others, that they are 
friendless. They have been friendless, because they have had, and 
still have, property, wllich they are uot as well able to care for as the 
whites, and wllich Christian greed now demands. It is a sad com-
mentary ou onr Olui~tian civilization that our philanthropy as a people 
is in exact iuverse ratio to our personal interest in the subject of phil-
anthropic consideration. 
The negro had friends in this country who diu good serdce in arous-
ing the public mi1al to his interests, resulting in the utter m~ulness of 
his oppressor anll the liberation of the slaYes; 1Jnt it will han1ly be for-
gotten that the friends of the sla\Tes were (with few honorable excep-
tious) those who had no pecuniary interest in the results of his toil or 
the price of his sale. 
1\lay we hope that the people are becoming awakened. to the true con-
dition of those Indians, and that the cbnrclles and ministers are arouseu 
to ::;peak for tltetU, anfl that their treaties r:;hall stand as so1emu con-
tracts, the virtues aml spirit of which we will sustain by law~ 
A V ARIOE AND PHEJUDIOE. 
The banes of th~ Indian question, and which render it difficn1t to 
manage now, and wllich are the legitimate parents of aU the troubles 
between the whites and Indians, in times past and present, are avarice, 
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and its helpmeet and co-laborer in error and crime, prej~tdice. When 
prejudice, feel and fostered as it now is by avaricious men, ceases to 
control the public mind against the Indian, so that he may be permitted 
to stand in his true light, and be lleltl to respon~ibility as white persons 
are, according to their own individual conducL, and the character they 
severally establish for themselves before the people, then avarice, hav-
ing no shield to stand behind, will be befon" t,be public gaze, mtked, 
and hated for its deformity, and the base ingratitude, professional 
treachery, and cold-blooded calculations for robbers, by fraud or force, 
that have been so often made and executed ag-ainst these people b.\ such 
men as J. H. B. Latrobe, D. H. Cooper, John W. vVright, J. T. Cochrane, 
J. G. Blunt, S. S. Smoot, Perry Fuller, Grayson, aud wany others whose 
names have become an index .pointing to Indian frauds and wrongs, 
inspiring distrust at their mention, will be no longer possible, and these 
men (those of them who are still living) be compelled to abandon 
the fields of their gain and shame, and look to some other business or 
plunder for a li\Telihood and fortune. 
vVhen public prejudice, managed by designing men, runs against an 
individual iu community, his acts are scrutinized partially, and a gen-
eral, heartless, and unjust judgment rendered against him; his acts are 
all considered either bad or sinister, and only wanting opportunity to 
be vicious, dishonest, or at least improper. This is true whether the 
prejudice be in its nature social, religious, or political, and tile full 
acknowledgment of the truth and efficacy of the great doctrine of so-
cial improYement, free institutions, and Christian repentance, seems not 
to be a safeguard, even in Christian and enlightened society, against 
the practice of adopting without consideration the passions and preju-
dices of the llour. 
The great masses, however, of all peoples are honest in their intention 
and purposes, and when time and opportunity are afforded them to form 
correct opinions, based on proofs that in the economy of nature eventu-
ally reach them, but which they are often slow to go in quest of, they 
are ready to do justice to those whom their thoughtless prejudice per-
haps has utterly destroyed, before the proof of their error in judgment 
has reached them. This picture is not overdrawn, and the committee 
respectfully asks the House and country to well consider the effect that 
prejudice has had against the Indian interests of this country, and to 
bear with patience the labors now being put forth for their protection 
and redemption from the wrongs of the past. The Indians lived iu and 
believed that they owned this entire country, and if it be true that a 
people who reside in any given country own it, it is difficult to see how 
any exception in their case could be made against them. 
However, the nations of Christendom that discovered the continent 
(which the Indians in their simplicity thought was not lost, for to them 
the simple reason that they, and their fathers before them, bad been 
here for time immemorial, and who thought that the white discoverers 
had only wandered from their own country and landed in theirs) held 
that those whom they found here were not to be considered as the owners 
in fee, (and this was evidently because the whites felt that they had the 
power to take it from them,) but that they had a title in possession 
only, subject to the will of the discoverer. 
This condition of things passed to our Government when we assumed 
our independence, and the treaty with Great Britain recognizing that 
independence so practically dP-clares. But the continued practice of 
our Government in making treaties with Indians, and the decisions of 
the Supreme Court of the United States, ha,1'e ripened this title of occu-
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pancy at will into ct t,itle of occupancy 'loith power to holcl until willing to 
sell. This llas thoroughly ripened into law, and cannot now be disputed 
by the Government of the United States. 
The early prejudice engendered against the Indians, on account of 
border troubles, that have but one exponent to us, that is, a continual 
denunciation of tbe Indians, with little or no explanation of the cause 
that led to the difficulties with them, has :filled the public rniud with a. 
dislike ag·ainst Indians generally that does not stop to particularize 
either as to cause or particular Indians-a preju<lice that bas been trans-
mitted by tradition and border llistory since the earliest settlements of 
the country. All Indians fall under the ban of this traditional preju-
dice and suffer in consequence. ~o one seems to be generous or syw-
pathetie enough to ask tile serious question, what bas become of these 
Indians? There were, within what is now tile limits of the United 
States, near 2,500,000 of them; now there are little over 250,000. Tllis 
gTeat waste bas all tak~n place in two hundred and fifty years, and at 
the bands of a Ohri~tian people. All the births among the Indians have 
not increased their uum bers in that two hundred and tifty years, but 
the race itself bas fallen a way at the fearful average rate, over all their 
births, of near ten thousand a year for all that time. These Indians could 
ha\e been civilized, for DI,OOO of them are now civilized. Tllis is more 
than one-third of those now living, and 1~5,000 more of them semi-
cinlized, while only 78,000 (these figures, though taken from the Com-
missioner's report, are too high) remain barl>arous. Then it should "be 
asked, in the name of Christian civilization, where are these people and 
their de8ceudants? To this question there is but one answer: :they a're 
gone from earth, the victirns of the greed and a·cm·ice of professerl Christians. 
This is a commentary upon a Ouristian civilization that speaks volumes 
ngaiust its humanity and the integrity of its professions; and yet tue 
balf is not told. The waste of the property of these poor people has 
been, to them, as heartless as the waste of their lives, and yet the greed 
of their pursuers is to-tlay as vicious, and supported by prejudices as 
se\ere, as heretofore. That this is unjust is true, but to avert the effects 
of it, and to break up this nationalized prejudice, fed, as it is, by wary, 
a'Taricious, bad, and even desperate men, is not the work of a day or a 
single act. 
It ·will require time and patience to prepare the public mind for a just 
solution of tlle Indian question. This public sentiwent must be so well 
established, and so continued, that public officials, and middle-men, and 
frontier adventurers, (not frontier bona-fide settlers; they do not need 
the lesson,) shall feel that justice is due to, and shall be administered 
alike to, all people, the Indians as to the whites. Then, and not until 
then, will justice be administered to the Indians in' tllis country and 
prejudice cease to control the question in tlw interest of bad men, who 
proYoke the cause and then profit by the prejudice unexplained. · This 
prejudice has become so deep-rooted and so wide-spread that the most 
unfounded charges of Indian troubles are magnified with most astonish-
ing rapidity, and "believed with as much ala(·rity and credulity as they 
are told and magnified, and done in the interf'st of tho~e operations ~nd 
operators in Indian frauds and of adventurers who infest the frontier 
settlements, who are disturbers of the public peace, not settlers in any 
sense, for they never do settle or let anything else settle that they can 
prvfit or hope to profit by u11settling. They are reckless wen, ·who move 
beyond the legal limits to which they are entitled, and entice others to 
do the same, in order to bring about the action of the Government to 
secure lands tlley have thus uuj ustl,y encroached upon, and tllus make 
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profit to them as the result of their wrongs to the Indians whom they 
oppress aud discourage; and, when the Government Las sectued title 
from the Indians to the lands that these intruders have illegally and 
unjustly located on, the same men sell and repeat their oppression, with 
the same purpose in view. This class of men only go forward and seize 
on the most eligible spots, near streams, springs, or on clear and tlle 
best lands, and, without further improvement, sell their claim,, as it is 
termed, to the first they can, and then repeat their marauding. 
CLAIMS ON INDIAN FUNDS FOR DAMAGES. 
By the act of Congress of 1834, regulating intercourse with Indians, 
white persons were permitted to file claims for damages committecl by 
Indians, the amount to be deducted from the moneys due from the Gov-
ernment to the particular Indians charged with the offense. r:rlwse 
claims were very numerous and for miraculous amounts, and recklessly 
paid to a great extent, until the law was finally repealed by act ap-
proved July 15, 1870. (See Statutes at J.1arge, -vol. 16, page 360.) 
Yet notwithstanding the patent fact that the Indians have been en-
croached upon by the white people for years, so as to have driven 
tllem from their possessions, rendering their presence on and pos-
session of their own lands intolerable and even dangerous to them-
selves and families, yet no door has been opened to do them justice out 
of white men's moneys for the amount of damages to their persons or 
property committed by white people. Not only so, but the Indian 
Department has failed in the past to secure the rights of the Indians 
under its care• as provided for by the laws on the statute-books-shame-
fully failed. The Indians have been victims by common consent, who 
have in turn revenged themselves in heartless cruelties on defenseless, 
helpless, and often guiltless people, thus provoking the prejudice and 
hatre~ of the whole people against their entire race. 
COURTS FOR THE INDIANS. 
The committee are of the opinion that it is absolutely necessary to a 
just administration of the law and a protection of the peace and good 
order of the Indians and whites in the Indian Territory that there be 
established a United States court in the Indian Territory, with jurisdic-
tion co-extensive with the territorial limits and extending to all rightful 
subjects under the Constitution of the United States and laws of Con-
gress not inconsistent with the rights specially secured to the various 
tribes or peoples residing in the territory under treaty stipulations with 
the United States. 
That the court at Fort Smith works more evil than it does good to 
the peoples of the Territory will become apparent to any careful observer 
of the results. 
The great distances to travel, the incongruity of jurisdictions, the 
character of the deputy marshals who secure appointments under the 
marshal, the seeming carelessness, if not more, of the court itself as to 
thQ, surrounding of parties before it, the shameless delays occurring 
continually, that waste the time and substance of parties and witnesses, 
the reckless imprisonment of witnesses, and open trading in witness 
vouchers, all demand the prompt establishment of such a court and the 
appointment of a responsible, competent, efficient, and upright judge 
for the same. A mixed jurisdiction that induces intrusion of bad white 
men, under a pretense of serving as marshals, or otherwise enter the 
Indian Territory, where they may overrun or exercise authority oYer 
• 
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the Indians, retards their improvement and social advancement, because 
it puts them in constant fear and duress, corrupts their morals, and 
continually produces a conflict of national and tribal authority, which 
is too often ruthlessly decided b.Y these deputy marshals, a11d not 
by the courts. All people are jealous of their own rights, aud shon ld 
be so, alt(l the civilized Indians of tbe Territory know what their rights 
are under treaties anu laws, and do not readily submit to, and cannot 
advance under, duress. This conflict of authority and rights in the 
Territory, ·in which deputy marshals undertake to decide by force that 
which belongs wholly to the courts to determine upon a careful judicial 
examination, was made seriously apparent to the countr,y in the conflict 
bet'i'l·een a deputy marshal, known in the Territory as Jo Pevey, with 
his posse, on the oue hand, and tlle prison-guards of a Cherokee court, 
in tlJe Going Snake district, Cherokee Country, on the other. The facts 
in this case are these: 
A man b,y the name of Proctor, a Cherokee Indian, who was, during 
the late \Yar, a captain of caYalry in an Indian regimrnt of United 
States troops, and who served in that capacity with credit, had a con-
troversy with a white man who bad marrie<l a Uherokee Indian woman, 
and thereby becowe a Cherokee himself nuder tbe treaty stipulations 
between the Cherokees and the U11ited States, by the name of Kester-
ner, and the difficulty ran so lligh that Proctor shot at Kesterner a11d 
accidentally killed Kesterner's wife, a Uherokee woman. Proctor was 
arrested by the Cherokee authorities and put on trial for his life in a 
Cherokee court in the Going Snake district, Cherokee Country. The 
wife of Kesterner was related to men named Beck, some of whom were 
drinking, rough meiL 
Joseph Pevey, commonly called Jo Pevey, was deputy United States 
marshal, acting under the marshal of the western district of the State 
of Arkansas. The Indian Territory is, for judicial purposes, included 
in the said western Arkansas district. The court sits at Fart Smith, 
Arkansas, on the Indian border. Dt>put.y Marshal Pevey had been a 
confederate soldier, and was with Quantrell in the sacking of Lawrence, 
Kansas, anu the mc.~>ssacre of the people of that city on the 13th Au-
gust, l~G3, and is said to be a rough man. There was bad blood be-
tween Pevey and Proctor before this diffienlty. 
When Proctor kille<l the wife of Kesterner, and attempted to kill 
him, the question of jurisdiction was sprung by this Deputy Marsha.l 
Pevt>y, and procuring a posse consisting iu part of the relatives of the 
murdered woman, including the Becl\s, who had with Pevey sen·ed in 
tlle confederate army, proceeded to the court-house in the Going Snake 
district where Proctor \vas on trial for his life before the Cherokee 
court. The judges were on the bench, the jury in the bo~, and the 
criminal at the bar. 
The trial was going on in perfect order when Pevey and his armed 
posse, partly, if not all, Indians, on arrival proceeded at once to fire 
through the doorway at the prisoner, Proctor, uttering threats aud im-
prrcations at the prisoner and the court. The Cherokees have no 
prisons, and hence all persons arrested under Cherokee law are guarded 
during arrest by an armed guard appointed for the purpose. This 
guard was mainly in the eourt-house, near the prisoner, and when 
Pe,·ey and his posse attacked the prisouer the guard returned the fire, 
ancl the contest became a severe one, resulting in the defeat of Pe\·ey 
and his party, and loss of several li ,-es. 
Proctor's lawyer aud two others attending court were killed by Pe-
ves's men and seven wounded, while eight of Pevey's men were killed 
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That this was a gross outrage upon the Cherokees there is no doubt, 
but it becomes t.he duty of the committee to ask the House to remem-
ber that it is the result of the imperfect way justice is administered by 
the present judicial organization, and to urge that a United States court 
be establlshed for the Indian Territor.v, with jurisdiction co-extensive 
with the Territory only, and limited to treaty stipulations where they 
limit the laws of the United States in our relations to the Indians. 
This done, these unhappy conflicts of jurisdiction will not occur. 
INDIANS DESIHE A UNITED STATES COURT. 
The Indians have not been unmindful of the necessity of a United 
States court over them with powers and abilities to administer justice 
among them in their attempt to reach a republican form of government, 
preparatory to their full and final absorption into, and as a part of, the 
people of tlle United States. 
And as a proof of this forethought and political wisdom in the sev-
eral tribes constituting the civilized portion of the Indians of the Indian 
Territory upon this subject, the committee call attention to the provis-
ions of these tribes in lheir treaties of 18G6. 
The eighth sectwn of the eighth article of the Choctaw and Chicka-
saw treaty of .April 28, 1866, provides that-
The Choctaws and Chickasaws also agree that a court or courts may be established 
'in said Territory, with such jurisdiction and organization as Congress may prescribe: 
Prorided, That the same shall not interfere with. the local judiciary of either of said 
nations. 
This proYision is also contained in the prior treaty with these tribes 
o( June 22, 1855, article fifteen of that treaty. . 
The forty-second article of the treaty of V\fashington (with the Choc-
·taws and Chickasaws) of April 28, 1866, provides that-
The Choctaw and Chickasaw nations shall deliver np persons accused of crime 
against the United States, or any of them, who may be found within their limits, on 
t.be requisition of the governor of any State, or of the United States. 
· The seventh section of the seventh article of the Seminole treaty of 
March 21, 1866, provides that-
The Seminoles also agree that a court or courts may be established in said Territory, 
with such jurisdiction, and organized in such manner, as Congress may by law pro-
vide. 
The seventh article of the treaty of Washington, made July 19, 1866, 
with the Cherokees, provides that-
The United States court to be created in the Indian Territorv, and until such court 
is created therein the United States district court, the nearest 'to the Cherokee nation, 
shall have exclusive original jurisdiction of all causes, civil and criminal, wherein au 
inhabitant of the district hereinlmfore described shall be a party, and where an inhab-
itant outside of said district in the Cherokee Country shall be tbe other party, plain-
titf, or defendant in a civil cause, or shall be a defendant or prosecutor in a criminal 
case, &c. 
The seventh section of the tenth article of the treaty made at \Vash-
ington J nne 14,. 1B66, with the Creeks, proYides that-
The CreekR also agree that a court or courts may be established in said Territory, 
with such jurisdiction, and organized in such manner, as Congress may by law pro-
vide. 
1\fr. SHANKS, on leave, introduced the following bill, from the Com-
mittee on Indian Affairs : 
A BILL establishing a United States district court in the Indian country. 
Whereas the several treaties between the United States and the Cherokee, Choctaw, 
Chickasaw, Creek, and Seminole nations of Imlians, concluded in eighteen hundred and 
sixty-six, provide for the establishment of a United States court in the Indian country, 
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commonly known as the Indian Territory, as follows, viz: The Cherokee treat:v, article 
thirteenth: "The Cherokees also agree that a conrt. or courts may be established by 
the United States in said Territory, with sneh jurisdiction and organized in snch man-
ner as ma,v be prescribed by law: Providecl, That the judicial tribunals of the nation 
sball be allowed to retain exclusive jurisdiction in all civil and criminal causes, arising 
within their country, in which members of the nat.ion, by nativity or auoption, shall 
be the only parties, or where the cause of action shall arise in the Cherokee Nation, 
except as otherwise provided in the treaty." The Choctaw and Chickasaw treaty, 
article eighth, section eighth: "The Choctaws and Chickasaws also agree that a court 
or courts may be established in said Territory, with such jurisdiction and organization 
as Congress may be prescribe: Provided, That the same shall not interfere with the 
local judiciary of either of said nations." The Creek treaty, article tenth: "The 
Creeks agree to such legislation as Congress and the President of the Uuited States 
may deem necessary for the better administration of just.ice and the protection of the 
rights of persons and property within the Indian Territory: P1·ovided, however, That 
said legislation shall not iu any manner interfere with or annul their present tribal 
organization, rights, laws, privileges, and cnstorns." "The Creeks also agree that a 
court or courts may be established in said Territory, with sueh jurisdiction, and org-an-
ized in such manner as Congress may oy law provide." The Seminole treaty, article 
seventh: "The Seminole nation agree to such legislation as Congress and the President 
deem necessary for the better administration of the rights of the person and property 
within the Indian Territory: Pronided, however, That said legislation shall not in any 
manner interfere with or annul their present triLal org-anization, rights, Jaws, privi-
lf'ges, and customs." ''The Seminoles also agree that a court or courts may be estab-
lished in said Territory, with snch jurisdiction and organized in such manner as Con-
gress may Ly law provide:" Therefore, 
Be it enacttd by the Senate and House of Representatites of the United States of ..:lmerica 
in Congress assembled, That for the purpose of executing the treaties aforesaid in the 
administration of justice and the protection of the citizens of the Indian nations and 
others lawfully therein, the Indian country, bounded as follows, namely. on the north 
by the State of Kansas, on the east by the States of Missouri aud Arkansas, on the 
south Ly the State of Texas, and on the west by the State of Texas and the Territory 
of New Mexico, be, and the same is hereby, created, for ,judicial purposes only, into a 
judicial !listrict, in which there shall be, aud is hereby, established a court, to he 
styled ''The United States court for the Indian country," with such organization aud 
jnrisdiction as are lawfully held and exercised by the United States dist.rict court for 
the western clistrict of Arkansas over the said Indian country, and snch further juris-
diction as shall be hereinafter provided for: P1·ovicled, That nothing herein shall he so 
construed as to interfere with the official duties of the superintendent of Indian 
affairs or any of the Iudian agents in saicl district. The superior courts of the United 
States nearest said district conrt shall have appellate ,jurisdiction over the same in 
such cases as may be herein provitled for, and from such superior court there shall he 
an appeal to the Supreme Court of the United States in such cases as may be herein 
authorized. The said district court for judicial purposes aforesai,d shall observe and 
execute within the district aforesaid the treaties between the United States and the 
Indian nations or tribes within said district, and the laws of the United States known 
as the acts "regulating trade ancl intercourse with the Indian tribes, and to preserve 
peace on the frontiers," and such other criminal laws of the United States of a general 
character, and not inapplicable, as are provided for by said act, "to regulate trade 
and intercourse wit.h the Indian tribes, and to preserve peace on the frontier:" Pl'o-
t•idecl, That nothing in this act, or any part thereof, shall be so construed as to impair 
or abridge in any manner any of t.he rights of the said Indi:w nations or tribes or 
citizens thereof, nor to interfere with the authority of the officers or courts thereof; 
and the penitentiary buildings now used by the Uuited States court for the western 
district of Arkansas shall also be used by the district herein established until 
otherwise orclered. 
SEC. 2. That the President of the United States, by and with the advice and consent 
of the Senate, shall appoint a judge, marshal, and district attorney for said court, atHl 
all other subordinate officers of the court shall be appointed by the said judge: Pro-
t•ided, That qualification being eqnal, preference in saiu appoiutments shall be given to 
citizens of the Indian country. The duration of office of the said judge, marshal, and 
district attorney sball be fonr years, and tbat of the other officers, appointed by tl1e 
judge, during his pleasure. The oath of office, the duties, the powers, the emoluments 
and perquisites of said ofiicers shall be the same as those of like officers of the said 
United States court for the western district of Arkansas. 
SEc. 3. That said court shall be, and is hereby, located at Fort Gibson, in the Chero-
kee Nation, and for that purpose such of the pnblic bnilclings at that place as may be 
11ecess~1ry are hereby set apart, until otherwise ordered, (or unless sooner said post shall 
cease to be held for military purposes,) to be selected by the judge of the conrt. Said 
court shall holtl annually two regular sessions, beginning respectively on the first Mon-
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days of April and October, and shan establish its own rulings for tl1e transaction of 
business. It shall have miginal jurisdiction in all criminal cases arising in said dis-
trict in which the defendant is not a citizen of any of the Indian nations or tribes of 
saiu district, and in all civil cases arising in like manner, and between like parties, · 
when the amount at issue does not excecu in value the sum of one hundred dollars: 
Provided, That all of said nations or tribes, and all citizens thereof, shall have the right 
to sne in all the courts of the United States: And pTovidedfurthel', That nothing herein 
shall be so construed as to affect the public domain of the said nations or tribes, nor to 
authorize said court, or any other court, to run or extend any process against said pub-
lic domain; nor to run or extend any process against any property within said disirict 
tllat. is now or ma.y hereafter be exempt fi.·orn the process of the cotuts of said nations 
or tribes, under the laws of the same. 
SEc. 4. That all male persons over twenty-one years of age, citizens and lawful resi-
dents of any of the Indian nations or t.ribes aforesaid, shall be deemed as competent 
jurors and witnesses of said court; and all persons of Indian blood lawfully re$iding 
as citizens in any of the Indian nations or tribes aforesaid, or who may hereafter so 
reside, and all white persons adopted as such citizens, or who may hereafter be so 
adopted, and all colored persons who have been, or who may be hereafter, adopted as 
such citizens~ shall be deemed and held to be citizens of their respective nations or 
tribes, and shall be amenable to the laws and customs thereof, the same as native-born 
citizens. 
SEC. 5. That the sala.ries, fees, and mileage of the officers, and the pay for the j nrors ancl 
witnesses of said court, shall be the same as those provided for like expenses for tbe 
United States court for the western district of Arkansas, and shall, with all other 
necessary expenses, be paid by the United States. 
SEc. 6. That the act entitled "An act regulating trade and intercourse with t.he 
Indian tribes, and to preserve peace on the frontiers," be, and the same is hereby, 
amended so that all unlawful trespass on or ~izure of the lauds, timber, or otller prop-
erty of said nations or tribes, or citizens thereof, or any attempt so to do, by any un-
authorized person, party, or corporation, is hereby declared a misclemuanor, and against 
the peace and dignity of the United States, and all persons so offending shall be liable 
to indictment and prosecution before said court, and, on conviction, shall pay a fine, 
to be determined by the court, for the benefit of the party injured; and no property 
shall be exempt from the payment of such tine, and the parties thus convicted shall 
moreover be punished with confinement at hard labor for a period of not exceeding five 
years nor less than one year, subject, in the mean time, to such executive clemency as 
is usual in such cases. And all acts or parts of acts conflicting with tllis act are hereby 
repealed. 
This bill has the sanction of the Creek, Cherokee, Choctaw, and Chicka-
saw delegations at Washington, and was referred to tlte Committee on 
tl1e Judiciary of the House of Representatives. 
RECKLESS PERSONAL TREATMENT OF INDIANS BY PUB-
LIC OFFICIALS. 
The sub-Committee of Indian Affairs, when on duty in the Indian 
Territory in the month of July, 1872, at a point near the 96th degree of 
west lougitude, near the town of Oana, Kansas, met some men and a 
wagon and team, all under charge of a deputy United States marshal, act-
ing under appointment of the marshal for the western district of the State 
of Arkansas, the court being held at Fort Smith. These parties had 
two prisoners in the wagon7 .one white man charged with a murder, 
that we were informed had been committed some months previous. 
Tile other prisoner was a Creek Indian. The <leputy marshal in-
formed the committee that he was one of three Creeks who bad 
crossed the Cherokee country, to the town of Elgin, where the dep-
uty marshal resided with his mother and step-father, Dr. ---, 
(Elgin, Kansas~ like the town of Oana, on the Little Cana, iR situated 
immediately on the southern line of the State,) and there the three In-
dians had traded two ponies to some· white men for six gallons of whis-
ky, and that the Indians intendecl to take the whisky into the Territory 
in violation of the Indian-intercourse law. On beiug questioned where 
tlle other two Indians were, this deputy marshal answered, " We killed 
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one, and the other one got away; we shot at him, but he escaped." On 
being asked where the white men were who sold the whisky to the In· 
dians at Elgin, he answered" that he did not know who sold it to them.'' 
On being asked how it was that he knew that the Indians had sold 
the ponit>s for the "\fhisky at Elgin, that they sold to white men, and 
that white men had traded them tlie whisky; and that there were six 
gallons of the whisky; that the ponies were delivered and the 
whisky received, and that the Indians intended to take the whisky 
into the Indian country in violation of the intercourse law, and yet did 
110t know w-ho the white men were who sold the whisky, or purchased 
the ponies, be was dnmfounded and could not explain, only that he 
did not know, and that they could not find out, both statements being 
evidently false. On reaching the Osage Indian agency, the committee 
learned. that on the day before a Creek Indian had passed near there in 
great baste, stating that he had been pursued by white men-tl1at they 
bad killed one of his comrades and captured the other. The committee 
did not see him a11d could. get no further information concerning the 
affair. But that the worst characters in the Indian country were on 
duty as deputy United States marshals appeared to the committee 
from its observations to be true, and this fact was fully and universally 
stated by all those of whom it inquired touching the fact. 
SHALL THE INDIA~S BE MADE CITIZENS ~ 
There is no question touching the solution of the Indian problem of 
more importance than the one here suggested, namely, "Shall the In-
dians be maile citizens?" To this question the committee makes two an-
swers, to both of which it invites the especial attention of the llouse. 
First. If the Indian~ could be riel of those cormorants who pursue them 
to plunder them of their moneys or their lands, so that they would be 
safe in the occupancy of their patrimon)~ as other citizens are, with un-
restrictefl privilege of enjoying it, and without fear of molestation or 
robbery-in short, if a generous and Christian spirit could and woulrl, 
w-ith certainty, be manifested toward them in the future, and if tlJeir 
rights would be thoroughly protected by law and by an honest enforce-
ment of that law, and if the past experience or some present and compe-
tent power could satisfy the committee of the truth and fact of these 
propositions, and of their certain adoption and enforcement in the future, 
the committee would most unhesitatingly say, yes, by all means, auu 
at once. 
Secondly. But if we are to judge of the future treatmnet of Indian 
citizens l>y the past treatment of those who have been made such, then 
the committee is not prepared to make unconditional recommendation 
of citizenship for Indians. 
The committee acknowledges its doubts of the efficiency of any mode 
that it could recommend to the Ho11se for the thorough aucl just protec-
tion of tbe Indians in their homes and property, if isolated from the 
tribal and common-property system of those people, 'until they are pro-
tected from fraud, and public sentiment is cured of the generalization of 
cha1·ges, ctnrl of prejudices that sustain tlzem, a_qainst these people. The In-
dians seem to be like potters' clay in the hands of bad men, and are 
molded. at their will and pleasure in the management and disposition 
of their property in the interest of sharpers. When tbe Indians of any 
tribe have been granted individual ownership of property, they have 
almost invariably been induced to sell it to sharpers and heartless men, 
or been dri\en off of it by intruders who hcl\e procured privileges from 
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Congress or by treaty subseqnent1y made to dispose of t1le Indian tit1e, 
they having lost the -possession already. And too often the same in-
truders have been recognized as settlers, and thus had the benefit 
of their bad conduct toward the Indians. The modes heretofore pro-
posed, and in some instances earried out by treaty provisions, have 
worked the waste to tlle Indians of their homes and m.oney, and the 
Government is now providing homes at its expense for the In<lians who 
have been made citizens and then plundered of their property which 
they had received from the partition of their tribal lands. 
The effect of citizenship, when conferred on the Indians heretofore 
has been to work a dishonorable waste of their property and its seizur~ 
by designing men, of which the Black Bob swindle is a case in point . 
. There ha,Te not been adequate legal guarantees for protecting their 
titles and moneys from tbe hand of the destroyer. 
It is argued that the Iwlians cannot become citizens of the United 
~t~tes and hold their tribal relations at the same tirne; and to cure this 
It Is proposed to compel them by law to dissolve the tribal relations in 
order to become cit.izens, and to abandon all their ownersl1ip in tbe 
tribal property, lands, money, and interest of all kinds; that is, to 
authorize or counsel them to become citizens by first pauperizing them-
selves by a permitted voluntary escheat, or what is still vwrse on our 
part, having been by us pauperized by the compulsory escheat of their 
property to the Government, tLat would in this case have violated its 
pledges wHh, and plundered the people it proposes to citizenize, all by 
way of civilizing t.he Indian under Christian influences. 
This proposition carried out is to authorize or compel the Indian to 
purchase, at a sacrifice of all of his property, the privilege of beeoming 
a citizen of the United States, his property going by escheat, on ac-
count of the disruption of his tribe, directly to the GovP.rnment. 
This is not done with other people, and it should not and must not be 
with these, and certainly is no indncement either to the eitizenation or 
the civilization of the Indians, and no encouragement for the voluntary 
dissolution of tribal relations. 
It is proposed to naturalize these people, men and women, under the 
laws for naturalizing persons of foreign birth, while these are native-
born. 
It is also proposed to absolve them from the foreign power, that is, 
the I11dhm tribe to which they belonged, and of course. as the natural-
ization laws presnribe, from all other powers whatsoever. 
This is an acknowledgment of the fact that the tribe bad power to 
make treaties, and yet., with all this, it is still proposed to disregard the 
treaties made with such tribes. 
These are serious subjeets, not onl,y to the defenseless tribes of Indians 
who are by such movements, if suecessful, to be annihilated and robbed, 
but to the nation, whose honor is worth preserving and needs the care 
in these matters of thinking and well-meaning men. 
It is by these measures required that Indians, both men and women, 
jn addition to all the enumerated hardships, prep:uatory to and the 
price of becoming citizens, shall first prove that for :five years last past, 
before appl~·ing for naturalization, he or she bas adopted civilized habits, 
and has maintained him or herself and fa.mil.v, :i.f the head of one. 
Thus the pr.,position is to make them prove that for fi,e years they 
have sustained themselves; then they are to be pauperizetl by a neces-
sary escheat of their property, and thus, citizenized and naked, tlley 
are authorized to contend with ciYilized and educated society, and pros-
per or fail~ as the sequel shall show. These are the hardships of the 
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proposed plans to destroy the Indian title to his lands by the act of 
civilization by citizenship. 
The Indians are reaching a point at which they can be citizenized and 
individualized, but all these movements, by which their title::; and prop-
erty are threatened or endangered, drive them closer to their tribal rela-
tion and loosen their confidence in the people and Government and 
delay their civilization. No one labors well who doubts the title to his 
farm on which he labors, whether he is a white, red, or black man. 
CASES OF FRAUD INVESTIGATED. 
The committee desires to call attention to the cases of fraud it has 
examined and on which it makes rf\port. These cases are generally con-
fined to the tribes or nations of Indians in the Indian Territor.v, and to 
those Ji"nowu therein as the Choctaws, Chickasaws, Creeks, Cherokees, 
and Seminoles, not having time to examine others. 
TRITE CHARACTER OF TRIBES I~ THE INDIAN TERRITORY. 
As preparatory to a more special showing of the matters herein re-
ferred to, it is deemed proper to briefly place before the House the con-
dition of the peoples concerning whom these investigations are made, 
from which the value of this work may be gathered in the knowledge 
of the relation existing between the United States and these Indians 
and our duties under those relations. 
THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE REBELLION TO 11HE INDIANS. 
The division of political and social feeling in this country that led to 
the rebellion of 1861, and its terrible consequences, necessarily reached 
these peoples in the Indian Territory. The Cherokee, Creek, and 
Seminole peoples generally sustained their kindly relations to the 
United States Government, though their governmental autlwrities were 
not entirely reliable. These tribes furnished the Government three 
regiments, known as the First, Second, and Third Regiments of Indian 
Home Guar<lB, hereafter referred to, but their governments and many of 
their people treated and fought with the confederacy. The Choctaws 
and Chickasaws were so situated socially and geographically that their 
fate was sealed. in the declaration of war between the ~ orthern and 
Southern States; their political fortunes were cast with the Southern 
States, and they generally sympathized and acted with the rebellionists. 
Slavery that existed among these tribes, which they had adopted from 
their social relations with the southern_people, had much to do with their 
action. 
TREACHERY OF GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS IN 1861. 
Some of the United States Government officials who were on dut:v 
with these Indians in 18ul, and who bad influence with them and shoul(l. 
have given the Indians better advice and protection~ not only encouraged 
them to join the confederacy, but actually sought and obtained com, 
missious in that army, and raised and led forces of these same Indians 
against the Government troops, and treated with the Indians for the 
confederacy. 
PEACE IN 1866 FOUND THEM RUINED. 
Peace in 1866 found them the devastated victims of a war which was 
not theirs, one that they did not wage and coul<lnot arrest. 
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THE TITLE TO THE INDIAN PROPERTY. 
These tribes held their title to their lands, moneys, and homes under 
treaties \Tith the United States, entered into long prior to the rebellion. 
Peace found these treaties disrupted by the war of our people into which 
these Indians were forced against their '-rill, and in which they could 
have no iuterest. · 
THEIR CONDITION IN 18GG, A .. FTER THE WAR. 
Thus in 18G6 these Indians stood helpless before the Government and 
awaited its will concerning them. At that time all goou men looked 
with hopes and kindness toward these Indian nations in the Southwest, 
who though the,y had been, against their will, necessitated to sell their 
old homes and country east of the Mississippi River, and bad purchased 
and occupied their present ones far west of that river, had nevertheless 
adopted Christianity and civilized life and habits and repnbliean forms 
of government copied after our own, and had given great promise of a 
successful civilization and enlightenment. Our national Government 
bad compassion on them in tht>ir misfortunes, forgave their offenses, and 
restored them to all their treaty rights and privileges. 
THE GOVERNMENT IS FALSIFIED TO THE INDIANS. 
But this charitable purpose of the Government and people of the 
United States was not well known to the Indian people. Tbat knowl-
edge was by base and designing men kept from them for the meanest of 
purposes. They were falsely taught to doubt and fear a go~ernment 
that had already forgiven them. This fnlse teaching was with a design, 
hope, and purpose that bas been, as will be shown in this report and 
testimony, too well realized; that under coYer of these false representa-
tions against the GoYernment parties have been guilty of extorting 
from the Indians ruinous contracts and payn1euts for nominal services 
against assumed and wholly imaginary dangers. 
l,HE EVILS OF THIS PRACTICE. 
This practice of teaching the Indians to fear the Government is pro-
ductive of many e\ils. It not only enables dishonest men to extort 
heavy contracts for services in passing assumed dangers, and thus by 
deception plundering the Indians of their money, but it creates snell 
continued doubt in their minds of the good intention of the Govern-
ment, that largely prevents their adoption of the habits and customs 
of civilized and Christian society, and thus retards if not utterly defeats 
advancements among them; thus holding the Indians, for the purposes 
of plunder, in their native thoughts aud habits in face of an advancing 
civilization that would adopt them in its ample growth and strength 
but for this unhappy and continued social antngonism, and hence pro-
J1oses to annihilate them, because it will not stop in presence of, turn 
aside from, or affiliate with this incongruous element, nor await its slow 
development under these retarding intluences. 
D.ANGER OF EXTINCTION OF THE INDIAN RACE. 
And tbus this race known as Indian is annually wasted by its contact 
with a Christian people wllom it fmtrs, and whose integrity it doubts. 
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They are yielding and wasting away, and soon must become extinct 
from the continent, and from the face of the earth, for the ''aut of a 
charitable and generous protection and encouragement against the ant-
rice and passions of men. 
THE TRUE CHARACTER OF THE INDIAN IS NOT KNO,VN 01~ 
APPREOIA'rED. 
The true character of many of the Indian tribes and persons is lost sight 
of in the result of their tiucerevenge for wrongs inflieted on them by those 
white men who feel no genuine interest iu eitller race, but 'vllo, selfish in 
thought and sordid in action, wrong and madden the Indian, and then 
a,-oid just responsibility for the evils they in self-interest inaugurate 
and provoke, the results of wllich fall on tbo~e who are not guilty of 
offenses, and thus is established a feeling of general condemnation and 
hatred of the Indians that has, without special reference either to the 
cause or particular offenders, so long controlled the public mind as to 
be now almost Irresistible; thns adding largely to the aid, support, 
and protection of the Yery class of men who aided in producing tlle 
evils complained of, and who profit by these results. 
INDIAN CIVILIZATION. 
The Indian nations or tribes 1\:nown as Cherokees, Creeks, Seminoles, 
Choctaws, and Chickasaws, prior to and at the commencement of the 
rebellion, were peaceful and prosperous; and sever<llly acquiescing 
cheerfully in all the duties that devolved on them under their many 
treaty stipulations with the Uuited States, and the relations bet"·een 
them severall.Y and our Government and people was in full accord with 
these facts. The~e are Christian peoples, haviug adopted cidlized bal>its 
long since, having republican powers of government, modeled after our 
own in their leg-islative, judicial, and executive departments, and in 
their educational and religious efforts excelling many of our own people 
and StatPs. Their laws are printed in the English language and bound 
in volumes. ~rhe rights of their women aud children are as carefully 
guarded by the laws of marriage aud descent as are our own; and are 
as kindly treated as among wlJite families. \Yitll these tribes the ques-
tion of ci,'ilizing and Christianizing the Indians as tribes and individu-
als has l>een settled as a practical and not difficult thing, tlJough they 
bave much yet to learn to euable them to successfully guard agaiust 
civilize(} fraud and greed, and that systematic rascality tllat has founcl 
protection for so many years under the Indian service of the United 
States. 
As has been stated, some of the tribes in the Indian Territory were, 
on account of their geographical and social situation, unavoidably 
drawn iuto the rebellion, during which there was little communication 
between tbe United States Government and the go,·ernrnent of these 
sm~eral tribes. The annuities and aU financial transactions, under 
former treaties between this GoYernment and these tribes, was with-
held by act of Congress of July 5, 1862. (See Stat. at Large, vol. 12, 
page 528.) 
Some of the subjects investigated by the committee are as follows: 
The Olwctaw commissioners' collusive and fraudulent contracts witll 
one John H. B. I.1atrobe, of Baltimore, Maryland, made in 1866. 
Tile Cllickasaw commissio;1ers' collusive and fraudulent contract with 
one John H. B. Latrobe, of Baltimore, l\Iaryland, made in 1866. 
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Contract with John T. Cochrane of February 13, 1855, relative to the 
net-proceeds claim of Choctaws. 
Choctaws' claim for $2i50,000 in bonds appropriated by act of Congress 
1\Iarch 2, 1861, part of Choctaw net-proceeds claim. 
Appropriation of $250,000, money, by act of March 2, 1861, part of 
net-proceetls claim of Choctaws, by Cooper and the delegation of 1853. 
Claim of Ed ward W. Lehman for the above $250,000 bonds, part of 
the net-proceeds claim. 
Back annuities of Chickasaws suspended by act of Congress of July 
5, 1862, and revived under prior treaty of April28, 1866. Paid into the 
hau<ls of Latrobe's accomplice, H. Colbert, and one-half retained by the 
drlegates. 
Frauds of John W. vVright, special Indian agent appointed by Sec-
retary Harlan to collect pensions and bounties of First, Second, and 
Third Regiments of Indian Home Guards in Indian Territory, and other 
matters that will appear in the report. 
Exorbitant and frau<lulent contract of S. S. Smoot with Cherokee 
delegates. 
LAWS OF CONGRESS INSTEAD OF TREATIES. 
There ltas been no treaty made and confirmed with Indians since· 
the act of July 15, 1870. There were several made prior to that date 
which have not been confirmed, and will not be. Tllere bas been no 
Indian treaty made under General Grant's administration. These 
treaties made and not confirmed were as follows: 
Their purpose was to secure lands of the Indians for railroad pur-
poses without passing the title through the United States. These 
treaties were wisely recalled by the President and not acted on by the 
Senate. 
Since the act of July J5, 1870, abandoning the treaty system with 
Indians, all matters touching the management of tile property of In-
dia:ns has been determined by law of Congress, conditioned upon the 
agreement thereto of the particular tribe or parties of Indians inter-
ested in the subject-matter of the law. 
All laws for the disposition of their real property have been directory 
to the Secretary of the Interior or President, requiring or empowering 
1tim to negotiate with the Indians referred to in the law, aud to report 
bis doings in the premises to Congress for its adoption or regulation. 
This requires a consideration of all those subjects before both Houses 
of Congress and their committees respectively, thus securing delib-
erate action and opening all such legislation to tbe Executive, Congress, 
and the public. This is one of the strongest protections to the Indians' 
interest, yet full justice to the United States. 
Tbis puts the dealings between the Government and the Indians on 
the same basis that it is and has been between the Government and 
other persons or States for the purchase of lands or other property, or 
agreements of any kind, requiring tbe assent of the parties at all times. 
'Ihe secrecy of treaty-making is bad when one of the parties is not 
competent to take full care of his interests when making the treaty, 
and no power to enforce his rights under the treaty when made. 
Our treaty records abound with amendments arbitrarily made by the 
Senate of the United States after the treaty was made and signed by 
the United States commissioners and the Inuian officials. 
This is not treaty-making in its purity; it is a mockery on treaty-mak-
ing. Such treaty-making shoulfl ha\Te been abandoned long before it 
was. But as it was continued, and we of our o"·u will, through the 
Senate, supervised those treaties before final indorsement, we are 
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bound in the strongest possible terms to live up to their spirit and 
word, or else to return to tlle Indians all that we got under them, which 
is impossible to do if we desired it. 
HOW TO CORRECT THESE INDIAN TREATIES. 
The only just mode of correcting the incongruous mass of agreements 
that have in the name of treaties been imposed upon the public records 
is by procuring the consent of those with whom they have been made. 
The committ('e bas taken one step toward harmonizing these treaties 
by procuring the passage of a bill directing the commissioners whose 
duty it is to revise the laws to also revise the Indian treaties, so as to 
set forth the tre~tics and parts of treaties now in force. This done, 
and the true condition of the financial accounts and Janded interests of 
the Inuians well stated, and there will be little trouble in procuring a 
uniformity of management and an equality of privileges for all Indians. 
The success of the management of Indian affairs largely depends on 
the uniformity of the work. 
Disinterested action in any business begets misunderstandings and 
errors of management, and adds largely to the expense. Patience and 
perseverance will bring these things about, and should in nowise be 
neglected. 
In ordinary and probably the best business transactions, new con-
tracts between the same parties settle former dealings and present a 
new and comprehensive liew of accounts. But the idea of consolida-
tion of funds, a perfection of records, a protection of the Indians under 
their contracts from abuses by fo1lowers, or, in short, a ·comprehensive 
business accounting and management of Indian affairs, has either from 
<lesire or neglect been entirely overlooked. 
INDIAN 1'RE.A.TIES H.A. VE THE SANCTION OF L.A. WS OF CONGRESS. 
Indian treaties have the sanction of laws of Congress in many ways; 
some direct and others confirmatory. It is provided by the third sec-
tion in the appropriation act of February 27, 1851, "That hereafter all 
Indian treaties shall be negotiated by such officers and agents of the 
Indian Department as the President of the United States may designate 
for that purpose, and no officer or agent so employed shall receive any 
additional compensation for such service." 
A.ll acts appropriating money in accordance with the provisions of 
the several treaties made witll Indians are confirmatory of these treaties 
respecti Yely. 
All legislation directing survey, sales, or other disposition of any lands 
ceded to the United States by the provision of any Indian treaty, is 
confirmatory of the treaty itself; and further, the law of March 3, 1871, 
providing that no more treaties should be made with Indian tribes, 
affirms those that had been made. It is also provided by law of Con-
gress that all annuities or other moneys, and all goods stipulated by 
treaty to be paid or furnished to any Indian tribe, shall, at the discretion 
of the President or Secretary of War, instead of being paid over to the 
chiefs or to such persons as they shall designate, be divided and paid 
over to the heads of families, and other individuals entitled to partici-
pate therein, or with the consent of the tribe be applied to such pur-
poses as will best promote the happiness and prosperity of the members 
thereof. 
231083 Staie Libran~ 
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GOOD ORDER REQUIRED. 
It is the duty of every government to maintain good order through-
out its borders; and no matter what portion of the people Yiolate tha.t 
good order, no matter what their complexion or mce, no matter what 
their position or influence, their wealth or their povertr, it is the bounden 
duty of the government, a duty that it owes to e\ery citizen witllin its 
limits, to tnforce protection to all the people against all 'Wrong-doers. The 
Indian who violates law or treaty provisions, and commits wrongs 
against other Indians or against white people, should be arrested, tried, 
conYicted, and punished for his oft'enses, and white persons committing 
wrong against other white persons or against Indians should with equal 
promptness be arrested, tried, and punislled for their trausgression. 
A firm rnaiutenauce of law and order is the duty and a necessity of 
the Government, and the only way that it can retain tl1e support ancl 
confidence of the people. It is an absolnte necessity of any government 
among any people. God has wisely made permanency in governments, 
like success among men, wholly dependent upon the administration of 
justice. 
INDIAN CONTI~AOTS !\fADE WITH ATTORNEYS, ETC., PR~OR 
TO 11AY 21, 1872. 
With a view to meet the difficulties under which these Indians labor 
from this set of godless scoundrels who pursue them and procure from 
tbem exorbitant contracts for imaginary services, or lay hold of them 
with accounts and charges trumped against tltem and procure allowances 
for them at the hands of Government officials, tlle committee, at the re-
quest of the Secretary of the Interior, and to relieve him of the un-
welcome labor of settling with this class of men, on these claims, as well 
as to make records for the future in these cases that sha1l effectually 
sileuce their miserable pretension, the committee introduced the follow-
ing bill, which unanimously passed the House and was referred to t.he 
Committee on In(lia,n Affairs of the Senate, but was not reported back. 
This bill, if made a law and enforced, will utterly divorce all officers 
and employes of the Government from the consideration of contracts 
with Indians until they have ueen subjf'cted to the scrutiny of its pro-
Yisions before the Secretary of the Interior and Commissioner of Indian 
A.fhlirs, and records made of the same. 
AN ACT relativ-e to private contracts or agreements made with Indians. 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of tl!e lJnited States of America in 
Congress assembled, That hereafter it shall not be lawful for any United States officer, 
or other person under its employ or control, to recognize the binding force or legality, 
or in any manner ::mstain or enforce, or counsel or give any aid or assistance to sustain 
or enforce, any contract or agreement made by any person or persons, or corporation, 
with any band, tribe, or nation of Indtans, or individual Indian or Indians, not a citi-
zen of the United States, entered into prior to the date of the act of Congress entitled 
"An act regulating the mode of making private contracts with Indians," approved 
May twenty-first, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, for the payment or delivery of 
any money or other thing of value, in present or prospective, or for the granting or 
}'lrocnring any privilege to him or her, or any other person or persons, or corporation, 
in consideration of services for or advancements made to said Indians relative to their 
lands, or to any claim growing out of or in reference to annuities, installments, or other 
moneys, claims, demand, or thing, under laws or treaties with the United States, or offi-
cial acts of any officer thereof, or in any way connected with OL' due from the United 
Sta.tes, unless such contract or agreement was reduced to writiug and duly signed by 
the parties in interest thereto at the time it was entered into, and fully made known to 
the parties at the time the contract was signed, and then not until such original written 
contract shall first have been pr_esentcd to and examined by the Secretary of the In-
L 
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t~>rior and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and these facts by them severally indorsed 
thereon, and a copy of said contract atHl of auy assignments t.hat w:ty have been made 
thereon dnly entered of record in the Office of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
SEc. 2. That in addition theretothereshall also befiletl in said Commissioner's Office, 
and retained therein as official papers, and be examined bs said Commissioner and Sec-
retary, and that fact indorsed on them, the follo"·ing statement of f<tcts toncbiug each 
and all snch contracts and agreements so presented; which statements shall be sworn 
to specially by all and severally the person or persons claiming interest in and seeking 
the support and enforcement of such contract or agreement, and not b~~ ageut or 
attorney: First, that the writing presented for examination :tlld record, as provided for 
iu the first section of this act, and purporting to be the original contract or agreement, 
is in fact such, and that it was entered iuto and reduced to writing at the date and for 
the purposes it purports to have been made and executed; secondly, such sworn state-
ment shall give particularly the names of the real parties in interest in the original 
contract or agreement, naming them, if not named in the written contract or agree-
ment.; and if either of the coutractiug parties is a band, tribe, or nat1on of Indians, or 
a corporation or firm, the name of the person, officer, or agent contracting- in their be-
half, together v.-ith his authority for so doing, shall be specially stated; thirdly, a par-
ticular statement of all and singular the services rendered or the thing or things done 
under such contract or agreement prior to said filing, with those tllings to be done or 
reudered, together with a particular statement of any and all moneys paill or advanced 
by either party nnder such contract or ngreement, giving in all cases the time, place, 
and real Yalne of services rendered, or thing or tllings done, or the kind aud manner of 
payment, wheth-3r in money, property, or credits, up to the date of the filing of the said 
sworn statement; fourthly, state specifically whether the original contract or agree-
ment had been submitted to any Secretary of the Interior, Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs, superintendent of Indian affairs, Indian agent, commissioner, or other person 
Laving otlicial control of or connection with Indian affairs, giving the time when, place 
where, and person by name to whom such submission was made, aml whether hy said 
officer indorsed or not, or whether any such officer was cognizant of such contract or 
agreement having been made, though not submitted to him for approval. 
SEc. 3. That the Secretary or Commissioner of Indian Affairs is hereby empowered 
to require, iu writing, any additional facts or proofs that may be necessary to aid in 
determinin~ the true character of the contract or agreement, or assignment thereof. 
SEc. 4. That no such contract or agreement shall be recognized by any officer or em-
ploye of the United States until t.be Secretary of the Interior shall, after full considera-
tion of any such contract or agreement, together with the proofs and papers in this act 
required to be filed, and such as the Secretary of the Interior or Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs may require in addition thereto, the Secretary of the Interior sl1all consider to 
·ue jnst and reasonable, and not tainted with fraud and not exorbitant in its demands: 
l'l'orided, That the Secretary of the Interior shall in all cases enter, iu writing, on such 
original contract, on the record in the Office of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
wherein such original contract is recorded, an official statement, showing that the con-
tract or agreement and proofs h:tve been filed iu accordance with the provisions of this 
act and considered by him, and iu his opinion said contract or agreement or assign-
ments thereof are not exorbitant and not fraudulent, and that they are jnst, the same 
shall be valid. But if in the opinion- of the Secretary of the Interior such contract or 
agreement., or the assignment thereof, is fraudulent or exorbitant, he shall officially 
enter his rl:'jection, in writing, upon the record of such contract or agreement, and they 
shall not be considered of binding force by any officer or employe of the United States. 
SEC. 5. That it is herehy made the duty of the Secretary of t.he Interior to cause an in-
vestigation to be made of all existing contracts or agreements, within the purview of 
this act, now on tile in his Office or of the Office of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
Ol' any other Office or Bureau under his control, and hy special notice to the party or 
parties in interest compel, in the case of each such contract or agreement so found on 
file, the same strictness of official examination and indorsement, record, and sworn 
statement of fact, as is required by the several provisions of this act: P1·ot'ided, That 
the investigation of facts touching the character of any contract or agreement contem-
plated by this act may be made by a commissioner appointed by the President for that 
purpose, who shall report · all such facts to the Secretary of the Interior in writing. 
Passed the House of Representatives February 15, 18n. 
Attest: 
EDWARD McPHERSON, Clerk. 
DEGREES OF CIVILIZATION. 
The different degrees of a<h~ancement in ciYilization of the various 
tribes is one source of trouble in managing Indian affairs at this time. 
If the Indians were of the same degree in ci Yil culture, a uniform law 
I 
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for all of them and uniform treatment wonld of course be proper, but 
to treat civilized. Indians who have .cast off all their savage i<leas-have 
become Cllristians in their belief, atandoued the chase, and entered upon 
agricultural life-as you would the wild tribes in their blankets and their 
huts, would. not only not be proper, but it would reduce tl10se who had 
adva,nced to their primal state. The diversity of location, habits, and 
desires of the various tribes, together with their manifold treaty stipula-
tions with the Government, renders a uniformity in the management Qf 
Indian affairs at present impossible. 
This condition of things demands that good and true men only be 
intrusted with Indian business. T.llis fact has been fully recognized by 
the President, who is rapidly improving the moral worth of the Indian 
service. 
The admission of Indians to citizenship must be by small numbers, 
in the measure of their civil ad vaucement. It is not best for the 
Indians, or the white people, that the wild Indians should be made citi-
zens of the United States. It is not best for society, for t.he reason that 
bad men would control them in elections and in community, and. not for 
the good of the Indians. For the same reason their property would, as it 
has in all such cases, be filched from them. 
But few Indians can safely hold their property in severalty; they are 
too readily imposed. upon, and when wronged become vicious, and often 
resent their wrongs by physical force where they do not see justice offered 
them. 
LANDS OF CHOCTA \VS NEAR FORT SMITH. 
The committee call attention to a movement being made by some par-
ties at Fort Smith, Arkansas, to obtain by act of Congress a transfer to 
the city of Fort Smith, for school purposes, that portion of laud l,ying 
betweeu the present military reservation and the Portcan Hiver. This 
strip of land thus sought by the people of the city of Fort Smith, 
Arkansas, lies within the Indian Territory, and is the property of the 
Choctaw Nation of Indians. This land is part of the purchase of the 
Choctaws by tlle second article of the treaty of October 18, 1820, and. 
lies west of the recession of January 20, 1825. 
The United States has no right without the consent of the Choctaws 
first obtained to transfer that laud to any one. It was purchased by the 
Choctaws and paid for. 
The Choctaw lands were transferred by provision of the treaty of 
1820, and were fully paid for b,y lands ceded from the Choctaws in Mis-
sissippi, and the payment acknowledged in the treaty, and a patent issued 
therefor, under the provisions of the treaty of September 27, 1830, and 
in accordance with the law of May 28, 1830. 
NET-PROCEEDS CLAIM. 
This is an amount demanded by the Choctaw Nation of Indians for 
moneys claimed to he due from the U uit,ed States, for proceeds of lands 
purchased by the United States under treaty of 1830, and submitted for 
adjustment to tlle Senate of the United States by the thirteenth article 
of treaty of 1855, the conditions of the adjustment of which were au-
l.lonuced in Senate resolution of March 9, 1859, and reported from the 
Secret.ary of the Interior to the Senate, under its orcter of May 8, 1860, 
giving the report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs of nfarch 22, 
l.SGO, and the report of the Seeoud Auditor of the Treasury, of Fe'brnary, 
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1860. (See Ex. Doc. No. 82, 36th Congress, lst session, H. R., p. 1 to 3.) 
Tllese reports showed a balauce tht•n due the Cboetaw Nation of 
$2,981,247.:30. li'rom this amount there was recommended b)· the Sen-
ate Committee on Inclian Affairs tilat there silould be deducted Yarions 
sums, iu the aggregate amounting to $648,6U6.45, being for the swamp-
lauds, railroad-lands, and school-lands giYen away by the United States 
out of this purchase of the Ciloctaws, and after the treaty was made, 
leaving a net balanee, even after these dt>ductious, due Choctaws of 
$~,33~,560.o5, wilich last amount is the net-proceeds claim as it stood 
June 19, 1860, and upon which the appropriation of l\Iarch 2, 1861, was 
made. 
( )n March 2, 1861, Congress appropriated the sum of $300,000 to be 
applied in part payment of this elaim for net proceeds, in the following 
lauguage: • 
For payment to the Choctaw Nation or tribe of Inrlians, on account of their claim, 
under the eleventh and twelfth articles of the treaty with said nation or tribe, made 
the 22<.1 Jnue, 1855, t.he snm of $500,000; $250,000 of which sum shall be paid in money, 
aml for the residue the Secretary of the Treasury shall cause to be issued to the proper 
authorities of said nation or tribe, on their requisition, bonds of the United States au-
thorized by law at tlw present sessiou of Congress: Provided, That in the fntnre ad-
justment of the claim of the Choctaws, nuflcr the treaty aforesaid, the sum s!Jall be 
c!Jarged against the said Incliaus. (See United States Stat. at Large, vol. 12, page 
238.) 
So that after this appropriation of $300.000 the balance of net-pro-
ceeds claim of Choctaws was on Marcil 2, 1861, $1,832,560.85. 
It will be seen by reference to the appropriation act, quoted above, 
that the $500,000 appropriated is in two parcels, one of $~50,000 to be 
paid in mone.v, and one of $~30,000 to be paid in United States bonds. 
Tile $230,000 to be paid ]n money in aecordance with the act \Tas 
paid by tile Government as follows : 
March22, 18Gl. To Douglas H. Cooper, Indian agent .....•.. ----···-·-·· 
April 5, 1861. To Douglas H. Cooper, Indian agent ... _ .. __ ....... _- .. . 
April 12, 1861. To Pitchlynn, Falsomc & Falsome, delegates, draft._ ..•• 
April 12,1861. To Pitchlynn, Falsome & Falsome, delegates, in cash ... _ 
$50,000 00 
84 , 51~ 55 
112,000 00 
3,487 45 
Making a total of. .• _ ••...••. ·-·--··----···--···-·····--··~···· .. 250,000 00 
The $250~000 in bonds, authorized by this act, have not been de-
livered. 
The retention in the United States Treasury of these bonds for SO· 
long a time, and the unsettled condition of the balance of the net-proceeds 
claim, has excited the cupidity of those who pnrsne the lmlian funds 
for gain only to such an extent that we finfl them using eYery device 
kuown to the trickster, demagogue, or scoundrel in order to get their 
various claims as agents, attorneys, &c., reeognized by the United States 
Treasury and the Indians. 
The committee have discovered that the present number of claimants, 
as attorne,ys and agents of the Choctaws, are so numerous and their 
accounts so large that to satisfy their demands would require more than 
twice the amount of funds due to the Indians. 
FULL EXPLANATION OF THE NET-PROCEEDS CLAIM OF 
THE CHOCTAWS. 
1. Before entering upon the comiideration of the subject of thefinctnoial 
rrlations of the Government of the United States With the· Choctaws, 
the committee call attention to the practicctl relations between the twe 
H. Rep. 98-3 
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contracting parties at the dates of the se,eral treaties of 18~0, 1825, and 
1830, which will be e:::;pecially referred to in this report, and the last of 
which treaties is that on which the net-proceeds claim of tlle Choctaws 
(of wl1ich the $~30,000 bonds in question coustitnte a part.) i~ based. 
2. That the United States was an organiz;ed, powerful, and well-estab-
lished Government, with competent officials, executive, legislative, and 
judicial, to manage its business in making and executiug its treaties and 
other laws. 
3. \Vbile, on the other band, the Choctaws were at those dates a people 
le:-;s than 2~,000 popnlation, then decreasing in numbers, located within 
the orgnnize(l State of Mississippi, without treaties providing against the 
extension of State authority oYer them, and thm; placed under confl.ictiug 
Ste:tte and national jurisdiction, without learning or printed or written 
laws, keeping no records, without a knowledge of Lmsiness other than 
the ordinary barter or exchange of one commodity in kind for another 
in presents,embarrassed by the pressure of white settlements npon tllem, 
fearing State or other local authority, confiding solely in the integrit.Y 
and good wishes of the United States Government, and relying upon it 
for protection tmder tlle second artide of the treaty of Hopewell, of Jan-
uary 3, 1786, and subsequent treaties. 
4. Treaties, laws, titles, records, written or printed evidence, accounts, 
and accounting, touching the transactions between the Ohoetaws and 
the United States, were in possession of the U11ite<l States Go,·ernmeut, 
and 11ot. with the Choctaws, and lJave so remained to this time. 
5. The United States is, both by treaty stipulations and by local 
and political ne~essity, the protector and gnardiau of the persons and 
proverty of the Choctaws, (and of all other Indians within our national 
bonudarLe.s,) and, in matters of dealing, the trustee and custodian of their 
fnuds and other properties, and in every sense of law and equity, bound 
to the utmost good faith in the administration of justice to the Indians, 
through the evidence of the Government's own records, to these its own 
wards. 
6. The explanations and 'references of the committeA touching the sub-
ject-matter of this report, namely, "the Choctaw net-proceeds claim," 
<'A)ver in part the several treaties between the United States and the 
Choctaws-
Of Doak's Stand, October 18, 1820, proclaimed January 8, 1821. (See 
7th vol. Statutes at Large, page 210.) 
That of January 20, 1825, proclaimed February 19, 1825. (See 7th 
vol. Statutes at Large, page 234.) 
That of Dancing Rabbit Creek, September· 27, 1830, proclaimed Feb-
ruary 24, 1831. (See 7th vol. Statutes at Large, page 333.) 
That between Choctaws and Chickasaws, of .January 17, 1837, pro-
claimed J\larch 24, 1837. 
That of June 22, 1855, proclaimed March 4, 1856, including lease of 
lands west of 98 degrees. (See vol. 11, Statutes at Large, page 611, 
sections 9 and 10.) 
And that of April 28, 1866, proclaimed July 10, 1866. (See vol. 14, 
Statutes at Large, page 769.) 
Together with the acts of Congress of J\farcb 3, 1837, (see vol. 5, page 
180 ;) February 22, 1838, (vol 5, page 211 ;) August !::l3, 1842, (vol. 5, 
page 515 ;) March 3, 1845, (vol. 5, page 777 ;) July 21, 1852, appropria-
tion bill, (vol. 10, page 19 ;) August 30, 1852, appropriation bill, (vol.10, 
pag·e 4~ ;) March 3, 1853, appropriation bill, (vol. 10, page 227 ;) March 
3, 1835, appropriation bill, (''ol. 10, page 675.) 
1 
j 
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Action of Senate under treaty of June 22, 183.3, of l\Iarch 29, 18.39. 
(SN' t:leuate Journal Thirty-fifth Congress, page JH3.) 
}larch 2, 18Gl, appropric1tion bill, (vol. 12, page 2.38.) 
Act of July 5, 18u:2, appropriation bill, (vol. 12, page 528.) 
Act of February 22, 18u:2. (See vol. 12, page 614.) 
July 27, 18u8, appropriation bill, (vol. 15, section 5, page 223.) 
::\larch 3, 1871, appropriation bill, (vol. lG, page 570.) 
And to the favorable actiou and report of UommittP-e on Indian ~-\.f­
fairs of the Honse; and of ~arne committee July 6, 1868, (report :Xo. 
77, 40th Congress, 2d session.) 
To favorable report of the Committee on Indian Affairs of the Sen-
ate, of June 19, 1860, (report No. 280, 36tll Cougress, 2d session;) of 
January 5, 1871, (3d session 40th Oougress,) aU<.l of Janmtry 22, 1870, 
(report No. ~18, 42d Congress, 2d session.) 
To favorable report of the Judiciary Committee of the Seuate, June 
22, 1870, on bill No. 973. 
Report of the Attorney-General, December 15, 1870, (attached to 
Senate report No. 318, 42d Congress, 3d session.) 
To favorable report of the .Tudici::Lr,y Committee of the House, Feb-
nutry·27, 1871, (No. 41, 41st Congress, 3d session.) 
To favorable report of tlle Co mittee on Appropriations of the House, 
(Yol. G7, folio 2708.) 
Report of the Secretary of the Interior, of 1839, :l\Iarcb 9, made to 
both Houses of CongreRs, stating iu detail the accountiug with the 
Choctaws, with balance due to them, and statement of the Commissiouer 
of Indian Affairs of February 2, 1872, on House bill No. 306. 
HISTORY OF TilE CHOCTAW NET-PROCEEDS CLADI, (1'REATY OF Od· 
TOBER 18, 18~0.) 
7. That the treaty between the United States and the Choctaw Nation 
of India,ns made on tlle 18th day of October, 1820, at Doak's Stand, Mis-
sissippi, was, as set forth in the preamble to that treaty, "freel_y ::tlld 
voluntarily made" by both parties thereto, and iu this respect was unlike 
that made at Dancing Habuit Creek, nearly ten years afterward, on 
September 27, 1830. (For treaty of October 18, 1820, see 7th vol. Stat-
utes at Large, page 210.) 
S. The treaty of October 18, 1820, (as appears by its preamble,) was 
made by both parties thereto, "to promote the civilization of the Choc-
taw Indians." 
The commissioners who entered into this treaty upon the part of the 
United States were Generals Andrew Jackson aud Thomas Hinds. 
9. That the mode proposed and adopted by the United States and 
Clloctaws to effect this desired civilization was (as set forth in the pre-
amble to said treaty of 1820) twofold: 
First. "By the establishment of schools among them." And to do 
this, it was provided by article 7 of said treaty that, '"Out of the lauds 
ceded by the Choctaw Nation to the United States, the commissionerR 
aforesaid, in behalf of said States, further covenant and agree that fifty-
four sections, of one mile square, shall be laid out in good land by tile 
President of the United States, and sold for the purpose of raising a 
fund to be applied to the support of the Choctaw schools on both sides 
of the Mississippi River." It will be seen by this article that "fifty-four 
sections, of one mile square" each, of "good land," being 34,5u0 acres, 
were to be set apart aml sold for these Ohoctaw schools. "'rhree-fourtbs;' 
of the funds thus to. be raised was to be expended east of the :1\lissis-
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sippi River, and the remainder "for one or more" schools west of the 
same. 
Second. The second proposition adopted in said treaty of 1820, in 
support of this desired "civilization of the Choctaw Indians," as stated 
in the preamble to the treaty, w-as "to perpetuate them as a nation by 
excbangiug for a small part of their land here (meaning Cboctctw lauds 
in Mississippi) a country beyond the :Mississippi River, '''here all who 
li\·e by hunting, and will not work, may be collected and settled toge-
ther," (meaning the lands the Choctaws purchased west of the .1\-Iissis-
sippi.) 
10. That for these two purposes, namely, ''to establish schools among 
tbem" anll to perpetuate them as a nation by ex:cllaug·iug for a small 
part of their lands •' in Mississippi" "a country beyond. the Mississippi 
Hh·er~" the Choctaws, by the first article of the treaty of October 18, 
1820, cedecl to the United State~ a tract of land in Mississippi, amount-
ing to 4,150,000 acres in oue body, being a small part of tlleir lauus then 
owned by them in that Statt>, and comprising more than half of tbe 
ri ''er-front of that State, and very valuable for farming purposes, and 
the richest cotton-lauds in the State. These lands, conYeyed to the 
United States by the Choctaw treaty of 1820, were in the organized and 
rapidly improving State of l\lississipJ · of great value to the State and 
to those who purchased them for settlement. (This cession of 4-,150,000 
acres by the Choctaws to the United States was the consideration in full 
for all the provisions of the treaty of 1820, "incluuing schools and lauds 
west.) · 
11. In part consideration for the 4,150,000 acres ceded to the United 
States by the treaty of October 18, 1820, tlw United States, by the 
second article of tlJat treat.v, ced.ed. to the Choctaw :Nation a tract of 
conutry west of the :Mississippi H,i ver, in the following words: 
ARTICLE 2. For and ia consideration of the foregoing cession on the part of the 
Choctaw N atiou, and in part satisfaction for the same, the commissioners of the 
Uuited States, in behalf of said States, do hercb,v cede to said nation a tract of country 
west of the Mississippi River, situated between the Arkansas and Re<l Rivers, and 
bounded as follows: Beguming on the Arka.1Jsas Hiver where the lower bonndary-line 
of the Cherokees strikes the same; thence up the Arkansas to the Canadian Fork, and 
up the sam~ to its sonrce; thence clue south to the Hed River; thence down Red River 
three miles below the month of Little River, which empties itself into Red River on 
the north side; thence a direct line to the beginning. 
This cession included all the lands the Choctaws haYe ever ownell or 
held by cession from the Uuited States wei:it of the l\Iississippi RiYer, 
and are the same lanus a part of whieh the Choctaws still own auu reside · 
upon, and are sitnateu in the southern part of the Indian ·Territory. 
This is all the committee needs to say touching the treaty of October 
18, 1820. 
TREATY OF JANUARY 20, 1825. 
12. That on the 20th day of January, 1825, the United States and the 
Choctaws made another treaty, by the first article of which the Clwc-
taws re-ceded to the United States "that portion of their lauds ceded 
to them by the second article of the treaty of Doak's Stand, [meaning 
the treaty of October 18, 1820,] lying east of a line beginning on tbe 
Arkansas one hundred paces east of Fort Smith, and running thence 
due south to Red River," (being that portion of the lands the United 
States had, by the second article of the treaty of October 18,1820, ceded 
to the Choctaws, but which was found to be within the then Territory, 
now State, of Arkansas,) for which recession the United States agreed., 
by the second article of the said treaty of January 20, 1825, "to pay to 
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the said Choctaw Nation the sum of $6,000 annna1ly forever," thus 
showing that the United States recognizerl by this treaty of 1825 two 
important facts in the progress of this investigation: 
First. That the title to the country west of the Jlfississippi Ri~'er passed 
from the United States to the Choctaws by the prod~ions of the second 
article of the treaty of lb20, and-
Seeondly. That fnll payment was made therefor in the transfer of 
the lands ceded by the Choetaws to the United States, by the first 
article of said treaty of October 18, 1820. Otherwise the amount of 
$6,000 per annum forever would not have been allowed, bnt would have 
heen balanced against any former liabilit.r tllat might have existed. 
But of the fact that the lands ceded to the Uhoctaws lying west of the 
l\lississippi River were fully paid for by the Choctaw cession of 1820, 
there is no controversy, and no room for one. 
'l'REATY OF SEPTEJ.VIBER 27, 1830. 
13. The committee now come to the consideration of the treaty of 
September 27, 1830, out of which has grown the Choctaw net-proceeds 
claim, and no part of which claim antedates that treaty. 
14:. Any cessions by the Ciloctaws to tile United States of lands east 
of the .1\lississippi River subsequent to the 18th day of October, 1820, 
must be aecounted for by the United States in some mode other than 
tlle lands west of that river, as there has been no a<ldition to that tract 
since 1820. And it was fully paid for by the cession of the 4,150,000 
aeres made by the treaty of October 18, 1820, as above stated, aud as 
will fully appear by referring to the treaty. 
15. There was 11ot only uo additional cession of lands to the Choc-
taws from the United States by the treaty of 1830, bnt there was uo 
additional title given or granted. The title directed by article second 
to be gi\·en to the Clwctaws for their country west was '• in fee-simple 
to tllem and their de~cendants, to inure to them while they shall exist 
as a nation and live on H." Tllis adds nothing to the title they held 
under the treaty of October 18, 1820, to these lands. The title is not 
limited uy the treaty of 1820 in it~ cession, an<l must be presmue<l to 
be a good and perfect one. The United States cannot claim that it is 
less. 
16. The second article of the treaty of September 27, 1830, in terms 
limits, rather than extends, the title to the lands lying west ot' the Mis-
sissippi River, and only grants a conveyance of lauds then long since 
sold to, and paid for by, tlle Cboctaw·s. 
17. The law of Congress passed l\1a.y 28, 1830, some months prior to 
the date of the treaty of September ~7, 1830, prod des," that it shall all<l 
may be lawful for the President of the United States to cause so mnch 
of any territory belonging to the United States west of the ri\er Mis-
sissippi, not included in any State or organized Territory, and to which 
the Indian title has been extinguished, as he may judge uecet:lsary, to be 
divided into a snitatle number of districts, for the reception of- such 
tribes or nations of Indians as may choose to exchange the lauds where 
they now reside, and remove there." 
And the third section of said law empowered the President" solemnly 
to assure the tribe or nation with which tlle exchange is made that the 
Unitt>d States will forever secure and guarantee to them, aud their 
heirs or successors, the country so exchcwged with them, and, if they 
prefer it, that the United States will cau:-;e a pateut or grant to be 111.<-Hle 
aud executed to tllern for tlle same: Provicleil alu.:ays, That snell lauds 
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reTert to the United States if the Indians become extinct or abandon 
tbe same." 
18. The treaty of September 27, 1830, was made in the spirit of the 
la ". of J\Iay 28 of the same year, above quoted, in these particulars: 
FirRt. The Choctaws resided, in part, east of the :Mississippi Ri,·er. 
Secondly. The Choctaws resi<le<l in the organized State of l\Iississippi. 
Thirdly. The Choctaws owned at that time 10,423,139.69 acres of 
land, in one bod~~ , in said State of l\lississippi. 
Fourthly. The State of Mississippi bad, by act of its legislature, dated 
in 1829, extended. or attempted. to extend the local or t)tate laws over 
the Choctaw people, thus complicating tile Government in its treaty-
relations with the Indians. 
Fifthly. By the second article of our treaty of IIopewell, of January 
3, 1786, with tlle Choctaws, it is provided that ''the commissioners plen-
ipotentiary of all the Choctaw Na,tion do hereby aclmowledge the tribes 
and towns of the said nation, and the lauds within the boundary allot-
tt>d to the said Indians to live and to hunt on, as mentioned in the thinl 
article, to be under the protection of the United States of America, and 
of no other sovereign whatsoever." 
Sixthly. The course adopted by the State ofJ\fississippi "·as necessarily 
compelliug- a conflict of autlwritjT between the United States and the 
State of l\lississippi, or else an abandonment by the United States of 
its former treaty-stipulations with the Choctaws, and a gross violation 
of its agreements with tllern, by which it had received of the Choetaws 
vast tracts uf country in said States of Mississippi and Alabama. 
Seventhly. The peovle of :Mississippi were pressing the Government 
and the Indians for those Indian lands, demanding them for settlement. 
Eighthly. It was under this co1ulition of things that the treaty of 
September 27, 1830, ,-vas impelled, forced upon, but not desired by, the 
Choctaws. 
The Secretary of War informed them, by letter dated the 1st of J nne, 
1830, that they could not remain where they were and be a happy and 
prosperous people; that Congress would not, because they could not, 
interfere to preYent the States extending their laws over them; and 
that of course it was now for the Choctaws to decide whether they 
would submit to those laws upon their people or go beyond the 1\Ii~sis­
sippi, ·wbere they could be under their own laws and upon their own 
Janel, with none to interrupt them. (Sen. Doc. 512, Ind. Remo\Tal, vol. 
2, 1st Sess. 23d Cong., p. 4.) 
The Secretaty of \Yar (}Iajor John H. Eaton) and General John Coffee, 
sent as commissioners to treat with them, with positive instructions to 
procure a cession of all their lands, on any terms, said to tbem : ''Are 
you willing to remain here and liYe as wbite men~ Are you willing to 
be sued in courts; there to be trie(l and punished f0r any offt>nse you 
may commit; to be subject to taxes; to work upon roads, and attPud in 
musters'? For all these you must do. If you are satisfied that under 
such a condition of tbiugs you cannot be happy, conseut to remo,Te 
beyond the Missi~sippi. Neither he [the President] nor Congress pos-
sesses antlwrity to prevent the States from extending their jurisdic-
tion O\er you alHl throughout their limits. After the present time we 
shall no more offer to treat with you. You have commissioners in your 
country for tlJe last time. HPreafter you will be left to yoursehTe . ..; and 
to the laws of the States within which you reside; a11d when weary of 
them, ,Your nation must remoYe as it can, allll at its own expense." 
(Do., 236, '7, '8.) 
They also told them tlHtt the country w-est of the l\Iississippi was not 
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SrJlcl, hut given, to their people, because that ceded by them by the 
treaty of Doak's Stand was fully paid for otherwise. That was posi-
tn·ely untrue, because the preamble of that treaty expressly declares 
that part of the laud east of the :Mississippi was exchanged for the conu-
tr,y beyond that ri ,·er; and article ~expressly cedes to the Choctaws the 
land wPst "in consideration of tlw foregoing cession, [in article 1,] on 
the part of the Choctaw Nation, and in paYt satisfaction for the same." 
But the commissioners made the statement nevertheless; and they 
imperatively told the Ohoct.a ws, thereupon, that tlJey must gi,·e np 
either one country or the othH; that it was the undP-rstanding, in 1820, 
that all the Choctaws would remove, [which was also wholly untrue,] 
and that if they did not the laud west of the Mississippi would be given 
to other tribes. (Do., 258.) 
In the '\-Test, the commissioner said the United States would protect 
them, preserve them at peace with themselves and all mankind, per· 
petuate them as a nation, and render them a happy and prosperous 
people. ''Here," they added, "you cannot be so. It is idle to i11uulge 
such dreams of your fancy-dreams which are entirely <lecepti,·e, and 
from which uothing of pleasing reality can ever come. Every day's 
observation shows wretchedness anu distress will be yours, to remain 
where you are. The kind and friendly feelings of your Great Fatl1er 
will be insufficient to preserve you from tllese inevitable results."-
(Do., 257.) 
''If you prefer to live un<lir our laws and customs/' they sai<l, 
"remain and do so, and surrender the lands assigned to you west of the 
l\1ississippi, or otherwi~e remove to them."-( Do., 258.) 
As they still declined to sell, the Secretary again told them that the 
President could not possibly pre\ent the exteusiou of the State laws 
over them; that the Go,·ernment intended this to be the last treaty e,·er 
held with them; and that it was certainly the last time that commis-
sioners would appear in their nation to talk with them on this subject.-
( Do., 2GO.) 
The treaty was not read at the time when it was signed. It bad been 
read over the clay before, when the Indians were engaged in conversa-
tion, and did not listen. Tlle Secretary's final address was intended to 
alarm them, in which he portrayed the evils that would be entailed upon 
them by the entire destruction of their nationality and their subjuga-
tion under the State laws, and threatened tllem with tbe immediate 
withdrawal of the protection of the United St~ttes. He then placed tlw 
treaty on a table in frout of him, and urged them to come forward at 
once and sign it. Tlle si)eech produced a, general pauic among them, 
and in the midst of great confusion and excitement the treaty \Vas im-
mediately signed, without being read again or understood by the In-
dian8. The supplement was afterward signed under the same state of 
feeling.-( Letter of General Graut, Ohoc. Cor., p. 47.) 
So great an excitement was caused, that those who signed the trraty 
were afrai(l to remain on the ground; and the commissioners, apprehen-
sive of serious consequences, left witllout fnraishiug· the Indians with 
a copy of the treaty. When copies were afterward furnished, the na-
tion would with one voice baye protested against the ratification of the 
treaty had not the United States agent by intimidation prevented it. 
Tlley understood it to contain all the beneficial provisions promised by 
the commissioners, and yet were ouly brought to sign it ''under the con-
trolling influence of fear, coercion, and duress."-(Same letter of General 
Grant. 
19. The committee are of the opinion that the Choctaws did not either 
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make or si~n the treaty of September 27, 1830, of their own .free 1cill ancl 
acconl. This is evident from its preamble, which reads as follows: 
'Vlwrf'as the general assembl.v of the State of :Mississippi has extende(l the laws of 
said State to ptr-;ous and property wit.bin the chartered limits of the same, :111d the 
Presideut of the Uuited States bas said that be cannot protect the Clwct:tw people from 
the opera.tiou of these laws; now, therefore, that the Clwctaws may live nn<ler their 
own la\\'H1 in JWace with the United Statt'S, and tlte State of MiHsissippi, they have 
deterlllined to sell their lancls east of the Mississippi, aud have, acconliugl~·, agreed to 
the follvwiug articles of treaty. 
But, upon the contrary, the committee believe that it was the desire 
of the Choctaw people to remaiu on the lands owued aud occupied by 
them in the State of J}fississippi at the date of t!Jat treaty, aud that 
they were induced to sign the treaty of tltat date (having little to (lo 
with making it) through fear and compulsion; that they believed the 
United States wonld auamlon tlJem to the State authority of the State 
of l\IissisRippi, which had already gi,-en an iiHlication of its purposes 
too plain to he misunderstood, of its intention to compel the Choctaws 
to submit to local State authority, wllich they dreaded and feared, and 
from which tltey were induced to remoYe. 
Inducements and p~·omises heW out anrl made to the Choctaw~ to procure 
them to nwke the treaty of 1800. 
:Major Eaton (Secretary of \\Tar) ancl General Coffee said in tbeir first 
talk to them : It is not your lands, bu~ your bappine8s, that we seek 
to obtain. vVe seek no advantages; we will take none. Your Great 
Father wonld 11ot approYe such a conrse. lie has st>nt uR, not as 
t'raders hut as friends and brotlters, and to act as such."-(Doc. 512, 
aboYe cited, pp. 256, 257.) 
'\Vhen they decliued to treat, the Secretary again told them that 
''their ol~ject, he well knew, was to claim tbe best bargain they could, 
and the commisRioners were prepared to give them one, iu all rt>spects 
liberal, to the extent that they could hope the Senate of the United 
States would ratifv. Tbev had come as frie11ds. and at their own re· 
qnest, to protect them fro~n iujnry, not to cavil with them about prices. 
~'heir o~ject was merely the pos::;ession of the country, without rega1·d 
to anything of valLte or profit to be obtained from the sale of the lands."-
( Do., 260.) . 
Be told them, be says himself in his concluding address, that the 
Ut1ited States d·id not want their land for any purpose of profit, but 
only to ba,7 e jurisdiction over their country, and save them from the 
encroachments of the whites. And these declarations, he sars, with 
those tbat if a treaty were not made the President would withdraw the 
agent and leave them un(ler the State laws, had great iuflnence with 
them, and thereupon they hastily came forward and signed the treaty.-
(Letter of l\1.ajor J. H. Eatou, Choct. Oorr., 45.) 
''The idea that tile United States sought any pecuniary profits from 
their lands, or desired anythi11g beyond a mert> juri~<.liction oYer the 
country, was emphatically disclaimed in the addre8S I made to then1, 
Added to this was a stipulation tl1at tue lands should reuwin a trust 
for the ful:fillmeut of the engagemeuts of the treM,v. These two cir-
cumstances lllight well have induced tile Iudiaus to believe, as they now 
statt>, that the net proceeds of the sale of their country was to inure to 
them."-(Same letter of General Eaton, above cited.) 
l\fany prott>stations and promises were resorted to~ all intended to 
impress the Choctaws with the belief thnt tlley would get the fnll value 
of their lauds. ''The idea that the Government desired nothing but 
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the right of jurisdiction, and that all else was to be for the benefit of 
the Iudians, was repeat('dly presented~ and with special emphasis.i'-
(Letter of Genpral H. H. Grant, Choct. Corr., 46.) 
Thus urged by fear and terror, aml at the same time assured that the 
United States di1l not desire to make any profit out of their laud~, but 
were willing to giYe them the whole benefit of tlwir value, they made 
tlJe trt>aty. 
20. The Choctaws having, by the treaty of 1830, been induced to sell 
their homes east of the 1\IisRissippi River against their desire, and that, 
too, in the interest of the Unite<l State~, to relieve it of the impending 
conflict of an.thority with the State of Mississippi, and from the treaty-
stipulations with whi<:h tlw United States was enenmbered for the pro-
tection of the Choctaws in their homes in Mississippi, as above shown, 
allll in the interest of the State of l\Iissi~sippi in the free aU\'an1~ement 
of its settlements and. commercial interests, and of the people of said 
State and United States, while it was to the great detriment and 
mortification of the Choctaw people and great pecuniary loss to them, 
justice deman<ls that the equities of the case should be grante<l to the 
Choctaws, ns set forth in wonls in the last lines of the eighteenth artiele 
of the treaty of 18:30, in these won~s: "And further it is a,q1·eerl that in 
the construction of this t1·ectty, (treaty of September 27, 1830, 7th vol. 
StatutPs at Large, pag-e 236,) wherever 'Welljounded doubts ari~e, it shall 
be construed most favorably tmcard the Choctaws." 
21. Though the treaty of Sept~mber 27, 1830, is in spirit· and initia-
tive like the htw of l\Iay 28 of the same year, yet it is wholly unlike 
it in its results; for while the law of 1\{ay 28 anticipated <tn exchange 
of lands of the United.. States west for lands held by tht:> Indians east of 
the Mississippi Hiver, and in the case of other trilJes the law was com-
plied with in spirit and in fact, yet in the cnse of the Choctaws, not 
one acre of la11d west of the 1\'Iississippi, or elsewbere, (except part of 
the resenTations under it,) -..vas exehnnged, given, or granted for the 
tract of 10,423,130l0% acres eed.ed. by the Choctaws to the United States 
by the third article of said treaty of September 27, 1830. 
As e...-id.ence showing tbe amount of land.. ceded hy the Choctaws by 
the treaty of 1830, the committee insert the following: 
DEP.\.HTl\fENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Geueml Laud-Office, March ~l, 1860. 
Sm: A tedious and laborious investigation was necessar~r to obtain the information 
requested in the letter afldressed to this Office by the Actiug Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs on the 26th of 11arch, 1859, and which I have now the honor to communicate, 
as follows: 
1st. According to the plats of survey on file in this Office, the whole number of acres 
of l::tnd embraced in the cession made by the Choctaws in the treaty of Septeml.Jer 27, 
1830, was 10,423,139 acres. 
2d. The portion thereof which had been sold by the United States on the 1st day of 
January, 1859, is 5,912,664.6:3 acres. 
3d. The cost of "snrveying" and" selling" merely, not including annuities, &c., of 
these particular lands, as stated in a report made to your Office on the 1st of May, li:l58, 
is ten cents per acre. 
4th. "The aggregate amount received for this portion so sold," $7,556,563.05. 
5th. The qnantity of lana contained in all the "reservations allowed and secured" 
uuuer the provisions of said treat.y JS :3:34,101.02 acres. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Ron. ALI•'I1ED B. GHEE~WOOD, 
Commissioner of Indian Affai1'8, 
JOSEPH S. WILSON, 
Commissioner. 
22. E'Terytlling of value tllat the Choctaws received for tue·10,423-
13U{b90 acres of land l.ri11g in ~Ii~sissippi, ceued. b.r the third article of 
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that treaty of September 27, 1830, rna~~ properly be classed under the 
following headings, namely: First, moneys; &econdly, reserved lands; 
thirdly, certificates (called scrip) of entry, compulsorily given by the Gov-
ernment in lieu of the lands that large numbers of the Clwctaws were 
entitled to, but which the United States sol~ from them in violation of 
the treaty of 1830. All of which is declared in the laws providing for 
the scrip. 
23 . .._<\.nd of these in their order. Under the :fifteenth article, the follow-
ing payments are provided for, showing, also, amouut,s paid thereon: 
Salary of three chiefs, $250 each annually, for twenty years. __ .....•.. . -... $15, 000 00 
Amount paid .........•••...•.................................•.. _ 12, 921 25 
Salary of principal chief, $500 per year for twenty years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000 00 
An1onnt paid ................ _ ..................•...............•. 
Salary of three speakers, at $25 each per year, $75 for four years ...•.....• 
Amount paid ..................................................... . 





Amount paid..................................................... 550 00 
Clothsaudswonlsforninety-uine captains ...•.................•.•...... 5,000 00 
Amount paid..................................................... 4, 930 50 
Ninety-nine capt,ains' services in settling Choctaws west, $50 each, $4, 950 
for four years........................................................ 19, 800 00 
Amount paid ....•.....••. _ •.................• · ..................... 16,604 65 
24. The sixteenth article provides for the removal of the Choctaws to 
the West, and their subsistence for one year at the expense of the Un-ited 
States. It will be seen, however, by reference to the account rendered 
to the Senate by the Secretary of the Interior nuder date of March 9, 
1859, that this item, amounting to $1,314,483.94, is charged against the 
Choctaws in considering tlwir claim to the net proceeds of their lands 
sold to the United States by the treaty of 1830. 
25. The sixteenth article also provides that the United States shall 
take the Choctaws' "cattle at the valuation of some discreet person, to 
be appointefl by the President, and the same shall be paid for in money 
after their arrival at their new homes." Yet it will be found that in the 
statement of aceount of March 9, 1859, as above referred to, the Choctaws 
are charged with the sum of $14,283.28, amouut paid for their cattle. And 
instead of beiug allowed by the payment for them, as provided in the 
treaty, this sum is actually charged against them in the accounting for 
the net proceeds of their lands. Thus we pay the111 for their land with 
their own cattle. 
The Choctaws were-in the Secretary's account for 1859-also charged 
with the expense of the commissions appointed by the Uuited States 
under the laws of Congress of 1837, 18;)R, and 1842, to oetermine how 
much the United States had wronged them-with the scrip we com-
pelled them to take in lieu of their homes that we- had sold, and with 
the expense of delivering the scrip to them, and with attorneys' fees 
and other expenses allowed to our officers in the matter. These items, 
and others, that will become patent to any one on reading the treaties 
and Secretary's accounting, are without equity and without justice. 
26. The seventeenth article provides for the payment by the United 
-States of an annuity of $20,000 for twenty years, aggTegating in the 
twenty years $400,000. Upon this, however, there was no interest. 
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27. rrbe t\Yentieth article provides that the United States shall make 
the following expenditures for the Choctaws: 
First. The eclncation, under the care of the President, of forty youths, 
continuing the succession for t''enty years. This expense nggregated .. $217,260 73 
Secondly. The erection of a Choctaw council-house, which cost the Umtetl 
States ........... __ ... ___ ... __ •....... _ ............... ............. . 
Tllirdly. The support of thre\3 teachers, at $2,500 per year, for t-n-enty 
years ............................. --- - .. -. -- - --- ·----- --- · ---- ·-----
Fonrthl3·. Three blacksmiths, for sixteen years .........••.•......•..... 
]i'ifthly. One millwright, for five years .............•.••....••.•......... 
Sixthly. Two thousand one hundred blankets . ...............•.......... 
Seventhly. To warriors who emigrat,e<l, a rifle, mold, wipers, and ammu-





nition, in all .........•.............................................. 4:3,969 31 
Eightbly. One thon~and axes, plows, hoes, wheels, and cards, each....... 11,420 20 
Niuthly. Au<lfourhnn<lrcdlooms ................................• ---- 7,193 53 
'l'enthly. Iron and steel to each district, for sixteen years, making in the 
aggregate ••..••••••....•...•.••............ " •................•..... 8, 051 15 
Total.......................................................... 39(), 947 25 
28. The twenty-first article provideR for the payment to "a few Oboe-
taw warriors" who ''yet survive, who marched and fought with General 
"\Ya.yne, (the whole number stated not to exceed twenty,)" of $~5 a year 
·each, while they should live, after the date of said treaty. This was in 
the nature of a pension of oue-fourth what was allowed white soldiers. 
Aml yet, by the wording of the treaty, it is held, to the full amount thus 
paid, as a payment on the lands we purchased of the Choctaws by this 
treaty, as will be seen by the Secretary's report to the Senate March 9, 
1839. That this is an un,inst thing needs no proof. Its recital is its own 
coiHlemnation, and yet the Choctaws submitted to it in order to secure 
a settlement of their claim for the lands they sold by the treaty of 1830. 
29. The fourteenth article is here inserted, as it opens the door willely 
for any Choctaw head of a family to reserve his homestead, amounting 
to 640 acres, and 320 for each child over ten years of age, and 160 acres 
for each child under ten years, and to be adjacent to the homestead of 
the parent. It is in these words: 
ARTICLE 14. Each Choctaw, bead of a family, being desirous to remain and become 
a citizen of the States, shall be permitted to do so by signifying his intention to the 
agPut within six mouths from the ratification of this treaty, and he or she shall there-
upon be entitled to a reservation of one sect,ion of six hundred a,ud forty acres of land, 
to be boun<lcd by sectional lines of snrvey; iu like manner sllall be entitled to one-half 
that quantity for each unmarried child who is living with him, over ten yeu,rs of age, 
and. a quarter-section to such child as may be under ten years of age, to adjoin the sec-
tion of the parent. If they reside npon said lands, intending to become citizens of the 
States, f(n· five years after the ratification of this treaty, in that case a grant in fee-
sinlple shall issue. Said Teservation shall inclu(1e the present improvement of the head 
of a family or a portion of it. Persons who claim unller this article shall not lose the 
privileges of a Choctaw citizen, but if they ever remove are not to be entitled to any 
port.ion of the Choctaw annuity. 
This article evidently applies to any Choctaw, head of a family, a 
widow as well as a "arrior, and could extend to any other person who 
was the head of a familJ'· 
30. The great latitude given in this article to "each Choctaw, head of 
a family,'' together with tiJe amount of land that could be by each fam-
ily reserved! made this the most valuable article in the treaty to the 
Choctaws, and, if it had been faithfully carried out, would ha\re done 
much to save them from the great waste of property that fell upon them 
as tiJe result of its violation. The more civilized Choctaws could have 
had the benefit of their labors. and prospered in the civilization aud 
citizenship that they were willing to adopt. But that the Choctaws 
were deprh·ed of treaty-rights under tllis fourteenth article almost en-
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tirely is proven by the small amount of land secured by them under it, 
aud by the laws of Congress passed to make amends for it, and espe-
cially the act of 1842, directly confirming the fact, and in part making 
restitution, by the issue of certificates of entry, (afterward, by the law 
of 1815, caJled "scrip,") in lieu of their homestcn<l reservations tmder 
the treats· of 1S30, to those Choctaw heads of famllies and their children 
whom the Government, by its own commissioners, showed had ueen 
wrouged. 
31. VVhile the fourteenth article of the treaty of September 27, 1830, 
proYided that ''each Choctaw, head of a family, who applied in six 
montlu~," &c., could bold a reservation, it willlJe seen that it was entirely 
indefinite as to the nmount of lands it would cover, because indefinite as 
to the number who woul<l apply for such resen' ations, and therefore 
proof of the n'umlJer of claimants under the fourteenth article of the 
treaty was not only admissiule, bn t absolutely necessary to an intelligent 
settlement ofi Utese claims; and this view was offieially recognized and 
re-:=rffirmed by the action of Congress in the passag·e of the acts of 1S37, 
1838, auct 1842, appointing commissioners to investigate the facts, and 
partially settling them by the issue of scrip, and by the treaty of 1~55, 
providing especially for the mode an(lfact of tlleiT .final settlement7 and the 
setth~nHmtof otherelaims, under the treaty of 1830, by the Senate, and the 
providing especially for the moue and fact of their final settlement, the 
consummation of which the Choctaws now ask. But the land-resen·a-
tions provided for in the fifteenth and nineteenth articles, and in the 
supplement to the treaty, ( ~ee 7th vol. Statutes at I.~arge, page 340,) are 
fixed and definite, either as to the persons and amounts or to the class 
of persons and amount, wi,h such limitations as render it certain as to 
the amount of lands to be claimed. But still these articles and the sup-
plement to the treaty of 1830, though more definite in terms, would avail 
little to the Indians, if the parties entitled were by force or fraud pre-
vented from taking, under these t.reat.v provisions. 'fhey were under 
the fourteenth article, as the Gover·nment records prove, and the law of 
1842, with the proceedings under it., establishes the fact that four-fifths 
of the Choctaw heads of families eut1tled under the fourteenth article 
were depri,·ed of their homes and reservations for the reason that their 
homes were sold by the Government years ago, in direct violation of the 
treaty. 
32.~ The lauded provisions of the fifteenth article are to the three chiefs 
in the Choctaw Nation, namely, Greenwood, Lafiore, Nautackaehie, and 
Mushulatubue, four sections eaeb, or 7,G80 acres in all. 
33. The nineteenth article reserves to David Folsom four sections, or 
2,560 acres; to I. Garland, Colonel Rober:.t Cole, Tuppanahomer, John 
P_ytchlynn, Charles Juzan, Johoketotubbe, Eazchahchia, Ofehoma, two 
sections each, or 10,240 acres in all. And further- · 
To not more than 40 persons, 640 acres each ...... ---· .•.•...... -·---· .••••• 25,600 
To not more thau 460 persons, 480 acres each ..•.•........•.•.......•... _ .••. 220, ROO 
To not more than 400 persons, 3~0 acres each. __ ............•........... _.. . . 128, 000 
'l'o not more than 350 persons, HiO acres each .........•..... _.. . . • . . . . . . . . . . 56, 000 
To not more than 350 persons, 80 acres each ................. _.. . . • . . . . . . . . . . 2i:l, i:lOO 
To 90 captaius, 320 acres each, additional. ...... _. _.. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28, BOO 
To 134 orphansr 160 acres each ...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 21, 440 
'\Vbole amount of reservation in supplementary treaty, lJeiug _ ........... ___ . 59, 040 
Number of acres which the Choctaws are entitled to reserve, under nineteenth 
article treaty of 1830 .•• _ •....•••...•••.....•....••... _ ..• _ ...... __ •. _ ... 571, 280 
34. The whole amount of special reservations, oeing all of those pro-
"Yided for in articles fifteen aud nineteen, and the supplement, aggl'egate 
578,960 acres. The whole amount of lau<ls "~llowed and secured," under 
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all the pro\isions of the treaty of 1830, were only 334,101-{T,90 , so that 
there was a deficiency of 244,859 acres to cover tile fitteeutll aw.l 
nin(1teenth articles, and ~upplement, all(l not au acre to co-ver the four-
tt>euth article. But if the 334,101{]\ acres were a11owt>d to heads of 
families under the fourteenth article, aud are to be applied on that article, 
then _tbe fifteenth, all(} nineteenth, and supplement, are deficieut to the 
whole amount of the 578,960 acres. 
35. The Uhoctaw estimate oftl.Je num berof families ""ho desired to avail 
themselves of the bet1efits of tlle reserYations provided for iu the four-
teeuth article was 1,600, taking the estimate of seven persons to a fam-
ily, as is claimed by the solicitor:s report is tbe proper estimate. It giYes 
one head to the family, and at least five cbildren, and if one of the 
pare11ts be dead then six childreu; but count oue head and five children 
and the account will staud thus : 
1,600 llea<ls of families, at 640 acres ................•..•................. 
4,:300 children, over ten years, at 320 acres .............................. . 
3,200 children, under ten years, at 160 acres ...•.......••..............•.• 
Making tbe total number of acres to which those who desire to take under 
1, 024,000 
1, 5:~6, 000 
51~,000 
tlle fourteenth article are entitleu to be...... . . . • . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 3, 072, 000 
But the committee believe that tbis estimate is too high, as seYen is 
more than au average of numbers of white families. Aod it is a fact 
well kuown that persous living nomadic or exposed lives do not increase 
in population so rapidly as those who have the protection ana care of 
ch'ilized and quiet life. The committee think t!Jat five woul<.l be a high 
number, allowing one bead of family and three children. Iu proof of t!Jis 
tlw certificates or scrip allowed by the law of 1842 in lieu of lauds that 
t!Je United States had sold from tlle Indialls, show the number to stand 
thus: Heads of families, 1,155 ; children over ten years, 1,470 ; children 
under ten years, 1,219; about two children to a family. :This sc-rip iss'ue 
is concl'Hsive on that point and needs no further proof: The statement of 
Solicitor Baufi.eld that seven (7) was <In average Choctaw family grates 
harshly on the action of tbe Government in the issue of scrip for ouly 
two children to a family, or four persons at most. 1\Ir. Banfield's re-
port is unfortunately based upon the gleanings of the records of attor-
neys, wbo labored, under a prospectiYe fee of $30,000, to defeat the 
Choctaws in t!Jeir demands for redress under t!Je treaties of 1830 and 
1855. It is not just to the House or to the public service. 
INDORSEMENTS OF 1'HE NET·PROOEEDS CLADI. 
36. The committee call attention to the following indorsement of this 
Choctaw net-proceeds claim made by the Government and by different 
officers thereof. It is founded on the treaty of September 27, 1830. 
37. Under the several provisions of that treaty the United States 
entered upon, surveyed, and sold all the lands granted under the treaty 
to the U nitefl States, excepting the 334,101 reservation acres, the United 
States receiving and disposing of 10,089,038-{TI-70 acres for its own use. 
38. l\farch 3, 1837, Cougress passed "An act for the appointment of 
commissioners to adjust the claims to reservations of land under tlle 
fourteenth article of the treaty of 1830 with the Choctaw Iudians~" thus 
recognizing the violation of tlle treaty by the United States. (See vol. 5 
Statutes at Large, page 180.) 
39. February 22, 1838, (See S~atntes at Large, vol. 5, page 211,) Con-
gress passed an act amending the act of l\Iarch 3, 1837, aboYe referred 
to, relative to commissioners, enlarging their powers and directing their 
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action. This act recognizes the fact that the treat.v of 1830 bad been 
violated by tlte United States. · 
40. Angnst 23, 18±2, (see Statutes at Large, vo1. 5, page 515,) Congress 
passed an act "providing for the satisfaction of claims arising under the 
fourteenth and nineteentll articles of the treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek, 
concluded in September, 1830 ;" in the third sef\tion of which it is en-
acted as follows: "But if the United States shall have disposed of any 
tract of land to which any Indian was entitled under the provision of 
said fonrteenth article of said treaty, so that it is now impossible to give 
said Indian the quantity to which he was entitled, includiug his im-
provements, as aforesaid, or any part of it, or to his children, or the 
adjoining lands, the said commission shall thereupon estimate the 
quantity to which each Indian is entitled, and allow him, or her, for the 
same, a quantity of land equal to that allowed to be taken ont of any 
of the public lands in the States of Mississippi, Louisiana, Alabama, and 
Arkansas, subject to entry at private sale, and certifieates to that effect 
shall be deli,·ered under the direction of the Secretary of vVar, through 
such agents as he may select, not more than one- half of which sb.all be 
delivered to said Indians until after his removal to the Choctaw terri-
tory west of the :Mississippi River." This is full acknowledgment of tlle 
fact. th:.t the United States had violated the former nineteenth and. four-
teenth articles of the treaty of 1830. 
Extract from a report of tl!e Commissioner of Indian Affairs to the 
Secretary of the Interior, dated. l\fay 15, 1858, showing the amount of 
scrip allowed to Choctaw Indians, in lieu of lauds to which they were 
entitled under the provisions of 1830. The following table shows when 
this scrip was issued and paid. This is the half of the scrip thrrt was 
delivered to the Clwctaws before they went west oftlle Mississippi River: 
;.; 
0 ~ Children. 
Names of agents and when they paid it. oo:.::: "Ci•P"""' 
~ .e; Over 10. Under 10. c: s • 1 
JohnJ. McRae, from June, 1843, to March, 1845 ...... ----·- ··---···-··-·· 95 
Major William ~rrnstrong, from February, 1845, to ,June, 1847.---- •. _. _.. 24~96 ColonelS. M. Rutherforu, from April, 1fl48, to June, 11349. ............. .. . '" 
Colonel John Drennen, from Angust, 1~49, to ::\lay, 1851.................. 143 
Colonel John Drennen, by William Wilson, clerk, from May, 1850, to July, 
1851 ... - ... -.- ..................... -.- ........... - ..... -..... --- ... -- . . . 24 
ColonelJ. H. Bowman, from August to November, 1851. ..... -~···· ·--··- 253 
Whole amount paid out.............................................. 1,150 
Eleven pieces of scrip returned by Colonel Bowman .. _._ .. _ .... ____ .. 5 



















42. But if the United States shall have disposed of any tract of land 
to which any Indian was entitled, "and so that it is now impossible to 
give said lndicm the quantity to which be was entitled," &c., together 
with the law and issue of the (scrip) certificates, leaves no question of 
the aggression upon the Indians and the violation of the treaty rights, 
the only question now being the extent of the aggressions. 
43. That the United States should by law compel the Choctaws to 
take scrip or certificates of equal acres of wild land for their improYed 
homes from which they bad been driven, and the land sold in violation 
of the solemn treaty provisions, seems to be hardship enough; but when 
only half of those certificates were allowed to them while they were 
where they could lay them, and the other half only allowed to l>e paid 
when they should have gone outside of either of the States in which 
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they were authorized to lay them, adds to the wrong, and lea,Tes no 
doubt on auy fair miud that the Uhocta ws were harshly dealt with by 
the United States. The following is the same referred to in the 
above table, being that first half of the scdp which was issued under 
the law of August 23, 1842, to the Choctaw claimants who bad lost their 
land before they went west: 1,155 pieces were issued in faYor of heads 
of families, being for one-half section each; 1,470 pieces of a qnarter-
seetiou each, for child.ren over ten ; and 1,219 pieees of eig-llty acres 
each, for children under ten at the date of the treaty; making an aggre-
gate of 702:320 acres, which is only half of the land these claimauts 
were entitled to nuder the fourteenth article of the treaty of 1830. The 
other half was not deliverable until claimauts bad gone west, which be-
came the item of $872,000, receipted for by tbe Choctaw council, which 
has been so unjustly quoted against all claimants. 
44. March 3, 1845, (see Statutes at Large, vol. 5, page 777,) Congress, 
in an appropriation act, provided that of the scrip which has been 
awarded or which shall be au·arded to Choctaw Indians under the provis-
ious of the la\Y of the 23d of August, 1842, that portion thereof not 
deliverable east, by the third section of said law, "shall carry a,n interest 
of five per cent., which the United Btates ~rill pa,y annually to the reservees, 
under the treaty of 1830, respectively, or to theit· heirs or le.r;al rep?·esent-
atives forever, estimclting the land to which they rnay be entitled at one dol-
lar and twenty-jive cents pe'r acre." The amount of scrip funded for the 
benefit of fourteenth-article claimants, by the act of March 3, 184-5, was 
$872,000, counting it at $1.25 per acre; representing 702,320 acres, 
(being last half of scrip,) and should haYe lJeen $877,900, less $2,873, 
being for eleYen pieces of scrip returned, equaling in the aggregate 2,300 
acres, so that the exact amount funded for the scrip-claimants should 
bave been $g75,025, showing a loss in the item to the Indians of $3,023, 
and tl!e act then repEals conflicting statutes. · 
By this law the United States, of its own will, dictates that it will 
fund this part of the scrip debt, and pay interest, and not deliver the 
last half of the certificates of entry to those persons entitleu to them 
by the law of 1842, and it confirms all former actions in the premises, 
and provides for interest on those certificates "which sha.ll be az.oa~·decl '' 
by the commissioners under the law of 18±2. (For act of March 3, 1842, 
see Statutes at Large, vol. 5, page 77"7, confirming the unsettled con-
dition of this matter in 1845, and the Government's liability in pros-
pective.) 
45. July 21, 1852, (see Statutes at Large, vol. 10, page 19,) Congress 
enacted, in a deficiency bill, as follows : 
For interest on the amounts awarded Choctaw claimants, under the fourteenth article 
of the treaty of Dancing Hat bit Creek, of Septem ter 27, 1830, for lands on which they 
resided, but which it is impossil.Jle to give them, and in lieu of the scrip that has been 
awarded under the act of August 23, 1tl42, not deliverable east by the third section of 
said law, per act of March 3, 1845, for the half year ending June 30, 1852, twenty-one 
thousand eight lmndred dollars: Provided, That after the 30th day of J nne, 1852, all 
paJ·ments of interest on said awards shall cease, and that the Secretary of the Interior 
be, and be is hereby, directed to pa;v said claimants the amount of principal awarde<.l 
in each case 1·espectively, and that the amount necessary for this purpose to, and the 
same is herety, appropriated, not exceeding eight hundred and seventy-two thousand 
dollars: Provided further, That the :final payment and satisfaction of said awards shall be 
first ratified and approvell as a fiualTelease of all claims of such parties uudcr the four-
teenth article of said treaty, by the proper national authorities of the Choctaws, in 
such forrn as shall be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interi01·. 
46. By this act of July 21, 1852, the Unitefl States again peremptorily 
orders payment of a fund that it had as peremptorily funded on the . 
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30th of l\Iarch, 1845, at fi \re per cent. interest forever. It is in connec-
tion with the receipting by the Clwctaw Nation for these awards, due, as 
they were, to individuals, arises the error of supposing: that the receipt~ 
of the Clwctaw claims of November 6, 1852, coYered the entire claims of 
the Cbocta\VS unrler the fourteenth article of the treaty of 1830; when in 
truth and in fact the receipts only covered one-half of the scrip, namely, 
that which was not payable east (meaning \Vbile elaimants remained east 
of the Mississippi River) under tile law of August 23, 1842, and on which 
interest at 5 per cent. was allowed by tlw law of March 3, 1845, aud 
which was ordered paid by the law of July 21, 1852, and bad no wider 
significance th·an the individual claimants to whom the scrip had been 
awarded, leaving all claimants under the fourteenth article to whom no 
scrip or certificates of entry, in lieu of the homesteads, had been issued, 
still entitled to satisfaction. 
47. 'l1he treaty of September 27, 1830, and the laws of Congress of 
March 3, 18:37, February 22, 1838, August 23, 1842, March 3, 1845, and 
July 21, 1852, all treat these claims as individual claims, in words and in 
fact, and also the receipt itself refers to the fourteenth article as its basis 
aud recites the United States failure to comply with its treaty stipula-
tions. And, referring to the appropriation act of July 21, 1852, then says: 
"Now, be it kuown that the said general council of the Choctaw Nation 
do hereby ratify and approve the final pa,yment and satisfaction of said 
awards, [mea,ning the awards by the commissioners under act of 1842 
to the claimants named, and to wlwm scrip was issued,] agreeably to the 
provis~ons of the act aforesaid, [meaning act of July 21, 1852,] as a final 
release of all claims of such parties, under the fourteenth article of said 
treaty,'' (meaning treaty of 1830.) The words "said awards" and "such 
parties" render the meaning of the receipt plain, and clearly limit it to 
the one-half scrip certificates to individual claimants. 
48. The committee here append the receipt or release given by the 
Choctaw council for the amount of $872,000, being the half of the scrip 
that was by the act of Congress of August 23, 1842, not to be paid the 
indiYidual claimants, under the fourteenth article of the treaty of 1839, 
until they had gone west of the Mississippi River, and which scrip was 
funded by act of March 3, 1845, at 5 per cent., forever, and which was 
ordered paid in the above amount by proviso in an appropriation act of 
July 21, 1852, (see vol. 10, page 19, United States Statutes at Large,) 
and upon the receipt of which many of the Ohoctaw council gave the 
following release, which is for imli~~idual claims only, as fully shown 
above and by the scrip itself: 
Copy of release of Choctaw council. 
\Vhereas by an act of Congress entitled "An act to supply deficieucies in the appro-
priations for the service of the fiscal year ending the thirtieth of June, one thousand 
eigllt 11undrecl and fifty-two," it is provided that, after the thirtieth day of June, one 
thousand eight hundred and fifty-t\vo, all payments of interest on the amounts awarded 
Chocktw claimants, under the fourteenth article of the treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek, 
for lauds on which they resided, but which it is impossible to give them, shall cease; 
and that the Secretary of the Interior be directed to pay said claimants the amonnt 
of principal awarded in each case respect.ively, and that amount necessary for tllis 
purpose be appropriated, not exceeding eight hundred and seventy-two thousand 
dollars; and that the final payment and satisfaction of said awards shall be first rati-
fied aml approved ns a final release of all claims of such part,ies under the fourteenth 
article of said treaty, by the proper national _ authority of the Choctaws, in such form 
as shall be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior: Now, be it known that the 
said general council of the Cbo~aw Nation do hereby ratify and approve the final 
payment and satisfaction of said a'wards, agreeabl,y to the provisions of the act afore-
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said as a final release of all claims of sach parties nuder the fonrteenth article of said 
treaty. 
NOYJ<::\lBEll 6, 1H02. 





GEORGE \V. HARKINS. 
GEORGE FOLSOM. 
4:9. The law of July 21, 1852, appropriating $872,000 to pay for this 
funded scrip, and ordering that the above re{jei pt be given thereon, directed 
the Secretary of the Interior to pay said claimants the amoun11 of princi-
pal awarded in each case respectively. The form of the receipt or release 
was ordered to be "prescribed by the Secretar,y of the Interior," so the 
entire records are in the Secretars's hands, and could have been found 
there by the Solicitor of the Treasury, and were well known to the com-
mittees of the House and Senate, and are fully covered in the account 
rendered by the Secretary of the Interior to Congress, made under order 
of the Senate lVIarch 9, 1859. (See scrip account.) 
50. This release can have no further significance than to prevent 
recovery by any Clwctaw head of a family or child of such, to whom 
scrip had been issued by the proceedings under the law of August 23, 
18±2, the half of which lay in the Treasury until 1852, and was, by the 
law of July 21, 1852, directed paid and receipted for as abo\Te. 
ul. 'rhe United States cannot afford to become a trickster and petti-
fogger in the management of its business, and nothing short of that inten-
tion could account for pleading a special receipt for payment to certain 
parties whose names are on our own records, to whom this scrip issued 
as a payment to otller claimants whose names are not, and never have 
been, on that record as holding scrip. That receipt of the Choctaws is 
for a balance of in eli vidual scrip, and for nothing else. There is no 
fraud in it, for it complies with the law of 1852 directing it. The Choc-
taws claim nothing that is covered by it, but claim what they have not 
had, and what they believe they are entitled to-claims for which no 
scrip ever issued, but which has merged now iu the mode adopted by 
the SP.nate, under treaty of 1855. 
52. The law of July 21, 1852, (see p.19, vo1.19, United States Statutes at 
Large,) directing the payment of the Choctaw awards to tlle several 
"claimants the amount of principal awarded in each case respectively," 
provided that the Secretary of the Interior shall pay the claimants, and 
also that the Secretary of the Interior shall prescribe a form of release, 
to be executed by the Choctaw council for the principal of said awards 
when paid. 
53. The law itself dil'ects where the receipts or release should be found. 
As the Secretary ?nalces the payment and prescribes the fonn of release, it is 
perfectly plain that he would hold the release when executed by the 
Ohoctaw council, and it is hardly probable that at that time the officers 
of the Government did not know what it was or where it was. A.n offi-
cer who, with the statute of 1852 before him, could not find this receipt, 
would not be good legal authority upon this case. The receipt was a 
condition-precedent to the payment. 
5±. With the treaty of September 27, 1830, ceding the 10,423,1391(\Po 
acres of land to the United States; the Indian appropriation bills com-
iug annually before the President, the Secretaries of the Interior and 
Treasury and \Var, and Congress, in wllicb the Choctaw matters were 
H. Rep. 98-4 
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before them and appropriation made for them annually. And in con-
nection with the provisions of this treaty of 1830, and for expenditures 
of commissioners sent to investigate these Choctaw claims under the four. 
tee nth and nineteenth articles. Reports of these three several commissions 
with the report of the Indian agents for the Choctaws; the complaints 
of the State and people of Mississippi; the reports of the surveyors of 
these Oboctaw lands; the public and private sales of these lands, 
as known to the public, and recorded in the land-office; the act of 
Congress of March 3, 1837, (vol. 5, page 180, Statutes at I~arge,) 
for .. the appointment of commissioners to examine the Choctaw matters 
touching the fourteenth article of the treaty of 1830; tile. act of February 
22~ 1838, (vol. 5 Statutes at Large, page 211,) amending the act of 1837; 
the act of Augm;t 23, 1842, (see Statutes at I~arge, vol. 5, page 515,) 
authorizing the issue of (Hcrip) "certifi.cates" of entry in lieu of part of 
these Choctaw claims. 
55. The issue under this law by the Secretar,y of the Interior of 3,844 
pieces of scrip, which were delivered, and as many pieces that were to 
be delivered when the claimants moved west of the Mississippi Hiver, 
covering in the aggregate 1,399,920 acres of land. 
WAS THERE FRAUD OR DECEPTION IN PROCURING THE TREATY OF 
185{) f 
Tlle committee think not; aud refer to the Government records, 
official action, and current history, as evidence in support of this view, 
in addition to the reasonable presumption that there was not. 
The act of March 3, 1845, (see vol. 5, page 777, Statutes at Larg·e, ) 
funding the half of the scrip that was to be paid west of the Mississippi 
River, under third section of the act of August 23, 1842. 
The act of J n1y 21, 1852, (Statutes at Large, vol. 10, page 19,) appro-
priating the $872,000 to pay this scrip, (funded by the act of J\iarch 3, 
1845,) and ordering a release of these indiYidnal scrip-claims of the 
parties holding the same under •the fourteenth article; the preparation by 
the Secretary of this release with the payments made under it; the return 
and tiling of this release with the Secretary of the Interior; the removals 
of Choctaws west from Mississippi, with the notoriety and trouble attend-
ing the same~ that extended through several years. 
56. The reports of the commissioners who removed the Choctaws 
west of the Mississippi River; the act of Congress of .August 30, 1852, 
(10 vol., page 42, Statutes_ at Large,) relative to scrip for Choctaws, 
known as Bay Indians; tile act of Congress, March 3, 1853, (10 Yol., 
page 227, Statutes at Large,) relative to Choctaw scrip; the current 
history of the times of all these varied acts and circurr.stauces, all of 
which occurred within the space of time from the confirmation of the 
treaty of 1830, that is, on the 24th day of February. 18:n, to the treaty 
of June 22, 1855, before them, in these numerous records. The !)resi-
dent, Secretary of the Interior, Secretary of the Treasury, Secretary of 
War, Commissioner of Indian .Affairs, Committees on Indian Affairs of 
the Senate and the House of Congress, and the Senate and Congress 
itself would not all be so careless of duty, or not so disposed ag-ainst 
the Government, as to negligently, wrongfully, or fraudulently make, or 
permit to be made unchallenged, the treaty of June 22, 1855, with direct 
reference, as set .forth in the eleventh and twelfth articles thereof, to a 
settlement of these Choctaw claims, directing the mode ot: their settle-
ment if they did not understand its 2quities and intend to do justice to 
Gove'rnrnent and Choctaws. '"~ith all this information before Lhe Presi-
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dent and Senate, and before the Indian Department~ Interior Depart-
ment, and Treasury Department, with all the records of all these facts 
in our possession as fully as we have now, the President, without oppo-
sition or objection from any citizen or official, made the treaty of June 
22, 1855, with the Choctaws, and the Senate confirmed it, for the proper 
adjustment of the case provided for by the eleventh and twelfth articles 
of that treaty. (See Statutes at Large, page 611, vol. 11.) 
57. The eleventh article of the treaty of June 22,1855, makes the Senate 
of the United States the umpire to determine the mode of settlement 
between the Choctaws and United States; and by the twelfth articl~ of 
the same treaty, the whole subject of the Choctaw unsettled c]aims 
arising under the treaty of 1830 are submitted to it for adjustment. 
The committee here insert the eleventh and twelfth articles of the 
treaty of 1855, entire. 
ARTICLE XI. The Government of the United States not being prepared to' assent to 
the claim set up under the treaty of September 27, 1830, and so earnestly contended'for 
by the Choctaws as a rule of settlement, but justly appreciating the sacrifices, faithful 
services, and general good conduct of the Choctaw people, and being desirous that their 
rights and claims against the United States shall receive a just, fair, and libPral con-
sideration, it is therefore stipulated that the following fJ_nestions be submitted for ad-
judicatiofl to the Senate of the United States: · 
' "First. Whether the Choctaws are entitled to, or shall be allowed, the proceeds of 
the sale of the laudE ceded by them to the United States by the treaty of September 27, 
1830, deducting therefrom the cost of their .snrvey and sale, and all just and proper ex-
penditures and payments under the provisions of said treaty; and, if so, what price 
per acre shall be allowed to the Choctaws for the lancl remaining unsold, in order that 
a final settlement with them may be promptly effected; or, 
"Secondly. Whether the Choctaws shall be allowed a gross sum in further and full 
satisfaction of all their claims, national and individual, against the United States; and , 
if so, how mucl1." 
ARTICLE XII. In case the Senate shall awaru to the Choctaws the net proceeds of 
the lands ceded as aforesaid, the same shall be received by them in full satisfaction of 
all their claims against the United States, whether national or individual, arising under 
any former treaty; and the Choctaws shall thereupon become liable and bound to pay 
all such individual claims as may be adjudged by the proper authorities of the tribe to 
be equitable and just, the settlement and payment to be made with the advice and 
under the direction of the United States agent fot· the tribe; and so much of the fund 
awarded by the Senate to the Choctaws as the proper authorities thereof shall ascer-
tain and determine to be necessary for the payment of the just liabilities of the trihe 
shall, on their requisition, be paid over to them by the United States; but should the 
Senate allow a gross sum in further and full satis,faction of all their claims, W'hether 
national or mdividnal, against the Uuiteu States, the same shall be accepted by the 
Choctaws, and they shall thl~rcnpon become liable for and bound to pay all the indi-
vidual claims as aforesaid, it being expressly understood that the adjudication and 
decision of the Senate shall be final. 
58. The Senate of the United States haYing been, by the eleyenth arti-
cle of the treaty of June 23, 1855, made the umpire to settle the Choctaw 
claims, and the only record accounts of the transactions with the Choc-
taws and between the officers and agents of the United States and the 
head-men and warriors of that people being in the ownership and pos-
session of the United States Government, the power and the opportu-
nity to do justice to the Government lay fully in the bands of its execu-
tive officers and in the Senate, and, through them, in Congress. 
:m. vVhile tbe Choctaws, without records of the many facts connected 
with these matters, with only a knowledge of what justice demanded 
for them, but without ability to represent or power to enforce their 
rights, were humbly asking its administration by our Government, un -
der the treaty of September 27, 1830, by the rules laid down in the 
treaty of J nne 33, 1855, and in accordance therewith the Senate of the 
United States, with full knowledge of all the facts, and in pursuance of 
the proYisions of eleventh and twelfth articles of that treat_y, on the 18th 
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day of l\farch, 1856, referred the subject of the Choctaw claims, ann ihe 
Senate's responsibility thereunder, to the Committee on Indian .Affairs 
of the Senate, for its action and report. 
60. On the 15th day of :February, 1859, the Committee on Indian .Af-
'fairs of the Senate submitted to that body an elaborate report, intro-
ducing therewith the following resolutions: 
Whereas the eleventh article of the treaty of June 22, 1855, with the Choctaw and 
Chickasaw Indians, provides that the following questions be submitted for decision to 
the Senate of the United 8tates: 
"First. Whether the Choctaws are entitled to or shall be allowed tbe~Proeeeds of the 
sale of the land ceded by them to the United States by the treaty of September 27, 
1830, deducting therefrom the costs of their survey and sale, and all just and proper ex-
penditures and payments under the provisions of said treaty, and, if so, what price per 
acre shall be allowed to the Choctaws for the lands remaining unsold, in order that a 
final settlement with them may be promptly effected; or, 
;, Secondly. Whether the Choctaws shall be allowed a gross sum, in further and full 
satisfaction of all their claims, nat,ional and individmtl, against the United States; and, 
if so, how much." 
Resolved, That the Clwctaws be allowed the proceeds of the sale of such lands as bad 
been sold by the United States, on the- day of---, deducting therefrom the costs 
of survey and sale, and aH proper expenditures and paymtjnts under said treaty, esti-
mating all the reservations allowed and secured, or the sc1·ip issued in lien of reserva-
tions, at the rate of $1.25 per ·acre; and, further, that it is the judgment of the Senate 
that the lands remaining unsold after said period are worth nothing after deducting 
expenses of sale. 
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Interior cause an account to be stated with the 
Choctaws, showing what amount is due them according to the above-prescribed prin-
ciples of settlement, and report the same to Congress. 
(Senate committee's report, No. 374, 2d session 35th Congress.) 
61. And on the 29th of :March, 18597 the Senate adopted the following 
resolutions : 
Whereas the eleventh article of the treaty of June 22, 1<355, with the Choctaw and 
Chickasaw Indians, provides that the following questions be submitted for decision to 
the Senate of the United States: 
"First. Whether the Choctaws are entitled to or shall be allowed the proceeds of the 
sale of the lands ceded by them to the United States by the treaty of September 27, 
1830, deducting therefrom the costs Of their survey and sale, and all just and proper 
expenditures and payments under the provisions of said treaty; and, if so, what price 
per acre shall be allowed to the Choctaws for the lands remaining unsold, in order that 
a final settlement with them may he promptly effected; or, 
"Secondly. Whether the Choctaws shall be allowed a gross sum in further and full 
satisfaction of all their claims, national and individual, against the United States; 
and, if so, how much." 
Resoh·ed, That the Choctaws be allowed the proceeds of the sale of such lands as 
have been sold by the United States on the 1st day of January last, deducting there-
from the costs of their survey and sale, and all proper expenditures and payments 
under said treaty, exclnding the reservations allowed and secured, and estimating the 
scrip issued in lieu of reservations at the rate of $1.25 per acre; and, further, that they 
be also allowed twelve and a half cents per acre for the residue of said lands. 
Resolved, That the Secretary of the Interior cause an account to he stated with the 
Choctaws, showing what amount is due them according to the above-prescribed prin-
ciples of settlement, and report the same to Congress. 
(Senate Journal, 2d session 35th Congress, page 493.) 
62. The action of the Secretary of the Interior is the act of the 
Senate, as that body was the umpire, and directed the accounting to be 
made in that capacity, under the treaty of 1856. .And as the Senate, 
acting as such umpire: ordered the Secretary of the Interior to report 
ltis accounting to OoNGRESS, not to the Senate onl.v, it waived the fur-
ther action and confirmed the Secretaris accounting, and had no further 
power·in the premises as an umpire .. 
63. In pursuance of this award, the Secretary of the Interior, as 
directed by the closing resolution. proceeded to state an account between 
tlle United States and tlw Choctaw Indians, npon the principles decided 
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by the Senate in the first resolution, and reported the same to the Senate 
1\fay 28, 1860, (Ex. Doc. No. 82, 1st session 36th Congress,) as follows: 
64. This subject and the report of the Secretary of the Interior were 
referred to the Committee on Indian Affairs of the Senate, which made 
to the Senate, on June 19, 1860, a labored report, going fully into this 
whole case, from which the committee make the following extracts: 
Sta.tement of account with the Choctaw Indians, in conformity with the res-
ol'tttions (md decision of the Senate of the Unit~d States of ~March 9, 1859. 
Acres. 
Total area of lands ceclecl by the Choctaws by the treaty of 27th Septem-
ber, 1830 ..................... _ ..................... ,. ... -..... -. . . 10, 423, 139. 69 
Area of reservations " allo,vecl and secnred," which are to be deducted 
and excluded from computation in the account ............... _.. . . . 334, 101. 02 
Leaving ..................... __ ; .. ---·---- ... --- .•...• ·----· 10,089,038.67 
Qnantity sold np to J auuary 1, 1859.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 912, 664. 63 
Residue of said lands .......•........•............... _. _ •• _ _ _ 4, 176, 37 4. 04 
Of this residue 2,292,766 acres have been disposed of under the swamp-land act, and 
grants for railroads and school purposes, up to January 1, 1859. 
The proceeds of the saleR of the lands sold up to January 1, 1859, viz, 
5,912,664.63 acres, amounterl to ........... ·-----·----··----···---··· 7,556,578 05 
The residue of said lands, viz, 4,176,374.04 acres, at 12t cents per acre, 
amonnted to .... ·----·............................................ 522,046 75 
From which sum the following deductions are to be made: 
1st. The cost of the survey and sale of the lands, viz, 
10,423,139. 96 acres, at 10 cents per acre .............. $1, 042, 31:3 96 
2d. Payments and expenditures under the treaty, which 
are as follows : 
FIFTEENTH .\.HTICLE. 
Salaries of chiefs for twenty years ....... . 
Pa.y of speaker of three districts for four 
years ............................•.. _ . 
Pay of secretary for sam c period .. __ ..... 
Ontfit and swords to captains, ninety-nine 
in nun1ber ........................... . 
Pay to the same, at $50 per year, for fonr 







RemoYal and subsistence, per stat3ment of 
Second Auditor ....•••••.......... ---. 
On same account, per additional statement 
made in this office for expenditures from 
1838 to date .... _. _ .... _ .. __ . __ .... _. _ . 




:Je, 361 12 
----- 1,220,766 52 
REVE::\'TEENTII .\.H.TICLE. 
Annuity for twenty years ........ ----·----··----- ..... . 
NINETEENTH ARTICLE. 
Fifty cents per acre for reservation relin-
quished .. __ ........... ___ ........... _ 
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TWEXTIETII ARTICLE. 
Edncation of forty youths for 20 yenrs .. · .. 
Council-bouse, bouse for each chief, aud 
church for each district ........... _ ... . 
Two thousand five hundred dollars annu-
ally for the support of three teachers for 
20 years .................•............ 
Three blacksmiths for sixteen years ..... . 
)!ill wright for five ye:us ........ _ ...... . 
2,100 blankets •..•.......... __ ......... . 
Rifles, molds, &c., to each emigrating 
wa.rrior ...................•........... 
1,000 axes, plows, hoes, "·heels, and cards. 
-!00 loOnlS .............................. . 
One ton irou, and t\vo hundred-weight of 
steel, anuuity to each uistrict for sixteen 




:kl, 9H8 t!6 
:~, 050 00 
7,496 70 
4~, 969 :31 
11,490 20 
7, 193 [J:3 
8,051 15 
TWENTY-FIRST ARTICLE. 
$:~96, 947 23 
Annuity to ·wayue warriors............................ 1, 818 7G 
3d. Scrip allowed in lieu of reservations, viz, 1, 399,9.20 
acres, at $1.25 per acre ............................... 1, 749,900 00 
Payments made to meet the contingent expenses of the 
commissioners appointed to adjust claims under the 14th 
article of the Choctaw treaty of 27th September, 1830.. 51, 3ZO 79 
For various expenses growing out of the location and sale 
of Choctaw reservations, and perfecting titles to the 
same, including contingent expenses, such as pay of 
witnesses, interpreters, &c., incurred in executing the 
act of 3d March, 1837, and subsequent acts relative to 
adjusting claims under the 4th article of the treaty of 
1H30... .. . .. . ... .. . ... . . . .. . .. . ... .• . ... ... ... . . . . . . 21,408 37 
}'or payments made for Choctaw account, beiug for ex-
peuses incurred in locating reservations under the 
treaty with said tribe of 27th September, 1830.... . . . . 19, 864 00 
Total amount of charges. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 097, 367 GO $8, 078, 614 80 
·when deducted from the proceeds of the land solu, and the ''residue of 
said lands," at 12t cents per acre...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 097, 367 50 
Leaves a balance due to Choctaws of ..•..............•....•......... 2,981,247 30 
0FHCE lXDIAX AFI<'AIHS, March 22, 1860. 
DEPART:'IIEXT OF THE lXTERIOR, May 28, 1860. 
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 22d instant, 
askiug for a statement of the amounts paid and to be paid to the State of Mississippi, 
under the compact by which she was to receive 5 per cent. of the net proceeds of the 
sale of the lands within her limits, and to inclose. for your information a copy of the 
report of the Commissioner of the General Land-Office, to whom it was referred. 
It is proper to add, that the apparent discrepancy (as to the amount of net proceeds 
of lands sold up to January 1, 1!:!59) between the report of the Commissioner and the 
report submitted by me to Congress on the 8th instant, grows out of the fact that, in 
the latter, the cost of surveying, &c., was estimated at ten cents per acre, while the 
Commissioner bas dedncted merely the actual cost of selling the land. Should the 
amouut due the State of Mississippi be calculated according to the principles adopted 
in the report of May 8, the account would stand thus : 
Gross proceeds of 5,912,664.63 acres ................................... $7, 5fi6, 586 05 
Deduct cost of survey, &c., at ten cents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • 755, 556 80 
Net proceeds ...........•.........................................•.. 6,800,911 25 
340,045 56-Fi Ye per cent. on same ..................•..... · •...................... 
Very respectfull;r, yom obedient sen·ant, 
Hon. \V. K. SEBASTIA~, 
Chairnwu, ~)'c., J·c., Unitecl State.s Senate. 
J. THO.:.\lPSON, 
Secretary. 
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DEP.\.R'DIKXT OF THE lXTERIOR, GEXEIU.L L\XI>-OFFI('J;, 
Jiay :!;), 18ti0. 
SIH: I lla\·e the honor to return herewith the lt>tter, dated 22<1 it1stant, from the Ron. 
\V. K. Sebastian, chairman of the Committee on Indian Affairs of the United St~ttes 
:-:;enate, by yon referred to thil:l OHice ou the 2-Ith of the same. In a,llSWPr thereto, I 
have to state that from the uooks of this Offiec, it appears-
1st. That there has lJpen paid to the State of :\Iissis:-;ippi, at the rat<' of 1he per centum 
on $7,242,014.29, the net proceeds of the sales np to the 1st of .January, 1859, or 
:-),912,664.1:~ anes in the Choctaw cession of ltl:lO, the snm of :;:;:362,100.70. The in(JUiry 
in Senator Sebastian's letter is so comprehensive tllat it may be proper to a<ld--
2d. That there are 282,954.88 acres embraced as pennanent Indian I'C8C1'l'OI in said ces-
!-lion, upon which a percentltge re<]nired by the act of 3cl March, 1857, ratiug the 
lands at 81.2;) per acre, has ueen paid to the State, amounting to $10,610.80. 
:M. And likewise upon Choctaw scrip that has been issued, e(tua1 to 169,402 acres, 
valued in like manner, there has been paid $10,588.62. 
The foregoing is not strictly the result of an acljnsted account, hnt is bascll npon such 
an investigation as to render it substantially correct. 
I am, Air, very respectfully, yonr obedient servant, 
Iron .. J .\COB TliV:\IPSOX, 
Secretary of the Interior . 
.JOSEPH S. WILSON, 
Connnis.'!iouer. 
• TcxE 19, 18GO.-On1ered to be printed. 
:\Ir. SEBASTIAN made the follo\Ying report: 
The Committee on Indian A.tfairs, hal'ing hacl under conside1·ation the re.p01·t of tlte Secretm·y 
of the Interior, and the account stated nndcr his direction, sholl'ing the amount clue the 
Choctaw fl•ibe of Indians, according to tllc principles of settlement pre8cribecl by lllc award 
of the Senate, made by the resoltdion of March 9, 1859, report : 
That the award in qlwstion was made upon the submission contained in the eleventh 
article of the treaty of 1855, by the twelfth article whereof it is provided that the 
adjudication and decision of the Senate shall be final. 
That in conformity to the terms of the submission, the award of the Senate adjudged 
and decided that the Choctaws should ue allowed the net proceeds of the sales of such 
of the lands ceded by them to the United States by the treaty of 27th September, 1830, 
as had been solcl up to the 1st day of .January 1859, deducting therefrom the cost of 
their survey and sale, and all proper expenditm·es and payments under said treaty, exclud-
ing such reservations as had been allowed and secured, and estimating the scrip issued 
iu lieu of reservations at one dollar and twenty-five cents an acre; and also, that for 
the residue of said ceded lauds they should be allowed t\Yelve and a half ceuts an 
acr~ 1 
The Secretary of the Interior was directetl to "canse an account to he stated with 
the Choctaws, showing what arnonnt is due them according to the aboYe principles of 
settlement and report the same to Congress." 
On the 19th of March, 1869, the Secretary of the Interior referred the resolution to 
the Office of Indian Affairs, and on tlle 8th of ~lay, ltl60, after a thorough aud search-
ing investigation of nearly fourteen months, the account, finally stated, was reported 
to Congress, and on the lOth of May was ordcre(l to be printed by the Honse of Repre-
sentatives. In the Senate it was referred to this committee, and is appended to this 
report. 
By the account the balance clue the Choctaws is shown to be $2,981,247.30. 
This balance is arrived at by crediting the Choctaws with the proceeds of the sales 
of their lands up to 1st of .January, 1859, $7,556,568.05, and with 12t centl:l an acre for 
the whole residue of the same, except such portions as were covered by reservations 
allowed and secured, making $522,046.75 ; or, together, $8,0t>7,614.85; and deducting 
therefrom-
1st. Ten cents per acre, as the estimated cost of surveying and selling, on all the 
lands ceded, including all the reservations. · 
2d. All expenditures and payments under the treaty of 18:30, including $-101,556.17, 
expenses incnrred in removing and subsisting the Choctaws, bet'iveen tue years 18:38 
and 1859; and all the expenses incurred in adjusting claims of the Choctaws, under 
acts of Congress subsequent to the treltty. 
The net proceeds of the ceded lands having bePn by the Senate awanlecl to the 
Choctaws, not as a, matter of legal right upon the letter of the tn:\aty of 1t5:30, but nuder 
the po\Yer given by the submission in the trPaty of 18i)5, nut alone to decide whether 
the Chocta\YS were entitled to those nd proceedf', but also " ·hether they should be 
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allowell them ; in fulfillment of the duty created by that treaty, to give the rights and 
claims of the Choctaw people "a just, fair, and liberal consideration;" because of the 
impossibility of ascertaining the real amount to which upon a fair settlement the 
Choctaw Nation an<l individuals were entitled; but which amount, it was evident, 
was of startling magnitude; as the only mode by which equal justice could by any 
possibility be done bPtween them and the United States; and because, under the 
treaty of 1830, taken iu connection with the discussions and propositions that pre-
ceded the treaty, theit~ equities to have the net proceeds were very strong indeed; 
therefore it seems to the committee to be an equitable construction of the award and 
its true intention that the United States should return to the Choctaws only so much 
as remained in their hands as profits from the lands ceded by the treaty of 1830, after 
payment of all expenses and disbursements of all kinds; and twelve and a half cents 
per acre for such lands only as still remain in the possession of the United States unsold. 
The committee have therefore thought that there should be charged against the Choc-
taws, as a further deduction not made by the Secretary of the Interior, the five per 
cent. on the net proceeds of the actual sales of said lands, [5,912,664.13,] which the 
United States have paid to the State of Misflissippi, ,;:tmouuting to $3()2,100.70. 
And also that the phrase" the 1·esidue of said lands n in the award [used instead of the 
words," the lands 1·cmaining m1sold," in the submission] should not be construed to in-
clude such of the lands as have been given the State of Mississippi under the swamp-
land act, nor the grants for railroad and school purposes; but that so much as in the 
account is allowed for such lands, at twelve and a half cents an acre, [or $2t;6,!>95.75, ] 
should also be deducted. 
These two amounts, deducted from the balance as found by the account, leave the 
sum of $2,332,560.E5 due aud owing to the Choctaws, according to the awa1·d of the 
Senate, by virtue of articles eleven and twelve of the treaty of 1855. 
The magnitude of this sum, and the misconceptions that prevail in respect to the 
nature of the debt itself, make it proper for the committee to remark that, in order to 
arrive at the foregoing result, every charge against the Choctaws, and every deduc-
tion bas heen n1ade, that any eqnity would warrant; and that certainly no Jess sum 
than $2,3:{2,560.85 would ever be adjuged by a court of justice to be due and owing 
upon the award of the Senate, upon the most strict rnles of construction against the 
Choctaws; and that the amount actually due them for actual loss and damage sus-
tained hy the non-performance of the stipulations of the treaty of 1830, if the actual 
value at t he time of all the rm;ervations they lost was brought into account, would !Je 
found to !Je much larger than that sum, and probably three or four times as large. 
6.3. By eYery principle of law, equity, and business transaction tbe 
United States is bound by the accounting· of the Secretary of the · 
Interior showing $2,981,34:7.30 due to the Choctaws at the date of the 
Secretary's report. 
The deductions of internal-improvement fund paid to :Mississippi and 
for lands donated for railroad and swamp land, as shown in Senate com-
mittee report. (See Senate Report 283, 36tb. Congress, 1st session. ) 
These deductions are no part of the Senate award, as they were not in-
cluded in tbe Secretary's accounting to Oougress; but even tllis draught 
on their claim was acquiesced in by the Choctaws in order to secure a 
settlement of their claims, and have confirmed tllis acquiescence by 
receiving the $~50,000 in money, appropriated by act of :March~, 1861. 
First. The Senate was the umpire, and, in the language of the treaty 
of 185.3, which made it such, its decision was to be :final. 
Secondly. The Senate, in the exercise of its power under the treaty of 
183.3, chose to allow the net proceeds of the land as tlle better of the 
two modes of settlement proposed by that treaty, and not to allow a 
sum in gross. 
Thirdly. The Senate directed tbe Secretary of the Interior to make 
the accounting·, which be did, March 9, 1859, as shown above. 
Fourthly. The Senate did Hot, as umpire, or otherwise, reject this ac-
counting; bnt, on March 2, 1861, made an appropnation of $300,000 on 
it, and the Senate has not, since the Secretary's report, rejected any 
part of it, though near fourteen years have elapsed. 
66. As above stated, Congress, in the appropriation hill of l\Iarch 2, 
1861, made a partial appropriation on this award of the Senate, on the 
showing of the Secretary, made by him under the Senate resolutions 
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passed in pursuance of its power or duty, as umpire, under the eleventh 
and twelfth articles of the treaty of 1855, as follows: 
For payment to the Choctaw Nation, or tribe of Indians, on account of their claim 
under the eleventh and twelfth articles of the treaty with said nation or tribe, made 
the 22cl of Jnne, 1855, the sum of $500,000; $2:lO,OOO of which sum shall be paid in 
money, and for the resiclne the Secretary of the Treasury shall cause to be issued to the 
proper authorities of the nation or tribe, on their requisition, bonds of tlte United 
States, authorized by law at the present session of Congress: Provided, That in the 
future adjustment of the claim of the Choctaws, under the treaty aforesaid, the said 
sum shall be charged against the said Indians.-( Statutes at Large, vol. 12, pagc238.) ·J 
Under this act the $250,000 in money was paid in the year 1861. But 
the bonds were not deliverrd on account of the interruption occasioned 
by the war of 1861. 
By our treaties continuallr, including that of Hopewell, on the Keo-
wee, of January 10,1786, we had promised to protect the Choctaws, and 
they promised to be under our protection. Yet the circumstances sur-
rounding the Government in 1861 left the United. States unable to pro· 
teet or defend ~he Choctaws, and they unable to defend themselves 
against the confederate forces. 
A few days since the House passed a law gidng· to Black Beaver, a11 
Indian, $3,000, for valuable services in piloting Colonel Emory out of 
the Indian country in 1861, by which act we abandoned the Choctaws 
to their rebellious white neighbors. Our Indian agent, D. H. Cooper, 
then with the Choctaws, betrayed the United States and. joined the 
rebellion, and urged the Indians under his charge to do the same, and 
took command of them in the rebel service. This is the first time the 
Choctaws ever opposed the United States. Intercourse between the 
Choctaws and the United States was interrupted. The bonds 'rYere not 
delivered, aml for no other reaRon. 
67. By the trrat,v of April 28, 186f3, between the United States and 
the Choctaws, it is provided that ''the United States re-ailirms all 
obligations arising out of treaty-stipulations or acts of legislation with 
regard to the Choctaw and {}hickasaw :Nations, entered into prior to the 
late rebellion and. in force at that time, not inconsistent herewith; and 
further agrees to renew the payment of all annuities and other money~ 
accruing under snth treaty Rtipnlations and acts of legislatimt, from 
and after the close of the fiscal year ending on the 30th of June, 11:566."-
(Statntes at Large, vol. 14, page 774.) 
o8. The Secretary of the Treasury, on the 20th day of September, 
1870, referred to the Attorney-General the question of his authority to 
deliver the $250,000 bonds to the Cbocta~s, under appropriation of 
March, 1861, and l\-Iarch 3, 1871. 
60. On the 13th of December, 1870, the Attorney-General gave his 
written opinion, which was referred. to the House and Senate by the 
Secretary of the Treasury, December 20, 1870. 
The Attorney-General closes his opinion as follows: 
'Vaiving all· discussion of the desirableness, on grounds of expe<liency, of innne-
diate authority from Congress, and responding to your question according to my judg-
ment of the law of the case, I am of the opinion that yon may lawfully issue llmHls to 
the Choctaws.-(See Ex. Doc. No. 25, 41st Congress, 3d session.) 
70. This matter was referrrd to the Committee on Indian Affairs of the 
Senate, which, by 1\fr. Uarrett Davis, on the 5th of January, 1871, made 
the following report: 
The Committee on Indian ..lffairs, to ll'hom 1cas refel'l'ed the conmwnication of the Secl'efw·y of 
the T1·easury to Congress, transmitting a copy of the opinion of the ..:1 ttomey-Gencral of the 
United States upon the clain~ of the Choctaw ... Yation of Indians fo1' $~50,000 of United 
States bonds, hare had the same undel' consideration, and report: 
They have examined the opinion of the Attomey-General, aml concur ·with him in 
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his reasouingsaud conclnsious. There is a snbsistiog treaty betw·een the Uniteu States 
and the Choctaw Nation of Indians which entitl~s said nat.ion to two hundred and 
fifty thousand dollars of bonds of the United States of America-, and 'ivhich requires 
the President to make and deliver that amount of said bonds t.o s~id Indian nation. 
This treaty is the supreme law of the land, and the President is charged with its exe-
cution as a ministerial function. He has full authority to execute that law by the 
making and deliYery of those bonds, in compliance with the treaty, to t.he proper au-
thorities of the Choctaw Nation; wherefore they report this resolution: 
Resolvecl, That the President having full authority under existing law to issue and 
deliver to the Choctaw Nation of Indians two hundred and fifty thousand llollars of 
United States bonds, no other legislation by Congress is necessary to that end. - (Sen-
ate Committee Reports, 3d session 41st Congress.) 
71. On l\Iay 10, 1860, the Committee on Indian Affairs of the House 
reported on the net-proceeds claim, and the Secretar.v's accounting of 
l\1arch 9, 1839. (See Honse Ex:. Doc. 82, 1st session :~Hth Congress.) 
. 72. On the 20th day of February, 1871, the Judiciary Committee of 
the Honse, by Mr. Kerr, reported in favor of tlJe delivery of the $250,-
000 bonds, being part of tlle net-proceeds claim. The committee in-
dorsed the opinion of the Attorney-General, and quoted his opinion 
made to the Secretary of the Treasury, December 15, 1870, in full. 
The eommit.tee preseute<l to the House, as the conclnsion of its report, 
the following resolntion: 
Resolvecl, That the President h :-wing fnll anthority under existing laws and the 
treaty of April 28, 1866, between the United Statefl and the Choctaw Nation of Indians, 
to issue and deliver to said nation $250,000 of Uniterl States bonds, no further legisla-
tion of Congress is necessary to that end.-( Report No. :H, 41st Congress, 3d session.) 
73. On 1\ifay 30, 1868, the Committee on Appropriations of the House, 
by lYlr. ~utler, reported in favor of appropriating the balance of the 
Clwctaw net-proceeds claim, being $l,R32,560.85. 
This is the amount of balance of the $2,332,560.85, Senate's award, 
after deducting the.$500,000 appropriated by act of March 2, 1861. (See 
Globe, vol. 67, folio 2708.) 
7 4. On the 22d day of June, 1870, the Judiciary Committee of the 
Senate, by Mr. Rice, reported an amendr~ent to Senate bill No. !)79, 
(see 41st Congress, 2d session,) providing for funding the balance of this 
Choctaw net-proceeds claim in five per cent. bonds of the United States, 
in the sum of $1,832,460.85. 
75. On the 6th day of July, 1868, the Committee on Indian Affairs of 
the House, by Mr. Windom, reported in favor of Honse bill No. 1195, 
for the payment of the sum of $1,832,560.85, being balance of the Choc-
taw net-proceeds claim, after taking out the $500,000 appropriated by 
the act of 1861. . (See report No. 77, 40th Congress, 2d session.) 
76. On the 3d day of March, 1871, Congress, in the Indian appropria-
tion bill, adopted the following provision touching this issue · of these 
$250,000 bonds, part of tbe net-proceeds claim, viz: "And the 
Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized to issue to the' 
Choctaw tribe of Indians, bonds of the United States to the amount 
of $250,000, as directed by the act of March 2, 1861, entitled 'An act 
making appropriations for the current and contingent expenses of the 
Indian Department and for fulfilling treaty stipulations with various · 
Indian tribes,'" thus reviving the act of March 2, 1861, and re-affirming 
the vali<lity of the claim of the Choctaws to the bonds and to the award 
of the Senate under the treaty of 1855. 
77. And ou the 22d day of January, 1873, the Committee on Indian 
Affairs reported to the Senate in favor of the Issue of these $250,000 in 
bonds, p~1rt of the net-proceeds claim appropriated as stated by tile law 
of March 2, 1861, and re-appropriated by the law of March 3, 1871. (See 
Senate Heport No. 318~ 42d Congress, 3d session.) 
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Said committee also reported in fa-vor of the payment of the remainder 
of $1:832,560.85 balance of Choctaw net-proceeds claim, after deducting 
the $250,000 cash paid under the appropriation of March 2, 1861, and 
the $2.30,000 bonds appropriated by same act March 2, 1861, and which 
was re-appropriated by act of :March 3, 1871. 
There has been the most perfect unanimity in the action of the exec-
uth'e and legislative branches of the Government clown to :Mr. Dan-
field's report, and in that there is nothing new, of record or of fact. 
CONCLUSIONS. 
1. The committee is of the opinion that the Choctaw people were not 
di~posed of their own free will to make the treaty of 1830, disposing of 
their homes iu Mississippi. 
2. That the eighteenth article of the treaty of September 27, 1830, 
makes the United States a trustee, and puts it in possession of the prop-· 
erty of the Choctaws ceded l>y that treaty, and as such bound to a faith-
ful accounting with them, and that this fact is recognized and provided 
for by the treaty of 1855 in the mode of settlement provided for by that 
treaty. 
3. That the Choctaws were deprived of many of the Yaluable vriYi-
leges to which they were entitled under the said treaty of 1830. 
4. That the United States fully recognized the fact that the Choctaws 
were deprived of t4eir just rights by the action and permission of the 
Government. 
5. That the United States made partial satisfaction to a portion of the 
disappointed claimant,s under the fourteenth article of that treaty by the 
issue of scrip, in pursuance of the third section of the law of Congress of 
August 23, 1842. 
6. That one-half of this scrip was delivered to the claimants entitled 
thereto, and the other half was retained by the United States until1852, 
when the sum of $87.2,000 was appropriated and paid in full for the 
said last half of scrip, which was a full and final payment to those claim-
ants under the fourteenth article of the treaty of 1830 who had received 
scrip, but to none other. 
7. That the receipt of November 6, 18.32, given by the Choctaw coun-
cil was for this balance of scrip only, and had no wider significance-
was a special receipt for a special thing. 
8. That the treaty of 1853 was made by the President through the 
Interior and Indian Departments with full knowledg'e of all the facts; 
the records being as ample on all points connected with the case to that 
date as they are now. 
9. That with these records before the country this treaty was made 
and confirmed. 
10. That the eleventh article of the treaty of 1833 especially referR the 
Rubject-matter of this report, by the most explicit refereuce, to the 
Senate for final settlement. _ 
11. That the twelfth article of the treaty of 1835 clearl.f points out two 
modes of settlement, and directs the Senate to choose one of these 
modes. 
12. That the Senate did choose one of the modes thus named, which 
was to allow the Choctaws the net proceeds of the lands cedeu to the 
United States by the treaty of 1830. 
13. That for that portion of said cession which we had sold np to 
.January 1, 1859, (having deducted the reserYationii secured,) being 
5,912,6G4-f030 acre:s, they should be allowed $1.2.3 per acre, amounting 
to $7 ,556,578.0.3. 
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14:. That for the residue, being 4,176,3741 60 acres, they should be 
allowed 12-2- cents per acre, amounting to $522,046.75. 
15. That the Choctaws should be charged with all proper charges 
against the net proceeds of their lands. 
16. That the Senate, aeting under the power conferred in the treaty 
of 1855, ordered the Secretary- of the Interior to render an account with 
the Choctaws on this basis. 
17. That the Secretar,y was by the Senate ordered to render the 
account to Congress, (not specially to the Senate.) 
18. That the Secretary of the Interior did on the 9th day of March, 
1859, render that account to Congress, showing the balance due the 
Choctaws, after deducting all proper-and, the committee think, some 
improper-charges, to be, at that date, $2,981,247.30, which must be 
considered as the Senate's award. 
19. That the Committee on Indian Affairs of the Senate recommended 
to the Senate the further deduction of $362,100.70, being the amount 
of internal-improvement fund which the United States had paid the 
State of l\'Iississippi on the basis of the Choctaw laud~ ceded by the 
treaty of 1830, but paid long after the treaty and our possession of the 
landR. 
20·. That the Committee on Indian Affairs of the Senate further rec-
ommended to the Senate that there should be a further reduction of 
$286,595, being the price, at 12~ cents per acre, of 2,292, 766 acres of 
these Choctaw lands that Congress had given to railroad companies and 
ceded to Mississippi as swamp-lands and for school purposes. 
21. That after these recommendations, for which, however, there 
seems to be but little reason, there would still be, as shown, a balance 
of $2,332,560.85 due the Choct?,ws, and 110 further balance fonud to 
charg6 them with. 
22. That in reducing the net·procee<ls claim to this amount, it was 
necessary to charge the Choctaws "'ith pensions that had l>eeu paid to 
Choctaw warriors who served under Wayne. 
23. That they were charged the moneys we had pard them for cattle 
purchased and received of them in :l\lississippi, on which we fed them 
while remo\iug them, and for which remoyal we charged them heaYily 
also. 
24. That we charged them the expense of committees appointed under 
our laws to ascertain how far we had wronged them b~T depriving them 
of their rights under the fourteenth article of the treaty of 1830. 
25. That we charged them with attorney's fees and tho expense of 
paying to them the scrip which we forced them to take in lien of the 
land that we had forced them off of and sold from them. 
2G. That on the 2d day of March, 1861, Congress appropriated 
$500,000 in part payment of the net-proceeds claim, one-half of this 
amount payable in money and the other in bonds of the United States. 
27. That the $250,000 payable in money was paid, bnt that the bonds 
were not delivered because of the interruption between the Choctaws 
and the United States caused by the rebellion. 
28. That on the 5th day of July, 1862, Congress, by law, prevented 
the payment of any moneys to any tribe or nation of lndians that were 
in whole or in part at war with the United States. 
29. That on the 22d day of February, 1862, Congress, by la,v, directed 
the amount of the $250,000 bonds to expended by the Secretary of the 
Interior for refugee Indians of various tribes therein named. 
30. 1'hat by tlie treaty of .April 28, 1866, the Choctaws were restored 
to all their rights and privileges under law and former treaties that 
they held when the war commenced. 
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31. That with these facts before Congress by the letter of the Secre-
tary of the Treasury, the opinion of the Attorney-General, the report 
of the Committee on Indian Affairs of the Senate, and the Judiciary 
Committee of the House, Congress, on the 3d day of March, 1871, re-
appropriated the $250,000 bonds and ordered them delivered. 
32. That the balance due on the Senate award was $2,981,247.30. · 
33. That the amount further reported for deduction by Senate Com-
mittee on Indian Affairs, being swamp-lands, railroad-lands, s~hool­
lands, and internal-improvement fund, was $648,686.45, after deducting 
this. 
34. That. the balance, as shown June 19, 1860, by Senate Committee 
on Indian Affairs, was $2,332,560.85, and that the amount appropriated 
out of this amount by act of 1\farch 2, 1861, was $500,000. 
35. That the balance not yet appropriated, and to which the Choctaws 
are entitled, as well as to the bonds referred to, is $1,832,.360.85. 
36. That these $250,000 bonds, with their interest since March 2,1861, 
to the date, should be funded for the benefit of the Choctaw people. 
37. That· the remaining $1,832,560.85 should be appropriated and 
funded. 
38. That these two amounts should be funded at fair interest for the 
Choctaws, for the benefit of schools among them, as a mode of securing 
it from claim-agents and extortioners. 
:39. And that it should be strietly provided by law that no person 
other than the Choctaws should recei\Te any part of said claims on any 
account whatsoever. · 
BONDS FOR NET-PI~OOEEDS CLAIM OP CHOCTAWS. 
There was appropriated (see -vol. 12, Statutes, p. 528) on March 2, 
1861, the sum of $500,000 to ue applied on the claim of the Choctaw 
people against the United States, known as the "net-proceeds claim." 
It was provided that $250,000 of this amount should be paid in money, 
and that the remaining $250,000 should be paid in United States bonds 
authorized at that session. The money was paid by the United States 
as follows: 
To Douglas H. Cooper, agent .. _. _ .... __ ...... ____ •.. ___ ... _ •. __ . . ____ . $134, 512 55 
Pitchlynn & Folsom, draft. .. ___ .• ___ .......... __ .......... _ ..... _. . . . . 112, 000 00 
Pitchlynn & l!..,olsom, cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 4B7 45 
Amount of money appropriation ...•.....•............ _.. . . . . . . . . . . 250, 000 00 
The $250,000 United States bonds have not been issued. The ques-
tion came before the Hout:;e Committee on the Judiciary, which com-
mittee reported fayorably to their issue, and that no further law was 
necessary, as the treaty of 1866 repealed the laws forbidding the issue 
and delivery of the bonds, and restored the Choctaws to all their former 
treaty rights, as also the opinion of the Attorney-General on the same 
subject. This committee concurs in these reports. 
L ette1· of the See1·etm·y of the Treasw·y, transmitting a copy of an opinion git'en by the Attor-
ney-General of the United States 11pon the clairn of the Choctaw Indians to the issue of 
United States bonds to the amount of ttco hundred and fifty tlwusancl dollars. 
TREASURY DI~PARTl\lEXT, 
Office of the Secretm·y, Decembe1· 20, 18i0. 
Sm: :E'or the information of the House of Representatives, I transmit herewith a 
copy of an opinion given by the Attorney-General of the United States upon the claim 
of the Choctaw Indians to the issue of United States bonc1s to the amount of two hun-
dred and fifty thonsan\d dollars, as provided in the act of :March 2, 1861, (12 U. S. Stat., 
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p. 2:38,) and in accordance with the stipulations of the treaty of April 2 , 1dH6, with 
that tribe. 
All tbe essential facts of the case are stated in tbe opinion of the Attorney-General, 
and the authorities given on which reliance is placed in support of the conclusion 
reached. 
It is the opinion of the Attorney-General that the Secretary of the Treasury may 
lawfully issue the bonds to the Choctaws; but in connection with that opinion is a 
f>uggestion that the bonds cannot be paid except an appropriation be first made by 
Congress. 
I foresee that bonds issued under snch circumstances would be questioned, au<l their 
valne consequently depreciated in the market. I therefore respectfully snumit the 
:mbject to Congress for such action as may be thought proper. 
I have the honor to be, &c., 
Hon. JA~ms G. BLAINR1 
Speake'r National House of Representatires. 
GEO. S. BOUT\VELL, 
Secretary. 
:Mr. KERR, from the Committee on the Judiciary, made the following report: 
The Comrnittee on the Judiciary, to 1cltom 1cere 1"eferred the memorials in behalf of the Cho <'-
taw .Nation, havin!J had the same uncle1· consideration, 1·espectjully report: 
That, in their judgment, under the tenth and forty-fifth articles of the treaty of 
April 28, 1866, between the United States and the Choctaw and Chickasaw Iudiaus. 
(14 Stat. at Large, p. 769,) the Choctaw Indians are entitled to $250,000 of bonds of 
the United State::::, t.o he issued to them hy the Secretary of the Treasury, under the 
direction of the President. The treaty is the snpreme law of the land, and the Presi-
dent is charged with its execution as a ministerial duty. It appears to be clear that 
his authority to execute it, by the delivery of such bonds to the proper author·ities of 
the Choctaw Nation, is complete under the treaty aud existing laws and practices of 
the Government, without :ul<litional legislation. Un<ler date of September 29, 1~iU , 
the Secretary of the Treasur~7 1 Hon. GeorgeS. Boutwell, referred the snhjl'ct. for inves-
tigation and opinion to the Attorney-General, and that officer. on December 15, 1t3i 0, 
responded in the following opinion: 
"DEP.\HT:\IEXT OF JC"<.;Tf('l~, 
"December 1G, 18i0. 
"SIR: In answering the question propounded in your letter of the 29th of Septem-
ber, 1Ri0, it is necessary that I should consider a series of treaties and statutes. 
"In the treaty of June :22, 1f:;55, with the Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians, (11 
Unitetl $tates Stat., p. 611,) it was provided that certain claims of the Choctaws against 
the United States set up under a prwr treaty should be submitted for adjudication to 
the Senate of the United States. The Senate does not appear to have ever adjudicate<l 
the claim by any separa.te action; but in the Indian appropriation a<lt of March 2, 
1861, it was provided that there should be paid 'to the Choctaw nation or tribe of 
Indians, on account of their claim under the eleventh and twelfth articles of the 
treaty with said nation or tribe made the 22d of June, 1855, the sum of $500,000; 
'250,000 of which sum shall be paid in money ; and for the residue, the Secretary of 
the 'freasury shall cause to be issued to t.he proper authorities of the nation or tribe, 
on their requisition, bonds of the United States, authorized by law at the present ses-
sion of Congress; provided that in the future adjustment of the claim of the Chocta·ws, 
nuder the treaty aforesaid, the said .sum shall be charged against the said Indians. ' 
(12 U nitecl States Stat., p. 2:38.) 
"In the Indian appropriation bill of Jnly 5, 1862, (12 United States Stat., p. 528,) it 
was provided 'that all appropriations heretofore or hereafter made to carry into efl:'ect 
treat.y stipulations, or otherwise, in behalf of any tribe or tribes of Indians, all or any 
portion of whom shall be in a state of actual hostility to the Government of the United 
States, including the Cherokees, Creeks, Choctaws, Chickasaws, Seminoles, \Vichitaf.. . 
au<l other affiliated tribes, may ancl shall be suspended and postponed wholly or in 
part at and during the discretion and pleasure of the President,' an<l the President 
was further authorized to expend any unexpended part of previous appropriations for 
the benefit of said tribes, for the relief of such individual members of the tribes as 
had been driven from their homes and reduced to want, on account of their friendship 
to the Government. 
"In the Indian appropriation act of March 3, 1865, (13 United States Stat., p. 562,) 
the Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed, in lieu of the bonds for the 
snm of $250,000 appropriated for the use of the Choctaws in the act of March 2, 1 61. 
'to pa.~- to the Secretary of the Interior $250,000 for the relief and support of individ-
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ual memLers of the Cherokee, Creek, Choctaw, Chickasaw, Seminole, vVichita, and 
other affiliated tribes of Indians who have Leen driven from their homes and reduced 
to want on account of their friendship to the Government.' 
" On the 28th of April, 1866, a treaty was made with the Choctaw and Chickasaw 
Tndians, (14 United St.ates Stat., p. 769,) the tenth article of which is in the following 
words: 'The United States re-affirms all obligations arising out of treaty stipulations, 
or acts of legislation, with regard to the Choctaw and Chickasaw nations, entered into 
prior to the late rebellion and in force at that time, not inconsistent herewith; antl 
further agrees to renew the payment of all annuities and other moneys accruing under 
such treaty stipulations and acts of legislation from and after the close of the fiscal 
year ending on the ~30th of June, in the year 1866.' The forty-fifth article is in thes{' 
words: 'All the rights, privileges, and immunities heretofore possessed by said nations. 
or individuals thereof, or to which they -were entitletl under the treaties 3.nd· legisla-
tion heretofore made and had in connection with them, shall Le, atHl arc hereby, de-
clared to be in full force, so far as they are consistent with the provisions of tbiH 
treaty.' 
"The Choctaw Indians have made requisition on the Secretary of the Treasury for 
honds of the Unite(l States to the amonnt of $~50,00.) nuder the act of March 2, 18fil; 
and the question upon which you desire my opinion is, whether such bonds may law-
fully be issued to them. 
''·without considering the efft>ct of other legisla,tion on the subject, I am of the opinion 
that the act of March :3, 18G5, wi t,hdrew from the Secretary of the Treasnry the authority , 
vested in him by the act of 1861, to issue the uonds; an<l unless that anthority iH 
revived in the treat.y of July, 186G, it does not now exist. Bnt I am .furt.her of opinion 
that such authoritJ' is revived by thrtt treaty, if a treaty can ha,·c such effect. 
''By the treaty the United States re-affirms all obligations arising out of treaty stipu-
lations or acts of legislation with regard to tlw Choctaw au<l Chickasaw nations, en-
tered into prior to the late rebellion and in force at that time. In every reasonable 
bense of the word obligations as used in that treaty, the provi:sion in the act of 1851, 
for issuing- the bonds, w~is an obligation. Liberal rules of construction are adopteu in 
reference to Indian treaties, (5 \Vall., p. 7o0.) It was an obligntion which grew out of 
a treaty stipulation atHl an act of le~islatiou in part execution of a treaty stipulation. 
It was entered into prior to the late rebellion. It was in force when the rebellion 
began. Thns it answers every part of the description in the treaty. 
"The sections of the treaty a hove quoted, together with others of its provisions, plaeP 
th{'se Indians, as to ~til dues from the Government, just as they stootl at the outbreak 
of the rebellion in April, lcl61. To re-affirm obligations arising· out of a repealed act of 
legislation wnst signify the restriction of the parties to the positions in which the~· 
stood when the act of legislation was in force. 
"The serions question, however, does not relate to the meaning but to the authority 
of the treaty of 18G6. The statute of March 3, 1865, repeals the direction of the Set-
retary of the Treasury in the act of March 2, 1861. The treaty nnuertakes to reYi vc 
that direction. Is such au act within its competencyf 
"By the sixth article of the Constitution treaties 3.S well as statutes are the laws of 
the land. There is nothing in the Constitution which assigns different ranks to treatie>; 
and to statutes. The Constitution itself is of higher rank than either by the ver~· 
structure of the Go,~ernment. A statute not inconsistent with it, aud a treaty not 
inconsistent with it, relating to subjects within the scope of the treaty-making power, 
seem to stand upon the same leYel and to be of equal validity; and as in the case of 
all laws emanating from an equal authority, the earlier in date yields to the later. 
"In 1791, Mr. ~1adisou wrote as follows: 'Treaties, as I understand the Constitution, 
arc made supreme over the constitutious·and laws of the particular States, and, like a 
subsequent law of the U uited States, over· pre-existing laws of the U uitecl States; pro-
vided, l10wever, that the treaty be within the prerogative of making treaties, which uo 
doubt has certain limits.' (Writings of Madison, vol. i, p. 524.) 
"In the United States vs. The Schooner Peggy, (1 Cranch, p. ::li,) the Supreme 
Uourt of the United States, in au opipion delivered by Chief Justice Marshall, held, in 
effect, that a treaty changed the pre-existing law, 'and is as much to be regarded by 
the court as an act of Congress.' 
"In Foster and Elam l'S. Neilson, (2 Peters, p. 253,) the Supreme Court says:' 'Our 
Uonstitutiou declares a treaty to be a law of the land. It is, consequently, to be re-
ga,rded in courts of justice as equivalent to au act of the legislature, whenever it oper-
ates of itself without the aid of any legislative provision;' and, in applying thi::-. 
principle to the case before them, say that if the treaty then nuder consideration had 
acted directly upon the subject, it 'would haYe rE>pealed those acts of Congress which 
were repugnant to it.' 
"In Taylor L'S. Morton, (2 Cmtis, C. C. R, p. 454,) it was held that Congress may 
rE>peal a treaty so far as it is a mnmcipallaw, providetl its subject-matter is within the 
lE>gislati ve power of Congress. 
"The jnst cotT{'lative of this proposition wonltl seem to ue that the tr{'aty-maki.ng 
' 
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power may repeal a statute, provided its subject-matter is within the province of the 
treaty-making power. 
"Attorney General Cushing, in 1854, after a full examination of the subject, came to 
the conclusion that a treaty, assuming it to be made conformal,ly to the Constitution 
has the eftect of repealing all pre-existing federal law in conflict with it.-( Opinions, 
vol. vi, p. 291.) 
"Hamilton says: 'The treaty power binding the 1vill of the nation must, within its 
constitutional limits, be paramount to the legislative power which is that will; or at 
least, the last law being a treaty, must repeal an antecedent contrary law.' C\iVorks of 
Hamilton, vol. vi, p. 95.) 
"Again: It is a question among some theoretical writers, whether a treaty can repeal 
pre-existing laws. 
"This question must always be answered by the particular form of government of 
each nation. In our Constitution, which gives, ipso facto, the force of law to treaties, 
making them equal with the acts of Congress, the supreme law of the land, a treaty 
must necessarily repeal an antecedent law contrary to it, according to the legal 
maxim_ that ' leges posterio1·es prim·es contmrias ab1·ogant.'-(Ibid., vol. vii, p. 512.) 
"An engagement to pay money is certainly within the province of tlw treaty-makiug 
power, and I cannot perceive that such an engagement is carried beyond that province 
by the circumstance that it pro\1ides for issuing through the agency of a particular 
officer an obligation to pay money at a particular time; for such, in effect, is a bond. 
"Can the Secretary of the Treasury issue the bonds without a new direct.ion from 
Congress? In other words, is the treaty a law for him, or can he know no laws except 
such as are passed by Congress~ 
"The Secretary is an officer of the executive department of the Government. It is 
established by a long course of authoritative opinion and conforming practices that, in 
many cases, the Executive of t,be United States can execute the stipulations of a treaty 
withont provision by act of Congress. In some instances this has been done as a gen-
eral executive duty, when the treaty itself pointed out no particular mode of execution. 
This was the course taken in tile case of Thomas Nash, otherwise called Jonathan Rob-
bins, who was delivered up by the direction of Presideut Adams to the British authori-
ties, in execution of the treaty with Great Britain of 1794. An attempt to bring the 
censure of Cuugress upon the President for this act was encountered by an argument 
from Chief Justice Marshall, then a Representative from Virginia, which exclusively 
established the power. In other cases the President has acted \Yhen the mode of action 
wa~> pointed out in the treaty. 
"In the treaty of ·washington of 1842 there was a provision for extradition of crim-
inals. Prior to any legislation for can·sing ont this provision of the treaty, it \yas exe-
cuted by officers of the United States. In 1845, James Buchanan, Secretary of State, 
issued a warrant for the arrest of certain persons, subjects of Great Britain, who were 
charged with a crime committed under British jurisdiction and against British la\YS, 
and it was decided by Mr. Justice Woodbury, upon the return to a writ of habeas corpns, 
that the warrant and the arrest were legal. (1 Woodbury & Minot's Rep., p. 66.) 
The learned justice remarks: 'It is here only on the ground that the act to be done is 
chiefly ministerial, and the details full in the treaty, that no act of Congress seems to 
me necessary.'-(Ibid., p. 74.) 
"Attorney-General Nelson, in· discussing this treaty, remarks: 'It has been made 
under the authority of the United States, and is the supreme law of the land. It has 
prescribed by its own terms the manner, mode, aud authority in and by which it shall 
be executed. It has left nothing to be supplied by legislative authority, bnt has indi-
cated. means suitable and efficient for the accomplishment of its object. It needs no 
sanctions other or different from those inherent in its own stipulations, and requires 
no aid from Congress. 1::\urely it cannot be necessary to invoke the legislative authority 
to give it validity by its re-enactment.' ( 4 Opinions, p. 209.) This language may be 
fitly applied to the treaty with the Choctaws. " 
"I am aware of the distinction which has been taken between such treaties as do 
and such as do not import a contract, and of the current notion that, in the former 
case, Congress must act before the treaty can be' executed. But the practice of the 
Government in extradition treaties and in other sorts of interuational coveuants bas 
been at variance with this notion. 
"If the Executive may constitutionally execute a treaty for delh'ering persons to a 
foreign jurisdiction, it may well feel authori~ed by the Constitution to execute a treaty 
that stipulates for the less important matter of issuing bonds. 
"According to Article I, section 9, of the Constitution, as construetl by the practice 
of the Government, an act of Congress is necessary to appropriate money to pay the 
public debt, however created. The change of the form of the debt, from a general 
stipulation in the treaty to bonds with particular provisions, does not take away that 
necessity. The time for the exercise of whatever power Congress has over the subject 
will come when provision for the payment of the bonds is to be made. 
"'Vaiving all discussion of the desirableness, on grounds of expediency, of imme-
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<liatc authority from Congress, and responding to your question according to my judg-
ment of the law of the case, I am of opinion that you may lawfully issue the bonds to 
the Choctaws. 
"Very respectfully, your ouedient servaut, 
"l-Ion. GEORGl~ S. BOUTWELL, 
"Secretary of the 1'reas11ry.'' 
"A. 'I'. AKERMAN, 
"Attorney General. 
CLAIM: OF E. W. LEHMAN AND LE\VIS BHOTHERS & CO. 
The claim of E. W. Lehman, and J .. ewis Brothers & Co., to the bonds 
is based upon an instrument of writing signed by the Uhoctaw delegates 
P. P. Pitchlynn, Israel Folsom, and Peter Folsom, of the following 
'WOrds: 
MEi\fl'IIIS, TENNESSEE, Apl"il 27, 1861. 
Hon. S. P. CHASE, Secretm·y of the Treasury: 
Pay to Lehman & Co. on order two hundred and fifty thousand dollars in United 
States six per .cent. bonds, and this sha.ll be your receipt for the same. 




Indorsed: Lehman & Co. to E. ·w. Lehman & Bro., and E. \V. Lehman & Bro. to 
E. \V. Lehman. 
The parties are representetl before the Secretary of the Treasury by 
<me George E. West, ofPhiladelphia, who in a sworn statement, dated 
:March 2, 1871, presented to the Secretary of the Treasury, avers that be 
is the'' agent and attorney in fact for Edwin W. Lehman, and Lewis, 
Brother & Co., of the same city." He also in the same statement avers 
that his ':said principals are the bona-fide owners of a requisition 
made by the delegates of the Choctaw Nation of Indians," referring to 
the ahoYe-described order or requisition. He further avers that "Leh-
man & Uo., of :Memphis, indorsed said requisition to E. W. Lehman 
& Bro., of Philadelphia, who at the same time indorsed the same to E. 
W. Lellman, 'Tho with Lewis Brothers & Co., have ever since held and 
ownecl the same." 
If tllese statements were true and unquestioned., and the indor~e­
ments on the order a11d transfers were made in the regular course of busi-
ness a11d for a valuable consideration, and the Olloctaw delegates bad 
power to sell the bonds of tJ1e nation and direct their delivery, there 
might be some fm.mdation for tllis claim against the bonds in favpr of 
tlwse parties, but the evidence on these points does not sustain them. 
NotYdtllstanding the sworn statement of their attorney, George E. 
vVest, that his principals were the bona-fide owners of this requisition, 
Edwin \Y. Lehman, one of the said principals referred to, anq the one 
'vho West swore owned it "bona-fide," said E. W. Lehman himself, in 
a sworn statement says, '' Tlle object of this affidaYit is to inform the 
Department of the true character of my claim to the bonds dated l\larch 
18, 1871," sixteen days after the abo'e statement of his attorney, 
George E. \Vest, Lehman avers that "The draft or requisition was in-
dorsed and sent to the firm of E. W. Lehman & Brother, composed of 
myself and my brother, who died in 1861. I am sole survivor of that firm, 
and the requisition is held and controlled by me alone. Tlte draft or 
requisition was sent to said firm (meaning the firm of Lewis, Bro. & Co.) 
to IJe collected and the proceeds applied toward the indebtedness of said 
firm of Lehman & Uo., of :Memphis.'' He also testified before the Com-
H. Hep.98-5 
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mitteeon Intlian Affairs ofthe House of Representatives, May 9, 1872,that 
"the draft "'as received by me from Lehman & Co., of Memphis, to 
pay for goods furnished Lehman & Co. by E. vV. Lehman & Brother. We 
had no interest at all in Lehman & Co after the 1st of April, 1861, direct-
]y or indirectly. We had no business connection with the house in 
Memphis whatsoever, and we were acting merel.v as agents for them.7' 
In answer to the inquiry by the chairman of the comtnittee as to the 
amount of indebtedness of the firm of Lehman & Co., of Memphis, 
Tennessee, to the firm of Lehman & Brother, of Philadelphia, he re-
plied: ''I am not positive, but I think it was about $60,000 residue to 
be applied to the credit of Lehman & Co., of Memphis." He further 
testifies that tile indebtedness of the firm of Lehman & Co. to Lehman 
& Brother has been reduced by payments by Lehman & Co. to about 
$13,000." 
To the question as to what stf>ps he had taken to collect the bonds, 
he answered, ''I gave them (meaning the order or requisition for the 
bonds) to George E. West, and Lewis Brothers & Co., to collect." 
Thus the testimony of E. vV. Lehman, to whom the order or requisi-
tion was last indorsed, and for whom the attorneys were pressing the 
claim before tile Secretary of the 'freasnry, shows that he was not the 
bonct-jide owner of the order or requisition, but only acting as agent 
for the firm of Lehman & Co., of .Memphis, TennesHee; that had the 
bonds been paid over on this order or requisition to E. W. Lehman or 
his attorney, the residue, after deducting the expense of colJecting, and 
the indebtedness at that time of the firm of J..Jehman & Co., of Memphis, 
to the firm of Lehman & Brother, would have been placed to the credit 
of the firm of Lehman & Co., of Memphig, Tennessee; tllat Lewis 
Brothers & Co. were only acting asattorneyR or agents in conjunction with 
George E. West, for E. vV. Lt>hman, who h(•ld tlte orders collateral, and 
that tbe said E. W. Lehman obtained tile same without a valuable con-
sideration. 
The committee will now examine the character of the claim of the 
original holders of this order or requisition, namely JJellman & Co., of 
Memphis, Tennessee. The order or requisition for the $250,000 bonds 
was received from the Choctaw delegates, who :signed it, by J. 0. Jolln-
son, of the firm of Lellman & Co., of Memphis, Tennessee. Jollnson, 
in a sworn commuuicati.>n of Mareh 29, 1871, addressed to the Sec-
retary of the Treasury, states that the firm of Lehman & Co. "had 
bad, and then had, large dealings with the Choctaw Nation, having 
tran:sferred to them large sums of money, at great risk, aud had sold 
them large quantities of goods amounting to large sums of money, and 
that the transaction with respect to these JJonQ.s was bonafide and en-
tirf'ly satisfaetor.v to all parties concerned at the time." 
Mr. Johnson does not state in this communication that the order or 
requisition was given by the delegates in payment for any of the money 
or goods alleged to have been furnished the Choctaw Nation, and it 
was not given for any such purpose. Johnson's testimony before the 
committee clearly shows tllat in words. He empllatically swears that 
it was not, but that it was a purcllase, which is also untrue. The state-
ment tllat the transaction with regard to the bonds was bona fide and 
sH,tisfaciory to all parties concerned at the time, does not pro,·e such 
paymeuts, because the Choctaw delegates admit that the or(ler or re-
quisition wa~ given for the bonds, but upon conditions wbich were to 
authorize J..Jebman & Co. to lift the bonds and deliver them to the Oboe-
taw authol'ities. 
Mr. Johnson puts the transaction in a somewhat difl:'erent light than 
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that of a bona,-jide purchase in his testimony before the committee, De-
cember 15, 1873. He says, "I was considered their agent in the city of 
.Memphis. I considered the receiving of the draft (meaning the order 
or requisition for the $250~000 bonds) as a continuation of the same 
agency, there being at the time an unsettled account between the house 
of Lehman & Uo. and the delegates of the UhoctawNation. I did and do 
consider the receiving of the draft as a purchase of it, as an agreement 
was made as to the price to be paid, and they were credited with the 
amount, and the remainder or interest of Lehman & Co. was regularly 
(in the course of business) forwarded to pay indebtedness to northern 
merchants, tllrough our bouse in Philadelphia." It will be observed 
that l\fr. Johnson in his sworn statement to the Secretary of the Treas-
ury claims that it was a bona-fide purchase, saying nothing about being 
considered their agent, while in his testimony before the committee he 
considered the receiving of the draft a purchase. It will also be ob-
served that while .Mr. Johnson says that "the draft or order was for-
warded to mtr house in Philadelphia, meauing tile firm of Lehman & 
Brothers, of Philadelphia," that E. W. Lehman of said firm swears 
that they ha\e bad no business connection whatever with the firm of 
Lehman & Co., of l\femphis, since 1861, but merely acted as the agent 
as the firm of Lehman & Co., of :Memphis. 
The order was received by Lehman & Brother of Lehman & Co., 
as collateral. .1\fr. Pitchlynn, Qne of the delegates who signed the 
order or requisition, testifies before the committee as to the sale of the 
bonds as follows: " State what you may know of the claim of Lehman 
& Brothers to the bonds that are in tl1e Treasury.-A .. In 1863, a man 
by the name of Johnson, who claimed to be connected with the bouse 
of Lehman & Uo., at Philadelphia, came to my house and proposed to 
get the $250,000 bonds for us and to bring them to us. "\Ve gave him 
an order to recei Ye the bonds, and agreed to pay him $60,000 for llis 
services. They p<:tid nothing. In 1865, in the winter of that year, I 
carne to Washington, and a man by the name of West, from Philadel-
phia, I think, came to my house in \Vashington, and requested me to 
and state before the Secretary of the Treasury that they had paid us 
for the bonds. I refused to do so, because I would have been stating a 
lie." 
The committee, therefore, believe that the order given by the dele-
gates was on1y to lift and deliver the bonds to the Choctaw Nation; 
that for this senTice Lehman & Co. would have been entitled, under 
the contract with the delegates, if they had power of substitution 
emp1oyment, which is not believed b.Y the committee, to $60,000, but 
that the bonds were not delivered ; that they are in the Treasury yet, 
more than eleven years after the date of the order; and that no consid-
eration has passed between any of the parties claiming under this order 
is fully established lJy the evidence and the facts. 
The committee, therefore, conclude that if the said order or requisi-
tion was at any time valid, and conferred upon the per:::;ons to whom it 
was executed any authority whatever to lift the bonds, that authority 
and the rigllt of the holders of said order to demand said bonds are ter-
minated by the personal presence of the persons who executed the order 
and conferred the authority. The exigency that is claimed to have ex-
isted then, namely, the war and its troubles, has long since ceased, and 
the treaty of 1866, with the Choctaws, efi'ectually puts at rest any 
troubles on that score, so that the order unexecuted is worthless, and 
besides, the work not having been executed then, the consideration bas 
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failed, and the work could now be done by the Indians thernsel ves for 
$100 at no risk at all. 
Secondly. That said order or requisition was executed without consid-
eration, and is not therefore binding upon said delegates, or upon the 
Choctaw Nation, even if said delegates had authority to make it. 
The Mr. Johnson, of 1\fempbis, who received the order for the bonds, 
was of the firm of Lehman & Co., of Memphis, Tennessee. He tes-
tifies that the firm had large dealings, &c., with the Choctaws, but 
does not know of its being a national matter, and also that these 
goods, &c., thus purchased, were paid for. That the delegates dealt also 
with tlle firm, but there is nothing against the Choctaws on the books 
that can be found. He bas lost books by fire, &c., but fixes no fact of 
indebtedness on Indian nations. The general uncertain way of telling 
about Indian affairs seems to be a part of the management of these 
things. J olmson swear::; that these accounts with the Indians, though 
amounting to large amounts, to many thousands, are not entered on 
their ledgers, never going beyond the blotter or day-book at most, and 
cannot produce an entry of the purchase, if it was a purchase, or at 
least of the transaction connected with this order for $250,000 United 
States bonds. Tlw fact is, as will fully appear by the testimony of all 
the parties who have testified, that the order was given by the Choctaw 
delegates during the war, on tqe representation of Johnson that he 
could through his house procure the bonds and negotiate them and get 
the money to them across tlle military lines. And further, tlle negotia-
tion was made with him in tlle Choctaw country when he had already 
crossed the lines, and that led the lndians to belie,Te he could do so 
again, and if he did do this work his house was to have $60,000 of the 
amount. The Indians belie\ed that the Southern States would succeed 
in the rebellion, and that their money \vas lost unless gathered before 
the Government thought so. 
The committee asks attention to the testimony of J. C. Johnson, the 
man who received from the Choctaw delegates the onler herein referred 
to. He had gone from Memphis to the Indian country in the interest 
of Stark and Hotchkiss, missionaries, who had, under an employment 
of the Choctaw authorities, negotiated, at a heavy discount, through the 
house of Lehman & Co., of 1\femphis, the United States draft for 
$112,000, part of the net-proceeds claim. This $112,000 draft was dated 
April 12, 1861, and paid under act of March 2, 1861, the same act that 
appropriated these bonds. Johnson's testimony shows also that the 
Indians had paid for all that they had purchased of this firm. And the 
committee thinks and believes that in this matter of the negotiation 
of the $112,000 draft, the money was very largel.r discounted, and, as 
appears, was paid to the Choctaws partly in confederate money, though 
recei\ed in gold (draft) from the Government, as Johnson only paid 
over a part of the draft money in April, 1861. (See Pitchlynn's state-
ment.) 
The order to Lehman & Co., of April 27, 1861~ was simply and only 
to lift and deliver the bonds to the Choctaw people in their countQT· 
The delegates had no power to sell the bonds. That not done, there is 
no further life in the order, and no title or power passes with it. If the 
position of Lehman's attorneys be true, Lehman & Co. intend to pay for 
the bonds when collected, and could do it out of the bonds themselves. 
It seems that the Clloctaws need hardly make such a sale as that. lt 
was no sale. 
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THE COCHRANE CLAIM: ON NET PROCEEDS. 
This is the contract for 30 per cent. originally entered into with Albert 
Pike, (see Pike's testimony,) in which Cochrane and others were inter-
ested, and which lu1s been reYiYed in the name of John T. Cochrane, (now 
deceased,) in which Albert Pike, Luke Lee, D. H. Cooper, and Pitch-
lynn, for Folsom, were interested equally at 5 per cent. each~ making 25 
per cent. on the entire net-proceeds claim, and the other 5 per cent. was 
set apart for contingencies. But it further appears t.hat Latrobe also 
claims an interest in this contract, and is recognized l>y John D. Mc-
Pherson, execntor of John T. Cocluane, on compromise, as entitled to 
$75,000 out of the balance of that claim, not yet appropriated. 
Notwitllst.anding McPherson swears that Latrobe was to have $75,000 
ont of the balance of uet proceeds and no other, which is sustained b,y 
Latrobe and Cooper, yet 1\lcPherson and Latrobe propose to Pitchlynn, 
the delegate of the Clwctaws in 'Vashington, to pay $75,000, as stipu-
lated in a corrupt written proposition they made to him, out of these 
oonds, and in that case they offered to withhold further demands on 
these bonds, and that they would not oppose Pitchlynn getting them. 
This Pitchlynn refused, denying their right to any claim on them for 
fees or otherwise. 
But for the dishonest interference of Latrobe, Cooper, ~IcPherson, 
and Allen Wright, in their attempt to plunder these bonds, they would 
have been delivered to the Choctaw people long since. 
It is interesting to know that this offer of Latrobe and McPherson, of 
)!arch 3, 1871, to compromise with Pitchlynn, and if successful in get-
ting the $75,000 out of the Choctaw funds to withdraw opposition to 
his receiving the bonds as Choctaw delegate, was followed by Latrobe's 
notification to the Secretary of the Treasury, April 11, 1871, only 
thirty-eight days after, that Pitchlynn had no right or power to re-
ceive the bom.h;, and claimed to represent the nat.ion himself, and de-
manded that the bonds be sent to the Choctaw national treasurer, and 
he and Cooper swore that this was to secure their fee. They themselves 
swore that the fee was the moving consideration of their action. To 
get this 50 per cent. fee they opposed Pitchlynu. This only, however, 
shows another proposition of Latrobe, that for money he would permit 
the interests of his clients to pass to those whom, without he could first 
get the money, he wonld contend agaiust, which leaves his professional 
honor in mncll the same condition tllat tlle collusive contract and parti-
tion of the $300,000 with the Choctaw and Chickasaw commissioners 
and secretaries of 1866 did. (See Latrobe, l\IcPherson, Cooper, Pitch-
lynn, and Allen Wright)s testimony.) 
GEOHGE \V. WRIGHT'S CLAIM ON BONDS. 
George W. vVright, of Washington City, also had a contract with the 
Choctaw delegates (old delegation) in the amount of one-half the inter-
est that should be collected on these bonds. This contract was limited 
to the interest only, and limited in time, and has now expired and is of 
no effect. He swears he has no other claim, nor ever had on any of 
these or other Indian funds. (See Wright's testimony.) P. P. Pitch-
lynn, the delegate who made this contract with Wright, fully sustains 
Wright's statement. The contract has fully expired by its own limita-
tion. 
LIST OF CLAil\IANTS FOR CIIOCTA W BONDS. 
As stated ln this report, and as is well known by the House, there 
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were appropriated by act of l\iareh 2, 1861, (Statutes at Large, vol. 12, 
p. 23S,) and re-appropriated by act of March 3, 1871, (StatutP.s at J_.~arge, 
vol. 16, p. 570,) United States bonds in favor of the Choctaws in the 
sum of $.:!50,000, being part of the Choctaw NET-PROCEEDS claim. 
The amount as so appropriated ............ _ ...... _ ... _ . __ . $250, 000 
Interest from March 2, UstH, for twelve years............... 180, 000 
l\iaking in the aggregate ...................... _ . . . . . 430, 000 
Against this there are the following claims for attorney fees and other 
fraudulent demands, not one of which is at all just, except the first, and 
it is exorbitant: 
First. Claim for fees of delegates of J 853, appointed by council 
of the Choctaw Nation, being Choctaws, 20 per cent ....... $86,000 
Second. Claim of J. T. Cochrane on contract February 13, 1855, 
30 per cent ............................... _ .............. 12!), 000 
Third. Claim of Latrobe and. accomplices of 1866, 50 per cent ... 215, 000 
Fourth. Claim of Lehman on order of April 27, 1861, 100 per 
cent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 430, 000 
Fifth. Claim of Grayson on order of April 27, 1861, 1 per cent. 4, 300 
Aggregating ........................................ 864,300 
430,000 
So that the bonds and interest wil~ not pay for collecting them by, 434, :)00 
And, in addition, there were, and perhaps are now, other demands than 
these named. General Albert Pike has rendered services before the 
committee of the Senate in 185!J, having drawn and presented an exten-
sive printed report of the Choctaw net-proceeds claim. This paper of 
Pike's is really all that bas been done b~' attorneys showing the condi-
tion of the claim, Latrobe's statement being only a rehash of Pike's 
paper. 
There was, as shown, a contract also with George W. Wright, for 
one-half of the interest on these bondt:!, but this contract has ·expired 
by its own limitation, and is the only contract known to the committee 
made with Indians for attorney fees that has willingly died without re-
ward, and is entitled to mention as a curiosity of its kind, because it is 
dead without pay, and is acknowledged. to be so by Wright himself, who 
really deserved credit for this improvement in Indian contracts. The 
committee bas been benefited by this information, and inserted a pro-
vision in the law requirin.g all such contracts to be limited in time. 
(See act May 21, 1872, regulating mode of making private contracts 
with Indians.) The committee has not pursued b.v name the countless 
subdivisions into which these enormous amounts would be su~ject to as 
a division of spoils merel.v. 
AN OLD ATTORNEY FOR THE NET-PBOOEEDS OLAIM SEEK-
ING A FEE FROM: THE SECRETARY OF 'l'HE THBASURY, 
FOR THE PURPOSE OF DEFEATING THE CLAIM. 
The committee comes now to a consideration of the attempt l>y cer-
tain partieB to defeat a treaty and law of Uongress, by preventing the 
payment of the bonds appropriated under act of March 2, 1861, and re-
appropriated by act of Congress of March 3, 1871, being part of net-
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proceeds claim of Chocta.ws, for lands sold under treats of 1830, as 
shown by proceedings of 8enate under treaty of 1855, upon the grounds 
that certain eddence had come to light which teclmica1ly invalidates 
the whole net-proceeds claim of the Choctaws, although no attempt is 
made to reflect upon its justir.e. 
The argument set up against the payment of the bondR, as given in 
a letter to Congress of the Solicitor of the ~rreasury, commonly called 
the ''Banfield letter,'' bas been already considered. (See Ilouse Report 
No. 80, 42d Congress, 3d session, and incorporated in this report.) An 
examination of tile source from which this pretended information was 
obtained, also the motiYes and character of the persons professing to 
furnish it, will be found useful in arriving at a clear uuderstanding of 
the wllole question. 
NATHANIEL PAIGE, a lawyer or claim-agent of Washington city, 
testifies to having a "confidential and professional" employment from 
the Secretary of the Treasur;v, to defeat the net-proceeds claim; that 
be furnished the information to the Solicitor of the Trear:mry upon 
which the Banfield report (see Executive Doc. No. 87, 42d Congress, 
3C. ses.) was based, information obtained by him from one Edward B. 
Grayson; that he holds a private memorandum from the Secretary of 
the Treasury, which secures to him the payment of 10 per cent. of the 
amount of bonds ordered by Congress to be paid the Iudians with 
interest, his fee, however, not to exceed $30,000 in the aggregate, pro-
vided be can succeed in defeating the payment of the $250,000 bonds. 
This latter fact, as also the reluctance with which it was disclosed, will 
appear from tile following testimony of Page before the committee: 
Question. You say that you have a memorandum agreement between yourself and 
tbe Secretary of the Treasury f-Answer. An unsigned memorandum agreement, 
unsigned for this reason: He gave me to understand that there was no law authorizing 
him to make the agreement, but since then, I think, something has been passed author-
izing it, though I have never examined the law. I think there is a verbal under-
standing, that if the claim is defeated there will be a settlement for services, whatever 
it is, very likely a small professional fee, unt the memorandum as it exists now is no 
basis at all ; is no agreement in fact, because it is unsigned. 
Q. Is the amount not fixed ?-A. There is an amount specified in the agreement. 
Q. \Vhat is that amount f-A. I prf'fer to have the agreement speak for itself. 
Q. I prefer the .amount now.-A. Ten per cent. on the amount saved, not to exceed 
'30,000. 
The following is a copy of the memorandum agreement referred to: 
"Venw1·andum of an unda8ianding hacl this 30th day of ][arch, A. D. 1872, between the Sec-
?'elm·y of the Treasury and Nathaniel Paige, of the city of Washington. 
The said Paige allegE's, on behalf of a certain person whose name is withheld, that a 
certain claim is pending in the Treasury Department for settlement and payment, 
amounting to the sum of l)etween three and four hundred thousand do1lars, which is 
likely soon to be paid hy the said Secretary, for the reason that no information or 
knowledge is now in the possession of the ofticers of said Departmf'nt which will 
furnisll any legal or proper grouuds for the rejection of sai<l claim. The said Paige 
also alleges that he or his inform aut has in his possession, or within his control, certain 
definite facts and iufonuation, which, when disclosed to the said Secretary, will legally 
prevent and defeat the payment of said claim, by establishing the illegal and fraudulent 
character of said claim. 
It is therefore nnderstoocl that the said Secretary shall receive from said Paige such 
information, which shall be a fnll statement of the nature aud history of said alleged 
fral~dulent claim, and the names of all the principal persons connected therewith, and 
of their part.icular iuchddual relations thereto, and if in the judgment of the Attorney-
General of the United States, to whom it is agreed that said facts and information shall 
be referred, such disclosures shall fully establish the illegal and fraudulent nature of 
said claim, so that said Secretary should not be obliged to pay the same, and, in the 
opinion of said Attorney-General, upon a full hearing, sufficient evidence and grounds 
for a refusal to pay said claim by tho said Secretary was not already in the knowledge 
or possession of his Departmeut before the making of said disclosure by said Paige, 
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then the said Secretary agrees to pay to the said Paige, for and on behalf of himself and 
informant, ten per cent. of the amount of said claim, provided that the wholt' amount 
so to be paid shall, in no event, exceed the sum of $30,000. 
It is also agreed by said Paige that his informant shall bold himself ready, at any 
and all times, upon reasonable notice, to give such further information and explana-
tions in regard to all matters within the knowledge of himself or his said informant 
connected with said claim as may be required by said Secretary. 
Paige's informant, upon whose statements, or rather with whose col-
lusions and. that of one Kirkwood, son-in-law of Grayson Paige, and 
these his accomplices, have attempted to draw from the Treasury 
$30,000, without any consideration whatever, is named Edward B. 
Grayson, a man whose conduct before the committee con\inced it that 
he was wholly without honor, an adventurer of small ability, and less 
integrity. 
The garbled extracts from the public records, made by Grayson and 
J1is accomplices, Paige and Kirkwood, and. furnished to Banfield, the 
Solicitor of the Treasury, who, for reasons that the committee are not 
certain that he can explain, palmed this garbled record upon the House 
anu the Senate as an official report. This act of Banfield is as repre-
hensible as that of Paige, Kirkwood, and Grayson. 
That Banfield should be willing to pay an outside party for looking 
for public records, the most of them printed, $30,000, is not explainable 
upon the grounds of official duty and good faith to Government. It 
was his official dut:r to find the records and report them fairly, neither 
of which he did in the case of the Choctaw net proceeds claim. I'hat 
this whole proceeding, touching the $30,000 fee to Paige, was a fraudu-
lent attempt to plunder the Treasury is apparent from the testimony 
of Paige and. Grayson, to which the committee asks special attention. 
The marks of the claim-agent were apparent on the Banfield report, as 
known by its distribution 011 the desks of members. 
Not satisfied with the official edition printed. at the office of the Pub· 
lie Printer, the House was treated to the spec,ial ed,ition from the Treasu-
ry, backed and distributed for effect. The ear-marks were apparent 
upon it, and its purpose was soon discovered and the remedy applied. 
The committee speaks plainly on this subject, and desires to be under-
stood. 
In deference to the letter of the Secretary of the Treasury, the Senate 
inserted the following directions to tile Secretary to not issue the bonds 
referred to. (See Indian appropriation act, approved February 14,. 
1873.) 
SEc. 3. That all authority now existing by the acts of March second, eighteen hun-
dred and sixty-one, a,nd March third, eighteen hundred a,nd seventy-one, or otherwise, 
to issue or deliver any bonds of the United St.a,tes to the Choctaw tribe of Indians, is. 
hereby suspended until the further action of Congress in the matter, and providing for 
such issue and delivery. 
But Congress not desiring t~ declare against the net proceeds claim,. 
but Ollly acting in caution in the premises, also provided. in the sixth 
section of said act as follows : 
Provided, That there shall not be paid or allowed to any person whatever any fees 
or reward for services, in connection with the subject-matter referred to in the third 
section of this act, either on account of the United. States, or of the Choctaws, until 
further action of Congress in the matter, and providiug for such allowance and pay-
ment. 
These two provisions in the bill leave the matter not passed. upon by 
Congress, but only held for further action by Congress in the premise~. 
It prevents the frauuulent attempt of Paige, Kirkwood, Grayson, and 
their accomplices, from depleting the Treasury of $30,000 for copying 
and garbling a few pages of public records. 
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WHO IS GH1\. YSON ~ 
The man Edwanl B. Grayson, who, it appears, bas found it in his 
power to offer to the Treasury Department, through the attorney or claim-
agent Paige, information worth $30,000, is, from his own testimony before 
the committee, a resident of Washington City, without occupation; sixty 
years of age; and has been an employe in all the different Departments 
of the Government, except that of theN avy, during the twenty-five years 
prior to 1861, and from 1852 to 1861 iu the)ndian Office, where for a 
time he \Yas principal of the finance division. It appears also from the 
records that as early as 1830 he was a locating agent for the Choctaw 
and Chickasaw Indians, and his information respecting Indian affairs 
obtained in the Department doubtless was the cause of his employment 
by John T. Cochrane, in the prosecution of the net-proceeds claim. Up 
to the time of Cochrane's death, Grayson assisted in prosecuting the 
claim he is now endeavoring to invalidate, and which his life-long knowl-
edge of and experience in Indian affairs did not teach him wns illegal, 
until motives of self-interest, urged on by resentment toward tlwse at-
torneys who refused to recognize his demand for an interest of 1 per cent. 
in the claim, stimulated his patriotism and induced him to search for 
evidence which would defeat the claim. As early, he swears, as 1867 he 
commenced his investigation of the merits of the claim with the view of 
defeating it m case he should not be "recognized," as he terms it. In 
1870, three years afterward, he demanded this recognition of the Choctaw 
delegate here by letters tlueatening to defeat the claim in case his 
demands were not accorded. He excuses his treachery toward the 
Indians~ his clients, upon the ground that ''the Indians were hardly to be 
benefited;" the attorneys who bad, as he says, "foisted themselves on 
the claim," into whose members be had not been able to secure admission, 
would get "the lion's share" of the money. These facts Grayson freely 
admits in his testimony before the committee: 
Question. If these attorneys had not been employed you would have gone on and 
prosecuted that claim against yonr Government, amounting to $2,332,000, and would 
have hail that paid to the Choctaws, <.ledncting the fee for your services ?-Answer~ 
Yes, sir; but for tile research I made I should not have kuowu--
Q. You take the position that these men were not employed, but that they foisted 
themselYes on the claim. After that yon abandoned your claim and turned against 
your clients f-A. I abandoned the claim and abandoned the clients, the Choctaws, and 
joined in to defeat the claim. But I would say that the Choctaws diu not employ 
them; they foisted themselves ou the claim. I knew that if the money was issued 
they would take the lion's share of the claim. 
Q. I put this question squarely to you. Yon have stated that you were with Mr. 
~ Cochrane, assisting him in prosecuting this claim for the Choctaws as late as 186(i. 
After he died, some men, not employed by the Choctaws, bnt men whose names you 
have given, foisted themselves on the claim, and you believed they were going to take 
the lion's share ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You then, seeing that was the case, abandoned your case and the Choctaws', your 
clients, and the claim itself, and went to searclling for evidence to prove that the claim 
itself is not good, and have made the discovery that it is not good ?-A. Yes, sir. 
The fact js, as shown by General Albert Pike, (see Pikes' testimony,) 
Grayson was, according to his own statements, assisting J. T. Cochrane 
in the prosecution of the net-proceeds claim while he was in the Indian 
Office, and his claim for one permit of the net proceeds was for services 
rendered Cochrane in that capacity. Grayson was a tool for Cochrane, 
and now for Paige and others. 
Notwithstanding he admits to baye possessed the most unlimited 
confidence in the good judgment as well as in the integrity of his 
late employer, Cochrane, Grayson began to oppose as unjust a claim 
founded upon a treaty which he says was inspired l>}T Cochrane, as soon 
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as he discovered that his pecuniary interest could be served by so 
doing, as tile following extract from his testimony sufficiently proves: , 
Question. Do you believe, from what you know of Cochrane, that he thought the 
treaty not well based '?-Answer. I should be sorry to think that. 
Q. Do you think so f-A. No. 
Q. You bad great confidence in the integrity and judgment of Cochrane f-A. Yes; 
.and I should be sorry to believe he saw the claim as I do now. 
Q. You say he did in fact inspire the treaty f-A. He was the main man of business. 
Q. He did in fact steadfa,stly pursue the purpose of obtaining 2.000,000 acres for the 
Indians, did be not f-A. Cert.ainly. ' 
Q. Do you not believe that he was conscientious in the prosecution of that matter ?-
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you not think that of all other men he knew these provisions were equitable V 
-A. Yes; his judgment was always goorl. 
Q. Did he not possess iuformation? \Vas he not so interwoven with the conception 
and carrying out of the plan that be of all men mnst have known whether it was not 
equitable ~-A. My belief is that he was fully qualified. 
Q. But I ask you wbether in your judgment he was not best qualified to know the 
equities of the case ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You believe that he was so })ersuaded, so impressed up to the time of his death. 
Now, do you not believe that he pursued, with an honest purpose and a full knowledge 
of the facts, his intention of procuring for the Indians the full award from the 
.Senate?-A. YeR, sir, that is my belief; my confidence in the man was such that I 
shoulrl be sorry to believe the contrary. 
Q. Has anything transpired since his death which in anywise shakes your confidence 
dn the integrity of llis purpose all through the transaction ?-A. No. 
Q. Your theory now is, that after all be was mistaken ¥-A. If he went on the prin-
ciple that the claim was good, he was mistaken. · 
Q. Did that conception remain in your mind until after his death, when you de-
manded of the Choctaws a recognition in the matter f-A. I never had any such idea 
until after that time. 
Q. Then the fact is, that you were incluced to look for imperfection in the judgment 
'Of Cochrane, and for frauds in the United States, by a state of mind caused by what 
you considered an unjust refusal f-A. That is the animus. 
Q. In fact, then, the animus which set you first on the track of opposition to the 
treaty was an animus of vengeance ?-A. An animus of cutting out of the contract a 
band of jay-hawks. 
But again, endeavoring, but Yainly, to escape from the meanness of 
his position, he attempts to make it appear that be waR not profession-
ally employed by the Indiaus, as appears by the following: 
Question. Then as an attorney or counsel, you thought it to be your duty to abandon 
your clients, not for their bad conduct, but because other people treat;ed them badl.v f-
Answer. I never considered myself an attorney for the Indians. I acted for and in 
concert with the attorney, Mr. Cochrane. 
Q. You were willing to receive pay from them without having been their attorney f-
A. Except as having been associated with Mr. Cocluano. 
Q. How do you draw a line so closely thnt you can divide between your duties in 
connection with Mr. Cochrane and your services then, without being in connection with 
Mr. Cochrane f-A. I was employed by him. 
Q. How did it come that you called on them to pay you ?-A. Because, he being 
dead--
Q. But if you were a clerk for Cocbrane, why did you can on them for pay f-A. I 
·wanted them to know what Cochrane's engagements were with me. 
Q. If, wben Mr. Cochrane died, you were not attorney to the Choctaws, how did you 
become attorney for them after; how came that turning pointf-A. I was so far 311 
.attorney during his life-time, acting in concert with him. 
Q. Witb the consent of the Cbocta\YS ?-A. Yes. 
Before proceeding to extreme meaRures, however, tllis Grayson nsed 
every possible effort, alternately of pleadiug and threatening, to induce 
this "j::.yhawking crowd" to do him ''justice," that is, to admit him into 
their ranks. Letters written by Gra.yson to one of these parties, name-
ly, J.D. McPherson, executor of the late .John T. Coehrane's estate, and 
by him 8ubmitted to the committee as a part of his testimony, threaten 
the publicatinn of a history of the claim in tile event of ilis (Grayson) 
not being recognized as au attorney of the Choctaws, with pay, which 
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history he declares would, if published, utterly demolish not only it, but 
all pending claims of the Choctaws and Chickasaws, and would reflect 
seriously upon the Creeks and Seminoles. In one of these letters referred 
to, (copies of which letters are attached hereto and in testimony,) dated 
June 7, 1870, he says: "I watch with painful anxiety eYery movement, 
because I am afraid that I shall have to raise a rumpus around Indian 
affairs that may, perhaps, surprise Davis and Buckingham. (Senators.) 
I would avoid this if I could. I hold off till the last moment.'' A sub-
sequent letter to :McPherson comprises a clear and definite statement 
of the dishonorable terms proposed by Grayson, and is as follows: 
NORTH 0R.\NGE, NEW JERI·mY, July 13, 1870. 
DEAR Sm: The parties in interest have moved forward with the "net-proceeds" 
claim without according to me an ::wknowletlgruent of my rights. "\Vas this fair, or 
was it safe or wise? You cau imagine the e1fect the history would have had if it bad 
been announced by Conkling, or worse, by Congress, in view of the sentiments of Sena-
tors withont it. Or if the amendment ofl:'ered b.r Mr. Rice, of Arkansas, had passed the 
Senate, what effect do you suppose it would haYe if in the hands of Davis, of New 
Hampshire? Or, supposing the thing passing both Houses, " ·hat tlJe effect, even, it 
would have in tlJe bands of the President or Secretary of the Trcasnry t 
The Indian hill is yet uebind; try it on. It will be the safest and wisest, and cer-
tainly the most jnst course to yield to me at once my rigLts. 
Respectfully, 
E. B. GRAYSON. 
JonN D. McPmm.soN, Esq., 
307 D Street, Washington. 
I hope you and others, including the delegates, 'will see the propriety of settling \Yith 
me on the basis I have proposed at ollce. Give me tlte like recognition for 1 per cent. 
tl1at you gave Ge11cral Cooper mH1 all will lH~ well. I am desirous of getting to Texas, 
where a portion of my family reside, and will take $6,500 from any one in interest for 
the amount I claim. 
·without any such recognition I can get $5,000, payable in installments, for the his-
tory, and that without sho.wing the history, simply upon my knowledge of Indian 
affairs. The party who would take it might not ue satisfied in a compromise for less 
than prouably $50,000. 
E. B. G. 
This person here referred to was probably the ruan Paige, to whom be 
afterward submitted bis "bistor;v," borroweu $25 .of, and entered with 
his son-in-law Kirkwood, and Paige, and perhaps others, into the 
$30,000 memorandum with the Treasury Department. If Grayson wa 
to have $5,000 only, as stated in this last letter, his statements on oath 
are not true, as be then swore be was to have one-third of the fee. 
The committee l'elie\e that there were other divisions to be made of 
the $30,000 besides Paige, Grayson, and Kirkwood, but haYe not the 
proofs for submission, 
To properly appreciate the position assumed by Grayson in his deal-
ing with these "jayhawking" attorneys, it must not be forgotten that 
for about forty years, as Indian agent and clerk in the Indian Office and 
other departments and offices, he has been connected with Indian 
affairs; that be must therefore be familiar with all the impositions 
heretofore practiced upon the Indians, and has doubtless been accessory 
to many of them. This is inuicrtted very clearly by one of his letters 
to McPherson, dated June 17, 1870, in w·hich he admits that in case 
of a continued war_between himself and the contractor, Latrobe, "may, 
by investigation, reflect on me as a late officer of the Indian Office, but 
on that point I can write more at length and in ample justification. I 
have counted the cost of undertaking to assert my rights, and am not 
frightened even with a controversy yon indicate. And then others may 
have to share in any ouloquy that may arise." Despairing of success 
in this effort to force himself into the ring of attorneys surrounding the 
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net-proceeds claim, Grayson determined to carry out his threat of 
defe:tting it. He had heard, he swears, that the Secrdtary was "in great 
tribulation" over the circumstance that these bonds were claimed by 
two factions, and he sent word to him by Mr. Paige that he could furnish 
information 'vhich would prove that the bonds ought not to be paid to 
either faction. This sum of money, $25,000, or a per cent. on the bonds 
of not less than $30,000, which Grayson swears is to be divided equally 
between himself, his son-in-law Kirkwood, and Paige, is the price demanded 
by Grayson, and agreed to by the Secretary of the Treasury, for the 
information before mentioned which Grayson claimed to possess exclu-
sively. How was this wonderful knowledge obtained~ Let Grayson's 
testimony answer : 
Question. It was, then, in relation to the fourteenth article (of Choctaw treaty of 
1830) you furnished the information ?-Answer. Yes; mostly. 
Q. How did you know anything about that, other than what the record showed f -
A. I did not know anything except what the records show. 
Q. Then yon gathered your information from the records V-A. Yes. 
Q. Did the Secretary of the Treasury understand that these United States records 
were t~e source of the information yon discovered ?-A. He dicl not know anything 
about 1t . . 
Q. Then you were to receive the money for pointing out what the records of the 
United States ~how ?-A. He did not know anything about them. 
Q. '¥hat did Mr. Paige know outside of the records ~-A. Nothing, that I know of. 
Q. What did- Mr. Kirkland know ?-A. Nothing. 
Q. The whole basis of your claim for services is in pointing out to the Secretary of 
the Treasury that certain records exist, and what they show ?-A. Yes; of which he 
was entirely ignorant. 
Q. Do you think that is a better basis of a claim than the claims the Choctaws have 
under the treaty of 1855 '?-A. I think it is. 
Grayson also swears that the question of the value of the services to 
be rendered by Paige and his informers under the memorandum con-
tract with the Secretary of the Treasury was to be submitted to the 
Attorney-General for his opinion, as the memorandum shows, but that, 
at the request of Paige and himself, the Secretary of the Treasury with-
drew the papers of submission from the Attorney-General without the 
Attorney-General's opinion of the value of the information furnished 
by Paig·e & Co. 
It is perfectly clear that it was Solicitor Banfield's duty to know or 
to learn what the public records show concerning the business of his 
Office, and that the Attorney-General would have decided that there 
was no consideration for Paige's contract for $30,000, and hence they 
procure the withdrawal of its submission · to the Attorney-General. 
This is plain and needR no further comment. It was a contemptible 
attempt at fraud. 
GENEHAL CHAHAOTER OF INDIAN-CLAIM AGENTS. 
An Indian-claim agent is unlike most other peop1e. He is generally 
bankrupt in morals, religion, and politics; he will make unconscionable 
demands for the most imaginary services; will make any kind of repre-
sentation to the Indians against the character of his own people and 
Government that, in his judgment, will overreach his clients; will 
magnify his own iinportance and traduce others; will impudently claim 
an exclusive knowledge of public records that are really known to 
every one; will threaten others in order to carry his point; will accept 
pay on both sides of his case, and the last and best pay is the best 
served. He will bay or sell, corrupt or be corrupted, whichever prom-
ises the most money to him. He will attack any other of the same 
class of operatiYes, if not permitted to share in the spoils; he will 
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marry a squaw and become an Indian to secure influeuce with them, 
and will abandon his victim and children, if necessary, for gain. He 
will abandon American citizenship for that of a band of Indians solely 
to divide their property with them, and that done, will abandon them. 
In short~ if there is anything that au Indian-claim agent will not do, 
it is that he will not treat his clients, the Indians, honestly. 
RE-ESTABLISIIMENT O:F FRIENDLY RELATIONS. 
In the year of 1866, the Seminoles, Creeks, and Cherokees severally, 
and the Choctaws and Chickasaws jointly, made treaties with the United 
States for the purpose of re-adjusting and re-establishing their several 
former relations with our Government and people. Those several tribes 
sent to Washington, for the purpose of making such treaties, delegates 
chosen by their councils respectiYely, and charged with carrying out 
instructions from their natioual councils, designating their powers and 
defining their duties. 
The committee here inserts copies of the records of the Choctaw and 
·Chickasaw· resolutions ~ppointing delegates to make, and who did make, 
the joint treaty of April ~8, 1866. 
J,A W A"CTIIORIZING CIIOCTA W COMMISSIONERS OR DELEGATES. 
AN ..ACT entitled an act to authorize the appointment of :fh·e commissioners with autl10rity to pro-
ceed to ·waabington City to complete negotiatious with the Govel'llmeut of the United States re-
cently commenced at l!'ort Smith, Arkansas. 
SEc. 1. Be it enacted by the general council of the Choctaw Nation assembled, That a com-
mission consisting of five persons, one from each district and two from the uatiou at 
large, ue recommended to the generatcouncil uy the principal chief, which recornmend-
.ation shall ue subject to the ratification of both houses of general council. 
SEC. 2. Be it further enacted, That such commissioners, when so appointe(l , shall pro-
ceed to vVashington City at such time as may ue agreed on U)7 them with the commis-
sioners of the Chickasaw Nation, for the purpose of completing negotiations with the 
Government of the United States, commenced at Port Smith, Arkansas, on tho 15th 
September, A. D. 1865. 
SEc. :3. Be itfu1'1her enacted, That the commissioners so appointed be, and the same 
are hereby, empowered to elect some person suitably qualified, who slmll act as seue-
tary for the commissioners, whose compensation shall be tbe sawe as tba.t of a comn is. 
sioner. 
SEc. 4. Be it further enacted, That the commissioners appointed under this act shall 
be entitled to compensation at the rate of three dollars each per day a]J(l mileage, 
during the time for which service is rendered in addition to the paying of their ex-
penses. 
SEC. 5. Be it further enacted, That should any agreement or stipulation be entered 
into bPhYeen the commissioners appointed under this act and the Government of the 
United States, such agreement or s tipulation shall be ratified uy the general council of 
the Choctaw Nation before any part thereof shall be in force or binding. 
SI~C. 6. Br. it further enacted, That the commissioners appointed under this act shall 
be governed uy such instructions as may be ordered by joint council iu executive ses-
sion. 
SEC. 7. Be it fttrthe1' enacted, That this act take effect and be in force and have effect 
from and after its passage. 
The above act having been vetoed, passed by unanimous Yote of both houses, the 
17th October, A. D. 1865. (See Laws of the Choctaw Nation, page 4:20.) 
The commissioners appointed under this law were Alfred vVade, Allen vVright, 
James lWey, John Page, and Robert Jones; the last-named did not sign the treaty. 
I~STRUCTIOXS GIVEN BY CJIOCTA W COUNCIL TO THE CO:\DUSSIONERS TO MAKE TRE.\.TY. 
HESOLUTIONS of the Choctaw general council passer! in executive s<'ssion for the rrnidanc<' of th-
CI.toctaw commissiouers, iu the further prosecution of negotiations with the United "'states Govmu 
ment. 
SEC:· 1. B e it resolved, 4·c.1 That after mature deliberation upon the project of a treaty 
submitted by the comm1sswners on the part of the United States an<l which has bceu 
reported to this council by the commissioners on the part of the Choctaw Nation with 
their objections to the same, the welfare of the nation demands that this c~nucil 
~honlcl ful_ly ~xpress the sentiments of the people as to the mode of conducting the pend-
mg negotmtwns. 
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SEC. 2. Be it furthm· 1·esolved, cf·c., That the commissioners appointed under act of the 
geHera1 council of the 17th of October, A. D. 1865, be, and the same are, clothed with 
plenary powers for negotiating a treaty between the United States and the Choctaw 
and Chickasaw Nations, in conjunction with the commissioners on the part of the 
Chicka!'aw Nation, subject, however, to the following instructions: 
1st. That the Choctaw commissioners, previous to the resumption of negotiations 
with the- Government of the United States, shall invite the Chickasaw commissioners 
to meet with them and agree upon some mode of operation in the prosecution of such 
negotiations. 
2d. That it is the settled policy of this nation neither to sell, barter, exchange, nor in 
anywise dispose of the country no\v occupied by the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations. 
That they would sooner yield all claims to any due the nation on the part of the 
United States Government, than to be induced or forced to sacrifice any principle of 
honor, which is due their people and posterity in regard to the territory which is so 
dear to them, and that all questions affecting the sovereignty of each nation, or in 
anywise diminishing the extent of their common country, must be referred to the peo-
ple for nltimate decision. 
3d. The failure of the United States permanently to settle the Wichita and other 
Indians, as was agreed under the ninth article of the treaty of June, A. D. 1855, re-
mands the sole jnrisuiction of the leased territory or district to this nation. This 
nation will not, however, hesitate to make arrangemeuts for the permanent settlement 
of Kansas and other Indians in the so-called leased district, provided reasonable com-
pen~ation be paid for the same. 
4th. That rather than sell any portion of the country east of the ninety-eighth degree 
west longitude, the commissioners are authorized to open the whole of the leased 
country for the United States to settle therein, free of compensation, any and aU tribes 
of Indians they may wish, this nation claiming their right and interest to the soil of 
said leased district as ('Xpressed in the treaty of June 22, 1855. The Choctaw commis-
sioners will exercise their be"st judgment whether it would be better even to relin-
qnish those rights, or to admit Kansas aud other Indians into the Territory east of the 
ninety-eighth degree with or without their tribal rights, under such restrictions as 
will be least objectionable to the Choctaws and Chickasaws. 
5th. No part of the lauds east of the ninety-eighth degree west longitude, and be-
longing to the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, will be ceded or sold at any price, and 
if tbe United States insist on such cession or purchase, then the Choctaw cortimis-
sioners shall request the United States Government to send a commissioner or commis-
sioners to treat with the people directly un that point. 
6th. Tlw Choctaw comwissioners are hereby empowered to demand remuneration for 
slaves emancipated in the Uboctaw Nation by the fortunes of war, and belonging to 
citizens or persons wl'lo were lawfully residents thereof at the time of the war, and 
have continued to reside therein to the present time, on the grouml that the proclama-
tion of President Lincoln did not apply to the Indian Territory, and that the Choctaws 
were not parties to the late war for the purpose of snRtaining the institution of slavery, 
but by the condition in which they found themselves placed at the beginning of the 
war they took sides with the South, believing that to be the ouly mode by which 
they conld prevent their country from falling into the hands of ruthless men, and by 
which they could maintain their occupation, ri~bts, and interests to the soil of the 
country they now occupy. If, however, this nation must bear a share of the confisca-
tion of the Congress of the United States, as well as that of the "emancipation proc-
lamation," the United States Government should, at least, leave undisturbed the inter-
ests of the Choctaw Nation in the lands within the limits of their nation, east of the 
ninety-eighth degree of west. longitnde, as she has, by the exercise of the pardoning 
power, restored her own citizens who were prime instigators of the so-called rebellion 
to their landed rights and interests. 
7th. Amendments shonld be proposed to the territoriai bill, denominated Senate 
bill 459, so as to make the provision a permanent one instead of temporary, so that 
the go'> ernor thereof might be chosen by the tribes located within the proposed Terri-
tory, from one of their own number, in the same manner as provided for a Delegate to 
Cougress. 
8th. The first, second, seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth articles are agreed to. The 
third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and eleventh articles are open to discussion. 
Passed both houses in executive session, October 19, 1865. 
Attest: 
GEORGE THOMPSON, Clerk. 
Approved October 19, 1865. 
R. M. JONES, 
President pro tent. of the Senate. 
GEORGE DURANT, 
Speaker of the Hattfle. 
P. P. PITCHLYNN, 
Principal Chief, Choctaw Naffon 
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ACT OF CIIICKAS-\.W COUNCIL APPOINTING COM:\HSSIONJ<:RS TO ?lfAl\E TREATY OF 1866. 
W ASIIINGTON, D. C., January 18, 1866. 
SIR: We, the undersigned commissioners on the part of the Chickasaw Nation, would 
most respectfully preseut to your honor the act of the Chickasaw legislature, and 
their commissioners by the governor, empowering us to transact all bnsmess necessary 
and proper ·for the interests and benefit of said nation; therefore we wonld respect-
fully ask copies of the treaty of peace and amity as signed by us at Fort Smith, 
Arkansas, last Septemher, and of your proposed treaty to us. 
Respectfully submitted. 
Hon. D. N. CooLEY, 





ROBERT H. LOVE. 
Be it enacti'Jd by the legislature of the Chickasan• Nation, That the governor be, and he 
is hereby, autlwrized and empowered to appoint and commission three competent per-
sons as delegates, by and with the advice and consent of the senate, to visit Washing-
tou City during the next session of Congress, with full po,vers to reconstruct, or enter 
into new treaties with the United States of America, or any authorized agent thereof, 
necessary or proper in their judgment to obtain full guarantees and secnrHies of all 
the rights, interests, or claims held by the Chickasaw Nation, or any individual member 
thereof, under former treaty stipulations with the Government of the United States, 
whereby the happiness and interests of the Chiokasaw people may be advanced. 
SEC. 2. Be it further enacted, That the governor, (torn off,) and he is hereby, requested 
to accompany said delegation, to render all assistance and ad vice necessary in the 
prosecution of their negotiations, and be entitled to the same pay as hereinafter pro-
videcl for said delegates. 
SEC. 3. Be itfnl'ihm· enactecl, That the delegates shall be entitled each to the sum of 
twelve hundred dollars, ($1,200,) ont of any money that may be due, or may hereafter 
be due, the Cllickasaw Nation, and five hnndred dollars ($500) each to defray tileir 
expenses in going to and returning fi·om Washington, and during their stay there, a · 
full compensation for their services. 
SEc. 4. Be it further enacted, That the governor be, and he is hereby, authorized and 
empowered to raise, upon the faith and credit of the Chickasaw Nation, a s•1fficient 
amount of money to defray the expenses of tll<' delegation to Washington City, saill 
amount to be refunded out of the first moneys dne the nation. 
SEC. 5. Be it further enacted, That in case ot· death, resignation, or inability of either 
of said delegates to attend to the requisitions of the above-recited act, the governor 
shall have the power to fill said vacancies. 





Pref!iclent of the Senate. 
Passed the house of representative!', October 7, 1865. 
Attest: 
B. F. ROURK, 
Clerk of the Hou8e. 
Approveu October 7, 1865. 
JUDSEN D. COLLENS, 
Speaker of the Ho use. 
WINCHESTER COLBERT, 
Governor. 
I certify the above to be a trne copy of the original act now on file in my office, and 
approved October 7, 1865. 
HOLMES COLBERT, 
Ncttional Secretm·y. 
By W. F. HARRISON, Clerk. 
OFFICE 01<' NATIONAL SECRETARY, October 9, 1865. 
DELEGATES MADE TREATY OF 18GG. 
Under their instructions the Choctaw and Chickasaw delegates, in 
joint council and action on the 28th day of April, 1806, entere<l into a. 
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treaty with the United States, re-adjusting all matters between tlH~ 
United States Government and these two tribes or nations of Indians 
respectively. 
These are facts entirely within the knowledge of the Government and 
House, and may be found of record in the Interior Department and in 
the Statutes at Large. (See page 769, Yol. 14.) 
DELEGATES OF 1866 ARE SOMETIMES CALLED COMYCIS-
SIONERS. 
These delegates are called commissioners by the Choctaw act, and 
where their uames are attached to the joint treaty, but are called dele-
gat~s in the Chickasaw act of appointment. They will in this report be 
called delegates, and as there is an older delegation of the Choctaws of 
1853, these will be called the DELEGATES of 1866. 
COLLUSION AND CORRUPTIO:N OF CHOCTAW AND CHICK-
ASAW DELEGATES OF 1866, AND OF THEIR SECRETA-
lUES AND ATTORNEYS. 
We now come to the consid~ration of matters touching the action of 
these delegates of 1866, their secretaries and attorneys, drawn out by 
this investigation as testified to by themselves, that exhibits a degree 
of collusion and corruption seldom equaled, a violation of official trust 
by the Choctaw and Chickasaw delegations and their attaches, wholly 
unknown to modern uiplomacy, and such a violation of professional in-
tegrity upon the part of their employed counsel, John H. B. Latrobe, of 
Baltimore, Maryland, (who associated in the fraud D. H. Cooper and J. 
T. Cochrane,) that in the opinion of your committee vitiates the agree-
ments entei·ed into between these delegates and their accomplices, their 
attorneys, (made in the name of Latrobe only,) touching the manage-
ment of the finances of those nations, and renders their agreements void 
·from the beginning, and justifies the Government of the United States 
in so declaring by law and in extending such protection to the Choctaws 
and Chickasaws as may enable them severally to compel the restoration 
·of the moneys corruptly plundered from them by their officials and attor-
neys, and to place these people in their true relations under the pro-
tection of the United States, and sever them from those cormorants, call-
ing themselves agents or attorneys, who fraudulently collude with and 
corrupt Indian, if not other officials, to plunder and victimize their 
clients. 
The Latrobe and Coclu·ane contracts are Q.Orrupt and exo'rbitant, and 
.should be set aside as void from the beginning. 
NAlYIES OF CHOCTAW DELEGATES 01!-, 1866. 
The Choctaw delegates who made with the United States the joint 
treaty of April_28, 1866, were Allen Wright, John Paige, James Reily, 
an<l Alfred V\T ade; with E. S. Mitchell, secretary to the delegation. (See 
14th vol. Statutes, page 783.) 
I 
· NAMES OF CHIOKASA 'V DELEGATES OF 1866. 
The Chickasaw delegates, who jointly with the above Choctaw dele-
gation made the said treaty of April28, 1866, were Winchester Colbert, 
their president, of the Chickasaw Nation, Edmund Pickens, Holmes Col-
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bert, Colbert Carter, and Robert H. Love, with Campbell I.1e Flore as 
secretary to the delegation. (See also Statutes at L_arge, Yol. 14, page 
783.) 
DOUGLAS H. COOPER. 
Douglas H. Cooper, one of the participants with Latrobe in the col-
lusive and fraudulent Choctaw and Chickasaw contracts of 1\-lay 16 and 
May 29, 1866, and in a division of the spoils received under them, is 
both the serpent and brains of the dishonorable combinations to defraud 
those people, and the master-head that has manipulated the mo·vements 
before and since. Ostensibly Latrobe is the strong man of the combi-
nations, but this is not true in fact. Latrobe was a stranger to the people 
of these two natious, and resided at such a distance from them that a 
general personal acquaintance with these Indians was not probable, and 
under these financial managements to plunder them in his name will so 
continue and remain stronger in their minds than if he had been per-
sonally known to them, and will uot form that acquaintance with his 
clients that would weaken him and reduce his fictitious greatness to 
its proper level. Indians are much like white people in this respect, 
they are more reafly to belie\e in the greatness of men whom they have 
not seen than of those uear to them. Cooper knew this, and built these 
frauds upon this fact as a basis, with tatrobe as the figure-head; but 
D. H. Cooper is the serpent who beguiled and debauched the Choctaw 
and ClJickasaw delegation or commi..:sioners of 1866. (See H. Jones 
and other's testimouy.) 
D. H. COOPERiS .ACCOUNT .AS CUOOTA 'V .AGENT. 
There came into Cooper's hands, as agent of the Choctaws, after the 
1st of January, 1860, various items of Choctaw funds, amounting in 
the aggregate to $25o,810.44, of which he disbursed as said agent, and 
for which he bas produced vouchers to the Department, to and includ-
ing his last payment as such agent, heing that of l\Iarch 31, 1861, in an 
$115,878.92, leaving a balance in his bands as agent of $140,931.52 yet 
unaccounted for, the paper signed by irresponsible parties of May 4, 
1866, herewith attached, being valueless as a youcher, aud is a cheat 
aud a fraud. The men who signed it did so wholly without authority 
from the Choctaw Nation or people, or auy of tlJem, and are tlJe same 
who colluded witlJ Latrobe and Cochran to defraud tlJeir people, and 
did defraud them. 
COOPEH'S PAYMENTS AFTER JA~U.AH,Y 1, 1860. 
CHOCTAW l<'UNDS. 
May 31, 1860, Allen \Vright, treasurer of Choctaw .Nation .. 
January 21, 1861, II . .A. Folsom, on aecount of Nation .. _. 
September, 1861, paid representatives of 112 out of 134: or-
phans ........ _ .... - - - ... - ............. - ..... - ...... . 
l\Iay 31, 1860, paid Allen \Yrigbt, treasurer of Nation .... _. 
J uue 30, 1860, F. l\1. Payne, Coffee and New Hope .Acade-
mies ................ --- . - ...... --- .. --.----- .. ---
.August 8, 1860, ,V. R. Baker, Armstrong Aeaderny _ ..... 
September 3, 1860, (John Edwards, WlJeelock academy._ .. 
September 3, 1860, George .Ainslie, Koonsba Female Acad-
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September 3, 1860, C. Kingsbury, Chualla Female Academy 
September 3, 1860, C. Kingsbury, Iyannubbi Female Acad-
emy . __ ... ... _ .... _ .... _ ..... _ .. __ •. __ . _ . , ____ .. ____ _ 
March 31, 1861, C. Kingsbury, for corn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
March 31, 1861, N. B. Breedlove, for corn ............... _ 







'This left in his hands, not accounted for when the war broke 
out and Cooper abandoned his trust, and not paid out to 
the Choctaws...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140, 931 52 
256,810 44 
This balance of $140,931.52, not paid out by Cooper when the war 
commenced, consisted of the following funds: 
Choctaw net-proceeds claim appropriated under act of 
March 2, 1861 ...................................... $13±, 512 55 
Choctaw orphan fund under nineteenth article treaty 1800 5, 290 61 
Interest on Choctaw generfll fund .................. "... 120 86 
Reappropriation on cattle claims . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 007 50 
Making, as stated. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140, 931 52 
The books of the Indian Office show that a11 four of these amounts 
were attempted to be settled on May 4, 1866, and marked "Charged to 
the Choctaw Nation." It will not be forgotten that at that date the 
Choctaw delegates were in \Vashington to make the treaty of 1866, be-
ing the same men with whom Latrobe, Cooper, and Cochrane colluded 
to defraud, and did defraud, the Choctaw Nation through the Latrobe 
contract of 1\Iay 16, 1866. The books further show that on the said 
4th day of 1\Iay, 1866, five years after Cooper was agent, these four 
several items, making more than half of all the Choctaw money that 
came to his bands as agent, are covered by au account passed upon not 
by the Choctaw national council or by Choctaw disinterested offieers, 
but by the same men who colluded with him, Latrobe, and Cochrane, 
and this, too, without notice to the Choctaw Nation, either before or after 
this unauthorized settlement. The settlement is not just to the Choc-
taw people and should be opened, and the facts solicited and applied in 
the final accounting. 
These delegates of 1866 were not authorized by the Choctaw council 
to settle with a defaulting United States agent and cover his waste of 
money. They were only authorized to make a treaty with the Uuited 
States. 
The Latrobe contract and the Cooper settlement of 1866 are frauds, 
and should be fully examined and corrected. No article of that treaty 
covers Cooper's default any more than it covers Cooper's, Latrobe's, 
Cochrane's, and the delegates' fraud on the Choctaws and Chickasaws. 
Cooper's account of 1\iay 4, 1866, is a nullity, and should be so declared, 
and he held to a correct accounting as agent. 
The committee recommend to the Secretary of the Interior and Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs that Cooper's accounts be by them opened, 
and he ordered to a correct settlement, without fraud and rol>IJery as a 
component part of it. 
INVESTIGATION OF INDIAN PRAUDS. 
DOUGLAS H. COOPER A DEFAULTER AS OHOCTA\V AGENT. 
From the above statement of account and facts, Douglas IT. Cooper, 
former Indian agent for Choctaws, is a defaulter as such agent in the 
sum of $140,931.52, being the amount of money remaining in his hands 
on the 31st of March, 1861, that being the date of the last payment 
made by him in the line of his trust as agent to the Choctaws, as will 
appear by reference to his account in the Office of the Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs. . 
Cooper is also a defaulter to the full amount of interest on the 
$140,931.52 from said date to this time, ele,·en years and eleven months 
to :March 1, 1873, at 6 per cent. per annum, $100,766.03; making in all 
to J\farch 1, 1873, $241,697.55. Cooper is also a defaulter to the Choc-
taws (but not as United States agent) in the sum of $5,891, for corn 
of the Choctaws, which he sold to W. H. Waters, except $60 worth, 
which be kept for himself; making the above sum of $5,891. This corn 
which Cooper sold was purchased by him with Choctaw money, as will 
be seen by reference to two credits that he has on the books of the Indian 
Office, one for $13,000 and one for $3,000; making $16,000, both credits 
dated March 31, 1861. The corn was needed by the Choctaw people, 
they having measureably failed to raise a crop the preceding season. 
The corn did not reach them, however, for some reason, but was sold by 
Cooper on the way, for the sums above stated. Cooper refers to it in a 
lengthy letter, made part of his testimony before the committee, but the 
letter is as indefinite as it is possible to be, and sheds no light on the 
subject, but, like aU other fraudulent Indian transactions, deals in 
generalities to prevent correct information. 
NEVERTHE~ESS, COOPER RECEIVES :MONEY. 
But notwithstanding Cooper, in his back-handed way, wrote, on the 
15th day of !\larch, 1861, to another disloyal man (Mitchell) that he 
did not desire place under the administrat.ion of President Lincoln, 
and was informed on the 16th (next day) of that month by Mitchell that 
he had so informed the President, who was then literally overrun with 
the duties of his new position, and the impending revolution that this 
man Cooper was threatening to enter, yet Cooper, notwithstanding 
his then meditated and asserted intention to betray .his country and his 
trust as a public officer, as ~hown by himself and by the Indian Office 
records, did, on March 22, seven days after his letter to Mitchell, receive 
<>f the United States money on net-proceeds claim of Choctaws, $50,000, 
and on March 31, sixteen days after letter to :Mitchell, he received 
.$13,000 and $3,000, making $16,000, to buy corn for the Choctaws, rep-
resented by him and others to be in need of grain ; and on the 5th of 
April, twenty-one days after his letter to l\'litchell, he receh·ed, as Choc-
taw agent, $8±,512.55 more on account of Choctaw net-proceeds claim, 
$16,000 with which to purchase corn for the Choctaws, and $134,512.55 
on net proceeds, which belonged to individual Choctaws; in all, 
:$150,512.55, after he had, by letter, announced his intention to betray 
his Government and his trust; and the reasoning he gives the commit-
tee in his letters of explanation is, that because Lincoln did not turn 
him out of his trust he is not to blame for violating it, which reasoning· 
is not considered good, and the committee report accordingly. 
D. H. Cooper swore before the committee that Samson Folsom (the 
same man who, on the 30th of June, 1868, protested, by letter, to the 
·Commissioner of Indian Affairs agaiust the acceptance of Cooper's set-
.tlemeu.t .as agent, and in Augn:st, 1SGS, withdrew his protest) ordered 
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him to deliver to the confederate government $40,000 of the Choctaw 
money that bad been placed in Cooper's hands by the United States as 
Indian agent, and that he did so deliver it to AlLert Pike, then in com-
mand of the Indian country, under the confederate government. Pike 
swears that Cooper came to him and informed him that he bad some , 
such mm1ey, and that be delivered to him $5,000 only, and that was in 
confederate money, and Pike presents the confederate voucllers and 
papers to show this fact, which are here inserted. The action of Samson 
Folsom in withdrawing his protest against Cooper's settlement may 
find solution in the frauds of Cooper and his accomplices; if not, it has 
no solution. 
COOPER STATES IllS L' I'E:'<DJ£D TREASO:'<" TO MITCHELL, WHO ALSO BECAllfE A JlEBEL. 
\VASIIINGTo~, Ma1'ch 15, 1861. 
DEAR Sm: I deem it proper, in order that my position in reference to the Choctaw 
and Chickasaw agency be distinctly undt·r:stood, to say that I have continneu thus far 
to act as the agent of the United States for said tribes at the earnest solicitation of the 
people, and the requeRt of tbPir authorities. . 
I haYe not sought ofli<'e at the band of the present administration, and have nothing 
to ask or expect from It. You will confer a fa-vor upon me by makiug it kuowu to 
proper quarters that it is to me personally wholly immaterial wllether I be dusplacetl 
or uot. 
Respectfully aiHl trnly, 
DOUG. H. COOPER. 
Hon. C. B. MITCIIEI.L, 
Of ..d.1·kausas, Cnilcd States Seuatc. 
:\U'l'CIIELL 8.\.YS liE TOLD TilE l'RESJJ>KNT OF COOPER'S INTENDED TREA.SOX. 
WASIIL.,GTON CITY, March 16, 1861. 
DEAH Sm: Your note of yesteruay, requesting me to make known to the President 
your entire indiffenmce to acting any longer as the agent of the Choctaw and Chick-
asaw tribe of Indians, bas b0eu received. . 
In accordance with ~'our request I informed the Presitlent that you neither asked 
nor desired anything at the bands of his auministration; that you were a strong 
southern-rights man, and 'lympathized completely with the South in her present move-
ment. 
You only consented to continue as agent for the Imlians at "their urgent solicitation, 
couplerl witl! my own. 
Yours, truly, 
CHAS. B. MITCHELL . 
General D. H. Cool'J<~R. 
Ll•;rn:R OF CONFEDF.RATE GI<~NEHAL ALBERT J'Tl<E TO TilE CO:\'FEDERATE 1!'\DJ.L.~ 
CO:\DI!Sl:'IOXEH, S . .S. SCOTT, TOCCHING Tim COOPER CHOCTAW 1\IONEY. 
\VAHltEN, TEXAS, September 2ti, 1862. 
Sm: Colonel Douglas H. Cooper, in May or early in June, having in his hands, as 
he informed me, certain moneys reeeivecl by him from the Government of tlte Uuited 
States, as agent for the Cboctaw·s and Chickasaws, and remaining unexpended, turned 
over to me $5,000 in treasury notes of the Coufederate States, on account of such un-
expenoed moneys, and I receipted to him for that sum in such notes, and Ui:!eu the 
same for military purposes, by advancing to the quartermaster, and purchases of horses 
for arti1lery. It bas been repaid to me, and i.s now in my bands. I do not kuow what 
disposition to make of it. It did not at first occur to me that, being Indian moneys, 
received by Colonel Cooper in specie from the Indian Bureau at \Vm;hiugtou, the 8Um 
in question coulU uot in a-ny kuown mode be turned over iuto the military chest. 
If the Commissioner of Indian Aff:=tirs can receive it, and pass it t.o Colonel Cooper's 
credit, I wish to pay it over. If he eannot, I shall be glad to be a.dvised what dispo-
r>ition to make of jt. It is only important to me, becanse J do not know what to do 
with it, nor do I know whether IllY receipt lias been forwarded; or, if :so, to wl!at • 
ofiice or hnrean. 
I am, very respectful1y, yours, 
ALBERT PIKE, 
Rrigadier-GC'Yieral Prorisional At·rny, Confederate Staiel! duttrioa. 
S. S. SCOTT, Esq., 
Conunibl!iouer Indian Affairs. 
AJ~o, see Cooper's and Pike's testimony. 
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DErAR'L\rENT ov TilE I~TERron, OFFICE OF INDIA:X AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C., April 15, 1873. 
SIR: I lHwe the honor to acknowlcrlgt> the receipt of your communication of the 3d 
in'3tant, requesting to be fnruislled with a stat<>ment as to the real character of the 
settlement of the cash accounts of Douglas H. Cooper, late United States Indian agent 
for the Choctaw Iudians, showing by what authority he balanced his accounts, and 
particnlarly with reference to receipts dated :\Iay 4, 1866, of Choctaw funds. 
In reply, I have to say that the receipt (copy llcrewith) given to Mr. Cooper by the 
Choctaw delegates, May 4, 18G6, ~;eems to have been treated as authority for uaiancing 
the accounts of Mr. Cooper. 
A comparison, however, of this receipt, in gidng which, the delegates claim to act 
''with full power to arrange and settle with the United States all treaties and other 
matters affecting the interests of onr people," with the credentials undPr which the 
delegation was commisRioned, (a copy of which is herewith fnrnished,) shows that no 
authority wati given, or intended to be given, by the Choctaw Nation to this delegation 
to receive or receipt for any sums of money whatever. This receipt is therefore found 
to be not only objectionable in form as a voucher, but entirely without v:tlidity. 
On the ;{Oth day of June, 1868, Samson Folsom submitted a protest against the 
effected sct.tlement of the accounts of Agent Cooper, and requested·to he furnished 
with a copy of the credentials of the Choctaw delegates who lllade the treaty of 18f>G, 
and receipt~cl to Age11t Cooper for the fmuls emhraced in the receipt referred to. In 
compliance with Mr. FolHom's re(1nest, copies of the required papers were furnished 
him July 10, 1863. Mr. Folsom again submitted. a protest dated July 24, 1868, under 
his authority as national attorney for the Choctaw Nation, an<l requested. that the 
accounts shonltl be re-opened and re-:uljnsted. Again, on the 25th August, 1868, Mr. 
Folsom alldrcssed a eommnnication to this office requesting to withdraw his protest 
against the settlement of the accounts of D. H. Cooper, late Indian agent, and. also his 
request that the settlement might be re-opened and re-adjusted. 
This commnnieation formed the basis of a report by this Office to the honorable 
Secretar.v of the Interior, nuder date of September 28, 1868, setting forth the fact that 
l\fr. Folsom declared himself satisfiPd, upon inquiry, that he was mistaken in regard 
to the most material facts on which his protest was based, and with the recommen-
-dation tbat Mr. Folsom he permitted to withdraw his protest in accordnnce with his 
request. The houorahle :Secretary, under <hte of October 1, 18cio, gave permission for 
Mr. Folsom to withtlraw his papers, aml they were accordingly returf1ed to him 
October 3, 1868. 
With this sbowing you will perceive that the whole matter reverts back to the 
receipt given to :Mr. Cooper by the Choctaw delegates :May 4, 1866. 
Copies of sncb papNs as are still on file ln tllis Office relatiYe to the protests are 
herewith inclosed. 
Very respectfully, ~'our obedient ~:;ervant, 
Ron. J. P. C. SH.\NK~, 
House of Repl'e8mtalires. 
ED\V. P. SMITH, 
Cornrnissione1·. 
'l'HH FRAUDULEXT VOlJClllm GIYEX BY Tim DELEGATJ<:S OF Hl66 TO CLE.\.H COOPER'S 
J>EF.u:J:r. 
" r ASIII~ 'GTON CITY, Ma.IJ 41 18G6. 
We, the ullllersignecl del<>gates from the Choctaw Nation, with full powers to arrange 
and settle with the UnitPd States all treaties and other matters affecting the interests 
of our people, hereby acknowledge that D. H. Cooper, late agent for the Choctaw 
Nation, bas ~atisfactoril.v account,ld to ns for the following sums of money remaining 
in his hands for the Choctaw Nation, aud for mem hers thereof, at the ti111e tbat friendly 
intercourse between the United States aurl the Choctaw Nation was interrupted by 
the late unhappy 'var between that Government aud the so-called Confederate States, 
to wit: 
This amonnt direr·ted by the general connell of the Choctaw Nation out of money 
arisin:J; nnder the award of the Senate, in compliance with stipulations contained in 
the treaty between the United States aml the Choctaws and Chickasaws, concluded 
June 22, 1855, to be applied to purchase corn for indigent and suffering Choctaws, 
which amount was placed in the hands of D. H. Cooper, under written requests of 
the Choctaw delegates of 22d March and 5th April, 1861- •. _. _. _ .. _ _ _ _ _ $1M, 512 55 
Interest on Choctaw orphan reservation . _______ . _____ .. __ ....... __ . __ .. 3, 445 87 
Proceeds land sale, Choctaw orphaus .. ___ .. _ •• _ .. ___ . _ . __ •... _____ . ____ . 1, 844 7 4 
Re-appropriation for cattle claim._. _______ .. _ .... ___ .... _____ . ___ .. _ _ _ _ 1, 007 50 
Purcba::;e of corn for iwligeut Choctaws ___ •. __ .... ____ .. ____ .. _. _.. . .. . 120 86 
... 
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Proceeds of sale of corn : 
ToW. H. Wooten ..........•.....•..........•...•......••• $51 831 00' 
To D. H. Cooper........................................... 60 00 
--- $5,891 00 
146,822 52 
And we hel'eby authorize and request the accounting-officers of the United States to 
credit our lat,e agent, D. H. Cooper, by the said amount, so far as the same stands 
charged against him on books of the Treasury, and charge the same to the Choctaw 
Nation. 
Attest: CAMPBELL LEFLORE, 








P. P. PITCHLYNN, 
Principal Ch·ief Choctaw Nation. 
l!'OLSOl\118 PROTEST AGAI~ST COOPER'S SETTLEMENT. 
WASHI.NGTON CITY, June 30, 185tl. 
SIR: I bad the honor, on the 3<1 of April last, to address to you a letter, in which I 
requested a copy of any document or paper assuming to give authority for charging 
the Choctaw Nation with $134,000 (or thereabout) in the settlement of the accounts of 
late Agent Cooper, and for crediting the latter therewith. In your letter of the 24th 
same month, you state that copies of all pn.pers upon which the action of the Indian 
Office was based, as well as that of the accounting-officers of the Treasury Department 
in settling the accounts of said agent, were, on the 3d of July, 1867, at the request of 
Mr. Cooper, transmitted to Governor ·wright, for the nse of the investigating committee. 
&c., appointed to examine into the purchases of corn in 1861 for the suffering Choct.aws; 
and you further notified me "that if it is desired by the nation for me to take any 
action in the premises," it is thought that the papers in question should be furnished 
by the general council~ or by said committee under the direction of the council. Hav-
ing pursued the course pointed out by you to gain the information '''anted, I have 
at length succeeded in obtaining a copy of the authority given by the delegation 
appointed to negotiate the treaty of 1866, upon which, doubtless, the settlement 
of Mr. Cooper's accounts was made. This authority is under date of May 4, 18661 
and the delegates claim in giving it "full po\Yers to arrange and settle with 
the United States all treaties and other matters affecting the interests of t.heir peo-
ple," including, of course, the alleged authority givtn therein to charge the nation 
and credit the said agent Cooper with "the said amounts enumerated in said authority, 
amounting to the sum $146,822.fi2, so far as the same stands charger! to said agent on 
the books of the Treasury. 
This authority assumed by the delegates of 1866 having been repudiated by the 
nation, and a committee appointed to investigate the corn pnrchases "ordered in 1861, 
it becomes my duty, charged~ as I am, by the law cre:=tt.ing the office of attorney-gen-
eral, to attend to all matters touching the interests and welfare of the nation," to pro-
test against the settlement in question. 
I have, therefore, to ask that you will cause a copy to be furnished to me of the 
credentials filed in your office by the delegates who made the treaty of 1866 with the 
United States, in order that I may, in making a more formal protest, accompany the 
same therewith, pointing ont in connection the grounds on which the protest will be 
based, for the more satisfactory information to yourself and that of the accounting-
officers of the Treasnry. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. H. G. TAYLOR, 
Commissioner I11dian .clffairs. 
SAMPSON FOLSOM, 
Natio11al AttornfYI.J. 
FOLSOM'S WITHDRAWAL OF PROTEST. 
vYASHIXGTON, August, 1868. 
SIR: On the 24th dny of July last I addressed a commuuica,tion to the honor;:~.ble­
Secretary of the Interior, submitting papers relatiYe to the settlement of the aceounts. 
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of D. H. Cooper, late Indian agent for the Choctaws and Chickasaws, and protesting 
against and requesting that said settlement may be opened and again adjusted. My 
letter and accompanying papers having been, as I am informed, referred by the honorable 
Secretary of the Interior to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for his "action and re-
port," and having upon further inquiry become satisfied that I was mistaken as to the 
most material facts connected with said settlement, I now desire to withdraw my pro-
test against it as well as my request that said settlement may be re-opened, and re-
spectfully request that you will so report to the honorable Secretary of the Interior. 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, 
Hon. CHARLES E. Mix, 
SAMPSON FOLSOM, 
National Attorney, ( Choctuw Ration.) 
Acting Commis8ioner of Indian Affairs. 
C. E. MIX AIDS THE WITHDRAWAL. 
DEPARTMENT 01!' THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AI<'FAIRS, 
September 28, 1868. 
Sm: On the 24th July last, Mr. Sampson Folsom, national attorney for the Choctaw 
Indians, submitted for the consideration of your Department certain papers relating 
to a former settlement of the account of D. H. Cooper, late agent for the Choctaw and 
Chickasaws, which papers, together with Mr. Folsom's letter on the subject pro-
testing against said settlement, and asking that the case be re-opened and the ac-
counts re-adjusted, were referred by the honorable Secretary of the Interior to this 
Office for consideration and report. 
The press of other business of public importance has up to this time prevented me 
from making any report on the subject. 
I now have the honor to invite your attention to the inclosed letter of Mr. Folsom, 
presented at this Office on the 25th ultimo, wherein he asks to withdraw his protest 
against the settlement of late Agent Cooper's accounts, as upon further inquiry be bas 
become satisfied that be was mistaken in regard to the most material facts on which 
his said protest was based. 
I therefore return the papers in the case, and respectfully recommend that Mr. Folsom 
be permitted to withdraw the same in accordance with his request. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
lion. W. T. OTTO, 
.dcting Secretary Interio1·. 
C. E. MIX, 
Acting Commissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C., Octover 1, 1868. 
Sm: Agreeable to the recommendation of your letter of the 28th ultimo, Mr. Samp-
son Folsom may be permitted to withdraw, as requested by him, the_papers submitted 
by him, including his protest against the settlement of the accounts of D. H. Cooper, 
late agent for the Choctaws and Chickasaws. 
The papers are herewith returned. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. CnARLES E. Mix, 
Commissioner of Indian Affai1'S, 
W. T. OTTO, 
Acting Secretm·y. 
Resol1dions of the general council of the Choctaw Nation, passed in executive session, for the 
guidance of the Choctaw commissioners in the further prosecution of negotiations with the 
United Slates Government. 
Resolved 1. Be it resolved by the general council of the Choctaw Nation assembled, That 
after mature deliberation upon the project of a treaty submitted by the commissioners 
on the part of the United States, and which has been reported to this council by the 
commissioners on the part of the Choctaw Nation, with their objections to the same, 
the welfare of the nati9n demands that this council should fully express the senti-
ments of the people, and instruct their commissioners in charge of the proposed treaty 
as to the mode of conducting the pending negotiations. 
Resolved 2. Be U fw·ther 1·esolved, £foe., That the comrn issioners appointed under act of 
geueral council of the 17th October, 1865, be, and the same are, clothed with plenary 
powers for negotiating a treaty between the United Sta.tes and the Choctaw and 
Chickasaw Nations, in conjunction with the commissioners on the part of the Chicka-
saw Nation, subject, however, to the following instructions: 
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1st. That the Choctaw commissioners, previous to the resumption of negotiations 
with the Government of the United States, shall invite the Chickasaw commissioners 
to meet with them and agree upon some mode of operation in the prosecution of such 
negotiations. 
2d. That it is the settled policy of this nation neither to sell,barter, exchang-e, or in 
any wise dispoRe of the country now occupied by the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations; 
that they would sooner yield all claims to any funds due the nation on the part of the 
United States Government, than to be induced or foeced to sacrifice any principles of 
honor which is due their people and postel'ity, in regard to the territoey which is so 
U.ear to them,and that all questions affecting the sovereignty of each nation or in any 
wise diminishing the extent of their common conn try must be referred to the people for 
ultimate decit<ion. 
3d. The failure of the United St::Ltes permanently to settle the Wichita and other In-
dians, as was agreed under the nintk article of the treaty of June. A. D. 1855, remands 
the sole jurisdiction of the leased territory or district to this nation. This nation will 
not, however, hesitate to make arra·ngements for the permanent settlement oftbe Kan-
sas and other ln<1ians in the so-called leased district, proYided reasonable compensa-
tion be paid for the sa me. 
4th. That rather than sell any portion of the conn try east of the ninety-eighth degree 
west longitude, the commissioners are authorized to open the whole of the leased ter-
ritory for the Un~ted States to settle therein, free of compensation, any and all tribes of 
Indians they may wish, this nation claiming their right and interPst to the soil of 
said leased district, as expressed in the treaty of Jtme 22, 1855. The Choctaw commis-
siOners wm exercise their best judgment whether it would be better ever to relinquish 
those rights, or to admit Kansas and other Indians into the territory east of the ninety-
eighth degree with or without theirtribal rights, under such restriction:; as will be least 
objectionable to the Choctaws and Chickasaws. 
5th. No part of the lands east of the ninety-eighth degree west longitude and belong-
ing to the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations will be ceded or sold at any price, and if 
ihe United States insist on such cession or purchase, then the Choctaw commissioners 
shall request the United States Government to send a commissioner or commissioners 
to treat with the people directly on that point. 
6th. The Choctaw commissioners are hereby empowered to demand remuneration for 
slaves emancipated in the Choctaw Nation by the fortunes of war and belonging to 
citizens or pert<ons who were lawfully residents thereof at the time of the war and have 
continued to reside therein to the present time, on the ground that the proclamation 
·Of President Lincoln did not apply to the Indian Territory, and that the Choctaws were 
not parties to the late war for the purpose of sustaining the institution of slavery, but 
by the condition in which they found themselves placed at the beginning of the war, 
they took sides with the South, believing that to be the only mode by which they could 
prevent their country from falling into the hands of worthless men and by which they 
could maintain their~occupation, rights, and interests to the soil of the country which 
they now occupy. If, however, this nation must bear a share of the confiscation of the 
Congress of the United States, as well as that of the "emancipation proclamation," 
the United States Government should at least leave undisturbed the interests of the 
Choctaw Nation in"the lands within the limits of their nation east of the ninety-eighth 
degree of west longitude, as she has, by the exercise of the pardoning power, restored 
her own citizens who were prime instigators of the so-called "rebellion" to their landed 
rights and interests. 
7th. Amendments should be proposed to the territorial bill denominated Senate bill 
459, so as to make the provision a permanent one instead of temporary, and so that the 
governor thereof might be chosen by the tribes located within the proposed Territory, 
from one of their own number, in the same manner as proYided for a Delegate to Con-
_gress. 
tlth. The first, second, seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth articles are agreed to. 
The thinl, fourth, fifth, sixth and elevent,h articles are open to discussion. 
Passed both houses in executive session, October 19, 1865. 
Approved October 19, 1~()5. 
P. P. PITCHLYNN, 
Principal Chief Choctaw Nation. 
·CBICKASA \V :MATTERS-COOPER'S ADMISSION OF LA-
TROBE'S DEFAULT TO CHICKASAW~. 
The following letter and statement were received by the chairman of 
the committee from D. H. Cooper, by tbe hand of his son-it1-law, and 
were ordered to be made a part of the record, which shows from their 
own hands that Latrobe and his accomplices, after deducting the fee of 
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50 per cent. from all the Chickasaw moneys that they could control, is 
still a <lefaulter to the Chickasaws in a large amount. .After plunder-
ing the Chickasaws out of one-half of their moneys under the collusory 
contract of Latrobe, he is yet largely a defaulter to his clients on the 
balance. 
COOJ>EH'S ATTE:Itl'TED EXPLAN.\TION OF CIIICKA-lAW FRAUD. 
\VMniL ·c;T0:-\1 D. C., July G, 1t<72. 
General J.P. C. SII.H\KR, 
Chainnan Indian Committee, Boggy Depot: 
Having read that a report bas been put in circulation that I bad stated to your 
commit.tPe that the Chickasaws owed Mr. Latrobe instead of hi& owing t.bem, I herewith 
inclose the statement yon requested me to make, in my own handwriting. If the 
copy sent to your comm ittec-room differs from this, it was the mistake of the clerk 
who copied. 
Respectfully, 
DOCGLAS ll. COOPER. 
Mem.-Interest paitl to Chickasa"·s: 
Rccapitulation.-Baek an11uitifs. 
Interest dne prior to Jnly 1, 1866, paid to Holmes Colbert, per requisition 
May 26, 1869 ................................... _ . . . .. . . .. . . . .. .. • .. . $1:~4, 392 23 
Premium on same ................................................ ·..... 2:~, 276 92 · 
Total ....................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157, 669 15 
Prospective interest arising sub&eqnent.to Jnly 1, 1866,or regu-
lar annuity paiu prr requisition date May 26, 1869, to Holmes 
Colbert ................................................. $41,042 00 
Premium on same......................................... 17,595 52 
58,637 52 
Whole amount...... . ........................................... 216,306 67 
=-== 
Back annuities paid to Cbickasavi'S through Treasurer Kemp, Superintendents \Vor-
tbaru, Robinson, Fells, and others, at different times, $70,678.04, upon which no fees were 
credited to Mr. Latrobe. 
Mistakes. 
1\fr. Latrobe recei ve<l on regnlar annuity of $58,637.52, by mistake, fees 
amounting tG .. .. . .. • .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. • • .. • • .. .. .. .. .. • $29, 318 76 
He is entitled now to a credit of fees on $70,678.04..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3f•, 339 02 
Cash balance due to Mr. Latrobe .................................. .. 
Per contra, Mr. Latrobe owes to Chickasaws on the advance made him 
by the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation, A.. D. 1866 .............. .. 
From which detinet cash balance of fees ............................... . 
6,020 26 
$50,000 00 
6, O;W 26 
Balance due Chickasaws out of fees yet to be collectetl.................. 4:3,979 74 
Cooper here admits that Latrobe is a defaulter to the Chickasaws in 
the sum of $43,979.74, aud the truth is the amount of regular or current 
annuities received by Colbert and divided by this Latrobe combination, 
of which Colbert and Cooper were a part, was $69,736.15, and not 
$58,637.52, as stated by him. The difference is $11,098.63, so that 50 
per cent. of this difference is $5,549.31! to be added to the default; and 
Cooper took credit in his accounting for 50 per cent. of $70,678.04, being 
$35,339.02 money paid out by Sells and other United States officers 
with which Latrohe had notlling to do, part of it at least haYing been 
paid to the Choctaw.:-; before the <late of the Latrobe contract. 
/ 
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So that Latrobe's default to the Chickasaws, over and above his 50 
per cent. fee, is $84,868.07, on which interest must be charged from the 
date received. But the 50 per cent. Latrobe contract of May 29, 1866, 
with the Chickasaw delegates is itself a collusion and fraud, and there-
fore all moneys received under it by parties to it is fraud, and must be 
returned with interest, so that the amount is double these estimates. 
$500.] WASHINGTON CITY, May 21, 1866. 
The undersigned, Choctaw delegates, hereby promise to pay toP. P. Pitchlynn and 
J. T. Cochrane $500, out of the sum of $25,000 to be paid to them under the treaty with 
the Choctaws and Chickasaws lately signed by them, they having advanced that 





D. H. COOPER'S AND J. T. COCHRANE'S PROPOSITION TO DEBAUCH THE DELEGATES OF 
• 1866. 
Memo1'andum. 
If the Chickasaws allow one-half of their back annuities and moneys not received 
by them for the last five years, for the services rendered and to be rendered to them by 
Mr. Latrobe and his associates, in connection with the treaty signed on the 2Rth of 
April last, and also advance on account of said allowance the sum of $50,000 (one-half 
for the delegates) out of the first available moneys arising under said treaty; and if 
the Choctaws in like manner agree to allow not less than one-third of their back an-
nuities and moneys for the last five years, and make the like advance of $50,000, (one-
half to the delegates,) making the whole actual advance to Mr. Latrobe and his asso-
ciates $GO,OOO, the undersigned, for themselves and Mr. Latrobe, agree that if E. S. 
Mitchell and Campbell Leflore will add to the last-mentioned sum whatever amounts 
may b6 allowed to them by the Chickasaw and Choctaw delegates out of their portion 
of the above-mentioned advance of $50,000 each, the amount so made up shall, after 
deducting all necessary and reasonable expense, be divided into four equal parts, one 
of which shall go and be paid to the said Mitchell and Leflore, and they also agree to 
the same arrangement in regard to whatever additional sum may be hereafter received 
on acconnt of said allowances out of the said back annuities and moneys. 
D. H. COOPER. 
J. T. COCHRANE. 
vV ASHINGTON CITY, May 4, H366. 
Hon. J. P. C. SHANKS : 
DEAR SIR: At your request, I have the honor to inclose you copy of papers in my 
possession. 
You will see they pertain to the negotiations of treaty of 1866. 
Yours, respectfully, 
CAMPBELL LEFLORE. 
LETTER OF THREE PROMI1~ENT CHICKASAWS. 
TISHOMINGO COUNTY, CHICKASAW NATION, Decembe1', 1872. 
GE~TLE;o.mN: We write you if Congress will order, say, three men to Washington 
City at the present session of Congress, to represent the interests of the Chickasaw 
people, touching their common interests, &c., at the expense of the United States Gov-
ernment, provided the authority now in power won't agree to survey and allotment 
of the Chickasaw Nation and forty acres of land to the freedmen held in slavery prior 
to the late war, under provision of the treaty of 1866. From the late interview, while 
in the Territory, we have every confidence you concede, and to oppose the Colbert and 
Latrobe contract giving 50 per cent. of all moneys due the nation or individual members 




J. E. ANDERSON, 
Per J. D. HARRIS. 
General J. P. C. SHANI{S, BURDETTE, AND S7~1ITH, 
Washington, D. C. 
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LETTER FROM PRINCIPAL CIIIEF WILLIAM BRYANT, OPPOSING LATHOBI~. 
CHARTA TAMARA, CROCTA w NATION, March 29, 1871. 
GENTLE.:\1EN: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 1st 
of March, requesting to be informed whether J. H. B. Latrobe, esq., or General D. H. 
Cooper, have ever been acthorized by the Choctaw general council to act as attorney 
of the nation before the United States Government at Washington City. 
In reply, I have to state that there is no official record of any such authority given 
by the nation to either Mr. Latrobe or D. H. Cooper. But to my own personal knowl-
edge the so-called contract, said to have been made with the above-named gentlemen 
by Allen Wright, James Riley, John Page, and Alfred Wade, commissioners who were 
appointed by this nation to negotiate the treaty of 1866, were not, nor ever have been, 
confirmed by the general council; that the resolutions passed by the council and ap-
proved December 21, 1866, were never intended by the council to confirm such contract; 
and that the said so-called contracts are not recognized as binding upon this nation. 
You are the only delegates authorized by law to act for and represent this nation at 
Washington, and you are entitled to full credit in the premises. 
I approve of the course you have taken in not permitting yourselves to the recogni-
tion of their so-called contract, and that you have not in any way recognized Mr. 
Latrobe and D. H. Cooper & Co. as having authority to represent this nation. I also 
heartily approve of the course you are taking in behalf of the interest of your people. 
Respectfully, your most obedient servant, 
WILLIAM BRYANT. 
To Messrs. P. P. PITCHLYNN and PETER FoLsmi, 
Principal Chief, Choctaw Nation. 
Chvctaw Delegates. 
LETTER FROM PRINCIPAL CHIEF WILLIAM BRYANT, COMPLAINING OF RINGS. 
EXECUTIVE OFFICE CHOCTAW NATION, .August l, 1872. 
DEAR SIR: You will please permit me to address you a few remarks to acknowledge 
my true regret that I did not meet with you while you made a visit to this nation as 
a committee of investigation in relation to Choctaw business in Washington. I was 
informed by friends that yon and one or two more others of the same committee would 
be here about the 1st of July, in which I had informed some of the citizens al::out 
Armstrong Academy to let me know when yon arrived at that place, in order that I 
might be there ready to answer when I might be called on ; also to produce all papers 
necessary in regard to your mission to our country. But as it happened, I was not in-
formed of your being here at Boggy Depot, not until you had left, a week before I got 
the news. It is true iu the United States, also in the States of the nation, officers are 
required to remain and reside at their respective capitals during their continuance in 
office, and it is also true with our government that the constitution requires all national 
officers to live at or near the capital of the nation. You will please permit me tore-
• mark here in regard to the looseness in our national affairs. It is owing to our inade-
quate means to carry our national affairs, which is derived f1·om moneys that is held by 
the United States Government, bearing interest at 5 per cent. 
Before the rebellion in the United States this nation was prospering very fast. We 
had schools all over the nation, besides seminaries for boys, also for girls ; and we had 
fine Sunday-schools for old and young. But this terrible war breaking out has throwed 
us back about twenty-five years; in fact it has put us back to our infancy again. After 
all the calamities which have befallen us we are gaining very fast, provided if the 
United States would pay us all our money which she has promised us, but has neg-
lected to accomplish her agreement. But I hope you have got all the information 
which you sought for, although if I had been present I might have had produced 
papers and other documents which would have brought more light upon the subject-
matter, that is, in regard to the $250,000 bonds, which I presume has been referred back 
to Congress on account of some few individual citizens of this nation protesting 
against the action of the general council of the nation, when the Secretary of the 
Treasury himself was pressed by some of the speculating rings for him to deliver the 
bonds into their hands. In answer to them, he said he woul.d deliver the bonds when-
ever there was a fresh, specific, and exclusive order emanating from the proper author-
ities of the Choctaw Nation. The action of the general council was with conformity 
with the Secretary's decision; therefore I was surprised to hear that the Secretary had 
referred it back to Congress on account of a few individual protests. It has been the 
rule of the United States or its Departments, whenever there was moneys or any other 
thing to be paid ont to this nation by the Government of the United States, to advise 
the authorities of this nation in what way it wished for it to be paid to them , because 
the Government had dealings with the proper authorities of this nation, not with in-
dividual citizens. But the Department of the General Government has changed; it 
recognizes the individnal citizen more than the authorities of the nation. 
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Now, in conclusion, you will permit me to retnrn my sincere t.hanks, also in bohalf 
of this natwn, of whom I am principal chief, for the kind and friendly feeling you have 
taken; also the interest you lHL\re taken in our jnst right. 
May Gou, the Anthor and Vindicator of truth, prosper your work which you have 
begun to a permanent success. 
Sir, I remain your most respectfully obedient servant, 
To General J. r. c. t;n.\XI\8, 
WILLIAM: BRYANT, 
Principal Uhi1j, Choctaw Xation. 
Chairman of' the Committee of Indian Affairs. 
1'0 BE CO:\IP.\RED WITH L.\TIWBI~'S CLAll\l UNDER IHS COXTR.\CT OF 50 PER CENT. 
W A8HINGTO:X CITY, July 30, 1866. 
GENTL~<:~mN: You having kindly consented so to do, we hereby authorize and fully 
empower you to represent an<l act for the Clwcta,w anu Chickatmw Nations, in the in-
vestigation of the claims against them provided. by the forty-nintll and fiftieth articles 
of the treaty between them an<l the United States, negotiated by ns and recently rati-
fied, and we reqtwst that yon will adopt all such measures as you may deem to be 
necessary and proper to protect the rights and interests of said nation during the pro-
gress of said investigation, whether. before t.he commissioners appointed by the Gov-
~rnment to make it or before the Department of the Interior, to which the results 
thereof are to be reported for revision. 
It is the understanding, however, that yon are to receive no remuneration for your 
services in this case beyond such actnal expenses as you may necessarily incur therein. 









EDMUND + PICKENS, 
mark. 
WINCHESTER COL BERT, 
HOLMES COLBERT, 
Chickasaw Delegation. 
P. P. PITCHLYNN, 
Principal Chief, Choctaw Nation. 
TRE.\TY OF 1866.-·D. C. l<'IX"N'S TESTL\IONY. 
Witness was informed by Bryant that Allen ·wright called upon him for his signa-
ture to a power of attorney giving to Latrobe and Cooper authority to collect $250,000 
of bonds. Bryant refused it, saying he had no authority under the laws of the Choctaw 
council to sign any such power of attorney. He bad received a letter from Griffith, 
the Indian agent, offering to meet him (Bryant) on a fixed day, as all powers of attor-
ney must be acknowledged before him. Albert Wa<le, one of the delegates of 1866, 
was there, and insisted on Bryant signing the power of attorney. Witness undm·stood 
from Bryant that Gnffith, United States Indian agent for the Choctaws and. Chicka-
saws, was aiding Wright and Cooper in that matter. 
LATROBE'S EXPLANATION, IN WHICH HE ADMITR AND ARSERTS CO::\IPLICITY BETWEEN 
HIMSELF, COOPER, COCIIHANE, AND THE DELEGATES OF CIIOCTA Wi:l OF 11:!66. THESB 
DELEGAT1~8 WERE PAID BY THEIR OWN NATION, AND SIDE IN I.ATltOBE'S lflU.UD WITH 
THEM:. 
BAvrnroim, May 29, 1872. 
MY DEAR Sm: Circumstances unnecessary to particularize, make it proper that 
I should state some mattPrs in connection with my contracts with the Choctaw 
and Chickasa.w Nations, through their delegates of 1866. Prior to the late war 
Mr .. John T. Cochrane had. been their attorney in Washington. During the war 
General D. H. Cooper ha.d been in command of such of their people as took part with 
the confederacy. After the war, at the preliminary treaty of Fort Smith, they had 
been told that they had forfeited to the United States the whole of their conntry. 
Under this impression the delegates came to Washington. On their way through Balti-
more, General Cooper, a family connection of mine, who accompanied. them, brought 
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them to see me. They were in great trouble. They feared to lose their homes west 
of the Mississippi as they bad before lost their homes east of that river. I was asked 
to investigate their rights, and gaYe them the opinion upon which the treaty of 1866 
was afterward negotiated; that the treaties existing when the war broke out were 
still in force. I was then employed to act as their attorney, assuming tbe office with 
the assent of the Indian Commissioner, Mr. D. N. Cooley, and the Secretary of the In-
terior, Mr. Harlan, to whom I communicated the fact of my appointment in person. I 
passed t.he winter, or the greater part of it, in Washington. The preparation of the 
treaty, the discussion of the amendment, the completion of it, was a work of constant 
labor. It provided, upon my suggest,ion, for much tbat had never before entered into 
an Indian treaty; the application to the land held in con1mon; of the system in all 
the details of the United States surveys, so that it might be held in se>eralty; the in-
troduction of the school-system; of railroads in which Indians themselves become 
stockholders, and so interested in their preservation and prosecutions; the formation 
of a plan for a territorial government for the five civilized tribes, to 1e called Oklaho-
ma; a scheme for introducing into the two nations the Kansas and other Indians, with 
the rights of the Choctaws and Chickasaws; all which matters are provided for in 
the treaty which was ratified by the Senate, and was tbere spoken of iu terms of ap-· 
probation, a matter alluded to now, only because I have heard it bas been said that ior 
fifty dollars any Wasbington attorney could have <lone in this connection. 
So far as t,he Indians Wt·ro concerned, their land bad been saved to them, and rather 
than have lost this, or any part of it, they would cheerfully have parted with every 
claim they had upon the Government. The presentation of these, and the prospect-
ive services was arranged, in fact, by Mr. Cochrane and General Cooper, with whom 
it was to be shared, aud was to be paid out of the proceeds of claims against the 
United States, which were placed under my eharge, known under the head of" back 
annuities," when these should be received. The contract was made by these gentle-
men in my name only, and provided not only for our compensation but for the compen-
Hation of the delegates of 1866, with whom it was to be divided, and who, as I was in-
formed, were expected to give their time and attention to the matters in hand as it might 
become necessary. Six years have elapsed since this contract was made, during which, 
notwithstanding constant effofts, little has been effected toward collecting these back 
annuities, and how many more years may ela.pse before anything can be accomplished 
is a matter any one may form an opinion of who is acquainted with the delays attend-
ing the prosecution of claims before Congress. 
Looking to all the contingencies, to the character of the claims, to the expenses at-
tending their prosecution, to tbe constant, incessant, life-wearing solicitation necessary 
to produce results, the 50 per centum reserved as a compensation in the contract made 
by .Mr. Cochrane and General Cooper in my name, and of which my portion was one-
sixth, may alford but a poor reward in t.he end, if an end is ever reached. 
Claims provided for in the treaty of 11:!52, for palpable frauds in disbursing Chicka-
saw moneys, andits direr.ted to be made, and not yet made, many years ago, have 
been urged and argued by me orally and in print since 1866, and have still to be acted 
upon. 
1\Iy portion of the compensation, if it is ever realized, will pay me but poorly at the 
ordinary rates of professional labor of the same description. All this was fully under-
stood by the Choctaw and Chickasaw delegates of 1866, and has since been recognized 
by the legislative councils of the two nations, before whom the contract made in my 
name bas, as I am informed, been again and again brought in qnestion. 
As alreauy said, the compensation provided for by ruy agreement was to be paid out 
of future collections of back annuities. The delegates of 1SG6, however, by whom the 
treaty was regarded as a realization of all their wishes, and more even than their 
hopes at one time, undertook of their own accord to adyance out of moneys received 
by them on the ratification of the treaty the amounts that have been paid under the 
contracts in question. Of the details of the settlement I know little; they were made 
by Mr. Cochrane. I am satisfied, however, that he dealt faidy with me. My actual 
agency in the business was understood to be] and was purely professional. The collec-
tion of evidence, the intercourse with t.he Departments in Washington, fell upon Mr. 
Cochnwe and General Couper, in the life-time of the former, and after his decease on 
the firm of Charles E. Mix and Company, of which General Cooper was a member. I 
presume no better witnesses of the faithful assiduity with which these gentlemen have 
performed tlwir duties can be fonnd tl1an the officers of the Departments to which 
they have been applicants. As to my own share of labor, I can only say that the cor-
respont1ence alone that it has involved exceeds m volume the entire correspondence 
otherwise of my profession, in a pract.Ice which yon are aware is a large oue. 
A word or so now about the two matters before Cougress-the Creek a.nd the Chicka-
saw appropriations. 
The ti.rst was in the han<ls of Charles E. Mix & Co., who were employed as claim 
agents, anu Colonel Mcintosh, tbe Creek delegate. They engaged rue as counsel to 
assist them, aud my com]Jensation ·was to depend upon their success. I w a.s iuforruetl 
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the firm was to receive 5 per centum, my fee being nearer 1 than 2 per centum of 
the amount collected. 
In the Ohickasaw case my compensation will be comparatively small, inasmuch as 
the larger part by far of the amount payable under the contract will go to repay the 
•Chickasaws the advances already mentioned. But in neither of these cases do I expect 
.to receive a cent except j1·om the Indians themselves. If they think they have been 
wronged the money will be in their hands, both Creeks and Chickasaws, and that they 
:are intelligent enough to protect themselves no one can for a moment doubt who has 
had any intercourse with the delegates. 
The claims that arise under the contracts in my name are not against savages or 
children, but against governments as thoroughly organized as the government of 
any of our States, carried on by men of keen intelligence, who, as already said, are 
fully aware of the contracts in question; and, with the money in their hands, will 
withhold every cent that is not justly' due. So far as the Choctaws, Chickasaws, 
Creeks, Cherokees, and Seminoles are concerned, it is mere fiction now to regard them 
as wards of the United States, to he protected as children, and it is dealing with them 
unjustly to withhold their acknowledged due, under the idea that they, or any of 
them, are incapable of protecting themselves against imposition. 
So far as any purpose of promoting my own interest at the expense of my client, it 
has been in the case of the Choctaws my persistent effort to prevent moneys belong-
ing to them from being paid in Washington to parties I did not believe entitled tore-
ceive them, urging orally and in print upon the Treasury Department their transmis-
sion to the nation, to which I looked, as in the present instance, for the compensation to 
which I might be entitled after the money was in its hands. It is paintnl always to 
turn egotist in one's own behalf; it has been unavoidable here. To you who have 
known me so long, it would be unnecessary to say a word to vindicate myself in this 
connection; but circumstances, alluded to in the opening paragraph or this communi-
cation, seem to make it proper to place these statements in your hands. 
·with due regards, yours, 
JOHN H. B. LATROBE . 
.Hon. Trro:vrAs SwANN. 
' The committee call attention to the fact that Mr. Latrobe has been 
careful in this long letter to avoid telling Governor Swann that his 
only authority rests on the collusory agreement made by the corrupt 
delegates of 1866, with whom he divided the spoils plundered from his 
clients: 
Know all men by these presents, that I, Thomas Parker, by virtue of the power in 
me vested, as governor of the Chickasaw Nation, have made, constituted, and ap-
pointed, and by these presents do make, constitute, and appoint, John H. B. Latrobe, 
of the city of Baltimore, State of Maryland, and Charles E. Mix & Co., of Washing-
ton City, D. C., true a!ld lawful attorneys for the Chickasaw Nation, and in its name, 
place, and stead, to appear before the Government of the United States, or any De-
partment thereof, in all cases in which the interests of the said Chickasaw Nation 
may be concerned, and by all lawful ways and means to advance said interests. 
w~r. P. BRowN, 
In terp1·eter. 
THOMAS PARKER, 
Governor of the Chickasaw Nation. 
This is to certify, that Thomas Parker, governor of the Chickasaw Nation, person-
ally appeared before me, United States agent for the Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians, 
and acknowledged thb signature to the foregoing power of attorney to be his own, 
and that the said power of attorney had been read and interpreted in his hearing, 
and that it was in accordance with his wishes. 
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand a.nd seal of office this twenty-
second day of February, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and 
seventy-two, at the Choctaw and Chickasaw agency. 
[SEAL.] T. D. GRIFFITH, 
United States Indian Agent. 
The fraud and collusion in Latrobe's contract were not known to the 
Chickasaws when this power was given; Latrobe concealed it. 
W ASHINGTO~ CITY, Septentber 20, 1866. 
Sm: We have an understanding with Mr. J. B. Latrobe, of Baltimore, Maryland, 
that he is to continue to act as our friend, and to attend to certain matters of busi-
ness of our people with the United States yet remaining unsettled. 
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We therefore respectfully request that in all such matters as he may call up before 
the Depattments, he may be recognized as our representative and agent, au<l hear<l 
and respected accordingly by all the officers having charge of Indian affairs. 
We have the honor to be, very respectfully, your most obedient servants. 
ALLEN ·wRIGHT. 
JAMES RILEY. 
ALFRED vY ADE. 
JOHN PAGE. 
Ron. D. N. CooLEY, 
Commissioner of Indian tJffairs. 
Approved: 
P. P. PITCHLYNN, 
Principal Chief Choctaw Nation. 
These are the same four men who made the fraudulent contract with 
Latrobe and divided the-- with 111m and others. 
Copy of contract with Choctaw delegates and John H. B. Latrobe, in 1l'hich the delegates them-
selves, Campbell Le.fioJ·e, their secretary, J. H. B. Latrobe, their attoruey, and Douglas H. 
Cooper and John 1'. Cochrane m·e pm·ties 'in interest, and have divided the proceeds arnong 
thernselres. 
MEMORANDUM. 
The Choctaw and Chickn,saw delegates, on their arrival in Wasl~ington City, finding 
it absolutely necessary for the best interests of their people to employ able counsel to 
protect an(l defend them against exactions and sacrifices demamled and required of 
them by the Government of the United States, unanimously decided to employ the 
Hon. J. H. B. Latrobe, of Baltimore, Maryland.. They accordingly entered into in-
formal agreements with him, each delegation separately, embracing, among others, 
these stipulation, viz: that in case Mr. Latrobe shoultl succeed in preventing the abro- · 
~ration of our former treaties with the United States, save our annnities and other 
moneys which were not paid to us for the :five years, from 1861 to 1865 inclusive, and 
also secure us against t.he sale, as required by the Government of the United States, of 
a large portion of our country east of the ninety-eighth degree of west longitude, the 
Choctaws on their part and as their share of the expenses would allow and pay to him 
the sum of not less than $100,000, it being the understanding at the same time that if 
'the said unpaid annuities and other moneys belonging to the Choctaws were recov-
ered and paid them, Mr. Latrobe should be entitled to &nd paid the one-half part 
thereof, less the $100,000 aforesaid. It was also the understanding he should be 
allowed and paid one-half the net amount which should be gained as compensation 
for the leased district, which, deducting $100,000 to pay for the forty-acr~ lots to the 
freedmen, should the Choctaws and Chickasaws grant the same and other stipulated 
privileges to them, will make the said amount, $200, 000. Mr. Latrobe having fulfilled 
the obligations of the agreement on his part, and rendered us important and faithful 
services in the negotiation and conclusion of a favorable treaty with the United States 
whereby the before-recited stipulations have been fully accomplished and other advan-
tagrs gained, we, the undersigned delegates and commissioners of the Choctaw Nation, 
hereby acknowledge that upon the ratification of said treaty by the Senate of the 
Uuited States, the said J. H. B. Latrobe will be entitled to the said sum of $100,000, 
the same to be paid to him or his order as soon as practicable after the ratification of 
said treaty; provided, however, if it be altered or amended so as to materially impair 
our interests as now secured thereby, the compensation stipulated to Mr. Latrobe is to 
be reasonably modified accordingly, having reference to our informal agreement with 
him before referre<l to, but not to be less thau said sum of $100,000. 






-Copy of contract of Chickasmc delegates of 1866 H'ith Lat1·obe, in 1chich they them8elves, E. S. 
Mitchell, secretm·y, Latrobe, attorney, D. H. Cooper, and .John T. Cochrane a1·e interested, 
and ctll of whorn hat•e pa1·ticipated in the benefits of the contract. 
'Ve, the Chickasaw delegation, having full power to act, do agree that for and in 
consideration of the services of the Ron. J. H. B. Latrobe rendered us in making a 
treaty with the Government of the United States, that if the back annuities belong-
ing to the Chickasaw Nation are recovered and paid to them, the sai<l J. H. B. Latrobe 
should be entitled to and be paid one-balf part thereof. 
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We further agree to advance the said J. H. B. Latrobe $100,000 out of any money 
the Chickasaw legislature may think proper to appropriate, which may have been 
obtained under said treaty, so as not to interfere with the funds necessary to carry on 
the Chickasaw government. The said $100,000 agreed to be advanced to the said J. 
H. B. Latrobe is to be deducted from the one-half of the back annuities due the said 
Latrobe, provided the same is recovered under said treaty; and provi<led also that if 
the said treaty should be altered or amended so as to materially impair the interests of 
the Chickasaw Nation, as now secured thereby, the compensation stipulated to be paid to 
the said J. H. B. Latrobe is to be reasonably modified accordingly, but the amount 
agreed to be advanced to the said J. H. B. Latrobe not to be less than $100,000. 
It is further agreed that one-half of the proceeds realized and coming to the Chicka-
saw Nation ont of the !'ale of the leased district, shall be paid to the said J. H. B. 
Latrobe, provided the Choctaws and Chickasaws agree to graut the freedmen the forty-
acre lots of land and other stipulated priYileges, and receive the $300,000 after deduct-
ing the amount or price of the forty-acre lots allowed said freedmen, according to arti-
cle of treaty. 
In testimony ''"hereof we haYe hereunto subscribed our names and affixed our seals, 
on this the >2Uth day of May, A. D. 18G6. 
·witness: 
E. S. MITCHELL. 
To the honorable Commissioner of Indian ..:1.ffair8 : 
\VINCIIESTER COLBERT, [SEAL.] 
his 
EDMUND+ PICKENS, [SEAL.] 
marie 
ROBT. H. LOVE, [REAL.] 
HOL.\IES COLBERT, [sEAL.] 
COLBERT CARTER, [sEAL.] 
SIR: I ask to have received in your Office the inclosed anthorization from the dele-
gates of the Choctaw and Chickasaw Natious, who concluded the treaty of 1tluG, mak-
ing me their representative, so far as it is allowable to do nuder the legislation of Con-
gress and the practice of the Oftice. 
Having acted as their friend, even more than as their counselor, they were pleased 
to request me to continue services which they fancied were useful; and I send the 
inclosed to yon that you may know their wishes in this couuection. 
With great respect, your obedieut sen'ant, 
.JNO. H. B. LATROBE. 
BALTJ::\IORE, December 14, 1866. 
Thii; Latro"Ue asks under his fraudulent, collusive contract with the 
delegates of 18GG, vVright, Riley, Page, &c. 
LETTEH OF J, D. HAHRIS AND J. F.. HE::-\DERSOX, CHICKASAWS. 
BoGGY DEPOT, December 20, 1872. 
DEAR Sm: \Ve wrote ;yon some days ago, asking you to oppose any appropriation to 
be made to tlw Chickasaw people if paid through Ueneral Cooper & Co., and they to 
receive 50 per cent. If an appropriation is made we want it paid directly to the peo-
ple, through :1 special Uuited Staues agent appoiut«~d for that purpose, aud if that can-
not be done, prefer it to be appropriate1l in bo1Hh1 !Jeariug interest for a period of years, 
rather than pay one-half for collection, when we know they can't do us no good. The 
Chickasaw legislature in September la:st never referred to the Latrobe contract. 
'l'he legislat.nre convenes in extnL session on the 1:->t day of Jauuary next, and if we 
fail to get the contract of J. H. B. Latrobe, esCJ., repealed, we shall apply direct to 
Congress, throngh yon, to send for two or three members of tile tribe to go on to Wash-
ington aud make our \Yants allC1 'vi:->bes known to Congress. 
The present admini:->tration in power controls all our money interests, and are pro-
scriptive to all who oppose the Cooper fadion, so that we are uot able to go unless we 
get pecuniary assistance, and can't expect auy from the national fund unde1· the so-
called administration. If the COIJtract of J. H. B. Latrobe, esq., Lad been full;} under 
stood it never would have been approved hy the Chickasaw people. 
'fllcre i~-; still due the Chickasaw people little over $78,000, which it is very doubtful 
if we ever r eceive a cent under said contract, which has been collected from tiJe Gov-
ernment, and it is to be hoped 110 more money will !Je pai(l nuder contract until at 
least said deficiency is accounted for and paid (that is, if we can't collect our just 
claims under any other way) than under said Latrobe contract. 
For the interest you haye taken for the Indian, b9tll in Congress awl the Territory, 
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we feel tha.t we can appeal to you, and not in vain, that even-handed justice will be 
done us. 
Very respectfully, 
Gen.eral J.P. C. SHANKS. 
J. E. HENDERSON. 
J. D. HARHJS. 
THEATY OF 1866.-D. C. l~INN'S TESTL\IONY. 
Witness was informed hy ~r.~·ant that Allen \Vright c:"tllerl upon him for his si~ort­
ture to a power of attorney, g1vmg to Latrobe and Cooper authority to collect $2;:)0,000 
of bonds. 
Bryant refused to si~n it, sayiu,g he had no authority, tuHler the laws of the Choctaw 
council, to sig-n an.v such power of attorney. He hrLfl received a letter from Griffith 
the Iudian agent, offering to meet him (Bryant) on a tixcd day, as all powertS of attorney 
must be acknowledged before him. 
Albert Wade, ouo of the delegates of 1866, was there, and insisted upon Bryant sign-
ing the power of attorney. 
'\VitlH~Ss nnc1erstood from Bryant that Griffith, lTuiterl States Indian agent for the 
Choctaws alHl Chickasaws, was aiding Wright and Cooper in that matter.' 
THE LATROBE CO~TRACT, OF l\IA Y 16, 1866, \VITR THE 
CHOCTA \YS, WITH D. H. COOPER'S CO~~ECTION THERE-· 
vVITll 
It appears fl'om the testimony that Douglas II. Cooper, who seems to 
be ever present in these fraudulent transactions, \Yhile at the same time 
concealing his name from the records as far as possible, was in 1861 
United States Indian agent for the Choctaws and Chickasaws, and bad 
then pbnned to secure for nir. J. H. B. Latrobe some employment by the 
Indians in his charge. l\Ir. Latrobe testifies: 
General Douglas H. Cooper was Mrs. Latrobe's step-brother, and had broug-ht some 
Indians to my house prior to the war, with a view of m,y b<•comiug intereste(l in them, 
thongh to whflt extent I kuew not, in their business. After the war he called with the 
delegation of 1866. 
Cooper, whose trammctions will be referred to hereafter, wa~ United 
States Indian agent wlwn he called with the Indians on Latrobe before 
the war, and betrayed his trust to the United State.s, in 1861, as Indian 
agent, and carried part of his funds, which he held as United States officer 
in trust for the Choctaw and Chickasaw In(lians, to the rebel government 
to aid there bel army, aud received a military commission iu the coufederate 
service. It appem·s that after the war. in 1866, he came with the Indian 
delegation from tlwir territory to Washington, taking them on the way to 
the house of .J. H. B. Latrobe; that he there pre-arrauged for the employ-
ment of Latrobe as counsel for the two delegations of Choctaws and Chick-
asawsin makingthetreatyof April28, 1866, and their frauds that followed. 
It appears from the testimony of Latrobe, Leflore, Cooper, Love, Wright, 
1Vinchester, Calvert, and other parties in interest, that afterperfectingthe 
joint treaty with the United t3tates of April 28, 1866, these Choctaw 
and Chickasaw delegates made separate written contracts or agreements 
professedly on behalf of their respectiYe nations or tribes, but really 
fraudulently colluding with their attorneys, to swindle and cheat their 
own people, with the said John H. B. Latrobe, attorney, of Baltimore, 
Mary laud. 
The contracts or agreements were made aftPr the treaty, and ostensi-
bly for the pa,Ymellt of said l.1atrobe for his service as attorney in making 
the treaty and for tbe collection of 50 per cent. of all mone,Ys due or to 
become due to the Ultoctaws or Chickasaw respecti'\ely from tbe United 
States. 
H. Rep. 98-. -7 
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Tbese fraudulent and collusive agreements madewitb I.otrobe by said 
Choctaw and Chickasaw delegates of 1866 read as follows: 
LATROBE CONTRACT WITH CHOCTAW DELEGATES OF 1836. 
Copy of contract with Chocfmt• delegates ami .John H. B. Latrobe, in which the clelegales them-
sel-ves, Cmnpbcll Leflore, their sec1·etary, John II. B. Latrobe, their aUtJrney, and Douglas 
H. Coopm'. and John T. Cochrane, are parties ·in interest, aud hat•e divided among themselves 
.the pmceeds. 
l\IEMORANDU."\1. 
The Choctaw and Chickasaw delegates, on their arrival in ·washington City, finding 
it absolutley necessary for the best interest of their people to employ able counsel to 
protect and defend them against exactions and sacrifices denmnded and required of 
them by the Government of the United States, unanimously de:sired to employ the Ron. 
J. H. B. Latrobe, of Baltimore, Maryland. They accordingly entered into informal 
agreements with hip1, ea.ch delegation separately, embracing, ~1mong other, these stip-
ulations, viz: That in case Mr. Latrobe should succee!l in preventing the abrogation 
of our former treaties with the United States, save our annuities and other moneys 
which are not paid to us for the five years fi'om 1861 to 1865, inclusive, and also ~<ecure 
us against the sale as req nired by the Government of the United States, of a large 
portion of our country, east of the 98th degree of west longitude, the Choctaws on their 
part, and as their share of the expenses, would allow and pay to him the sum of not 
less than $100,000. It being the understanding at the same time that, if the said un-
paid annuities and other moneys belonging to the Choctaws were recovered and paid 
t,hem, Mr. Latrobe should be entitled to and paid the one-half part thereof, less the 
$100,000 aforesaid. 
It was also the umlerstanding he should be allowed and paid 01.1e-halfthe net amount 
which should be gained as compensation for the leased district, which, deducting 
$100,000, to pay for the forty-acre lots to the freedmen, should the Choctaws and Chick-
asaws grant the same and other stipulated privileges to them, will make the said 
.amount $ZOO,OOO. Mr. Latrobe having fulfilled the obligations of the agreement on his 
part, and rendered us the most important and faithful services in the negotiation and 
·conclusion of a· favorable treaty with the United States, whereby the before-recited 
.st,ipulations have been fully accomplished and other advantages gained, we, the under-
signed delegates and commissioners of the Choctaw Nation, hereby aclmowledge that 
npon the ratification of said treaty by the Senate of the Un~ted States, the sa,id J. H. 
B. Latrobe will be entitled to the said sum of $100,000, the same to be paid to him, or 
his order, as soon as practical after the ratification of said treaty. Provided, however, 
if it be altered or amended so as to materially impair our interests as now secured 
thereby, the compensation stipulated to Mr. Lat,robe is to be reasonably modified ac-
cordingly, having reference to our informal agreement with him before referred to, 
'Lut not to be less than said sum of $100,000. 






\.YASHIXGTON CITY, Septmnber 20, 1866. 
Sm: ViTe bave an unflerstanding with Mr. J. H. B. Latrobe, of Baltimore, Mar.vla,nd, 
that he is to continue to act as onr friend, and to attend to certain matters of business 
of onr people with the United States yet remaining unsettled. 
We therefore respectfully request that, in all such matters as he may call up before 
the Departments, he ma,y be recognized as our representative and agent, aud heard 
and respected accordingly by all the officers having charge of Indian nff<tirs. 





Hon. D. N. CooLEY, 
Comrni8.sioner of Indian Affa,irs. 
Approved: 
P. P. PITCHLYNN, 
Principal Chief Choctaw Nation. 
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LATROBE CONTRACT WITH CHICKASAW DELEGATE::.;, 1866. 
Copy of contract of Chickasaw delegates of 1866, with J. H. B. Latrobe, in zcllich they, with E. 
S. Mitchell, secretary, Latrobe as attorney, D. H. Cooper, and John 1'. Couhmne, are inler-
ested, ancl all of whom have pa1'ticipated in the benefit~:~ of the contract. 
W e, the Chicka:!aw delegation, having full power to act, do agree that for anu in 
consideration of the services of the Ron. J. H. B. Latrobe, rendered us in making a 
treaty with the Government of the United States, that if the back annuities belonging 
to the Chickasaw Nation are recovered and paid to them, the said J. H. B. Latrohe 
should be entitled to, and be paid, one-half part thereof. 
We further agree to advance to the said J. H. B. Latrobe $100,000 out of any money 
the Chickasaw legislature may think proper to appropriate, which may have been oh-
tained under said treaty, so as not to interfere with the fuuds necessary to carry on 
the Chickasaw government; the said $100,000 agreed to he advanced to the said J. H. B. 
Latrobe is to be deducted from the oue-half of the back annuities due the said La-
trobe, provided the same is recovered.under the said treaty, and provided also, that if 
the said treaty should be altered or amended, so as to materially impair the interests of 
the Chickasaw Nation, as now secured thereby, the compensation stipulated to he paid 
to the said J. H. B. Latrobe is to be reaRonably modi tied accordingly, but the amount 
agreed to be advanced to the said J. H. B. Latrobe not to he less than $100,000. 
It is further agreed that one-half of the net proceeds realized and coming to the 
Chickasaw Nation, out of the sale of the leased district, shall be paid to the said J. H. 
B. Latrobe,·provided the Choctaws and Chickasaws agrue to grant the freedmen the 
forty-acre lots of land and other stipulated prh· ileges, anti reeeive the $300,000, after 
deducting the amount or price of the forty-acre lots alloweu said freedmen according 
to-- article of treaty. 
In testimony whereof we have herenuto Stlhscribecl our names and affixed our seals, 
on this the 29th uay of May, A. D. ld6o. 
Witness: E. S. MITcrmr.L, Scc1·etary. 
WINCHESTER COLBEHT, 
his 
EDMUND + PICKENS, 
mark. 









WASliTNGTON CITY, D. C., July 23, 1866. 
SIR: We would respectfully call yonr attent.ion to t.he fonrth artiele of tbe treaty of 
June 22, 1852, between the United States and the Chickasaws, wbich provides that there 
shall be an account stated, under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, exhibit-
ing in detail all the moneys which from time to time have been placed in the Treasury to 
the Chickasaw Nation, resulting from the treaties of lt33:l and 1834, and all the dislmrse-
rnents made therefrom. 
Such an account was commencbd some years since, in your Office, but was never 
finished. We now ask the favor that you cause the statement thereof to be proceeded 
with, and completed at as early a day as practicable, and, in this connection we would 
state that we have requested our friend, Ron. J. H. B. Latrobe, of Baltimore, Maryland, 
to give such attention to this matter, and to any other arising under the above-men-
tioned (or any other) treaties between the United States aud the Chickasaws, as may 
seem to be necessary in our behalf; and that he or such per8on or persons aR he may 
associate with himself for the purpose may be considered as fully authorized to repre-
sent and act for us in the premises hefore the Interior or other Depnrtment (or court) 
of the United States Government. 
\Ve are, sir, respectfully, your friends, 
WINCHESTER COLEE l~T, 
HOLMES COLBERT, 
his 
EDMUND + PICKENS, 
mark. 
COLBERT CARTER, 
l~OBEH.T H. LOVE, 
Chickasaw Cornm.issioners. 
Hon. D. N. CoOLEY, Commissioner of Indian Affiai.1·s, 
Departnwnt of the Interior, Tra.shington City, D. C. 
Witness: E. S. MITCHJ<::LL, Secl'etary Chicka8aw Delegation. 
rrhese agreements, however, though made ostensibly with John H. B. 
Latrobe, are really fraudulently aud collusively made iu the interest 
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of Latrobe, D. H. Cooper, and J. T. Cochrane, who were to receive one-
half, and the delegates and secretaries of 1866, of the Choctaws and 
Chickasaws respectively, who were in their collusion with Latrobe, 
Cooper, and Cochn~ne, to have the other half of all moneys and fees pro-
vided for under the said agreements to be paid to Latrobe. And these 
narties have received their shares so far as collections are made. 
Latrobe was the representative rascal of the lot, as he was at that 
time supposed to have more character than Cooper or Cochrane, and 
further, because Cochrane then had another exorbitant contract with 
the Choctaws for 30 per cent. of their net-proceeds claim, then amount-
ing without interest to $2,080,560.85; the fee on this amount would have 
been $624,078.25, and if any interest should be allowed on any part of 
the claim, the 30 per cent. would attach to that also. 
And also because Cooper had, while United States agent for the Choc-
t~J,ws and Chickasaws in 1861, become both traitor and defaulter; hence 
the use of Latrobe's name only as attorney. Latrobe was willing to 
prostitute his profession, and col1ude with his clients' agents to defraud 
his clients (the Choctaws and Chickasaws) and divide the spoils with 
Cooper and Cochrane, and the delegates of 1866, all of whom were his 
accomplices, (except Robert Jones.) 
·Latrobe was the proper person for such things, and, being well sus-
tained by his coadjutors, has succeeded in defrauding the Ohoctaws of 
$100,000, and the Uhickasaws of $208,306.67, which it is the duty of the 
United States Government to compel him and his accomplices to return 
to those nations of Indians respectively. 
PRETENDED APPROVAL OF THE CONTRACT BY CHOCTA "\V 
AND CHICKASA 'V COUNCIL. 
Latrobe, Uooper, McPlJerson, (as executor of the Cochrane estate,) 
Love, and vVinchester Colbert, all parties concerned in the Latrobe con-
tract, and who have participated largely in the profits resulting from it, 
as their testimony proves, place much stress upon, and intrench them-
selves behind, what they are pleased to term the confirmation of said 
contract by the Choctaw and Chickasaw councils respectively. 
The same corrupt delegates who made the contracts with Latrobe also 
signed the letters of indorsement,_ but in no case was either contract 
made known in its true light to the councils of the Choctaws or Chick-
asaws. Nehher of these councils knew that Cooper, Cochrane, or the 
Indian delegates shared in the contt·aets with La-tt·obe. 
It was a pre-arranged aud corrupt transaction, concealed from the 
people and council of both Choctaws and Chickasa""s, and does not bind 
either. 
LATROBE CONTRACTS :NOT IN FACT APPROVED. 
The committee call especial attention to the fact that the respective 
councils of the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations did not understand the 
nature of these contracts. So far as any action was taken by those 
councils, it was based on the belief that the employment of Latrobe, 
and the payment of heavy fees, was necessitated by the severe demands 
of the United States Government, which was a base falsehood; the 
great ability of Latrobe to meet and defeat those demands, it having' 
been constantly insisted upon, (which was also another falsehood,) to 
these peoples and councils, by the delegates who c01lusively emplo.ved 
Latrobe, and who ~,Bowed and urged it to be believed by their peoples 
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and councils, that the money was paid to him as attorney, in return for 
for those supposed valuable and necessary, but reall,y fictitious services; 
and to this day it is not known by the peoples or councils of those 
nations, nor is it admitted publicly by any of the parties interested, the 
delegates themsel,es, or by Latrobe, or Cooper, or Cochrane's represent-
atives, nor he in his life-time, that the money arisiug under the Latrobe 
contract was to be, or was in fact, shared by those indh·idnals who were 
parties to the making of said contracts, bnt are still making the false 
impression that l.;atrobe got it all for those supposed valuable services. In 
all I.atrobe's correspondence with the ChoctawR or Cbich::~saw people, 
he has not once stated how these moneys were divided. 
LATHOBE CO::STR.ACT NOT APPROVED BY OHO TA\V 
COGNCJI.;. 
ALLEN \VIUGIIT, the trea~nrer and delegate of the Choctaw :Nation 
in 1866, and 011e of the partie~ to and participators in the coutract with 
Latrobe, swears that he reported saitl contract to the Choctaw Nation, 
but aurnits ill his testimony that the most important feature of it, 
namely, that assigning one-half the fee involved to the deleg·ates mak-
ing the contract, and two-thirds of the otlier lmlfto Cooper and. Cochrane, 
was held back from the knowledge of the council and Choctaw people. 
He testifies," I did not consider tllat was part of the national fund at 
all. After paying it to I.Jtttrobe we considered that it \Vas his money." 
Question. Diu the council know that Latrobe hau only recei,'cd $16,000 ?-Answer. 
No, sir. 
Q. "Diu the council know that Latrobe, and tl1C la w·yers who hat1 assist<>d him, had 
toget.hPr kept only $50,000 of it ~-A. No, "ir. 
Q. Did the council know that yourself~ Pitchlynn, or any of the uelegatcs had got a 
part of the money ?-A. No, sir. 
ROBERT l\1. JoNES, chairman of the joint Choctaw and Chickasaw 
delegation to make the treaty of 186G, aud who professes to have been 
so much disgusted with Cooper's proposition to divide the fees with the 
delegates that he left Washiugtou forthwith, testifies as follows: 
Question. Yonr name does not appear on the contract f-Answer. No, sir. I left 
vVashington early in April, bnt it is my mulerstandiug, and the understanding of the 
whole nation, that that contract with LMrobe neYer was approved by the Cb.octaw 
council, or by the Chocta;w authorities. They app.roved of the treaty, which shows 
for itself; bnt the contract with Latrobe was disapproved of. I have heard two or 
three members of the council CWilliam Pitchlynn for one) say they would take their 
oath that it had never been approved of. 
Q. Where woul<l the records he that would determine the action of the conncil at 
that time 1-A. They wonld be on tlw jonmal at Armstrong Academy. 
Q. Are the records there, or has the secretmT the records with him f-A. The secre-
tary generally ha" them. They ought to be iu the archives at Armstrong Academy, 
but the secretary does not live there, aud he generally keeps them. 
Q. Do yon know whether there \Yonld ue any entries on record showing that the 
{)On tract was paFRed upon at that time ?-A. I do not think there arc. M:v reason for 
so thinking is, that during the last council, after we had reported that the contract 
bad never been approved by the national authorities, Governor \Yright came into my 
room and said that it bad been appi'O\Cil. I sa ill that the council had not confirmed 
this contract, that it had approved of tbe treaty, but that that was another matter, 
that a treaty with the United States was oue thing, and a private contract with attor-
neys another thing. He coulll not show that the council had approved such a con-
tract. He talked wild and left the roont. I took it for granie(l from that that there 
was nothjng to show. 
CA~iPBELL LEFLORE, whose duty it waR, as secretary of tile Choctaw 
delegation in Washington, to make a report to the council of the pro-
eeedings of that delegation, testifies as follows: 
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QuesLion. State whether you returned the papers, the treaty, &c., anu made the 
report to the Choctaw council as secretary to the commission who made the treaty~­
Answer. I left here in June, after the treaty was signed, and probably before its ap-
proval by the Senate. When the commissioners came back they brought their report, 
in the shape of a book. It was tnrned oYer to me, and what work had been done by 
the time I left here, I reportecl with the book. • 
Q. Yon do not recollect tbat the Latrol:Je cont ract was "·ith the p:1pers at the time!-
A. I do not; I do not think it was. 
P. P. PI'l'CITLYN.l, who was principal chief at the time of the contraet 
with Latrobe, thus positively testifies: 
Question. Has the council sanctioned the Latrobe contract mat1e in 1866 ?-Answer. 
No, sir. Various attempts have heen made-Cooper made several attempts-to have 
tl10 contract confirm ell l>y the conucil; l:Jnt it was never cou tirmed. 
Again he testifies : 
Latrobe bas no legnl coutract with the Choctaw Nation; it never bas l:Jeen legalizef1 
by the council. vVe hnve a legislatnn', a senate, and a honse of representatives, and 
they have not negotiated that contract, aud the delegation of 1R66 had 110 power or 
authority to make any b:.trgaius, coutracts, or agreements, with Latrobe, or any one 
else. Their power exten<ls to merely making a treaty, allll necessary expenses con-
nected with that. H hns 111ade great coufnsion amoug onr people, this pretm:cled con-
tract with L:cttrobe of 1866. 
HO\V TJIB OHOU'rA \V $100,000 WAS DIVIDBD. 
Notwithstanding l\[r. Latrobe testifiel::l to having spP-llt "nearly the 
entire ·winter an<l spring in \Vashington," he happens not to haYe been 
present to receive tbe $100,000, termed an "advance," as counsel for 
the Choctaw delegates, when Allen \Yright, the treasurer of the nation, 
paid it over, but furuished antlwrity to his accomplices, Cooper and 
Cochrane, to recein:-, receipt for, aud divide it as per their collusive 
agreement. J\lr. Latrobe testifies as to his part of the spoils of the· . · · 
Choctaw contract as follows: 
Question. ·what were the terms and scope of tlle contract with ·wright, Page, \Vader 
anu Riley '(-Answer. I was paid for the serdces reudered iu tha.t treaty $16,000, by 
the Choctaw people. This settlement was made through the late John '1'. Cochrane. 
l~etween him and the lndiau uelegatiou of 186G ·were transacted all pecuniary mat-
ters with which I bad anrthing to llo; my business being mainly that of connsel. 
Q. You stated yon received $16,000 for your services from the Choctaw people.-A. I 
mt>an the delegatiou. 
Q. \Vas that in full for your sen-ices rendered in tlw negotiation of the treaty of 
1866 ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·who paid yon the $1G,OOO l'-A. ~Iy impression is that it was pai(l l>y Mr. Cocl.l-
rane; I am not sure. 
Q. Do you kuow whether that deleg-ation of 11:366 paid atty other prrson any money 
for services reuderetl iu coJJuectiou with makiug that treaty f-A. Not of my own per-
sonal knowledge. 
Q. 'Vhat information have yon on that subject ?-A. My information is that M1·. 
Cochrane and General Douglas H. Cooper got each the same a.mount of money. 
Q. ·where did the money come from that wa::> thus paid over ~-A. I cannot recol-
lect. 
Q. Do you knmY whether thrre was all;\ money paid by the Government at that 
time to the Choctaw Kation ?-A. I do not know of my own knowleuge anything 
about it, uor have I any information that I woultl now be willing to rely upon. 
Again he testifies in refercuce to the division of the $100,000: 
A. With regarcl to th0 $100,000 mentioned in the paper aforesaid, I received $1G,OOO 
as already stated of tlH' $100,000 mentioned. I nnderstood that $50,000 was received 
by the delegates antl the reruaiuiug ~:JO,OOO was div.ided between three parties, onc-
tbircl being paid to myself, oue-tlnnl to John T. Cochrane, and one-third to General D. 
H. Cooper. 
Q. :From whom did you get that information ?-A. In regard to the amount paid to 
Cochrane and Cooper I got it from them ; aud tbe aruonnt of $50,000 paid to the dele-
gates ·was the amount that, I unth•rstoocl at tlut time, was so pairl. Pitchlynn I think 
was my informant, ana It \YllS a generaluutlerst:mding. I nnuer~tood it from Cooper,. 
J>itchlynn, :w<l possibly others. 
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.Again: 
Q. Have yoa any further interest in $100,000 claim than the amount of $16,000 
which you say you received ?-A. Not a dollar. 
Q. No part of that has come back to yon ?-A. Not a dollar. 
DouGLAS H. CooPER testifies respecting the division of the Choctaw 
funds as follows : 
Q. You stated that Latrobe received the $100,000f-A. No, sir; I say that was the 
agreement. I did not say he received it. I have lleen informed that Latrobe diu not 
receive anything like that amount. 
Q. Who informed you ?-A. Mr. Latrobe. 
Q. What did he inform you that he received ~--A. I think he said $16,000. 
Q. Do you know any others who received pay under that contract ?-A. Mr. Cochrane 
received his pay and I received mine. 
Q. What rlid you get f-A. Tbe same as Mr. Latrobe. 
Q. How much din Cochrane geU-A. The same as the rest. 
Q. Was there any other partly paid at that time ?-A. I do not know·. 
Q. What do you know of Wright, Page, Riley, and Wade getting. a part of that . 
money ?-A. I have been informed that they retained and managed one-half of the 
$100,000; and I think Mr. Cochrane told me that he had disposed of the other half 
after paying the contingent expen~es. 
Q. Then · the contingent expenses and what was recei-ved by Cooper, Latrobe, and 
·cochrane was $50,000 ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the other $50,000 went to the other party; as above stated ?--A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did yon ever hear what they did with it f-A. I do not know. 
(~. Was Allen Wright treasurer of the Choctaw Nation at that time ?-A. I think he 
wns. 
Q. You stated to me that you had seen the contract with Latrobe.-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. State whether the contract stated that the $100,000 was to be divided between 
Cooper, Wade, Wright, Riley, Page, Latrobe, and Cochrane.-A. I do not think there 
was anything of the kind in the contract. · 
Q. Ditl you state that Mr. Latrobe, under his contract for $100,000, really kept ouly 
$1o,OOO ?-A. That is his statement. 
Q. And you know you got $16,000 and that Cochrane got $16,000 ?-A. I know that 
I did, and Cochrane said he got it; and that the other men controlled the remaining 
$50,000. 
1\lr. Cooper, further on, Bays that the one-half of the $100,000 retained 
or paid. back to the Choctaws would, he presumed, come under the head 
of expenses. 
We have now the explicit testimony of the delegate, who was also 
treasurer of the Choctaw Nation, who, although he had no authority 
from his nation to do so, drew the $100,000 from the United States 
Treasury, on a requisition from the Indian Department, and turned it 
over to be divided among attorneys and delegates. This i~ Allen 
vVrigbt . 
.ALLEN WRIGHT testifies as follows: 
Question. Who paid the $100,000 over for the Choctaw Nation, on the Latrobe con-
tmct ~-Answer. I did. 
Q. To whom did you pay iU-A. To John T. Cochrane. It was in this way: Accord-
in~ to the contract we were to pay hjm [meaning J. H. B. Latrobe] $100,000. 
Q. You mean that yon were to pay Latrobe?-A. No, sir; Cochrane. We made the 
contract with Mr. Latrobe. We got the money out of the Treasury, but Jt..atrobe was 
not there. Latrobe had authorized Cochrane to receive the money. Pitchl~'nn, Cooper, 
and Cochrane were there. I said, "Here is the money; who is to receive it f" Coch-
rane said, "General Co0per and myself are to receive it." I said to him, "Have you 
any authority~" He said, "Yes, I have." I said, "I have to see that authority before 
I can pay you." He produced authority, under Mr. La,troqe's si~nature, sworn before 
a justice of the peace in Baltimore. I turned the $100,000 over to Mr. Cochrane aucl 
said, "I want a receipt now." He gave me a receipt signed uy John T. Cochrane ancl 
D. S. Cooper, as agents for Latrobe. 
Q. By what right did you have that money at that time f-A. I was national treasu-
rer for the Choctaw Nation. 
Q. And you paid it to Cochrane aA national treasnrer f-·A. I do not know whether I 
should have done it as delegate, bnt as treasurer I bad to show a receipt for the money 
paid under that contmct. 
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Q. Where did yon get the money f-A. From the Treasury Depart.ment of the United 
States. I got it on the credit of the Choctaw N~ttion, ou a reqnisitiou from the In<lia,u 
Departme11t. 
Q. Were the delegates paid by the Choctaw Nation ?-A. Yes; $:3 a day and ex-
peuses. 
Q. Did you pay them as treasurer ?-A. Yes, I did. 
Q. Do you rpcollect what their pay amouutt~d to !-A. Sonw S\2.968, I think. 
Q. vVbat did Co<·hraue do with that money ?-A. He took S50,000 and !'aid th:1t there 
was an UIJ(lrrstanding between the delegation and Mr. Latrobe that the delegation was 
to receive something. He counted ont $5l\~l00, or nearly, au<l ba.ndcd it over to the 
delegation, so that each of the delegates got over $D,OOO. They got $;2,083 each the 
tirst time, and $7,500 the second. time. 
Q. When yon say this was paid to each one of thr de]Pgation, whil'h oneA no ~·on 
mean f-A. Alfred \Vafle, John Pa_g·e . .James Riley, Peter P. Pitch lynn, R. M. Joues, au<l 
myself. Campbell Leflore got $2,0:-<:3 as secretary to the delegation. 
Q. \Vas it received. as pa~' from the Yatiou, or as pay from Latrobe ~-A. As a dona-
tion from Mr. Latrolle. 
Q. \VhPre diu that tran~action take place?-A. In \Vashington, up-stairs in Lem-
prenx's. \\r. Lo ,e and Colonel Pickens were rooming there. 
Q. How was tlle monPy put up, in package~:! ?-.A. In packag<>s of .~, 1,000 and $3,000; 
and there w«~re some ,':10,000 packages. 
Q. \Vho i.Htndt•d tho packages to the difft>rent personA ~-A. I hmH1«>d tiH'm myself. 
I was treasurer tlwn. I tnrne<l over tlle ~100,000 to l\Ir. Cochraue, and hr re(·cipte<l to 
me for it; an<l then he said. that there was au understanding between Mr. Latruhe and 
the delegatns; and he tnrne(l over $50,000, wllich I coullte<l out. 
Q. Did yon hallll Pitch lynn the package containing Jones's money ?-A. No; he took 
it from the table and said that he was going to ~ettle " ·ith Joues. 
Wright al~o testified that Pitclllynn, the principal chief of the Choctaw 
Nation: who waR not a delegate, claiming that he had acted iu .Jones's 
place, did mTerstlting Joues ought to ha·ve done; that Jones was owing 
him, and that he could settle with Jones "on the square,'' took the 
money belongillg to Jones ofl' the table. 
CA)IPllELL LEFLORE, the secretary of the Choctaw delegation, testi-
fied he recei \·ed $:3,400. 
Question. How much did yon rcceiYe ?-Answer. I have been trying to figure np; 
I ca.ll~d for tht> receipt this morning; I am not perfectly pu_,itiYe, but I think it was 
about $3,400; I received it at different times. 
* * * * 
Q. You t.hink yon got about $~,400 !-A. Yes; I got it at difierent tiJ.nes. \Vhen I 
went away from \Va!'\hington, being short of money, I left some little bills unpaid and 
told Mr. Mitchell if anything was coming to me to pay those sma1l debts and keep the 
balance for me. I borrowed n little mouey to go home, and .Mr. l\likhell was left to 
take charge of my interest. Mr. Mitchell paid. me a. part of the money, and. somebody 
else paid me a part. 
Q. vVho else paid yon besi1les Mr. Mitchell ~-A. I got a $2,000 1lraft at one time, and 
I rather think I got it from General Cooper. He told me that he bad made tht> settle-
ment, and thn.t my pa,rt of it h:ul been paid to Mr. Mitchell, with the exception of that 
which he paid me. 
Q. Then Cooper paid yon $2,000, and Mitchell, t.he former srcretary of the Chick-
asaws, paid you the rest ?-A. I think they rlrl:lt sent me by mail some exchange upon 
New York; aud there was ~t certain other amount which )Jr. Mitchdl paid me some 
way or other. 
It also appears that Cooper diU not settle according to "memoran-
dum," and that UampbPll Le .Flore did not receive as mneh as be had 
been led by previous arrangement to expect he would. lie believes he 
stateR in his testimony that Cooper and l\fitcl.tell deceh?ed him. 
PETER P. PrCIILYNN, tlle principal chief of the Choctaw Nation in 
1866, who was in \Vaslliugton during the negotiation of the treaty, 
though he took no part in negotiating the treaty or in employing Latrobe 
as attorney, testifies respecting the division of the mouey as foll.ows: 
Qnestion. State what Cochrane toM yon abont this matter, if anything.-Answer. 
He came to me a day or two before the division of the mouey, and told. me that one-
half of the $100,000 "'as to be gi,·en to th~ <lelegation of ltlG6, aud he had so managed 
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as to make them pay me what be was going to receive. He diu 11ot tell me what 
amount, ancl then, when the ~;ettlement came, Allen Wright handed me $10,000. That 
covers the whole grounu. I was in perfect ignorance, except up to the narrow piece 
of time of that payment. Beyond it I know nothing, and this side of it I know noth-
ing. It was by no pre-arrangement of mine that I got from the delegation or anybody 
el~;e. 
Q. Have you learued from-either of the delegates how much money the;);- got on that 
partition ~-A. No, sir; the national treasurer, Allen Wright, handed them-they were 
all together-the delegation, and myself, and Jolm T. Cochrane were present, wlwn 
each received a package of about the size that I received, but what it contained I could 
not tell. It was money, but I could not tell tbe amount. 
Q. When yon speak of the treasurer paying this out, you me::tn the same Allen 
Wright ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know whether he retained a package of $10,000 for IlimsclO-A. No, sir; 
I do not ]mow whether he retained any. 
Q. Who were tlwse delegates? -A. Alfred "'T ade, John Page, Allen V\T right, and James 
Riley. 
Q. Where was the room in which this payment was ma1le ?-A. In Leprern::'s chamber, 
on Pennsylvania avenue, in ·washingtou City. 
Q. Was that before or after the treaty was matle ~-A. After the treaty was ratified, 
just before leaving ·washington City for the nation. 
Q. Were the Chickasaw delegates present~-A. No, sir; not any of tllem. 
Q. Was Campbell LeFlore present ~-A. No, sir; I think he did not know anything 
Qf this matter. 
Q. Who was present besides the delegates and yourself?-A. John T. Cochrane. 
Q. Any other person ?-A. I do not recollect any other. 
Q. Did Cochrane rllceive a package at that time alKo ~-A. Yes, sir; ancl receipted, 
I think, by authority from Latrobe to receipt for $50,000 to the national treasurer, 
Allen Wrigbt. 
RoBERT lVI. JoNES, the chairman of the Choctaw delegation, through 
whom Cooper made the proposition for the division of the $100,000 to 
the delegation, and who alleges that be left Wasllington partly in dis-
gust of this corrupt proposition, and whose sllare Pitchlynn receh·ed, 
testifies: 
Question. Was there an agreement with Mr. Latrobe that the money should be 
divided in that way-one-half of it to him and his co-coun8el, and the other half to the 
delegation ?-Answer. There was no particular understanding with Mr. Latrobe him-
self that I know of; I suppose it was made with General Cooper, who was represent-
ing Mr. Latrobe. 
Q. You were acting as chairman of the delegation ~-A. Yes, sir; General Cooper 
-approached me, and aske<l me to name tbe matter to the delegates. I told them what 
General Cooper had proposed. I never knew whether they accepted of it or not. A 
few days afterward I came south, leaving the delegation behind me. 
Q. What delegates were present when yon made that explanation to them f-A. 1\Ir. 
Page, and Mr. Reilly, and Mr. Wade; Mr. Wright had gone north on a visit, I think, at 
that t.ime. 
Q. Were the Chickasaw delega.tes pre~<ent when that statement was made ~-A. They 
were at the same hotel, but we had no communication with them at all. But I recol-
lect that the Chickasaw delegates agreed with the Choctaw delegates to employ Mr. 
Latrobe. I think that the importance of employing Mr. Latrobe was brought to the 
notice of the Choctaw delegation by the Chickasaws, in the pr·esonce of General Cooper. 
Q. Have you learned from those delegates whether they received any portion of that 
money, and if so, how much ?-A. I have not. ·when I left \Vashington, I had notre-
ceived my compensation for my services, and could not until the treaty was concluded. 
I had to leave on account of some cotton troubles I had; and, besides, I was disgusted 
with the pr0position General Cooper had made; and I couclutled tllat my best plan 
was to leave. I then mentioned to Governor Wright, who was the treasurer of the 
·nation, that if there was anything allowed to me for my services, by the nation, for 
mileage and expenses, he was to bring it. home to me. I came home, and never heard 
anything more about it. I never Ileard from Mr. Wright until just before the Decem-
ber follo\ving, when he mentioned to me that he had received some money for me from 
the nation, but hall turned it over to Colonel Pitchlynn. That was the end of it. I 
never got a cent of money from auy quarter-not even what was due me by the Choc-
rtaw Nation for my services as a clelegate. 
Q. Wllat were yon to receive as delegnte from the Choctaw Nation ?-A. I think it 
rwa.s $3 a day anu mileage that we were to receive. 
-Q. Had you authorized Mr. Pitcblynn to receive any money for you ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you conversed with Mr. Pitehl5 uu about it ?-A. Yes, ~ir. He said that he 
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had received some money from Governor· Wright, as treasurer of the nation. I think 
he said that Wright had turned over $10,000 to him, but that he did not receive it as 
money belonging to me; that he received it as an advance on those net proceeds; that 
he was short of funds, and received it as an advance on that account, and that Mr. 
Wright had credited the nation with that amount. 
* 4f * * 
Q. Did Mr. Cooper's proposition to you agree with wha-t subsequently took place in 
the partition of the Latrobe fee ?-A. That was my understanding, from what I have 
heard since. 
Q. vVhat was Mr. Cooper's proposition to you ~-A. His proposition was that what-
ever they got they were to divide with the delegation. They were to get 50 per cent. 
on the amount collected, and were to give the delegation half of it. 
Q. Did he represent to yon, at the time, that he was authorized to speak for Mr. 
Latrobe in the matter ?-A. That was my understanding. 
IIOW THE LATROBE CO~TRACT WAS CONFIRMED BY THE 
CHICKASAW COUNCIL. 
"\VrNCIIESTEn. CoLBERT, one of the Chickasaw delegates, testifies 
that when the contract and treaty were reported to, and approved by, 
the Chickasaw council, not a word was said relati,·e to the division of 
money between the delegates and Latrobe either to the governor, the 
council, or the people; but, on the contrary, when the matter began to 
be talked of aruong theru, Colbert Rays, "I always tell them this, that I 
never receive any money except under treaties, and u11der appropriations 
of the legislature." 
RQBERT W. LovE, one of the Chickasaw delegates, and who reported 
the delegates' doi11gs to the council, testifies that when the report was 
made to the council by him, the printed treaty only was submitted for 
approval; no showing was made of the Latrobe contract, or the purpose 
of it, or manner in which the treaty was made, and the council, so far as 
be knows, was not aware when they made the last appropriation for 
Latrobe of the way in which the money was to be divided. It was not 
reported to the council that Cooper, Cochrane, or t.he delegates were to 
get a part of it, nor is it publicly known yet by the Chickasaw veople 
or by their council. 
LATROBE CONTRAUT NOT CONFIRMED BY CHICKASAW 
COUNCIL UNDERSTANDINGLY. 
CYl~US HARRIS, governor for eight years of the Chickasaw people, 
testifies that he had heard no report of the division of the money under 
the Latrobe contract until it came out in the testimony taken before this 
committee in July, 1872. His impression upon the subject will appear 
in the following extract from the testimony : 
Question. Have yon heard that those delegates who made the treaty of 18G6, Holmes 
Colbert, 'Vincbester Colbert, Colbert Carter, Love, aud Pickens, were t.o have part of 
the money under tile L:tt.robe contract ~-Answer. I nevPr have heard it. 
Q. You never heard it up to tllis time f-A. Not until yesterday. Judge Bonrlall(l 
told me yesterday thnt he heard something of it bei'e; thttt was the first I ever heard 
about it. * * " " * * " 
Q. vVas it understood at the council, or among the officers of the nation, so far as you 
noticed, at the time that these delegates made the report of the treaty and of the 
Latrobe contract, that the delegates were to llave any part of the money arising from 
the Latrobe contract f-A. No, sir; it was not understood in that way that I know of. 
Q. Do you believe that the Chickasaw people or the Chickasaw council would have 
indorsed a contract nuder which they were to pay Latrobe so much money if they had 
known that the delegates whom they had sent to make the treaty, and whom they had 
paid for that purpose, were charging ha.lf the money ?-A. I do not think they wouhl. 
Q. And the same as to the back annuities f-A. I do not think they wonld; but there 
is no telling what our legislature would do. They twist an<l screw about mightily, like 
all other legislatures. 
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JoHN E. ANDERSON, at present treasurer of the Chickasaw Nation, 
and a member of tbe legislature at tlte time the treaty was made, and 
doubtless a disinterested witness, testifies: 
Question. Do you know anything of a contract betweP-n the delega~es of 1863 and 
Latrobe, for the collection of back annuities, and other funds due to the Chickasaws f-
Answer. I do not know personally, only from hearsay. 
Q. Did you bear it from any of the delegates of 1866, Winchester Colbert, Holmes 
Colbert, or any of the men who helped to make the treaty of 1866 ?-A.. Holmes Colbert 
himself told me, but not distinctly, for me to understand it thoroughly. Winchester 
Colbert also told me, but would not explain all the particulars of the contract. 
Q. Has either of those delegates told you that the;y received a part of the $100,000 
which the Chickasaws advanced for Latrobe f-A.. No, sir. 
Q. When the delegates of 1866 reported their proceedings at Washington to the 
Chickasaw Kation, did they make jt known that they bad divided the $100,000 between 
themselves and Latrobe ~--A. No, sir. 
Q. Have they ever told your people from that time to this ?-A.. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know bow much of this money Latrobe himself got, and how much the 
others kept V-A.. No; I do not know about it. 
Q. Were you a member of the Chickasaw council at the time the report was made 
by the delegates of 1866 ?-A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. Which of the delegates made the report of the proceedings at Washington '1-A. 
I think Winchester Colbert, but I am not positive. 
Q. Was the report made in writing ?-A. No; it was just a verbal report. 
Q. Did they show to the council a copy of the treaty ?-A. They bad the treaty 
printed, and it was distributed among the members of the council. 
Q. Did Holmes Colbert, or any of the delegates, show to the council the Latrobe 
contract and explain it ?-A. I do not recollect exactly how that was. 
Q. Were there copies of the Latrobe contract distributed among the members of the 
council, as the copies of the treaty were ?-A.. No, sir; I think not. 
Q. Did Holmes Colbert tell the council that be got part of the $100,000 that was 
paid to Latrobe '-A. No, sir ; nothing of the kind. 
Q. Was the Latrobe contract agreed to by the Chickasaw council ?-A. I do not 
recollect; it may have been, but I do not recollect. 
R. BouRLAND, a. farmer, and a Chickasaw by marriage, not by birth, 
who was acquainted with the delegates who made the treaty of 1866, 
and was present when Holmes Colbert reported that he had paid over 
the $100,000 on the Latrobe Chickasaw contract, testifies as follows: 
Question. ·when you saw those delegates who came from ·washington~ and informe(l 
you of the makmg of the treaty, and raised the impression on your mind that they 
bad g:ot something into the treaty which would save the claims, did t.hey tell yon 
anything about the Latrobe contract 1-A.nswer. I do not think they mentioned it. 
1f * * * * if 7f. 
Q. When these proceedings of Holmes Colbert were before the council, did the 
council know that Holmes Colbert was getting part of the 50 per cent. when Latrobe 
was to have it ?-A. I do not know that the council did. I bad heard the statement. 
Q. Did your council know that Holmes Colbert, Winchester Colbert, Colbert Carter, 
Mr. Pickens, and Robert Love were to have a part of the Latrobe money f-A. If they 
knew it, I never heard of it until last Saturday morning. 
Q. Then they did not tell you in their conversation about the matter ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. And the Chickasaw people did not know it ~-A. I beard it for the first time last 
Saturd::ty. 
JosiAH BROWN, who was secretary of the Chickasaw Nation at the 
time the Latrobe contract was filed iu the office of the Secretary, testi~ 
:fies as follows: 
Question. Were there any papers filed in your office by Holmes Colbert touching that 
$100,000, excepting the contract itselff-Answer. None that I have seen or beard of. 
Q. Was there any resolution, that is a rnatter of record in your office, confirming 
the Latrobe contract made by the delegates of 1866 '?-A. I do not recollect, but I think 
that t.he conncil approved of it. 
Q. Is there anything on file in your office showing the proceedings of your council~ 
or of any committee of your council, or of auy officer of your nation, indicating that 
the $100,000, or any fees to be collectecl under the Latrobe contract, were to be d-ivided 
between Latrobe, Holmes Colbert, Winchester Colbert, Colbert Carter, Love, and 
Pickens ?-A.. None that I remember. 
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By Mr. Sl\nTH: 
Q. Has it not been rPcognized by the Chickasaw Nation that that contract was in 
existence, and has it not bc>en approved of by the Chickasaw people f-A. I always 
supposed and knew that there was such a contract. * * * * * 
Q. Is it generally nmlerstoo<l by the body of the people of your nation that there is 
an ttgreement to pay 50 per cent. on all moneys recovered on tlmt contract ?-A. I do 
not know that there is. 
Q. Is it your opinion that sneh is not the understanding f-A. I do not think there is 
such an unuerstanding. 
Q. ·what do you understand that contract vl"ith Latrobe to be, so far as it relates to 
the collection of ba<"k moneys dne by the Uniteu States ?-A. I disremember; it is so 
long since I read it that I do not recollect. 
Q. Have yon ever understood tlmt, by tbe terms and nndenmmding of that contract, 
it was to cost the Chickasaws one-half of a,ll the moneys collecteu for t.hem from the 
GoYernment1-A. No, :,;ir; I had no such uw:lerstanding. 
Q. Then, yon were not aware of that faet yonrself?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Has it ever been nn1lerstoo1l or ta.lke1l of among tho Cbicka~aw people that one-
half of the lllOIH'~'s collected by the parties to that contract has bePn n'tained by them 
for their services 0?-A. I do not know that that has been the case. It has IJeeu talked 
of tllat there has been woney retained. 
Q. Do yon think that yonr 1wopl~, if thp,y grnerally nnderAtood t,hat fnct, woul<l be 
satisfied with their agents' retniuing oue-haH''?-A. No, sir; I do not belieYe they 
would.. 
Jon~ D. 1\IOLETT, a Chickasaw physician and member of the house 
of representatin's, testifies that he understood that such a contract did 
exist, but never saw it nor a copy of it, thongh he has conversed with 
Cooper, Colbert, and others relati\~e to the disposition of the $100,000. 
Question. Do yon know whether these commissioners mnde a report of their doings 
to the Chickasaw Nation ~-Answer. They made a report so far as the treaty was con-
cerned, but I do not know of any outsiue. 
WrLLIA~r P. BROWN, who was governor of the Chickasaw Nation in 
1870, and who for the last two years has been a member of the council, 
was not aware of the terms of the Latrobe contract. lie testifies: 
'Question. Did you know at the time you were governor that Holmes Colbert was 
interested in the contract made with Latrobe in lb56 ?-Answer. No, sir. 
Q. You did not know that be was receiving a part of the proceeds of that con-
tract '-A. He was principttlly appointed to make contracts with atwrneys in Wash-
ington, to attend to that affair; I think he was alloweu 13 per cent. 011 the back allnu-
ities. 
Q. What was the date of that contract for 13 per cent.P-A. Th~t was made prior to 
my taking the executive office. 
Q. Was it prior to 18()61-A. No, sir; after 1866. 
Q. After the Latrobe contract ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were you aware that the Latrobe contract calle1l for 50 per cent. of the back an-
nuities '-A. No, sir; this is the first I heard of that. 
Q. Did you not know that tbe papers showing that fact wore on file in tho office of 
the secretary of the Chickasaw Natio11-showing th<:tt the contract between the dele-
gates of 1866 and Latrobe was, that Latrobe was to have 50 per cent. on all the 
moneys collected, on back annuities and other claims ~-A. No, sir; I do not know 
that that is the fact. 
GEORGE W .A.SIIINGTON, a member of the Chickasaw senate, testifies 
as follows. He says: 
I was one who re<]_nested the delegates to make a report to the council. They did 
not do it in writing, but made a verbal sta,tenH'nt. 
Question. \Vere you a member of the council at that time ?-Aus"Ter. I was an in-
terpreter and a member of the council also. 
Q. Which ones of the delegation did yon speak to and ask to make a report f-A. I 
asked Robert H. Lon·, the first of the delegates I met, to make the report in writing. 
Q. Did he refuse to do so ?-A. He did not think it necessary, as the treaty showed. 
for itself. 
Q. Did you speak with Robert H. LoYe about the contract with Latrobe ?-A. No, 
sir ; I did not. 
Q. HaYe you seen the contract to pay Latrobe $100,000 for his sen'ices in making the 
treaty '?-A. I onl~' saw the rel:lolution that was passed permitting the $100,000 to be 
paid to Latrobe. 
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Q. There was no contract presented showing that Latrobe was to get the $100,000 
and 50 per cent. on all moneys to be subsequently collected ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do your people know that Winchester Colbert and those men got back part of 
the back annuities as a portion of the Latrobe fee for themselves '?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Then it was not known among your people that Labrobe was to get 50 per cent. 
on the back annuities ?-A. No1 sir. 
Q. And it was not known that Holmes Colbert, Winchester Colbert, Colbert Carter, 
Pickens, and Love were to get a part of the back annuities also from Latrobe f-A. No,. 
sir; it >Yas not known. 
Q. And it is not known that they did receive any of iU-A. No, sir. 
Q. Then your people snpposcrl that Latrobe got all of that $100,000 >1-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And they have not learned that he only got $16,000 ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Has be not written a letter to your council showing that he only got $16,000 ?-
A. No, sir. In the argnment in regard to the Chocta,w net-proceeds claim I saw that 
Latrobe stated that he bad only got $16,000, all told, frorn the Choctaws. That is all I 
ever saw a!Jout it. 
[ThiR answer of tlJe witness bad no reference to 01Jickasa ws; it was 
on Choctaw matters ouly.J 
Q. Did those gentlemen who \Yere appointed as delegates, a,ml who !lid the figuring 
about the mattPL give ont that impression-that they were going to ba.ve a very hard 
job of it, an<l that. the Government was going to he severe a,nd h.trd to please in the 
matted-A. I think so; I think it was those who were goiug who gave out that im-
pression. 
Q. Did the~' do that f-A. I think they did. 
Q. When they came to make their report after they got the thing done, did they then 
report that they bad had a very bard time f-A. All the information that I got I got 
when thry first presented the memorial to the Commissioner of Indian Afl'ail's. They 
sent me a copy. 
Q. I :1m speaking of when they came back to the nation. I suppose that Colbert, 
Love, and the others came to the council f-A. I think we bad to send for them to come. 
If I remt•muer right, I think they were sent for, and when they came they did not make 
~ written report. They only told a few members, anu these mem hers told the others. 
[It sPems that these delegates not on1y were reticent about the La-
trobe fraudulent contract, but were so under duress on account of their 
conduct that they se'\'erally staid away from the council, and were sent 
for to report the treaty.] 
Q. They did not come before the council in <~e<>sion and make a talk ?--A. No, sir. 
Q. Wa~ it hard to get them to talk ~-A. I know that it was not told before the 
council. · · 
Q. Did yon tr~' to find out ?-A. I trie!l to fin<1 from Rob. Love, hnt I could not finn 
anything out. He told me to examine the treaty and I would get all the information 
I wauted. 
Q. If there is anything which you may wit:~h to state as matter of interest to-
your people, yon may state it.-A. I do not kuow. I c:tn st}tte one thing, however, 
that the people are ignorant of thof-le contracts going on at all. But very few of them 
know that there are such contracts ; and, in fact, few of t.he members of the legislature 
know it. I am sorry to say it, but it is positively so; very few uuderstand it. I 
have been interpreter at all times, even w bile I was a mem her, awl I know most of the 
members who have been in the legislature, and I know that they do not know often-
times what law is passed. 
ALEXANDER RENNIE, a member of the Chickasaw Nation, and secre-
tary of the council froni 1868 to 1870, testifies as follows: 
Question. From your observation among tho members of the legislature yourself, bow 
large a proportion of the members of the council-the enate and the house-actually 
know and understand the import of these contracts ?-Answer. I do uot suppose that 
.half of them know it. 
Q. State whether things were uot kept so dark that yon, occupying the position yon 
did, really did not know the fact tllat there was a coutract out to pay 50 per cent. on 
all the mouey that could be collected.-A. Yes, sir; things were kept in the dark fi·om 
me. I did uot know anything about it, and I am as iutiwate with all the parties as I 
am with auy persons in my own family. 
Q. How long wa::~ it after the thing was uone till you knew of it '?-A. I uidu't know 
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of it till witllin two or three days since-until the committee got down here from 
\Vashington. I tli<l not know there was anything of that kind going on. 
* * * * * 
Q. When the treat,y of 1866 was made, was the feeling among the people one of glad-
n ess that the treaty bad been made '(-A. Yes, sir ; they were very glad. 
Q. \Vhen the commissioners retnrne<l, did they give the impression that they had 
made such a treaty as woul<l secure a good <leal of money ?-A. I do not know. 
Q. \Vas tha,t kept in the background ?-A. I cannot say what the impression of the 
people was as to tho amonnt of money that they were to get. 
Q. \Vhat impression diu you yet '/-A. I do not recollect much about it. 
Q. There was not enough said about it even to impress you with that fact ~-A. No, 
~ir ; there was not. 
Q. Have you any idea of the amount of money there is actually dne by the United 
..., tates to the Chickasaw people ~-A. No, sir; I haven't. 
Q. Do you think that you are as well informed on that suhject as most of your neigh-
bors f-A. I expect that I am, except those parties who go to Washington. 
* i< * 
Q. Have you ever beard given out either by them (the delegates) or their friends 
anything that satisfied you, as a principal man, that they, have done anything extraor-
dinary for yon ~-A. No, sir; they always said that this busines!'l was uot finished, and 
that they would report when they gob through it, and things have gone on in that way 
from year to year. 
Q. Have they ever snbmitted any written statement-any business-like statement 
of what they are about ?-A. No, sir; I uo not know of any. None ca,me into my pos-
;session while I was in office. 
Q. Do you know of any official paper that can be found at Tishemingo, or anywhere 
else in the Chickasaw Nation, that conveys an intelligent impression either of what 
they had done or what they proposed to do ?-A. No, sir. 
Rev. C . .A. BURRIS. Is a farmer, cattle-raiser,andalsoal\fethodistlocal 
preacher, and a member of the Chickasaw Nation. Testifies that he 
coulu not exactly understand the resolution passed authorizing the del-
egates to make the treaty ; he cannot read or understand much English. 
He was present when Colbert made his report, but did not know the 
commissioners got half the $100,000, or were to share in the fees of back 
annuities, &c. There were "different rumors and reports'' in respect 
to the subject. 
HENDERSON GREENWOOD, a Cllickasaw Indian and a farmer, and a 
member of tile Chickasaw council, just before the contract was made, 
testifies that be heard no talk about tile treaty or contract, except ''a 
rumor in the neighborhood that there was such a treaty, but did not 
understand it distinctly." He swears that he believes others were no 
better informed than himself~ and that he is well acquainted with a 
o-reat many people. He says, "They are like me; they do not know 
anything about it." 
l\fARTIN UHOLLAR, who was a United States Indian agent for the 
Choctaws and Chickasaws, in 1866-1869, states that he "was in the 
nation when they had the matter under consideration as to whether 
they would appro.ve the contract or not." "The matter" of the contract 
4 ' came out in the council which was held in 1867. It had been con-
(~ealed, I should judge from appearances, by the delegation of 1866. 
When the matter came to be known that they had entered into such a 
contract, there was a great deal of excitement." 
GEORGE vY ASHINGTON, a member of the Chickasaw senate, testifies: 
Question. While you were a member was that subject of the treaty or contract ever 
b rought before the senate for consideration and action f-Auswer. I do not know. It 
was not brought out publicly, and not the first one of them ever explained anything 
to me about it, an<l I do not know anything about it. 
Q. Do you know anything about the proceedings of the delegation, either in making 
the treaty or the contract, except from public rumor '1-A. That is all. 
Q. Are you a member of the senate now 'I-A. Yes. 
Q. What proportion of the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation cannot talk or well 
understand tl::e Eng1ish language ?-A. Nearly all of them cannot speak Englifih. 
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Q. Did you kuow, as a senator, that $100,000 of the money belonging to yonr na,tion 
was paid to a lawyer in Washington City by the name of Latrobe, to secure that 
treat:v ?-A. I did not. 
Q. ·Did you know that Holmes Colbert collected $316,000 at Washington, belonging 
to the Chickasaw Nation, as hack annuities ?-A. I diu not. 
Q. Did you kn0w, or hear, how much that lawyer at Washington was to be paid for 
his services in securing the treaty ?-A. I did not know. 
'* ?f if * 7f. * 
HOW THE CHIUKASA W $100,000 WERE DIVIDED. 
To obtain tllC $100,000 which, by contract entered into on the 29th 
of 1\Iay, 1866, with Latrobe, the Chickasaw delegates were to pay La-
trobe, an act of appropriation by the Chickasaw legislature was re-
fused, and to secure this appropriation was also to secure the approval 
of the action of the delegates by the legislature. This was accomplished, 
and a commission of two, Holmes Colbert and G. D. James, were ap-
pointed to go to Washington to receive the money from the Treasury 
and pay Latrobe. 
DouGLAS H. CooPER, who, as it has been shown by the preceding 
extracts of testimony, made to the delegates of the Choctaw Nation the 
proposal to divide the $100,000 between them and Latrobe, testifies in 
relation to the Chickasaw contract and the division of the $100.000 
as follows: , 
Question. Then the commissioners who made the treaty for the Chiclntsaws in 1866 
also made a contract with Latrobe like the one with the Choctaws, except tlutt the 
subject-matter was different ?-Answer. Yes, sir. 
Q. But the percentage was the same ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the Chickasaws advanced $100,000 ?-A. The legislature some time after-
ward passed an act appropriating $100,000. Not a dollar can be taken from the 
Chickasaw funds without an act of the legislature. The government cannot pay any 
claim except by an act of the legislature. 
Q. Then, in pursuance of a contract with Latrobe, approved in 1866 by the legisla-
ture of the Chickasaw Nation, it advanced $100,000 ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Of which Mr. Latrobe got how much ?-A. I do not remember the exact amount. 
Q. Did 3'0urself, Cochrane, and Latrobe get the net amounts of $50,000 <tfter dt~duct­
ing the expenses f-A. No, sir; nothing like it; $10,000, I think, was tile dist,ributive 
~hare to each. 
ROBERT H. LOVE, one of the Chickasaw delegates to the treaty of 
1866, testifies as follows: 
Qnestion. Did you get any f-Answer. I will answer that under duress. I did. 
\Vell, I do not know that I got any of that $100,000, but I got son1e money. 
Q. How much ?-A. Five thousand dollars. 
vVrNCHES1'ER CoLBERT, one of the Chickasaw delegates who con-
tracted to pay Mr. Latrobe $100,000 for assisting him "in saving the 
country," and "never had any idea that he would give any of the dele-
gates anything," testifies that Holmes Colbert brought him his portion 
of the money on his return from Washington. 
Question. Who brought the money to you '!-Answer. Holmes Colbert. 
Q. How much did yon receive f-A. Eight thousand dollars. 
Q. How mnch did Holmes r etain ?-A. That I do not know. That was all he gave 
me. He said that for his trouble he took $500 out of the part sent to me. 
Q. So that there was $8,500 intended for ;von iu t he first place by Latrobe ~-A. Yes. 
* * if * * * 7+ 
Q. When you received the $8,000 from Holmes Colbert, did you understand what it 
was for ~-A. I did not until be told me. 
Q. What explanation did Holmes make of it ?--A. He said we were all to help one 
another, and to help Latrobe to carry it out, and that this was my part for helping him. 
Q. \Vere you surprised when you received the money ~-A. I had no .idea t,hat there 
w:1s any coming. I thought that Holmes had given it to Latrobe. 
Q. Wllo ui.d Holmes say had sent it to you f-A. I do not recollect now ,..,·hether he 
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said who had sent it. He said that that was my share to help Latrobe out. That was 
all I could understand of it. 
Q. Do these parties know that you men are dividing the fees with Latrobe ?-A. 
Well, they talk a good deal about it all t,l1e time. 
Q. Have you admitted it to them f-A. I never have told them. I always tell them 
this: that I never received any money except under treaties and under appropriations. 
of the legislature. 
Q. Is that the wa.y you understand the Latrobe contract-to be by treaty ?-A. Yes, 
as well as I can understand it; it is all the way that I understand it. 
Q. I thought I nn<lerstood you a moment ago that it was a gift from Latrobe to you? 
-A. That is the way I always tell the people-that is the only way I ever drew 
nwney. 
Q. Then you have not told them that the money yon hall received was part of the 
$100,000 paid to Latrobe ?-A. No, sir; I never told them I had got any of that money. 
I always tell them that I receive mo11ey according to treaty and under appropriations 
of the legislature. 
G. D. JAl\IES testifies as to this matter as follows: 
Question. Were you appointed in connection with Holmes Colbert, hy a law of your 
council, to go to \Vasllington and lift from the United States Treasury funds belonging 
to the Chickasaws amounting to $l00,000, :md to pay tile same on a contract entereu 
into between the Chickasaw delegates who made the treaty between the United States 
and the Cllickasaws in 18G6, and one John H. B. Latrobe, of Baltimore ?-Answer. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. State to tlle committee what you did in that connect.ion.-A. Colbert and I went 
to "\Vashington and got the Secretary of the Interior to sell an amount of stocks to pay 
the $100,000. 
Q. Do you recollect wllat stocks were sold f-A. United States stocks, I think; that 
is my impression. 
Q. Do you know wllat the United States bonds sold at f-A. l think that about $74,000 
in bonds brought the $100,000. 
Q. Did you pay the money over to Latrobe ?-A. No, sir, I did not; the requisition 
was drawn for us. Colbert got it an<l made all the payments. 
Q. "\Vere yon present when they were made '?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know to whom he gave the money f-A. He told me that he paid it to 
Latrobe. 
Q. Did he bring any receipt for it to the nation ?-A Yes; Latrobe signed a receipt. 
Q. Do yon know whether there were other persons beside~ LatrobA who received 
any of the money ?-A. I am not certain of any; I did not see any oue else paid. In fact 
I did not see the money paid to him. 
Q. You did not sPe it deliverNl ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you learnt>d from any of the Chickasaw delflgates who made that treaty of 
1866 whether th<'y received any of that money f-A. No, sir; none of the delegates 
ever told me that they hafl got any. · 
Q. Have yon learned from l\Ir. D. H. Cooper that they received any part of that 
$100,000 ?-A. I do not know whether Geneml Cooper said anythiug to me about it; 
only just when I was on this last time. Dr. Albert Long, a Chickasaw, 'vas the first 
man that tohl me abont the distribution of the money. He told me that Love had ma<le 
a statement tlu1t be bad drawn so runch of that money. I think that Cooper told me 
that all the <lelt>ga.tes got some of that money; but asto any of the delegates telling 
it to me, the~r did not; Colbert told me that they dividerl the $~5,000 which was used 
when making the treaty; or rather that it was to he divided, but that they did not 
divide it all, ancl th atthey paid a, portion to Latrobe & Co. That was $25,000 which 
was borrowed before we got the requisition. The $:!5,000 was returned, aud that was 
<livi<le<l with the delegates. That is what I uuderstooL1 from Colbert. He said that 
the delegates were to divide it. 
Q. Do you know wlwther tho delt>gates wt>re paid by the Chickasaw Nation for their 
services and expeuses aside from the $10U,OUO l-A. Yes, sir. 
SERVICE LATROBE CLAL\IS TO HAVE RENDERED . 
.According to Latrobe's own teRtimony on oath, he drew the preRent 
form of the treaty after the one drawn by the Interior Department had 
been rejected by the commissioners, and that it varied but slightly from 
the one drawn by the Government officials. And yet for this slight serv-
ice he baR actuall.v received $:32,000 and fraudulently defratHled his 
claimants out of $1GS,OOO more in order to secure tlle ser-vices of corrupt 
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accomplices to aid him in securing this $32,000, and through tlle con-
tracts n1ade with those accomplices continues to draw from these nations 
wltenever they procure money from the Go,·ernment,. as shown iu the 
back annuit,y sta.tement. He claims in his te:::;timony that he "nego-
tiated the treat.y of 186G, spending, for that purpose, nearly the entire 
winter and spring in Washington." He further says, "My agenc,y in 
tile whole business has been that of counsel, having had no agency what-
e,·er in appearing before the committee, or doing wllat is ordinarily 
termed lobbying." 
ALLEN WRIGHT testifies in response to the question, ''What serdce 
did he (Latrobe) render ~-A. He acted as attorney for the delegation in 
presenting all the arguments in writing.'' He further testifies that La-
trobe drew up a form of treaty differing but slightly from that previously 
drawn by the United SLates commissioners at Fort Smitll. Allen 'Vrigllt 
further swears that Latrobe wrote to llim, (vVright,) hdmitting that lle 
(Latrobe) had received $16,000 for his services, (tl!at is of the Clwctaws,) 
and stating that '' anybody could have attended to that business for 
$50.''-
,VINCHES'l'ER CoLBERT swears that the only difference in the treaty 
as it passed and. the first draught of it made at Fort Smith, is that all men-
tion of the subject of back annuities is omitted, a change which he (\'Yin-
chester Colbert) suggesbed; also, all reference to the social status of the 
colored race among the Indians. He considers that Latrobe's services 
consisted in preventing a forced sale of the Indians' land and in saving 
their back annuitiP.s. To the question, "What has Mr. Latrobe done to 
procure ·these back annuities "~" the reply is, "Preparing the pam-
phiets and investigating everyt.hing as it went, and making his argu-
ment;" the pamphlet referred to being simply the argument in.printed 
form. 
HoBERT H. LovE, one of the commissioners upou the part of the Chick-
asaws, in his testimony acknowledges the services of Latrobe in this 
matter to have consisted simply in drawing up a uew copy of the treaty 
iu place of, and differiug somewhat from, that submitted by the United 
States commissioner, Cooley. 
CAl\'IPBELL LEFLOH.E, secretary of the commissioners of the Choctaw 
Nation when the treaty was made, states in his testimony, in reply to 
the question, "What services did .Mr. Latrobe rencled -A. He advised 
with us, and talked to the delegation, and he furnished the general 
draughts of the treaty-two or three draughts." 
The opinion of HoBERT J\I. JONES, the cllairman of the joint delega-
tion of Choctaws and Chickasaws, as to the services rendered. by Latrobe 
in the consummation of this treaty, may be inferred from the following 
extract from his testimony: 
Question. Was there any very great service required ou the part of counsel to secure 
the treaty as it was made f-Auswer. No, sir. 
THE USE OF JOHN H. B. LATROBE'S NAME FOH EFFECTING 
FRAUD. 
The committee believe that it is the duty of the United States Gov-
ernment to exercise its power as the protector of the Choctaw and 
Chickasaw people under its treaty stipulations with them, and under 
the moral obligations that devolve upou it toward all tribes dwelling 
within its borders, and to compel .John H. B. Latrobe and his accom-
plices to refund to the Choctaws the $100,000, and to the Chickasaws 
H. Rep. 98-8 
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the $316,606.67 drawn from them under the contracts made with the 
delegates of those nations respectively less the amount of annuities 
paid to the Chickasaws by Holmes Colbert, special Cbickasaw commis-
sioner, which Latrobe, by his collusory contracts with the delegates of 
1866, defrauded these nations of. Latrobe testifies before the commit-
tee, and also wrote to the Secretary of the Treasury, that he had only 
received $16,000 fees from the Choctaws in connection with the treaty 
of 1866, but he was as silent as the grave as to what became of the 
remaining $84,000 of the $100,000 stipulated for in the contract between 
himself and the delegates of 1866, and the same amount with the Chick-
asaws. But Latrobe testifies, also, that he knew of the intended divis-
ion of the money-one-half to the delegates of 1866, and that the other 
half, or 850,000, was to be and was accordingly divided between himself, 
D. H. Cooper, and John T. Cochrane, $16,000 each=$48,000, and that 
the remaining $2,000 was used in expenses; and McPherson, (Cochrane's 
executor,) Cooper, Allen Wright, who was one of the delegates and 
treasurer of the Choctaw Nation, and who paid the money over under 
the fraudulent contract, and P. P. Pitchlynn, then principal chief, all 
swear to the same state of facts. Again, Latrobe was fully cognizant 
of and took part in the whole proceeding, for it appears that he gave to 
D. H. Cooper and John T. Cochrane written authority to receive from 
Allen \Vright, Choctaw treasurer, the $100,000, and to receipt for the 
same in his name, which they did, and that receipt was returned by. 
Allen \Vrigbt to the Choctaw treasury as his voucher for the disburse-
ment of that money. 
Latrobe, in his testimony before the committee, recognizes this state 
of facts, and states that Cochrane paid over to him the $16,000. The 
proof is that Allen Wright handed $50,000 to Cochrane, being tile part 
that Latrobe and these meu were to ha,-e, and that he divided the other 
$50,000 with the delegates under tile Latrobe contract; but Latrobe's 
receipt, which he took care to have provided, was for the whole amount, 
as the contract was in his name only; this was necessary. 
What has been said of Allen vVright's payment of money of the 
Chocta\YS for division under the Latrobe contract with the Choctaw del-
egates, is also true of Holmes Colbert and the Chickasaw moneys and 
delegates of that nation-Cooper and Cochrane also being in both trans-
actions with Latrobe. The contract was made wbo11y with Latrobe, for 
the reason that he was a stranger to the Indian people, except to those 
delegates who were in collusion with him, and the only means by which 
the Choctaw and Uhickasaw people could be induced to pay so large an 
attorney's fee, was to impress them with the belief that their attorney 
bad, by his transcendent wisdom, ability, and great national influence, 
carried tllem O\er great perils in their relations with the United States. 
And this fraud was practiced with success. But the transaction be-
comes infamous in the ratio of its success, for the reason that corrupt 
appliances became necessary and were used to the same extent. It 
would not <lo to name .T. T. Cochrane in the character of a great lawyer, 
for he had for years been known to the Choctaws as a not very success-
ful claim-agent acting for them in the net-procee<ls matter; an<l it 
would not do to name D. H. Cooper, as this :figure-head of such great 
importance, for it was well known to all the Choctaw and Chickasaw 
people that be bad been United States Indian agent in 1860 and 1861, 
for the Choctaws and Chickasaws, and had betrayed his trust and joined 
the rebellion, and that be had transferred moneys intrusted to him as 
such agent over to the confederate authorities, and at that time stood 
as a defaulter, in heavy amounts, to the trust imposed in him by the 
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Government; and, further, that he served in the confederate army, com-
manding against the United States forces the very Indians he had offi-
cially promised to care for and protect. But John H. B. Latrobe was 
a stranger to the Choctaws; was a lawyer of Baltimore; was willing 
to collude with Cooper and Cochrane to debauch and dishonor the In-
dian delegates to the corruption of plundering his clients, the delegates' 
own people, the Choctaws and Chickasaws, and having drawn the dele-
gateR into this villainy by the aid of Cooper, all parties in interest com-
menced the work of magnifying his importance, and succeeded both 
admirably and profitably. 
LATROBE AND McPHERSON ATTEMPT TO BLACK-MAIL P. 
. P. PlTCHLYNN, CHOCTAW DELEGATE. 
Latrobe and his accomplices, Cooper and Cochrane, having succeeded 
so thoroughly in debauching the Choctaw and Chickasaw delegates of 
18G6 into defrauding their peoples in Latrobe's name, and in the division 
of the spoils under the collusive contracts of J\.fay 16 and 29, 18G6, un-
dertook-to control P. P. Pitchlynn by a fraudulent proposition. Coch-
rane being dead, his executor, J. D. McPherson, engaged with Latrobe 
in this undertaking and failed, but left the evidence of their villainy 
in writing, a copy of which the committee insert in this statement. P. 
P. Pitchlynn and others of the delegates of t.he Choctaws were ap-
pointed by act of the Choctaw council in 1853, and were instructed and 
directed by several succeeding acts of the council to prosecute before 
Congrest::~ the Choctaw net-proceeds claim and to urge an appropriation 
for its payment. 
On the 2d day of March, 1861, Congress did appropriate on this 
claim $500,000, of which $250,000 was ordered to be paid in money, which 
was paid, as shown in this report, and the remaining $250,000 was pay-
able in United States 6 per cent. bonds. (See Stat. at Large, vol. 12, 
page 238.) These bonds have not been delivered, and McPherson, (ex-
ecutor of J. T. Cochrane, deceased,) and J. H. B. Latrobe, opposed the 
authority of Pitchlynn and his co-delegates, to receive the bonds, as will 
appear by Latrobe~s letters to the Secretary of the Treasury, herein 
reterred to. 
CORRl'PT PROPOSITION OF LATROBE AND M1PHERSON TO P. P. PITCHLYNN. 
In order to adjust and settle all conflicting claims between the various persons em-
ployed in prosecuting the claim of the Choctaw Nation for bonds authorized to be 
issued to them by the act of March 2, 1861, it is hereby stipulated and agreed that the 
following fees lJe paid in full satisfaction of all claims of the parties hereto for com-
pensation as aforesaid: 
1. 'l'o George W. Wright, one-half the entire interest on the said bonds, that is to say, 
the interest on $125,000 of bonds. 
2. 'l'o John D. Mcf'herson, executor of J. T. Cochrane, in bonds or coin, $20,833.:33-i-
for the said estate, (referring here to the estate of J. T. Cochrane,) and $12,500 interest. 
3. To John H. B. Latrobe, of Baltimore, $41,666.66 in bonds or coin. 
Witness our hands and seals this 3d day of March, A. D. 1871. 
JOHN D. McPHERSON, 
Executor, <fc. 
JOHN H. B. L,ATROBE. 
This corrupt proposition of Latrobe and McPherson Pitchlynn would 
not accede to, and then McPherson tore the paper (containing the pro-
position as above, with his and Latrobe's name on it) into pieces, and, 
throwing it on the floor, left the room. The pieces were carefully pasted· 
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on paper and furnished to the committee in its examination of Pitch-
1~-nn, :uul the paper and corrupt proposition it contained baxe been 
recognized. and a<lmitted by both Latrobe and. :\fcPherson in their testi-
mony before the committee, as tue same presented to Pitchlynn and 
refused by him. Latrobe, McPherson~ and Cooper, commenced aeti,-ely 
to preYent the issue of tlle bonds to Pitcblynu and his co-delegates, as 
soon as they failed to black-mail him, and to induce him to betray llis 
trust to his people. 
The committee called George W. Wright, whose name is also men-
tioned in this proposition, to answer concerning it, and here insert his 
answer as part of his testimony. 
Latrobe, in his testimouy, states that he is entitled to a fee of 50 per 
cent. on these $250,000 bonds, by his contract made on May 16, 1866·, 
while the bonds were appropriated by act of March 2, 1861, over five 
years before he became Choctaw attorney. This is like his claim of 50 
per cent. out of the Chickasaw moneys paid out by the regnlflr GoYern-
ment agents and E-uperintendents prior to his contract of May 16, 1866. 
In short, he and his associates will claim aud take whateYer they 
can from the Indians, irrespective of law~ justice, or professional in-
tegrity. 
\V ASH:lliGTON, D. C., Fcbrum·y 20, 18i3. 
G. \V. WRIGHT, Attorney for Choctaw Nation: 
Your name appears in a written proposition made by J. D. McPherson, administra-
tor of J. T. Cochrane, deceased, and John H. B. Latrobe, demanding $i5,000 out of the 
bonds appropriated to the Choctaws by act of March 2, 1861, as shown by the memor-
andum of agreement bearing their signatures, and dated March 3, 1871. State to the 
committee, in full, in Wl'itiug, your connection, if auy, with this transaction. 
Yours, respectfully, 
J. P. C. SHANKS, 
Chainnan Committee on Indian Affai1's, House of Representatit•es. 
\VASIIINGTON, Febl'ua1'y 23, 1873. 
Sm: In answer to your Jetter of February 20, I beg leave to reply, that I was in no 
sense interested in or connected with the contract or proposition referred to in your 
letter, but as my name appears in the paper, I will, as briefly as possible, explain that, 
at that date, I had a contract with the Choctaw delegates (P. P. Pitchlynn and Peter 
Folsom) by which I was to receive one-half of all interest which might be allowed on 
the $250,000 in bonds claimed to be due from the United States to the Choctaw Nation. 
Latrobe and McPherson denied the right of the Choctaw delegation to allow me 
interest or any commission whatever on that portion of the $~50,000 bonds, which they 
claimed belonged to themselves, but they proposed to surrender to me the interest on 
their part of the bonds, provided Colonel Pitchlynn would acknowledge their claim, 
at the same time asserting that unless he did so acknowledge their claims the bonds 
should never be paid over to him. 
I have never met Mr. Latrobe, and do not even know his person, and all conference 
upon this snbject, both oral and written, has been with Mr. McPherson, and I did say 
to him that it was a matter of indifference with me who paid me my commission, pro-
vided it was sanctioned by Colonel Pitchlynn; and that if he could come to some ami-
cable and satisfactory agreement with him, I would receive from him the commission 
coming from such portion of the claim as might be recognized by Colonel Pitcblynn 
as belonging to the estate of Cochrane, and would allow him the 7 per cent. commis-
sion which he was entitled to by law as the executor of the Cochrane estate. 
Soon after this conversation, and on the 2d day of March, 1tl71, I reaei ved from Mr. 
McPherson the following letter : 
" W ASHI.NGTON, Mm·ch 2, 1871. 
"DEAR SIR: All is ready to put the bonds through. The committee's report is 
printed, and I am told they have the right to report and take a vote at any moment. 
Your terms are agreed to. vVe (Cochrane) give you our one-forth of the interest-if 
Peter will do the same your one-half is certain. I will put this in writing in any shape 
you want. 
"Yours, 
~'J. D. 1\f. 
''G. W. WRIGHT, Esq. 
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"P. S.-I have called several times without finding you. I wish you would call; I 
have something to tell you. 
"J.D.M.n 
The day following, after it became known that the committee of conference on 
Indian Affairs had agreed to an amendment directing the $250,000 in bonds to be paid, 
as provided for in the act of March 2, 1861, I received from Mr. McPherson the fol-
lowing letter : 
"WASHINGTON, March 3, 1871. 
"DEAR SIR: I left at your house, a moment ago, an agreement to be signed by your-
self aud Colonel Pitchlyun for his delegation or with them. 
You observe that I get...... . . . . . . . . . . . . ................... . ......... ~. $20, 833 33 
Interest .... --- ... _ ..... ___ .. ·-- __ ... ---· .. ___ ... ___ .•.. _ ... __ .•. ·-- __ .. 12,500 00 
Latrobe gets ...... ___ --- .. ___ .... __ .................................... 41,666 67 
75,000 00 
being 30 per cent. on $250,000, which I am entitled under the Cochrane contract. 
"Yours, 
''J.D.M." 
Not happening to be in at the moment when Mr. McPherson called at my bouse, 
and left the agreement referrecl to in the above note, I immediately, upon my arrival 
home~ carried the document down to Mr. McPherson's office, and explainP.d to him 
that the agreement did not need my signature, a.s the contract only concerned the 
parties who had already sigut>d it and Colonel Pitchlynn. He replied, ''Very well, but 
yon must get Colonel Pitchlynn's name to that paper, or he will never get the bonds-
of this I am certain." Mr. McPherson then revealed to me certain facts showing the 
1·eal posit,ion which one of Mr. Banfield's assistants then held in the solicitor's office, 
aud that if the claim of $75,000 was not allowed, Colonel Pitcblynn would not be recog-
nized as the proper authority to receive the bouds. I became a good deal alarmed at 
the revelations Mr. McPherson had made, aud suggested to him that if they would 
consent to take one-half of the amount demanded, I would advise Colonel Pitch lynn to 
consent to the arrangement. He replied, "No; we bad rather lose the whole/' 
I then took the agreement down to Colonel Pitcblynn, and told him that I thought we 
were iu the hands of the Philistines, and that if he considered, on the whole, that it 
would be for the interests of his people to accede -to this demand, one-half of the 
amount shouhl come out of my commission. Colonel Pitchlynn flew into a towering 
rage, aml accused me of having joined the Cooper ring, and intimated that be had no 
further occasion for my services, by saying that " hereafter he would attend to his own 
business, in his own way." 
I so far satisfied him of our real danger and my own sincerity, that he consented to 
consult his co-delegate, Peter Folsom, then residing in Colonel Pitchlynn's family, but 
not at that moment in the house, and I left the agreement, that the two delegates 
might read it over together. I then went back to report progress to Mr. McPherson, 
and we soon after went back to Colonel Pitchlynn's, finding both delegates together. 
Colonel Pitchlynn, in violent language, denouuced Mr. McPherson as be bad me, as 
having joined the Cooper ring. Mr. McPherson deuied hewing any possible c.onnection 
with Cooper in the matter, and assured Colonel Pitchlynn that the $41,666.67 was all 
going to Latrobe; that it was but a day or two since that he had discovered that 
Cochrane, during his life-time, had conveyed a large part of his interest in the net-
proceeds claim to Latrobe. Mr. McPherson, in <:tpparent grief at Colonel Pitchlynn's 
suspicion that he had joined the Cooper ring, tore the partially e:s:ecntetl contract in 
pieces, and threw them down at the feet of Colonel Pitchlynn. 
Here the matter rested a few days, and the act of March 3, 1871, re-appropriating 
these bonds, had become a law. The Secretary of the Treasury agreetl t,hat this 
new law met and coyered the only difficult.y suggested in his letter to Congress of 
December 18, 1870. Colonel Pitchlynn now again held out his bands for the bonds, !Jut 
the Secretary of the Treasury informed him that there was still one more point to be 
settled, and that was as to who was entitled to receive said bonds. 
Colonel Pitchlynn himself <t Choctaw, and his Choctaw co-delegates, came here more 
than nineteen years ago, clothed with full povYer to settle and dispose of, by treaty or 
otherwise, all and every claim and interest of the Choctaw people against the Govern-
ment of the United St.ates, and to adjust and bring to a final close all unsettled busi-
ness of the Choctaw people with the said Government of the United States. 
And for the purpose of terminating all authority, or pretended authority, of any 
claim agent, attorney, or other pretended representative of said nation, it was further 
provided in said act, "That the chief::~ be required to inform the Governmeut at Wash-
ington, through the proper channel, of the appointment of said delegation of the 
nation, of their powers, and of the fact that no other person whatsoeva is authorizeu to 
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act or represent Choctaw claimants at Washington." (Laws Choctaw Nation, p. 12:1.) 
This authority Colonel Pitchlynn still holds, and has held every day since the 9th 
November, 1!::!53. He negotiated the treaty of 1855, and has ever since been here as the 
legal representative of his people, holding out his hand for the money stipulated to be 
paid by that treaty. He received and receipted for the $250,000 in money appropriated 
by the same act, which provided for the issue of the bonds. 
I also received from Mr. McPherson the following letter, the day or day after its date: 
''WASHINGTON, Mm·ch 22, 1871. 
"DEAR SIR: I believe all obstacles to the delivery of the bonds are removed. Fol-
lowing your lead, Mr. Latrobe has also, in writing, disclaimed all right to receive the 
bonds, and I have verually done the same. I understand the Secretary is satisfie<l 
with this, and nothing now remains but the Philadelphia claim,* which he will cer-
tainly disre~ard. All this rests on the assurance that P. P. P.--- will keep the 
faith be pledged in the Cochrane contract. If I have good reason before the payment 
by the Secretary to believe be will repudiate that contract, the bonds and interest 
will infallibly go out to the nation. Of this I am sure. I think C.'st interest pretty 
safe there; certainly that will be better than to lose it. 
"Respectfully, 
"JNO. D. McPHERSON. 
"GEo. W. WRIGHT, Esq." 
Simultaneously with the receipt of this letter, I received a note from that assistant 
solicitor referred to by Mr. McPherson in his revelations to me, simply aE.king me to call 
on him at his office. I at once cal1ed as be requested, and in conversation with him I 
became fully convinced that all Mr. McPherson had said in relation to him was true. 
As a full and faithful statement of all the revela.tions then and there made to me, to-
gether with the positive and unqualified denial by said official of the truth of each 
and every of my statements, and charging back in substance t.hat in that statement 
I bad commenced, continued, and ended in absolute lies, is now on file in the Treas-
ury Department. I will here onl,y brie:tiy say that I was told that Pitchlynn would 
never receive tlwse bonds unless he allowed the claim of McPherson, Latrobe & Co. 
I am now satisfied that his revelations then and there made to me as to his 1·eal posi-
tion in the solicitor's office was perfectly true in every particular. This question as 
to who were the ';proper authorities" to receive the bonds remainecl iu the bands of 
the Secretary for two or three weeks, and although I entreated him to decide the ques-
tion for himself, and that any decision hA might make would be cheerfully acquiesced 
in, he, nevertheless, on the 21st of March, turned the whole question over to Mr. Ban-
field for his decision. After having it under advisement for over a month, he finally 
decided that "By the act defining the duties of tile national treasurer of tbe Choc-
taws, it 'Yould seem that be is the only proper authority to receive and receipt for 
the bonds in tile absence of a specific act giving this right to some other person." 
To show that a part at least of Mr. Banfield's decision "·as really the work of tile 
official employed at that time as an assistant to Mr. Banfield, and who had declared 
that the bonds would not be delivered to Colonel Pitchl.vnu except upon certain 
pecuniary conditions not fulfilled, it is only necessary to refer to the :fifth section of 
the act creating the office of national treasurer of the Choctaw Nation, where it is 
expressly provided that "It shall not he lawful for the national treasurer to pay or 
RECEIVE any mouey on account of the nation, but on the warrant or certificate of the 
auditor." (See Laws Choctaw Nation, p. 238.) 
It is dne to Mr. McPherson here to say that he did not, nor ever has pretended to me 
that be had any improper influence in the solicitor's office. And I ought also to say 
tilat the official referred to above, in his proposition to employ his in:tiuence in favor 
of my clients, did so professing it to be a friendlr act toward myself. He said that 
the Government had no confidence in Colonel Pitchlynn; that the records of the De-
partment showed that he was a defaulter to his people for a large amount-some two 
or three hundred thousand dollars-and that the Government was unwilling to trust 
the bonds in his hands, and that it would require some lit.tle management to prevent 
their being sent down to the Choctaw Nation, "in which case neither of us would get 
any fee." I replied that that defalcation dodge I knew to be an infamous lie, and that 
I had in m;y possession positive evidence that he was not only not a defaulter, but that 
his government was still indebted to him for a considerable amount for his services as 
delegate. 
Tbe question of veracity between that official a.nd myself can only be sett.lcd between 
ourselves, as no other mortal was present, or heard one word of that conversation, 
although he has produced an imaginary witness, who testifies that he was present, and 
*Mr. McPherson l1ere r eft>rs to the claim of Lehman & Co. 
tC. means John T. Cochrane. 
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that no such conversation ever occurred between us. While it may be of no import-
ance to the Government as to how this question may be eventually settled between us, 
it seems to me to be vitally important to the Government to ascertain, Ly investigation, 
whether it be true in point of fact that official dicl or did not hold the position in the solici-
tor's office which I am prepared at any time to swear upon oath that he himself pro-
fessed to bold. 
I have the honor to be your obedient servant. 
Hon. J. P. C. SrrANKS, 
G. \V. WRIGHT, 
Attorney for Choctaw Nation. 
Chairman Cornrnittee on Indian Affairs, Hmtse of Representati1:es. 
JOHN H. B. LATROBE. 
This man, befouled with professional prostitution ftnd guilty of commit-
ting and permitting the most fulsome personal praise and false assump-
tions in aid of the collusions and frauds he has committed on his clients, 
the Choctaws aud Chickasaws, deserves the attention of the committee, 
not for any good he has done his clients, the Indians, but that he may 
be known and that the record he has made may follow the man through-
out a life that he has tarnished by his own will, for money, and who is 
not improved by the time that has elapsed since his combined fraud~ 
on his clients were committed in 1866, over the Choctaws and Chicka-
saws, but whose zeal in support of that combination is as active as in 
the hour he, Uooper, Cochrane, and the delegates of those two nations 
respectively plundered these Indians in the name of official duty and 
professional snperiority. 
Not content with the $100,000 gotten of the Choctaws, and the same 
of the Chickasaws in 1866, for himself and accomplices, as heretofore 
shown in the report, he now foists himself on to the appropriation 
of $250,000 United St::ttes bonds appropriated by act of Congress .M:arch 
2, 1861, and re-appropriated by act of March 3, 1871. 
I.atrooe swears that he is entitled, under his contract of 1866, to one-
half these bonus for collecting them, yet their appropriation was five 
years before he became the attorney. The principal being $250,000, 
and the interest $180,000, the fee would be to him and his colluders one-
half of these two amounts, or $215,000. 
The delegates of 1866 who made this contract with him had no such 
power granted them, and the contract has not been confirmed oy the 
council and never correctly understood either by council or people, and 
so secret is Latrobe and his associates that to this hour they do 11ot give 
it publicly, and only disclosed it when drawn out on the witness-stand, 
and surrounded by circumstantial evidence that left them no gronnd 
to stand on to conceal longer. This corrupt contract of Latrobe's of 1866 
will be seized upon by him and his accomplices to demand one-half of 
every .claim on moneys appropriated for the Choctaws and Chickasaws 
until the Government by a compulsory process compels him and his as-
sociates to disgorge their ill-gotten gains, and annul the contract with 
those Indian nations. The fulsome personal praises inserted by Latrobe 
into his contract of1866, and promulgated to the Chickasaw and Choctaw 
councils and people by his co-conspirators against the moneys of his 
clients in 1866, were all brought to bear to reach the $~50,000 bonds 
and their interest, hoping to make a secret division of them as they did 
of the moneys in 1866. 
Latrobe boasts of the ability anrl good qualities of Cooper, Uochrane, and 
Allen Wright, who with him defrauded these peop1e and <.lidded the 
spoils, and now includes Mix. And in turn, with equal disinterested 
modesty, Allen Wright, Cooper, and Mix extol him, and Cochrane no 
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donbt would, only be is dead. Latrobe writes praises of his accomplices 
and himself, and has them printed and sent to the Indian Territory, to 
inform the Indians what a great work they are able to and are accom-
plishing for them in Washington. The committee insert in this report 
some quotations from this man's letters. 
Latrobe and his associates opposed Pitchlynn and the delegates 
appointed by the law of the council of 1853, and claimed his right to act 
for the Choctaws in the bond matter nuder his contract of 1866. And 
Allen \Vright, one of his accomplices in that contract, aid<s Latrobe to 
control the bonds. In Latrobes letter to the Secretary of the Treasury 
of Jannar,y 10, 1871, he says, "What particular claims Mr. Allen vVright, 
late principal chief of the Choctaw Nation, understood aud meant should 
be presented by the undersigned, [meaning himself,] appears in the 
following extract from a letter recei,~ed from him (Allen \Vright) dated 
No\eml>er 17, 1870, to wit:" (Now bear wllat Wright, the accomplice, 
says:) "After mature deliberation I, in conjunction with other repre-
sentatives of the delegation of 1866, haYe agreed to authorize you to 
prosecute the business of 'back annuities/ 'confiseated moneys,' includ-
ing $250,000 'confiscated bontls.'" This must llave been refreshing to 
Latrobe, to h:now that the delegates of 1866, of wllich vVrigllt was oue, 
and others with whom be con \Tersed, \Yere still in the faith and desirons 
of clandestinely diYiding the $250,000 of these people'H bonds, as they 
l1ad $100,000 of their money in 1866. But Latrobe must have been hard 
pressed to submit to Secretary Boutwell the statement from Wright's 
letter of No,·ember 17,1870, tllat be (vVright) and others of the delegates 
of 1866 with him, "have agreed to authorize'' Latrobe, when "''right 
and those other delegates of 1866 had not been in office for four years 
up to that time of writing to Latrobe; and the case becomes still more 
ludicrous, when it is remembered that the uelegates of 1866 had no such 
power when they were in office, ~md that the contract itself was a collu-
sion which Latrobe admits under oath. This act of Latrobe is most 
barefaced assumption and comes of the success iu his former frauds :yet 
unpnnisbed. 
Another demonstration of the boasting of Latrobe is found in his 
letter to the Secretary of tile Treasury of April11, 1871, when he was 
still tr"Ving to control the $250,000 bonus; he says: "Those wbo know 
me will readily believe tbat neither for money nor for mischief am I 
ar)t to meddle with wbat does not concern me. Touching the compensa-
tion paid me by the Choctaws, I have no hesitation in sa;ying that it was 
$1(),000, neither more nor less." The difficulty of the Choctaw people, 
an(l the people generally is, they did not "know" him, or they wonld 
l1ave knowu that he did and was again trying for "money" and for 
~·mischief," both" to meddle with what" did not l>elong to him but ·which 
did '"concern" him, l>ecause be hoped to seize upon it and to di.vide it 
nntler his coutract among his accomplices of 1866, as he had done before 
'"ith tbe Chickasaw and Choctaw rnone,,~s. But the self-poised and 
secretive meanness of Latrobe appears iu the letter of the above-quoted 
sentences, when, for the purpose of deception, he says to the Secretary 
of the Treasury, that he had receiYed but $16,000, and col!lcealed tlle 
truth of his franu of 1866, by which he and his accomplices got $100,000. 
l\Ir. Boutwell did not know of his fraud and collusion with Cooper, 
Cochrane and the dPlegates of 1866, by which he had plundered the 
Choctaws out of $100,000 on the contract made in his name and profess-
edly to pay bim for attoruey fees of assumed vast importance to tbe 
Choctaws in securing the treaty of 1866, when in fact this exorbitant 
fee of $100,000 bad been divided by Latrobe with his accomplices in 
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procuring for him the employment in making the treat,y and afterward 
procured for him the contract of 1866, on which he was then claiming 
by that very letter to the Secretary the right to control and to take one-
half of tlle bonds, and that it was thus he got the $16,000, neither more 
nor less, and that it was for this he got the letter from Allen Wrig-ht of 
November 17, 1870, but be did not tell the Secretary \Yhat Allen vVright 
was awl bad been to Latrobe. This treatment of the Secretary of the 
Treasury by Latrobe, this telling part of the truth and making capital 
of the suppressed remainder of the same truth, was shameless. 
The Latrobe party further contesting with Pitcltlynn, in order to 
secure the control of the lands, in his letter of April 15, 1871, to the 
Secretary of the Treasury, says: "I append hereto a memonmdum 
marle by Mr. Allen Wright, late principal chief of the nation, the head 
of the commi~sion of 1866, that negotiated the treaty ~f that year, a 
graduate of Union College, Schenectady, a Presbyterian minister, a full-
blooded Indian, and a gentleman, whom to know is to esteem; showing 
that Colonel Pitchlynn stands charged with large sums o~ the books 
of the nation, growing out of the transactions of which these lands form 
a part.'' \Vhy did Latrobe not sa,y to the Secretary that this same 
Allen Wright, that he here eulogizes so highly, is the same Allen Wright 
who, while holding the double position of delegate to make the treaty 
of 1866, and treasurer of the Uhoctaw Nation, colluded with Cooper, 
Cochrane, and himself, and the other delegates, and defrauded his own 
people and nation, and divided the money \Yith his own bands with 
Latrobe and the others~ 
While Latrobe quoted his accomplice, Allen Wright, to show that 
Pitcblynn was a defaulter, he should have said further, that he him-
self not only defrauded the Chickasaws and Choctaws each of $100,000 
in 1866, but since that, through Holmes Colbert, another accomplice, 
deprived the Chickasaws of many thousands more, and was, at the hour 
he wrote 1hat letter to the Secretary, himself a defaulter to the Chicka-
saws on hi~ own showing, and the acknowledgment of his attorney and 
accomplice Cooper for him, and as shown by a Chickasaw committee, in 
the sum of $70,000, and as admitted by himself aud attorney, Cooper, 
l1is default is $43,973.74, and has been for years, and I.~atrobe only pro-
poses to settle it with future fees out of their moneys yet to be appro-
priated to them. Holmes Colbert, the middle-man at vYashiugtoo, as 
deputy treasurer to receive Chickasaw money, and to divide it on the 
Latrobe contract of 1866, irr which he was a participant, drew $69,736.15 
of current annuities, and divided it with Latrobe and his accomplices, 
including himself, and it constitutes part of Latrobe's default. 
Latrobe, in his letter of Aprill5, 1871, says: "All th<:lt I want is jus-
tice for clients whose weakness ought to be their strength, in their rela-
tions with the Government whose wards they are." How disgusting 
these words are, coming from this man Latrobe, who had, in collusion 
with Cooper, Cochran, Wright, Page, &c., plundered these very clients, 
''whose weakness ought to be their strength/' of $100,000 by the most 
bare-faced frauds, and also procured this exorbitant contract without 
knowledge to the Indian people of its purport. 
Bnt Latrobe says the Indians are the nation's "wards;" so the com-
mittee thinks, and insists that this man and his aids and delegates, who 
have obtained the Choctaws' and Chickasaws' money under the hasest 
frauds and false pretenses, shall be made to disgorge it, with interest 
and damages, to these "' wards" of the nation. 
In a letter written from Baltimore to the principal chief, council, and 
people of the Clwctaw Nation, <lated .M:ay 20, 1871, Latrobe breaks into 
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the warmest eulogy on Cooper and Mix, Cooper, at least, being with 
him in the contract of 1866, and is the man who suggested and opened 
the way to the treachery of the Indian delegation, as sworn to by Hobert 
Jones, Choctaw delegate, (see his testimony.) Latrob~ in the letter says: 
In this letter I have used the first person for convenience sake; but I want it to be 
most distinctly understood that no merit that I can claim is greater than that which 
is due to the firm of Charles E. Mix & Company, and especially to General Douglas H. 
Cooper. Mr. Mix and General Cooper are eminently fitted for this especial business. 
They know more of Indian affairs than any other firm or indi\'illnal in Washington; 
and this is understootl ancl appreciated as well outside of as within the Departments. 
They have had unequalled opportunities of acquiring knowledge, and their steady per-
severance cannot be excelled. There can be no better evidence of their efficiency than 
the fact that it is, I believe, due to their effot·ts mainly that matters have been so pre-
sented t<> the authorities in Washington as to defeat the arrangement which would, as 
already said, have so greatly prejudiced you. 
It has been a matter of serious import to the Indian service, as to 
how long the Government will permit this prostitution of professional 
and official honor, and the plunder of the defenceless by such moral 
debauchery and preconcerted boasting. 
LATROBE IS A DEFAULTER TO TIIE CHICKASAWS FOR $84,8o8.07, OVER AND ABOVE HIS 
FEES OF 50 PER CENT. 
State'fiU!nt pt·ovided by D. H. Cooper, Lat1·obe's attorney and accontplice, July 5, 1872. 
Ment.-Interest paid to Chickasaws: 
Recapitulation-Back annu,ities. 
Interest due prior to July l, 1H66, paid to HolJI.I#lS Colbert, per requisi-
tion May 26, Ul69 .... ···- ----·· ------------ ·----· .... ---· --·· .... ---- $134,392 23 
Prenlium ou same .••• - ..• ·-·· -· .. ______ .. __ ---· ·----· ---- ---- ·--· .. . .. 23,276 92 
'fotal. ____ •. ____ .. _. _______ • __ .• __ •• __ . ___ . ____ ... _ . ____ ... __ • _. 157, 669 15 
Prospective interest arising subsequent to July 1, 1866, on regular annuity, 
paid per requisition, date 26th May, 1869, to Holmes Colbert.-----·---· $41,042 00 
Premium on same. __ ••• _ .. _ . ___ ..... ____ . ___ .• _. _ .. __ •. __ - .. __ .--..... 17, 595 5~ 
Total . ________ . _ .. _ _ _ _ ___ . _ ... _ ..... _____ . ___ ... __ •. _ .. ____ ... _. 58, 637 G2 
Whole amount. ____ . ____ •. _ ...... _ . __ • __ .. ___ ... __ . __ . . . . . . . . . . . 216, 306 67 
Back annuities paid to Chickasaws through Treasurer Kemp, Superintendents 
Northam, Robinson, Tells, and others, at different times, $70,678.04, upon which no 
fees were credited to Mr. Latrobe. 
Mistakes. 
Mr. Latrobe received on regular annuit.y of $58,637.52, (this is, as shown by 
the books, $69, 136.15.-Cornmittee,) by mistake, fees amounting to. ___ -·. $29,318 76 
He is entitled now to a credit of fees on $70, 678.04·----· ·-·-··- -----· -··· 35,339 0~ 
Cash balance due Mr. Latrobe ·---··· ·---·· ·--··· ·--· ·----· -------- 6, 020 26 
====== 
Per contra: :Mr. Latrobe owes to Chickasaws on the advance made him by 
the legislature of the Chicka~aw nation A. D. 1866 ....•... ___ ... ___ ... _. $50, 000 00 
From which deduct cash balance of fees ---· ---· -· --~· •••• ··-- ···--· ---- 6, 020 26 
Balance due Chickasaws out of fees yet to be collected .. _ ..... ____ . 43, 979 74 
====--== 
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Latrobe and his accomplices, as shown by these data, got, under his 
contracts of 1866, $100,000 of the Choctaws in that year, paid by Allen 
Wright, and $100,000 of the Chickasaws paid by Holmes Colbert, and 
afterward through Holmes Colbert, (the convenient sub-treasurer kept 
at Washington to accommodate these men under the Latrobe con· 
tract,) on back annuities one-half of $216,306.67, being $108,1.153.33, and 
also through Colbert current annuities one-half of $69,736.15, lea ling 
$34,868.07, (which Latrobe and Cooper say was an error, but still they 
let it remain.) And Latrobe now claims one-half of $70,678.04, which 
is $35,339.02, being back annuities paid to t,he nation and people by 
Treasurer Kemp, Superintendents Wortham, Robinson, Sells, and others, 
(not having gotten this out of their hands, as he did the other from Col-
bert.) He now claims credit for that amount in his accounting to his 
clients, the Chickasaws. 
And if the amounts were all allowed him, he would still be a defaulter 
to the Chicasaws, according to his own showing, of $43,979.7 4; he really 
owes them $316,790.85, being all the above sums. There should be 
added interests and damages on the same. 
Frauds vitiate all contracts, and this is one of the most unmitigated 
frauds on record. 
If Cooper had intended to state Latrobe's account correctly, he would 
have shown that Colbert got of current annuities, May 26, 1869, 
$69,736.15, instead of $58,637.52. The difference being $11,098.63, the 
50 per cent. fee on this difference would increase Latrobe's default from 
$43,979.74, as shown by Cooper, to $±9,529.05. The Chickasaw com-
mittee, however, show r .. atrobe's default to be $79,318.76 on October 5, 
1870, and so remains to this time. 
But again, in order to reduCJ3 Latrobe's default as much as possible, 
Cooper claims in the accounting, as will be noticed, 50 per cent. under 
Latrobe's contract, to be taken out of the $70,678.04 which was lifted 
from the Treasury of the United States, and paid out to the Indians b.v 
superintendents and agents in the employ of the United States, and 
with which Latrobe had notlJing to do-it was none of his business. 
Even under his collusion and frauds of 1866, it was none of his business. 
This is on Latrobe's part the most bold assumption, and coulll not bs 
allowed even if there was not fraud in the contract under which it is 
claimed. But, withdrawing this item of one-half of the $70,678.04:, be-
ing $35,330.02, and Latrobe is a defaulter to the Chickasaws in the 
sum of $84,868.07 over and above his 50 per cent. fee. This is a combi-
nation of the characters of robber and defaulter. But, as the whole 
transactions are a bundle of corruption, Latrobe and his accomplices 
owe the Chickasaws every dollar that they have received of them 
through Holmes Colbert, and the collusive contracts of May 29, 1866, 
should be annulled so as not to cover any frauds in the future. Latrobe 
and Cooper lie in wait for Choctaw and Chickasaw appropriatious with 
the anxiety of a hungry man for his dinner, but with the rlishonor of a 
thief in tiJe night, and with the eye of a lynx and greed of a wolf; their 
conduct and actions are indefensible; it is fraud intensified; it is profes-
sional honor prost,ituted for money, and varied in its prostitution to 
meet the cases and opportunities. 
LETTER TO P. P. PITCHLYNN. 
CoMMITTEE Roo::\I o~ INDIAN AFFAIRS, HousE oF REPRESJ<~NTATIVES, 
Februm·y 4, 1873. 
Sm: Please furnish the committee a statement of the final disposition of the 
$500,000 appropriated by act of Congress of March 2, 1861, part of the net proceeds of 
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the claim of the Choctaws, paid in part to the Choctaw delegates, of which you are 
one, and part to Donglas H. Cooper, then United States agent for Choctaws, showing 
in detail the aruounts received by said delegates as compensation for services or other-
wisP, and also particular!)~ whether said Cooper paid $5,000 or $6,000, or any part of 
said net proeerdP, to you or the others of your co-delegates. 
Respectfuliy, 
P. P. PITCHLYNN, 
Cltoctaw Delegctte. 
J. P. C. SHANKS, 
Chairman. 
DELEGATE P. P. PITCIILYN~'S ACCOUNT. 
WASIIINGTO~, D. C., Februm·y 6, 1873. 
Sm: In response to your request that I would fnrnish your committee with a state-
ment as to the final disposition of the $500,000 appropriated by act of Congress, 
approved March 2d, 1861, part of net-proceeds claim, a,nd paid in part to the Choctaw 
delega,tion of 1cl5:3, and pa,rt to Douglas H. Cooper, showing in detail the amount re-
ceived by said delegation as compensation for services rendered in prosecuting the net-
proceeds claim, together with an exact statement of my own personal account with 
the Choctaw Nation, up to the present date, I have the honor to reply as follows: 
On the 2<1 day of March, 1861, Congress appropriated, in part payment of the net-
])roceeds claim, the sum uf $500,000, of which $:250,000 was to be paid in money, and 
$:250,000 was to be paiu in bonds. 'fhe $250,000 in money was paid by the Sec-
retary of the Treasury. The $250,000 in bonds have never been issued or U.elivered. 
The $250,000 in money was paid over b.v the Secretary of Treasury as follows: 
$134,512.55 was paid to Douglas H. Cooper, United States Indian agent, for Choctaws 
and Chickasaws, in conformity with an act of the Choctaw general council, approved 
October 27, 1860. (See laws of Choctaw Nation.) This amount was received by 
Cooper in t.wo separate payments, $50,000 on the 22U. of March, 1861, and $t:l4,512.55 on 
the 5th of April, 1861. The sum of $3,4K7.45 was paid April12, 1861, to the Choctaw 
delegation, appointed in 185:~, and charged to their account in the general settlement 
of said delegation with the Choctaw general council of November 1, 1861. A draft ofthe 
United Stab's on the sul>-treasury at NewYork, for the snm of $112,000, was at the 
same time (Apnl12, 1861,) delivered to the delegation, and by them intrusted to Rev. 
Israel Fohwm, a member of said delegation, anu by him carried to the Choctaw Nation, 
and delivered and turned over to the Choctaw uational treasurer. The whole of the 
$250,000 is tlms accounted for, as originally paid over by the Secretary of the Treasury: 
To D. H. Cooper __ ...... _- ... ___ .......... _ .................. ___ .... _.. $134,512 55 
To delegatwn on personal account.. ___ .. _. __ ....... __ .•... __ ... _. _. __ .. 3,487 45 
To <leJgatiou, draft on sul>-treasury, New York, _____ ...•.. ···-···-··___ 112,000 00 
250,000 00 
And subserruently delivered to the Choctaw treasurer. 
After the delivery of the aforesaid draft to the Choctaw national treasurer, arrange-
ments were made, by the authorities of the Choctaw Nation, with Messrs. Stark and 
Hotchkiss, missionaries, then in the nation, to collect the U.raft drawn by the United 
States Go\'ernment on the sub-treasury at New York, and they were to receive 20 per 
cent. for their serdces as agreed upon between them and the Choctaw authorities in 
the nation. They succeeded in returning to the nation with $62,500.37, ha,viug- left 
the balance behind at Philadelphia., or elsewhere, I do not know where, as the dele-
gation of 18~3, of which I am one, had no control in the matter after the uraft passed 
into the bands of the national treasurer. Out of the $()2,500.37 brought to tqe nation 
by Messrs. Stark ancl Hotchkiss, the delegation received, in part payment for fees due 
them as delegates, $:35,1:!40. 
Under a contract matle with the nation in the year 1855, the Choctaw delegates of 
1853 were to receive, as compensation for prosecuting Choctaw claims against tbe 
United States, 20 per cent. of all sums appropriated by Congress in payment of the 
net-proceeds claims; and it will be seen by the above statement that, including the 
$35, 40, which was the last amount received by the delegation previous to their general 
settlement ""ith the Choctaw general council of November 1,1861, the total amount re-
ceived by said delegation, or any member thereof, out of the appropriation of March 2, 
1861, is $:Hl,327.45. . 
By direction of the general council of the Choctaw Nation in 1861, a committee was 
appointed June 4, 1861, to make settlement with the delegation, who reported, October 
2~, 1861, a balance due said delegation of $84,394.28. This report was adopteu, and an 
act was passed by tbe general council of the Choctaw Nation, approved November 1, 
ltJ61, (a certified copy of which is now in my p9ssession, a,nd which ha,s been submitted 
to your committee,) containing the following \\·ords: "Be it enacted by the general council 
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of the Choctaw Nation assembled, That the snm of eighty-four thousand three hnndrcd 
and ninety-four dollars alHl twenty-three cents be, and if' hereby, acknowledged to Lo 
due to Me~:!srs. P. P. Pitclllynn, Israel Folsom, Samnel Garland, aud Peter Folsom," 
(heing the delegates aforesaid.) Since this general Rettlement, no moneys due from the 
United States to the Choctaw Nation have Lecn collected by or tllroug!J tile delegation 
of 1853, and conseqtH'ntly no subsequent. settlement has been had between our delega-
tion and the Choctaw Nation; but, as you request a full statement of our accounts np 
to date, including my own personal account, I reply that, subsequent to aid settle-
ment, the delegation received, iu 1862~ the sum of $1S,204.47. Tbis amount was paid 
them by Samuel Garland, then principal chief of the nation, the same having been re-
ceived Ly him in confederate money from ouc John C. Johnson, of Memphi,;, it beiug 
a part of another instnllment of the $112,000 draft remaining Lehind at the time of our 
general settlement. with the nation, (being of the firm of Lehman & Co., of Memphis, 
Tenner:;see, the same who got the orfler for the Londs.) This $15,204.47 bas been credited 
to the natiuiJ, which, being deducted from the $84,394.23, left a balance of $69,189.76 
still due the delegation at the close of the year U!62. 
In the month of September, H:l66, I received from Allen 'Vright, national treasurer, 
the snm of $10,000, which I have cre(lited to the nation on balance rlne me for services 
as one of the delegates of 1853, as already in evidence before your committee. De-
ductiug t!Jis last amount from the lmhwce due the delegation at the close of 1862, 
$69,189.76, leaves a present balance due t.be delegation of $3\:l,189.76. Your committee 
will understand that neither myself nor any member of the delegation has an indi-
vidual account with the nation. 
The coutmct wit!J the nation made in the year 1855, by which we were to receive as 
compensation 20 per cent. t•n all appropriations made on account of net-proceeds claim, 
was made with the delegation as a. unit, and whatever I have received in e:scess of my 
one-fourth part of the said 20 per cent., I have received by consent of my co-delegates, 
and am accountable to them for all such excesses, whenever further moneys due on net 
p~oceeds shall be collected. 
In regard to the assertion of Douglas H. Cooper, that be bad, in 1861, paid to me aml 
ruy delegation five or six thousand dollars, or any sum of the net-proceeds moneys, I 
pronounce the assertion to be abRolutely and wholly false-certainly as far as I am con-
cerned-and it would have been n.10rally impossible that it could have been paid to my 
co-delega,tes without being known to myself. 
In view of certain falsehoods and misrepresentations of Douglas H. Cooper, uttcre(l 
and written through the tongue and pen of Allen Wright, relative to an item of $2,8:34 
paid to me for services rendered in negotiating the treaty of 1866, I deem it a. duty 
which I owe to myself and to your committee to make the followiug statement, 
although the snbject-matter has no relation to or connection with my accounts with 
the Choctaw Nation, and consequently is not embraced. within the scope of questions 
asked in your letter of February 6. 
At the request of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and the general wish of the 
Choctaw people, I came to ·washington, in December, V365, to effect a!-; far as was in 
my power the renewal of treaty relations with the United States Government. I was 
at that time principal chief, and the prominent citizens generally thought I might best 
serve our p<'oplc Ly leaving my official duties to others and aiding by my ad vice and 
perflonal iufineucc at ·washington in perfecting a favoraLle treaty. One of the com-
missioners, Colonel Robert Jones, having important personal interests at home, left be-
fore any· important steps had been t.aken in effecting a trea1ly. Greatly to my personal 
inconvenience and pecuniary loss, I remained until the full and final completion of the 
treaty, aml rendered import.ant services in connection therewith. 
By article forty-eight of the treaty of 1866 the snm of $25,000 was paid to the Choc-
taw commissioners of 186G, to enable them to discharge obligations incurred. by them 
for various incidental and ot.her expenses. Out of this sum t.be commissioners, with-
out solicitation from me, voted unanimously to allow me $~,834. This was handed to 
me personally Ly Allen 'Vright, then national treasurer as well as commissioner. This 
$2,834, together with the $10,000 paid to me a short time afterward on net-proceeds 
account, Cooper now asserts, through the tougue of his humiliated and disgraced 
victim Allen Wright, belongs to Colonel Jones, tl!e $10,000 being a present to him from 
Hon. John H. B. Latrobe, and the $2,834 being his pay as commisswner, notwitllstautl-
iug this same ·wright and all his colleagues bad insisted that it belonged to me. In 
this new-born zeal to secure to Colonel Jones his full right to these moneys, there is 
concealed a double motive: first·, to connect his honorable name with certain infamous 
frauds of their own; and, second, to put him at enmity with myself as having been 
f.tlse to my trust in withholding moneys belonging to him, and appropriating the same 
to my own use. The tmth is Colonel Jones was entitled to his mileage, a.nd to a part., 
at least, of his per diem, and ought to liave been paid by the national treasurer, but 
'Vright not oul.v refused to pay him, but both ht-> and the whole Cooper ring exerted 
their full force in defeating the several bills proposed in t.!Je general council for his re-
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lief. The general council steadily refused to allow his claim, and always on the ground 
that the commissioners of 1866 had drawn $25,000 out of the Choctaw funds to pay 
themselves, and that he ought to look to th~m for his pay. Thus matters stood for 
many long years, when Allen \Vright suddenly discovered, through the eyes of Cooper; 
that the money he had paid me really belonged to C0lonel Jones. Allen Wright was 
induced to make a sworn statement to the effect that these moneys had simply been 
intrusted to me, with orders from \Vright and a promise from myself, that I should 
promptly deliver the same to Colonel Jones. At the :first opportuuity, after discover-
ing the trick that Cooper was attempting to play upon Colonel Jones, I called upon 
him and gave him an exact and detailed statement of the whole matter, with which 
he expressed himself entirely satisfied. And as he had secured no pay whatever I pro-
posed to divide my pay with him, to which he cheerfully consented, declaring at the 
same time that I must not trouble myself about the matter until I should succeed in 
collecting further sums from the United States Government. Accordingly I gave him 
my note for $1,417, being equal tojustone-balfwha.t I had received fur services in negotiat-
ing the treaty. So far from setting up a claim to the pretended present of $10,000 from 
Latrobe, Colonel Jones emphatically approved my action in arresting that much from 
the thieves, and declared that he would have done the same if he had bad the chance. 
(The Choctaw Nation were then and are still owing him large sums for cotton, coru, 
&c., advanced to sustain the nation during the war.) 
In relation to the sums of money said by Allen Wright to have been paid to John T. 
Cochrane, Heald & Wright, and others, I know nothing whatever. If such sums were 
paid, it is a fraud upon its face to charge them to the account of the delegation of 1ti53. 
I am informed that, at the time said sums are reported to have been paid to said par-
ties, D. H. Cooper received $15,000 out of the $112,000 draft collected by Stark & 
Hotcbkins in addition to the $134,512.55 received by him, at Washington, as agent, 
making the total amount received by said. Cooper, out of the said $250,000 appropriated 
by Congress in 1861, $149,512.55. Perhaps the $15,000 was a fee of some kind. 
In view of the above facts, the statement of Allen Wright, contained in J. H. B. La-
trobe's letter to tue Secretary of the Treasury, of AprH 15, 1871, becomes simply an a'6-
surdity. That statement, I have no doubt, was made at the instigation of Cooper, to 
damage the credit of the delegation of 1853 with the Treasury Department, after said 
delegation had. refused to recognize a pretended contract (in which Allen Wright was 
largely interested) and allow them a fee of $i5,000 out of the $250,000 in bonds re-ap-
propriated to be paid to the Choctaws by the act of Congress of March 3, Hl71. This 
demand for $75,000 was unjust so far as McPherson, executor of John T. Cochrane, 
was concerned, and both impudent and infamous so far as Latrobe was concerued. 
Our delegation refused to allow it, and hence their opposition to us since. 
In relation to my approval of a so-called settlement made, in 1866, by Allen Wright 
and the other commissioners of 1866 with Douglas H. Cooper, late United States agent 
for Choctaws and Chickasaws, I can only reply that up to the moment of signing that 
paper I had no cause to doubt either the common houesty, good faith, or general in-
tegrity of those commissioners. Certainly no person in our country then stood higher 
for exact and rigid truthfulness than Allen Wright; and when he, in company with 
the other commissioners, presented that paper for my official signature, I signed it, 
though not without reluctance, for, while I entertained no doubt as to its truthfnlness, 
I insisted that it was a matter eutirely outside of my proper official duties. They re-
plied that Cooper had fully accounted for every dollar which bad ever come into his 
hands to the enti1:e satisfaction of the Indian Department, and that the Department 
desired my approval of the settlement. I had never until that moment heard a word 
of the propo&ed settlement by the delegation. The :first .I knew was the presentation 
of the paper for my signature. No single fact, written or otherwise, relating to the 
settlement was presented to me. I took their own statement for everything, even for 
the contents of the paper prepared for my signature, and had no idea that the docu-
ment I signed would be used to enable Cooper to cheat my nation out of the money. 
They represented to me that Cooper had settled with the Department, aud I was thus 
deceived into indorsing the settlement and entailing upon myself a life-long regret. 
I think the Choctaw council repudiated that act of the commissioners as nnanthor-
ized, and. passed a resolution, in 1866, appointing a committee to investigate the dis-
bursements made by Cooper of the corn-money. What the committee reported I do 
not knl)w, 
Account of Delegation of 1853 with the Choctaw Nation. 
DR.-Amount due to the delegation as per settlement by res-
olution of Choctaw council, November 1, 1861.... .. .. . . . . $84,394 23 
Cn.-By confederate money received from S. Garland. peace 
commissioner, Choctaw Nation ... _ ........... _ •.. :. . . . . . $15, 204 47 
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Cash received from Allen Wright, national treasurer .•••••... $10,000 00 
--- $25,204 47 
Balance due the delegation .•••••.••...•••..•.•.•....•• 59,189 76 
I have the honor to be, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
P. P. PITCHLYNN, 
Delegate of the Choctaw Nation. 
Hon. J P. C. SHANKS, 
Chainnan Committee of Indian Ajfai1·s, House of Rep1·esentativcs. 
HOLMES COLBERT'S DEFAULT. 
It would seem that this plunder should stop, hut by the testimony of 
Dr.lVIolett, a member of the Chickasaw legislature, and of Cooper himself, 
it appears that of the funds paid to Holmes Colbert as commissioner or 
agent for the Chickasaws under his appointment of October 24, 1867, 
(which was procured by Latrobe, Cooper, and Cochrane, and the cor-
rupted delegates of 1866,) there was on the 3d day of October, 1870, a 
default in Holmes Colbert's accounts with the Choctaws of $79,318.76, 
which default exists yet. 
The testimony of Dr. Molett, Cooper, the report of the Chickasaw inYes-
tigatingcommitteewhomade the above report, of which George D. Jones 
was chairman, all prove beyond a possibility of doubt that Holmes Col-
bert's default lies at the door of Latrobe, Cooper, and Cochrane, who 
have, through Colbert and the Latrobe contract made with Colbert and 
the other delegates of 1866, plundered the Chickasaws and Colbert also. 
It is Latrobe's default in the payment Qf moneys to his clients, and 
Colbert is the victim. 
The regular annuities should have been paid through the United 
States agent to the Chickasaw treasurer in the Chickasaw country. 
Cooper states that Holmes Colbert, not recognizing the fact that l.Ja-
trobe's contract did not cover -regular annuities, paid one half of all 
moneys he received to the sharers under the Latrobe contra<:t, retain-
ing his own share himself, and Holmes Colbert iu his lifetime told 
Phe and others that Cooper ordered him to. But to this time no refund-
ing has taken place. 
Cooper bas not carried out the promise to make this default whole, 
though be explains it as having gone into his and the others' hands un-
der the Latrobe contract, nor has Latrobe complied with this pledge of 
his accomplice, Cooper, and probably nm~er will, unless compelled to do 
so, which should be done in correction of this fraud. 
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON HOLMES COLBERT'S DEFAULT-THE COMMITTEE SHOWS 
TIIAT IT IS LATROBE'S DEFAULT. 
Extmct of general laws passed by the legislatzwe of the Chickasaw Nation. 
FINANCE COMMITTEE ROOM, September 22, 1870. 
To the honorable members of the senate and house of 1·epresentatives of the Chickasaw legis-
latm·e: 
GENTLE:\IEN: We, the undersigned committee, to whom was referred the :financial 
accounts of the Chickasaw Nation, would most respectfully make the following report 
and recommend the payment of the following claims, examined and allowed by the 
committee: 
In the first place, tho' committee bas carefully examined the account aud disburse-
ments of Holmes Colbert, and are nnable to discover that auy intentional fraud was 
made or attempted to 1e practiced upon the Chickasaw~ and are satisfied that an 
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error alone can be found in his report of 1869, and upon a close examination of said 
report and vouchers it will be clearly shown that the disbursements were in accord-
ance with said report, and no a.ttempt to withhold or misapply any of said fnncls, calcu-
lated to defran<l the nation. In accordance with the supplemental report of Holmes 
Colbert to this committee, in which said error has been acknowledged, it will lw found 
that ~Ir. Latrobe, with whom the Chickasaw legislatnre made a contract in relation 
to the back ::mouities which occnrred during the late war, by reason of said error, did 
not refund as was intended the whole amount of $100,000, but only a part, say $:W,681.24, 
leaving a balance of $79,:318.76 yet unpaid; for which his agent has guaranteed. that 
all mistakes can and will be corrected to the entire satisfaction of tile Chiekasaw peo-
ple, and that a sufficient sum of said back-annuities are yet due to make sai<l settle-
ment. 
Approved October 5, 1870. 
DR. l\fOLETT1S TESTIMONY. 
Joux D. MOLETT sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIHl\L\N: 
W. P. BROWN, 
Govcrno1·. 
\V.\..SHINGTON, Jiay 11, 1872. 
Qnestion. State your name, residence, and occupation.-Answer. John D. l\folett; 
residence, Stonewall, in the Chickasaw Nation; occupation, physician. 
Q. State whether yon belong to the Chickasaw Natiou.-A. I do. I am a member of 
the bouse of representatives of the Chickasaw Nation. 
Q. Are you acquainted with the condition of the claims which the Chickasaw Nation 
held against the United States f-A. My impression is that every claim against the 
United States Government is for a percentage that should have accrued out of certain 
bonds that were invested by the Government, which were not paid during the civil 
troubles in this conntl')7 between the North and South. 
Q. What is termed back annuities f-A. Yes, sir; I believe so. 
Q. Do ~·ou know whether any contracts "ere entered into with the Chickasaw Na-
tion to collect these claims; and if so, please state what they were, and by what au-
thority f-A. There was an act passed creating ~Ir. Holmes Colbert a commissioner of 
the Chickasaw Nation, for the collection of these funds, and extending to him the privi-
lege of employing aid or counsel. 
Q. Do you know anything of a contract entered into between the commissioners 
sent by the Chickasaws to make a treaty with the United States in 1866, au<l who did 
make that t.reaty, with one J. H. B. Latrobe, of Maryland ?-A. I have not seen that 
contract, nor a copy of it. I have understood that such a contract did exist. 
Q. Do you know what authority these commissioners bad to make it ?-A. At the 
time they made it, I do not know that they had any at all; but I think their action 
was ratified by the legislature subseqnently. 
Q. Do yon know whether any money bas been paid to Latrobe for that contract f-A. 
I know that $100,000 was advanced, I believe, to J. H. B. Lat.robe, as be stated that 
without an advance he could not prosecute this claim; and there has been a greaL deal 
of trouble about that. 
Q. Explain that in your own way?-A. In the first place, be was to have refundecl 
the $100,000 out of the commissions that should accrue from the first collections of 
these back annuities or arrearages. There is where the difficulty began in regard to 
tllis refunding. That is something I do not believe anybody uwlerstands. I do not, 
and I have t.ried to understand it for three years. 
Q. Was there a commission or committee appointed to investigate that matter ~-A. 
Yes, sir; a committee was appointed by the seuate and house of representatives of the 
Chickasaw legislature, who, after much wrangling, appointed a commission, one George 
D. James, as a party to settle the difficulty between Holmes Colbert, the commission, 
and tlle legislature. James subsequently handed in the report, finding a deficit against 
Colbert to the amount of about $i9,000. 
Q. Do you know what that deficiency grew out out off-A. I do not know. I have 
heard explanations of it by Cooper, James, and Holmes Colbert. 
Q. Wllat is Mr. Cooper's explanation of it ?-A. He has variecl his explanation. He 
now says that it does not exist; but at the time that Colbert acknowledged the deficit, 
Mr. Cooper offered to enter into a regular agreement that he would correct any error 
that might exist. 
Q. Was that accepted ~-A. The committee did not see fit to accept the written 
agreement. They thought, I presume, tha~ Cooper's word was sufficient. 
Q. Has the deficiency been corrected f-A. No, sir. 
Q. What was Colbert's explanation ?-A. That the funds were not all paid to him; 
that is, only the interest was paid on the back annuities. He paid this over to Latrobe, 
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and Latrobe deducted it from the whole amount, which was about $300,000, and then 
ueducted his commission out of the remainder. 
Q. What was that commission ~-A. I believe it was 50 per cent. That is what Col-
bert told me; but Mr. Colbert explains H that he should not have taken out the $100,000 
before taking his commission. In that he made the error; and be says alfio that Latrobe 
took a commission ont of the $69,000, (current annuities,) which he ought not to have 
done; and that threw Colbert out. That is also Mr. James's explanation. He con-
tended for two years that he had made a just and equitable settlement ; that the re-
port, which was in a pamphlet form, was correct, and that he hatl paid every dollar 
due the Chickasaws. 
Q. What did he say after the commissioners made their report f-A.. He then ad-
mitted, without hesitation, that there was an error, and. explained it as I have stated. 
Q. Was Mr. Cooper present f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was it there that Cooper made the proposition that Latrobe shoultl stand good 
for it ?-A. Y~>s, sir. 
Q. \Vhere V-A. In the committee-room in the Chickasaw Nation, in the capitol. 
Q. Do you know what was doue with that $100,000 ¥-A. No, sir; I do not. I have 
heard many things said about it. 
Q. What have you heard Mr. Cooper say about it ¥-A. I never heard him say any-
thing definitely; he spoke to me in a, very mysterious way as to the manner in which 
it had been expended; as though it was to carry certain points. 
Q. Did he say at any time whether Mr. Latrobe did or did not get all of it f-A. 
Yes, sir; he told me Mr. Latrobe received a portion, and other parties received a por-
tion, to obtain ingress and egress and communication to committee-rooms. I think 
those were his words. 
Q. Have you heard Mr. Latrobe say anything about it f-A. I have never seen Mr. 
Latrobe. 
Q. Did you know J. T. Cochran f-A. I did not. 
Q. Are you personally acquainted with Winchester Colbert f-A.. I know him. I 
knew Edwin Pickens; he is dead. I knew, also, Holmes Colbert; he is dead. I know 
Robert H. Love, also. 
Q. Are you aware that these are the parties that were sent by the Chickasaw Nation 
to negotiate the treaty of 1866 f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you heard either of these parties say what became of the $100,000 ¥-A. I 
have not. Winchester Colbert said something very similar to what Mr. Cooper said. 
I have heard him say that he received $5,000. He did not say where it came from or 
by what right he got it. All these commissioners, I think, received about that amount 
of money at the time they entered into negotiations with this Government. That is 
what he told me. 
Q. Have you ever heard either of the other parties say anything about it ?-A.. No, 
sir. 
Q. Do you know E. S. Mitchell; and have you heard him converse on that subject T 
-A. I have heard him say something about it; that it was necessary that an appro-
priation should be made at that time, as it was essential to get the treaty through. I 
also heard Mitchell say, on one occasion, that the members of the delegation received 
each $5,000; and I have heard Winchester Colbert say that Mitchell received $5,000. 
l\Ir. Holmes Colb'ert told me the same, that Mitchell received that sum. 
Q. Do you know whether these commissioners made a report of their doings to the 
Chickasaw Nation ?-A. They made a report so far as the treaty was concerned; but I 
do not know of any outside of that. 
ACT APPOINTING HOL:\IES COLBERT, (practically as a 'ntiddle rnan.) 
·whereas the fourth article of the treaty of 22d June, A.. D. 1852, concluded between 
the Government of the United States and commissioners duly appointed for that pur-
pose by the Chickasaw council, provides a basis for a thorough examination into the 
statement and account of moneys received and paid out of the Chickasaw fund by the 
Government of the United States, resulting from or arising under the.treaties of 1832 
and 1834, between said Government and the Chickasaws ; and also provides that if 
upon such investigation it shall 1Je found that "losses and expenses" have been in-
curred in the management and disbursement of the Chickasaw fund, which properly 
should be borne by the United States, the same shall be adjusted and settled according 
to the provisions of the fourth article of said treaty of 1852; and whereas the said 
treaty also provides for a final settlement of the funds belonging to the Chickasaw or-
phans and "incompetent Chickasaw Indians," held in trust by the United States; and 
whereas it is the desire of the Chickasaw people that all matters of interest and impor-
tance to them, in any way arising under various treaty stipulations by and between the 
Government of the United States and themselves, should be investigated at an early day, 
and finally settled, and more particularly that the mode and manner in which a large 
sum of money uninvested and held in trnst for said orphans and" incompetent Chick-
H. Rep. 98-9 
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asaw Indians," and how the same has been managed and disbursed, should be exam-
ined iuto and ascertainerl, to the enrl that if erroneous charges anll illegal payments 
have been made out of said trust-funds, an equitable settlement ma,y be obtained in 
favor of said claimants, agreeable to said treaty of 1852; and whereas it is also im-
portant that all claims against the Government of the United States which the Chick-
asaw Nation or any member thereof may llave, in any way grounded or a,rising under 
various cessions of country by treaty of 1832, 1834, or under any treaty made between 
the Unitecl States and the Chickasaws previous tllereto, should be presented and 
prosecuted to final settlement, and whatever may be due them recovered and secured 
as Rpeedily as possible: Now, tllercfore, 
Be it enacted by the legislature of the Chickasaw Kation, Tbat Holmes Colbert 
he, and he is hereby, appointed commissioner for and in behalf of the Chickasaw 
Nation, and the individnal members thereof, in order to carry out the objects re-
cited in the foregoing preamble, n.nd secure the prosecution and recovery of the 
claims a11d demands aforesaid; and it is l1ereby agreed that a contingent fee of twenty-
flee per cent. shall be allowed and computed upon the amount or value of all said 
claims alHl clernauus which may be recovered and secured to the Chickasa.ws by said 
HolmeR Colbert, under any of the treaties aforesaid; and the legislature of the Chick-
aoaw Natiou hereby appropriates, and authorizes the Secretary of the United States 
Treasury or other proper ofticer in authority of the United Stat<~s to tnru over, from 
time to time, as said claims or a,u;v part of them may be recovered, the aggregate 
amount of such allowance or percentage aforesaid to the said Holmes Colbert, his 
heirs and assigns, in full satisfaction for llis services under this contract; and the said 
Holmes Colbert is hereby empowered to make requisition and receipt for the sa,me in 
the name of the Chickasaw Nation, which sball be a full acquittance to the United 
States for the amount of said fees, and be is hereby reqnired to prosecute all claims 
against the Government of the United States, employing at his own expense whatever 
additional counsel, aid, or assistance may be necessary, and bearing all expenses wbicb 
may be iucurrecl in the progress of said business; it being understood tha,t neither the 
Chickasaw .t'ation, or any individual member thereof, shall be called upon to pay any-
thing oyer aud above the twenty-five percentage upon the amount of money or the 
value in money of property recovered an(l secured to the Chickasaws by the exertions 
of the said Holmes Colbert, or such person or persons as he may employ and associate 
with hitmwlf in the business under this contra.ct; ancl the saicl Holmes Colbert ib 
hereby r<'qnired to r<'nder a jnst and correct acco'nnt from time to time to the Chicka-
saw legislature of all llis proceedings as ageut or attomey for the Chickasaws under 
contract. 
Be it furtha enacted, That when an a.cconnt has been rendered hytbc United States 
Government of the disbursement of the Chickasaw funds resulting from the treaties 
of 18:32 aml 1834, and that of the orphan and incompetent Chickasaws, according to 
the treaty of 1852. and of article 4, the priYilege granted to the Chickasaws of 
filing exceptions thereto h; hereby vestell in the said Holmes Colbert1 who is hereby 
authorized to file exceptions to said accounts, in the name and by the authority of tho 
Chickasaws. 
Passed tlle senate October 23, 1 67. 
Attest: BEN,J.DIIX C. Bn~ 'EY, 
Secretm·y Senate. 
Passed the house October 23, 1867. 
Attest: G. D. J.nm~. 
J. E. ANDBHSON, 
President Senate. 
.JACKSON KE~IP, 
Spt'akCI' of the House of Bepresentath·cs. 
Clalc protem. Ho11se Representatire!'l. 
Approved OctOber 24, 1867. 
C. HARRIS, 
Got'ernor. 
I certify that this is a just and true copy of the original 011 ftle in the office of the 
national secretary. 
Given under my band and seal of office, at office, county of Tishemingo, Chickasaw 
Nation, this November 21, 1867. 
[SEAL.J ROBERT M. SELLY, 
National SecretaTy Chickasaw .. Sation. 
This contract is made with Holmes Colbert, by the Chickasaw council' 
on October 24, 18G7, for 25 per cent. of all claims. The Latrobe con· 
tract of 1\fay 29, 1866, was for 50 per cent.; making 75 per cent. of 
moneys the Chickasaws may receiYe from the United States. 
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\YASIIIXGTOX, D. C., Febl'uary 13, 1866. 
Sm: \Ve, the undersigned, governor nnd commissioners, duly appointed and accredited 
to represent the Chickasaw Nation, whose credentials, together with the act of council 
providing for their compensation aml regulating their dnties and powers, have already 
been filed in the Indian Office, would respectfully request that such snm or sums of 
money as may stand to the credit of the perpetual annuity of $3,000 due Chickasaws 
under the treaty of Jn]y 15, 17!.>4, and the act of Congress approved February 25, 1799, 
entitled "An act making appropriations for defraying expenses which may arise in 
carrying into effect certain treaties between the United States and several tribes of 
Indians," be turned over to ·winchester Colbert, governor of the Chickasaw Nation, for 
the purpose of paying to the Chickasaw commissioners the compensation allowed them, 
per act of the Chickasaw legislat.nre above referred to; and such necessary incidental 
-expenses as maJ be incurred while here in accomplishing the oujects of the mission to 
the capital of the Government of the United States. 




ROBERT H. LOVE. 
COLBERT CARTER. 
TiJese incidental expeuses \Yere mat1e to cover vast amounts collusively 
and fraudulently taken from the Chickasn ws by these same commis-
siouers with Latrobe aud others. 
B.AOK Aif~UITIES. 
By back annuities in connection with these contracts reference is made 
to those annuities or interests that accrued to the Ol10ctaws and Chick-
asaws during the years 1861>-'62-'63-'6±-'65, but not paid by the United 
States because of the disturbed relations between the Governments of 
these tribes and the United States. The aggregate of back annuities 
for the above-named five years was $~83,164.45 to the Choctaws and 
$316,606.67 to the Chickasaws. The Choctaw back annuities were 
paid as follows: 
CIIOOTA \V BA.CK ANNUITIE~. 
By back annuities under this heading is meant the annuities on 
Choctaw claims on the Government for the years 1861,1862, 1863, 186±, 
and 1865, not paid to the nation or tribe on account of the rupture 
between the Choctaws and the United States during the rebellion of 
1861. 
The existence of hostilities, in which the Choctaws as a people were 
in sympathy with the enemies of the Government, prevented the pay-
ment of any moneys due or owing from the United States to them, but 
Congress went further than this, and passed a law preventing such pay-
ment. 
In the Indian appropriation bill of Jnly 5, 1862, (12 United States Stat., p. 528,) it 
was provided "that all appropriations heretofore or hereafter made to carry into effect 
treaty stipulations, or otherwise, in behalf of any tribe or tribes of Indians, all or any 
portion of whom shall be in a state of actual hostility to the Government of the United 
States, including the Cherokees, Creeks, Choctaws, Chickasaws, Seminoles, Wichitas, 
a.ud other affiliated tribes, may and shall be suspended and postponed wholly or in 
part at and during the discretion and pleasure of the President," and the President 
was further authorized to expend any unexpended part of previous appropriations for 
the benefit of said tribes, for the relief of such individual members of the tribes as had 
been driven from their homes and reduced to want, on account of their friendship to 
the Government. 
On the 28th of April, 1866, a treaty was made with the Choctaw and Chickasaw 
Indians, (14 United States Stat., p. 769,) the tenth article of which is in the following· 
words: "The United States re-affirms all obligations arising out of treaty stipulations, 
or acts of legislation, with regard to the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, entered into 
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prior to the late rebellion and in force at that time, not inconsistent herewith; and 
further agrees to renew the payment of all annuities and other moneys accruing under 
such treaty stipulations and acts of legislation from and after the close of the fiscal 
year ending on the 30th of June, in the year 1866." The forty-fifth article is in these 
words: "All the rights, privileges, anrl immunities heretofore possessed by said na-
tions, or indiYiduals thereof, or to which they were entitled under the treaties and 
legislation heretofore made an<l had in connection with them, shall be, and are hereby, 
declared to be in full force, so far as they are con~:>istent with the provisions of this 
treaty." 
The sections of the treaty above quoted, together with others of its provisions, place 
these IndianE~, as to all dues from the Government, just as they stood at the outbreak 
of the rebellion in April, 1861. To re-affirm obligations arising out of a repealed act of 
legislation must signify the restriction of the parties to the positions in which they 
stood when the act of legislation was in force. 
By the sixth article of the Constitution treaties as well as statutes are the laws of 
the land. There is nothing in the Constitution which assigns different ranks to trea-
ties and to statutes. The Constitution itself is of higher rank than either by the very 
structure of the Government. A statute not inconsistent with it, and a treaty not in-
consistent with it, relating to subjects within the scope of the treaty-making power, 
seem to stand upon the same level and to be of eqnal validity; and, as in the case of all 
laws emanating from an equal authority, the flarlier in date yields to the later. 
In 1791, Mr. Madison wrote as follows: "Treaties, as I understand the Constitution, 
are made supreme over the constitutions and laws of the particular States, and, like a 
subsequent law of the United States, over pre-existing laws of the United States; 
provided, however, that the treaty be within the prerogative of making treaties, 
which no doubt bas certain limits."-(Writings of Madison, vol. i, p. u24.) 
In the United States vs. 'rhe Schooner Peggy, (1 Crancb, p. 37,) the Supreme Court 
of the United States, in au opinion delivered by Chief Justice Marshall, held, in effect, 
that a treaty changed the pre-existing law, "and is as much to be regarded by the court 
as an act of Congress." 
In Foster and Elam t'S. Neilson, (2 Peters, p. 253,) the Supreme Court says: ''Our 
Constitution declares a treaty to be a law of the land. It is, consequently, to be re-
garded in courts of justice as equivalent to an act of the legi8lature, whenever it oper-
ates of itself without the aid of any legislative provision;" and, in applying this 
principle to the case before them, say that if the treaty then under consideration had 
acted directly upon the subject, it" would have repealed those acts of Congress which 
were repugnant to it." 
In Taylor vs. Morton, (2 Curtis, C. C. R., p. 454.) it was held that Congress may re-
peal a treaty so far as it is a municipal law, provided its subject-matter is within the 
legislative power of Congress. 
The just correlative of this proposition would seem to be that tbe treaty-making 
power may repeal a statute, provided its subject-matter is within the province of the 
treaty-making power. 
Attorney-General Cushing, in 1854, after a full examination of the subject, came to 
the conclusion that a treaty, assuming it to be made conformably to the Constitn·tion, 
has the effect of repealing all pre-existing Federal laws in conflict with it. (Opinions, 
voJ. vi, p. 291.) 
Hamilton says: "The treaty power binding the will of the nation must, within its 
constitutional limits, be paramount to the legislative power, which is that will; or at 
least, the last law being a treaty, must repeal an antecedent contrary law." (\Yorks 
of Hamilton, vol. vi, p. 95.) 
Ao-ain: "It is a question among some theoretical writers whether a treaty can repeal 
pre-~:risling latl!S. This question must always be answered by the particular form of 
o-overnment of each nation. In our Constitution, which gives, ipso facto, the force of 
law to treaties, making them equal with the acts of Congress, the supreme law of the 
land, a treaty mnst necessarily repeal an antecedent law contrary to it, according- to 
the leo-al maxim that' leges posterioreszn·iores contm1·ias abrogant,'" (Ibid., vol. vii, p. 512.) 
[Opinion of .Attorney-Geneml toucltillg Choctaw bonds, December 15, 1870.] 
Another question suggests itself to the committee, which is, Can the 
Sec'retary of the Interior pay tlze back annuities of the Olwctctws without 
jitrther legislation repealing the act of July 5, 1862 ~ 
In other words, is the treaty a law for him, or can he know no laws except such as 
are .passed by Congress' 
The Secretary is an officer of the executive department of the Government. It is 
established by a long course of authoritative opinion and conforming practices that, in 
many cases, the Executive of the United States can execute the stipulations of a treaty 
without provision by act of Congress: In so~e instances this. has been done as a g.en-
eral executive duty, when the treaty Itself pomted out no part1cular mode of executwn. 
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This was the course taken in the case of Thomas Nash, otherwise calleu Jonathan Rob-
bins, who was delivered up by the direction of President Adams to the British author-
ities, in execution of the treaty with Great Britain of 1794. An attempt to bring the 
~ensure of Congress upon the President for this act was encountered by an argument 
from Chief Justice Marshall, then a Representative from Virginia, which conclusively 
.established the power. Iu other cases the President has acted when the mode of action 
was pointed out in the treaty. 
In the treaty of Wa~hingtou of 18!2 there was a provision for extradition of Cl'imi-
nals. Prior to any legislation for carrying out this provision of the treaty it was exe-
-cuted by officers of the United States. In 1845, James Buchanan, Secretary of State, 
issued a warrant for the arrest of certain persons, subjects of Great Britain, who were 
~barged with a crime committed under British jurisuiction and against British. laws, 
and it was decided by Mr. Justice ·woodbury, upon the return to a writ of habeas 
corpus, that the warrant and the arrest were le~al. (1 ·woodbury & Minot's Rep., p. 
66.) The learned justice remarks: "lt is here only on the ground that the act to be 
done is chiefly ministerial, and the details full in the treaty, that no act of Congress 
.seems to me necessa,r.v." (Ibid., p. 74.) 
Attorney-General Nelson, in discussing this treaty, remarks: "It has been made 
under the authority of the United States, and is the supreme law of the lancl. It bas 
prescribed by its own terms the manner, mode, and authority in and by which it shall 
be executed. It has left nothing to be supplied by legislative authority, but has indi-
cated means suitable and efficient for the accomplishment of its object. It needs no 
sanctions other or different from those inherent in its own stipulations, and requires 
no aid from Congress. Surely it cannot be necessary to invoke the legislative author-
ity to give it validity by its re-enactment." ( 4 Opinions, p. 209.) This language may 
be fitly applied to the treaty with the Choctaws. 
I am aware of the distinction which has been taken between such treaties as do and 
such as do not import a contract, and of the current notion that: in the former case, 
·Congress must act before the treaty can be executed. But the practice of the Govern-
ment in extradition treaties anc.l in other sorts of international covenants has been at 
variance with this notion. 
If the Executive may constitutionally execute a treaty for delivering persons to a 
foreign jurisdiction, it may well feel authorized l>y the Constitution to execute a treaty 
that stipulatl's for the less important matter of is~uiu~ bonds. 
According to Article I, section U, of the Constitution, as construed by the practice of 
the Goverument, an act of Congress is necessary to appropriate money to pay the 
public del>t, however created. The change of the form of the debt, from a general 
stipulation in the treaty to bonds ·with particular provisions, does not take away that 
necessity. The time for the exercise of whatever power Congress has over the subject 
will come when provision for the payment of the bonds is to be made. 
\Vaiviug all discussion of the desirableness, on gronncls of expediency, of immediate 
authority from CongreAs, and responding to your question accordiug to my judgment 
of the law of the case, I am of opinion tbat yon ma,y lawfully issue the bonds to the 
Choctaws. (See opinion of Attorney-General touching the Choctaw bonus, December 
15, 1870.) 
'riw committee is of the opinion that the tenth article of the treaty of 
April 28, 1866, repeals the law of July 5, 1863, and that the Secretary 
of the Interior may properly pay the suspended annuities contemplated 
by the law of 1862, without further law than the necessary appropria-
tion of money for the purpose. 
It will be noticed that some of these amounts, as shown in the follow-
jug table, are paid on old claims, and belong to payments not on back 
annuities, but on bonds, part of the net-proceeds claim appropriated 
1\farcll 2, 1861, and ordered not paid to the Choctaws, but to be used 
for the support of loyal or refugee Indians. 
In the Inclian appropriation act of March 3, 1865, (1:3 Uniterl States Stat., p. 562,) the 
Secretary of the Treasury is authorized and directed, in lieu of the bonds for the sum 
of $~50,000 appropriated for the use of the Choctaws in the act of March 2, 1861, "to 
pay to the Secretary of the Interior $250,000 for the relief and support of individual 
members of the Cherokee, Creek, Choctaw, Chickasaw, Seminole, Wichita, and other 
affiliated tribes of Indiaus who have been driven fi.'om their homes and reduced to 
want on account of their fi.·iendship to the Government." 
In direct violation of this statute the moneys were in part paid on old 
·Claims, that to :McDonald and Fuller being a case h1 point. 
How hungry and naked refugee Indians were made comfortable by 
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the payment of old claims to traders and contractors is not apparent to 
the committee. 
These Choctaw moneys should be paid to them irrespective of the acts 
of Congress of July 5, 1862, and March 3, 1865. 
DEP_\.RT:'IIE~T Ol!' TilE IXTEJUOR, OFFICE OF IXDUN A FF.\Tnl-;, 
JJ'"ashington, D. G., '"lpril 5, 1tln. 
Rm: In reply to your communication of the 2ll instant, requesting to be fnruishell 
with certain information relative to the act of the general council of the Choctaw 
Nation approved March 18, 1872, wherein a fuH statement of all claims of individual 
Choctaws against the United States is required, showing which of them have and 
which have not been paitl, I have to say that to answer the several questions sub-
mitte'l by you will necessarily involve considerable time, and as you have verbally 
expressed the wish to be fnrnished with a statement in repl:r to your last inquiry with-
out delay, viz: "·what particular annuities dne or accruing to the Choctaw Nation 
were suspended and withheld und·er the act of July 5, 1862, and whether any of said 
suspended annuities have since been paid; and, if so, state specially to whom they 
were so paid, and by what authority and on what account;" I have the honor to sub-
mit "C.erewith a statement showiug the disposition of the fnnds i.n question from Janu-
ary 1, 1861, to June 30, 1866; and base fnrther to say, that since the last-mentioned 
date, the annuities have been paid regularly in acconlance with treaty provisions. 
Yery respectfully, your obedient servant, 
EDWD. P. S:MITH, 
Commissioner. 
Hon. Jonx P. C. Sn.\~"KR, 
House of Represeulatires. 




.Tan. 1, 1861 
March 2, 18G1 
.July 5,1862 
April 2,1863 
.J,lly 2i, 1863 
May 4,1864 
.July 11 , 1864 
Mar. 18, 1865 
,Tan. B, 186t 
Feb. 1, lc61 
:Feb. 2, 1~61 
:FeiJ. 25, 1861 
Dec. 19, 1861 
.June 20, 1862 
.June 20, 1862 
Sept. ~o. 1862 
K OY. 14, 1862 
NoY. 24, 1862 












To \)a lance on band ... _ ..... _ ............... I $~6, 628 46 $10, 708 46 
9, 600 00 
9, 600 00 
9, 600 00 
$920 00 $25, 000 00 
920 00 25, 000 00 
920 00 25, 000 00 
920 00 25, 000 00 
To amount aJ)propriatcd for fi;;cal year cull-
ing .June 30, ltti2.......................... 35, 520 00 
To amount appropriat<'d for iiscal year enll-
iug·.June30,1t6:L ........ - ........... -- ... 35,520 00 
To amount appropriated for fiscal year end-
ing .J nne 30, 1864...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35, 520 00 
To Hon . .J.P. Usher, secretary mtd tru:;tee, 
refunded ........ ·- ........... _ ........ _ . . 
To P. P. Ehler, Indian agent, rd'nntiNl ..... . 
To amount appropriated for fiscal year eud-
ing ,J nne :lO, 18C5 . ... _ ............... _ .... . 
To amount appropriated for fiscal year end-
ing .June 30, 18Gti ......................... . 
By P. P. Pitchl.vnn, for Choctaw Nation .. _ .. 
By ~amuel Garland, for Choctaw Kation .. _. 
By hrael :Folsom, for Choctaw Kation ... _ .. 
By "\Valter Lowri<', secretary Board l!'oreign 
~fissions, tuition, &c ... _ ................. . 
By "\Valter I~owrie, secretary Board Foreign 
MiRsionB, tuition, &c .. ____ ...... ·-· ...... . 
By Thomas Carney & Co., supplies for rcfu-
g<'efl ..... -----·· ...... -----· ---------·· .. . 
By Thoma:;. C. Stevens & Co., supplies for 
r<'fngees ............ _ ............... __ ... . 
By \Villimn G. Coffiu, :superintendant In-
dian affairs ....... _ ....... _ ... _. _ ... _ ... . 
B~' "\Valter LowriP, SPcretary l3oanll•'oreign 
Mission~, tnition, &c ... ... ...... .. __ ..... . 
R,\· <~eorge Ain~lie, for property taken u,y 
Choctaws .............. _. _ .... _ ........ .. . 
3, 99.) 08 . 0. 0 0 0 0 ••••••• 0 0 0 0 • 0 
3, 111 9() . 0 0 ••• 0 •• 0. 0 ••• 0 0 0 •• 
35, 520 00 I 9, GOO 00 920 00 
:35, 520 00 9, 600 00 920 00 
3, 995 08 
3, Ill 96 
25, 000 00 
25,000 00 
221, 335 50 58, 708 46 5, 520 00 157, 107 04 
2, 000 00 1- . 0 ••• 0 ••• 0 • - • 0 •••• 0 
2, 000 00 . 0 • 0 - •• 0 0 0 0 • 0 - • 0 0 0 0 • 
2, 000 00 0 •• - •• 0 0 0 0 • 0 ••• 0 • 0 0 • 
3, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
3, 000 GO 
3, 000 00 
2, 000 00 
2, flOO 00 
2, 000 00 
5, 000 00 5, 000 00 0 ••• 0 • - • 0 0 • - ••• 0 - - • 
10, ooo oo 1 . _ ...•....... _ ... _.. 10, 003 oo 
2, 775 00 j·-.- 0. 0 0 0 • • 2, 775 00 
14,260 34 14,260 3! ········· --·-···-·· 
199 oo I 199 oo .. ___ . ___ .. ____ .. _ .. 
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Statement of appl'opriation fulfilling t/'eaty with Chocla!l·8, 9·e.-Cont iJJJit''l. 
Dat<'. Ht•('Pipts HUll di.-;burst'liH'Ht!'\. 
rO\', 2-l, lt;62 B;v s. Orlamlo Lee, for }Jl'Opert;\- taken by I 
Cbottnw"' ... _ .. _. _ ............. _. _. __ . . __ . E'2H 35 ..,2-ll 5.3 .. . .. . . .. .. ........ 
Nm·. 25, 186:2 By _WilliaH? G. Coftiu, >'uperintellllent In- 1 
dum atfall'S .................•............. 
l)('c. 31, 1862 By S. L. Hohbs ............................ .. 
Jan. 10, lt(i:l B:v William G. Coffin, Rnperintemlent In- ' 
dian affairs ............................. .. 
,Jan. 31,1863 B.v Jolin Edward», for property taken by 
Choctaws ....................... - . - . - - - - - .I 
,Jan. :n, 11:'63 By _\Villi~~:?- G. Coftin, superintendent In- , 
chan afi:nrs .............................. . 
FPb. 12, 1863 By \Villiam G. Cofiin, superintendent Tn- 1 
tlian affairs ............................. .. 
t-;ept. 3, 1863 By !''illia.~ G. Cofli.n, superintendant In-
chan aftmrs .................... : ........ . 
XoY. 5,1863 By Cronin, Hnrxlhal & Sears, for Imlian 
1, "~g ~~ I: :::::::~~: I: :::::::: 1, i~~ ~~ 
30, 000 00 1 .. --- .... -- .. - .. --.. 30, 000 00 
1, O!J::! 67 ........... -- ....... I 1, O!l2 67 
1~: ~:: :: : :::: : :::: l : : : : : : : 
7, G9-l ::!6 I 4, ;.lQ'j' 37 -~~. 760 00 
15, 000 00 
7, 500 00 
726 69 
goods. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-1, 000 00 .......... . 
:Xo'l'". 17, 18()3 By Cronin, linrxthal & Sears, for Indian 
goods ............... - . - -.- . - - - -- - - - - --- - - -
1 
Dec. !J, 1863 B~li~~~~~/f~Irs~:- ?.~~-~~~- ~~~-1~~~~~~~~~1~~-t-- ~~~--. 1 15, 000 00 I 4.32 92 
H8 00 ....... -- .. 
14, 547 08 
14,000 00 
448 00 
,Jan. 8, 1864 B:v J.l\1. Mor<', ag-ent. New York Central 
Railroad, for trauf!portation .............. . 370 48 -- .. ------- 570 48 
Jan. 1!J, 1864 By _Willian~ G. Cofiin, superintendent In-
1 chan affau·s....................... .. .. .. .. 9, 496 60 I !J, H7 OS 3-19 :i2 
,July 21, 186-1 By McDonald & Full<'r, for Indian goocls ... ·I 
Ang. 11, 186-l By \\'illi•nn G. Coiliu, superinteudent In- 1 35, !)'20 00 9, 600 00 920 00 2;), 000 00 
dian affairs............................... 3,1119ti .................... 3,11196 
~fay 1• 1865 I Blaf~~j~~- ~e-l~~~ _s_n_~~~-~~~~~~l_e_~~ -~~~l-i~~--~f~. 15, 400 00 ... __ .. __ . 400 00 15, 000 00 
.A.ng:. 12, 1E65 B.v Elijah Sells, !mp<'rintendc·nt Indian af'- I I 
fai 18 ................................. __ .. . 20, 120 00 !J, 600 00 520 00 10, 000 00 
'---------------
1 221, 335 5o I 5s, 1oa -16 5, 52o oo 157, 101 o4 
CHICKASAW BA.CK A5~UITIES. 
The Chickasaw back annuities were received by Holmes Colbert, one 
of the commissioners who made the treaty of 1866, and who signed the 
Chickasaw contract with Latrobe, and who participated in the division 
of the $100,000 advance fee and all subsequent fees under it, including 
his part under that collusory agTeement of one-half of these l>ack annui-
ties and one-half of $ti9,736.13 annuities from 1866 to 1868, after the 
treaty of 1866, acting, however, in the receipt of these back annuities 
under an appointment of the Chickasaw council to receive at Washing-
ton and pay over moneys, of which he received $316~606.67. This act of 
appointing Holmes Colbert as a receiyer and disbursing agent near the 
United States Treasury was a part of the same covert movement under 
the Latrobe contract. Colbert was a mo~t convenient person for that 
purpose, being interested in the spoils under that contract, while his co-
commissioner, J.D. James, who was not personally interested iu the con-
tract, was soon shoved asiue, and did not participate in the payments, 
and really does not know to whom they were made. It will be readily 
:-;een that this was a preconcerted plan to sift these funds under the 
Latrobe 50 per cent. contract before they reached thl regular trea:-;urer 
of the Chickasaw Nation. These back annuities were secured nudt'l' the 
trent~' of 18GG, and it won1<1 have been prop(lr to SPIH1 the mo\H'~ to the 
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'Chickasaw treasury or people, through the United States agent for tl1at 
tribe, lmt Latrobe and his accomplices here and in the Chickasaw coun-
try could show no good reason for taking 50 per cent. of moneys, as he 
bad 1Jeeu fully and largely paid for services in making the treaty of 1866. 
There was no proceeding necessary after the treaty of 1866 but to lift the 
mone,y from the United States, and, if it got into the treasury of the 
Chickasaws, and known to the people, it would have exposed the co\ert 
and corrupt proceedings of the Latrobe combination, and have exploded 
the bubble of Lat1·obe' s transcendent ability and importance to them, and b ave 
1Jrought the truth to the surface. It must not be omitted here to state that 
the men who made the Latrobe contract and participated in its spoils were 
the controlling influential men of the Chickasaws; "\Vinchester Colbert 
being one of them and Holmes Colbert another. The amount of back 
annuities paid to Holmes Colbert by the United States are as follows: 
Statement showing the arnount of Chickasaw funds placed in the hands of Holrnes Colbe~·t and 
Geo1'ge D. Jatnes, kind of funds, and dates of payment. 
June 29, 1F367. H. Colbert and George D. James, being part of the pro-
ceeds of $74,200 United States stock loan of 1847, sold by 
the Secretary of the Treasury, by request of the Secre-
tary of the Interior, May 14, 1867 ........ ____ ... _ .. _.. $100, 000 00 
Aug. 13, 1868. H. Colbert, interest on stocks occurring after J nly 1, 1866 _ 300 00 
May 26, 1869. H. Colbert, interest in part on stocks occurring from Jan-
nary, 1855, to July 1, 1866 ...•............... ____ .. _.. 64, 4:33 85 
May 26, 1869. H. Colbert, interest in part on paying and non-paying stock 
occurring from July 1, 1866, to July 1, 1868 .. ___ . _ .. _. 69, 736 15 
June 1, 1869. H. Colbert, coin interest and premium on stocks occurring 
from January 1, 1tl6l, to July 1, 1865 .. _ ..... ___ .. ___ . _ 82, 136 67 
Total . _ ..•.. _ . _ .....•.......... __ ... _ .... _ .. _ _ _ _ _ 316, 60fi 67 
Of this large amount Colbert parceled out to the Jjatrobe combina-
tion $208,303, being the $100,000 paid to G. D. James and H. Colbert, 
and one-half of the back annuities, and one-half or the $69,736.15, regu-
lar annuities occurring from July 1, 1866, to July 1, 186i:>. The persons 
proven to have been interested in this rascally partition of the Chicka-
saw moneys are J obn H. B. Latrobe, D. H. Cooper, and John T. Cochrane, 
these three getting one-half of the fee of $100,000, and one-fourth of the 
collection by Colbert of $31G,606.67. The other half of the Latrobe fee 
of $100,000, and one-fourth of the amount of $31G,G06.67, was parceled 
out among Winchester Colbert, Edward Pickens, Holmes Colbert, Col-
bert Carter, Robert H. Love, and E. S. :Mitchell, or may haYe been sub-
divided with others whose names the witnesses seem 1o avoid. Cooper 
swears that he got about $10,000 of this, but <loes not know bow much, 
yet he swears that the back annuities were di'iTided under the Latrobe 
contract, these parties keeping one· half of it. But it is clear that there 
could be no expenses accompanying this collection, as it was only a pay-
ment un<ler the treaty of 18GG. The interested witnesses, however, per-
sist in speaking of expenses that are undefined, but it is all on~ to the 
Indians to thus investigate bow the money was subdivided. The Indians 
lost the $100,000, an(f half their moueys collected by Holmes Colbert, 
by the Latrobe contract without any consideration whatever. 
iOH~ T. COCHRANE'S CLAil\f. 
On the 13th day of February, 1855, the Choctaw delegates of 1853 
enterPd into a contra<"t with John T. Cochrane, (herein inserted,) agree-
ing, so f<tr as tl1Py bad pmYer to agree 'i'ith him, to pay said Cochrane 
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tor his services as attorney in collecting the net-proceeus claim from 
the United States, being the claim unuer the treaty of 1830, as ordered to 
be settled by the treaty of J nne 22, 1855, to pay to said Cochrane or his 
heirs 30 per cent. of the amount collected. Cochrane <lied in 1866, and 
since his death, as will appear by reference to the testimony of J. D. 
McPherson, his executor, and to the testimony of Mrs. Cochrane and 
Latrobe, the executor sold the fee of Cochrane at 30 per cent. on the 
whole amount to be collected, notwithstanding the contract is for per-
sonal sen·ices, and Cochrane died, and from the date of his contract to 
his death there is little service shown to have been performed by him. 
The act of :March 2, 18G2, appropriating $500,000, one-half in money 
and one-half in bonds, to be applied on the net-proceeds claim, which 
this Cochrane contract is intended to cover, was the only thing done 
after this contract, and as there has been no further allowance, since no 
effective services were rendered by him, and there can be nothing due 
him, and the sale by McPherson of his claim is a nullity, and cannot be 
made good in personal services, Cochrane had no power of substitu-
tion given in the contract. But, again, Cochrane, after making a con-
tract of February 13, 1855, as attorney for the Choctaws, and while yet 
holding that contract as the attorney, did in 1866 collude with Latrobe, 
Uooper, and the delegates of the Choctaws who made the treaty of 1866, 
to defraud, and did defraud, his clients, the Choctaws, out of $100,000, 
which he received as Latrobe's repreRentative ~mel partner, and which 
he diviued, keeping $1G,OOO himself, delivered $16,000 to Cooper, and 
$16,000 to Latrobe, and divided $50,000 between Allen Wright and the 
other Choctaw delegates of 186G, with whom they had colluded; he 
also receiYed a large amount of money for services in the collection of 
the $250,000, money paid under the appropriation act of ].\larch 2, 18Gl. 
This he got in 1861, of D. H. Cooper, agent. 
COXTRACT WITH COCJIRAXE. 
1 Preamble stating the ureessity of haYing an attorney and counsel at \Vasbington.j 
Now this agreement, made an<l entered into this 13th day of February, 185!), by and 
between Peter P. Pitchlynn, Israel Folt>om, Dixon vV. Lewis, a,nd Samuel Garland, del-
egates dnly appointed by an act qf the Choctaw conncil approved on the lOth Novem-
ber, 1854, of the first part, and John T. Cochrane, of the second part, witnesseth : 
The party of the second part hereby agrees, obligates, aud binds himself to continue 
as heretofore with zeal, energy, and fruitfulness to urge and prosecute all the unset-
tled claims and demands of the Choctaw Nation upou the United States, before any of 
the Departments or officers thereof, ani!. if necessary before Congress, and especially 
the claim of said nation arising under the treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek of Septem-
ber 27, 1830, to the net proceeds of the lands ceded to the United States by that treaty; 
and the said party of the second part further obligates and binds himself to do his best aud 
utmost to obtam payment of said claims aud demands, and in all things appertaining 
thereunto to faithfully represent the said nation, aud gnar<l its interests, and strive to 
enforce its rights, at his own cost and expense. Aml the said parties of the :first part, 
for an<l in behalf of, and in the uame of the Choctaws, do hereby convenant, promise, 
and agree to and with the said party of t,he second part, and thereto solemnly and ir-
revocably pledge its and their faitll and honor, that of and out of any and all moneys 
obtained by and paid to said nation, or iudivi<luals thereof, for and on acconnt of any 
or all of said claims, there shall be promptly and faithfully paid to the said party of 
the second part the amount of 30 per centum of every an<l all snch snlll or sums of 
money payable to said party of the second part, his heirs or assigns, so soou as the 
same shall be paid by the United States to the said Choctaw Nation, or its legally 
authorized representatives, without any evasion or delay. 
And it is further agreed, and the said Choctaw Nation, by the undersigned delegates, 
do hereby authorize and empower the agent of the United States for the Choctaw In-
dians, or any other person into whose hands any money due aud payable to the Choc-
taw Nation, on account of any or all of the claims hereinbefore referred to, shall come, 
or the demands of the said party of the second part, his heirs, or assigns, to pay over 
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to him or them 30 per eeutnm of the same, and on the production of ::1 receipt therefor 
from the said part.y of the second part, his heirs or assigns, then that the said Clwctaw 
Nation shall and will forthwith give to the said agent, or person having said money 
for disbnrsment, good antl sufficient vouchers therefor to pass said prtJ'rneut at the set-
tlement of his account in Washington. 
In testimony whereof, the said parties of the first part, for and in behalf of the said 
Cl octaw Nati,Jn, an<l the said party of the second part, for himself, do hereunto set 
their ha•Hls <tull affix: their seals this !:3th day of February, A. D. 1855. 
Jon~ T. CocmuxE. 
lh<.;THICT OF Cw;c:\mrA, Cowlfy of Tl 'ashiur;ton : 
P. P. PITCHLYNN. 
ISRAEL FOLSOM. 
SAMUEL GARLAND. 





Be it remembererl that on this :22d day of .Jnne, A. D. 1855, before me, the sub~criber, 
au actin~ jnstice of the peace iu and for said county, personally appearetl the said 
Peter P. Pitchlynn, Israel Folflom, Samuel Garland, and Diek,;on \V. Lewis, Choctaw 
delegates, and acknowledged t.hat they signed, sealed, an<l deliYere1l the foregoillg con-
tract to .John T. Cochrane, who also appeared alld acknowledge<l that he executed t.he 
same, for the pnrposB <tlHl on the day therein mentioned. 
In testimony whereof i luwe herennto set my lutnd and affi·.,;:erl my Real. 
[sEAL.] JOH~ L. S}IITH. 
SEC. 15. ·whereas the general council of the ChoctawR, at its SI'Ssion, November 9, 
A. D.1R5:3, appoir.ted P. P. Pitchlynu, Israel F'olsom, Dixon vV. Lewis, aud Samuel Gar-
land delegates to represent the Choctaws at Washington City, and to institute in their 
name and behalf a claim upon the Government of the United States for further pay 
an<l remuneration for the country ceded by them to said Government, nuder the treaty 
of 1830, concluded at Dancing Rabbit Creek, and to protect and defend every right and 
interest of the Choctaws arising under treaty stipnla.tious, or otherwise, with full power 
to settle and dispose of by treaty, or otherwise, all <.~nd eYery claim and interest of the 
Choctaw Nation against the United States Government, an.d to adjust and bring to a 
close all unsettled l.Jusiness of the Choctaw people with said Goverument of the United 
States. 
And whereas the incipient steps have been taken by said delegation to effect the object 
of their mission; and whereas from the nature of clai;ns and interest of Choctaw peo-
ple, their long standing and intricate nature, further trials are necessary to bring them 
to a successful issue; and whereas the Choctaw council has undiminished confidence in 
the wisdom, prudence, and integrity of the said delegation: Therefore, 
Be it resolved by the general council of the Choctaws, That P. P. Pitchlynn, Israel Folsom, 
Dixon W. Lewis, and Samuel Garland, be, and they are hereby, instructed to remain at 
Washington City, and continue to press to a final settlement all claims and unsettled 
llltSines" of the Choctaws with the Government of the United States, with full power 
to take all measures, and to enter into any and all contracts, which in their judgment 
are, or may become, necessary and proper, in the name of the Choctaw people, to bring 
to a final and satisfactory adjnstment and settlement all claims or demands whatsoever 
which the Choctaw tribe, or any member thereof, has against the Go,·ernm1.mt of the 
United States, by treaty or otherwise. 
Approved November 10, 1854. 
SUB-COXTRACT AXD TH.\.XSFER OF THE COCIIIUXI~ COXTHACT, .\.XD COXSOLlD.\.TED 
HISTORY OF CONTUACT8. 
vVhereas a contract was entered into on the 12th <ln.y of March, 1854, between the 
undersigned, as the duly authorized delegates and representatives of the Choctaw N a-
tion of Indians, of the one part, and Albert Pike, of the State of Arkansas, of the other 
part, whereby it was stipulated and agreed that, for and i.n consideration of a certain 
mte of compensation to be paid to hi.m, the said Albert Pike was to act as the agent and 
attorney of the Cl10ctaw Nation of Indians, in the prosecution of certain claims and 
demands held by the said nation on the Government of the United States; and where-
as the said Albert Pike was obliged to leaYe the City of Washington before any prog-
ress made in the prosecution of said claims, and has not been able to render any serv-
ice therein ; and >vhereas the said delegates and representatives have been ol.Jliged to 
rely and depend upon .John T. Cochrane, of the city of \Vashington and District 
of Colnmbia., who has been for the last three years past acting as the agent of 
the Clwctaw ~n.tion in the prosecution of a chtim in their behalf ou the Goveru-
ment of the United States for arrearages of annuities a11d school mone~'S, and in 
regard to \Ybich he has reJH1ered the JJ:ost important and valuable senict:·s in 
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procuring the necessary investigations and favorable reports from tlw proper De-
partments and officers of the United States; and whereas he has thns far rendered 
all the services which have been performed in the prosecution of the matters referred 
to in the aforementioned contract with the sttid Albert Pike, and which services have 
been of the most laborious and valuable charactor, in placing said matters upon a 
proper basis, and in a favorable train of adjustment; and whereas said delegates and 
representatives have still to rely upon the said John T. Cochrane for the further and 
continued management and prosecution, in a proper and official manner, of all the 
aforesaill claims and demands of the Choctaw Nation against thP Government of tlle 
United St~ttes, and they consiuer it necessary for the interests of their nation that all 
the business connected with said claims and demands slmll be nuder his excltwi ve con-
trol and management : 
~ow, therefore, the said delegates and representatives do hl'rehy rm·oke and annul 
the ttforementioned contract with the said Albert Pike, and declare the same to be null 
and void; and having full power and authority from the Cbochtw NnJ,ion, under an 
act or resolution of the council thereof, adopted and approveu on the lOth day of No-
vember, 11:354, and a copy of which is hereto annexed alld marle part hereof, to ta,Jw 
all measures, and to enter into all contracts, which, in their judgment, are or may be-
come necessary and proper in the name of the Choctaw people, to uring to a final and 
satisfactory adjustment and settlement all clairus or demands whatsocH'r which the 
Choctaw tribe, or any member thereof, have against the Goverurueut of the United 
States, by treaty or otherwise. 
Now this agreement, maue and entered into this 13th day of February, 1 G5, by an<l 
between Peter P. Pitchlynn, Israel Folsom, Dixon \V. Lewis, and Samuel Garland, dele-
gates duly appointed by au act of the Choctaw council, approved on the lOth Novem-
ber, 1854, of the first part, and John 'I'. Cochrane, of the second part, witnesseth: 
The party of the second part hereby agrees, obligates, and binds himself to continue 
as heretofore, with zeal, energy, and faithfulness, tolur~e and prosecute all the unset-
tled claims and demands of the Choctaw Nation upon t.he United States, before any of 
the Departments or officers thereof, and, if necessary, before Congre~s, and especially 
the claim of said nation, arising under the treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek, of Sep-
tember 27, 1830, to the net proceeds of the lands ceded to the United States by that 
treaty, and the said party of the second part further obligates and binds himself to do 
his best and utmost to obtain payment of said claims and demands, and in all things 
appertaining thereunto to faithfully represent the said nation, and guard its inter-
ests, and strive to enforce its rights at his own cost and expense. And the said parties 
of the first part, for and in behalf and in the name of the Choctaws, do hereby cove-
nant, promise, and agree to and with the said party of the second part, and thereto 
solemnly and irrevocably pledge its and their faith and honor, that of and out of auy 
and all moneys obtained by aml paid to said nation or individuals thereof, for and on 
account of any or aU of said claims, there shall be promptly and faithfully paid to the 
said party of the second part the amount of 30 per centum of any and aU such sum or 
sums of money, payable to the said party of the second part, his heirs or assigns, as 
soon as the same shall be paid over by the United States to the saill Choctaw Nation, 
or its legally authorized representatives, without evasion or delay; and it is further 
agreed, and the saiu Choctaw Nation, by the undersigned delegates, do" hereby author-
ize and empower the agent of the United States for the Choctaw Indians, or any ot!Jer 
person into whose hands any money dne aud payable to the Choct.:tw Nation on ac-
count of any or all of the claims herein before referred to, shall come, on the demands 
of t!Je said party of the second part, his !Jeirs or assigns, to pay over to him or to them 
30 per centum of t!Je same; and on the product.ion of a receipt therefor from the said 
party of the secoud part, !Jis heirs or assigns, then that t.he said Choctaw Nation shall 
and will forthwith give to the said agent or person having said money for disbnrse-
ment, good anu snffi~icnt vouchers therefor to pass said payments at tile settlement of 
his accounts in ·washington. 
In testimony whereof the said parties of the first part, for and in behalf of the saitl 
Choctaw Nation, and the said party of the second part, for himself, do hereunto set 
their hands and affix: their seals t!Jis l:~th day of Fchrnary, A. D. 11)55. 
Jon~ T. CocnHAXE. 
DISTRICT OF COLU:\IBU, County of Washington: 
P. P. PITCHLYNN. 
ISRAEL FOLSO:\f. 
SA1IUEL GAHLAND. 





Be it rememberetl that on this, the 22d clay of June, A. D. 1835, before me, the snb-
scriber. an acting justice of tile p~ace, in and for said count.,v, personally appeare<l the 
said Peter P. Pitcblynu, Israel Folsom, Samuel Garbncl, aml Dixon \V. Lewis, Chorta"~ 
<lelegate~, and ackuowle(lgPd that thf'y signed, sealed, and delivered the foregoiug 
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contract to John T. Cochrane, who also appeared and acknowledged that he executed 
the same for the purpose and on the day therein mentioned. 
In testimony whnreof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my seal. 
JOHN L. Sl\!ITH. [SEAL.] 
This contract, not having been revoked o~ superseded, remains valid and binding on 
all parties. 





Here again are colluders assuming authority to uo that which they 
bad no power to do, and in the interests of their proud leader, Latrobe. 
SEc. 15. Whereas the general council of the Choctaws, at its session November 9, A. 
D. 1853, appointed P. P. Pitchlynn, Israel Folsom, Dixon \V. Lewis, and Samuel Gar-
land delegates to represent the Choctaws at Washington City, and to institute in their 
name and behalf a claim upon the Government of the United States for further pay 
and remuneration for the country cedAd by them to the Government nuder the treaty 
of 1830, concluded at Dancing Rabbit Creek, and to protect and to defend every right 
and interest of the Choctaws arising under treaty stipulations or otherwise, with full 
power to settle and dispose of by treaty or otherwise all aml every claim and interest 
of the Choctaw Nation against the United States Government, and to adjust and bring 
to a close all unsettled busi11ess of the Choctaw people with the said Government of the 
United States; and whereas the incipient steps have been taken by said delegation to 
effect the object of their mission; and whereas, from the nature of claims and inter-
ests of the Choctaw people, their long standing and intricate nature, further trial is 
necessary to bring them to a successful issue; and whereas the Choctaw council bas 
undiminished confidence in the wisdom, prudence, and integrity of the said delegation: 
Therefore, 
Be it t·esolved by tlle genet·al co1wdl of the Clwctatcs, That P. P. Pitchlynn, Israel Folsom, 
Dixon W. Lewis, and Samuel Garland be, and they are hereby, instructed to remain at 
\Vashington City and continue to press to a final settlement all claims and unsettled 
business of the Choctaws with the Government of the United States, with full power 
to take all measures and to enter into any and all contracts which in their judgment are 
or may become necessary and proper, in the name of the Choctaw people, to bring to a fimtl 
and satisfactory adj nstment and settlement all claims or demanus whatsoever which 
the Choctaw tribe, or any member thereof, has against the Government of the Uuiteu 
States by treaty or otherwise. 
Resol1'ed, That the Choctaw delegation be instructed to request the Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs to authorize D. H. Cooper, United States agent, to repair to \Vaof:lhington 
City for the pnrpose of assisting iu the investigation of Choctaw claims, and by his 
counsel and advice to aid in consummating a final satisfactory settlement of all the unad-
justed Chocta"{ matters with the Government of the United States as speedily as pos-
sible. 
Approved by-
NOYI~MBER 10, 1854. 





This is Uoopcr, the other lloru of the same bau ox, pro\ing antllority 
to continue the frauds. 
\Vhereas P. P. Pitchlynn, Israel Folsom, Dixon Vv. LewiR, am1 Samuel Garland were 
duly and legally appointed delegates of the Choctaw Nation to press to final settle-
ment all claims and unfinished business with the United States, and to enter into all 
contracts necessary and proper iu their judgment to that end; and whereas in pursu-
ance of that authority so confided to them, the said delegates, on the 13th day of Feb-
ruary, 1855, entered into a contract with John T. Cochrane, of \Vashington City, which 
contract was indorsed and approved on the 2d of April, 1866, by the delegates of the 
Choctaw Nation, who signed the treaty with the United States, April 213, 1866, as by 
said contract and indorsement thereon fully appears, the object of said contract being 
to secure the services of said Cochrane and such persons as he might approve and 
employ in securing to the Choctaw Nation the adjustment and settlement and final 
payment of certain claims therein mentioned, and particularly a claim for the net 
proceeds of certain lands ceded by the Choctaw Nation to the United State~, and it 
was agreed that the said Cochrane should receive and retain out of any moneys finally 
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received for the Choctaw Nation 30 per cent. out of the whole sum to be received 
paid to, and retained by the said Cochrane, his heirs and aseigns, whenever the said 
money should be paid by the United States; and whereas the said Cochrane proceed-
ed under said contract to prosecute said claims, and particularly the" net-proceeds" 
claim, so called, hereinbefore mentioned, and prosecuted the said" net-proceeds" claim 
so called, to adjustment and settlement by the treaty of June 22, 1855, and by a~ 
award of the Senate, of March 9, 1859, and by other acts of the United States authori-
ties, and further obtained an appropriation of $500,000 by Congress on account there-
of, and afterwards died on or about the 21st day of October, 1866, having before his 
death entered into certain conditional arrangements with Jeremiah S. Black, of Wash-
ington City, for the further prosecution of said claim by obtaining an appropriation 
for the payment of the residue thereof, which arrangement the executor of said Coch-
rane is desirous to carry into effect, being thereto fully and specially authorized by 
the will of the said Cochrane : 
Now, therefore, this agreement made this 8th day of Novemuer, in the year 1866, 
between John D. McPherson, executor of John T. Cochrane and Jeremiah S. Black, 
both of Washington City, witnesseth: 
1. That the said J. S. Black agrees to proceed with all diligence to procure from the 
Congress of the United States an appropriation for the payment of the residue of the 
said claim of the Choctaw Nation and to employ competent assistance in the prosecu-
tion of said claim. 
2. That the saiJ. John D. McPherson, executor of the said John T. Cochrane, agrees 
to assign, set over, and transfer all the right, title, and interest of the said John T. 
Cochrane, his heirs and assigns, in and to the 30 per centum compensation secured to 
the said Cochrane by the contract aforesaid, and to the payment of which to him, his 
heirs and assigns, the faith of the Choctaw Nation stands by said contract solemnly 
and irrevocably pledged. 
3. That the said J. S. Black, in the further prosecution of said claim, is hereby sub-
stituted in the place of said Cochrane, as the attorney, counsel, and agent of the said 
Choctaw Nation, with authority to do, perform, and receive all and everything which 
by the said contract the said Cochrane might do, perform, and receive, and to demand 
from the said Choctaw Nation whatever the said Cochrane under the said contract 
might demand. 
4. That the said J. S. Black shall pay out of the money so to be received by him 
such sum to the executor of said Cochrane as shall be agreed on by the parties hereto, 
and shall pay all other demands justly due and payable out of the said compensation 
of 30 per cent., ·so that the Choctaw Nation shall not under any circumstances be 
compelled to pay more or greater componsation for services rendered or to be rendered 
than the 30 per cent. agreed upon by the contract hereinbefore referred to. 
5. That inasmuch as the said J. S. Black desires the approval of the authorized 
delegates of the Choctaw Nation to this arrangement before undertaking the duties 
herein imposed upon him, this agreement shaU not take effect to bind him until such 
approval be bad. 
JOHN D. McPHERSON, [SEAL.] 
Executor of John T. Cochrane. 
J. s. BLACK. [SEAL.] 
Signed, sea,led, and delivered in the presence of-
L. LIB .. 
\Ve the undersio-ned deleo-ates of the Choctaw Nation, do hereby approve and as-
sent to the provi~ion~ of the foregoing agreement and to the substitution of J. S. 
Black in the place of John 'r. Cochrane, _decea~ed1 as th.e attorney, counsel, a_ncl agent 
of the Choctaw Nation for the prosecutwn of satd claim, and hereby promtse to do 
and perform and pay to the saicl ?· S. Black whatever by the said contr~ct wi~h sai~l 
Cochrane the said Choctaw Natwn was bound to do, and we renew With sa1d J. S. 
Black all the covenants, agreements, and pr_omises .heretofore made and concluded 
with said Cochrane, agreeing that whatever n~hts sa1d CocJ;trane ha?- under the co~­
tract of Pebruary 13, 1855, in regard to the satd unapprop_nated resitlue of the sa1Cl 
net-proceeds claim, the said J. s .. Black shall. have under thts agreement, and upon the 
same terms and conditions, proviCled the satd J. S. Black shall make t~e payments 
agreed to be made by the foregoing agreement and perform the acts therem agreed to 
be performed. 
P. P. PITCHLYNN. 
SAMUEL GARLAND, 
By P. P. PITCHLYNN, 
His Attorney in fact. 
ISRAEL FOLSOM:. 
PETER POLSOM, 
By ISRAEL FOLSOM, 
His Attorney 'in fact. 
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COST TO THE GOVERNl\fE~T OF l\fAKI:srG TilE TREATIES 
OF 1866 "\YITH THE CREEKS, AND THE J-OI:XT Tl{EATY 
WITH THE CllOCTA \NS A~D UHlOKASA \VS. 
While it cost the United States $~1,1~3.55 to make the joint treaty 
April 28, 1866, with the Choctaws and Chickasaws, it cost them jointly 
$4:83,486.40; and the making of fraudulent contracts to seize on one-half 
of all their moneys, and much of the $~30,000 appropriated in 1866 to 
make tllese treaties. If the money of these tribes is not accounted 
for in this showing, it is all paid over as shown abov.e. 'fhe law 
specially provided that it should be paid for the purpose for wh.ich appro-
priated only, and that was to make the treaties. 
While the Creek treaty cost th.e United States $10,000, it cost th.e 
Creeks $134,300 besides the expenses of the delegation, equal perhaps 
to that of the Chocta \YS. 
OF F ICI.\L 1-'T .\.TE:\lK~n' OF EXl'EXtiE OF TRE.\.TIES ~·.Dn:D. 
D E P .\ R"nlEXT OF TilE IxTEHIOR, 
OFFICE OF IXDIA~· AFF.\IJ:S , 
Washington, D. C., April18, 1Bn. 
Sm: I lwYe the honor to ackno\\~l edge the r eceipt of your communication of the :Jd 
in~tant, re<1uesting to be fnrnislted with a statement of the cost to the United States 
in making treaties with the Choctaws and Chickasaws, April 28, 1"366, Creeks, June 
14, 1866, Seminoles, March 21, 1866, and the Cherokees of July 19, 1866. 
In reply I have to say that there was expended, as near as can b e a,sccrtained, by 
the records of this offi ce, in negotiating joint treaties with the Clloctn \YS and Chick a-
saws the sum of $21,12.3.55, as per appropriation act, approved July 27, 18Gt3 ; Creeks 
:·10,000, appropriated by act of Congress approved Jnly ~8, 1866. 
In the ca:-;e of the Cherokees and Seminoles it appears that the expenses of negotiat-
ing their treaties were paid from their own fnutlH. 
Very respectfully, yonr obedient sernmt. 
Hon. J.P. C. , UA~- 1\:'-'. 
House of Repre8entafitcs. 
ED\YD. P. SMITH, 
Commis8ioner. 
COST OF THE CIIOCTA 'V A:XD CHIOIL\..SA \V TREATY OF 
APRIL 28, 18G6. 
Tlle joint treaty of the Choctaws and Ollickasaws of April 28, 186G, 
with the United States, cost these poor people more for counsel fees 
than the United States paid for that expense in making the recent 
treaty with Great Britain touching the Alabama claims, which was a 
\exed national question, affecting the interests and exciting the atten-
tion of the entire civilized world, and in wbicll crowned heads were 
called as arbitrators, and by which treaty international law of great and 
Jasting importance is being established for all future time. This, too, 
not ithstanding the fact that the United States, which is the real and 
only protector of those tribes, had, by commission sent to Fort Smith to 
treat with them after the close of the rebellion, offered them full pardon 
before they had asked it, for offenses committed with the confederacy 
against the Government in a war that they did not inaugurate and of 
which they were the recognized victims and not the authors. 
After the propositions for a treaty were made at Fort Smith, the nego-
tiations were deferred and Washington fixed as the place for their consum-
mation; and after the negotiations were opened at Washington, these 
tribes:at the instance of Douglas H. Cooper, employed an attorney by the 
name of J. H. B. Latrobe, of Baltimore, Maryland, to whom these two 
tribes paid as counsel fees $200,000, which wa·s paid and divided 
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under a co1lm;ive contract between this attorney Latrobe and his accom-
plices, D. H. Cooper and John T. Cochrane, on the one hand, and the 
Choctaw and Chickasaw delegates or commissioners, who, on the part 
of their respective nations, made the treaty of 1866, and employed 
Latrobe, on the other; this combination of gambling attorneys getting 
one-half and the delegates the other. 
But it will be further seen tbat there was $230,000 appropriated and 
charged to those two tribes to enable them to meet the expense of that 
joiut treaty; and it will also appear that it was paiU out and charged to 
the Choctaws and Chickasaws as follows: 
April 3,1866. Allen Wright, Choctaw ................. ---.·----- ...... - ~ --
May 26, 1869. Holmes Colbert, Chickasaw .. ___ .......... __ ........ __ ..... . 
Feb. 8,1867. Joel Kemp Choctaw .................. ------ ............... . 
July 27, 1867. Joel Kemp Choctaw ....................................... . 
Aug 1:3,1867. 'l'. J. Bond, Choctaw .......... ------ ...................... . 
April 30, 1867. B. L. Leflore Cl10ctaw .................................... .. 
::\Iaking ................ _ ..... _ ......................... _ .. _ ... _ .. . 
~;150, 000 






The committee thinkR there must haxe been a great waste of the 
moneys of these people permitted by the Department, or else there has 
been a Yiolation of the second section of the appropriation act of July 2u, 
1866, wllich especially provides that 110 money appropriated to execute a 
treaty be transferred or applied to any other purpose unless especially 
authorized by law, If the Commissioner of Indian Affairs at the time 
these treaties were made was not interested in these wrongs and frauds 
on the Indians, he must necessarily have been incompetent as a public 
officer, the result being the same to the Indians. 
In addition to the payment of $100,000 by each tribe for attorn<>y~ 
only, as stated, tlley respecti,Tely paid the following other expenses, a ' 
will appear by the books of the Indian Office: 
EXPEN"SI~ OF CIIOCTAW CO;.\L\IISSIO:X OF 1866 . 
. T u1 v 24. 1~()6. Expense of Choctaw commissioners .... _ .......... _ ... _ . . _. 
Ang. 21, 1~66. To A. T. Beverige, boarding delegat~<> . __ ... _. _ ..... _ . . -~- .. 
To E. S. Mitchell, expense of delegation ..... __ . _ .........• A. 
To C. G. Ecloff, boarding delegation . _ ........... _ .... __ .... . . 
ToP. P. Pitchlynn, board, &c .......................... .. .. 
Ang. 27,1866. To expense of delegation ................................ .. 
Aprilll, 1866. ToP. P. Pitchlyn, expense ................................ . 
To A. T. Beverige, boarding delegation ................. __ .. 
To R. M .. Jones, salary as delegate .... _ ............ _ ....... . 
To John Page, salary as delegate __ ..... ~ -· ................ . 
To Allen Wright, salary as delegate·----- ...•.. -----· .... .. 
To .James Riley, salary as delegate ............••.... n ..... . 
To Alfred Wade, salary as delegate ....• _ ...•........... __ .. 
To Campbell Leflore, salary as delegate .. _. __ ... _ ...•..... _. 
















Aggregate cost of commissioners .... _ ........................... __ . 7, 368 05 
To this add the Latrobe swindle of $100,000, and it will be seen that 
the cash expense of the joint treaty of .April29, 1866, to the Choctaws 
alone was $107,368.05. To this add D. H. Cooper's default as United 
States agent that was covered over by the fraudulent release given by 
the Choctaw delegates of 1866, which is $14.0,931.52, and it aggregates a 
cash loss to the Choctaws of $248,299.57, or over $16 per head for the 
fifteen thousand Choctaws composing their nation. 
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EXPEXSE OF CIIICKASA W Co:i.'l!l\HSSION OF 1866. 
Aprilll, 1~66. To 'Vinchester Colbert, expense of delegation .........•.. 
To Winchester Colbert, traveling expense of delegation ... 
ToT. A. Beverige, boardiug delegation ..••..•............ 
To ·winchester Colbert, salary as delegate ...•... 4. •••••••• 
To Colbert Carter, salary as delegate ................... .. 
To Robert H. Love, salary as delegate ................... . 
To Holmes Colbert, salary as delegate .............•..•... 
May 3, 1866. To Girard Parlor, board ..........•..............•....... 
Do. . ...•............................ 
.T nne 26, 1866. To R. H. Love, traveling expense on return ............. .. 
.Tune 30, 18@6. To ,V, Colbert, traveling expense on return .............. . 
To Holmes Colbert, traveling expense on return ......... . 
To Colbert Carter, traveling expense on return ....•...... 
.July 23,1866. To Edmund Pickens, traveling expense on return ... .. ... .. 
Aug. 21, 1866. To A. T. Beverige, boarding delegation .................. . 
To L. Barr & Co., clothing for delegates .............•.... 
Aug. 22, 1866. To Holmes Colbert and others, commission ...•........... 
Aug. 24, 1866. To Edmund Pickens, salary as delegate .............•.... 
To Colbert Carter, salary as delegate .............•....•.. 
To Holmes Colbert, salary as delegate .................. .. 
To Robert H. Love, salary as delegate ••.......•.......... 
To Winchester Colbert, salary as delegate .............. .. 
Sept. 6, 18116. To C. G. Eel off, boarding delegation ...••...•....•.••••... 
Sept. 3, 1Fl66. To one water-cooler .................................... . 
May 23, 1866. To DoctorS. M. Tyler, being doctor's bill for Winchester 
Colbert, delegate ........•.............. _ ............. . 
To Doctor S. M. Dove, medical services for R. H. Love and 
W. Col bert. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . ......•. _ •... 
Aggregate cost of commissioners ................................ . 
Add to this the Latrobe swindle ...................................... . 












1 5 00 
185 00 
185 00 















Making total amount of . . • . . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . • . • 235, 186 83 
===== 
And, since that time, there has been paid by Holmes Colbert, out of 
the Chickasaw moneys, under the fraudulent contract with Latrobe and 
the Chickasaw delegates, $108,303, a part of which he kept himself, as 
he was one of the colluders with Latrobe, and was the middle-man sent 
by Latrobe's, Cooper's, Cochrane's, and the delegates' influence, as a 
commis::sioner to vVashington, to receive and distribute the moneys of 
the Chickasaws under the Latrobe contract before they reached the 
proper Chickasaw treasurer. This will be explained fully in this report. 
Bnt this is not all, and but a very small part, of this cost, as prepared 
by Latrobe, their attorney, and his accomplices. 
It will be seen by this that it has cost the Chickasaw people, six 
thousand in number, about $235,000 for attorney's and delegates' fees 
to make that treaty, or over $±0 per head for this tribe. 
And the committee has not yet considered the extra expense of keep-
ing Holmes Colbert at Washington for months, and even years, while 
acting as middle-t;nan for Latrobe, Cooper, Cochrane, and the delegates 
of 1866, including himself, which it will be seen by reference to his em-
ployment by the council of October 24, 1867, was to be 25 per cent. on 
collections, which, with Latrobe's 50 per cent., makes 75 per cent. in all; 
so that they should not know how much they were wronged, as they 
certainly would know if the moneys had reached their treasury in their 
own nation before Latrobe got it. 
Another great loss to the Indians under the Latrobe contract, and 
the Cochrane, Smoot, and other contracts, is, that the fact of the exist-
ence of such swindliug and overreaching agreements prevents the 
action of Congress in behalf of the Indians, as the Government does 
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not owe these swindlers anything, and cannot see the propriety of 
making appropriations for their benefit, and so do not look kindly on 
the subject touching claims of Indians. 
And, again, these hangers-on oppose each other, unless there is an 
agreement to divide with each other, and then they, -with great har-
mony, but much anxiety, lay in wait for an appropriation. 
WIIAT IT liAS A~D WILL COST THE OHICKASA WS TO :\lAKE TilE 
TREATY OF 1866. 
First. The $100,000, from the sale of bonds paid over by the middle-
man, Holmes Colbert, as stated heretofore, to Latrobe and his colluders. 
Second. One-half of $146,870, back annuities paid to Colbert, who 
was sent to Washington as a middle-man, acting as sub-treasurer 
of the Chickasaws, and who paid the same to Latrobe and party 
while the regular treasurer was at the same time in the nation. And, 
also, one-half of $69,736.15 regular annuities, which were paid to Colbert, 
as shown, and divided with LatrolJe & Co.; the half of these two sums 
equaling $108,303.33. So that the cash actually paid to these attorneys 
by the Chickasctws, under the Latrobe contract, up to this time, is 
$208,303.67, of which amount the Chickasaw delegates realize, under 
this collnsory contract with Latrobe, one-half. 
Third. The expense of the delegates appointed by the council under 
act of October 7, 1865, being five in number, Carter, Winchester Colbert 
and Holmes Colbert, Piekens, and Love, with their secretary at the same 
pay, the salary being $1,200, and expense $500, equal to $1,700, and 
$10,200 for all, and boarcl, doctors' bills, &c., making a sum of $37,883.50. 
Fourth. They are liable in the future to be plundered of one-half of 
all further back annuities, and even their current annuities have not 
been safe from the bands of these men, who have alrea'dy, as shown, 
gotten $69,736.15 of them, which, though tliey have promised through 
Uooper to return, yet, have not done so, aud the committee do not believe 
they ever will, unless compelled to do so. 
Fifth. The~y are in danger of losing one-half of all their capitalized 
treaty-provisions of $60,000 annually, of which the fee would be $30,000 
annually. 
Sixth. The.r are in danger of losing one-half of their bonds, held in 
trust by the United States, amounting to $1,185,883.16~, the fee on 
which, under the Latrobe contract, would be $392,941.58!. 
Seventh. They are in danger of losing one-half of the moneys to accrue 
to them from the sale of the leased lands, which is $100,000. The fees 
would be $30,000 under the Latrobe contract. 
So the paid and prospective Latrobe fees reach $913,907, and as the 
capitalized paymentsJare annual there is further need of care; and so of 
the interest on the bonds held in trust, as stated aboYe. 
WHAT IT HAS AND WILL COST THE CHOCT.A. WS TO }I.AKE THE TREATY 
OF 1866. 
First. The $100,000 paid to Latrobe's order by .Allen Wright, under 
the contract with Latrobe, Cooper, Cochrane, and the delegates of 1866, 
and their secretary. 
Second. The per diem and expenses of Delegates 1Yade, Wright, Hiley, 
Page, and J ont>s, and Secretary Leflore, at an aYerage expense of $2,968 
each, or $17,808 in all. This makes a cash payment already of $117,808. 
Third. The prospect before them, as set forti! in the c;ontract, of pay-
H. Rep. 98-10 
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ing to Latrobe and his accomplices one-half of all the Choctaw back 
annuities, probably amounting to $332,134, being 5 per cent. interest on 
the whole fund. I'he fee would be $166,062. 
Fourth . .And one-half of the money that may be paid them, under the 
treaty of 1866, from the leased lands west of the 96th degree west longi-
tude, amounting to $200,000. The fee would be $100,000. 
Fifth. One-half of the $250,000 bonds out of the net-proceeds claim 
appropriated by act of Congress of ~larch 2, 1861, and re-appropriated 
by act of 1\farch 3, 1871, with interest at 6 per cent. from March 2, 1861, 
until paid. Counting this interest from 1\farch 2, 1861, to March 2, 1873, 
twelve years, it reaches $180,000, making a total of $430,000, or a fee 
under Latrobe's contract of $215,000. 
Sixth. One-half of all amounts due the Choctaws on bonds held in 
trust, now amounting to $506,457.20. This fee would be $253,228.60. 
Seventh. One-half of the annual permanent provisions capitalized, 
$210,400, on which the fee would be $105,200. 
Eighth. One-half of the aggregate amount due under treaties, which 
is $390,257.80, on which the fee to Latrobe would be $195,128.90. 
These eight items make $1,~52,427.00 of fees under the Latrobe con-
tract, not counting accruing interests, which are covered as well by that 
contract. 
Ninth. There is still that other claim known as the balance of the net-
proceeds claim of the Choctaws, amounting, as shown in this report, to 
$1,832,560.85, which Latrol>e, in his testimony~ disclaims holding under 
this eoutract of 1866, but elaims to hold in part with others under the 
J. T. Cochrane contraet of February 13, 1805, for 30 per cent. But the 
truth is the contract of 1866 with Latrobe coyers this in the scope of its 
sweeping provisions, as well as any other; and, as a proof of this, Latrobe 
swears in his testimony before the committee that be elaimed one-half 
of the $250,0DO bonds appropriated in 1861 aud 1871, and yet he well 
knew and stated on oath that they were part of the net-proceeds claim. 
Including this, as these men will on the first possible pretext, and the 
fee would l>e $916,280.42 more, or. in all, $2,068,707.94 fees to Latrobe, 
Cooper, Cochrane, and the Choctaw delegates of 1866, and tht>ir secre-
tary, and any accruing interest or any other claims that maJ7 hereafter 
be allowed would as readily fall within the scope of this contract as ha,~e 
the $250,000 bonds. 
COST OF THE CREEK TREATY OF JUNE 14, 1866. 
The testimony of 1\Iclntosh, Creek delegate to make the treaty of 1866, 
and of Chicotee, principal chief of Creek Nation, and otherR, that the 
delegation who made the treaty of 1866 agreed to allow one J. B. Luce, 
an attorney, 25 per cent. on $675,000, being what they term the "south-
ern share of the land," there being at that time, as now, a serious contest 
between that portion of the Creeks who remained faithful to their treaty 
stipulations with the United States and. those who abandoned them and. 
joined the rebellion. The rebel element, howeYer, as has been proven, 
was the stronger, and, haYing controlled the council, paid their attorney, 
John B. Luce, his fee, amounting finally and which he recehTed to $84,300 
-twenty times what Luce earned. This fee is au outrage on the Creek 
people, and all except a reasonable amount should be returned; and if 
not done willingly, Luce should, by the authority of the United States, 
be compelled to return it to the Creek people. A.nd, as a proof of its 
exorbitant ebaracter, the eommittee inform the House that Luce gave 
to D. N. J\ricintosh and J. M. C. Smith, who made the treaty of 1866 and 
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the Luce contract, each a part of the amount, to lobby it through the 
Creek council. 
There were, as stated, two Creek delegations at Washington in 1866, 
each claiming the right to make the treaty with the United States; the 
Northern, or loyal party, and the Southern, or those who stood with the 
!rebellion. The latter controlled and made the treaty, and have held a 
majority in the Creek council, and paid their attorney, J. B. Luce, as 
stated, $84,300, as shown by Chicotee, principal chief of the Creeks. 
(See testimony.) The North(}rn delegation bad employed a man by the 
name of Perry Fuller (now deceased) as attorney. Fuller received $50,000 
from the loyal Creeks, being 25 per cent. on $200,000 allowed them under 
the treaty of 1866, their proportionate share of the proceeds of the treaty-
land sales as agreed among themselves. Also, he was, by contract with 
the Northern Creeks, to receive 33! per cent. of the $100,000 provided 
for in the fourth article· of that treaty, payable to the loyal Ureeks for 
losses during the war. The testimony shows that the loyal Creeks re-
fused to pay the 33! per cent. on the $100,000, however, and saved them-
selves that loss by doing so. Fuller got 25 per cent. on the $200,000, as 
above stated, or $50,000 paid in installments by order of the council, 
without interest, and bas not made, or any one for him, a claim or de-
mand for balance since the fall of 1870. It also appears from the testi-
mon:y- of Henry E. McKee that J. G. Blunt, of Kansas, had au interest 
with Perry Fuller in the Creek contract. 
Mcintosh swears that Luce paid him one-third of his fee of $84,300, 
and also paid Captain Smith one-third of his fee, for services rendered 
by Mcintosh and Smith in getting the claim of Luce through the Creek 
council. This Mcintosh corrects, however, and states that the fee paid 
him and Smith is one-third of 10 per cent. on the Luce fee to each, and 
the same to D. H. Cooper; so that Lnce got $75,870. Chicotee, the 
principal chief, states that the council had alloweu Perry Fuller's fee on 
the $100,000 also, but on reconsideration decided not to do so, as his 
claim was for assisting in making the treaty of 1866, and there was no 
consideration rendered for the allowance, and the council refuses to pay 
it for that reason. He also swears that he doubts if the council would 
have paid Luce if be had delayed pressing his claim, as Fuller did. 
Eighty thousand dollars of the J. B. Luce fee and $45,000 of the Perry 
Fuller fee should be returned, and the committee recommend that steps 
be taken to enforce the return of these amounts to the Creeks. This is 
another of the cases wherein white men secure exorbitant promises 
from Indians for trifling services, and then press their claims until al-
lowed ; and in this instance, as is generally the case, certain Indians 
were feed to aid in pressing the claim on their people for payment. 
The delegates who made the treaty, l\fcintosh and Smith, are brought 
forward by Luce and feed to aid him in magnifying the importance of 
his services to a people who are taught to believe that they had escaped 
great dangers, when in truth the Government had no desire to oppress 
them, and, as :Mcintosh swears, the greatest difficulty they had was with 
themselves. 
:Mcintosh and Smith cannot justify themselves in asking this exorbi-
tant fee for Luce, and they cannot justify themselves in taking a fee for 
urging it on their people and council, nor Luce in employing these dele-
gates to lobby his claim, nor in taking the fee. 
The Creeks number 13,295 persons, an<l they paid the enormous sum 
.of $84,300 to Luce and $50,000 to Fuller for attorney's fees only in 
making a treaty with the United States. That is $134,300, or over 
$10.80 per head to all the people~ and to this add the per diem and ex-
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pense of delegates, in order to determine the cost of the Ureek treaty 
of 1866. 
Mcintosh testifies that throughout the negotiations of 1866 there was 
more controversy between the rival Creek delegations than tllere was 
with the United States, and further states tllat the attorneys on each 
side, or of each faction, were afraid that the others would be recognized 
and that they would thereby lose their fees. 
This shameless conduct was a loss of time to the delegates, who were 
at a daily expense to the Creek people, and alRo laid the ground-work 
for exorbitant attorney's fees and enabled the attorneys to plead long 
and continued service in aid of their claims, while the truth is the work 
could have been done, but for the attorneys, in a few days and at little 
· expense to the Indians. 
Fraud seemed to be tile order of the day wllen the Choctaw, Cllicka-
saw, Creek, and other treaties were made with tile Indians in 1866. 
The committee cannot avoid the conclusion that the Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs was negligent of his duties in permitting this conduct 
without exposure and correction. 
l\Ir. Lnce asks to submit and put with the report the following letter 
and statement. It will be seen that it has the uncertainty of all Indian 
transactions upon its face. The delegates named here as being before 
the council and explaining his contract and fee were :Mcintosh and Smith, 
who had a fee of two-tllirds of 10 per cent. of the amount of the fee for 
getting it through the very council that they were then before explaining 
their official action in the matter. The council did not know that they 
were feed attorne;ys for Luce, after ha\ing made the contract with him. 
\V ASITINGTOX, February 2;), 1873. 
SIR: If in the forthcoming report of your investigations in the Indmn conn try ref-
erence is made to fees paid me by the Creek Indians in connection with their treaty 
of 1866, I respectfully request that yon will allow the inclosed statement to appear in 
connection ''ith snch reference. 
In case any fnrtber information is required on the subJect six citizens of the Creek 
Nation, who are familiar with the facts, are now in the citJ' . 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
J. B. LUCE. 
Hon. Jon~ P. C. SIUXKS, 
Cltai1·man Committee Indian A:ffairs, House of Representatit•es. 
\V ASHINGTOX, February 24, 1873. 
SIR: Au article in the :Missonri Republican of August 51 on the investigations of 
your committee in the Indian country, states that in certain transactions between the 
Creek Ind1ans and myself they were "fooled" into paying rue $t:lO,OOO for making their 
treaty of 1866, which payment is spoken of as an ''extortion." 
The Indians were not ''fooled," f()r they would not pay rue until they bad become 
satisfied, after thorough scrutiny, that my claim was just. 
It was not a case of "extortion,'' as the payment was made Yolnntarily in install-
ments extending over several years, any or all of which they could, if so disposed, 
have refused to pay. 
In the fall of 1867 I presented to the principal chief a note in my favor, signcc1 by all 
the delegates who were parties to the treaty of H:!6ti. The chief referred it to the gen-
eral couucil. The council referred it to a joint committee of both houses on" claims." 
This committee, composed of eight or t~ of the most prominent men in the nation, 
investigated the case, and reported t,he facts to the council. Then both houses in joint 
session called upon me ior a detailed statement, which I made in presence of the United 
States agent and his interpreter, and of all but one of the delegates who signed the 
treaty. 'rwo of the delegates and the interpreter also made statements, and likewise 
the United States agent, who was opposed to my claim. After hearing all that was to 
be said, for and against, the council, by a unanimous vote, ordered the note to be paid, 
$9,396 in cash, and the remainder in four annual installments, the last of which was 
paid in Jnne, 1tl71. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
J. B. LUCE. 
Ron. Jonx P. C. SHA..~KS, 
Chai1·man Committee Indian Affairs, House of Represcntatires. 
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I am one of the delegates wllo made the treaty of 1866, anu know the above state-
ment to be correct. 
D. N. MciNTOSH. 
I hereby certify that the above statement is true. The public records of the Creek 
council will show it to be so. 
PLEASANT PORTER. 
I hereby certify that the above statement is true. I was treasurer at the time, and 
I rnade three payments on the note. 
TIM BARNETT. 
This explanation shows that the fraud was a success to Luce, but 
none tile less a fraud. 
vV ASIIINGTON CITY, D. C., May 28, 1872. 
DE.\.R Sm: In reply to your in<]_uiries, I would respectfully state that the Creeks at 
present have no attorneys representing their interests before the Government, that 
duty having been solely confided to the delegation by action of our council. The same 
authority has also intrusted the interest of the "Creek orphans" to our delegation. 
I would, however, state that in 1868, while myself and others of the Creeks were espe-
cially delegated to prosecute the interests of the Creek orphans, we employed General 
D. H. Cooper, of the Chickasaw Nation, to assist us in so doing, and for that purpose 
agreed to give him 5 per centum of any amount that he may assist us in recovering. 
But during our present mission to this city, finding that General D. H. Cooper was not 
as effective as he bad been, we have discharged him as our attorney, and have nothing 
more to do with him on account of the business, but, on the other hand, we have in 
our humble way been emleavoring to transact the business ourselves. In that connec-
tion we would beg of yon, and all other good members of Congress .. to investigate our 
claim and do us ample justice, as we know you will. The Indians, you know, will 
have to have help, and we feel proud that we can number you among our best friends. 
\Ve are a weak and an unfortunate people, and have no representative in the Govern-
ment, while many of the strongest influences seem to be interested in our defeat, as 
well as our final destruction. 
\Ve have the honor to be, very truly, your friends anil obedient servants, . 
Hon. J.P. C. SHANKS, 
D. N. MciNTOSH, 
PLEASANT PORTER, 
Creek Delegates. 
Chairman Committee on Indian Affairs, House Re]Jresentatives United Slates. 
LEASED LAND FUNDS. 
This is a claim arising under the second article of tile joint treaty with 
the Choctaws and Chickasaws of .April 28, 1866, wherein the United 
States agreed to pay for what is known as the leased district, being that 
portion of the Choctaw and Chickasaw country lying west of 980 west 
longitude, $300,000, upon certain conditions in t.he treaty specified. This 
claim, by special reference, comes within the scope of the Latrobe con-
tracts, being referred to in both the·. Choctaw and Chickasaw contracts of 
ISGG, and, if paid by the United States, one-half of it will be seized by 
the participants under those contracts, (see treaty, \Ol. 14, page 7G9, and 
contracts in Latrobe's testimony.) 
TREATY PRESENTS A FRAUD. 
To hold glittering presents before the eyes of an uuciYilized people 
as an inducement for the sale of their homes, is neither statesmanship 
or honesty. The man wlw cheats novices in the sale of pinchbeck 
jewelry is the type of such practices, and is wholly indefensible. So that 
while the nation has sustained the Indians title in form, it bas by these 
practices often overreached him in council, and vexed and maddened 
him when he found the want of consideration for his grant of the home 
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of his life and of his fathers. :1\<Ien are only capable of fully understanding 
this subject when willing to take a ca.lm view of the whole case and apply 
it to their own country, ancestry, family, and themselves. Giving pres-
ents to procure the making and executions of contracts or treaties is. 
an insult to justice, and would, if practiced in civilized or enlightened 
society, be declared to be fraud by any court worthy to bold a sessions 
sor try a cause. It is more than fraud on the Indians, whose wild fancie 
have led them to overvalue the offer, and diRgracefnl to the GoYermnent 
for making it to such a people. 
TRAITORS TRADUCING THE GOVERX:\IENT TO THE IN-
DIANS. 
These delegates sent by the Choctaw and Chickasaw ~ations of 
Indians to make a treaty with the United States in 1866, (excepting 
Jones, <;>f the Choctaws, who did not take part in these dishonorable 
transactions, and did not sign the contract with Latrobe, and has not 
participated in it in any way, that the committee can learn,) deliberately, 
with their secretaries of delegations, enter into a combination with their 
attorney or counsel, Latrobe, (D. H. Cooper and J. T. Cochrane,) and in 
his name, to plunder their own national treasuries and people by 
fictitious contract, and sustained their frauds with their people by 
impressing them falsely with the belief that the United States was 
severe and oppressive toward the Indians, on account of tlleir par-
ticipation in the war, in which all of these very delegates, and Cooper, 
were their leaders and commissioned officers under tlle confederacy, 
and who, with Latrobe, infamously stated in the body of the Latrobe 
contract, so as the more certainly to deceive their people, that "the 
Choctaw and Chickasaw delegates, (commissioners, see treaty,) on their-
arrival in Washington City, finding it absolutely necessary for the best 
interests of their people to employ able counsel to protect and defend 
them against exactions and sacrifices demanded and required of them 
by the Government of the United States, unanimously decided to 
employ the Hon. J. H. B. Latrobe, of Baltimore, Maryland. They accord-
ingly entered into informal agreements with him, each delegation separ-
ately, embracing, among others, these stipulations, namely," (see copy 
of contracts with Latrobe in this report and his testimony.) These 
clauses, it will be perceived. were purposely inserted, with the intention 
of deceiving the Choctaw and Chickasaw people, (for, aside from such 
a purpose, its insertion in the body of a contract was not necessary or 
business-like,) charging that the United States was making exorbitant 
and unconscionable demands upon them~ thus compelling the delegation 
to employ Latrobe, who was, in the contracts made with himself, and by 
words magnified into a great man and lawyer, with extraordinary 
powers and influence with the Government, and whose employment was 
necessary to their success in the treaty, and in saving their lands from 
sale, while, in truth and in fact, Latrobe is an ordinary man, and not 
endeared to the Government especially, as his sons were in the confed-
erate ser\ice, and the pretexts of Latrobe's transcendent ability was 
evidently for the sole purpose of covering their collusion with him, and 
their joint injustice to their people practiced through him. 
Cochrane, who was a bold sympathizer, as Allen '\Vright swears, is 
dead. l-atrobe and Cooper should not be permitted to attend to busi-
ness for any Indian tribe or Indians, and for their base prostitution of 
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their profession as attorneys, they should be denied the respect and 
confidence of every court and bar in America. The contract should be 
declared null, and Latrobe compelled to refund. 
ULAil\fS OF THE OLD DELEGATION ON ~ET-PROOEEDS, IN-
CLUDIXG BOXDS. 
The Choetaw couneil, by resolution of ~ovember 9, 1853, instructed 
their former appointecl delegation, consisting of P. P. Pitchlynn, Israel 
Folsom, Samuel Garland, and Dixon H. Lewis, to press the Choctaw 
claims for the net-proceeds at \Vashington. Of this delegation some 
have deceased, but the committee only deem it proper to caH attention 
to the amount of fees that were, by contract with the council, to be paid 
to these delegates, which was 5 per cent. each, or 20 per cent. in all. These 
interests would amount out of the $250,000 boucls to $50,000. This 
claim of the old delegates attachetl to the $250,000, paid in money, and 
to these bonds, and will also to the balance of net-proceeds claim yet 
unappropriated. (See Pitchlynn and Cooper's testimon~~.) 
H. L. STEVE~S'S CLAIM ON BONDS. 
The claim of H. L. Stevens is for $10,000, for services claimed to have 
been rendered to the Choctaws in procuring the appropriation of 1861. 
Stevens is represented in his demand by Charles Ewing. The claim 
was filed with the Secretary of the Treasury, November 19, 1870, against 
these bonds. The claim of $10,000 is 4 per cent. on the $250,000 bonds, 
or 2 per cent. on the appropriation of 1861. 
This is another of those felonious claims that find their way to an 
Indian appropriation, and show the marked aptitude of some men for 
seizing an Indian property that has grown up on account of such long 
successful practices in that direction without punishment. Possession 
of Indian property is suvposed to be the end of the law. 
ARK.A.NSAS BONDS .A.~D NON-P AY~1ENT OF INTEREST. 
The committee asks the attention of the House to the condition of a 
portion of the funds of the Cllickasaw Indians. A portion of the 
Chickasaw funds of the Chickasaw Indians was invested in 6 per cent. 
coupon bonds of the State of .A .. rkansas. That State has paid no inter-
est on these bonds since January 1, 18:1:2, now O\er thirty-one years. 
The interest accruing on the $90,000 thus invested from January 1,18:1:2, 
to January 1, 1873, at G per eent., is $167,±00. The United States have 
advanced. and paid over to the Chickasaws $83,700 on this interest, 
leaving a balance of interest of $83,700, as much as has been pai{l, and 
the principal of $90,000, making in all due January 1, 1873, $17B,700. 
This subject is not only important to the Chickasaws but to the United 
States also, as the United States stand responsible to the Chickasaws 
for the investment, and have acknowledged that liability in the adnmce-
ment already made as shown above. 
The committee include in this report a copy of tlle correspondence of 
the Secretary of the Interior on this subject, by which it ·will be seen 
he feels a deep anxiety about this matter. 
The committee recommend that some steps be taken for the proper 
adjustment of these bomls and interests, l>oth for tbe interest of the 
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Choctaw Indians and for the United States, which stand as protector 
to the Chickasaws of the character of the investment. 
The case submitted by the Secretary of the Interior of withholding 
the Arkansas agricultural colJege scrip until this debt to the Chick-
asaws was paid or secured, although good in an honest intention to 
secure exact justice, yet was so foreign to the subject that the com-
mittee did not feel authorized to act in the premises, and so l'uled. 
The committee, believing that the State of Arkansas will faithfully 
discharge its obligations, recommend that a law be passed calling on 
that State for a settlement of this liability to the Chickasaws. 
DEPART:\fENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C., April!, 1872. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith H. R. bill No. 2109, under the provisions 
of which, should it become a law, I am directed to deliver to the secretary of the State 
of Arkansas the full amount of college-scrip now due to said State nuder the act ap-
proved July 2, 1862, and other acts amendatory thereto. 
Before further action is had on this bill, I deem it proper to inform you, as chairman 
of the Committee on Indian Affairs, of the reasons which governed the Department in 
withholding the delivery of the scrip referred to. 
As trustee of the Chickasaw Nation, I bold matured 6 per cent. coupon bonds of the 
State of Arkansas to the amount of .....• ------·-----·----- .. ------------ $90,000 00 
Upon this sum interest bas accrued from January 1, 1842, to January 1, 1872, 
to the amount of ....... _. _ ..... _ ... ____ .... ____ ......... _ ......•.. _. _ 162, 000 00 
Making a total amount dne of .. _ ..... __ ...................... ____ 252,000 00 
The amount advanced by the General Government to coYer in part this 
deficit is .................................••••.......... _. __ ......... _ 83, 700 00 
Leaving a balance due the Indians ................................ 168,300 00 
Frequent attempts have been made by tbe Department to obtain a settlement of this 
amount with the State authorities, but without success. The only alternative pre-
sented by the State was that of funding principal and interest in new bonds. Tbis I 
did not feel authorized to do, and therefore considered it my duty to direct the Com-
missioner of the General Land Office to retain possession of the scrip until further ad-
vised by the Department. I shall be obbged if you will give this subject your atten-
tion. 
When it shall suit your convenience I sllall be pleased to :t.ave a personal inter·view 
in regard to this matter. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Ron. J. P. C. SHANKS, 
Chairman Committee on Indian Affairs, House of R epl'esentatives. 
[H. R. 2109.1 
C. DELANO, 
Secretary. 
A BILL to authorize tbe issuance of collc_!!e-scrip to the State of Arkansas. 
Whereas the State of Arkansas bas complied with all the provisions aml require-
ments of an act entitled ''.A.n act donating public lands to tlle several States and Ter-
ritories which may provide colleges for the benefit of agriculture and the mechanic 
arts," approved July second, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, and other acts amenda-
tory thereto : Therefore, 
Be it enactecl by the Senate and House of Representatires of the United States of America in 
Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the Department of the Interior be, and he is 
hereby, authorized and directed to issue at once, and deliYer to the secretary of state 
for the State of Arl~ansas, the full amount of college-scrip, to wit, the snm of two 
hundred thonsand dollars, as provided for in said act, to be nsed and appropriated to 
and for tbe purposes and objects iu said act specified, and none other. 
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DEPART:\fENT OF TilE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C., .A]n·il3, 187'2, 
Sm: Reft>rring to my communication of the 1st instant, relative to a bill now pend-
ing in the House of Representatives, which in terms directs me to surrender to the 
secretary of the State of Arkansas the college-scrip inuring to the said State under 
various acts of Congress, I now have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of a letter 
from Liberty Bartlett, dated Little Rock, Arkansas, March 21, 1872, in which the 
writer professes to give information in regard to the :final disposition of the scrip, 
should it pass from the possession of the Government. 
\Vithout knowing the truth of Mr. Bartlett's statements, I deem it proper to inform 
you of them, and earnestly beg that yon will give your early attention to the subject. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon . .T. P. C. SHANKS, 
C. DELANO, 
Secretary. 
Chairman Committee on Indian Affairs, House of Representatives. 
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS, March 21, 1872. 
DEAR SIR: I beg to reach your ear for a moment, waiving a formal introduction, in 
behalf of a very great interest to the people of our State-that is, to ask you to with-
hold the issuing of tlw agricultural college land-scrip donated by Congress to this 
State, at least until inquiry can be made as to the present "situation." As the board 
of trustees are now constituted, their acts, plans, purposes, and designs carried out, I 
believe the appropriation, if made, will work no good. Briefly, then, some of the rea-
sons: The board compose a ring within a ring, as per Arkansas politics. They took 
up thi~ thing for a living, it appearing to be a big thing. An act was framed expressly 
to secure its location out of sight, beyond and in the mountains, Fayetteville, Wash-
ington County, near Missouri line, inaccessible and useless to the southern three-fourths 
of the State, running the bill through the legislature by caucus arrangement without 
question, so framed as to give the location to the county bidding the largest amount in 
scrip, payable in thirty years. Washington County voted, I believe, $~00,000. The 
people of other counties had no confiilence in the management, refused to contribute, 
and ha>e let the whole thing slide. Thirteen trustees have lived on the 1Jrospect for 
nine months, ($200,000 county scrip and $50,000 appropriated by the State.) No build-
ings yet, while we see by published proceedings of a meeting last week they resolved 
they could proceed no further in building or otherwise until you pay over to them the 
land-scrip appropriated. 
Now we must conclude that the $200,000 Co., approve was a sham to secure the 
location, and worth nothing in the markets, or that it and the $30,000 State bonds have 
been manipulated. At least, there are some things that need explaining. Should they 
receive the laud-scrip, I do not see how it is to enable them to erect the buildings, for, 
under the act of Congress, I believe only 10 per cent. can be used for that purpose; 
besides, they have a "normal department" in the scheme. In the use of this fund I 
ltope they will be confined strictly to the education of labor in "agriculture and the 
mechanic arts," which will be of vastly more value to the future of this State than all 
things else. It was our hope in the outset that t,his one great gift to the people of this 
State for educational purpose might escape misuse. I only wish t,hat an honest, well-
disposed legislature may have direction to what remains of this institution. 
Not being known to you personally, I would communicate through some of our dele-
gation in Congress, but I fear it is too near a great election for them to act independ-
ently. I will, however, refer you too my friend, Hon. H. L. Dawes, M. C., with whom I 
conferred two years ago upon this same matter. 
\Vhat I would ask is a delay in issuing the laud-scrip, and, if need be, an investiga-
tion. I believe a great wrong, if not a fraud, bas been committed in the location and 
in other proceedings. 
Truly, yours, &c., 
Hon. Cor.ul\mus DELAKO, 
Secretm·y of the Interior. 
LIBERTY BARTLETT. 
P. S.-The original bill in the legislature providetl that the proceeds of the land-scrip 
should be invested in "State bonds," which now have little if any value, and the in-
terested parties have the " bonds'' ready to make the exchange. This is not in accord-
ance with tlw act of Congress. It is in direct violation in other respects. We need to 
be saved from one fraud. 
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J. G. BLUNT'S FRAUDS ON THE CHOUTAWS, CHICKASAWS, 
AND QUAPAV{S. 
The committee calls the attention of the House to House Report No. 
39 of the Forty-first Congress, third session, pages from seven to ten, 
inclusive, under the heading of "Payment to Quapaws art~d other tribes,' 
which pages are hereby incorporated and made a part of this report, 
for the purpose of asking the Honse to take steps to compel the return 
of these amounts corruptly taken from them by J. G. Blunt, as shown 
by said report, and for the purpose of asking especially that the con-
clusions of said sub-committee be not taken as the law, wherein they 
say, "Your committee are not aware that:anything can be done to pun-
ish those who have heretofore extorted money from Mle Indians." 
1'he Committee on Indian Affairs of the Honse thinks that under the 
general powers aud duty of the Government, and the laws of Congress 
quoted in the report referred to by them, namely, the act of :l\Iarch 3, 
184:7, (Stat. at Large, vol. 9, p. 203,) section 3, act July 21, 18.32, (Stat. 
at Large, -vol. 10, p. 24,) and act August 30, 1852, (Stat. at Large, vol. 10, 
page 56,) and unt.ler treaty provisions, that protection is the right of the 
Indians, and the Gover.nment must either violate its treaty stipulations, 
as well as its moral obligations to these poor people, or protect tllem in 
the receipt of moneys, that the Government itself pays them, on its 
debt to them, and not liquidate its own debt to the Indians, and permit 
its own corrupt and avaricious citizens to lay in wait at the pay-table 
and plunder the money away from them in sigllt and sanction of the 
Government officials who make the payment. 
The Government is responsible for the conduct of its own officials and 
citizens in this matter, and cannot aftord to neglect or violate its good 
faith with its creditors. 
A man could as well plead the justice of turning his own sons out as 
highwaymen to watcli. for and plunder the morreys paid by him to llis 
creditors, and thus by being able to keep them informed of jntended 
payments, recover and retain the moneys continually in the family, while 
the plundered creditors would have no remedy; but the meanness of 
this transaction would be intensified if the man had made a special 
promise to protect the creditor as an inducement to procuring the very 
credit he was thus paying: off and permitting to be plundered. Law and 
justice would hardly sustain such a course, and we cannot sustain this. 
PAY.:\1EXTS TO QUAPAW AXD OTIIElt IXDLL.~S. 
The resolution of December 12, 1870, also directed the committee to inquire "whether 
any portion of the sum of $90,000 appropriated in said act for the Qnapaw Indians bas 
been paifl to other parties or diverted from it.s intended use." On this branch of the 
subject there is little or no controverF~y as to the facts. By the act of July 15, 1t:l70, 
the sum of $90,000 wao appropriated to enable the Secretary of the Interior to fnl:fill 
the twelfth article of the treaty with the Senecas, Mixed Senecas, Shawnees, autl Qua-
paws, to be paid personally to each claimant or his heir, according to tribal usage, pro 
rata, on the awards, as set forth in report of commissioners dated April 25, 1 69. A bon t 
the middle of October, 1870, Joseph A. ·williamson, a clerk in the office of the Secre-
tary of the Interior, made the payment under orders from the Secretary. A number 
of persons were present, and while Mr. vVilliaruson complied with his onlers by plac-
ing the money in the hands of each Indian, one-third of it was paid to General James 
G. Blunt, and other portions, doubtless varying in different cases, to the Indian trad-
ers, before the parties to whom Mr. \Villiamson paid it left the room. The ruode of 
payment to each is perhaps best described by 1\lr. Earle, of ·worcester, 1\lassacbusotts, 
one of the committee appointed from New England to take a general interest in behalf 
of the Indians. As to the payment, he testified as follows: (See page 15 of the evi-
dence taken before the committee.) 
"\Vben this payment v.·as about to take place, I mentioned that I batl come there 
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hoping to see justice done to the Indians, and that I should like to be in the room, if 
there was space for rue. Mitchell said certainly, and I took a seat, I was going to 
take a seat by a little desk, but he said that that was General Blunt's desk. That was 
all arranged between him and the agent. There was another seat near Blunt's, which 
was for one of the clerks of some of the traders. I sat near him, and near another 
clerk of another trader; Agent Mitchell sat right before me; Jocknick sat in the cor-
ner, behind the stove, near the door; ·williamson in the center of the room ; and the 
interpreter between us. Thus the payment went on very much as Mr. Williamson has 
described it. Sitting back aud seeing the whole proceeding, and being a little more 
disinterested than he, I could perhaps describe it a little more accurately. There was 
no specific sum paid to the trader, but only the amount of the orders which Agent 
Mitchell had given for goods for the Indians. I kept a record of it in my book. For 
instance, No. 75 came in. His claim was $338.21. Jocknick handed a ticket to Pilkin-
ton, who mentioned the amount and handed the ticket to ·williamson. Williamson 
then sung out the amount and handed the money to the Indian. The Indian passed it 
directly to Mitchell, and Blunt, and myself. I wouM say how much Blunt was to 
have. Then the store-keeper would say how much his claim was, and I wotdd tell 
them how much went to the Indian. Mitchell then handed me back what the Indian 
should have, and I counted it and handed it to the Indian, telling his interpreter to 
tell him jnst what the sum was. Now, for instance, No. 75 had $338.21, Blunt's claim 
was $112.73, and the store-debt $40, which left the $175.48. It passed through these 
forms. I took my seat there because I had heard so much about cheating the Indians 
that I wanted to see how the thing was, and I thought I would rather be figuring and 
watching than sitting there idly. 
"By Mr. BECK: 
"Q. Could the Indian have taken his money and put it in his pocket and gone out of 
the house without objection from anybody, if he had wanted to f-A. I think that the 
chiefs anu interpreters would have called him back if he had. It seemed to have been 
all pre-arranged ; it was all understood by the agent, by Blunt, and by the store-
keeper; it was thoroughly arranged the day before any of us got there ; they told us 
that it was; they had every sum on the book arranged on purpose to show what the 
store-bills were, so that there would be no delay about it, and it was proceeded with 
pretty rapidly, in consequence of everything being systematically arnmged. 
"Q. The common run of the Indians could not have got the full amount of their 
money from the agent and gone off without settling the 3~t per cen.t. commission to 
Blunt, and without settling tlle store-bills, without being called back ?-A. Undoubt-
edly they would have been called back. 
"By Mr. LAWRENCE: 
''Who -was the agent ?-A. George :Mitchell. 
"Q. Was all this done with his approval ?-A. Yes; I think I can say that without 
doubt. 
"By l\Ir. SARGE~T: 
"Q. Is he still in the service ?-A. Yes; that thing was all arranged the day before 
Williamson got there. 
"Q. Did :Mr. Williamson seem to approve of that conrse or to object to it ?--A. Mr. 
·williamson said, just as he has stated here, that he bad nothing to do only to pay the 
Indians. 
"Mr. WILLLn:rsox. And I objected to the course? 
"vVITXESS. Yes, I think you did." 
Mr. Lang, one of the commissioners, was present, and protested against the payment 
of General Blunt of tho $30,000 out~ of this $90,000 in every way be could, and so did 
Mr. Hoag, the superintendent of the Southern Indians. General Blunt testified to the 
payment to him of $30,000 out of this payment, and claimed that it was his fee as 
previously agreed upon with the Indians and their chiefs, for services in obtaining the 
treaty and appropriations from Congress, the contracts having been obtained, in many 
instances, for him by the present agent, and by the former Indian agent, 1\fr. Snow. 
While the committee were not instructed to inquire· into any other payments except 
that made to the Quapaws, information having been laid before them that large sums 
bad been paid to General Blunt and others out of the payments made to the Choc-
taws and Chickasaws, they interrogated General Blunt on that subject. The follow-
ing extract from his testimony is taken from pages 55 and 56 of the evidence accom-
panying this report : 
"Q. You spoke of your connection with the Choctaws and Chickasaws 1-A. Yes. 
"Q. How much was paid you for that service f-A. The Choctaws paid me forty per 
cent. and the Chickasaws fifty per cent. 
"Q. Of what sums ?-A. The Chickasaws got $150,000, and $25,000 were taken out 
of tbat, and then I got 50 per cent. of the balance. Twenty-five thousand dollars were 
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taken out of the $109,000 for the Choctaws, aud I got 40 per cent. of the balance of 
that. 
" Q. Do you know how mucb of the remainder was taken out hy others before the 
Indians got their portion ~-A. The money was presented to the Indians, aucl they set-
tled with me in the same way that the Qua paws did; they came to me directly. I was 
present at the payment, and when they got their money they came and paid me. 
"Q. Was there not a large number of claims taken away from the Indians there 
also t-A. No, sir; there were no claims taken out there. There were some parties on 
the ground at the payment, but they were not at the pay-table. I was not present 
when the settlement was made with them. There were some few merchants who had 
sold them goods on trust, and they were there to collect the money. 
"Q. ·who was the agent at that time who made the payment f-A. He was a special 
agent, named S. S. Smoot. 
"Q. Did you go there with Mr. Smoot ?-A. Yes." 
It will thus be seen that out of the payment of $125,000 to the Chickasaws, General 
Blunt received $62,500; out of $84,000 to the Choctaws, he received $33,600; auu out 
of $90,000 to the Qua paws, $30,000; in aggregate, $126,100, out of payments amounting 
to $299,000. As it was not believed to be of sufficient importance to delay the pre-
sentation of this report, the committee did not attempt to ascertain how much was 
paid to the traders, which could only have been learned, if at all, by sending for wit-
nesses from a distance at great expense; and as neither General Blunt's conduct, nor 
that of the agent now out of the emp1oy of the United States, nor of the traders, can 
be investigated by Congress for any other purpose except to prevent the repetition of 
such extortion and misconduct in the future, the committee think they have performed 
their duty by calling attention to the facts and the existing laws, and by suggesting 
such legislation as will prevent a repetition of these things, as it is fair to presume the 
cases to which the attention of the committee have been directed are only specimens of 
the whole. 
The act of March 3, 1847, 9 Statutes at Large, page 203, after prohibiting the making 
of payments until all possible safeguanls against drunkenness are thrown around the 
Indians, provides that" all executory contracts made and entered into by any Indians 
for the payment of money or goods shall be deemed null and void, and of no binding 
effect whatsoever." 
The act of July 21, 1852, section 3, 10 Statutes at Large, page 24, provides" that no 
part of the appropriations herein made for the benefit of any tribe, or part of a tribe of 
Indians, shall be paid to any attorney or agent of such tribe, or part of a tribe. * * * 
Nor shall the executive branch of the Government hereafter recognize any contract be-
tween any tribe, or part of a tribe, and any attorney or agent, for the prosecution of 
any claim against the Government under this act." 
The act of August 30, 1852, 10 Statutes at Large, page 5G, is substantially a repeti-
tion of the last-recited act. 
The defect in each of these laws is the failure to provide adequate punishment for 
the violation of them; the precept is right, but the sanction is wanting. "Thou shalt 
not steal" is a good commandment, but without provision for the punishment of those 
who violate it, it would avail little. Your committee therefore recommended the fol-
lowing provision, which was made part of the Indian appropriation bill by an almost 
unanimous vote of the Honse, and they are glad to find it has been substantially 
adopted by the Senate : 
''That hereafter no contract or agreement of any kind shall be made by any person, 
with any individual or tribe of Indians, for the payment of any money or other thing 
of value to him, or any other person, in consideration of services, or pretended services, 
for said Indians relative to their lands, or to any claims against annuities from, or 
treaties with, the United States; aud all such pretended contracts or agreements here-
.after made are hereby declared null and void, and all money or other thing of value 
paid to any person by any Indian or tribe, or any one else, for or on his or their behalf 
on account of such pretended services, may be recovered by suit in the name of the 
United States in any court of the United States, regardless of the amount in contro-
versy, one-half of which shall be paid to the person suing for the same, and the other 
half shall be paid into the Treasury of the United States, for the use of the Indian or 
tribe by or for whom it was so paid; and the person so receiving said money, and his 
.aiders and abettors, shall, in addition to the forfeiture of said sum, be subject to pros-
ecution for misdemeanor in any court of the United States, and on conviction shall be 
:fined not less than one thousand dollars, and imprisoned not less than six months ; 
and it shall be the duty of all district attorneys of the United States to prosecute such 
cases when applied to to do so, and their failure and refusal shall be ground for their 
removal from office. And any Indian agent, or other person in the employment of the 
United States, who shall advise, sanction, or in any way aid in the making of such con-
tracts or agreements, or in making such payments as are here prohibited, shall, in ad-
dition to the punishment hereby imposed on the person making said contract~ or re-
ceiving said money, be, on conviction, dismissed from the service of the United States, 
and be forever disqualified from holding any office of profit or trust under the same." 
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SKULLYYILLE COUNTY, CHOCTAW NATION, Jannary 30,1872. 
the honorable Committee of Indian Affairs, who, I understand, were instructed by 
Mr. Shanks's resolution to inYestigate the condition and management by Government 
officials in regard to the Choctaws and other tribes of Indians: 
SIR DEAR GENTLE:\IEN: "'Will the 23 per cent. that was taken out of the loyal claim 
in September, 1868, come under your notice? I woullllike to know very well in re~ard 
to it, if it is in your power to inform me of the same. 
Your mo:st obedient servant, 
JERE:~IIAH \V ARD, 
Circuit Judge of the First Judicial Circuit, Choctaw .Xation. 
CHICKASAW PAYMENTS. 
Tables showing the amounts and cltaracier of funds of the Chickasau•s paid out frorn January 1, 1860, to Febrnary 6, 1872, inclusive, by 1vlwm ancl to whom 
paid, and for what purpose. 
[The cornmittee recommends to the Cl.Jickasaw people to carefully examine this showing, and to compare its figures with the amounts tl.Jey hav-e recei>e<l as a nation, or as 
· individuals, owing to tho kind of fuud and purpose of payments.] 
Date. 
Feb. 29, 1860 
May 15,1860 
July 25,1860 
Sept. 27, 1860 
Dec. 6,1860 
.Jan. 30, 1861 
.A pl'il ::1, 1861 
J'nne 20, 1862 
23,1862 
May U, 1866 
4, 1867 




Aug. 13, 1868 
Mar. 16, 1869 
J\fay 26, 1869 
J' uue 1, 1869 





July 14, 1863 
14, 1863 




Sept. 9, 1863 
28, 1863 
30, 1863 
Chickasaws, per act of April20, 1836. Balance :md amount recci>ed since .January 1, 1860, $1,174,516.98. 
By whom paid. To whom pahl. For what paid. 
Indian Office requisition .......... Rev. E. W. Schon, sec'y, &c ........................... Educational expenses ............................... .. 
..••.. do ..••....•••.•...•.....•.•....••.. do ...............•............•.....•.................. do .............................................. . 
...... do ................................ do ..................................................... do .............................................. . 
...... do .......................... \Valter Lowrie, sec'_y &c ................................... 1lo ............................................. .. 
...... do ........................... Rev. E. \V. Sehon, sec'y, &c ................................. do .............................................. . 
...... llo ................................ do ..................................................... uo ............................................. .. 
.. ~ ... do ........................... Edmund Pickens, Samson Folsom, anll .Jas. Gamble, Expenses, &c ........................................ . 
delegates. 
+_j! ::::·:::::::::·::::::.::···1 ~~~~~~~$;;:tELJL:::.::·:·:·•:•··: •~!t~i:~;*¥~,:::.::··::•::::·~·:••.:::•••••:•::• 
:::::: g~ : ~:::::::::::::::::::~~:::: I :~: ~-~!~~;:e: ~ ~~~ ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: !~~~~~~ i!;I~~l~t~ t?.~~s~l~~fi{~~~i~~~~:: ~:::::: 
: ~~~~,~~ft.,on: ... ~, U Y! f4f~~;~;~;frr·· :~ ~ U:: < :i :: U ~~1fflt{tf':Fn··'T <> Y llU 
...... do ........................... Chickasaw people .................................... Annuity, per capita .................................. . 
...... do ........................... J'anws Gamble, interpreter, per act Chic. leg., Oct. 23, Services ............................. .. 
...... do .............. ·············! EJ~~~~d Pickens, Samson Folsom, and ,Jas. Gamule, Expenses ............................................ . 
deleg-ates. 
Wm. G. Coffiu, sup't, &c ........... W. J\L \Yhite ......................................... Horse .................. , ............................ .. 
• :. :: j~ •. ::. ·:.: •.. : ••.•• ::::::.: :' gtt:.~;:~:~ •• ::: .• : ••: ••: ..:: •• :.:: .•.••.•. ::.:: •.. ~~~~it~;~:~ ::.: •..• :: .. :.:: .. : ... :: .... :: .... :: .. . 
::::: : ~~ : : :: ::: : : : :: : : : ::: ::: :::::: ~ ~:M~:31:~~~ ~ : ~:::::: :::::: :: :::::::: ::::::: :.:: :::::: ~~~~:~i~-~ -~~:~~~-~~~ :: .·:::: :: ~ ~:::::::::: :::::: :::::::: 
:::::: ~1~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: g~~~~v~l~t~~~~~--::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: ~~F,~~:: ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ·. ·.: ~::: :.:::: ~ ~ ~:::::::::: ~:::::::::::: ·. ·. 
Amount. 
$1, 750 00 
1, 750 00 
1, 750 00 
3, 069 27 
1, 7:i0 00 
1, 7:i0 00 
870 00 
10, 000 00 




1, 374 75 
1, 683 80 
676 60 
300 00 
3, 500 00 
134, 170 00 




2, 000 00 













































Oct. 11, 1863 
14, 1863 
14, 1863 





























Mar. 23, 186-1 
24, 1864 
31, 18114 














...... clo ........................... .A. V. Coffin .......................................... ' ...... do .............................................. . 
:~: ~: :!! ~ ~:: :~ ~::: :: :::::: ~: ~ ~ ~ tj:t~~1t~:~:: ;~: \\; :~: ; ; :; y \\: :: ;;  ;~; jl ~~tl~:;on::::: ;;; ~ 2\; ~~ ; ::; :; ; ~:::: ::::: 
..•... do ........................... Jerome Mullendore .................................. Hay .................................... . 
:::: ::~1~:::: :::::::: :~~ :::::::::::: i;: ~c\~fJa~;~~ ~0~~::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: ~~:: ~~ -~~~-~r~i~~~~·.-.-.-:~:: ::::~: :::::::::::::::::::: ::~: .-::::: 
:::::::1~: :: ~: :::::::::::::::::::::: ~b;r·ir~~1~1~~-.-.-.-.-.·.-.·. ::::::-.-.-.: 00 :::::::::::::::::::: ~~~d~~~-::·.·.-.-.:·.-.-.:·.:·.-.-.-.-.-.-.::::: ::::::::::::: ::~~.- .-~ 
::::::~i~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~J.~r!t~~e~T·e-~~::::::: ::::::::::::: ~:::: :::: ~:: :::: §~~~ic~~-;~-~g~~-t·:: :::::::::::::::::::: ~::~~ ::: ·.: ::::: 
:::: ::~~ ·: :::::::::: :·::::::: :::::::: li~r~;ri~lr~t~:::::::::::::::: ::~:::::: :::::::::::: -~~~~i~~~~~~~~~~ :~~: ::: ::~:::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: 
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thos. <J. SteveitS & Co ............... .-................ Blankets, &c ......................................... . 
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Thomas C. Stevens............... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Supplies ............................................. . 
...... do ................................. do .................................................... do ............................................. . 
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A. V. Coffin ........... _. . ............................ Services ............................................. . 
...... do ........................... Edw'd Clilner .............................................. do .............................................. . 
...... <lo ........................... D.D.Swallo ............................................. <lo ............................ . 
...... do . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . Jl.filo Gooldns ... _ .......................................... do ............................ . 
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . E. E. Coflin .......... _ ...................................... do .............................................. . 
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J. 0. Lockwood. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... do .............................................. . 
...... do .......................... Wm.G.Cotlin ........................................ Traveling expenses 
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. Muzelins. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Services ............................................. . 
...... tlo ........................... "\V. G. Cot-lin .......................................... Rent of office ........................................ . 
::::::~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ¥,-~~t~~~~~r~~;i:t.-1~:::::::::~::::: :::::::::::::::::: ~~~ii~~ft;·o~~:::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::: ::~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: -~~Y~l~~~~~~~~:~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . ~~-~~u~~ ::::::~~:::: :::::: :~ ::::::::::::: _ ... _ ....... . 
...... do ................................. do ............................................... Beef ................................................. . 
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joshua Robinson..................................... Corn ................................................. . 
...... do .................... _ . . . . . . P. Casn~rs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stove and fixtures ................................... . 
...... do ........................... E.McMar ............................................ \Vood ..............................................•.. 
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. II. Dickinson ...... _............................... Sundries ............................................. . 
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A.. V. Com n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Traveling expenses .................................. . 
:::::: ~~ :::::::::::::::::::: ~: ~:::: ~~~-ebo~~t~-~~~~:::::: ~:: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~~~~-r-:~:~~~-: ·. ·. ·.: ·.::::::::::::::: ·. ·.:::::::::::::::: 
...... do ........................... \V.G.Coflin .......................................... 'l'ravelingexpenses .................................. . 
::::::~1~:: ::::::::::.:::::::::::::: ;t~J[;,_ ~~~Ji~~~~:::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:~~~~~~-~~~~~1:~-~I:t~~~~~: ........................... . 
...... do ........................... Wm. \Ybistler ........................•...........•.. Luntber ................. . 















4, 581 00 
330 '.23 
20 00 
4, 588 50 
1, 456 00 
5, 775 10 
3, 503 51 














4, 159 14 
21 60 















































































Drc. 31, 1865 
Mar. 28, 1865 
28, 1865 Nov. 30, 1865 






By whom paicl. To whom paid. For what paid. I 
:~:~:~-:~~~~ :s:~~·:t::~;:: ::::::::: ~:;~2~!~!~i~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~Vc~e~i~t~~~:~ ~ :: .. -.-.-- ... -.-.-. . :::::·.:: :1 
::::::~~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: w~~w'hl~t~~r:::: ::: :·.·.::::::: -_ :·.·_ -_ ·_·_ :::::::::::::::: ~~~~~;~ithi~ii-- -- ... ---.----- ..... ------. ·----- .. ----
...... do ........................... Thomas 1\-feans . ...................................... Lumber and nails ...................... . ............. . 
...... do ........................... \V. McCain ........................................... Corn ................................................. . 
...... do ........................... John F. Cox .......................................... ScrYices ............................................. . 
:::::: ~i~ : :::: : :: ~:::::::::: : : : : : : : : i.1-v ~c~ftt~~: _-::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :: : : : : ::: ::: ~~ : ::: : : : : : ::: :: : ::: : :: :::: :: : : ::::::::::: : ::::::I 
...... do ........................... T. R. Clal'k .......................................... . ...... do .............................................. . 
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D. B. Swallo'v . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... do ..................... ..... ........ .. ... .. . . ... . 
...... do ........................... A. S. Penfield ........................................ .. ..... do ............................................. . 
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sann1el Coffin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... do .............................................. . 
:::::: ~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~£~tif~0:1~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~;~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
...... tlo ........................... P. Casner . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . Shop furniture ....................................... . 
:::::: ~~ ::::::::::::::::::: : ::::::: ~.' }i: tofii~o-~~ .'::::: .' .' .-: .'::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~:,~ile~s_t_~O:~~·. ~~::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. C. Ketcham ................... . ......................... do .............................................. . 
. .. .... do ........................... \V. G. Coffin ............ : ............................. Office-rent ........................................... . 
:::: : : ~g : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : :::: :: ~~(}.1~:i~~: :::: :: :::: :: :::::: .'::: :: .'::: :: : : .' .' .'::::: -~~-r~id~s- :::: : : .'::: : : .':: .':::: : : : :: : :: :::: :: :::: : :::::: .' 
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Milo Goo kin s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... do .................................. ..... ....... . 
:::::Jg::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ~Z!g~~~~:~:e:l~::::~:: :·:::·:: :·:·:~~ ::::·:: :::::::::::::: : ~:l:~~~l!I~~ :~~~~~~~~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :·: 
::::: :~~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: ¥~Yi::~~~t:~~~:r~:~~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : ~~~l~l;ar :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::~1~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~~o~nW~rd.·:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -·~:~~~~~o~·~~~~~~- :::::::::::::::::-.: :::::::::: :::~:::::: 
::::: :~~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~~~~~e~~:~:::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: - ~~~i~~~~r~~~t-~~~~~: ~:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
·~~HH~H\ &o :••::::.:~~:• !!f~}~~~;~Jl"i~t~'v;:·:;; ;; ::••:····;::·: • ~~f~~~:tLL•. ••;::••• •••:••  f•f·[ •:•·••••• 
Elijal1 Sells, sup't, &c .. .. . . . .. .. . \Vinchester Colbert.... . ............................. Trayeliug expPnsPs of dPlegation .............. ... ... . 









































7, 623 92 
600 00 
1, lLO 00 
966 00 
1, 2~3 00 





























::• :!: ~~r: ~ilo ~~.,.,;,~:;:.,~;;,., : :: ·:........ ll~~t.~~;f.i~~mu:~;,~:: :. : ·•.• ·:: :: :: ::: : ·: f[:~;giil:f2L :: •  :. • : ..• ::: ·: :. ; 
ire}~~- :t: H~! 1::::: ::1~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~·r:e~~~~~~·~{~~: -~-~--~----~-~:~ ~-~ ~::: ~::::: ::::::::::::::: :-· ~ ~~!~~i£~~!~~~;;;(;~ii~~:~i~~,:l;~:::: :::::::::::::::::::: 
~~(~~il :~: ti~1 : ~~~--1~ ~-;~~1~~: ~:~~·~~::: ::::::::::: ~;~~ti.(t~~~:~~~~:~ ~~:_:_:_: _:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~-Et!~:~-~~~;·;J:~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::: ~:: ::::::::: 
May !i:!m : ::·~~~ ··:·:·:. ::.::::::: ·:: ~;I;;:~~:~~;~;;~ :: :: ••·••····::···:··:•.:•· ~l~~§m:~;; .. : .:·•:·: : : •. :.·····: 
~rr;· ~~: i~:H :~~~~~~::s~l~~~~~~~:. :~~~~:t::::::: :::: ::-_ }~:;;;: H~)~~~~rr-~--?~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~i~~~-~?:t:.~~~~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
20, Lt'()4 ...... <lo . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • • . . . • . . • . . . . . . <lo . . . • . . • • . • . • . . . . • • • • . . • . • . . . • • . . . . . • • • . • . • . . . llorse-fe('(l .......................................... . 
i ~~-e : ~: l~~~ :::::: ~i~ : :::::::::::::::::::::::::: r~~;;!:~~:f0(~~fc~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~1~~{!~~~ ~1~1?~~~~~~~~-::: :-::::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::: 
31, 1f<li5 ...... <lo .••••....•......••.•••..•.. John Fo,.;ter ......................................... Trnn»portation ...................................... . 
Mar. :~~: ~~~~ ~ :::: :~{~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: . ~~~'\1o~-- ~~~~~- ~ ~~:::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::·.::: fr':l~~~;~~~;~nlJ~". :::::::::: ~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
31.1ti65 . ..... <lo ........................... 1\fahnrda Coli.>Prt .•...•...•.........•.•.............. Trausportation ........................... . ...•....... 
June ~~: 1;~~ : ~~~-:~: ~~~~~·: ~~:~~~~ :-:-~:-:-:-::::::::: ~F~i~~~~~~~~~~ :·:·:·:·:·:·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: ~: ~ g'fri~~f~~t-~~~l;:t~s:e~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:~0. 186·1 ...... do .............. . _. _........ G. L. \Y nit....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trun~>portation ...................................... . 
Dec. ~~: }~~! :::::: ~~~ ::: ~ ~: ~:::::::::::::::::: ~: ~- ~: ~~~~<'-~:::: ·_-_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-: ¥~~-~~i1~~\:pce~-;~~ ·. -. -_-_·:::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::: 
~t~f~ ~r: i~~! ~ :~~~~t~:~:~~~~~~: ~~~~~:::::::::::::: ,ij~~~-i~iiiti'i:~_-:·:·:·:·:--:-:-:-:~~:-:~ ~:-:-:-:-:-: ::: ~:::: {: -:::::::: -~i~~i;;iri;ii~~:: ~::: :: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~:::: 
1, 225 00 
1, 2~5 00 









1, lG·J 00 



































































Tables showing the amonnts and charactm· of fuuds of the Cllickasaws paid out from January 1, 1860, to February 6, 1872, g·c.-Continucd. 
Date. 
Sept. 20, 1864 
l\1ar. 31, 186!1 
June 30, 1865 
30, 1865 
April 7, 18613 
July 1, 1868 
27,1866 
Dec. 22, 1868 
:May 23, 1866 
July 14, 1866 
Dec. 31, 1R69 
June 17, 1870 
Oct. 10, 1R70 
AU!!. 15, 1871 












By whom paid. To whom paid. For what paid. 
-~-~~t_ido~~~~~~: ~-~~n~:: :::::::::::: ~:!:: ji~~-?a~-~~- :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~!~~:r:_: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
...... do ........................... SmithChrist,ie ...................................... Corn ...•............................................. 
...... do ........................... W. A. Harlan ....................................... . Sen·ices ----··-··-······ ........... --··········-·-·-· 
_ ~~~~do':~-r~t-~~~·- ~~~)_'~: ~~::::::: .. ~-o-P_l_~:~~~ ~~-~~~~~~e_r_: ._._·_·_ ._ ._._·_ ._ ·.·.: .. ____ ::: :: :·_·_:::::::: . ?.~~~~~sa~ -~~-t~~~- ._._: ._ ._. ___ :: ::: __ ·.::::::::::: ::::::::::: 
Ron. James Harlan, Sec·y ..... __ . 1st N~tt .. Bank of Washington ........ -.- .•. -... -..... $104,100 U.S. 6 per cent. boni:ls ..................... _ .. 
L. N. Robinson, Rup't, &c ..... _ .... J.D. Harris, treasurer .................. - . .. ----~- ... Chickasaw Nalion .............................. _ ... _. 
J. R. Goodwin, dist. clerk._ ...... _. Dr. S. l\L Taylor .. _ ................. -- ..... -- ...... -. Medical services rendered W. Colbert ..... _ .. _ .... __ . 
___ .. _ rlo . . __ . _ ........ _. ___ . __ .. _.. Dr. G. M. Dove .... _. __ .... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Medical services to Love and Colbert .. __ ....... __ ... . 
-~~~--~~ ~~~~~~~~- ~~-e-1~~: ::::::::::: ~: -~-·d!~l:I:i~:-~1:~~~~~-~~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: . ?.~~~~ld~S~~~-~~-t~~~- :::: ~-.:~·.::~:::: ::::: :~ -.:::::::::::: 
·i;_-Ii.<~riffitt~.-~g~~t -_-_-_-_-_-_-: ::::::: ~: -~:d~~{~~~~~~:_t_r~-~~~~~~-. ::::::::::::::: :·: ::::::::: :::: ::~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: _:::: ::::: ~ 
• p:p If":·: agent!:::.! :•! [:!::!!. i~:F~;o~~ t:!!! \: ~ \\ •• !. !! : [ •• :! \:!!:!: •• ;;;; fi,l1:~~~;~~'~::n:•-;;;:;::;!: ::.;.;:.;.;;;!!! ;; ; :; • 
::::: :~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ri~~-~fi~~~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :·:: -:-:-: -::~~i~;;;:·:-~:- ~ ~:::: ~: ::-~::: :·::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
Sam'l S. Smoot, sp. ag't .. _ ..... _ _ _ _ See statemPnt "Trust Fund Stock Redeemed due Loyal Chickasaws .................. -..... -..... -.... . 
Chickasaws." 
Oct. 6, 1871 I Indian Office requisition ... _ ..... . 
Feu. 6, 1!172 .. _. __ do .. ____ . __ ..... __ .. _ ...... . - ~--~-d~r:i~~~-' -~~~~-t-:: ::::::: :·.:::::: :::::::::::::::: -~~~-~f~i~l~~-8~~-~~~i~~:.·:.· :::::::::::: :~·::: :~:::::::: 
Balance on han(l ............. _ ... . 
Total .•......•............... 
Fulfilling treaty with Chickasaws-act of February 25, 1799. 
Balance on hand and amount appropriated since Januaf'y 1, 1860, $39,000. 
Date. By whom paid. To whom paid. For what paid. 
Dec. 27,1860 I D. H. Cooper, Indian agent ....... ·I Joel Kemp, treasurer ............................... ·I Chickasaw Nation- .......... --- ....... - ... ·----- ... -·I 
1st quar. 18112 \Vru. G. Co~n, sup't, &c ........... Various persons .............. _ ... _ ............. _,. __ .Provisions, clothing, &c ............................. . 








12. GOO 50 
109, 825 50 
73, 730 49 
25 00 
G:'l QO 
24, 044 89 
2:1, li97 63 
46, 406 fll 












4, 542 24 
:36, 221 63 
10, 000 00 
24,975 90 
------






























Nov. 'H~! ::J~ ::::::::•::::•:::::::::::: 
~: ~~~~ : :: : : : ~i~ : : : : : : : : : : : :: ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
22, 1862 ...... do .......................... . 
~i!~:j; :: . .J~:+HL-HHH 
Nov. 5, 1R63 ...... do....................... . . 
Drc. 12, 1863 ...... do .........................•. 
,Tnly 21, 1864 Indian Office requisition ......... . 
~l~~y 2~: ~~~~ :::::: ~{~ : ::::::: ::::::::: : : : ::::: :: 
Oct. 3, 18G5 Elijah Srl1s, sup't, &c ............ . 
,Tnly 1, 1868 James \Vc:rtham, Sl~p't, &c ....... . 
Dec. 22, 1868 L. N. Rolnnson, sup t, &c ......... . 
April30, 1869 ...... do .......................... . 
Dec. 31, 11'?69 Geo. T. Olmsted, agent ........... . 
.Aug. 10, 1870 ...... do ......................... .. 
Oct. 6, 1871 Imliau Office requisitiou ......... . 
Total 
W. G. Coffin .......................................... Expenses ............................................ . 
H. :h-faar .............................................. Bacon ................................................ . 
~ ~: ~~~\~e:::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: ¥~~~~~:r~f~lo~g~~-t-:::: ::: ........ . 
D. W. Sutton .............................................. do 
J. A. Miller ................................................ do .................... . 
bt~igi,~io~~:;:·: :: .. ;~. ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~;,:;;: ~~:::::::: :::::::::::: ·:::::::::::::::::::: 
~~~~w£~{~~\~~~:: :::::::::::: ~ ~: ~:: ~ ~::: ~:::::::: ~~~~~e:s::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :·: :: 
J. A. and P. II. Smith................................ Transportation ...................................... . 
:h-fcDonald & Fuller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Goods ............................................... . 
~~~fife!p~tfr~~~~~~~--:::: ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·.: ·. ·.:::::::::: :::: : 6hi~~~~:,~ ':Ni;ti~~ :::: : : : :::::::::::: :: :: :::: : : ::::::: 
IJ. E. McKee & Co ................................... Supplies ...................... .. 
Joel Kemp, treasur~r ................................. Chickasaw Nation ... .. 
J.D. HarriA ................................................ do ... .. 
Holmes Colbert ............................................ do .......... . 
J.D. Harris ....... : ........................................ do .......... . 
J. E. Anderson ............................................. do .............................................. . 
T. D. Griffith, agent .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. For Chickasaw Nation ............................... . 












6, 706 95 
2 74 
2, 557 36 
3, ouo 00 
226 28 
3, 000 00 
2, 7i3 72 
1, 51 0 00 
1, 500 00 
3, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
3, Q.OO 00 
3, 000 00 
39, 000 00 
.Amount realized from the redemption of $98,541.80 United States stocks, $145,457.76, to pay claims under the forty-ninth article of the treaty with Choctaws and Chickasaws 
of April 28, 1r'66, yer act of Congress approved July 27, 1868; aud $747.36, being part of the amount realized from the sale of United States stocks, per resolution of the 
Chickasaw nationa council. Total, $146,~05.12. 
Date. I By whom paid. 
18GB Sam'] S. Smoot, sp. agent ........ . 
1 B68 .••••• do .......................... . 
1868 ...... flO .......................... . 
181l8 ...... do .......................... . 
1868 ...... do ......................... .. 
1868 ...... do ......................... .. 
181l8 ...... do .......................... . 
1868 ...... flo ......•. _ .•.•.•.• _ •••••.••• 
1868 ...... do ......... 
1868 ...... do. 
1868 ...... do .......................... . 
1868 ...... do. 
1868 ...... do ......... 
To whom paid. For what paid. 
t~~k~~~;~!d~·~· e~t~te -~r ·A.i·;.~~~-b~:::::::::::::::::: . ~~~~~1~~~~~-~~~~ ~- •••••..••. _ .• 
Eustache and Jane Bllugshe ............................... do .............................................. . 
Cbi-ta-ni ................................................... do ........... .. 
Chev-Ia-ty ................................................. do··························-··········-········· 
Captain Wolf, adm'r estate of Coch-a-tubbie ............... do .................................. _ ........... . 
l~enjamin Colbert .......................................... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... _. 
Simon Wolf, adm'r estate of Esb-mi-a-tubbie ............... do ............................. .. 
A. G. Griffith ....................................... . l ...... do .............................................. . 
~n~:~g:Ji:7~:,~:~:777: ~ · :~::::::·:~::. I .:.:::~~ . ·::::: · ·:: ::::::: ·:::: · ·: ·:: ·::: · · · · ·: • ·· · · ··: 
.Amount. 
$13,355 33 
1 133 69 s: 307 98 
1, '207 68 
2, 282 11 
1, 4:m 42 
3, 583 78 
1, 625 48 
14,645 42 
4, 769 42 


































































Trust-fund stock redeemed due Chiclcasaws-Coutinued. 
By whom paid. To whom paid. For what paid. 
Sam'l S. Smoot, sp. agent ........ . 
.•..••• flO .•••••••••..•••••••••••••• 
A-yo-bo-ki, adm'r estate of .Jackson .................. Loyal Chickasaw .................................... . 
J ackAon .................................................... do ..•............................. , ............. . 
...... do ....... .... ............... . ]!;li Mitchell ................................................ do ........ .... ... ...•...... ......... ........... .. 
...... do .. ........ ................ . 11osl's ...................................................... do .............................................. . 
...... do ................ .. ........ . 
...... do .......................... . 
11e-ah-moon-tubby ... ...... : ............................... flo .............................................. . 
11ason ..... .... ...... . ............. ............... ......... do ............... .......... ........... .. ........ . 
...... do ........................... . 
...... do .......................... . 
...... do .......................... . 
Hok-lah-tubby, adm'r estate of Mun-na-tun-na ............. do ........... : .................................. . 
Mary Porter ..............•................................. do .............................................. . 
Rebecca. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... do .............................................. . 
...... do .......................... . Shak-a-wa-ki. .............................................. do .............................................. . 
. ..... do .......................... . Se-le ....................................................... do .............................................. . 
...... 1lo .......................... . She-hi-ke .................................................. do ......... ... .................................. . 
...... do .......................... . She-wa-n1e ................................................. do .............................................. . 
.... . . do .......................... . Si-las .............. ...... ..... .............. ................ do ............................................. .. 
... ... t1o ...... ...... ....•......... 
.••••. <lo- ..•••.. -- ..••.. - ... -- . . ---
...... do .......................... . 
~{~t!~fa~ -~~i~~~ .-;_ ~-st~to- ~±· ·shi:I;~:;a·::::::::: ~: ~:::::: :::::: ~1~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Stin-ab-ho-to-na ......•..................................... do . ................ ............................. . 
...... do .......................... . 
...... do ..................... . .... . 
...... do ....... ....... ............ . 
...... rlo .......................... . 
I~~~~~l:i~:t~.--~~1~1~~-~~-~~{~-~~--~:_:~i~;~):~~~~:: ~-::::::: ::::: :~1~ ::::::::: ~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :·: 
Simon Wolf ......................... . ...................... do .............................................. . 
.••••. 110 .••.•••.•••.•••••••••••.••. 
...... do .......................... . 
L. N. Itouinson, sup't ............ . 
...... do .......................... . 
...... do ......................... . 
•••••• 110 -------.-- .. -- •• ----------. 
.John Wesley ....... ........................ ................ do .............................................. . 
Ca11tain Wolf ......................... ..... ................ rlo .............................................. . 
~!~?~:~dJ~f~~;.~iif;:~: ~~l~~~~~~~~y~~1~6·;~~-f~~-::::::: :: ::::: :~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~: ::::::::::::: ~:: :·: 
Shiln-no-cb e ..................... - . -- - - - ..... - ....... . ...... do ............................................ - - . 
...... do ........... : .............. . 
...... do ...................... . ... . 
...... do ......................... . 
...... do ... ..... .......... . ....... . 
...... do .......................... . 
...... do .......................... . 
...... do .......................... . 
Ra-te, adm'x estate of 1:'"-kla-tnbby ......................... do .............................................. . 
Eli Mitchell, adm'r estate of .T ohnson Robinson .... . ....... do .............................................. . 
Ma-li-ya .................. ................ .................. do .............................................. . 
l'lle-har-moon-tnbby, adm'r estate Ti-Rhop-ti-hnt-tnbby .. . .. . do ................................ .. ......... . .. . 
~~~~~~~~~~~(~~?t~~~~~~!.s~~~~-~;:~!~~~:~~~:~~~~~:: ::::: :~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
...... do ......................... . 
.... . . do . ............ . ........... . 
...... do .......................... . 
Charit~T, adm'x estate of Uppa-la ........................... do .. ....... ............................. ------~--
A. llarlan, adm'r estate of Si-la ............................ do .............................................. . 
1\Iai-se .......... ..... ................. ..................... do .................. ...... ...................... . 
llon. C. Delano, Sec'y, &c ... ... . .. . U. S. Trcasnry....................................... $672.54 U. S. 5's, loan of 1881. ........................ . 
Total ---· ····· ···········-···1············ ...... .... ...................... ·····--·--· 1------····· ....................................... ------
Of the sum of $150,000 pai.d to loyal Cl1ick:u;aws $4,542.24 were taken from appropriation " Trust-fund interest due Chickasaw national fund." 
(See statement Chickasaws, per act of April 20, 1836) ............................................................................. --- .. -- ... ----





$3, 976 47 
1, 0 19 09 
490 38 
8G:'l 28 
l, 936 37 
1, Ofl4 :14 H 
2, 315 75 ~ 
1, 944 46 ~ 
3, LJL 50 t::l 
1,106 2!) ?X 
692 36 1-:3 
H 3, Ofl3 89 0 3, Ofi4 76 ~ 1, 077 00 1-:3 
3, 685 66 H 
967 88 0 
3, 452 78 z 
2, 410 51 
0 1, 394 37 
4, 7G8 94 ~ 
5, 535 81 
H 1, 926 84 
~ 1, 295 23 0 2, 294 34 H 
1, 041 92 > 
1, 584 76 z 
1,94671 
1, 278 17 f-:j 
2, 092 20 ~ 
2, !l82 52 ~ 
1, 848 22 C1 
7, 013 06 t; 
1, 790 92 rn 1, 183 06 
15,645 11 
7()5 59 
1, 770 63 
747 36 
----
150, 747 36 




:Mar. 1, 1865 












By whom paid. 
Wm. G. Coffin, sup't, &c .......... . 
...... do ......................... .. 
Elijah Sells, sup't, &c ............ . 
...... do ........................ .. 
...... do ......................... . 
...... do .......................... . 
...... do .......................... . 
...... do .......................... . 
...... do .......................... . 
...... do .......................... . 
...... do .......................... . 
...... do .......................... . 
Balance on hand 1872 ............ . 
Total .......... .. 
By whom paid. 
T1'tt8t-jund interest clue Chickasaw incompetents. 
Balance on hand and amount receiYed since January 1, 1860,$5,303.56. 
To whom paid. .For what paid. I 
ffo~~~:Ji~!rFo~~1E;ie~~~i -R~~:~~~l~-: ::::::::::::::::: ~~~1~!e:ai~~-i;~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~.~~~l~fc~:•::·:::·:::·•·:·: ::··:: ::::·:.:::·::. :7iC7~~ :• .... :;·::: :··::• :·::··· :···::·. ·· :: 
~1~0~e~~?r"r~~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~~~]~~~:~~~~~:~~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I 
'l'homas R. Clark..................................... llorse-hire ........................................... . 
J. F. Schmelzer ................... -- ........... -..... Spencer rifle, &c ..................................... . 
II. E. :McKee & Co ...... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . ~~~l?~~~c-~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1 
..... •. • .... • ......... •. • ... • .. • .. •• • .......... •• .... • •I· .. • • • ............ • .. • ................... • .............. , 
Tntst-fnncl interest clue Chickasaw Ol'phans. 
Balance on hand and amount received since January I, 1860, $4,525.52. 
To whom paid. For what paid. 
Amount. 












1, 0~0 00 
5, :.!03 56 
Amount. 
Oct. ~: i~~! -~~j>~- ?.~~~·- ~~-~·~~ ~~: :::::::::: ~~h~a~~~~-t~~e:::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~aJod -_-_·_·_-_-_-_·_·_·_·_·_-_-_-_·_·_·_-_-_·_·_·_·_-: :::::::::::::::: _·: ::::: $~~ ~~ 
Dec. 
1i: i~~! :::::: ~i~ :::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:: ~~~-c~o~~r~ic~~~~~::::::::::::::::: ·::::::::::::::: ~;,~~~~~~~:i:::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::: ~~ ~g 
t 1!~1 ::::::~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: t~~ !:i~~~~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::~::_ :~~~:e~'ti:~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~~ 
~~: ~~~! :::::: ~1~ ::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ~~G.~--1~~~~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . ~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~-~~~::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: ~~~ ~g 
It !El ::::: • ~~ ::::::::::::: • :::::::: • •:.: ~;1:.~~E;
11


































COST TO THE GOVERNMENT OF MAKING THE JOINT TREATY OF APRIL 28, 1866, WITH CHOCTAvVS AND CHICKASAWS, .AND 
ALSO THE TREATY WITH CREEKS OF JUNE 14, 1866. 
Fulfilling treaty tcith Choctaws and Chickasatcs, per treaty of A 11ril 28, 1866. 
[This table shows the amount appropriated out of the Choctaw and Chickasaw funds to meet the expenses of the treaty of 181i6; but it will be seen b.v reference to the items 
in the Chickasaw and Choctaw account that the several items of delegates' expenses are specially charged in full amount and paid under 1hose hea<~ings. In addition to tl1is 
appropriation, $100,000 out of the $150,000 here drawn by A.llPn Wright was paid over on the Latrobe collusive contract, of which ·wrigllt himsPlf got part, as shown in his 
and other testimony. The other items seem to have been paid in violation of the second section of tbe appropliation act of Jul.v 26, 18G6, (vol.14, p. 280.)] 
Date. 
Sept. 3,1866 
:May 26, 1869 
Feb. 8,1867 
Jnly 27, 1867 
Aug. 13, 1867 
April30, 1869 
Amount appropriated, $230,000. 
By whom paid. To whom 1mid. For what paid. 
. ~~-~i-~~~~~~ -~~~~1~~~t~~~:::::::::: ~~l:e?c·~re:~;,r~g~~~~~si~~~~·:::::::::::: :::::::::::: 6~fc~~~,~iJ~~o~-:::::::::::::::::: · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
-~~!;~!~~;-~::~~~:~-~~:::::::: -:~-~ .. I~:tt:::~~l~:-::~:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: :~~~~~~ j~~i~~l::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
L. N. Robinson, sup't, &c . . . . . . . . . . B. L. Leflore, treasurer _ .................................... do .............................................. . 
Total ...... 
Amount. 
$150, 000 00 
:{, 750 00 
50,000 00 
3, 750 00 
1 I, 250 00 
11,250 00 






























1ablcs showing the amounts aucl character of funds of the Clwctmcs paid out from Janum·y 1, 1860, to October 6, 1871, inclusire, lJy 1vlwm and to 1clwm paid, 
andjo1' 111hat pu1'pose; also shou;ing the amounts of annual appropriationsfo1' the yea1'sfrom U:lGO to 1871, iuclusire. 
LThe committee rccomme111l to the Choctaw people to Pxamine thrse fi""Ul'PS with a vie\"\' to a l>Ptter understand in~ of thPir financial relations with the Government. The 
frauds against these people grow largely out of a want of klw\vledge by the people of the au:ounts and character of their demands on the Govemment.] 
FULFILLING TRE.A..TY )VITH CHOCT.A.. WS. 
Date of net maldng appropriation. 
rt::: "'0 >~ I~~~ ~~~.~~ O::::Q;>~ §t·~ 
• •'+-< 
~~·R 
I I cD ~ £~?> 
l'l;::1~ ~:a~: ~~:e~b 
>:,<:1..> ~-= 0 ] ~£:58. §'i ~ ~~~ o:$-+-'1"1 ~~] ~~~ ~ ....... l'l~~:g 0 0 ~~~~ ~g!3 cDE)~:3 ~-~ ~'"d ~ t"g ~ 00:..-. """ ~~~ 00<!) ~ P:~ a ~~~ §~ -~ cD:S~ OcD~ ~ 0 ~~ s~"' § ~1"""'i,.O "'Cl~~ ~c:~ §~~~ o"'""S -:;..~~ 
~§Q;)~ ~~-~u-i'<D o~~ c,-~ tn ..= <1) t!::4 ~~ E P.o"-' ~~~ ~ ,.. ..... ~ ....... ~ :~~~~ 1:::~-.3 ] • t>,O ~s-=~ ~-~ ~~:S ~~~·n ce>=~ §§c~a.l ~~:1) ~~~~ <l) ~~$ E~~~~ .~;~~! 
0~~ ~~a~ ,!..:: p.~»c~ 
-~ ·gt] t~]:@ 
0 0 ~~PC!l,..... 
~0 t:~ ·s:elf'5" ~ o;.. grg~g ~~-~ ~ g--~~ s~~gj~ >=~ <ll·- ;::1 '"' ..... :>, ...... ~-=~ ~ 0 §~ ~ @i;:§-.3~ ~do~] 
~~+-1~ 
lQ -iO 0~.;3~ 
~ 
ce~=<,.....~ §~~ 0 (.(: E -~ ~ 8~ g ~~~~~ .... ~ !>I;.., I» 
~~~~; ~~'0~ ~ § ~~ 0 ~ .... cd .s~~s ~ ..P!+-o~ ~~@~~ ggce ~-g .... rn~ H 0 ~ . gsb~§ .... ~~~~ §~;J ce-~ §JJ~ ~.s . Q;) p. Q;) ... a;s.r.>Q;) -+=>>=~ ~~-~(~~ gg~~ ;::1 §~P~ @"':i!.tl rn c:~ • me~ 
::::: ~-e;;: 13;... §§I Q;) 13]1:~~ S "-' ce . .-. 
<1l l=<~t> ~~~] ~t~~~ E g$~~ 0 Q;)<l)~ s ,..~ <1l ;....; h <!)l:j s ~ a;5~;:3 ~ ..p;... ~ f;:; ~'8~ <:,<l:'Q.>OO ~-~;::A "-' ce.., o ¢P~O+'rl aJ (/]~ d ~ p...,,.... 1-'j+-'.;:;<::l o+--+=> 
~ p..; p..; p..; p..; p..; 1-i P'1 H p..; 
-- --- -
Balance .January 1,1860 ................ : . ........ .. 
.June 19, 1860 ..................................... .. 
March 2, 18G1 .................................... .. 
.July 5, 1862 .................................... .. . . 
Mnrch 3, 1863 ..................................... . 
.June 25, 1864 ..................................... .. 
March 3,1865 .................................... .. 
.July 26, 1866 .••.................................... 
:March 2, 1867 ..................................... . 
.Tuly 25, 1868 ....................................... . 
.July27,1868 ....................................... . 
.AprillO, 1869 ............................ ......... . 
.Jnly 15, 1870 ...................................... . 
March 3, 1871. .. ................ .......... ..... .... . 
Proceeds of stocks sold, uninvested ............... . 
$3;), 935 9() $4, 108 46 $600 00 $600 00 $320 oo· $3,000 00 $25, OQO 00 $2,307 50 ............... ······----·-
35,520 00 :~. 000 00 600 00 tiOO 00 320 00 6, 000 00 25,000 00 ..................... ..................... --·-------·-
3.), 520 00 :1,000 00 coo 00 600 00 320 00 6, 000 00 23,000 00 ..................... ...................... ...................... 
35, 520 Oil 3, 000 00 600 00 600 00 320 00 6, 000 00 23, 000 00 ...................... ...................... ................... 
35,520 00 3, 000 00 fiOO 00 600 00 320 00 6, 000 00 2:1, (lQO 00 ------------ ...................... ............... .... 
35, 5·20 00 3, 000 00 600 00 600 00 320 00 6, 000 00 23,000 00 ..................... ---- ----- --· .................... 
35,520 00 3, 000 00 600 00 GOO 00 320 00 6, 000 00 25,000 00 .................... .................... .................. 
33,520 01) :1, 000 00 fiOO 00 600 00 320 00 B, 000 00 25,000 00 ..................... ..... .............. . ................... 
3:1,520 00 3, 000 00 600 00 600 00 320 00 6, 000 00 25,000 00 ................... . ................... .................... 
104, 940 87 .................. ................... . .................... .. . ................... ...................... ................... .................... · · $3; 3o3; o5 · $LO-t, 940 87 38,82:3 05 :1,000 00 600 00 600 00 320 00 6, 000 00 2:>, 000 00 ........................ .................. 
30,032 89 3, 000 00 GOO 00 fiOO 00 320 00 6, 000 00 19, 512 89 .................... ---··-----· . ..................... 
30, 032 89 3, 000 00 600 00 600 00 320 00 6, 000 00 19, 5l2 89 ...................... .................... ···-··--·---
30,032 89 3, 000 00 600 00 600 00 320 00 6, 000 00 19, 5L2 89 ................................................................ 
3, 995 08 . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . •.•.... - .. - ............ ................... 3, 995 08 ........ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... - - .. 





























Table.s showing the amounts and characie1' of funds of the Choctaws paicl out from January 1, 1860, to October 6, 1871, tf·c.-Coutinued. 
Date. n_y whom paid, To whom paid. 1•'or whn,t paid. 
:\[ay 31, 1R60 D.II. Cooper, Indian agent ....... _! Allen \Vrig;ht, trc:umrer ........................•.... 1 Choc~w- Nation ..................................... . 
~f<~~ ~: i~~~ :~~~~~:~~- :_~~~~~: ~ :_: :: :::~ :: :~~~~ ~::: Bj;~~g!'J;~°C!J~~~~~~1~~1i~~~::::::::: ~ ~:::::::: :: ~~ ~ ~: ::::::: :~{~ :_: ::.:::::::::::::::::::: ~:: :~:::: ~ ~: :~~ ~:::: 
::-;cpt. 25, 1t;60 Hcqms1tlon, Indum Office ......... Walter Lowne, ~ccrctary, <\:e ........................ School;;, tlnrd and fourth quarter~<, lt15D .............. . 
,Jan. 12, 1861 ...... do ........................... P. P. Pitt·hl_vnu ...................................... Expenses, per act Choctaw council, October 27, 1860 .. . 
Fe lJ. 1, 1861 ...... tlo .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. Samuel Garlau<l. ..................................... 1 .... ; ... do ............................................ . 
2,1861 ...... llo ···························~ I~raelFol~om ................................................ do . ...... ..................................... . 
25, ll:l61 ...... do ........................... \Yalter Lowrie, ~ecretary, &c ........ .. .............. Sehoo.ls, thinl autl fourth quarters, 11-'60 .............. . 
~::.' ~:1m ~ ~~. ~ .1! : · ~ ~ ~. • •:: ::: •-: ~ ~::-• •: · ~ ,-~rg::~i.:~m:·~:~~~!/ ~c • • ~ • • ·::: • •: ~ • • • • ~ •: • ~ •: l~~l~~i~;~~i~i;~r~~f~f;~JET:: • •: · • • ~ • ~:• :1 
~~. !l: ~~~ ::.: · If.:.:::::: • _.: .. : ·:::: ~ ~:: ~: _ ~:~;~l¥:~;;h~i\ s~·" •:: • ~ ~:: •: ~ • ·:::: •  ~:::: •:: :1-rf~:~iAHE~b.W 'fdh<+::::::::: •:::::::: 
Jan, 8, 1864 ...... do ................. _........ J. H. M0re, ag;ent New York Central R:<ilroatl........ Tt·anRportation of lutlian goods ..................... .. 
f!:t ;H~i ·:: Ji ~:::: ::: ~ : · 1 ~i~ ;r.~;~u1i£~f:::~ .. : •  ·•:•.• ·• ·• •• -•:-: • ··••..• ·•• ·. ~gg.~~~g~"'" Ful"~ i,~ '0>:.,;,; •. · •• : · • • ~ · · 












Ang. 8, U·62 
14,1862 
:::~ ij! i!i ~· :~!! !!! • ~;:; •• !:!;: •• ! i:. ~!.:!!!~!I iltlii~~~i·n.!::.!! •••• !.:: •• !!:.:.::::: •• :.;; 
1





$·3[), 060 00 
4ti0 00 
1, 007 50 
:l, 000 00 
2, o o on 
2, 000 00 ~ 
2, 000 00 z 
::1, 000 00 -<1 
3, 000 00 t:rl 
fi, ouo 00 U2 
10, OLIO 00 f-3 H 
H, :!fiO 34 Q 
J!Jll 00 p.. 
~1 1 55 ....:: 
1, e:lO G-! H 
1, O!J<l 67 0 
14, 000 00 z 
448 00 
0 570 4d 
3;), 5;!0 00 t-.j 
7, 0 l:2 !),) 
~ :nu uo ~ uoo ()() tj 
(J 00 ~ 
82 50 > 
5 4L z 
10 uo 
:!!J 35 ~ 
U:l 00 ~ 
1ti0 00 ~ 
7:l 00 ~ 
144 00 tj 
























.Jan. 1:'>, Uil>3 
28,1863 
28,1863 























May 2, 1863 
8. 181>3 
8, 1863 
.June 2, 1:-63 
1li, 1863 
30 1863 
-Jul.) 1:< 11''~6:3 
31, 1863 







...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles Edwards . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Corn-n1cal .......................................... . 
:::::: ~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ti·0~~1~~~t1{5t~~;;~t:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 3'~;~~~>~-r~:l~~~~-~~ -~~f-~~~~~-~~~1~~~~-:::::::::::::::::::: 
..•... do ........................... A. c. Howard ........................................ Flour ................................................ . 
::::::~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~llJ~i\VWs:: Sg_:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -~~l~·_eJ·~i~~~~~---·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_·_. ::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~l!:~~D~1~o~-~r:~n: :::::::: :.·: :::::::::::::::::::::: -~~·~~~~o~:~~~~~-~~-1:~~~~~~~-~~~1-i~-~~: ::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::~l~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: iJ.Yj~~~J:\~i~l~~~-~- ~~ .·.·.·.·.·.·.·::::::: ::::::::::::::::: ~~:l~~1~?;;::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: ::~~: :::::::::::::::::::: :~~: :~ · ~t:~~~~:~ ~~:::::;~~~ ~~: ~ :~::: ::::::::::: ~:::::: ::::: ~~~}gL~1l~li1~~~~l~j: ~~~~~:-~-~-:-:-:-:-~~-:-: :::::::::::::::::: 
.. .... do . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. Thomas C. Stevens & Co............................. Sundries ................................ . 
...... do ........................... .Jackson Lewis ....................................... Corn aud pork ...................................... .. 
::::::3~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~1.~£-ffr~:{~~:~~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -~~~:~?:~-:~;~~~}:: :~:: :: :~~ ~: ::~:: :: ::~: :::::::::::::::: 
::::: :;t~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::1. ~~~~~~~e-~~~?~~~.0::::: :::::::::::::: ~:: ::::::::: ~: ~~~~~fe~r~~~~~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
... ... do ........... .............. · .. Patrick Griffin ....................................... Transpor-tation ................................ .. .... . 
:::::: :l~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~;-lr~t~i:~~:~s~~-~ ~ ~ ~::: ~:::::::::::::::::: ~:::::::::: ~: ~~~)~~~~~t~~d~1;;~~isi;>~~::::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::: 
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II. S. Handall......................................... Horse-hire ........................................... . 
:::: ::~~~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: r~~~~\~ff~~::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -~~:~~~~o~-:~~~~~ - ::::::::::::::::: :~ ::::::::::: :~: :::::: 
:::: :::~~:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::: i~;o~~a~0c~~£1(',!1~'1·c~:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~~~{~f~;'~: ~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~~ 
:::::: :l~ : : : : :: : : :: : : : : ::::::: :::::: ¥~c~!~~~.a~·_t!. :::: :: :::::: :::::::: :: : : : ::::: :: : : ::: ::: §'~~~:1~-P~;·:~.t~~~-:: :: ::::::::: :::::::::: :: :: ·. ~:: :: :::::: 













































4, l!l2 15 
:30 00 


































Tables showing the arnounts and character of funds of the Choctaws paid out fi·om Janum·y 1, 1860, to October 6, 1871, .:)·c.-Continued. 
Date. 
























Feb. 15, 1864 
25, 18G4 








Mnr. 27, 1865 






Nov. 15, 1865 
Dec. 30, 1865 
July 24, 1866 
.Aug. 21, 1866 
By whom paid. To whom paid. For what paid. 
-~-~:d~· -~~~~1: _st~::~·- ~~: ~~·.: ::::: ~~!~~~1l.nr:~ck~: :::::::: ::~: :::::::::::::::::::::::: -~l:~~~~o~~~~~~~.: :::::::::::::::: ~: :::::::::::::::::::: 
...... do ........................... D. McDouald ..................... . ........................ do .............................................. . 
::::::~~ ::::::::::::::::::::: :::~~: ~~~~ti:~lfl~t:::: ::~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: ::~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::~ ~:: :::::::: 
...... do ....................... _. _ _ James Moore ........ __ . __ .. _ ................ _ ............. flo _. _ ...... _ ... _ ..................... -......... --
...... do--···-···--·········-······ F. F. \Vhite ................................................ do ............................................. .. 
...... do-···-··-·········-·--······ L.F.lleddens .............................................. do .............................................. . 
::::: :~~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~bKJlc~b~· :::::::::::: ~ :::::::::::::.::::::::::::: ::::::~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . M. Bixler . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... do ................................. _ ............ . 
...... do_ .......................... William Fox ............................................... do .............................................. . 
...... do ........................... Sherman \Villiams ........................................ do ............. . 
-..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John Lewis _ ............................. -. . . . . . . . . . . . ..... do _ ............ . 
...... do ....... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . R. B. Wood worth .................. -...... - -............... do _ ... _ .............................. -.......... . 
.... .. do .... -- .................... _ Robinson & Veteto ................................. - Medicines ...... ...... ................ -............... . 
...... do--.--- ..... ___ ............. R. E. Watson & Co ....................... --- ......... Sundries ............................. -.............. --
:::: ::~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~h~~!oc~si~;~l~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: t:P';J~~~s:~~-::~·.: ~ :::: ~: :~~·.::: :: :::~~~ ~ :::::::: ~:::: -_ 
-..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... do ..................... -. ....... - . -. - ... - . - . - .. - ..... _do _ ..................... -- .. - .. -... -. -. -. -. -.... . 
::::: :3~:::: :::::: :·:::::::::: :::::: ~~~~ ~~~:·~~-:~n~~~:;.sc~-i~~::::::: :::~: ~:.::: ::::::::::: ~~~~~~~~cof- d~i~g;ti.~~·::::::. :::::::------ -·--- · .. · ·-
-..... do ... ..... .................. _ Thomas C. Stevens & Co ..... -- ..... - -.- .. - -.- .. -... - Rent ........... __ ... _ ......... -.. - -.... - ....... -..... -
-..... do .................. _. _ ..... _ J[erman Muzelins .............. -.. - -.---. -.......... - Services _ ... _ ... _ .....•............ -- ..... -.-- .... -.--
...... do- .. ........................ Thomas C. Stevens ................. -·-··· ............ Supplies ..................... -...... -................ . 
...... do - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ ... do ............... __ ................. -... . . . . . . . . . .. _ .. do _ .... _ ............ - -..... - - .. - .. --.. --........ . 
...... do--···-·----····-·-··-·····- John Goodell ........................................ Wood ................................................ . 
...... do . - .. -.. - -- - . -- - . . . . . . . . . . . . Frank L. Doncarloss .. __ ......... .. -.. - . . -- .. - -. . . . . Services ...... _ ........ -'- .. - . ........... - -.. - - - --.... . 
::::::~~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::: l:~!~~~~~~~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -~~~~~\~~-~~~t~~~:: ::::::::::::: ~: ::::::::::::::::::::::: 
...... do -................ _ . _ . . . . . . . B. Files ......... __ ... _ ... _ ..................... ___ ... _ ..... do _ ..................................... -....... . 
...... do ........................... S. R. West ............................................... rlo .............................................. . 
: ~l~~~~~~~~s~ :s:~~~~-~~~~~~l:e:~~· :~~~::: r~~~~~~~~~ti~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . ~~~Ir~f~_s::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::: ;~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ji_ j[.-~~~~~ ~ ~~-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . ~~~~~~{~s-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::- ... -... ----- .... -
...... do-·········-······--····-·-- ...... do········-·······-···-······--·-······-·····-·- .... .. do-······-········-··---···-·······-·····-·-·-·-· 
::::: J~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:~r:!~R~i!~o~o:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . ~~~~1~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::: 
-..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Choctaw commissioners ...... _ ....... _ ..•....... _.... Expenses _ ...... ....... _ ... _ ..... __ .................. . 










96 00 H 
90 00 z 
90 00 ~ 
90 00 tr1 
!16 00 U2 
~ !16 00 H 
96 00 Q 
96 00 ~ 
96 00 ~ 
96 00 H 
96 00 0 
16 96 z 
13 52 0 14 00 
3, 452 07 1-rj 
!'\, 047 76 H 
2, 875 00 2! 
2, 000 00 tj 
90 00 H 
96 25 ~ 
7, 808 20 z 
1, 249 59 
1-rj 17 50 
1!'\0 00 ~ 
27 ~ 
1, 082 65 q 
1, 047 20 tj 
980 00 r"l 
211 
1, 300 00 
1, 41!8 98 
374 00 
7, 797 02 
4, 018 46 
8, 978 54 
12L 00 
9, 400 50 
3, 3:il 00 
740 50 
25,000 00 
[.iii 1::::: :i~ •: ~ • ~ \\:\::: • ~: •: •:::::::: . ~"~W~~;w~~ • •: • •: •:• •: ••  ••::• •: • • •: •:: •: I ~€t~:~:;~~~tt:;f:: •: • •  • •\:!! •:: •):) •):: •:::: • 
Dec. 21,1867 .James \Vortham, superinteud't, &c BasilL. Leflore treasurer .... _ .. _ .. -.--.-----------.. Choctaw Nation._ ... ___ ...... _ .. __ . ___ . __ ._ .. ______ ._ 
sopc ~ ~~~ • \: fi""~:'?:::7"~'::7: ~: . iti,~ftt~~;,;u~o.'i:O' •. : :. :: ••• ~ . :. ~. ?:;yag,,,;~- ~.. : : : :. _ •• :.:.: ••• :. :: ·:: : ••• 
Dec. 31,1869 Captain George T. Olmsted, agent . Basil L. Leflore, treasurer .. ---_ ......... --- .......... Choctaw Nation ...... -.. -.- .. -.-- . ... ----- ... --- .. -. 
~~~ H~ if.! : ii¥~~ii:~t~~i _: • •  :::::::: · ~~~:Ciir?J~,~~~: ~;~:- •- _:: •: • •:: • •::-::::: • • ~;JL;,~;~ _: :_ -: _::: _ :::::•:: •:: •::: _-::::: • 
15, 1864 SamuPl S. Smoot, special agent .. _ . .James Darneil, adm'r estat.e of Samucl4. . .Allen. ___ .. Loyal claim_._. ______ ..... _ ............. - ..... --.---- -
t~: ti~! :::~~J~: :::::: ~::::::: :::::: ::~::: 1 ~1~~~11~:H~:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1:::: ::~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::·::: :::::: 
!g; t~H :::::: ~~ : :::::: :::::: : : :::::::::::: ~!r~~e~~A~r~l~:::::: :::: ::::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::: :::::: ~~ : ::::: ::::::: :::::: : :::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: 
15, Ul64 .•.•.. do _ ........ _ ... _............. Louis:t Few ................ __ ............... _ ............ __ do ................... _ .. _ ... _ ................. ---
i~: !!~! ::::::~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~[~~~y~~ia~~-.~~~~~1i~i~~~~i~i:~:~~i~i~: i~ :j.~~~: :::: ::1~ :::::::::::::::::::: :~::::::: ::::::::::::::::: :_ 
Hardway. 
15, 1864 ..••.. do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .James N. Trahen, administrator estate of J. R. & E. . ..... do ............... -........................... . .. . 
.J. Hall. 
~~; ~~~! : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ :: ~:: ~: :::: : :::: ::::::::: ::1 ~ :~~~::~ j!~:g: :g~f~f:{~!{;~~ :ss;:{: g{ 8:N,~ I~gg~:. . : ~: ~ :: ~~ : .· ~ ~ ~ ~ : : ::: : :: ::: ~: ~ ::: ~ ~: ~:::: :::::: :::::: : : ~ : 
gu~rdian of t~e heirs of .Joshua .Jacobs. 
~~:;~~~~~~:~~:::::::::: ~~~:::: :::: ~:: ~ ~::: ~:::::: ::~~ ::~~~: ::::::::::::: :~~::: :: ::::::~:: :::::::::::::::: 
Simpson McCann ................... __ ..................... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • ................. --. 
15,18641 ...... do ......................... .. 
15, 1864 ...... do ....................... -- - . 
15, 1864 ...... do ........................ --. 









4, 03;) 00 
295 00 
1, 763 00 
2, 955 50 
82.) 00 
810 00 













14, 680 44 
15, 016 45 
15, 016 44 
175 00 
1, 485 50 
7, GOB 50 
1, 158 ~0 
4, 238 00 
390 00 
200 00 
6, 612 00 
4, 403 25 
1, 343 00 
1, 837 25 
4, 930 84 
5, 333 00 
5, 375 00 
265 00 
2, 273 75 
18, 546 00 
1, 492 75 









































By whom paid. To whom paid. For what paid. 
. ~~~~~~f~ ~: -~~~~~~·- ~~~~~~~ -~~~~~:::: . ~f;~~~:r~: ~l~~~~~~~t~~- ~~t~~l;~ ~i i-~1;1;1· ii~c:;~~-: ] . ~~~~~~~1 ~~~1~::: :.:::: -_::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·. 
:::: :: 3~ : ::: ~:::::: :: : ::::::::::::: ~1t1)~~ %~~~~1::~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~::::::::: :: : :::::::::: :::::::I::: : : : ~~ : ::::::::: ~ : ::: : : ::: ~::: ~::::::::: ::::::::::::: 
: ::: :: ~i~ ::::: : : :::::: ~ .· :::::: :::: : : ~~itlG~u~. ~~~~~~:::::: : :: : : : : :: :::: : : : ~::: ::: ·.:::::: I: ::: : : S~ : -::::: :: :::: ::: : :: :::: ::::: ~:: _· ~::: : :: : :: : : : : : 
.... _.do _________ . ________ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ John H. Pari~h . ___ ....... -. _- .. -- .. --.----- .... ___ .. ____ .<lo ________ . ___ .. ________________ . __________ . ____ . 
Amount . 
$7, 826 50 
5, 610 50 
683 75 
547 50 
1, !)17 00 
2, :i83 00 
1, 572 50 
1, 53:i 00 
1, 4:22 23 ...... do-------·-··-···--··-------- Jeremiah \Vanl, administrator cHtatc of Hester A.
1 
...... do ------·--------·---------------·-········--·--· 
Taylor. · 
I:i, 1864, ...... do . _ . _ .......•. __ .. _ . _ •.. ___ . Wilson Torn ......... - . - -.- - - - . - - .. - - - . - ... -. - . -. - - - .
1
. - .... do .. -. - -- -- -- - -- -- - - ...... ____ .. _ ... _ ...... _ _ _ _ _ _ 5(14 50 
l ~: ~~~: : ::: : : ~~ : : : : ::::: :::: ~: : : ~::: :: : : :: ~~~j~~~~\~11 i.~ ~{~ ;li~: -.::::::: :: : : ::: : : : ::: : :::: -_: :::: : : : : :: : : :i~ : : : :: : : : ::: : : : ::: :: : : :::::: :::::: : :::: : :: :: : ~ ~: ~: ~~; ~3 
6,18il IndiauOfilrerrquisition .......... T.D.Grillith,lndian agent ........................... ForChortawNation ........... _______________________ l.'i 016 43 
Balance ou hand_··---- __ .... _____ 
1 




:May 31, 1860 
June 30, 1860 
Au8. 8,1860 
Sept. 3, 1t,60 
3, 1860 
3, 18(i0 
Oct. !J, 1r<60 




July 20, 1860 
Dec. 20, 1864 
April 8,1865 
Sept. 22, 1867 
Tru.stfwzcl.-Iuteresl due Choctaw general fund. 
[Balance and amount receiyecl ~;iucc January 1,1860, $3G5,723.64. J 
l3y whom paid. To whom paid. For what paid. ..imonnt. 
D. H. Coo pee, Imlian agont ....... f~ll: ,; eight, tcoa""" .................. ~ ........ ~ Choctaw Nation ....................... ·= ~.. ·: ...r --;,--228 lG 
::: ~: 11! • ::::: ~ :; ! ! ! ! ••• ! • ! • ! ; ~i:.: · ~~~!(§~~:~~}\ :: ::. · !! ! ! ! ! • ! ! ! ! •• :! ! • ! .l~f:~!f~~ J,tt~ffJ~:f~~~t.yaoadem'"':;; •• ~ J ~ ~~ ~ 






























A ng. 14, 1867 
NoY. 7,1!367 
l<'eh. 18, 18 8 
Apr·il21, 1868 
J uue 23, 1868 
25,1868 
July 3L, 18li8 
AUg'. 13, 11368 
Sept. 4, 1868 
22, 18U8 
Oct. 19, 11"68 
Nov. 14, 1868 
Mar. 3, 18n9 
3, 1869 




Dec. 31, 1863 
Dec. 2.J., 1864 




Sept. H, 1 1!65 
Oct. 2,1865 
Nov. 15, 1865 
Dec. 2L, 18fl7 
Dec. 22, 1868 
Mar. ao, 1869 
Dec. 31, 1869 
June 3,1870 
30, 1870 
Oct. 12, 1810 
July 2d, 1871 
Oct. 6,1871 
H ~L/U /~ -~~ ! l J~f~J~1?{~~~;~::<f,,,:~, Hi!! !!~ ~ ~~~~~~!·~f"p~;;:f!iJj~tJ!'866~::H ~~: 
::::: :3~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . ~~~~]~~~]~~·~:~~-:~~;_:_~-~-~-~_: _::: :_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_: _:: _::::::::::::::::: . ~~~~i£~~;·-~-~~~~1~ ~~~~ :~~1:0:~~~~~-;::::: ~:::::::::::::: ::::: 
...... 110 ................................. do .................................................... 110 ............................................. .. 
...... do ................................. do ............................................... · ..... flo .............................................. . 
...... do ................................ do .................................................... do .............................................. . 
...... do ........................... F. Battiec .................................................. do ............................................. .. 
::: ~:: ~}~ : : :::: ::::::: ::::: ::::::::: ~'~~~~~i~e ]<~~~~~-~. ·_ •• •• ·_ ·• •• •• ·• •. •• ·_ •• ·_- • : :::: : :::: ::: ::: ::: : :: :::::: ~~ : :::: : ~::: : :: : : ::::::::::::: ::: : ::::::::: : ::: : ·_ 
-~-~J~ ?.~~-1~,-~L~~)-~l~i~~t~-~~~~~:~~: ~~~~~~~l~lt!l:~\~~0- ~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~l~~{~t~l:~.:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
...... do .•......................... Thmnas C. SteYens ............•....... - .............. Suppli«>s ................. - ... - ... -.-- .. -·----- -.- .. - -· 
...... flo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1\1cDuuall1 & Fnllcr.................................. Storage ............................... - ... . 
...... do . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. Cnrn«>y & Ste•ens.................................... Supplit>S ........... . 
...... do ..............•.................. do .................................................... do ........................... . 
...... do ........................... J.ll. Davis ........................................... DeTll'f'l1ations ........................................ . 
...... flo ........................... ::\IcDonal!l & Fuller .................................. Suppli('s ............................................. . 
Elijah tiells, snpel'intendent, &c . .. G. \V. Silwrt & Co........................ .. ............... do ..... .. 
...... do ........................... H. E. 1\frK(·e & Co ......................................... 110 ...... . 
-f~~~~Gi:~!·~;i~l~~~~~Wifr~:::::::: . ~~~~-~tt~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~-:::: ~::::::::::::::::: ~::::: :-~:: : ~:l~~~f~,~ ~~~~~~~~:::::::::::::: ~ ~:::::::: ~ ~: ::::::::::: 
..... do ................................. do .................................................... do .............................................. . 
-~-~~:~l~~-~: ~-?~1~~~~~: ~~-e-~~ :::::: ::::: :~~~: ::::::::::::::: ::·. ::: ::·.::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::: :~1~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::. 
...... do . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. D. II. RamPfl .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . Choctaw 11ational warrants ......................... . 
...... do .......................... ,J. L. Garvin, trPaRlUPr protem ........................ Choct:1w Natiou ..................................... . 
l:i£~~V?~t~~~~~i_t:~~:::::::::: -~:-~: ~~-~~~~~~¥.~~~~~
1
~~~::::::: :-:-:::::::-:::::::: : ·:::: -: : ~~~ ~~~~~~~~:~~~i~~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
7,717 64 




















7, 7!1:5 54 
208 76 
91, 9!l5 70 
15!1 64 
4, 563 99 
6. 000 00 
16, 2~2 lG 
9 27~ 08 
7:058 08 
17, 6:n 75 
7, 3:35 7!) 
1, 800 00 
34, r'42 00 
13, 62(i 97 
Ul, 626 75 
12tl 71 































Mar. 26, 1860 
,Jan. 21, 1861 
l\fny 3,1860 
.Jnly 7, 1860 
9, 1860 
:Mar. 7, 1861 
A pril10, 1?62 
Rept. 22, 1t36fl 
:Mar. 13, 1868 
. Jnne 4, 1869 
.Tan. 25, l:-l64 




Oct. 26, lil64 






1\Iar. 27, 1865 
April 3, 1865 



















Trust fwnd.-Interest due Choctaw school-fund. 
LBalance and amount received since .January 1, 1860, $96, 587.02.] 
By whom paid. To whom paid. For what paid. 
I 
Elias Rector, Rnptwintendent, &c.. P. P. Pitchlynn . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. ... .. .... .. School purpos«>s ....................................... ' 
D. H Cooper, agent . ............. H. A. Folsom, treasurer .............................. Choctaw Nat10n .................................... .. 
Indian Office requisition. .. .. .. .. . Collins Stone . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . Expenses of deaf and dumb Choctaw ................ . 
·~: :: ~~ :: ~ ~::: ~ ~: ~::: ~ ~;.:.:;: ••• ·. i·~~~g~~~: :; .• :. : .•: •. :. ::::.: ••..•..• :: •••• ::.. i}"ff~:fiii~;~~~~.~~ .~~~~~~~ •• : •• :: •• :.::.:.:. •· 
:::::~1~: :::::~~ ~~: ::::::::::::::: ~.11.nB~~~~~~~·- ~~-~~~~~~r- ::::::::::: ~ :: ~ ~: : .·::: ::::::~ ~~~g~i;u~;:~~~- ::~::::::~:~ :~:::: :::::::::::: :~ :::::: 





~:e!~~~:~;. ~h~~s£~~~~~i;~~~:~~~ ~~: :::::::::::: ~: ::: ~:::~ ::::~: fiil~~e~~~-~1~?.~~~~~:::~~::::~~ :::~:~:: :::~: ::::::::::: 
..... rlo .......................... . ...... do ..................... .. ....................... . ..... do .................................... . ......... . 
• ~~~ j~ ~ ::: ~: •.. : ~ .•.•. ~. :: •• :. ~: . ~~tt.:r.~it~g·~·'::.;:.: •• : .•.. :. ~: ••.. :::: •. !~J.f}f: f.i~ :::::: ••• ::: .•••••• :: •••• : •• : •• : •• :: ~:.: ~. 
• ~. ~- i!~ • ·:. :: • • ::: i• ·~ •:: ~ i iii i i. ~1~~~~i~L • ·i i• ~• • • i • • • • • i i • • i • • ·. • • • ·::. i • · ~~~P'F~EH-H ••: i i: i i •: iii • i • • • • i i • • i i •: • i 
Elijah Sells, superintendent, &c ... Missonri \Yestern Telegraph Company .............. Telegraphing ....................................... .. 
:::: :: ~~~ : :::: :: :::::: :::::::::::::: ~~:.~~B~~~i~i~ ~ .-6~:::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~t!~~r;:~~-~::::::::::::::: ~::::::: :::::: ~::::::: :I 
...•. tlo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mo.>ek & Marsh . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Horse-hire . . ........................•................. 
::J~ .•••• : : : ••.• :::::·~~·~ ~V.Jli~:iJ:;:;:::::::: • ;:::······•::::::::: . r.~:!~~;~t~::::·~·~·····~··:· ···~::: ~·· •··•••••· 
..... uo ........................... Perry Fuller & Co . ................. . ................ . ..... do ...................... . ........................ . 
•. ••: ·II • ·••• ••. ··:: • • • • • •.: • ::•: • • !i~ ~~ti~~ • ·~ •·• •: ·.: • ·. • ·• ••: ·: • • ..•::.:::. · . ~~Jii: *~~~~ ·~mr::~t • ·•  ·•  •  •: ~· • ·-· · • •  • 
::::::~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: iit-;:a. ~:ae· :::: ~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
...... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . Camph«>ll Leflore .......................................... do ....•.•........................... . ............ 







4, 955 52 
43 54 
553 99 H 
100 00 z 
2':0 00 -<j 
319 91 t:r:l 
5, 6411 62 en 1-:3 5. 599 69 H 
67 25 0 
38 40 >-
1!:1 1-:3 
!J, 3:18 70 H 
1, 454 66 0 
613 49 z 
865 82 
0 43 EO 
254 1:3 ~ 
5:1 13 H 
797 29 z 
420 00 t:J 
2l0 00 ....... 
13,8:36 13 > 
3, 860 75 z 
27 90 
20 00 ~ 
7 00 ~ 
5 20 > 
15 00 q 
7 75 t:J 
10 10 rn 
11 30 
2, 663 23 
2, 000 00 
25 00 








June 30, 1865 
Sept. 30, 11365 
30, l!l65 
30, lt'65 




Nov. ~i!, 1865 
Dec. :i1,1865 
31, 1865 
Srpt. 30, 18f'5 
.Ang. 2!1, 1866 
~\lay 3, 11<67 
Dec. 21, 1867 
22.1868 
Mar. 30, 1869 
Dt>c. 31, 1869 
.Tnne 3, 1R70 
Oct. 12, 18'10 
.fnl,y 28, 1871 
Oct. 6, 1871 
Date. 
,June 30, 1860 
30, 1860 
May 4, 1~66 
H<>pt .. -, i860 
June 19, 1863 
Mar. 22, 1865 
.A.pl'il 3, 1865 
,)nne 30,1865 
Dec. 31, 1863 
• :~:,tr~~~~: ?:n:' : ~: ~ • ~ ~:: • ~: _ -; ~~~£: :?~: :_: :_:_ :_. ~: ~ • ~ • ~: ~ ~: ~ •:;:: • ~·:•:: ~ ~ ~: ~tE§1~~~.:~::: ~: ~~ ~: ~: · ~:::::::: _::::: •::::: ~~:: • •I
::::::~~:: :::::::::: :~: :::::::::::: £~~~~-p~oG~bi~:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -B~~;S0.::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::I 
...... do ........................... Sa,muel N. Howe .......................................... do .............................................. . 
::::: :~~ ::::::::::::::: ~:: ::::::::: t~t~~ :i:~!!~t_:_::::_:_:_::_:_:_:_:_:: :~: ~::::::::::::: ~::: ~E~~~~~~~~~~~:-~-~--~~-~-~-:-:-:: ~- :~::::::::::::::::::: ::::: 
: ~~:.~:ti~ ~~~i~~~~l,:;;;; ~;:;~•:: ~~\~~Ei#,: ~: ::::::: ~:: :•:: •: :: • •::::::::: ~ •: • _ ~i~~~~~ -::--::-::.: • ~::. • •--: • • • •:•  • •:: ~::: • ~: ~ • •:. • 
Jas. Wortham, superintendent, &c. B. L. Leflore, trea!!urer ............................... Choctaw Nation .................................... .. 
. ~--~-d~o~-i~~~ ... ~~~~~~-~~~~~~-~~~~-~~: ::::::~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::::: ::::::~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
. ?.~~~-d~~~~~~ .~: ~~-~_s:~~-·-l~:~~~-::: ::::: :~i~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·.::::::::::: :::::: ~~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
...... do ................... ..... . .. I. L. Garvin, treasurf'r, pro te1n . .................... . ...... . clo .............................................. . 
~~~~p~~~:~1j~_:~~i-t~~~-:::: :::::: -~~~-~~~~~~~-~~~~s~~~~~:::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :·: : ~~~~~~~~~~:~~t~~~~~~:::::: :~~ ~:~:::: ~::::: ~ ~:: :::::: 
By whom paid. 
Trust funcl.-Clwctaw orphans' reservations, proceeds of lands, $48,258.17. 
[19th article of treaty of September 27, 1S30.] 
To whom paid. For what paid. 
Indian Office requisition ......... _I J. J. Gage, receiver................................... Commission on sales of land ............... . ........ .. 
...... do ............ ............... :3. M. Hawkins, register .................................... do ............................................. .. 
D. II. Cooper, agent ............... Cbargecl to Choctaw Nation .......................... For Choctaw Nation ................................ .. 
...... do .......................... Representatives of 112 of 134 orphans................ .. ................................................... .. 
W. G. Coffin, superintendent . .. . .. '\V. P. Ross and Riley Keys........................... Cherokee refugee Indians ........................... . 
...... do ........................... John Steppney . ...................................... Transportatwn ...................................... . 
..... do .......................... 11'fcDonalrl & Fuller .................................. Supplies ............................................. . 














3, 060 00 
5, 000 00 
4,11114 
4,71774 
9, (}31 12 
J, 834 71 
1, 701 23 
1, 689 07 
1, 686 08 





5, 290 61 
26, 933 76 


































Tl'ust funcl.-Choctwc OJ]Jhans; resoTations, proceecis of lands-Continued. 
Paymt>nt to the ChorbnY Nation or tl'ilJe of Inrlians on account of tlwir claim nuder the 11th and 12th articlt>s of the trraty of .Jnue 2~. lt()3, $:iOO,OOO, $'2:-ifl,OO::J of whieh ~hall 
lw })air! in moues, and for the rcsidtw the Secretary of the 'l're:umry Hhall eausn to be iAAne!l to the propl'r authorities of the nation or tribo, on tbeir rcqnb;ition, bonds of tbe 
United States authorLwd hy law, &c., per act appro\·ell March~. lti61, modified by the act of March 3, 1865. 
Date. J1y " ·hom paid. To whom paid. :For what paid. Amount. 
April12, 1861 I Inuian Oflice requisition .......... P. P. P. itehlyun, Israel Folsom, and Peter Folsom, Choctaw Kation ............... . ............... . ...... ·I $115,487 45 
<lelt>gatrs. 
Mar. ~~: i~~~ . ";~~·. 1~?. C~tii.;: ~~~p~l:i;;t~~li~~~-t·:::. ~~'f3:Y;;;f~1.1~~l~~~ --~- ~~~~-s-::::::::::::::::::::::::::: £~~~:<l~·t·i~;~~-::::::::::::::: ·.::::::::::::::::::::::::: 30' ~~~ ~~ 
27, 18fi5 ...... do . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. .. Perry l<'nllrr......................................... ~upplics........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 283 i!O 
~~: i~~~ I:::::: ~1~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: _ ~~~~~1~a-l~l- ~ ~~~~l_e_~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. : : :::: ~~ ::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: 1~~: ~~5 ~~ 
7\fay -l, 1866 D. IT. Cooper, agent .............. . Chargctl to Choctaw Nation .......................... Choctaw Nation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 131, 512 5:i 
1 
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LETTER OF P. P. PITCHLYNN TO TilE COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIR 
WASHINGTON, D. C., .April -, 18i2. 
SIR: Under Article XII of the treaty of 22d June, 1855, between the United States 
and the Choctaw Nation of Indians, the said nation will become bound, when the 
moneys awarded to it by the Senate of the United States under Article XI of said 
treaty shall have been paid, to pay and satisfy all claims of individual Choctaws 
against the United States of every kind whatever that, at the date of said treaty, bad 
arisen, and then existed, nncler any and all former treaties, that" may be adjudged by 
the proper authorities of the tribe to be equitable and just." 
By an act of the general council of the Choctaw Na.tion, approved March 18, 1872, 
it is provided that thfl principal chief of the naiion shall appoint three commissioners, 
who shall constitute and be a court of claims, to examine all such claims as aforesaitl, 
as directed by the act of the general council, approved Octo her 21, 1859, by which such 
claims are specified as" all claims for self-emigration; all claims under the fourteenth 
and nineteenth articles of the treaty of September, 1830; and also claimants under the 
supplement; claims for lost property in emigrating to this nation dnring the years 
1831-'32, and '33; and for property scheduled to the General Goverument age11ts." 
The commissioners provided for under the said first-mentioned act have been 
appointed, and the said court of claims organized. In order to enable it to exercise its 
jurisdiction, and to pass on all such claims, and to prevent the allowance by it of claims 
already paid by the United States, it is necessary that it should be in possession of a 
statement of all individual Choctaw claims against the United States, provided for as 
stated above, which have been presented against the United States, and to know which 
of them have and which have not been paid. 
Under the treaty of 1830 there are claims of individual Choctaws as follows, viz: 
1st. For the interests of the western or old settler Choctaws in the lands ceded by 
that treaty without their consent. 
2d. For damages sustained by the failure of the United States to observe and comply 
with the stipulations of Article XIV of the treaty of 1830. 
3d. For reservation claims under Article XIX of the said treaty, not secured to the 
parties entitled. 
4th. For compensation for improvements lost by individual Choctaws. 
~ 5tb. Outstanding claims, under Article XVI, for self~emigration, or expenses and costs 
of same, and for cattle lost. 
6th. Under Article XX, for rifles, molds, wipers, and ammunition not furni heel. 
And there are other claims also, under treaties prior to that of 1830. 
As the United States continue to be liable for all such claims, and will so continuo 
until the moneys un(ler the award of the Senate are paid to the Choctaw Nation, all'd 
it is therefore incumbent ou them to furnish all the information in their power to en-
able the claimants properly to present their claims, and the court of claims of the nation 
understandingly to pass upon them, I respectfully ask to be furnished at as early a clay 
as possible with full lists of the said claims that haYe been presented to the Indian 
Bureau, and memoranda of the action had thereon, and which of the same have and 
which have not been paid. 
I have the honor to be, most respectfully, your obedient servant, 
P. P. PITCHLYNN, 
Delegate of the Choctaw Nation, with ]Jlenary po1ccrs. 
Hon. F. A. ·wALKER, 
Commissioner of Indian Affai1·s. 
CREEK ORPHAN FUND. 
The Commissioner of Indian .Affairs, in his report for 1872, page 36, 
speaking of the Creeks, says : 
These Indians have, under treaties of August 7, 1790, June 16, 1802, January 24, 1826, 
August 7, H:l56, and June 1~, 1866, permanent annuities and interest on moneys nnin-
vestecl as follows: In money1 $68,258.40; for pay of blacksmiths and assistants, wagon-
maker, wheelwright, iron and steel, $3,250; for assistance in agricultural operations, 
$2,000; and for education, $1,000. The Secretary of the Interior holds in trust for cer-
tain members of the tribe, known as "orphans," United States and State bonds to the 
amount of $76,999.66, the interest on which sum is paid to those of said orphans who 
are alive, and to the representatives of those who have deceased. This orphan fund 
was tlerived from the sale of twenty sections of land reserved, per treaty of March 24, 
1832, for the orphan children of the Creeks. Most of the persons originally entitled to 
these proceeds are dead, and action should be taken by Congress to authorize the pay-
ment of the full amount held in trust as above to the survivors of them, and the repre-
sentatives of those who have deceased. 
4 
H. Rep. 98--12 
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But this fund is surrounded by claim-agents. The same men who are 
plundering the Choctaw and Chickasaw funds, Cooper and Latrobe, are 
also attorneys or followers of this. And Congress is slow to appropri-
ate moneys where it is well understood that these claim-agents, and not 
the Indians, are to be the beneficiaries. 
D. N. Mcintosh, a Creek, swears that he, J. G. Vann, and J. l\:f. C. 
Smith had a contract with the Creeks interested to collect this fund from 
the United States. This was prior to the war of 1861, and their fee for 
co11ectiug was to be the accrued interest on the claims, but on examina- · 
tion it was found, as Mcintosh states, that the accrued interest exceeded 
the principal in amount, and since the war a new contract bas been 
enterell into at 25 per cent. of the amount collected, when collected. 
These men employed D. H. Cooper, and he Latrobe, to aid them, but 
Mcintosh now states that he has been discharged, and Cooper so stated 
himself before the committee; but Cooper also swears that he is entitled 
to receive pay for back services before discharge. J. H. B. Latrobe also 
claims a fee in the Creek orphan fund under Cooper. There are others 
also, all of whom are watching with little patience but much zeal for 
an appropriation by Congress to pay the descendants of these orphans 
of 1832. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C., Ap1·il 5, 1872. 
SIR: I have the honor to be in receipt of your letter of the 30th ultimo, in which you 
transmit, with your approval and for consideration and appropriate action on the part 
of this Office, a decision of the Hon. \V. H. Smith, Assistant Attorney-General, upon the 
claims of the orphans of the Creek Nation, growing out of the treaty wHh said tribe 
of March 24, 1tl():~. (Stat\ltes at Large, vol. 7, p. 366.) 
The Assistant Attorney-General decides, and the Department rules accordingly, that 
the Creek orphan fund is entitled to be re-imbursed in the following amount.:-;: 
First. By the value of certain depreciated bonds purchased, in contravention to law, 
with moneys belonging to said funtl as follows, namely: 
Bonds of the State of Tennessee ........................................... . 
Bonds of the State of Virginia, (Richmond and Danville Railroad Company) .. 
Bonds of the State of Virginia, (Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Company) ..... . 





Aggregate •.•••.• ~.. . . • . • • . . • • • • • . . . . . . . • . . • • • • • • • • • . . . . . • • • • • • • . . . . 7 4, 300 
Second. By the snm of $69,956.29 t::ken without authority of law from said fund 
and applied to the general purposes of the Creek Nation. 
Third. By the sum of $106,799.68 taken without authority of law from said fund and 
applierl. to the support of loyal refugees of the Creek Nation. 
The said Creek orphan fund is thus, in the opinion of the Assistant Attorney-General, 
antl by t.he decision of the Department, entitled to be re-imbursed in an aggregate 
nmount of $251,055.97. 
I accordingly inclose an estimate for appropriations sufficient to re-imburse said fund 
in the several amounts stated. 
I haYe the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient sen .. ant, 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
F. A. WALKER, 
Commissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
OFFICE OF AssiSTANT ATTOHNBY-GI<,NERAL, 
Washington, D. C., March 15, 1872. 
SIR: I have considered the claim of the Creek orphans, referred by you for my opinion. 
This claim grows out oft he treaty made with the Creeks on the 24th of March, 1832, 
and fonnd in volume 7 United States Statutes, page 366. 
By that treaty twenty sections of land, to be selected by the President of the United 
States, were reseryed "to the orphan children of the Creeks," and were directed to be 
11 retained or sold ior their benefit, as the President may direct." He did direct that 
they should be sold, and they were sold under the provisions of the act of March 3, 
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1837, (5 Stat., 186,) and the proceeds, amounting to $108,713.8~, invested in stock~ 
The third section of that act authorized the interest to be paid to the CrAcks "in such 
amounts and in such manner" as in the opinion of tile President would be most ad van-
tageous to them, and the principal, whenever the President should think proper. 
This sum and its interest have been re-invested, and now amount to a large snm, 
probably $275,000. This is exclusive of the payments that have been made, under the 
order of the President, two in number, one August 26, 1868, of $106,434.12, and the 
other, July 1, 1!:370, of $24,291.63. 
Tho orphans have received no other payments, either on principal or intereRt. There 
bas been expended ont of these funds, and without tileir consent, for the general pur-
poses of the tribe, $69,956.29, and for the support of loyal Creek refugees, $106,79~.68. 
The stocks now on band consist of Tennessee 5's and Virginia 6's. 
These bonds are below par, and are non-interest-paying bonds. They have been 
purchased since September 11, 1841. 
The attorney for the orphans claims: 
1. Til at the IJonds now on hanu were obtained in violation of law; 
2. That the application of the $69,956.~9, for the general purposes of the tribe, was 
improper; 
3. That the application of the $106,799.68, for the support of loyal refugees, was not 
authorized by law; and 
4. That all the payments to the orphans should have been in gold, and that the dif-. 
ference between coin and 'l'reasury notes should be made up to them. 
I will consider these claims in their oruer: 
1. The bonds now on hand were purchased in violation of law. 
The third section of the act of March 3, 1837, authorized the President to invest the 
proceeds of the sales of the Creek reserves "in stocks," without specif~·ing any partic-
ular stocks. That language is broad enough to justify the purchase that was made, 
and if the trustee acted in good faith and with reasonable care, there is no legal lia-
bility for any loss resulting from his action. 
This principle is not controverted; but it is claimed that the subsequent act of Sep-
tember 11, 1841, (5 Stat., 465,) required tlte investments made after that date to be in 
United States stocks, bearing interest at not less than five per cent. per annuru. 
The first Recti on of that aet repealed the act authorizing tile Secretary of the Treas-
ury to invest the interest accruing on the Smithson bequest in State stocks, and 
required such interest to be invested in United States stocks of not less than five per 
cent. annual interest. 
The sceond section is as follows: "That all other funds held in trust by the United 
States, and the annual interest accruing thereon, when not otilerwise required by t1·eaty, 
shall in like manner be invested in stoeks of the United States, bearing a like rate of 
interest." This section is general in its tenus, and applies to all cases not otherwise 
provided by t1·eaty, and is, I think, a repeal of all bws inconsistent therewith The act 
of 1837 is inconsistent with it, and is therefore repealed by it. If the original invest-
ment had been made after the passage of the law, there would probably be no doubt of 
its application. Does it make any difference that the original investment was before 
the act, but the actual investment wal:! made after the act, but out of funds arising 
from a sale of stocks, sold after the passage of the act~ I think not. The trustee 
misapprehended his powers, and invested in stocks wilich the law prohibited him from 
investing in, and a loss has resulted therefrom. It may have been difficult for him to 
procure, at that time, the class of bonds the law required. If so, it was his duty to 
withhold tile investment until such time as the proper stocks could be procured, or 
until he was otherwise directed by Congress. It seems to me that the loss should fall 
upon the United States and not upon its wardlil. 
2. As to the application of the $69,956.29, for general purposes : These twenty sec-
tions were set apart for the benefit of the orphans. Tile adults of the tribe received 
compensation for their interests. The orphans were not then in a condition to receive 
their. sbare. Their claim is now an individual one, and I do not understand how 
money belonging to individuals can be taken and expended for general purposes of 
tile tribe. The obvious mode would have been to have taken the moneys of the tribe 
and used them for the general purposes of the tribe. 
The purposes for which these moneys were spent were mostly educational; such as 
building school-houses and supporting schools for the tribe. This may have been 
beneficial to the orphans, or rather to some of their heirs, for the orphans of 1832 
would not be likely to be in school between 1850 and 1861. 
The Secretary of the Interior is not a trustee of the Indians in such a sense as to be 
authorized to spend their money for their benefit without express provision of law. 
He has no discretion. He must be directed by Congress. It may give him discriminat-
ing power, but it did not do it in the case of the Creek orphans. I think their money 
was improperly expended, and should be returned to tllem. 
3. As to the application of the money for tile support of the loyal refugees: The 
only ground for making this application of the orphan fund is found in the appropria-
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tion acts of July 5, 1862, (12 Stat., 528 ;) March 3, 1863, (12 Stat., 793 ;) June 2;), 1864, 
(13 Stat., 180,) and the joint resolntion of February 22, 1862, (12 Stat., 614.) The first 
provides "that aU appropriations heretofore or hereafter made to carry into effect 
treaty stipulations, or otherwise, in behalf of ttny tribe or tribes of Indians, all or 
any portion of whom shall be in a state of actual hostility to the Government of the 
United States, including- the Cherokees, Creeks, Choctaws, Chickasaws, Seminoles, 
vVichitas, and other affiliated tribes, may and shall be suspended and postponed, 
wholly or in part, at and during the discretion and pleasure of the President: Provided 
fm·ther, That the President is authorized to expend such part of the amount heretofore 
appropriated and not expended, and hereinbefore appropriated for the benefit of the 
tribes named in the preceding proviso, as he may deem necessary, for the relief and 
support of such individual members of said tribes as have been driven from their 
homes and reduced to want on account of their friendship to the Government." 
(The acts of March 3, 1863, and June 25, 1864, are substantially like that of July 
5, 1862.) 
This provision is a summary one. It purports, without a hearing, trial, or" day in 
court," to dispose of certain funds belonging to certain Indians. It should certainly 
receive a strict construction, and no funds should be confiscated under it, unless they 
come clearly within the letter of the act. Looking to the letter, it will be seen that 
the Creek or1)han fund is not included. 
The language is, "all appropriations heretofore or hereafter made," &c. The term 
"appropriation" is well understood. It signifies such portions of the public moneys as 
have been set apart by Cougress for some particular object. It does not include moneys 
that haYe uever been the property of the Government. This orphan fuud never was 
the property of the Government, and Congress never bad, prior to the date of the act 
now under consideration, made any appropriation for it. The President was the 
party who controlled the fund and directed. when and bow it should be paid. 
But it wa~:~ to be not only "all appropriations," but only such appropriations as had 
been made or should be made ''in uehalf of any tribe or tribes of Indians, all or any 
portion of whom shall be in a state of actual hostility to the Government of the United 
States." 
It was a fund that belonged to the tribe that was condemned, not a fund that belonged 
to individuals of the tribe. This orphan fund belonged to individuals, ar:d perhaps to 
those who .. were wholly innocent of any participation in the rebellion. 
It may well be donbtefl whether Congress had power to confiscate individual prop-
erty without invoking the action of the courts, and it should not be held that it bad 
undertaken to do an act so doubtful as to its legality, unless the language is so plain 
as to leave no other reasonable construction. 
The joint resolution of February 22, 1862, is in these words: 
"That the Sl~cretary of the Interior be authorized to pay, out of the annuities pay-
able to tlle Seminoles, Creeks, Choctaws, ?.,nd Chickasaws, and which have not been 
paid in consequence of the cessation of intercourse with those tribes, so much of the 
same as may be necessary to be applied to the relief of such portions of said tribes as 
have remained loyal to the United States, and have been or may be driven from their 
homes in the Inuian Territory into the State of Kansae, or elsewhere." 
Here it is the anmtities that are authorized to be paid out, the yearly allowances that 
have been appropriated. by Congress, and those that are "payable to the Creeks" auu 
other tribes therein named. 
This fund is in no sense an annuity, and it is not one" payable to the Creeks." It is 
payable to individuals of the Creeks. I fail to fiud authority in the acts referred to for 
expending this orphan fund in the support of loyal refugees. 
The treaty of June 14, 1866, (14 Stats., 7.85,) has sometimes been referred to as releas-
ing the United States from all liability for this fund. I do not so interpret that treaty. 
The eleventh article provides that-
" The stipulations of this treaty are to be a full settlement of all claims of said Creek 
Nation for damages and losses of every kind growing ont of the late rebellion, and all 
expenditures by the United States of annuities in clothing and feeding refugees and 
destitute Indians, since the diversion of annuities for that purpose conseqnent upon 
the late war with the so-called Confeuerate States; and the Creeks hereby ratify and 
eoufirm all such diversions of annuities heretofore made from the funds of the Creek 
]"(ation by the United States, and the United States agree that no annuities shall be 
diverted from the objects for which they were originally devoted by treaty stipulations 
with the Creeks to the use of refugees and destitute Indians other than the Creeks, 
or members of the Creek Nation, after the close of the present fiscal year, June thirti-
eth, eighteen hundred and sixty." 
The release here made is "of all claims of said Creek Nation" for losses and damages 
of every kind growing out of the late rebellion, and all expenditures by the United 
States of annuities in clothing and feeding refugees and uestitute Indians. 
It does not include all claims of the individuals of said nation, nor expenditure of 
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the individual fnnds belonging to indivi-dual members of sait1 nation-the Creek orphan 
fund. That, as I have before attempted to show, is not an annuity. 
This view is strengthened hy reference to the si:s:th article of the treaty. That did 
purport to dispose ofthis orphan fund, but the Senate struck out the entire article. 
If it had been the intention of thA parties to til is treaty to release individual claims, 
it is to be presnmed that they w0uld have used apt words to indicate such intention. 
This Creek Nation understand the use of the English language. In the fifth article 
of their treaty of August 7, Hl56, (11 Statutes, 699,) they released aml discharged the 
United States" from all other claims and demands whatsoever which the Creek Nation, 
or any indiviilttals thereof, may now have against the United States;" but they were 
careful to except out of its provisions "the fund created and held in trust for Creek 
orphans under tbe second article of the treaty of March 24, 1832." 
I think they would have been equally careful to have excepted the orphan fund from 
the operations of the treaty of 1866 if they had supposed it could be construed to cover 
individual claims. 
For fear there might be some question about their right to insist upon treaty stipu-
lations having been forfeited by their action during the rebellion, they were careful to 
provide in the twelfth article of this treaty that the United States should" re-affirm and 
re-assume all obligations of treaty stipulations with the Creek Nation entered into before 
the treaty of said Creek Nation with the so-called Confederate States July 10, Hl61, 
not inconsistent therewith." 
l\fy conclusion is that this orphan fund was not released, and that the same is a sub-
sisting legal liability against the United St.ates to its full amount, diminished only by 
the two pa.yments that have been made to the orphans. 
4. As to the difference between coin and Treasury notes: This claim was made while 
the decision of the Supreme Court in the case of Hepburn vs. Griswold was in full 
force. 
Since the reversal of that case, and the decision of the Supreme Court in a case not 
yet reported, I suppose it wm not be seriously contended that the orphans are entitled 
to be paid in coin. They certainly are not as the law now stands. I recommend that, 
when the President shall direct the payment to be made, Congress be requested to 
make an appropriation for the benefit of the Creek orphans that shall cover the entire 
amount found due them upon the principles herein set forth, tile United States to take 
tile bonds now on hand, and allow therefor their par value and annual interest on the 
same, not exceeding five per cent. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. C. DELANO, 
Secretw·y of the Interior. 
W. H. SMITH, 
.Assistant Attorney-General. 
DEP .ARTM~NT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C., April 6, 1872. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith an estimate of appropriation required to 
restore to the Creek orphans of 1832 certain funds to which they are entitled under the 
provisions of the treaty with the Creek Nation of Marc)l24, 1832, hut ille•>'allyinvested 
in ~tocks or diverted to other purposes, amounting to the sum of $251,055~97. 
By the accompanying copy of an opinion of Assistant Attorney-General Smith, dated 
the 15til ultimo, it will be found that the subject Ilas been carefully examined; and as 
the conclusions of that officer appear to be sustained by reason and authority, Ire-
spectfully request the favorable action of Congress upon the estimate. 
I am, sir, vm·y respectfully, your obedient servant, 
B. R. COWEN, 
The SPEAKJi~R of the Hottse of Rept·esentatives. 
.Acting Secretm·y. 
Estimate of appropriation 1·equi1·ed to restore to the C1·eek O?]Jlwn's of 1832 cm·tain funds to 
which they are e1itWed undet· the prorisions of the t1·eaty with the Creek Nation of Mm·ch 
24, 1832, but illegally invested in stocks or divm·tecl to other purposes. 
For this amount, to restore to the Creek orphans the par.value of certain 
stocks now held in trust by the United States for said orphans, pro-
vided that said stock shall become the property of the United States... $74,300 00 
:For this amount, to restore to the Creek orphans the amount taken from 
their fund, and used for,the support of loyal refngees of the Creek people, 
during the late rebellion .... _. _ .... _ ...... _ ....• ~. ___ ...... __ ... ___ . 106, 799 68 
For this amount to restore to the Creek orphans the amount taken from 
their fund, and used for general purposes of the tribe. __ ... ___ •.. __ ... 69, 956 29 
Total ...•..•..••••••.• ---···---···--····-··-··---·-···--·-·-·-·--· 251,055 97 
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When this money is appropriated it should be not only guarded, but 
with the power and duty of protection for the Indian, as secured for 
tile United States by treaties with them. There should be uncondi-
tional prohibition to the payment to or receiving by any person whom-
soever of the moneys appropriated, or of any moneys or thing in consid-
eration, directly or indirectly, of services rendered or claimed to have 
been rendered in connection therewith. 
S. S. SMOOT'S EXORBITANT AND FRAUDULENT CONTRACT . 
WITH CHEROKEES. 
"There was a contract entered into between C. N. Vann and William P. 
Adair, two of the Cherokee delegation, at Washington, on the lOth 
day of July, 1871, and Samuel S. Smoot, of the city of Washington, 
relating to the appraisement of the lands owned by tile Cherokees west 
of the 96th degree west longitude and south of the 37th degree of north 
latitude, including those lands Ret apart for the Great and Little Osages, 
by which the said Smoot was to receiYe a certain percentage of the 
amount that said lands should :finally be appraised at. 
The committee took testimony concerning this said contract from the 
following persons : John B. Jones, United States Indian agent for the 
Cherokees; W. L. G. Miller, secretary of the Cherokee Nation; Dennis 
W. Bushy head, treasurer of the Cherokee Nation; George W. Johnson, 
clerk of Cherokee senate; Samuel Smith, Cherokee delegate, with Vann 
and Adair, when said contract was made; 0. N. Vann and Wm. P. 
Adair, delegates to Washington from the Cherokee Nation; and Samuel 
S. Smoot. Said te~timony is not published with the committee's report 
for the reason that the said Samuel S. Smoot has, since said testimony 
was taken, voluntanly 'Surrendered and canceled his said contract, 
which said contract and testimony was thereupon destroyed in the 
presence of Samuel S. Smoot, B. R. Cowen, Walter H. Smith, and 
J. P. C. Shanks. 
MARCH 26, 1873. 
SAMUEL S. SMOOT. 
B. R. COWEN. 
WALTER H. SMITH. 
JOHN P. C. SHANKS." 
The provisions of this contract were to secure to Smoot a graduated 
fee on the sale of these lands. The contract was wholly without con-
sideration, as was fully proved by the testimony of all the parties con-
nected with its execution and management, including Smoot himself, 
and was delivered up and cauceled by him after the testimony was 
taken, as appears above, and the testimony and contract were destroyed 
by burning them. They were burned by S. S. Smoot and the former 
chairman of the Committee ou Indian Affairs in presence of the Assist-
ant Secretary of the Interior, B. R. Cowen and Walter H. Smith. 
There was a sub-contract between Smoot and these delegates which 
the committee did not procure, but learn that it was destroyed some 
time since by some of the parties themsel \es. 
The fees to Smoot under the terms of this contract, had it been valid, 
would have been over $500,000. 
It was deemed best that the Smoot contract with the Cherokees 
should be destroyed, for fear that some future administration might 
arise, of which it could be said, as it was of one that passed long since, 
"Now there arose up a new king over Egypt which knew not Joseph.'' 
The contract was a_most villainous oue, and needed burning. 
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THE CASE OF ELIAS BOUDINOT. 
There is a man named Elias Boudinot, a Cherokee of mixed blood, 
who was educated by his nation, of fair attainments and sprighUy, and 
in the hands of attorneys and interested parties is continually, by speech 
and through the press, agitating the territorial question, much to the 
detriment of the peace and quiet and prosperity of the Indians therein, 
and causing great uneasiness on their part relative to their titles and 
the possession of their homes, and the dread and fear of being overrun 
and dispossessed by the prospective railroad grants herein referrecT to. 
Boudinot is not acting in good faith with his own people, and is so 
considered by the Cherokees and by the Indians of other tribes who are 
located in the Indian Territor.). 
Boudinot was some time since in the manufacture of tobacco in the 
Cherokee Nation, supposing that under the tenth article of the Chero-
kee treaty of July 19, 186G, (see Stat. at Large, vol. 14, page 801,) he 
would be protected from the payment of taxes under the internal-rev-
enue law of the United States; but the Supreme Court of the United 
States, on a case against Boudinot for violating the revenue-laws, bas 
decided that the laws of Congress touching· the collection of revenues 
extend to our geographic limits, and that Boudinot was li~tble for rev-
enue-taxes on the tobacco manufactured by him in the Cherokee country. 
The Cherokee Nation paid t,he expenses of counsel for Boudinot's de-
fense to test the validity of the law of Congress, as it was a test of a 
provision of a treaty against that law. Since that time Boudinot bas 
been actively engaged in urging that the Indian country, including tlle 
Cherokees, should be opened to settlement and to railroad grants of tlle 
lands, and is evidently acting in the interes~, if not in the employ, of 
those prospective railroad grants through these Indian lands, and much 
against the will of his people. 
Boudinot is no doubt acting with a view to self-interest, irrespecth·e 
of the true interests of his people, as he took the precaution to stake 
out and partially fence a large tract of ground, including the crossing 
at Venita, Cherokee country, of the :Missouri, Kansas and Texas (for-
merly Neosho Valley) Railroad, (see Stat. at Large, vol. 14, page 236,) 
al,ld the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad, (see Stat. at Large, vol. 14, 
page 293.) This he did, or he and his associates in the movement 
did, by driving stakes in the ground and nailing strips of lumber 
from one to the other, and in some parts of the line of fence stakes only 
were visible when the committee saw the proposed inclosure in the 
month of July, 1872. The committee are informed that this inclosure 
is about four miles square, or sixteen sections of land, including the 
railroad-crossing as stated. Both of these railroads are now running 
their trains past Venita, and the one (Missouri, Kansas and Texas) con-
necting at Par~s, Texas, with other southern roads alreaQ.y makes the 
property at Venita valuable. 
Tlte committee also call attention to the fact that the Cherokee law 
permits a Cherokee (whether lie is so by birth or by adoption) to hold 
against all other persons the land included in a measurement of one-
fourth of a mile from his dwelling in all directions, making an indi-
vidual claim about equal to one hundred and sixty acres, and practi-
cally that is the purpose of the Cherokee law. 
I\ will be seen, however, and the committee ask attention to tlle fact, 
that by the proviso to section 21 of House bill No. 561, in the Forty-second 
Congress, second session, and which Boudinot advocated 11ith mueb 
zeal before the Committee on Territories, it is "Provided, That where 
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any member of a tribe shall, at the time of the passage of this act, in 
accordance with the local laws and regulations of such tribe now in 
force, have placed improYements of a permanent character upon more 
than one quarter-section within the reservation (meaning the railroad 
reservation) said member shall have the prior right, for the period of 
one year after said lands shall have been opened for sale, to purchase, 
at the minimum prices aboYe stated, each quarter-s~ction containing 
said impro-vements and not selected by him." 
This provision of the bill was evidently intended to cover Boudinot's 
claims. He has some three other improvements, so tbat such a law 
would be of great :financial advantage to him, and to those connected 
with. him, in this personal greed that seems to overleap his love of his 
own people, . who have educateu and defended him. His three im-
provements, aside from his Venita enclosure, -would give him t.bree quar-
ter-sections to himself, and the Venita movement gives sixteen sec-
tionF; to him and his associates. 
If Boudinot's movement in favor of disrupting the titles and pro-
tections of his people, now held under laws of Congress and treaties, 
was entirely patriotic, the committee think that the location of the 
three farms of Boudinot, no one of which is well cultivated, aml the 
fencing of the sixteen sections at Venita, no part · of which is by him 
cultivated,isoneof tbosemost singular accidental :financial transactions 
that occur to the lucky ones of earth. 
But if his case assmnes the character of a premeditated preparation 
for personal gain over the peaer. aud welfare of his people, which they 
believe to be true, and which tbe surroundings has convinced the com-
mittee, as well as the Cherokee people, are not only true, but true to an 
extent that approaches dishonor and treachery to his people, then the 
case assumes a form that the Government of the United States, as well 
as the Cherokees, must feel a deep interest in, and must act with caution 
and firmness in the solution of all questions that may arise from the 
action or combinations that Boudinot and his associates may spring 
either on the country or on Congress. A selfish patriot is a very poor 
patriot, and needs watching. 
E~t\.STERN OR NORTH CAROLINA CHEROKEES. 
The eastern band of Cherokees is that portion of the great Cherokee 
Nation who remained in North Carolina when the Cherokees generally 
went to their present homes in the Indian country. 
There bas been some trouble to the Government attending the proper 
enumeration of tl1ese people, and their long delay in removing to the 
Indian country bas added to that trouble. The following, from the Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs to the Secretary of the Interior, will explain 
itself: 
DEPARTMENT OF TilE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
·washington, D. C., February 26, 11j72. 
SIR: By the 3d and 4th sections of the acto~ Jnly 29, 1848, (St., vol. 9, PJ?· 264-~66~) 
the Secretary of \Var was required to n.scertam the number and na,mes of such m.cli-
viduals of the Cherokee Nation of Indians who remained in the State of North Carolma, 
at the time of the ratification of 1he treaty of New Echota, May 23, 1836, (St., vol. 7, 
pp. 478-489,) anu the Secretary of the Treasury was directed to set apart the sum of 
$5:~.3:3 as a removal and subsistence fnnu for each of said Indians~ and to pa,y ann.ually 
interest thereon at 6 peT cent., and whenever any of these I~u1ans should d.esue to 
move west of the Mississippi the Secretary of \Var was a,uthonzed to apply sa1d fund, 
or so much thereof as should be found nec~ssary, to defra~r the expenses of their removal 
and snllsistence. 
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.A. census or roll of the Cherokees entitled to the benefits of said act was taken by J. 
C. Mulla)~ in 1849, and the number thus entitled was ascertained to be fifteen hundred 
and seventeen, including many who bad then deceased, but were living at the time of 
the ratification of the treaty, in 1836. 
By the act of July 27, 1868, (Stats., vol. 15, p. 228,) transferring to the Department ot 
the Interior certain powers and duties in connection with Indian affairs previously 
exercised by the Secretary of the Treasury, it was directed-
" That the Secretary of the Interior shall cause a new roll or census to be made of 
the North Carolina or Eastern Cherokees, which shall be the roll on which payments 
due saicl Indians shall be made." 
This census was taken by S. H. Swetland in 1868, and on the 9th of June following 
he was instructefl to make payment of interest from July 29, 1859, the date of the last 
payment, up to July 29, 1869; to those Cherokees whose names appear on the census of 
J. p. Mullay as entitled to the benefits of the act of July 29, 1848, guided in his deter-
minations as to the legal heirs and representatives of those deceased by the roll pre-
viously made by himself. 
From the payment made by Mr. Swetland under the above instructions, and from the 
census taken by him of the Eastern Cherokees, it appears that of the original claimants 
under the act of July 29, 1848, very few are now living, and that the per capita fund of 
$53.33, provided by said act, is subject to division among numerous heirs and repre-
sentatives of tho deceased claimants. 
1.\Iany of these have expressed a desire to be removed to the Indian Territory, while 
the small amount to which they are entitled by such division is inadequate to defray 
the expenses of the removal, much less to proYide for their temporary subsistence after 
arrival at their new homes. It is estimated that au additional appropriation of $40 in 
each of these cases will be absolutely necessary to make np the deficiency. To deter-
mine tlle precise aggregate that may be required is not practicable at the present time, 
but I respectfully request that Congress b~ asked to appropriate the sum of $5,000, or 
so much thereof as may be necessary, for the purpose indicated. 
An estimate for that amount is herewith inclosed. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Ron. C. DELANO. 
F . .A.. "'WALKER, 
Commissioner. 
EASTERN CHEROKEES l\1:AY BRING SUIT. 
The Eastern Band of Cherokees (meaning those in North Carolina) 
were, by the eleventh section of the Indian appropriation act, approved 
July 15, 1870, authorized to bring ~nit aginst their agent or agents, to 
receive moneys and other property, as follows: 
SECTION 11. And be it juTther enacted, That the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians, by 
tha.t name and style, be, and they are hereby, authorized and empowered to institute 
and carry on a suit or suits in law or equity, in the district or circuit courts of the 
United States, against the present or former agent or agents, their administrators, 
executors, curators, or trustees, for all claims, causes of suits, or rights in law or equity 
that said band may have against them or either o£ them; and the law of limitation 
shall apply to such claims, causes of action, and from ancl after the day this act takes 
effect. It shall be the duty of the district attorueys an<l the Attorney-General of the 
United States to institute and prosecute all suits, cause for which may arise under this 
section. (See vol. 14, Statutes at Large, page 362.) 
This act howeyer, is not broad enough, and a bill was introduced and 
referred to the committee and passed again by them, but too late for a 
hearing by the House, enlarging the powers of court and speedily pro-
viding for suit against the representatives and holders under one---
a former agent, who it is said invested moneys of this band in real 
estate in his own name and interest. 
There are rumors of frauds committed against these Indians by agents 
and their procurers, but the committee have not had time or means of 
prosemitiug the investigation far enough to justify the use of names or 
the explanation of special facts. 
The following is the amendatory law needed to enable the courts to 
protect the rights of the Cherokees of North Carolina, -which bill was 
considered by the Committee on Indian Affairs of the House of Repre-
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sentatives, and ordered to be reported to the Honse a11d put on its pass-
age, but the committee was not called and the bill was not presented. 
The eommittee earnestly recommend its passage: 
Mr. Shanks, on leave, introduced the following bill: 
A BILL to amend section eleven of an act entitled "An act making appropriations for the current and 
contingent expenses of the Indian Department, and for fulfilling treaty stipulations with various 
Indian tribes for the year ending June thirtieth, eigllteen hundred and seventy-one, and for other 
purposes," approved July fifteenth, eighteen hundred and seventy. 
Be it enactccl by the Senate ancl House of Rep1'e8entatives of the United States of America in 
Cong1·ess assembled, That section eleven of the act entitled "An act making appropria-
tions for the current and contingent expenses of the Indian Department, and for ful-
filling treaty stipulations with various Indian tribes for the year ending June thirtieth, 
eighteen hundred and seventy-one, and for other purposes," approved Jnly fifteenth, 
eighteen hundred and seventy, be amended as follows: "That this section shall apply 
to all controversies touching the rights and titles of the Eastern Band of Cherokee 
Indians of North Carolina, or auy individual of said tribe, to any lands heretofore granted 
to them by the State of North Carolina, or by their late agent, ·william H. Thomas, or 
held in trust for them by him, or contracted by him, to he conveyed to the said Eastern 
or North Carolina Cherokees, or any individual of said band, or granted to or contracted 
to be conveyed to them by any other person, and that sneh snits in law or equity as 
ma,y be necessary to establish the rights of the said Eastern Band of the Cherokee 
Indians of North Carolina, or the right of any individual member of said tribe to any 
such lands, may ue had and maintained in the circuit or district conrt,s of the United 
States for the western district of North Carolina; and all the processes, pleas, and pro-
ceedings in such suits, and in the suits heretofore authorized by the eleventh section of 
the act to which this is an amendment, shall be returnable, cognizable, ancl"determiu-
aule only in the circuit or district courts of the United States at Asheville, North 
Carolina." • 
The committee here inserts the letter of the Secretary of the Interior, _ 
as also one of .Marcus Erwin, assistant district attorney, North Carolina: 
DEPAHTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C., February 17, 187:3. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith copy of a letter addressed to tbis Depart-
ment by Mr. Marcus Erwin, assistant district attorney for \Vestern North Carolina, 
dated February 17, 1873, together with bill H. R. No. 3907, in reference to a proposed 
amendment to the eleventh section of the act" making appropriations for the current 
and cont,ingent expenses of the Indian Department," &c., approved July 15, 1870, 
(Statutes, vol. 16, page 362.) 
The letter of Mr. Erwin fully explains the o~jects to be accomplished by the passage of 
the proposed amendment, which I have this day carefully examined. 
Concurring, as I do, in the opinion that the amendment, or something equivalent to 
it, should be passed, I have the honor respectfully to request that you will do,what.you 
can to accomplish the wishes of Mr. Erwin. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Ron. J.P. C. SHANKS, 
Cluti1·nwn Com1nittce on Inclian. Ajfai1·s, House of Representatives. 
C. DELANO, 
Secretary. 
LETTER 01!' MARCUS ERWIN, ASSISTANT DISTRICT ATTORNEY. 
vVASHINGTON, D. c., February 17, 1873. 
SIR: Having ueen requested by the district attorney for the western district of North 
Carolina (which request was afterward approved by the Attorney-General some time in 
the month of Decemuer last) to investig~tte the alleged frauds which had been perpe-
trated on the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians of North Carolina, I undertook tbat 
duty, and, in the discharge of it, I have ascertained, I think, that gross frauds have 
been perpetrated upon these unprotected people. 
Through a series of years they h:we, in fact, been plunderecl in almost every way that 
human cupidity could devise. Their agents, or rather the Government agents ap-
pointed to distribute their funds, have plundered them without mercy, not only ont of 
the funds provided by the Government of the Unitecl States to be paitl to them, but, 
by the use of their posi·tion, out of the benefactions of the State government. 
The accompanying bill (No. 3907) I have proposed, believing it will meet the de-
mands and requirements of their situation, and that it will enaule any ordinarily pru-
dent and intelligent public officer to thoroughly vindicate their rights, and to save the 
Go,·crument of the United States a large amount of money on account of its ultimate 
liability to these people for frauds practiced upon them by the agents of the Govern-
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ment. If there is any value for the Government in the labor which I have already per-
formed, the passage of this bill will consummate it. 
l have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
MARCUS ERWIN, 
Hon. C. DELANO, 
Assistant District Attorney for Western North Ca1·olina. 
Secretary of the Interim·, pt·esent. 
WAHPETON AND SISSETON SIOUX. 
The committee call attention to the act of Congress approved June 7, 
1872, entitled, "An act to quiet the title to certain lands in Dakota Ter-
ritory, (see pamphlet edition United States Statutes at Large, page 281,) 
as follows: 
Be it enacted by the Senate and Honse of Representatives of the United States of America in 
Congl'ess assembled, That it shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Interior to examine 
and report to Congress what title or interest the Sisseton and ·wahpeton bands of Sioux 
Indians have to any portion of the land mentioned and particnlarly described in the sec-
ond article of the treaty made and concluded with said Indians on the nineteenth day of 
February, 1867, and afterward amended, ratified, and proclaimed on the second day of 
May of the same year, or by virtue of any law or treaty whatsoever, excepting such 
rights as are secured to said bands of Indians by the third a.nd fonrth articles of said 
treaty as a "permanent reservation;" and whether any, and if any what, compensa-
tion ought, in justice and equity, to be made to said bauds of Indians respectively for 
the extinguishment of whatever title they may have to said lands. 
This statute especially excepted out of its granted powers the "per-
manent reservation" provided for by the ''third and fourth" articles of 
the treaty of February 19, 1867. 
The commissioner appointed under this statute to treat with said In-
dians made an agreement, which is hereto attached, the first and second 
provisions of which are within the meaning and powers granted by the 
statute, and have been confirmed by Congress subject to the indorse-
ment by the Indians. 
The last sm.1en provisions of the agreement are not within the statute 
authority, and have not been confirmed by Congress. 
The committee refers to this case for the purpose of expressing a hope 
that statutes in connection with these Indian titles will be strictly fol-. 
lowed as a matter of great importance to the Ind..ians aud to the titles 
hereafter. 
Agt·eement with the Sisseton and Wahpeton bands of Sioux Indians. 
Whereas the Sisseton and ·wahpeton bands of Dakota or Sioux Indians made and 
concluded a treaty with the United States, at the city of ·washington, D. C., on the 
19th day of February, A. D. 1867, which was ratified with certain amendments, by the 
Senate of the United States on the 15th day of April, 1867, and finally promulgated by 
the President of the United States on the 2d day of May, in the year aforesaid, by 
which the Sisseton and ·wahpeton bands of Sioux Indians ceded to the Uniterl States 
certain privileges and rights supposed to belong to said bands in the territory tie-
scribed in article two (2) of said treaty; and 
'Whereas it is desirable that all said territory, except the portion thereof comprised 
in what is termed the permanent reservations, particularly described in articles three (3) 
and four ( 4) of said treaty, shall be ceded absolutely to the United States, upon such 
consideration as in justice and equity should be paid therefor by the United States; and 
\Vhereas said territory, now proposed to be ceded, is no longer available to said 
Indians for the purpose of the chase, and such value or consideration is essentially 
necessary in order to enable said bands interested therein to cultivate portions of said 
permanent reservations, and become wholly self-supporting by the cultivation of the 
soil and other pursuits of husbandry; therefore, the said bands, represented in said 
treaty, and parties thereto, by their chiefs and head-men, now assembled in councils 
do propose to M. N. Adams, William H. Forbes, and James Smith, jr., commissioner, 
on behalf of the United States, as follows: 
First. To cede, sell, and relinquish to the United States all their right, title, and 
interest in and to all lands and territory, particularly described in article two (2) of 
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said treaty, as well as all lands in the Territory of Dakota to which they l1ave title or 
interest, excepting the said tracts particularly described and bounded in a,rticlcs three 
(3) and four (4) of sa,id treaty, which last-named tracts and territory are expressly 
reserved as permanent reservations for occupanc);. and cultivation, as contemplated by 
articles eight, (8,) nine, (9,) and ten (10) of said treaty. 
Second. That, in consideration of said cession and relinquishment, the United States 
shall advance and pay, annually, for the term of ten (10) years from and after the 
acceptance by the United States of the proposition herein submitted, eighty thousand 
(80,000) dollars, to be expended under the direction of the President of the United 
States, on the plan and in accordance with the provisions of the treaty aforesaid, 
dated February 19,1867, for goods and provisions, for the erection of manual-labor and 
public school-houses, and for the support of manual-labor and public schools, and in 
the erection of mills, bhteksmith-shops, and other workshops, and to aid in opening 
farms, breaking land, and fencing the same, and in furnishing agricultural implements, 
oxen, and milch-cows, and such other beneficial objects as may be deemed most con-
ducive to the prosperity and·happiness of the Sisseton and ·wahpeton bands of Dakota 
or Sioux Indians entitled thereto according to the said treaty of February 19, 1867. 
Snch annual appropriation or consideration to be apportioned to the Sisseton and 
Devil's Lake agencies, in proportion to the number of Indians of the said bands located 
upon the Lake Traverse and Devil's Lake reservations respectively. Such apportion-
ment to be made upon the basis of the annual reports or returns of the agents in 
charge. Said consideration, amounting, in the aggregate, to eight hundred thousand 
(800,000) dollars, payable as aforesaid, without interest. 
Third. As soon as may be, the said territory embraced within said reservation de-
scribed in article four, ( 4,) (Devil's Lake reserva,tion,)shall be surveyed, as Government 
lands are surveyed, for the purpose of enabling the Indians entitled to acquire perma-
nent rights in the soil, as contemplated by article tivc (5) of said treaty. 
Fourth. We respectfn1ly request that, in case the foregoing propositions are favora-
ably entertained by the United States, the sale of spirituous liquors upon the territory 
ceded may be wholly prohibited by the United States Government. 
Fifth. The provisions o( article five (5) of the treaty of February 19, 1867, to be mod-
ified as follows: An occupancy and cultivation of five (5 : acres, upon any particular 
location, for a term of five (5) consecutive years, shall entitle the party to a patent for 
forty acres; a like occupancy and cultivation of ten (10) acres, to entitle the party to 
a patent to eighty acres; and a like occupancy and cultivation of any tract, to the 
extent of twenty acres, shall entitle the party so occupying and cultivating to a 
patent for 160 acres of land. Parties who have already selected farms and cnltivated 
the same may be entitled to the benefit of this modification. Patents so issued (as 
hereinbefore set forth) shall authorize a transfer or alienation of such lauds situate 
within the Sisseton agency, after the expiration of ten (1 0) years from this date, and 
within the Devil's Lake reservation after the expiration of fifteen (15) years, but not 
sooner. 
Sixth. The consideration to be paid, as hereinbefore proposed, is in addition to the 
. provisions of article six (6) of the treaty of February 19, 1867, under which Congress 
sba,ll appropriate, from time to time, such an amount as may be required t,o meet the 
necessities of said Indians, to enable them to become civilized. 
Seventh. Sections sixteen (16) and thirty-six (36) within the reservations shall be 
set apart for educational purposes, and all cllildren of a suitable age within either 
reservation shall be compelled to attend school at the discretion of the agents. 
Eighth. At the expiration of ten (10) years from this date, all members of said bands 
under the age of twenty-one years shall reed ve 40 acres of land from said permarnent 
reservations in fee-simple. 
Ninth. At the expirn,tion of ten (10) years the President of the United States shall 
sell or dispose of all the remaining or unoccupiea lauds in the Lake Traverse reserva· 
tion, (excepting that which may hereafter be set apart for school purposes;) the pro-
ceeds of the sale of such lands to be expended for the benefit of the rnem bers of said 
bands located on said Lake Traverse reservation; and, at the expiration of fifteen ( 15) 
years, the President shall sell or dispose of all the remaining unoccupied lands (excepting 
that which may be hereafter set apart for school purposes) in the Devil's Lake reser-
vation; the proceeds of the sale of such land shall be expended for the benefit of all 
members of said bands who may be located on the said Devil's Lake reservation. 
Executed at Sisseton agency, Dakota Territory, Lake Traverse reservation, this 
20th day of September, A. D. 1872. 
GABRIEL RENVILI.E, 
Head Chief of Sissetons and Wal!petons. 
vVICANSPINUPA, 
MOSES N. ADAMS, 
WM. H. FORBES, 
JAMES SMITH, JR., 
Commissioners. 
Chief Cozwcilm· n -alzpetons and Sissetons. 
And fifty-six other chief~, councilors, and soldiers of said bands. 
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JOHN W. WRIGH~'S INDIAN BOUNTY AND PENSION 
FRAUDS. 
The committee incorporates in this its :final report that portion of its 
report in part submitted by :Mr. Burdett, of this committee, on June 8, 
1872. (See House report No. 96, second session Forty-second Con-
gress.) That it deems necessary to call especial attention to the 
gross conduct of John W. Wright, Alexander Clappertou, John Brown 
Wright, Irwin B. Wright, Albert Barnes, F. H. Nash, aucl others, 
touching the bounties and pensions due to the First, Second, and Tllird 
Regiments of Indian Home Guards, under the appointment of John W. 
Wright, as special Indian agent or attorney, by- .Mr. Harlan, then Sec-
retary of the Interior. 
Mr. BuRDETT, from the Committee on Indian Affairs, made the following report: 
The Committee on Indian Affairs, to whom were referred the sundry papers, docu-
ments, anu memoranda appertaining to certain tran actions of John \V. \Vright and 
others with members of the First, Second, and Third Regiments Indian Home Guards, 
submitted to Congress by the Secretary of the Interior, with his letter of April 30, 
l 872, in response to the following HouRe resolution : "Resolved, That the Secretary of 
the Interior be, and be is hereby, directed to transmit to this House copies of all let-
ters, telegrams, and reports of special agents and other official papers or records of his 
Department pertaining to the payment of bounties, back pay, ancl pensions to the 
First, Second, and Third Regiments of Home Guards, together with copies of all let-
t,ers in the case, taken from the pension-agency at Fort Gibson, Arkansas;" submit the 
following report: 
That from the voluminous papers submitted by the Secretary of the Interior, and the 
complicated nature of the transactions involved, they have not found it possible, in 
the limited time allo,ved for their consideration, to make such a critical examination 
of the case as to enable them to lay before the Honse a full report of their conclusions 
in the matters involveu; nor do they think it necessary at this time so to do, since 
there is to be found among the documents submitted elaborate and full presentations 
of the facts and the law in the case, as made by a former Secretary of the Interior, the 
Solicitor-General of the Department of Justice, Ron. Lon is B. Gunkle, specially 
appointed by the Secretary of the Interior to investigate and report upon the whole 
matter, as well as the reports of experts Williamson and Foster. 
The committee have, however, so far examined the proofs as to become satisfied 
that frauds of a most extraordinary character have been so perpetrated as that 
eventually Congress may be called upon to make good losses sustained by the Indian 
soldiers through the wrongful acts of the said \Vright, claiming to have been a clul~T­
authorized Government agent; and that it becomes highly important that these rec-
ords should be put in form for easy access and reference; and they ba,ve therefore 
arranged them vdtb a view to publication, and recommend that the usual number be 
printed; and they ask leave to make further report upon the matter should a more 
extended examination of the case seem to require it. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. G., April30, 1872. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the following resolution, 
adopted by the House of Representatives December 11, lt:l71: 
"Resolved, That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, directed to trans-
mit to this House copies of all letters, telegrams, and reports of special agents and 
other official papers or records of the Department pertaining to the payment of boun-
ties, back pay, and pensions to the First, Second, and Third Regiments of Indian Home 
Guards, together with copies of all letters in the case taken from the pension-agency 
at Fort Gibson, Arkansas, (Indian Territory.)" 
The voluminous papers herewith transmitted will, I trust, be a sufficient apology for 
tbe delay in forwarding reply. 
I have the honor to submit herewith copies of the documents called for, which for 
convenience of 1·eference have befln numbered. I also present, as briefly as the nature 
of the case will admit, a statement of the causes which led to the condition of things 
set forth in those documents, anu the action of the Department from time to time rela-
tive thereto. 
/ 
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INDL\.N TROOPS. 
During the war of the rebellion a number of the residents of the Indian Territory, 
members of the various tribes therein located, were organized into regiments for mili-
tary service in the United States, and were designated as the First, SPcond, and Third 
Regiments of Indian Home Gnards. They were regularly mustered into the United 
States service, borne upon the rolls of tlle Army, and paid upon the monthly muster 
and pay rolls by paymasters of tbe Army. Numbers 1 and 2 of accompanying doc-
uments show tbat those troops were regularly recognized as in service. 
Being tbus regularly in the military service ancl subject to the military Jaws and reg-
ulations, it was assumed that they were entitled to the pay and allowances of other 
troops, including bounties and pensions. 
There seems to have been some doubt, however, as to their being entitled to bounty, 
as I find that by joint resolution passed June 18, 1866, (United States Stat., vol. 14, p. 
360,) Congress clirecteu tbat tbe bounty of $100 should be pai tl to those Indian troops 
under the same regulations as governed tbe payment of bounties to other volunteers 
in the service of the United States. This joint resolution is believed to be the only 
speeiallegislation relating to those Indian regiments. 
BOUNTY AND BACK PAY. 
On the 1st of August, 1865, a letter, (No. 1 A,) was received at this Department from 
John W. Wright, introducing the subject of the claims of members of tile Indian reg-
iments to back pay and bounty. That letter was referred to the Office of Indian Af-
fairs, and after some inquiry and correspondence a letter of appointment and instruc-
tion (No. 2 A) was sent to Mr. Wright by the Secretary of the Interior, dated July 
11, 1866, authorizing him to collect claims for Indians when duly authorized by them, 
and to pay said claims upon the conditions aud within the limitation as to time named 
in said letter. Mr. Wright also executed a bond (No. 3 A) to the United States, in the 
penal sum of $100,000, conditioned upon the faithful compliance with the instructions 
contained in his letter of appointment. 
The conditions of l\fr. Wright's appointment and the general manner in which be 
performed his dnties are fully set forth in the letter of 1\Ir. Secretary Cox to the Attor-
ney-General, dated September 6, 1870, (No.4 A.) That letter submitted the case to the 
Attorney-General for bis opinion as to Mr. "Wright's liabilit)7 to the Government. No 
reply was received from the Attorney-General until his attention was called to the 
subject by Secretary Delano in a letter dated December 9, 1~71, (No.5 A.) The reply 
of the Attorney-General transmitting the opinion of the Solicitor-General is numbered 
6A. 
It will be observed by reference to documents Nos. from 7 to 48 B, that much com-
plaint wa~ made by the Indian claimants relative to the manner in which payments 
were made; at the great delay in making them, while, in many cases, it is alleged that 
no payment has ever been made. 
It will also be seen from the reports of Messrs. Foster aud ·webster, (Nos. from 49 to 
186,) special agents to investigate the pension claims, that great irregularity prevailed 
in the conduct of the business, and that many of tbe claims were improperly made up. 
Those reports present these irregularities in detail, and, as they exhibit a very thorough 
examination of the business by gentlemen who were experts in the manner of exam-
ining such claims, I invite special attention to them. 
PEXSIONS. 
Among the Indians there were, of course, many invalid soldiers, and the widows 
and orphans of those who bad died of wounds or sickness incurred in the line of duty, 
who were entitled to pensions under existing laws. Owing to the peculiar habits of 
the Indians, the character of their marriage laws, and the difficulty of settling ques-
tions involving the legitimacy of their children, it was very difficult, and, in a ma-
jority of cases, perhaps impossible .for pension claimants to establish their claims 
under the laws and regulations governing the Pension-Office. For this reason, and to 
do justice to those claimants, many of whom were suffering for the amounts clue them, 
Mr. Secretary Harlan appointed Mr. George C. Whiting, an ex-Commissioner of Pen-
sions, as special agent to visit the Indian Territory for the purpose of examining those 
claims for pensions. Mr. Whiting's letter of appointment, dated 15th March, 1866, will 
be found numbered 187 A. 
Under the same date (No. 188 A) the Secretary directed the Commissioner of Pensions 
to inscribe upon the pension-rolls the narues of all persons who had filed claims in the 
Pension-Office. Again, August 21, 1866, (No. 189 A,) the Secretary directed an addi-
tional numher to be placed upon the rolls for the purpose inuicateu in his letter of 
March 15, 1866. 
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The action of the Department placing these names upon the pension-rolls was brought 
to the attention of the Acting Secretary of the Interior in J nly, 1871, who, after an ex-
amination of the questions involved, nuder date of July 11, 1871, directed the Commis-
sioner of Pensions to suspend payment in all such cases until the whole matter could 
be investigated, (No. 190 A.) Those claims are Rtill suspended, and but few of them 
can ever be admitted under existing laws and regulations. I shall make this matter 
the subject of a special report to Congress in a few days. 
By reference to the report of Mr. Secretary Cox to the Attorney-General, heretofore 
referred to, (No.4 A,) it will be seen that Mr. Wright had received previous to that 
time, from the Pay Department, the sum of $420,754.42, which amount may be increased 
as the investigation progresses. 
Judging from the documents herewith transmitted, and the manner in which claims 
were prepared and payments made, it is fair to presume that a very large portion of 
that amount of money bas never reached the persons for whom it was intended. How 
much of it has been misappropriated can only be ascertained, if at all, by examining 
each claimant, which is practically impossible. 
In the month of October, 1871, I appointed Hon. Lewis B. Gunckel, of Dayton, Ohio, 
a gentleman of high character, and a lawyer of eminence, to conduct the investigation 
into the nature and amount of Mr. Wright's liability in the matter of these payments 
and the system adopted by him in making the same. 
After an exceedingly laborious examination, in which ~{r. Wright was invited to 
participate in person or by counsel, Mr. Gnnckel filed his report, and I beg that the ac-
companying copy may receive your close perusal and consideration. (See copy marked 
AA.) 
There is a mass of correspondence transmitted herewith, which has but an unim-
portant bearing upon the questions involved, but I do not feel justified under the terms 
of your resolution in withholding any portion thereof. 
The letters taken at the seizure of the peusion-agency, referred to in your resolution, 
are also sent, and will be found following the Department documents. That corre-
spondence is submitted without comment. Among the papers seized was a private 
memorandum-book belonging to A. Clapperton, former United States pension-agent, a 
copy of which, when completed, will be immediately transmitted to your committee. 
On the 20th March last the whole case was referred to the Department of Justice, in 
accordance with the act of Congress creating said Department, June 22, 1870, for such 
action as the Attorney-General may deem requisite. (See copy of letter of the Secre-
tary of the Iuterior here-.,vith, maTked B B.) 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient seryant, 
Ron. J. G. BLAINE, 
Speaker of the House of Representatives. 
:No.1 A. 
B. R. CO"WEN, 
Acting Secretary. 
FORT GIBSON, C. N., A ·ugust 1, 1865. 
DEAR SIR: I have been here for a month attending to business for the Cherokees 
and Creeks, particularly for back pay of deceased soldiers and pensions for widows. 
The three Indian regiments were mustered out the 31st of May, 186il, and each com-
pany had a white lieutenant, and I am the attorney for them all. 
It is reported here that these lieutenants and others are now making out papers in 
Kansas to draw the pay of deceased soldiers antl the bounty of those who were not 
paid, and that General Blunt is certifying to such claims as well as others. 
I write this to request you to withhold all action on any claims of these regiments 
of Indian Home Guards until my arrival in ·washington, which will be about the 1st 
of October. 
My authority is derived from the Indians, officers, and soldiers, the chiefs, and the 
United States Indian agents. 
Judge Harlan, Dunn, and Coleman are here, and are well qualified to fill those places. 
As to Mr. Sell, I will say nothing until I see yon. 
Yours, 
Hon. JUS TIN HARLIN. 
JOHN W. WRIGHT. 
No.2 A. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C., July ll, 1866. 
SIR: It having come to my knowledge that a considerable number of Cherokees, 
Creeks, and other Indians have appointed you their attorney in fact to collect claims 
for back pay and bouuty·for military services rendered the Government of the United 
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States before the several Departments, and you having filed in this Department a bond 
· in the penal sum of $100,000, conditioned for the faithful performance of your duties, 
yon are hereby authorized and empowered, as a special agent of this Department, 
without compen·satiou, except such fees as are now or may hereafter be authorized by 
this Department, to collect" and pay over to the parties in cases in which yon have been 
constituted !J,ttorney in fact as aforesaid, in accordttnce with the rules prescribed by 
this Department, the claims of Indians before the several Departments of the Govern-
ment upon the following conditions, viz : That you shall pay over promptly all money 
so collected by you to the parties legally entitled to the same ; and if necessary go to 
the Indian country and tender the same to such soldier or his heirs, less only such 
commission. or fee as is or may be fixed by the rules prescribed by this Department for 
its collection; you to take the receipt of such claimant, witnessed by the United States 
interpreter'and agent for the tribe to which such Indian belongs, and file such receipt 
with the Commissioner of Indian Affairs; or in case the money is not for any cause 
paid over within the period of four months from date of its receipt, the same shaH be 
deposited with the Secretary of the Interior; and that in all cases you faithfully con-
form, iu the collection of claims, to such rules as have been or may be hereafter pre-
scribed by this Department. 
This appointment to be revoked at the pleasure of the Secretary of the Interior. 
J. W. WRIGIIT, Esq., 
Washington, D. C. 
JAS. HARLAN, 
Secreta1·y of Interior. 
No.3 A. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C.,· July 9, 1866. 
SIR: It having come to my knowledge that a considerable number of Cherokee, 
Creek, and other Indians have appointed J. vV. Wright, of Indiana, their attorney in 
fact to collect claims before the sevtjral Departments of the GoYernment, you are re-
quested to prepare a form of appointment and bond, such as in your judgment may be 
in harmony with the laws of the United States, and the rules adopted for the regula-
tion of the service under your control, and afl'orcl security for the safe-keeping and 
prompt payment of all sums collected by him. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JAMES HARLAN, 
SecTetary. 
Ron. D. N. CooLEY, 
Comrnissioner of Indian .Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
No.3 A. 
Know all men by these presents that we, John \V. vVright, Irwin B. ·wright, John B. 
·wright, Thomas Ewing, jr., David P. Holloway, and John D. Defrees, are held and 
firmly bound unto the United States of America, for the use and benefit of any Indian 
soldier or any negro soldier serving in an Indian regiment, who is entitled to back pay 
or bounty from the United States, in the penal sum of one hundred thousand dolhtrs. 
Now the condition of this obligation is this: Whereas the aid John \Y. Wright has 
been authorized by the Secretary of the Interior to collect claims for Indians when he 
is authorized by the claimant: 
Now, if the said John W. "\Vright shall, within four months from the time of the 
receipt of any sum of money collected by him for any soldier or his heirs, pay over the 
amount so received to such person, and if necessary for the purpose, go to the Indian 
country and tender the same to such soldier or his heirs, less only such commission or 
fee as is or may be fixed by the Secretary of the Interior for its collection, the said 
"\Vright to take the receipt of said claimant, witnessed by the United States interpre-
ter and agent for the tribe to which such Indian belongs, and file such receipt with the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs within the time aforesaid, or in case said money is not 
paid over within tbe time aforesaid, the same shall be deposited with the Secretary 
of the Interior; and if said "\Yright shall obey all orders made by the Secretary ofthe 
Interior as to the payment of said money or any part thereof, then the aboye bond 
shall be null and void; otherwise to remt"tin in full force and effect. 
JOHN W. WRIGHT. 
JOH~ B. "\YHIGHT. 
IRWIN B. WRIGHT. 
D. P. HOLLOWAY. 
JOHN D. DEFREES. 
THOMAS EWING, JR. 
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I do hereby certify that I have made due personal inquiry and 'am satisfied that the 
sureties to the above bond are responsible men, and that collectively they are amply 
sufficient for the penalty of the said bond, and that they are citizens of the United 
States. 
EDWARD C. CARRINGTON, 
Unitecl States .Attorney fm· D. C. 
Filed iu Office of Indian Affairs, July 12, 1866. 
No. 4A. 
DEPARTMENT Ol? TilE INTE_RIOR, . 
·Washington, D. C., Septembel' 6, 18i0. 
SIR: Herewith I transmit for your information a copy of a letter of this Department, 
addressed to the Attorney-General of the United States, in reference to the agency of 
John W. Wright in collecting and paying over certain moneys to the First, Second, and 
'l'hird Regiments of Indian Home Guards. 
Very respectfully, your obedwnt sern.nt, 
Ron. E. S. PARKER, 
Commissioner of Indian A.ffail's. 
J. D. COX, Secretary. 
DEPART:\IENT OF TilE INTERIOR, 
·washington, D. C., Septentbe1· 3, 18i0. 
SIR: I herewith transmit copies of papers and letters, numbered in red ink from 1 
to 34 inclusive, relative to the agency of John W. \Vright in collect.ing and paying 
certain mcneys to the First, Second, and Third J-(egiments of Indian Home Guards. 
A brief statement of the matter will, perhaps, facilitate a more ready comprehension 
of the facts and the correspondence on the subject. On the 1st of August, H:!65, a letter 
was received at the Department of the Interior, from Mr. Wright, introducing the 
subject, which was referred to the Indian Office, and after some correspondence, a 
letter of appointment and instructions was forwardec.l to Mr. "Wright, from the late 
Secretary, Harlan, dated July 11, 1866, authorizing him, as special agent, to collect 
claims for Indians when authorized by the claimants, and to pay them upon certain 
conditions. Wright executed a bond to the United States in the penalty of $100,000, 
upon the conditions set forth in the letter of instructions. One condition of the bond 
was, that if, for any cause, the money should not be paid to the claimant wit,hin four 
months after the date of its receipt, the same should be deposited with the Secretary 
of the Interior. 
The amount of money paic1 to Mr. Wright for the three regiments of Indian Home 
Guards on account of back pay and bounty, as reported by the Paymaster-General, on 
the 19th of October, 11:369, was $323,819.40. 
Mr. ·wright failed to comply with the conditions of his bond, viz, to file receipts for 
payments made by him within the four months specified, or to deposit the money with 
the Secretary of the Interior. His attention was called to tlw delinquency, and in a 
letter addressed by him to the Commissioner of the Indian Office, of December 26, 1866, 
he replied that he l1acl been to the Indian country and paid about $150,000. 
On the 24th of May, 1867, in answer to a report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
dated the 2d of Febrnary, 186i, upon an applicat.ion of Mr. \Vright for moneys collected 
and due for the services of enlisted Indians, the Acting Secretary of the Interior in-
formed that officer that the Department deemed it best to adhere to the established 
rule, that all moneys due to the Indians shall be paid to them through the duly 
accredited agents of the Department, wit,hout abatement. 
The Commissioner 'vas also directed to communicate this decision to Mr. Wright 
and notify him that he was expected to file in the Indian Office the requisite papers 
conformably to the terms of his bond; and further, that proper steps were to be taken 
by the Indian Bureau for having the money in question paid to tile Indians entitled 
thereto through agents, tor their tribes. Of this decision Mr. Wright was informed in 
letter of the Commissioner, of May 25, 186i. 
On the 28th of May, 186i, Mr. Wright replied, promising to furnish the information 
required. 
Until the 28th of July, 1869, the matter remained in the same condition, Mr. \Vrightstill 
neglecting to render his accounts; whPn, by direction of the Secretary of the Interior, 
\Vright was again called on to settle his affairs with the Government wit.hout delay. 
On the 11th and 12th of August, 1869, the first receipts were filed by Mr. \Vright in 
the Indian Office. These vouche"Q:> are deficient, irregular, aud illegal in several respects, 
as specified in the accompanying papers, but the sum total is $136,73i.04, leaving 
a balance unaccounted for of $187,082.36. Independent of the defects specified in the 
al.>ove vouchers, it is submitted that few if a11y of them are in accordance with the 
instructions given to Mr. \Vrigbt, and the conditions of his bond, or in accordance 
with general usage or commercial law. 
H. Rep. 98-13 
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In addition to these facts, complaints, supported by affidavit, have been received at 
the Indian Office from a number of Indians, that Wright had collected the moneys due 
to them, but that he had failed to pay it to them, and denied having received it. 
August 2, Ul69, by direction of the Secretary of the Interior, the Secretaries of War 
and of the Treasury and the Commissioner of Pensions wel'e requested to consider no 
applications for bounty and back pay by attorneys 'Unless the same were authorized by 
the Indian Office, and that all correspondence relative to claims due and allowed for 
military service by the Indians be transmitted through the Indian Office. 
On the l~th October, 1869, the Secretary of the Interior, through the Indian Office, 
req nested the Secretary of the Treasury to instruct the proper Bureaus, in all cases of 
bounties and back pay accruing to Indians, their heirs, &c., to remit \o the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs the amount due, less the fees allowed by law; such fees to be 
paid by the respective Bureaus to the attorneys of the claimants who were authorized 
by the Indian Office. Similar directions were given to the Commissioner of Pensions, 
in case of claims for pensions due Indians for military service. Since then, checks 
have been drawn, payaiJle to the claimants for the amounts due them on account of 
back pay and bounty, less the fees paid to Mr. Wright, and sent to the Indian Office, 
and thence to the agent to be paid to the claimants. The amount thus paid to soldiers, 
through the Indian Office, is $22,830, and the amount of fees paid' to Mr. ~.,.right, on 
account of same,"$4,170. 
On the 28th of May, 1870, Mr. ·wright was informed by the Indian Office, under the 
directions of the Secretary of the Interior, of the amount of his indebtedness to the 
Government on the account above mentioned, together with a statement of all the ma-
terial facts connected therewith, and he was told that further delay in tliC Rettlement 
of his accounts could not be allowed, and that on his failure to eomply with the require-
ments aforesaid the case would be submitted to the proper law-officers of the Govern-
ment for legal proceedings against him. Mr. "Wright replied on the 2d of June, 1870, 
inclosing a copy of a legal opinion by his counsel as to his I'esponsibilities to the Gov-
ernment, and adding, in substance, that he acted for tlle Indians in the matter under 
formal powers of attorney from them, and claiming to be goYerned, in closing the busi-
ness, by his own sense of duty to his clients, to which sense of duty the instructions 
of the Department must be subordinate. On the 14th of June, 1870, the Paymaster-
General informed the Indian Office, in reply to its inquiry of the lOth of June, 1870, 
that since his last report of 19th of October, 1869, (above referred to,) Treasury certifi-
cates amounting to $96,935.02 had issued to Mr. ·wright as attorney for heirs of deceased 
members of the First, Second, and Third Regiments of Indian Home Guards by the 
Second Auditor of the Treasury, and had been cashed by the paymaster, and were so 
issued anc:l. cashed in the years H367 and Hl68, and drawn the 14th of April, 1869, since 
which date no payments have been made Mr. "Wright, except for fees in cases where 
the claimants' checks were sent to the Indian Office, as above stated. 
The Paymaster-General adds to the above, that payments may have been made to 
Mr. Wrigllt early in 1867, by Major Rochester, then in Washington, but since absent 
on distant service, having his papers and records with him. These papers and records, 
when received, will be examined for the purpose of ascertaining whether they show 
any payment to Mr. Wright, and if so, they will be reported. 
On the 8th of June, 1870, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs again wrote to Mr. 
·wright, in reply to Mr. Wright's letter of the 2d of J nne, preceuing, calling his atten-
tion to his auditional indebtedness as reported by the Paymaster-General. 
He was informed that the Office only desired to do its duty in effecting a settlement 
with him in accordance with the conditions of his bond. To this Mr. Wright replied 
June 23, lt!70, repeating, in substance, his statement in his former letter of the :.!d of 
June, 1870, and stating that he did 11ot act as special agent of the Indian Office, but 
was merely recognized by it, and that, under the law, the Indian Office had no control 
over the matter. He also inclosed a copy of a letter of the 28th of October (1867) 
from tile late Secretary Browning, which, he claims, sustain 1is views of the subject. 
A letter of Mr. \Vrigllt, bearing date 31st ultimo, closes tke correspondence on this 
case, and the copies herewith inclosed are referred to as containing more fully this 
abstract of the subject. 
The letter of Mr. Browning, above referred to, is believed by this Department to 
have been written without reference to the fact of Mr. Wright's appointment as 
special agent, and under a hasty if not mistaken view of tlle case, and is not regardecl 
as intended to be a deliberate opinion upon the matter now in question. 
In connection with this subject, it is further found that Mr. Wright has departed 
from the provisions of the act of June 14, 1866, by depositing in a private banking-
house in this city checks drawn to his order, as special agent, upon the United States 
assistant treasurer at New York, and causing the "proceeds of the same to be carried 
to the credit of his private account in said bank. 
The relations of tlle Government to the Indians are such that I am especially desir-
ous that we may not be lacking in any proper eff'ort to protect tllem. 
It is my opinion tllat the appointment from tlle Department as special ageut gave 
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to Mr. Wright a practical monopoly of the collection of the claims of the Indians, and 
that his present assertion that such appointment was invalid, and his contract and 
bond without effect, ought not to be recognized unless clearly within the necessary 
construction of law. I have the honor to submit the case for your consideration. 
If you shall be of opinion that the contract and obligation are binding, I would 
respectfully request your Department to assume control of the prosecution of Mr. 
·wright's default under the same, that full justice may be rendered to the Indians who 
are dependent upon the Government for protection. 
The originals of the affidavits and other papers can be furnished if desired, and this 
Department will take pleasure in assisting you in obtaining any other testimony as to 
the facts that may be required. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 




DEPAH.T:\rENT r>F THE INTEHIOH. 
Washington, D. C., Decembcl' 9, 1871. 
SIR: I inclose herewith a copy of a letter dated September 3, 1870, addressed to the 
Attorney-General of the United States by Hon. J. D. Cox, late Secretary of the Inte-
riorJ relative to the case of John W. Wright, United States special agent, against 
whom certain charges affecting his integrity have been filed in this Department. 
It appears that there is no answer to said letter 011 file in this Department, and I 
desire yo11 to inform me relative to the action taken in this case by the Department of 
Justice. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. A. T. AKERMAN, 




DI~PAR'L\lENT 01!' JUSTICE, 
Washington, December 23, 1871. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 9th of Sep-
tember, inclosing a copy of one addressed to me on the 3u of September, 1870, by the 
Hon. J.D. Cox, then Secretary of the Interior, in reference to transactions of John W. 
Wright, who had been appointed by the Department of the Interior as agent forcer-
tain Indians, and requesting my attention to the subject of Mr. Cox's letter. 
Soon after that letter was received, the matter which it presented received a careful 
consideration in this Department1 and I was under the impression that t,he result had 
been communicated to the Department of the Interior. Learning by yonr letter that 
such was not the case, I immediately submitted the matter to the Solicitor-General 
for examinatio11 and report. These conclusions are stated in his letter to me of the 
21st instant, which I herewith transmit. I concur in his judgment. 
If you desire that sui~ shall be brought against Mr. Wright and his sureties, I will 
direct the uistrict attorney to proceed accordingly, and to put himself, for information 
as to the ±::wts, in communication with such officers of your Department as you may 
designate. . 
v~ry re~pectfnlly, your obedient servant, 
Ron. C. DELANO, 
Secretm;!J of the Interior. 
A. T. AKERMAN, 
Attorney-General. 
DEPARTMENT Ol!' J USTICE1 
Washington, Decentber 21, 1871. 
Sm: I!have examined the papers in the case of J. W. Wright, referred to me by you 
with reque~t for my opinion upon the following q nestions, viz: 
First. Upon the facts stated in the letter of Hon. J.D. Cox, late Secretary of the 
Interior, addressed to the Attorney-General, dated September 3, 1870, is the said Wright 
guilty of embezzlement within the meaning of the sixteenth section of the act of Con-
gress approved August 6, 1b46? 
Second. Is the bond executed by said Wright and his sureties a valid obligation upon 
which the United States may recover and ha,ve damages for the alleged breaches 
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thereon 1. The penal sanction of the sixteenth section of the act of 1846, is in terms 
confined to officers of the United l::ltates and other persons charged by that act, or some 
other act of Congress, with the safe-keeping, transfer, and disbursement of public 
moneys. It does not appear in this cafle that Mr. Wright was charged by any act of 
Congress with the safe-keeping, transfer, or disbursement of public money. In the 
determination of the question first above presented, it is, therefore, only necessary to 
inquire whether he was an officer of the United States. 'rhe duties assigned to Mr. 
Wright are set forth in the letter of appointment, and instructions addressed to him 
by the Hon. James Harlan, late Secretary of the Interior, of date July 11, 1866. That 
letter is as follows: 
"It having come to my knowledge that a considerable number of Cherokee, Creek, 
and other Indians have appointed you their attorney in fact to col1ect claims for back 
pay and bounty for military services rendered the Government of the United States, 
before the several Departments, and you having filed in this Department a bond in the 
penal sum of $100,000, conditioned for the faithful performance of your duties, you are 
hereby authorized and empowered, as a special agent of this Department, without com-
pensation, except such fees as are now or may hereafter be authorized by this Depart-
ment, to collect and pay over to the parties in cases in which you have been constituted 
attorney in fact as afore~id, in accordance with the rules prescribed by this Depart-
ment, the claims of Indians before the several Departments of the Govrnment upon 
the following conditions, viz : 
"That you shall pay over promptly all money so collected by you to the parties 
legally entitled to the same, and, 1f necessary, go to the Indian country and tender the 
same to such soldier, or his heirs, less only such commission or fee as is or may be fixed 
by the rules prescribed by this Department for its collection ; you to take the receipt 
of such claimant, witnessed by the United States interpreter and agent for the tribe to 
which such Indian belongs, and file such receipt with the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs, or, in case the money is not for any cause paid over within the period of four 
months from date of its receipt, the same shall be deposited with the Secretary of the 
Interior, and that, in all cases, you faithfully conform, in the collection of claims, to 
S\lCh rules as have been or may be hereafter prescribed by this Department. This 
appointment to be revoked at the pleasure of the Secretary of the Interior." 
lt will be observed that Mr. Wright is distinctly recognized in that letter as the 
attorney of a considerable number of Creek, Cherokee, and other Indians, for the col-
lection of claims for back pay and bounty for military services rendered to the Gov-
ernment of th~ United States by such Indians, and, having executed to the United 
States a bond in the penal sum of $100,000, conditioned for the faithful performance of 
his duties as such attorney and agent, he was authorized and empowered as special 
agent of the Interior Department, without compensation, except such fees as were then 
or might thereafter be authorized by said Department, to collect and pay over to 
the Indians, whose attorney he was, their claims for military services. This is the 
whole exteut and scope of his authority and power. Does this constitute him an 
officer of the United States¥ 
In the caHe of The United States vs. Hartwell, 6 Wallace, 393, the Supreme Court 
said: "Au office is a public station or employment conferred by the appointment of 
Government. The term embraces the ideaR of tenure, duration, emolument, and 
duties." So far as can be learned from the papers referred to me, it does not appear to 
be claimeti that Mr. ·wright was appointed in pursuance of any law of Congress, or 
that his compensation was fi .·ecl by law, and it seems that be was not to receive any 
compensation from the United States, but was to be paid out of the funds collected for 
the Indians such fees as the Secretary of the Interior might llJ.low. His a,ppointment 
was necessarily limited in duration a,nd specific in its objects. It seems to me, there-
fore, clear that l\lr. Wright did not become by virtue of this letter of instruction, or 
by the executiou of the bond, or by any other of the acts referred to in the papers be-
fore me, an officer of the United States, within the meaning of the sixteenth section 
of the act of 1846. It therefore follows that he cannot be successfully proceedeti 
against criminally under that section. 
Second. ·whatever conflict of opinions may have existed relative to the power of 
tho United ~Hates to enter into contracts or to take bonds with surety in the absence 
of statutory direction, it can no longer be doubted that a bond voluntarily executed 
to the Uniteti States, and founded upon sufficient consideration and not prohibited by 
a statute, nor contrary to public policy, is a valid obligation, whether authorized by 
statute or not. (United States 1'8. Hodson, 10 Wallace, !~95.) The bond iu this case ap-
pears to have been requireti of Mr. Wright in connection with the appointment con-
ferret! upon him, upon the idea that the Government exercises a peculiar guardianship 
over the Indians, audit '"as in their interest that the bond seems to have been required. 
Wl1ile I do not find that the taking of such bond was required or authorized by any 
statute, it. does not appear to have been prohibited bylaw or b~7 publicpolicy. The bond 
having bePn voluntarily executed by Mr. ·wright and his sureties, they would be 
estopped to deny, in a civil action, the authority of the Secretary of the Interior to 
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take it, or the validity of Mr. ·wright's engagement with tho United States. ·what 
would be the measure of damages, and whether or not the eonsideration of the bond 
could be impeached in such a proceeding, are questions which cannot be authorita-
tively determined otherwise than by a judicial tribunal. 
I am, therefore, of opinion that the Secretary of the Interior would be justified in 
proceeding by civil action on the bond, to hold Mr. Wright and his sureties responsible 
for any breach of its conditions, and to seek the recovery of whatever damages, if any, 
the Government has sustained. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. A. T. AKElD'L\.N, Attorney-General. 
Approved: 
No.7 A. 
B. H. BRISTO\V, 
Solicitor- General. 
A. T. AKERMAN. 
Attorney- General. 
DEP.\lfL\IE".T OF Tin; INTEIUOR, OFFICE OF IxDL\.X AFFAIRs, 
Washington, D, C., No!'em.ber 8, 1865. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of a letter dated the 18th ultimo, 
from Lewis Downing, "principal chief of the Cherokee Nation," stating that a "man 
calling himself Judge \Vright" .(John \V. \Vright) bad in July last represented to 
those Indians that he was employed by the \Var Department, at Government expense, 
to prosecute claims for bounty, back-pay, &c., for the Cherokee soldiers; also quarter-
master and commissary claims, and asking information as to whether he was sent, as 
be represented. 
Not being able to giYe Mr. Downing the desired information from what knowledge 
I have on the subject, I have the honor to ask that you request the \Var Department 
to furnish such facts as will enable me to answer Mr. Downing's letter. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hou. Jx~ms HARJ •. \X, 
Secretary of the Interior. 
No. 187 A. 
D. N. COOLEY, 
Com.missione1·. 
DEPARTi\lENT OF Till!.: INTERJOH, 
Washington, D. C., March 15, 1866. 
Sm: A number of the 1mrvi \"ing-and the widows and minor children of deceased-
Cherokee, Seminole, Creek, and other Inc1if1U9 of the Southwest, who entered the mili-
tary service of the United States during the late war for the Union, are entitled to, 
and have applied for, the benefits of the pension-laws. It is difficult for them to estab-
li~h their claims by the adduction of evidence of the character usually required by the 
rules and regulations of the Department, and in view of their commendable loyalty 
and pressing necessities, their ignorance of the mode of transacting business, and the 
absence of mail communication with their country, I have determined to send a special 
agent to Fort Gibson and its vi.J:linity, to examine and determine upon their claims by 
such evidence as it is customary to receive and act upon with regard to Indian claims. 
Your familiarity with the manner of administering the pension-laws, and of estab-
lishing Indian claims against the Government, seem to point to you as a suitable person 
for the proper discharge of these important and responsible duties; ancl reposing spe-
cial trust and confidence in your integrity and capacity, you are hereby appointed 
special agent of the Department for that purpose. 
With a view to relieve the Goverument of their support, and to award to these 
Indian claimants whatsoever may be found to be justly dne them as soon as possible, 
and in consideration of the fact that the present is probably the most necessitous sea-
son of the year with them, it is desirable that you should enter upon the discharge of 
the duties hereby assigned to you without unnecessary delay. 
The Commissioner of Pensions will plact\in your possession all the claims of the In-
dians referred to which have been filed in his Office, and will furnish you with what-
ever other documents or information you may require in relation to them ; with these 
you will proceed to Fort Gibson, and see personally as many of the claimants as prac-
ticable, and take such testimony as may be necessary to enable you to determine the 
merits of their respective claims. Should you need an interpreter, you are authorized 
to employ one, and to pay him such per diem compensation for the time actually and 
necessarily employed as you may deem fair and reasonable. 
It is not deemed necessary, nor will yon be required, to reduce all the evidence 
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which may be presented to you to legal forms, but only t_hat the material portions of 
it shall be stated by you in writing, in reference to each case. 
It is understood that a number of the Creeks have claims against the United States 
for pensions which have not yet been presented nor made out. 
These, if presented to you while in the Indian country, you will also examine and 
determine in the same manner. 
You may possibly :find it most convenient and expedient to give your attention first 
to those cases, with a view to their payment, if allowed, as nearly about the same pe-
riod the others are paid as practicable; this, however, will be left to your sound dis-
cretion. 
A.s these duties will involve considerable clerical and other labor, George B. Whit-
ing, a clerk in the Pension-Office, will, in compliance with your wishes, be detailed t(} 
accompany and assist yon. His personal expenses, as well as your own, will be com-
muted and paid in accordance with the rule and custom of the Department. 
If yon should need funds for this purpose, the disbursing agent will be authorized 
to advance you the requisite amount until you return. 
To issue and deliver to these Indians the usual pension certificate is of such doubt-
ful expediency that the Department has determined not to do so for the present, but 
in order that those entitled to pensions may he paid as soon as practicable, and be 
thus enabled to repair, to some extent, the waste and privations caused by the casual-
ties they have suffered in the service of the country, I have caused the names of all 
those whose claims have been filed in the Department to be inscribed on the pension-
rolls, so that you may, as pension-agent at Fort Gibson, at once pay to the 4th of the 
present month those whom you may find to be entitled to pensions, which you are 
hereby authorized and directed to do, without requiring them to produce certificates .. 
You will take the usual receipts for all payments made by you to the Indians, except-
ing and omitting the copies of their pension-certificates, which are dispeused with. 
In view of the peculiar circumstances of the case, your accounts as pension-agent 
will be submitted to this Department for examination and approval, before being 
transmitted to the accounting-officers of the Treasury for adjustment. 
The Comm1ssioner of Indian Affairs will turn over to you such bounty-money and 
back pay as may have been paid into his office for these Indians, which you will pay 
over to the parties entitled thereto under instructions from him. 
Should you find that the money advanced to you, as pension-agent, is not sufficient 
to pay all the pensions which may be allowed, you are authorized to draw upon the 
Department for the balance, forwarding at the same time a statement of the disburse 
ments you may then have made, and an estimate of the further amount required. 
You will report the names of such Indians as may not, in your judgment, be entitled 
to pensions, in order that they may be thereafter stricken from the rolls. 
You are aware that Mr. John W. Wright has acted as agent or attorney for the· 
Indians referred to, in preparing the pensions and other claims now pending, and that. " 
the Department bas recognized him as such agent or attorney and fixed the fees which 
be is to receive for his services, and you are hereby authorized to pay to him, out of the 
moneys due to the several claimants, the fees which, under this arrangement, he is 
entitled to receive. Some of the pension-claims have already been allowed. In those 
cases, as well as the claims to pay and bounty, which he has prosecuted to success\ul 
issue, you may pay to him at once, in compliance with the request he has made of the 
Department, the fees he has thus earned. 
You will advise the Department from time to time, as yon may have opportunity, of 
the progress made in the business committed to yon. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient serYarit, 
.JAS. HAR.LA.N, 
SecTctm·y of the Inferior. 
GEOHGE C. WHITING, Esq., 
Special Agent, Department of the Interior. 
No.1 8 A. 
DEPART;',IENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C., Ma1·ch 15, 1866. 
SIR: In order to enable Mr. Whiting ;bile at Fort Gibson to pay the pensions 
which, upon the investigation he is required to make there, may be found to be due, 
I have to request that yon will inscribe the names of the fGllowing-narned claimants 
upon the pension-rolls. The rates and commencement of the pensions allowed will be 
hereaft@r supplied. 
The names of those claimants thus inscribed upon the rolls who may be found not 
to be legally entitled to pensions will be stricken from the rolls on the receipt of his 
report after his return ; viz : 
·I 
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Ann Brown, widow of Isaac Brown. 
Atuchita Davis. widow of John Davis. 
Akey S~tnders, -\vidow of Wilson Sanders. 
Arley Walter, widow of Walter. 
Arley War-cksi, widow of Wales-ka-but. 
Anne Tun-nee-no-ce, widow of Tun-nee-no-ce. 
Ann Tiger, widow of Red-bird Tiger. 
Akey Cochrane, widow of Wind Cochrane. 
Anna Brown, widow of Thomas Brown. 
Ah-yah-noo-le Bear, widow of John Bear. 
Anna Ellis, widow of Nathaniel Ellis. 
A-Nee-Key, widow of Sid-a-wa-gy. 
Anna Baldridge, widow of Samuel BaldlJridge. 
Anna Blackbird, widow of ·william Blackbird. 
Aneey, widow of Os-wa-se-ty. 
Aley Poor, widow of Poor. 
Anna Barron, widow of Jack Barron. 
Anna Cah-wah-s-sa-shi, widow of Cah-nah-s-sa-shi. 
Akey Walker, widow of John Walker. 
A. King Dragger, widow of Asa Dragger. 
Ah-ter-yan Deh, widow of Young Deer. 
Anna Balbridge, widow of John BallJridge. 
Arley Oolstoo, widow of Stephen Oolstoo. 
Ann Fencer, widow of Jackson Fencer. 
Akego, widow of Swimmer. 
Anna Fish, widow of John Fish. 
Arch Killer: (invalid.) 
A bot Downing. 
Betsey Justice, widow of Sidney Justice. 
Betsey Te-ca-ne-e-shi (ooste,) widow of Te-ca-ne-e-shi (ooste.) 
Betsey Potatoe, widow of Tom Potatoe. 
Betsey Olor-no-ti-ski, wWow of Olor-no-ti-ski. 
Betsey Glass, widow of Henry Morgan. 
Betsey Beamer, widow of "\Vesh Beamer. 
Bear Brown, widow of James. 
Betsey Walts, minor Ned Leak. 
Betsey Drywater, widow of Drywater. 
Betsey Hog Shooter, widow of Hog Shooter. 
Betsey Creek, widow of George Creek. 
Chee-co-no-lo, widow of Wah-yah-gor-lor-no. 
Co-co-than, widow of Co-wee-na. 
Charlotte Conseeme, widow of Daviu Conseeme. 
Co-fasa-cah-ka-na, widow of Cab-ka-na. 
Chee-squah-nee-go, widow of Ato-la-he-asti. 
Chee-nah-yee Sixkiller, widow of Delaware Si.xkiller. 
Chee-nah-tah, widow of Johnson Olahoater. 
Ca-ha-koh, widow of Lowly Middlestriker. 
Ca-he-kah, (Cherokee Nation,) minor of Mid(Uestriker. 
Cla-wa-youke, widow of Opossum Sixkiller. 
Catharine Bowlin, widow of Edmund Bowlin. 
Chi-yau-see, widow of Ta-qua-ah Wolf. 
Co-no-hee-mar-thlar1 minor of Tso-fil-caphar-jo. 
Chee-nagi Goodmoney, widow of Eli Goodmoney. 
Ca-loo-ci-fe-si-nigi, widow of Tsa-ga-no-rah. 
Co-ne-oh, widow of Chofaluck Harjo. 
Ca-ha-cah, widow of Red Ellis. 
Chee-yo-sa, widow of Wah-noo-see. 
Co-he-na, widow of Check-sut-to-yate. 
Ca-n-quannn, (invalid.) 
Dal-ka, widow of Be-coote-sbe. 
Dc-ka-ki-ya-ski, widow of Deer in the \Vater. 
Darkie Pig Mike, widow of Pig Mike. 
Dianna Killernitck, widow of Killernitck. 
De-la-ko-gee, widow of Tute-ka-ha-see. 
Dirb Seller, (invalid.) 
Daniel R. Gourd, (invalid.) 
Elsa Duck, widow of Yomtg Duck. 
Eliza Barnett, widow of Young Barnett. 
Ellen Sunshine, widow of Sunshine. 
Elizabeth Shade, widow of Johnson Shade. 
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Eliza Young DePr, widow of Young Deer. 
Ezekiel Black Fox, minor of Howling vVolf. 
Ester Baldbridge, widow of Charles Big Drum. 
Elizabeth ·walking Stick, widow of Samuel Walking Stick. 
Parr-sah, minor of Herr Tra-tix-eco. 
Fee-nee, widow of No-co-se-go-ho-co. 
Pin-no-teh-he, widow of Tus-cam-smick-co-cho. 
Go-lo-na-ja, widow of 0-la-yo-a, 
Grass, (invalid.) 
Ho-stuc-to-shee, widow of Sumpkee. 
Ho-tah-boh-who-is, widow of Ah-wa-tul-e-co. 
Hester Dun Drum, widow of ·wilson Drum. 
Ish-chom-buh, widow of Ka-peh-go-harjo. 
Jane Harling, widow of Ellis Harling. 
Jane Le Keskee, widow of John Le Keskee. 
Jenny Welch, widow of John Welch. 
Jane Killersmith, widow of Samuel Killersmith. 
Jane Wilson, widow of Joseph Wilson. 
Jemima Poor Boy, widow of Samuel Poor Boy. 
James Glass, (guardian,) minor of Ridge. 
John Smith, minor of Horace Brown. 
Jane Pathkiller, minor of William Bump. 
Jane Kee-kee, minor of Moses Vaun. 
James Creek, (guardian,) minor of Hickory. 
John Sheah~ minor of Car-eah-pa-na. 
Jenuy, widow of Ke-you-kah or Ground Squirrel. 
Ke-sa, widow of Hog Shooter. 
Kitty, widow of Char-co-c-o-wee. 
Katy Stealer, widow of Josiah Stealer. 
Ko-a-le-cha, widow of Moses. 
Kah-ho-ke Greece, widow of Greece. 
Kate Looney, widow of Looney. 
Keen-bah, widow of Ne-or-ha-got. 
Ker-no-chee, widow of Ossquall or Bolty. 
Kah-la-neh, widow of Jimmy. 
Kah-la-yo-i Dave, widow of Dave. 
Lucinda Dry Head, widow of Scnnti Dry Head. 
Lydia Walkabout, widow of Buffalo vValkabout. 
Lucy, widow of Te-char-jo. 
Lydia Cochrane, widow of Walt Cochrane. 
Louisa Pelican, widow of Leaf Pelican. 
Lydia Reese, widow of F. Joe Reese. 
Lizzie Brush, widow of George Brush. 
Lydia Adams, widow of George Adams. 
Lucinda Sanders, widow of Arch Sanders. 
Lydia Stand, (guardian,) minor of Stand. 
Lucy Gutler, (guardian,) minor of Gutler. 
Lucy Bend About, (guardian,) minor of Adam Dirt Seller. 
Laury Harris, widow of James Harris. 
Lockar Barrett, minor of Jack Barrett. 
Leeha Butler, widow of John Butler. 
Lansey Canal, widow of Arch Crowe. 
Lucy Plow, widow of Plow. 
Lizzie vVoodward, widow of Jacob vYoodward. 
Lucinda Charley, 'Yidow of Charley. 
Lucy, widow of Cat-so-ha-je. 
Mariah Lawley, wirlow of Lawley Killer. 
Minerva Davis, widow of Jesse Davis. 
Margaret The-Kee, willow of Charles The-Kee. 
Margaret Hammer, widow of Hammer. 
Margaret Passon, widow of Stephen Passon. 
Moses Bend About, Cherokee Nation, (guardian,) minor of Bend About. 
Mary Aun Thornton, widow of William Thornton. 
Margaret Webber, Cherokee Nation, (guardian,) minor of William Webber. 
Mary A. Gooseby, widow of Joseph Gooseby. 
Money Cryer, (guardian,) minor of Knob. 
Maria, widow of Echo Harjo. 
Mary Palmer, widow of Charles Palmer. 
Mars-bee-wee, widow of Ab-pi-we-hatjo. 
Martha Rogers, widow' of Jackson Kennard. 
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Mattie Cowa-lwjo, willow of Iste Nuffee. 
Nahonry Simmonds, widow of Lacy Simmonds. 
Nee-e-si-Sharp, widow of Samuel Sharp. 
Na-ke-Scra.per, wiuow of George Scraper. 
Nancy Ben Nelson, widow of Hen Nelson. 
Nancy Johnson, wiuow of Jamesse-no-ga-alor-no-hiska. 
Nancy Jumper, widow of Jumper. 
Nancy Downing, widow of Alexander Downing. 
Nancy \Va-ha-chi, widow of Wa-ha-chi. 
Nancy Yo-ha-to, wiuow of Jim Yo-ha-to. 
Nancy Ben Sanders, widow of Ben Sanders. 
Nelly Somjohn, widow of ·william Somjohn. 
Nakey, widow of Every Sort. 
Nancy Marshall, widow of Lester Marshall. 
Nancy Riley, widow of John Hiley. 
Narviu Ross, widow of Daniel Ross. 
Nancy Catcher Runner, widow of Catcher Runner. 
Nelly Smith, widow of John Smith. 
Nelly Allechar, widow of Allechar. 
Nelly Arcby, ·widow of Archy. 
Nancy Christie, widow of Hichard Christie. 
Nathan Fish, (guardi:w,) minor of George \Yea,·er. 
Nancy Hunter, ·widow of Samuel Hunter. 
Nauc~T Six Killer, widow of John Foster .. 
Naw-Yee-See Hank, widow of Isaac Hank. 
Nelly Glass, widow of Judge Glass. 
Nancy Johnson, widow of Johnson. 
Nanny, widow of Cot-so-chee. 
Nelly Doctor, widow of Doctor. 
Na-ke-Scraper, widow of George Scraper. 
No-ba-lm·, (invalid.) 
Oo-ta-yi-Hider, widow of Hider. 
Oo-skoo-nce-Downing, widow of \Valter Do\Yning. 
Oo-sk-ya-0-yo-dlk-a: a widow of 0-yo-dle-a. 
Oker-ker-ner-yon, widow of Toney. 
Owa-La-Yoke, widow of Oo-sow-wee. 
Oo-tah-yi-\Vicked, widow of Wicked. 
Ona-La-Yoke, wiuow of Jumc~·· 
Oc-to-<Ya-Spirit, widow of Spirit. 
On-ne~a-lo it, widow of Oh-c-nar-ludc. 
Polly Ha1jo, widow of Chorles Harjo. 
Polly Lowr~-, widow of Squirl Lowry. 
Polly Leach, widow of Dick Leach. 
Polly Downing, widow of Dull Downing. 
Peggy Wilson, widow of Lacy \Vilson. 
Peggy Cornsilk, widow of Tom Cornsilk. 
Phofac Sponna, widow of Sponna. 
Polly S. Cow-wi, widow of Si-cow-wi. 
Polly Star \Vhite Killer, widow af Star White Killer. 
Polly Downing, widow of George Downing. 
Peggy Dick, widow of Little Dick. 
Pauline Tandrum, widow of Thomas Tandrum. 
Polly Tiger, widow of \Vheeler Tiger. 
Peggy Sanders, widow of Salolluel Sanders. 
Polly Mankiller, widow of Scott Mankiller. 
Polly Tucker, widow of William Tucker. 
Hachel Gah-sai-heeler, widow of Gah-sai-heeler, or Rain Crow. 
Hachel H.ain Crow, widow of John Rain Crow. 
Rachel Tadpole, widow of Eli Tadpole. 
Hoady Elow-we, widow of Elow-we. 
Hilezas Double, widow of Jack Double. 
Rachel Catcher, widow of Catcher. 
Sally Going Smoke, widow of Going Smoke. 
Selah Leach, widow of Beaver Leach. 
Si-a-ma, widow of Blue Batt. 
Susannah John Stooty, widow of Ocach-meu John Stooty. 
Suhic Trotting Wolf, widow of Trotting Wolf. 
Smith Christie, Cherokee Nation, (guardian,) minor of Potatoe. 
Sally Price, widow of Joseph Price. 
Sally Scraper, (guardian,) minor of George Semper. 
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Susan Sitnwaki, widow of Sitnwaki. 
Sally C. M., (guardian,) minor of Burnsweet Bee. 
Sa-n-ga-cas-see-la-na, widow of Cas-see-la-wa. 
Susan Tab-la-sar, widow of Creek Tah-la-sar. 
Susy, widow of Big Torn. 
Segavi, Cherokee Nation, (gnardi~n,) minor of Josh Turner. 
Susan Van, wife of Henry Van. 
Susaunall Tick Eater, Cherokee Nation, minor of Nicholas Walker. 
Sarah Eagle, widow of Eagle. 
Sarah Horner, widow of David Horner. 
Sarah Hawkins, widow of Charles Hawkins. 
Sak-Co-Ia-na, (guardian,) minor of San-Yah-pah-kee. 
Swyee, (guardian,) minor of H. La-on-ta. 
Susan Ga-tu-la-sta, widow of Harry Ga-ta-la-sta. 
Sally Swimmer, widow of Joseph Swimmer. 
Sarah Charles Tick Spring, widow of Tick Spring. 
Si-e-givn-noh, widow of Ko-ai-:fixeer. 
Susannah Pike, widow of Pike. 
Susie, widow of Cow-e-to-najo. 
Sallie, widow of Ah-ba-le-ma-lah. 
Suina General, widow of General. 
Sarah Arch Daniel, widow of Arch Daniel. 
Sarah Black Haw, widow of Black Haw. 
Susan Le-bow Motte-harjo, widow of La-bow Motte-harjo. 
Soosky, widow of Steward. 
Ska-qua, (invalid.) 
To-ha Nicholson, widow of Scropes Nicholson. 
Ta-ka Hammer, widow of Tom Hammer. 
Tor-my Ye ~arker, widow of Edmund Walker. 
Tab-bar-t-wa, Cherokee Nation, (guardian,) minor of In-tlin-is-barjo. 
Te-th-le-ke, widow of Co-wit-che. 
Te Youl-see, widow of ·wa-hoo-boo. 
Tilda Ho-lock-e-bo-lo, widow of Ho-lock-e-hor-lo. 
Ta-key, widow of Tom Hammer. 
T-Na, widow of Kus-ka-lus-ky. 
Ta-co-on-a, (guardian,) minor of Ta Cornethla. 
Ta-cha-Fog, minor of Pratt Fish. 
Tax-si-yah-tra-tra-sah, minor of Hunter. 
Tsa-gor-Nelson, widow of Nelson. 
To-ne-me-bah Tab-who, widow of Ta-m:-.rtb-1o-To-bo-1o. 
Tagoo, widow of Nah-mak-co-cec. 
Tawny Feeling, widow of Feeling. 
Un-cla-we, widow of Che-:fix-c-cae. 
Winna, widow of W. M. Clinton. 
\Vah-tbla-wa, widow ofPah-lo-ca. 
Wa-ti Ya, widow of Misteala. 
vVilRon, (guardian,) minor of Hawk Four Killer. 
Watty Dick Oa-tsnr-lu-tah, widow of Dick Oo-tsur-la-tab. 
Witch, widow of Ta-ha-lo-cbu. 
Wastee, (invalid.) 
Washington Henson, (invalid.) 
Walker Stean, (invalid.) 
Yana-cbit-wa, widow of James Tobacco. 
Yalker, widow of E. Morthnr-ba-jo. 
As it is desirable that Mr. Whiting should proceed to Fort Gibson and enter upon 
the duties with which be is charged at as early a day as possible, I should l>e glad if 
you could have this order carried into effect immediately. 
I am, respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JAS. HARLAN, 
&cretary. 
The CO:\lMISSJO~En OF PENSIONS. 
No. 189 A. 
DEPARTMENT 01~ THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C., August 21, 1866. 
Sm: I have to request that you will inscribe the names of the following claimants 
npon the rolls of the agency at Fort Gibson, west of Arkansas, in the manner and for 
the purpose indicated in my let.ter to you of the 15th of March last, viz: 
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No. 129895. Jane Arnold, widow of Jesse Arnold, deceased. 
No. 12989:3. Polly Adair, guardian of minor children of Ah-H:t-jo, deceased. 
No. 129891. Clasia Adair, widow of Polk Adair, deceased. 
No. 129889. Milley Lowery, widow of Eli Lowery, deceased. 
No. 129886. Sally Price, guardian of minor child of Marcellus Rogers, deceased. 
No. 129883. Susan Robertson, widow of Water Robertson, deceased. 
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No. 129880. Betsy Sanders, guardian of minor children of Pelican, deceased. 
No. 129879. ·walker Deerhead, guardian of minor child of Oo-wo-ha-sa-ki, deceased. 
No. 129878. Sally, guardian of minor children of Oo-wo-ho-sa-hi, deceased. 
No. 129877. Nancy Otter Sifter, widow of Otter Sifter, deceased. 
No. 129975. Mary, widow ofWax-se-ba-jo, deceased. 
No. 129974. Ma-gue-a-gne, widow of Wox-se-har-jo, deceased. 
No. 129973. Wattie, guardian of minor child of Washington, deceased. 
No. 129964. Lucinda, widow of Tul-se-:fi.x-e-ke, deceased. 
No. 12996~. Adam, guardian of minor child of Tommeh, deceased. 
No. 129962. Wiley, guardian of minor child of Jimmy, deceased. 
No. 129960. Catharine Tieska, widow of George Tieska, deceased. 
No. 129954. Betsy Perryman, guardian of minor child of Mack Milford, deceased. 
No. 129953. Kessa, widow of Ko-ha-se, deceased. 
No. 129950. Sarah George, widow of George Je:fferney, deceased. 
No. 129949. Daniel WeLster, guardian of minor children of William Hnmmingbird, 
deceased. 
No. 129946. Sealy Holt, guardian of minor child of Fox Holt, deceased. 
No. 129939. Nelly, widow of Go-was-ta-ye-meh-co, deceased. 
No. 1299:~6. Sealy Daniel Foster, widow of Daniel Poster, deceased. 
No. 129933. Cloud Tickstring, guardian of minor child of Peter Emory, deceased. 
No. 1:29931. Ho-tul-ka-ya-ho-lo, guardian of minor child of E-mart-lo-cha, deceased. 
No. 129925. Maria Duck, widow of John Duck, deceaRed. 
No. 129924. Liddy Jumper Dry, widow of Jumper Dry, deceased. 
No. 129921. Hager Prince, widow of Henry Deer, deceased. 
No.129920. :Betsey Crawler, widow of Crawler, (Crawber,) deceased. 
No.129919. Col-so-la-ney, guardian of minor children of Cot-sar-har-jo, deceased. 
No.129917. Milly, g:mrdian of minor child of Cho-coah-ha-jo, deceased. 
No. 129914. Oe-to-a.h-chu-chi, guardian of minor child of Cah-put-sah-tuo-cum-musk-
ke, deceased. 
No.129913. Ail-cey, guardian of minor child of William Cade, deceased. 
No.129909. Chee-coo-wee, guardian of minor child of Sunday, deceased. 
No.129907. Thorn. Spade, guardian of minors of Natt Spade, deceased. 
No. 129905. Oo-ker-wo-steel, guardian of minor children of Shade, deceased. 
No.129900. Robert Johnson, guardian of minor children of March Bowlegs. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Ron. J. H. BARRETT, 
Commissioner of Pensions. 
No. 190 A. 
JAMES HARLAN, 
Sec1·etary. 
DEPART.l\1E~T 01!' THE I~TERIOR, 
Washington, D. C., July 11, 1871. 
SIR: I return herewith the copy of instructions given by Mr. Secretary Harlan on 
the 15th of March, 1866, to the late George 0. Whiting, as special agent of this Depart-
ment, relative to the payment of pensions to certain Cherokee, Seminole, Creek, and 
other Indians, a list of whose names is therein contained, and hereby direct that you 
will please cause a suspension of payment of pensions in each case named in said paper, 
and in all other Indian cases in which John W. ·wright was attorney, to be made until 
a full investigation of the whole matter shall have been accomplished. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The CmnnsSIO~ER OF PENSIO~s. 
A A. 
B. R. COWEN, 
Acting SecretaTy. 
W ASHJNGTON, D. C., Ma1·oh 14, 1872. 
I have the honor to state that, in obedience to your instructions, I have investigated, 
as best I could, the charges made by the Cherokee, Creek, and Seminole Indians, against 
John W. ·wright, late United States special agent, as to the collection and payment of 
the bounty and back pay due the late soldiers of the First, Second; and Third Regi-
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ments Indian Home Guards, and now beg leave to submit the following report; and 
:first, as to the investigation itself. 
On th~ 21st October, 1871, shortly after my appointment, I notified John W. Wright, 
in writing, of the fact of my appointment-informed him of the several matters of in-
vestigation, and ad <led these words : "Desiring to give you the fullest opportunity to 
defend against these charges, the undersigned will be glad to examine any vouchers 
or other papers you may produce tending to prove payment of said claims, and to hear 
any other testimony you may choose to offer, or any argument you or your counsel may 
wish to make upon the several subjects of the inquiry. He also notifies you that on 
Monday, November 6, 1871, at 10 o'clock a. m., at the office of the United States Indian 
agent at Tahlepuah, Cherokee Nation, Indian Territory, be will hear testimony to be 
offered on the part of the Indians, anu that you have the right to appear and cross-ex-
amine, and then and there to present any rebutting or other testimony you deem neces-
sary." Under this notice I commenced taking testimony at Tahlequah at the time 
named, and, fortunately, when the Cherokee National Council was in session, and 
many of the leading and best men from every part of the nation at the capital, afford-
ing unusual facilities for our work. After examining several hundred witnesses, (only 
a portion of whose testimony I deemed it necessary to reduce to writing) we went to 
Fort Gibson, and afterward to the Creek agency in the Creek Nation, examining nu-
merous witnesses at each place. Up to this time John Brown ·wright bad assumed to 
represent his father, and bad in some cases examined witnesses; but on the evening of 
the 11th of November, In·in B. vVright, esq ., of Cincinnati, a~otber son and an attorney 
at law, appeared, claiming that the appearance of his brot.her was wholly unauthorized. 
For his accommodation I directed that all the witnesses within reach be recalled for 
cross-examination; which was done. On November 14, Mr. Irvin B. \Vrigbt asked that 
the examination be postponed for six weeks to enable him to procure papers. procure 
witnesses, &c., which I granted, adjourning the same until January 5, 1872. Some 
:five weeks after he asked another postponement until January 15, which I again 
granted. Notwithstanding the fact that I granted him every continuance and every 
favor which be ever asked of me in the case, be wrote me from \Vashington on Janu-
ary 12, formally withdrawing from , and refusing longer to recognize, the investigation, 
and asking that his letter giving his reasons therefor be made a part of the record in 
the case, which is accordingly done. See Exhibits A, B, C, D, and E, hereto attached, 
for letter of instructions, notices to \Vrigbt, letter of withdrawal, &c. 
Since that time the investigation bas been, of necessity, ex parte. I have much 
regretted this, because I wanted, before coming to any conclusion, to hear from both 
sides, and have possession of all the facts. I have endeavored, however, to bear con-
stantly in mind the fact that the testimony has been one-sided on1y, and, therefore, to 
give vVright not only the benefit of all reasonable doubts, but also of all such reason-
able explanations and defenses as have from time to time suggested themselves. Sub-
sequent to this withdrawal further testimony was taken at Tahlequah and Fort Gibson, 
Indian Territory, and at Saint Lonis, New York City, and \Yashiugton. While in the 
Indian Territory I found great difficulty in securing the attendance of the former 
clerks and agents of ·wright. In some cases they absolutely refused, and as I had no 
power to compel their attendance, I am deprived of such further light as their testi-
mony might have thrown upon \Vright's transactions. The depositions taken are here-
with forwarded, marked as Exhibits F, G, H, and I to this report. I also examined 
a very large number of documents, letters, and papers bearing on the case, in the Inte-
rior and other Departments at \Vashington and in the office of the assistant treasurer 
in New York City, and as some of these are essential to a proper understanding of the 
case, I have attached copies hereto. I call special attention to the communication of 
Secretary Cox to the Attorney-GeneraL dated September 3, 1870, marked as Exhibit J, 
and of Commissioner Parker to the Secretary of the Interior, dated May 24, 1870, 
marked as Exhibit K, as giving a full and detailed history of Wright's transactions 
with the Departments. I also ask special attention to the correspondence marked as 
ExhibitL, between John W. Wright and Alexander Clapperton, a United States pension-
agent at Fort Gibson, Cherokee Nation, appointed by \Vright's procurement, and em-
ployed and used by Wright to do the work hereinafter detailed. I also attach the rolls 
of the three Indian regiments, showing when each bounty was issued, when paid to 
Wright, &c. The papers not specially marked with letters are numbered in red ink from 
1 to-, inclusive. Before attempting to answer your special inquiries I feel called upon 
to state some facts as to the manner in which applications for bounty were made and 
executed by John W. Wright and his agents. Most of the witnesses, both Cherokee 
and Creek, swear that they never made, signed, or swore to any application for bounty. 
Some lived at remote places and sent their discharges by their wives or others, and 
declare they never saw Wright or any of his officers or clerks until they got their 
money. Others were sick at the time, and gave their discharges to their captains or 
members of the delegation, and are positive that they never did anything else until 
they l.ligned receipts for their money. Others still, when shown the original applica-
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tions, wiLh their names and marks thereon, solemnly affirm that they never signed the 
name or made the mark, and never before saw the paper. 
Although these statements are made by many of the best and most reliable men in 
the two nations, I have been slow to believe them and ready to accept the ex.plana-
tion of the defense: that the Indians had first executed these applications; that some 
months after, when it was found necessary, their discharges were called for and sent in 
by their wives, captains, or members of the delegation, and in the course of six years 
they have naturally enough forgotten the mere signing of a paper, but remembered the 
giving up of a document they prized so highly as their Army discharge. 
But other facts tend to greatly weaken this explanation. The signatures to the 
original applications for bounty are, in the cases I was permitted by tho Second Audi· 
tor to examine, remarkably similar, and on their face excite suspicion as to their gen-
uineness. In Wright's office, at the time of its seizure by order of the Secretary of the 
Interior, were found a hundred or more applications, with the name of one witness 
already written, although not yet signed by the party himself, and copies of letters 
written to Wright by his clerks, in one of which occur these words: "If some of the 
papers yon call for are ou file, and if I make out new papers, what will be the conse-
quence if they do not agree~ The people here do not know anything about dates. I 
have to fix the date myself in most cases." Daniel R. Hicks, formerly one of the 
Cherokee district judges, says in his deposition: "While I was in his (Wright's) employ 
I frequently made out applications on printed blanks for both bounty and pensions by 
his direction, and either in his presence or his son's, John Brown ·wright. These were 
often made without the applicant being present at all. He would simply send his 
name and company and regiment, and we would make out his papers and sign the 
mark; tllat is, either myself or John Brown ·wright would make the Indian's mark and 
others would sign as witnesses. After that Albert Barnes, the clerk of the court of the 
Illinois district, would come to ·wright's office and sign botll the name of the judge and 
his own, and this when the judge was not present, and in the presence of John W. 
Wright, and at other times in tile presence of his sou, John Brown Wright; and Rob-
ert Crawford, another district judge, testifies: "From 1864 to 1868 I was judge of the 
district court. " * * Mr. Wrigllt employed me to sign certificates and jurats, and 
I bad several hundred signed for him; in a few cases I administered the oath myself, 
but mostly it was done by Wright's clerks; that is, they said they administered t.be 
oath aud had my name signed afterward, and as I could not write my ov,rn name in 
English, I bad a clerk to sign my name for me. It was Albert Barnes, Amos Thornton, 
and Moses Price, at different times. These clerks often signed my name when I was 
not present; so it often happened that men were sworn in in my absence in my name 
by Wright's clerks, and my name signed by my clerk also in my absence. Judge Wright 
told me the Government appointed me to do these things, and that it was the right 
way to do them as I have above described." And Albert Barnes, referred to above, 
says: "Soon after John W. Wright came to Fort Gibson he paid Judge Crawford $100 
for services to be rendered by him and myself on applications for bounty. " " * 
Judge Crawford and myself done all the business of this kind that Wright bad to do 
for about one year. I think we must have signed as many as one thousand in all. 
" " " I did not myself swear any of these parties to these applications nor see them 
signed myself. I do uot know whether Crawford swore the parties or saw them sign 
the papers or not. Crawford for a part of the time lived in town, but for the rest of 
this year he lived some twenty miles from Fort Gibson, and occasionally came to Fort 
Gibson. They occasionally brought me lots of applications, and told me Crawford had 
sworn them, aud, relying upon their word, I sigued his name." And Frederick A. 
Kerr, who was for some time a clerk in vVright's office at Fort Gibson, says: "Our 
course in the business of the office was about this: if the Indian came himself we 
made out his papers regularly, and Wright himself would swear the party and after-
ward Crawford's name as judge was put to it by one of the clerks. I also supposed 
Wright had the right to swear these parties, because be said he bad. He swore them 
all when I was in his employ. When John W. Wright was not tbore, I think his son, 
John Brown Wright, did the same. After this the seal of the Cherokee Nation, or 
pretended seal, was affixed to the paper. Wright said he had the seal made and pre-
sented it to the nation. Tllis seal was kept in the office aud used by the clerks on all 
papers that were sent to Washington. I frequently made out applications for Indians 
when they were not present, and then laid aside; what was done afterward with them 
I don't know. Reese and I occupied one table, and sometimes Ross and I one table. 
When papers requirecl two witnesses, we were in the habit, for convenience and to 
save time, to sign each other's names; that is, I would write Reese's name and my 
own, or be woul£1 write his name and miue, and the same with Ross and myself. This 
was done with the knowledge and sanction of said ·wright. " " " I dicl not dream 
of fraud in any of these matters; first, because be was a Government officer and occu-
pied a judicial position; and second, because the chief of the nation, John Ross, bad 
told me that be was also authorized by the Cherokee Nation to collect the bounties for 
the soldiers." And De Witt Lipe swears: "I was clerk of the district court for a few 
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months in 1868; Amos Thornton was judge of said court; I signed papers for ·wright 
as clerk of the court ; I also signed the name of the judge. They would fix up the 
papers in their office and would bring them over from time to time to my store, and I 
would sign the name of both judge and myself. The judge had authorized me to sign 
his name." 
These scraps of testimony (reference being made to the depositions themselves for 
the full testimony) will prepare you for the following extract from a letter written by 
Alexander Clapperton to John vV. Wright, dated Fort Gibson, March 23, 1870: "Jack 
Smith has done the same thing that the father of Long Sam did-swore falsely. I find 
in a great many cases of first bonn ty a great deal of tall swearing has been done, as in 
case of Alik I 1st, and in the two cases above mentioned and many more." 
I will now attempt to answer your special inquiries. And first, whether payment 
was actually made by John ,V. Wright to the Indians of the moneys by him received 
for bounty and back pay due the late soldiers of the First, Second, and Third Regi-
ments of the Indian Home Guards. The Paymaster-General reports that the total 
amount received by Wright fur said purposes up to June 4, 1879, was $420,254.42. By 
the terms of his appointment and the conditions of his bond, all vouchers for payment 
of these moneys were to be deposited in the Indian Office. (See letter, appointment, 
and copy of bond, marked as exhibits.) The vouchers so filed amount to $136,737.04, 
leaving the sum of $283,517.3tl unaccounted for. Immediately after my appointment I 
notified Mr. Wright to produce any further vouchers or evidences of payment for my 
examination. On December 12, 1871, I again no&ified him, in writing, of my readiness 
to examine any vouchers or hear any testimony touching i he payment of said moneys, 
and on h s answer that his papers were in the hands of his son and counsel, Irwin B. 
Wright, in Cincinnati, I notified him of my willingness to go there for that purpose. 
He did not grant my request, and although, by the rules of evidence as well as tile 
terms of his bond, the onus of proving payment is upon him, he now wholly refuses to 
produce any of his papers for my inspection. I am compelled, therefore, to rely solely 
apon the vouchers already tiled and the testimony of the Indians herewith forwarded. 
As to the vouchers, they are irregnla1; and defective, and in the language of Secretary 
Cox, (see his letter to the Attorney-General, dated September 3, 1870,) "few, if any of 
them, are in accordance wit,h the instructions given to Mr. vVright, and the conditions 
of his bond, or in accordance with general usage or commercial law." 'l'he carefully-
prepared report of Commissioner Parker, dated May 21, 1870, renders it unnecessary for 
me to speak in detail of these vouchers. I will only add that it is remarkable that, 
although sixteen hundred and six in number, not one of them is dated, and not one of 
them gives the place where it was executed. 
As to the testimony, it was impracticable, if not impossible, by reason of death and 
removal, to call each of the two thousand or mor~ soldiers who served in the three In-
dian regiments. Several hundred were examined orally, but as much of the testimony 
was merely cumulative, it was not reduced to writing. And it is due to Wright to 
say that many of the Indians who came, and who were among the loudest in their 
complaints, were found, on examining the rolls, to have been reported (whether truly 
or not) as deserters, and so not entitled to or paid any bounty, and that out of all the 
witnesses examined, whether reduced to writing or not, not more than half a doze11 
denied payment, at some time or in some way, of the first bounty. Considering tilese 
facts and all the other evidence before me, and laying aside for the present all ques-
tions as to the time and manner of payment, I am disposed to believe that tile first 
bounty was nearly if not quite all paid by Wright to the Indians. 
But as to the second honnty, I am forced to a very different conclnsiou. I found 
complaints as to its non-payment very generally, both among the Creeks and Cilero-
kees. This was especially the case where death has intervened and tile money is now 
due to the widow or children, or, under the treaty of July 19, 1866, to the nation. In 
many cases, where the records show tile check of Paymaster Holmes, United States 
Army, on the assistant treasurer of the United States, in payment of the second 
bounty, was given Wright in October, 1868, the witnesses swear that they called at 
Wright's office in Fort Gibson, at different times, in 1869, 1870, and even 11:!71, for this 
same money, and were each time denied payment and told the money had not yet been 
paid by the Government. They positively assert that they have not yet been paid, in 
whole or part. From all I could learn, these witnesses are as reliable allCl as wortily of 
belief as any equal number of witnesses called in an ordinary trial in any of the States. 
Making due allowance for the infirmity of memory and the interested motives which 
usually induced a denial of payment, I am still compelled to believe that the state-
ment, so generally and positively made, is true, and that much of the money due in 
second bounty and back pay remains unpaid. Wright himself admitted, in a recent 
conversation with Daniel ,V. Bell, a leading merchant in Saint Louis, tilat he still held 
such checks, amounting to nine thousand dollars. (See depositions taken at Saint 
Lonis.) The amount must either be very much larger, or many of the checks have 
been improperly and fraudulently indorsed and collected. 
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TIME AND MANNER OF PAYMENT. 
The first bonut.y, amounting to $164,000, was paid to Wright himself. The checks 
were mostly issued on 31st July, 1866, and all of them during the summer and fall of 
1866, and Wright obtained the money shortly thereafter. But when did he pay the 
Indians~ He filed no vouchers in the Indian Office until August 11, 1869, and they 
are all without date. The Indians say be made payments to some in 1866, but 
many were not paid until the fall of 1867, and others still not unti11868, 1869, and even 
1870. John B. Jones, the United States Indian agent for the Cherokees, a most worthy 
and reliable man, who had the best opportunity of knowing the facts, says that the 
only consitlerable payment of which he had knowledge was some $30,000 in the fall of 
1867, and that after that time the paymente were in "small driblets," and complaints 
became general because "the Indians were very poor and needy," and ''from the effects 
of the war really in a state of destitution." The checks for the second bounty were 
nearly all issued on 30th of October, H:!6H, but the testimony shows that but few were 
delivered or paid by Wright to the Indians uutil1869, 1870, and 1871. 
Were these payments purposely delayed to compel the Indians to accept goods in-
stead of money~ The testimony of the Indians would indicate this. Three-fourths 
of all the Indians examined by me complained that they were compelled to accept 
payment, in whole or in part, in goods, at prices greater than those customary in Fort 
Gibson at that time. Needing money to stock their little farms or to support their 
large families, they often went on foot to Fort Gibson, from places fifty, sixty, eighty, 
or even one hundred miles distant; and although the money had long before been paid 
· Wright, they were told by his agents that it had not yet come, but that they could 
give an order for goods. Many yielded and took what they could get. Others refused, 
and went back and in a few months returned to hear again that their money had not 
come, and to take the goods they had before refused. A few held out and returned 
the thirtl and fourth time, but they, too, were finally wearied out and forced by their 
necessities to accept the only terms possible. What aggravated these wrongs were 
the statements made by Wright's agents charging the delay upon the Government 
itself. And the Creek negroes say that Wright told them they would get no second 
bounty, as that would go to their former masters, and that for this reason they ha·re 
never even gone for the money due them on second bounty. 
These goods were first furnished through Ross, Bro. & Co., and Ross, Gunther & 
Co., but from and after the early part of 1867 it was done exclusively through oue 
Florian H. Nash, an adopted Cherokee, in Fort Gibson. The testimony shows that 
when first selected by Wright, Nash was hopelessly insolvent; that ·wright paid $39,000 
to secure his release, and gave an open guarantee to H. B. Claflin & Co., of New York, 
for all the goods be might purchase, under which Nash bought goods in 1867, of Claflin 
& Co., to the amount of $22,000, which was afterward, partly, if not wholly, paid by 
·wright. The reason stated by Wright to Edward W. Bancroft, of the said firm, for 
giving this large pecuniary aid to Kash was, that he (Wright) bad control of the mon-
etary affairs of the Cherokee Indians, and that Nash's store "would facilitate the 
transaction of his business with the Indians." Payments for subsequent purchases in 
Saint Louis were either malle by or through Wright, or in bonntychecks, payable to the 
Indians. Several of the clerks, formerly employed in Nash's store, were examined and 
say, that while they do not really know, they have always believed Wright interested 
as partner or otherwise. But if there remained any doubt on this point, it would be 
remoYed by the reading of Wright's letters to Alex. Clapperton, in which frequent 
references are made to Nash, an<L his business, and the money account between them. 
He sends lists of soldiers for Nash to pay, with the caution ''to show to no one else," 
and tells him in one case" to pay leisurely," and in another" to r>ay as fast as it is eco-
nomical to do so." And Clapperton, in reply to one of these letters, says, "Your 
(Wright's) will ought to be law to him," (Nash.) It is, however, clue to these parties 
to say that the charge made that they had paid in whisky was not sustained. So far 
as the proof shows, no intoxicating liquors were ever sold at Nash's store. 
C HECKS AND POWERS OF ATTORNEY. 
Secondly. Yon ask me whether the powers of attorney given to Wright were valid 
and the indorsements .to the checks genuine. A uumber of the witnesses examined 
admit they executed. and delivered to Wright powers of attorney to collect their sec-
ond bounty. A greater number claim that they signed papers, (possibly powers of 
attorney,) which they were unable to read, and which were not read or explained to 
them, but which they were told the Government required before payment of the 
money ; that they did not know tllat checks, worth their face in money, had been issued 
to their order, and if they had, they never would have authorized Wright, in whom 
they had lost confidence, to assign and collect such check. But a greater number 
still deny in toto the making, signing, or giving of any power of attorney or of any 
paper whatever. They are most positive in these assertions, and the closest examma-
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tion did not elicit anything to the contrary, but generally brought out other facts and 
circumstances tending to confirm their first statement. In some cases the witnesses 
swear that the party who, it is claimed, gave the power, had died some months before 
the date of its pretended execution, and before the check was issued by the pay-
master. In a few cases, the original power of attorney attached to the check, and 
upon the authority of which Wright had indorsed and collected the checks, was shown 
the witness, and he swears most positively that he. is the payee of the check, hut that 
he did not sign or give the power of attorney, nor authorize 1t done, and that he never 
before saw or heard of the check or power of attorney. 
After taking this testimony, (for particulars of which I refer to the depositions 
themselves,) and in the hope of getting further light upon the questions raised, I 
carefully examined the original powers of attorney and checks on 1ile in the vaults 
of the assistant treasurer of the United States in New York City. 
First. I was struck with the fact that very nearly all the Cherokees signed these 
powers of attorney by a mark or cross, and not by writing their names in either Eng-
lish or Cherokee-as I remembered, some of these very Inrlians had done in signing 
the depositions taken before me. 'l'his led to a more special examination, by which I 
ascertained that out of sev<:'n hnndred and twenty-three powers of attorney signed by 
members of the Second and Third Indian Regiments, (made up almoRt entirely of 
Cherokees,) sixty signed their names, and six hundred and sixty-three hy mark or 
cross-being only about one out of twelve that wrote his own name. And yet by an 
examination of the depositions of Cherokees by me taken, I find that out of seventy 
witnesses, forty-seven, about two-thirds of the whole, wrote their own names in Eng-
lish or Cherokee, while only twenty-three signed by a cross or mark. Interested to 
know how the matter really stood, I sought information from the Census Office, but 
the returns gave no light on the question. I then called and took the depositions of 
two prominent members of the Cherokee National Delegation, Colonel C. N. Vann and 
Colonel W. P. Adair, who agree in saying that the Cherokees can, generally, read and 
write 1n English, or Cherokee, and that in their opinion fully three-fourths of the 
adults can and do write their own names in either Euglish or Cherokee. In the face 
of these facts must we not regard with some suspicion the signatures to these powers 
of attorney, eleven out of every twelve of which are signed by a mark or cross~ Es-
pecially when we add to it the fact that these powers (uulike all tlw others we exam-
ined) fail to give the number and a description of the check which, under its authority, 
is to be indorsed and collected. 
Second. The powers of attorney are made out on printed forms, the witnesses are 
generally the clerks and agents of either Wright or Nash, and the certificate signed by 
one of the usual clerks of the court, employed by ·wright. But I noticed that in many 
cases, the powers were filled in and Signed with the Inuian's name and mark, by a 
different hand and with ink of a different color from those of either the witnesses or 
clerk. And by a further inspection and comparison of this writing with tbat of N. 
Hayden, a former clerk of Wright's, in 'Vashington, (and who had never been in the 
Indian Territory,) I was led to think they were written by said Hayden, and from 
the fact that witnesses had sworn they had signed papers in blank ig_ .. Wright's office, 
and by his direction, I was inclined to suspect that some of these powers had heen 
signed in blank in the Indian country, sent to Washington and there filled up and 
signed with the Indian's name and mark to suit the particular check which was desired 
to indorse and collect. But not willing to trust my own judgment in so grave a mat-
ter, I asked the assistant 'treasurer to give me a couple of experts to further test the 
question. This he kindly did in the persons of George Proudfoot and Eli H. Evans, 
two competent and experienced clerks in his office. They confirmed fully and precisely 
my suspicions. They examined a package of some three hundred and selected seventy, 
which they believed to have heen filled in and signed by said Hayden, although the 
signatures of the witnesses and clerk were those of well-known persons in Fort Gibson 
and each paper had affixed to it the pretended seal of the Cherokee Nation. Determined 
to test it still further, we withdrew some of these powers and checks, took them to 
·washington and sent for and examined, under oath, the said N. Hayden himself: He 
recognized the writing, admitted that he had filled in the blanks, which hacl been 
previously signed in the Cherokee Nation by witnesses and clerks, and himself signed 
the name of the Indian and made the cross thereto, the Indian in no case being pres-
ent, and that he did all this by the direction and at the dictation of John W. Wright, 
whose clerk he then was, and who claimed he had authority to have them so signed. 
Hayden says he knew nothing of Wright's affairs or the bounty business; was simply 
a clerk accustomed to do what his employer directed. (See his deposition, as also that 
of Evans and Proudfoot.) 
Third. Many of the checks were paid without any power of attorney and on what 
appeared to be · the indorsement of the party himself, made almost invariably by a 
cross. In a few cases Wright told the Indian's name, and then signed his own as wit-
ness to the Indian's mark, ::mel then again as indorser. In many other cases the name 
of Indian and witness is in the well-known handwriting of one of Wright's clerks or 
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agents in the Indian conntry. In some others, however, the Indian's name was 
evidently written by the N. Hayden above mentioned, and the witness's name seemed 
to have been written by the same baud. This led to the examination of Hayden, who, 
under oath, frankly admitted the fact. On five checks he had written the name of 
the Indian, added the mark, and then signed" Attest: John C. Smith." In five others 
be had written the name of the Indian, made the cross, and added "Attest: J. P. Dunn." 
He admits that the Indian was not present when either was signed; that no such per-
son as John C. Smith or J.P. Dunn was present; that they are fictitious names, and 
that it was all done by him at the request and under the direction of John \V. Wright. 
The five checks first above named were indorsed by John W. ·wright. In another case 
the name of the Indian," David Tucker," is written without a mark or witness, as if 
his real signature, aud Hayden admits it was also written by him, under the dictation 
of John W. Wright, and in the absence of the Indian. He says that Wright said the 
checks "\Yere his aud that he had the right to have them signed. It must be remem-
bered that these are only a fe~· special cases in "·hich the original checks were with-
drawn from the treasury in New York and brought to \Vashington to fnrther test the 
question raised as to the genuineness of the signatures. It is to be feared that there 
are many more of a similar character. (See deposition of Hayden, with copies of said 
checks and powers thereto attached.) 
Fourth. We found other checks paid on the signature of Indians known to have 
been dead at, and for months before, the time when their pretendell indorsements were 
made. In some cases the Indian was dead at the time the check was issued to his 
order. In such cases, under the law and the regulations of the Treasury Department, 
the check could not be collected by even the administrator of the deceased soldier, bnt 
must be returned to the Government for cancellation, and a resettlement made by the 
accounting officer to the heir entitled. That Wright knew the men to be dead, and the 
regulations to be as above specified, is shown by his correspondence. In a letter to 
Alexander Clapperton, under date of An_gust 27, 1869, he says: "I got some receipts of 
widows for dead soldiers of Ross. If I tile them to get new drafts they will be sent to 
claimants, and I will lose them. I wish you would send me blank receipts in the name 
of the soldier. I think my original power is sufficient to indorse them, and I will do 
so; but say nothing, and as soon as you send them I will get the money. They are as 
follows: Jackson Martin, M 3; Ou-lay-wat-tee, B 2; Little Hawk, G 3; Duck Draper, 
K 3; James Tobacco, I 2; Arch Spears, B 2; Ben Blackfoot, M 3; Young Squirrel, G 3; 
Samnel Squirrel, I 2; John Claud, C 3; Runabout Puff, B 3; Jessey, M 3; Jack Watt, 
D 2; Grass, B 3; John Deer head, G 3; Hatchet Fisher, M 3; ·Bark Prince, C 2. I bold 
the> receipts of the widow in each case, but I fear it will not pass, and if I file them 
in Second Auditor's I may lose them; so forward me seventeen receipts with no name in 
them but yours as witness." We found the checks of these seventeen dead soldiers, 
each signe1 with the Indian's name and mark~ and attested by one or two witnesses, 
except that of Jack Watt, which purports to have been written by Jack \Vatt himself. 
It is not a little singular that when Jack Watt made his application for bounty he 
signed by a cross-so death improved his handwriting, if nothing else! Included in 
the allove list, given by \Vright, are the ten checks which Hayden admitted he had 
indorsed in tlw Indian's name, and to which he affixed the names of the fictitious per-
sons, John C. Smith and J.P. Dunn, the Indians in each case being dead at the time 
such indorsement was made. As throwing further light upon this mode of doing 
business, I quote from another letter, written by Wright to his fi'iend Clapperton, Sep-
tember 13, 1869; lle says: "The voucher No. 63 for John L. Shannon will not do, as 
Barnes signed it as attorney. Let him sign it as John L. Shannon and no more, and 
1·eturn it to me and it will be right." Again, on September 13, 1869, he writes: "I have 
received the applications of tl1e mother of H.eed Vaun, Company G, Second Regiment, 
and of \Vashington Clay, of Company F, Third Regiment. These are A.A. Have Mr. 
Nash pay them and take receipts in soldier's name," although known to be dead. In 
answer to your third interrogatory, I find that the seal used in authenticating the ap-
plications for bount.y, powers of attorney, and other papers filed by John W. Wright, 
in the several Departments at \Vashington, was not then and never has been the seal 
of the Cherokee Nation, and was never authorized by law, nor at any time or in any 
way recognized by the authorities of the nation. (See testimony of Lewis Downing, 
principal chief of the natwn; Dr. \V. L. G. Miller, his priYate secretary; and John ~. 
Yaun, chief justice of the supreme court.) The Cherokee Nation had no seal until the 
spring of 1870, when one was procured by the principal chief, under authority of an 
act of the national council approved December 11, 1869. This act fixed tlle size and 
deYice of the seal, and declared that it .should only be used by the ''principal chief 
and such other officers as may be designated by law." (See authenticated copy of the 
act, with impress of the seal attached to deposition of Dr. L. G. Miller.) The other 
seal, which is totally unlike the true one, was invented by John \V. \Vrigbt himself, 
made by his order and at his expense, brought by him into the nation, kept at his office 
in Port Gibson, and used at pleasure by him and his clerks in stamping all bounty and 
pension-papers sent to \Vashington during the years 1:366, '67, '68, and '()9. (See testi-
H. Ex. 98-14 
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mony of Moses Price, S. S. Stephens, and Frederick A. Kerr, and impress of this fictitious 
seal on Exhibit A attaciled to deposition of Dr. Miller.) 
But it is urge<l on the part of the defense tilat Robert Crawford, a judge of one of 
tile district courts, adopted it as tile seal of Lis court and authorized its use b)T Albert 
Barnes, Ilis clerk, who has continued to use it ever since. Admitting this to be true, it 
doeR not excuse, wnch less jnstifY, ·wright, for he knew·, as stated by Chief Justice Vauu, 
of tbe supreme court, that "the supreme court bas no seal, neither has the circuit or 
district courts of tlw nation any seal authorize<l by law or the custom and usage of tile 
courts, nor have they ever Latl, so far as I know. If any of said courts Ilave assumed 
to use a seal they have done so without warrant of law." Judge Crawford was the 
simp1e-Jniuded Cherokee wilo "contracted to swear \Vright's witnesses by wilolesale ;" 
and as lw coul!l not write, allowed ·wright's clerks to swear tilem in his absence, and 
sign his name to tbe certifie;~te; and his court bas abont the same ra,nk as that of a 
justice of the peace in the States, the Jaw limiting its jurisdiction to ''civil matters 
when the sum at issue does not exceed $100.'' But, if this wns the seal of Judge Craw-
ford's court, why <loes not this appear on its face? Why pnrport to be the official sea] 
of the Cherokee N<~tion f and how Ilappened it to be usell upon papers executed in 
other districts and before otl.Jer judges? And wl.Jy, for these years, in \\'right's custody, 
and nscd at pleasure by him aud his clerks~ 
Bnt ·wright who inn:mted a seal for the Creeks uearing tile words, "Seal of tl.Je 
Creek Natwn, Muskogee." It was made for and brougilt by him to Fort Gibson, antl 
kept in his office, aU<l used solely by him aad his clerks, without la,w and without 
authority. The Creek Nation at that time had no seal and no organized courts, and 
Las never bad a seal, and the one so made and kept by \Vrigbt was not only ne\' er 
authorized or recognized by the nation, but, it is said, was never even within the terri-
torial limits of tile nation. (See testimony of S. \Y. Perryman, a member of the Creek 
delegation; and of Samuel Uhecote, prineiple chief of the Creek Nation, with an im-
press of the said seal attaciled to each of their depositions. Sec, a1so, letter of John 
\V. \\'right to Alexander Clappcrton, dated June-, ll:lG9, in which Wright says: "Yon 
can deJi,·er the Creek seal to aU)' Creek jn<lge, and take Ilis receipt. I will eollect the 
price of it from the uatiou.") At the time of the seiznre of the effects of Alexander 
Ulapp<' l'tOll the seal was fonml in his office, no delivery to a Creekjndge ha,·ing eYer 
been effeete<l. 
DEPOSITS ASD DISBUTISE)IE~\TS. 
In amnver to yonr fourth and fifth interrogatories, I find that Jolm \Y. \\'right did 
not c01uply with either the act of Angnst 6, 1846, or that of June 14, 18GG. He deposited 
the mouey in the bankiug-honse of ,Jay Cooke & Co. in \Vasbington in his indivillual 
name, and <lre"' it ont from time to time, as his pleasnre or interests prompted. In-
deed, he does not pretend to haYe complied with said acts in either his deposits or dis-
bnrsements, dcn~·ing that he was a GoYernment agent, and hohling that be is respon-
sible for the nHmey by him collected on bounties and back-pay to uo one but Ilis own 
clients-the Indians. 
OPOTII-E-LA-IIO-L.\. CLAI:\IS. 
The only ease presented (and probably the only one remaining unsettled) under the 
t·wenty-eighth article of the treaty of July 19, 1866, to indemnify the heirs of Opoth-
e-la-bo-la, was that of Tom Gal Catcher, administrator of \Vatt Stop, deceasc<l, and 
the only dispute in regard to that was whether Gal Catcher had really given a certain 
power of attorney held by \Vright for the indorsement and collection by Wright of a 
certain draft for $98.471, drawn in favor of \Vatt Stop under said treaty. Tile signa-
tur~ of Tom Gal Catcher looks very mueillike tilose admitted to be genuine, and, inde-
pendent of any other evidence, I siloul<l be disposed so to find; but Gal Catcher swears 
most positively that he did not sign the power of attorney, and that, although often 
requested so to do, he has always refused to give Wright, in whom Ile Ilad no confi-
dence, any such authority. The testimony of several witnesses ca1lecl snpports Gal 
Catcher. Tile paper bas no witnesses to the signature, and is dated .March 6, 1869. By 
reference to the correspondence, frequently before referred to, I find that \Vrigilt, on 
the 30th of August, 1869, more than four months after the pretended execution of said 
power, writes Clapperton to get Gal Catcher's power of attorney for this very same 
claim. In a second letter, written on the same day, he says: ''Get Gal Catcher to sign 
the P. A., or, if he refuses, return it to me; but go at him easy and get it if possible." 
On September 25, Clapperton reports that~~ Torn Gal Catcher refused to sign his 
paper." Wright then tried to get Gal Catcher's signature through Nasil aud De 
\Vitt Lipe, bnt it all failed, as reported by Clappertou in his letter to \Vright, 
elated November 18, in which he says: "Tom Gal Catcher will not sign the 
one (power of attorney) that you seut to F. H. Nash for signature, or, rather, De ·witt 
Lipe willuot let him. I could have got him to sign the paper if it had not been for 
him." 
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Why all this effort, if Gal Catcher had really signed the power of attorney in dis-
pnte on March 6, 1869, four months before the :first and eight months before the last 
letter was written~ Considering the very loose manner in which papers were executed 
in \Vright's office and how certificates from clerks of courts were obtained, and all the 
special fads of this case before me, I am compelled to believe that Gal Catcher did not 
sign the power of attorney on which \Vright claims to collect the money due the heirs 
of Watt Stop. 
CHEROKEE XATIOXAL CLAL\I. 
Yonr inquiry as to the claim of the Cherokee Nation, nuder treaty of July 19, 1866, 
for moneys due deceased soldiers leaving no heirs, has been answered as well as I can 
answer it under other heads. 1 am well satisfied tha,t there is a large amount of money 
still in ·wright's hands which, under this article of the treaty, ought to go to the 
Cherokee Nation. But it would take years of time to enable auy one to obtain suf-
ficient data with which to state an accurate account between \Vright and the Indians. 
Why should not the lmrden of this proof be put upon Wright llimself f He got the 
money; let him show when, to whom, and how it was paid. 
TilE SE::.\IINOLES. 
Incleme11t weather anc1 bad roads (almost impassable on the occasion of our visit) 
prevented me fi·om visiting tlle Seminole Nation. It was, ho,Yever, hanlly necessary, 
as they composed but a small fraction of the three Indian regiments, and their cabe 
bad already been very fnlly presented in complaints of their principal <tnd second 
chiefs, reports of the Seminole Indian agent, and aft.iclaV"its of the Indians themselveK. 
(See Exllibits l\1 N, hereto attached, which fully corroborate the statements made by 
the Creeks and Cherokees.) 
IX COXCLL'SIO:N. 
I hope I shall be pardoned for venturing to say, first, that it seems incredible that 
frauds such as those hereinbefore detailed should have so long escaped exposure, with-
out cnlpable negligence or "\Yillfnl wrong on tbe part of some of the officers of the Gov-
ernment. After three years' business with the Departments, during which time he bad 
violated every letter of his instructions and every obligation of his bond, we find him 
writing exultingly from \Vashington to his "Dear Sandy," (Alexander Clapperton, 
pension agent, &c.,) ''All things are loYely here." "I am all right with the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs and the Secretary of the Interior." "There is to be great 
changes in your country soon, and we will profit by them." "All is right here; ther~ 
will be a new government made this winter, and there wlll be splendid chances," &c. 
Second. \Vithout presuming to pass on the question whether John W. Wright was 
or not, in law, an officer of the Government, I am satisfied, as a matter of fact, that he 
so represented himself to the Indians, and was so received, dealt with, and trusted by 
us. He can~e to the Indian country in a Government ambulance, said be was sent by 
the President of the United States, exhibited his letter of appointment as a" special 
agent 17 of the Government, claimed the exclusive right to collect bounties for the 
Indians, and really eujoyed a monopoly of the business, the Indians generally regard-
ing him as a" paymaster of the United States." Ought not, then, the Government (if 
Wright be not compelled to do so) to make good to these, the" wards of the nation," 
the losses tlley have so long and patiently su1fen'ld at the hands of this agent f 
Third. The facts developed in this case seem to show the necessity of some reform in 
the manner of granting and paying bounties and pensions to the Indians, with a view 
to further safeguards against frauds. 
In closing I desire to express my great obligations to Mr. Joseph A. Williamson, my 
most faithful assistant, without whose assistance I could hardly have gone tbrough 
the case without devoting to it twice the time amllabor already given. 
Respectfully subtuitted. 
LE\VIS B. GUNCKEL. 
DEPARTMEXT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C., Februat·y 13, 1873. 
Sm : Several years ago, Congress appropriated a large sum of money for the pay-
ment of bounty antl back pay, due to certain Indians of the Cherokee, Creek, alHl 
Seminole Nations, for services in tllree regiments of "home guards," during the late 
rebellion. Of this appropriation, a large amount, I think about $400,000, was placed 
in the hands of John W. \Vright, to be distributed in pursuance of the act of Congress. 
It has been alleged, long since, and much testimony concerning the allegation been 
presented to thit> Department, that said Wright, in the execution of this trust, has 
been guility of great frauds and irregularities, whereby the persons entitled to this 
money have, b~r the production of false and forged vouchers, been defr:auded of what 
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was due to them, an(l a considerable part of the Government appropriation for this 
purpose is alleged to have been used and consumed by Mr. \Vrigltt, and certain parties 
confederated with him, for the objects aforesaid. 
All efforts to effect a settlement with Mr. Wright, or to ascertain correctly the num-
ber of Indians who have actually been paid, and the number who have been de-
frauded, by the acts aforesaid, have failed in establishing anything positive or definite. 
The lAgalliability of Mr. Wright, under all the facts known to this Department, 
has been referred to the Attorney-General for his action. Efforts have been made by 
the Department of Justice to obtain accurate information such as would lead to just 
concln!:lions in the premises. These efforts have failed, and principally on account of 
the difficulty of obtaining evidence from the Indians, in the Indian Territory, which 
would prove who bas. and who has not, received the back pay and bounty clue to him. 
The Department has reason to believe that it is impossible, by ~t voluntary com-
mission sent out by the Department of Justice, or by this Department, to obtain the 
necessary and desired information. 
Mr. William E. Chandler, who bas been employed by the Department of Justice for 
the purpose of investigating Mr. Wright's liability, has been compelled to see aud ap-
preciate the difficulty of obtaining the necessary proofs and testimony. He has sub-
mitted to this Department, as I understand, with the approval of the Department of 
Justice, a draught of a bill calculated to enable the Department of the Interior to 
overcome the difficulty herein alluded to, and establish the facts necessary to be ascer-
tained in the premises. 
Without some such legislative action as this, in my opinion, it is impossible to es-
tablish, to the satisfaction of this Department, the liability of Mr. Wright, or the rights 
of the Indians, who claim not to have been paid what is their due. 
I have, therefore, respectfully to recommend that the draught of said bill, a copy of 
which is here submitted, or some other measure substantially the same, be passed into 
a law. And I beg also to suggest that yon call upon the Attorney-General, who now 
has charge of the whole subject, for his opinion in the premises. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Ron. J.P. C. SnANJ<S, 
C. DELANO, 
Secretm·y. 
Chairman Committee Indian .dffairs Honse Representatires. 
A BILL for the appointment of a commissioner to take testimony relativ·e to alleged frauds in connec-
tion with military pay and bounty due Cherokee, Creek, and other Indians. 
Be it &nacted by the Senate and Honse of Rep1·esen tatives of the United States of .Ame1'ica in 
Congress assembled, That for the purpose of ascertaining whether or not all arrears of 
military pay, bounties, and other claims under the laws of the United States since the 
late war have been duly paid to the members of the Cherokee, Creek, and Seminole 
tribes or nations entitled to the same, and the extent of any frauds that may have been 
committed in connection with such claims, the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is 
hereby, empowered to appoint a commissioner, who shall take testimony in the Indian 
Territory and elsewhere regarding such claims, and of claims for pay or bounties ille-
gally withheld, in any court ofthe United St.ates. 
SEC. 4. That the commissioner shall have power, when necessary, with the approval 
of the Secretary of the Interior, to employ and use an jnterpreter; the compensation of 
the commissioner shall be fixed by the Secretary; and a sum not exceeding five thou-
sand dollars is hereby appropriated for paying the expenses incurred under the author-
Hy of this act. 
SEc. 5. That the Secretary of the Interior is hereby empowered to institute and pros-
ecute proceedings in behalf of any Indian or member of any Indian tribe or nation, for 
the recovery of any moneys paid by the United States to any agent or attorney for any 
such Indian or member of an? Indian trilJe or nation, and withheld by such attorney 
or agent in violation oflaw or agreement. 
DEPAR'DfENT OF JUSTICE, 
Washington, February 21, 1873, 
Sm: I have received your lA.tter of to-day inclosing a bill for the appointment of a 
commissioner to take testimony relative to alleged frauds, &c., and as soon as I haYe 
had time to examine it, I will report to you my views and any suggestions I have to 
make in reference to the bill. 
Very respectfully, 
GEO. H. WILLIAMS, 
A ttorney-Gtmeral. 
Ron. JOHN P. C. SHANKS, 
Chairman, g·c., House of Rwresentatives. 
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
Washington, February 26, 1873. 
Sm: I haYe received your letter of the 21st instant, inclosing copy of House bill No. 
:3979, and asking for any suggestions that I may be pleased to make in reference to it. 
My impression is that the better course would be to provide that the United States 
might bring a suit in some court to be named in the bill against the parties alleged to 
be in defanlt, and empowering such conrt to appoint a commissioner for the Indian 
country to take depositions to be used in the case. 
I do not see of what particular advantage testimony taken by a commissioner ap-
-pointed by the Secretary of the Interior will be, unless the evidence so taken can be 
used in some suit; and I do not think that it is proper iu any case to take depositions to 
be used as evidence, unless the parties have notice and an opportunity to cross-examine. 
!cannot agree astothereasonableuessofthe third sectionoftheproposed bill, which 
seems to contemplate that testimony may be taken and used against parties who have 
had no opportunity to appear and cross-examine the witnesses. 
I think that some legislation is necessary, and a bill based upon the idea above sug-
gested hy me, it seems to me, would meet the requirements of the case. 
Very respectfully, 
GEO. W. ·wiLLIAMS, 
.d ttorney- Gene1·al. 
Ron. J. P. C. SnANKH, 
Chairman, g·c., House·of Representatives. 
These very valuable suggestions of the Attorney-General reached the 
,committee too late for actwn in the Forty-second Congress, but the com-
mittee recommends that the next Congress take prompt and decisiYe 
action in this matter. This case, as shown in the committee's printed 
report, (House report No. 96,) made l>y Mr. Burdett, of the committee, to 
the Forty-second Congress, second session, June 8, 1872, demands care-
ful, patient investigation, and that the perpetrators of the frauds and 
wrongs committed in the name of dead soldiers and living ones, and 
against the widows and orphans of deceased soldiers, be punished to 
the extent of the law. The testimony and papers exhibit the most 
astounding frauds. The committee believe that there are large amounts 
of money in the hands of John W. Wright, special agent appointed by 
1\-Ir. Harlan, then Secretar.v of the Interior, to pay bounties and pen-
sions to Indian soldiers and their heirs; that he has bP.en enabled to 
fraudulently account for much of this money, with false vouchers, forged 
certificates, and other illeg·al papers, antl by forged indorsements on 
drafts isRued to soldiers or their heirs, and of drafts issued to fictitious 
names, &c. 
DEPART~lEXT OF TilE I~TERIOR, 
Washington, D. C., June 6, 1872. 
Sm: Referring to the provisions of the seventh section of the Indian appropriation 
act, approved May 29, 1H72, I have the honor to call the attention of the honorable 
Secretary to the fact that since the 27th November, 1871, I luwe reported upon 46 cases 
of alleged depredatious by Indians, in which claims for damages had been filed in this 
Office, (exclusive of the claim of Mrs. Fanny Kelly, which has alreadyareceived favor-
able action by Congress,) recommending in each case a specific allowance. The total 
damages alleged by the claimants in these 46 cases amounted to. 121,050.70. The total 
amount recommended for allowance is $58,815.10. During the same period of time a 
large number of claims have been examined and reported on adversely to the Depart-
ment. Each of the claims favorably reported on, a s~hednle of which accompanies 
this letter, was examined by myself. The presentation of the case was to conform 
strictly to the regulations which governed in respect to depredation claims under the 
.act of 1 34, prior to the passage of the act of July 15, 1870. The evidence bas been 
scrutinized with the utmost care, and is believed to establish incontrovertibly the fact 
of depredation and the amount of damage in each case in the full sum recommended 
for allowance. No more searching and severe examination could be made under any 
system of regulations or restrictions that might be adopted, and I feel therefore justi-
fied in suggesting to the Department that I be allowed to re-affirm under the provis-
ions of tho act of May 29, 1872, and without further consideration, the action of this 
-Office in respect to each and all of the 46 claims named in the accompanying schedule. 
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Should this be held admissible, I \\Oulcl respectfully recommend that Congress he 
asked to make an appropriation in the aggregate awonnt of $58,815.10 for the payment 
of the several claimants whose claims h~we thus been recommended for allowance. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
F. A. WALKER, 
Commissioner. 
Hun. C. DELAXO, 
Seaetary of the Interior. 
Statement of claims on account of flcp1·edations by Indians upon property of citizens of the 
Cnital States, reported by the Commissioner of Indian ~l.ffairs to the Secretary of the Init'-
riur for allozrauce, in zrlwle or in part, si11ce Xot:ember 2i, 1871. 
.::'irame of claimant. Date of<lf'p-rec:Lttion. 
I -
I Date of rf'port of thf' cnAe to I 
I 
t~10 SL•crPtary of the Inte-
nor. 
T. R. Cnrtis ......... .Jan., 1865... Cheyennes.... $600 00 Dec. 19, 1871 ............... . 
'fig~~~~s::::::::::: ~~f.)~, {Mg~::: ?_s_d~e~:::::::: 2~g ~~ ~~~: ~:i~~L:::::::::::::: 
E. F. \Villiams ....... Oct., 1865 ....... do......... 250 00 Jan. 8, 1872 ............... . 
\V. L. Arnett . . ...... Sept., 1865 ...... do . . . . . . . . . 300 00 .Jan. 8, Ul72 ............... . 
R. Ester . ............ ~1ay, 1865 ....... c:lo ... _ .. _.. 700 00 .Jan. 8, 1872 .. ..... _ ... _. _ .. 
V. S. IV_,-rick ........ May, Ul65 ....... do .. _ ... _.. 150 00 .Jnn. 8, 1872 .............. .. 
FannyKelly ....... .July, 1864 ... Sionx ......... 15,200 00 .Jan. 16,1072 .............. .. 
Bickford & Stanley .. :Feb., 1864 .. _ Kiowas .. __ .. _ 1, 400 00 .Jan. 19, 1872 .............. .. 
C. \Veidner .......... Aug., 1868 ....... clo ......... 2,38d 25 Jan. 19,1872 ............. .. 
Curtis&Colo ....... July,1864 ...... . do ........ 3,65000 Jan.19,1872 ............. .. 
H.M.Fosdick ....... Ang., 1864 ... Arapahoes.... 500 00 .Jan. 19,1872 ............... . 
.J.Ilowsley .......... July,1868 ... Nav-ajoes .... 2,13300 .Jan.19,1872 .............. .. 
H. Ilegwer .. . .. . . . .. .Juno, 1867. .. Cheyennf's . . .. 2, 129 50 .Jan. 20, 1872 ...... _. ____ .. .. 
T. Hetherington ..... Aug., 1867 ... ___ .do .. . .. .. .. 450 00 .Jan. 20, 1872 .. _ ......... _ ... 
::U.Bellma1·d ......... June, 1868 ....... do ......... 1,29:3 00 Feb. 5,1872 .............. .. 
L. Pashall .. _ ........ June, 1868 ....... do ...... _.. 454 00 Feb. 5, 1872 .............. .. 
H. Pappan .. __ ....... .June, 1868 ....... do .. . . .. . .. 207 00 l''eb. 5, 1872 ...... _ ....... .. 
.A. Gria.sby .......... June, 1868 ....... do......... 232 95 ]!'eb. 5, 1872 .............. .. 
\V. E. Daugherty._ .. Aug., 1869 .. _ Sioux......... 2, 208 25 Feb. 9, 1872. _ ............. . 








6, 500 00 
960 00 
1, 19-t 12 
2, 950 00 
400 00 
350 00 






1, 840 00 
6, 729 27 
D " & '!) k ~ May, 1868 ~ C h M "' ur,ee 1: ec ...... I. .Jmic 1868 S omanc es .. _ 7, 541 75 ar. 18, 187;:, __ .............. 2, 921 75 
Ann Marble ........ Aug., 1864 .. _ Cheyennes.... 3, !105 00 Mnr. 20, 1872 .......... _ ..... 2, 250 00 
H. Kirkendnll .. __ . __ Dec., 1869 .. _ Blackfeet .. __ . 8, 700 00 Mar. 22, 1872 .... _. _ .. _. _.... 5, 375 00 
H.C.Bridgman ...... l Mar., 18tl7 ... O:>ages........ 215 00 April 4,1872................ 175 00 
\V. Zig;ler ............ M~ty, 18!i6 ....... do......... 500 00 April 4, 1872................ 400 00 · 
N.llarer ............ .June, 1866 ....... do......... 125 00 .Apnl 4, 1872................ 100 00 
W. T. Ashf'll .. _ ..... .June, 18!i8 ....... do ...... _.. 550 00 .April 4, 1872 .... _ .. _ .. __ .... 350 00 
C. Holmes ........... Dec., l!->67 ... 1 .... do ··-------~ 715 00 .April 4,1872................ 500 00 
.J.Sonne _____________ .JmH',18!i7 ... Cheyennes ... . 1,000 00 
1
.April fJ,1872 ................ 850 UO 
A. Holborn ...... __ .. .June, 18fi7 .. _ .... do .. _ ...... , 4, H20 00 April 9, 1872 .. ___ .... __ .. _ .. 3, 950 00 
G. Fleming .......... Jnue, 1867 ....... do .. __ .. _.. 700 00 I .April 9, 1872 .. _ .... ____ .. _.. GOO 00 
W.Kersten .......... .Jnne, 11l67 ....... c:lo ......... , 700 00 April 9,1872 ..... ......... 600 00 
S. N. Wood .. _ ....... .Ji1ly, 1:370. __ Kiowas....... 3, 810 00 .April1:J, Hl72 ........ _ .. _ .... 1. 285 00 
C. IV. Denton ........ 1854to18GO .. 01·egon ....... 25,000 00 .April23,1872 ................ 5,500 00 
Riekford & fitnnley .. Mny, 186-t. _ _ Cheyennes._. 866 45 May 3, 1872 ......... ___ . __ . 600 00 
J.W.Snyder ........ Jnne,1869 ... Osag-Ps ........ 7,000 00 May 20,1872 ................ 1 2,800 00 
R. l!'. Barrett ...... _. .July, 1864. _. Kiowns and 2, 945 00 May 28, 1872...... . . . . . . . . . . 1, 702 00 
Arapalwes . 
• T. E. Crow ........... July, 1864 ....... do .. . .. .. .. 1, 58-t 00 .M:ny 28, 1872 ............. _ .. 1, 062 00 
John Hiles .......... July, 1864 ....... do......... 57150 ~lay 28,1872................ 232 00 
~;.~-~~J'Jl~~~.:::::: ~~l~: ~~~t: ::::~~ ::::::::: i~~ ~~ ~~i ~~:i~~L:::::::::::::: gg ~~ 
A.~l. Gentry ........ July, l'l64 ....... rlo ......... 119 50 May 28,1tl72................ 91 50 
A.Ec:lwanlR ......... .July, 1864 ....... c:lo --------- 52 25 May 2R,1872................ 42 00 
.J.Schroder .......... .July, 18(i4 ....... do--------- 46 75 May 28,1872................ 13 c:JO 
C. Auto bees ... _ .. _ .. 11il61 and ~864 __ .. do .. . .. . . .. 3, 3!10 00 .June 3, 1872 .. ___ ....... _ ... ~· 6~0 00 
H. IV,edeles .......... Mar., ltl67. --~ Arapahoes ..... 8, 2~~~~ .June ,3, ltl72 ................ ~~~ 00 
'Iotnl. ....................................... 136,2:>0 70 · 'IotaL ................. 6;-,,3b 10 
Df'c:luct elaim of Fan ............ _ .. ___ ......... _... 15, 200 00 Der1nrt am01mt of claim of 6, 500 00< 
ny Kelly. I ----- l!'auny Kelly, (Congress 
121, 030 70 1 haYing latf'ly pnsRec:l an act 
iu ftt\'Ol' of the claimant.) 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------~-)8~,8 13 10 
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A TITOHOUGII EXA::.\1I~ATIO~ OF TilE I:NDIAN OFFICE 
REOOMME~DED. 
The committee is of the opinion that it is the duty of the Gon•rnment 
to thoroughly examine and report the condition of the severnl accounts 
between the various Indian tribes athl the United States, tonehi ng each 
separate fund, giving its origin and amount, witll a chronological state-
ment of the drafts made upon it, as well as its accrued intere:st:s, Rhowing 
what each draft or payment was for, by whom, and to whom paid, and 
on whose recommendation or order, aud whethl'jr b.v law or otherwise; 
if on an account, t!Je character thereof and hy whom recommended, 
designating those of real and those of questionable Yalue or propriety, 
poiuting out any frauds that may be apparent. And vd1e11 such state-
ment should be seen and read by the people, it would do much to excuse 
the Indians. 
FH~l.UDS OF LICEXSED THADERS. 
TJ1e practicr, continued to this time, of selling articles to the IIHlians 
that eucoumge tlwir wild ideas instead of drawing them to a more prac-
ticalmotle of thinking alld acting, has been most pernicious in its effects, 
and largely prevented their civilization. That the Go,·ernment should 
for so lo11g a time ha,Te permitted its licensed traders, or other persons, 
to sell these more than worthless articles to Indians under its care is 
strang-P, and yet it is permitted. Its evils have not procured its aboli-
tion. The committee's attention was called to se\eral stocks of goods 
at stores of licensed traders in the Ohoctow, Creek, Cherokee, and Osage 
countries, and found that the amount of trinkets and worthless supplies 
decreased as ci,·ilized habits and thoughts had increased among the 
people, and these \Yorthless stocks increased as the character of the 
Indian was less controlled by civilized habits and thoughts. It is no 
defense to this miserable practice of feeding the childish ideas of these 
primiti,Te people that they desire such things. In their iucas of values 
or in their t::""Lstes the uncivilized Indians are children, mere children. 
Their minds are not accustomed to business thought. There is with 
them no idea of accounts and balances; no preparation in youth for a 
competence in age; but in their habits of thought and action they only 
look to the present enjoyment, expecting each day to provide for itself, 
and this is largely the necessity of a people who live by the chase and of 
all nomadic life. But that all these misfortunes of the Inflian should be 
made to build up the fortunes of licensed traders, who are by the Gov-
ernment protecteu in the special trade with the Indians, is not honest, 
aiHl that this should be allowed, to the prevention of Indian civilization, 
to the great expense of the Government and injury to the Indian, as-
sumes the importance of national and moral wrong and individual tur-
pitude. 
It is no defense to say the Indian is pleased with paints, trinkets, red 
blankets, &c. There is no mother in America who is worthy to rear a 
child in civilized community who does not know that to gai11 a child's 
attention with trinkets is only the beginning of trouble, and that busi-
ness qualifications and real worth ne\er come through such channels of 
education. It bas been the custom of all uncivilized people to paint, oil, 
or in some way mark tlleir persons, and especially it llas been the ens-
tom of the American Indian to paint as a preparatory step for zca1·. 
I;'aint is the Indian 1car-wz([onn, and yet the licensed teadt'r~, HPil 1- by 
onr Go,·erument witb ~pecial pri\ilegrs among these peovle, nrc now 
continually selling and haYe for all time past, since liecuRed traders 
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were perlllitted, sold paints and other articles of similar interest to 
sa,Tage ta:stes and habits, at high prices, and haYe thus secured their 
trade, gain, and continued debasement, and worked their depravity. 
Tbe Indians, in order to become civilized, are compelled to surmount 
their owu prejudices and savage ,notions, tastes, and habits, not only 
unaided by the surroundings furnished by our ciyilized Government 
and people, under special provisions secured by treaties through 
licensed traders, and otherwise, but absolutely must ris~ above and 
over these continued transactions had in the right line to keep them 
savages, and must prove themselves not only superior to savage preju-
dices and misfortunes, but to the constant permission of Christian care-
lessness, and application of civilized greed and avarice as well. This 
is neither wise or honest. This practice should be stopped at once 
and for all time, and the Indians should be taught practical common 
sense, and not encouraged to believe that we have adopted their bar-
barism, instead of a necessity for their adopting our civilization. 
When the missionary locates in their huts he adopts their habits. 
The Indians have the mastery of teaching him, and not be of teaching 
them. So when we furnish paints for Indian warriors we adopt their 
habits, and they see no cause for abandoning it, and we have no argu-
ment for them. Our civilization sustains and fosters Indian barbarism, 
and then condemns and punishes the Indian on account of the barba-
rism that we have fostered and fed. That tllis is sllameless and dis-
graceful is apparent to all. 
CHARLES E. Mrx & Co., GEXERAL CLADr-AGEKTS, 
OFFICE 809 E STREET NORTH, BETWEEN 8TH AND 9TH "WEST, 
Washington, D. C., July 5, 187;l. 
Sm: Having read that a report bas been put iu circulation that I had stated to your 
committee tlmt the Chickasaws owed Mr. Latrobe, instead his owing them, I herewith 
inclose the statement yon requested me to make, in my own handwriting. If the copy 
sent to your committee-room differs from this, it was the mistake of the clerk who 
copied it. 
Respectfully, 
DOUGLAS H. COOPER 
General J.P. C. SriA~'l\:S, 
Chairman Indian Committee, Boggy Depot, Choctaw Xation. 
Mem.-Interest paid to Chickasaws. 
Recapitulation-Back etllllllilics. 
Interest dne prior to Jnly 1, 1866, paid to Holmes Colbert, per 
requisition May 26, 1tl69. ------ ...... ---- .. -------- ...... $1~4, ~W2 2:~ 
Premium on same ... __ .••. _ ••.... _ •....•............ -. . • . . 2:3, 27G 9::! 
---- $1~,,' 66~ 15 
Prospective interest arising subsequent to Jnly 1, 1866, or 
regular annuity paid per requisition, date 26th l\Iay, 1869, 
to Holmes Colllert.. _. _ .•...... -.... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41, 0-!2 00 
Premium on same ....... ·-----·--------------·-·-·-------- 17,595 5;l 
---- 5,Q, 637 52 
·whole amount ......... __ .......... --- ......... ------ .... ·--.... 216,306 67 
Back annuities 11aid to Chickasaws, tltrongh Treasurer Kemp, Snperintendents \Vor-
tham, Robinson, Sells, and others, at different times, $70,67tl.04, npon " ·hic::h no fees 
·were credited to l\Ir. Latrobe. 
Mistakes. 
1\Ir. Latrolle receiYed on regular annuity of $58,637.52, by mistake, fees 
amouuting to.·---------·-----·--------.---·-·--·-·----·----··------ $29,318 76 
He is entitled now to a credit of fees on $70,678.04................ . . . . . . 35,339 02 
Cash llalnnce llnc ~lr.Latrobe . ..... ---- -----· ---------- ·----· ---· 6,020 26 
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Per contra. 
Mr. Latrobe owes to Chickasaws, on achance made him by the legislature 
of the Chickasaw Nation, A. D. ltlG6... .. . .. . ... .. . . .• .. . . .. . .. . . . . .. . $50,000 00 
From which deduct cash balance of fees ................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . 6, 0.:20 26 
Balance due Chickasaws out of fees yet to be collected............ 43,979 74 
BARNACLES. 
The ship is often infested with barnacles, that fasten themseh·es 
upon its sides and bottom, and, protected by their self-manufactured 
coverings, eat stealthily into the -vessel's timbers, perforating, weaken-
ing, and destroying them, leaving the mariner unaware of his danger 
until his ship, crushed and shattered in the waves, reveals to him the 
insidious workings of this curse of na-vigation. So of the Indian serv-
ice and situation. Human barnacles in the shape of claim-agents, 
United States agents, hangers-on, mi<l<lle-men, an<l, unfortunately, in 
some cases (those of the Choctaws and Chickasaws of 1866 in point) 
the very <lelegates of the Infiians themselveR, become barnacles, fasten 
themselves on the Indian service, attaching to their lands, their bonds, 
their moneys, their prospects, and entering into their confidence or 
their fears, or arousing their passions, provoking their malice, or encour-
aging their savage ideas, and pre-venting their civilization. The poor 
Indian, finding his bark crushed, his bonds seized, his money gone to 
the stranger, himself oppressed anu infuriated, strikes at these wrongs, 
anu falls a victim to the insidious management of his destroyer, who 
bides behind the prt>judice he encourages against the Indian, and con-
ceals the villainies he bas practiced and the gains be has made. 
SETTLERS .AND INDIANS. 
It is a mistaken notion that it is the real frontier settler who is in 
trouble with the Intlian in the first instance. They may, and often have 
been, the sufferers from others' wrongs; but the men who cause our 
Indian troubles are those who do not settle, and do not let any thing or 
person else settle if they can gain or hope to gain by uusettling them. 
The man who is entitled to the honorable name of front-ier settler is 
always industrious, and intends to make his home for his family based 
on a title at once good and readily obtained. This be can al wa~'S find 
in the Government. Au industrious mau is a kind and generous man; 
such a man wants schools and churches to keep pace with his settle-
ments, and knows that these are only attainable in a contented and 
prosperous community. They are not the offspring of roYings and 
wanderings-they are not the offspring of impatience and wrong-
they come from manhood and worth, from industry and toil, from edu-
cation and a desire for improvement. But the man ""ho is not a settler, 
but yet is in the front, is tlte cause of Indian and other troubles, and 
yet generally avoid its responsibility, leaYing the more unwary to meet 
a fate that belongs to these stirrers of strife. 
In the States where the Indian question is settled there is no strife; 
hence the question may be settled and strife may be prevented by that 
settlement in other States, and even-handed justice done to all. This 
can be done in one way only, and that is by simply compelling a recog-
nition of the rights of property and of person in the Indian as it is in 
the white people. Protect their property as you protect white men's 
property; protect their lands from intrusion as yon do the Janus of 
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white men; peotect their families as you do white men's families; pre-
Yent tlleru from lwing robbed and plundered by fraudulent and mTer-
reaching contracts, as you protect white men from the same kin(l of 
causes. Drive tllese infernal rings of rascal8 from tllem, and let them 
get on their feet as meu. 
It is not the honest settler who wrongs the Indian; it is the cursed 
thieves and plunderers who lie in wait and o\Terreach them, or, for their 
money, pelts, lands, and trade, and the gain these bring them, poison 
their minds against the Government and the people. It is the devilish 
traders who sell them whisky, paints, and trinkets that keep them from 
improvement and cause them to commit crime, and the same men cause 
white civilized people to commit crime. Treat the Indians with justice 
and address them with comuwn seuse, as the true settler does, and all 
will be well. 
CO::.UPARE CIVILIZED \YHITB WITH SAY AGE RED :\IES. 
\Vho that bas walked the streets of any city in America, the nation's 
capital included, has not seen men dresse.I in uniform approximating 
the uniform of the Army, and who does not at once reco6nize tllese 
men as armed police, with club and revolvers, prtrading the streets by 
reliefs and beats, as regularly as au army in an enemy's country. 
What tax-payer does not recognize the cost of all this parade and 
circumstance, and yet what peaceable citizen vvill not say that it is nec-
essar~T; that the police and courts are the guardians or our lwnsehold 
in the cities and large towns, as the constables and sheriff::;, justice::; and 
courts, are in the conntr,y anfl smaller places 1 
Let us stop and ask ourselves what is all this expense, this array of 
official force all over the nation for '? Hear the answer: To keep civilized 
anrl enlightened Christians in orde-r, cmcl to arrest and punish the guilty ones 
-the murderers, the thieves, the assassins, the Christian crirninctls, ancl to 
punish them for their o.tfenses against justice and law. It is not so neces-
sary among Indians except a few of the wild tribes. In this afternoon 
of the nineteenth century of the Christian era, in enlightened and 
tamed America, in this greatest of all countrie8, and busiest and most 
prosperous of all people, where the arts and sciences flourish around 
us as they never flourished before, where the Gospel of Christ is preaclled 
at every cross-way and street, where our cllurch steeples are built with 
au altitude that seems to point into heaven itself-in this great and free 
country, who can read a morning paper and not be shocked with the 
account of one or many murders or the crimes of a white, cidlized, 
Christian people, which, if committed by an Indian, would send the 
prejudiced blood of the whole people curdling in their veins, and call 
down the curses on ever.zJ Indian in A nwrica for the sins of the one 1.cho 
committed the o.tfense? No sane man curses the white race for the sins 
of tbe few. The sa\age strikes at a tribe or race for the offenses of one; 
Christians should discriminate between good and bad; our la\YS or 
courts do not punish whole communities for the offenses of a few crimi-
nals. God saved cities for a few good persons, and ne,Ter destroyed a 
city on account of a few bad ones. Let us discriminate with Indians 
as we do with white people, and we can do justice, but not without. 
THE DIFFEHENCE. 
If an Indian wroags a white man or white woman, the press teems 
with the outcry against Imlians in co :nmou, and it is cardell with alae-
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rity from paper to paper in hot haste, until all the country is indoctri-
nated with the new addition to old and long-est~lblisheu prejudices. 
But if a white man kills an Indian, prostitutes his wife or his daughter~ 
no tongue speaks for him or her, no paper makes haste to announce the 
fact and the wrong-no public sentiment runs wild and fnrious for ven-
geance, and demands the annihilation of the race for the sins of the 
few. Yon may set your heel on a man's neck, but he still remembers 
that he is a man and loves his home, his wife and children, and feels 
that he has rights; and if he cannot bold them by law, he will strike for 
them with the only power left him-the hm1ds that God gaye him. The 
Christian would bate a man who would not defend his home and Lis 
fireside, and yet he hates the Indian because he does so. 
RECO:\G\IEXDATIO:XS. 
The committee recommends such legislath~e and executive action as 
may be necessary to carry out the following Rpecified measures: 
First. To cause John II. B. L::ttrobe and his accomplices to return to 
the Treasury of the United States, for the use of the Choctaw people, 
the sum of $100,000, together with interest from the date it was 
received, being the amount fraudulently obtained from the Choctaws, 
on a contract collusively and feaudulently made between said Latrobe 
and the Choctaw delegates or commissioners, who made the treaty of 
1866. D. H. Cooper, J. T. Cochrane, Allen \Vright, Alfred Wade, James 
Riley, John Page, and others are his accomplices. 
Second. To cause John H. B. Latrobe and his accomplices, Douglas 
H. Cooper, John T. Cochrane, Winchester Colbert, Edmund. Pickens, 
Holmes Colbert, Colbert Carter, Robert H. Love, and E. S. 1\Iitchell, to 
return to the United States Treasury, for the use of the Chickasaw 
people, the sum of $100,000, fraudulently obtained th1 ough collusion on 
a contract between said Latrobe and the Chickasaw delegates of 186u, 
and the further sum of $216,606.67, (less the amount of the same paid 
out of said sum by IIolmes Colbert to t.he Chickasaw treasurer,) being 
the sum of $69,73(3.15, annuities accruing from July 1, 1866, to July 1, 
1868, ahd the sum of $64,433.85, part interest on stocks from January, 
1855, to July 1, 1866, and the further sum of $82,136.67, being coin 
interest and premium from January 1, 1861, to July 1, 1865, and the 
further sum of $3,000 interests on stocks accruing after July 1, 1866, 
aggregating $316,606 . .J2, being the amount paid by Holmes Colbert 
under the Latrobe contract of 1866. 
Third. To cause J. B. Luce to deposit in the Treasury of the United 
States, for the use of the Creek people, the sum of $84,300, being the 
amount collected of the Creeks by him on an exorbitant contract made 
with the Creek delegates of 1866, for professed services in making the 
Creek treaty of that year, the sum being grossly exorbitant, and he 
having divided the fee with the delegates who made the allowance to 
him, to procure its passage through the Creek council. 
Fourth. To compel the heirs of Perry Fuller, if they hold so much 
property descended from him, to return to the United States Treasury 
the sum of $.JO,OOO, received by him for professed services in making 
the treatv of 1866 between the Creeks and the United States. 
Fifth. 'To compel John "\V. Wright to return to the United States 
Treasury all the balance of moneys r0ceivcd by him from the Treasury 
to pay to the First, Seeoml,-and Third Regiments of Indian Home Guards, 
fnnululcntly witllheld by him, and not legally and jt~stly paid by him to 
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the persons entitled to receive it, under his instruction for its disburse· 
ment. 
SixtL To extend the authority of the circuit court of North Carolina, 
so as to enable a full and just judicial examination and judgment in the 
case of the claim of the North Carolina or Eastern Cherokees against 
their former agents and others, who are or have illegally and unjustly 
received and held their property, moneys, or effects. 
Seventh. To secure the passage and enforcement of the bill which 
passed the House at its last session, (but did not pass the Senate,) enti-
tled "An act to secure the more efficient administration of Indian 
affairs" for the perfection of records. 
Eighth. To secure the passage and enforcement of the bill that passed 
the House at its last session, (but did not pass the Senate,) entitled "An 
act to regulate private contracts with Indians," being directory as to such 
contracts made prior to .May 21, 1872. 
Ninth. To secure a permanent settlement and payment of the Choc-
taw net-proceeds claims, including the bomls appropriated by act of 
March 2, 1861, providing, however, for funding the amount~, aud pro-
hibiting the acceptance of fees from the Choctaws by claim-agents or 
other persons, on account of said claims, in any way whatever. 
Tenth. The settlement and payment of the Creek orphan-fund, and 
providing against claim-agents and attorneys, or fees to any person 
whomsoever. 
Eleventh. To secure the payment to the United States, by the State 
of Arkansas, of the amount of back interest on the bonds of that State 
held by the United States in trust for the Chickasaw Indians. 
Twelfth. 'l'o secure the settlement of the Choctaw back annuities, 
under the fourteenth article of the treaty of 1866, restoring that nation 
of Indians to the benefits of their former treaty stipulations, a!Hl there-
by repealing the confiscation laws of 1862 and 1865 touching this peo-
ple's funds. 
Thirteenth. To cause Douglas H. Cooper, United States Indian 
agent for Choctaws and Cllickasaws in 1860 and 1861, to return to the 
Uniteu States TreasurJT, for tlte use of the Cl10ctaws, the sum of 
$140,931.52, with interest, the amount in his hands as such agent when 
he betrayed his trnst in 1861; and that the fictitious and fraudulent ac-
counting and settlement made by him 1\<Iay 4, 1866, with the Choctaw 
delegates of 1866, who were fraudulently connected with him in the 
Latrobe contract of that year, and which settlement "·as carelessly re-
ceived by the Indian-Office, be set aside and a proper accounting settle-
ment and return be demanded anu enforced. 
Fourteenth. To declare null the contract of J. T. Cocllraue for 30 per 
cent. of t.lw net-proceeds claim of the Choctaws; Cochrane having died 
in 1866, and the agreement being for personal services as attorney, no 
consideration for services could extend beyond his lifetime, and as he 
received large amounts of Choctaw money fraudulently under the 
Latrobe contract and was paid out of the $250,000, money paid on net 
proceeds in 1861, which was aU that was collected from the net-proceeds 
claims, his heirs shoulu not be benefited further. (This claim has been 
sold to other parties since his death, Cochrane's heirs getting little ben-
efit of it.) 
]j-,ifteenth. To treat as null the claim of E. W. Lehman & Uo. for the 
Choctaw bonus appropriated March 2, 1861, and re-appropriated :i\Iarclt 
5, 1871, part of tbe net-proceeds claim. 
Sixteenth. To provide by law for the punishment of Indians and 
whites for trespass upon or wrongs to persons or property of either, 
or of one Indian npon the person or property of another. 
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Seventeenth. To cause a~return by James G. Blunt and his accomplices, 
of the moneys received fraudulently, and in violation of law, in the year 
1870, out of the moneys paid to the Choctaws and Chickasaws, under the 
49th article of tlle treaty of 1866, when saiu Blunt received $62,500 
out of $125~000 paid the Chickasaws, and $33,600 out of $84,000 paid 
to the Clloctaws, by Samuel S. Smoot, special agent in 1868, making an 
aggregate of $96,100 received by Blunt out of $209,000, literally plun-
dered from these people, whose complaints are many and severe against 
this wholesale fraud and greed. (See House report No. 39, ]'orty-first 
Congress, third session.) 
Eighteenth. To cause a return by James G. Blunt and his accomplices, 
of $30,000 received lJy him fraudulently, and in violation of Jaw, out of 
$!lO,OOO paid the Quapaws, by Joseph A. vVilliamson, special agent, in 
1868, all of which will appear by reference to the report and testimony 
found in House report No. 39, Fort.y-first Congress, third session, made 
by Messrs. Sargent, Beck, and Lawrence, sub-committee of Committee 
on Appropriations. 
Nineteenth. Samuel S. Smoot ha\ing surrendered to the committee 
his very exorbitant contract with the Cherokees, there is no necessity 
for further recommendation in his case. 
IXDIAN SERVICE REFORM NEEDED. 
The Indian service has, for many years, been borne down with bad 
men, who have brought upon it a want of confidence among the people 
that bas aided rather than corrected the evil, for the reason that bad 
men sought the places of appointment in a service that was already 
tainted, and good men for the same reason avoided it, and as a necessary 
consequence the bad men got the places. 
It bas been common for applicants in speaking of Indian agencies as 
places of profit, not on account of what there was by way of salary in 
the office, but by . u·hat could be made out of it. Success makes bad men 
eager and careless, and often leads to their destruction-so in this 
case; when a public trust is sought for speculation, it is full evidence to 
the people that correctives are necessary. The moral condition of this 
question, as recognized and known in the character of the persons ap-
pointed to control it, as well as in their official and moral conduct while 
in the discharge of their trusts, may be fully gathered from the following 
statement in the Report of the Board of Indian Commissioners for the 
year 1872, page 4: 
Under the old system such things as partnerships between the agent and trader, or 
the agent and contractors; receipting for supplies never delivered; overestimating the 
weight of cattle for the contractor; taking vouchers in blank to be filled with fraudu-
lent sums; carrying false names upon the rolls; paying employes for \Yhom there was 
no employment; reporting employes at a higher or lower salary than provided for by 
law, and using the difference for other purposes; farming out the appointments con-
trolled by the agents ; using the annuity-goods for the agents or employes trading with 
the Indians, selling them their own goods; selling annuity-goods to whites; conniving 
with others to swindle Indians out of the annuities after distribution; having Indian 
concubines and allowing similar license to employes; and other abuses, had become so 
general that an honest and moral agent was the exception. Under the present system 
!>ncb practices are the exceptional cases, and when discovered the remedy is at ouce 
applied. 
SARGENT, BEOK, AND LAWRENCE REPORT. 
The committee calls the attention of the House to the report of Messrs. 
Sargent, Beck, and Lawrence, sub-committee of the Committee on Ap. 
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propriations of the House for the Forty-first Congress, (see House 
report No. 39, third session Forty-first Congress,) for an exposition of 
frauds practiced in the purchase and delivery of Indian goods, as well 
as the collusions and corruptions of claim-agents and others in defraud-
ing the Indians of their moneys. And the committee refer to 
E. B. FRENCH'S LETTER. 
The committee also, in this connection, calls attention to the fol-
lowing extracts from letter of E. B. French, Second Auditor of the 
Treasur~7 ' to show the exorbitant estimates made by contractors in 
the delivery of beef-cattle to Indians under contracts, with the dates of 
deli,~ery. (See Board of Indian Commissioners' Report, 1872.) 
WEIGHT OF BEEF-CATTLE. 
Letter of Bon. E. B. French. 
SECOXD AuDITOR'S OFFICE, Xorembe1·, 1 72. 
SIR: Your letter of the 24th ultimo was duly recei-.;-ed, has been examined, and is on 
file. 
* 
In compliance with yonr request, as above, I send herewith a statement Y\·hich gives 
the average net and live ·weights of beef-cattle furnished for the Sioux Indian district 
for several months in the years 1868-'69; also of those furnished for Ind1ans in tbe same 
regions for several months last past: 
Statement. 
Number of cattle. Average net weight. Average live weight. ·when furnished. Pounds. Pounds. 
150 878 1,756 September 19, 1 68. 
48 1,027 2,054 November 25, 1t!G8. 
321 725 1,450 November 27, 1868. 
117 7f>0 1,500 February, 1869. 
3:38 5:~:> 1,070 September 6, 1872. 
1,016 500 1,000 September 27, 18i2. 
5513 504 1,008 September 27, 1872. 
1, 06:3 517 1,023 October 15-2:>, 1872. 
75 57;) 1, 150 September 14, 1872. 
40 786 1,572 August 20, 1872. 
40 805 1, 610 September 15, 1tl72. 
100 797 1,594 October 19, 1 72. 
It is proper to add that the last three lots or droves of cattle were furnished under 
contract for the Crow Indians in Montana Territory, and that the claim for their value 
is at present suspended in this office. 
In making contracts for beef the rule seems to be that the net is just half the live 
weight, and that rule has been followed in preparing the foregoing statement, rejecting 
fractions. . 
THE PURUHASE OF INDIA:N SUPPLIES. 
The committee is of the opinion that there has been improvement in 
the morale and result of the purchase of goods and supplies for the 
Indian service, and in support of this statement the committee quotes 
from the report of the board of Indian commissioners of 1872, page 7 
and 24. 
The purchasing committee of the board, consisting of Commissioners George H. 
Stuart, Robert Campbell, John V. Farwell, and William E. Dodge, assisted by E. S. Tobey 
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all(]. Nathan Bishop, in conjunction ·with Hon. F. A. \Valker, Commissioner of In-
dian Atrairs, met in New York on the 21st of May to supervise the annual pnrchase 
of Indian goods. The arrangements for receiving the proposals, awarding the cou-
tracts, and for the reception and delivery of the goods, were similar to those of last 
year, and the business was conducted to a similarly satisfactory result. 
The purchase of goods amounted to $523,0~3.99; supplies, $1,481,786.11; total, 
$2,004,810.10. 
The committee say in their report: 
"The saving in the article of beef alone over the prices paid, prior to the supervision 
of the board, was almost as marked as it was last year. 
"The average price this year was $2.71.0~ against an average of $4.29 per 100 pounds 
two years ago. 
"The following is a comparison of results, assuming the quantities to be equal: 
27,850,000 pounds of beef, at an average cost of $4.39 per 100 pounds .. $1,222,615 00 
27,850.000 pounds, (amount purchased this yea.r,) at au average cost of 
$~.71.02 ........ - ... -.. -.- ... - .. -- ... - ..... - - .. --- . -..... - . - . -.. 764, 804 50 
"Showing a difference in fa Yor of this year ................. . 457,810 50." 
The report of the committee is herewith submitted. 
REPORT OF CO:\DIITTEE O::s- PURCHASE8. 
Sm: Yonr committee would respectfnlly report that dnring the past year they have, 
in connection with Hon. F. A. \Valker, CornmisRioner of Indian Affairs, and Hon. B. R. 
Cowen, Assistant Secretary of the Interior, made all the purchases of Indian annuity-
goods for all agencies except those 011 the Pacific coast. Following the pla11 adopted 
last yem·, a warehouse was secured in New York for a short time, and for two weeks 
prior to the opening of bids -was open for the reception of samples and sealed proposals. 
On Tuesday, May 21, the day of opening the proposals, the bidders, who represented 
the largest manufacturers a11d dealers in New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, and other 
cities, were present in large nmnbers, and evinced much interest in the proceedings, 
and the prices offered were q noted in the prices-current of the clay. Six.ty-seYell bids 
were received; some for a single article, others for almost the entire list advertised for. 
The advertisement for annuity-goods was so improved over that of past years, and the 
quantity and quality of the goods were so definitely stated, that any one familiar with 
them could bid knowingly, and the competition was thrown open to the whole market. 
That the competition was active is shown in the number of proposals received and the 
prices at which the awards were made. Leading articles were offered at lower prices 
than the largest jobbing-houses were selling them to their best buyers. Prints in large 
quantities were fnmi.shed at 9-! cents, which in ope11 market were selliug at lOt cents 
and 11 cents per yard; sheeting at 12 cents, which in open market was worth 13 cents 
and 13t cents ; and other goods at equally low rates. The reason for these prices was 
that the purchases were made in large quantities and taken ont of the market, the 
desire of merchants to do the Governme11t bnsiuess, and the prompt payment of the 
bills being ass11red by the improvement in the Indian Office. 
The pmchases for the past year were as follows: 
List of purchases. 
GOODS. 
Blankets .................................................•.........• 
Cloths ... _ ..................... _ .... __ .....•......•......•....•.••.. 
Dry-goods ......•........... _ •.......................•.....•... - .•.. 
Clothing ..........................................•............•.... 
Hats ................ -. ---- . -- --- ·----- --- • · ·- ·- • ·---- · · · · · · • · • · • · · · 
Shoes ..................•...•............•.....•......... _ .....••..•. 
Hard ware ...........•.. _ .•• - ........•...........• ...•••......•.••.. 
Total ..•••.••••••.••••••.••.••.•....•.•...•••..•.•.•.•..••.. 
$207,118 00 







On May 28, at the same place and in the same manner, proposals for supplies were 
opened. There were eighty-six proposals, and their opening was attended by a large 
number of bidders from all parts of the country. 'fhe same examination of samples 
and comparison of prices were made as in the purchase of goods. In cases where the 
committee were unable to decide as to the relative merits of samples and prices, the 
assistance of disinterested gentlemen, prominent in New York business circles, was 
kindly given us. 
The following were the contracts entered into: 
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SUPPLIES. 
Beef, on hoof ........................................................ . 
Bacon. . .................................... _ ....... __ ...... _ ....... . 
Sugar ..••••...........•........••..•............................•.... 
Flour ............................................ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . 
Coffee ......................................•........... _.. . . . . . .... 
l::;oap ..•.....•.........•.......•............•......................... 












Total ....•..................................................... 1,481,786 08 
Some of the articles were at a fraction higher rates than last year, yet the prices 
were, as a whole, very satisfactory to yonr committee. 
The following were the average prices: 
Beef, per 100 pounds, delivered at the agencies ............................ . 
Flour, per 100 pounds, delivered at the agencies ........................... . 
Bacon, per pound, delivered at the agencies ........................•....... 
Tobacco, per pound ...••......•..........••.....•............•............ 
Sugar, per pound .....•....•.•.....••..••......•.•....••.•............•... 
Coffee .•.......••...••.••.......•.•..........•.....••...•.•.......... _ ... 
After July 11 .•••••..•••••••••••.•••.•••••••..•.••.•••••••...•..••••..•... 
The reduction afterward made in the tax on tobacco was deducted, and all the coffee 
was delivered after July 1. The prices of beef on the hoof, delivered at the agencies, 
ranged from $1.84 to $B.25 per toO pounc.ls; of flour, from $3.45 to $7.80 per 100 pounds. 
The saving in the article of beef alone, over the prices paid prior to the supervision 
of the board, was almost as marked as it was last year. The average price this year 
was 2.71-.l\0 cents per pound, against an average of 4.39 cents per pound two years ago. 
The following is a comparison of results: 
27,850,000 pounds of beef, (amount purchased this year,) average cost 
4.39 cents ................•...............•........................ $1,222,615 00 
27,850,000 pounds of beef, average cost 2.71y3o cents .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 764,804 50 
Showing difference in favor of this year of .......................... . 457,810 50 
In addition to these purchases, superintended by your committee, individual members 
of it, by the request of the honorable Commissioner of Indian Affairs, made purchase 
at various times during t.he year, amounting in the aggregate to $18,973.91, making the 
total purchases made by, and under the personal supervision of, your committee for the 
year as follows : 
Goods ......................................•.... -... • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $504, 050 11 t 
Supplies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 4Sl, 7S6 0~ 
Miscellaneous, by individuals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18, 97:3 91 
Total ....•.....•.................•......•...........•.....•... 2, 004,810 lOt 
Every bidder to whom an award was made promptly and satisfactorily :filed there-
quired bond for the :filling of his contract, except Hicbard Cochran, of Sioux City, who 
being the lowest bidder for bacon was awarded the contract for it. He failed to give 
any attention to the notice of the award, and the contract was given to Messrs. Durfee 
& Peck, the next lowest bidders. 
The contract for carrying freights was made at very satisfactory :figures, being at the 
rate of $1.04 per hundred pounds, first-class freight, to Sioux City. The bids of the 
three trunk lines, the next best bidders, being at the rate of $1.98 per hundred pounds 
to tlte same point. . 
The examination of samples, comparison as to prices and qualities, and awarding of 
contracts, required the personal attention of your committee in New York some two 
weeks. One hundred and seventeen distinct articles in annuity goods were advertised 
for, and for many of them there was not only a large number of bids, but a great variety 
of different samples and prices. Of supplies, seventy-nine different offerings were re-
quired, and for each of them there was a large number of bids. Awards were made to 
forty-eight :firms and individuals. After the award of bids, the delivery of goods was 
promptly made, and every article was examined and compared with the samples, and 
the invoices compared with the bids. This was done by the following sworn inspectors, 
appointed by your committee: Mr. F. D . .A.llen and Mr. H. Edwards of Boston, and Mr. 
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. John R. Gleim and :Mr. Wm. Doughten of Philadelphia, well-known business men of 
these cities. The goods were then weighed and shipped under proper snpervision. All 
the awards were malle in New York, and met with the unanimous approval of your 
committee, except that for freight on the Missouri River, which was made in ·wash-
ington, contrary to the recommendation of your eornmittee-ma,de after the bids had 
:~ll bePn examined bv them. 
The following are 'the rnlcs go,Terni ng the purchases: 
GOO DR. 
The bids will be opene<l in the prPsence of the boanl of Indian commissioner· aud a 
coll'lmittee t.o be designated by the Secretary of the Interior, as soon as the time for re-
ceiving the same shall have expired, and the contracts will be awarded as soon there-
after as practicable. 
Part.ies bidding are required to furnish samples of the articles bid for, the names ot~ 
the bidders to be attached to each snmple. 
The prices must be given \Yithout any modification or proposed modification what-
ever. 
The right will be rPserve<l to reqnire a greater or less qnantity (not excee<ling 25 per 
cent. in either case) of any of the articles than that specified in the abov~ scl1e<lules, at 
thP prices propose<l. 
The right will be reserYe<l to rt•ject any or all proposals, if such a cotus<' should b~ 
deellled for the interests of the Government. 
All articles furnished nncler aontract will be reqnired to he delivered, parln~d, alHl 
marked for shipment without extra chn,rge for cases or baling, when in original pack-
ages, according to directions wbich will be given, at a warehouse to be designatell in 
the respective cities where the goods are received, and will be subject to inspection by 
the board of Indian commissioners appointed by the President, and such goods or ar-
ticles as may, in any respect, fail to conform to tbe samples, will be rejected, and. in 
that case tbe contractor will be bonnd to furnish others of the requiretl kiu<l or q uahtJ; 
within jil'e <lays; or if that" be not done, they will be purchased at his expen!'le. 
No bids will be considered from per::;ous who have failed to comply with the require-
ments of a, former contract. 
Payment will be made for the goods purchased on the presentation of the invoices 
thereof at this office, after tht>y shall have been properly approved. 
No proposal will be consi<lered that does not strictly comply with the following form : 
''I (or we) propose to fnmish the Indian Department, according to the term::; of the 
adYerth;ement of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, dated May 1, 11:)72, the following 
artieles at the priees thereto affixed. (Here insert the list of articles proposed to be 
furnislled.) Sa,i<l articlPs are to be delivered in (llere insert tbe proposed place of de-
livery) by the (insert dak) Allll if this proposal be accepted I (or we) will, witbin 
t.en <lays after being notifie<l, execute a contract accordiugly, and give security to tbe 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs for tl1e faithful perfornuuwe of the same." 
.Each proposal must h<> accompanied by a guarantee in t!Je following form, to b~ 
signed by two responsible persons, whose sufficiency mnst be certified by a LTnite<l 
StatPs .i ntlge or cliHtrict attorney: 
"\Ve lwreby jointly an<l S<'verally guarantee that the above bi<lder, (or bidders,) if 
a contract shall IJe avmrded to him (or them) according to his (or their) bi<l or pro-
posal, will execnte a contract accordingly, and give the requisite security for the faith-
ful performance of the same, ns prescribed in the ad vertisemeut for proposal for Indian 
goods, dated ).Iay 1, 187~, and in the event of his (or their) failure to uo so, ve hereby 
agree and hind onrselveH, our heirs, executors, and aumiui::;trators, to forf(•it and pay 
to 1l1e United States, as damages, a sum not less than fifteen per cent. ou tlte amount 
of said biu or proposal." 
Hon<ls will IJe required in the amount of the bid for the faithfnl p~rformance of the 
contract, with two or more sureties, whose sufficiency mnst he certified to by a Unite<l 
States jndge or dit>trict attorney. 
SUPPLIES. 
Bids for beef cattle will state price per pound, gross. Pat'ticR biddiug for the other 
articles will state price per pound, net, and fumisb a sample of each article bid for, 
except tbe bacou and salt. The prices must be given withon t lllodificatiou or any 
proposed modification whatever. 
The beef cattle must be good mercba11table cattle, all st,eers, from three to seven 
years ol<l, in good, bealthy condition, m1d averaging at least eight hundre<l pounds, 
live weigllt., the weight to be determined by weighing on scales, when practicable. 
Their deli very mnst commence at each of the points namefl on the 1st day of July, 
187~, at which time about one t\\'ent.y-fonrth of the whole quantity will be delivered; 
H. Rep. 98-15 
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and thereafter the balance to be delivered in equal quantities on the 15th an•llst of 
each month. 
Bids will also be received for the delivery of the quantity of beef required for the 
months of January, February, March, April, l\fay, and June, 1873, of what are known 
as "Native," or" American," cattle, or cattle that have been wintered north of Kansas; 
the cattle so delivered to meet the above requirements as regards age and condition, 
and to average not less than one thousand and fifty pounds, live weight. 
That there may be no failure on the part of the contractor, he will be required to 
keep the beef cattle in the vicinity of the agency, to be delivered when required; and 
·Should it be ascertaiued that he is not collecting cattle in the vicinity fast enough, or 
should he fail to deliver them as required, the uuder~igned will purchase, or cause to 
oe purchased, beef cattle as be may elect, at the expense of said contractor. 
All the supplies except the beef will be inspected and received by the Government 
at New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Cincinnati, Saint Louis, Omaha, Kansas City, or 
Sioux Cit~T' and 'Yith the furth6r exception of flour, must be delivered, packed, and 
marked for shipment by the 15th day of Jnne, 1872. 
The .flour must be ready for inspection and delivery at such times and in such quan-
tities as will secure, at each agency, at all times, at least one mouth's supply. 
Distinct bids will also be received for the delivery of any one or all of the above-
named articles, in the quantities stated, at any one or all of the above-named agencies. 
Tlle bacon must be sound and S\Yeet, and put up in gunnies. 
'rhe flour to be fresh ground, of XX quality, to be made wholly from good, sound 
-wheat, and to be delivered in good, strong double sacks. 
The coffee to be delivered in double sacks. The sugar to be delivered in barrels, full 
head-lined. 
Proposals will be received for the delivery of any one or all of the above-named ar-
ticles, for any one or all of said agencies. 
In the discharge of all the duties of yonr committee during the pn.st year, there has 
been the greatest harmony and co-operation on the part of Hon. F. A. ·walker, the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, aud the result has been pleasant to your committee, 
and profitable to the country. 
Respectfully submitted by the committee. 
Commissioner FELIX R. BRUNOT, Chairman. 
GEO. H. STUART, Clwinnan. 
JOHN V. FARWELL. 
ROBERT CAMPBELL. 
WILLIAM E. DODGE. 
PURPOSE OP THE ABOVE REFERENCES. 
The committee call attention in this brief way to the authorities from 
which those extracts are taken for the purpose of directing attention to 
those sources of information on the Indian question generally; and 
especially at this time to show the necessity for the passage by Con-
gress of a law to perfect the records of all parties connected "ith Indian 
affairs, so that proper checks may be had on officers aml employes, 
contractors, and other persons. 
REMEDY PROPOSED POR FRAUDS IN THE PIELD. 
'fo meet this great necessity, the committee presented to the House 
a bill (H. R. No. 3734) entitled "..An act to secure a more efficient admin-
istration of Indian affairs." The original of this bill was drawn with 
much care by 1\fr. Clagett, Delegate from Montana in the Porty-second 
Congress, a gentleman who has much experience on the frontier and in 
the courts of the Territories. The prime features of the bill are to per-
fect records in aid of inspectors, and checks on errors and frauds, and 
to open a door to the prosecutions for frauds in the Indian service. 
The bill was carefully considered in committee, and after some slight 
amendments was presented to the .Honse and passed unanimously in 
the following form. 
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TO SECURE A l\IORE EFFICIENT ADMINISTRATION OF IN-
DIAN AFFAIRS. 
The importance of the passage of tbe bill hereafter inserted and bear-
ing this title, can hardly be estimated. The great laxity in the Indian 
service on this point, the want of records to fix responsibility, tlte want 
of efficient remedies in courts to prosecute offenders and derelicts, 
and the seemingly studied uncertainty of Indian business; have opened 
and left open so many doors to fraud and wrong, that tile Indian seryice 
is absolutely blockaded with thieves and scoundrels, whose bad conduct 
and evil effects on the Indians and Government go largely to produce a 
distrust and want of confidence upon the part of the people, and of Con-
gress to act in or to carefully consider Indian matters. 
This bill slept in the Indian Uommittee of the Senate, having passed 
the House unanimously. The committee express their desire that the 
next Congress will pass the bill. 
AN ACT to secure a more efficient administration of Indian affairs. 
Be 'it mwcted by the Senate and Hon~Je of Representatives of the United States of Amel'-
ica 'in Congress assembled, That after the passage of tllis act all books, records, contracts, 
bids or proposals for contracts, after the sawe shall have been duly opened, vouchers, 
orders, receipts, and papers of every description whatsoever, that relate directly or in-
directly to the payment or anticipated payment of any money or other thing of value 
on Government account, in the office of, appertaining to, or connected with, the official 
d nty or action of any Indian agent or sub-agent, shall be pulllic records and open to 
the inspection of any person during all reasonable business hours. Any agent, sub-
agent, or other person having charge of the same, who shall, during businesR hours, neg-
lect or refuse to allow such inspection, on the application of any person, shall be deemed 
gnilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof in any court of competent juris-
diction, shall, for each offense, be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for a 
term not less than three montlls nor more than one year, and, in addition thereto, shall 
be liable in a civil action, either personally or on his official bond, to a penalty of one 
hundred dollars for each day that he shall so neglect or refuse to allow such inspection, 
which penalty may be sued for and recovered by any person whatever. 
SEc. 2. That if any Indian agent or sub-agent shall hereafter willfully issue or receiYe, 
or shall knowingly permit any of his employes or subordinates to issue or receive, 
or shall knowingly induce or permit any person whatever to sign, either as principal 
or attesting witness, any voucher, order, or other paper for the payment or receipt, or 
anticipated payment or receipt, of any money or other thing of value on Government 
account, or in any transaction connected with his official duties, and relating directly 
or indirectly to the payment or receipt, without first having said voucher, order. 
or other paper filled up in full, both as to amount and account, lle shall be deemecl 
guilty of a felony, and, on conviction thereof in any court of competent jurisdiction, 
shall, for each offense, be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for a term not 
less than six months nor more than five years. In any prosecution instituted under 
this section of this act, proof of the issuance, signing, or receipt of any such blank 
voucher, order, or paper shall raise a prima-facie presumption that the same was will-
fully done, permitted, or induced by snell agent or sub-agent. Any person (other than 
those hereinbefore mentioned in this section) who shall willfully sign, either as a prin-
cipal or attestin!.!,' witness, or who shall in any way be a party to, or concerned iu, 
(whether as an interested party or otherwise,) the preparation, issuance, or receipt of 
any such blank voucher, order, or otller paper, shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and, 
on conviction thereof in any court of competent jurisdiction, he punished for such 
offense by imprisonment in the penitentiary as in this section provided in the case of 
a superintendent, agent, or sub-agent, and the same presumption of a willful violation 
of tlle provisions of this section shall apply to such person. If any person, however, 
shall inform upon and testif.y fully, whenever la'Yfully called upon so to do, as to any 
violation of the provisions of this act, by any agent, or sub-agent, or other person, he 
shall not be liable to prosecution for his part in the transaction so disclosed. 
SEc. 3. That all dist,ributions of goods, provisious, and supplies for the several In-
dian tribes, whether the same are furnished under treaty stipulations or otherwise, 
shall be made in public; and any person shall have the right to keep an account of the 
amount, nature, and quantity of the goods and supplies distributed; and to this end 
those making the distribution shall afford all reasonable facilities for the keeping of 
such an account to any person stating !lis_ intention to do so. Eacll agent and sut-agent 
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slutll keep in his office a book, in which tllere shall be partimtlarly llt·scribl'd, by lot, 
parcel, weight, quality, number, and amount, all goods and supplies receivefl tor stor-
age or distribution at his agency, or at the place where the goods and supplies for his 
agency are stored, the time when they were received, the person from "·hom they >vere 
received, their condition when received, and also a statement of the <liHpositiou ma<le 
of the same, as full and complete as that herein required to be made of their receipt. 
Such entries shall be made by the agent or sub-agent at the time tlw goods and sup-
plies are recPived, disposed of~ or distributed by him, and immedia,tely thereafter he 
shall transmit copies of the same to the CommissionPr of Iudian Affairs, who shall 
cause the same to be transcribed into a book kept in his office for tlJis purpose. No 
disposition shall be made of any goods or supplies by way of loan or temporary accom-
modation, uor for any other purpose than that provided by law; nor slutll any voucher, 
claim, or account for the payment or anticipated payment of any money or other thing 
of valne, ou Govemment account, be issued or allo\Yed on any other transaction than 
the one mentioued therein. WlJeuever any contract shall be let to fnrnish any goous 
or supplies for the Indian sen·ice, the same to be purebased in tllC local markets, or to be 
fnrnislled as they may he needed or called for by the proper agent or sub-agent, such 
agent or sub-agent shall make his requisition in writing upon the contractor, partic-
ularly specifying iho amount, weight, character, and quality of the goods or supplies 
required; and shall imme<liatcly tnmscribe rsnch ret}HiHition in a book kept in his 
office for this purpose, and transndt, without delay, a copy of thP same to the CommiH-
sioner of Indian A:lfairs, who shall tmnscrille the same m a, book kept iu hi~:; oilice for 
this purpose. Any contractor or person furnishing snch goods or ~:mpplies of any char-
acter whatever, whether iu the local market or otherwise, slntll immetliatcly upon re-
ceiving a reqniRition therefor forwanl to t.be Commissioner of Intlian Affairs a copy 
of such requisition aud a copy of the invoice of the goods or supplies so fnrnishNl or 
to be furnished nuder the sa111e, and if not in local market, the date when shipped, the 
mode of shipmeut, if by stPamboat the name of vessel or comnHtnder, wiLh their di-
rection, route, and destination, and to whom consiguetl. Each agent or snu-ageut 
~;hall also keep in his oftic~ a book :,;pecially kept for this purpose, in which shall be tran-
scribed correct copiPs of all voucl!erH, claims, aud accounts (presented to him or made 
out by himself or any of his employes or subordinate~~-;) for the pa,\'Hlt>llt of ally money 
or other tbiug of value on Government ncconnt, or in connection with hi:-; oftieial dn-
tieR, aJHl immediately unrler each <t clear and concise statement of his action tlJereou. 
The provisions of this net, so far as the same relate to any agent or snh-agent shall 
equally apply to any person specially or temporarily appointe(], or aeting as snell. 
All books, records, docuwents, ancl papers mentioned in this section of this aet shall he 
public rPcortls; all(l any ageut, snb-agt·nt, or other person hasing charge of the sanw 
who shall refnse or negh'ct to allow au inspection of the same by a:1y lH'n-on during all 
reasonable busines~; hours, shall be de('lllcd gniHy of a misdemuanor, and punished as 
provided in st>ction one of this act. Any person melltionetl in this section of this act 
• who shall violate any provision thereof ( otht>r than the refnsal or neglect t,o allow an 
iill'pGction of auy book or paper hert>in declared a pnlllic record) shall be deemed 
gnilty of a felony, and on conviction, iu any court of compPtent jurisdiction, shall he 
pnui~he<l ns provitled in Rection two of this act. Proof of the violatioll of any pro-
vision of this &eetion shall raise a prima-facie presumption that the ~;ame was done 
with guilty intent, and for the purpose of defrauding the Governrr .. ent. In all pros-
ecutions un<lt·r this act the jury may, in their verdict, fix the tPrtn of imprison-
lllt'llt, but sllallnot fix a shorter term than the lllinitnum tixetl hen•in; aJHl if the jnry 
shall fail to pre~->cribe the tt·nu, then the same shall be fixe(l b.v the conrt. No prosc-
cntion under this act slwll be barred hv thfl statute of limitations 1m til the e.·piratiou 
of live years from the time of the com;ni~:;kion of the oHense: l'roridnl, Tlmt nothing 
in this aet contained shall be so constrnetl as to modify, alter, or n·rwal any exirstiug 
laws or treaties forbidtling the intrusion of UJHtntborized per:;ons upon lauds set apart 
as Indian rescnTations. 
SEC. 4. That all documents and papers by this act <leelan•d to be public records. antl 
all other documents and paper:-> of e-very <le&cription whatever com1eett•d with or appt>r-
1aining to the ollie<', official action, or duty of any Indian agent, or t:ml-lg('llt, shall be-
securely ke11t by the person or officer properly having the Hanw m charge; aml on llis 
snspension, resignation, or removal from oilicP, shall, hy snch person or ofliePr, be :,;afely 
turned over to his successor in office. Auy ofticer or pt>rson who shall willfully and 
knowingly mutilate, steal, conceal, or (1Pstroy, or attempt. to mntilate, steal, conceal, 
or destroy, or who, with intent, to muti]a.te, steal, or dPstroy, :,hall talw, coneeal, or 
carry a\vny any such docnmeut or paper, ~-;hall he (leemetl guilty of a felony, and, on 
conviction, be pnnishctl as providPd in !'ectiou two of this a.er,. Proof of the violation 
of any provision of t.hil:l seetion of this act shaH rai,;e a priHta-f;u·ie prnsumptiou that 
the same was done willfully atHl knowingly and with guilty i11tent 
SEC. 5. That it shall he the dnty of the ~ceretary of t,lw Treasnr.v a111l SrcrPhtry of 
the Interior to trallsmit, without mmPcessary d('Jay, to 1he Unite1l States district at-
torney for the propPr district, upon the onl!•r of auy Uuitt'd ~LatN; comt or jndge 
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tlwrrof, or of any territorial conrt acting mHler the authority of the "Cnited :-;tates, or 
of any jnd~e thereof, certified copies of a1l vouchers: accounts, and claims presented 
to or paid hy him, on account of the Iudian service therein, which said certified copies 
:-;hall lw public records in the office of the dii!trict attorney, and shall he admitte<l in 
evidence, and· haw~ the same weight as the origiuals in any prosecution instituted 
under the proYisiolls of !his act. Iu auy proi!ecution under this net where the question 
of guilt or innocence shall depend in whole or in part upon the question of hand-
writing, or where from any other canse the Rame may he necessary, the prO<lnction in 
e\·idenee of the original papers deposited in any of the Departments of the Govern-
ment may be required by the written requisition of the court having jurisdiction of 
the cas<', or the judge thereof, on the head of the proper Department. Certified copiPs 
of ~omeh originals shall be ~>nbstituted therefor in the Department where the same may 
b(', hefo~·e tLte originals shall be sent to the judge or conrt reqniring them. The jndge 
shall HPe that the originals are carefnlly and safely returned to the proper Department 
\\-hen their 1114C as evidence shall ha.ve ceased. 
SEc. (). That the Secretary of the Interior shall make ancl prescribe all necessary 
forms, rnle~>, and orders for carrying into effect the provisions of this act. 
Passr!l tlw Honse of RPprcsentati\Tes Feln·11ary 1, 1873. 
AtteRt: ED\VARD 1\fcPHERSO~-, Clerk. 
But, for some reason mtknown to the committee, t.his bill, fraught 
witll so much goo<l to the Indian service, did not pass the Seuate, and 
is not a law, yet the committee confidently llope that the bil1 will yet 
become a law, as it will, if enforced, (ami there is no doubt that under 
this administration at least it would be,) enable the inspectors, Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs, Secretary of the Interior, President, and Con-
gress to fully understand the condition of the Indian business, and to 
detect frauds and errors in a11 parts of the service. 
The committee believe that if there is a rigid pursuit instituted and fol-
lowed up for a time, the difficulties in the Indian service, and those 
\Yho cause them, that the present barriers in the way of a permanent 
and just solution of this question will be passed. 'fhe Indian service 
now is much like driving a wagon over a pile of bowlders-you have 
noise and a broken wagon, and the bowlders stil1 in the ·tray. 
A timid pllysician permits his patient to die while he is looking for a 
similar case to propose a similar treatment. 
This Indian fJuestion needs what the doctors call "the heroic prac-
tice," and all delay in tile application is a loss of time. 
'l'he President has gi,-eu the most unmistakable evidence of his early-
formed and firm intention to do justice to the Indians so far as he can 
under the laws, aud to care for them in their ''eakness consistent with 
his public official duties under the laws. 
This is of all times the proper one to move promptly in the prepara-
tion and passage of such laws as will be just to all persons, and enable 
the President to enforce that justice nuder their pl'OYisions. 
CARRYING AND DELIVERING FREIGHTS. 
There have been rumors of frauds in the carrying aud delivery of goods 
and supplies during the last session, and se,-ere charges 'have been made 
against thoRe parties now holding tile contracts for fnrnishing supplies 
ou the Missouri Hiver, namely Messrs. Durfee and Peck. 
It is charged in two anonymous letters that have reached the com-
mittee and that ha,Te been found on the desks of members of the House, 
that only a small portion of the supplies due to, and billed to, a given 
agency, or point of delivers·, is furnished, and tllat the goods are (some-
times re-marked) carried to other points of delivery, so that in fact only 
a portion of the goods intended for au agency really reach it. If this 
is true, there must be complicity between the agents, contractors, and 
carriers. The committee has not been able to procure information of a 
definite character on this subject. The information received oid not 
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divulge the authors' real names, and the committee conld not trace the 
authors. One circular was signed ''Missouri H,iver Pilot," and the other 
by the equally indefinite signature of" John Smith." Tlie circulars were 
severe in their charges on officers and the persons connected with the· 
Interior Department and Inrlian service. These circulars reached the 
committee near the close of the Forty-second Congress, were anonymous, 
and, though the committee tried to, could not trace the authors; and 
unless the testim011y had been here, there was no time for the committee 
to act, to hunt for it along the Missouri River. Attention is asked to 
these things as of interest to the service and to those charged. Aud 
the committee desire the authors' names. 
An anonymous circular attacking the reputation of men is not a safe 
indication of tile correctness of the facts. In a free country like this 
every man is protected in speaking the truth. It is to be hoped that if 
there is truth in the statement of" ::.\fissouri River Pilot" and of" John 
Smith," made in the circular addressed to the chairman of the committee, 
that they will not hesitate to make known the facts, and where they may 
be proven, and by 'Whom, 1.-Cith the residence of witnesses. 
SERIES OF H.EFORl\fATORY BILLS PROPOSED. 
The committee has, in pursuance of the instruction of the House 
directing this investigation and the information touching the fraud& 
and wrongs committed on the Indians as shown by this investigation, 
proposed a series of measures, which, if passed and enforced, will effect-
ually cut off these soulless thieves who follow the Indians and plunder 
their lands and their funds. The first of the three has become a law;. 
the others have not, both having passed the House unanimously, but 
were permitted to fail in tile Senate, not by any action of the Senate, 
but for want of it. 
First. "An act regulating the mode of making private contracts with 
Indians." (Approved, J\Iay 21, 1872.) 
Second. "An act relath~e to private contracts made with Indians." 
(Passed llouse unanimously February 15, 1873, and referred by Senate 
to its Committee of Indian Affairs, February 17, 1873. February 21, 
1873, reported back to the Senate without amendments, and no action 
bad on it thereafter.) 
Third. "An act to secure a more efficient arlministration of Indian 
affairs." . (This bill passed the House unanimously February 1, 1873,. 
and was by the Senate referred to its Committee on Indian Affairs 
February 3, 1873, and was not reported back to the Senate.) 
The committee urgently recommend the passage of these bills, and 
fully believe that of this series-
Tile first, now in force, ·will prevent the execution of corrupt and 
fraudulent contracts. 
The second will correct those bad contracts made prior to the passage 
of the above act, and-
That the third will enable the inspectors, superintendents, Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs, and Secretary of the Interior to correct the 
evils now so potent in the Indian service with agents, employes, con-
tractors and carriers. 
OLD CONTRACTS J\IADE WITH INDIANS. 
In the series of laws proposed by the Committee of Indian Affairs of 
the House, the one hereafter inserted is of great value. This 1Ji1l was 
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to regulate the mode of determining the character and justice of private 
contracts made ·with Indians prior to the act ''regulating the mode. of 
'making private contracts with Indians," approyed 1\'Iay 21, 1872, also 
from this committee. 
There are on file in the Interior Department a large number of con-
tracts, and in tile hands of individuals many more, geuerally of an ex-
orbitant or fraudulent character, the parties iu interest lying in wait 
until Congres8 makes appropriations for the Indians, that these men 
can reach by any construction of tlleir contracts, when they at once 
come forward, the champions of the Indians, the expounders of their 
rigllts and their wrongs, and their long sufferiugs for want of the moneys, 
and close the drama by taking their money as an evidence of their 
dbinterested friendship for them. 
DEPART:\1ENT OF THE INTEniOR, 
Washington, D. C., Janum·y 28, 18i3. 
Sm: I have received your letter of the 20th instant, inclosing for the views of this 
Department House l>ill No. 3304, relative to private contracts or agreements with In-
dians, and, in reply thereto, herewith transmit a copy of a letter from the Acting Com-
missionf\r of Indian Affairs, dated tlw 24th instant, in reference to the sub,ject. 
The l>ill is in the right direction, and is calculated to throw needed guards about a 
branch of business which is lial>le to great abuse. Any measure calculated to give 
the necessary publicity to such contracts in every stage of their progros,; cannot fail 
to renuer their terms more equital>le and just. 
I trust the bill may receive the favorable consideration of Co:1gress. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. J. P. C. SII.\.NKS, 
C. DELANO, 
Secl'efary. 
Chai1'man Committee on Inclian .d.ffail's, House of Repl'esentatives. 
House bill No. 3304 referred to by the Secretary is the same bill as 
No. 3933 llereinafter inserted, the new number being given on its report 
for final action iu the House. 
[H. R. ~953.] 
Ix THE SEXATE OF TIIE UNITED STATER, February 1i, 18i:3.-Read twice and referred to 
the Committee on Indian Atfairs.-Heported back to the Senate without amenument 
February ~1, 1873, no further actiou by the Senate . 
.A.~ ACT relatiYC to private contracts or agreements maue with Indians. 
Be it enactecl by the Senate and House of Rep1·esentati1,es of the Unitecl State.s of America 
in Congl'ess as.semblecl, That hereafter it shall not l>o lawful for any United States officer, 
or other person uncler its employ or control, to recognize the binding force or legality, 
or in any manner sustnin or enforce or counsel, or give any aiel or assistance to sust:ain 
or enforce, any contract or agreement made l>y any person or persons, or corporatwu, 
with any band, tril>e, or nation of Indians, or individual Indian or Indians, not a citi-
zen of the United States, entered into prior to the date of the act of Congress entitled 
"An act regulating tbe motle of making private contracts with Indians," approved 
May twenty-first, eighteen bnndred and seventy-two, for the payment or delivery of 
any money or other thing of value, in present or prospect.i ve, or for the granting or 
procuring any privilege to him or her, or any other person or persons, or corporation, 
in consideratiou of services for, or advancements made to said Indians relative to their 
lands, or to any claim growing out of or in reference to annuit.ies, installments, or otber 
moneys, claims, demand, or thing, under l;:ws or treaties with the United States, or 
official acts of any offieer thereof, or in any way connected with or due from the U1.1ited 
States, unless such contract or agreement was reduced to writing and duly signecl by 
the parties in interest thereto at the time it was entered into, and fully m:.tde known to 
the 11arties at the time the contract was signed, and then not nntil~:;nch original writ-
ten contract shall first have been presented to a.ud examined l>y the Secretary of the 
Interior and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and these facts by them severally in-
dorsed thereon, and a copy of said contract and of any a<;signments that ma,y have 
been made thereon dnly entered of record in the office of t.he Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs. 
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f-lEe. 2. That in addition thereto there shall also be filed in said Commissioner's 
oftice, and retained therein as official papers, and be examined by said Commissioner 
and Secretary, and that fact indorsed on them, tlle following statement of facts touch-
ing each and all such contracts and agreements so presente1l; which statements shall 
be 8Worn to specially by all and severally the person or persons claiming interest in 
and seeking the support and enforcement of such contract or agreement, and not h.v 
agent or attorney: l<'irst, that the writing presented for exaLUiuatiou aud record, as 
provided for in the first section of this act, and purporting to be the original contract 
or agreement, is in fact such, and that it was entered into ancl retlnce<l to writing at 
the date and for the purposes it purports to haye been made and executed; secondly, 
8UCh sworn statement shall give particularly the names of the real parties in interest 
in the original contract or agreement, naming them, if not named in the written con-
tract or agreement; and if either of the contracting parties is a bautl, tribe, or nation 
of Indians, or a corporation or firm, the name of the person, officer, or agent contract-
ing in their behalf, together with his authority for so doing, shall he specially stated; 
thirdly, a particular statement of all and singular the services <emlerefl or the thing 
or things done under such contract or agreement prior to said filing~ with tl10se things 
to be done or rendered, together with a particular statement of any and all rnoueys 
paid or advanced by either party under such contract or agreement, giving in all cases 
thP- time, place, mHl real value of services rendered, or thing or tllings done, or the 
kind and manner of payment, wllether in money~ property, or credits, up to the date 
of the :filing of the said. sworn statement; fomthly, state specifically whet.her the 
original contract or agreement bad been submitted to any Secretary of the Interior, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, superintendent of Indian affairs, Indian agent, com-
missioner, or other person having official control of or connection with Indian affairs: 
giving the time when, place where, and person by name to whom such submission 
was made, and whether by Raid ofticer indorsed or not, or whether any such officer was 
cognizant of such contract or agreement having been made, though not snbmittetl 
to him for approval. 
SJ<~C. 3. 'fhat the Secretary or Commissioner of Indian Am1irs is hereb,v e wpoweretl 
to reqnire, in writing, any additional facts or proofs that may he necessary to aid in 
determining the true character of tlle contract or agreement, or assignment thereof. 
SEc. 4. That no such contract or agreement shall be recognized by any officer or 
employe of the United. States until the Secretary of the Interior shall, after full con-
sideration of any such contract or agreement, together with the proofs and papers in 
this act required to he filed., and such as the Secretary of the Interior or Commissioner 
of Indian Afntirs may require in addit.ion tl1ereto, tlle Secrehuy of the Interior shall 
consider to be just and reasonable, and not tainted with fraud and not exorbitant in 
its demands: Prodded, That the Secretary of the Interior shall in all cases enter, in 
writing, on such original contract, on the record in the office of the Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs, wherein such original contract is recorded, an official statement, showing 
that the contract or agreement and proofs have been :filed in accordance with tlle pro-
visions of this act and considered by him, and in his opinion said contract or agreement 
or assignments thereof are not exorbitant and not fraudulent, and that they are just, 
the same shall be valid. But if in the opinion of the Secretary of the Interior such 
contract or agreement, or the assignment thereof, is fraudulent or exorbitant, he shall 
officially enter his rejection, in writing, upon the record of such contract or agreement, 
and they shall not be considered of binding force by any officer or employe of the Unitetl 
States. 
81~0. 5. 'fbat it is hereby made the duty of the Secretary of the Interior to cause au 
investigation to be made of all existing contracts or agreements, within the purview 
of this act, now on file in his office or of the office of the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs, or any other office or bureau under his control, and, by special notice to the 
party or parties in interest, compel, in the case of each such contract or agreement so 
found on file, the same strictness of official exatnination and indorsement, record, an(l 
sworn statement of fact, as is required by the several provisions of this act: Provided, 
That the investigation of facts touching the character of any contract or agreement 
contemplated by this act may be made by a commissioner appointed by the President 
for that pm~pose, who shall report all such facts to the Secretary of the Interior in 
writing. 
Passed the House of RepresentatiYes February 15, 1873. 
Attest: 
ED"\VARD McPHERSON, Clerk. 
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TEXAS BOH,DgR TROUBLES BY :MEXICANS AND THE KICK-
APOO l:NDIANS IN l\IEXIOO. 
I\ICKAPOON. 
1'he Kiekapoos emigrated from Illinois, and are now located, to the 
nnm ber of 2BO, on a reservation of 1!),~00 acres, in the northeastern part 
of the State of Kansas. During the late war a party of about 100, dis-
H:ltisfied with the treaty made with the tribe in J 863, went to :nexico, 
npon representations ma<le to them by certain of their kinsmen living iu 
that republic, that they would be welcomed and protected by the Mexi-
ean go,·ernmeut; but, finding themselves deceived, attempted to return 
to the United States. Only a few, however, succeeded in reaching the 
Kidmpoo agency. The Kickapoos now remaining in .Mexico separated 
from the tribe more than t\venty years ago, and settled among the 
~outlJPrn Indians, in the Indian Territory, on or near the Washita Hiver, 
whence they went to Mexico, where they still live, uot\Yithstanding the 
efforts of the Gm'ernment, of late, to arrange with Mexico for their 
remon1l to the Indian Territory and location upon some suitable reser-
Yatiou. Their raids across the border have been a sore aftliction to the 
people of ~rexas, and it is important that the first promising occasion 
Hhould be taken to secure their return to the United States and their 
esta bli~hment where they may be carefully watched and restrained from 
their depredatory habits, or summarily punished if they persist in them. 
The Kickapoos remaining in Kansas are peaceable and iiHlustrious, con-
tinuing to make commendable progress in the culti\~ation of their farms, 
ancl showing much interest in the education of their children. 
The fact is, these Indians were startled by impr·essions made ou their 
minds by designing persons, that they would be drafted into the Army. 
'fhi:;; <lroYe them to the plains, and Texas troops attacked tllem there, 
and they. fted to :\Iexico, where some of the tribe were. 
DEP.\RTMENT OF Tru: 1::-.rn:mon, 
Washington, D. C., March ~9, 1872. 
l::lm: On the ~2(1 instant I referred to the Commissioner of ltH1ian Affairs, for report, 
your lt>tter of the 20th, inclosing joint resolutwn No. 101, iu relation to depredations 
committed on the frontiers of Texas, &c. 
I now have the honor to transmit a copy of the report of the Comrnissioner, dated 
the 27th instaut, together with a copy of his letter therein referrf'd to, dated the 13th 
ultimo, 'vbich coutain all the information in the posSPHsion of this D(•partmeut per-
taining to the subject of your inquiries. 
Yery respectfully, your olH·uleut servant, 
Hon .. J. P. C. SH.\::-\KS, 
C. DELANO, 
Secretat·y. 
Chail'man Committee 011 ludian -l.U'ai1·.~, House of Representati1·e8. 
Dr<:P.\RT:\U:NT OF TIIJ<J I~TERion, 
0Fl<'ICE 01!' !~DIAN AJ<'FAIHS, 
Washington, D. C., March 27, 1872. 
~m: I have tlw honor to be in receipt of a communication of the 20th iustant, from 
the Hon. J.P. C. Shanks, chairman of Committee on Indian Affairs, Honse of Repre-
sentatiYes, inclosing a copy of House resolution No. 101, for the appointment of com-
missioners to in()nire into depredations on the frontiers of the State of Texas, (upon 
the matter of which resolution Mr. Shanks asks the views of the Department,) and 
inquiring what steps, if any, have been taken in respect to the alleged dc>predations, by 
the State of Texas; what is the true condition of our borders ou the Rio Grande and 
·western Texas; and also whethN' any injurious results have arisen fhnn tbc existence 
of the'' Zona, Libra," or Free Belt on the North Mexican border. 
The letter of the lion. 1\-fr. Sbanks was referred to tbis Office from the Department 
for '' sng~estiou and report" under date of the 2~d instant. 
On the l:Hh ultimo, I bad the honor to address the DepartnH•nt a communication 
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relating to the predatory incursions by I1Hliaus and Mexicans across the southern bor-
der of Texas. As this report embraces all that I have to offer on the general subject, I 
inclose a copy for the information of the Hon. Mr. Shanks. This Office is ad vised of 
no action taken by the State of Texas relative to these difficulties; and I am aware of 
no reason for attributing the occurrence of these incursions to the existence of the 
"Zona Libra," the Free Belt of Mexico, as I understand it, sustaining a pnrel,> commer-
cial relation to the remainder of the country. 
Honse resolution No. 101 provides for the appointment of commissioners "to inquire 
into the extent and character of said depredations, by ·whom committed, their resi-
dence, or country inhabited by them, the persons murdered or carried into capti,·ity, 
the character and value of the property destroyed or carried away, from what portions 
of said State, and to whom the same belonged.'' 
In respect to the proposed legislation I desire merely to remark that, if the reports 
of such a commissiou are intended to be used primarily and principally iu negotiations 
with l\Iexico for the payme11t by that power of danutges to person or property sus-
tained by citizens of the United States, through the predatory incursions within the 
contemplation of the resolution, such a commission \vould probably be found of emineut 
use as ascertaining, with authority, the character and extent of the damages on account 
of which the United States might make claim npon Mexico. If, however, the first and 
principal object of the proposed commission is to determine these losses with a view to 
payment by the United States, I suggest that the object desired might be obtained with 
much less of formality and of expense. 
The letter of Hon. Mr. Shanks, with inclosure, is respectfully returned herewith. 
Very respectfully, your obedient serYant, 
Ron. C. DELANO, 
Secretary of the Interior. 
F. A. WALKER, 
Commissioner. 
The purpose of this measure was to ascertain the facts and let them 
be the basis of further action, or non-action, as might seem proper, trust-
ing to the good sense of the Government in the premises. 
The committee was desirous to know whether the Kickapoo Indians 
'vere themselves the instigators of these aggressions or whether they 
"\\ere induced by others, and, if by others, by whom. 
The Kickapoos originally resided in Kansas, and at the commence-
ment of the war of 1861, to avoid a draft which bad men induced them 
to fear in order to <lrive them from Kansas, these Indians moved south, 
iuto the Indian Territory, and were met and pursued by rebel cavalry, 
ancl finally they made their way into lVIexico, where they are now. 
fRESOLUTION NOT OF GENERAL NATURE-No. 4.] 
JOI~T RESOLUTION appointing commis~ioners to inquire into depredations on the frontiers of the 
State of Texas. 
\Vhereas there are complaints of many depredations having been committed for 
several years past upon the frontiers of the State of Texas, by bands of Indians and 
:Mexicans \Yho crossed the Rio Grande River into the State of Texas, murdering the 
iuhabitants or carrying them into captivity, and destroying or carrying away the 
property of the dtizeus of said State; as also that bands of Indians have committed 
and continue to commit like depredations on the property, lives, and liberty of the 
citizens along the northern and northwestern frontiers of said State : Therefore, 
Resolved by the Senate and House of Representati1·es of the United States of America in 
Congress assemblt'd, That the President of the United States be, and be is hereby, 
authorized and empowered to appoint three persons to act as commissioners to inquire 
into the extent and character of said depredations, by whom committed, tlwir residence, 
or country inhauited by them, the persons murdered or carried into captivity, the 
character and value of the property dest.royed or canied away, from what portions of 
said State, and to whom the same belonged. , 
SEC. 2. That it shall he the duty of said commissionem, or a majority of them, as 
soon as practicable, to proceed to the fronth,rs of said State and take the testimony, 
nuder oath, of such witnesses as may appear before them, after having given notice for 
ten days previous, by pnblicatiou in the nearest newspaper, of the time <1lld place of 
their meeting, of all such depredations, when, where, by, and upon whom committeJ, 
and shall make up and transmit to the President full reports of their said investigations. 
SEc. 3. That said commissioners shall be entitled to and receive as compensation for 
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their services, the sum of ten dollars per day each, and their traveling expenses to 
each, for and during the time they shall be engageu in said service; and the sum of 
six thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may be necessary, be, and the same is 
hereby, appropriated, to pay the expenses of said inYestigation and said commissioners 
Approved May 7, 1872. 
Re]Jort of the grand jury, imJJanclal at tl1e JHarch term, ~1. D. 1~72, of the Uuited Siate:t 
district conTt held in Brown&ville, witllin the dl&tern district of Texas, and suuntitlecl to the 
court on their discharge. 
BnowxsvrLLE, TEX.\S, March 25, 1872. 
TnE UNITED STATEs OF A:\IERIC.\, Ea.stu·n District of Texas: 
To the l-Ion. Amos Morrill, judgfl of the district court of the United States for the 
eastern district of Texas: 
The grand jurors of the United States, in their final presentment to your honorable 
court, at the close of their session, respectfully present: 
That since they were impaneled on the 7th instant, they haYe found fifty-seven 
true bills of indictment, being mostly for violations of the revenue laws. 
That they have collected a considerable mass of testimony, to which they will again 
respectfnlly call the attention of the honorable court. 
That the exigencies of the public service demand the erection, in the city of Browns-
ville, of a building large enough to serve for a custom-house, a Federal court-room, and 
a post-office. It is respectfully suggested that the construction of such a building 
would be a measure of economy on the part of the United States, and would save the 
paying out of large sums for the rent of houses not in every respect calculated to meet 
the wants and afford the proper conveniences to the officers and employes occupying 
them while in the service of the Government. An appropriation for the purpose i& 
respectfully suggested. 
In approaching the matter of the depreuatory war which has been waged against 
the defenseless citizens of the United States, and residents of the valleys of the Rio 
Grande, the Nueces, the Rio Frio, and their tributaries, there is hesitancy, because the 
short limits of a presentment will not give an adequa,te idea of the extent of the hos-
tile operations, the number of valuable lives lost, and the aggravated character and 
the enormity of the excesses which organized bands of men, fitted out in Mexico, have 
perpetrated upon the people of Western Texas. 
The honorable court is respectfully referred to the accompanying evidence, but at 
the same time we would request that the same be not filed and made a part of the 
records of the court, and be not published, but deposited with the district attorney. 
The motives induciug this request will appear by a perusal of the evidence. 
A reign of tenor is proven to exist between the Rio Grande and the Nueces. Mer-
cenary bands of marauders-~fexican officers and soldiers, and Mexican outlaws an(l 
bandits-have been, for about seven years, holding a saturnalia of crime, violence, and 
rapine, upon the soil of Texas. They have denounced the penalty of death against 
any \Yho may become informers. They h<tve already sacrificed life upon mere suspi-
cion, as in the case of young Cleveland of San Antonio, and others. Should our request 
be nnheeded the lives of the witnesses would be taken with certainty and without 
remorse. 
The evidence submitted justifies the declaration that a depredatory war bas existed 
on this frontier since 1865; that it has been waged by men organized in Mexico, by 
Mexican soldiers acting under the orders of a :Mexican general, and commanded 
directly by officers of the l\Iexican army; that the authorities of Mexico, civil and 
military, have countenanced, aided, and supported these hostile operations; that the 
robbery of our citizens has beeu legalized so far as the acts of Mexican officials could 
legalize murder, robbery, aud other criminal outrages; that the mal'kets of Mexico 
have been used openly, publicly, and shamelessly, to effect the sale of property robbed 
from the people of Texas ; that 1-fexican officials, mercba,nts of that and other nation-
alities, and all classes of l\Iexicans, haYe bought and sold cattle, hides, horses, and 
otb( r property stolen from tlle people of Texas, and they have clone so knowing they 
had been dishonestly obtained; tlle custom-bouse antl municipal anthorities of 1\fexico 
have profited by the pimtical acts of l\lexican. soldiers and highwaymen, and a tax 
l1as been levied upon cattle which they knew had been taken by armed bands from 
the rightful owners; that the people on the Mexican side of the H.io Grande consitler 
anu treat the Americans as enemies; they claim 1he country between the Nueces and 
the Rio Grande, and express a determination to drive the Americans from it. 
Among tlle grievances of which this people jnstly complain, there is none nwre gall-
ing than the sending of General Juan Nepomuceno Cortina to this frontier. It may 
be truly said tllat be has written the history of his career on this side of the Rio 
Grande in letters of blood and fire. The criminal who stands charged npon the oaths 
of twelve men, good and true, with murder, theft, and treason; who levied wu.r upon 
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the "Lui ted StatPR, murdered its citizens and soldier:;;, and roubed its mails; vdw laid 
waste one hundred and twenty miles of frontier, and who now occupies the donhle 
position of ranking oflirer of the Mexican army upon the line of the Bravo, anil rank-
ing cow a11<l bor:;;e thief on both frontiers, bas been retained on duty against the pro-
test of GmH ·al McCook, which was communicated to Prm;ident .Jnarez. His retention 
is a deliberate, willful, and stndietl insult to the Government of the United Rtates, its 
officers and people. 
General Cortina has gh·en his ofHcers ttnd soldiPrH onlers to kill and roh the people 
of Texas. He has 1·eceived a large share of the plnnd<'r. He has stocked four ranches 
mostly with cows and horses stolen from Texas. 
It is believed from the evidence, and from other reliable authority. that since the 
close of the civil war in this country there bas been a,n average of five thousand cattle 
Htoh~n from Texas monthly and driven into Mexico, and this estimate is confiued to 
the Lower Rio Grande. The total number is estimated at four hundred and twenty 
thousaud, and the actual valne at $G,300,000. This does not include losses accruing 
from the depredations of the Kiclmpoo Indiaus, naturalized citizens of :Mexico. The 
loss of life, the sense of insecurity, the decreased value of property, the paralyzation 
of business, and the moral effects rmmlting from t!Jis war cannot be estimated. Some 
of these defv the sonliu val nation of dollars and cents. 
The gr:mcl jnrors would respectfully call attention to the assaults which have been 
made upon ofHcers of the Uuitml States Government while in the discharge of their 
duties; to the threats against tbPm; to their forcible detention, and to the obstruc-
tions prev<'nting them from performing their duty; and all these acts are shown to 
have been done by raiders, with the approval and protection of Mexican authorities. 
It is known to the world that United States officers have been killed on the Rio 
Grande uy armed Mexicans, and that employment in ~'public capacity requiring the 
officer to visit out-of-the-way places is a position of great peril. Inspector Dupont, 
killed in Brownsville, ancl the muruer of Inspectors Hammond and Phelps, and the 
wounding of others at Clarksville, are facts officially recorded; and the fate of In-
sprctor McLaughlin ma.v be attributed to the same hands. 
The evidence of all witnesses, irrespective of nationality, is conclusive as to the in-
secnrity oflife and property on this frontier. There is no protection to the citizen in 
the enjoyment of his rights and pnvileges. His life, his liberty, aml whatever a free-
man holds dear, are at the mercy of armed invaders. They invade his home, insult his 
f~tmily, and violate the proprieties, the decencies, and even the sanctities of private life 
with impunity. Our fellow-citizens of Mexican origin and of other nationalities have 
suffered alike with the native American, because the same flag covers them, and they 
have incurred the hostility of a people who hate everything American, aml deem it le-
gitimate to assault and plnnder all over which the American uanner floats. 
This deplorable state of a:fl:'ttirs, this loss of life and property, and the misfortunes 
which have, in a manner, crushed this frontier, have resulted from the want of an ade-
quate force of cavalry to cover and protect the inhabitants of the Rio Grande Valley. 
A mounted force properly hanclled, which could follow marauders into the fastnesseR 
of the chaparrals, pursue with Parthian vigor and perseverance over the broad 
prairies, could give protection and roll back upon Mexico the wave of invasion. That 
nation is laboring under the incurable disease of chronic revolution. Its masses have 
uecome demomlized by half a. century of war and internal convulsions and dissensions. 
The absence of United States troops on the line of the Lower Rio Grande in 1859 re-
sulted jn the Cortina war. The absence of a cava.lry force capable to protect this fron-
tier has invited the attacks of our hostile and aggressive neighbors, and the pilla.ge of 
a territory covering not less than sixty thousand square miles are the fruits of the 
omission. 
The inhabitants of this territory have suffered all the horrors of warfa.r<~, and have 
known none of the securities of its usages, aml ha\·e appealed in vain for protection. 
They have published authentic statements of the wrongs and the outrages committed 
upon them by merciless invaders, and no sympathetic response has been returned. 
They are reduced to the last extremity. The alternative is presented, in the event gov-
ernmental protection shall not be extended, to abandon their homes to their enemies or 
to defend them. They feel that the great law of humanity allows them to resort to 
measures of self-defense, to repel force hy force, and to meet their inYadPrs and <leHpoil-
ers as freemen should, with ball and b}ade. An1l your gratHl jurors. thongh generally 
not residents of the section in question, ~wt,ing ull(ler the solemn olJligations of their 
oaths, do present that, in their opinion, should these plundered, harra~;sed, and wronged 
people be impelled to strike for vengeance upon the breasts of those who han~ filled the 
land with violence and blootlshe1l, assassimttion, and a long catalogne of inhuman ex-
<.:esses, they can appear before the Lnr of pnulic opinion a nil plead snch ajn,;;tification 
as no people in modern times have been alJle to produce dming a periotl of miscalled 
peace. 
Your grand jurors have seen with pleasure the joint resolution introduced into Con-
g-ress by the Ron. John Hancock. They would respectfully suggest that a commission 
for the purposes contemplated vwnld be very proper, but. it would uring no relief to 
) 
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tlw suffering frontier. An effective and efficient force of cavalry to chastise and expel 
the armed bands, and to drive from our soil the Mexican troops now using it for making 
descents upon :Mexican territory, as from the Lopefia n111ch in Zapata County, and for 
r•lnudering onr people, is imperiously demanded, and at ouce. 
Our Representatives and Senators in Congress are reqnested to nse their influence in 
prowring the sending of this force to the Rio Grande. 
In conclusion, your grand jnry would call attention to the gootl understanding which 
l1as existed betwe<>n tllemselves and the able gentleman presiding over the honorable 
conrt, the district attoruey, autl all the officers of the court . 
.JOHN S. FORD, Foreman, Carneron County, Texas. 
C. DART, Galre~>ton, 1'e.tas. 
J. J. HAWKINS, Colwnbus, Colorado County, Texas. 
J. l\L CONRAD, Galceston, T~.xxtl1. 
H. B. HAWKINS, Colorado County, Te:cas. 
l\1. l\I. JORDAN, Galveston, Texas . 
. JAS. W. PIELDS, Colorado County, Ie:ras. 
L. F. HARHIB, Galveston, 1'exas . 
. JA~IES NOHTON, Galve8ton, ll:xa11. 
:o:;AM UEL P AHJ{, Galveston, Texas. 
T. \V. PIERSON, Victoria, Texas. 
OLYMPUS FERGUSON, Colo1'lulo County, Texa8. 
UEOHGE WILSON, Kueces County. 
\V. F. BROWN, Bmzoria County, Texa8. 
\V. H. POWELL, ~Vatagorda Counf.lt, Texas. 
THO)L\S McGOVERN, Galt•e8ton, Texas. 
H. H. WILLIA~lS, Victoria County, Texa8. 
D. C. ROBERTS, Bra::oria Connty, 1'exas. 
DANIEL BUCKLEY, Galceston, Texas. 
R. K. S.MITH, Galce8fon, Texas. 
JA~H~S F. ~IAGUIHE, Galve~>ton, Texa8. 
This report of the graud jury of the Uuited States (1istrict court for 
the eastern district of the State of Texas attributes these outrages to 
the action ~md design of l\lexican ofti<:ials, military and ciYil, yet the 
committee haYe no doubt that Rome of the Kickapoo Indians, formerly of 
Kansas, are with these:.Mexicansengflgcd in this murderous work. There 
i~ much~ 'bitter feeling towa.rd the people of Texas on the part of these 
Kickapoos because of attack and harsh trf'atment by Texas troops duriug 
the reuellion, whieh treatment drove the Kickapoo~ into :Mexico. The 
committee favored the passage of the joint resolution. 
LOYAL l:NDIANS IN THB INDIAN TERRITOHY. 
13y the secolHl, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth sections of an act of 
Congress entitled "An act making approprhttious for the support of the 
Army for the y<'ar ending J llllf' thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-
two, and for other purposes," approved March 3, 1871, it is provided: 
That the proviHions of sections two, three, fonr, five, n.nd six of an act entitled "An 
n.ct makillg appropriations for the snpport of the Army for the year ending- June 
thirtieth, eighteen hnu<lred and seventy-two, and for other pnrposes," approved March 
third, eighteen llumlred and se,·enty-one, are hereby extended to allsnch Indians of the 
l1Hlian Territory who remainetlloyal aclhereuts to the canse of the Government of tho 
United States <lnriug the late war for the suppression of the rebellion. 
RELIGIOUS SOCIETIES AND TilE INDIANS. 
If churches and elmrch influences are of Yalue to the morals all(l 
religion of ciYilized people, the truth t1-lllst be apparent that they will 
be of more value to those whose edneation and information and long-
established customR have held them away from tbose finer moral lessons 
that are of inestimable value to good s~ciety. It is proper to suggest 
that a relig·ious teacher must not bewme in habit~ and practices au 
Indian, if he would teach them to abandon their habits and customs. At 
present it is hoped that the snftgestion may not be necesmuy, but in 
the past it has been. \Vhf'll civ;Ji;mtion a1Hl religions professors of that 
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ciYilization fall into filthy habits, the Indian has nothing to learn, but 
something to a\oitl. 
Fl'om the 1·eport of the Commissioner of Indian Affail's for the yem· 187:2. 
TilE INDL\.N SERVICE AND THE HELIGIOUS SOCIETIES. 
For the year preceding the passage of the act of July 15, 1870, all superintendents of 
Indian affairs and Indian agents, with the exception of those for the States of Kansas 
and Nebraska, were officers of the Army assigned to clnty under the orders of the Indian 
Office. In the two States named, however, the superintendents of Indian affairs and 
Indian agents had been for somewhat more than a year appointed by the Executive 
upon the recommendation of the two Societies of Friends, the appointees being in all 
cases recognized members of one or the other of those religious bodies, and, while duly 
subordinate and responsible in all official respects to the Indian Office, maintaining 
close correspomlence with committees of their respective societies appointed for that 
purpose. So fortunate were the results of this system of appointment in Kansas and · 
Nebraska considered, that wheu, under the provi<:dons of the 18th section of the· act of 
July 15, 1870, it became necessary to relieve officers of the Army from this service, it 
was decidec1 by the Executive that all the agencies thns vacated in the remaining 
States and the Territories should be filled hy appointment upon the recommendation 
of some religious body; and to this end the agencies were, so to speak, apportioned 
among the prominent denominational associations of the country, or the missionary 
societies representing such denominational views; and these associations or societies 
were thereupon requested to place themselves in communication with the Department 
of the Interior, to make nominations to the position of agent whenever a vacancy 
should occur within the list of the agencies assigned them respectively, and in and 
through this extra-official relationship to assume charge of the intellectual and moral 
education of the Indians thns brought within the reach of their influence. The reason 
formally announced for this somAwhat anomalous order of appointment was the desi-
rableness of securing harmony between agents and missionaries, complaints having 
become general that, in the fi·eqnent change of agents, no missionary efforts could 
long be carried on at any specified agency without encountering, sooner or later, from 
some agent of different religious views or of no religious views, a degree of opposition 
or persecution which would necessarily extinguish such missionary enterprise and 
even destroy the fruits of past labors. When it is remembered that efforts of this kind 
must, to achieve valuable results, he continued for many years, confi(lence being a 
plant of slow growth in savage breasts, and the hope of the missionary being almost 
11niversally founded on the education of the rising generation, while, in fact, Indian 
agents were nuder the old political regime clumged every few months, or every two or 
three years at the longest, it will readily be seen that the chances of missionary 
enterprises being cut off in the flower were far greater than the chances of con-
tinuance and success. Such indeed had been t.he general history of the!>e efforts 
among the Indians of North America, and ib may fairly be said that almost the only 
enterprises of this kind which have secured a permanent footing are those which pre-
ceded the Government control of tlle Indians, and which had fonndecl themselves on 
the confidence and sympathies of the natives too strongly to be shaken by official 
hostility or neglect. 
While, however, the importance of securing harmony of feeling and concert of action 
between the agents of the Government and the missionaries at tile several agencies, in 
the matter of the moral and religious advancement of the Indians, was the single rea -
sou formally given for placing the nominations to Indian agencies in the hands of the 
denominational societies, it is, perhaps, not improper to say that the Executive was 
also influenced by tho consideration that tlle general character of the Iudian service 
might be distinctly improved by taking the nomination to the oftlce of agent out of 
the domain of politics and placing it where no motives but those of disinterested benevo-
lence could be presumed to prevail. 
The following schedule exhibits the present apportionment of Indian agencies among 
the several religious associations and missionary societies. The figures refer to the 
number of Indians embracecl in the several agencies: 
Friends, (Hicksite,) the Northern superintendency and the agencies therein. viz: 
Great Nemaha, 313; Omaha, 969; Winnebago, 1,440; Pawnee, 2,447; Otoe, 464; an(l 
Santee Sioux, 965; all located within the State of 'Nebraska. 
Friends, (Orthodox,) the Central superintendency and the agencies therein, viz: 
Pottawatomie, 400; Kaw, 290; Kickapoo, 598; all located in Kansas; and Quapaw 
1,070; Osage, 4,000; Sac and Fox, 463; Shawnee, 663; \Yichita, 1,250; Kiowa, 5,490, 
and Upper Arkansas, 3,500; all located in the Indian Territory. 
Baptist, the Cherokee, 18,000; Creek, 12,300, in the Indian Territory; \Valker River, 
6,000; and Pi-Ute, 2,500, in Nevada; and Special, 8,000, in Utah. 
Presbyterian, the Choctaw, 16,000; and Seminoles, 2,398, in the Indian Territory; 
Abiquiu or Tierra Amarilla, 1,920; Navajo, 9,114; Mescalero Apache, 830; Tularosa, or 
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Southern Apache, 1,200, in New Mexico Territory; Moqnis Pneblo, 3,000, iu Arizona; 
Territory; Nez Perce, 2,807, iu Idaho Territory; and Uiutah Valley, 800, in Utah Ter-
ritory. 
Ch'l'istian, the Pueblo, 7,683, in New Mexico ; Nceah Bay, 604, in \Vashington Ter-
ritory. 
M ethodist, Hoopa Valley, 725; Ronnel Valley, 1,700; and Tule River, :17<1, in Califor-
nia; Yakama, 3,000; Skokomisb, 919; Quinaielt, 520, in ·washington Territory; \Varm 
Springs, 626; Siletz, 2,500; and Klamath, 4,000, in Oregon; Blackfeet, 7,500; Crow, 
2,700; and. Milk River, 19,755, in Montana Territory; Fort Hall, 1,037, in Idaho Terri-
tory; and Michigan, 9,117, in Michigan. 
Ccttholic, Tnlalip, 3,600; and Colville, 3,349, in \Vashington Territory; Grall!l RotHle, 
870; Umatilla, 837, in Oregon; Flathead, 1,780, in Montana Territory; Grand River, 
6,700; and Devil's Lake, 720, in Dakota Territory. 
Reformed Dutch, Colorado River, 828; Pima and :Maricopa, 4,342; Camp Grant, 900; 
Camp Verde, 748; and White Mountain, or Camp Apache, 1,300, in Arizona Territory. 
Congl'egational, Green Bay, 2,871; and Chippewas of Lake Superior, 5,150, in 'Visean-
sin ; and Chippewas of the Mississippi, 6,455, in Minnesota. 
P1·otestant Episcopal, ·whetstone, 5,000; Ponca, 735; Upper Missouri, 2,547; 1!"'ort Bert-
bold, 2,700; Cheyenne River, 6,000; Yankton, 1,947; and Red Cloud, 7,00V, in Dakota 
Territory; and Shoshone, 1,000, in \Vyoming Territory . 
.d.medcan Boal'cl of Commissioners for Fol'eign Missions, Sisseton, 1,493, in Dakota 
Territory. 
Unifa1'ian, Los Pinos, 3,000; twd White River, 800, in Colorado Territory. 
Lutheran, Sac aud Fox, 273, in Iowa. 
Recapitulation. 
'l'he Hicksite Friends have in their charge 6 agencies, with 6,598 Indians; Orthodox 
Friends, 10 agencies, with 17,724 Indians; Baptists, 5 agencies, with 40,800 Indians; 
Presbyterians, 9 agencies, with 38,069 Indians; Christians, 2 agencies, with 8,287 Indi-
ans; Methodists, 14 agencies, with 54,473 Indians; Catholics, 7 agencies, with 17,856 
Indians; Reformed Dutch, 5 agencies, with.8,llt! Indians; Congregationalists, 3 agen-
cies, with 14,476 Indians; Episcopalians, 8 agencies, with 26,9~9 Indians; the Ameri-
can Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 1 agency, with 1,496 Indians; Uniht-
rians, 2 agencies, with 3,800 Indians; Lutherans, 1 agenc~·, with 273 Indians. 
SIZE OF RESERVATIONS BEING REDUCED. 
There is complaint of the size of some of the reRervations. It is well 
to consider the cause of this complaint, and the justice of its special 
direction toward the Indians. 
First. Do the people need these lands for settlement~ The answer 
is, No; there are millions of acres clear of all Indian title, now held by 
the Go,Ternment, open for homesteads without cost, except residence; 
and residence is money to settlement, at any rate, whether on Indian or 
other lands, or these lands are open for purchase at $1.25 aud $2.50 per 
acre. 
Are these reservations more in the way of settlement and progress 
than are the large unimpr~ved tracts held by speculators and rail-
ro<td companies~ The answer is, No. Yet the people bear with specula-
tors and corporations because such lands are tile property of white 
people who can take care of their own interests. 
But it is proper and important to state here that the Government is 
by law reducing the numller and size of the reservations very rapidly, 
and as the Indians are from necessity compelled to abandon tile cilase 
as a mode of livelihood, it is much better for them that they be tile 
holders of lands so reduced in quantity as to leave no hope from that 
source, tilat they may the sooner realize the importance of industry, 
and the value of property. It is also proper and for the best interest 
of both Indians and whites that the reservations be reduced below the 
point of defensible avarice and greed. I 
It is, however, proper to notice that the railroau companies and land 
speculators who hold large bodies of unimproved lands are the most 
severe against the Indians doing the same thing, and often because they 
want the Indians' laud to llold the same way. 
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S£ZE OJ<' RESERVATIOXS AXD DH'l~OVE 
'fable .-lwtl'in!J the Jlltmbm· of acres in Indian rl'Se1Talion8, the number under cullimtion, lite 
the kind8 and !'alue of 8focl; 
--- --- ------ ---- ---
-~ ] '1::1 Productions of the ~~ 
~ '" . '"- year. ~ ~rn ~<1.> 00 
~a) ·-"' ~§ ~ .... d ~ Tribf's. rn<l.> ~;a p <l);.. C) .. C)<ll 0 ;...<.l ~ ~ p ,....'" H 0 <l) 0 ~ 
0 ~3 gje!J ..d 
d s <l) d 
~ B~ C'il tl) ..0 ;.; ~ w ~ ~..=> .... 0 ~ 0 
..., 
~ H u ~ 
NEW YORK .AGEXCY. (a)tb) 
Allegany and Coroplanter rescrvatio1111. 
Senecas (c) .••••..•.•••...•...••........... 3, G::iO! ... 
Bus. Bns. Bu.~. 
27, Gt!O 24:l 30 1, 530 10, 750 :u;; 
Cattatangu.~ reservation. 
Senecas (d) .••.•.•••..•.•.••....•.......... 21, 680 l!lll 100 7, 550 lR, 850 4: 
Tona1cantlct rcserration. 
Senecas (e) .•••••••...•..••••...•.. 
Onondaga re8crvation. 
10,000 ~~-' 3( I !).) a, 225 11, 12.", 7: 2, I:.JI_ 
I 
Ononda~as (.(} ................... _ ........ . ' G. 100 710 ..... . (j; t!(l 1, i2:: 4, Sl:i .... 
Oneida re8en:ation. 
Oneidas(g) ................................ . , 
Tu"catora tPNernatioll. 1 
Tuscaroras ......................... . 
2~b 3G::J ..... Ill 4 );~ , G ll 
I 
tl,!l-J G, 2~!1 4, 1.)(1 I :1(' 41 G, 850 ····-· .... 
Saint Regis rr.~erration. 
Saint R~'>gis IndianR (h)............ __ l_ti, 000 2, 17~ .:.=:_ 2!i G2 1, 57:-j_:. 62~ _ 10(' 
Total. ............................ -. 8~, ~!l'i ~!l, G2:·· -~-~ _ GO:-~ ~ ~-~t~J 55, 63D 58; 
.Michigan agency. (a) 
48,300 
OttawaR alHl Chippewas (i) ......... - ...... . 
Chippl'WaR of Lakf' Superior ............... . 
Cl•i"Jw"·n~ of :::iaginaw, Swan Creel>, and 
Black Rh-er. 
8, 00(' ... ·-. 
:>0(: . ... .. 
2, 2(1(, ...... 40 
62() 4, oco 
100 -.... 
u;. 1, 400 
28, 000 lOt 
48(1 •••• 
5, 030 .... -
Pott;twatomie~ of!Inron ........ ......... .. .......... .. ... . ..................... . .. . 
Chippewas, Ottawa~, au!l Pottawatomil's .. ~~ ~~ .:.=:_ .:.:..:..:..:_ .:.:..:..:..:_ !.:.=:_ ~.:_-~ -~ 
Total .. _... . . . . . .. _... . .. . . . . . .. . . .. 41', aoo 11, 500 .. . .. 24 i s:l:il :>, 40L :1:~. 53! 1 !.L 
~-::::::=..:::- ~ --= = -_- - ::::::::::::::= --=--- ~-- -=-
Green Bay agency. (a)(j) I 
Mcnomonees ........ _ ...... _ ........... _.. 2~0. 400 3ii- 100 40111:11 3~:-:· 2, 07(; 18r 
::-,;o, k.ln·Itlgt·s and l\ftlllsees....... ... . . ... . . 4H, Ot-.1: 101' . .. .. . l 41 3'H.l 1, 000 ... _· 
Oueiloas ...... .... .. . .. . . . ... .. . .. .. .. .... . . UO, tWO 3, 50!J ... .. 4: 1H: 3, f>7: 11, 51;: ... 
--- ------ --- --- ·--------
Total...... . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . a:n, 2t:O 3, !l7~ 101' 84 3:i(! 4, 284 18, 58t ltlt 
La Pointe agcncy.(a)(k) 
Chippewas ofLal<e Superior and other bands. 549, 07fi ..... . 
Chippewa agtncy.(a) 
Chippewas of the MissiRsippi & oti.1er ban11s. 4, 672, 000 68t Jo;-, . ··- .. 
Sac and Fox agency in Iowa.(a) 
Sacs ana Foxes (Z) ......................... . 41\1 !10 -····- I ........... . 2, 40('- ... 
(a) IndepenoetJt. 
(IJ) More acrPs of p:rain tlum any year preccoin,!!. The fmit crop •ery abnn1lant; one Imlian, .Tohn 
Mom1t Ple::tsa11t, of thn 'l'HRCarnra rf'spn·ation. clPart>d $2,000 on sales of praches alone. They have 
regular faiT'S, with gorH1 diRplays ofv<'gPtHhl~s, fruit, &c. 
(c) 2.500 lnH:;lJel!i bnelnvlwat, \·alne $1,500. 
(d) 500 hnRhels huclndwat, value $i:l00. 
(e) 1,275 lm!-lhelR bnel<wllt'at, value $7G5. 
{fJ 175 bushels lnH'k" heat, value $106. 
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MENTS 0~ SAME, VALUE OF CROPS, ETC. 
number of houses, frame and other, the kinds and value of the crops raisecl cln1'ing the year, and 
owned by the Indians. 
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1, 786 50 725 . - - . . 124 97 ----- . . - ---. . ----- . 3, 429 41 184 130 30 - --. - - - --
I I 
:· :: :. -:: ::~ . :: ::: ::: .1] :. ::. :._~~:: ::: ::: ::: :: ~ ~: ::: 
"· "'~ 1, .,, "· ,,.. . . . 5, 916 3. "'I 3, ,,.. . . . . ...... 1 156, 011. 1, 053 2, 665. 3, 034j 436 126, 719 
20, 000 ~:0 81, 00: .... " 1, 500 1, :a 500, :i 5, 00: -10, 1 J 18:, 163 80: 592 ~ :: .: ,:, 220 
47.) . ---. 4, 000 1, 220 87 400 50, 000 3, 010 5, 914, 47, !)!)5 8 75 1 . --.. 3, 060 
1:07o :::_ .'·o;: . ~ .·" .. ~r,:~l:: .. 1:":1~~2 .•. "' . 125 .. ": ·: -~··216 
21, 55(1 50 92, 0)!;) 1, 220 1, 852 2, 000 565, 390 8, 035 18, 004. 257, 3601 1, 111 792 2, 66:l 47 115, 496 
. = ===,==1==1 {- 6,00:== 6,0001} ==c=: == 
825 .. . .. 4, 126 200 525} lsoooo
1
... .. .. .. . 16, 89. o 101 116 273 .. . .. 11, 350 
350 .. -.. 8:>0 .... ·I 20 1, 787 . -- ... -- . ------ 4, 502 10 35 40 . --.. 2, GOO 
14, o85 .. . .. 6, o66...... 678 1 110 .. . . .. .. .. 32, 952 335 66o 1, 723 267 68, 115 
15,2601=~ n.o~2 1 :wo 1,223 1,787 80,170=~ 6,ooo-60,344 1~21--sll 2,0361267-82,065 
-....... -. -. . I J.. I J .. -.J . ~ .J .. J .~ .] . -..... ~.~ 
== = :.: =-==' ==1==1=1= =======--======-I.e=· ==-= 
200 . __ .. 7. 3.)0 950, 550 1. 600 245. 00012. 050 . ____ .. I 72, 83'21 38 447 30{) ___ .. 7, 430 
_ 1", . -- ~~ _ J~ l. .I 2. ~! . ~ 1. 85;1 ::"'I" 2'~.~~·c_ c~ ~I:_ ~;. ~, 
(.q) 95 lmHbels buckwheat, •alue $50 ; 25 bales of hops, •alue $100. 
(h) 1,574 bushels lmckwheat, value 8!l7. 
(i) 2.1,000 feet of lnm ber sawed. These tribes have manifested increased interest in agriculture, on 
account of tbe allotment of their lands in seYPr:Jltv. 
(j) 200,000. feet of lumber sawed; gathered 300 'bushels cranberries, vai.ued at .,;600. 
(k! Xo report. 
(l) Wages received by individuals, $1,200. 
U. Rep. 98--16 
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Table shmcing the nnmbe1· of acres in Indian ?'eservations, g·c., the nnmbel' of 
TrihN<. 
.S ~ ] ~ Productions of the 
<D- ~ .; c;; .... year. 
e: . ;;. ~ -...... ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ :B -~ -; ~ 5 ~ 
:·. ~ 6] Q ~ ..8 ~ 
~ 0 Q) 0 ~ 
0 rt:! >. g;CJ 5 ..<::1 c;; • 
--------------~--~-~-- ~.o ~~ ~ ~c ~ I ~ ~ 
NORTHERN SUl'EHI:STEXDE:SCY. Bus. I B1t8. Bus. 
Santee agency. 
SanteeSioux(a) ............................. ~,200!~~ 130, __ 7 ~~ 1,000_3,00~.-= 
. . Winnebago a{Jency. --~---~-~-- --~---~-
Wmucuagoes(b) ............................ 128,000 ~~ . 280 ~~--~.!_._0~ __ 10,00~.:.:..:..=.:. 
Omaha agen:y. ----~------ --.- -- ---,------
Omahas(c).......... ......... .. . . . .. . .. .. .. 345,600 700 31 38 21 .... .. 25,000 ..... 
-------· ---- -·-- ----- - - -
Pawurrs(d) ---~~~0-~~~~-~e-~~~-............... . 288~000 -:: -= -~0--3 =~·-35,00:~~ 
Agency school-farm . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. 210 .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 4, 000 ..... 
Total................................. 288,000 1,30~ 210 10 3 ...... J ~~.oot----
Iowas ..... ~:·~~~-~e-~-~~~~-~~~~~c-~·........... 16,000 700 ...... 13 20------1 8,0001··---
Sacs and Foxes of :;\1issouri .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . 16, 000 300 .. .. .. 4 .. .. .. .. .. .. 4, 000 .... . 
Total .. _.-~:~~. ~-~~:1~~: ..•..• _......... 32, ooo ...!· oo~~- ... ~~~ 12 ~ .... --,1 1:, ooo~l~ .. .. 
Otoes and Missourias(e) .. .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. 160, 000 250 . .. .. . 15 1 . .. .. . 6, 000 .... . 
CE:-<TRAL SUl'EHiNTEXDEXCY. 
Kickapoo agency.(!) ~~I 50-7 ____________ ===-=== 
Common band .............................. } { 20 ...... 19,085 .... . 
Allottell band.............................. 19,200
1 
591...... 3 38 ...... 22,4o0 ... .. 
Kickapoo mission.......................... ..... 14 2 ...... ...... 420 .... . 
----------------------
Total ................................ . 19, 200 1, 0!)8 14 58 ...... 41, !)65 .. --· 
Potta1vatomie agency. 
Pottawatomies ............................ . 77,337 200 ...... 12 1, 287 6, 000 ..... 
Kansas agency. 
,Kansas or Kaws .......................... .. 80,640 250 ...... (g)IOO 1 .. -- .. 10, oco .. -.. 
Cho,kueo(i) OM.':~·~ .. ~9~:: (h).. • . • . • • • • 3, 84:, 712 120, 00: ...... ~ 500 3, 500 97, 50012, 925, 000 -. 
Choctaw and Chickasaw agency.(h) =======·=,== 
Ch?rtaws(j)................................ 6, 688, 000 27, 082 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, 000
1
2, 115, 595 ... .. 
ChiCkasaws(k).............................. 4, 377, 600 14, 500 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 380, 000 .... . 
-========:========= 
Greek agency.(h) 
Creeks (l) .. __ ............................ _ .. ~· 215, 495 30, 00~ .. .. .. 35 4, 200 500
1 
700, 000 .... ~ 
Seminole agency.(h) 
Seminolcs(m)............................... 2~,000 7,60~ ...... ...... 500 ....... 30~~~~----
(a) 240,000 feet of lumber sawed. 
(b) 150,000 feet of lumber sawed. 
(c) 500,000 feet of lumber sawed. 
(d) 500 loads of pumpkins raised. 
te) 20.000 feet of lumber sawed. 
(f) 835 gallons molasses, >alne $407; 150 bushels peaches, value $75. The wheat-erop't\·inter-killcd. 
(!J) Stone. 
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houses, frame a11d other, the kind and value of the crops, J·c.-Continued. 
Productions of the year. :S Stock owned at close of year. 
~ 
"' <D .... ci ci 
cJJ ~ >:l p 
00 C)~ "-< "@ "@ 
~ 
<> P..=; 0 p. ~ a5 a5 .... .£ ;...0 ..; C) P. 
2 
C) 
.fl a5 !>, a.;ol d p :§ "' ~ .s 
~ 3 'i: <:,;) .o-+-' CJ) 
"" 
.... C) 
d d 0 
~ 
ce 
0 " ~ 0 
0 ~ ,.q 0 
0 ~ p. ~ rn p. H ~ 0 rn rn H 
Bus. Btts. Bus. Bus. :l.'ons. Dolls. Lbs. Bbls. Dolls. Dolls. No. No. No. No. Dolls. 
• . . . • . . .. :. 3, 000 . . . . . 400 300 ....... I .. ·.. . 800 6, 550 ""' 102 25 .. .. . 15, 885 =·=='========='=====,==·=== 
J .... : 1, .""~ :.: ... 'Oil 200 ..... J .... o• 500:~~· 600 10l eo 20~:;.... 3:, 600 
2!JJ . . . . 600 . . . . . 300 75 ....... I. . . . . 4, 000 11, 330 650 200 150 . . . . . 44, 100 
-1====,==,===1'===1·===::====~1===,== 
. . . . . . . . . . . 2, 000 . . . . . 200 3, 600 . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13, 400 1, 163 4 20 . • • . . 58, 450 
1, 900 . . . . . 1, 500 . . . . 100 150 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, ~20 9 9 40 . . . . . 1, 600 
1, 9ooj= 3, 5oo/~= :roo· 3, 750 ~~~= ~·-15, 920 1, 1721-i3 --6oj= -60, 050 
:::zl •••• oo ~go::: - i::Z ;:: •••• -~.~ o:::::: ; ~~ ;;I ~ o 5::::~ ~: ;~g 
soo .... ~ 80~ ~ ... ~ 400 35 ...... T .... ~ ..... - ~-~· 43!) 1301 135 55~1-.... u, 530 
---------------~--. -,-. --,---
...... . . . . . 1, 000 . . . . . 100 500 2J.... 2, 000 3, 800 4001 8 250 . • . . . 11, 000 
I,J .. 
0 
. -- .. ~9 251. .• 
0 
... - ..... =~,670 I~ ~ ~:-... 11,105 
_ ~~ ~~~~ : ::: ~ : ::::: : : :::: ___ ~~~ 3g~ :::::: : ~:::: :::::: ~ _ 5, I~~ _____ ~~ ____ ~~ ____ ~~~ ~:::: ____ ~·- :~~ 
2, 734..... . . . . .. . . .. . . 519 645. ... . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . 11, 646 291 , 82 430..... 17. 890 
.... • .. • 
0 0 
I, 000 °... - 100 20 ° ..... r:- 0 100 ~:: 3r 150 ° 175- 15 13,900 




• - .001~: . .,0 .. r 15 ~: .. ~,.,0 
==========,====,======= 
97, 500 . . . . . 80, 000 ..... 20, 000 . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 000 1, 923, 155 16, 000 15, 000 160, 00019, 000 1, 457, 000 =========1====1===== 
• .. .. . . .. .. 50, 000 .................................... 1, 119, 797 18, 000 5, 940 50, 000 6, 000 1, 227, 400 
. . . .. . . .. . . 15,000..... . .. . . . . .. . .. . •. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 219,000 4, 500 15,000 25,000 700 502, 100 =============!===== 
I, 000 = ~·'· 000- 500 5, 000 3, 500 =I=- I, 5001__'3'· 325 15, 000130, 000 100 000 ~ ~· 200 
...... :.: . .T 6, 000 0 500 300 .......... J ..... 0- 5001159, 500 2, 40~ 10, 400 25, ~ ~ 50 120, 050 
(~) Attached to the central superintendency for treaty purposes only. 
(~) 36,000 gallons sorghum, value $36,000; large quantities of fruit, &c.; 2,000,000 feet of lnmbcr sawed. 
(j) 250 bales of cotton raised. 
(k) 300 bales of cotton raised. 
(l) 250,000 feet of lumber sawed; 700 bushels beans, value $1,100; 9,500 pounds cotton, value $1,325; 
1,200 pounds tobacco, value $3,600. 
(1n) 10,000 feet of lumber sawed. 
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Table showing the num~ber of acres in Indian 1·eservations, g·c., the number of 
.s 'd 'd Productions of the .3 Q)~ 
Q)- +'~=< year. 
~a:i ceQ) p. _;:; s a5 
~qj 
• .-.!=< 
~ ...-e:: ;:!::~=< a5 
Tribes. c.~ ]] p;.., p ~ 1'-Q Q<l:> 0 p. 
"'" 
p 
.... ell H 0 Q) 0 ~ 0 rnp, ~cb s "'" ~ ~ ~...:> b_() Q) Q$ ... ..., <'$ "'" 
;.., 
~ .;;:.o ;.., 0 ~ c :;..., ~ ~ H 0 ~ ----------------
I Bu•. llu<JBu• 
Qua paws .......................... c........ 104, 000 321i . . . . . . 2 59 . . . . . . 4, 2.>J .... . 
Kaskaskias, Peorias,Piaukeshaws, and \Veas 72, 000 1, 255
1
.••••• (a)61 36 80 21,:200 .... . 
Ottawas.... .. .............................. 24, 9601 789 1" . ... _ 12 24 240 10, 740 .... _ 
EasternShawnees .......................... 24,960
1 
572 ........... 41 100 10,300 .... . 
Wyandotts ................................. 20,000 403 .. .... 7 41 ...... 11,295 .... . 
Senecas .................................... _44, 000 ~~ ~ (b)119 ~~0, 780 ~~ 
TotaL................................ 289, 920 3, 904 . . . . . . 411 320j 6:20 68, 570 ..... 
Sacs and Foxes of the ~iss.iss~pp~ agency. ===== ='=I='= ==r= 
~~:e~~~e ~~~~~~!e~~~ ~~~~~~~1:.1~~ ~~)--_·_-_:::: ... ~~~~ ~~~ ~~~ .... ~~ ~ - .... ~ 1;~ 1 :::::: 3~: ~~g::::: 
Total . ................................ -483, 840.------g:uj ---:t5 --f17ij~ 34, 000 1~  
CE~TRAL SUPERL.'ITENDEXCY-Continued. 
Quapaw special agency. 
_ Neosho a,qency. /=/===,-1=1=1:= _--~=r= 
Great and L1ttle Osages .................. --11, 760, 000
1 
2, 000 .. . . . . 2 100 800 6, 000 .... . 
~~~i~SZ_~,~··~·z~wy~~ii--}1 3,549,440 GI•·•.<O •••••. ·····Ii:- •:• ····:·~;1::::: 




_- _ _ 10, 3:>0 
1 
. _ 
Cher•nno. =d A'apahoo•-- _ .... --. ___ ..... I 4, 011, :;ool 5~ _ 150 11 3 .... --1_ __ <,~ ~ 
Tfichita agency. (d) 1. I 
~=!l~~:~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : : ~ ~:: : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ : : t : : : : : : : : : : : : : ;~~ :  : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: ~ : : : : : : ~ ': ~~1 : : : : 
:::~i;/~;];:::[:;:okRh:"~~:}·:·;~ ::~~ ~ ::::1::::~/:10 ::::::~J·~~~--
~unt;ees or Chnstlans ............ ---------· ! __________ , __ / ________ !_ __ 
. Sisseton age~cy. (e) ~---- ---'>-- --~--~-------~--
SJ,.;seton and "Wahpeton S1oux (/)........... 1, 241, 600 4~::> 4 . . . . . . 26 2, 000 8, 320 ..... 
Devil's Lake agency. (e) ==· -:=i=l=l=i==,.,= 
Sisseton and Wahpeton Sioux (g) . . • • • • • . • • . 345, 600 120 . . .. .. .. . . .. 39 . . . . . . 2, 000 ..... 
*Grand River agency. (e) == =·=~·=,·=·=== 
Yanktonais Sioux (h) ...................... . 
Blackfeet ::)ioux, &c . • • • . . • . . . . • • • . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... . : . . . . . . . ... ....... .. . 
*Cheyenne River agency. (e) = == =1=1·. =1== === 
T':? Kettle, Sans .Arc, and Minneconjou ~ ~ ~~ ~ :..=..:.:..:.:_ ·:.__·. ~ ~~ . -=-:....:..:_ 
Swux. (h) -----···--·--__ ·--·--____ , __ 
(a) Eigllt good frame barns in addition to those enumerated. 
(IJ) Log houses include stablrs. 
((') 90,000 fPet of lnmher saw<'d. 
(d) Tlle Indians of this agency ha\e no defined reservation. 
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houses, frame and othe1·, the kind and value of the crops, 9·c.-Continued . 
..c 
Productions of the year. g Stock owned at close of year. 
rT.l 
'"' <b .s a3 a3 
b.IJ, <:,.., 
p p 
a5 <l>aJ 0 ~ e: 
~ 
(!) "~ <l) p. a5 ~ a3 






0 0 ,Q 0 
0 ~ ~ P=l w. E-1 P=l Q w. if.l E-1 
Bus. Bus. Bus. Bus. Tons. Dolls. Lbs. Bbls. Dolls. Dolls. No. NIJ. No. No. Dolls. 
'''965::::: l,i~~ ~· :::· ~~~ ~ :::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ~:~!~ i~~ l 3~~ ~~~~::::: i~:~~~ 
86~ ::::: ~~g l. ::: · ~~~ :::::: ::::::: ·:::: ::::::: !: ~~g ~~ 1~~ ! ~~~ ::::: ~: ~~~ 
2,6t~::::: 2'~~~~~:::: ~~l::::·.~::::::~::::::::::: ~:~~g i~gi ~~~~_l,~g~:::::J!:~~~ 
4, 589 · · · ·. 5, OO'l... . 2, "l· .. J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30, 881 8371 1, 027 3, 84 L . . . 71, 716 
- 50 ..... - 501 ..... = 100 ~--- [~---~~~---· = 7201~:~.,,- 7841192- 1,335,-.... 31,360 
• • . • • • • • • . 1' 180 . .. .. 831 100 . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. 26, 110 978 1, 643 3, 1:391..... 46, 880 
50:--_. ~ '· 230 _ _ _ _ _ ,sil lOT.:: __ t ___ : '"I ::· 9ls: '· '"'I'· e35 = 4 • .,. = .. _. ,~. 240 
........... It, ooo . . . . 450 1, ooo ....... I. . . . . 40, oool 47, 200 12, ooo 2, 500 1, ooo 1 413, 003 
=======1=1==·=======,===--=='= 
.. . . .. .. .. . 20 . .. . 20 2501....... .. . .. 9, 000 11, 167 10, 000 60 50 .. . . . 40, 700 
...... _: ..... _ ............... 
1 
............ ___ ... 600 600 5. 000 ...... _ ...... .... . 200. c.oo 
-................... - .......... - -- . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 5;)0 3, 550 1, 500 . • . . . . . ..... - . . . . . 60, 000 
.. - - - .. - - ...... - . . . . - ..... - . . . .......... - . . . . . . 150 825 ] 151 30 50 ... - . 5, 000 
~~~~-~~~ ~~~~ ~.:..:..:...:.~~-8, 080 -~~~~:...:...:....:. -=· 800 
:.:.:.:.::I:.:.:.:.: I_~_-_ .. _----"---""' .::.:.:..:.:.1::.::. _13, 3001 _ _:~. 22216, 6331-~ __ _!:"" .:.::.:..: ~· 500 --.: ~~:r--~:r~~---=r--:r=r--4'.!, 000-4:. 300- 4. 500------ -------1-::-1~~. 000 
==, ===-===!-==-========,=====-=== 
: ::: I. :: :· :: ~:~o~ , :::: ::: •::•: •• ~~·. ':~ :: ~: •• ~~ :: ::: : •• :!: ~: 
: iio :: :: •:• . •: :•:: ::J ::: ::: :::: <i:~Z ~~~ ·~z •••~ .:·. ti:~~ 
... BOO : : :: . ::: : : : . :-:: : : ::::: : ::::: :I: :::::: : : :: : : :::::: 6, ~g~ .. ~·- ~~~ ~ :: : : : : ::: : : : .. -. .. 60, 000 
1, 200 ~ ... t ........ :.:. ...... 11, ooo,:.. ... -~~ ... . ;... .. -I 3~, 587: 6, 470 1' 000 = 1001.. . . . 26~.2_00 
120;··-l::···· =···· "I .,~~----·f··· ~------1~1,120" .. !- " = "1;··-[:·""0 
400 ... . / 7, oooj .. . . 1, 5oo 2. 275 1, 5oo .. _ _ 1- ___ . . . 25, 120 244 215 150 . ... -I 23, ooo 
~~~- .. 1: 1,500
1
..... 3001 .. ----C-----'~ .... [ ...... _;~~- 40~ ' 2~1: ...... [ .... 1 1~0.00 
~:::: 1: ·::I·::::· _ :: · :. :: :_ •·:::: :-~:: ·: lj_~ :. · :l::: -·:-: .~•: ::-;I·:::: I·:-·::[- -- F-:-:: 
(e) Inclepennent. 
(f) 75.000 feet of lumber sawed. 
(.q) Wheat and oats destroyed by grasshoppers; no sugar-trees on the reserve. 
(h) Ko returns. 
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Table showing the nurnber of am·es in Indian 1·eservations, ~j'c., the mnnber 
.s '7:! '7:! Prouuctions of the 
a) ~ .s~ year. 
t .~ ~ ~§ rt.i .... s ~ ~~ ~.~ .=: .. rt) 
Tribes. t::"'' ~ .... ~ Q) ~~ <:,)~ Q <D 0 :'5 J;> ..c: ...,c.: 0 c:> 0 ~ c r:r;>, ~0 s ..q ci ~~ !::.() c:> <!) ~ .... . f: ..c:l .... <:,) .1E' 0 !::: 0 >. w -1j Fi H 0 ~ 
---------- ---- -
Bus. Bus. Bus. 
* Whetstone agency. (a) 
Upperi>ruleSioux ·-----.----·------------- ------·-·· ------- ------ , 4 ...... 
. " f:~per~is~ottriagency.(a) =-=1==1=1· 1====,=  
J,owel Yan1,tonmsSioux ___________________ ......... . 200 40...... 10------ 5,000.~ .. . 
Lowe> ~;:~:8:0~~:::::::::::::::::::::::: : ::: I =L·;;i: : 
1 
1: ;: : 1~: ::~:: 
Arickar~:~~t-~-e:·~~~~~~l-~-~~~~~:.(~~-~b: ....... ) I 550------ ·----- 40------ 15,0001 . .. .. 
Gros Ventres ............... _ ...... _ ... _ .. l 8 640 000 { 250 ... - . . . -. . . . 35 .. --. _ 7, 500 . . _ .. 
~;~~l~:>~sf~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~J _._._I --~~~ ---2io :::::: _1 :::::: __ 6_, g~~ ~:::: 
Totol ;:~~~~::~:;:,: -(~)... . . . . ~ 6<0, 0001 1, 00~ 210 . . . . . . . 91.-.. . . 2!l· 700( .. 
YanktonSwux(c) .......................... 400,000 450 40 8 86 600 900 
Ponca agency. (a) ====j===1= 1= 
Ponca Indians (d) .... _ .... _ .. ______ . .. . .. .. 576, 000 430 95! 5 95 450 2, 000 
O<llilala S~:: Olo~d- ag:n~- (a~ _<•)... . . .•• ~ . . o •••• ·. -1----.. .. -- .. .. -~~~~~~ .. -- ~~ .. .. 
Chlyennes and .A.tapahoes ......... _ .. _ .................. __ ... - .... ---- .. ----- ......... - ......... . 
Shoshone and Bannock agency. (a) ==--= 1= =1=1==1=  
Shoshones of Wyoming Territory (f) . _. _ .. ~88, 000 __ 1~ -~·--= --~ ~~ ~~ .:_~ 
Nez Perces agency. (a) -==~--- - - --~--~---~--~- -
NezPerces(g) ................. . ............ 1,344,000 1,30} ...... 1'2 12 6,500 1,0('0 ... .. 
GoYernment........ ........................ .......... ...... . 73 41 51 250, 50 ... .. 
Bonnook• a:.or~:::::::y: (a) • • • 1, '68· 0001 ] ~. :r_~l 2, ,;1: -:"'J 
- -- - --·- - - - .- - ------~--
:'.IOXTANA SUPERlNTEXDEXCY. 
: : : : : :j ::: 
BlacJ.jeet agency. 
Blacldeet ................................. } { ........... ------
B!oods (h) ................................ 17,408,000 ..... . .......... . 
P1egans -----------. ·--- ........ ·----·. _ .. . .. _ ....... ----·· 
=====:::.:..= ======== =-~ =-.:= = ==== ===== ==-
AsRinnboin=~~~ ~~~~~-~~~
1
~~~~~i: .. _ ................ _ ......... ----- ......................... __ J .. .. 
Gros V en tres .. __ .... __ .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. _ ... · . .. . . . .. - .. . . .. _ .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . _ .. 
River Crows ...................................................................................... . 
Santee, Yanktonais, and Tetou Sioux .......... _ ...................... _ .... _ ..................... .. 
Crow agency. 
M~~~~tc~-~\~:-~~-s-~~)_:::::::::::::::::::::: J 6,2:.ooo { --~~ ---~~ ----~ .... : ---~: ----~-~~~ .:. -~~~ ~ 
~OTE.-The IJHlinns of thoRe np:encies mnrkN11)y an stcrisk (")are located upon partR of the reser>a-
tion of about 25,000,000 acres in Dal;ota, set apart for various bands of Sioux by treaty with them in18ui3. 
(n) Indepemlent. 
(b) Cnrts worth $415; wagons wortb $625. 
(c) 80,000 feet oflnmbPr snwed. Report of 18il. (d) 100.000 fPet of lnmh<'r f'awerl. 
1e) No rct11rns. The Indians of this ngency haYe 11ot :vrt been permaneutly e:-;tnbliRhed upon a reser -
vation; the Sioux proper.ly belong to the reservation of abont 25,000,000 ane8 in Dakota, s<'t apart by 
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of lwuses, jl'(lme and othel', the kincl ancl wlue oj the crops, <-f'c.-Continuetl. 
Productions of tl1c year. Stock own ell at cloR!' of ycm·. 
_, 00 I 
~ a5 
~ !::$ 
~ ~ ai I I 
iS 
0 
H i ~ ~ ~! I ~ j 
-- -~- -- --,---1-1 
Bus. ,Bus. 
1 
Bus. Bus. Tons. Dolls. Lbs. Bbls. Dolls. Dolls. Xo. No. No. Xo. Dolls . 
.:_:_:...:.J.:_:_:...:.~I.:_:_:...:..:...:..~ .:...:._:...:.~ ..:...:..:...:._:...:. ..:...:..:...:._:...:. --:...:.~ .:...:._:...:._!.:.~.:...:._:...:. :...:....:...:..:....:...~ 2. oo~ , :...:...:..:... _:_.:...:_.:....:.~.:.~~  
=~~~~~~-~- -= ~~~ --_ ~-~-~=~-8,800 -::1= =~~~~. 000 
•••••••••• - 1- •• -.. • 100 . --- ..... --. . . . . . . -.--. 9, 100 1, 600 .. - .... ---- ... -.. 48, 000 
------ I ----~ ~ ------~----~ 200 ______ -----J ---I------1 _ _27.900 3,10~ ------ !------= ----~ 9~~~ 
=[r:~---- -r-~ .. 65,-) --,-~-------
:~~~~~ , :~~:- ~~gj .. . 600 800----·-- ..... , ....... < li:~~~Jl. 654 3clll ....... .. ... 31,950 
~~~~~------ ---~-----~3501-----. --------
.. -.- _,_-. .. 1, 825 . . . .. 600 800 ... ...... - --1--..... 21, 300 654 38fi ...... . . -.. . 31, 950 =========-======j=c.=-=c:==== ..... J .... I 1.ooo ...... 5o ............. l ..... l ....... 2,!'i4o 9oo 1 \!5:'> 1 ............ 33,75o 
=1=========!===c===1==,===1==== 
:3:25 . .. . .1. ........... 330 ..... .. ............ 1 150 4,182 175 77 5, ..... 8,368 .... ::~. ... ":-..... " ~~- ........ ~; ... ; ... ~ .. -r ...~ ... -.... ~ .... ~\···r · .J .... -; ... -~~ 
-.,,: J .. ~= ., 300 ~ _- .J10.00r:.3~2 •. J 25 ~ ] _ --:. ,, 
2, ,:1 .. .f,, oo: ~- . .. .. . 3, ooo
1
. . -l-T .. -- I .:. '" J 3, ooo ~::1 -136, 2~0 
::r J .. : ::- .~ ~::c ;'
1 
::t: j .~::: ·~1 .: 6:1 :: -~~::~ 
= == =..::::: ====:-=: ====::=- _______:__. ==-=::::: ==== ========:'====:===::= ===='-===== -====:.=1==-=. ========::::::. 
. . . . . . . . . .. 200 . . . .. 20 200 . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. 1, 000 1 . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . • .. 150 
...... ----- ------- . -- ........ ------ ·-----. ----- ............. --- . ...... ! ......................... .. 
::::J<' : :: ·:·~ :::~, ::: .::·::; ·::>:· :: : ;;, •::~. :::: :::·.- :: :::.-:;;; 
.  d .. J_..oo: < '50 ':OO'f :::::_ <~oo- OO' __ ':·."~ --: ----'i ::: }. _' .. >oo 
treaty of 1868; and the Cheyennes ancl.Arapboes may elect to settle upon said reservation, or tllat of 
their kindred in the Indian Territory south of Kansas. 
(.fi ..A saw-mill just erected. 
(IJ) 1:H,670 fet~t of lumber sawed. 
(h) Report of 1871. 
(i) Tribes of this agency occupy jointly with the Blackfeet and other Indians resrn·ation of 17,40 ,000 
acres in ]\fontana. 
(j) 30,000 feet of lmnber sawed; onl~· a portion of the crops harYrstcd; l1alan~;e estimated. 
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Table sllmcing the nurnber of acres in Indian 1·esmTations, ~j'-c.., the 111W!ber 
-~ "0 "0 Productions of the .23 <ll...; aS ol • 1ijr=l yrar. 
~ ~rn ~<ll al ... ....... ..... s <ll <ll • ....,ol 
~a ~ al oo"' "a ;a Tribes. <l)<ll <ll ........ <llr=l <.)<l) 0 ~ "' H I> ..<:1 '<-<ol 0 <ll 0 ~ 0 rLll>, ~c!:l s ..<:1 d <ll 2:,Q ~Jl <ll <:5 ;...p., cil ...<:< .... 
"" 
<.) 
~,Q· .... 0 ~ 
0 >. w ~ R H 0 ~ 
MOSTAXA suPERINTENDEKCY-Cont'd. · / ------ Bus. ---;;::;~· Bus. 
· Flathead agency. I 
Flatheads ................................ ( 5 450
1 
............ 55 2,500 100 ..... 
1 
i_~~~e~~;:i(!)~ ::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :: 5 1, 433, 600 { ~·- ~~~ . ___ ~~ :::: : : . ___ ~~ . ~~ ~~~ ~ .. _ ~~~: ::: ~ 
Total.. ............................... 1,433,600 1,5ooi 40 ...... / 115 6,000 190, ..... , 
==-=::=====: ======:= =: == ==== ==== = 
~:.;;;;~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~.~·~':~·).} ----------1 10 60 ...... 6 160,......... 1J 
Sheepeaters .............................. ============' 
Yampa an:::n;:~e~:::~~~~ ~~)- ~~~ ...... --. ·- .. ----- .. 1 .... -- -1------ ------ .... -- ---- .. 1 .. · .. -- --1-- ·--I 
Peahs, (near Denver) ......•.....•.......... .:..:...:..:..:_:....:...=..:..:~:__~~ __ 1_1 ~1 .:...=..:_:_:_..:...:_:.:.:_.:..:...:..:. 
Walke1· River agency. (c) --~--~---,.- -~--~·--
p hut (d) ~ 644 000 f 100 ...... 1 1 300 100 ... .. a · es · -- · · --- · · ·----- · -- · ·--- -- · ·- · ) • { 150 . . • . . • 3 . . . . . . 435 3001 .... . 
TotaL ..........•.............. ___ .... =-:-~j-25ol=-:- --4~--1 7351----wQ = 
===1====1===· 
Taboqnao::·a::::.:;;,~~~:,hoUto,t4,784,000I 1~ '-----~ 8 1~ - :ecce;--
UintahUt~:::;::.~~:~e-~~~~~-c~.-~c: .......... 2,039,04) ....... 7R J 6 9001 4801 ..... 
-------- ----·-----1-----
PiUt"~::::,.::~.::~~--<:> __ ----- ~.CC .:.J .. ___:: - -J ___ -----1- : ~J 
KEW ~IEXICO SUPERINTENDENCY. I I I I 
NaYajoes ..... -~~~~~~~ ~~e-~~~--- ............. 3, 328, 000 ........................................... .. 
MescaleTo Apache agency. (j) I · I I 
~i~~~::~:~:~>~~~~~~:~:- ::: ·:: :~:~: : :::.: :- : : :'::: ::::· ::::- :: :::: -:: ; 
.f.~~r:u.~~,"':.~::~·:~;~.'":-:<•'.:::::::::::: ::::.-:: J:::::" ~:::: :::: .J:: :: ::::: J.::: -.:: -::: :] 
Total.. ............................... --·------- 1 ------~: ----::..:. -----·1------ .:_----· /----.:_---- ~--- J 
Pnobl" -~"~': ~"::":<Q_- -- -. ----. 439~6). ··· ~- ---- 1 -- - ~: · · · · ·- -· J ·· -·ccc,; · - 1 
(a) The Kootenays have nothing; they are idle, thriftless, and improvident. 
(b) Report of 11i7l; have no reservation. 
(c) Independent. 
(d) Are upon the same reservation with the Indians of the Los Pinos agency, srcnrccl to yarions bands 
of Utrs by trraty of 1868. Two hundred goats, value, $1,600. The first year of farming the ground was 
well tillrd, with favorable results. 
(e) Indians reserve all produce raised, except such as is nsecl for the Government stock. 
(f) 50,000 feet of lumber sawed. Crops raised by Indians without tools. 
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of houses, frame and other, the kind ancl value of the crops, ~c.-Continued. 
-d 
~ 
Productions of the year. Stock owned at close of year. 
rn 
d> ~ C5 c3 
~ ~J)~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ .e -.::0 « g ~ ~ c.5 c5 ci. ~ 
~ ~ i ~ ~ ~~ j ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ] ~ ~ 
Bm. Bu1. Bm. Bu.. To"'· I Dol~. Lb1. Bb~ 1Joll1. lJol~. --;:- No. Ko. Ko. lJoU1. 
4, 000 ---.- 1, 000 ---- . 100 --- ......... - .... - 500 7, 600 1, 200 800 250 - .. -- 41, 250 
. ~·- ~~~ : :::: -- ~: ~~~ ::::: -.. ~~~ , ::: : : : :::::: : : :::: - -~·- ~~~ -... ~·- ~~~ -. ~: ~~~ -.. ~~~ -... ~~~ :::: : - . -:~: ~~~ 
------------------------~-----------------
5, ooo ___ . 2, 200 __ __ _ 250
1 
.... __ _ .... _. .. __ 1, 5oo 16, 260 3, ooo 1, 1oo 430 . ___ ·I 96, 150 
= = === =-=-===== ==== == == == ====== =======-= == == ====-=== 
160 3. 000 ____ . 10 350,.... .. . .. • .. ..... I 5, ,,. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .......... .. 
... ,,. ••••" ... ~: ... '" •••• 1 ... J••••• ~ •• : .. ·;;ooo .. ;;;88" ;,;;; .. ;;, •••••-~.,J:,.,.: 
-----~ ----~= 1:~--- - 1501- 1~~ · ------ -~~~~----- -1·.-:.690 10:1' 1:~----- ~ ----~117,800 
60 392 1, 000 - - . . . 110 200 -..... - -.. - - -..... . :1, 380 50 11 ...... - - .. - - 1, 550 
60 "' 1, I~ ... :: ""I 3001:.:·...: ... ~ ..... J-~,07~- 15; 27 .. ...: .... ] 1~,350 
-.... - ... -- 15 .. -- . 200 30 . -- .... -.. -- 1, 5001 3, 866 3, 6001 250 -- .. - .... -- .1118, 400 
=====~==.=.======'============ 
300 .. .. . 1, 200 .. .. . ,~I 2, oJ.. .. .. .. .. . 5, oool 12, 660 5001 200 ............ I 21, ooo 
~ .. cc:.:: ... "~~}I.\ " ... : .. } ........ ;~·l; ;· ..= l : ..  
. J .J . . .I . 300 6 (i) 1135. ,,, 
===============!=========·== 
~~:~ L . :. ELY: · · <L F<l ~~ .. :. J< ~~: ~~E < <L 
........... ······: .. .J .... : ..... J. .... : ··••: ..... J ........ ~~ ······ ..... J ... :I1l:~~ 
~.:_:__:_:_:_~_~.:.I~.:..:.~~~.:.~.:.~.:.I.:..:.:_:__:__:__:_.:~~~~J.~-~J~o~ 
:.::.::.: .... ~-: ... ] ............. ! ..... :,::~ .... ~1 ...... -~ ..... ]. ............ ] .... ] .... ;· ··· 
{g) 50,000 feet oflumber sawed. The Indians being absent, the crops were raised by Government em-
ployes, and will be turned over to the Indians for their use. 
{h) Have no reservation. No farm statistics reported. 
{i) Sheep, 100,000. 
{j) IIave no reservation. 
{k) Have no reservation where they are at present located. Reser.ation proYilled for them by treaty 
in Colorado. 
{l) No report of farming operations received. 
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1 Prodnctim1s of the 
year. 
i l! 
NEW MEXICO !->l.:l'E!UXTEXDEXCY-Cont'd, 
Oilllal'ron ct,f}ency. (a) 
-,-
1 
Bu' 1--;,::- Bu' 
}fn:whe t"tes ... · ......... ---------·---·---·- ---------- ------- ............ ------'------1--------· .... . 
Jical'illaA.paches .......................... .:_--·-····· ------~ ····.:.:,.:._--··· ~---J····· --- ~.:._::...:._ .... . 
Southe>::::::::PaoJ" aga~ay '") _- __ L ___ --·_-- __ -;I ,1 ___ --- ~___'I ---- - ~ -- ; - t_; 
~~:f~.:If?~~ ~=~~~~~f~:~y,,,:: :: 1} "· 000! { 5' :~L: J _ ,: ·oo141: "'! : : :: ::: 
TotaL ............ ~ .................. -1------;M~oo s. 4oo ~~--11 ------sDO 41, 6Gfi 1~~~ ~~ 
Pupugoo• ---p~~-"''-~U""Y:(d) ______ ----_ I _____ ] 2.] ___ _J __ / ___ 1 4. :,l-5,000 --- " 
MoquhP::::·~·~"'-~~"-'~-'~'--- ___ I ________ , ____ -[ ___ _1 --- 1 ---~~ __ r::~ ___ 0 
OolomcloRiverar;ency, (special.) 1==1==1= 1=1=1=1=== 
:Moha\""es ................................... 75,000 1,000 ...... 1...... ...... 1,500 .... . 
;;j;!;:~::!~:~~'w:~::;~~:);;; : J::::::: }; ; t ~J ; ~:; t:: ::~;:; ~~;:; ~ ~::: 
±i~~~;;.~~p~~~n; ~ga:nay~ ;:~~~':' ~):::::: ! :::::::::: I :::::: o~~ :::: I::::::!.::::: ::::::1-:::::::: ::::: 
WASHINGTON SUPERI!'\TENDENCY. I I I I I I I 
Tulalip agency. (g) 
Indians under the treaty of Point Elliott... 51~~ 15~ 15 _ 226,_ 21 13 == 1 .... ~ 
Makahs .... -~~~~
7
:.~-~~-~~~~~~~~ ............ - ~ . 8001 __ 4~~ ~--'~---3~~~-~~ __ 
Skull""'--s~-'~,~~·-··~:'_'~--'hl_ -------- ~ -:~:r:~r=-=:1-=:=--::---::-
Twauas .................................... =--· . { 4~ 25. 20 _ 5
1 
•••••••••• _ •••• -···.:. 
. . Quinaielt agency. . . I _ I I I . Q ! 
Quma1elts, Queets, Hohs, and Quil-le-utes. . . 5b, GOO 20 12 ~ 7 .••................. 
· Yakama agency. (i) 1·===1=1=1=1=1== == 
Yakamas ................................. :. 783:360 2,50~1 180 145 20,t5,000,-~·500 ----~ 
(a) The Utes have no reservation where they now live. Reservation provided for them jointly with 
oth<'r Ute bands in Colorado. J"icarilla Apaches have no reservation. 
(b) Reser\""ation at Tularosa Valley; number of acres 11ot yet ascertained. Ri:xty acres of corn planted 
but not expected to mature. Wheat, rye, oats, ancl barley likely to be a fair crop. 
(c) Tweuty-three tons of different kiuds of yegetables grown. 
(cl) Ha'e uo reserTation. 
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of houses, frame and othe1·, the kind and value of the crops, q'·c.-Continued. 
Productions of the year. Stock owned at close of year. 
rn 
<b ~ ~ a5 
~ w~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ .s .,::; ~ <l) ,. ~ ci ci ~ '"" 
.5 '"g ~ ~ t ~ ;5 b£ .g ~ 3 .. 3 .s z; ~ 
6 ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 rE ~ P.. ~ ~ ;J ~ :;3 H 
Bus. Bus. Bus. !Bus. Tons. Dolls. Lb.~. Bbls. Dolls. Dolls. --;:- No. I Xo. I ~Yo. 1 Dolls. 
:::::: ::::: :::::::!::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::: ::::: ::::::: ::::::::: ::::::. ::::::1:::::::1:::::1::::::::: 





:::::: t ::: ::::J ::: :::::: :!::::: ::::::: . ~57·_50° .. 2: 100 .1'. 125 ::::: :::: .. 12~ 00° 
----~ 4,166
1 
....... f ... -~ ...... 1 ........... -l---~ ...... ~I "· soo _ 2, 1oO 1, "'i· .... J ... :I 128, ooo 
_ _ _ _ _ _ . _ .__ ... _ .. .1. _ .. _ . _____ I______ . _. __ . J _  _ _ _____ .I 10. 800 ::l, 000 1. 000 . _____ .I. ___ .I so. 000 
... ... ..}. ... t , ... .J .... . .. J .. ~ .: ... J 10. o~ ... ~ . J_ I 1. ~ 
:= ~-T~~~T~~-:=r:==l:=:=·l-4.500-,::=:~=t:=l~- 750 
~ ~: ~: ~.:: 1 :~~ ~J~-- ~::~::~I:~~~~.:~~:~~.~:;::.::::::-~~::~.~.::~:::::: ::::::1:::::: ~~::::: 1:::: ~.::: 
.... -T J .. -... r. ..J.T--~l--- -- l-1---~r--l--- ­
----.0 ····- · ,_oJ••••]···-601·--~0 ··:•••e]--,_·J· -··,_ .86 ·····,0 ---.,~----J···J····.:: 
=~ ,_J . - 101 ,,. ... l. ~118.000! 20,970-:--:1 J .. T-: .. , 
:: ::: ···;;, ····;.,! :::~ ... ,f .. ;,; ::::J::::- ::::::l··;:;J·-·ioo .. .,! ::::JJ ... ;:;,;o 
. . . . . . . . . . . .~~~~ 1,1 60 . . • • . ..,~~ 710 20 . J .. l J~- 800 
===1===1======== .,==1=== 
3, ooo . . . . . 3, ooo
1
..... 400 200 . . . . . . . 25011. oool 25, 242 12, ooo 6oo so. 10olte6, 100 
=====~= =-===,·-=====t======.-====== ======== = ======:-·=-====·= = .===,==--=J===::....==: 
(e) Have no reservation. Ample supply of Yegetables for the year. 
(.() 'l'hese Indians, but lately established ~1pon reservations. are wiltl, and have not. yet engaged in agricnl-
tural or other industrial pnrsnitstoauynotlCeable extent. Size ofreservatiousiuacrcs not yet ascertained. 
(.q) Ninety barrels of oil, valued at $540. 
(h) Estimated. 
(i) 105,000 iectoflnmber sawed. 'l'heselndiaus have 75 barns built without expense to the Government. 
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Table showing the nurnber of am·es in Indian Teservations, tfc., the nurnber 
.s '0 '0 Productions of the 
<1)-
$ ~~ year. c;l • ce>=l .,; p. .~ ~ p.<D .... :B~ ~ ~~ ~-~ ., a5 Tribes. >'"0 >' .... 0 ~ '"'o 0!'l Q<1) ,.q >:l H p. ,...ce 0 <1) 0 ...; 
0 
~£ g50 s 
,.q c;l 
;:i <1) Q) 
~ .......... c;l Oil ..c:1 .... 
'"' ~p .... 0 f$ 0 h Ui ..q p:, H 0 p:i 
------------
WASHINGTON SUPERINTENDENCY-Cont'd. Bus. Bus. Btts. 
Fort Colville special agency. 
Colvilles, Spokanes, Pend d'Oreilles, &c. (a) ............. 1, 150 ........... . 87 1, 800 1, 600 ...... 
0 hehalis reservation. 
Chehalis Indians, Chinook Indians, Shoal Wa-
ter Bay, Clatsops, &c........................ 4,322 200 3 16 400 ..........•. 
OREGON SUPERINTENDENCY. =I= =I===== 
Walla-Wallas -~~~~~l~~-~~~~~~:··---··------( 
Cayuses. ___ ............ ___ .. _ .. _. __ ._ .... __ . S 512, 000
1
1, 200 . . . . . . 2 32 8, 500 300 ..... . 
Y~~~~~af~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .. .:..:..:..:_:_:~ .:..:..:..:_:_: ~ =:..:_ =:..:_ =:..:_ =:..:_ ~ 
Total.. ............ _ ... _____ . __ .... ___ . . . 512, 000 1, 200 70 2 32 8, 500 300 _ .... . 
========= ======: ====== ===== ~ = ====== =====.:: 
Warm Sp1·ings agency. 
Wacoes (b) ·-·------·-·-·······---·-·-·······1 { 400 ..... . 
War~ Springs (c) .. _____ . __ .......... _ ...... J 1 024 000 200 . -.--. Terrmos (d)··------·----.................... ' ' 200 .•.... 





13 3, 000 530 . - .... 
5 1, 500 120 .. - ... 
3 1, 500 350 ..... . 
60 ...... ···-·· 
Total ........... _ .... _ .... _ .......... _ . . . 1, 024, 000 800 57 55 21 6, 060 1, 000 ..... . 
Grand Ronde agency. 
(Molels .................................. ) 
I 
Clackamas ....................... __ ... ·1 
Oregon City ........................... . 
1 ;":J:Eil\0.~~~-e- ::::::::::::::::::::::::: I 
(f)~ Luck~mn~es ............................ , 
· 1 t;;~r:~~::::::::::::::::::::::: > 
I Rogue River and Shasta ............... ·I 
l Umpquas -·-·-·-··-·-·······-·--······· 
Tillamooks, (coast Indians) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
Nebalims ................................... . 
~~f~~E'ki;~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I 
Nez Tucca (g) .... _ .......................... ) 
81 . -- .. - 4 20 645 . -.- -...... . 
81 . -- .. - 2 14 505 .. --- ..... .. 
91 ...... 3 17 725 ...... --···· 
107 ····-· 16 36 710 ........... . 
41 ·----- 3 14 295 ...•........ 
15 ····-- 1 10 .160---- ....... . 
26 ...... 6 7 145 .......... .. 
89 . - - - . . 9 24 550 .. - - . - ... - .. 
69, 120 21 ... . .. 4 4 200 ........... . 
26 . --- -- 3 11 165 .......... -. 
136...... 4 28 905 ........... . 
181 . -.- . . 10 48 1, 060 . . ... . . . --. -. 
) ................ ··-··· ............ ····-· 
~ """2 :::::: ..... 2 ..... 3 :::::: :::::: :::::: 
1---- .................. -····· ·-···- .... .. 
) .... ··-·-· ............ ·-···· ····-· ·.--·-· 
Total ............. _ ....... _ ....... _ . . . . . . 69, 120 897 ... __ . 67 236 6, 065 .... _ .. __ . _. 
========I= Siletz agency. 
RogueRiverandotherbands .................. 1,100,800 2,924 1,381 19 186 1,425 ..•......... 
============ ====== ====== ====== ======= ====== -r=; ====== 
.Alsea sub-agency. (h) 
Coos ......•.•.... _ .............. __ ._ ... _ .. _. __ .. __ ....... 34 . . . . . . 5 13 120 ........... . 
Umpquas ..................................... ........... 9 ........... . 9 20 ........... . 
Alseas......................................... ........... 11 ...... 13 7 ··-··· ··--·· ..... . 
Sinselaws ........ __ ..... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 . . . . . . 5 3 ·----- ...... ·--··-
Agency farm ............. _ ........... _ .. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 ..... . 3 75 .......... .. 
Total ... _. __ ..... _ .......................... _ ..... . 58 25 23 35 21;) ........ - .. 
Klamath agency. 
Klamaths and Modocs. (i) ...... _ •. _ ....... _ .. ~ 768, 000 ~ __ 1_0_ 140 7 42 ... _ .. _..... 700 W alkin-pab-pee and Yahhooskin Snakes ..... 5 { 30 .. . . .. 5 ................. . 
TotaL..~' -·-···-···-···-··-···-···--·---· 768,000 10 170 _ 7 _ 47 ........... I 700 
Ia) Reservation lately set apart for them. Size in acres not yet ascertained. 
(b) 4,000 feet of lumber sawed; ten mules, valued at $400. 
(c) 1,000 feet of lumber sawed. 
(d) 20,000 feet of lumber sawed. 
(e) 1,600 feet of lumber sawed; six mules, valued at $240. 
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of houses, frame and othel', the kind and value of the crops, cf<Jt-Continned . 
Productions of the year. 
..0 
Stock owned at close of year. ] 
rn 
<i> "" a5 a5 ::::: 
I:Jl. ..... ::::: .E 
~ om ..... ~ 0: 
~ ~$ 
0 .. ,;, p. 
0 .s ~~ ~ 
0 
3 ~ ~ 
a5 ::i. ui ~ d ~ .g :;:$ ::l ~ .s ~ "C <::) bl) c:e "" ·~ c::: 0 ~ ce 0 ::::> r;:; 0 0 c::: ~ 0 0 ~ p., ~ (f1 ~ 8 ~ 0 (f1 (f1 8 
Bus. Btts. Bus. Bus. Tons. Dolls. Lbs. Bbls. Dolls. Dolls. No. No. No. No. Dolls. 
~--- -- ----:.: , 3, '"'. ----- "~ ------ ~ --- --- ------ 19, 5": 24,855 ':."~ 565,------ . ----- "C:()() 
1, 000 ----- _, 700 ----- _, 65 190 --- -- J----- ------- 3, 315 55 3~1------ ------ 1, 503 
===·======o~===~=~~ 
'· = :::: '· :::::::: :I :::: 1:::::: ::::: :::::: __ 7·:: _"··~ '·_"· ___ .. --~ '~· ,,. 
1, 700 ------ 1, 350 ------ I 35 ------ I------ ------ ------- 8, 432 10, 000 1, 5001 90 50 150, 510 
- --·- . ---,------------,--
-:1= 1. 200 -=---:--: =-: -::--:.440--;:: --:1---:--3-:.556 
1401' ------ 150------ 10 1001-·---- 8 250 2,540 1,200 50------------ 1!4,500 
350 ---- - - 450 ------ 20 250 --- - -- 2 25 3, 345 500 2001 20 ------ 12, 600 
-100..:...:.:...:.. ..:...:.:...:....:...:.:...:.. __ 4. .:..:..:.:....: ..:...:.:...:....:...:.:...:.. ..:...:.:...:...:__ 240 -~~ ~- ..:...:.:...:.._1, 040 
1, 100/------ 1 ,800 ...... , 541 850------ 1 20 47512,565 3,213 7641 70 3 73,136 
7901------ 20 ·---·· 38 so/ _____ :______ 57: 2,290 = 39 J_____ ______ 1,53~ 
545 --- - -- 180 . ----- 27 60 ------ 4 335 1, ~04 27 3 3 . --- - . 1' 311 
412 ~ -----· 51._____ 37 60------ 3 122 1, 667 :36 2------ ------ 1,905 
5(i0 ----.. 56 --.- . - 58 60 ------ ------ 485 2, 424 65 14 14 10 3, 487 
275 -----. 241.----- 18! 29 . ----. ------ 300 1, 049 26 2 6 ------ 1, 191 
~~~ 1 :::::: ·---i~ . :::::: 1~ ·---2o :::::: :::::: _____ :~ ~~~ g -----i!:::::: :::::: ~~~ 
litiO ,. ____ • 120 . _ _ _ _ _ 31:!1 86 . _____ -- __ -- 52 1, 757 3H 6
1 
.• ---- ------ 2, 230 
~~~1 :::::: ~~\ :::::: ~~~ ~ :::::: :::::: 3~g ;~g ~L::::: :::::: :::::: ~~~ 
710------ 195'-----· 31 101 ...... ·----- 10 1,!)82 5:J ______ ·----- ·----- 2, 41'0 
'51 ~> ~~7(> , -.:" 5VF :::.., ::::;;: <~ ~~ ~~ -< :-> :::~~: i; ~~ 
5, 952---- - - 1 , "'i ~-- --' '"', "''-'-- --_I '"I '· 04~ "'c'" ~ 5551 ''I Zl " , 24' 589 
_7,-"'1=·-'· ,,. ='-~~ ='='=I= I _::.,,.-~/-----"= , ::::.:1_6. 570 
200 1=~ 2,000--:1-:1-:1= 1==- ---:,495----:~=~==-: 
100 ·----- 800 50. 8, 25 ------ ~ -----· ------ · 612 17 ------ ~- ----- ------ 510 
GO . ____ • 1, 200 100 5 50 . ___ - .. ---- _ ------ . 770 1:'2 • ----- ---- ... ----. 3(i0 
40 - - - - - 400 -- - - -·I 6 - - - - - . , . - - - - - . - - - - - . - - - - - . 290 201. - - - - . 4 - - - - - - 640 
~..:...:.:...:..-~ 1..:...:.:...:..~ . ..:...:.:...:.. . .:..:..:..=..:..:..:...:.:...:....:...:.:...:.._ 850 ==..:...:.:...:....:...:.:...:....:...:.:...:..== 
~~~· 4,900 330~ 150 1 -..:_~i.:...:..=...:..~~..:.l_4,01i _ __33_~.--4~1_:,350 
--:~. ~~ 1= = 1·--:,, = c = i=l--:::1-5· 350 ~1--:1= =~ 20.360 ---- ·,. . --- - . - -- - - . . --- -. ' . -- - - . 200 - -.- -- --- - -- 2, 100 2, 300 50 . -.- -- . ----- . ----. 1, 000 
Wo,~~ ~ ~ . 2001 200------ 1- ----- 1 3,60~ 7, 650 1,050, 18 ·----· ----- - 21,3GO 
=i=l==l=i=·-------j----1--1----~---
(,f) S('\Cnty-two wa.gons manufactured, \alueu at ~4,331; agricultural implements, \alued at $1,609; 
1,19;) bushels fruit, val ned at $3,063. 
(fJ) 14G, 700 feet of ln ru her sawed. 
(h) Located npon re>;crvation with the Indians of the Siletz agency, above noticed. 
(i) 1~5,000 feet of lnml.Jer ~;a welt 
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Table slto~ring the nurnbel" of ac1·es in Indian 1·eservations, g·c., the numbel" 
.s ~ ~ Productions of the $ Q)~ <D- .... >=< year. d • 
~s ,;, ~ ~"' ... -~ >=< ~ 
~~ 
~.~ ~e ~ 
,;, 
Tribes. §rg 0 <D Q<D ..<:1 ~ H t> '+-<~ 0 <D 0 ~ 0 rnp., ~c!:l § ..<:1 ~ ~ ~,.Q <D a5 ~ ~p., bD ..<:1 ... Q ... 0 
~ 
0 I» w ~ ~,.Q ~ H 0 ~ 
--------------
Bus. Bus. Bus. 
CALIFOUNIA SUPERINTEKDEXCY. 
Rotmd Valley agency. (a) 
ife-1 ~~~~ess a~£ J~\~"f_i~_e_r_s_::::: : : :::::::: : :: ( 
Coyotes, &c ................•................. 5 31, 683- ..... 850 ' 
13 14 3, 800 2, 500 ..... . 
Hoopas (b) ... ~~~~~- ~~l~:~.~-~:1:~~:. .. .......... 38,4001 12 319- 35 2 1, 900 ........... . 
==I======= Tule River agency. 
Tules an~l Tejons ............................ ~ 1 280 ~ 90. .. . . . 15 26 4:13 160 ..... . .Agency farm ................................ 5 ' 1 { . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 35:1 120 ..... . 
TotaL ................................... --1, 280/--g;)l~ ~~-;w 2, 808 ~~I 
(a) 20,000 melons, 10,000 pumpkins; 90,000 shingles made. 
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of houses, frame and other, the kind and 'l:aluc of the crops, cj·o.-Continued . 
Productions of the year. 
.-:: 
Stock owned at close of year. ] 
rn 
~ '"' Cli cti oo ..:; :::: :::: 
00 ~* "-< "@ c:e ~ 




~ 3 !l ~ <J5 ~ <lJC\l d .g :::: ~ .s <1) ~ 
.::1-+" bJl "@ '"' <1) d ell 0 0 :::: ~ 
0 ell iii= .::1 0 
0 P=l P-i ~ w. p.. 8 ~ Q w. w. H 
Bus. Bus. Bus. Bus. Tons. Dolls. Lbs. Bbls. Dolls. Dolls. No. No. No. No. Doll~; . 
1,2251_1,275 _:=~ 1,800=== 16, 3~--~_: 360=_:· 1;60 
---=~--=== 125 225===r-::--=---=~--==~. 075 =·=,======,=====,==== 
...... / 1001 25 .............................. ....... . ] 655 48, ...... ...... ...... 800 
...... ...... 86 ...... 35
1 
126 . ........... !.. ..... 3, o:m 37 4 ...... ...... 1, 410 
~JlOii/111~35126~ ~~ ~~-3:694-851--4;~ ~,2:210 
\b) 20,000 feet of lumber sawed. 
Table showing the numbel' of acres in Indian_ 1'CseJ·valions, (c., the nmnber of houses, frame ancl other, the kincl and valne of the crops, 4"c.-Continuecl. 
RECAPITULATION. 
.s "0 "0· I ~ <l.J-1" Productions of the year. <ll ~rn -+":::1 00 ~ ~<D ... -~@ .::: s ~ ui ~ ~;a ;!:~ I=! ~ Tribes in- <:.; 5~ 0 
I I I I I I 
ui ... o>:l ..q I=! 
~ h 
<ll 
"" H rno <ll 0 0 0 ~I» ~;, s 
.=< 
<l) ~ a5 ui ~ ~ I a5 ~ ~,.<:> ~ bO ..q ... ~ ~ -+" <) ... 0 
~ 
0 h 
_L_~ 00 <!j <!j..O Fi H 0 ~ 0 I=Q 
Bus. Bus. Bus. Bus. Bus. Bus. Bus. 
Minnesota aml States east of Mississippi River _............ 387, 896 35, 873 243 940 1, 702 34, 669 116, 252 873 84, 598 1, 300 156, 659 2, 370 
Neuraska, KaJJSas, and Indian Territory ............... _.... 29, 640, 244 213, 271 1, 31!0 833 9, 072 117, 057 6, 705, 593 .... _. _ _ 113, 083 .. .. .. .. 293, 170 1, 000 
Dakota,, Montana, vVyondng, and Idaho - .. - --- .... --•...... 41, 916, BOO 6, 045 1, 010 33 356 18, 760 49, 310 360 10, 250 160 29, li25 ...... 
N cvada, Colorado, New Mexieo, Utah, and Arizona_._._.... 21, 373, 704 8, 665 96 7 830 47, 491 16, 380 _ •... _ _ _ 660 4, 558 2, 540 60 
vVMbington, Oregon, <t,nd Califomia- .... ------ .. ----------- 4, 426, 365 9, 899 3, 334 636 758 47, 988 7, 181 700 22,891 1, 826 31,459 350 
Grand total. .................................... _ .... _ 97, 745, 009 ----;m:-753 5, 983 2,449112,718 265, 965 i • 6, 894, 716 1, 933 231, 482 7,844 SI3, 453 3, 78-0 
TotalfortbeUnitcdStatcs,1871 ..................... -----·------ 131,971 3,802 1,729 8,600 -89,839 3,617,359 1,630 89, 188 6,316 331,886 1,630 
======!==========-======= 
Tribes in-
Productions of the year-Continued. 
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Tons. Dolls. Lbs. Bblts. Dolls. Dolls. No. No. No. No. Dolls. 
Minnesota and States east of Mississippi River............. 9, 541 8, 967 897,250 10,085 25, 85S 549,635 2, 926 4, 705 8, 033 750 342,590 
N cbraska, Kansas, all(l I~ dian Territory- ........... - ...... _ 31, 05fi 11, 500 20 . .. .. . .. .. 109, ~20 4, 242, 320 102, 265 83, 704 371, 432 16, 166 5, 777, 184 
Dakota, Montana, Wyommg,_ and I<laho ....... .- .. -.... -'·--... 3, 5:10 14, 260 1, 500 ......... _ 31, ii50 155, 029 13, 199 5, 907 B96 _ ... _..... 561, 043 
Nevada, Colorado, New MexJCo, Utah, and Anzona . ....... _ 530 2, 340 _ .. __ ............ __ _ 9, 500 120, 124 11, 922 3, 179 ...... __ .. 102, 950 631, ~00 
\Yashington, Oregon, and Cahfornia ........... _ .. _ ......... _ 1, 963 5, 084 _......... 517 52, 018 19~, 671 31, 218 4, 937 729 183 598, 393 
----------------------.--
Grand total - ... " ...... - ............. -........... -..... 46, 670 42, 151 898, 770 10, 602 228, 846 5, 259, 779 161, 530 102, 4321 381, 090 120, 049 7, 911, 110 
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THE :M:ODOO INDIANS. 
The present difficulties with the Modocs of Oregon, requires that the 
committee should call attention to them. 
Under treaty with the Klamath Indians of October 14, 1864, and by 
executive order of March 14, 1871, there was set off a reservation of 
768,000 acres ofland situated in the extreme southern portion of the State, 
and not well ada.pted to agriculture. The climate cold and uncertain. 
By treaty stipulations the Modocs belong to this agency. The Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs says in his report for this year, 1872, that, 
"A part of the Moclocs who belong by treaty to this agency, (Klamath,) 
and who were at one time located upon the reservation, have, on 
account of their troubles with the Klamath, due principally to the over-
bearing disposition of the latter, left the agency and refused to return 
to it. They desire to locate upon a small reservation by themselves. 
Under the circumstances they should be permitted to do this or else be 
allowed to select a tract on the l\iulhner reservation." The committee 
insert the letter of the Secretary of the Interior, with accompanying 
documents touching this matter, that shows conclusively that white 
men in or near Yreka, California, haYe caused much of the bad blood 
manifested by the )lodocs. 
DEPARTl\1E~T OF THE I~TERWR 
Washington, D. C., Ji'ebruary 8, 1873. 
Sm: For the information of the Honse of Representatives, I have the honor to 
transmit herew·ith a copy of a report, dated the 7th instant, from the Acti11g Commis-
sioner of Indian A.ftairs, together with Senate Ex. Doc. No. 29, Forty-second Congress, 
third session, in answer to a resolution of the House, dated the 3d instant, in the fol-
lowing words, viz : 
"Resolved, That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, instructed to inform 
the House, at his earliest convenience, of the cause of the present difficulties with the 
Modoc Indians." 
I will remark that, as stated in the communication to the Senate on the 16th ultimo, 
in reply to a similar resolution of that body, there are on file in the Indian Office other 
papers bearing upon this subject that are voluminous; and it has not been deemed 
advisable to delay an answer to the resolution for the purpose of copying them, as 
their substantial import is exhibited in those now forwarded. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. JAMES G. BLAI:~E, 
Speaker of the House of Representatiues. 
C. DELANO, 
Secnfarg. 
DEPART:\IENT OF TEE lXTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C., Februa1·y 7, 1873. 
Sm: I have the ho)lor to be in receipt, by reference from the Department, of a reso-
lution adopted by the Honse of Representatives on the 3d instant, the same being in 
terms as follows : 
''Resolved, That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, instructed to inform 
the Honse, at his earlie~t convenience, of the cause of the present difficulties with the 
Modoc Indians." 
In compliance with your instruct.ions to submit a report upon the subject-matter of 
this resolution, I have the honor to state briefly, that the existing difficulties with the 
.Modoc Indians, in Oregon, arise from the armed resistance of certain members of the 
tribe, nuder the leadership of Captain Jack, to an efl'ort on the part of the Govern-
ment to locate them on the reservation assigned for their use by the treaty concluded 
with them on the 14th of October, 1864, (16 Statutes at Large, p. 707.) Though a 
portion of the tribe, nuder their head chief, have remained quietly on this reservation, 
Captain Jack and his band, which comprises the more turbulent and lawless of the 
Indians, have, with the exception of a few month~ in 1869 and 1870, never complied 
with their treaty stipulations, but have persisted in living at their old home near 
Clear Lake, about sixty miles southeast of Klamath, were, by their petty depreda-
tions, they have been the source of continual annoyance to the settlers in the vicinity. 
The superintendent of Indian affairs for Oregon reports the present attitude of defiant 
H. Rep. 98-17 
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hostility which these Indians now maintain toward the Government to be, in great 
measure, due to the advice and influence of evil-disposed persons living at, or near, 
Yreka, California. 
~he foregoing statement contains all the information, in the possession of this Office 
whiCh bears upon the specific inquiry of the House resolution. For further informa~ 
tion regarding these troubles, I would refer you to my report of the 14th ultimo with 
papers accompanying, which appears as Senate Executive Document No. 29 ~f the 
present session of Congress, a copy of which is herewith inclosed. 
The resolution of the House of Representatives is herewith returned. 
I h:we the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Hon. the SECRETARY OJ.!' THE INTERIOR. 
H. R. CLUM, 
Acting Comrnissioner. 
Lette1· frmn the Acti11g See1·etary of the Interi01· accompanyir1g information called f01' by the 
Senate resolution of January 8, 1873, relative to the Modoc and othe1· Indian tTibes i11 
P. urthern Calijo?"nia. 
DEPARTMENT 01!' THE INTEIUOR, 
Wash·ington, D. C., January 16, 1873. 
Sm : For the information of the Senate I have the honor to transmit herewith a copv 
of a report, dated the 14th instant, from the Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and 
accompanying papers, in answer to a resolution of the Senate, dated the 8th instaut, 
in the following words, viz: 
"BcRolred, That the Secretary of the Interior be directed to furnish the Senat<-' such 
information as ruay be in his Department touching existing difficulties with the Modoc 
and other Indian tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon." 
It appears from the report of the Acting Commissioner that there are on :file in the 
Indian-Office other papers bearing upon this subject, that are voluminous; and as 
their substantial import is exhibited in those now presented, it has not been deemed 
advisable to delay an answer to the resolution for the purpose of copying them. Such 
copies will, however, be furnished if desired. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The PHESIDENT OI!' THE SENATE. 
B. R. COWEN, 
Acting SecTela1'!J. 
DEPAHTMENT OF THI<: INTEHIOR, 0I<'FICE OJ!' INDIAN AFFAIHS, 
Washington, D. C., January 14, 1873. 
Sm: I have the honor to be in receipt, by ieference from the Department, of Senate 
rtsolntion of the 8th instant, the same being in terms as follows: 
"Resolved, That the Secretary of the Interior be directed to furnish the Senate such 
information as may ue in his Department touching existing difficulties with the Modoc 
and other Indian tribes in Northern California and Southern Oregon." 
In compliance with your instructions to submit a report npon the subject-matter of 
this resolution, I have the honor to state that no serious difficulties are known to exist 
with any tribes in the sections named other ·thau with the Modocs. 
This tribe has been known to this office since 1853 as generally unfriendly to the 
whites. It :first entered into formal relations with the Government by a treaty to 
whiuh the Klamaths and Yahooskin band of Snakes were also parties, (16 Statutes at 
Large, p. 707,) made on the 14th day of October, 1864, rat.ified. by the Senate, with cer-
tain verbal amendments, July 2, 1866, and, after the Indians bad consented to these 
amendments in December, 1869, proclaimed by the President, February 18, 1870. Un-
der the provisions of Article I of this treaty,. and of the exec~1ti"~e order of March 14, 
1871, issued. thereunder, a tract of land, e~tlmated to contam t68,000 acres, was set, 
::tpart for the Indians, parties to the treaty, m the southern part of Oregon. 
In September, 1865, w bile this treaty was pending before the Senate, Mr. Lindsley 
Applerrate sub-agent in charge of the Klamaths and Snakes, commenced operatious 
for th~ir b~uefit. The Modocs, presumedly acting under advice of certain interested 
whites, had previously withdrawn from the country to th.eir former home, near Clear 
Lake sixty miles southeast of Klamath. They, however, mformed Mr. Applegate, uy 
mess~Dger, that they would conform to hi~ wishes, and in the event of the ratification 
oftheir treaty would come on the reser:vati?n. . . . 
During the ensuing year a part of th~s tnbe, under thmr head-e~1ef "Schon-clnn" or 
"Skin-tian " were induced to settle qmetly at the agency; Captam Jack's band, ho\v-
ever, prefe;ring to stay at their old homes, where, without serious outbreak, they re-
mained until1869. In the latter part of that year the amendments of the Senate to 
said treaty were presented for their acceptance, when Captain Jack made strenuous 
objections to the whole affair. He was, however, :finally induced by the other chiefs 
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to withdraw his opposition to the treaty, and in December of that year settled with 
his immediate followers upon the reservation. Within three months, troubles arose 
betwf'en the Modocs and the Klamaths, due, in great measure, to the unfriendly dispo-
sition and conduct of the latter. The Modocs, under orders from Captain 0. C. Knapp, 
United States Army, who, in October, 1869, bad relieved Mr. Applegate as sub-agent, 
removed to another part of the reservation. Here disturbances were soon renewed, 
which resulted in the departure of the Modocs, who refused, as they said, to go into 
any traps for the benefit of their enemies, the Klamaths. Mr. A. B. Meacham, the then 
superintendent of Indian affairs for Oregon, attempted to settle the difficulties by es-
tablishing at Camp Yainax, in a distant part of the reservation, a sub-agency for the 
Snakes and othe~·s, leaving the Klamaths alone at the regular agency. But this meas-
ure, so far as it concerned the seceding and more turbulent portion of the tribe under 
Captain Jack's leadership, failed ofits object. In his annual report for 1871, Supt~rin­
tendent Meacham recommended the establishment of the band on a reservation to be 
set apart for them near their old home, where they coulu be subjected to governmental 
control and receive their share of the benefits of the treaty. The tract indicated by 
him was six miles square, lying partly in Oregon and partly in California. No action 
oo this recommendation was ever taken by this Department. 
To avert an outbreak, which the superintendent deemed imminent, two commis-
sioners, acting under his instructions, held consultations with these Indians in the 
summer of 1871, as the result of which it "'as understood that they should he per-
mitted to remain at their present location, awaiting definite action by this oflice iJ' 
regard to their reservation, provided always that they refi·ained from theft ::mel di:-.-
turbance. 
By reference from the honorable the Secretary of War, this office was, ou the 21st of 
March last, placed in possession of copies of an extended correspondence which bad 
been conducted between the military officers, the Oregon State authorities, and the 
superintendent of Indian affairs in that State, iu which the danger of serious troubles 
was set forth and acknowledged by all these officials, and from which it was apparent 
that the militar.v, while disposing the troops to insure the greatest protection to the 
citizens, yet felt themselves restrained from active operations against the defiant In-
dians under the agreement made by Superintendent Meacham in regard to the reserva-
tion, although Superintendent Meacham's successor, Mr. 'I'. B. Odeneal, held that Cap-
tain Jack bad forfeited, by his maraudings, all claim to consideration nuder t bat agree-
ment. 
A letter of instructions relative to the whole subject at issue, and coYering copies of 
these papers, was forwarded to Superintendent Odeneal on the 12th of April last. 
Upon the receipt of his reply of June 17, 1872, and its inclosures, be was, under date 
of July 6, ordered to effect the remo,Tal of these I11tlians, hy force if necessary, to the 
Klamath reservation. 
Copies of these three communications, and of Superintendent Odcneal's communica-
tion of the 23d ultimo, in which be reports at length in regard to these difficulties, are 
herewith forwarded for the information of the Senate. The papP.rs referred to this 
Office from the War Department, with other papers bearing upon this subject, also on 
file in this Office, are voluminous, and, as their substantial importjhas been shown above, 
it bas not been thought advisable to delay this report for the purpose of makincr copies 
of tbem. Such copies will, however, be furnished if desired. The resolntio; of the 
Senate is herewith returned. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Hon. the SECRI£TAI\.Y OF THE INTERIOR 
H. R. CL Ul\1, 
Acting Commissioner. 
DEPART~fENT OF THE INTEJUOH, OFFICI<; OF INDL\N AFF.\IRS, 
Washington, D. C., April12, 1872. 
SIR: I inclose herewith copies of papers received by this Department, by reference 
from the honorable Secretary of War, iu reference to the hostile attitude of, and ap-
prehended tronble with, the Modoc tribe of Indians. 
You are instructed to have the Modoc Indians removed, if, practicable, to the reser-
vation set apart for them under the treaty concluded with said Indians October 14 
1ti64; and, if removed, to see that they are properly protected from the Klamath In~ 
(lia,ns. If they cannot be removed to or kept on the reservation, you will report your 
views as to the practicability of locating them at some other point, and, if favorable 
to such location, you will give a description, by natnr>tl boundaries, if no other can be 
given, of the reservation that should be set aside for them. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
T. B. 0DENEA.L, EE:q., 
8up&rintenclent Indian Affairs, Salem., Oregon. 
F. A. ·wALKER, 
Commissioner. 
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OFFICE SUPERINTENDENT OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Salem, Oregon, June 17, 1872. 
SIR: In answer to your letter of the 12th of April last, inclosing copies of papers 
from t.he honorable Secretary of War in reference to the hostile attitude of, and appre-
hended trouble with, the Modoc Indians, I have the honor to report that, in pursuance 
of your instructions therein contained, I at once directed Agent Dyar, of Klamath 
agency, and Ivon D. Applegate, commissary in charge of Camp Yainax, to meet the 
chiefs and head-men of said tribe of Indians, and endeavor to persuade them to go 
upon Klamath reservation, authorizing the assurance to be given that they should be 
fully protected. A connell was held with said Indians on the 14th ultimo, and the re-
sult thereof is contained in the report of Mr. Applegate, a copy of which is herewith 
inclosed. 
I referred the matter to the gentlemen named, for the reason that Mr. Applegate has 
for many years been intimately acquainted with these Indians, spe:;tks their language 
fluently, and possesses their confidence to an extent greater than any one else. 
The leaders of these Indians are desperadoes, brave, daring, and reckless, and their 
superior sagacity enables them to exercise full and complete control over the rest of 
the tribe. They have for so long a time been permitted to do as they please, that they 
imagine they are too powerful to be controlled by the Government, and that they can, 
with impunity, defy its authority. This, in my opinion, is the whole secret of their 
insubordination. They must in some way be convinced of their error in this respect, 
by such firm, decided action as will leave no doubt in their minds in regard to the fact 
that we intend that they shall be obedient to law and faithful to their treaty obliga-
tions. This need not, and, with proper management, will not, :require the use of force. 
"When they shall have been thus convinced, we can, with reasonable hope of success, 
commence the work of civilizing and Christianizing them, and transforming them into 
peaceable, self-controlling, and self-sustaining ruen and women. 
Unless these leaders shall in some way be restrained from pursuing the reckless, de-
fiant course they have heretofvre been permitted to pursue, all theories in regard to 
their advancement in civilization must fail, and there is reason to apprehend serious 
trouble, and perhaps war, at no distant clay. 
As well might we expect our own youth to grow up in the practice of Christian 
virtnes, under the tutorship of the "road agents" of Montana, or the "guerrillas" of 
Mexico, as to think of instilling any good into the minds of the Modocs while under 
the exclusive control, as they have been, of their present leaders. 
I think the most effectual way to bring about a solution of these troubles, and main-
tain peace, is to take the bead-men into custody, and bold them at some point remote 
from their tribe, until they shall agree to behave themselves. We deprive white men 
of their liberty as a reformatory measure, and it certainly could not be considered less 
humane to adopt the same course with these chiefs. Not long since I had a conversa-
tion with Major Elmer Otis, who was in command of the troops in the district including 
these Indians, in which he expressed the opinion that all trouble with them could be 
settled by arresting the leaders, and compelling the others to go upon the Klamath res-
~rvation. His opinion, as well as that of Messrs. Applegate aud Dyar, is, that Camp 
Yainax, on Klamath reservation, is the best place in that whole country for the Modoc 
Indians; tlutt they will be as well contented and as easily kept there as at any other 
place that could be selected. I agree with them in this; and therefore respectfully 
report against the propriety of locating them elsewhere. 
I do not believe it practicable to remove them to the Klamath reservation at this 
season of the year without using the military for that purpose; and then, if they should 
resist, I doubt whether there is sufficient force in that vicinity to compel them to go. 
Major Otis stated in the conversation I had with him that the peremptory order for 
them to go upon the reservation should not be made before the last of September, for 
the reason that it would be difficult to enforce such order before the commencement of 
winter. 
His the opinion of Major Otis and other military officers and citizens that a reser-
vation should be selected on the bead-waters of Malheur River, or in the Stein Mount-
ain country, on which the Pi-Utes (or Snakes) should be located. I believe this prac-
ticable and advisable, but await orders from yon in regard to it. It is estimated that 
there are five hundred Pi-Utes on the head-waters of the Malheur who have never 
been on any reservation, and two hundred more at Yainax, who desire to go back to 
where their people are, in the Malheur country. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
T. B. ODENEAL, 
Sttperintendent IncUan .Affai'rs, Oregon. 
Ron. F. A. Vv ALTmR, 
Commissioner, g·c., Wa8hington, D. C. 
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CA:.\1P YAINAX1 May 8, 1872. 
Sm: Your communic:ttion of April2i, rebtive to tile Modocs and their permanent lo-
<lation, has been received, and I reply with no little embarrassment, for this is an old and 
vexed question, and one upon which there is much difference of opinion; in fact, any 
solution of the question will have its opponents. 
In regard to moving the baud to Klamath reservation and protecting them from the 
Klamaths, I give it as my opinion that the plan is not only practicable, but is really 
tbe only policy that can be adopted with any hope of success; but it is reasonable to 
believe that they will not come on to the reservation peaceably while their present 
leaders are in power; at any rate, not until they are couvi11ced that the military will 
be used against them in case of refusal. I feel confident that in winter they could be 
removed quite easily by the troops stationed at Fort Klamath, but at this season au at-
tempt to bring them by force might be attended with considerable danger to the set-
tlers now in that country. Yet I am inclined to the opinion that a positive order to 
remove to the reservation, made when a force of :fifty or sixty cavalry can be at band 
in their country, ready for immediate action, would have the desired effect, and that 
most, if not all, of the Modocs would obey; and even this plan of action might lead 
to a very destructive war, for the Indians, of whom there are at least fifty active, well-
armed warriors, might get into the mountains adjacent to the scattering settlements, 
do a great deal of demage, and really be almost invincible until hemmed in again by 
the snows of next winter. They are well armed and clothed, well supplied with am-
munition, and are undoubtedly encouraged by certain white men in Siskiyou County, 
who perhaps profit by their trade. The proposition to arrest the leaders is one worthy 
of se1ions consideration, and in this plan may lie the solution of the problem; but 
under the present understanding between the Department, both Indian and military, 
and the chief, Captain Jack, the arrest would no doubt be reganled by the Indians as 
an act of treacher.v on our part, and might hereafter destroy their confidence in the 
Indian Department to a great extent, anu the military might be averse to taking any 
action while they consider the agreement made with Captain Jack by the htte super-
iutenueut, A. B. Meacham, as still in force. The nature of which ageeemeut was, as 
you will see by records in your office, that, until the matter of setting apart a separate 
reservation for them should be adopted or disapproved, and the matt.er of their pcema-
nent location be positively determined by the Department, they should remain nnmo-
leRted in tile l\1odoc country, they, on their part, "doing nothing that would have a 
tendency to cause a collision between them an<l the settlers." 
In a communication addressed to Superintendent A. B. Meacham, under date of 
:February 17, 1872, General E. R. S. Can by sa,ys: "The commanding officer has been 
advised that the question of ne·w location has been by you submitted to the Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs, an<l that, pending the decision of this question, force will 
not be used by the military to compel the return of the Modocs to the reservation." 
Unless assured that the new location idea is ab<.tndoned, perhaps the military would 
not [obey] the order to a,rrest those men. If it could be arranged, it is my opinion that 
the arrest of Captain Jack, Black Jim, Scar-faced Charley, Boston, and En-choaks, the 
medicine-man, would settle all trouble; and I am satisfied:that, if properly planned, 
and managed with .fJreat caution, it can be done witilno very great risk and with a 
comparatively small force. Only for the appearance of being a breach of faith on the 
part of the Department, it could have no bad influence on the other Indians. As to 
their location elsewilere than on the Klamath reservation, I must say, in all candor, 
that I ca,nnot consider such a plan is either right or practicable. Allow me here to 
give a few reasons for so thinking: 'l'he Moclocs, as parties to the treaty of October 14, 
18G4, celled to the United States the very country over which they are now roving. 
Their right beiug thus extinguished the country was thrown open to settlement. 
Much of it has been located as State land, and nearly every foot of it fit for cultivation 
has been taken up by settlers, whose thousands of cattle, horses, and sheep arc ranging 
over it. The country where those Modocs are is a pastoral region, not an agricultural 
country; and to undertake to maintain them on a small reservation there would prob-
ably cost more than to provide for tilem and the Klamaths on this reservation, which 
is so well fitted, by its various resources, as a home for them. 
These Modocs really are only a fragment of the Klamath Nation, having common 
sympathies, speaking the same language, and being closely intermarried with the 
several bands on the reservation, and if located on a new reservation a constant and 
annoying intercourse would be the effect; and their success in being located there, in 
violation of treaty stipulations, would have a demoralizing influence on the other 
Indians. 
The white settlers are very much opposed to establishing a new reservation for this 
band of desperadoes, and tileir determined opposition would keep up a continual con-
flict, even though the location silould be made, and likely would be sufficient to make 
the thing a failure in the end. Chief Skin-tian, formerly recognized as chief of all the 
Modocs, now an old man, still remains here with over a hundred of his tribe, still 
:faithful to his obligations, and still anxious and ho-peful that his people, who have 
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been led a"'my by Captain Jack, wm be brought back where they belong. Through 
Skin-tian's people I shall immediately send word to Captain Jack, asking him to meet 
Mr. Dyar and I, without delay, on Lost River, and the result of the council will be 
reported to you as soon as possible after it occurs. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. T. B. 0DE~EAJ,, 
I. D. APPLEGATE, 
Commissary in Chargl'. 
Superintendeitt of Indian AjJ'ail's, Salem, 01·egon. 
YAINAX, May 16, 18i2, 
Sn~: Under date of l!fa,y 8 I wrote you in answer to your letter of inquiry in regard 
to the Modoc matter, and I would now most respectfully report further, that on the 
14th instant, in company with Mr. L. S. Dyar, agent at Klamath, I met the chiefs and 
head-men of all the Modocs, both those under Skin-tian and Captain Jack, at the mili-
tary camp on Lost River. I used every argument to induce them to return peaceably 
to the reservation, telling them that this was the desire of the Department; that such 
action would insure them all the rights and privileges now elljoyed by the other 
Indians on this reservation, and that they would have perfect protection against the 
Klamaths. 
I did not think it warmnte<l by my instructions, nor was it in my judgment prudent, 
to deman<l of them to return, cr even to say to them that they would have to come, 
considering that ::tt this season hostilities would certainly result in great loss of life 
and property. I was not willing to make any issue, but thought it best to leave the 
matter oftheir final settlement still open, feeling satisfied and still hoping for success, 
based on their good conduct, they will be more likely to remain peaceable. I asked 
Captain Jack if he would obey the order to come on to the reservation, but be did 
not answ&· pointedly. While be hesitated Black Jim and seYeral others tolU him 
in their own language that it might be dangerous to say no. Jack then said that he 
would not answer the question, for it would make a "dispute." Considering all things, 
I did not think it best to press the question further. Jack's speech was substantially 
as follows: 
"We are good people, an<l will not kill or frighten anyboc1y. vVe want peace a~d 
friendship. I am well known and understood by the people of Yreka, California, and 
am governed by their advice. I do not want to live upon the reservation, for tlle In-
dians there are poorly clothed, suffer from hunger, and even ha\Te to le~11ve the reserva-
tion sometimes to make a living. "\Ve are willing to have whites to live in our 
country, but we do not want them to locate on the west side and near the mouth of 
Lost River, where we have our winter camps. The settlers are continually lying about 
my people and trying to make trouble." 
I feel quite safe in saying that there is not much probability of any serions trouble 
from these Indians as matters now stand; but if the cavalry force is ordered away 
before winter there will be great danger of open hostility. Any action against them 
in the summer will be attended with more or less danger. 
One very bad feature in the matter is the fact that there is a very bitter feeling 
among the settlers against the Modocs. The <lelay in removing them bas made some 
of the settlers almost tlesperate, anu it is bard to reason with such people and keep 
them from <loing some act that might bring on a general massacre. And yet it might, 
perhaps, be safest to risk this and let the matter rest till winter. 
Very respectfully, your obedieut servant, 
Hon. T. B. ODENEAL, 
Superintendeut Indian Affairs, Salem, Oregon. 
I. D. APPLEGATE, 
Commissary in Charge. 
DEPARTMEXT OF. THE INTERIOR, 0FI<'ICE OF IXDIAN AFl' AlRS, 
Washington, D. C., July 6, 1872. 
SIR: I have receiveu your report, dated the 17th ultimo, inclosing copies of letters 
from I. D. Applegate, dated, respectively, the 8th and 16th of May last, in reply to a 
communication from this Office, dated April 12, 1872, relative to the removal of the 
Modoc Indians to tlle Klamath resen-ation, or the propriety of having a new reserva-
tion set apart for them. 
In your report you state "that it is the opinion of Major Elmer Otis, as well as that 
of Messrs. Applegate and Dyar, that Camp Yainax, on Klamath reservation, is the best · 
place in that whole country for the Modoc Indians; that they will be as well contented 
and as easily kept there as at any other place that could be selected," and you agree 
with them in their opinion, and report against the propriety of locating them else-
where. Yon further state that the leaders of the Modoc Indians are "<lesperadoes, 
brave, daring, reckless," and defy tlle authority of the Government with impunit,y, 
and that it will be necessary to arrest these leaders an<l con:vince them of their error, 
before any civilizing influences can be brought to bear upon the tribe. 
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Your recommendations, so far as the Modoc Indians are concerned, are appro,·ed, and 
you are <lirected to remove them to the Klamath reservation, peaceably if yon possi-
bly can, but forcibly if yon must, at the time suggested in your report, in Septemuer 
next. You will e~rcise your discretion about making arrests of the leauers, avoiding 
any unnecessary violenee or resort to extreme measures. 
You also report that it is the opinion" of Major Otis, and other military officers and 
citizens, that a reseryation shou1U be selected on the head-waters of the Malhenr River, 
or in the Stein Mountain country, on which the Pi-Utes (or Snakes) shoulu be located." 
You believe this practicable and advisable, and estimate that there are five hundred 
Pi~Utes who have never been on any reservation, anu two hundred at Yainax, who de-
sire to go back where their people are, in the Malheur country. 
ln reply to this part of your report, you are directed to examine the country at the 
head-waters of the :Malhenr River, and report, uy natnral boundaries, a sufficient 
11nantity of land for a suitable reservation for said Pi-Ute or Snake Indians. You will 
be careful not to emurace any more territory than is necessary, and not to interfere 
with white settlements, if there are any in that locality. 
Upon receipt of such report, the matter will receiYe proper consi<leration by this 
Office. 
Very respectfully, yonr obedient servant, 
T. B. OnE~K\T,, Esq., 
F. A. '\YALKEH, 
Commi8sio11e1·. 
Superintwilcnt Iudian .lffair8, Salem, Oregon. 
OFFICE SuPERI~TI~NDE,"r INDIAN AFF"\.m~-o, 
Salem, Oregon, December 2:3, 1872. 
Sm: In yonr letter of the 6th of July last, you directed me to remove the l\fouoc In-
rlians to Klamath reservation, peaceably if I could, but forcibly if I must. :For the 
purpose of executing this order, I left here on the 20th of November, and arrived at 
Klamath agency on the 25th of the same month. Learning that Captain Jack's bantl 
of Modocs was then camped on Lost Hiver, I immediately dispatched Messenger James 
Brown and I. D. Applegate to said camp with the following message: 
"Say to them that I wish to meet the head-men at Sink River on the 27th instant, 
and to talk with them. Impress upon them the importance of their meeting me. Tell 
them that I entertain none but the most friendly feelings for them, and that the object 
of the interview sought is to advance their interests and promote their welfare; that 
I have made ample provision for their comfortable subsistence at Camp Yaina:s:, on 
Klamath reservation, and desire to have them go there and receive their proportion of 
the annuities; that if they will go with you to the l'eservation within a reasonable 
time, as soon as they can get ready, they shall be fairly and justly dealt with, and 
fully protected in all their rights against any injustice which other tribes might be 
disposed to do them. If they agree to go with yon, say to them that they neecl not 
meet me as requested, and that I will see tht3m at Yainax. In the event they decline 
to go to the reservation, you will say they mnst meet me at Sink River, as I desire to 
and must come to a positive understanding with them." 
On the same d~w I ::uldresse<l the following letter to Lieutenant-Colonel \Vheaton, 
commanding the district of the lakes: 
"Om;Go:-< Srrtmr~TENDENCY, 
"Klarnath ..Jgcncy, November 2G, 1872. 
"Sm: I am here for the pmpose of putting the Modoc Indians upon this reserva-
tion, in pursnauce of au order from the honorable Commissioner of Indian Affairs, a 
copy of which is as follows, to wit: 'You are hereby directed to remove the Modoc In-
dians to Klamath reservation, peaceably if you possibly can, but forcibly if you must.' 
I have requested the head-men of the tribe to meet me at Sink River on the 27th in-
stant, at which time I shall endeavor to persuade them to return to the reservation. 
If they shall refuse to come voluntarily, then I shall call upon you for a force sufficient 
to compel them to do so. They have some eighty well-armed warriors, and I would 
respectfully snggest that as large a force be brought to bear against them at once as 
YQU can conveniently furnish, in the event it shall be determined that they canuot be 
removed peaceably. 
"Immediately after the conference referred to, I will inform yon of the result 
thereof, and in the mean time I have to req nest that all nece!"sary prelimi11ary arrange-
ments Le made for concentrating the forces a.t your command atHl having them ready 
for actin' operations. 
"Very respectfully, ~ .. our obedient servant, 
'' Lientena!lt-Colouel FnA::\'K WHEATON, 
"T. B. ODENEAL, 
"Supaintendcnt Indian Aff(tirs, Oregon. 
'' Commanding Vi!trict of Lctkes, Camp Warne~·, Oregon." 
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~Iy plan was, if they conhl not be removed peaceably, to bring so large a force 
against them as to overawe tlwm at once, and thus insure the execution of the order 
without fighting. 
Lost River is fifty-five miles from Klamath agency, twenty-tim~ miles from Sink 
River. On the day appointed, in company with Agent L. S. Dyar, I went to the place 
designated for the meeting, and there met the messengers, who reported that they bad 
been to the camp of Captain Jack's band of Modocs, and had informed the head-men 
of everything contained in my instructions, and, besides, had used every argument in 
their power to persuade them to meet me or go upon tbe reservation. rrhat they per-
emptorily declined to do either. Captain Jack, the head-chief, made substantially the 
following speech : 
" Say to the superintendent that we do not want to see him or to talk with him. 
We do not want any white man to tell us what to do. Our friends and counselors 
are men in Yreka, California. They tell us to stay where we are, and we intend to do 
it, and will not go upon the reservation. I am tired of being talked to, and am done 
with talking." 
After fully considering and discussing the matter with Agent Dyar and Mr. Apple-
gate, and receiving from them the positive opinion that nothing but the appearance of 
an armed force at their camp could have any influence whatever upon them, I con-
cludell to call for such force, aud accoruingly sent Mr. Applegate to Fort Klamath, 
with the following letter, which I authorized him to deliver to Major John Green, 
commanding that post, and, if he bad not sufficient authority and force to act, to for-
ward the same to Colonel \Ybeaton, to wit: 
"OREGox ScrEmXTEXDEXCY, 
"Sink River, .Nm·ember 27, 1872. 
"Sm: The bearer of this, Mr. I. D. Applegate, has just r eturned from the camp of 
the ~Iodoc Indians, and he informs me tllat they defiantly decline to meet me at tllis 
place, in accoruance with my request, sent by him. They authorized him to say that 
they did not desire to see or to talk with me, and that they woulll not go upon Kla-
math reservation. In order, therefore, to carry out the instructions of the honorable 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, I have to request that you furnish a sufficient force to 
compel said Indians to go to Camp Yainax, on said reservation. · 
''I transfer the whole matter to your department, without assuming to dictate the 
course you shall pursue in executing the order aforesaid, trusting, however, that yon 
may accomplish the object desired without the shedding of blood, if possible to 
avoid it. 
"If it shall become necessary to use force, then I have to request that you arrest 
Captain Jack, Black Jim, and Scar-faceu Charley, and bold them in custouy subject to 
my order. 
''I am informetl that these leaders, with only about half of their warriors, arc 
camped near the month of Lost River, and if the force could be immediately sent to 
that place, I think they might be induced to surrender and come upon the reservation 
without further trouble. 
"Very respectfully, your obc(lient servant, 
"T. B. OI>ENEAL, 
"Superintendent Indian Affairs, Oregon." 
This letter was addressed to no one on the inside, but was sent to Major Green, with 
instructions to the bearer, Mr. Applegate, to address it to Colonel Prank \Vheaton, 
Camp \Varner, in the event Major Green had not authority and force sufficient to ena-
ble him to act. He bad told me on the 26th that be had orders to act, but I did not 
learn to what extent. I am informed that my letter, or a copy of it, was immediately 
forwarded to Colonel Wheaton. 
On the 28th of No-vember, at 5 o'clock p. m., a special messenger delivered to me a 
letter from Major Green, a copy of which is as follows: 
" HEADQUARTERS :FonT KLA:\UTII, 
".~.Yovernber 28, 18i2. 
"Sm: In compliance with your written request of yesterday, I will state that Cap-
tain Jackson will leave this post about noon to-day with about thirty men; will be at 
Sink River to-night, and I hope before morning at Captain Jack's camp. 
"I am, sir, very respectfully, your obeuient servant, 
":Mr. T. B. ODENEAL, 
"Superintendent Indian .djJ'airs." 
'~JOHN GREEN, 
"Major First Ca·valry, Cornmandiug Post. 
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The impresbion seemed prevalent among military men and some others that, on ac-
count of the wen:ther and othe1· adverse circumstances surrounding the Indians, they 
would surrender and go to the reservation as soon as they saw that there was a proba-
bility that troops would be used against them if they should refuse to go. 
This force was, in my estimation, too small, and as soon as I received Major Green's 
letter I st>nt James Brown, messenger in this office, in company with a man named 
Crawley, who lived within a quarter of a mile of the camp of the Modocs, to notify all 
settlers who could be in any danger in the event of an unsuccessful engagement with 
the Indians that the cavalry were coming. They notified several families, who went 
with them to Crawley's honse, arriving there at half-past twelve o'clock that night. 
Mr. Brown knew nothing of other settlers living below Crawley's. There we1·e six 
men th('n with him; all were acquainted with the country; no one said anything 
auout there being other settlers who might be in danger. Mr. Brown also says that 
all could have been notified easily before daylight, and if this had been done no one 
could have been murdered. EleYen men in all were murdered-four within three 
miles of where the messengers stopped on the day of the battle, four within ten miles, 
and three within fourteen miles the day following. I state facts only. Feeling con-
scious that I did everything in my power to avert all danger, and kno"~ing that "blam-
ing others cannot bring the dead to life or relieYe the anguh;h of surviving friends, I 
tshall offer no words of centstue against any one for the sad results. 
Learning that the troops would not come by way of Sink River, I, at 1 o'clock in the 
morning of the 29th, went to a point on the road which they wonl!l pass some three 
milt!!3 distant, and there gave Captain Jackson, at his rertuest, \'erbal directions in tsub-
stantially the following 'vonls, viz: 
"When yon arrive at the camp of the Modocs, reC)nest an interview ·with the head-
men. Say to them that you did not come to fight, or to harm them, bnt to have them 
go peaceably to Camp Yainax, where ample provision has been made for feeding and 
clothing them, and where, uy their treaty, they agreed to live; use every argument. 
yon can to induce them to go; portray to them the folly of :Lighting; talk kindly, uut 
firmly to them ; and " . hatever else yon may do, I desire to urge that if there is any 
fighting let the Indians be the aggressors. Fire not a gun, except in self-defense, after 
they have first fired npon you or your men." 
The troops arrived at the camp at 7 o'clock in the morning, obtained an interview, 
and a conversation ensned lasting three-quarters of an hour. Captain Jackson has 
since informed me that he repeated to them all I requested him to say, and used 
every argument he conld to induce them to go. All proving ineffectual, he demanded 
of them to lay down their arms, when one of the leaders, "Scar-faced" Charley, 1·aised 
his gnu, and, with an oath, saying he would kill one officer to begin with, fired at 
Lieutenant Boutell, who was in front of his men, shooting four bullet-holes through 
his coat-sleeve. The Indians all had their guns in their hands, and a general firing 
commenced at once on both sides. The battle lasted two hours, when the Indians es-
caped, but returned again in the afternoon and nttacke<l the troops. 
The murders of the citizens were all committed by five men and one woman. All can 
be identified. The matter being in the hands of the military, I have of course exercised 
no ccntrol since the battle, fnther than to suggest that the terms of surrender should 
be that they lay down their arms and go and stay upon the reservation. 
I have requested, further, that the leaders be taken into custody and held subject to 
further orders, and that the murderers be.'\ taken charge of and delived to the civil 
authorities to be dealt with according to law. 
A very few individuals, who can assume a very fervent enthusiasm whenever the oc-
casion requires it, but whose motives are supremely selfish, may say (have said in 
fact) that this collision might have been avoided. Ninety-nine out of every hundred 
men in this State who know the facts would express a different opinion-the fact of 
their refusing to talk with me; their peremptory refusal to go to the reservation at my 
request, or at the request of the military; and the final and most convincing of all 
other facts, the opening of hostilities against men who were endeavoring to convince 
them that they were their friends and desired only their welfare. The military pur-
pose pursuing until they capture them. I believe this is 1,he only safe way to do. 
Should the troops return to their posts, these Indians would regard it as a defeat of the 
Government; their insolence and defiance would become still more intolerable, and a 
guerrilla warfare would be waged until every settler in that region would be murdered; 
and other Indians, now peaceable, seeing their success, ·would hasten to join them. 
Another result would be tbe most gigantic Indian war of modern times. 
While residing with a Quaker agent, :Mr. Harvey, of Pennsylvania, in the Osago 
Nation, twenty-two years ago, I became impressed with the idea, and still believe, that 
as a general rule Indians can be governed and controlled most successfully by peace-
able means. Since that time I have resided in the immediate vicinity of Indians, and 
been familiar with the character of various tribes and nations, and I find that all of 
them, in their native condition, regard white men as their natural enemies. ln this 
they are not altogether unreasonable, in view of the sentiment of extermiuation which 
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is so prevalent on the frontiers. This idea is so firmly impressed upon their minds, 
that it can be eradicated only by a policy such as the Government is now pursuing, 
and not by this in a day or even a year. Considerable time must elapse before their 
prejudices can be removed and substituted by feelings of frienuship and good-will 
toward onr race. It is difficult to make them forget a wrong. They will not love 
their enemies. They will lie to you, but you must promise them nothing you cannot 
give. If you should declare that you would punish them for some short-coming and 
not do it, they would think much less of you, and a few repetitions would cause them 
to lose all faitb in your promises and in you. This is a characteristic of all Indians I 
ever knew. They are not very truthful, but want all who deal with them to be so. 
They should be dealt with kindly and humanely, but more as i.f they were children 
than men, until they can be educated in the ways and habits of civilized life. The 
Government shonld faithfnlly perform all it promises, and as a father enforces hiR 
rales and mandates, so shonld they be made to fulfill their promises and engage-
ments. 
Believing, as I ever have, that many acts of injustice have, in the past, been com-
mitted against them by representatives of the Government, as well as by individual 
white men, all my sympathies are enlisted in their favor when I see any attempt to 
trample npon or disregard their rights. I can make all due allowance for the ignorance 
which their habits, conditions, and want of opportunity to become enlightened have en-
tailed upon them. But there are exceptions to all rules. A majority of the Modocs 
have, for years, been residingupon the reservation, and demeaning themselves pror.erly, 
while Captain Jack, disreganling the counsel of the head-chief, Soon-chin, has persisted 
in roaming whithersoever he pleased, taking as many others with him as he could 
persuade to go. No injustice has ever been done tlw Modocs, that I am aware of, 
though they have been bad Indians in the past, having murdered helpless emigrants 
passing through their country, by the score. Captain Jack and other leaders of tltis 
band are not educated in books, but for good natural common sense I believe them not 
inferior in intellect to ordinary white men. They are educated in all the vices of our 
race, and have no apparent desire for any other kind of knowledge. It is not ignorance 
which impels them to pursue the course they do. They know better, but, like many 
white men, are outhtws, having no respect for tlte rights of others, and being destitute 
of all moral principle. They boast of the number of people they have killed, (both 
Indians and whites.) There are enough of them to demoralize all the Indians in that 
part of the State, and I believe that to subdue them now is not only the most merciful 
and christianlike, but the only safe way to deal with them. For eight years they have 
been permitted to baffle and defy the Government in the course desired to be pursued 
for their benefit, until many Indians on the reservation, familiar with their conduct, 
were becoming discontented, and soon would have fled from the restraints, as they 
consider them, connected with living at an agency. The good of all Indians in that 
part of the State demanded that your order he executed without further delay. I tried to 
carry out your instructions peaceably. Persuasive measures proved fruitless. The mili-
tary tried to effect the desired object, by both argument and intimidation. All failed. 
The Indians commenced hostilities, and now, I think, no terms should be made with 
the band which could in any way interfere with afterward arresting and removing the 
leaders, and the trial of the murderers. If tltey should consent to all go upon the res-
ervation, and the chiefs be permitte(l to remain with them, there would be a repetition 
of these troubles at least once a year as long as there should be one of them left. 
Since you :first ordered these Indians to be removed, I have received many letters 
from citizens, some addressed to me, aml some by reference from the governor, com-
plaining of Captain Jack's band and asking for relief. 
The Indians were becoming more insolent every day. When they wanted ~1 barrel of 
flour or a beef, they would go and demand it of the nearest settler, who was afraid to 
refuse, and gavP. them whatever they called for. A dozen or more would go into a 
house, demand their supper, breakfast, or dinner~ ancl tlte frightened women, not dar-
ing to refuse, would prepare the meal for them, while they lounged around on the beds, 
or sat and smoked by the :fire. The lands had been taken by settlers under the pre-
emption law, yet the Indians claimed it, and would demand and take half the hay, 
grain, &c., as rent. 
I have sufficient evidence to satisfy me that there are a few men in Yreka, California, 
some sixty miles from Lost River, who are to a great extent, if not entirely, responsi-
ble for tlte insubordination of Captain Jack's band, and for the present trouble with 
them. There are several letters in existence which go to·show these men have per-
snaded them to remain off the reservation, making them believe that they could hold 
the land they claim under the pre-emption law, if they would stay where they were, 
but that if t.hey went to tbe reservation they would lose all right to it. On the even-
ing before the battle, one of the letters I refer to was given to me by a settler, (who 
had found it with some others,) an<l is in the words and tignres follo\ving: 
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"YREKA, September 19, 1872. 
"DEAR SrR: You will have to give me a description of tbe land the Indians want· 
If it has been surveyed, give me the town, range, section, and quarter-section. If not, 
make a rude plat of it, by representing the line of the lake and the line of the river, so 
that I can describe it. 
"Mr. Varnum, the county surveyor, will not go out, so I have to send to Sacramento 
to get one appointed. Send me an answer by an Indian, so that I can make their 
papers soon. I did not have them pay taxes yet, as I do not know whether the land is 
surveyed and open for pre-emption. 
"Respectfully, yours, 
"E. STEELE. 
"Mr. HENRY F. MILLER." 
Other letters which parties have promised to send me have been found, and are said 
to be more full and explicit than this. 
The friends and counselors referred to by Ca,ptain Jack have supplied the Indians 
with the best of guns and an abundance of ammunition, to enable them to remain off 
the reservation. They will, of course, find great fault with the authorities for inter-
fering with their customers. They have evidently made a large amount of money by 
their illicit traffic, and their only desire was to make more, caring nothing for the ulti-
mate fate of the Indians. E. Steele is said to be a prominent lawyer. Among others 
implicated is a judge of the State court. I propose to investigate this matter fully, for 
my own satisfaction, whether it amounts to anything beyond or not. It is my ex-
perience that nine-tenths of the trouble with Indians in this superintendency is 
brought about by meddlesome white men giving them improper advice and dealing 
illicitly with them. "\Ve are endeavoring to put a stop to these things as fast as we 
can find cases which can be successfully prosecuted in the courts. 
The latest news I have from the Modoc country is to the effect that there has been 
no fighting since the :first battle, and no depredations haYe been committed since that 
time. 
This may be considered an inexcusably long report, but I could not giye you all the 
facts and my vi~ws in fewer words. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
T. B. ODE:NEAL. 
lion. F. A. WALKER, 
Connnissioner, g'·c., Trashington, D. C. 
DELEGATIONS FRO)I UNCIVILIZED THIBES. 
The committee is of the opinion that the judicions expenditure of 
money in defraying the expenses of delegations from the uncivilized tribes 
of Indians from their homes to Washington and return is valuable as a 
civilizer, and will yield a better interest in the promotion of the welfare 
of those people than the same amount spent in other modes. By 
this mode their representative ~en form a knowledge of the habits 
and manners of our people, and learn to appreciate the powers and 
resources of the Government, and impresses them with a respect for 
civilized life and the comforts it brings to the people. 
DEPART~IENT Ol!' THE INTERIO~, 
Washington, D. C., Decemoe1· 1D, 1870. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of a communication, elate the Rth 
instant, from the Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and the accompanying form 
of a joint resolution "authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to use certain funds 
appropriated by joint resolution to defray the expenses of delegations of Indians visit-
ing the city of Washington," approved July 13, 1870. 
I respectfully commend the subject to the favorable consideration of Congress. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
·w. T. OTTO, 
Acting SecretaTy. 
lion. ,JA)1E8 G. BLAINE, 
Speaker of the House of Reptesentatives. 
DEP.\.RT~IENT O.F THE INTl~RIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIHS, 
Washington, D. C., December 8, 1870. 
SIR: Referring to joint resolution approved July 13, 1870, as follows: "That there be 
appropriated, out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appropriated, the sum of 
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:fifty thousand dollars to enable the Secretary of the Interior to defray the expenses of 
Indians visiting Washington and to purchase presents for the members thereof, in tho 
year 1870," I have the honor to say that a very small proportion of the appropriation 
was used within the time prescribed by law, and as delegations have made application 
to visit Washington and will probably be permitted to do so, the whole amount, or a 
great proportion of the balance now on hand, $38,614.23, will be required by this De-
partment. I ha-ve prepared a joint resolution, which is herewith inclosed, to be sub-
mitted to Congress if it meets with your concurrence, in order that the requirements of 
section No.5 o:f the act making appropriations for the judiciary may be obviated, under 
which all unexpended balances are required to be carried to the surplus fund, &c., and 
that the balance, $38,614.23, may be placed to the credit of this Department, to be 
used for defraying the expenses of delegations subsequent to tho 1st day of January, 
1871. 
Very respectfully, your obedient seryant, 
lion. COLUl\1Bl'S DELANO, 
Secretary of the Interior. 
H. R. CLU:M, 
Acting Commissione1·. 
A RESOLUTION authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to use certain fnnds appropriated by joint 
"resolution to defray the expenses of delegations of Indians -visiting the city of \Vaf!hington," 
approved July thirteenth, eighteen hundred and seventy. 
Be it ?'esolved by the Senate and Ilonse of R epl'esentatives of the United States of America 
in Congress assembled, That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, author-
ized to defray the expenses of delegations of Indians visiting the city of ·washington, 
by authority of the United States, subsequently to the :first day of January, eighteen 
hundred and seventy-one, and to purchase presents for the members thereof, out of the 
amount remaining unexpended on the thirty-first day of December, eighteen hundred 
and seventy, of the sum of :fifty thousand dollars appropriated by resolution No. 110, 
entitled "A resolution to pay expenses of delegations of Indians visiting the city of 
\Vashington," approved July thirteenth, eighteen hundred and seventy. 
I 
WHITES MARRYING INDIANS. 
These Inflians have with much liberality permitted white men to marry into their 
tribes, thus proving that they were not averse to our race~ religion, or habits, and 
have provided by various treaties for the welfare of such persons. 
By the thirty-eighth article of the treaty of Washington with the Choctaws and 
Chickasaws, April 28, 1866, it is generously provided that-
" Every white person who, having married a Choctaw or Chickasaw, resides in the 
said Choctaw or Chickasaw Nation, or who has been adopted by the legislative author-
ities, is to be deemed a member of said nation, and shall be subject to the laws of the 
Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, according to his domicile, and to prosecution and 
trial before their tribunals, and to punishment acco1:ding to their laws, in all respects 
as though he was a native Choctaw or Chickasaw." 
In other tribes there are such treaty proYisions, and., so far as the 
committee is informed, all the tribes permit white marriages with the 
members of the tribes respectively. 
l'his is one of the most pernicious practices that these people have, 
for the reason that no white person of respectability will abandon his 
citizenship in the United States to become a member of an Indian tribe 
at this date. 
No man of both sense and character will, of his own will, abandon 
the high prerogatives of an American citizen, with its protective char-
acter, to attach himself to a roaming band of oppressed people, unless 
it be unconditionally a matter of charity; and the committee assure 
the House that no case of this last-named character has been found or 
beard of to this date. 
The time has been when this disparit.y did not exist; but the time 
now is when white men who marry Indian women do so for their 
money, or the hope of a division of the spoils. 
The following quotations are from the treaties with these several 
tribes authorizing the general Indian council, now and for some time in 
successful operation: 
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GENERAL COUNCIL OF OKLAHOMA. 
It is provided by the seventh article of the Seminole treaty of March 21, 1866; the 
eighth article of the Choctaw and Chickasaw treaty of April 2B, 1866; the tenth article 
of the Creek treaty of June 14, 1866; the twelfth article of the Cherokee treaty of July 
19, 1Fl66, and the seventh article of the Seminole treaty of March 21, 1866: 
"That a general council, consisting of delegates elected by each nation or tribe law-
fully residing within the Indian Territory, may be annually convened in said Territory, 
wh1Ch council shall be organized in such manner and possess such powers as are by 
their treaties above prescribed." 
CENSUS. 
These several treaties and sections provide for the taking, by the Secretary of the 
Interior~ prior to the first meeting of said council, of a censns or enumeration of each 
tribe lawfully resident in said Territory, under the direction of the Commissioner of In-
dian Affairs. 
GENEHAL COUNCIL ELECTION. 
Article seven of the Seminole treaty of 1866, article eight of the Choctaw aud Chick 
asaw treaty of April28, 1866, article ten of the Creek treaty of June 14, 1866, and the 
twelfth article of the Cherokee treaty of July 19, 1866, severally provide for represen-
tation and the election of members of the general council, a representation republican 
in form, and showing evident progress, copying after our Government in all respects. 
These provisions are : 
''The first general council shall consist one member from each tribe, an additional 
member from each one thousand Indians, or each fraction of a thousand greater than 
five hundred, being members of any tribe lawfully resident in said Territory, and shall 
be elected by said tribes respectively." * * * * * 
"The said council shall be presided over by the superintendent of Indian affairs, or, 
in case of his absence for any cause, the duties of said superintendent, enumerated by 
this article, shall be performed by such person as the Secretary of the Interior may 
direct." 
" ThP, Secretary of the Interior is to appoint a secretary for the general council, 
whose duty it shall be to keep an accurate record of all the proceedings of said council, 
and who shall transmit a true copy of all such who may assent to the establishment of 
said general council ; and if none shall be thus formally selected by any nation or tribe, 
the said nation or tribe shall be represented in said general council by the chiefs and 
head-men of said tribes, to be taken in the order of their rank, in the same number and 
proportion as above indicated." 
These treaties further provide that the superintendent of Indian affairs shall give 
notice to the tribes of the number of members of the general council that each one is 
entitled to; to meet at the time and place appointed by him; afterward to meet on 
their own adjournment; no session in any one year to exceed thirty days; thus not 
only keeping within the power and direction of the Constitution of the United. States, 
but keeping the Gover'nment duly posted in all the doings of the council, and limiting 
its action and power below the Constitution, treaties, and laws of the United States, 
as are the action and power of all other Territories of the United States. 'l'hose treaties 
further provide, as do other territorial laws, that the officials and members of this gen-
eral council shall be paid by the United States. 
POWER GR\.NTED TO COXGRESS TO LEGISJ"ATE. 
The Committee now call attention to the powers granted Congress under the treaties 
of Hl66, to legislate for the interest of the several principal tribes in the Indian Terri-
tory, together with their restrictions. 
It. is provided by article seven of the Choctaw and Chickasaw treaty of Washlllgton, 
Apnl 28, 1~66, that-
" The Choctaws and Chickasaws agree to such legislation as Congress and the Presi-
dent of the United States may deem necessary for the better administration of justice 
and protection of the rights of person and property within the Indian Territory: Pro-
t•ided, hatcevet, Su~h legislation shall not in anywise interfere with or annul their pres-
ent tribal organization, or their respective legislatures or judiciaries, or the ri•rhts, 
laws, privileges, or customs of the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations respectively/? 
The tenth article of the Creek treaty made at ·washington, June 14, 1~66, provides in 
the same terms of that of the Choctaws and Chickasaws touching the power of Con-
gress ·and the President to legislate ''for the better administration of justice and the 
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protection of person and property within the Indian Territory," and. with the same re-
strictive provisions "to not in any manner interfere with or annul their present tdbal 
organization, rights, laws, privileges, and customs." 
It is provided in the seventh article of the Seminole treaty made at Washington, 
March 21, 1866, that " the Seminole Nation agrees to such legislati0n as Congress and 
the President may deem necessary for the better administration of the rights of 
person and property within the Indian Territory," with the same provisions as to non-
interference with the "tribal organizations, rights, laws, privileges, and customs." 
The Cherokees made no special provisions in their treaty of 1866, on the subject of 
congressional legislation; but the affirmation of all former treaties not inconsistent 
with that one leaves all former authority touching the power of Congress as it was, so 
that the intercourse laws or the power to make or amend them is fully authorized with 
this or with the other enumerated tribes, and as with all tribe.s in all the States and 
Territories of the United States. 
DEPART:\'IENT OF THE INTEJUOH, 
Washington, D. C., ]}(;bruary 23, 1872. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of a communication from the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, dated the 21st instant, and the accompanying papers, 
including an estimate of appropriation for $5,000, required to defray the expenses of 
the " general council" of Indians in the Indian Territory, under provisions of the sev-
eral treaties between the United States and the different tribes of Indians, as enumer-
ated by the Commissioner. 
The subject is respectfully submitted to Congress for its favorable consiueration and 
action. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Ron. JA:\'lES G. BLAINE, 
Speak{::/' House of Representalires. 
C. DELANO, 
Secrefa1'y of the Interior. 
DEPART:\IENT OF THI~ INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AtrJ<'AIRb, 
Washington, D. C., Februm·y 21, 1872. 
SIR: By tlle 12th article of the treaty with the Cherokee Indians of July 19, 1866, 
(St., vol. 14, p. 802 ;) the lOth article treaty with Creeks of June 14, 1866, (St., vol. 14, 
p. 788;) the 7th article treaty with the Seminoles of March 21, 1866, (St., vol. 14, p. 
7;)8 ;) and the 8th article of the treaty with the Choctaws and. Chickasaws of April 28, 
1~66, (St., Yol. 14, p. 772,) it is agreed that a general council, consisting of delegates 
from each tribe lawfully residing within the Indian Territory, shall be annually con-
vened, "'ith powers to legislate upon matters pertaining to the intercourse and rela-
tions of said. tribes. the arrest and extradition of criminals and offenders from oue tribe 
to another, the ad1ninistmtion of justice between members of different tribes, aud the 
common defense and safety of the nations of the said Territory. • 
To defray the expenses of holding this generat council the sum of $10,000 was appro-
priated for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1871, and $13,500 for the fiscal year ending 
June 30, 1872. 
Of fnncls thus appropriated there is now on hand an unexpended balance of about 
$9,000. It is estimated that the expenses of the general council of said Indians, to be 
held next summer, will reach the sum of $14,000, leaving a deficit of $5,000 to be pro-
Yided for. 
I have the honor herewith to inclose copies (iu duplicate) of letters from the Chero-
kee and Creek delegations now in this cit)T, calling ,the attention of this Office to the 
subject under consideration, and respectfully to request that Congress be asked to ap-
propriate the sum of $5,000, as above, to enable the Department to fnliill treaty stipu-
lations with the Indian tribes concerned. 
An estimate for the sum referred to is herewith inclosed. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hoh. C. DELANO, 
Secretary of the Inferior. 
F. A. \VALKEH, 
Conwtit~sioner. 
W ASITINGTON CITY, D. C., Febntary 19, 1872. 
Sm: The undersigned, delegation of the Creek Nation, respectfnlly represent that, 
ha\·ing seen no estimate on the general Indian appropriation hill to defray the expenses 
of the grand council provided for in the 10t.h article of the Creek treaty of the 14th 
June, 1866, and feeling a deep interest in the faithful execution of our treaty stipula-
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tions with the Government, (for upon this, in our opinion, binges the salvation of the 
red man,) we would respectfully but earnestly insist upon an estimate being made out 
from your Department for this purpose. 
Most respectfully submitted. 
Hon. FHA~UIS A. \V.\.LIO<:n, 
Commissioner Indian A_ff£tirs. 
S. ,V. PERRYMAN, 
Chairman Creek Delegation. 
JKO. R. MOORE, 
Secrcial'!l· 
·WASHINGTON CITY, D. C., February 15, 1872. 
SIR: \Ve would request of yon to make estimate for the expenses of the general In 
dian council to be held at Ocmnlgee the ensuing season, under provisions of treaty, 
and that you will send the same so as to have it included in the Indian appropriation 
bill, if ne0essary, as an amendment. 
We remain, with respect, your obedient servants, 
lion. FH .\.XCI~ A. \VALKER, 
Commissioner Indian A.Dairs. 
vV. P. ROSS, 
\V. P. ADAIH, 
C. V. VANN, 
Cherokee Delegation. 
Estimate of appropriation required to defray expenses of holding a "general couucil" of lhl' 
Chm·okee, Creek, Seminole, and Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians, in the Indian Territory , aN 
provided by the treaties with said tribes in the year 1856. 
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be necessary, to defray the ex-
penses of a "general council" of certain Indians in the Indian Territory, 
as provided1by the 12th article of the treaty of July 19, 1866, with the Cher-
okees; the lOth article treaty June 14, 1866, with the Crreks; the 7th ar-
ticle treaty March!:Zl, 1866, with the Seminoles; and the 8th article of the 
treaty of April 28, 1866, with the Choctaws and Chickasaws .. - __ ......... $j, 000 Ot) 
Message of the President of tl~e United States, cormnunicating a copy of the })1'oceedings of il11' 
council of Indian il'ibes held at Oomulgee, in December, 1870. 
To the &nate aitd House of Representalire.s: 
I transmit herewith an official copy of the proceedings of the council of Indian tribes 
held at Ocmulgee, in December last, which resulted in the adoption of a declaration of 
rights and a constitution for their government, together with a copy of tbe report of 
the Commissioner of Indian Aft'airs, and the views of the Secretary of the Interior 
thereon. 
It would seem higbly desirable that the civilized Indians of the country should ue 
encouraged in establishing for themselYes forms of territorial government compatible 
with the Constitution of the United States and with the previous custom toward com-
munities lying outside of State limits. 
I concur in the views expressed by the Secretary of the Interior, tl1at it would not 
be advisable to receive the new Territory with the constitution precisely as it 1s now 
framed. 
So long as a territorial form of government is preserved, Congress should hold the 
power of approving or disapproving of all legislative action of the Territory; and the 
Executive should, ·with "the advice and consent of the Senate," have the power to ap-
point the governor and judicial officers (and possibly some otbers) of the Territory. 
This is the first indication of the aborigines desiring to adopt our form of govern-
ment, and it is highly desirable that they become self-sustaining, self-relying, Christian-
ized, and civilized. If successful in their first attempt at territorial goverumeut, we may 
hope for a gradual concentration of other Indians in the new Territory. I therefore 
recommend as close an adherence to their wishes as is consistent with safetv. 
It might be well to limit the appointment of all territorial officials appoi;1tcd by the 
Executive to native citizens of the Territory. If any exception is made to this rule, I 
wonlrl recommend that it should be limited to the judiciary. 
It is confidently hoped that the policy now being pursued toward the Indian will fit 
him tor selt:·government, and make him desire to settle among people of his own race, 
where he can enjoy the full priYileges of civil and enlightened goyt;rnnH'nt. 
U.S. GRANT. 
EXECUTIYE MANSION, January 30, 1871. 
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DEPART:\1ENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, lJ. C., January 2G1 1871. 
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith the following papers: 
Copy of a letter from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Honorable E. S. Parker, of 
this date, transmitting an official copy of the proceedings of the council held at Ocmul-
gee, in December last, which resulted in the adoption of a declaration of rights, and a 
constitution of government, by which certain tribes and bands of Imlians have con-
federated for the purpose of civilization and education. 
I also inclose a copy of a letter from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, dated the 
4th instant, containing his report of the proceedings of the council while in session 
and during his presence and attendance thereupon. This assemblage was held under 
acts of Congress authorizing the establishment of a "general council" in the Indian 
country; and before it was convened I regarded its probable proceedings of such 
importance aR to require the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to be present, in order to 
give such aid and advice as the Department might afford in properly ~lirecting its 
deliberations. 
The report of General Parker is highly interesting in its account of -the agricultural 
and educational condition of the tribes in the Indian country. The constitution, dec-
laration of rights, and the entire proceedings of the council evince great wisdom and 
jnugment, and I trust they will lead to the organization of a government originated 
by the Indians themselves, and in which they feel a deep interest, which in its results 
wm greatly aid in the work of civilization and education. 
If Congress shall conclude to take the proceedings of this council as the basis for 
civil government among the Indians, reserving the right of disapproving of all acts of 
legislation, and placing the appointments to office under the Constitution in the hands 
of the President and Senate of the United States, I shall hope for the happiest conse-
quences from this experiment. 
In the event that this course is adopted, the Indians will feel that their government 
is, to some extent, a work of their own creation, and they will, I have no doubt, acqui-
esce in all needful and proper alterations of their constitution; but I am compelled to 
express the hope that no change in tbat instrument will be made which will re(jnire or 
permit any non-resident to fill any office in the government, unless it be one of high 
judicial character. 
I am also convinced that, for the present, there should be no change in existing laws 
regulating the settlement aud occupancy of said Territory, hoping and believing that 
this course will lead rapidly to the esta!Jlishment of most, if not all, the Indian tribes 
within this Territory. 
I have the honor respectfully to suggest that the proceedings of this council be 
transmitted to Congress as early as practicable, ·with such recommendations and sug-
gestions as in yonr judgment may seem necessary. · 
With high respect, your obedient servant, 
C. DELA~O, Secretary. 
To the PHESIDENT. 
P. S.-Since writing the foregoing I have received, through Vincent Colyer, esq., 
secretary of the honorable board. of Indian Commissioners, the following report, which, 
with his permission, I forward with this communication. The views of the commission 
are so much in accoru with my own on the subject that I deem it proper to submit them 
for your consideration. 
C. DELANO. 
DEPARDIENT OF THE lNTRHIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C., January 4, 1871. 
Sm: In obc(lience to your instructions dated December 2, 1870, I proceeded to the 
capital of the Creek Nation, in the Indian Territory, to attend the session of the gen-
eral council of Indian nations anrl tribes resident in said Territory, convened in pur-
suance of treaties made in 1866 !Jetween the United States and the Cherokee, Creek, 
Seminole, Choctaw, and Chickasaw Nations of Indians, and the act of Congress ap-
proved July 15, 1870. I reached Ocmu1gee, the place where the council was held, on 
the 12th of December. On the l~th I met the council. There were present Messrs. 
Robert Campbell, J. V. Farwell, and J.D. Lang1 of the Board of Indian Commission-
ers; Superintendent Hoag, presiding officer of the conncil, and fifty-six Indian dele-
gates, representing the Cherokee, Creek, Seminole, Choctaw, Chickasaw, Great and 
Little Osage, Ottawa, Eastern Shawnee, Quapaw, Seneca, Wyandott, Confederated 
Peoria, Sac and Fox, and the absentee Shawnee Nations or tribes of Indians, all resid-
ing in said Territor)7, and numbering altogether about 60,000 souls. The only tri!Jes of 
said Territory not represented (and this was said to be owing to their not having had 
sufficient notice, and the great distance they are from the conncil gronnd) were the 
Wichitas and other affiliated bands, the Kiowas and Comanches, and the Cheyennes 
and Arapahoes. 
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Being duly introduced to the council by the presiding officer, I was invited to address 
them, which I did briefly, stating to them that their assemblage was the most important 
council ever held among the Indian tribes of the country. They had met, by the au-
thority of the Congress of the United States, who had give.n them this opportunity to 
organize a territorial or confederate government of their own. The councils of the 
Territory would be composed of Indian legislators, and they woulfl. hold the power of 
regulating the affairs of the Territory in their own hands. The Government was de-
sirous that this council should succeed. Members of the Special Indian Commission 
were present with them, to encouraO'e and give advice and direction to their proceed-
ings, should it bo Lound necessary. So mnch interest did the authorities at Washington 
feel in the succest~ of this council, that they seemed not content with having the special 
commission, alone, represent them; and the Secretary of the Interior had directed me, 
also, to come and see their condition, as well as to hear their wishes; and also, if neces-
sary: to give them such counsel and advice as I could. 
I suggested that, should this council organize a proper form of government, Congress 
might approve it, and thus would end the fear which now troubletl them so much, of 
having a territorial government forced upon them. 
As an organized confederation, they would have mnch more weight in Indian affairs 
than as indiYidnal tribes. Their articles of confederation should be short, simple, a,nd 
direct; and their legislation should be confined to such matterR as were granted them 
in the several treaties of 1866, made with the five principal nations of the Territory. 
They could, if they thought proper, ask Congress to establish a Federal court for them 
in the Territory, for the better administration of justice among themselves. They 
could, also, ask Congress to adopt so much of the report of the Peace Commission of 
1867 as selects, defines, and locates a district of country in the South as a permanent 
home for the Indians, thereby securing a legalization of their country as the Indian 
Territory. 
They were told tha,t they need have no fear but that Congress would annually pro-
vide for the per diem pay of the de1egates to compose their council, as well as the pay 
of the judges, marshals, and clerks of the courts. Senator Harlan had already intro-
duced a bill in the Senate of the United States, anthorizing the Indian Council to elect 
a delegate to represent the Indian Territory in Congress, who could speak for them 
and be able at aU times to properly represent their wants and wishes there. A reali-
zation of such a result would give the Indians much additional weight and import-
ance. The President and Secretary of the Interior were friends to the In<lians, and 
they bad many sincere and true friends in Congress, and all hoped for and wi~:>hed them 
every success in their deliberations at this time. 
Finally, I ail. vised them to lay aside all local and trivial prejudices and endeavor to 
harmonize and confederate for the common good, not only of tribes already within 
the Territory, but of such as might hereafter come in. 
Several delegates responded, expressing gratitude for the suggestions made to them; 
they appreciate<l highly the interest manifested in their behalf by the Government; 
they felt grat.ifiecl for the presence of the Special Indian Commission among them ; 
for the words of encouragement they had given them, evidencing the kindly sym-
pathy the good people of the country entertained for them. They saicl that np to that 
morning their minds bad been depressed, as they had been left in the dark as to how 
far they could go in the organization of an Indian government, but the remarks of the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs had made everything clear, and they felt now that 
they could safely proceed in their work. They thanked the President and Secretary 
of the Interior for not forgetting the Indians in the multiplicity of the duties devolv-
ing on them. 
It was very apparent to any observer that the entire council were actuated by an 
earnest desire to effect an organization which should afford ample and equal protection 
to all the inhabitants of the Territory, and which should also work to advance and 
elevate them in all the arts and habits pertaining to a healthy civilized con<lition. 
The several delegations seemed fully impressed with the importance of the work 
they bad met to accomplish, and their proceedings were characterized by a calm, earn-
est, and dignified deliberation. 
On the evening of the 17th the committee to whom was assigned the duty of draught-
ing a constitution made a report, submitting the result of their labors. A copy of: the 
constitution as reported is herewith submitted. It proceeds, after declaring that the 
Indians of the Indian Territory had met to frame laws and arrange the machinery 
of a government for the country occupied and o-wned by them, and to draw themselves 
into a closer bond of union for the better protection of their rights and for their im-
provement, to define the boundaries of the Indian Territory, and then distributes the 
powers of the go,·ernment for said Territory into three branches, viz, the executive, 
legislative, and judicial. Accompanying the constitution the committee also submit-
ted a declaration of rights, a copy of which is also herewith submitted. This consti-
tution was not adopted during my stay, but a telegram has been receivad from Super-
intendent Hoag, informing me that it was adopted on the 20th, with only threee dis-
senting votes. 
H. Rep. 98-18 
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It is proper to remark that w bile the committee were at work, Superintendent Hoag 
and myself were consulted freely by them, and while successful in some of our sugges-
tions, in others we were not, and the work entire may justly be considered and deemed 
the creation of the Indians .. alone; and therefore, without discussing its merits and de-
merits, I would respectfully recommend that it be laid before the President, with a 
view to its submission to Congress for such action by that body as they, in their wis-
dom, may deem proper. But I would earnestly bespeak for this work of the Indians 
an indulgent consideration. It is the authentic expression of the IlHlians as to the 
kind of government they feel themselves willing and competent to undertake. They 
aim to do right ; their effort is in the proper direction, and is certainly worthy of sup-
port and commenuation. 
It should also be remembered that the Indians are a peculiar people; that from time 
immemorial their form of government has been based upon a community of interests, 
and they have not yet been educated to recognize fully the value of individual and 
exclusive rights in property. Their public men are zealous in guarding every right 
their people are accustomed to, and time alone can bring them to a just appreciation 
of the value of personal or individual rights. 
I sincerely trust that their efforts may receive substantial encouragement. 
Among the interesting matters which engaged the attention of the council were the 
subjects of· agriculture and education among the tribes of the Territory. The result of 
discussions upon such subjects tends to develop a spirit of emulation among the In-
dians, and cannot but be beneficial. I was able at the time to obtain only a copy of 
the agricultural report, a very interesting paper, a copy of which is herewith submit-
ted for your perusal. The educational report showed the Choctaws to have forty-eight 
district schools, with an attendance of fourteen hundred and sixty pupils. They also 
support twenty youths, male and female, at the higher schools in the States. Their 
population is between sixteen and seventeen thousand. 
'fhe Cherokees have forty-eight public schools, three of them exclusively for freed-
men. The number of pupils attending is nineteen hundred and twenty-eight. About 
three-fourths of the teachers are natives. Their orphans are boarded and clothed at 
tbe expense of the nation. They have, besides, one Moravian mission-school and a few 
private schools. Their population is estimated at seventeen thousand. 
The Creeks have twenty-two public scbools, and are about to start nine more. Six 
of tbe schools are devoted exclusively to the freedmen. The average number of pupils 
attending is seven hundred. They have also a boarding-school with eighty pupils, and 
expect to start another one in the spring. Their population, including freedmen, is 
thirteen thousand. 
The Seminoles have four schools, with two hundred and twenty-five pupils. They 
have in process of construction a mission-building which will accommodate fifty pupils. 
Their population is auout "Wwenty-five hundred. 
The Chickasaws have eleven district schools~ with four hundred and forty pupils, 
and they maintain sixty pupils in the States at the national expense. The other tribes 
do not show such advancement, as they bave but recently entered the Territory; uut 
all are anxious for more schools. 
This report is necessarily meager, as I arrived after the organization of the council 
and departed before its adjournment. Superintendent Hoag will, however, transmit a 
full and correct transcript of all the proceedings, the receipt of which may now be ex-
pected at any moment. The council also passed a resolution extending an invitation 
to the wild tribes of the plains, part of whom are located within the limits of the In-
dian Territory, to meet with them at their next general council, and urging them to 
maintain peaceful relations with the people of the United States. The influence which 
this organization, when perfected, will exert upon all the Indians of the United States 
must necessarily be of the most wholesome character. 
At the req nest of a majority of the delegates George W. Grayson was commissioned 
secretary of the council. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. COLUMBUS DELANO, 
Secretm·y of the Interior. 
E. S. PARKER, 
Commissioner. 
DEPAHTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C., Janum·y 25, 1871. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose berewith a copy of the proceedings of the council 
held at Ocmulgee in December last, together with a copy of the constitution adopted 
at said council. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. C. DELANO, 
Secretary of the Interior. 
E. S. PARKER, 
Commiss'iouer. 
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Hon. FELIX R. BRUXOT, Chairman of Boal'd of Indian Commissionel's: 
Your committee, cousistin~ of Robert Campbell, John D. Lang, antl John V. Far-
well, appointed to attend the grand council of the several tribes living in the Indian 
Territory under provisions of acts of Congress, bl•g leave to report that they met the 
said council at Ocmulgee after the same had been in session seyeral days. Dele-
gates were in attendance from the following nations and tribes: Cherokees, :M:uska-
kees or Creeks, Choctaws, Chickasaws, Seminoles, Ottawas, Eastern Shawnees, Qua-
paws, Senecas, Wyandotts, Confederated Peorias, Sacs and Foxes, Great and Little 
Osages, and Al)sentee Shawnees. \Ve found that the committee ou the permanent or-
g'anizat,ion of the Territory into an Indian government, subject to the several treaties 
of the United States with the different tribes, had made a unanimous report in favor 
of the measure. It was our pleasure to listen to the discussions upon the report, which 
were conducted with dignity anrl ability, after which the report was adopted by a vote 
of 48 to 5. Your committee were impressed with the great importance of this council, 
as bearing upon the exe~ution of the humane policy of the administration iu conduct-
ing Indian affairs, uniting as it does the several civilized tribes as a unit, in co-opera-
tion with the Government, for the permanent settlement of the wild tribes, as well as 
for their own mutual advancement; and, knowing the tenacity with which the Indians 
hold to their tribal relations and tl.'eaty stipulations, they were fearful that the object 
of the council might not be attained without special effort on their part with the super-
intendent and others of the true friends of the Indians. 
Your committee therefore m1nnot but express their belief that the hanu of Providence 
has opened the eyes of these tribes to see this opportunity, just at the time that the 
Government and the public sentiment of the country are especially enlisted in their 
behalf, and that the meeting of this council is bnt the beginning of a new 
epoch in the history of the red man. After the adoption of the report alluded to, 
an able committee of twelYe was appointed to draught a constitution, to conform to the 
treaties under which this council was called, the members of which are very much in 
earnest in the matter. In our visits to the various tribes of Indians the present season, 
we are happy to say that we have wit.nessed much to encourage us in the belief that the 
present policy of the President and Congress on behalf of the Indians of the United 
States is showing evidence of success. It inspires courage and confidence in the Indian, 
and, we trust, will give still greater encouragement, as time rolls on, by the continned 
fostering care of Congress, and the faithful performance of duties devolving upon its 
a(J'ents. We were gratified and deeply interested in a visit to the legislature of the 
Cherokee Nation, convened at Tahlequah, consisting of a senate and lower house, a gov-
ernor, or chief, and council. We were very kindly received in a joint session of both 
houses, and witnessed a display of talents, ability, intelligence, and dignity in the 
management of business becoming any legislatiYe body of white men. At Ocmulgee 
we attended four sittings of the general council, and were equally impressed with the 
dignity and intelligence manifested by the delegates in attendance from the various 
tribes. 
Your committee in their visit also witnessed fresh evidences of the improving con-
dition and advancement toward a general civilization of the Indian tribes under the 
new peace policy of Congress. On the various important subjects claiming the atten-
tion of the council, grave deliberation, good order, candid expressions of sense and 
duty, with a high tone of intelligence, prevailed. The general interest manifested for 
the schooling of their children is very encouraging. Although they have numerous 
schools in operation, still we learned they were desirous of increasing the number, 
and were in need of more schools in order to extend to all equal advantages in this 
respect. The country of the Indians is of superior quality, with an abundant supply 
of timber and excellent water, and is capable of sustaining a large number of the Indians 
now in the United States. Comparatively a small portion onl-y of the lands in the 
Territory are at present improved, and there is a great deficiency in the roads, a lack 
of conveyances, of facilities for reaching market, and a neglect of general internal 
improvements. 
Your committee are particularly pleased with the exertions made by the civilized 
tribes for the purpose of inducing the wild tribes of the plains to come in and adopt 
the habits of those who have preceded them in civilization. The project of inducing 
these wild tribes to come under the care of the civilized tribes through the instrumen-
tality of the latter, in connection with white people, looks already very encouraging, 
and your committee can but hope that special attention will be directed to this sub-
ject. Its success will tend greatly to solve the Indian P.roblem, and put an end to 
future Indian troubles on our extreme borders. 
In our intercourse with the assemblies we endeavored to explain the earnest wish of 
our Government to unite and encourage Indians in tlleir efforts to congregate and adopt 
all the usages of civilization. In all our meetings we found kindly and courteous 
responses to our suggestions, and we trust that before many years elapse there will be 
.a large aggregation of the wilder tribes on the ample territory now specially occupied 
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by Cherokees, Choctaws, Chickasaws, Creeks, and other Indians, who have auandoned 
nomadic life, and are now happy and prosperons. 
In conclusiou, your committee express their belief that visits to the Indians and their 
councils by persons in authority will continue to meet with happy results, tending t() 
1·enew a general confidence in this special friendly movement of the Government, an(l 
securing tlw co-operation of the friends of the Indians. 
ROBERT CAMPBELL, 
Chairman of Committee of Board of Indian Cornmissi011CI'B . 
. JOHN D. LANG . 
.JOHN V. FARWELL. 
SAINT Lon.s, December 2:3, l BiO. 
Schedule to the Constitution. 
In order to orgauize the government of the Indian Territory, and secure practica1 
operation for the same, it is hereby ordained, and the provisions of this schedule shall 
be of the same binding force as the constitution of which it is a part, that it shall be 
the duty of the secretary of this general council to transmit a duly-authenticated copy 
of this constitution to the executive authority of each nation represented in the gen-
eral council, and to ask the acceptance and ratification of the same by the council or 
people of the respective nations. Upon receiving from such authority notification of 
its acceptance and. ratification by national councils representing two-thirds of the pop-
ulation of the nations represented in the general council, it shall be his duty to promul-
gate such fact, and to call a session of the general council from the nations ratifying 
this constitution at such place as 1he present session may designate for its next meet-
ing. It shall be the duty of the general council, when so assembled, to adopt such 
measures as may bE:~ necessary to secure the election of a governor and members of the 
general assembly, and to fix the time of the first meeting of the said assembly, whose 
duty it shall he to perfect the organization of the government of the Indian Territory 
nuder the provisions of the foregoing constitution : P1·m•ided, That this constitution 
shall be obligatory and binding only upon such nations and triues as may hereafter 
duly approye and adopt the same. 
G. vV. GRAYSON, Secretary. 
Your committee, to whom was referred the resolution in regard to the various tribes 
of the Plains, respect.fully state that they have carefully considered said subject, and 
beg leave to subruit the following resolution, aud recommend that it be adopted by 
general council. 
ALLEN ROSS, Chairman. 
A. 
RESOLUTION in regard to the tribes of the Plains. 
Resolved by the genaal council of the Inclian Terrifo1·y, That the superintendeut of In-
4ian Affairs be, ancl he is hereuy, requested to couve~T' through their respective agents 
or otherwise, to the Comanches, Kiowas, Cheyennes, Arapahoes, and other tribes of the 
Plains, the fact that the Choctaws, Chickasaws, Cherokees, Muskokees, Seminoles, 
Osages, Senecas, Shawnees, Ottawas, Peorias, Wyandotts, Quapaws, and Sac and Poxes 
have met in general council and confederated; that the object of this confederation is 
to preserve pe~ce and friendship among themselves, with all other red meu, and with 
the people of the United States; to promote the general welfare of all Indians, and 
to establish friendly relations with them; to secure our lands exclusively to ourselves, 
and to transmit them to our children after us; that the nations above named extend 
to them the band of friendship; that they earnestly recommend them to refrain from 
acts of hostility among themselves and with the people of the United States, an<l 
that we offer them our aid and counsel in establisbing permanently friendly relations 
with the Government of the same, and will meet them in council whenever practica -
ble and desired by the superintendent of Indian affairs. 
Constitution of the Indian TC1'1'itory. 
Whereas the people of the nations of Indians inhabiting the In<lian Territory have 
acrreed by treaty with the Government of the United States, and been by its agents 
i;vited to meet in general council under the forms pr~scribed by the .treaties of 1866, 
and the action thereon of the Government of the Umted States, havmg thus met to 
frame the laws and arrange the machinery of a government for the country occupied 
and owned by them, in order to draw themselves together in a closer bond of nnion, 
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for the better protection of their rights, the improvement of themselves and the preser-
vation of their race, and relying on the guidance aml favor of Almighty God to carry 
out in a consistent aud practicable form the provisions of s.aid treaties at the earliest 
practicable day, do hereby enact and promulgate the following as the constitution or 
organic la\Y of the said In<liau Territory: 
ARTICLE I. 
SECTIOX 1. All that portion of country bounded on the east by the States of Arkansas 
and Mi~:~souri, on the north by the State of Kansas, on the west by the Territory of New 
Mexico and the State of Texas, which bas been set apaTt and guaranteecl by the treaties 
and laws of the United States as a permanent home for the Indians therein lawfully 
resident, or such as may be in like manner settled th-erein hereafter, for the purposes of 
this constitution, shall be known and styled as the" Indian Territory." 
SEc. 2. Each of the nations of Indians, who by themselves or through their repre-
sentatives may euter this confederacy, do agree that the citizens of each and every one 
of said nations shall have the same rights of transit, commerce, trade, or exchange in 
any of said nations as he has in his own, subject only to consistency with existing 
treaty stipulations with the Uniteu States and the laws regulating trade and inter-
course, and under such judicial regulations as are hereinafter provided. But no right 
of property, or lands, or funds owned by any one naJion shall be in any manner in-
vaded by citizens of another nation; and it is hereby distinctly affirmed that the rights 
of each of these nations to its lands, funds, aml all other property shall remain the sole 
and diRtinct property of such nation. 
Any Indian nation now represented in this geneml conncil, or which mn,y hereafter 
enter in a legal mamter or be now in said Indian Territory, may be admitted to repre-
Rentatiou, and all the privileges of this joint government, uy accepting and agreeing 
through their proper authorities to the provisions of this constitution. 
ARTICLE II. 
SECTIOX 1. Tile powers of this government shall be dividetl into three distinct de-
partments, to be called tlte legislatiYe, the executive, and the judicial departments of 
the Indian Territory. 
Sgc. 2. No person uelonging to one of these departments shall exercise any of the 
powers properly belonging to either of the others, except in cases hereinafter expressly 
directed or permitted. 
ARTICLE III. 
SECTION 1. The legislati ,.e power s'hall be vested in a general assemuly, which shall 
consis1, of a senate and house of representatives, and the style of their acts shall be, 
-''Be it <>nactetl," or, '·Be it resolved by the general assembly of the Indian Territory." 
SEc . 2. The senate shall consist of a memuer from each nation whose population is 
two thousand citizens, and one member for every additional two thousand cit.iJ~ens or 
fraction greater than one thousand: P1·orided, Nations with populations less than two 
thousand may unite and be represented in the same ratio: And providecl jurthel', That 
the Ottawas, Peorias, and Quapaws shall be entitled to one senator, and the Senecas, 
"\Vyandotts, and Shawnees to one senator, and the Sac and Poxes to one senator. 
SEC. 3. No person shall be eligible to a seat in the general assembly but a bona-fide 
citizen of the nation which he represents, and who shall have attained to the age of 
twenty-five years. · 
SEC. 4. The house of representatives sha,ll consist of one member for €lach nation, 
and an additional member for each one thontmnd citizens or fraction thereof greater 
than :five hundred. 
SEc. 5. The members of the senate and house of representatives shall be elected by 
the qualified voters of their respective nations, according to their laws or customs, and 
shall hold their office for the term of two years. Vacancies that may occur shn,ll be 
filled in like manner. 
SEC. 6. The senate when assembled shall choose a president and its other officers, and 
tho house of representatives a speaker and its other officers; and each shall jndge of 
the qualifications and returns of its own mern hers. A majority of each house shall 
constitute a quorum to do business, but a smaller nnmber may adjourn from day to 
day, and compel the attendance of absent members, in such manner and under such 
penalties as each house may provide. 
SEC. 7. Each branch of the general assembly shall keep a journal, and determine the 
rules of its proceedings, punish a member for disorderly behavior, and, with the con-
currence of two-thirc1s, expel a member, but not a second time for the same offense. 
Sr:c. 8. The general assembly shall have power to legislate upon all subjects and 
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matters pertaini~g to the intercourse and relations of the nations of the Indian Terri-
tory, the arrest aud extradition of criminals escaping from one nation to another; the 
administration of justice between members of the several nations of the said Territory, 
and persons other than Indians and members of said nations; and the common defense 
and safety of the nations of said Territory. But the said general assembly shall not 
legislate upon matters other than those above indicated. The general assembly shall 
meet annually on the first Monday in June, at such place as may be fixed upon at their 
first regular session. 
SEc. 9. Members of the general assembly, and other officers, both executive and ju-
dicial, before they enter upon the duties of their respective offices, shall take the fol-
lowing oath or affirmation, to wit: "I do solemnly swear (or affirm, as the case may 
be) that I will support the constitution of the Indian Territory, and that I will faith-
fully and impartially discharge, to the best of my ability, the duties of the office 
of , according to law: So help me God." 
SEC. 10. The members of the general assembly shall be paid four dollars per day while 
in actual attendance thereon, and four dollars mileage for every twenty miles, going 
and returning therefrom, on the most direct traveled route, ' to be certified by the pre-
~iding officer of each house: Prouicled, No member shall be allowed per~diem compen-
sation for more than thirty da.ys at any annua). session. 
SEC. 11. Members of the general assembly shall in all cases, except of treason, felony, 
or breach of the peace, be privileged from arrest during the session of the general as-
sembly, and in going to and returning from the same. 
SEc. 12. No power of suspending the laws of this Territory shall be exercised unless 
by the general assembly or its authority. No retrospective law, nor any law impairing 
the obligation of contracts, shall be passed. 
SEc. 1:3. Whenever the general assembly shall deem it necessary to provide means to 
support the ~vernment of the Indian Territory, it shall have the power to do so; but 
no revenue shall be raised not actually necessary and in accordance with law, uniform 
in its operations throughout the Territor}' · 
SEc. 14. All bills making appropriations shall originate in the house of representa-
tives, but the senate may propose amendments or reject the same. All other !Jills may 
originate in either branch, subject to the concurrence or rejection of the otber. 
S1w. 15. The house of representatives shall have the sole power of impeaching. All 
impeachments shall be tried by the senate. When sitting for that purpose, the sena-
tors shall be on oath or affirmation, and shall be presided over by the chief justice; 
and ·no person shall be convicted witbout the concurrence of two-thirds of the mem-
bers present. 
SEC. 16. The governor and all civil officers shall be liable to impeachment for any 
misdemeanor in office, hnt judgment in such cases shall not extend further than re-
moval from office and disqualification to bold any office of honor, trust., or profit under 
this government; but the party, whether convicted or acquitted, shall, neYertheless, 
be liable to indictment, trial, and punishment, according to law, as in other cases. 
SEc. 17. The salaries of all officers created under this constitution, not otherwise 
provided, shall be regulated by law, but no increase or diminution shall be made in 
the same during the term for which said officers may have been elected or appointed. 
ARTICLI~ IV. 
SECTION 1. The executive power of this Territory shall be vested in a governor, who 
shall be styled the governor of the Indian Territory, and whose term of service sball 
be two years, and until his successor shall be elected and qualified. He shall be elected 
by the qualified electors of each nation on the first Wednesday in April, at the usual 
places of holding elections of the several nations. The returns of the election of gov-
ernor shall be sealed up and directed to the secretary of the Territory, who shall open 
and puba.ish them in the presence of the senate and house of representatives in joint 
session assembled. The person having the highest number of votes shall be declared 
governor by the president of the senate; but if two or more shall he equal and highest 
in votes, then one of them shall be chosen by the majority of votes by joint ballot of 
both houses of the general assembly. 
SEC. 2. The manner of conducting and determining contested elections shall be 
directed by law. 
SEc. 3. No person shall be eligible to the office of governor who shall not have 
attained to the age of thirty years. 
SEC. 4. Whenever the office of governor shall become vacant by death, resignation, 
removal from office, or otherwise, the preiiident of the senate shall exercise the office, 
until another governor shall be duly qualified. In case of the death, resignation, re-
moval from office, or other disqualification of the president of the senate so exercising 
the office of governor, the speaker of the house of representatives shall fill the office 
11ntil the president of the senate shall have been chosen and qualified to act as gov-
ernor. 
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SEc. 5. The governor shall receive at stated times for his services a compensation to 
be fixed by law, which shall be neither increased nor diminished during the period for 
which he shall have been elected, nor shall he receive within that period other emolu-
ment from the Indian Territory. 
SEc. 6. The governor shall from time to time give to the general assembly infor-
mation in writing of the state of the Territory, and recommend to its consideration 
such measures as he may deem expedient, and shall take care that the laws be faith-
fnlly execn ted. 
SEc. 7. The governor on extraordinary occasions may by proclamation com·ene the 
general assembly at the seat of government, to legisla.te upon such matters only as be 
may recommend. 
SEC. 8. ·when vacancies occur in offices, the appointment of which is vested in the 
governor by and with the consent of the senate, he shall have power to fill such vacan-
cies by commission, which shall expire at the end of the next session of the general as-
sembly. 
SEc. 9. The governor mav grant pardons and respites and remit fines fvr offenses 
against the laws of this Territory: and shall commission all officers who shall be ap-
pointed or elected to office under the laws of the Territory. 
SEc. 10. Every bill which shall have passed both houses of the general assembly 
shall be presented to the governor; if he approve, he shall sign it; if not, he shall re-
turn it with his objections to the house in which it may ha,ve origin~ted, which shall 
enter the objections at large upon the journal and proceed to reconsider it. If, after 
such reconsideration, two-thirds of the members present shall agree to pass the bill, it 
shall be sent with the objections to the other house, by which it slla1llikewise be recon-
sidered; if approved by two-thircls of the members present of that house, it shall be-
come a law; but in such cases the votes of both houses shall be determined by yeas 
and nays, and the names of the members voting for ancl against the bill shall be entered 
on the journal of each house respectively. If any bill shall not be returne<l by the 
governor within five days (Sundays excepted) after it shall have been presented to 
him, the same shall become a law iu like manner as if be had signed it, unless the gen-
eral assembly by their adjournment prevent its return, in which case it sllall be a law 
unless sent back within three clays after their next meeting. 
SEc. 11. There shall be a secretary of said Territory, who shall be appointed by the 
governor, with the advice and consent of the senate, and who shall boldllis office for 
two years, and whose duties shall be prescribed by law. He shall also act as treasurer 
of the Territory until otherwise provided. Before entering upon his duties as treas-
urer, he shall give bond with such sureties as may be ref1nired by law. No money 
shall bB drawn from the treasury but by warrant from the governor, and in conse-
quence of appropriations made by law. There shall also be appointed, in like manner, 
one marshal, who shall have power to appoint such deputies as may be authorized. 
There shall like\"\'ise be appointed one attorney-general and two district attorneys, 
whose rlnties and term of office shall be defined by law. 
SEc. 12. All commissions shall be iu the name and by the authority of the Indian 
Territory, and be sealed with the seal and signed by the governor, and attested by the 
secretary of the Territory. 
ARTICLE V. 
SECTION 1. The judicial department of the Indian Territory shall be veste<l in a 
supreme court, three district courts, and such inferior courts as may be provided by 
law; but their jurisdiction shall not interfere with the civil and criminal jurisdiction 
retained to each separate nation by the treaties of 1866. 
SEc. 2. The supreme court shall be composed of the three judges who shall be ap-
pointed by the governor, with the approval of the senate, as district judges. Two of 
said judges shall form a quorum of the supreme conrt for the transaction of business. 
Tlleir term of office shall be six years, provided that the office of one of said judges 
shall be vacated in two years, of one in four years, and of one in six years, so that at 
the expiration of each two years one of said judges shall be appointed, as aforesaid. 
'fbe judge appointed for six years shall be the first chief justice of the supreme court, 
and upon the expiration of his term the senior judge in office shall be thereafter the 
chief justice. · 
SEc. 3. The supreme court shall meet at the capital, commencing on the first Mon-
days in June and December in each year. Tlle snpreme court shall be a c~mrt of ap-
pellate jurisdiction from tlle district courts, and original jurisdiction in such cases as 
may be prescribed by law. 
SEc. 4. The supreme and district judges shall have power to issue writs of habeas 
corpus and other process necessary to the exercise of their appellate or origiual jnris-
diction. 
SEc. 5. The district courts shall have original jurisdiction of all cases, civil and crim-
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inal, arising from trade or intercourse bet,veen the several nations, and all cases arh;ing 
under the legislation of this government as may be prescribed by la\Y. 
SEC. 6. Writs of error, bills of exceptions, and appeals, may be al!owed from the 
final decisions of the district courts in such cases as shall be prescribed by law. 
SEc. 7. It shall be the duty of the general assembly to divide the Indian Territory 
into three districts, which shall be as nearly equal in territory and population as may 
be practicable, assign one of the three judges to each district, and provide for the 
holdin.g of terms of the district court in each, at snch times and places as may be 
deemed expedient. 
SEC. 8. No person sh:tll be appointed a judge of any of the courts until he Hhall have 
attained to the age of thirty years, and be a person of good character and suitable 
qualifications. 
SEc. 9. No judge shall sit on a trial of any cause in which he may be interested, or 
in which he is connected to either of the parties, by affinity or consanguinity, except 
l>y consent of the parties; and in C"ase of disqualification of any judge the vacancy 
shall be filled as may be prescribed by law. 
SEc. 10. All writs and other process shall run in the na,me of the Indian Territory, 
and bear test and be signed by the clerk issuing the same. 
SEc. 11. Indictments shall conclude "against the peace and dignity of the Indian 
Territory." 
SEc. 12. Each court shall appoint its own clerk, whose duty and compensation shall 
be fixe<l by law. 
ARTICLE VI. 
The general assembly may propose such amendments to this constitution as three-
fourths of each branch may deem expedient ; and the governor shall issue a proclama-
tion directing all civil officers of the Territory to promulgate the same as extensively 
as possible within their respective districts, at least six months previous to the annual 
sessions of the national councils of the nations parties hereto ; and if three-fourths of 
such national councils at such next annual sessions shall ratify such proposed amend-
ment, they shall be valid to all intents and purposes as part of this constitution. 
Declaration of Rights. 
That the general, great, and essential principles of liberty and free go-vemment may 
be 1·ecognized and established, we declare-
SECTIO:X 1. That all political power is inherent in the people, and all free govern-
ments are founded on their authority and instituted for their benefit. And they shall 
have at all times the inalienable right to alter, reform, or abolish their form of govern-
ment as may be lawfully proviued for. 
SEC. 2. The free exercise of religious worship and serving God without distinction 
of creed shall forever be enjoyed within the limits of this Territory: PTovided, That 
the liberty of conscience shall not be so construed as to excuse acts of licentiousness 
or justify practices inconsistent with the peace, safety, and good morals of this Terri-
tory. 
SEC. :3. No religions test shall ever be required as a qualification to any office of 
public trust in this Territory. 
SEc. 4. Every citizen shall be at liberty to speak, write, or publish his opinions on 
any subject, being responsible for the abuse of this priYilege; and no law shall ever 
be pas ed curtailing the liberty of speech or of the press. 
SEc. 5. The people shall be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and possessions 
from all unreasonable searches, seizures, and intrusions; and no warrant to search any 
place or to seize any person or thing shall be issued without describing them as nearly 
as may be, nor without good caus.e supported by oath or affirmation. 
SEC. 6. In all criminal prosecutions the accused shall have a speedy public trial by 
an impartial jury of the district wherein the crime shall have been committed; the 
right of demanding the nature and cause of the accusation, of having the witnesses 
to te ·tify in his presence, of having compulsory process to procure witnesses in hi~-> 
favor, of having the right to be beard by himself and counsel, of not being compelled 
to tebtify against himself, nor to be held to answer to any criminal charge but on 
information or indictment by a grand jury. 
SEC. 7. All prisoners shall be bailable before conviction by sufficient surety, ex,~ept 
for a capital offense, where the proof is evident or the presumption great. 
SEc. 8. Exeessi ve bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel 
or unusual punishments inflicted, and all courts shall be open, and every person for an 
injury done him in his person, reputation, or property, shall have remedy as the law 
directs. 
SEc. 9. No person for the same offense shall be twice pnt in jeopardy of life or limb, 
and the right of trial by jury shall remain inviolate. 
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S1.;c:. 10. No person shall be imprisoned for debt. 
SEc. 11. The citizens shall have the right in a peaceable m:wner to asscm1lc for their 
common good, to instruc.t their representatives, and to apply to those inv~sted with 
the powers of government for redress of grievances or other purposes by petition, 
address, or remonstrance. 
SEc. 12. The privilege of the writ of habeas corpus shall not be suspended unless the 
public safety should require it. 
SEC. 13. All powers not herein expressly grante(l by the nations parties to this con-
stitution are reserved by them respectively, acconling to the provisions of their several 
treaties with the United States. 
OcMuumE, MusKOJ\EE NATION, 
December 17, 1870. 
Your committee, to whom was referred, by resolution of the general council of Sep-
tember 30, 1870, the subject of the populations and educational interests of the several 
nations represented in the general council, report as follows: 
The committee have no means of ascertaining the exact population of the several 
nations, and therefore are compelled to give it approximately from the information they 
have been able to obtain; and in their opini.on it will exceed the figures given below. 
The advancement in education bas been seriously retarded by the late war. It 
closed, during its continuance, all the schools, and having destroyed nearly all the 
property of the country, the first efforts of the people, after its close, were directed to 
rebuilding and gaining a subsistence. In consequence a large number of the youth 
have grown up without the advantages of education. In this respect its injurious 
effects will be long felt. Your committee, however, are happy to state that the nations 
are now giving this important su1ject their earr.est attention, as will he seen from the 
f(,llowing: 
Tim C:llOCT.\. w . ...;. 
Since the close of the late war, the Choctaws have been a1le to establish aud main-
tain only neighborhood schools, bnt are supporting about twenty Choctaw youths, 
males and females, attending schools in the ~tates. An act of the Choctaw council in 
1870 authorizes the reopening of two boarding-schools, one for males and one for fe-
males. The amount annually expended in supporting these schools is about $33,000. 
There are three schools in each county, making forty-eight in the nation. The teach-
ers are allowe<1 $2 per month for each pupil in attendance. The number of pupils at-
tending school is 1,460. The population of tile Choctaw Nation is behYeen sixteen 
and seventeen thousand. 
CHEROKEES. 
The population of the Cherokee Nation , at the present time, cannot be accurately 
reported. The national council during its ~:;ession last year passed a law by which a 
large nnm1er of those recently arrived from North Carolina and other States are re-
quired to substantiate their rights before the supreme court now in session for that 
purpose, previous to their enrollment as bonafide citizens. The census of the Cherokee 
Nation, taken previous to November 1st of the present year, shows the population to be 
ahout seventeen thousand, including those cited before the supreme court, as stated 
aboYe, as to whose rights there is no dou1t. 1 
The school and orphan funds consist of the interest accruing on moneys invested in 
State and United States stocks. For school fuud $596,140.75, and for orphan fund 
$219,774, bearing interest at from 5 to 7 per cent.; interest, about forty-three thou-
sand doll:us. The Cherokees have iu operation forty-eight district schools, three of 
which are for colored children, supported out of this fund, besides a few private schools 
in neighborhoods situated inconvenient to public schools. The public schools are 
under the supervision of a superintendent who is a natiye, and whose duties are de-
fined 1y Jaw. A large number-perhaps three-fourths-of the teachers are natives, and 
paid out of the school fund, four hundred dollars each per scholastic year of ten 
months. Total number of scholars attending school is one thousand nine hundred and 
twenty-eight. The orphans attending school are boarded and clothed on t of the 
orphan fnud, which is only applied to those who are indigent and destitute. There is 
also one mission school under the control of the Moravian board. Previous to the war 
there 'Yere in su('cessful operation two high schools, or seminarieiS, one male and one 
female. The huildi ugs :tre now undergoing thorough rep a irs, for the purpose of put-
ting tbcm in operation again. Each will accommodate abont one hundred students, 
together with the necessary teachers and servants. 
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::\JGRKOKEES. 
The population of the )fnskokee Nation is about thirteen thousand, iuclnsi'"e of 
freedwen. 
The Muskokees have now in succf:'ssfnl operation twenty-two public schools, located 
in different parts of the country, and 1mder the supervision of a superintendent of pub-
lic instruction, who is a native. These schools are taught by one teacher each, with a 
salary of four hundred dollars for scholastic year of ten months. The last national 
council created nine additional schools, which are now being put in operation. In ad-
dition to these schools there is one boarding-school in successful operation, accommo-
dating eighty pupils, and one building under way wllich will be completed by spring, 
and will accommodate as many. These boaruing-schools are supported by the nation, 
except the salaries of the superintendents and necessary teachers, which are paid by 
the boards of the Methodist and Presbyterian denominations, under whose control they 
are. The course of instruction pursueu in the public aml boarding schools is as fol-
lows: Commencing with the alphabet and its combinations into syllables, and extend-
ing through the various elementary branches, as reading, spelling, writing, geography, 
grammar and aritlnnetic. Six of the public scb.ools are appropriate« for the exclusive 
use of the freedmen of the Mnskokee .Nation. 
Annual school fund from treaty stipulations._ ..... ___ ..... _ .............. . 
Annual school fund, contingent on the will of the President ... _ ........... . 
Annual scliool fund from national appropriation ...... ------------ ...... .. 





The average nmnl.Jer of children in attendauce at school at the close of the scholastic 
year endiug June :30, 1870, was about seven hnurlred. 
:·m:\fiXOJ.ES. 
The population of the Seminole Xation is abont twenty-five hundred. By an act of 
the council there have been established four neighborhood schools, which are now in suc-
cessful operation, taught by efficient teachers, who receive au annual salary of six hun-
dred dollars each. The whole number of pupils in attendance at school is two hundred 
and twenty-five, the average daily attendance at each being about forty. In addition 
to the neighborhood schools, there is now in process of construction a mission build-
ing, superintended by the Rev. J. R. Ramsey, of the Presbyterian denominat\on. The 
building will soon be completed, and be sufficient to accommodate more than fiftty 
pupils. By treaty stipulations the Reminoles have and use for the support of the 
neighborhood schools twenty-five hundrecl dollars, being the interest on fifty thousand 
dollars held in tmst by the United States. 
CHICKASAW:'. 
The population of the Chickasaw Nation is betwten five and six thousand. They 
have eleven neighborhood schools. The whole number of pupils in attendance is four 
hundred and forty. In addition to these, they have sixty pupils attending schools in 
the States, the expense being paid by the nation at the rates of three hundred and fifty 
dollars each. 
Amount appropriated September last for support of neighborhood schools .... $39,000 
For supporting pupils in attendance at schools in the States . __ ._ .... _.. . . . . . 21, 000 
Total school fund ... __ .. __ . ____ .. ____ .. ____ ... __ .... __ .... ____ .. _ ... 50,000 
The teachers of the public schools are allowed out of the school fund three dollars 
per mouth for each pupil. 
OBAGEB. 
The Osages have fifty children attending the Catholic miSSIOn school. The annual 
school fund is three thousand dollars; they have recently come into the Territory and 
are not yet fully settled. They are beginning life anew, and it is hoped with better 
prospects of advancement in education than they have heretofore enjoyed. Their 
population is between three and four thousand. 
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COXFEDERATED PEORIAS, :ETC. 
The last census of Confederated Peorias shows the population to be one hundred and 
seventy. They have one school located among them, having been in operation aoout 
two months. Number of children attending school is about twenty-five. The sclwol 
fund is the interest on from thirty-five to forty thousand dollars invested fund. 
OTTAWAS. 
The Ottawas have a provision for education in their treaty of 1862, setting apart 
twenty thousand acres of their ]and for the support of schools, and one section for 
school buildings. This land is near the city of Ottawa, and is valuaole. They number 
one hundred and seventy-five souls, and have a school in successful operation of fifty-
two scholars. 
Population of Shawnees. ____ .. ____ . __ ... ,. .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . 80 
Population of Wyandotts ....... _ ..... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160 
Population of Senecas ................. _. _ ............... _ ........... _ . . . . . . . . . 188 
These trioes have no schools among them. 
S.\CS AXD l•'OXER. 
The Sacs and Foxes numoer aoout seven hundred, and l1ave a school fnud stipulated 
oy treaty amounting to five thousand dollars auuually. 
QUAP.\.WS. 
The Quapaws number two hundred and thirty-six souls. No school fullll reported .. 
Your committee are informed that measures are in progress for opening schools at 
an early day among the Quapaws, Senecas, Wyandotts, Osages, Sacs and Foxes, and 
absentee Shawnees. The absentee Shawnees number about six hundred souls. 
From the foregoing, your committee find the population of nations represented in the 
general council to be abont sixty thousand. Number of schools one hundred and forty; 
pupils attending schools in the Territory and in the States, four thousand eight hun-
<lred. Amount of school fund expended annually in support of schools is about one 
hundrP<l and sixty-three thousand dollars. 
JAMES M. C. SMITH, 
Chail'rnan Cmnrn-ittee on Education. 
In conclusion, your committee would state that in their opinion nothing now so 
much retards the educational advancement of the people of the Territory as this want 
of confidence in the permanency of their political institutions, growing out of the con-
stant agitation, in and out of Congress, of the question of extending over these nations 
a territorial form of government created by Congressional enactment. It is n9t neces-
sary for your committee to state that the measure is utterly repugnant to every Indian 
in the Territory, but cheered by the words of hope from the representatives of the 
Government of the United States visiting us during the present session of the general 
council, and reposing full confidence in the distinguished bead of that great nation, 
we are led to believe that a brighter day is dawning upon the Indian. 
The government proposed by the general council to be established over the Indian 
Territory, to be administered oy Indians for themselves, is one founded upon au<l growing 
ont of treaty relations with the United States, and depends for its perpetuity not upon 
armies and navies, but upon the honor and good faith of that government. It must 
oe defended by the patriotism and intelligence of its sons. 
JAMES M. C. SMITH, 
Chai1·man Committee on Education. 
Oc:vruLGEE, M. N., Tuesday, December 6, 1870. 
General council of the Indian Territory, assemoled pnrsnant to adjournment. Enoch 
Hoag, superintendent of Indian affairs, presiding. I. G. Vere, secretary pro tempore. 
Delegates present : 
Cherokee Nation-0. H. P. Brewer, S.M. Taylor, J. A. Scales, Stealer, Joseph Vann. 
Mnskokee Nation-George W. Stidllam: J. R. Moore, G. N. Greyson, J. M. Perryman,.. 
Timothy Barnard. 
Ottawa Nation-Francis King. 
Confederated PeoriM and other Nations-Edward Black. 
Credentials presented, and the following delegates admitted to seats: 
Choctaw Nation-Campoell Leflore, John McKinney, William Fry, Ma-ha-tnooe, Alex-
ander R. Durant, James Thompson, Joseph P. Fulsom, Alfred 'Vright. 
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Chickasaw Xation-Joseph P. Fulsom, Alfred \Vr-ight, Charles P. H. Percy, Joseph 
James, Hopiah Tubbee. 
A quorum uot being present, on motion, council adjourned until 9 o'clock a. m. to-
morrow. 
vYEDXEi::iD.\.Y, December 7-9 o'clock a. ·rn. 
Council met pursuant to adjournment. 
The following delegates took their seats: 
Jluskolcee Nation.-L. C. Perryman, S. vV. Perryman, Ok-tar-har-sars-IlarJo. 
Chei'Olcee Nation.-John Sarcoxie. 
Great and Little Osages.-Augustns Captain. 
Seminole Nation.-John F. Brown, Fus-hat-the-Harjo. 
On motion the following resolution was unanimously adopted: 
Resolved by the general council of the Indian TmTitory, That the following tlelegates 
be added to the several committees: Alfred Wright, on relations with the United 
States; James Thompson, on judiciary; Campbell Leflore and G. P. Folsom, on inter-
national relations; John McKinney, on education aud agricultnrt; and C. P. H. Percy, 
on finance. 
A f]Uorum not being present, council adjourned until 9 o'clock a.m. to-morrow. 
TuunsD.\.Y, December 8-9 o'clock a.m. 
Council met pursuant to aojournment. 
George W. Walker was aomitted to a seat as delegate from the Muskokee Nation. 
A quorum being present, council proceeded to business. 
On motion, the following persons were appointed by the President to interpret the 
proceedings of the general council to the members of the different nations who do 
not understand the English language: 
For the Muskokee and Seminole Nations, David M. Hoge. 
For the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, Joseph P. Folsom. 
For the absentee Shawnees, Robert Deer. 
The delegate from the Muskokee Nation, to whom w·as committed the message and 
invitation to the Comanches, Kiowa, Arapahoe, Cheyenne, Caddo, ·wichita, and other 
tribes on the plains, reported the message and invitation bad been transmitted through 
the interpreter for the absentee Shawnees, and that no 1·esponse bad as yet been 
received. 
Credentials of members presented, and the following delegates admitted to seats: 
Sel!l;cas.-George Spicer in place of James King. 
Tryandotts.-George ·wright in place of James Hicks. 
The journal of the :fi.rst session of the general council read and explained. 
)Jr. Percy, delegate from the Chickasaw Nation, submitted the· following additional 
rule for the government of the council in the transaction aml order of bnsiness, whiclt 
was adopted. 
RUI.E 10.-The general council, when a quorum is present, shall be t4e judge of the 
legal qualifications of its own members. For this purpose it shall have power to exam-
ine into the validity of the credentials of its members, determine the eligibility of 
contestants and claimants for seats; or, it may refer the same to a committee on creden-
tials. The committee on credentials shall have all the available power to cause persons 
or papers, or certified copies thereof, to b~ brought before it, and shall make a correct 
report of the in'vestigations and conclusions to tha general council for its final adjudi-
cation in all matters pertaining to the legal qualifications and eligibility of member~:~ 
from the several nations of the Inuian Territory whose seats may be contested. 
On motion, council adjourned until2 o'clock p. m. 
2 O'CLOCK P.M. 
Council mot pmsuaut to adjournment. Credentials presented by George \V. John-
son from the Cherokee Nation, and was atlmitted to a seat. 
The following delegates from the Cherokee Nation took their seats: 
)loses Alberty, Ezekiel Proctor. 
The following committee on creder.tials was appointed by the president: 
C. P. H. Percy, Chickasaw Nation; James Thompson, Choctaw Nation; Francis 
King, Ottawa Nation; J. A. Scales, Cherokee Nation; J. F. Brown, Seminole Nation; 
Keokuk, Sac and Fox Nation; G. vV. Walker, Muskokee Nation; I. R. Moore, Muskokee 
:Nation. 
On motion, credentials of Locher Hayo, Charke, an(l Thlathlo Yoholo referred to the 
committee on credentials. 
Committee on education and agriculture was called upon for a report. A part of 
the committee being absent, a report was deferred. Mr. Leflore, delegate from the 
Chocta\v Nation, submitted the following resolution: 
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"Resolved by the general council of the Indian Territory, That the president l.Je, and 
is hereby, authorized to appoint a committee of ten to devise a permanent organiza-
tion of the Indian Territory, as contemplated in the treaties of 1866 with the several 
tribes resident in the said Indian Territory. 
Adopted: and the following committee appointed : 
Campbell Leflore, Choctaw Nation; \V. P. Ross, Cherokee Nation; C. P. H. Percy. 
Chickasaw Nation; G. \V. Greyson, Muskokee Nation; J. F. Brown, Seminole Nation; 
Edward Black, Confederated Peorias, &c.; Francis King, Ottawa Nation; Augustus 
Captain, Osage Nation; George Spicer, Seneca Nation; J. A. Scales, Cllerokee Nation. 
Council adjonmed until 9 o'clock a. m. to-morrow. 
FRIDAY, Decernber 9-9 o'clock a.m. 
Council met pursuant to adjournment. 
P1·eceding minutes read and adopted. Credentials presented aml the folloY'i'ing dele-
gates admitted to seats: 
Front the (;hiclcasaw Nation-Colbert Carter, Jackson Kemp. 
Chairman of the committee on permanent organization, reported progres>;. 
Committee on the judiciary asked the privilege of dcferrjng a report until after the 
special committee on organization made a report, which was granted. 
Colbert Carter, of the Chickasaw N~Ltion, was placed upon the committee on per-
manent organization. J. A. Scales, of the Cherokee Nation, was placed upon the com-
mittee on the judiciary, vice Clement N. Vann, resigned. 
Mr. William P. Ross, delegate from the Cherokee Nation, informed the council that 
Henry Chambers had been appointed by the authorities of said nation to fill the place 
of C. N. Vann, resigned, and that the delegate was present, ready to take his seat, but 
without his credentials, which had not as yet reaclwd him. On motion it was referred 
to the committee on credentials. 
In order that the committee on permanent organization might have time to mature· 
a report, the council acljourned until 9 o'clock a. m. to-morrow. 
SATURDAY, Decembe'l' 10-9 o'clock a.m. 
Council met pursuant to adjournment. Preceding minutes read and adopted. Com-
mittee on credentials sul.Jmitted the following report: 
\Ve, the committee on credentials, appointed to examine into the credentials of 
Locher Hayo and Thlathlo Yoholo, submit the following report: 
Upon examination of the credentials of the above-uamed gentlemen, we find that 
they are so defective and imperfect, and without the signature of any officer of the 
Muskokee Nation, authorized to commission members of the council, that we cannot 
recognize them as being sufficient to entitle the claimants to seats in the general coun-
cil of the Indian Territory. 
The credentials of Char-kee having been examined, we find that he has l.Jeen substi-
tuted by Cot-cho-che, the former incumbent, to take his place on account of inability 
to discharge his duties as a member, cansecl by sickness. The substitution has been 
approved by the executive of the Mnskokee Nation, as the credentials will Rhow. 
Therefore we recommend that Char-kee be allowed to take his seat during the present 
session of the c~mncil, agreeably to the approval of the credentials. 
In the case of Mr. Chambers, from the Cherokee Nation, the committee fin 1, from 
information deemed reliable, that Mr. Vann has resigned his seat in this council, and 
that Mr. Chambers has been appointed l.Jy the authority of that nation to fill the 
Yacancy; and is, therefore, in the opinion of yonr committee, entitled to his seat in 
the general council of the Indian Territory. 
Attest: 
CH.\S. P. H. PERCY, 
Clerk to Committee. 
JAMES THOMPSON, 
Chai1·nwn Committee. 
On motion the report of the committee on credentials was adopted, and Charke. 
of the Muskokee Natio:s, was admitted to a seat during the present session of the 
general council. 
Henry Chambers admitted to a seat as a delegate from the Cherokee Nation in place 
of Clement N. Vanu, resigned. 
Joseph James, of the Chickasaw Nation, was placed upon the committee on educa-
tion and agriculture. Colbert Carter, of the Chickasaw Nation, was placed upon the 
committee on the judiciary. 
Report of the special committee on permanent organization. 
The special committee to whom was assigned the duty of making a report upon the 
resolution of the general council in the words following, to wit: 
Resolved, by the general council of the I.ndian Territory, That the President be, and 
is hereby, authorized to appoint a committee of ten to devise a permanent orgauization 
of the Indian Territory, as contemplated by the treaties of 1866 with the several tribes 
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resident in the said Territory, respectfully state that they have given the snuject such 
-consideration as was in their power. They regard the organization of the Indian 
Territory under any form of government as of the gravest importance to all the people 
who inhabit it. 
The large and invaluable interests in lands and 'money which belong to the nations 
and tribes who are settled therein, the provisions of their several treaties with the 
United States, their distinct forms of government and franchises ·arising under them, 
their different languages and diversified conditions, present severally and combined 
interests not to be too lightly estimated nor too hastily disposed of in arranging the 
terms of any organization that may be designed to blend in one harmonious system 
the whole of them at the same time that it preserves a just and impartial regard for 
their respective rights. 
The opposition of all Indians to any form of territorial government that has been 
proposed by the Congress of the United States is too notorious to require any comment. 
It is firmly and ineradically imbedded in their very nature. They cling to their homes, 
to their laws, to their customs, to their national and personal independence, with the 
tenacity of life itself. In these sentiments your committee fully concur; and while the 
leading powers invested in this general council pervade all the treaties negotiated in 
1866 by the United States with the different nations here represented, each one of them 
grants some important concession or retains some important right not to be found in 
others. In some respeqts they merely shadow dimly the duties of this council instead 
of clearly defining its powers and authority. The responsibility of inexperienced 
legislators, instead of being simplified by them, is made more difficult and complex. 
As the best means of removing these obstacles, observing a fair deference to the senti-
ments of our people, and at the same time of preserving our race and of perpetuating 
unimpaired the rights of all, the weak and the strong, those less advanced, and those 
who have made further progress toward civilization, your committee are of the opinion 
that the organization of the people here represented, and such as may hereafter unite 
with them, should be a government of their own choice. 
It should be republican in form, with its powers clearly defined, and full guarantees 
given for all the powers, rights, and privileges, respectively, now reserved to them by 
their treaties. They therefore respectfully recommend that the council proceed to 
form a constitution for the Indian Territory, which shall conform to existing treaty 
stipulations; provide for an executive, legislative, and judicial department, and vested 
with such powers only as have been conceded to this general council aud not incon-
sistent with all the rights reserved to each nation and tribe who were parties to the 
treaties of 186t:>, and also with the final provision that such constitution shall be 
obligatory and binding only upon such nations and tribes as may hereafter duly ap-
prove and adopt the same. 
Council adjourned until 9 o'clock a. m., Monday. 
MONDAY, Decembe1· 12. 
Council met pursuant to adjournment. 
Credentials presented, and the following delegate was admitted to a seat: 
Choctaw .Nation.-Coleman Cole. 
Minutes of the preceding meeting read and approved. 
Report of the special committee on permanent organization taken up. 
On motion it was agreed that when a vote should be taken on the adoption of the 
report on permanent organization, the ayes and noes should be recorded. 
The question being upon the adoption of the report of the special committee, the roll 
was called, with the following result: 
Ayes: Cherokees: W. P. Ross, Keys, A. Ross, Sarcoxie, Brewer, Taylor, Scales, Vann; 
Muskokees: Stidham, Porter, Moore, L. C. Perryman, Gryson, J. M. Perryman, S. W. 
Perryman, Ok-tar-har-sars-Harjo, Charke, Barnard, Smith, Walker; King, of Ottawas; 
Flint, of Eastern Shawnees; Spicer, of Senecas; Wright, of Wyandotts; Black, of Con~ 
federated Peorias and others; Keokuk and Muttalah, of Sacs and Foxes ; White and 
Ellis, of absentee Shawnees; A. Captain, Hardrope, Bevenue, Osages; Fus-hat-che 
Harjo, Brown, Seminoles; Leflore, McKinney, Fry, Ma-ha-tub-bee, Durant, Thompson, 
Folsom, Wright, Cole, of the Choctaws; Percy, James, Ho-piah-tub-bee, Carter, Kemp, 
of the Chickasaws-48 ayes. 
Noes: Stealer, Alberty, Proctor, Chambers, and Johnson, of the Cherokees-5; and 
so the report was adopted. 
On motion of Mr. Carter, of the Chickasaw Nation, the following committee of twelve 
was appointed to draft a constitution: 
Committee: W. P. Ross, Cherokee Nation; Campbell Leflore, Choctaw Nation; Cal-
bert Carter, Chickasaw Nation; John F. Brown, Seminole Nation; Francis King, Ot-
tawa N61Jtion; Joseph P. Folsom, Choctaw Nation; G. W. Johnson, Cherokee Nation; 
C. P. H. Percy, Chickasaw Nation; Ok-tar-har-sars-Harjo, G. W. Stidham, Muskokee 
Nation; Riley Keys, Cherokee Nation; Augustus Captain, Osage Nation. 
Council adjourned to 2 ?'clock p. m. 
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2 O'CLOCI\: P. ivr. 
Council met pursuant to adjournment. 
The following resolution was submitted by Mr. Smith, of the Muskokee N:ttion, and, 
on motion of Mr. Ross, unanimously adopted : 
Whereas the members of the general council of the Indian Territory have had the 
honor to receive Messrs. Campbell, Lang, and Farwell, of the United States Indian 
Commission, and to hear their views in regard to the general interest of the Indians in 
the Indian Territory and the expression of their sympathies for the welfare of all the 
red people; and whereas this general council is desirous of preserving upon the jour-
nal of their proceedings a record of this event in their history, and of their heartfelt 
appreciation of the noble sentiments of truth, justice, and humanity entertained by the 
commissioners: Therefore, be it 
Resolved, That the general council of the Indian Territory hereby record this declar-
ation of the pleasure they have experienced from the attendance upon the council of 
Messrs. Campbell, Lang, and Farwell, of the Unitecl States Indian commission, of their 
grateful appreciation of the words of hope, cheer, and encouragement they have heard 
from them, and of their own desire to conform, as far as practicable, with the just and 
humane policy of the United States, the preservation of peace and kindness Letween 
the Indians of this Territory themselves and with the whites upon their border, and 
for the improvement and perpetuation of their own people and race. 
The report of the committee on agriculture was submitted and adopted. (See Ap-
pendix A.) 
The committee to whom the duty was assigned of reporting upon the agricultural 
interests and resources of the Indian Territory regret to say that they have no data 
upon which to estimate even approximately the quantity of land in cuHiYation within 
the limits of the Indian Territorv. 
The Creeks, Cherokees, Chocta"ws, Chickasaws, Seminoles, Shawnees, Delawares, Sen-
ecas, Quapaws, Ottawas, Wyandotts, and the confederated Peorias, Weas, Pianke-
shaws, and Kaskaskias are an agricultural people, and rely upon the cultivation of the 
soil aud the raising of stock for their livelihood, and the Sacs and Foxes, Osages, and 
others are making commendable progress in that direction. The extent of their farms 
vary frorn a few acres to two and three hundred, and in one instance, in the Chickasaw 
Nation, in the fertile valley of the Washita, to more than two thousand acres. 
While thtre are many farms sufficiently large, the majority of them might be in-
creased with great advantage. The interest in this respect is growing, and since the 
close of the war to the present time there is a marked progress in the general improve-
ment in the buildings and farms among the Indian people. 
In these respects there is wide room for further advancement, and this we confidently 
expect to witness whenever the constant agitations in Congress and elsewhere, which 
so much disturb the security of the people and discourage all their efforts to improve-
ment, shall cease. But notwithstanding all ad verse influences the condition of the peo-
ple is not stationary, but progressive. The idea which obtains to a considerable extent, 
in even otherwise well-informed circles, remote from the homes of the Indians, that 
they live by hunting, fishing, and trapping, is entirely erroneous so far as applied to the 
nations and tribes enumerated above. They are settled and not nomadic in their habits, 
and rely upon the cultivation of the soil for their subsistence. Their advancement is 
not all that we could desire, but it is an earnest of better things in the future, and shows 
a susceptibility for further improvement, and with proper efforts the native ability to 
reach a genuine civilization. A large area of the inhabited portion of the Indian Ter-
ritory is well adapted to the use of improved agricultural implements. Their introduc-
tion as yet is limited, but perhaps equal to what should be expectecl when it is borne in 
mind how much men are apt to do as their fathers did before them, as their neighbors 
do around them, and as the limited means at their disposal allowed. Reapers, mowers, 
and threshers of different patents are seen in some places, while improved plows for 
turning prairie lands and working crops are found in large numbers. We would desire 
to impress the people of the Territory engaged in agriculture with the importance of 
giving more attention to this subject than is now done. Good implements, well and 
timely used, lighten the burdens of labor, impart a real pleasure to employment, and 
largely increase its results. They relieve both man and beast, and directly increase the 
value of time by increasing its results. The crops which can be profitably grown in 
the soil and climate of the Territory are very nearly all those adapted to a rich soil 
and temperate latitude. Corn is the staple crop, and even under our somewhat defect-
ive plan of culture yields upon an average from thirty to sixty bushels per acre. In 
favorable seasons it does well in all portions of the Territory. ·wheat is not so gener-
ally grown as it should be, chiefly, we apprehend, because of the scarcity of mills for 
the manufacture of flour. The Cherokees perhaps grow more than any nation in the 
Territory; the average yield is about :fifteen bushels-it has been known to yield as 
high as fort,y-two. But few farmers there, however, prepare the soil and seed it down 
with tlw care the crop demands. South of the Canadian, and on the Arkansas and 
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Red Rivers, and the uplands intervening, cotton was formerly extensively cultivated, 
and was the most valuable crop of that region. We hope yet to see it again whitening 
large and well-tilled fields and bringing in treasure and wealth to our brothers of the 
Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations. The Chickasaw crop this year being estimated at 
5,000 bales, tobacco is extensively grown. Of the grasses we need say but a word. 
Onr prairies furnish all that is now to be had, and all that seems to be cared for; clover 
and timothy do well, and would even now repay their cultivation; blue grass also suc-
ceeds well, and will be as much at home in some portions of the Territory as it is in 
Kentucky. Rye and oats do well all over the Territory, so far as your committee are 
advised, a species of the former being indigenous to the soil and affording excellent 
winter pasturage. Potatoes, beans, beets, pumpkins, upland rice, turnips, cabbage, 
onions, and nearly all garden vegetables in suitable soil and with reasonable culture, 
grow to perfection. In horticulture, with some exceptions, we are lamentably behind 
the times. So far as tested, no finer apples are grown in the United States than some 
we have seen from orchards in the Indian Territory. North of the Canadian and Ar-
kansas Rivers, peaches, pears, plums, and cherries succeed, while the smaller fruits, 
such as straw"berrie8, raspberries, blackberries, and grapes, are to the " manner born." 
Your committee would be much gratified to be the means of awakening a general 
interest upon this su"bject, and stirring up the people more generally to the cultivation 
of the more desirable kinds of frnits. There is pleasure in the pursuit, and health and 
profit in the results of horticulture. 
· As regards the domestic animals of the Territory, we need scarcely remark tllat stock-
raising must furnish occupation for a large number of our people. It is adapted to 
their ha"bit.s and to our climate, and will be the source of t.he largest profit to those who 
embark in it. The number of domestic animals, and the quality of their breeds, have 
been sadly rednced and deteriorated by the war. Large and magnificent herds of cattle 
have entirely disappeared from our prairies, and the accumulations of forty years van-
ished into nothingness. But the grass still grows and the waters run, inviting and urg-
ing our people to untiring efforts to renew their herds of cattle, horses, and hogs, and 
flocks of sheep and goats. Money~ food, and raiment stimnlate them to start again in 
pastoral life, and to get the best improved breeds of all kinds of stock that may be 
within their means. 
In conclusion, your committee beg leave to say that as agricultnre, anfl its kindretl 
bran9hes, horticulture and stock-raising, shonld and must constitute the chief pursuits 
of the great majority of our people, every means in our power should be adopted to 
foster and encourage them. Even now they have every inducement to increased care 
and exertions in those directions. Markets are now brought to our very doors, or soon 
will be by the extension of railroads, the increase of travel through onr Territory, and 
the teeming population that moves with resistless activity around our borders. Every-
thing that we can produce beyond our own consumption is and will continue to be in 
demand. The country which we possess, the homes we occupy, are our own and the 
heritage of our children "by every right known and respected of men. Let us dili-
gently improve and use them, remembering our own responsibility in the premises, 
and the duty we owe to those who may come after us. EYen the log-cabin is more 
stable than the lodge, set up with poles and covered with straw and buffalo hides. 
The people who have homes and cultivated fields and orchards are more secure from 
intrusion and aggression than those who have no fixed residence or abidiug-place. 
Here is our only home, and in it we must thrive and increase or dwindle and perish. 
Either result is largely within our own control. As we choose to have it, so will it be. 
On motion the report was adopted. 
Mr. Brown, of the Seminole Nation, submitted the following additional rules for the 
government of the council in the order and transaction of business, which was read 
and referred to the committee on rules, (said rules not reported:) 
RuLE 11. In the formation of committees, to facilitate the business of the general 
council, no member at one and the same time shall be attached to more than three 
committees without his consent. 
RuLE 12. Whenever it may "be practicable, after calling the roll some minister of the 
gospel, or member of the council, shall, at the request of the president, offer up morn-
ing prayers. 
On motion, council adjourned until 9 o'clock a. m. to-morrow. 
TUESDAY, December 13-9 o'clock a. rn. 
Council met pursuant to adjournment. 
Mr. E. J. Brown, delegate from the Seminole Nation, admitted to a seat. Preceding 
minutes read and approved. The president introduced the Hon. Eli S. Parker, Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs, who delivered an address setting forth his views as to the 
wishes and expectations of the Government of the United States, and of the friends of 
the Indians throughout the same, from this general council of the Indian Territory, 
with suggestions as to the best mode of legislation to meet those expectations ; and 
also words of cheer and encouragement in this great and important undertaking. On 
motion, council adjourned until ~ o'clock p. m. 
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2 O'CLOCK P. l\:t:, 
Council met pursuant to adjournment. 
On motion of Mr. \V. P. Ross, the committee of twelve for draughting a constitution 
for the government of the India,n Territory retired from the council for the purpose 
of entering upon its duties, and was imtrncted to report at as early an hour as prac-
ticable. Committee on education was granted leave to retire and mature its report. 
On motion, council adjourned until 9 o'clock a.m. to-morrow. 
vVEDNESDA Y, Decernbel' 14. 
Council met pursuant to adjournment. 
Preceding minutes read and adopted. On motion, Mr. Scales, delegate from the 
Cherokee Nation, snl.mtitted a resolution relating to the tribes of the Plains. Referred 
to the comlllittee on international relations. The snperinteudent read the commission 
assigning to duty G. \V. Greyson as secretary of the general council of the Terdtory. 
On motion of Mr. Porter, of the Muskokee Nation, the following 'resolution was 
unanimously adopted: 
Be it Tesolved, That the thanks of the gP,neral council of the Indian Territory be, and 
are hereby, tendered to J. G. Yore, for the able and efficient manner in which lte has 
conducted the duties of the office of secretary of the council, and that the president of 
the council be instructed to compensate him for his services. 
On motion of Mr. Folsom, of the Choctaw Nation, the council adjourned to meet at 
9 o'clock to-morrow morning. 
TnuRSDAY, December 15-9 o'clock a. m. 
Prayer by Mr. Mucan. 
Mr. William P. Ross, of the Cherokee Nation, announced that there were present two 
delegates fi·om the Cherokee Nation who would present their credentials. 
Whereupon Mr. J. W. Adair and Joseph Thompson presented their cre(lentials and 
were admitted to seats. 
Credentials were also presented by two aclditional members from the Muskokee Na-
tion, namely, Martup Yohalar in the place of G. \V. Greyson, resigned, and David M. 
Hodge in place of D. N. M. Jutash, absent. 
Minutes of the preceding day were read and adopted. 
S. W. Peyman, of the Creek Nation, introduced a resolution providing for :}. -,com-
mittee of thirty-one persons, whose duty it will be to revise and rearrange the minutes 
and proceedings of the council preparatory to printing and publishing the same. 
Mr. Moore, of the same nation, moved to amend the resolution so as to provide for 
the reading of the same before the adjournment of the present council. 
Resolution as amended was adopted. 
Resolution read as follows. viz : 
Resolved, That the president be authorized to appoint a committee of three persons 
to revise and prepare for publication the journal of the proceedings of this general 
council, to be read in preseuce of the council before its adjournment. 
President announced as members of the committee on revision, Allen Hoss, of the 
Clterokee Nation; G. \V. Walker, of the Muskokee Nation; E. J. Brown, of the Semi-
nole Nation. 
By request of Mr. Moore, of the Muskokee Nation, l\fr. James Thompson, of the Choc-
taw Nation, was added to the committee on international relations. 
On motion of J. M. Penyman, of the 1fuskokee Nation, the council adjourned to meet 
again at 2 o'clock p.m. 
2 O'CLOCK P. M. 
President announced the house in order for business. 
The president added to the committee on revision Mr. Joseph Thompson, of the 
Cherokee Nation. 
Allen Ross, of the Cherokee Nation, chairman of the committee on international 
relations, submitted the report of that committee, in the form of a resolution tendering 
to the wild tribes of the Plains the hand of friendship, and recommending to them the 
prudence of refraining from acts of hostility among themselves, as well as against the 
citizens of the United States. 
The president highly recommended the spirit of the report, and expressed a desire 
that every effort will be made to better the condition of the tribes of the Plains, as 
well as all other Indians. 
On motion of J. A. Scales, of the Cherokee Nation, the report was unanimously 
adopted. 
Your committee, to whom-was referred the resolution in regard to the various tribes 
of the Plains, respectfully state that they have carefully considered said subject, and 
beg leave to submit the following resolution, and recommend that it be adopted by the 
general council: 
H. Rep. 98-19 
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Resol-ution in 1·elaUon to the tribes of the Plains. 
Resolved by the general cottncil of the Inclian Territm·y, That the superintenoent of In-
dian affairs be, aud he is hereby, requested to convey, through their respective agents 
or otherwise, to the Comanches, Kiowas, Cheyennes, Arapahoes, and other trib~s of 
the PJains, the fact that the Choctaws, Chickasaws, Cherokees, Muskokees, Seminoles, 
Osages, Senecas, Shawnees, Ottawas, Peorias, Wyandotts, Qua paws, and Sacs and Foxes 
have met in general council and confederated ; that the object of this confederation is 
to preserve peace and friendship among themselves, with all other red men, and with 
the people of the United States; to promote the general welfare of all lndia,ns, and to 
estabbsh friendly relations with them; to secure our lands exclusively to ourselves and 
to transmit them to our children after us; that the nations above named extend to 
them the hand of friendship; that they earnestly recommend them to refrain from acts 
of hostility among themselves and with the people of the United States, and that we 
offer them our aid and counsel in establishing permanently friendly relations with the 
Government of the same, and will meet them in counsel whenever practicable and 
desired by the superintendent of Indian affairs. 
On motion of Mr. Porter, of the Mnskokee Nation, council adjourned to meet at 
9 o'clock to-morrow. 
DECEMBER 16, 1870-9 o'clock. 
Council met pursuant to adjournment. Minutes of the preceding day read and 
adopted. 
Robert Lumbard, as a delegate from the Quapaw Nation, in place of George Lane~ 
presented his credentials and was admitted to a seat in the council. 
James M. C. Smith, chairman of the committee on education, submitted the report of 
·that committee, which was read and r"eferred back to the committee for correction. 
On motion of J. R. Moore, council adjourned to meet at 1 o'clock p. m. 
1 O'CLOCK P. M. 
President announced that the committee on the constitution had reported only a por-
tion of its work, which was taken up, read twice, and interpreted. The report of the 
committee on educat,ion was received as corrected, read, and interpreted, which, on 
motion of J. M. C. Smith, was laid on the table, and the report of the committee on 
-the constitution was taken up, read, and interpreted. CouncH adjourned to meet at 9 
o'clock to-morrow morning. 
SATURDAY, Decembm· 17, 1870. 
Council met pursuant to adjournment. Roll was called. Another portion of the 
report of the committee on the constitution was read and interpreted. 
Smith, of the Muskokee Nation, moved to adjourn until Monday morning, 9 o'clock 
a. m. Motion sustained . 
The report of the committee on the populations and educational interests of the 
-several nations represented in the general council was read and adopted, for which see 
Appendix C. 
DECEMBER 19, 1870. 
Council convened at 9 o'clock, pursuant to adjournment. The roll was called by the 
secretary. 
Mr. Ross, of Cherokees, introduced the following resolution, which was adopted: 
Reoolvecl, That the president of the general council be respectfully requested to allow 
the mileage of those members, for the distance they traveled in going to and returning 
frorn the regular session of the council in September last, but who failed to reach it 
before its adjournment until December. 
Bv order of the president the entire constitution, as draughted by the committee, was 
read a second time and interpreted. 
The committee on education submitted a revised copy of their report of the day 
previous, which was read and adopted. Report. 
<Dn motion of C. Laflore, the council adjourned to meet again at 2 o'clock. 
2 O'CLOCK P.M. 
Council met pursuant to adjournment, and the roll was called by the secretary. 
vV. P. Ross, of the Cherokees, introduced an invitation from the Cherokee council, 
requesting the location of the capital at Fort Gibson. Motion by Mr. Ross to lay the 
same on the table. Motion adopted. 
Constitution as draughted was put upon its third reading. 
Section 6 of the declaration of rights amended by ~fr. Percy, by inserting after the 
word" jury.," the words "of the district wherein the crime shall have been committed.'' 
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Amendment adopted. Mr. Ross moved to amend the 2d section of· the 3d article, by 
inserting after the last word the words "and for the Sacs and Foxes one senator." 
Adopted. 
Mr. Percy, of Chickasaw Nation, moved to strike ont the whole section 2 of article 3, 
and insert: ''The senate shall b~;~ composed of one member from each nation adopting 
this constitution." 'l'he ayes and noes were called for by George W. Johnson, of the 
Cherokee Nation. Rejected-noes 48, ayes 8. 
George \Y. Johnson moved to amend by inserting in the 3d section of the 4th arti-
cle the words ''and who shall not be a natural-born citizen of the Indian Territory." Mr. 
Laflore moved to insert as a part of section 11 of article 4, the ch~use: All commissions 
shall be ''In the name and by the authority of the Indian Territory, and be sealed with 
the seal, anu signed by the governor, and attested' by the secretary of the Territory." 
This clause was aclopted. 
Mr. Johnson, of the Cherokee Nation, moved to amend the schedule by inserting: 
"Provided that this constitution sball be obligatory and binding only upon such 
nations and tnbes as may hereafter duly approve and adopt the same." Amendment 
adopted. 
Council adjourned to meet at 9 o'clock to-morrow. 
DECE:\IBER 20, 1870. 
Council met pursnant to ac1jpnrnmcnt-. Roll called; minutes read and adopted. Mr. 
Ross, of the Cherokee Nation, move1l to transpose the last clause of the 3d section of 
the 5th article, and make it the concluding clause of the 2d section of the same article. 
Adopted. 
Mr. Laflore snbmitted an additional section as section 17 to the 3d article of the 
constitution, as follows: The salaries of all officers created under tbis constitution, not 
otherwise provided, sball bA regulated by law, but there shall be no increase or dimi-
nution in the same during the term for which said officers may have been elected or 
appointed. Adopted. 
Mr. J. Thompson, of the Choctaws, moved to amend the schedule by inserting after 
the word council8, in t.he 8th line, the wonls or the people. Adoptecl. 
Mr. Laflore moveu to amend section 9 of article 4, by inserting "and fines" after the 
word respites. 
Mr. Johnson, of the Cherokee Nation, submitted resolutions providing for the sub-
mitting of the constitution to the several nations, without taking a vote on the same 
at the present time, as an amendment to the schedule resolution. • 
Mr. Scales moved to lay on the table. Mot.ion prevailed. Mr. Ross called for the 
ayes and noes, when the vote stood as follows : 
Pno: \Y. P. Ross, R. Keys, A. Ross, J. Sarcoxie, 0. H. P. Brewer, S. 1\f. Taylor, J. A. 
Scales, Stealer, Moses Alberty, J. Vanu, G. \V. Johnson, J. Thompson, J. \V. Adair, G. 
W. Stidham, P. Porter, J. R. Moore, L. C. Perryman, J. M. Perryman, Oe-lar-bar-saw 
Ha1:jo, Cha.rke, T. Barnett, J. M. C. Smith, G. W. Walker, Martnp Yohola, D. M. Hodge, 
C. Laflore, J. )IcKinncy, \Vm. Fry, l\1a-ba-tub-bPe~ A. R. Durant, J. Thompson, J.P. 
Fnlsom, Alfred ·wright, Colman Cole, Hapiab-tnbbee, C. Carter, J. Kemp, F. King, L. 
Flint, R. Lumbard, Geo. Spicer, Geo. Wright, Ed. Black, Keokuk, John White, J. Ellis, 
A. Captain, S. Bevenne, Hard Rope, ·wah-to-ink-a, Fushutche Harjo, E. J. Brown. CoN: 
E. Proctor, H. Chambers, S. \V. Perryman. A;res, 5'2. Nays, 3. 
Constitution was declared adopted. Appendix B. 
0. H. P. Brewer, of the Cherokees, submitted resolutions providing for the sending 
of delegates to the scat of tbe United States Government. 
On motion of J. Thompson, of the .Cherokee Nation, council adjourned until 2 
o'clock p. m. 
2 O'CLOCK P. M. 
Council met pursuant to adjournment. 
The following resolutions were unanimously adopted: 
1. Resol1:ecl, That the general council adjourn this day, December 20, at 3 o'clock 
p.m., to meet on the first l\Ionday in June next, at Ocmulgee, Creek Nation. 
2. On motion of Mr. Ross, of the Cherokee Nation, 
Resol-ved, That we tender to the president our thanks for the impartial and dignified 
manner in which he has presided over the sittings of the general council. 
3. On motion of Mr. Porter, of the Creek Nation, 
Resolred, That we tender our thanks to Ed ward Earle, Dr. Nicholson, and Thomas 
Miller for their kind attention and advice during the sessions of the general council. 
4. On motion of C. Laflore the council adjourned, to meet at Ocmulgee, Creek Nation, 
on the first Monday in June, 1871. 
ENOCH HOAG, 
Su]Jerintendent Indian AffaiTs, President. 
G. W. GRAYSON, 
Secretary. 
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TERRITORIAL GOVERNMENT OF THE INDIAN TERRITORY. 
One of the most important questions connected with Indian afl'a,irs 
that of the proposed territorial organization of the Indian Terri-
tory, by act of Congress. This is a question worth.Y the most serious 
consideration, and the committee desire to state with some detail the 
facts now surrounding this subject. Prior to 1820 there had been 
no direct governmental action to secure Indian tribes against State ju-
risdiction in the States wllcre their reservations ~hould happen to be, 
but troubles attendant upon the encroachment of the State authority 
of Mississippi upon the Choctaws and Chickasaws, and of Georgia and 
South Carolina on the Cherokees aud Creeks, brought the subject promi-
nently before Congress and the country, and became a most embarrassing 
and troublesome one to deal with. The question as to those and other 
tribes east of the Mississippi was solved then, however, in a way that 
it cannot be solved again, namely, by the removal of the various tribes 
from the States to new and unoccupied countries west of the Mis-
sissippi River, and beyond State and territorial jurisdiction. This tem-
porary expedient cannot be repeated, even if desired, for the reason 
that there is no such country to remove them to. 
And again, it would not be at all desirable to take such course if ' 
there was sufficient unoccupied territory, tor the reasons that many of 
these tribes are now civilized and Christianized, and are making rapid 
progress in agriculture and education, and own their country by pur-
chase from, and payments to the United States. Some of the tribes 
have organized republican governments modeled after our own. Their 
laws are printed, as their schools are taught, in English. So that all 
things are tending as rapidly as possible to the absorption of these 
people as citizens. But they are not yet ready to meet organized greed 
and avarice of civilized men. The more civilized tribes are now 
doing a good work, under the joint council of Okmulgee, in leading the 
way for those less prepared for civil government, and are in this way 
more effective than the whites could be. because more trusted. 
The Okmulgee Council should be sustained and encouraged, under 
the several treaty provisions of the Cherokees, Creeks, Seminoles, Choc-
taws, Chickasaws, and others of 1866. 
POWER OF THE UNITED STATES TO PROTECT ALL INDIAN 
LANDS FROM STATE OR TERRI1,0RIAL JURISDICTION. 
There are. two characters of title to Indian lands that should be con-
sidered in this connection. 
1st. Lands to which Indian tribes have patents under treaty stipula-
.tions. 
2d. Lands ceded by statute, or by agreement made under statute, and 
. are either purchases from the Government or from other Indians with 
1the consent previously obtained thereto, and confirmed either by the 
.Senate as a -treaty or by Congress as a law. 
These two classes of Indian title are held under pur!'hase for valua-
ble consideration to the United States, and possession given by the 
GO\'ernment. 
The consideration generally is in land, sometimes in money, and some-
times in privileges released by the Indians; in some instances, as resti-
tution for wrongs committed by individuals or by the Government. 
And yet it seems scarcely proper at this age and experience of the Gov-
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ernment to moot such a question when all the people of the thirteen 
original States, and those States in the uorthwest created from the terri-
tor then held by the States, hold their titles from a grant of some 
crowned head in Europe to some political friend who never held any title 
but that of discovery, or a transfer either by treaty or conquest of a right 
held by discovery; and whatever there is in either of those modes of 
obtaining title, namely by treaty or conquest of lands, the title to which 
was based on discovery or fully vested in the United States, both by 
conquest in the war of the Revolution, 1776, and with Mexico, 1848, and 
by treaty with Great Britain, 1778, and with Mexico, 1784 following, 
and conclusive of these wars by treaty with France, for Louisiana pur-
chase, 1803, all of which has been confirmed by time and by peaceful and 
business relations. So that every bona fide real-estate owner in the 
United States who holds by purchase, whether white, black, or red, native 
or foreign, naturalized or alien, holds his title based on the faith and 
credit of the Government, and its validity depends upon the sanctity 
with which the people snstain the Government titles, witnessed by the 
patents, the evidences of its titles. But these Indians or other persons 
holding lands under patents, treaty, or congressional enactments, the 
laws of the United States will protect from intrusion if the State neg-
lects or refuses to do so. 
The Government could not permit its titles to be nullified by designing 
persons, and its grant of title, for consideration received, carries with it 
the honor and protection and the laws and powers of the nation in sup-
port of that honor and that protection. The commonest justice demands 
that the nation should stand by its own agreements-its own deeds. If 
the doctrine be sustained that the patent of the Government or its titles 
passed by law of Congress are not a secure title to the holder to enable 
him to prevent intruders upon it, then indeed the whole people might 
well feel unsafe, an<l especially those who have purchased of the Gov-
ernment since its organization. 
Most certainly the color of title from the Government cannot depend 
upon the color of the person who receives or holds it, or of the race to 
which he belongs. If so, we need a statute defining the relative value 
and virtue of bloods. Our constitution forbids the establishment of titles 
of nobility by law, and hence it thus defeats the passing of titles by 
primogeniture, and a sequence to there being no person ennohled by 
law, there can be no person ignobled by law, or else the law by disgracing 
the many would ennoble the few, and thus avoid the wise provisions 
of the Constitution; again, such course would do hy indirection what 
could not be constitutionally done by direct law. It would be an eva-
sion, and it is a well-established rule of justice that an evasion of a law 
is its violation. 
The Constitution forbids personal emulation by law, preferring to 
leave that matter to individual character and conduct; thus merit must 
in our country depend on individual behavior, and not on statnte, so 
that in this free, generous Government men ennoble themselves by nolJle 
actions and an upright life, and they render themselves ignoble by bad 
conduct. But all this does not affect title to lands or other property, 
nor to any personal rights of individuals under the Constitution and 
laws. 
The title of t.he minister who dies in the pulpit, with his holy harness 
on, to the home that protects his wife and children, is no more secured 
to them by law on account of the merit of the husband and father, than 
is the home of the man who dies on the gibbet, with the condemnation 
of the law against his life, as a punishment for his offenses in breaking 
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the law, to the wife and children of him who thus dies with lhe un-
holy harness of the hangman upon him. The one may have ennobled 
himself by his life, and have died honorably, while the other bas be-
come ignoble by his life, and died without honor. Yet tlJeir rights of 
person and property are as sacred to the law and as well secured to the 
heirs in the one case as in the other. 
The genius and spirit of our free institutions are intended and so un-
derstood to put all persons within our borders upon their own feet, 
giving them, so far as personal liberty and individual sovereignty can 
do, an even start in the race of life and teaching them to stand upright, 
with their manhood protected in all those rights and privileges, of per-
son and property common to and administered to all with equal and 
exact justice. This is tlJe purpose and result of free government, and 
aside from this no government would be free, nor would its protection 
be worth a consideration. 
This question of title to real property is not interfered with among 
civilized nations by the conqueror where the land or province is taken 
in war. Indeed, our Government has held that the nation caunot by 
law confiscate the lands of the people as a punishment for treason, the 
highest crime known to law. Nor can the government of a State, or of 
the United States, confiscate the lands or property of a citizen or person 
within our lJorders for a crime committed by him against the people 
and the law. All lands held from individuals by action of the Govern-
ment. during the late war are held on sale for non-payment of taxes, a.ud 
not for punishment of crime. Fines not unreasonable may be imposed 
(on proof prior made) by the judgment of a court, but not by statute 
enactment, and aH a consequence property may be sold in the discharge 
of the fine, but it is in no sense a confiscation, or disturbance of title, 
or of the chain of title; the loss of property is a result and not a cause 
with the law. 
Title in this country depends upon the justice with which it is ob-
tained and transmitted, and not as to the quality of the blood or person 
who holds it or through whom it passes. The Government holds, and 
has not at any time or instance yielded, the sole and only rig~t to pur-
chase or take from the Indian tribes lands held by them under the pos-
sessory title admitted by European governments, and finally, on its adop-
tion by ours, to be in them. 
The United States has permitted Indians, by law of Congress and 
treaty stipulations, to sell lands to States and t,o individuals, but never 
sanctioned such act if done without law or treaty. So that until the 
primary disposal of the soil is first made by the National Government 
it necessarily must be under the control of the National Government. 
It is not possible to give State sovereignty for a season, to retake it 
again at the nation's pleasure when the title was to be disposed of. The 
incumbrance that under State authority would fasten upon it, if for no 
other reason, would be fatal to the subsequent control. Specia1 privi-
leges may bB granted and recalled again, but sovereign rights, granted 
to States or people., cannot be taken again, or limited. 
The absolute c.ontrol of, and the right and practice of, the primary 
disposal of the soil by the United States Government has been uniform 
since its organization. To the uniformity of this practice tlwre has been 
not a single exception, and the right to do so has been assertell and re-
asserted by statute in the organization of Tr.rritories and the admission 
of States in numerous instances. 
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ORG.A.:NIZA.TION OF TERRITORIES. 
The committee calls attention herein to the following acts organizing 
Territories, wherein Congress has specia11y reserved power over the pub-
lic lauds within the territorial limits: 
Iowa-section 6, act June 12, 1838, Stat. 5, page 255. 
Kansas-section 24, act May 3, 1864, Stat. 10, page 285. 
Wisconsin-section 6, act Apri.l20, 1836, Stat. 5, page 10. 
Nebraska-section 6, act l\'Iay 30, 1854, Stat. 10, page 279. 
Minnesota-section 6, act March 3, 1849, Stat. 9, page 403. 
Oregon-section 6, act .._t\.ugust 14, J 848, Stat. 9, page 323. 
Nevada-section G, act :March 2, 1861, Stat. 12, page 211. 
Washington-section 6, act March 2, 1863, Stat. 10, page 172. 
Idaho-section 6, act :l\Iarch 3, 1863, Stat. 12, pag·e 808. 
Colorado-section 6, act February 28, 1861, Stat. 12, page 172. 
Wyoming-section 6, act July 25, 1868, Stat. 15, page 178. 
Utah-section 6, act September 9, 1850, Stat. 9, page 434. 
]\fontana-section 6, act l\1ay 26, 1864, Stat. 13, page 88. 
Dakota-section 6, act March 2, 1861, Stat. 12, page 239 . 
.Arizona conjoins to New Mexico. 
New Mexico-section 7, act September 9, 1850, Stat. 9, page 446. 
ORGANIZATION OF S'rATES. 
The committee also call attention. to the following acts for the admis-
sion of new States, when the right of the Government ov-er the primary 
control and disposition of the soil is specially retained: 
Ohio-section 3, act April 30, 1802, Stat. 2, page 173. 
lnuiana-section 3, act April 19, 1816, Stat. 3, page 290. 
Missouri-section 4, act 1\'larch 6, 1820, Stat. 3, page 545. 
Mississippi-section 3, act l\Iarch 1, 1817, Stat. 3, page 348. 
Michigan-section 2, act June 15, 1836, Stat. 5, page 49. 
Louisiana-section 3, act February 20, 1811, Stat. 2, page 642. 
Wisconsin-section 7, act August 6, 18±6, Stat. 9, page 758. 
Floriua-section 3, act :March 3, 1845, Stat. 5, page 743. 
Iowa-section 3, act l\Iarch 3, 1845, Stat. 5, page 7 42. 
Kansas-section 3, act January 29, 1861, Stat. 12, page 127. 
California-section 3, act September 9, 1850, Stat. 9, page 452. 
Nevada-section 4, act April 19, 1864, Stat. 9, page 48. 
l\1iunesota-section 5, act February 26, 1857, Stat. 11, page 167. 
Oregon-section 4, act February 14, 1859, Stat. 11, page 384. 
The United States had full power to withhold any lands from sale in-
definitely, and from settlement and improvement. The power over the 
soil and its disposition is absolute in Congress and may protect it in any 
hands in which Congress places it with such restrictions. 
BILLS INTRODUCED TO ORGANIZE THE TERRITORY. 
Some of the bills introduced into the House for the organization of 
the Indian Territory as a Territory of the United States have been openly 
in the interest of railroad companies and made special and ample 
proYision for fulfi11ing the prospectiYe grants. Others have seemed to 
be less favorable to railroad grants, but on terms in no sense protective 
against those grants, and hence asf atal if passed as the other. 
No bill can pass Congress organizing the Indian Territory into a 
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political territory of the United States without making grent encroach-
ments on the possessions of the Indians, and ultimately, and at a day 
not far distant, of the expulsion or impoverishing the Indians located 
there, unless there are carefully prepared guards in the organic act 
thrown around the persons and property of these people, that when 
enforced would leave the condition of affairs there, so far as white 
settlement is concerned, little better than it is at present. 
Experience has fully demonstrated that any organization of the Indian 
Territory in the interest of white settlements will be destructive to the 
Indians. A territorial organization for the protection of the Indian is 
no more than it is under the treaties and Jaws now, unle~s it be thought 
that a better system of courts would be introduced. But under the 
treaties now in force between the principal tribes in the Territory, such 
United States courts as may lJe desired are provided for, with jurisdic-
tion limited only to not interfere with tribal and local usages and 
customs of the tribes respectively. If it were well understood, however, 
that the territorial organization of Oklahoma was for the thorough pro-
tection of the Indians, and to hold their titles and persons safe in their 
possessions there, the same persons who now desire territorial organiza-
tion would be found opposing it, for it would defeat the purposes of their 
actions. 
It is· urged that Congress cannot protect the Indians against white 
settlements. This makes clear the purpose of the movement to organize 
the Territory without restrictions. 
RAILROAD RIGHT OF WAY. 
One of the most fruitful sources of trouble to the Indians of the Indian 
Territory is that of the railroad grants that hang over them with impend-
ing dangers that startle and unsettle them. 
By the treaties of 1866, the Choctaws, Chickasaws, Creeks, Seminoles, 
and Cherokees, severally provided for giving the right of way to railroad 
companies thereafter to be organized by State or GoYernment authority, 
and running east and west or north and south through their territories 
respectively. 
The following are the several treaty provisions touching the right of 
way for railroads: 
It is provided by the eighteenth article of the joint treaty with the Choctaws and 
Chickasaws, made at Washington June 22, 1855, that-- . 
'~The United States, or a.ny incorporated company, shall have the right of way for 
railroads or lines of telegraphs through the Choctaw and Chickasaw country, but for 
any property taken or destroyed in the construction thereof, full compensation shall 
be made to the party or parties injured, to be ascertained or determined in such man-
ner as the President of the United States shall direct." 
The sixth article Qf the treaty of April 28, H366, provided that-
" The Choctaws and Chickasaws hereuy graut a right of way through their lands to 
any companies which shall be duly authorized by Congress or by the legislatures of said 
nat.ions, respectively, and which shall, with the express Qonsent and approbation of t.he 
Secretary of the Interior, undertake to construct a railroad through the Choctaw and 
Chickasaw Nations, from the north to the south thereof, and from the east to the west 
side thereof, in accordance with the provisions of the eighteenth article of the treaty of 
June 22, 1855, which provides that for any propert.y taken or destroyed in the construc-
tion thereof fnll compensation shall be made to the party or parties injnred, to be 
ascertained and determined in such manner as the President of the United States shall 
direct." 
It is provided in the twentieth article of the Washington treaty with the Choctaws 
and Chickasaws of August 7, 1856, that-
" The United States, or any incorporated company, shall have the right of way for 
railroads or lines of telegraphs through the Creek a~1d Seminole countries; but iu the 
case of any incorporated company it shall have such right of way only on such terms 
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and payments of such amounts to the Creeks and Seminoles, as the case may be, as 
may be agre~d upon between it and the national council thereof; or, in case of disagree-
ment, by making full compensation, not only to individuals and parties il1jured, but 
also to the tribe for the right of way, all damage and injury done to be ascertained and 
determined in such manner as the President of the United States shall tlirect, and the 
right of way granted by either of said tribes for any railroad shall be perpetual, or for 
such shorter term as the same may be granted, in the same manner as if there were no 
reYersions of their lands to the United States provided for in case of abandonment by 
them or of extermination of their tribe." 
CREEI\8. 
By the provisions of the fifth article of the treaty of Washington, of June 14, 1866, 
with the Creeks, it is provided that-
'' The Creek Nation hereby grant a right of way through their lands to the Choctaw 
and Chickasaw country to any compauy which shall be duly authorized by Congress, 
and shall, with the express consent and approbation of the Secretary of the Interior, 
undertake to construct a railroad from any point nort.h to any point in or south of the 
Creek country, and likewise from any point on their eastem to their western or south-
ern boundary; but saiu railroad company, together with all its agents and employes, 
shall be subject to the laws of the' Uniteu States relating to intercourse with Inuian 
tribes," &c. 
CHEROKEES. 
By the eleventh article of the treaty of 'Vashington, of July 19,1866, with the Cher-
okees, it is provided that-
" The Cherokees hereby grant a right of way, not exceeding two hundred feet wide, 
except at stations, switches, water-stations, or crossings of rivers, where more may be 
indispensable to the full enjoyment of the francbise herein granted, and then only two 
hundred additional feet shall be taken, and only for such length as may be absolutely 
necessary through all their lands, to any company or corporation wbicu shall be dnly 
authorized by Congress to construct a railroad from any point north to any point sonth, 
and from any point east to any point west, anu which may pass through the Cherokee 
Nation." 
Then follows the proviso restricting the parties constructing or running such road to 
the jurisdiction of the Indian intercourse la \YS of Congress. Thus it will be seen that 
no uarrier to this branch of civilized enterprise is proposed by these triues. They 
have freely and without cost grantett rights of way to railroads north and south, east 
and west, through their countries respectively. But not satisfieu with this liberal 
grant, these railroad projectors propose now to seize the entire Indian country to tbe 
use of the corporations tlmt are there only on the charity of these people. 
The Seminoles, by the fifth article of their treaty of l\Iarch 21, 1866, 
"grant a right of way through their lan<ls to any company which shall 
be duly authorized by Congress, and shall, with the express consent 
and approbation of the Secretary of the Interior, undertake to con-
struct a railroad from any point ou their eastern to tlleir western or 
southern boundary; but said railroad company, together with all its 
agents and employes, shall be subject to the laws of the United States 
relating to the intercourse with Indian tribes, and also to such rules 
and regulations as may be prescribed. by the Secretary of the Interior 
for that purpose." 
The remaining part of this article relates to certain privileges of pur-
chase aud conditions thereto, of the real estate of the Seminoles. 
PROTECTION, TREATIES, .AND LAWS. 
To open the Indian Territory to a territorial form of government at 
once puts it in the line of settlement by white persons, as the provision 
of the Constitution guaranteeing equal privileges for the citizens of the 
several States would necessarily become operative so soon as a political 
organization of the Territory was made by Congress. In fact this is one 
of the purposes at least for prDposing the government for that Territory. 
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This brings the committee to lay before the House the several provis-
ions of the treaties with the principal tribes of the Territory, touching 
the prGmises of tile Government to protect these Indians against the 
intrusion by whites, that an unrestricted territorial government would 
permit, encourage, and necessarily protect against the provisions of the 
treaties, and in violation of them. 
GENEHAL PROTECTION LAWS. 
In the law of Congress of May 28, 1830, it is provided-
SEc. 6. And ·be it ftu·thet· enacted, That it shall and may be lawful for the President to 
.causP- such tribe or nation to be protected at their new residence against all interruption 
or disturbance from any other tribe or nation of Indians, or from any other person or 
persons whatever. (See 4th vol. Stat. at Large, page 411.) 
It is provided by the act of Congress approved June 30, 1834, that-
59. If any person shall drive or otherwise con-vey any stock of horses, mules, or cat-
tle, to range and feed on any land belonging to any Indian or Indian tribe, without 
the consent of such tribe, such verson shall forfeit the sum of one dollar for each ani-
imal ofsnch stock. 
60. The superintendent of Indian affairs, and Indian agents and sub-agents shall 
have authority to remove from the Indian country all persons found therein contrary 
to law; and the President of the United States is authorized to direct the military 
iforce to be employed in such removal. 
61. If any person shall make any settlement on any lands belonging, secured, or 
granted by t:reaty with the United States to any tribe, or sba1l survey, or attempt to 
-survey such lands, or designate any of the boundaries by marking trees, or otherwise, 
such offender shall forfeit and pay the sum of one thousand dollars. And it shall, 
moreover, be lawful for the President of the United States to take such measures, and 
to employ such military force as be may judge necessary to remove from the lands as 
aforesaid any such person as aforesaid. (See vol.4, Stat. at Large, page 730.) 
PROTECTION BY TREATY STIPULATIONS OF INDIAN LANDS 
FROM INTRUSION. 
It has been the constant practice of the Government to extencl to the 
Indian tribes holding Rpecial properties by the assent of the Govern-
ment protection against intruders on their lands. I call attention to the 
treaties with the Choctaws, Chickasaws, Creeks, and Cherokees, where 
provisions of this kind are made and affirJ:I?.ed. 
INTRUSION ·ON CHEROKEE LANDS. 
By our treaty with the Cherokees of Hopewell, November 28, 1785; 
of Tellico, October 2, 1798; of Tellico, October 25, 1805; of Cherokee 
agency, July 8, 1~17; .5th article treaty of Washington, February 27, 
1819; and also by 5th article of the treaty of vVasbington of May 6, 
1828, touching the establishment of the west line of Arkansas, and the 
removal of Indians west of a white settlement east of that line, "so 
that no obstacles, arising out {)f the presence of a white population, or 
a population of any other sort, shall exist among the Cherokees.~' 
The law of Congress of May 28, 1830, provides: 
SEc. 6. And be it ju1·ther enacted, That it shall and may be lawful for the President to 
cause such tribe or nation to be protected at their new residence against all interrup-
tion or disturbance from any other tribe or nation of Indians, or from any other person 
or persons whatever. 
The sixth article of the treaty of New Echota, of December 29, 1835, 
by which the Choctaws got their present country, provides that the 
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Cherokees "shall also be protected against interruption and intrusion 
from citizens of the United States who may attempt to settle in their 
country without their consent;" and by the twenty-seventh article of 
the treaty of Washington City, of July 19, 1866, it is provided, "and 
all persons not in the military service of the United States, not citizens of 
the Cherokee Nation, are to be prohibited from coming into tlJe Cherokee 
Nation, or removing in the same, except as herein otherwise provided; 
and it is the duty of the United States Indian agent for the Cherokees 
to have such persons, not lawfully residing or sojourning therein, re-
moved from the nation, as they now are, or hereafter may be, required 
by the Indian intercourse laws of the United States." 
INTRUSION ON CHOCT.A. W LANDS. 
By our treaty with the Choctaws, of Hopewell, of January 3, 1786, it 
is agreed that their lands shall be protected from intruders. This is 
more fully declared in the ninth article of the treaty of Dancing Hab-
bit Creek, made September 27,_ 1830. The seventh article of the 
treaty with the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, 1855, provides, 
that "so far as may be compatible with the Constitution of the 
United States, and the laws made in pursuance thereof, regulating 
trade and intercourse with the Indian tribes, the Choctaws and Chick-
asaws shall be secured in the unrestricted right of self-government 
and full jnrisdietion over persons and property within their respective 
limits; * * * and all persons not being citizens or members of 
either the Choctaw or Chickasaw tribes, founu within their limits, shall 
be considered intruders, and remo\ed from an<l kept out of the same by 
the United States agent, assisted, if necessary, by the military," except-
ing officers and families, peaceful travelers., military, an<l those making 
improvements authorized by treaty stipulations. By the forty-third 
article of the joint treaty of Washington, ma<le April 28, 1866, with the 
Choctaws an<l Chickasaws, it is declared that ''the United States 
promise and agree that no white person, except officers, agents, and 
employes of the GoYernrnent, and of any internal improvement com-
pany, or 11ersons traveli11g through or temporarily sojourning in the said 
nations, or either of them, shall be permitted to go into sai<l Territory, 
unless formally incorporated an<l nationalize<l by the prior action of 
both (Choctaw and Chickasaw·) nations, iuto one of the said nations of 
Choctaws and Chickasaws, according to their laws, customs, and 
usages." 
INTRUSION ON CHICK.A.SA W LANDS. 
By our treaty of Hopewell, of January 10, 1786, with the Chickasaws, 
it iR, as with the Choctaws, pro·dcled that no citizen should intrude 
upon their lands; and by the fourth article of the treaty of---, made 
in the Choctaw country, this obligation is again expressly reuewe<l; 
and by the treaty of vVashington, of April 26,1866, it was expressly re-
affirmed by the forty-fifth article, that" all the rights, pridleges, and 
immunities heretofore possessed by said nations or individuals thereof, 
or to which they were eutitled under the treaties and legislation hereto-
fore made and had in connection with them, shall be~ and are hereby, 
declared to be in full force, so far as they are consistent witli. the pro-
visions of this treaty." 
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INTRUSION ON CREEK LANDS. 
By the treaty of New York, made August 7, 1790, with the Muscogee 
or Creek Nation of Indians, it is declared that" if any citizen of the 
United States, or other person, not being an Indian, shall attempt to 
settle on any of the Creek lands, such person shall forfeit the protection 
of the United States, and the Creeks may punish him or not as they 
please." 
The treaty further provided that "no citizen or inhabitant of the 
United States shall attempt to hunt or destroy the game on the Creek 
lands." 
The treaty of Colrain, of June 29, 1796, re-affirms the treaty of New 
York. 
By the first article of the treaty of 1866 the United States guarantees 
to the Creek Nation the quiet possession of their country. 
And the twelfth article of the treaty of J nne 14, 1866, re-affirms and 
re-assumes all obligations of former treaties not inconsistent with this 
one. This is in strict accordance with former treaties, not inconsistent 
with the last one, and affirmed by it. 
INDIAN LANDS NOT TO BE INCLUDED IN .A TERRITORY 
OR STATE. 
CHEROKEES. 
The preamble of the treaty with the Cherokees of Ma,y 6, 1828, made 
at the city of Washington, declaring the object of the treaty, says: 
Whereas it being the anxious desire of the Government of the United States to se: 
cure to the Cherokee Nation of Indians, as well those now living within the limits 
of the Territory of Arkansas, as those of their friends and brothers who reside in States 
east of the Mississippi, and who may wish to join their brothers of the West, a permanent 
home, and which shall, under the most solemn guarantee of the United States, be and 
remain theirs forever; a hpme that shall never, in all future time, be embarrassed by 
having extended around it the lines or placed over it the jurisdiction of a .Territory or 
State, nor be pressed upon by the extension, in any way, of the limits of any existing 
Territory or State. 
The embarrassment to the United States and the Indian tribes resid-
ing east of the Mississippi River, and within the limits and jurisdiction 
of a State, and subject to the laws thereof, and conflicting with the 
United States and the Indians holding under treaties and agreements 
with the United States, made it important for all parties concerned that 
the Indians should remove to some home west of the Mississippi, and 
locate without any State or territorial jurisdiction. It became so im-
portant at that date, that, in his message to Congress, in1825,Mr. Mon-
roe advised the acquisition of "a sufficient tract of country west of the 
State of Missouri and the Territory of Arkansas, in order to establish 
permanent settlements of the tribes which were proposed to be removed." 
.And President Jackson, in his message of December, 1829, said: 
As a m eans of effecting this end, I suggest for your consideration the propriety of 
setting apart an ample district west of the Mississippi, and without the limits of any 
State or Territory now formed, to be guaranteed to the Indian tribes as long as they 
shall occnpy it, each tribe having a distinct control over the portion designed for its 
use. There they may be secured in governments of their own choice, subject to no 
other cont.rol fr om the United States than such as may be necessary to preserve peace 
on the frontier and between the several tribes. 
In furtherance of this IJUrpose, Congress, on the 28th May, 1830, passed 
an act, the first section of which reads as follows: 
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Be it enacted, lj"c, That it shall and may be lawful for the Preshlent of the United 
States to cause so much of any territory belonging to the United States west of the 
ri \'er Mississippi, not included in any State or organized Territory, and to which the 
Imlian title has been extinguished, as he may judge necessary, to be divided into a 
suitable number of districts, for the reception of such tribes or nations as may choose 
to exchange the lands where they now reside, and remove there; aml to cause each 
of said districts to be so descriued, uy natural or artificial marks, as to be easily dis-
tinguished from every other. 
The supplemental treaty of Fort Gibson of February 14, 1833, con-
firms by article 5 the former treaty of l\fay 6, 1828, and is made under 
the law of May 28, 1830, But again, the 5th article of the treaty with 
the Cherokees of December 29, 1835, at New Echota, provides that-
The United States hereby covenant and agree, that the lands cede<1 to the Cherokee 
Nation in the foregoing article, shall, in no futnre time, without their consent, be in-
cluded within the territorial limits or jurisdiction of any State or Territory. But they 
shall secure to the Cherokee Nation the right by their national councils to make and 
carry into effect all such laws as they may deem necessary for the government and 
protection of the persons and property within their own country, belonging to their 
people or such persons as have connected themselves with them: Prm·ided, altcays, 
That they sha,ll not be inconsistent with the Constitution of the United States, and 
such acts of Congress as have been or may be passed regulating trade and intercourse 
with the Indians; and also that they shall not be considered as extending to such cit-
izens and army of the United States as may travel or reside in the Indian country by 
permission, according to the laws and regulations established by ti.Je government of 
the same. 
Treaty of July 10, 1866, affirms other treaties not iuconsistent with 
it, and these provisions are not in any way inconsistent, and are in full 
force. 
CHOCTAWS. 
Th3 4th article of the treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek, with the Choc-
taws, of September 27, 1830, provides that-
The Government and people of the United States are hereby obliged to secure to 
the said Choctaw Nation of red people the jurisdiction of government of all the persons 
and property that may be within their limits vVest, so that no Territory or State shall 
ever have a right to pass laws for the government of the Choctaw Nation of red people 
and their descendants ; and that no part of the land granted them shall ever be em-
braced in any Territory or State; but the United States shall forever secure said 
Choctaw Nation from and against all laws, except such as from time to time may be 
enacted in their own national councils, not inconsistent with the Constitution, treaties, 
and laws of the United States, &c. 
Article seven of the joint treaty of Washington, of Juue 22, 1855, 
with the Choctaw and Chickasaw tribes, provides that-
So far as may be compatible with the Constitution of the United States, and the 
laws made in pursuance thereof, regulating trade and intercourse with the Indian 
tribes, the Choctaws and Chickasaws shall be secured in the unrestricted right of 
self-government, and full jurisdiction of person and property within their respective 
limits. · 
Artiele forty-five of the treaty with the Choctaws and Chickasaws, of 
April 28, 18G6, provides that-
All the rights, privileges, and immunities heretofore possessed by said nations or in-
dividuals thereof, or to which they were entitled under the treaties and legislation 
hereof, made and bad in connection with them, shall be, and are hereby, declared to be 
in full force, so far as they are consistent with the provisions of this treaty. 
OHIOKAS.A WS. 
The preamble to the treaty of Pontotoc Creek, of October 20, 1832, 
with the Chickasaws, sets out with these words: 
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The Chickasaw Nation find themselves oppressed in their present situation by being 
made subject to the laws of the State in which they reside. Being ignorant of the 
language and laws of the white man, they cannot understand or obey them. Rather 
than submit to this great evil, they prefer to seek a home in the West, where they may 
live and be governed by their own laws. And believing that they can procure for 
themselves a home in a. country suited to their \Yants and conditions, provided they bad 
the means to contract and pay for the same, they have determined to sell their country 
and hunt a new home. 
By the second article of the treaty of Washington, of May 24, 1834, 
with the Chickasaws, it is provided that-
The Chicasaws are about to abandon their homes which they have long cherished 
and leved; and though hitherto unsuccessful, they still hope to find a country ade-
q~utte to the wants aud support of their people somewhere west of the Mississippi and 
within the territorial limits of the United States. Should they do so, the Government 
of the United States hereby consent to protect and defend them against the inroads of 
a11y other tribe of Indians, and from the whites, and. agree to keep them without the 
limits of any State or Territory. 
After this date the Choctaws and Chickasaws treated jointly with the 
United States, and I refer to those joint stipulations generally under 
the Choctaw heading upon this and other subjects of treaty obligation. 
CREEKS. 
By the fourteenth article of the tr'eaty of Washington of March 24, 
1832, with the Creeks, it is declared that-
The Creek country west of the Mississippi shall be solemnly guaranteed to the Creek 
Indians. Nor shall any State or Territory ever have a right to pass laws for the gov-
ernment of such Indians; but they shall be allowed to govern themselves, so far as 
may be compatible with the general jurisdiction which Congress may think proper to 
exercise over them, &c. 
The fourth article of the treaty of v'f ashington of August 7, 1856, 
with the Creeks and Seminoles, provides that-
The United States do hereby solemnly agree and bind themselves that no State or 
Territory shall ever pass laws for the government of the Creek or Seminole tribes of 
Indians; and tbat no portion of either of the tracts of country defined in the first and 
second articles of t,his agreement shall ever be embraced or included within or annexed 
to any Territory or State; nor shall eHher, or any part of either, ever be erected into 
a Territory, without the full ancl free consent of the legislative authority of the tribe 
owning the same. 
The twelfth article of the treaty of June 14, 1866, specially confirms 
all previous treaty obligations not inconsistent with that one. 
The committee submits the report of the Committee on Territories, 
accompanying House bill ~635, also inserted herein, of the Forty-
second Congress~ which will fully explain this view of the case. The 
bill opens the door to white settlements, and the report says Congress 
baR no power to keep it closed; hence the bill opens it. 
REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON TERRITORIES. 
Mr. Isaac C. Parker, from the Committee on the Territories, made the following report, 
[to accompany bill H. R. 2635 :] 
The Committee on the Tarito1·ies, having had und11r consideration House bill 2635, beg leave 
to report an arnenclment, in the nature of a substitute for the same, to the House, 'With the 
recommendation that it clo pass. 
In making this recommendation the committee desire to state, that, under existing 
treaties with the several tribes of Indians inhabiting the territory embraced in the 
boundaries mentioned in this bill, they are unable to see anything which substantially 
conflicts with its provisions. They believe that it may change somewhat the policy 
heretofore pursued by the Government toward the Indian. That there is a necessity 
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for that change no one can doubt. The mode of effecting that change is one of the 
gravest subjects which can be presented for the cousicleration of Congress. Your com-
mittee have found it a problem surrounded with difficulties of no ordinary magnitude, 
but they believe they have finally agreed upon a bill which, if it hecomes a law, will 
confer the blessings of security aml protection upon the Indian; that it will enable him 
to avail himself of the full measure of that protection of law which is necessary for the 
existence of civilized life, and with much greater reason can it be said to be necessary 
for the protection of the Indian. The necessity of bringing him nuder Christianizing 
and civilizing influences has long been. felt hy those who have given the subject any 
consideration, anu that necessity is now immediate and pressi1'1g; and no one can doubt 
that, in the near future, the Indian must accept either civilization or extermination. 
It is believed he can receive the first; that the latter should he his fate is to be deplored 
by all good men. 
The object proposed by this substitute reported by the committee is to provide a 
limited territory, of reasonable extent, within which all the Indian trihes which now 
stand in the way of the civilization of the country can be gathered. As an induce-
ment, it is proposed to organize them under a territorial government, which shall be 
placed under their own control, so far as is consistent with the maintenance of the 
national sovereignty and the interests of the nation at large. It will be remembered 
that, on the 27th of September, 1866, a part of the semi-civilized tribes inhabiting the 
country w·ithin the boundaries mentioned in this bill adopted what is knowu as the 
Ocmnlgee constitution. The committee have endeavored to conform this bill to that 
constitution, so far as it could be clone without sacrificing any important interests of 
the Government. The general purpose of this constitution was to confer the benefits 
of civil government upon the Indians; and by this act of theirs they aumit not only 
the necessity but the good policy of some form of civil government to regulate their 
domestic affairs and to place them in a position of greater security, at lea~t until the 
conflict between savageism and civilization shall be settled by the triumph of the 
latter. 
We do not believe it good policy to organize this Territory with such extended priv-
ileges as to leave to the Indians nothing to be desired in the organizatiou of a State; 
therefore we do not helieve it good policy to give to these Inuians such an organic act as 
was contemplated by them when they proposed for the acceptance of Congress the Oc-
muJgee constitution, which contemplated the establishment of a territorial govern-
ment, which possessed sovereign power, with the right to elect its governor, with no 
power left to Congress to supervise its legislation, and the citizen living under it being 
required, when be accepted an office in the territory, to swear allegiance to the Oc-
rnulgee constitnrion only, instead of to the Constitution of .the United Sta~ :s. 'Ve be-
lieve that a civil government for this Territory ought, as far as possible, to conform in 
its general character to other territorial governments. The bill reported by the com-
mittee declares that the governor and secretary, who, in his absence or disability, may 
act as go>ernor, shall be appointed by the President, by anu with the consent of the 
Senate. It asserts the ordinary right of supervision by Congress over territoriallegis-
lation. It provides for the appointment in the usual manner of the judges of the 
United States courts. It provides for a Delegate in Congreils; it, however, leaves to 
the Territory tlle right to establish a local judiciary; it does not seek to interfere with 
the local atfairs of the Territory, nor does its terms destroy the tribal organizations 
within tbis Territory, but only subordinates them to the proposed organic act. It pro-
vides that, in all appointments therein provideil for, preference (qualifications being 
equal) shaJ! be given to competent members of the Indian nations or trihes lawfully 
within the said Territory, the object being to encourage them to acquire the experi-
ence necessary for the duties of office anu civil government in saiu Territory. The 
Territory emhraced in this hill comprises, as nearly as can be ascertaiped, 41,691,186 
acres, or 65.142 square miles. It is bounded on the north by the southern boundary of 
the State of Kansas, on the west by the eastern boundary of the Territory of New 
Mexico and the State of Texas, on the south hy the northern boundary of the State of 
Texas, and on the east by the western boundary of the States of Arkansas and Mis-
souri. There is at present within it a population of about 70,369 Iudiaus. The 
Government, heretofore, bas always endeavored to keep the Indians and the whites 
who surrounded them separate. The question at this time may be pertinently asked 
if this policy can be continued. It is hopeless to expect that civilization and all its 
attendant blessings and benefits will stop on th'e borders of a barrier so fragile and so 
opposed to the progress of the times and the uemands of the age. 
It is a conclusion already demonstrated that, whether right or wrong, these Indian 
lands will become the abode of civilization. Over all these lauds, wholly indifferent 
to the rights of the Indians, some attracted by the allurements of soil and climate, 
some by a restless spirit of ad venture, some by a feverish spirit of speculation, will 
very soon spread a llardy, daring, and determined pioneer population. Can the'Iu-
dian, protected by his tribal organizations aud Inuian governments alone, stand against 
this wave of ciYilization which will follow the advent of the white man~ Have they 
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done so in the past' Has the Government even ever been able to so restrain the en-
croachments of white settlers upon the rights of the Indians as to leave those rights 
unimpaired' If the rights of the Indian have been trampled upon in the past, if he 
has been ruthlessly and wantonly driven from his reservation without adequate 
remedy in the past, bow much more apt is it to be done in the country sought to Le 
organized into a Territory by this bill in the future, when we remember that this 
country will be very soon traversed by numerous lines of railroad which will intersect, 
divide, and subdivide the country, and which railroad companies have a right, under 
the treaties with the several tribes inhabiting it, to have their operatives live along 
their lines in said country. Besides, although the rights of the Indian should be held 
sacred by the Government, are there not some rights belonging to white men that the 
Government is bound to respect f Does any one believe that the Indian governments 
now in this Territory will prove adequate in the future for the protection of either the 
whites or the Indians' It will be remembered that these lines of railroad are to con-
nect the other States with New Mexico, Texas, Arizona, and the Pacific coast. Hun-
dreds and thousands of travelers will soon pass over these lines of road; millions of 
pounds of freight will cross this country upon the cars; thousands upon thousands of 
beef-cattle will be brought by them from the fertile .plains of Texas. What agency is 
now sufficient in this country to protect the lives of our citizens as they may pass 
through these reservations 1 What security will this property of these citizens have 
while it may be in transit for a distance of three hundred miles across this country? 
Must they rely alone upon Indian tribal organizations and Indian government for 
safety and protection~ If so, will their demands be satisfied, especially when such 
demands will be confronted with the non-intercourse laws now in existence~ It is a 
foregone conclusion that the better security of the Indians and the safety of the whites 
demand some other system of government for that Territory than the one now in ex-
istence there. We believe the remedy is afforded by the substitute as reported by the 
committee. This bill will have the effect to consolidate the tribes, and will be the ini-
tial and final means for the civilization of the Indians and of raising them to the dig-
nity of American citizenship, and thus put in their own bands weapons (in the shape 
of ballots) for their own protection, more potent than all the treaties which have ever 
been made with them. The lands in this Territory are held by the several Indian 
tribes in common. Several of these tribes have patents for them from the Govern-
ment of the United States, issued to them in pursu;:tnce of treaty st.ipulations with 
them, guaranteeing these lauds to them, their heirs, and succf\ssors forever, provided 
that such lands shall revert to the United States, if the Indians become extinct or 
abandon the same. This is substantially the granting clause and pledge of the Gov-
ernment, contained in the treaty stipulations made wit .1 the several triues inhabiting 
this Territory. While the phraseology of the clauses defining and assuring the title 
of the trilJes to their lands is exceedingly various, the intent of the same is identical. 
That of May 6th, 1828, to the Cherokees, is as follows: 
"The United States agree to possess the Cherokees, and to guarantee it to them for-
ever, and that guarantee is hereby solemnly pledged, of" seven million acres of land, 
&c. (7 U. S. Stats., p. 311.) 
That of 1835 (from which alone the Cherokees derive title to the western half of their 
reservation) is: 
"In addit.ion to the seven million acres of land thus provided for and bounded, 
(referring to former treaty,) the United States further guarantee to the Cherokee 
Nation a perpetual outlet west, and a free and unmolested use of all the country west 
of the western boundary of said seven million acres, as far west as the sovereignty of 
the United States and their right of soil extend." * * "The United States also agree 
that the lands abo\'e ceded by the treaty of February.14, 1833, including the outlet 
and those ceded by this treaty, shall all be included in one patent, executed to the 
Cherokee Nation of Indians by the President of the United States according to the 
provisions of the act of May 28, 1830." (7 U. S. Stats., p. 480.) 
The statute of 18:10, referred to, after authorizing the President to exchange with 
Indians eastern lands for lands west of the Mississippi, in the 3d section, provides: 
"That in the making of any such exchange, it shall and may be lawful for the Presi-
dent solemnly to assure the tribe or nation with which the exchange is made that the 
United States will forever secure and guarantee to them, their heirs, or successors, the 
country so exchanged with them; and, if they prefer it, that the United States will 
cause a patent or grant to be made and executed to them for the same: Provided always, 
'!'hat such lands shall revert to the United States if the Indians become extinct or 
abandon the same." (4 U.S. Stats., p. 412.) 
In the original Choctaw treaty of September 17, 1830, the granting clause is as fol-
lows: 
"The United States, under a grant specially to be made by the President of the 
Unfted States, shall cause to be conveyed to the Choctaw Nation a tract or country west 
of the Mississippi River, in fee simple, to them and their descendants, to inure to them 
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while they shall exist as a nation and live upon it, beginning," &c., describing present 
reservation. (7 U.S. Stats., p. 333.) 
In the subsequent treaty of 1855 it was provided that the Choctaws could, if they 
wished, have a patent nnder the law of 18:!t:l. 
The assurance to the Chicka;,aws is substantially the same as that to the Clwctaws. 
With reference to the Creeks, the language is as follows, (treaty of 1832, article XIV: ) 
"The Creek country west of the Mississippi shall be solemnly guaranteed to the 
Creek Indians, nor shall any State or Territory ever have a right to p.ass laws for the 
government of such Indians; but they shall be allowed to govern themselves, so fiu as 
may be compatible with the general jurisdiction which Congress may think proper to 
exercise over them; and the United States will also cause a patent or gmnt to be exe-
cuted to the Creek tribe, agreeably to act of Congress of May 28, 1830. (7 U. S. Stats., 
p. 368.) 
The treaty guarantee of the Seminoles is the same as that of the Creeks. 
The title of the Senecas and Shawnees is assured in the treaty of July 20, 1831, as 
follows: 
"The lam1s granted by this agreement and condition (reservation in Indian Territory) 
to the said band of Senecas and Shawnees shall not be sold or ceded by them, except 
to the United States; and the United St.ates guarantee that said lands shall never be 
within the bounds of any St.ate or Territory, nor subject to the laws thereof; and, 
further, that the President of the United States will cause said tribes to be protected 
at their new residence against all interruption or disturbance from any other tribe or 
nation of Indians, or from any other person or persons whatever; and he shall have the 
same care and superintendence over them in the country to which they design to 
remove as he bas beretofore had over them at their present place of residence." (7 U. 
S. Stats., p. 353.) 
In the Quapaw treaty of April12, 1834, the clause is: 
"The United States agree to c•m vey tile same (lands above described) by patent to 
them and their descendants, so long as they shall exist as a nation and continue to 
reside thereon." (7 U. S. Stats., p. 425.) 
In the treaty with the Sacs and Foxes, February 18, 1867, the language is: 
"The United States agree, in consideration" " .,. * "to give to the Sacs and 
Foxes, for their future home, a tract of land in the Indian Territory," &c. (15 U. S. 
Stats., p. 496.) 
With the Kiowas and Comanches, in treaty of October 21, 1R67, the language is: 
"The United States agrees that the following tract of country, to wit," " * 
"shall be, and the same is hereby, set apart for the absolute and undisturbed use and 
occupation of the tribes hereafter named." * " " "And the United States now 
solemnly agrees that no pen\Ons, except those herein authorized to do so, and except 
snch officers, agents, and employes of the Government as may be authorized to enter 
upon Indian reservations in discharge of duties enjoined by law, shall ever be permitted 
to pass over, settle upon, or reside in the territory described in this article, or in such 
territory as may be added to the reservation for the use of said Indians." (15 U.S. 
Stats., p. 382.) 
The language in treaty with Cheyennes and Arapahoes, October 2tl, 1867, is identical 
with that last quoted. 
While it may be believed by every one that it would be better for the Indian to hold 
his lands in severalty, and have the absolute fee-simple title to a reasonable amount 
of the same, and that the remainder should be released from the Indian title and pos-
session and opened to white settlement, and although the law-making power of the 
nation may have a right to break down any title the Indians may have in these lands, 
by passing laws subsequent to the date of the several treaties, yet for Congress to do 
so, as a mere act of sovereign power, would be a violation of the plighted faith of the 
nation, alike in conflict with its dignity and the guaranteed rights of the Indians. 
We are aware tbat it is now claimed by some that Congress has no power, without 
a violation of the treaties, to establish this terr·itorial government; while others 
assume that there is no validity attaching to any treaties made with Indians purport-
ing to set apart a portion of the public lands for their exclusive occupation, and they 
would maintain that all such lands, not occupied by actual white settlers, are as much 
open to selection nuder the pre-emption laws as if no such treaties had been made. 
It is important, in this connection, to note the distinction between the rights of 
property and the right of sovereignty. The first are defined and became vested ac-
cording to the terms of the grant ; the second js inalienable, and rests in the discretion 
of the Government to be exercised without let or hindrance over any part of its ter-
ritory; and every provision of a treaty with the tribes purporting to restrain its exer-
cise would be void. The law-making power of the country bas no such power con-
ferred upon it by the people of this nation as to enable it to carve out from the midst 
of the public domain a portion of territory which shall he exempt from its govern-
mental control. Such power has never for a moment been conceded, as respects a 
H. Rep. 98--20 
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foreign state, to the President, by and with the consent of the Senate, as within the 
treaty-making power, nor can it !Je claimed to be witlliu the power of Congress. To 
claim it for the Indian tribes is little less than absurd. 
Then shoulJ. we not protect their rights of property acconling to the terms of the 
contract with them and govern them as the interests of themselves and the nation at 
large may demand? The nation should stand by her plighted faith with these Indians 1 
and although the demands of civilization and the true interest of the Indian require 
that this country should be opened to white settlement as speedily as possible, as a 
preliminary step to this the Government should obtain a retrocession of the land she 
has conveyed, upon the best terms she can procure. 
The territory now in possession of the several tribes which are sought to be brought 
under the control of this organic act is a part of the Louisiana purchase, by which 
both soil and sovereignty passed to the United States. The sovereignty has since that 
time remained in the Government. The title has been incumbered with the several 
conveyances of the same made to the Indians, and altbougll this Indian title may not 
be equal in dignity to a fee-simple, yet it ought not to be held any less sacred in char-
acter because it is not of. the highest nature. It is entitled to the full measure of pro-
tection, notwithstanding it may be inferior in its character. The several reservations 
in this territory were given to the tribes of Indians inhabiting them for lands held by 
them, in like manner by treaty, as reservations at the time of the exchange. It will 
not. do to say that the Government of the United States can receiv-e title from the 
Indians by treaty, but the Indian can receive no title from the Government by.1t- like 
treaty. If be can convey his title to the Gov-ernment, be should receive a tit.le from 
that Govemment. \Ve have always recognized his right to convey to us by treating 
with him and seeming a conveyance of his lands east of the Mississippi River in ex-
change for the very lauds constit.uting the Territory of Oklalwma. The Government, 
by its treaties with these Indians, bas always recognized the principle that the Indian 
had some kind of title to the lands occupied by him ; if not, why treat with him for 
them? Any other position would be dishonorable and disgraceful to the Government, 
and not in harmony with the opinions of the courts. It cannot be denied t,bat the 
courts have always recognized the Indian title as claimed by him under treaties made 
with the Government. This doctrine is clearly established in the case of Johnson and 
Graham, lessee, 1;s. William Mcintosh, (8 Wheaton, p. 543 ;) in The Cherokee Nation V8. 
the State of Georgia, (5 Peters, pp. 1-48 ;) in Martin vs. State of Georgia, (6 Peters, 
p. 580 ;) in United States 1:s. Clark, (6 Peters, p. 168 ;) in Worcester vs. The State of 
Georgia, (6 Peters, p. 515.) In the case of Peterson vs. Jencks, (2 Peters, p. 216,) and 
in the case of the Kansas Indians, (5 \Vallace, p. 737,) it is said "rules of interpreta-
tion favorable to the Indian tribes are to be adopted in construing our treaties with 
them." 
We think no one can doubt that the general sovereignty of the Government, which, 
for public reasons and the public good, is exercised over the persons and property of 
the nation: is a power wholly distinct and separate from that which deals with adverse 
claims of title and personal property. The one attaches to the soil and to the people 
as an inalienable attribute, inherent in the very nature of government. The other is 
a mere question of vested rights, dependent upon the true construction of the instru-
ments of title under the Constitution and laws. \Ve do not believe the Government 
wm, in time, have any insuperable difficnlt.y in obtaining a voluntary retrocession of 
all the lands in this territory not needed by the Indiau for actual occupancy, upon 
paying him a fair compensation for the same; and we are free to say that we do not 
believe that they should be re-acquired by the Government in any other way. ·we 
believe that, under the salutary iuflnence of this territorial government, the Indian 
may soon become convinced that his true interest is to keep pace with the progress of 
ch·ilization, to hold his lands in severalty, to more thoroughly improve and cultivate 
the same, and relinquish his title, upon just compensation, to the Government to all 
not required by him, that the same may become t.be abode of his white neighbor, who 
will assist him in acquiring the arts of peace, in the improvement of his country, and 
teach him that be can become a citizen, with all the rights and blessings of citizenship. 
We believe this is the only solution of this vexed question which is in harmony with 
the treaties made with these several Indian tribes, as they have always been construed 
both by the Indians and the Government. We do not hesitate to declare that the 
Government, in the exercise of its right of emiroent domain, can appropriate any lands 
covered by Indian reservations when the public use requires it, but it must be upon 
just compensation. Nor do we doubt the power of Congress to declare the necessity 
of settlement, the suppression of disorder within the Territory, and the general pacifi-
_cation of the border, a sufficient public use to justify such appropriation; but we are 
equally clear the exercise of such power would involve a repeal or violation of all the 
treaties made with these Indians. We doubt the good faith as well as good policy of 
such a course as this on the part of Congress, but prefer rather to give the Indian a 
~ivil government, created directly by Congress, trusting to the near future for a set-
tlement of the question of white occupancy. We believe the question is one which 
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calls for the exercise of the sound discretion of Congress, dealing with the rights of the 
Indians, as they would deal with the rights of other persons, according to a just, rea-
sonable, and fair interpretation of the contract made with them, subject to all there-
strictions, limitations, or conditions which attach to the grant, and constantly bearing 
in mind. that, if these Indians occupy to the Government the relation of a ward to a 
guardian, as is claimed, we must carefully and jealously guard the interests an(l rights 
of the ward, even aga.inst the demands that are beiug made from every quarter that 
this conntry sh;tll he open to sale and settlement by the white nuw. 
[H. R. 263:>.] 
Mr. Isaac C. Parker, from the Committee on the Territories, reportell the following 
bill: 
A In'tL for the better 1n·otretion of the Indian trihrs, and their ronsolitlatiou under a uivil gonrnment 
to be called the T erritory of Oklahoma. 
Be it enacted by tlte Senate and House of Repre.sentatit•cs of the United States of Arne-rica 
in Congress as.semblell, That there be, and is hereby, created and established, within the 
Indian Territory, bounded as follows, to wit, on the north IJy the State of Kansas; on 
the west by the eastern boundary of tho Territory of New Mexico and the State of 
Texas; on the south by the northern boundary of the State of Texas; aml on the east 
by the western boundaries of the States of Arkansas and Missouri, a temporary govern-
ment, by the name of the Territory of Oklahoma. 
SEC. 2. That the executive authority in and over said Territory shall be vested in a 
governor, who shall be a.ppoiuted by the President of the United States, by and with 
the advice and consent of the Senate, and whose salary shall be three thousand dollars 
per annum. The governor shall reside in said Territory, and shall be commander-in-
chief of the militia, and shall hold his office for four years, and. until his successor shall 
be appointed and qualified. He may grant pardons and respites for o1fenses against 
the laws of said Territory, and also reprieve for offenses ag~tinst the laws of the United 
States until the decision of the President of the United States can be made known 
thereon. He shall commission all officers who shall be appointed to office under the 
laws of said Territory, and shall take care that the laws be faithfully executed; and, 
in case of his absence from any cause, tl•e duties devolved upon him shall be performed 
by the secretary of saitl Territory. 
SEC. 3. That there shall be a secretary of said Territory appointed by the Prljsident, 
by and with the ~tdvice and consent of t.he Senate, who shall reside therein, and bold 
his office for fonr years, and until his successor shall be appointed and qualified. He 
shall record and preserve all laws and proceedings of the council and house of repre-
sentatives, hereinafter constituted, and all the acts and proceedings of the governor in. 
his executive departmeut. He shall transmit one copy of the laws a.nd journals of the 
legislative assembly within ninety days after the end of each session, and one copy of 
the executive proceedings and official correspondence, semi-annually, on the first day 
of Jan nary and July in· each year, to the President of the United States, and two copies 
of the laws to the President of the Senate and to the Speaker of the House of Repre-
sentatives, for the use of Congress, and one copy to each Indian tribe located in said 
Territory: Provided, That with the first publication of the laws of said Territory shall 
be embodied the Constitution of the United States, the organic acts of said Territory, 
and all existing treaty stipulations between the United States and the severnl Indian 
tribes within the territorial limits aforesaid. 
SEC. 4. That the legislative power and authority of saicl Territory shall be vested in 
the governor and a legislative assembly. The legislative assembly shall consist of a, 
council and hvnse of representatives. The conncil shall consist of thirteen members 
having the qualifications of voters as hereinafter prescribed, whose term of office shall 
continue two years. The house of representatives shall, at its first session, consist of · 
twenty-six members, possessing the same qualifications as proscribed for the members 
of the council, whose term of service shall continue one year. The number of repre-
sentatives may be increased by the legislative assembly, from time to time, in propor-
tion to the increase of qualified voters, not to exceed thirty-six, and the council, in like 
manner, to eighteen. An apportionment shall be made, as nearly equal as practicable,. 
among the several tribes, nations, or districts for the election of tlie council and repre-· 
sentatives, giving to each section of the Territory representation in both houses of the 
legislative assembly, in the ratio of its qualified voters as nearly as may be. And the 
members of the council and of the house of representatives shall reside in, and be in-
habitants of, the district or county or counties for which they may be elected respect-
ively. The first election shall be held at such time and places, and be conducted in 
such manner, both as to the persons who shall superintend such election and the 
returns thereof, as the governor shall appoint and direct; and he shall, at the same 
time, declare the number of members of the council and house of I'epresentatives to 
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which each of the tribes, nations, or districts shall be entitled under this act. The 
persons having the highest number of legal votes, in each of said council districts, for 
members of the council shall be declared by the governor to be duly elected to the 
council; and the persons having the highest number of legal votes for the bouse of 
representatives shall be declared by the governor to be duly elected members of said 
house: P1·ovided, That iu case two or more persons voted for shall have an equal num-
ber of votes, or in case a vacancy shall otherwise occur in either branch of th@ legisla-
tive assembly, the governor shall order a new election; and the persons thus elected 
to the legislative assembly shall meet at such place and on such day as the governor 
shall appoint; but thereafter the time, place, and manner of holcling and conducting 
all elections, and tlle apportioning the representation among the several tribes, nations, 
or districts to the council and house of representatives, according to the number of 
qualified voters, shall be prescribed by law, as well as the clay of the commencement of 
the regular sessious of the legislative assembly: Provided, That no session in any one 
year sllall exceed the term of sixty clays, except the first session, wllich may continue 
ninety days. 
SEc. 5. That every male Indian of the age of twenty-one years and upward, who is 
a member of one of the tribes of the Territory of Oklahoma which have adopted the 
customs of civilized life, and all citizens of the United States, of the age of twenty-
one years and upward, who shall have lawfully resided in the Territory one year prior 
to the passage of this act, may vote, at the first election under this act, for all officers 
to be elected by the people. The qualifications of voters, and the time, place, and 
manner of voting, at all subsequent elections, shall be prescribed by the legislative 
assembly of the Territory: P1·ovidecl, That no person shall be deprived of the right to 
vote or hold office in said Territory on account. of race or color or preYious condition 
of servitude. 
SEc. 6. That the legislative power of the Territory shall extend to all rightful sub-
.iects of legislation consistent with the Constitution of the United States and the pro-
visions of this act; but no law shall be passed interfering with the primary disposal 
of the soil, no tax shall be imposed upon the property of the United States, nor shall 
the lands or other property of non-residents be taxed higher than the lands or other 
property of residents; and said legislative assembly shall not have power to create 
private corporations by special acts, or to confer upon such corporations special rights, 
privileges, or franchises by such acts; but it shall be lawful for such assembly to enact 
general laws under which, on equal terms, any of the citizens may, by compliance with 
their requirem6nts, organize themselves into such corporations for mining, manufac-
turing, and other industrial pursuits, or for the establishment of religious, benevolent, 
charitable, or literary societies. Every bill which shall have passed the council and 
house of representatives of said Territory shall, before it becomes a law, be presented 
to the governor of the Territory; if he approves he shall sign it, but if not, he shall 
return it, with his objections, to the house in which it originated, which house shall 
enter the objections at large upon its journal, and proceed to reconsider it; if, after 
such reconsideration; two-thirds of that house shall agree to pass the bill, it shall be 
sent, together with the objections, to the other house, by which it shall likewise be re-
considered, and if approved by two-tllirds of that house, it shall become a law; but 
in all such cases the votes of both houses shall be determined by yeas and nays, to be 
entered on the journal of each house respectively. If any bill shall not be returned by 
the governor within three days (Sundays excepted) after it shall have been presented to 
him, the same shall be a law in like manner as if he had signed it, unless the assembly, 
by adjournment, prevent its return, in which case it shall not be a law. 
SEc. 7. That all local, district, and county officers, not herein otherwise provided 
for, shall be appointed or elected, as the case may be, in such manner as shall be pro-
vided by the governor and legi~lative assembly of the Territory of Oklahoma. The 
governor shall nominate, and, by and with the advice and consent of the legislative 
council, appoint all officers not herein otherwise provided for; and in the first instance 
the governor alone may appoint all such officers, who shall hold their offices until the 
end of the first session of the legislative assembly. 
SEc. 8. That the judicial power of said Territory shall be vested in a supreme court 
and dist.rict courts. The supreme court shall consist of a chief justice and two associ-
ate justices, to be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and consent 
of the Senate, any two of whom shall constitute a quorum, and who shallllold a term 
at the seat of government of said Territory annually; and they shall hold their offices 
during four years, unless sooner removed by the President. The said Territory shall 
be divided by law into three judicial districts, and a district court shall be held in each 
of said districts by one of the justices of said supreme court, at such times and places 
as may be prescribed by law; and the said judges shall, after their appointments, 
respectively, reside in said Territory. Each district court, or the judge thereof, shall 
appoint its ~Jerk and interpreters, and the said clerk shall also be the register in 
chancery, and shall keep his office at the place where the court may be held. Writs of 
error, bills of exceptions, and appeals shall be allowed in all cases from the final 
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decisions of said district courts to the supreme co:ut. under snch regulations as m::w 
be prescribed by law. The supreme court, or the justices thereof, sllall appoint its 
own cltrk and i11terpreters, and every clerk and interpreter shall hold his office at the 
pleasure of the court for which he shall have been appointed. Writs of error and 
appeals from the final decisions of said supreme court shall be allowed, and may be 
taken to the Supreme Court of the United States, in the same manner and under the 
same regulations as from the circuit courts of the United States, where the value of 
the property, or the amount in controversy, to be ascertained by the oath or affirma-
tion of either party or other competent witnesses, shall exceed in value one thousand 
dollars, except t!lat a writ of error or appealsball be allowed to the Snpreme Uourt of 
the United States from the decision of the said supreme court created by this act, or 
of any judge thereof, or of the district courts created b~· this act, or any j ndge tbereof, 
npon any writs of habeas corpns involving the question of personal freedom. And 
each of the said district courts shall have and exercise tlle same jurisdiction in all cases 
arising under the Constitntion and laws of the United States applicable to the Indian 
country, as is vested in the circuit and district courts of tbe U11ited States, subject to 
the limitations contaiued in this act, and such other jurisdiction, not inconsistent with 
this act, as may be conferred by the laws of the Territory; and the first six days of 
every term of said courts, or so mnch thereof as shall be necessary, shall be appropri-
nted to the trial of causes a,rising under the said constitution a,nd laws, and writs of 
error and appeal in all such cases shall be made to the supreme court of said Territory, 
the same as in other cases. The said clerks shall receive in a,ll such cases the same 
ft~es which the clerks of tbe district courts for the State of Kansas now recciYe for 
~;imilar services, and all interpreters shall be paid two dollars per diem. The said 
~:<upreme court ~wd circuit court shall recognize all la,ws, rnles, and usages of each of 
sai(l Indian tribes, as to the members and within the limits of the same, not incon-
sistent with the Constitution and laws of the Uuited States and the provisions of this 
ool · 
SEc. 9. That there shall be appointed by the President, by and with tlle :Hlvice and 
consent of the Senate, an attorne~' and a marshal for said Terri Lory, who shall continue 
in ofiice ior four years, and until their successors shall be appointed and qualified, and 
they shall receive the same fees and salary as the attorney and marsLal of the United 
States for the State of Kansas, and the saicl marshal shall appoint his own dPputies, 
who shall execute all processes issuing from the said courts as prescribed by law. 
REc. 10. That all cansPs in the United States district court for the western district of 
Arkansas, at the date of the passage of this act, shall be transferred to tbe district 
eonrt provided for in the 11receding section of this act which may have jurisdiction 
over the territory wherein the cause or causes may have originated. 
SI<:c. 11. That all officers provided for by- this act, executive, legislative, and j ndicial, 
shall, bdore they act as such, respectively, take an oath or ~tffirmation before the 
jridge of any district court of the United States, or before tLe Chief Justice or some 
associate justice of the Supreme Court of the United States, to support tbe Constitu-
tion of the United States and to fmthfully discharge the duties of tlwir respective 
offices, which said oaths, when so taken, shall be certified by the person before whom 
the same shall have been taken, and such certificates shall be received and recorded by 
the said secretar3" of the Territory among the executive proceedings, and afterward the 
like oath or affirmation shall be taken by all civil ofiicers holding offices in saiu Terri-
tory hereafter created by law, which shall be certified and recorded in such manner 
and form as may be prescribed by law. The chief justice and associate just.ices shall 
receive an annual salary of three thousand five hundred dollars; the secretary shall 
receive an annual salary of two thousand five hundred dollars, to be paid by the 
United States; the said salaries shall be paid quarter-yearly, from the dates of the 
respective appointments, at the Treasury of the United States; but no payment shall 
be made until said officers shall have ente1·ed upon the duties of their respective 
appointments. The members of t.he legislative council and of the house of represent-
atives shall be entitled to receive four dollars each per day during their attendance at 
the sessions t.hereof, and four dollars each for every twenty miles of travel in going to 
ancl returning from said sessions, estimated according to the nearest. usually traveled 
routes; and an additional allowance of four doll;1,rs per day shall be paid to the presid-
ing officer of the legislative council, a!1l1 of the house of representatives, for each day 
he shall so preside. And a chief clerk, one assistant clerk, one engrossiug and one 
enrolling clerk, a serg-eant-at-arms, and door-keeper, and all necessary interpreters, 
may be chosen for said council . and for said house of representatives; aud the chief 
clerks of ea9h shall receive four dollars per day, and the said other officers three dol-
lars per day, during the session of the legislative assembly; but no othe1· officers shall 
be paid by the United States. There shall be appropria,ted, annually, the usual sum, 
to be expended by the governor, to defray the contingent expenses of the Territory, 
including the salary of a clerk for the executive; and there shall also be ai>propriated, 
annually, a sufficient sum, to be expended by the secretary of the Territory, and upon 
an Pstimate to be made by the Secretary of the TrPasnr~· of the United States. to dl'-
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fray the expense of the legislative assembly, the printing of the laws and other inci-
dental expenses. And the secretary of the Territory shall, semi-annually, account to 
thB Secretary of the Treasury of the United $tates for the manner in which the moneys 
intrusted to him shall have been expended. And no expenditures of moneys belonging 
to the United States shall be made by said legislative assembly for objects not spe-
cially authorized by the acts of Congress making the appropriations, nor beyond the 
sum thus appropriated for such objects. 
SEc. 12. That the legislative assembly of the Territory of Oklahoma shall hold its 
:first session at such time and place, in said Territory, as the governor thereof shall 
appoint aud direct ; and at said first session, or as soon thereafter as they shall deem 
expedient, the governor and legislative assembly shall proceed to locate aud establish 
the seat of government for saiu Territory at such place as they may deem eligible : 
P1·ovided, That the seat of government :fixed by the governor and legislative assembly 
shall not be at any time changeu, except by an act of the said assembly duly passed, 
and which shall be approved after due notice at the first general election thereafter by 
a majority of the legal votes c.ast on that question. 
SEc. 13. That a Delegate to the House of Representatives of the United States, who 
shall be a citizen of the United States and reside in said Territory, to serve for the 
term of two years, shall be elected in the same manner and by the same persons who 
vote for members of the legislative assembly, and said Delegate shall be entitled to 
the same rights and privileges as are exercised and enjoyed by Delegates from other 
Territories of the United States to the said House of Representatives; that the :first 
election for such Delegate shall be upon such day as the governor may appoint for the 
election of the :first legislative assembly, but thereafter the time and place shall be 
:fixed by the governor and the legislative assembly; that all the laws of the United 
States which are not locally inapplicable shall have the same force and effect within 
said Territory as elsewhere in the United States. 
SEC. 14. That until otherwise provided by la"ir the governor of said Territory may 
assign the judges who may be appointed for said Territory to the several districts, 
and also appoint the times and places for holding courts in the several subdivisions in 
each of said judicial districts by proclamation, to be issued by him ; but the legislative 
assembly at their :first or any subsequent session may organize, alter, or modify such 
judicial districts and assign the judges and alter the times and places of holding the 
courts as to them shall seem proper and convenient. 
SEc. 15. That all officers to be appointed under this act for the said Territory, who 
by virtue of the provisions of any law now existing, or which ma~> ue enacted by 
Congress, are required to give security for moneys that may be intrusted with them 
for disbursement, shall give security at such time and in such manner as the Secretary 
of the Interior may prescribe; and in all appointments herein provided for, preference 
(qualifications being equal) shall be given to competent members of the Indian nations 
or tribes lawfully within the said Territory, the object being to encoura,ge them to 
acquire the experience necessary for the duties of office and civil government in said 
Territory. 
This decision is inserted as an eyidence of the good title to the Cher-
okee lands. 
SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES. 
360~ 
PETER F. HoLDEX, Appellant, 
t·s. 
JAMES F. Joy; 
and 
( \VrLLIAl\i H. \VARNJm, Appellant, 
327) VB. 
~ JAMES F. JoY. 
l 
I Appeals from the circuit court of the 
> United States for the district of Kan-
1 Ras. 
J 
Mr. Justice CLIE'FORD delivered the opinion of the court. 
Absolute title to the premises in controversy is claimed by the complainant under 
the following alleged state of facts: That the land, ou the twelfth of February, 1867, 
was public land, to which the Indian title bad been extinguished; that be, the com-
plainant, having the qualifieations of a pre-emptor, on that day settled upon the land 
and took possession of tLe same; that he bas acquired the legal and equitaLle right 
to enter the same at the proper land-office undet· the pre-emption laws; that he then 
made settlement on the land for the purpose of entering it under the said laws, and 
then took and bas ever since had, and now bas, open, notorious, adverse, exclusive, 
and rightful possession of the premises; that at the time be took possession of the 
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tract the triue of Cherokee Indians did not live in the St.ate, and have not since lived 
there; that no iudividnal Indiau of the tribe lived on or near the premises, and that 
the tract was never ~ettled upon by any person nntil it was taken possession of by the 
complainant; that he took possession of the land at the time and. has continued to oc-
cupy it, without any objection from the tribe of Indians or any one of the members of 
the tribe; that he is the head of a family and a citizen of the United States, and that 
he is not the owner of three hundred acres of land in any other State or Terri tory, nor 
has he settled on or improved the land for the purpose of speculation, but in good 
faith, to appropriate it to his own exclusiv6 use and benefit; that he has not, directly 
or indirectly, made any contract or agreement, in any way or manner, with any persons 
whateYer, by whicll tile title he may acquire will inure in whole or in part to any 
person, except himself; that be has erected a dwelling-house tllereon and made other 
·lasting and valuable improvements, of the valne of tweuty-five thousand dollars; that 
he has not heretofore had any pre-emptiou right, nor did he at any time quit or aban-
don a residence oq other land to reside on this tract, nor is the tract within any of the 
exceptions specified in the tenth section of the act" granting pre-emption rights."-
( 5 Stat. at Large, 455.) 
He admits, however, that there was no public survey of the tract returneu and ap-
prove(l until a later period ; that no phtt or survey of the tract made by authority has 
ever been returned to the ofilce of the register and receiver, or to the office of the stp·-
veyor-general; that the only record of the survey is in the office of the Commissioner 
of the General Laml-Office, and that no instructions have ever been given to the reg-
ister and receiver respecting the tract by the Secretary of tlle Interior. But he alleges 
that he has, at all times, been, anu still is, ready and willing to make proof before the 
register and receiver of his settlement and improvement upon the tract, and to pay 
therefor the price of one dollar and twenty-five cents per aero, and that he has ten-
dered snch proof and payment, and that the register ancl receiver have, a,t all times, 
refused to take such evidence or to accept pay for the land. 
Based upon these several allegations the claim of the complainant is that the right 
has accrued to him to enter said lands under the pre-emption laws of the United States, 
and his alleged grievance is that the re8pondent has commenced an action of ejectment 
against him for the purpose of ejecting him from the land, and he prays that the re-
spondent, his attorneys aml ronnsellors-at-law. may he restrained by an injunction 
from proceeding further against him in the said action of ej ectment, and for other 
relief. 
Preliminary to the before-mentioned allegttt.ious the complainant sets forth in con-
siderable fullness what he alleges is the title claimed by the respondent, and he avers 
that there is no other authority of law for the issuing of the patent to the respondent, 
of the thirty-first of October, 1868, under which he claims the premises in controversy, 
than the several patents, treaties, and contracts set forth and referred to in the bill of 
complaint. 
Service was made an(l the respondent appeared and demurred to the bill, showiug 
the following causes of demurrer : ( 1.) Because the facts set forth in the bill do not 
const.itute any cause of action against the respondent. (2.) Because the facts set forth 
in the bill are not sufficient to entitle the complainant to :wy relief in a court of equity. 
( 3.) Because the bill of complaint, if true, shows that the complainant has a complete 
and ade<ruate remedy in a court of law. 
Subsequeutly the parties were heard and the conrt sustained the clemurrer and 
entered a flecree for tlw respondent dismissing the hill of complaint. \Vhereupon the 
complainant appealed to this court. 
Concessions rnaue in the bill favorable to the respomlent are to be rega1:ded as facts 
undisputed by the complainant, and matters well pleaded, in favor of the complainant, 
are, in view of the demurrer, to be considered as facts ~tdmittetl by the respondent. 
Viewed in that light, as the pleadings must be, it will be most convenient to inquire, 
in the first place, whether the title claimed b.v the respondent is a valid one, as if it is, 
the decree must be aflirmed; and if it is not, the decree must be reversed, and the com-
plainant may perhaps be entitled to relief. 
Disturbances, and in some instances collisions, of a threatening character, occnrred 
between the Cherokee Nation of Iudians and certain citizens of the States or Terri-
tories in 'vhich they resided, in consequence of which the United States and the Chero-
kee Nation became anxious to make some arrangement whereby the difficulties which 
llad arisen by the resilience of the Indians within the settletl parts of the United States, 
under the jurisdiction aml laws of the States or Territorial governments, might be 
terminated and adjusted. Measures of various kinds had been devised and tried 
without effectually accomplishing the object, as will be seen by reference to some of 
the early treaties with that nation aucl the acts of Congress upon the snbject.-(7 Stat. 
a-t Large, :~11; 5 Stat. at Large, 411; 7 Ibid., 414.) 
Treaties of the kind were conclulle(l with that nation of Indians on the Gth of May, 
1828, and on the 14th of Febrnary, 18:33, in both of which the United States agreed to 
possess the Cherokees of seveu ruilliou acres of laud wet:it of the Mississippi River, 
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bounde<.l as therein described, and to guarantee it to them forever, upon the terms all(l 
conditious therein stipulated and agreed. Enough appears in those treaties to show 
that it "'as the policy of the United States to iuduce the Indians of that nation, resident 
in any of the States or organized Territories of the United States, to surrender their 
lands and possessions to the United States and emigrate and settle in the territory 
provided for them in those treaties. Sufficient is known, as matter of history, to justify 
the remark that those measures, as well as some of like kind of an earlier date, were 
unsuccessful, and that the difficulties continued and became more and more emuar-
rassing.-(The Cherokee Nation vs. Georgia, 5 Pet., 15; Worcester t·s. Georgia, 6 Pet., 
515.) 
Prior measures having failed t~ accomplish the object of quieting the disturbances or 
removing the difficulties, the United States, on the 29th of December, 18~5, concluded 
a new treaty with the Cherokee Nation, with a view to reunite their people in one 
body and to secure to them a permanent home for themselves and their posterity in 
the country eelected for that purpose, without the territorial limits of the State sov-
ereignties, and where they could establish and enjoy a government of their choice, and 
perpetuate such a state of society as might be consonant with their views, habits, and 
condition.-(7 Stat. at Large, 478.) 
By the first article of thf' treaty the Cherokee Nation "cede, r elinquish, and convey 
to the United States all the la,nds owned, claimed, or possessed by them, east of the 
Mississippi River," and released all their claims for spoliations of every kiml, for and 
in consideration of the sum of five millions of dollars, to be expended, paid, and in-
vested in the man:t;~er stipulaterl and agreed upon in other articles of the treaty. 
Reference is made in the second article of the treaty to the respective articles of the 
two before-mentioned treaties, in which the United States agreed to possess the Chero-
kees of seven million acres of land, situated and bounded as therein described, and 
guaranteed it to them forever upon the t erms and conditions therein stipulated and 
agreed. Apprehension, it seems, was felt by the Cherokees that the cession con-
tained in those treaties, and confirmed in the new treaty, did not contain a sufficient 
quantity of land for the accommodation of the whole nation 011 their removal, and in 
view of that fact the U11ited States, in consideration of five hundred thousand dollars, 
covenanted and agreed to convey to the said Indians and their descendants, by patent 
in fee simple, a certain tract of land, situated and bounded as therein described, esti-
mated to contain eight hundred thousa11d acres of laud, ever afterward known as the 
Cherokee neutral lands, and it is admitted in the uill of complaint that it includes the 
tract in controversy. 
Authority was conferred upon the President by the first section of the act of the 28th 
of May, 1f:l30, to cause so much of any territory belonging to the United States, west 
of the Mississippi, not included in any State or organized Territory, and to which the 
Indian title had been extinguished," as he may judg11necessary," to be divided into a 
suitable number of districts for the reception of such tribes or nations of Indians as 
may choose to exchange the lands where they now reside and to remove there, and to 
cause each of said districts to be so dflscribcd by natural or artificial boundaries as to 
ue easily distinguished from every other. 
Power is also conferred upon the President by the second section of the act to ex-
change any or all of such districts with any tribe or nation of Indians residing within 
the limits of any of the States or Territories, for the whole or any portion of the ter-
ritory, claimed and occupied by such triue or nation, within the bounds of any one or 
more of the States or Territories, subject to certain conditions therein prescribed. 
Section three provides that in making such exchanges the President may solemnly as-
sure the tribe or nation that the United States will forever secure and guarantee to 
them and their heirs and successors the country so exchanged with them, and that, if 
they prefer it, the United States will cause a patent or grant to be made and executed 
to them for the same, provided that such lands shall revert to the United States if the 
Indians become extinct or abandon the territory. 
Much reason exists to suppose that Congress in framing those provisions had iu view 
the stipulations of the treaty concluded two years earlier, and it is equally probable 
t,hat the President and Senate in negotiating and concluding the two treaties of later 
date were largely governed by the several provisions in that act of Congress, but they 
were not controlled by these enactments, as is evident from the fact that the later of 
the two contains many stipulations differing widely from the provisions of that act; as, 
for example, the United States, in the supplemental article enlarging the quantity of 
land set apart for the ar.commodation of the nation, expressly covenant aud agree to 
convey the additional tract to the said Indians and their descendants by patent, in fee 
simple title, and t,he art,icle does not contain any such provision as that contained in 
the third Aection of the act of Congress, that the land shall revert. to the Unit.ed States 
if the Indians become extinct or abandon the territory. ( 4 Stat. at Large, U2; 7 Stat. 
at Large, 480.) 
Attempt is ma<ie in argument to show that the last-named treaty was negotiated by 
force of the act of Congress to provide for an exchange of lands with the IudianR, bnt . 
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it is clear t.hat the proposition cannot be sustained, as the treaty differs widely in many 
respects from the provisions of that act of Congress. Doubtless the intent and pur-
pose were the same-to quiet the disturbances and to induce the Indians remaining in 
the States and Territories to emigrate and settle in the district of country set apart for 
them without the limits of the several States and organized Territories-but the 
treaty, though concluded to promote the sa.me object as the act of Congress, adopted 
very different instrumentalities. It is a treaty to confirm to the Indians the possession 
of the seven million acres of land previously granted to the nation, and to purchase 
their lands east of the Mississippi River for the sum of five millions of dollars, to be 
expended, paid, and invested in the ma.nner therein stipulated and provided.' 
Such prior grant of land was made or defined under the two treat.ies before men-
tioned to secure a new home for the Indians, without the limits of the several States 
and Territories, and to induce the Indians still residing within those limits to emigrate 
and settle in the country long before set apart for that purpose. Large numbers of the 
Cherokees emigrated and settled there under the treaty of the 8th of July, 1817, and 
measures of various kinds had been adopted, at later periods, to indnce the resiclue of 
the nation to follow those who bad accepted the profl:'ered protection, but without 
much success. (7 Stat. at Large, 156.) 
Even treaties proved ineffectual, as one after another failed to accomplish th~ 
desired end. They would not emigrate without compensation for their improvements, 
:mel many '''ere reluctant to accept any of the terms proposed, upon the ground that 
the CJUantity of land set apart for the accommodation of the whole nation was not 
sufficient for the purpose. Twice the United States oftered the seven million acres of 
land, with other inducements, but the terms, thongh formally accepted, did not have 
the effect to accompli~:~h the end. Experience showed that better terms were required, 
and the Government agrl'ed to purchase their lands for the consideration named in the 
treaty, and to convey to the Indians, in fee simple tit.le, the additional tract of eight 
hundred thousand acres, for five hundred thousand dollars, to be deducted from the 
consideration stipulated to be paitl for the purchase of their lands. 
Other important stipulations are contained in the treaty, among which are the fol-
lowing: (1.) That the United States agree that the lauds ceded shall all be included 
in one patent, executed by the President to the Uherokee Nation, according to the 
1n·ovision of the before-mentioned act of Congress. (2.) That the United States 
agree to extinguish, for the benefit of the Cherokees, the titles to the reservations 
within their country made in the Osage treaty to ·certain half-breeds, and for that 
purpose the United States agree to pay to the persons to whom tl1e titles belong the 
~nm of fifteen thousand dollars, according to the schedule accompanying the treaty. 
(3.) That the United States shall pay the American Board of Commissioners for For-
eign Missions for the improvements they have on the ceded country the sums at which 
the same shall be appraised ; and that the money allowetl for the improvements shall 
be expended in schools among the Osages, and for improving their condition. ( 4.) That 
the land ceded to t,lw Cherokee Nation shall in no future time be included, '-vithont 
their consent, withiu the territorial limits or jurisdiction of any State or Territory. 
(5.) That the United States agree to protect the Cherokee Nation from dOJU('Stic strifes 
and foreign enemies and against intestine wars between the several tribes. (6.) That 
the United States agree to remove the Cherokees to their new homes and to subsist 
them for one year after their arrival. (7.) That the United States shall liquidate 
claims for reservations and pay the sums awarded to the claimants; and many other 
stipulations which were of great value and highly beneficial to the Cherokee Nation. 
Valid treaties were made by the President and Senate during that period with the 
Cherokee Nation, as appears by the decision of this court in several cases.-(United 
States vs. Hogers, 4 How., 467.) 
Indeed, treaties have been made by the United States with the Indian tribes ever 
since the Union was formed, of which numerous examples are to be found in the 
seventh volume of the public statutes.-(Cherokee Nation vs. Georgia, 5 Pet., 17; 
'~Torcester vs. Georgia, 6 Pet., 543.) 
Indian tribes are States in a certain sense, though not foreign states, or States of the 
United States, within the meauing of the second section of the third article of the 
Constitution, which extends the judicial power to controversies between two or more 
States, between a State and citizens of another State, between citizens of different 
States, and between a State or the citizens thereof and foreign states, citizens, or sub-
jects. They are not States within the meaning of auy one of those clauses of the Con-
stitution, and yet in a certain domestic sense, and for certain municipal purposes, they 
are States, and have been uniformly so treated since the settlement of our country and 
throughout its history; and numerous treaties made with them recognize them as a 
people capable of maintaining the relations of peace and war, of being responsible, in 
their political character, for any violation of their engagements, or for any aggression 
committed on the citizens of the United States by any individual of their community. 
Laws have been enacted by Congress in the spirit of those treaties, and the acts of 
onr Govemment, uoth in the execntiYe and legishtti ve departments, plainly recognize 
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such tril>es or nations as States, and the courts of the Uniterl States are l>ound by those 
acts.-(Doe rs. Braden, 16 How., 635; Fellows -vs. Blacksmtth, 19 How., 372; Garcia 
vs. Lee, 12 Pet., 519.) 
Express power is given to the President, by :tnd with the advice and consent of the 
Senate, to make treaties, provided two-thirds of the senators present concur, and inas-
much as the power is given in general terms, without any description of the objects 
intended to be embraced within its scope, it must be assumed that the framers of the 
Constitution intended that it should extend to all those objects which in the inter-
course of nations had usually been regarded as the proper subjects of negotiation and 
treaty, if not inconsistent with the nature of our Government and the relation between 
the States and the United St.ates.-(Holmes vs. Jennison et al., 14 Pet.., 569; 1 Kent's 
Com., 166; 2 Story ou Const., sec. 1508; 7 Hamilton's Works, 501; Duer·'s Jurisp., 
229.) 
Beyond doubt the Cherokees were the owners anu occupants of the territory where 
they resided before the first approach of civilizeu man to the 'yestern continent, de-
riving their title, as they claimed, from the Great Spirit, to whom the whole earth be-
longs, and they were unquestionab1y the sole and exclusive masters of the territory, 
and claimed the right to govern themselves by their own laws, usages, and customs. 
Guided by nautical skill, enterprising navigators were conducted to the New World. 
They found it, says Chief Justice Marshall, in possession of a people who bad made 
small progress in agriculture or manufactures, and whose general employment was 
war, hunting, and fishing. Expeditions were fitted out by all the great maritime pow-
ers of the Old ·world, and they visited many parts of the newly-discovered continent, 
and each made claim to such part of the country as they visited. Disputes arose and 
conflicts were in prospect, which made it necessary to establish some principle which 
all would acknowledge, and which should decide their respective rights in case of con-
tlicting pretensions. Influenced by these considerations they agreed that discovery 
should determine the right, that discovery should give title to the government by 
whose subjects, or by whose authority, it was made, against all other governments, and 
that the title so acquired might be consummated by possession. (Johnson vs. Meiu-
tosb, 8 ·wheat., 573.) 
As a necessary consequence, the principle established gave to the nation making the 
discovery the sole right of acquiring the soil and of making settlements on it. Obvi-
ously this principle regulated the right conceded by discovery among the discoverers, 
but it could not affect the rights of those already in possession, either as aboriginal 
occupants or as occupants by virtue of a more ancient discovery. It gave the exclu-
sive right to purchase, but did not found that right on a denial of the right of the pos-
sessor to sell. Colonies were planted by Great Britain, and the United States, by 
virtue of the revolution and the treaty of peace, succeeded to the extent therein pro-
vidPd to all the claims of that government, both political and territorial. 
Throughout, the Indians, as tril.Jes or nations, have been consiuered as distinct, inde-
pendent communities, retaining their original, natural rights as the undisputed pos-
sessors of thfl soil, from time immemorial, sul>ject to the conditions imposed by the dis-
coverers of the continent, which excluded them from intercourse with any other gov-
ernment than that of the first discoverer of the particular section claimed. They could 
sell to the government of the discoverer, but they could not sell to any other govern-
ments or their subjects, as the government of the discoverer acquired, by virtue of 
their discovery, the exclusive pre-emption right to purchase, and the right to exclude 
the subjects of all other governments, and even their own, from acquiriug title to the 
lands. 
Enough has already been remarked to show that the lands conveyed to the United 
States by the treaty were held by the Cherokees under their original title, acquired by 
immemorial possession, commencing ages before the New World was known to civil-
ized man. Unmistakably their title was absolute, subject only to the pre-emption right 
-of purchase acquired by the United States as the successors of Great Britain, and the 
right., also on their part, as such successors of the discoverers, to prohibit the sale of the 
land to any other governments or their subjects, aud to exclude aU other governments 
from any interference in their affairs. (Mitchel & al. vs. United St.ates, 9 Pet., 748.) 
Evidently, therefore, the Cherokees were competent to make the sale to the United 
.States, and to purchase the lands agreed to be conv·eyed to them by the second article 
.of the treaty. Both parties concede that the title of the United States to the tract 
known as the Cherokee neutral lands was perfect and complete, ::mel that the tract 
includes the land in controversy. 
Title to that tract was acquired by the United States as a, part of the Louisiana pur-
chase from the French Republic. By the treaty between the United States and the 
French Republic of April :10, 180~, the chief execnti ve officer of that republic ceded the 
said territory to tho United States, with all its rights and appnrtenances, forever. 
(8 Stat., at Large, 200.) 
When the President took possession of the territory the a.bsolnte fne-simple title 
and right of sovereignty and jnriscliction becallle vested in the United States as the 
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successor of the original discoverer, subject only to the Indian title all(l ri~ht of occu-
pancy as universally acknowledged by all the departments of our Government through-
out om history. All agree that this land then, and for many years thereafter, was 
occupied by the Osage Indians. On the 2cl of June, 1825, the Osage tribes, by the 
treaty of that date, ceded tu the United States all their right, title, interest, and claims 
to the lands lying * * * west of the State of l\Iissonri, with such reservations, 
and for such considerations, as are therein specified, which, it is conceded, extinguished 
forever the title of the Osage Indians to the neut.raUands. (7 Stat. at Large, 240.) 
Prior to the treaty of the 8th of .Jnly, 1817, the Cherokees resided east of the river 
Mississippi. Pursuant to that treaty they were divided into t\vo parties, one electing 
to remain east of the Mississippi and the other electing to emigrate and settle west ot 
it, and it appears that the latter made choice of the country on the Arkansas and 
·white Rivers, and that they settled there upon the lands of the United States described 
in the treaty. (7 Stat. at Large, 157.) 
Possessed as the United States were of the fee-simple title to the neutrallanJs, dis-
charged of the right of occupancy by the Osage Indians, it was clearly competent for 
the proper authorities of the United States to convey the same to the Cherokee Nation. 
Subsequent acts of the United States show that the stipulations, covenants, and agree-
ments of the treaty in question were regarded by all the departments of the Goveru-
ment as creating binding obligations, as fnlly appears from the fact that they all con-
curred in carrying the provisions into full effect. (Minis t'8. United States, 15 Pet. 1 
448; Porterfield '1.'8. Cla,rk, 2 How., 76.) · 
Appropriations were made for snrveys, and surveys were ordered, and plats were 
made, and on the 1st of December, 1838, a patent for the land promised was issned by 
the President in full execution of the second and third articles of the trea t.y. Among 
other things it is recited in tl.Je patent that it is issued in execution of the agree-
ments and stipulations contained in the said several treaties, and that the United 
States do give and grant unto the Cherokee Nation the two described tracts oflaud as 
surveyed, containin@: the whole quantity therein mentioned: To have and to hold the 
same, together with all the rights, priYileges, and appurtenances thereto belonging, to 
the said Cherokee Nation forever, subject to certain conditions therein specified, of 
which the last one is that the lands hereby granted shall revert to the United States if 
,the said Cherokee Nation becomes extinct or abandons the premises. 
Objection is made by the appellant that the treaty was inoperative to convt>y the 
neutral lands to the Cherokee Nation, which may well be admitted, as none of its pro-
visions purport, proprio vigore, to make any such conveyance. Notlling of the kind is 
pretended, but the stipulation of the second article of the treaty -is that the United 
States covenant aud agree to convey to the said Indians and their descendants, by 
patent in fee simple, the described additional tract, meaning the tract known as the 
11eutral lands; and the third article of the treaty stipulates that the lands ceded b.r 
the treaty, as well as those ceded by a prior treaty, shall all be included in one patent, 
to be executed to tl.Je Cherokee Nation of Indians by the President, according to the 
provisions of the before-mentioned act of Congress. (Gaines t'8. Nicholson, 9 How., 
:356; Insurance Company V8. Canter, 1 Pet., 542.) 
Suppose that is so, still it is insisted that the President and Senate, in concluding 
such a treaty, could not lawfully covenant that a patent shoultl issue to conYey lauds 
which belonged to the United States without the consent of Congress, which cannot 
be admitted. (United States v8. Brooks, 10 How., 442; Meigs V8. McClung, 9 Cran., 11.) 
On the contrary, there are many autllorities where it is held that a treaty may con-
vey to a grantee a good title to such lauds without an act of Congress conferring it, 
and tllat Congress has no constitutional power to settle or interfere with rights nuder 
treaties, except in cases purely political. (Wilson V8. \Vall, 6 \Vall., 89; Insurance Co. 
'1.'8. Canter, 1 Pet., 542; Doe t'8. Wilson, 23 How., 461; Mitchel et al. V8. United States, 
9 Pet., 749; United States v8. Brooks et al., 10 How., 460; the Kansas Indians, 5 Wall., 
737; 2 Story on Const., sec. 1508; Foster et al. 1'8. Neilson, 2 Pet., 254; Crews et al. t•s. 
Burcham, 1 Black, 356; Worcester t-8. Georgia, 6 Pet., 562; Blair v8. Pathkiller, 2 
Yerger, 439; 'Hanis V8. Burdett, 4 Blackf., 369.) 
Persuasive reasons are suggested, in view of those authorities and others which might 
be referred to, for holding tl.Jat the objection of the appellant is not well founded, but 
it is not necessary to decide the question in this case, as the treaty in question bas 
been fully carried into effect and its J..lrovisions have been repea,tedly recognized by 
Cougress as valid. (Insurance Company V8. Canter, 1 Pet., 511; Lawrence's \Vheat., 48.) 
Congress, on the second of July, H:!36, appropriated four millions five hundred thou-
sand dollars for the amount stipulated to be paid for the lands ceded by the Cherokees 
in the first article of the treaty, deducting the cost of the land to be conveyed to them 
west of the Mississippi under the second article of the same treaty, which is the precise 
amount stipulated to be paid for the concession, deducting the consideration \Yl.Jich tl.Je 
Indians agreed to allow for the neutral lands. Appropriations were also made by til at 
act to fnltill and execute the stipulations, coveuants, and agreements contained in the 
fourth, eleventh, se,·cnteeuth, aud eigllteenth articles of the treaty, ::uul for the removal 
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of the Cllerokees, and for surveying the lands set apart by treaty stipulatious for the 
Cherokee Indians west of the Mississippi River. (5 Stat. at Large, 73.) 
Commissioners were appointed to adjudicate tbe claims of individual Cherokees, as 
provided in the tllirteenth article of the treaty, and their compensation was fixed by 
Congress and appropriations were made by Congress for that purpose. Such a board 
was duly constituted, consisting of two commissioners, and it was made the rluty of 
the Attorney-General, in case of their disagreement, to decide the point in difference. 
( 4 Op. Att.-Gen., 580, 598, 613, 615-621; 10 Stat. at Large, 673, 687 ; 11 Ibid., 80.) 
Prior treaties between the United States and the Cherokee Nation proving to be in-
sufficient to protect and promote their respective interests, the contracting parties, on 
the 15th of July, 1866, made a new treaty of that date, by the first arLicle of which they 
declare that the pretended treaty made with the so-called Confederate States by the 
Cherokee Nation, on the seventh of October, 1861, is void, which is all that need be 
said upon the subject, as both parties repudiate the instrument and concur that it is of 
no effect. (14 Stat. at Large, 799; 14 Ibid., 326; 14 Ibid., 499.) 
Many new regulations are there adopted and many new stipulations made, but they 
are all, or nearly all, foreign to the present investigation, except the provision con-
tained in the seventeenth article. By that article the Cherokee Nation ceded, in trust, 
to the United States the tract of land which 'iVas sold to the Cherokees by the United 
States under the provisions of the second article of the prior treaty, and also that strip 
of the land ceded to the nation by the fourth article of said treaty, which is included 
in the State where the land is situated, and the Cherokees consent that said la.nds may 
be included within the limits and under the jurisdiction of the said State, to be sur-
veyed as the public lands of the United States are surveyed, under the direction of the 
Commissioner o.f the General Land Office, ancl that the lands shall be appraised as 
therein provided. 
Annexed to that stipulation is a proviso that persons owning improvements andre-
siding on the same, if of the value of $50, and it appears that they were made for agri-
cultural purposes, may, after clue proof, be entitleQ. to buy the same a.t the appra.ised 
value, under the conditions therein specified. Sales of the kind may be made under 
such regulations a.s the Secretary of the Interior shall p.cescri be, but another proviso is 
annexed to the stipulation that nothing in that article shaU prevent tile Secretary of 
the Interior from selling for cash the whole of said Hentral lands in a body to any re-
sponsible party for a sum not less than $800,000. 
When the treaty was snbmitted to the Senate the last proviso wa,s stricken out and 
another was adopted in its place, as follows: That nothing in the article shall prevent 
the Secretary of the Interior from selling the whole of said lands not occupie(l by actual 
settlers at the date of tho ratification of the treaty, (not exceeding one hundred and 
sixt.y acres to each person entitled to pre-emption under the pre-emption laws of the 
United. States,) in a body, to any responsible party, for cash, for a sum not less than $1 
per acre. 
Exception is there made of improvements made by actual settlers, but the amend-
ment in one respect is more comprehensiYe than the original treaty, as it extends the 
authority of the Secretary of the Interior to lauds other than those known as the neu-
trallands, to which the original treaty was confined. 
Two objections are made to the title of the appellee as affected by that treaty, in 
addition to those urged to show that the prior treaty between the same parties was 
inoperative and invalid. It is contended by the appP-llant that the Cherokee posses-
sor;y right to the neutral lands was extinguished by the seventeenth article of the 
treaty, which undoubtedly is correct, but the conclusion which he attempts to deduce 
from that fact cannot be sustained, that the Cherokee Nation abandoned the lands 
within the meaning of the last condition inserted in the patent by w bich they acquired 
the same from the United States. 
Strong doubts are entertained whether that condition in the patent is valid, as it 
was not authorized by the treaty under which it was issued. By tbe treaty the United 
States covenanted and agreed to convey the lands in fee-simple title, and it may well 
be held that if that condition reduces the estate ('Onveyed to less than a fee it is void, 
but it is not necessary to decide that point, as it is clear that if it is valid it is a con-
dition subsequent, which no one but the grantor in this case can set up under any cir-
cumstances. ( 4 Kent Com., 127-130; Cooper vs. Hoberts, 18 How., H31; Kenneth vs. 
Plummer, 28 Mo., 145.) 
Even if the rule was otherwise, still the point could not avail the appellant, as the 
parties manifestly waived it in this case; nor is it true that the sale in trust by the 
Cherokee Nation to their former grantor constitutes snch a.n abandonment of the 
premises as that contemplated by the condition inserted in the patent. 
Unsupported in that proposition the appellant in the next place contends that the 
provisions of the seventeenth article of the treaty are a mere agreement that the 
article did not operate to convey the lands to the United States, bnt the conrt is en-
tirely of a different opinion, as the proposition is contradicted by the practice of the 
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Government from its origin to the present time. (Insurance Company cs. Canter, 1 
Pet., 542; United States vs. Brooks, 10 How., 460.) 
Most of the objections urged against the prior treaty are also urged to show that 
this treaty is inoperative and invalid, to which the same answer is made as is given 
by the court in response to the antecedent objections. 
Under that article of the treaty a contract was made and executed, dated August 
30, 1866, by the Secretary of the Interior, on behalf of the United States, and by the 
American Emigrant Company, for the sale of the so-called Cherokee neutral lands, 
containing eight hundred tbousand acres, more or less, with the limitations and re-
strictions set forth in that article of the treaty as amended, on the terms and conditions 
therein mentioned, but the successor of the Secretary of the Interior came to the con-
clusion that the sale, as made by that contract, was illegal and not in conformity with 
the treaty and the amendments thereto, and on the 9th of October, of the succeeding 
year, he entered into a new contract on behalf of the United States with the appelleP 
for the sale of the aforesaid la,nds, on the terms and conditions in said contract set 
forth. Embarrassment to all concerned arose from these conflicting contracts, and 
for the purpose of removing the same all the parties came to the conclusion that it 
was desirable that the Emigrant Company shonlcl assign their contract, and all their 
right, title, claim, and interest in and to the said neutral lands, to the appellee, and 
that he should assume and conform to all the obligations of the said company under 
their said contract. 
All of the partit~s having united in that arrangement, the United States and the Cher-
okee Nation, on the 27th of April, 1858, adopted a supplemental article to the last 
named treaty, and the same was duly ratified by the Senate and proclaimed by the 
President. (15 Stat. at Large, 727.) 
Acting through commissioners the coutracting parties agreed that an amendment 
of the first contract should be made. and that said contract as modified should "Le 
and the same is hereby, with the consent of all parties, re-affirmed and made valid;" 
that the second contract shall be relinquished and canceled by the appellee, and that 
said first contract, as modified, and the assignment of the same, and the relinquish-
ment of the second contract" are hereby ratified and confirmed whenever said assign-
ment of the first contract and the relinquishment of the second shall be entered on 
;record iu the Department of the Interior, and when" the appellee "shall have accepted 
said assignment and shall have entered into a contract with the Secretary of the 
Interior to assume and perform all the obligations of the emigrant company nuder 
said first-named contract, as therein modified." Important modifications were made 
in the first contract, but it is not important that they should be reproduced at this 
time. (16 Ibid., 728.) · 
After the Indian title was extinguished by the treaty ceding the neutral lands to the 
United States, and before the supplemental treaty was concluded, many settlers, it is 
claimed, including the appellant, went on these lands for the purpose of settlement. 
They took, and have continued, possession for the purpose of complying with and pro-
curing tit,les under the pre-emption laws passed by Congress, but the local land-offices 
were not open to them, and of course they were denied the opportunity to make proof 
and payment.. Instead of that, patents of the lands, not belonging to actual settlers, 
were issued to the appellee, and it is admitted by the appellant that the patent of Oc-
tober 31, 1868, covers the land in controversy, and that he, the appellant, is not entitled 
to relief if that patent gives to the appellee a valid title. 
Precisely the same ol>jections were made to the treaty ceding back the neutral lands 
to the United States, and to the supplemental treaty, as were taken to the prior treaty 
under which the United States covenanted to convey the neutral lands to the Chero-
kee Nation, aud they must be overruled for the reasons given for overruling the objec-
tions to the prior treaty. 
Acts of Congress were subsequently passed recognizing the treaty ceding back the 
lands to 'the United States, and the supplemental treaty as valid, and making appro-
priations to carry the same into effect. (15 Stat. at Large, 222; 12 Stat. at Large, 793; 
10 Stat. at Large, 283. 16 Iuid., 359; fi Ibid., 73.) 
Some other objections of a purely technical character are made by the appellant to 
the title of the appellee, but these are satisfactorily answered in the printed argument 
filed in the case by the latter party, and are accordingly overruled. (Attorney-General 
t:s. Deerfield Bridge Co., 105 MaRs., 9.) 
Viewed in any light, the court is of the opinion that the title to the land iu contro- · 
Yersy is in the appellee, aud that there is no error in the record. 
Apply the principles adopted in this case and the reasons given in support of the 
same to the case of William H. Warner vs. James F. Joy, number 327 on the calendar, 
and it is clear that the decree in that case mu~t alRo be affirmed, as the;~ pleadings are 
substantially the same as in the case just decided, and the stipulation of the parties is 
that the court may take and determine the demurrer filed upon the agreements made 
i n that case and without fnrtlter argument. 
Decree affirmed in each of those two cases. 
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This deeision of the Supreme Uourt thoroughly sustains Indian 
treaties, and becomes valuable on that account in any investigation of 
Indian matters. 
REMONSTR.\NCE AND APPEAL OF TilE CHOCTAW NATION OF INDIANS AGAIKST PRO-
POSED VIOLATIONS OF SOLEMN AND REITl~RATED ENGAGEMENTS, CO:VIPACTS
1 
AND 
ASSURANCES MADE WITH AND GIVEN TO THE CHOCTAW PEOPLE BY TilE UNITED 
STATES, AND PROPOSED INFRACTIONS BY VIOLENCE AND FORCE OF THEIR YESTED 
RIGHTS O.F PROPERTY AND PROPRIETORSHIP 01!' THEIR LANDS. 
To the Senate and Honse of Representatives of the United States of Arnerica : 
The Choctaw Nation, by its delegate and representative, has already united with 
those of the tribes that are its neighbors in solemnly protesting against the enactment 
into Jaws of any or either of the bills now before, or wbich may come before, Congress 
for the establishment of a territorial government over their country. 
But that protest contains no exposition of the special and principal grounds upon 
which the Choctaw people are entitled to protest against the said bills, and they 
therefore ask that this, their separate remonstrance and appeal, may also be consid-
ered, and that they may be heard in defense of their rights at the bar of each House 
of Congress. 
They do not appeal to the generosity of Congress, but they interpose as a barrier 
between themselves and the ruin and destruction that is threatened, the solemn en-
gagements, the reiterated pledges, the repeatedly renewed assurances, the obligations 
which no oaths could have made more sacred and solemn, of the United States; the 
faith and honor of tbe nation to which they have trusted, and shielded by which they 
have until lately felt themselves secure. They ask only that their rights of self-gov-
ernment and of property, so guaranteed, shall be respected. 
The bill introduced into the House of Representatives "to organize the Territory 
of Oklahoma, and consolidate certain Indian triLes under a territorial government,"' 
proposes to erect into a Territory of the United States the Indian country west of-
Arkansas and part of Missouri, between Kansas and Texas, and east of the one hun-
dredth meridian of west longitude, with a governor and secretary appointed by the 
President, and a legislative council elected by the peo11le of the several tribes, or of 
the chief or chiefs, and head-men of the tribes. 
The said bill proposes to invest the legislative council with power to create corpora-
tions, with all adequate powers for the construction and operation of works of internal 
improvement, and thus to invest the said council wit~ the right of eminent domain, 
and the power to provide for the right of way for such corporations, and the right to · 
take lands without the consent of the nations owning them, for the necessary erec-
tions upon all roads which it may authorize to be builded. 
It proposes to invest the council with the power to gmnt aid to all such corporations. 
-of course with the lands or moneys of the respective nations-as the connell could 
have no control of any other means, unless it is to be invested with the power of" 
taxation. . 
It proposes to invest t.he council with the general powers of punishing· crimes, ancl 
of providing for the civilization and improvement of the people; a vague and compre-
hensive grant of power, whose limits the wit of man cannot define. 
It provides for the creation of a supreme court and district courts, the latter with 
the powers of .the circuit and district courts of tbe United States, nuder the laws ap-
plicable to the Indian country, which by a subsequent section are all the laws of the 
United States not locally inapplicable, nor inconsistent with treaty stipulations. 
And, as a part of this scheme, without which it would not be urged, after allowing 
to each member of the Choctaw aml Chickasaw Nations one quarter section only of 
their own lands, to which the United States has no shadow of right or title of any sort 
or kind, and giving certain guantities to missionaries and religious societies, and a 
1}uarter section to every freedman and person of color, male and female, infants and 
adults, the bill proposes to confiscate the whole residue of the lands owned by the Choc-
taw and Chickasaw people in fee-simple, and that the United States shall hold them 
as part of their public lands, and dispose of them, and hold the proceeds in trust for 
the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations; with power, by implication, to grant alternate 
sections to railroads. 
The Choctaw people are fully aware that if such a law is enacted in utter violation 
of solemn treaty stipulations and of their vested rights of property, the singular spec-
tacle will be presented to the world of a whole people deprived of national and indi-
vidual rights and of their lands without any means of redress; and of a great civilized 
and Christian country, which, perpetrating such wrongs, closes the doors of its courts. 
aO'ainst all complaints; or, if these are opened, constrains its courts to -decide that the 
m"'ost solemn compacts and contracts contained in a treaty with an Indian nation, a .. 
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ward of the United States and under their p1·otection, may be violated and annulled at 
pleasure, even while the ink on the treaty is not yet dried, by an act of Congress, which 
the pledges and obligation, the engagements and assurances, the good faith and honor 
and common honesty of the nation forbade it to pass, and which it bas again and 
again solemnly bound itself never to pass. 
By the treaty of 1820 the United States ceded to the Choctaw Kation the country 
which they now hold and ovm, and much more, without any qualification of the term 
''cede," to be the perma111:nt home of the nation. The word "cede" mn.de an absolute 
grant in fee-simple. 
In 1825 President Monroe urged the acquisition of the country west of Missouri and 
Arkansas, to establish there permanent settlements of the Choctaw and other tribes; 
and the Secretary of War recommended that "the strongest aud nw8t solemn assm·ances 
shonlcl be given the said tribes 'that the country giYen them should be theirs as a per-
manent 7wmej"or themselres and thei1· posterity, without being disturbed by the encroach-
ments of citizens of the United Stat.es.'" · 
By the treaty of 1825 it was stipulated that the United States should not exercise 
the power of apportioning the lands of the Choctaw Nation, and of bringing them 
under the laws of the United States, except with the consent of the Choctaw Nation. 
In May, 1830, the title of the Choctaw people to their lands >vest of the Mississippi 
obtained even a higher guarantee than that of a treat.y; for, by the act of Congress 
of May 28, the President was authorized "solemnly to assure" the tribe or nation 
with which lands west of the Mississippi might be cxchangecl for lands east of it, 
"that the United States woulcl FOHEYER 8ecure and gluo·antee to thern and thei1· hei1·s and 
8nccessors" the country so exchanged with them ; and, "if they should prefer it, that 
the TTnitecl States would cause a patent or grant to be made and executed to them for 
the same.'' 
In pursuance of which act of Congress, by tbe treaty of September 27, 18:30, tbe 
United States promised to ~< cause to be conveyed to the Choctaw Nation a tract of 
country west of the Mississippi River IN l!'EE-SIMPLE to them a11d their descendants, 
to inure to them while they should exist as a nation and live on it;" and t.he bounda-
ries of the country were described and fixed. And in accordance with their p1·omise, a 
patent in fee-simple wAS iss ned to the nation fm· the whole of their country west. 
By the treaty of 1855, the limits of the Choctaw and Chickasaw country were de-
fined, and then the United StatP-s do, by the first article, in pursuance of the act of 
1830, "forever secm·e and guamntee the lands embraced within the said limits to the 
membm·s of the Choctaw and Chickasaw tribes, their heirs aud successors, to be held 
in common;" so that each member of either tribe shonlcl ·~have an equal undiridecl interest 
in the ·whole," with a proviso, that no part of them should e'er be sold "withont the con-
sent of both tribes." 
The treaty of 186G fully recognizes the title of the Choctaws and Chickasaws to their 
land,s, and solemnly re-affirms all obligations arising out of treaty stipulations or acts 
of legislation with regard to the two nations, entered into prior to the rebellion, and 
then in force, not inconsistent with itself. It recognized the fact that the lands "arc 
held by the members of said two nations in common," under the provisions of the 
treaty of 1855, and. it provitlecl that no sunrey of the lands should be made unless both 
the Choctaw and Chickasaw people should each, by its legislature, agree to the >mr-
veying and dividing of their lands. 
The lands occupied by the Chickasaws hare been surveyed against tlwfonnal p1·ote.'1t of 
the Choctaw people, after they had, with almost entire unanimity, refused to consent to 
a survey, a former Secretary of the Interior deliberately violating the treaty of 1855, 
and the rights of the Choctaws in that regard, and expending the money of the United 
States in making a survey (his consent to which hall been obtained by sinister influ-
ences) in direct defiance of the law of the land. 
In article IV of the treaty of 1880 are these positive and express words: 
"The Government and people of the United States are hereby OBLIGED to secure to the 
said Choctaw Nation of reel people the jurisdiction and government of all the persons and 
property that may be within their limits west, so that no TmTito1·y or State shall ever 
have a right to pass laws for the gove1·nment of the Choctaw Nation of 1·ed people and thei1· 
descendants; AND THAT NO PART OJ!' THE LA~D GRANTED THEM SHALL EVER Bl~ EMBRACED 
IN ANY TERRITORY OR STATE, but the United States shall FOREVER secure the said 
Choctaw Nation from and against ALL laws, except such as,from tintt to time, may be enacted 
IN TITEIR OWN NATIONAL COUKCILS, not inconsistent with the Constitution, laws, and 
treaties of the United States; and except such as may, and which have been, euacted 
by Congress, to the extent that Congress under the Constitution are reqni1·ed to exer-
cise a legislation over Indian affairs." 
The Choctaw people did agree, by the treaty of 1866, to the convening annually of a 
council of delegates from each nation and tribe lawfully resident within the Indian 
Territory, with certain limited legislative powers, specially expressed in the said 
treaty; to the establishment of a court or courts therein; and tha.t the superintendent 
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Qf Indian affairs should be the executive of the Territory, with the title of "Govemor 
of the Territory of Oklahoma," with only such powers as properly belong to an execu-
tive officer charged with the execution of the laws which said council was authorized 
to enact. And if the bill in question was an honest and fair attempt to carry into 
effect the provisions of the treaty in regard to such organization, the Choctaw people 
would h;:tve no right to complain; but they do show unto Congress that it is an un-
fair and dishonest attempt, scheme, and plot, for sinister purposes, to pervert the said 
treaty, and further the interests and content the greed of a hungry band and com-
bination of vultures, of the same class as those by whom the Choctaws were fleeced 
and plundered, and the United States dishonored, in Mississippi; which will unmis-
takably appear from the adilitions proposed to be made to the powers of the council, 
and from the plan of confiscation of the lands of the Choctaws, Chickasaws, and other 
tribes. 
The treaty provides that the council's legislative power shall exter:d to "subjects 
and matters pertaining to the intercourse and relations of the Indian tribes and nations , 
resident in the said Territory;" and the bill intmjects here the words, "and members 
of different tribes resident in said Territory." For the last clause of the phrase, "the 
administration of justice h~tween members of the several tribes of the said Territory, 
and persons other than Indians and members of said tribe or nations," the bill substitutes 
the words "and all other persons," in direct contravention of the language and inten-
tion of the treaty. It gives the power to create corporations, and to grant aid to such 
bodies, which are not found in the trea.ty; and, to the agreement in the treaty, it adds 
the broad powers contained in the words "the punishment of crimes and the ci viliza-
tion and improvement of the people." 
It makes the governor a part of the legislative power, and bis consent necessary to 
every law, rule, or regulation adopted by tbe conncil; makes him commander-in-chief 
of the militia, and in vests him with other powers not only not recognized, but excluded 
by the treaty. 
The Choctaw people do most earnestly insist that all these additional legislative and 
executive powers and extensions of jurisdiction are of mischievous intent, and there-
fore those that are meant to be most available are couched in broad and general terms; 
and they do most earnestly remonstrate against the creation of a territorial govern-
ment with such enlarged powers, or with any powers whatever, except those expressed 
in the very words of the treaty. For they know tbat every change is dangerous to 
them, and will be used to the utmost to destroy their domestic governments; and that 
the limitations in their behalf will prove like withes of straw in a devouring flame, 
when the bad and intended work of usurpation and encroachment shall commence, and 
they are taxed and plundered for the benefit of organized bands of thieves that already 
"scent tbe prey afar off," and whose clamor is already heard at the doors of Congress. 
And in regard to their lands, the Choctaw people, for themselves and their brothers, 
the Chickasaws, represent that the lands are theirs in fee-simple, with only a right of 
escheat to the United States in case of their extinction or removal; that they are their-
own lands, boughtiand paid for, with the absolute and perfect title secured to them by act 
of Congress, by solemn treaties, and by patent under the great seal of the United 
States; that Congress bas no more power or right to take them from them, or parti-
tion them among them, or take them into its hands for sale, than it has to take the 
houses and grounds of individual citizens of the city of Washington; that to the plan 
for surveying, partitioning, and disposing of their lands, contained in the treaty of 
1866, their assent was necessary, which having been expressly and positively 1·ejused, 
all that part of the treaty is a dead-letter; that every word contained in the bill, in 
regard to surveying and selling their lands, will be null and void, and if carried into 
efl'ect will constitute a flagrant act of robbery that would forever dishonor any nation 
under heaven, and which no one would be bold enough to attempt but for tbe fact that 
in this civilized country the Choctaw and Chickasaw people could not be heard in any 
court to vindicate their title to their lands, and the patent for those lands and the 
great seal of the United States would be worth no more to them, if the bill were to 
pass, than a dirty and dishonored rag, itself the measure then of the faith and honor of 
the United States. . 
And if the Choctaws and Chickasaws had assented to the survey and partition of 
their lands, in accordance with and under the treaty, the bill would be no less shame-
ful ; because by the treaty, after the selections made in accordance with it, all the 
residue of the lands were, (by Articles XXXII and XXXIII,) all the unselected land 
was "to be the common property of the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations in their cor-
porate capacities, subject to the joint control of their legislative authorities,'' and 
grants of land and patents therefor were to be made and issued, for all the unsettled 
lands, as t,hose authorities should direct; whereas, by the bill, all such unsettled lands 
are to become part of the public lands of the United States, to be sold by them, a part 
granted to railroads, and part sold, and tho proceeds held in trust. 
By which summary and infamous annihilation of their title, a white · population, iu 
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detiauce of treaty stipulations prohibiting it, would swarm into their country, bny 
buds and settle there, and the inevitable consequences, the robbery of the lands of in-
dividual Indians by forged conveyances, and all the other appliances of force, fraud, 
anu rascality, so successfnlly used in :.Mississippi, and the utter ruin and impoverish-
ment of the Choctaw people, would be the result. And rings·of greedy railroad specu-
lators would secure grants of alternate sections, on long lines of projected railroads in 
every direction, and gorge themselves with the ill-gotten plunder, and bring in new 
hordes of cormorants, until the Choctaws would be miserable and wretched outlaws 
and Pariahs in their own lan<l. It would be more merciful to put them to the sword 
at once. By the treaty of 1830 every Choctaw hau a reRervation of lands, and those 
who chose to remain were to become citizens of the United States. Not one iu a 
hundred ever secured his reservation, aud in a few years there were no Choctaw land-
holders in Mississippi. 
The Choctaw people most earnestly pray not to be delivered into tl10 hands of the 
spoilerti. Regarded by the white men, who would :flock into their country, as an in-
ferior race, with no rights that any white man is bonnd to respect, they could not live 
among the invaders as equals. As a people, they wouhl in a little while disappear, 
and the great scheme of spoliation, "born in the eclipse aud rigged 'Yit,h curRes dark," 
would be consummated. 
They do earnestly urge it upon the jnstice of Congress, that their lands are their 
own; that they ha,·e the unqnalitied right to divide them among themselves in such. 
quantities as they see fit, and Congress has no right to limit the quantity to be assigned 
to each, to one hnndrec.l and sixty n.cres; for the indiviclual Choctaw ancl Chickasaw 
people, as inclividuals, own the land in common, aud have the right, absolute anc.l unqual-
jfied, to divide every acre of it among themselves if they see fit. 
And they tlo respectfully but most urgently insist, that they are entitled to the bene-
fits of tho real value of their lands and to sell them at their own pricc-s, or for the 
highest prices they will bring, to whomsoever they please, and when and as they please, 
and to receive and distribute among themselves the price. If sold by themselves 
they will obtain something like their valne. If sold by the United States, at a min-
imum price, the Choctaw people will largely lose, and every dollar so lost will be 
wrongfully taken from them. 
The Choctaw people do not desire to comment upon the simple facts that they have 
stated. Rhetoric would add nothing to their force. Standing upon their rights, rely-
ing on the most solemn and sacred guarantees, holJing as their muniment of title the 
repeated stipulations of treaties, aud the patent and absolute grant of the United 
States, they claim the performance of promises, the sanctity of guarantees, the observ-
ance of obligations; and if their rights are swept away and annihilated, it will only 
be when the faith and honor of the United States are no more of value, and their grant 
and patent ceases to give any secure title to that which they have sold, and their most 
formal promises and assurances no longer protect those to whom they guaranteed the 
right of self-government by means oflaws enacted by themselves. 
THE PEOPLE OF THE CHOCTAW NATION', 
By PETER P. PITCHLYNN, 
Delegati'. 
THE INDIAN TERRITORY. 
To the Bom·cl of Indian Commissioners : 
The undersigned, associated executive committee of Friends on Indian affairs, rep-
resenting nine yearly meetings of Friends, residing in twenty-two States of our Union, 
have seen with sorrow the reported resolut.ion of a State legislature instructing its 
Senators and Representatives to urge upon Congress the opening of the Indian Terri-
tory for settlement; and, although we cannot believe that either Congress or the peo-
ple of the United States will listen to a proposition so unjust to the Indians and so 
dangerous to the interest and welfare of the nation, we deem it a fit occasion to ask 
you, ancl through yon all good citizens, to unite in securing to this deeply-injured 
people the homes solemnly guaranteed to them and their posterity. 
Our object, when we accepted the invitation of tlle President to aiel in carrying out 
his just and peaceful policy, was to extend to the Indians the benefits of Christian 
civilization, according to the Gospel of Christ. Past experience has shown that this 
4ould not be accomplished so long as they were subjected -to the schemes of unprin-
cipled men, whose influence is subversive of every effort to instill the principles of 
Christianity. The pledge of sufficient territory, in which these people could be thus 
instructed and shielded from adverse influence, was the understood condition on which 
the Society of Friends entered upon their arduous engagements. If this condition is 
to be disregarded and the flood-gates of iniquity are to be opened upon them, it will 
be worse than useless to expect sncces'3 in this gre~tt object of our endeavors. On the 
H. Rep. 9E'--21 
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ot'her l1and, we have indubitable evidence that the faithfnl execution of our obliga-
tions will result in elevating them into nsefnl a1Hllaw-abiding cit.izeris. 
* ·~ ·.¥ * * * 
WM. C. TABERS, 
EDW. EARLE, 
Of New England Yea?'ly M eeting. 
vVM. B. COLLINS, 
BENJ. TATHAM, 
Of New York Yearly Meeting. 
THOMAS WISTAR, 
JOHN B. GARRETT, 
Of Philadelphia YeaTly Meeting. 
FRANCIS T. KI~G, 
JAS. CAREY THOMAS, 
Of Baltimm·e Yearly Meeting. 
WM. KICHOLSON, 
Of Nm·th Carolina Yearly Meeting. 
JOHN BUTTLER, 
GEORGE K. JENKINS, 
Of Ohio Yem·ly Meeting. 
MURRAY SHIPLEY, 
E. L. JOHNSON, 
Of Indiana Yearly Meeting. 
AMOS DOAN, 
BENJ. WRIGHT, 
Of Westem Yearly llleet·iug. 
LINDLY M. HOAG, 
JOSEPH D. HOAG, 
Of Iowa Yearly Meeting. 
The following table and report, preparel'l. by William Nicholson, of the executive 
committee of the Society of Friends, illustrates the progress made with the wilder 
tribes in the Indian Territory since the inauguration of General Grant's Indian policy. 
It includes the Kickapoos, Kaws, Chippewas, and Munsees of Kansas, numbering about 
one thousand Indians, and the Osages, Quapaws, Peorias, Ottawas, Wyandottes, Sen-
ecas, Sacs and Foxes, Absentee Shawnees, Chippewas and Munsees, Cheyennes, Ara-
pahoes, Wichitas, Keechies, Caddoes, Ionies, Kiowas, and Comanches, and covers the 
period of President Grant's first official term: 
Population ............... _ ........... _ .. _. _____ .. _ . _ .. _______ . 
N urn ber of schools ...............................•.............. 
Number of pupils ................... ---- ...... ---- ........... . 
Number of teachers .. _ .............. _ ... _ .......... _ .. _ ..... _. 
N urn ber of Sabbath-schools . . . . . . . . . . . ...................... _ . 
Acres cultivated by Indians ................................... . 
Wheat raised by Indians, bushels ............................. . 
Value of wheat raised by Indians .......•....................... 
Corn raised by Indians, bushels ............................... . 
Value of corn raised by Indians ...........................•.... 
Oats raised by Indians, bushels ............................... . 
Value of oats raised by Indians ............ _ .................. . 
Potatoes raised by Indians, bushels ........................... . 
Value of potatoes raised by Indians ........................... . 













Hay cut, in tons.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 750 
Value of hay...... . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $:3,590 
Number of horses owned by Indians............................ 17,924 
Value of horses owned by Indians .•.......... __ .......... ---- .. $702,250$ 
Number of cattle owned by Indians...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 640 
Value of cattle owned by Indians...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $15,200 
Number of hogs owned by Indians............................. 1,074 

























A glance at the above table will show a very decided improvement in the educa-
tional and industrial condition of these tribes, and, should the same policy be pursued 
for the next four years, the improvement will be still more decided. No stronger proof 
of this inference can be needed than the fact that the statistics of each of the four 
years show a constantly increasing ratio of progress in the right direction, that of 
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1872 being greater than that of any previous year. :Moreover, many of the schools 
have been in operation too short a time for the full extent of their influence to l.le felt; 
and with many of these Indians the means of industrial improvement have so recently 
come into their hands that they have but commenced farming operations. Again,_ 
several of these tribes have since 1868 moved to new homes in the Indian Territory, 
and have, therefore, had to contend with all the retarding influences connected with. 
the opening of farms, building houses, &c., in a wild and remote region. No little 
portion of the corn-crop of the present year is upon sod broken last spring. Notwith-
standing these adverse circumst.ances, we find their crop for Hl72 increased about 
sevenfold over that of 1868, while the quantity and Yariety of their farm and garden 
products generally are largely increased also. The simple fact that they own ten 
times the number of cattle and hogs which they hal fonr years ago indicates an ap-
preciation that their true interest lies in giving up the chase and pursuing the peace-
able industries of civilized life. 
!>ROTERT OF CREEK, CIIEROKI<~E, .AXD CHOCTAW :NATION::,! .\GAINST PROPOSITIO~S PEXD-
TNG IN CONGRESS TO FRA:.\m TERRITORIAL GOYERN:.\m:NTS. 
To the Congress of the United States : 
Several bills are before your honorable bo1lies to frame territorial governments for 
the Indian Territory. They propose to destroy governments of our own, to admit 
white settlers, to revolutionize ,the Indian policy, and to defeat the humane purpose of 
snving and elevating that remnant of the Indian people. 
This movement is not of us. We are constrained to tell you that it is instigated by 
our enemies. Some of the propositions are plain and unmasked ; others are insidious ; 
all look to our confusion and destruction. Some of our true friends support them be-
cause they do not know all the facts. No proposition pending meets with the approval 
of the people for whom it is professedly degigned. 
So far we have rested on the good faith of the guarantees of the United States Go,--
ernment. The first we refer you to occurs in the treaty of Washington of 1828. It 
reads: 
"Whereas it being the anxious desire of the Government of the United States to 
secure to the Cherokee Nation of Indians, as well those now living within the limits 
of the Territory of Arkansas as those of their friends and brothers in States east of the 
Mississippi, and who may wish to join their brothers of the West, a permanent home, 
a.nd which shall, under the most solemn guarantees of the United States, be ancl 
rema:n theirs forever; a home that shall never in all future time be embarrassed by 
having extended armtnd it the lines or placed over it the jurisdiction of a Territory or 
State." 
The second is from the treaty of New Echota, which provided for the removal from 
Georgia, and by which our valuable lands were obtained. It reads: 
"ART. 5. The United States hereby covenant and aO'ree that the lands ceded to the 
Cherokee Nation in the foregoing articles shall, in no future time without their consent, 
be included in the territorial limits of State or Territory. But they shall secure to 
the Cherokee Nation the right by their national councils to make and to carry ~nto 
effect all such laws as they may deem necessary for the government and protection of 
the persons and property within their own country." 
Also to Aections 26 and 31, Cherokee treaty of 1866: 
"SEc. 26. 'rhe United States guarantee to the people of the Cherokee Nation the 
quiet and peaceable possession of their country, and protection against domestic feuds 
and insurrections, and against hostilities of other tribes; they shall be protected 
against interruptions or intrusion from all unauthorized citizens of the United States 
who may attempt to settle on their lands or reside in their territory. In case of hos-
tilities among the Indian tribes, the United States agree that the party or parties com-
mencing the same shall, so far as practicable, make reparation for the damage done. 
"SEC. 31. All provisions of treaties, heretofore ratified and in force and not incon-
sistent with the provisions of this treaty, are hereby re-affirmed and declared to be in 
full force." 
Also the treaty between the United States and Creek and Seminole tribes of Indians, 
August 7, 1856 : 
"The United States do hereby solemnly agree and bind themselves that no State or 
Territory shall ever pass laws for the government of the Creek or Seminole tribe of 
Indians, and t.hat no portion of either of the tracts of country defined in the firE~t and 
second articles of this agreement shall ever be embraced or included within or an-
nexed to any Territory or State. nor shall either or any part of either be erected into 
a Territory without the full and free consent of the legislative authority of the tribe 
owning the same." . 
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The policy of setting the territory, known as the Indian Territory, apart for Indians, 
is thus ably set forth by the message of President Van Buren in 1838: 
''That a mixed occupancy of the same territory by the white and red man is incom-
patible with the safety and happiness of either, is~ position in respect to which there 
has long since ceased to be room for a difference of opinion. Reason and experience 
have alike demonstrated its impracticability. The bitter fruits of every attempt here-
tofore to overcome the barriers interposed by nature have only been destruction, both 
physical and moral, to the Indian, dangerous conflicts of authority between the Fed-
eral and State governments, and detriment to the individual prosperity of the citi-
zen as well as to the general improvement of the country. The remedial policy, the 
principles of which were settled more than thirty years ago under the administration 
of President Jefferson, co11sists in an extinction, for a fair consideration, of the title to 
all the lands still occupied by the Indians within the States and Territories of the 
United States; their removal to a country west of the Mississippi, much more exten-
sive and better adapted to their condit,ion than that on which they then resided; the 
guarantee to them by the United States of their exclusive possession of that country 
forever, exempt from all intrusion by white men, with ample provisions for their secu-
rity against external violence and internal dissensions, and the extension to them of 
suitable facilities for their advancement in civilization." 
To those who are restively anxious for a change of policy, we would say that tlte 
same cogent reasons still exist. The experiment so far has been a success. Much still 
remains to be done to enable the masses of our people to meet and endure white com-
petition. New and wild tribes are just being removed there from lands in the \vestern 
States and Territories to meet simHar demands. To expose them now to fresh persecu-
tions would be as cruel as it would be faithless. 
We hold our lands in the Indian country by purchase from you. \Ve believe our 
title legally perfect. If there had been a flaw in it, yours was the fault, not ours. One 
of the strongest inducementR held out to us to abandon our country east of the Missis-
sippi was, that our new homes would be held by fee-simple title from the United States 
and could never be invaded or called in question. That you will pass any bill invad-
ing such· rights would not only be cruelly unjust to us, but so flagrant a breach of 
national faith that we cannot believe it possible that you will be guilty of it. 
The tribes in the Indian Territory differ widely in condition. An advanced form (\f 
government would not at present suit many of them, or be understood. All of them 
have authorities of their own suitable to their condition, varying from the govern-
ment of the Cherokee Nation to the simple tribal government. The treaties of 1866 
did not authorize a territorial government such as the bills we refer to contemplate. 
"ART. 12. The Cherokees agree that a generaltJouncil, consisting of delegates elected 
by each nation or tribe lawfully residing within the Indi::m Territory, may be annually 
convened in said Territory, which council shall be organized in such manner and pos-
sess such powers as hereinafter prescribed. 
"Third. Said general council shall have power to legislate upon matters pertaining 
to the intercourse and relations of the Indian tribes and nations, and colonies of freed-
men, resident in said Territory; the arrest and extradition of criminals and offenders 
escaping from one tribe to another, or into any community of freedmen; the adminis-
tration of justice between members of different tribes of said Territory, and persons 
other than Indians and members of said tribes or nations; and the common defense 
and safety of the nations of said Territory. 
"All laws enacted by such council shall take effect at such time as may therein be 
provided, unless suspended by direction of the President of the United States. No 
law shall be enacted inconsistent with the Constitution of the United States, or laws 
of Congress, or existing treaty stipulations with the United States. Nor shall said 
council legislate upon matters other than those above indicated: Prat,ided, however, 
That the legislative power of such council may be enlarged by the consent of the 
national council of each nation assenting to its establishment, with the approval of the 
President of the United States." 
It provided for an internal council of the tribes with certain powers, and with the 
purpose of aiding the wilder tribes into lessons of constitutional government and 
written law. Leave it alone as it is, and we will pledge you to use our influence to 
make it. accomplish all that is possible as a school in government for our wilder 
brethren, and as fast as it Qan be done with success or safety. The territorial bills 
before you are very different. They propose governments of white men over us. 
They would put us at the mercy of railroad speculators and land speculators. They 
would destroy good governments it has cost the wisdom and virtue of half a century 
to create. They will scatter drinking-dens in all our country. The masses, and above 
all, the wild tribes just coming in, will be scattered and ruined and become homeless 
outcasts and vagabonds under their provisions. 
The interests of the couniry at large do not require this. For ourselves, we are uot 
destitute of the hope that statesmanship, and the honor that would maintain the good 
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faith of the Uuite<l States, are not lJanishetl from Congress. To!that~sentiment, in lJehalf 
of our peopll', WE> ean~estly appPa.l. 
• 
W. P. ROS.S, 
C. N. VANN . 
W. P. ADAIR, 
nlwrokee Delegation. 
JNO. R. MOt IRE, 
S. W. PERRYMAN, 
P. PORTER, 
D. N. MciNTOSH, 
Creek Dclegafl'li. 
SAM'L CHICOTE, 
Prince Chief C1·eekR. 
PETER PITCHLYNN 
Dele[Jate jo1· the Clw;tal/'8. 
From tlu; l'tjJOI'l of !he Bonrd uf Inllian Commi88iOIIC/'8 for 1R72. 
IXDI \X TEHRITORY. 
Tlw convictions of the Board that it is the imperative dut.v of t.be Go\'ernment to 
atibere to its treaty stipulations ,-.;-ith the civilized trilJes of the India,n Territory, and 
to protect them against the attempts lJeing made upon their country for the settle-
ment of the whites, have undergone no chauge. The idea tha,t the Indian title to the 
reservation in the Territory is ever to be extiugnished should be abandoned, anti any 
congressioual legislation which would seem to have contemplated such a possibility 
ought to be repealed. 
It is not the opiuion of the Boanl that ~~ barlJarous, aboriginal race may shut out 
from the occupancy of civilization vast regions of country ov<3r which they may roam, 
imply lJecause they wore first on the soil, bnt we deuy tha.t the titles to the Indian 
rflservations, generally, are afiectecl by this principle. It is peculiarly inapplicable in 
the case of the rcservatious in the Indian 'Jierritory. The mere possessory title of the 
aboriginal inhalJitants was long ago extingnished lJy conquest anti expulsion, and the 
present occupants are there with 'vhatever title was conveyed to them lJy the Uuitcd 
States. Their lanclA were not conveyed to them as an act of grace, but for considera-
tions which were deemed of ample value b,r the Government; nor can their rights be 
properly affected by the question as to whether they are white, red, or black. 
If national honor re<]Uires the observance of national obligations entered into with 
the strong, ltow mnch more wtth the weak. To repudiate, either directly or by any 
indirection, our solemn treaty obligations with this feelJle people, would be dishonor, 
meriting the scorn of the civilized world. The passage of auy law for the organization 
of a territorial government not acceptable to the civilized tribes, (which have long 
since ably demonstrated their capacity for self-government,) and which would indi-
rectly open their country for the iugress of the whites, wonld, in the opinion of the 
Board, be such an infraction of our obligations. 
That these Indian reservations are not, as has been representet1 by those who covet 
them, to an unreasonable extent lying unused by the Indians, and that their owners 
are not a horde of savage nomads standing in the way of civilization, as they would 
have us lJelieve, is best shown by the appended statistics compiled from the ninth 
censns and other official sources: 
Comparatire 8fafistic8 of tlte 1'erritorie8. 
Arizona ......................... . 
Colorado ........................ .. 
Dakota .......................... . 
Idaho ............................ . 
Montana ......................... . 
New Mexico .................... .. 
Utah ............................. . 
'Washington .................... .. 
'\Vyoming ..................... _. 
Indian .......••................... 











68, 8RO, 100 I 
96, 596,128 
55, 2~8. 160 
92, 016, 640 
77,568, 640 
54, 065, 043 
44, 796, 160 
H2, 645, 068 

























1, on, 191 













4, 663, 610 
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Territorie~. 
Arizona .......................... . 
Colorado ......................... . 
Dakota .............. : ........... . 
Idaho .•........................... 
Montana ......... __ ..... _ ........ . 
New Mexico ..................... . 
Utah ............................. . 
Washington ..................... . 
Wyoming ........................ . 















1, 818, 6~3 
2, 389,157 
2, 149, 814 
2, 103, 343 
441,795 








98, 105 00 
12,913 71 
None . None... Nothing .. 
277 15, 924 ........ - - . -
157 3, 820 28, 088 00 






31, 349, 79:$ 
16, 159,995 
13,562, 164 
7, 016, 748 
*16, 987, 818 
• Valuation of real estate, which is held in common, and of stocks amounting to $4,:142,708.88~, are not 
included. 
NoTE.-In the populations of the Territories, excert Indian Territory, tlw Indian popnlation is ex-
cluded. 
It will be seen from the comparison that the Indian Territory, in population, num-
ber of acres cultivated, products, wealth, valuation, and school-statistics, is equal to 
any organized Territory of the United States, and far ahead of most of them. It has a 
smaller area than any other, and a larger population than any excepting Utah and New 
Mexico. It has more acres of land under cultivation than Washington Territory, 
over one-third more than Utah, and more than twice as many as Colorado or Montana ; 
::md the number of bushels of wheat, corn, and other farm-products raised in the Indian 
Territory is more than six times greater than either Utah, New Mexico, or Colorado. 
In 1871 the cotton crop of the Indian Territory was about 270,000 pounds. This year 
the amount is increased; and that the quality of the crop is good may be inferred from 
the fact that specimens exhibited at the fair of the Saint Louis Agricultural and 
Mechanical Association received three premiums, amounting respectively to $500,$250, 
and $100. 
Although any addition to the force of these facts will seem needless, it is but just to 
remark that the civilized Indians of the Territory had their lands devastated and their 
industries paralyzed during the war of the rebellion, in the same relative proportion as 
other parts of the South, and have not fnlly recovered from the effects; and that the 
reports of this year show au additional marked increase in population, acres of land 
cultivated, productions, and wealth. 
The partially civilized tribes, numbering about 50,000 souls, have, in proportion to 
population, more schools and with a larger average attendance; more churches, 
church members, and ministers; and spend far more of their own money for education 
than the people of any Territory of the United States. Life and property are more safe 
among them, and there are fewer violations of law than in the Territories. 
The Cherokees, with a population of 15,000, have two boarding-schools and sixty day-
schools, (three of which are for the children of freedmen,) with au average attendance 
of 1,948 pupils, sustained at a cost of $25,000 last year. 
The Creeks, numbering 15,000, have three missions aud 2,050 church members, and 
an average Sunday-school attendance of 464. They have one boarding-school and 
thirty-one day-schools, attended by 860 pupils, at a cost of $14,258 for the past year. 
The Choctaws and Chickasaws, numbering 20,000, have three missions and 2,500 
church members. They have two boarding-schools and forty-eight neighborhood day-
schools. Thirty-six of these are sustained by the Choctaws at a cost of $36,500; fonr-
teen by the Chickasaws, at a cost of $3:3,000 last year. 
The following are tlte statistics of all the tribes in the Indian Territory: 
CmuUtion of tribes in the Indian Territory. 
' p:, ,• ';:;l ,~, ' - - _,!, .,- 00 <:l I . I ' . . ~ ;.a ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ .s . .s . ~ bJJ ~ ~ ...,; ~ al ~ ~ ~ ~ = ~ g'j ~ U) ~ <:,.) \,) c:~. ~~ - ~ 'f1 -."" ~ ~ 0 ....... 0 <l) co;; 0 .e 
•,..-t ~ • ~ ~ ~ ,..., oc • ~ C) r-' Q.) :n 1"""""4 0 ~ P c.; rn ..=1 ,...-4 c cr.. 
~ P-0 ~ ~ ·- ~ ·rl l=l a; r-0 ct., c o( :1'1 Cl.l ,..;- ,.... QJ 0 rn o Q o ~ . ~ ~ o """""'·1""4 I ~ :::::::~ • . Q.J • ...-~ ..... oo ,_ ~ ~ ~- . ..d cj ~ ;;> -;..; I -~ P.. ::; ..... ';; ';:;l -a ;.. I c:; ..... ~ "C_ c:l 8 ~ <,..; ~ h "" := 0 "' Q ifJ c 
Q.1 ,.=.-4 .,....~ 5~ 1\.Jt ~~ .!!:..,.... ;...._ ...=::..::~ o'll... ~ ,.:::; ~ en ~ rr. :....,. 
~ =: ~ r.t. I> tiJ H X) 0 I ,....... -~ ~ :- a.. .. . ~ r.n ~ ,.s ,_..., <l) a; ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ s ~:S ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~-pJ ~~ ~~ d~d ~~ § ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s z "> ~ <I .,s H ~ !> z ~~ > 0 , / .. I> I z z z 0 ~ 
TrihP. 
l'>~ttawatomit>s'·' . .......... ~ 1,3361 $759,5721 77,357 200'.... 200
1 
7,100 $2,120 ~ $13,890 ~~ ~0 $1001-1 13 841 ....... ~--;ll1,500 00 
Kwkapoos...... .. .. . .. .. . .. 2961 57,300 28,584 1, 082.... J, Od2 27,712 8, 270 1, 328 17, :i84 388[ I, 164...... . 2 2 a6 $3,000 00 137,400 00 
Ka'!s....................... 62?1 11, 375 35, 000 3~0 .. .. ~~0~· !l, 450 2, 5~5 ~67 7, 840 50 150 45:,. 00 ~ 2 44 3, 1 6~ 84 24, 530 16 Osa,...es ..................... 3, 37o:l 140, ooo 560, ooo 210.... _,o 10, 9 •• o 8, 2.JO 3, 60d 67,3001, oao
1 
4, ooo 48, .)oo - 5 95 1, 663 84 41, ooo oo 
Sac and Fox and Shawnees. 1,118 58,170 483,840 390 30 4:20 7, 200 7, 800 2, 969 40,091 25 150 1, 000 11 2 17 1, 420 00 17, '200 00 
Wichitas, &c ............... 1, 216 113,890 None... mn 232 (1:1:3 12,2:27 1'2, 7·17 5, 489 113, 890' 20 100 ...... . 11 1 18, l, 200 00 ............. . 
Comanches :t ................ 3, 218 400, 000 .... .. .. .. 100 240 340 :l, 763 7, 180 10, 110 400, 700 80 800 15, 100 1 1 35 2, 508 19 ............ .. 
Delawares t.............. ... 21 3,150 ...... .. . . 17 .... 17 25:1 510 7!i 3, :i55 20 160
1 
1001 ........ I ..... . ......... 459,983 90 
Kiowas :t....... .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, 776 200, 000 3, 549, 440 ........ I .... 1..... .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 5, 000 200, 000 .. .. . .. .. .. 8, 400 J .... ' ..... I ...................... .. 
ti~~~~~J~~i"a:s·,· &~ §~~·:::::: I ~~~ ~ ~~: ~~g ··· ·48: ooo · · · · · n23::: :, .. · · ri:2:~ .... io: iisi .... ·3: 728 1' ~~~ ~g: ~~g .. 568 ·2: 546 .. ~·-~~~ I :::: ::::I:::: :I:::::::::: ... ~22: io3· o2· 
Senecas§ . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. 155 9.5, 665 47, 000 3itl.... 37r< 10, 97.> 4, 214 1, 4:~:! 17, 727 150 750
1 
...... . ........ j 43 . . . . . . . . . 4, 494 uO 
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OttawaB §.... .. .. .. .... .. .. 149 16,150 14,000 487 .... I 4t<7 17,678 7, 217 6. 30 7, 198. 510 2, 55. 0 ....... 1 ........ •..... .. ........ 21,674 48 
Wyamlotts §................ 5!11 4, 475 20, 000 40 .. .. 40 1, 130 457 103 2, 207 50 2:l0 ............... I 8 .......... I ............ .. 
Qnapaws. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 225, 15, 752 63, ooo 2v6 .... 
1 
29!.\ 2, 13o f'!J tl ;;2o 10, 415 2f,o 1, 250 ...... · [ 2 3
1 
121 1, 720 oo ............ .. 
Citizen Wyantlotts.... .. .... 110 14, 37:L......... 216 .. .. 2llj ;;, 125 2, 230 647 8, 857 2.>0 1, 250........ .. .. .. .. 21 ...................... .. 
Delawares, (stray)......... . 290 14,444 ...... . .. . 2!ll ,... 2!11 6, 100 2, 470 1, 265 20,810 200
1 
1, 000 ....... . .. . . .. . 67 .......... . ............ . 
}f iamies § .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . 33 9, 8001....... .. 3.30 .. .. 330 5, 030 1, 707 1 6i'J 2, 432 107 535 .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. 5 .......... , ............ . 
Shawnees§.... .. .. .. . . .. .. . 527 17,210 16,000 572.... :ii:! ll, 500 :3, 07::i 54!1 5, 545 ..... 1, 200 .... .. . 1 1 17.... .... .. 49,536 97 
Arapahoes antl Cheyenues .. 3, 3901 __ 180, 000, 4, 011,500 -~1 1501_ 200 _ ::;, 100 ~ _4, 500 ~· 0001~: .:..:..=..:..=. 42, 0001__!_ ~_:::I 2, 00~ =~.:..:..:..:..:. 
Total ................. 18,5231 2, 172,408 ~G~, 721 1_6, 99~~ 652: _2. 647 _1G2, 5641 __ 83, 705 ~· 100 1, 691, 896;3, 90819.149121, 20~ ·~~ ~ ~~ 16, 675 92' -~, 422~~ 
Ch?ctaws .................. 15, ooo l4,746, ooo 6, 688, ooo 27,022 =
1
27. 08'2 2, HG, 596 "l,So1, 5oo 29,940-838, ooo,= ~ 180, ooo 3u
1
39[9oo 36, oo00ii 1~. 4272o C,lnckasaws ................ I 5, ~00 1, 5~2, 000 4, 377,600 14,500.... ~4, 500 380,000 ~20, OQQ 44,500 3~4, 000•.. ... .... .. ...... . 1~ , 17 43~ 3~, 000 00
1 
1, 185, 88~ ~~{ 
Cherokees .................. 14, 682 4, 995, 055 3, 844, 712 120, 000 . .. . 120, 000 3, 200, 000 1, .03, 1.:l;) 200, 000 1, 4.:l7, 000 . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . 6:. G2 2, 033 2.:l, 000 00 1, 580, 97;:~ ,3;:~ 
<?ree.ks ...................... 1~, ~00 3, 1!:l, 2QQ 3, 1!50, 560 28, 600 .... 1 28, 600 7~7, 10Q 602, 120 113, 40Q 9~~· 200 4, ~00 48, 000 1, 500 32 321 860
1
14,258 00 76,999 66 
Sennnoles ................... ~, 3001 319, b.:l 200,000 7, 500.... 7, 500 l.:l3, 07.:l 153, 1.:l0 34, 52.J 133,025
1 
600 6, 000 .... .. . 4l 4 207 2, 475 00 ............. . 
Total ................ 49, 982,14, 815, 410,18, 360, 8721m, 682 = I m, 682 6.57G, 771 . 4, 579, 905 422, 365 3, 755, 225;4, 600 54, 000 181, 5oo 1481 154_4, 430 ilo, 733 00 3, 353, 285 37~_ 
~--------- -·------------·--- --~--------
~l:otal cid_li~~d .............. _49, 982 14, 815, 4101.18, 360, 872 197. 68~ ~~197, 682 6~7~, ~~.~ 4, 57~, 90~ 422, 3!l5 -3, 755, 225 4, 600,54, ooo 181, 5001 148
1
154 4, 4~9110, 733 oo 3,353;285 3~_;-3 
lotalnnclVJhzed ........... 18,5231 2, 174,4081 8, 969,721 1 6, 99;)
1 




19,149121,200 16 34 6.:l41 16, 675 92
1 
989,422 51 
Grand total ........... 68, 505 16, 987, 818l27, 330, ::i93 204, !l77 652 205, 329 6, 739, 33514, 663, 610 464, 465 4, 947, 121 8, 50SI73, 149 302, 70o
1
164 188 5, 093
1
127, 408 9214,342, 707 8t'; 
I I I I -- --· -- I . I 
* Pottawatomies have one missionary school. t Delaware school-returns included in Wichita. 
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J~OCATING OTIIEJt TIUDES. 
The events of the year have confirmed the opinions we have heretofore expressed ~ 
that the policy of retaining the unoccupied portions of the Indian Territory for the 
future location of the tribes is sound, and should. be adhered to. There are 11ow thirty-
one tribes and parts of tribes settled in the Indian Territory. Of these, eleven have 
been placed there by their own consent within the last three years. The Arickarees, 
Gros Ventres, and Mandaus have expressed a wish to send some of their head-men to 
look at the country with a view to removal. The Pimas and Maricopas, of Arizona, 
are also considering the subject of removal to the Territory. The Osages and others, 
who migrated from Kansas under the promise that they woultl be protecteu in their 
new homes from the whites, are making rapid progress. 
It is a disgraceful fiwt that numbers of the same rapacious white men whose oppres-
sions drove the Osages from their homes in Kansas, followed them to the Indian Ter-
ritory, to repeat the process there, and '"ere required to be driven out by the military. 
A large portion of the western part of the Territory is unfit for cultivation, and it is 
believed that tlw quantity of arable land will not be found too great for the occupancy 
of the Indians eventually to be gathered upon it. 
The assertion made that the requirements of our overflowing white population de-
maud these land~ for settlement cannot be true while so many millions of acres remain 
unoccupied in Kansas, Nebraska, a.nd the other \Vestern States and Territories. Even 
if it were true, it wonld be an additional argument in favor of rPtaining the unoccupied 
lands in the Indian T<>rritory for the future settlement of Indians, for the reason that 
the lands releaseu by the removilig tribes will be greater in extent, and of far more 
value to the whites. 
HAILROAD ACTS. 
One of the greatest sources of trouble to the Indians of the Indian 
Territory grows out of their generous gifts of the right of way to rail-
road companies. The fact of the right of way granted by the Chero-
kees, Choctaws, Chickasaws, Seminoles, and Creeks, in their several 
treaties of 18G6, as Rhown above, opened the door to legislation on that 
subject by Congress, or the desire to legislate in fayor of these roads, 
opened the door to the treaties. It is difficult to understand which; 
they strike the observer as part of one purpose and method. 
Almost immediately upon the confirmation of these treaties, acts were 
passed Congress authorizing railroad companies to construct railroads 
through the India.n country, ann provisions inserted in the bills that are 
ungenerous considering the Indian titles, and liberal grants of the right 
of way by the several treaties, and unjust to the Indians, as holding· 
over their title and possessions a continued threat that is constantly 
urged and proclaimed througll the public press and otherwise induced 
by the avarice and cupidity of those interested in controlling the rail-
roads and the grants made in prospective by Congress to these roads, 
to which acts the committee call especial attention and quote the sec-
tions that are so prejudicial to the Indian's title and so injurious to their· 
peace, quiet, and advancement. 
RAILROAD GRANTS. 
Sections 9 and 10 of an act entitled "An act granting land to the 
State of Kansas, to aid in the construction of the Kansas and Neosho 
Valley Railroad and its extension to Red IUver," approved July 25, 
1866, read as follows : · 
SECTION 9. And be it fm·tha enacted, That the same grants of lauds through said 
Indian Territory are hereby made as provided in the first section of this act, whenever 
the Indian title shall be extinguished by treaty or otherwise, not to exceed the ratio" 
per mile granted in the first section of this act. Provided, That said lands become a 
part of the public lands of the UnitP-d States. 
SECTION 10 . .Anc1 btJ if furfhc1' enacted, That said Kansas and Neosho Valley Railroad 
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Company, its successors an<l assigns, shaH have the right to negotiate with, aud ac-
quire from any Indian nation or tribe authorized by the United States to dispose of 
lands for railroad purposes, and from any other nation or tribe of Indians through 
whose lands sai(l railroad may pass, subject to the approval of the President of the 
United States, or from any company or parties incorporated or authorized for such 
purposes by snch nation or tribe, or which such parties may have acquired under the 
laws of the United States. 
Section 1 of this act grants to the Kansas and Neosho Valley Rail-
road Company twenty sections, or 12,800 acres per mile. 
The length of the road in the Indian Territory, being about two hun-
dred and ninety-one miles, gives an aggregate of 3,724,800 acres.-(See 
page 236, 1-tth vol. Statutes at Large.) 
l+'OR1' RILEY AND FORT S}IITII RAILROAD. 
Sections 9 and 10 of au act entitled "An act granting lands to the 
State of Kansas to aid in the construction of a sout,hern branch of the 
Union Pacific Railroad and telegraph line from J.11ort Riley, Kansas, to 
Fort Smith, Arkansas," approved July 26, 1866, are as follows: 
SIWTION 9. And be itfurthel· enacted, That the same grant (s) of lands through said 
Indian lerritory are hereby made, as provided in the first section of this act, when-
ever the Indian title shall be extinguished by treaty or otherwise, not to exceed the 
ratio per mile granted in the first section of this act. ProL'ided, That said lands 
become a part of the public lands of the United States. 
SECTION 10. And be itjurthm· enacted, That said Pacific Railroad Company, southern 
branch, its successors and assigns, shall have the right to negotiate with, aml acquire 
title to land for railroad purposes, from any Indian nation or tribe authorized by the 
United States to dispose of lands, and from any other nation or tribe of Indians 
through whose lands said railroad ma,y pass, subject to the approval of the United 
States, or from any company or parties incorporated or authorized for such purposes 
by such nation or tribe, or which such parties may bave acquired under the laws of 
the United States. 
Section 1 of this act grants to the Pacific Hailroad Company, southern 
branch, ten sections, or 6,400 acres per mile. The leugth of this road 
is one hundred and twenty-fiye miles through the Territory, and give~ 
an aggregate of 800,000 acres.-(See page 280, 14th vol. United States 
Statutes at J.Jarge.) 
ATLANTIC AND 1' ACIFIC RAILROAD. 
Section 3 of au act approved July 27, J 866, granting lauds to the 
Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company, and to the Van Buren, Arkan· 
sas, branch of the same grants, forty sections, or 25,600 acres per mile. 
The length of road and branch, as near as can be ascertained, is 700 
miles through the Territory, which gives an aggregate of 17,920,000 
acres.-(See Statutes-at-Large, Yol. 14, page 292.) 
~:rhe latter part of the second section of this act provides that-
The United States shall extinguish as raptcUy as may be consistent with public . 
policy and the welfare of the Indians, and only by their voluntary cession, the Indian 
title to all lands falling under the operation of this act and required in the donation to 
the road named in the act. 
This provision of law looks eitller to taking the Indian lands without 
pay, or to charging the United States with the expense attending the 
extinguishment of the Indian title. 
There is incorporated in the third section of said act tbese words: 
Whenever, on the line thereof, (meaning line of the railroad,) the United States 
have full title, not reserved, sold, granted, or otherwise appropriated, and free from 
pre-emption, or other claims or rights, at the time the line of said road is designateu 
by a plat thereof, 1ilecl in the office of the Commissioner of the General Land Office. 
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These grants are all, except the Atlantic and Pacific, made on the con-
dition that, if any of the odd sections are otherwise disposed of, the 
company has the right to select the nearest section thereto, which not 
only allows it to take the odd numbers, but the even also. 
The Atlantic and Pacific is granted ten miles additional on each side, 
out of which to select other lands in lieu of any that may have been 
taken before the grant. To be selected on the same terms as tlle grant, 
by alternate sections. 
POST-OFFICES AND POST-ROADS. 
The United States has retained in the treaties formed with the several 
-tribes or nations of Indians in the Indian Territory powers touching 
the establishment and maintaining of post-offices and post-roads, and 
military posts and military roads, as follows: 
POST-OFFICES AND POST-ROADS. 
Tlw eleventh article of the treaty of Dancing-Rabbit Creek of September 27, 1830, 
with the Choctaws, provides that-
" The United States shall establish one or more post-offices in said nation, and may 
establish such military post-roads and posts as they may consider necessary." 
The seventeenth article of the treaty of Washington, June 22, 1855, provides that-
" The United States shall have the right to establish and maintain such military 
posts, post-roads, and Indian agencies, as may be deemed necessary, within the Choc-
taw and Chickasaw country." 
And by the forty-fourth article of the joint treaty of Washington of April28, 1866, 
be~ween tl1e United States and the Choctaws and Chickasaws, it is provided, that-
" Post-offices lShall be established and maintained by the United States at convenient 
places in the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, to and from which the ma.ils shall be 
·carried at reasonable intervals, at the rate of postage prevailing in the U uited States." 
By the nineteenth a1·ticle of the treaty of Washington of August 7, 1856, with the 
Creeks and Seminoles, it is agreed, that-
'' The United States shall have the right to establish and maintain such military 
posts, military and post roads, aud Indian agencies, as may be deemed necessary, with-
in the Creek and Seminole country." 
So it will be seen that no barrier to civilization exists uy au interruption of mail-
service in the Indian Territory. 
Congress bas, under these several treaties, established post-offices and post-routes in 
the several nations or tribes located within the original grants to the Cherokees, Choc-
taws, Chickasaws, Creeks, and Seminoles, with fnll privileges to establish such in-
definitely whenever by Congress deemed necessary. 
MILITARY POSTS AND MILITARY ROADS. 
The seventeenth article of the joint treaty with the Choctaws and Chickasaws of 
.June 22, 1866, provides that-
" The United States shall have the right to establish and maintain such military 
posts, post-roads, and Indian agencies, as may be deemed n ecessary within the Choc-
taw and Chickasaw country." 
By article twenty-two of the joint treaty at Washington with the Choctaws and 
Chickasaws of April 28, 1866, it is agree~ that-
" The right of selection hereby given shall not authorize the selection of any laud 
required by the United States as a military post or Indian agency, not exceeding one 
mile square, which, when abandoned, shall revert to the nation in which the land lies." 
By the twenty-seventh article of the treaty of Washington of July 19, 1866, with 
the Cherokees, it is agreed that-
" The United States shall have the right to establish one or more military posts or 
stations in the Cherokee Nation, as may be deemed necessary for the proper protection 
of the citizens of the United States lawfully residing therein, and the Cherokees and 
other citizens of the Indian country." 
The nineteenth article of the joint treaty with the Creeks and Seminoles, of August 
7, 1856, provides that-
" The United States shall have the right to establish and maintain such military 
posts, military and. post roads, and Indian agencies as may be demed necessary within 
;the Creek and Seminole country." 
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Aml the twelfth article of the treaty of Washington of June 14, 1tl66, re-affirmed and 
re-assumed an treaty stipulations entered into, &c., thus retaiuing in full force this 
valuable provision; a.u<l the treaty with the Seminoles of March 21, 1866, re-cedes their 
country to the United States, this being that tract secured by this section. 
RELIGIOUS AND EDUCATIONAL INTERESTS. 
Concerning the progress made by the principal tribes in the Indian 
Territory in educational matters, and as a proof of the advanced state 
of civilization among those Indians who have for a long time been pro-
tected by their titles in their homes being in fee, the committee quotes 
from the seYeral treaties of the Choctaws and Chickasaws, Creeks, Uhero-
kees, and Seminoles, made in the year 1866, being the last they made 
CHOCTA. WS AND CHICKA.SA. WS. 
Attention is called to a provision of the treaty of .._~pril 28, 186G~ with 
the Choctaws and Chickasaws, which proves a state of public and edu-
cational spirit not surpassed by any people on the continent. The four-
teenth article of the treaty is in these words: 
At the expiration of the ninety clays aforesaid the legislative authorities of the said 
nations respectively shall have the right to select one qnarter-section of land in each 
of the counties of said nation respectively in trust for the establishment of seats of 
justice therein, and also for as many quarter-sections as the said legislative councils 
may deem proper for the permanent endowment of schools, seminaries, and colleges in 
said nation: Provided, Such selections shall not embrace or interfere with any improve-
ment in the actual occupation of any member of the particular nation without his con-
sent: And provided, The proceeds of sale of the quarter-sections selected for seats of 
justice shall be appropriated for the erection or improvement of public lmildings in tho 
country in which it is located. 
Article twenty-one of the same treaty provides that-
In every township the sections of land numbered sixteen and thirty-six shall bt> rc-
serve<l for the support of schools in said township: Provided, That if the same has been 
already occupied by any party or parties having the right to select it, or it shall be so 
sterile as to be unavailable, the legislati Ye authorities of the particular nations shall 
ltave the right to Relect snch other nnoccnpiecl sections as they may think proper. 
('REEKH. 
The tifteeuth article of the treaty of \Vashington with the Creeks, 
made June 14, 1866, provides that-
A quantity of land not exceeding one hnmlreu and sixty acres, to be selected accord-
ing to legal subdivision in one body, and to include their improvements, is hereby 
granted to every relif?ious society or <lenomination which has erected, or which, with 
the assent of the Ind1ans, may hereafter erect, buil<lings within the Creek country for 
missionary or educational purposes, &c. 
CHEROKEES. 
It is provided in the fourteenth article of the treaty of 'Vashington 
with the Cherokees that-
The right to the use and occupancy of a quantity of land, uot exceeding one hundr<'d 
and sixty acres, to be selected according to legal subdivision in one body, and to include 
their improvements and not including the improvements of any member of the Chero-
kee Nation, is hereby granted to every society or denomination which has erected, or 
which, with the consent of the national council, may hereafter erect, buildings within 
the Cherokee country for mission.1ry or educational purposes. 
These people have schools and colleges, and teach the English language 
in them. The English is the language of the people; their laws and 
records are all kept and printed in English. Many of them are well 
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educated, and all are making as rapid progress toward th.oroughl,v civil-
ized habits as any people could, and more than th~y will in the future, 
if the nation's faith with them is broken and their homes exposed to the 
greed of speculators. 
SEMINOLES. 
It is provi<led in the tenth article of the treaty with the Seminoles, of 
Marclt 21, 1866, that a quantity of land not exceeding six hundred and 
forty acres, to be selected according to legal subdivisions in one body, 
and which shall include their improvements, is hereby granted to every 
religious society or denomination which. has erected, or which, with the 
consent of the Indians, may hereafter erect, buildings within the Seminole 
country, for missionary or educational purposes; but no land so granted, 
nor the buildings which have been or may be erected thereon, shall ever 
be sold or otherwise disposed of, except with the consent and approval 
of the Secretary of the Interior. And whenever any such land or build-
ings shall be so disposed of, the proceeds thereof shall be applied, under 
the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, to the support and main-
tenance of other Seminole establishments for the benefit of the Semi-
noles anu such other persons as may be, or may· hereafter become, 
members of the tribe, according to its law~, cnstorns, and usages. 
CO~GRESSIONAL POWEl{ TO EXOI1UDE PERSONS FHOl\1 
PUBLIC LANDS. 
The committee call attention to some of the cases in which Uongress 
bas exereised that power, (in addition to the treaty provisions to that 
end, that are very numerous.) 
By the one hundred and seventy-first section of the act of Con-
gress, April 25, 1812, (see 2d Stats. at Large, p. 716,) it is provided that 
-'if any person," (down to and including the words) ''any other proceed-
ings." 
The eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth sections of the act of' 
June 30, 1834, (see 4th vol. Stats. at Large, p. 730,) entitled ''An act to 
regulate trade and intercourse with the Indian tribes, and to secure 
peace on the frontier." 
The third and sixth sections of the act of Congress of May 28, 18301 
entitled "An act to provide for an exchange of lands with the Indians 
residing in any of the States or Territories, and for their removal west of 
the riYer Mississippi," (see 4th vol. Stats. at Large, p. 411.) 
The third article of the ordinance of July 13,1787, for the government 
of the territory northwest of the rh~er Ohio. 
And to the acts establishing the following territorial governments: 
Wisconsin, passed April 20, 1836, (5 U. S. Stats., p. 10.) 
Iowa, June 12, 1838, (5 U. S. Stats., p. 235.) 
Washington Territory, March 2, 1853, (10 U. S. Stats., p. 172.) 
Nebraska, May 30, 1854, (10 U. S. Stats., p. 277.) 
Kansas, May 30, 1854, (10 U. S. Stats., p. 284.) 
Colorado, February 28, 1861, (12 U. S. Stats., p. 1 72.) 
Nevada, March 2, 1861, (12 U.S. Stats., p. 209.) 
Dakota, March 2, 1861, (12 U. S. Stats., p. 239.) 
Idaho, March 2, 1863, (12 U. S. Stats., p. 808.) 
Montana, May 26, 1864, (13 U.S. Stats., p. 85.) 
Wyoming, July 25~ 1868, (15 U. S. Stats., p. 178.) 
The act admitting the State of Kansas into the Union ,January 2!J, 
1861, (12 U. S. Stats., p. 126.) 
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EXCLUSION FROM INDIAN LANDS BY TREATIES-THEATY 
STII'ULATION8 WITH THE . UNITED S'rATES AND THE 
CHOCTAWS, CHICKASA \YS, CHEROKEES, CREEKS, AND 
SEMINOLES. 
INDIAN LANDS NO~' TO BE INCLrDED IN A TERRITORY 01~ S1'ATE. 
The embarrassment to the United States and the Indian tribes resid-
ing east of the l\Iississippi River, and within the limits and jurisdiction 
of a State, and subject to the laws thereof, and with jurisdiction conflict-
ing with the United States and the Indians holding under treaties and 
agreements with the United States, made it important for all parties con-
cerned that the Indians should remove to some horne west of the 1\fissis-
sippi, and locate without any State or territorial jurisdiction. It became 
so important at that date, that, in his message to Congress, in 1825, 1\ir. 
:Monroe advised the acquisition of "a sufficient tract of country west of 
the State of Missouri and the Territory of Arkansas, in order to estab-
lish permanent settlements of the tribes which were proposed to be re-
remmTed." And PreRident Jackson, in his message of December, 182H, 
said: 
As a means of efi'ectiug this end, I suggest for your consideration the propriety of 
setting apart an ample district west of the Mississippi, and without the limits of any 
State o1· 1'erritory now forrned, to be guamnteed to the Indian tTibes as long as they shall 
occupy it, each t1·ibe having a distinct control ot•er the portion designed fo1· its use. Tltm·e they 
may be secured ·in governrnents of thei1· own choice, su~ject to no other control from the United 
States than such as may be necessm·y to 1n·ese1Te peace on the frontier and between the several 
tl·ibes. 
In furtherance of this purpose, Congress, on the 28th of 1\fay, 1830, 
passed an act, the first section of which reads as follows: 
Be it enacted, q·c., That it shall and may be lawful for the President of the Unitetl 
States to cause so much of any territory belonging to the United States west of the 
river Mississippi, not included in any State 01' organized Territory, and to which the Indian 
title has been ext-inguished, as he may judge necessary, to be divided into a suitable num-
ber of districts, for the reception of such tribes or nations as may choose to exchange 
the lands where they now reside, and remove there; and to cause each of said districts 
to be so described, by natural or artificial marks, as to be easily distinguished from 
every other. 
CHEROKEES. 
The preamble of the treaty with the Cherokees of }lay 6, 1828, made 
at the city of Washington, declaring the object of the treaty, says: 
Whereas it being the anxious· desire of the Government of the United States to 
secure to the Cherokee Nation of Indians, as well those now living within the limits 
of the Territory of Arkansas as those of their friends and brothers who reside in States 
east of the Mississippi, and who may wish to join their brothers of the West, a 1Jer-
rnanent home, and which shall, under the most solemn guarantee of the United States, 
be and remain theirs forever; a home that shall never, in all future time, be embarrassed by 
having extended m·onnd it the lines 01' 1Jlaced ove1· it the ju1·isdiction of a TmTito1·y or State, 
IW1' be pressed 11pon by the extension, in any 1vay, of the limits of any existing Territory or 
State. · 
The fifth article of the treaty with tbe Cherokees of December 20, 
1835, at New Echota, provides that-
The United States hereby covenant and agree that the lands ceded to the Cherokee 
Nation in the foregoing article shall in no futnre time, without their consent, be included 
within the terrilo1·ial limits m· jurisdiction of any State or Te1Tito1·y. But they shall secure 
to the Cherokee Nation the right by their national councils to make and carry into 
effect all such laws as they may deem necessary for the government and protection of 
the persons and property within their own country, belonging to their people or such 
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persons as have connected themselves with them: Provided, always, That they shall 
not be inconsistent with the Constitution of the United States, and such acts of Con-
gress as have been or may be passed regulating trade and intercourse with the Indians; 
and also that t,hey shall not be considered as extending to such citizens and Army of 
the United States as may travel or reside in the Indian country by permission, accord-
ing to the laws and regulations established by the government of the same. 
Treaty of July 19, 1866, affirms other treaties not inconsistent with 
it, and these provisions· are not in any way inconsistent, and are in full 
force. 
CHOCTAWS. 
The fourth article of tlle treaty of Dancing Habbit Creek, with the 
Choctaws, of September 27, 1830, provides that-
The Government and people of the United States are hereby obliged to secure to the 
said Choctaw Nation of red people the jurisdiction of government of all the persons 
and property that may be within their limits west, so that no Territory or State shall 
ever have a right to pass laws for the government of the Choctaw Nation of red people 
and their descendants; and that no part of the land gmnted them shall evm· be embraced in 
any Territory or State; but the United States shall forever secure said Choctaw Nation 
from and against all laws, except such as from time to time may be enacted in their 
own national councils, not inconsistenL with the Constitution, treaties, and laws of the 
United States, &c. 
Article 7 of the joint treaty of "'\Nasbington, of June 22, 1855, with 
the Choctaw and Chickasaw tribes, provides that-
So far as may be compatible with the Constitution of the United States, and the· 
la.ws made in pursuance thereof, regulating trade and intercourse with the Indian 
tribes, the Chocta,ws and ChiC-kasaws shall be secured in the unrestricted right of self-
government, and full jurisdiction of person and property within their respectiYe 
limits. 
Article 45 of the treaty with the Choctaws and Chickasaws, of April 
28, 1866, provides that-
All the rights, privileges, and immunities heretofore possessed by said nations or 
individuals thereof, or to which they were entitled under the treaties and legislation 
hereof, made and had in connection with them, shall be, and are hereby, declared to 
he in fnl1 force, so far as they are consistent with the provisions of this treaty. 
CREEKS. 
B.v the fourteenth article of the treaty of \Vashington of March 24, 
1832, with the Creeks, it is declared that-
The Creek country west of the Mississippi shall be solemnly guaranteed. to the Creek 
Indians. Nor shall any State or Territory &l'er have a right to pass laws fo1· the government 
of such Indian.<J; but they shall be allowed to govern themselves, so far as may be com-
patible with the general jurisdiction which Congress may think proper to exercise 
over them, &c. 
The fourth article of the treaty of Washington of August 7, 1856, 
with the Creeks and Seminoles, provides that-
The United States do hereby solemnly agree and bind themselves tltat no State or Territory 
8hall ever pass laws for the government of the Creek or Seminole t1·ibes of Indian8; and that 
no portion of either of the tracts of count1·y definecl in the first and second a1·ticles of thiB agree-
ment shall ever be embraced m· included within or annexed to any Territory m· State j nor sllall' 
eithm·, ot· any part·of either, ever be erected into a 1"'e1Tit01·y, witho·ut the full and f1·ee consent 
of the legislative authority of the tribe owning the sante. 
The twelfth article of the treaty of June 14, 1866, especially con :firms 
all previous treaty obligations not inconsistent with that one. 
CHICKASAWS. 
The preamble to the treaty of Pontotoc Creek, of October 20, 1832, . 
with the Chickasaws, sets out with these words : 
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The Chickasaw Nation find themselves oppressed in their present situation uy being 
made subject to the laws of the State in which they reside. Being ignorant of the 
language and laws of the white man, they cannot understand or obey them. Rather 
than submit to this great evil, they prefer to seek a home in the ·west, where they may 
li1;e and be governecl by thei1· own laws. And believing that they can procure for them-
selves a home in a country suitecl to their wants and conditions, provided they had the 
means to contract and pay for the same, they have determined to sell their country and 
hunt a new home. 
By the second article of the treaty of Washington, of May 24, 1834, 
with the Chickasaws, it is provided that-
The Chickasaws are about to abandon their homes which they have long cherished 
and loved; and though hitherto unsuccessful, they still hope to find a conn try adequate 
to the wants and support of their people somewhere west of the Mississippi and within 
the territorial limits of the United States. Should they do so, the Government of the 
United States hereby consent to protect and defend them against the inroads of any 
other tribe of Indians, aml from the whites, arul agree to keep them 1vithout the limits of 
any State or Territ01·y. 
After this date the Choctaws and Chickasaws treated jointly with 
the United States. 
THE PROTECTION TO LANDS IS NO ~EW DOOTIU~E. 
This protection to the lands of these and other Indians from trespass 
or intrusion, is not a new doctrine or a new practice in this country. It 
is in simple conformity with the law of the land and the spirit of our 
institutions. It is only that law which makes every man's home valu-
able and sacred to him. 
The same governmental protection is extended to every owner of real 
or personal property in the nation. No one hesitates to respect and 
sustain the law as applied to white mens' property, no matter how many 
acres be may hold. No one hesitates to allow the laws to protect corpora-
tions that hold lands under law; they are not compelled to improve or to 
sell their lands. 
Protection to person and property is the law of this as it is of e-..ery 
other well-organized Government, and must so continue. 
An unrestricted territorial organization of the Indian Territory neces-
sarily defeats these laws and treaties, and consequently forces upon the 
United States the harsh necessity of violating its faith with the tribes 
that have become christianized under their protection. 
The nation cannot afford to turn these people over to the uncertain 
organization of a territorial government, where there is so much greed 
and demand manifested-the children of and some of the same persons 
whom tbe nation has already lifted out of this very dilemma. 
SPECIAL TREATY PROTECTIONS. 
INTRUSION ON CHEROI\EE LANDS. 
By om~ treaty with the Cherokees of Hopewell, November 28, 1785; 
of Tellico, October 2, 1798; of Tellico, October 25! 1805 ; of Cherokee 
agency1 July 8, 1817; 5th article treaty of Washington, February 27, 
1819 ; and also by 5th article of the treaty of Washington of May 6, 1828, 
touching the establishment of the west line of Arkansas, and the re-
moval of Indians weRt of a white settlement east of that line, it is intended 
"that no obstacles, arising out of the presence of a white popula-
tion, or a population of any other sort, shall exist among the Cherokees." 
Tbe sixth article of the treaty of New Echota, of December 29, 1835, 
by which the Cherokees got their present country, provides that the 
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Cherokees ''shall also be protected against interruption and intrusion 
from citizens of the United States who may attempt to settle in their 
country without their consent;" and by the twenty-seventh article of 
the t.J;eaty of Washington City. of tluly 19, 1866, it is provided, "and all 
persons not in the military serv~ce of the United States, not citizens of 
the Cherokee Nation, are to be prohibited from coming into the Chero-
kee Nation, or removing in the same, except as herein otherwise pro-
vided; and it is the duty of the United States Indian agent for the 
Cherokees to have such persons, not lawfully residing or sojourning 
therein, removed from the nation, as they now are, or hereafter may be, 
requited by the Indian intercourse laws of the United States." 
IN'l'RUSION ON CHOC'l'A ·w LANDS. 
By our treaty with the Choctaws of Hopewell, of January 3, 1786, it 
is agreed that their lands shall be protected from intruders. This is 
more fully declared in the ninth article of the treaty of Dancing Rabbit 
Creek, made September 27, 1830. The seventh article of the treaty with 
the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, 1855, provides that "so far as 
may be compatible with the Constitution of the United States, and the 
laws made in pursuance thereof, regulating trade and intercourse with 
the Indian tribes, the Choctaws and Chickasaws shall be secured in the 
unrestricted right of self-government and full jurisdiction over persons 
and property ·wit.hin their respective limits; * * * and all 
persons not being citizens or members of either the Choctaw or Chick-
asaw tribes, found within their limits, shall be considered intruders, and 
remoYed from and kept out of the same by the United States agent, as-
sisted, if necessary, by the military," excepting officers and families, 
peaceful travelers, military, and those making improvements authorized 
by treaty stipulations. By the forty-third article of the joint treaty of 
Washington, made April28, 1866, with the Choctaws and Chickasaws, 
it is declared that "the United States promise and agree that no white 
person, except officers, agents, and employes of the Government, and of 
any internal improvement company. or persons traveling through or 
temporarily sojourning in t}:te said nations, or either of them, shall be 
permitted to go into said Territory, unless formally incorporated and 
nationalized by the prior action of both (Choctaw and Chickasaw) Na-
tions, into one of the said nations of Choctaws and Chickasaws, accord-
ing to their laws, customs, and usages." 
INTRUSION ON CHICKASAW LANDS. 
By our treaty of Hopewell of January 10, 1786, with the Chickasaws, 
it is, as with the Choctaws, provided that no citizen should intrude upou 
their lands ; and by the fourth article of the treaty of---, made in 
the Choctaw country, this obligation is again expressly renewed; and 
by the treaty of Washington of April 26, 1866, it was expressly re-af-
firmed by the forty-fifth article, that "all the rights, privileges, and im-
munities heretofore possessed by said nations or individuals thereof, or 
to which they were entitled under the treaties and legislation heretofore 
made and had in connection with them, shall he, and are hereby, de-
clared to be in full force, so far as they are consistent with the provis-
ions of this treaty." 
The fourteenth article of the joint treaty of"VVashington of June 22, 
1855, between the United States and the Choctaws and Chickasaws, 
provides that "the United States shall protect the Choctaws and Chick- . 
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asaws from domestic strife, from hostile invasion, and from aggression 
by other Indians and white persons not subject to their jurisdiction and 
laws; and for all injuries resulting from such invasion or aggressious 
full imlemnity is hereby guaranteed to the party or parties injured, out 
of the Treasury of the United States, upon the same principle and ae-
cording to the same rules upon which white persons are entitled to in-
demnity for injuries or aggressions upon them committed by Indians." 
Thus the United Sta.tes agrees to be responsible in money for any 
dereliction of its duty under treaty stipulations to protect the Ohocta ws 
and Chickasaws in the quiet posse8sion of their homes, aud by treaty 
with Choctaws and Chickasaws of April 28, 1866, as above quoted, (see 
articles forty-three and forty-five of that joint treaty.) 
INTRUSION ON CREEK LANDS. 
By treaty of New York, made August 7, 1790, with the Muscogee or 
Creek Nation of Indians, it is declared that "If any citizen of the United 
States, or other person, not being an Indian, shall attempt to settle on 
any of the Creek lands, such person shall forfeit the pl'"otection of tbe· 
United States, and the Creeks may punish him or not as they please." 
1.1he treaty further pro,Tided that "no citizen or inhabitant of the· 
United States shall attempt to hunt or destroy the game ou the Creek 
lands." 
The treaty of Colerain of June 29, 1796, re-affirms the treaty of New 
York. 
By the first article of the treaty of 1866 the United States guarantees 
to the Creek Nation the quiet possession of their country. 
~1\nd the twelfth article of the treaty of June 14, 1866, re-affirms and 
re-assumes all obligations of former treaties not inconsistent ""ith this 
one. Tbis is in strict accordance with former treaties, not incousisteut 
-with the last one, and affirmed by it. 
PROTEST OF THE INDIAN DELEGATES TO THE SURVEY OF THEIR LANDS I~ THE IN-
DIA~ TERRITOHY, AS PROPOSED IN THE INDIAN APPROPHIATION BILL. 
To the honorable tke Senate and House of Representatives of the United States : 
The undersigned would most respectfully ask leave to call the attention of your 
honorable bodies to the fact that they have noticed in the Globe of the 2tl insta11t, 
conta-ining the proceedings of Congress of the 1st instant, that an amendment was 
offered to the Indian appropriation bill (H. R. 1192) pending before the Senate, by the 
chairman of the Senate Indian Committee, provit1ing "For the surveys of the exterior 
boundaries of Indian reservations, and subdividiug portions of the same, $300,000." 
This amendment, as explained, is for the purpose of carrying out the recommendations 
of the honorable Secretary of the Interior, embracing "a detailed statement of all 
the surveys of Indian reservations that yet remain to be executed, accompanying re-
port to the Secretary, Feln·11ary 17, 1~72," and proposes to survey and subdivide, with 
other Indian lands, all the lands owned and occupied by the Indian nations or tribes 
in the Indian Territory, without their consent. To such survey and subdivision of 
the lands, reserved to said Indian tribes or nations, we do most respectfully l.mt sol-
emnly and firmly protest, until the said Indians may consent to or request the same, 
for the following reasons: 1st. That such proceedings would be in violation of the 
rights of said nations or tribes, and the public faith of the United States, as pledged. 
by treaty stipulations to said Indians. 
Article 11 of the treaty of 186G~ between the United States and the Choctnws and, 
Chickasaws, provides, "Whereas the land occupied by the Choctaw and Chickasaw 
Nations, and described in the treaty between the United States and said nations, of 
June 22, 1855, is now held by the members of said nations in common, under the pro-
visions of said treaty; and ·whereas it is believed that the holding of said land in 
severalty will promote the general civilization of said nations, and tend to advance 
their permanent welfare, and the best interests of their indiYidual members, it is . 
hereby agreed that, should the Choctaw and Chickasaw people, through their re- · 
H. Rep. 98-22 
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spective legislative councils, agree to the survey and dividing their ]and on the 
system of the United States, the land aforesaid east of the ninety-eighth degree of 
west lo11gitnde sball lJe, iu view of the arrangements hereinafter mentioned, surveyed, 
and laid off in ranges1 townships, sections, and parts of sections." The forty-seventh 
article of said treaty contains substantially the same provisions, with the further 
provision that no such snrvoy of the lands of the Choctaws and Chickasaws can be 
mar1e, \Yithont first obtaining the "assent of the President of the United States," (U. 
S. Stat. at Large, vol. 14.) The Chocta\TS and Chickasaws have never cousented or 
npplied for a survey and subdivision of their lamh;, nor has the President of the United 
States ever givt>n his assent to such survey and subdivision. Also, the twentieth :uti-
cle of the Cherokee treaty of 18G6 (U.S. Stat. at Large, vol. 14) provides as follo\Ys: 
"\Vheuever the Cherokee national council shall request it, the Secretar~- of the Illte-
rior shall cause the country reserved for the Cherokees to be snrveyed and allotted 
among them at the expense of the United States,/' The Cherokee national council 
has never requested the survey and allotment of the lands of the Cherokees; but, on 
the other band, the Cherokees have always protested against such a course. 
2cl. The treaties of 1866, between the United States and the Creeks and Seminoles, 
to which the honorable Secretary of the Interior alludes (U. S. Stat. at Large, vol. 14) 
in his recommendation, make no provil:;ion whatever for the survey and subdivision of 
the lands of the Creeks and Seminoles. On the co11trary, those treaties, among other 
things, provide that Congress and the President of the United States may legislate for 
the 1)rotection of the persons and property of the Indian nations or tribes of the Indian 
Territory, with the express provision, however, that such legislation shall not in any 
manner "interfere with or annul their present tribal organizations, rights, laws, priv-
ileges, and cnstoms." Also, the seventh article of the Choctaw and Chickasaw treaty 
of 186G has the same provision, (U.S. Statutes at Large, vol. 14.) These treaty pro-
visions are clearly for the protection of the Indians. Under them all the Indians in 
the Indian Tt>rritory may hold or not, as they choose, their lands in common or in 
severalty. Under their laws anrl customs, as they now stand, they all hold their lands 
in common; and by the terms of the treaties referred to, Congress· has no right to annul 
or change these laws and cnstoms withont the consent of the In(lians themsel \'es. 
Furthermore, we respectfnlly submit that the idea of sacrificing the pnuli c faith of 
the United States with its helpless wards, (tlw Indians,) who stand to that Govern-
ment ns a little orphan child to its legrLlly and morally lJonnd guardian, wonld reflect 
hut littJe credit upon the good nHme and power of the Government, or upon the present 
era of civilization and Christianity, especially as sucL a sacrifice can fitu1 no warrant 
in justice or 11ecessity. The present communal system of the Indians in the Indian 
Territory, with regard tu their lauds, works harmoniously, and is well nnder:stood by 
the Indians, aml is J?ecnliarly suited to their condition and genius. Under it, the In-
dians have 110 paupers or vagrants, a11cl every one can have a horne, and the system is 
so well organized and protected by treaties and the lnws of Congress, as well as the 
local laws of tho Indians, as to prevent any individual Indians from depriYing the 
others of a horne by fraud or corruption. This communal system, as compared to the 
system of holding lands iu severalty among the Indians, has, thus far, in the experi-
ence of the United States, proved a decided success. For instance, while th~ Indians 
in the Indian Territory, holding their lands in common, have steadily increased in 
numbers and advanced in civilization, the Indians outside of said Territory, who have 
.lwd their lauds allotted in severalty, have rapidly deteriorated and passed out of ex-
istence, so that what is left of them, such as the Delawares, Shawnees, Munsees, and 
many other tribes, have become homeless, and have sought refuge in the Indian Ter-
ritory, while others in the same condition have been provided for in said Territory, by 
rthe treaties of the United States with the Cherokees, Creeks, Seminoles, Choctaws, ancl 
Chiclmsaws, in 1866, (U.S. Stat. at Large, vol. 14.) These treaties provide for whnt is 
commonly known as the" Indian policy," which has been so much improved and faith-
fully observe<l by Presi<leut Grant, and whiuh was inangnratcd by Congress, by the 
" Indian intercourse act" of Hl02, and the ''Indian bilJI' of 1830, and has been fostered 
by every administration of the Government since. That policy has for its ohject the 
·concentration of the Indians in the Inrlian Territ,ory, as an "Ok-la-ho-ma," or "home 
for the red mau/' in order to civilize him and fit him for tt higher and better sphere of 
.action. Its success is amply attested by the annnal message of the .Pre:>ident of the 
United States; by the reports of the Secretary of the Interior and the Commissioner 
of Indian Affairs; and by the reports of the PreRideut's "Indian peace commissioners." 
.A survey and subdivision of the lands of the Indians in the Indian Territory at present 
would break up this policy of the Government, by precluding the settlement of any 
•more Indians in that country, and would leave outside of that Territory, and within the 
~tates and Territories of the United States, according to the report of the Secretary of 
the Interior to the President of October 31, 1871, about 188,895 Indians unprovided for, 
and who, the Secretary in said report recommends, should be removed from their pres-
ent locations, and settled in that Territory. In relation to this Indian policy of con-
centrating the Indians, by the Government, in the Indian Territory, the Hon. Secre-
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tary says, in his report, "This gathering together of all the out-lying tribes into a com-
paratively small Territory is the problem now before us. The proper solution of it 
must, in a great measure, decide the fate of that race." * * * "\Vith ju-
dicious management, and a careful observance of treaty stipulations, I doubt not that 
tho plan of gathering all the tribes into a smaller area. can be successfully accomplished." 
'Ve therefore repeat that a survey and subdivision of the lanrls of the Indians in the 
Indian Territory, before the requisite complement of other Indtans now outside of that 
conntr,v can be settled in it, would be prematnre, :mel viobtive of the present "Inuian 
policy," and all the acts of Congress on the subject, as well as the treaties between the 
United States and the Indians, and would also encourage the hordes of land-speculators 
and squatters who infest the western borders to lay violent hands on the lands of the 
Indians and crush them out of the Indian Territory, and thus destroy the last hope of 
the Indians in North America. Moreover, the proposed survey will confessedly involve 
a11 unnecessary expense on the United States of seven or eight hundred thousand dollars. 
'Ve trust that Congress will make no provisions for the proposed survey and subdivi ion 
of the said Indian lands, until the Indians themselves shall have asked for such action. 
We h~1ve the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servants, 
WILL. P. ROSS, 
WASHI~GTON, D, c., Ap1'il4, 1872. 
WM. P. ADAIR, 
C. N. VANN, 
Chemkee Delegation. 
PLEASANT PORTER, 
D. N. MciNTOSH, 
JXO. R. MOORE, 
SA~1'L CHECOTE, Principal Chief, 
Creek Delegation.,. 
BRIEF HISTORY OF TRIBES AND THEIR CONDITION. 
The committee had determined to furnish to the House a brief state-
ment of the locality, number, wealth, and condition, as to civilization, 
of t!Je several tribes of Indians and the consolidated tribes, and their 
present relations to the Government and people, and bad commenced 
preparing and securing the information for such a showing, but are re-
lieved from that labor by the most excellent report of the Commissioner 
of Iudian Affairs, from which the committee quotes in full the statement 
referred to. 
A FEW GENERALIZATIONS. 
The Indians within the limits of the United States, exclusive of those in Alaska, 
number, approximately, 3007000. 
(a) 1'hey may be divided according to their geographical location, or range, into five 
grand divisions, as follows: In Minnesota and States east of the Mississippi River, 
aiJont 32,500; in Nebraska, Kansas, and the Indian Territory, 70,650; in the Territories 
of Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, aml Idaho, 65,000; in Nevada and the Territories of 
Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and Arizona, 84,000; and on the Pacific slope, 48,000. 
(b) Iu 1·espect to the three lines of railroads-built or projected-between the States 
and the Pacific Ocean, viz, the northern, central, antl southern routes,,. they may be 
divided, excluding those residing east of Minnesota and of the Missouri River, south 
of Dakota, as follows: Between the proposed northern route and the British posses-
ions, alwut 36,000; between the northern and central routes, 92,000; between the cen-
tral and the proposed southern routes, 61,000; and between the southern route and 
Mexico, 85,000, making a total of 27 4,000. 
(c) As regards their means of support and methods of subsistence they may be 
divided as follows: Those who support themselves upon their own reservations, re-
• The northern route consists of the proposed Northern Pacific Railroad, commencing at Dn Luth, 
MimtPsota, and terminating at a fixed point on Puget Sound, Washington Territory. The central route 
is compose(! of the Union Pacific Railroad, running from Omaha, Nebraska, to Ogden, Utah Territory, 
and the Central Pacific, from Ogden, Utah Territory, to San l<'rancisco, California. Tile southern route 
is composed of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad, starting at Springfield, Missouri ; thence to a point 
on Canadian River, in the Indian Territory; thence to the head-waters of tile Colorado Chiqnito; thence 
along the thirty-fifth parallel of latitude, as near as may be found practicable, to the Colorado River, at 
snch point as may be selected; thence by the most practicable route to t.he Pacific; anti of the South-
ern Pacific Railroad, which is authorized to connect with the Atlantic and Pacific at or near the south· 
eastern boundary of California. 
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ceiving nothing from the Government, except interest on their own moneys, or annui-
ties granted them in consideration of the cession of their lands to the United States, 
numbPr about 130,000; those who are entirely subsisted by the Government, about 
31,000; those in part subsisted, 84,000-together about 115,000; those who subsist by 
hunting and fishing, upon roots, nuts, berries, &c., or by begging and stealing, about 
55,000. 
(d) They may be divided again, with respect to their connection with the Govern-
ment, as follows: There are about 150,000 who may be said to remain constantly upon 
their reservations, and are under the complete control of agents appointed by the 
Government; 95,000 who at times visit their agencies either for food or for gossip, or 
for both, but are generally roaming either on or off their reservations, engaged in 
hunting or fishing; and 55,000 who never visit an agency, and over whom the Go\' ei'n-
ment as yet exercises practically no control, but most of whom are inoffensive, and 
commit no acts of hostility against the Government. 
(e) Again, it may be said t.hat of the 300,000 Indians of the country about 180,000 
haYe treaties with the Government; 40,000 have no treaties with the United States, 
but have reservations set apart by Executive order or otherwise for their occupancy, 
and are in charge of agents appointed by the Government; 25,000 have no reservations, 
but are more or less under the control of agents appointed for them, and receive n10re 
or less assistance from the Government, the remainder consisting of the same 55,000 
already twice described, over whom the Government exercises, practically, no control, 
and for whom there are no treaty or other provisions. 
(f) As to civilization, they may, though wilih no great degree of assurance, be di-
vided, according to a standard taken with reasonable reference to what might fai1·l.v be 
expected of a race with such antecedents and traditions, as follows: Civilized, 97,000; 
semi-civilized, 125,000; wholly barbarous, 78,000. 
MINNESOTA, AND EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVE,R. 
New Ym·k.-The Indians of New York, remnants of the once powerful "Six Nations," 
number five thousand and seventy. They occupy six reservations in the St.ate, con-
taining in the aggregate 68,668 aeres. Two of these reservations, viz, the Allegany 
and Cattaraugus, belonged originally to the colony of Massachusetts, but by sale and 
assignment passed into the hands of a company, the Indians holding a perpetual right 
of occupancy, and the company referred to, or the individual members thereof, owuing 
the ultimate fee. The same state of facts formerly existed in regard to the Tonawanda 
r eserve, but the Indians who occupy it have purchased the ultimate fee of a portion of 
the reserve, which is now held in trust for them by the Secretary of the Interior. The 
State of New York exercises sovereignty over these reservations. The reservations 
occupied by the Oneidas, Onondagas, and Tuscaroras, have been provided for by treaty 
stipulations between the Indians and the State of New York. All six reserves are held 
and occupied by the Indians in common. While the Indian tribes of the continent, 
with few exceptions, have been steadily decreasing in numbers, those of New York 
have of late more than held their own, as is shown by an increase of one hundred in 
t,he present reports over the reported number in 1871; and. of thirteen hundred over 
the number embraced in the United States census of Hl60. On the New York r eserva-
tions are twenty-eight schools; t.he attendance during some portions of the past year 
excePding eleven hundred, the daily average attendance being six hundred and eight. 
Of the teachers employed, fifteen are Indians, as fully competent for this position as 
their white associates. An indication of what is to be accomplished in the future, in 
a n educational point of view, is found in the successful effort made in August last to 
establish a teachers' institute on the Cattaraugus reservation for the education of 
t eachers specially for Indian schools. Thirty-eight applicants attended, and twenty-. 
si:s:: are now under training. The statistics of individual wealth and of the aggregate 
1wodnct of agricultural and other industry are, in general, favorable; and a considera-
ble increase in these regards is observed from year to year. Twenty thousand acres 
are under cultivation; the cereal crops are good, while noticeable success has been 
achie\ed in the raising of fruit. An instance is furnished, from the Tuscarora reserva-
tion, of one Indian who realized a profit of over $2,000 on the sale of peaches alone 
during the past year. Favomble reports are given of the annual fairs held upon one 
or more of the reservations, at which the displays of fruits, home manufactures, &c., 
w ere quite creditable. A subject of importance to many of the Indians in New Yot·k 
is the proposed allotment of the lands of Catt::J,raugus and Allegany reservations. The 
Society of Friends, at Philadelphia, have prepare<;l. a memorial upon the subject, and 
will, it is understood, present the same with a proposed bill to Congress at its next ses-
sion. The United States agent, Daniel Sherman, esq., in expressicg his views upon 
this matter, as set forth in the proposed bill, a copy of which was furnished, remarks 
that the Tuscaroras have already as good if not a better plan as to the division of their 
lauds. Upon that reservation, he says: 
• 
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"The improved lands are practically allotted to the indivirlual adult Indians, in fee, 
who can buy and sell only as between themselves; two-thirds of their reservation is 
under actual cultivation, and the balance, being timbered land, is owned by the Indi-
ans in common. The chiefs have appointed a committee to protect the timber, to see 
tha,t no waste is committed, and that none is used by the Indians, except for fuel and 
building purposes." 
These Indians have, by treaty made with them in 1794, a permanent annuity 
in clothing and other useful articles to the amount of $4,500. The Senecas, on the 
Tonawanda, Cattaraugus, and Allegany reservations have a permanent annuity in 
money of $6,000, by a,ct of February 19, 1831, and interest in lieu of investment, &c., 
by act of June 27, 1846, amounting annually to $5,902.50, in all $11,902.50, which is 
paid to them per capita. The Tonawanda band of Sen~cas, residing on the Tonawanda 
reservation, also have United States bonds held in trust for them to the amonnt of 
'86,950, the interest thereon, amounting to $5,217, being paid annually to tha,t baud. 
MICHIGAN. 
The bands or tribes residing in Michigan are the Chippewas of Saginaw, Swan Creek, 
all(l Black River; the Ottawas and Chippewas; the Po~tawatomies of Huron, and the 
VAuse band of Chippewas. · 
The Chippewas of Saginaw, Swan Creek, and Black River, num"bering sixteen hun-
dred and thirty, and the Ottawas and Chippewas, six thousand and thirty-nine, are 
indigenous to the country. They are well advanced in civilization; have, with few 
exceptions, been alloted lands under treaty provisions, for which they have received 
patents; and are now entitled to all the privileges and benefits of citizens of the 
United States. Those to whom no allotments have been made can secure home-
s teads under the provisions of the act of June 10, 1872. All treaty stipulations with 
these Indians have expired. They now have no money or other annuities paid to them 
by the United States Government. The three tribes first named have in all four schools, 
wit,h one hundred and fifteen scholars, and the last, two schools, with one hundred and 
fiftv-two scho:iars. 
The Pottawatomies of Huron number about fifty. They have by treaty of 1807 a 
small money annuity, $400, paid to them annually, and rank in respect to civilization 
with the other Indians of the State. 
The L'Anse band of Chippewas, numbering eleven hundred and ninety-five, belong 
with the other bands of the Chippewas of Lake Superior. They occupy a reserv ation 
of about 48,300 acres, situated on Lake Superior, in the extreme northern part of the 
State. But few of them are eugaged in agriculture, most of them depending for their 
sn bsistenee on hunting and fishing. They have two schools, with au attendance of 
fifty-six scholars. 
The progress of the Indians of Michigan in civilization and industry has been greatly 
hindered in the past by a feeling of uncertaint~- in regard to their permanent possession 
aud enjoyment of their ltomes. Aiuce the allotment of land, and the distribution of 
e it her patents or homestead certificates to these Indians, (the L'Anse or Lake Superior 
Chippewas, a people of hunting and .fishing habits, excepted,) a marked improvement 
bas been manifested on their part in regard to breaking land and buildiug houses. 
The aggregate quantity of land cultivated by the several tribes is 11,620 acres, com, 
oats, and wheat being the chief products. The dwellings occupied consist of two bnn-
dred and forty-four frame and eight hundred and thirty-five log-houses, The aggre-
ga.te population of the several tribes named (including the confederated ''Chippewas, 
Ottawas, and Potta.watomies," about two hundred and fifty souls, with whom the 
Government made a final settlement, in 1866, of its treaty obligations) is, by the report 
of their a.gent for the current year, nine thousand one hundred and seventeen, an 
increase over the mtmber reported for 1871 of four hundred and two, due, however, 
perhaps as much to the return of absent Indians as to the excess of births over deaths. 
In educational matters these Indians have, of late, most nniortuuatelv, fallen short of 
the results of former years; for the reason mainly that, their treaties expiring, the 
provisions previously existing for educational uses failed. It may, perhaps, also be 
jnstly said that missionary efforts in respect to these Indians have during the same 
period relaxed. The following comparison will show the loss occasioned by the joint 
t'e!mlt of these two causes. For the year 1872, rep01·t is made of but eight schools, 
with three hundred and twenty-three scholars; while, for the year 1862, there were as 
many as thirty schools in operation, with one thousand and si:x.ty-eight scholars. 
WISCONSIN. 
The bands or tribes in Wisconsin are the Chippewas of Lake Superior; the Menom-
onees; the Stockbridges and Munsees; the Oneidas, and certain stray bands (so cn.lled) 
of Winuebagoes, Potta..watomies, and Chippewas. 
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The Chippewas of Lake Superior, under which head are i~cluded the following bauds 
Fond dn Lac, Boise Forte, Grand Portage, Red Cliff, Bad River, Lac de Flambeau, and 
Lac Court D'Oreille, number about five thousand one hundred and fifty. They conr;ti-
tnte a part of the Ojibway~<J, (anglicized in the tenu Chippewas,) formerly one of the 
most powerful and warlike nations in the Northwest, embracing many ba.nds, and rang-
ing over an immense territory extending along the shores of Lakes Huron, Michigan, 
and Superior, to the steppes of the Upper Mississippi. Of this great nation large num-
bers are still found in Minner;ota, many in Michigan, and a fragment in Kansas. 
The bands above mentioned by name are at present located on several swall reser-
vations set apart for them by tre::tties of September 30, 1854, and April 7, 1866, in Wis-
consin and Minnesota, comprising in all about 695,290 acres. By act of Congress of 
May 29, 1872, provision was made for the sale, with the consent of the Indians, of three 
of these reservations, viz, the Lac de Flambeau and Lac Court D'Oreille, in Wisconsin, 
and the Fond du Lac, in Minnesota, and for the removal of the Indians located thereon 
to the Bad River reservation, where there is plenty of good arable land, and where 
they can be properly cared for and instructed in agriculture and mechanics. The 
reasons which influenced the Department in recommenuing the above legislation were, 
first, that on their present reservation these bands are completely surrounued and in-
terpenetrated by evil influences, from which, at the Bad River reservation, they would 
be measurably exempt; secorrd, that in their present location they have no suf-ficient 
funds to allow them to make beneficial improvements on any considerable scale, while 
by the sale of their land they wonld realize a capital sum sufficient to handsomely es-
tablish them on the Bad River, and provide them with stock and tools. Under the 
provisions of the treaties of September 30, 1854, and April 7, 1866, these Indians (ex-
cepting the Boise Forte band) have a limited annuity, (two installments still due,) in 
coin, of $5,000; in goods, &c., $8,000; agricultural implements, &c., $3,000; educa-
tional purposes, $3,000; and an annual appropriation for the support of eight smiths 
and shops, and two farmers, of $9,220. The L'Anse band, in Michigan, pal'ticipate in 
these annuities. The Boise l!'orte band, under treaty of April 7, 1866, receive limited 
annuities, (thirteen installments still due,) as follows: In money, $3,500; in goods aud 
other articles, $6,500; provisions, ammunition, and tobacco, $1,000; for support of 
blacksmith and assistant, $1,500 ; for support of teacher, purchase of books and sta-
tionery, $800 ; and for instruction of Indians in farming, purchase of seeds, tools, &c., 
$800. 
The greater part of these Indians at present lead a somewhat roving life, :finding their 
subsistence chiefly in game hunted by them, in the rice gathered in its wild state, and 
in the fish aft't:n·ded by waters conveniently near. Comparatively little is done in the 
way of cultivating the soil. Certain bands have of late been greatly demoralized by 
contact with persons employed in the construction of the Northern Pacific Railroad, 
the line of which runs near one (the Fond dn Lac) of their reservations. Portions of 
this people, however, especially those situated at the Bad River reservation, have be-
gun to evince an earnest desire for self-improvmnent. Their agent says of them that 
"no people ever responded more readily to efforts on their behalf than the Chippewas 
of Lake Superior to the noble Christian policy of the Government.'' Many live in 
houses of rude construction, and raise small crops of grain and vegetables; others 
labor among the whites, and a number find employment in cutting rails, fence-posts , 
and saw-logs for the Government. In regard to the efforts made to instruct the chil-
dren in letters, it may be said that, without being altogether fruitless, the l'esnlt.s have 
been thus far meager and somewhat discouraging. The majority of the parents pro-
fess to wish to have their children educated, aud ask for schools, but, when the meaus 
are provided and the work undertaken, the difficulties in the way of success to any 
considerable extent appear in the undisciplined character of the scholars, which has 
to be overcome by the teacher without parental co-operation, and in the great irregu-
larity of attendance at school, especially on the part of those who are obliged to ac-
company their parents to the rice-fields, the sugar-camps, or the fishing-grounds. A 
few yea1·s ago the American Mission Board established a mission and boarding-scboo] 
among the" Bad River'~ bands,, which gave promise of future good; quite a number 
of the Indians became converted to the Christian religion; but the Board, in conse-
quen ce of the unfriendly attitude of the Government agent, withdrew from the field, 
the Christian band of Indians became scattered, and the children of the school return eel 
to their homes. Since then the property of the mission has passed into the possession 
of the Presbyterian Board of Missions and the school bas been, under a contract with 
the Department of the Interior, re-established, with more encouraging prospects. 
Th e Menornonees number thirteen hundred and sixty-two, and are located on a reser-
V"ation of 230,400 acres in the northeastern part of Wisconsin. They formely owned 
most of the eastern po:r;tion of the Stn,te, and, by treaty entered into with the Govern-
ment on the 18Lh October, 1848, cedecl the same for a home in Minnesota upon lands 
that had been obtained by the United St.ates from the Chippewas; but, becoming dis-
sat.isfied with the arrangement, as not having accorded them what they claimed to b:o 
I'ightfully due, subsequently protested, aud manifeated great unwillingneSB. to remov~ ... 
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In view of this condition of affairs, they were, by the President, permitted fo remain· 
in Wisconsin, and temporarily located upon the lands they now occupy, whieh ·were 
secured to them by a subsequent treaty made with the tribe on the 12th May, lt-<54. 
This reservation is well watered by lakes and streams, the latter affording excellent 
power and facilities for moving logs and lumber to market; the most of their conn try 
abounding with valuable pine timber. A considerable portion of the Menomonees 
have ma<le real and substantial advancement in civilization; numbers of them are 
engaged in agriculture; others find remunerative employment in the lumbering camp 
established upon their reserYation, under the management of the Government agent, 
while a few still return, at times, to their old pursuits of bunting and fishing. 
Under the plan adopted by the Department in 1871, in regard to cutting awl. selling 
the pine timber belongjng to these Indians, 2,000,000 feet have been cut and driven, 
realizing $23,731; of which individual Indians received for their labor over $3,000, tl1e 
treasury of the tribe deriving a net profit of $5 per thousand feet. The agent estimates 
that for labor done by the Indians upon the reservation, at lumbering, and for 'York 
outside on railroads, during the past year, about $20,000 bas been earned and received, 
•exclusive of the labor rendered in building houses, raising crops, making sugar, gath-
ering rice, and hunting for peltries. The work of education upon the reservations has 
been of late quite nnsatisf~tctory, but one small school being now in operation, with 
seventy scholars, the average attendance being fifty. It is, however, in contemplation 
to open one additional large school at an early date. 
By act of Congress of Pebruary 13, 1871, provision was made for the sale of a portion 
of the Menomonee reservation; but as the consent of the Indians bas not been obtained, 
no portion of their lands bas been disposed of. They are now receiving a limited annu-
ity (eight installments still due) of $16,179.06, under treaty of May 12, 18:14, and also 
the interest on $154,438.89 United States and State bonds, held in trust for them by the 
Secretary of the Interior, amounting annually to $8,381.94. 
The Stockb1·idges and MunseP.s, nmnbering two bnndred and fifty, occupy a reRervation 
of 60,800 acres adjoining the Menomonees. The Stockbridges came originally from 
Massachusetts and New York. After several removals they, with the Munsees, flllally 
located on their present reservation. Under the provisions of the act of Febrnary 6, 
1871, steps are now being taken to dispose of all of their reservation, with the exception 
of eighteen sections best adapted for agricultural purposes, which are reserved for the1r 
future use. They have 110 treaty stipulations with the United States at the present 
time, nor do they receiv6 any annuities of any kind from the Government. They haYe, 
however, $6,000 invested in United States bonds, held in trust for them by the Secre-
tary of the Interior, the interest on which ($360) is used for educational purposes for 
the benefit of their childt·en. These tribes-indeed, it ma.y be said this tribe, (the 
Stockbridges,) for of the Munsees there probably remain not more than half a dozen 
souls-were formerly an intelligent, prosperous people, uot a whit behind the moi'lt 
advanced of the race, possessed of good farms, well instructed, and industrious. Un-
fortunately for them, though much to the advantage of the Government, which acqnired 
thereby a valuable tract of country for white settlement, they removed, in 1857, to their 
present place of abode. The change has proved highly detrimental to their interests 
and prospects. Their new reservation, the greater part poor in soil and seriously af-
fected by wet seasons and frequent frosts, bas never yielded them more than a meager 
subsistence. Many have for this reason left the tribe, and have been for years en-
deavoring to obtain a livelihood among the whites, maintaining but little interconrse 
with those remaining on the reservation, yet still holding their rights in the tribal 
property. The result bas been bickerings and faction quarrels, prejudicial to the 
peace and advancement of the community. More than one-half of the present mem-
bership of the tribe, from both the "citizen" and the "Indian" parties, into which it 
bas been long divided, are reported by the agent as having decided to avail themselYes 
of the enrollment provisions in the act of Congress of February, 1871, herein before re-
ferred to, by which they will finally receive their share of the tribal property an<1 be-
come citizens of the United States. Those who desire to retain their tribal relation 
under the protection of the United States may, under the act adverted to, if they so 
elect by their council, procure a new location for their fnt.ure home. This act may 
fairly be looked to as securing, with proper administration, a substantial improvement 
in the condition of these Indians. The school interests and religious care of this peo~ 
ple are under the superintendence of Mr. Jeremiah Slingerland, a Stockbridge of mnch 
repute for his intelligence and his success in the cause of the moral and educational 
improvement of his people. Mr. Slingerland has for many years had charge of the 
schools of the tribe, numbering on the roll forty-six scholars, with an avenLge attend-
ance of thirty. 
1'he Oneidas, numbering twelve hundred and fifty-nine, have a reservation of 60,t:l00 
acres near Green Bay. They constitute the greater portion of the tribe of that r:ame, 
(derived from Lake Oneida, where the tribe then resided,) formerly one of the " Six 
Nations." Two hundred and fifty of the Oneidas yet rem~dn jn New York on there-
Bervations already described. Those who are found in .Michigan are progress~ng_ in. t-he-
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arts of civilized life, many of them being intelligent, indnstrions, and ripe for citjzen-
ship. Thl3 progress of those best disposed and most advanced is, however, retarded by 
the fact of the tribal lands being held in common, by which the incentive to individual 
exertion is greatly impaired, and habits of industry and fmgality discouraged. There 
are also some members who fail to keep pace with the progress of the tribe, in part, 
probably, from the same cause which hinders the improvement of those better disposed, 
but principally from that fatal curse of the Indian, the passion for intoxicating liquor, 
which is especially developed among those members of the tribe who are engaged in 
lumbering. 
It is now believed that a large majority of the tribe favor the division of their lands 
and the allotment of parcels to families and individuals, a measure deemed to be of 
the first importance to the future welfare of this people, aud which, it is suggested, should 
be the subject oflegislative actwn, with a view to its consummation at the earliest prac-
ticable date. There are two schools for this tribe, having on the rolls two hundred a,nd 
seventeen scholars, the average attendance being ninety. With additional accommoda-
tions a much larger number could be brought under instruction. The Episcopal and 
Methodist denominations have long sustained mission stations upon the reservation 
with some success. They have comfortable houses for public worsllip, and the attend-
ance npon the regular r£lligious services of the Sabbath is good. 
The Oneiclas of Wisconsin participate in the permanent annuity in clothing, amount-
ing to $4,500, per treaty of 1794, made with the" Six Nations" of New York, $1,000 of 
which sum is being used for their benefit. They have no other treaty relations at 
present with the Government, nor are there any other funds expended for their benefit, 
with the exception of a· small amount for pay of teachers and support of schools. 
The stray bands of Winnebagoes, Chippewas, and Pottawatomies number about six-
teen hundred. They are scattered in small parties over the central aud northern por-
tions of the State, and are those members of the tribes named who did not remove 
when their respective tribes went west of the Mississippi. They receive no assis tance 
from the Government, and subsist by cultivating small patches of corn and vegeta-
bles, by hunting, fishing, and gathering berries, and by working for the whites at cer-
tain seasons of the year; a number own a few acres; others rent small patches from 
the whites. They are accused of causing considerable annoyance to the farmers in 
some loca.lities, and, on account of comp}ajnts having been made in this respect , Con-
gress has appropriated funds to remove them to the tribes to which tbey respectively 
belong·, or to some place in the Indian Territory south of Kansas. For various reasons 
their removal has not yet been undertaken. Indeed, while this may be found practi-
cable, I doubt whether it can be thoroughly accomplished without additional and 
severe legislation on the part of Congress, as the Indians are attached to the country, 
and express great repugnance to their contemplated removal from it. On this account, 
and for the reason that they cannot be supposed to feel much interest in those from 
whom they have been so long separated, and by whom they might not be heartily 
welcomed, it is probable that those who shonM be removed against their will would 
return to their old haunts, and do thr. same as often as they should be removed there-
from. Such has been the case heretofore, not only with these, but with other Indians. 
MINNESOTA. 
'The Indians residing within the limits of Minnesota, as in the. 7case of those of the 
same name living in Wisconsin, heretofore noticed, constitute a portion of the Ojib-
way or Chippewa Nation, and comprise the following bands: Mississippi, Pillager, 
Winuebagoshish, Pembina, Red Lake, Boise Forte, Fond du Lac, and Grand Portage. 
The last three bands, being attached to the agency for the Chippewas of Lake Supe-
rior, have been treated of in connection with the Indians of Wisconsin. The five first. 
named bands number in the aggregate about six thousand four hundred and fifty-five 
souls, and occupy, or rather it is intended they shall ultimately occupy, ample reserva-
tions in the central and northem portion of the State, known as the White Earth, 
Leech Lake, and Red Lake reservations, containing altogether about 4,672,000 acres, a 
portion of which is very valuable for its pine timber. 
The condition of these Indians, except those upon the White Earth reservation, bas 
been but little changed during the past year from that of several years preceding. 
Greaju cliffic!llty is still experienced in inducing the Indians to remain permanently 
upon their reservations; a roving life is still preferred by many, their old haunts pre-
senting more attractions for them than new homes, with the unavoidable necessity 
of labOl' for subsistence. Yet, no inconsiderable number are already evidencing by 
their e.fiorts, as well as by their professions, a new spirit of industry and entm·prise. 
The past year bas been one of trouble and unusual excitement on the part of both whites 
and Indians, on account of the ill-behavior of the Pillager baud, and apprehensions of 
a serious outbreak were for a time entertained. Nine mnrders of citizens are reported 
to ha.v.e ,been committed by individual Chippewas1 mainly if not wholly of this hand, 
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and threats were made on the part of some of the Pillagers, which, if carried out, 
wonld have involved nearly all of the Indians of this section in hostilities. Happily, 
by the prompt arrival of United States troops upon the White Earth reservatiou, and 
more especially by the strong disapprobation of the conduct of the Pillagers expressed 
in council by the general body of Leech Lake Indians, and their evident purpose to 
unite with the Government in putting down any and all enemies of the peace, the cri-
sis was passed, and comparative quiet has again been restored. In view of the atro-
cities committed by the Pillagers, and of the alarm occasioned thereby among the cit-
izens of Minnesota, Governor Austin issued a proclamation requiring all Indians to 
remain upon their reservations under penalty of arrest, to be effected by the militia 
of the State, should it be found necessary. In the present condition of things, how-
ever, a compliance by all with this requirement is simply impossible, and there is dan-
ger that, without the exercise of great prudence and forbearance on the part of the 
State authorities, further and greater difficulties may arise. The "Otter Tail'' Pilla-
gers, to whom the difficulties referred to are principally due, have the right to a home 
on the White Earth reservation; they removed to it in 1871, but as they were not pro-
vided with the means of opening farms, nor with subsistence during the time necessary 
to raise a crop, they returned to their former haunts. They are now warned off from 
their grounds at Otter Tail by the State authorities. The larger portion of the Pillag-
ers, ogether with the Winnebagoshish band, about :fifteen hundred in number, live 
around L eech Lake; their gen~ral reputation for turbulence and worthlessness of char-
acter is well known and of long standing ; still, there are those who seem willing and 
ready to work if assisted by the Government. 
Agent Smith, in charge, says that their country is barren, with only here and there 
patches susceptible of tillage-accessible only by canoe or steamboat. In this connec-
tion, and adver-ting to the murders committed by the Pilla.gers, it is but just to notice 
that all lawlessness in Minnesota, in the region of the Indian reservations, is not cou-
fin ed to Indians. The murder of two Indians of the Otter Tail Pillagers for the offense 
of camping on a white man's ground is reported, while two others, who had been ar-
rested at White Earth on suspicion of complicity in a murder, and lodged in jail for 
trial, were taken therefrom by a mob and hung. Such conduct can but have a per-
nicious effect upon the Indian mind, and tend to arouse a spirit of revenge and retali-
ation. 
Mississippi bands.-These Indians reside in different localities. Most of them are on 
their reservation at White Earth; others are at Mille Lac, Gull Lake, and some at 
'White Oak Point reservations. Upon the :first-named reservation operations have been 
quite extensive in the erection of school-buildings, dwelling-houses, shops, and mills, 
and in breaking ground. At one time during the past summer there was a prospect of 
an abundant yield from 300 acres sown in cereals, but,, unfortunately, the grasshoppers 
swept away the entire crop, and a second crop of buckwheat and turnips proved a 
failure. The Indians on this reservation are well-behaved and inclined to be industri-
ous. Many of them are engaged in tilling the soil, while others are learning the me-
chanical arts; and they may, as a body, be said to be making considerable progress in 
the pursuits of civilized life. About one-half of tbe Indians at Gull Lake have been 
removed to White Earth; the remainder are opposed to removal, and will, in their 
present feeling, rather forfeit their annuities than change their location. The Mille 
Lac Chippewas, who continue to occupy the lands ceded by them in 1863, with reserva-
tion of the right to liYe thereon during good behavior, are indisposed to leave their old 
home for the new one-designed for them on the White Earth reservation. Only about 
twenty-five have thus far been induced to remove. Their present reservation is rich 
in pine lands, the envy of lum her-dealers, and there is a strong pressure on all sides 
for their early removal. They should have help from the Government, whether they 
remain or remove, and this could be afforded to a sufficient extent by the sale for their 
llenefit of the timber upon the lands now occupied by them. Probably the Govern-
ment conld provide for them in no better way. 
The White Oak Point Chippewas were formerly known as Sandy Lake Indians. They 
were removed in 1867 from Sandy Lake and Rabbit Lake to White Oak Point, on 'the 
Mississippi, near the eastern part of the Leech Lake reservation. This location is un-
favorable to their moral improvement and material progress, from its proximity to the 
lumber-camps of the whites. Thus far the effort made to better their condition by 
placing them on farming land has proved a failure. The ground broken for them has 
gone back into grass, and their log-houses are in ruin, the former occupants betaking 
themselves to their wonted haunts. It would be well if these Indians could be induced 
to remove to the White Earth reservation. 
At Red Lake, the Indians have had a prosperous year; good crops of corn and 
potatoes have been raised, and a number of houses built. This band would be in much 
better circumstances were they possessed of a greater quantity of arable lands. That 
to which they are at present limited allows but five acres, suitable for that use, to each 
famil,v. It is proposed to sen their timber, and, with the proceeds, clear lands, pur-
chase stock, and establish a manual-labor school. 
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The Pembina bands reside in Dakota Territory, but are here noticed in connection 
with the Minnesota Indians, because of their being attached to the same agency; they 
have no reservation, having ceded their lands by treaty made in 11:l63, but claim title 
to Turtle Mountain, in Dakota, on which some of them resided at the time of 
the treaty, and which lies west of the line of the eession then made. They 
number, the full-bloods about three hundred and fifty, and the half-breeds about one 
hundred. They lead a somewhat nomadic life, depending upon the chase for a preca-
rious subsistence, iu connection with an annuity i"rom the Government of the United 
States. Their agent recommends that "the Government eit.her recognize t.heir right 
to Turtle Mountain, and furnish them means to cha-nge their mode of life, or else obtai a 
a home for them on the "\Vhite Earth reservation, and order them to remove there." 
The Chippewas of Minnesota have bad but few edncati~mal advantages, but with the 
facilities now being afforded, and with the earnest endeavors that are now being pnt 
forth by their agent and the teachers employed, especially at White Earth, it is ex-
pected their interests in this regard will be greatly promoted. At White Earth, school 
operations have been quite successful, so much so that it will require additional accom-
modations to meet the demands of the Indians for the education of their childi·en. 
The only other school in operation is that at Red Lake, under the auspices of the 
American Indian Mission Association. The school form~rly maintained at Leech Lake 
is closed, the teacher having resigned and no successor having been obtained. 
The Mississippi bands have limited annuities, &c., under treaties of 1842, 1854, 1855, 
1864, and 1867, as follows: In money, $24,166.66; in goods, provisions, to!Jacco, 
medicines, &c., $4,467.97; for their advancement in agriculture, &c., $6,000; for sala-
ries of carpenters, farmers, physicians, &c., $2,600; for support of schools, $4,6fiG.6'7; 
and in common with the Pillager and Lake Winnebagosbish bands, under treaty of May 
7, 1864, as follows: In work-oxen, agricultural implements, &c., $1,500; for employ-
ment of carpenters, blacksmiths, laborers, phJ·sicians, and female teachers, $7,700. 
The Pillager and Lake Winnebagoshish bands have limited annuities, &c., in a(lditi<m 
to those iu common with the Mississippi bands, under the treaty of February 2.2, 185f>, 
as follows: In money, $10,666.66; goods, $E:l,OOO,; for purposes of utility, $4,000; and 
for education, $:~,000. The Red Lake and Pembina bands have limited aunuities, &c., 
under the treaty made with them October 2, 1863, and supplementary treaty of April 
12, 1864, as follows: Reel Lake band, in money, $10,000, and in goods, $8,000; Pembina 
band, iu money, $5,000, and in goods, $4,000. Together, they have for pay of physician, 
blacksmith, miller, and farmer, $3,900, and for purchase of iron and steel, and for 
carpentering and other purposes, $2,500. The annuities due the Mississippi bands will 
expire in two, four, and five years; those for the Pillager and Lake Winnebagoshish 
bands, in two and twelve years; and those for the Reel Lake and Pembina bands, iu 
six yenrs, with the exception of their money annuit~r, which is to be paid during tho 
pleasure of the President. 
INDIANA. 
There are now in Indiana about three hundred and forty-five Miamies who did not 
go to Kansas when the tribe moved to that section, under the treaty of 1840. Under 
the treaty of June 5, 1854, these Indians have an annuity or the interest on the sum of 
$221,257.86, held in trust for them, amounting to $11,062.89, which is paid to them 
annually by a special agent of the Government, appointed for that purpose. They are 
good citizens, many being thrifty farmers, giving no trouble either to their white 
neighbors or to the Government. There is also a small band called the Eel River baud 
of Miamies, residing in this State, and in Michigan. They number only nineteen, aucl 
have a permanent annuity of $500, secured to them by treaty of August 3, 1795. 
NORTH CAROLINA, TENNESSEE, AND GEORGIA. 
Cherokees.-There are resiclingin these States probably about seventeen hundred Cher-
okees, who elected to remain, under the provisions respecting Cherokees averse tore-
moval, contained in the twelfth article of the treaty with the Cherokees of 1835. Under 
the act of July 29, 1848, a per capita transportation and subsistence fund of $53.33 was 
created and set apart for their benefit in accordance with a census-roll made under the 
provisions of said act, the interest on which fund until such time as they shall indi-
vidually remove to the Indian country, is the only money to whioh those named, in 
said roll, who are living, or are the heirs of those who have deceased, are entitled. 
This interest is too small to be of any benefit, and some action should be taken by Con-
gress, with a view of having all business matters between these Indians and the Gov-
ernment settled, by removing such of them West as now desire to go, and paying those 
who decline to remove the per capita fund referred to. The Government has no agent 
residing with these Indians. In accordance with their earnestly expressed desire to 
be brought under the immediate charge of the Government, as its wards, Congress, by 
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law approved July 27, 1868, directed that the Secretary of the Interior should cause 
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to take the same supervisory charge of them as of 
otller tribes of Indians; !Jut tllis practically amounts to nothing, in the absence of 
means to carry out the intention of tlle law with any beneficial result to the Im1iaus. 
Tile condition of this people is represented to be deplorable. Before the late rebellion 
they were living in good circumstances, engaged wiM1 all the success which could be 
expected, in farming, and in various minor industrial pursuits. Like all other inhabit-
ants of this section, they suffered much during the war, and are now from this and 
other causes much impoverished. 
FLORIDA. 
Seminoles.-There are a few Seminoles-supposed to number about three hundred-
still residing in Florida, being those, or the descendants of those, who refused to accom-
pany the tribe when it removed to the West many years ago. But little is known of 
their condition and temper; and in order that satisfactory information in regard to 
their number, condition, and means of tmpport might be obtained, especially with a 
view to intelligent action under representations made to this Office that an outbreak 
might at some time occur, steps !lave been taken by this Office to have the Indians 
visited in their abodes among the everglades by a gentleman of high official position in 
whose judgment and discretion the Office reposes great confidence. No report has yet 
been received as the result of this mission. 
NEBRASKA, KANSAS, AND THE INDIAN TERIUTORY. 
The tribes residing in Nebraska, Kansas: and the Indian Territory are divirled as 
follows: In Nebraska, about 6,485; iu Kansas, 1,500; in the Indian Territory, 62,465. 
NEBRASKA. 
The Indians in Nebraska are the Santee Sioux, \Vinnebagoes, Omahas, Pawnees, 
Sacs and Foxes of the Missouri, Iowas, and the Otoes and Missonrias. 
The Santee Sioux, now numbering nine hundred and sixty-five, a d·ecrease from last 
year of twenty-two, are a portion of the Sisseton, Wahpeton, Medawakanton, and \Vah-
pakoota bands of Sioux of the Mississippi, belonging thus to the great Sioux or Dakota 
Nation. They formeTly, with other members of the same bands, now located on reser-
vations in Dakota, one at Devil's Lake, in the northeast corner of the Territory, and 
another at La.ke Traverse, near their old borne, had an extensive and valuable reserva-
tion in Minnesota, stretching, with a width of ten miles, a long distance on tho south 
side of the Minnesota River, and were comparatively wealthy and prosperous nutil the 
Sioux outbreak in 1862, iu which, it will be rememberoo, nearly one thousand white 
citizens lost their lives. After the suppression of hostilities consequent on this out-
break, most of the Sautee Sioux were removed, in 1863, to the Crow Creek reservatiou, 
and finally, in 1866, to their present location near the mouth of the Niobrara River, at 
which poiut their numbers were increased, to the extent of about two hundred, by the 
accession of other Sioux, ,..,.ho had been held at Davenport, Iowa, as prisoners, charged 
with complicity in the outureak, but were pardoned by the President. 
The reservation of the Santee Sioux contains 83,200 acres, of which a small portion 
only is suitable for agricultural purposes, the conn try generally being broken with high 
bluffs and deep ravines. Lands have been allotted in severalty to over two hnndred. 
These Indians are peaceable, industrious, and well advanced in the arts of life, and will 
soon reuder themselves independent of the assistance now afforded by the Goveroment. 
They have about 500 acres in cultivation, upon which good crops of wheat, corn, oats, 
potatoes, &c., are raised, when not destroyed by that sconrge of the country, the 
grasshopper. The houses of the Santee Sioux are generally of rude structure, those 
first built being without windows and having only dirt floors and rooft>. The Indians 
are, however, improving of late in this regard, and building much more dnrable and 
comfortable dwellings. They are parties to the treaty made, in 1868, with the nine 
bands of the Sioux Nation, ranging in the region of the Upper Missouri River. In ad-
dition to the benefits derived by the Santee Sioux under this treaty, they have moneys 
resultiug from the sale of their lands in Minnesota, which are being used for their ben-
efit in improving their farms, and otherwise aiding them in their efforts to become self-
supporting. Three schools are in successful operation on their reservation, having in 
attendance three hundred and twenty-three scholars. There are also missions of the 
Episcopal Church, and the "American Board," (A.. B. C. F. M.,) effecting a good work 
with this people, gathering many into the Christian church, and preparing not a few 
for missionary labor among kindred Sioux bands. 
JT'innebagoes.-These Indians, numbering 1,440, a gain of 40 over last year, are 
located in tho eastern part of Nebraska, on a reservation containing 128,000 acres, 
I 
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adjoining that of the Omahas, and lying about eighty miles north of the city of Omaha. 
They are the remnant of a once powerful tribe which formerly inhabited Wisconsin, 
from which State they removed to Minnesota under the treaty of 1837. At the out-
break of the Sioux in 1862, they were peaceabJy engaged in agriculture, in a beautiful 
and fertile country, on the waters of the Blue Earth River, a maJority being thriving 
and industrious farmers, many of them possessing considerable intelligence. Although 
the Winnebagoes were wholly disconnected with that outbreak, yet the citizens in 
their immediate vicinity, as well as in other portions of Minnesota, were so dete:fmined 
that all Indians should be removed beyond the limits of the States, that Congress in 
1863 passed an act providing for their removal. They were first removed in May, 1863, 
to Crow Creek, in Dakota, and, after great suffering and loss of many lives from expo-
sure and starvation, were finally established upon their present reservation, which had 
been secured for them by the Government under treaty stipulations with the Omahas, 
and at which they arrived in small and straggling parties during the year 1864. They 
are now gradually regaining their former comfortable and prosperous condition. 
Allotments of lands have been made to them. Their agent reports that the past year 
bas been marked by a t-Jteady improvement of the condition generally of the tribe. 
The men have nearly all adopted the dress of the whites, and the agent anticipates 
that the women will do the same so soon as they shall come to live in houses, anum-
ber of which (50) of a better class than is usually provided for Indian occupancy, are 
now being erected, to be given to those most industrious and making the greatest 
progress toward civilization. Considerable interest is manifested in education, there 
being three day-schools, efficiently managed, with an attendance of 250 scholars, and 
there is probably in operation by this date also an industrial and boarding school, 
capable of accommodating 80 scholars. 
Under the provisions of the treaties made with them November 1, 1837, October 13, 
Hl46, and various acts of Congress, they have an annual appropriation of $52,031.84, 
and a small amount received for the sale of their lands in Minnesota, as the same are 
l1eing sold, a small portion of which is paid to them per capita, and the residue ex-
pended for their benefit in the purchase of goods, in paying employes, in improving 
the reservation, for educational purposes, &c. 
Omahas.-The Omahas, a peaceable and inoffensive people numbering 969, a decrease 
since 1871 of 15, are native to the country now occupied by them, and occupy a reser-
vation of 345,600 acres adjoining the Winnebagoes. They have lan<ls allotted to them 
in severalty, and have made considerable advancement in agriculture and civilization, 
though they still follow the chase to some extent. Under the provisions of the act of 
June 10, 1872, steps are being taken to sell 50,000 acres of the western part of their 
reservation. The proceeds of the sale of these lands will enable them to improve and 
stock their farms, build houses, &c., and, with proper care and industry, to become in 
a few years entirely self-sustaining. A few cottages are to be found upon this reserva-
tion. Preparations are being made for the erection, during the next season, of an 
additional number of decent houses for the use of these Indians. 
There are at present three schools in operation on this reservation, with an attendance 
of 120 scholars. By the provisions of the treaties of March 16, 1854, and March 6, 1865, 
the Omahas have a limited annuity of $20,000 for the term of ten years, and thereafter 
of $10,000 for the further term of fifteen years, which is paid to them .per capita, or 
expended for their benefit; and are also provided with a saw and grist mill, a black-
smith-shop, and an engineer, miller, farmer, and blacksmith, at an annual expense to 
the Government of $4,:)00. 
Pawnees.-The Pawnee·s, a warlike people, number 2,447, an increase for the past year 
of 83. They are located on a reservation of 288,000 acres, in the central part of the 
State. They are native to the country now occupied by them, and have for years been 
loyal to the Government, having frequently furnished scouts for the Army in operations 
against hostile tribes or marauding bands. Their location, so near the frontier, and 
almost in constant contact with the Indians of the plains, with whom they have been 
always more or less at war, has tended to retard their advancement in the arts of 
ci v.ilization. They are, however, gradually becoming more habituated to the customs 
of the .whites; are giving some attention to agriculture, and, with the disappearance of 
the buffalo from their section of the country, will doubtless settle clown to farming and 
to the practice of mechanical arts, in earnest. The act of June 10, 1872, heretofore 
referred to, provides also for the sale of 50,000 acres belonging to the Pawnees, the 
same to be taken from that part of their reservation lying south of Loup Fork. These 
lands are now being surveyed, and it is believed that, with the proceeds of this sale, 
such improvements, in the way of building houses and opening and stocking farms, 
can be made for the Pawnees as will, at an early day, induce them to give their entire 
time and attention to industrial pursuits. There are two schools in operation on the 
reservation; one a manual-labor boarding-school, the other a day-school, with an attend-
ance at both of 118 scholars. Provision was also ma<le by Congress, at its last session, 
for the erection of two additional school-houses for the use of this tribe. 
Under the provisions of the treaty of Septemller 24, 1657, made with these Indians, 
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they have a perpetual annuity of $30,000 secured to them, part of which is paid to 
thew per capita, and tlw residue expended for their benefit in goods and other beneficial 
oujects; also for educational purposes $13,900, annually; farming utensils and stock, 
$1,200, and for salary of ph~'sician, farmer, and other employes, purchase of medicines, 
supplies for shops, &c., in all, $7,580. 
Sacs and Foxes of the Missonri.-These Indians, formerly a portion of the same tribe 
"'ith the Indians now known as the Sacs and Foxes of the Mississippi, emigrated many 
years ago from Iowa, and settled near the tribe of Iowas, hereafter to be mentioned. 
They number at the present time but 88, having been steadily diminishing for yea,rs. 
They have a reservation of about 16,000 acres lying in the southeastern part of Nebraska 
and the northeastern part of Kansas, purchased for them from the Iowas. Most of it 
is excellent land; but they have neYer, to any considerable extent, made use of it for 
tillage, being almost hopelessly disinclined to engage in labor of any kino, and depend-
ing principally for their subsistence, a very poor one, upon their annuity, which is 
securfld to them by the treaty of October 31, 1837, and amounts to $7,870. They also 
have United States boncls held in trust for them by the Secretary of the Interior to the 
amount of $21,925, t.he interest on which, $1,217.25, together with said annuity, is either 
paid to them per capita, or expended for their benefit. By act of June 10, 1H72, pro-
vision was made for the sale of a portion or all of their reservation, the proceeds of 
snch sale to be expended for their immediate use, or for their removal to the Indian 
Territory or elsewhere. They have consented to the sale of their entire reservation, 
and so soon as funds shall have been received from that source, steps will be taken to 
have them removed to the Indian Territory south of Kansas. 
There are no schools in operation for this tribe. Up to the present year they have not 
manifested any special desire to be educated in letters or in industrial pursuits, and it 
could only be said in their favor that they were a civil and inoffensive people. During 
the present season, however, they have asked the Government to set apart one-half the 
proceeds of their lands for the erection and endowment of a manual-labor school, 
being moved thereto by the spectacle of the Iowa and Omaha children receiving in-
struction in schools of this character, and have professed a very strong desire to secure 
the same advantages for their own children. The willingness thus manifested to sac-
rifice the present to the future is a new thing for these Indians, and is so far hopeful. 
Congress wilJ be askecl to authorize the creation of an educational fnncl for them, in 
accordance with their wish. They desire, after disposing of their lands in Nebraska, 
to make their new horne on the Osage reservation in the Indian Territory, purchasing 
from the Osages thirt.y sections for that use. It is understood that the latter triue are 
favorable to this proposition, and so soon as their formal consent shall have been ob-
tained, Congress will be asked to confirm the sale. The lauds owned by the Sacs and 
Foxes in Kansas should aJso be sold at an early day for their benefit, and legislation to 
that end will, at the proper time, be recommended. 
Iowas.-These Indians, numbering at present 22.!), emigrated years ago from Iowa 
and Northwestern Missouri, and now have a reservation adjoining the Sacs and Foxes 
of the Missouri, containing about 16,000 acres. They belong to a much better class of 
Indians than their neighbors, the Sacs and Foxes, being temperate, frugal, industrious, 
and interested in the education of their children. They were thoroughly loyal during 
the late rebellion, and furnished a number of soldiers to the Union Army. Many of 
them are good farmers, and as a tribe they are generally extending their agricultural 
operations, improving their dwellings, and addingto their comforts. A large majority 
of the tribe are anxious to have their reservation allotted in severalty; and inasmuch 
as they are not inclined to remove to another locality it would seem desirable that 
their wishes in this respect should be complied with. One school is in operation on the 
reservation, with au attendance of 68 scholars, besides au industrial home for orphans, 
supporteu by the Indians themselves. 
The Iowas have secured to them, under the treaty of May 17, 1854, the interest on 
$57,500, amounting annually to $2,875; also the interest on $107,326.80, United States 
and State bonds, held in trust for them by the Secretary of the Interior, amounting an-
nually to $6,609.:-}4; and on $66,735, placed to their credit on the books of the Treasury 
by act of July 12, 1862, amountillg annually to $3,336,75. These several sums of inter-
est are either paid to them or expended for their benefit. 
Ottoes and Misson1·ias.-These Indians, numbP.ring 464, an increase of 14 over last 
year1 were removed from Iowa and Missouri to their present beautiful and fertile reser-
vation, comprising 160,000 acres, and situated in the southern part of Nebraska. Until 
quite recently they have evinced uut little disposition to labor for a support or in any 
way to bet.ter their miserable condition ; ~Tet, cut off from their wonted source of suu-
sistence, the buffalo, by their fear of the wild tribes which have taken possession of 
their old hunting-grounds, they have gradually been more and more forced to work 
for a living. Within the last three years many of them have opened farms and bnilt 
themselves honses. A. school has also been establishefl, having an attendance of 95 
scholars. Their reservation is much larger than necessary, and provision for the sale 
of oue-half of it was made in the act of June 10, 1872; but as they decline to dispose of 
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any portion of their lands, the matter cannot be further proceeded with at present. 
While they are averse to selling a portion of their laud, however, as proposed by the 
act of June 10, 1872, it is not unlikely that they would be willing to sell the whole and 
remove to the Indian Territory, as they manifest an anxiety to follow tribes now there, 
wit.h whom they formerly held intimate relations. ·with a view to the probability of 
snch a change, a deputation of the tribe visited the Indian Territory but a short time 
since, and returning, reported favorably in regard to the matter. It is probable that 
Congress will at an early date be asked to provide authority for this disposition of the 
trib(j. Under the treaty made with them March 15, 1854, the Ottoes and Missourias 
.have a limited annuity of $9,000 for the term· of ten years, and thereafter the sum of 
$5,000 for thefnrtherterm of twelve years, which is paid to tbem in money, or expended 
for their benefit. 
KANSAS. 
The Indians still remaining in Kansas are the Kickapoos, Pottawatomies, (Prairie 
band,) Chippewas and Munsees, Miamies, aml the Kansas, or Kaws. 
Kiclcapoos.-Tbe Kickapoos emigrated from Illinois, and are now located, to the num-
ber of 290, on a reservation of 19,200 acres, in the northeastern part of the State. 
During the late war a party of about 100, dissatisfied with the treaty made with the 
tribe in 1863, went to Mexico, upon representations made to them by certain of their 
kinsmen living in that republic, that they would be welcomed and protected by the 
Mexican government; but finding themselves deceived, attempted to return to the 
United States. Only a few, however, succeeded in reaching the Kickapoo agency. The 
Kickapoos now remaining in Mexico separated from the tribe more than twenty years 
ago, and settled among the southern Indians, in the Indian Terri tory, on or near the 
Washita River, whence they went to Mexico, where they still live, notwithsta nding the 
efforts of the Government, of late, to arrange with Mexico for their removal to the 
Indian Territory and location upon some suitable reservation. Their raids across the 
border have been a sore aff:l.ictiou to the people of Texas, and it is important that the 
first promising occasion should be taken to secure their return to the Uuited States 
and their establishment where they may be carefully watched and restrained from 
their depredatory l.J.abits, or snmmarily punished if they persist in them. The Kicka-
poos remaining iu Kansas are peaceable and industrious, continuing to make commend-
able progress in the cultivation of their farms, and showing much interest in the edu-
cation of their children. Under the provisions of the treaty of June 28, 1862, a few of 
these Indians have received lauds in severalty, for which patents have been issued, 
and are now citizens of the United States. Two schools are in operation among these 
Indians, with a daily average attendance of 39 scholars. By tbe treaty of May 18, 
1854, they have an annual appropriation of $5,000 secured to them for educational and • 
other beneficial purposes. There is also one more installment of annuity due them, 
amounting to $5,000. In addition to these items, they have the interest on $131,400 
United States bonds, held in tru::;t for them by the Secretary of the Interior, amount-
ing annually to $6,570. 
Pottawatornies.-The Prairie band is all of this tribe remaining in Kansas, the rest 
having become citizens and removed, or most of them, to the Indian Territory. The 
tribe, excepting those in Wisconsin heretofore noticed, formerly resided in Michigan 
and Indiana, and removed to Kansas under the provisions of the treaty of 1846. The 
Prairie band numbers, as nearly as ascertained, about 400, and is located on a reserve 
of 77,357 acres fourteen miles north of Topeka. Notwithstanding many efforts to edu-
cate and civilize these Indians, most of them still cling tenaciously to the habits and 
customs of their fathers. Some, however, have recently tnrned their attention to ag-
ricultural pursnits, and are now raising stock and most of the varieties of grain pro-
duced by their white neighbors. They are also showing more interest in eel ncation 
than formerly, one school being in operation on the reservation with an attendance of 
84 S<lholars. These Indians have permanent annuities under the provisions of the 
treaties of August 3, 1795, September :~0, 1809, October 2, 1818, September 20, 1H2H, 
July 29, 1829, June 5 and 17, 1846, amounting in the aggregate to $22,779.07 in silver 
and money; also permanent provisions for blacksmiths and assistants, for iron and 
steel, and for salt, amounting annually to $1,362.77, and an annual appropriation, 
during the pleasure of Congress, of $5,000 for educational purposes. _In additiou to the 
foregoing they have United States and State bonds, to the amount of $91,500, held in 
trust for them by the Secretary of the Interior, the interest on which, $4,585, is applied 
to educational purposes; and also United States bonds to the amount of $20,000, the 
interest on which, $1,000, is expended for their benefit. The citizen class, so called, 
have an interest in $67,000 of the bonds held in trust for educat.ional purposes. 
Chippewas and Munsees.-Certain of the Chippe'\\"as of Saginaw, Swan Creek, and 
Black River, removed from Michigan under the treaty of 1836, and certain Munsees, or 
Christian Indians from Wisconsin, under the treaty of 1839. These were united by tbe 
terms of the treaty concluded with them July 16, 1859. The united bands now num-
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ber only 56. They own 5,760 acres of land in Franklin County, about forty mil es south 
of the town of Lawrence, holding the same in severalty, are considerably advanced in 
the arts of life, and earn a decent living, principally by agriculture. They h ave one 
school in operation, wit,h an attendance of 16 scholars. These Indians, at present, have 
no treaty with the United States) nor do they receive any assistance froro. the Govern-
ment. Their only assured income beyond the avails of their labor is the int.erest, 
$2,4bl.77, on United States and State stocks, held in t.rnst for them by the Secretary of 
the Interior, to the amount of $4:3,322.92. They manifest a desire to sell their allotted 
lands, and join other Indians in the In<lian Territory. 
Mimnies.-The Miamies of Kansas formerly resided in IncHana, forming one tribe with 
tbe Miamies still remaining in that State, but removed in 1846 to their present loca-
tion, under the provisions of the treaty of 1840. 
Owing to the secession of a considerable number who have allied themselves with 
the Peorias, in the Inc1ian Territory, and also to the ravages of disease consequent on 
vicious indulgences, especially in the use of intoxicating drinks, this band, which, on 
its removal from Indiana, embraced auont 500, at present numbers but 95. These have 
a reservation of 10,240 acres in Linn and Miami Counties, in the southeast part of Kan-
sas, the larger part of which is held in severalty by them. 
The superintendent of Indian a1fairs in immediate charge, in his report for this year, 
says the Miamies remaining in Kansas are greatly demoralized, their school has been 
abandoned, and their yot•th left destitute of educational advanta.ges. 
Considerable trouble ha.s been for years caused by white settlers locating aggressively 
on lands belonging to these Indians, no effort fur their extrusion having been thus far 
successful. 
A bill was introduced into Congress at its last session which provided for the final 
settlement of the affairs of this tribe, for the members thereof becoming citizens, and 
tiw the capit.alization :10d payment of the tribal funds. This bill met the full approval 
of this Office, and it is confidently believed that had it become law· the affairs of the 
tribe would have been adjusted in a manner which would have been advantageous to 
t he Indians, and which would also have relieved this Department of a source of con-
stant annoyance. 'fbe bill referred to, or one similar in its provisions, should receive 
the sanction of Congress at an ~arly day. The good of the service, so far as these 
Indians are concerned, absolutely re<Inires it. 
Under the provisions of the treaties made with these Indians October 6, 181 8, Octo-
ber ~3, 1834, and June 5, 1854~ they have a limited annnity (seven installments still dne) 
in money, of $7,500; the interest on $50,000, amounting to $2,500 annually for educa-
tional purposes, and a permanent provision for blacksmith and assistant, iron and steel, 
and for miller, amounting annually to $1,54(). 
Kansa-s or Kaws.-These Indians are native to the country they occupy. They num-
ber at present ri93; in 1860 they numbered 803. Although they have a reservation of 
80,640 acres of good land in the eastern part of the State, they are poor and improvident, 
and have, in late years, suffered much for want of the actual necessaries of life. They 
never were much disposed to labor, depending upon the chase for a living, in connec-
tion ·with the annuities due from Government. They have been growing steadily 
poorer. and even now, in their straitened circumstances, and under the pressure of 
want, they show but little inclination to engage in agricultural pursuits, all attempts 
to inouce them to work having measurably proved failures. Until quite recently they 
could not even be prevailed upon to have their children educated. One school is now 
iu operation, with an attendance of about 45 scholars. By the act of May 8, 1872, pro-
vision was made for the sale of all the lands owned by these Indians in Kansas, and 
for their removal to the Indian Territory. Provision was also made by the act of June 
5, 1872, for their settlement within the limits of a tract of land therein provided to be 
set apart for the Osages. Their lands in Kansas are now being appraised by commis-
sioners appointed for the purpose, preparatory to their sale. Fifty per centum of the 
net proceeds of such sale is to be placed to the credit of the Indians on the books of 
the Treasury, interest thereon at the rate of 5 per centum to be paid to them semi-
annually, and the remaining 50 per centum is to be used in providing and improving 
new homes for them. Under the trea.ty made with them January 14,1846, a permanent 
annuity of $10,000 is secured to them, the same being the interest on a principal sum 
of $200,000, the price agreed to be paid by the United States for the ceflsion of certain 
13Jnds. They have also United States and State stocks to the amount of $27,485.41, 
held in trust for them by the Secretary of the Interior, the interest on which, amount-
ing to $1,538.57 annuall~T' is applied to educational purposes. 
INDIAN TERRITORY. 
The Indians at present located in the Indian Territory-an extensive district, 
bonuded north by Kansas, east by Missouri and Arkansas, south by Texas, and west 
by the one hundredth meridian, designated by the commissioners appoint,ed under act 
of Congress, July 20, 18t:i7, to establish peace with certain hostile tribes, as one of two 
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great Territories, (the other being, in the main, the present Territory of Dakota, west 
of the Missouri,) upon which might be concentrated the great body of all the Indians 
east of the Rocky Mountains, are the Cherokees, Choctaws, Chickasaws, Creeks, Sem-
inoles, Senecas, Shawnees; Quapaws, Ottawas of Blanchard's Fork and Roche de 
Bcenf, Peorias and confederated Kaskaskias, Weasand Piankesbaws, Wyandotts, Pot-
tawatomies, Sacs and Foxes of the Mississippi, Osages, Kiowas, Comanches, the Ara-
pahoes and Cheyennes of the south, the Wicbitas and other affiliated bands, and a small 
band of Apaches long confederated with the Kiovms and Comanches. 
Cherokees.-TlJe Cherokees number, according to the census for 1872, furnished hy 
their agent, 18,000. In the report for 1871 the a.gent estimated the number at 14,68:.!, 
and stated that if the Cherokees remaining in North Carolina and other States were 
gathered into the nation the population would then be 16,500. He does not now 
account for the large increase over the enumeration for 1871, which must be due to a 
gross error in one report or the other. The Cherokees occupy a reservation of 3,844,712 
acres in the northeastern part of the Territory, lying east of the 96° west longitnde. 
They also own a strip about fifty miles wide adjoining Kansas on the south, and ex-
tending from the Arkansas River west to the 100° west longitude. By the treaty of 
1866, however, the United States may settle friendly Indians within the limits of the 
latter tract, and when such settlements are made the rights of the Cherokees to the 
lands so occupied terminate, the lands thus disposed of to be paicl for to the CherokP.e 
Nation at such price as may be agrP,ed upon by the parties in interest, or as may be 
fixed by the President. That portion of country lying between the 96° west longitude 
on the east, the Arkansas River on the west and south, and the State of Kansas on the 
north, formerly owned by the Cherokees, has been sold to the Osages. 
The Cherokees originally inhabited sections of country now embraced within the 
State of Georgia and portions of the States of Tennessee and North CaroHna, a11d 
moved to their present location under the provisions of the treaties concluded with 
them in 1817 and 1835. They have their own written language, their national consti-
tution and laws, their churches, schools, and academies, their judges and courts. They 
are emphatically an agricultural and stock-raising people, and, perhaps, of all the 
Indian tribes, great and small, are :first in general intelligence, in the acquisition of 
wealth, in the knowledge of the useful arts, and in social and moral progress. The 
evidences of a real and substantial advancement in these respects are too clear to be 
questioned, and it is the more remarkable from the fact that but a few years since 
they were, as a people, almost ruined by the ravages of civil war. Their dwellings 
consist of 500 frame-houses, and 3,500 log-houses. Of the principal crops they have 
raised during the year 2,925,000 bushels of corn, 97,500 bushels of wheat, about t,he 
same quantity of oats, and 80,000 bushels of potatoes. Their stock consists of 16,000 
horses, 75,000 cattle, 160,000 hogs, and 9,000 sheep. The individual wealth is estimated 
at $4,995,000. 
By the latest reports they bad 60 schools in successful operation, all, with the excep-
tion of one managed by the Moravians, maintained out of the national school fund, 
and having in attendance 2,133 scholars. Three of these schools are for the education 
of the freedmen living in the country. The orphans of the Cherokees have been here-
tofore provided for in private famili0s, by means of the interest derived from certain 
funds invested for that purpose, but during the past year an orphan asylum has been 
established under au act of the National Council, where are now gathered 54 of this 
class. This school is designed ultimately to embrace in its operations all the orphans 
of the nation. 
The Cherokees have no treaty-funds paid to them or expended for their benefit. 
They have, however, United States and State bonds held in trust for them by the Sec-
retary of the Interior, to the amount of $1,633,627.39; also a recognized claim on ac-
count of abstracted State bonds to the amount of $83,000, on which the interest is ap-
propriated annually by Congress, making in all $1,716,627.39. This sum is divided 
under the following beads, viz: National fund, $1,008,285.07; school fund, $532,407.01; 
orphan fund, $175,935.31. The interest on these several sums is paid to the treasurer 
of the Cherokee Nation, to be used under the direction of the national council for the 
objects indicated by said heads. 
While the present condition and general prosperity of the Cherokees are as indi-
cated above, there are some matters that have been, and in part are still, sources of 
disquiet and dissatisfaction among them. These matters will be found fully discussed 
in the annual report of Agent John B. Jones, accompanying, and may be here briefly 
stated as: 1st. The unlawful attempts of citizens of the United States to settle npon 
lands belonging to the Cherokees, with the probable expectation that the Goveruwent 
would tacitly consent to their remaining and eventually' secure them in possession. 
At one time during the past summer these trespassers numbered about fifteen hun-
dred; and inasmuch as the number was constantly increasing, notwithstanding ample 
and formal notice served upon the intruders, it was decided by the Executive that 
forcible measures shou1d be taken for their removal, which, after some delays, was 
effected by the military forces of the department of the Missouri. It is hoped tlJat 
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this action of the Government in thus vindicating the integrity of an Indian rcsen·a-
tion against lawless and even defiant encroachments will su:fficientlr estab1ish the 
conviction in the minds of all persons similarly disposed that at last red men have 
rights which white men are bound to respect. 2d. The jurisdiction exerciseu by the 
United States court for the western district of Arkansas over the Cherokee country, 
to a degree and for purposes which the Indians assert to constitute a violation of 
treaty stipulations guaranteeing to them the right to have their own courts all(]. ad-
minister justice in all cases concerning their own citizens. It is alleged, on the part 
'of the Cherokee authorities, that the disregard of this guarantee was the cause of the 
recent tragedy in Going Snake district, through an attempt by the United States mar-
shal to arrest an Indian who was at the time on trial before the Cherokee court on a 
charge of having mmdercd a Cherokee woman, the ground of the action of the mar-
shal being that the Indian was also charged with having committed an assault with 
intent to kill upon the murdered woman's husband, who, although a white man, had 
been duly adopted into the Cherokee nation. In this unfortunate affair eight mem-
bers of the deputy marshal's party were killed and three wounded, while of the Cher-
okees present attending court three were killed and seven wounded. 3d. The etl'orts 
of certain parties to secure the organization, by act of Congress, of a United States 
territorial government over the Inuian Territory without the consent of the tribes 
concerned, a measure which, if consummated, the Cherokees believe will be fraught 
with serieus evils to themselves. 
Choctaws and Chickasaws.-TheRe tribes are for certain national purpoRes confederated. 
The Choctaws, numbering 16,000, an increase of 1,000 on the enumeration for 1871, 
have a reservation of 6,688,000 acres in the southeastern part of the Territory, and the 
Chickasa,vs, numbering 6,000, own a tract containing 4,377,600 acres adjoining the 
Choctaws on the west. These tribes origi1utlly inhabited the section of country now 
embraced within the Rtate of Mississippi, and were removed to their present location 
in accordance with the terms of the treaties conclnded with them, respecti vcly, in 1820 
and 1tl32. The remarks made respecting the language, laws, educational advantages, 
industrial pursuits, and advancement in the arts and customs of civilizerl life of the 
Cherokees, will apply in the main to the Choctaws and Chickasaws. The Choctaws 
have 36 schools in operation, with an attendance of SHI scholars; the Chickasa,vs 11, 
with 379 scholars. The Choctaws, under the treaties of November 16, 1803, October 18, 
1820, January 20, 1825, and June 22, 1855, receive permanent annuities as follows: In 
money, $:1,000; for support of government, education, and other beneficial purposes, 
$25,512.89; for snpport of light-horsemen, $600; anu for iron and steel, $:~20. They 
also have United States and State stocks held in trust for them by the Secretary of the 
Interior, to the amount of $506,427.20, divided as follows: On account of the "Choctaw 
general fund," $454,000; of "Choctaw school fund," $52,427.20. The interest on these 
funds, and the annuities, &c., are turned over to the treasnrcr of the nat.ion, and ex-
pended under the direction of the national council in tl10 manner and for the objects 
indicated in each case. The Chickasaws, under act of February 25, 1799, and trea,ty of 
April 28, H366, have a permanent annuity of $3,000. They also have United Statt>s and 
State stocks, held. in trust for them by the Secretary of the Interior, to the amount of 
$1,185,9,7.03!; $1,183,947.03t thereof being a" national fund," and $2,000 a funu for 
"incompetents." The interest on these sums, and the item of $3,000 first referred to, 
are paid over to the treasurer of the nation and disbursed by him, under the d.irection 
of the national council, and for snch objects as that body may determine. 
C1·eeks.-The Creeks came originally from Alabama and Georgia. They numbered at 
the latest date of enumeration 12/.!95, and have a reservation of :~,215,495 acres in the 
eastern and central part of the Territory. Tiley are not generally so far advanced as 
the Cherokees, Choctaws, and Chickasaws, but are making rapid progress, and will 
doubtless, in a few years, rank in all respects with their neigllbors, the three tribes 
jnst named. Considerable embarrassment and excitement have been caused recently 
within the tribe by the contests of two factions, known rcspectiYely as the Govern-
ment party and the Sands party, arising, it· is asserted, ont of the adoption by the 
nation, in 1867, of a new form of government, which dispensed with a number of offices. 
The mcnmbents failing to receive appointment under the new administration, became 
dissatisfied, and, with Sands, a prominent man and a disappointed seeker for the posi-
tion of principal chief of the nation, formed an organization under their old system, 
in opposition to the present constitutional government, going so far in their resistance 
as to take up arms, declaring a purpose to seize the government andre-inaugurate the 
former order. A settlement of the difficulties was apparently effected at a council of 
the nation in October, with the prospect of future peace and. harmony; but, a few 
weeks later, the spirit of disaffection was again developed in the ignorant portion of 
the Creeks to such an extent that the Creek authorities were obliged to overawe the 
malcontents with a large armed force. This action, together with the interposition of 
a commission appointed by the Department to investigate the troubles, and the pres-
ence of a United States military force, resulted in a peace under substantially the con-
ditions agreed upon by the contending parties in October last. The whole matter now 
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awaits the action of the Department upon the report of the commission of investiga-
tion. The Creeks, by the latest reports, have 33 schools in operation, one of which is 
nuder the management of tlle Metho(1ist Mission Society, and another supported by 
the Presbyterians. The number of scholars in aU the schools is 760. These Indians 
have, unrler treaties of August 7, 1790, .June 16, U302, January 24, 1826, August 7, 1856, 
and .Tune 14, 1866, permanent anuuities and interest on mm1ey~ uninvested as follows: 
In mone;y, $68,25M.40 ; for pay of blacksmiths and assistants, wagon-maker, wheel-
wright, iron and steel, $3,250; for assistm1ce in agricultural operations, $2,000; and for 
education, $1,000. The Secretary of the Interior holds in 1rnst for certain members of 
the tribe, known as "orphans," United States and State bonds to the amount of 
$76,U!J9.66, the interest on which sum is paid to those of said orphans who are alive, 
and to the representatiYes of those who have deceased. This orphan fund was derived 
from the sale of t\·veuty sections of land reserved, per treaty of March 24, 1832, for the 
orphan children of the Creeks. Most of the persons originally entitled to these pro-
ceeds are dead, and action should be taken by Congress to authorize the payment of 
the fnll amonnt held in trust as above to the survivors of them, and the representa-
tives of those who have deceased. 
Seminoles.-TLe Seminoles, numbering 2,398, an incr('ase of 190 over the census 
of 1871, have a reservation of 200,000 acres adjoining the Creeks on the west. This 
t.ribe formerly inhabited the section of country now embraced in the State of Florida. 
Some of them removed to their present location under the provisions of the treaties 
of 1832 anc11833. The remainder of the tribe, instigated by the former cllief, Osceola, 
repudiated the treaties, refnsed to remove, and soon after commeuceJ depredating 
upon the whites. In 1835 these depredations resulted in war, which continued seven 
years, with immense cost of blood ~wd treasnre. The Indians were at last rendered 
powerless to flo further injury, and, after efforts repeated through several years, were 
finaJly, with the exception of a few who fled to the everglades, ·removed to a reserva-
t.ion in the now Indian Territory. In 1866 tl1eJ' ceded to the United States, by treaty, 
the reservation then owned by them, and purchased the tract they at present occupy. 
They are not so far advanced in the arts of civilized life as the Cherokees, Choctaws, 
Chickasaws, and Creeks, but are making rapid progress in that directiou, and will, it 
is co11fidently believed, soon rank witL the tribes named. They cultivate 7,600 acres, 
upon which they raised dnring the past year 300,000 bushels of corn and 6,000 bushels 
of potatoes. They live in log-houses, and own large stocks of cattle, horses, and bogs. 
A cause of discontent and just complaint on the part of this people is found in tiJe 
fact tbat the Governmeut, in providing them a new home, after the cession of their 
resenation nuder the treaty of 186o, misled them as to their bonm1ary-line, so that 
many have settled beyond the line, upon territory still belonging to the Creeks, and 
have there established themselves iu comfortable homes a,nd upon lands which they 
bave very mnch improved. The Seminoles so situated are tronuled and discouraged, 
having no security as to their possession of the lauds and improvements thereon, so 
occupied. As the mistake was not theirs, they look to the Government to adjust the 
matter with the Creeks, and to secure them in their rights and in the possession 
of tlleir present homes. The Department has the matter under careful advisement, 
aud will earnestly seek to avoid any unfortunate issue of the complication. t So soon 
as the best method of saving at once the rights of the Creeks and the equities of the 
Seminoles shall be determined, Congress will be asked to provide the requisite author-
ity for the adjustment of the question. The schools of the Seminoles number 4: with 
an attendance of 169 scholars. 
They receive, under treaties made with them August 7, 1856, and l\farch 21, 1866, 
annuities, &c., as follows: Interest on $!100,000, amounting to $25,000 annually, which 
is paid to them as annuity; interest on $50,000, amonuting to $2,500 annually, for 
support of schools; and $1,000, the interest on $20,000, for the support of their gov-
ernment. 
Senecas ancl Shawnees.-The Senecas, numbering 214, and the Shawnees, numbering 
90, at the present time, removed, some thirty-five or forty years ago, from Ohio to 
their present location in the nortbeastorn corner of the Territory. They suffered 
S('.verely during the rebellion, being obliged to leave their homes and fly to the North, 
their country being devastated l>y troops of both armies. Under the provisious of the 
treaty of 1H67, made with these and other triues, the Senecas, who were then confed-
erated with the Shawnees, dissolved their connection vdth that tribe, sold to the 
United States their half of the reservation owned bJ· them in common with the Shaw-
nees, and connected themselves with those Senecas who then owned a separate reser-
vation. The Shawnees now have a reservation of 24,960 acres, and the united Senecas 
one of 44,000 acres. These tribes are engaged in agriculture to a consil1erable extent. 
They are peaceable and industrious. Many are thrifty farmers and iu comfortable 
circumstances. They have one school in operation, with an attendance of :36 scholars, 
which includes some children of the Wyandotts, which tribe bas no schools. 
The Senecas, under treaties of September 29,1817, September 17, lEnS, and February 
2:3, 1867, have at the present time annuities and stocks as follows: ~ermanent aunui-
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ties in specie to the amount of $1,500; for national purposes, $1,660; bonds held in 
trust for them by the Secretary of the Interior, $40,944.:37, on which an annual inter-
est of $2,047.22 is paid to them; also, iu connection wit.h the Shawnees, Londs held 
in trust as aforesaid to the amount of $15,655.49, on which interest to the amount 
of $880.39 is annually paid. The Shawnees ha.ve, under treaties of September 17, 18H3, 
and February 23, 1867, permanent anunities to the amonut of $500 in specie, and 
$1,060 for agricultural purposes, together with a half interest in the item of $15,655.49, 
bonds above referred to. With the Shawnee band is a party of 40 "Black Bob" Shaw-
nees, recently arrived from Kausas in an impoverished condition, whose wants have, 
for the present season, been partly met by the Government. 
Qlta]Jaws.-These Indians number at the present time :.tbout 240. Tiley are native 
to the country, and occupy a reservation of 104,000 acres in the extreme northeast 
corner of the Territory. They do not appear to have adYanced much within the 
past few years. In common with other tribes in that section, they sutl'ered greatly by 
the late war, and were rendered very destitute. Their proximity to the border towns 
of Kansas, and the facilities thereby afforded for obtaining whisky, have tended to 
retard their progress; but there has recently been manifested a strong desire for im-
provement, and, with the funds derived from the sale of a part of their lands, anu 
with the proposed opening of a school among them, better tlliugs are hoped for in the 
future. Under the treaties of May 13, 18~3, and February 23, H567, the Qnapaws have 
an educational fund of 1,000 per annum during the pleasnre of the President, $1,060 
per anuum for pay of blacksmith and a, servn.ut, and for the purchase of iron, steel, 
::tnd tools, and $600 ::tnnually for agricultural purposes. 
Ottawas.-The Ottawas of Blanehanl's Fork and Roche de Bronf number, at the pres-
ent time, 150. They were originally located in ·western Ohio and Southern Michigan, 
and were removed, in accordance with the terms of the treaty concluded with them in 
1831, to a, reservation within the present limits of Kansas. Under the treaty of 1867 
they obtained a reservation of 24,960 acres, lying immediately north of the western 
portion of the Shawnee reservation. They have paid considerable attention to educa-
tion, are well advanced in civilization, aud mauy of them are industrious and prosperous 
farmers. They have one school, attended by 52 scholars. The relation of this small 
band to the Government is somewhat anomalous, inasmuch as1 agreeably to provisions 
contained in the treaties of 1862 and 1867, they have become citizens of the United 
States, and yet reside iu the Indian country., possess a, reservation there, and maintain 
a purely tribal organization. They removed from Franklin County, Kansas, in 1870. 
They have no anuuities paid them, but the Secretary of the Interior at the present time 
holds in trust for them United States bonds to the amount of $21,724.48, the interest 
on which snm, amounting to $1,297.72, is paid to them or expended for their benefit. 
Peorias, ·f·c.-The Peorias, Kaskaskias, \Veas, amLPiaukesha\vs, who were confederated 
in 1854, anll at that time had a total population of 259, now number 160. They occupy 
a reservation of 72,000 acres, adjoining the Quapaw reservat.ion on the south and west. 
Under treaties made with these tribes in U332, they removed to a tract within the 
present limits of K:.tnsas, where they remained until after the treaty of 1867 was con-
chided with them, in which treaty provision was made whereby they obtained their 
presen~ reservn.tion. These Indians are generally intelligent, well ad Yanced in civiliza-
tion, and, to judge from the statistical reports of their agent, are very successful in 
their agricultural operations, raisiug crops ample for their own support. 'Vith the 
Peorias are about 40 Miamies from Kansas. They have one school in operation, with 
an atte11dance of 29 scholars. By the treaty of J<'ebruary 23, 1867, a limited provision 
is made for furnishing these confederated bands with a blacksmith, and iron and steel, 
at an annual expense to the Government of $1,123.29. ~he Secretary of the Interior 
holds in trust for them United States and St:.tte stocks to the amount of $124,647.94, 
$79,947.94 of which amount is for general purposes, and $4i1,7.00 for educational purposes. 
The interest on these sums is used for the object indicated in each case. They have 
also to their credit on the books of the Treasury, under the act of Jnly 12, 1862, a bal-
ance amounting to $64,164.69, the interest on which sum is used for their benefit. 
Wyanclotts.-The Wyan<lotts number at the present time 222 souls. Ten years ago 
there were 435. They occupy a, r6Servation of 20,000 acres, lying between the Seneca 
and Shawnee reservations. This tribe was located for many years in Northwestern 
Ohio, whence they removetl, pursuant to the terms of the treaty made with them in 
1842, to a reservation within the present limits of Kansas. By the treaty made with 
them in 1867, their present reservation was set .apart for those members of the tribe 
who desired to maintain their tribal organization, instead of becoming citizens, as 
provided in the treaty of 1855. They are poor, and, lr.tving no annuities and but little 
force of character, are making slight progress in industry or civilization. They have 
been lately joined by members of the tribe who, under t.he treaty, accepted citizenship. 
These, desiring to resume their relations with their . people, have been again adopted 
into the tribe. Inasmuch as the new-comers are decidedly superior in point of indus-
trial attainments, education, and energy of cha:cacter, it.is hoped that the condition of 
.the tribe m~y be i~;proved ~y their accession. 
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Pottawatomies~·-These Indians, who formerly resided in Michigan and Indiana, whence 
they removed to Kansas, before going down into the Indian Territory, number about 
1,600. They have, under the pr<Wisions of the treaty of l861made with the tribe, then 
residing in Kansas, become citizens of the United States. By the terms of said treaty 
they received allotments of land and their proportiou of the tribal funds, wit.h the ex-
ception of their share of certain non-paying State stocks, amounting to $67,.000, held in 
trust by the Secretary of the Interior for the Pottawatomies. Having disposed of their 
lauds, they removed to the Indian Territory, where a reservation thirty miles square, 
adjoining the Seminole reservation on the west, had been, by the treaty of 1867, pro-
vided for such as should elect to maintain their tribal organization. It having been 
decided, however, by the Department, that, as they had all become citizens, there was, 
consequently, no part of the tribe remaining which could lay claim, under treaty stip-
ulations, to the reservation in the Indian Territory, legislation was had by Congress at 
its last session-act approved May 23, 1872-by which these citizen Pottawatomies 
were allowed allotments of land within the tract originally assigned for their use as a 
tribe, to the extent of 160 acres to each head of family and to each other person 
twenty-one years of age, and of 80 acres to each minor. Most if not all of them are 
capable of taking care of themselves, and many of them are well educated, intelligent, 
and thrifty farmers. 
Absentee Sllawnees.-These Indians, numbering 663, separated about thirty years ago 
from the main tribe, then located in Kansas, and settled in the Indian Territory, prin-
cipally within the limits of the thirty-mile square tract heretofore referred to in the 
remarks relative to the Pottawatomies, where they engaged in farming, and have since 
supported t.hemselves without assistance from the Goverument. With the view of 
securing to them permanent homes, provision was made in the act of May 23, 1872, 
whereby any Indian of pure or mixed blood of the Absentee Shawnees, beiug the head 
of a family, or over twenty-one years of age, who could show to the satisfaction of the 
Secretary of the Interior that he or she had resided continuously for tbe term of three 
years within said thirty-mile square tract, and had made substantial impr0\7 ements 
thereon, should receive an allotment of eighty acres of land, to include, so far as prac-
ticable, his or her improvements, together with an addition of twenty acres for each 
child under twenty-one years, belonging to the family of such Inrlian. Although the 
act of May 23, 1872, provides for individual allotments of lands indiscriminately to 
Pottawatomies and Abseutee Shawnees within the thirty-mile square tract, yet it is 
intended, in making such allotments, that they shall be, so far as practicable, for the 
former, out of lands lying south of Little River, and,. for the latter, out of lands lying 
north of it. Since being assured of the })ermanency of their homes, they )lave entered 
with renewed energy upon the work of farming, and succeeded during the past sum-
mer in raising crops more than sufficient for their support for the year. They own a 
large number of horses and cattle. A day-school· has been established for them, at 
present attended by 16 children. The attendance, it is expected, will soon reach 65. 
Sacs and Foxes.-The Sacs and Fpxes of the Mississippi number at the present time 
463. In 1846 they numuered 2,478. They have. a reservation of 483,840 acres adjoin-
ing the Creeks on the west, and between the North Fork of the Canadian and the Red 
Fork of the Arkansas Rivers. They formerly occupied large tracts of country in \Vis-
cousin, Iowa, and Missouri, whence they removeu, by virtue of treaty stipulations, to 
a reserrnt.lon within the present limits of Kansas. :By the terms of the treaties of 
Hl59 a;1d 1868, all their lands in Kansas were ceded to the United States, and they were 
given in lieu thereof their p1..'P.sent reservation. These Indians, once famous for their 
prowess in war, have not, for some years, made any marked improvement upon their 
former condition. Still, they have accomplished a little, under highly adverse circum-
stances and influences, in the way of opening small farms and in building houses, and 
are beginning to show some regard for their women by relieving them of the burdens 
and labors heretofore required of them. There is hope of their further improvement, 
although they are still but one degree removed from the Blanket or Breech-Clout In-
dians. They have one school in operation, with an attendance of only about 12 
scholars. Three hundred and seventeen members of these tribes, after their removal 
to Kansas, returned to Iowa, where they were permitted t(} remain, and are now, unde1· 
the act of March 2, 1867, receiving their share of the tribal funds. The~' have pur-
chased 419 acres of land in Tama County, part of which they are cultivating. They 
are not much disposed to work, however, on lands of their own, preferring to labor for 
the white farmers in their vicinity, and are still much given to roving and hunting. 
By the treaties of November 3, 1804, October 21, 1837, Oetober 11, 1842, and Febru-
ary 18, 1867, these Indians have permanent annniti:es, amounting to $51,000 annually, 
and are supplied for a limited number of years with a physician, medicine, tobacco, 
and salt, at a cost to the Government of $1,850 amnually . . 
Osages.-The Osages, numbering 3,956, are native to the general section of country 
where they now live. Their reservation is bounded on the n<nth by the south line of 
Kansas, east by the ninety-sixth degree of west longitude, and south and west by the 
Arkansas River, ancl contains approximately 1,760,000 acres. Their location on this 
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reservation has been effected after considerable complication. By the act of Jnly 15, 
1870, provision was made for sale of all the lands belouging to the Osages within the 
limits of Kansas, and for their removal across the line into the Indian Territory. In 
accordance with the terms of this act, a reservation was selected by them, which was 
supposed to be immediately west of the ninety-sixth degree of west longitude, but a 
large portion of it, containing in fact all the improvements maJ.e and all the really 
available lan<1 in the whole body, was found upon a subsequent survey· to be east of it, 
that is, within the Cherokee country. To remedy this <lifficnlty, Congress, by act of 
JnnA 5, 1872, set apart their present reservation, with the proviso that they shonld 
allow the Kansas tribe of Indians to settle on the same tract. 0\ving to the unsettled 
condition of these Indians for several years past, and the limited amount of funds that 
could be used for their benefit, they have not matle much progreRs in ci vilizatiou. H::w-
ing now a :fixetl place of abode, and having large sums coming to them from the sale 
of their lands in Kansas, the Department sees no reason to doubt t.llat they will in a 
few years become a rich and prosperous people. They still follow the cha.se, the buf-
falo being their main dependence for food. Their wealth consists in horses (of which 
they own not less than 12,000) and in cattle. They have, since their removal, begun 
farming to somA extent, having already about 2,000 acres under culti\'atiou. Their 
agent reports the reservation "poorly adapted for civilizing purposes," there being only 
one small valley of fertile soil, uarely affording enough good fttrming-land fol' four 
thousand Indians. Having but just located, they have at present but one school in 
operation, with an attendance of 38 scholars. Further educational provision will be 
made for tllem at an early day. The only money these Indians have, besides the pro-
ceeds of the sale of their lands in Kansas, js the interest on $300,000, amounting an-
nually to $15,000, which is paid to them in money, or expended for their benefit; and 
$3,456, being the interest on $69,120, which sum is used for educational purposes. This 
interoot is appropriated annually, per treaties of Jnne 2, 1825, and September 29,1865, 
and Senate resolution of January 9, 1838. In addition to the item of $3,456 for ednca-
t.ional purposes, the Secretary of the Interior holds in trust for them United States and 
State stocks to the amount of $41,000, the interest on which sum, amounting annnally 
to $2,120, is also used for educational purposes. 
Kiowas, Comanches, and Apaches.-'l'hese tribes, confederated under present treaty 
stipulations, formerly ranged over an extensive country lying between the Rio Grande 
and the H.ed River. As nearly as can be ascertained, they number as follows: Kiowas, 
1,930; Comanches, 3,180; and Apaches, 380. They are now located upon a reservation 
secured to them by t.1·eaty made in 1867, comprising :3,549,440 acres in the southwestern 
part of the Indian Territory, west of and adjoining the Chickasaw country. ·wild and 
intractaule, these Inrlia.ns, even the best of them, have given small signs of improve-
ment in the arts of life, and, substantially, the whole dealing of the Government with 
them, thus far, has been in the way of supplying their necessities for food and clothing, 
with a view of keeping them upon their reservation and preventing their raiding into 
Texas, with the citizens of which State they were for many years before their present 
establishment on terms of mutual hatred and injury. The liberality and forbearance 
of the Government since the treaty of 1867, when complete amnesty for the offenses 
of the past was extended to these Indians, even to the extent of allowing them to 
retain their stolen stock, have not borne the fruits expected, and it may be found nec-
essary, according to the opinion expressed in another part of this report, to bring them 
to a sense of their errors by severe punishment. In the opinion of the Commissioner, 
the point has been reached where forbearance ceases to be a virtue. Some individuals 
and bands have remained quiet and peaceaule upon their reservations, evincing a dis-
position to learn the arts of life, to engage in agriculture, and to have their children 
instructed in letters. To these every inducement is being held out to take up land · 
and actively commence tilling it. Thus far they have under cultivation but 100 acres, 
which have produced the past year a good crop of corn and potatoes. The wealth of 
these tribes consists in horses and mules, of which they own to the number, as reported 
by their agent, of 16,500, a great proportion of the animals notoriously having been 
stolen in Texas. 
A boarding-school bas been established upon this reservation, having an attendance 
of 35 scholars, with, as the agent reports, a remarkable degree of success. It is strongly 
urged by Snpcrintenuent Hoag, within whose general superintendence these India.ns 
arc, that the agency ue removed from its present location in the vicinity of Fort Sill, 
or else that the military post be removed to some other and more distant point, the 
reason assigned being that the influences emanating from this post tend strongly to 
further demoralize the Inclhtns, even those best disposed, and to render unavailing the 
present efforts for their improvement. 
However, it may be said, in a word, of these Indians that their civilization must 
follow their submission to the Government, and that the first necessity in respect 
to them is a wholesome example, which shall inspire fear and cownutnd obedience. 
So long as four-fifths of these triues take turns at raiding into Texas openly ancl boast-
fully bringing uack scalps and spoils to their reservation, efforts to inspire very high 
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ideas of social and indnstriallife among t.he communities of which the raiders form so 
large a part will presumably result in failure. These Indians, under the two treaties 
made with them October 21, 1867, have limited annuitiPs, &c., (twenty-five install-
ments still due,) as follows: For Leneficial objects, $30,000, and or fclothiug, $26,000. 
A <;:arpenter, farmer, blacksmith, miller, engineer, physician, and teacher are also 
furnished them per said treaties, at a cost to the Government of $7,700 per a,nnum. 
Those who remain on the reservation are also supplied with subsistence at the expense 
of the Government . 
.Ampalwes and ChmJennes of the South.-These tribes are native to the section of 
country now inhabited by them. The Arapahoes number at the present time 1,500, 
and the Cheyennes 2,000. By the treaty of 1867, made with these In<lians, a large 
reservation was provided for them, bounded on the north by Kansas, on the east by 
the Arkansas River, and on the south and west by tbe Red Fork of the Arkansas. 
They bave, however, persisted in a refusal to locate on this reservation; and another 
tract, containing 4,011,500 acres, north of and adjoining the Kiowa and Comanche 
reserva,tion, was set apart for them by executive order of August 10, 1869. By act of 
May 29, 1872, the Secretary of the Interior was authorized to negotiate with these 
Indians for the relinquishment of their claims to the lands ceded to them by the said 
treaty, and to give them in lien thereof a ''sufficient an<l permanent location" upon 
lands ceded to the United States by the Creeks and Seminoles in treaties made with 
them in 1866. Negotiations to the end proposed were duly entered into with these 
tribes unitedly, but, in the course of such negotiations, it bas become the view of this 
Office tha,t tho tribes thouldno longer be associated in the occupation of a reservation. 
The Arap::thoes are manifesting an increasing disinclination to follow further the for-
tunes of the Cheyennes, and crave a location of their o·wn. Inasmuch as the conduct 
of the Arapahoes is uniformly good, and their disposition to make industrial improve-
ment Yery decided, it is thought that they should now be separate<l from the more 
turbulent Cheyennes, and given a place where they may carry out their better inten-
tions ·without interruption and without the access of influences tending to dmw their 
young men a,way to folly and mischief. \Vith this view, a contract, made subject to 
the action of Congress, was entered into between the Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
and the delegation of the Arapaho tribe which visited Wasllington during the present 
season, (the delegation being fully empowered thereto by the tril>e,) by which the 
Arapahoes relinquish all their interest in the reservation granteLl them by the treaty 
of 1867, in consideration of the grant of :1 reservation between tho North Fork of the 
Canadian River and tho Red Fork of the Arkansas River, and extending from a point 
ten miles east of the ninet~·-eighth to near tho ninety-ninth meridian of west longitnde. 
There can be no question, I think, that the arrangement will be equally for the advan-
tage of the GoYernmeut ~tud of the Indians. Legislatioa to carry into effect the pro-
visions of the agreement will be recommended at the approaching session of Congress. 
Should this adjustment of the question, so far as the Arapahoes are concerned, meet the 
approval of Congress, sPparate negotiations will be entered into with the Cheyennes, 
with a Yiew to obtaining their relinquishment of the resorvation of 1867, and their 
location on some vacant tract within the same general section of the Indinn Territory. 
A considerable number of the Arapahoes are already engagetl in agricult.ure, though at 
a disadvantage, and when tlle question of their reservation shall have been settled, it 
is confidently believed that substantially the whole body of this tribe will turn their 
attention to the cultivation of tho soil. Two schools are conducted for their benefit a,t 
the agency, baving ~tn a,ttenclance of35 scholars. Of the Cheyennes confederated with 
the Arapahoes, the reports are less favorable as t.o progress made in industry, or dispo-
sition to improve their condition. Uutil 1867 both these tribes, in common with the 
Kiowas and Comanches, were engaged in bostilities against the white settlers in West-
ern Kansas, but since the treaty made with them in t.llat year they have, 1vith the ex-
ception of one small band of tile Cheyennes, remained friendly, and have committed 
no depredations. The disposition of the Arapahoes is especially commendable. No 
br<>ach of peace whatever can be charged upon them, and their inUuence is uniformly 
exerted to dissnade neighboring tril>es from depredating on the whites. It is the inten-
tion of the Department at the- opening of the next agricultura.l season to afford the 
Arapahoes substantial assistance in the form of stock and agricultural implements, 
and by breaking up land, should tile question of their reservation be finally settled. 
Under the treaty of October 28, 1867, tbe Cheyennes and Arapahoes have limited an-
nuities, &c., (twenty-five installments still clue,) as follows: For beneficial objects, 
$20,000, and for clothing $14,500. Provision iR also made for the employment of :1 phy-
sician, teacher, carpenter, farmer, Llacksmith, miller, and engineer, at a cost to the 
Government of $7,700. These Indians are now subsisted mainly at the expense of the 
Government. 
H'ichitas, cf·c.-The Wichitas and other affiliated bands of Keechies, Wacoes, Towoc-
caroes, Caddoes, Ionies, aud Delawares number 1,250, divided approximately as fol-
lows: Wichitas, 299; Keecbies, 126; \Vacoes, 140; Towoccaroes, 127; Caddoes, 392; 
Iouies, 85; Delawares, 81. These Indians, fragments of once important tribes origin-
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ally belonging in Louisiana, Texas, Kansas, and the Indian Terri tory, were all, except-
ing the Wichitas and Delawares, removed by the Government from Texas, in 1859, to 
the "leased district," then belonging to the Choctaws and Chickasaws, where they 
have since resided, at a point on the \Vashita River near old Fort Cobb. They have 
no treaty relatbns with the Government, nor have they any defined reservation. They 
have always, or, at least, for many years, been frienJly to the whites, although in close 
and constant contact with the Kiowas and Comanches. .A few of them, clliefly Cad-
does and Delawares, are engaged in agricultnre, and are disposed to l>e inunstrious. 
Of the other Indians at this agency, some cultivate small patches in corn and vegeta-
l>les, the work being done mainly by women, but the most are content to live upon the 
Government. The Caddoes rank among the best Indians of tlle coutinent, and set an 
example to the other bands affiliated with them vwrthy of being more generally fol-
lowed than it is. In physique, and in the virtues of chastity, temperance, and in-
dustry, they are the equals of many white communities . 
.A permanent reservat,ion should be set aside for the Indians of this ageucy, and, 
with proper assistance, they would doubtless in a few years become entirely self-sus-
taining. In tlle chapter of this report coutaining specific recommendations for legisln-
tion to l>e had by Congress at its approachiug session, will be found the text of an 
agreement between these bands and the Commissioner of Indian .Affairs, l>y whicll the 
Iudians relinquish all tlleir claims on accouut of lands formerly held l>y them, and of 
which they were dispossessed without their consent, and the Government on its part 
confirms to them the tract now in fact occupied by them. Effect should l>e giYen to 
this agreement by Congress at as early date as practicable. The claims relinquished 
have been long l>efore Congress, and. may or may not have merit, a question not here 
considered; but it is equally for the interest of the Government and of the Indians 
that these bands should be put as early as practicable in the way of self-support~ are-
sult which will be greatly forwarded by confirming to them a permanent home. But 
one school is in operation, with au attendance of 18 scholars. These Indians have no 
annuities, but an annual appropriation of $50,000 has for several years heen made for 
their benefit. This money is expended for goods aud agricultural implements, and for 
assistance and instruction in farming, &c. 
DAKOTA, 1\IONTANA, WYO~UNG, AND IDAHO. 
The tribe~ residing in Dakota, Montana, ·wyoming, and Idaho are divided as follows: 
in Dakota, about 28,000; Montana, 30,000; 'Vyoming, 2,000; and Idaho, 5,000. The 
present temporary location of the Red Cloud agency has, however, drawn just within 
the limits of Wyoming a body of Indians varying from 8,000 to 9,000, who are here, 
and usually, reckoned as belonging in Dalwta. 
DAKOTA. 
The Indians within the limits of Dakota Territory are the Sioux, the Puucas, and 
the .Ariekarees, Gros Ventres, ancl Mandans. 
Sioux.--There are, probably, including those at the Red Clond agency, at preseut 
temporarily located in Wyomiug, about 25,000 Sioux nuder the care of Government at 
eight different agencies. 
The Yankton Sioux, numbering about 2,000, are located in the extreme southern part 
of the Territory, on the cast side of the Missouri, about fifty miles from the town of 
Yankton, upon a reservation of 400,000 acres, nearly aU rolling prairie, set apart for 
them l>y treaty of 1858, out of the tract then ceded by them to the United States. 
They have not been much inclined to work, and although there is good Janel within 
their reservation, they are poor, having still to be sul>sisted in a great measnre by the 
Government. It is but due to say of the Yanktons, that, while other l>auds of Sioux 
have been hostile to the Government and its cit.izens, they have uuiformly been friendly, 
even to the extent of assisting the Government against their own kindrell. They are 
now giving considerable attention to the education of their children, h:wing six schools 
in operation, with an average attendance of 366 scholars. The cha,nge in this latter 
respect bas resulted mainly from the benevolent effvrts of the missionaries of the 
Episcopal Church, aud of the .American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions, 
Under a treaty made with this l>and April19, 1858, they have a limited annuity of 
$40,000, six iustallments of that amount t:Jtill due and thereafter f$25,000 for teu ~~ ears 
and then $1f>,OOO for the further term of twenty years, part of wllich is paid to them 
per capita, the residue being expended for their benefit. 
The Sisseton and \Vabpeton bands have two reservations; one in the eastern part of 
the Territory, at Lake Traverse, containing 1,241,600 acres, where are 1,496 Indians, 
. and one in the northeastern part of the Territory, at Devil's Lake, contaiuing 345,600 
acres, where are 720 Indians, including a few from the" Cut-Head" bantl of Sioux. 
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These two reservations are provided for in a treaty made with the bands in 1867. These 
Indians were a portion of the Sioux living in Minnesota at tlte time of the outbreak in 
1862. Many of them claim to have been, and doubtless were, friendly to the whites 
during the trouules referred to, and when the removal of the Sioux took place in 1863, 
as noticed heretofore, under the title of'' Santee Sioux," they went to the western part 
of Minnesota and to the eastern and northern parts of Dakota,, near their present res-
ervations. They are quite generally engaged in agricultural operations, under the 
system adopted while they \Yere on their reservation in Minnesota, by which the indi-
vidual Indians receive pay in goods or supplies for all work performed, only tbe aged, 
infirm, or sick being supplied with clothing and subsistence gratuitously. So far as 
these Indians an~ concerned, the scheme has been decidedly successful, and it should be 
extended to an the tribes and bands now on the "feeding-list," so soon as practica-
ble. There are four schools in operation for the bands at Lake Traverse, attended by 
123 scholars. An uunsual degree of interest is manifested of late in having their 
children educated. By treaty made with them in 1867, the amount of funds to be ap-
propriated annually for their benefit is at the discretion of Cougress. For tbe present 
year, the sum of $75,000 bas been appropriated for the benefit of these Indians. They 
also participate in the proceeds derived from the sales of the Sioux lands in Minnesota, 
which furnish a considerable revenue yearly. 
The Oncpapa, Blackfeet, Lower Yauktonai, Upper Yanktonai, Sans Arc, Upper and 
Lower Brule, Two Kettle, Minneconjou, and Ogallala bands are located at five different 
agencies, viz: the Upper Missouri, or Crow Creek agency, on the east side of the Mis 
souri; the Grand River agency, at the mouth of the Grand River; the Cheyenne River 
agency, at the mouth of the Cheyenne River; the Whetstone agency, (so called from 
its former location at the junction of the Whetstone with the Missouri Rivers,) on the 
White River, about two hundred and twenty-five miles west of the Missouri; and 
the Heel Cloud agency, at present on the North Platte, about thirty miles south-
east from Fort Lammi e. The Indians at these agencies number in the aggregate about 
22,000. They have a reservation set apart for them by the treaty of 18ti8, containing 
about 25,000,000 acres, lying west of the Missouri River and north of Nebraska. Prior 
to this treaty, these Indians bad for years been engaged in acts of host.ility against the 
Government and in depredations upon the white settlers. Claiming to own most, if 
not all, of tlw Territory of Dakota, and portions of the Territories of Montana and 
\Vyoming, as well as the western part of :Nebraska, they usecl every effort to prevent 
the settlement oftlte country so claimed, their hostility being especially directed against 
the Union Pacific Railroad. Them ili tary operations of 1867 -'68, however, con vi nced1• the 
Sioux of the hopelessness of opposing the progress of the railroad and tbe settlement 
of the immediate belt through which it was t.o pass, and disposed them to accept the 
provision made for them by the treaty of 1868. With the exception of the main 
portion of t.he Ogallala band, at the Red Cloud agency, and a considerable body of 
disaffected Indians from all the bands known as the "host.ile Sioux," of whom "Sit-
tiug Bull" and" Black .Yloon" are the principal cbiefs, these bands are all within the 
limits of the reservation set apart by said treaty of 1868. A few at each of the agen-
cies on the Missonri River have shown a disposition to engage in agriculture, but by 
far the greater part of them remain "breech-clout" Indians, disinclined to labor for a 
living, and accepting subsistence from the Government as the natural and proper con-
sideration for the favor done the Government by their consenting to remain at the 
agencies assigned them. If they have any suspicion that this thing cannot last for-
ever, and that the time will soon come for tbem to work or starve, the great majority 
do not allow themselves to be influenced by it, but seem determined to put the evil day 
as far off as possible. The present cost of supporting these 25,000 Indians does not fall 
much short of $1,500,000 per annum, an expenditure the continuance of which beyond 
the treaty provisions to that effect (expiring in Hl74) could only be justified by such 
considerations as were urged in the first pages of this report. It must be remembered 
tltat the Government has, more than once, spent in si:s: months in fighting the Sioux 
what it would cost at present rates to support them for six years1 while the present 
policy all(nvs our railways and settlements to progress without practical oustruetion. 
The reported attacks on the surveying parties and the stations of the Northern Pacific 
Railroad during the summer and autumn, were really of the most contemptible char-
acter, and ruerel;y served to suggest the difficulties which this great national work 
would encounter if opposed by the whole fighting force of the Sioux Nation, as it 
would necessarily be but for the feeding system. Efforts have been and are still being 
made to induce the Ugallalas under Red Cloud to remove voluntarily to some place 
within the limits of their reservation, when~ their agency may be established, but as 
yet this has not been efiected. Until this matter has been definitely settled, nothing 
can be done to advance this band in civilization. Under their treaty of April29, 1868, 
these Indians receive annuities, &c., as follows: In clothing, (twenty-seven install-
ments still due,) $159,400; beneficial objects, (twenty-seven installments still due,) 
$236,000; snhsistence, including the Yankton Sioux and the Poncas, (one installment 
clue,) $1,314,000; and to the ten persons who grow the best crops, (last appropriation 
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made,) $500. They are also, by the terms of said treaty, furnished with blacksmiths, 
teachers, physician, miller, engineer, :tnd farmer, at an expense to the Goverument of 
$12,400. 
Poncas.-The Poncas, numbering- 735, have a reservation of 576,000 acres, near the 
confluence of the Niobrara and l\lissonri Rivers, in the southeastern part of the Terri-
tory, provided for them in their treaty with the Uuited States, made in 1858. They 
are quiet and peaceable, are i11cliued to be industrious, and engage to some extent in 
farming; bnt from various causes, principally the destruction of their crops by grass-
hoppers, have not succeedt>d in supporting themselves without assistance from the 
Government. They are well aclvance<l in civilized hauits oflife, and have shown con-
siderable interest in the education of Mwir children, having three schools in operation, 
with au average attendance of 77 scholars. By the treaty of March 12, 1858, they re-
cei\·e limitecl annuities, &c., as follows: $10,000,* which is paid to them in money, or 
expended for their benefit, and $7,500 (during the pleasure of the President) for aiel in 
agricultural and mechanical pnrsnits. They are also supplied with sufficient subsist-
ence, :tt the expense of the Government, to prevent actual suffering, though not upon 
the" feeding-list," like their neighbors, the Sioux. 
A1'ickm·ees, Gros Venfl'es, and Mandans.-These tribes number 2,200, and have a reser-
vation set apart for their occupancy Ly Executive order of April 12, 1870, comprising 
8,640,000 acres, situated in the 110rthwestern part of DakotK't and the eastern part of 
Monta11a, extending to the Yellowstone and Powder Rivers. They have no treaty with 
the GoYernment, are now aml have al \Yays been friemlly to the whites, are exception-
ally known to the officers of tlle Army and to frontiersmen as'' good Indians," and are 
engaged to some extent in agriculture. Owing to tlle shortness of the agricultural 
season, the rigor of the climate, and tlle periodical ravages of grasshoppers, their 
efforts in this direction, th,mgh made with a degree of patience and perseverance not 
usual in the Indian character, have met wit.h frequent and distressing reverses, and it 
has from time to time been fonud necessary to furnish tbem with more or less subsist-
ence to prevent starvation. They are traditional enernies of the Sioux, and the petty 
warfare maintained between them and the Sionx of the Grand River and Cheyenne 
River agencies, while, like most warfare confined to Indians alone, it causes wonder-
fully little loss of life, serves to disturb the condition of these agencies, and to retard 
the progress of all the parties concerued. These Indians should be moved to the 
Indian Territory, sonth of Kansas, where the mildness of the climate and the fertility 
of the soil would repay them their labors, and where, it is thought, from their will-
illgness to labor and their docility uncler the control of the Government, they would 
in a few years become wholly self-snpporting-. The question of their removal has been 
submitted to them, aud they seem inclined to favor the project, but have expressed a 
desire to send <L delegation of their chiefs to the Indian Territory, with a. view of sat-
isfying themsel Yes as to tbe desirableness of the location. Their wishes in this re-
spect shonhl be granted early next season, that their removal and settlement may be 
effected clnring the coming year. Notwithstanding their willingness to labor, they 
have shown bnt little interest in edncat.ion; there is at present no school for them, un-
less one has been opened since September last by the American Board of Commissioners 
for Foreign Missions. Congress makes an appropriation of $75,000 annually for goods 
and provisions, for their instruction in agricultural and mechanical pursuits, for sal-
aries of ernploses, and for the education of their children, &c. 
1\IO::\TAJ.~.A. 
The Indian tribes residing within the limits of Montana are the Blackfeet, Bloods, 
and Piegans, the Gros Ventres of the Prairie, the Assinaboines, the Yauktonais, Santee 
and Teton (so called) Sioux, a portion of the Northern Arapahoes and Cheyennes, the 
River Crows, the Mountain Crows, the Flatheads, Pend d'Oreilles and Kooteuays, and 
a few Shoslwues, Bannocks, aud Sheep-Eaters, nurnlJering in the aggregate about 
32,412. The~~ are all, or nearly all, nati Ye to the regions now occupied by them re-
spectively. 
The following table will exhibit the population of each of these tribes, as ne~trly as 
the same can be ascertained: 
Bla?~fee~, Bloods, and Piegans .. ·----- __ ...... -· .......... -· .............. . 
Ass1n1bo1nes ...... ·----· .... -· ...................... ---- .. --- --~· -·. ·-----
Gros V en tres .. _ .. ____ .............. _ ................................ _ ... __ 
Santee, Yanktonais, Uncpapa, and Cut-Head Sioux, at Milk River agency·--· 
River Crows .. _ .. _ ......... _ ...... - _ ............... -.- .. - .. -...... - -- -.-.-
Mountain Cro\'i'S .................................................. ---- .. --








*But one fnrther installment of their $10.000 annnity remains due, after which they will become enti· 
tled by treaty to an annuity of $8,000 for the term of fifteen years. 
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Pend d'Oreilles ...................•........................................ 
Kootenays ............................................................. ·· · 
Shoshones, Bannocks, and Sheep-Eaters .................•.................. 
Roving Sioux, commonly called Teton Sioux, including those gathered during 
1872, at an<l near Fort Peck, (largely estimated) ......................•... 






The number of Northern Cheyennes and Arapahoes roaming in Montana, who, it is 
believed, have co-operated with the Sioux under "Sitting Bull" in their depredations, 
is not kno\vn; it is probably less than 1,000. 
The Blackfeet, Bloods, and Piegans, (located at the Blackfeet agency on the Teton 
River, about seventy-five miles from Fort Benton;) the Gros Ventres, As&iniboines, th~:~ 
River Cro\vs, about 1,000 of the Northern Arapahoes and Cheyennes," and the Santee 
and Yankton Sioux, (located at the Milk River agency, on the Milk River, about 100 
miles from its month,) occupy jointly a reservation in the extreme northern part of the 
Territory, set apart by treaties (not ratified) made in 1868 with most of the tribes 
named, and containing about 17,408,000 acres. The Blackfeet, Bloods, and Piegans, 
particularly the last-named band, have been, until within about two years, engaged 
in depredating upon the white settlers. The Indians at the Milk River agency, with 
the exception of the Sioux, are now, and have been fur several years, quiet and peace-
able. The Sioux at this agency, or most of them, were engaged in the outbreak in 
Minnesota in 1862. On the suppression of hostilities they fled to the northern part of 
Dakota, where they have been roaming until, in the fall of 1871, they went to their 
present locatit:m, with the avowed intention of remaining there. AUhongh they had 
been at war for years with the Indians properly belonging to the Milk River agency, 
yet, by jndicious management on the part of the agent of the Government stationed 
there, and the influence of some of the most powerful chiefs, the former feuds and 
difficulties were amicably arranged, and all parties have remained friendly to each 
other during the year paRt. The Indians at neither the Blackfeet nor the Milk River 
agency Rllow any disposition to engage in farming, nor have they thus far manifested 
any desire for the education of their children. They rely ent.irely upon the chase and 
upon the bounty of the Government for their support. They, however, qnite scrupu-
lously respect their obligation to preserve the peace, and no considerable difficulty has 
of late been experienced, or is anticipated, in keeping them in order. The Blackfeet, 
Bloods, aud Pjegans have au annual appropriation of $50,000 made for their benefit; 
the Assiniboiues, $30,000; the Gros Ventres of the Prairie, $35,000; the River Crows, 
$;~0,000. These funds are used in furnishing the respective tribes with goods and sub-
sistence, an(l generally for such other objects as may be deemed necessary to keep the 
Indians qniet. For the Sionx at the Milk River agency an extraordinary appropria-
tion of $150,000 was made the last year, to provide them with snbsistence. 
Mountain C?·ows.-Thesc Indians have a reservation of 6,272,000 acres lying in the 
southern part of the Territory, between the Yellowstone River and the north line of 
Wyoming Territory. They have always been friendly to the whites, but are inveterate 
enemies of the Sioux, with whom they have for years been at war. By the treaty of 
186i:l-by the terms of which their present reservation was set apart for their occu-
pancy-tlley are liberally supplied with goods, clothing, and subsistence. But few of 
them are engaged in farming, the main body relying upon their success in hunting, 
and npon the supplies furnished by the Government, for their support. They have one 
school in operation, with an attendance, however, of only nine scllolars. By the treaty 
of May 7, 1R68, provision is made by which they are to receive for a limite<lnumber of 
years the following annuities., &c., viz: In clothing and goods, $22,72:3, (twenty-six in-
stallments clue;) in beneficial objects, $25,000, (six installments due;) in subsistence, 
$131,400, (one installment due.) Blacksmiths, teachers, physician, carpenter, miller, 
engineer, and farmer are also furnished for their benefit, at an expense to the Govern-
ment of $11,600. 
Flatheads, .j'·c.-The Flatheads, Pend d'Oreilles, and Kootenays have a reservation of 
1,433,600 acres in the Jocko Valley, situated in the northwestern part of the Territory, 
and secured to them by treaty of 1855. This treaty also provided for a reservation in 
the Bitter Root Valley, should the President of the United States deem it advisable to 
et a.part another one for their use. The Flatheads have remained in the last-named 
*The Cheyennes and Arapahoes of the south have been noted in the review of the tribes found in 
tho southwestern portion of the Indian Territory. The Cheyennes and Arapah'>es of Montana have, 
in common ·with still other members of those tribes roaming principally in the eastern part of \Vyoming, 
a treaty with the Government, by the terms of which they may accept for their horue a portion of the 
country set apart for the Southern Arapahoes .and Cheyennes in the Indian Territory south of Kausas, 
or of that set apart for the Sioux by the treaty of 1868,tor may attach themselves to the Crow agency on 
the Yellowstone RiYer. All efforts on the part of the DepartmenL to inuuce them to select oue of the 
three places named, and settle permanently thereon, have thus far failed. These efforts are being con-
tinned, and it is hoped they may at an early day prove successful. 
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valley; but, under the pro,risions of the act of June 5, 1872, steps are being taken for 
their removal to the Jocko reservation. Many of these Indians are engaged in agri-
culture, but, as they receive little assistance from the Government, their progress in 
this direction is slow. They have one school in operation, with an attendance of 27 
scholars. Under the treaty of July 16, 1855, they have a limited annuity of $4,000, 
(one installment of $4,000 and five of $3,000 still due,) which is expended for their bene-
fit in the purchase of goods, &c. Certain employes, teachers, &c., are also maintainecl, 
in accordance with the treaty, at an expense to the Government of $12,500 a year. 
The head chief of each of the three tribes is also paid $500. 
Shoshones, Lf·c.-The Shoshones, Bannocks, and Sheep-Eaters are at present locate1l 
about twenty miles above the month of the Lemhi Fork of the Salmon River, ncar the 
western boundary of the Territory. They have shown considerable interest in agri-
culture, and many of them are quite successful as farmers. Tiley have no reservation 
set apart for them, either by treaty or by Executive order. They are so few in num-
ber tilat it would probably be better to remove them, with their consent, to the Fort 
Hall reservation in Idaho, where their brethren are located, than to provide them with 
a separate reservation. They have no schools in opemtion. An annual appropriation 
of $~5,000 is made for tilese Indians, which sum is expended for their benefit in the 
purchase of clothing, subsistence, agricultural implements, &c. 
WYO:'Ill~G. 
The Indians in this Territory, with the exception of the Sionx and Northern Arapa-
hoes and Cheyennes, mentioned under the heads of Dakota and Montana,, respectively, 
are the eastern band of Shoshones, numbering about one tlwnsand. The Shoshones are 
native to the country. Their reservation in the Wind River Valley, containing 
2,688,000 acres, was set apart for them by treat.y of 1868. On account of clifficulties 
apprehended in consequence of tho intrusion of settlers and miners upon the southern 
portiou of this reservation, the President was authorized, by act of J nne 1, 1872, to ne-
gotiate with the Shoshones for the relinquishment of that portion of the reservation 
lying south of the dividing ridge between the Big Popoagie and Little Wind Rivers, 
and south of the forty-third parallel. In return for such relinquishment, the act con-
templated the cession to them of lands lying north of, and adjacent to, their present 
reservation, equal in area to the lauds so relinquished. Negotiations have accordingly 
been made, and the consent of the Indians to this relinquishment has been obtained, 
upon terms whieh will be stated in det:til under the bead of'' Legislation proposed." 
But little advancement in civilization has been made by these Indians: owing to 
their indisposition to labor for a living, and to the incessant incursio11s into their 
country of the Sioux and the Northern Arapahoes and Cheyennes, with which tribes 
they have for many years been at war. The losses sustained from these incursions, 
and the dread which they inspire, tend to make the Shosilones unsettled and unwilling 
to remain continuously on the reservation. They therefore spend most of the year in 
roaming and bunting when they should be at work tilling the soil and improving 
their lands. Their agent says of them, in his annual report, that their views in regard 
to their mode of life have, of late, somewhat changed, t.bey having consented to aban-
don their migratory habits, and enter upon stock-raising and farming. There is one 
school at the agency, having an attendance of ten scholars, in charge of an Episcopal 
missionary as teacher. 
Under the treaty of July 3, 1868, these Indians receive limited annuities in clothing 
to the amount of $13,874, (twenty-seven installments due,) and for beneficial objects 
$30,000, (eight installments due.) 'l'hey are also furnished with various employes, and 
with iron and steel, at an expense to the Government of $8,800. Provision is also 
marle for the payment of $50 (one installment due) to each of the ten persons who 
grow the most valuable crops. 
A portion of the Bannocks have, since the treaty of 1868, been visiting the agency of 
the Shoshones, and have received their annuity goods there. Tiley belong, however, 
to the Port Hall reservation, in Idaho, and will hereafter receive their annuity goods 
at that place. 
IDAHO. 
The Indian tribes in Idaho are the Nez Perces; the Boise and Bruneau Shoshones, 
and Bannocks; the Cretu d'Alenes and Spokanes, with several other Gmall bands, num-
bering in the aggregate about 5,800 souls. 
Nez Perces.-The Nez Perces number 2,807, and have a reservation of 1,344,000 acres 
in the northern part of the Territory. By treaties of 1855 and 1863, they ceded to the 
United States a large body of land lying within the limits of the then Territories of 
Oregon and vVashiugton, and accepted tileir present diminished reservation, with cer-
tain aunuities, in consideration of the cession of the remainder. The tribe has long 
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been divided into factions known as the "treaty" party and the "non-treaty" party, 
from disagreements arising out of the treaty made with them in 1863. Thongh the ill-
feeling engendered has in a measure subsided, the "non-treaty" Indians, to the .num-
ber of a few hundred, still stand apart and accept no favors from the Government. 
These, with few exceptions, reside outside the reservation on Snake River and its 
tributaries, and cause more or less trouble in a petty way to the white settlers. The 
Nez Perces generally have for many years been friendly to the whites, are quite ex-
tensively engaged in agriculture, and ma.y be considered well advanced in civilization. 
They show considerable interest in the education of their children, and have two 
schools in operation, with an attendance of 124 scholars. Under the treaties of June 
11, 1855, and JIJlne 9, 1863, these Indians receive limited annuities, &c., (from seven to 
nine installments due,) as follows: For beneficial objects, $6,000; support of schools, 
pa.y of teachers, boarding and clothing children, .&c., $7,300, and salaries of head chief 
and two subordin~tte chiefs, $1,500. Employes of different kinds are also maint::tined, 
at a cost, after including the repairs on buildings, purchase of medicine, &c., of $15,500 
per annum. 
Shoshones and Bannoclcs.-These Indians, numbering 1,037, the former 516 and the 
latter 521, occupy a reservation in the southeastern part of the Territory, near Fort 
Hall, formerly a military post. This reservation was set apart by treaty of 1868 and 
Executive order of July 30, 1869, and contains 1,568,000 acres. The Shoshones on this 
reservation have no treaty with the Government. Both bands are generally quiet and 
peaceable, and cause but little tronble; are not disposed to engage in agrilmlture, and, 
with some assistance from the Government, depend upon hunting and fishing for sub-
sistence. There is no school in operation on the reservation. Under the treaty of July 
3, 1868, with the Shoshones and Bannocks, the Bannocks are entitled to limited annui-
ties in clothing to the amount of $6,937, (twenty-seven installments due,) and for 
beneficial objects, $16,000, (seven instaHments due.) A physician, teacher, and other 
employes are also maintained for their benefit, at an expense to the Government of 
$6,800 per annum. Congress also appropriates annually for those Indians on the Fort 
Hall reservation, ,who have no treaty with the United States, and for other Indians in 
Southeastern Oregon, the sum of $40,000, one-half of which is expended for the benefit 
of those residing on this reservation. 
Crew· cl' Alenes, (f·c.-The Cmur d'Alenes, Spokanes, Kootenays, and Pend d'Oreilles, 
numbering about 2,000, have no treaty with the United States, but have a reservation 
of 256,000 acres set apart for their occupancy by Executive order of June 14,1867, lying 
30 or 40 miles north of the Nez Perces reservation. They are peaceable, have no an-
nuities, receive no assistance from the Government, and are wholly self-susta,iuing. 
These Indians have never been collected upon a reservation nor brought under the im-
mediate supervision of an agent. So long as their country shall remain unoccupied, 
aud not in demand for sett.lement by the whites, it will scarcely be desirable to make 
a change in their location; but the construction of the Northern Pacific Railroad, 
which will probably pass through or near their range, may make it expedient to con-
centrate them. At present they are largely under the influence of Catholic missionaries 
of the Cmur d'Alene Mission. 
COLORADO, NEW MEXICO, UTAH, ARIZONA, AND NEVADA. 
The tribes residing in Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, Arizona, and Nevada are lilivided 
as follows: In Colorado, about 3,800; New Mexic@, 19,000; Utah, 10,000; Arizona, 
25,000 ; and Nevada, 13,000. 
COLORADO. 
The Indians residing in Colorado Territory are the Tabequache band of Utes, at the 
Los Pinos agency, numbering 3,000, and the Yampa, Grand River, and Uintah bands of 
the White River agency, numbering 800. They are native to the section which they 
now inhabit, and have a reservation of 14,784,000 acres in the western part of the 
Territory, set apart for their occupancy by treaty made with them in 1868. The two 
agencies above named are established on this reservation, the White River agency 
being in the northern part, on the river of that name, and the other in the southeastern 
part. This reservation is much larger than is necessary for the number of Indians lo-
cated within its limits, and as valuable gold and silver mines have been, or are al-
leged to have been, discovered in the southern part of it, the discoveries being followed 
by the inevitable prospecting parties and miners, Congress by act of April 23, 1872, 
authorized the Secretary of the Interior to enter into negotiations with the Utes for 
the extinguishment of their right to the south part of it. The proceedings of the com-
mission appointed pursuant to the provisions of this act will be found under the. appro-
priate title in another portion of this report. Notwithstanding the present fa1lnre of 
the efforts to this end, it is not doubted that the result will yet be secured ; and inas-
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much as trouble between the miners and Indians may occur at any time, the sooner the 
object iil effected the better it will be for all concerned. 
A few of these Indians, who have declined to remove to and remain upon the reser-
va,tion, still roam in the eastern part of the Territory, frequentl)7 visiting Denver and 
its vicinity, and causing some annoyance to the settlers by their presence, but commit-
ting no acts of violence or extensive depredations. The Indians of Colorado have thus 
far shown hut little interest in the pursuits of civilized life or in the education of their 
children. A school is in operation at the Northern or White River agency, with an at-
tendance of 40 scholars. Steps are also being taken to open one at the Sonthern or Los 
Pinos agency. Under the treaties made with these Indians, October 7, 1863, and March 
2, 186tl, they are receiving limited annuities, &c., (from one to twenty-six installments 
due,) as follows: In goods, clothing, blankets, &c., $40,000, and in snusistence $40,000. 
Provision is also made for furnishing them with various employes, shops, iron and steel, 
&c., at an expense to the Government of $11,940. 
NEW MEXICO. 
The tribes residing and roaming within the limits of New Mexico are the Navajoes, 
the Mescalero, Gila, and .Ticarilla bands of Apaches, the Muache, Capote, and Weemi-
nnche bands of Utes, and the Pueblos. 
Kavajoes.-The Navajoes now number 9,114, an increase of 880 over last year's enu-
meration. Superintendent Pope considers this increase to be mainly due to the return, 
during the year, of a nnmber who had been held in captivity by the Mexicans. They 
have a reservation of 3,328,000 acres in the northwestern part of New Mexico and north-
eastern part of Arizona, set apart for them by treaty of 1868. These Indians are natives 
of the section of the country where they are now located. Prior to 1864 no less than 
seven treaties bad been made with these tribes, which were successively broken on 
their part, and that, with uut one exception, before the Senate could take action on the 
question of their ratification. In 1864 the Navajoes were made captives by the mili-
tary, and taken to the Bosque Redondo reservation, which had been set apart for the 
Mescalero Apaches, where they were for a time held as prisoners of war, and then 
turued over to this Department. After the treaty of 1868 bad been concluded, they 
were removed to their present location, where they have, as a tribe, remained quiet 
and peaceable, many of them being engageu in agriculture and in raising sheep and goats. 
Of these they have large flocks, numbering 130,000 head, which supply them not only 
with suusistence but also with material from which they manufacture the celebntted, 
and, for w~trmth and durauility, unequaled, Navajo blanket." They also have a stock of 
10,000 horses. These Indians are industrious, attend fai tbfnlly to their crops, and even 
put in a second crop when the :first, as frequently happens, is destroyed by drought or 
frost. A point on the San Juan River about ninety miles from the present agency, anu 
within the bounds of their reservation, has recently been selected for their farming op-
erations, the valley of that river being far better adapted for this purpose than the por-
tions of the reservations heretofore cultivated. 
The reason for the non-occupation heretofore of this section of the reserve has been 
found in their dread of war-parties from the Utes, who also claim the country. A 
special agent has been appointed to take charge of the Indians who gather at this 
point. It is a ma.tter of profonnfl regret to the Department that on the 11th of June 
last James H. Miller, esq., agent for the Navajoes, while in the 11erformance of duty 
connected with this very object, was surprised and murdered in his camp on the San 
.Juan by two Ute Indians. 
One school is in operation on the reservation, with an attendance of forty scholars. 
The Navajoes are receiving, unuer the provisions of their treaty of 1868, limited an-
nuities, (six installments due,) in clothing, or material for clothing, $40,000, and in 
other beneficial objects, $14,000. Provision is also made for the employment of two 
teachers, at a cost to the Government of $2,000 per annum. 0\ving to the partial fail-
ure of their crops, from the causes already indicated, the Navajoes have for some years 
been partially subsisted, off and on, by the Government. 
Mescalero Apaches.-These Indians, numbering about 830, are at present located-not, 
bo\vever, upon a defined reservation secured to them-near Fort Stanton, in the e<tst-
ern part of the Territory, and range generally south of that point. Prior to 1864 they 
were located on the Bosque Redondo reservation, where they were quiet a11d peaceable 
until the Navajoes were removed to that place. Being unable to live in harmony with 
the new-comers, they fled from the reservation, and until quite recently have been more 
or less hostile. They are now living at peace with the whites and coll(lucting them-
selves measurably well. They have no schools, care nothing apparent,ly about the ed-
ucation of their chi~dren, and are not to any noticeable extent engaged in farming or 
*The Navajo blankets are a wonder. of patient workmanship, and often sell as high as $80, $100, and 
$150. 
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in any pursuit of an industrial character. These Indians have no treaty with the 
United States, nor do they receive any annuities. They are, however, subsisted in part 
by the Government and are supplied with a limited quantity of clothing when neces-
sary. In addition to the Mescaleros proper, Agent Curtis reports as being embraced in 
his agency other Indians, called by him Aguas Nnevos, 440; Lipans, 350, (probably 
from Texas;) and Southern Apaches, 310, whose proper home is no doubt upon the 
Tularosa reservation. rrhese Indians, the agent remarks, came from the Comanche 
country to his agency at various dates during the past year. 
Gila (sometimes called Sonthern) Apaches.-This tribe is composed of two bauds, the 
Mimbres and Mogollons, and number about 1,200. They are warlike, and have for 
years been generally unfriendly to the Government. The citizens of Somhern New 
Mexico, having long suffered from their depredatory acts, loudly demanded that they 
be removed, and, to comply with the wish of the people, as well as to prevent serious 
difficulties, and possibly war, it was a year or two since decided to provide tlle Indians 
with a reservation distant from their old home and there establish them. ·with a vie"' 
to that end a considerable number of them were collected early last year at Caftada 
Alamosa. Subsequently, by Executive order dated November' 9, 1871, a reservation· 
was set apart for them with other roving bands of Apaches in the Tula,rosa Valley, to 
which place 450 of them are reported to have been removed during the present year by 
United States troops. These Indians, although remoYed against their will, were at :first 
pleased with the change, but, after a short experience of their new home, became dis-
satisfied, and no small portion left the reservation to roam outside, disregar<liug the 
system of passes established. They bitterly object to tlle location as unllealthy, the 
climate being severe and the water bad. There is undoubtedly much truth in these 
complaints. They a,sk to be taken back to Canada. Alamosa, their old home, promising 
there to be peaceable and quiet. Of course nothing can be said of them ii.worable to 
the interests of education and labor. Snch of these Indians as remain on the reserva-
tion are being fed by the Government. They have no treaty with the United States, 
nor do they receive annuities of any kind. 
Jicarilla .Llpaches.-These Indians, numbering about 850, have for several years been 
located with the Muache Utes, about 650 in number, at the Cimarron agency, upon 
what is called ''Maxwell's Grant," iu Northeastern New Mexico. They have no treaty 
relations with the Government, nor have they any reservation set apart for them. 
Efforts were made some years ago to have them, with the Utes referred to, remove to 
the large Ute reservation in Colorado, but without success. The Cimarron agency, 
however, has lately been discont,inued, and these Apaches will, if it can be effected 
without actual conflict, be removed to the Mescalero agency at Fort Stanton. Four 
hundred Jicarilla Apaches are also reported as being at the Tierra Amarilla agency. 
The Jicarillas have heretofore snpport,ed themselves by bunting, with snch assistance 
as this Department has been able, without specific appropriations, to render them. 
Muache, Weeminuche, and Capote Utes.-These bands, the Muache band, numbering 
about 650, heretofore at the Cimarron agency, and tlte other two bands, numbering 
870, at the Abiquiu agency, are all parties to the treaty made with the several bauds of 
Utes in 1868. It bas been desired to have these Indians removed to their proper reser-
vation in Colorado, but all efforts to this end have thus far proved futile. Tlle discon-
tinuance of the Cimarron agency may have the effect to cause the Mnaches to remove 
either to that reservation or to the Abiquiu agency, now located at Tierra Amarilla, in 
the northwestern part of the Territory. These three bands ha.ve generally been peace-
able and friendly to the wllites. Recently, however, some of them have shown a dis-
position to be troublesome, but no serious difficulty is apprehended. None of them 
appear disposed to work for a subsistence, preferring to live by the chase and on tlle 
bounty of the Government; nor do they show any inclination or desire to have tlleir 
children educated and taught the habits and customs of civilized life. Declining to 
remove to and locate permanently upon the reservation set apart for the Utes in Col-
orado, they receive no j1nnuities and participate in nune of the benefits provided in the 
treaties of 1863 and 1868 with the several bands of Ute Indians referred to under the 
head of" Colorado." 
Pueblos.-Tbe Pueblos, so named because they live in villages, number 7,6R3. They 
have 439,664 acres of land confirmed to them by act of Congress of December 22, Hl5B, 
the same consisting of approved claims under old Spanish grants. They have no 
treaty with the United States, and receive but little aid from the Government. During 
the past two years efforts have been made, and are still being continued, to secure the 
establishment of schools in all the villages of the Pueblos, for the instruction of their 
children in the English language. Five such schools are now being couclnctcc1 for 
their benefit. 
The history of the Pueblos is an interesting one. They arc the remains of a once 
powerful people, and in habits and modes of life are still clearly distinguished from all 
other aborigiues of tlle continent. The Spanish invaders found them living generally 
in towns and cities. They a,re so described by Spanish historians as far back as 1540. 
They. early .revolted, though without success, against Spanish rule, and. in the struggle 
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many of their towns were burned and much loss of life and property occasioned. It 
wonlcl seem, however, that, in addition to the villagers, there were others, at that time 
living, dispersed, whose rednction to Pueblos was determined upon and made the sub-
ject of a decree by Charles V of Spain, in 1546, in order chiefly, as declared, to their 
being instrncted in the Catholic faith. Under the Spanish government schools were 
established at the villages, the Christian religion was introducerl and impressed upon 
the people, and the rights of property thoronghly protected. By all these means a 
high degree of ciYiliza,tion was secured, which was maintained until after the estab-
lishment of Mexican independence, when, from want of goverument care and support, 
decay followed, ttnd the Pueblos measurably deteriorated, down to the time when the 
authority of the United StnJPs was extended over that country; still they are a re-
markaule people, noted for their sobriety, industry, and docility. They have few 
wants, and are simple in their habits and moral iu their lives. They are, indeed, 
scarcely to be considered Indians in the sense traditionally attached to that word, and, 
bnt for their residence upon reservations patented to these bands in confirmation of 
ancient Spanish grants, and their continued tribal organizatiou, might be regarded as 
a part of the onlinary population of the country. There are now nineteen villages of 
these Indians in New Mexico. Each village bas a distinct aud organized government, 
with its govern01: and other officers, all of whom are elected annually by the people, 
flxcept the cacique, a sort of high priest, who holds his office during life. Though 
nominally Catholics in religion, it is thought that their real beliefs are those of their an-
cestors in the days of Montezuma. A much-vexed question affecting the peace and pros-
perity of this people remains to be settled, and, it is hoped, will be determined 'vitb-
out unnecessary delay, namely, whether they are citizens of the United States, or In-
dians, to whom the law of 1834, respecting trade anrl intercourse with Indian tribes, is 
applicable. Chief Justice Slongh, of the United States first judicial district of the 
Territory of New Mexico, decided, in 1867, that their status was that of citizens. 
This decision will be found contained in Document No. 59, accompanying the annual 
report of this Office for 1807, page 217. 
UTAH. 
The tribes residi11g wholly or in part within the limits of Utah are the Northwestern, 
·western, and Goship bands of Shoslwnes; the \Veber, Yampa, Elk Mountain, and 
Uintah bauds of Utes; the Timpanagos, the San Pitches, the Pah-Vents, the Piedes, 
all(l She-be-rechets, all, with the exception of the Shoshones, speaking the Ute lan-
guage, and being native to the country inhabited uy them. 
Nortlw:este1'n, Western, a?l(l Goship Shoslwnes.-These three bands of Shoshones, num-
bering together about 3,000, have treaties made with the Government in 1863. No 
reservations 'vere provided to be set apart for them by the terms of said ti·eaties, the 
only provision for their benefit being the agreement on the part of the United States 
to furnish them with articles, to a limited extent and for a limiteu term, suitable to 
their wants as hunters or herdsmen. ~aviug no reservations, but little can be done 
for their advancement. They live in Northwestern Utah and Northeastern Nevada., 
and are generally incliued to be industrious, many of them gaining a livelihood by 
working for the white settlers, while others cultivate small tracts of land on their own 
account. Under the treaties referred to, the sum of $5,000 is appropriated annually for 
the Northwestern bands, $0,000 for the Western bands, :wd $1,000 for the Goship bands. 
These items are to be appropriated for eleven years from the present time. The money 
is expended for thfl benefit of the Indians, in accordance with the terms of the treaties. 
The \Veuer Utes, numbering about 300, live in the vicinity of Salt Lake City, and 
subsist by hunting, fishing and begging. The Timpanagos, numbering about 500, 
live south of Salt J ... ake City, and live by hunting and fishing. The San Pitches, 
numbering about 300, live, with the exception of some who have gone to the Uintah 
Valley reservation, in the country south and east of the Timpanagos, and subsist by 
hunting and fishing. The Pah-Vents number about 1,200, and occupy the territory 
south of the Goships, cultivate small patches of ground, but live principally by hunt-
ing and fishing. The Yampa Utes, Piedes, Pi-Utes, Elk Mountain Utes, and She-be-
rechers live in the eastern and southern parts of the Territory. They number, as 
nearly as can be estimated, 5,200; do not cultivate the soil, but subsist by hunting and 
fishing, and at times by depredatiug in a small way upon the white settlers. They are 
warlike and migratory in t.lleir hauits, carrying on a petty warfare pretty mnch all 
the time with the southern Indians. These bands of Utes have no treat~es with the 
United States; they receive no annuities, aud but very little assistance from the Gov-
ernment. 
The Uintah Ute~, numbering 800, are now residing upon a reservation of 2,039,040 
acres in Uintah Valley, in the northeastern corner of the Territory, set apart, for the 
occupancy of the Indians iu Utah by Executive order of October 3, 1861, and by act of 
Congress of May 5, 1864. This reservation compri1:1es some of the best farming land in 
Utah, and is of su:fficieut extent to maintain all the Indians in the Territory. Some 
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of the Indians located here show a disposition to engage in agriculture, though most 
of them still prefer the chase to labor. No steps have yet been taken to open a school 
on the reservation. The Uintah Utes have no treaty with the United States, bnt an 
appropriation. averaging about $10,000 bas been annually ma{le for their civilization 
and improvement since 1863. 
In respect to the Indians of Utah it may be said generally that the time will soon 
come when they must, in the interest of peace and settlement, be constrained to go 
upon the Uintah reservation, or such other reservation as shall be set apart for them 
by Executive order or congressional action, and be strictly held there by military 
force, should that be found necessary. It is even a fair question whether the present 
condition of things should be allowed to continue through another season. 
ARIZO~A. 
The tribes residing in the Territory of Arizona are the Pimas and Maricopas, Papa-
goes, Mobaves, Moquis, and Orivns Pueblos, Yumas, Yavapais, Hualapais, and different 
bands of the Apaches. All are native to the districts occupied by them, respectively. 
Pima8 and Maricopas.-These, said to have been in former years "Village" or 
"Pueblo" Indians, number 4,342, ancl occupy a reservation of 64,000 acres set apart for 
them under the act of February 28, 1859, and located in the central part of the Terri-
tory, on the Gila River. They are, and always have been, pP-acefnl, and loyal to the 
Government; are considentbly advanced, according to a rude form of civilization, and, 
being industrious, ~tud engaged quite successfully whenever the conditions of soil anu 
climate are favorable, m farming operations, are nearly self-sustaining. The relations 
of these bands with the neighboring whites are, however, very unfavorable to their 
interests, and the condition of affairs is fast growing worse. The difficulty arises out 
of the fact of the use, and, probably, the improvident use., by the whites above them, 
of the water of the Gila River, by which they are deprived of all means of irrigating 
their lands. Much dissatisfaction is manifested on this account, and the result is, so 
far, that many of the Indians have left the reservation and gone to Salt H.iver Valley, 
where they are mnking a liviug uy tilling the soil, not, however, without getting into 
trouble at this point also with the settlers. 
It is seriously in contemplation by the Department to secure their removal to the 
Indian Territory. Before, however, any authority or appropriation for this purpose is 
asked from Congress, the minds of the Indians will be influenced to desire the change. 
Instructions to this effect have been given to the agent and superintendent in charge. 
The Pimas and Maricopas arc greatly interested in the education of their children. 
Two schools are in operation on the reservation, with an attendance of 105 scholars. 
These tribes have no treaty with the United States, and receive but little assistance 
from the Government. 
Papagoes.-Tbese Indians, numbering about 5,000, are of tliC same class, in some 
respects, as the Pnehlos in New Mexico, Jiving in villages, cultivating the soil, and 
raising stock for a support. They have no ~'eservation set apart for their occupancy, 
but inhabit the southeastern part of tile Territory. Many of them have embraced 
Christianity, and they are generally well-behaved, quiet, and peaceable. They mani-
fest a strong desire to have their children educated, and steps to this end have been 
taken by tile Department. These Iutliaos have no treaty relations with the United 
States, and receive no assistance from the Government. The expediency of assigning 
to the Papagoes a reservation, and concentniting them where they can be brought 
within the direct care and control of the Government, is under consideration by the 
Department. There seems to be no reason to doubt that, if so established and once 
supplied with implements and stock, they would become in a short time not only self-
sustaining, but prosperous. It was in contemplation years ago to set apart a rese·rva-
tion for them at San Xavier, so as to include the venerable church built there by 
their ancestors, and it may yet be advisable and practicable to establish them at that 
point. 
Mollaves.-Tbese Indians have a reservation of 75,000 acms, located on the Colorado 
River, and set apart for them and other trihes in the vicinity of said river, under the 
act of March 3, 1865. The Mohaves number about 4,000, of whom only 828 are on the 
reservation, the rest either roaming at large or being fed at other reservations in the 
Territory. An irrigating canal has been built for them at great expense, but farming 
operations have not as yet proved very successful. Over 1,100 acres, however, are 
being cultivated by the Indians. The crops consist of corn, melons, and pumpkins. 
'l'hese Indians show but little progress in civilization. The parents objecting to the 
education of their children, no schools have been put in operation on the reservation, 
as they could be conducted only .on a compulsory system. The Mohaves have no 
treaty stipulations with the Uniteu States, but they are partly subsisted and are largely 
assisted in their farming operations from the general incidental fund of the Territory: 
Yurnae.-Tbese Indians number probably 2,000. They inhabit the country near the 
mouth of the Colorado River, but belong. to the reservation occupied by the Mobaves. 
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They refuse, however, to remove to the reservation, and gain a scanty subsistence by 
planting and "by cutting woot1 for steamers plying on the river. l\Jany of them remain 
auont Arizona Cit.y, perfonuiug menial services fi.)r the whites, and gratifying their 
inveterate pal:lsion for gambliug. Tiley have no treaty ,yith the United States, and 
receive hnt little assistance from tho Government. 
Hualapais.-These I11dians, numbering ahont 1,500, inhabit the country near the 
Colorado Hiver, north of the Mohaves, ranging a considerable distance into the interior. 
They have been and still are more or less hostile. Those who are quiet and peacea"ble 
are, with members of other bands of Indians, "being fed "by the Government at Camps 
McDowell, Bcal's Spring, and Da.te Creek. 
Yacapais ancl Apaches.-These Indians are estimated to number from 8,000 to 12,000, 
the lower eRtim:Lte being the mom reasona"ble. Their ranging-grounds are in the 
central, northern, and eastern parts of the Territory. Most of them have long been 
hostile to the Government, committing nmnerions ro"b"beries and murders. Earnest 
efforts h:we been made dnriug the past year to settle them on reservations, three of 
which, viz, Camp Apache, Camp Grant, and Camp Verl1e: were set apart for their occu-
pancy by Execut.ivc order date1l November 9, 1871. These efforts, however, have not 
resulted Yer~· successfully, the Indians occasionally coming upon the reservations in 
htrge numbers, out leaving wit.hout permission, and, indeed, cle:fiantly, wbenever iso 
disposed, oftentimes renewing their depredations before their supplies of Government 
1 ations were exhausted. Many of the bands of this tribe (if it can be called a trite, 
habits, physical strnctnre, and language all pointing to a great diversity in origin 
amoug the several bands) are seemingly ineorrigiule, and will har11ly be bronght'to 
cease their depredations and massacres except by the application of military force. 
Such as remain on the reservation A set apart for them are being subsisted and cared for 
b~r the Go\·emment; the others have DO\Y, as this Office understands from the dis-
patches of the department commander, been tnrned over to the military, to be dealt 
with uy that branch of the service. For further particnll1rF~ respecting these Indians, 
refi:ll'ence is made to the accompanying reports of General 0. 0. Howard, special com-
missioner; of Superintendent Bendel!, and of the agents in charge of the reservations 
set apart for the Apaches. 
NEVADA. 
The tribes resicling in Nevada are Pah-Utes, Pi-Utes, \Vashoes, Shoshones, and Ban-
nocks, and are native to tile districts inhabited by them respectively. 
Pah- Utcs.-These Indians, uum"bering about 6,000, inhabit the western part of the 
State. Two reservations have "been set apart for them, one known as the vVa.lker 
River, the other as the Pyramid Lake reservation, containing each :~20,000 acrt~S. 
These Indians are quiet aud friendly to the whites, are very poor, and live chiefly 
upon fisiJ, game, seeds, and unts, with such assistance as the Government from time to 
time renders them. They show considera"ble disposition to labor; and those on the 
reservations, especially the \Valkcr River reservation, arc cnltivating small patches 
of ground. The Pyramid Lake reservation affords, in n.L1(1ition, excellent fishing, and 
the snrToUJH1ing settlements a ready market for the catch, ove>: aud above what the 
IndimJs reCJnire for their own consumption. . 
No schools have been established for these Indians. They have no treaty relations 
with the Government, and receive no annuities, bnt are assisted as mnch as possiule 
from the small amount of $15,000 annually appropriated for the sen'ice in Nevaua. 
This snm lws pro\ ed iuadequa.te to properly provide for the Indians in this State. 
Pi-Ufc8.-The Pi-Utes, numbering probably 2,600, inhabit t.be southeastern part of 
the State. TLtey have uo reservation set apa.rt for them, nor have they any treaty 
with the United States. They roam abont at will, are very destitute, and obtain a 
living princqwlly "by pilfering from the whites, although a few of them are engaged 
in a small way in farming. But very little can be done for these Indians by the Gov-
ernment in their present unsettled condition. They should be "brought upon one of 
the reservations set apart for the Indians in Nevada, or upon the Uiutah reservation 
in Utah, where they could receive suitable care and proper instruction in the arts of 
civilized life. 
Washoes.-These Indians, numbering a "bout 500, are a poor, miserable, and debauched 
people, and spend most of their time among the white settlements, where they gain 
some supplies of food and clothing by menial services. They have no reservation and 
no treat~' , are not in charge of any agent of the Government, and vice and disease are 
rapidly carrying them away. . 
Shoshones.-The Shoshones are a portwn of the Northwestern, Western, and Goshi.p 
hands referred to under the head of "Utah." Those roaming or resiuing in the east-
ern part of Nevada number abont 2,000. The remarks made respecting their brethren 
in Utah will equally apply to thew. 
Bannocks.-'l'he Bannocks, roaming in the northeastern part of the State, number, 
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probahl,Y,· 1,500, and :ue doubtless a portion of the people of that name ranging in 
Enstern Oregon and Sontheru Idaho. They have no treaty with the Government nor 
any reservation set apart for them, and are not in charge of ::wy United States agent. 
Tl.Jey should, if possiule, be located npon the Fort Hall reservation in Idaho, where 
some steps could be taken to advance them in civilization. 
THE PACIFIC SLOPE. 
The Il1(1ians on the Pacific Slope are divided as follows: In ·washington Territory, 
about 14,000; in Oregon, 12,000; in California, 22,000. 
WASHINGTON TERRITORY •. 
The tribes residing in Washington Territory are the Nisqnally, Puyallup, and other 
confederate tribes; the D'Wamish and other allied bands; the Makahs; the S'Klal-
lams; the Qni-nai-elts, and Q.ui-leh-utes; the Yakaruas; the Chehalis, and other 
allied tribes; and the Colville, Spokanes, Camr d'Alenes, Okanagans, and others. 
Nisqually, Puyallup, ancl others.-These Indians, numbering about 1,200, have three 
reservat.iolls coutaining, as per treaty of 1854, 26,776 acres, situated on the Nisqually 
and Puyallup Rivers, aud ou an island in Puget Sound. Some of these Indians are en-
guged in farming, and raise considerable wheat, also potatoes and other vegetables. 
::.\buy are employed by the farmers in their vicinity, while others still are idle and 
shiftless, spendiug their time wandering from place to place. One school is in opera-
tion on the Puyallnp reservation, with an attendance of eleven scholars. Under the 
.treaty of December 26, 1854, they are to receive annually for a limited period (two in-
stalhnents clue) $1,000 iu benefieial obj ects; and are furnished with an agricultural 
and industrial sebool, a,t a cost of $1,500 to the Goverument, and also with teachers, 
1)bysician, farmer, and other employes, at au expense of $6,700 per annum. 
D' 7Vam.i.sll ancl others.-The D'\Vamish and other allied tribes number 3,600, and have 
Jive reservations, containing in all 41,716 acres, set apart by treaty made wit.h them in 
1855, and located at as many points on Puget Sonncl. Many of these Indians, particu-
larly those residing on the Lummi reRervation, are industrious farmer::;, raising all the 
pwduce necessary for their support, and owniug a large number of cattle, horses, hogs, 
&c.; :while others are either employed by the ueigltboring white farmers or engaged 
in lnm bering on their own account. They are generally Christianized, most of them 
members of the Catholic Church. One school, with 57 seholars, is in operation on the 
Tnhtlip reservation, where all the Government buildings are located. This school has 
bad a remn.rlmble degree of success, as reported by the ageut and by disinterested vis-
itors. Uuder the treaty of January 22, 1855, ma<1e with these bands, they are to re-
ceive annually for a lituited number of years, in beneficial objects, $6,000, (two install-
ments clue, after which they become entitled to $4,000 annually for five years,) are 
supplied writb an agricultural and industrial school, at an expense of $3,000 per annum, 
and are also to be provided with cer~ain employes and shops, the salaries and support 
of which cost the Government annually $5,100. 
Mal.:ahs.-These Indians number 604, and have a reservation of 12,800 acres set apart 
by treaty made with t.bem in 1F355, and located at the extreme northwest corner of the 
Territory. They are a bold, hardy race, not inclined to till the soil for a support, but 
depeuding pl'inci pally upon fishing and the taking of fur-seal for their li velih.oocl .. One 
school js in operation among them, with an attendance of 16 scholars. Under the 
treaty of Jannary 31, 1855~ they receive for a certain number of years (seven install-
ments due) $1,000 in beneficial objects, and are supplied with an agricultural and in-
d_ustrial school, at a cost of $2,500 annually, and \Vith certain employes and shops, the 
salaries and support of which cost the Government $5,100 per annum. 
S'Klallams.-Tbese Indians, numbering 919, have a reservation of 4,000 acres, set 
apart by treaty made with them in 1855, aml located on what is known as "Hood's 
Canal." Some of them are engaged, in a small way, in farming, and others are em-
ployed in loggiug for the neighboring saw-mills. Their condition generally is such 
that their advancement in civilization must necessarily be slow. A school bas been 
established on the reservation, and is attended by 22 scholars. Under the treaty made 
with these Indians January 26, 1855, appropriations are made annually, for their ben-
efit, as follows: For beneficial objects, $2,400, (two installments due, after which they 
become entitled to $1,600 annually, for five years;) for support of an agricultural and 
industrial school, including pay of teachers, $2,500; for the employment of certain 
mechanics and laborers, $4,600, and for the support of shops, $500. These benefits are 
to continue for twenty years from the date of the treaty. 
Qni-nai-elts, Qui-leh-utes, Hohs, ancl Qtlits.-'fbese Indians number 520, and have a 
reservation of 25,600 acres in the extreme eastern part of the Territory, and almost 
wholly isolated from white settlements, set apart under a treaty made with them July 
1, 1855. But one of the four tribes mentioned, the Qui-nai-elts, live upon the reserva-
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tion; the others reside at different points ::tlong the co::tst, northward from tlw rcsen·a-
tiou. These declare that they never agreed to sell their country, and that. they ue,·er 
knowingly signe<l any tn·at.y disposing of their rigllt to it. The 1Jottom-la11<l on t he 
reservation IS he~tvily timbered, and a, great <leal of labor is required to clear it; hnt, 
wllen cleared, it prodnces good crops. .M;tny of the Indians, though in the lllain fish-
eater ' , (the Qni-nai-elt HiYertfnrnislling them with salmon in great abnudance,) are 
cnltiYatiug small patches, and raise sufficient vegetables for their own nse. On e school 
is in operation on the resen·atiou, with an attendance of 15 scholars. Under the treaty 
referre<L to, appropriation~ are made annually, for tlle henefit of these Indian s, as fol-
lows: For henPlicial ohjt•ets, ~ 1,000, (two installments dne, after wllicll tht•y nre to 
r eceiYe SiOO annually for live years;) for the support of an agricultural and in(lnstrial 
school, and pay of teacher, .':!,500; for t.he emplo~·mcnt of a hlacksmitlJ, farm er, car-
penter, and physician, 84,100, ancl for the snpport of shops, $500. These appropria-
tions, with the exception of the first, are to lJe lllaue for twenty years frorn the date of 
the treaty. 
rakamas.-The Yakamas nnmber 8:000, aml have a reservatiou in the sonthl•ru part 
of the TPnitory, conta,ining 78 :~.360 acr<~s set apart for them by treaty of Jn1w !), lH:Ji:i. 
Tllese In<liaus lJelong to Illltnerons ban(ls, confederated nuder the title of Yakamas. 
:Many of thelll, undt>r the a hlP management of their presLm t agent, base beeome noti(·e-
ahly advanced in gi\' ili:..mtion, and are good farmers or Rkille<lmechauics. Tho manual-
labor school at the Yakama agency bas lJeen a compl<'te success, and of iucalcnlahle 
benefit in imparting to the children a practical knowletlgo of fa,rrning a,nd of the dif-
ferent mechanical arts. Their principal weaJth is in Jwrses, of which they on'n 12,000. 
Tbe fact tbat t.he reservn.tion for these Indians is locatell east of the Cascade Monn t-
ains, ~lwa~' from all contact with the wbites, bas doubtless tended, in a great measure, 
to make this wllat it is-the model agency ou the P<lcific slope; though to tlus resnl t 
the energy and devotion of Agent \YillJnr baYe greatly contributed. Churche::; ha,·e 
been built on the resern1tion, which are well attended, the services being coudncted 
by uative prencl.wrs. There are ;Lt present t\YO scllools, with an atteudance of 4-1 
scholars. Under the provisious of tlle treaty made with these Indiaus in 18Gf>, appro-
l1l'iations, to continue for n limited unmher of years, are made annually for th Pir hen-
elit, as follows: For hout>fkial objects, $G,OOO, (two installments dne, after \Yhi ch they 
are to receiYe ~-!.000 anunall.v for five ~·ears;) for the support of schools, pay of teacll-
ers, pmchase of lJooks, &e., $4,700; for employes of <lifferent kinds, $12,600: for keep-
ing in repair shops, mills, hospitals, and agency-lmiltlings, &c., ~1,600; and for 1-1alary 
of head chief, $000. Tlle::>e appropriations, with the ex:ceptiou of the first item, arc to 
continue twent~' years from the <l:tte of the treaty. 
Chthali.s and otl~ers, rem1wnt.s of tribe8, and partie.s to no treaty 1vith the Governrncnt.-
The::>e In<liaus nnmlJer alJont fiOO, a1ulluwe a reservation of 4,3~:! acres iu the easteru 
part of the Territory, sl't apa,rt for tltetn by Ex:ecnti ve order of J nly 8, 18()4. A con-
sideralJle portion of the lan<l in this reservation is excellent for agricnlt.nral pnrposes, 
and quite extensive crops are being raised lJy the Indians of t.he Cllehalis tribe. Noll e 
of tlw other trilJes for whom the reseryation was inten<le.l reside npou it, declining to 
do so iin· the reasou that they do nut recoguizc it as tlleir own, aud fear to prejudice 
tlleir claillls to otller lands hy so doing. 
All these Indi~ws have horses and cattle in abnndance. They are industrious, and 
being good fiehl-hauds, those of them who do not farm on their own acconnt find 
ready employrneut from the surrounding f<trmers, their services always com1uandillg 
the highest wages. Ilaviug no treaty relations with the Government, no direct appro-
priatious are made for their benl'fit. They, hon~ever, receive some assistauce fi·om the 
general inciclental fuud of the Territory. The Iuclin.n::> herein referre<l to as not Jiving 
upon the reserva.tion, are of the Cowlitz, Chinook, Shoalwater Bay, and HnmboMt 
tribes. They profess to desire a home at the month of the Humboldt and Chinoo::>e 
Rivers, where they originated. 
Colville aucl other tribes.-These Indians, nnmbering 3,349, occupy the northeastern 
portion of the Territory. Tlle:,· have llO treaty relatio11s with the Gcverument., and, 
until the present year, have bad no reseryation set apart for them. The~· are now, 
hon-ever, to be estauhsbed, under an onler of the President, of July 2, 187~, in the gen-
eral section of the Territory \Vlwre they uow are, upon a tract which is bonnded on the 
south and east by the Columbia River, ou the west lJy the Okiuakane River, and ou 
the north by British Columbia. The trilJes for whom this resernttion is designed are 
known as Colvilles, Oliinakaues, San Poels, Lake Spokanes, Cmnr d'Alfmes, Calispells, 
and lllethows. Some of these Indians~ however, b::tve settled upon valuahle tmcts of 
laud, aml have made extensive improvements, wllile others, to a considerable number, 
have begun farming in a small way at various points withiu the district from which it 
is proposed to remove their respective triJJes. It is doubtful whether these individuals 
will voluntarily remove to the reservation referred to, which is some distance we::;t of 
their present location. It is proposed, therefore, to allow sncb as are engaged in farm-
ing to remain where they are, if they so desire. Owiug to the influx of whites into 
the couutry thus claimed or occupied by these Indians, mauy of them have betn 
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crowded out, and some of them haYe had their own unquestionable impro,·ements forci-
uly wrested from them. Tbis for a time <luring the past snmmer canHed coosi<leral.Jle 
trouble, and. serions difficnlties were apprehended; bnt thus far peace has been pre-
served by a liberal distrihntion among the .n of agricultural implements, blankets. &c. 
No funds are nppropria.tPd specially for ther,m Indians, sncb snpplies and presents as are 
given them being furnished from the general jncid.eutaltf'uml of the Tenitory. 
OREGON. 
'fhe tribes residing in Oregon are the Um::ttillas, Cayuses, \Valla-\Vallas, \Vascoes, 
Molcls) Chasta Scotans, Coosas, Alseas, Klamath, Modocs, and "raJ-pab-pee Snakt:>s, be-
sides nnmerons other small batHls. They are all native to tht> country. On atcouut of 
the great nnmber of small tribes and ba,ll(ls in this State, the nm11ber of tribes and 
bands parties to the same treaty being in some cases as high as ten or fifteen, tlwse 
Indinns " -ill bo treated of, and the reiUarks conceming them will be made, under the 
beads of the agencieH at which tlH'Y <tre respectiYely located. 
Umatilla agl'ncy.-The tribes located n.1" t.iliK agency are the Umatillas, Caynses. and 
a portion ot the Walla-\Vallas, anclnnmher 8:37. They h:we a reservation of 512.000 
acres, situated in the northeastern part of the State, set apart for them by treaty of 
June 9, 1855. This reservation is very fertile, and, as nsnal in such cases, bas attracted 
the cupiclity of the whites. A proposition was matle last year, nuder the authority of 
CougresR, to have the Imlians take land in severalty, or sell aud remove to some other 
reservation. The Intlians, however, in the exercise of their treaty rig·hts, refused to 
accede to this proposition. These Indians are successfnlly engaged in agricnltnral 
operatioJJS, are nearly sPlf-snpporting, and may be collsi,lered, comparatively spt•ak-
jug, wealth~·· It is gratiJ~·ing to state that the iutrounction of whisky by whitl\S 
npon this reserYatiou, and its sale to the Indians, has, during the last year, recei\·ed a 
deri<led check through the vigilance of Agent Cornoyer in causing the arrest and trial 
of fonr citizens for a violation of the law in this respect. All the p~trties cbarged were 
conYicte<l, and are now in prison. Tbis is especially worthy of note, from the fact 
that it is always excceuingly difficult to obtain convictions for snch dealing with In-
dians in any section of the country. There is one sehool in operation on the resPrva-
tion, with an attendance of 27 scholars. A m<wmtl-labor school is also very mnch 
needed.• Under the treaty of lt!:)5, appropriations are being made annually for the 
benefit of these In<liaus, as follows: For beneficial objects, $4,000; for the r,;alaries and 
subsistence of certain employes, incln<ling a physician and teachers, 811,200; for the 
purchase of tools, medicines, books, and stationery for schools, repairs of unil<lings, 
&c., $3,000; and for salary of each of the hca(l chid~; of the three tribes named, $500. 
'l'lle~;e benefits are to continue for seven .vears from <late. 
Warm Springs agency.-The lntlians nt this agency, known as the " Confederatell 
tribes ::tncl hands of Indians in l\li<ldle Oregon," compri~e Se\'en bauds of the \V;tlla-
\Yalla an(l \Yasco tribes, numbering 626. They have a reservation of 1,024,000 acrer,;, 
locttted jn the central part of the State, set ap::trt for them by the treat.y of Jnne 25, 
1<355. Thong·h there is but little really good land in this reservation, many of the Itl-
dians, hy reason of their intln::;try, haYe succeeded nwasurahly in their farming opcra-
ations, and may be considered a~; self-sustair.ing. In morals they lw,·e greatly improyecl, 
so that. polygntny, the bnying and selling of wives, gambling, and drnukenness haYe 
ceased. to be commo11 among thelll, as in the past. '1\.ere :we some, howeYer, who are 
disposed to wander off the reservation, and lca<l a vagabon<llife. Bnt little atlva.ncc-
ment has been mallein education among these Indians. One school is in operation 
at the agency, with an attendance of 51 scholars. Uutler tbe treaty made with these 
ha.ncls in1855, they receive an a.nnnit.v, in beneficial objects, for •• limited period, of 
$4,000, (two installments still tlne,) after which they a.re entitled to $:2,000 a,nnually, 
for ii.ve years. Etnploycs are also maintained for their benefit, at au aunual expense 
of $\!,100. The head chief is paid $500 per annnm by the Government. 
(}rand Ronde a,qency.-The Indians at this agency comprise the M:olaJla, Clackama, 
Calapooia, ::\Iolel, Fmpqna, Rogue River, aurl other ban<ls, seventeen in a.ll, with a 
total population of 870. The reservati( n upon which these bancls are located is in the 
lJOrtbwPstern part of the State. It contaius 69,120 acres, and was set apart for their 
occupation by treaty of January 22, 1855, with the l\Iolallas, Clackamas, &c., and by 
Executive order of June 30, 1857. Some portions of this reservation are well adapted 
to grain-raising, thongh much of it is rough and heavily timbered. An allotment of 
land in severalty bas lJeen clirecte<l to be made, much to the gratification and encour-
agement of the tribes. These Indians are iucliue<l to industry, and show commendable 
zeal in cultivating their farms, growing crops which compare favorably with those of 
their white neighbors. Their customs ancl habits of life also exhihit a marked im-
provement. One school is jn operation, with au attendance of 50 scholars. Uuder'the 
treat~· of January 22, 1855, with the ~1olnllas, Clnckamas, &c., a limited annnity (two 
inf:ltallments still dtw) of 6;),500 in beneficial objects is providetl for the bands parties 
t0 that treaty. By the treaty mad.e with the :Molels, December 21, lc55, provision is 
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made for a mannal-labor school for tl1e benefit of that tribe, at an annnal expense to 
the Government. of $:~,000. The treaty of Nuvemuer 2U, 18,)4, with the umpqnas and 
CahLpooins proYidPd for a limitNl annuity (two installments still dne) in beneficial oh-
jeets of $1,000, and for snlary of teacher, pnrchase of hooks, &c., at an expmme to the 
Govennneut of $1,4fi0 per :mnnm. The Cow Creek Band of Umpqnas bave a limited 
aunnity of Si>f,O, (one im;tallment still due,) in ul:lllkets, clothiu~, &c., uy tn·aty of 
September HI, 1853; ntHl tho Rogne River uaJHL, nndt•r treaty of St•ptemuer 10, 1~5:{, 
also a, limited annnity of $:~,000, (two instalJmeuts still dne,) in blankets, clotlling, 
fanning ntensils, a-ud stock. 
Siletz agency.-The Indians at tllis agency are the Chasta Scotons an(l frngments of 
fourteen other bands, called generally Coast t.ribe", nnmueriug altogether auont 2,500. 
These Indians, including those at tltt-' Alsea snl.J-a~ency, bave a reservaJion of 1,100, _00 
acres set apart f(n· them hy treaty of Angnst 11, lr:l55, "·hich treaty~ howe,·er, has never 
been ratified) nHhongh the reservatiou is occnpied by the Indiaus. Tltcy were for <1 
long tiwe nmeh averse to labor for a snpport; unt recently they have shown more dis-
position to follow ngricnltnrc, althongh traditionally accnstomed to rely chieft.v npon 
iisll for food_ Many nlrt>ady have their farm;; well fenced all(l stocked, with goo(!, com-
fortable dwellings and ont-bonses erected tl1ereou. Tlwreis no reason whythey shonltl 
not, in tiu1e, become a, tborongltly prosperons people. The failnre to make allotments 
of laud in seYcraHy, for 'Ybich surveys were comtnencecl in 1871, has um'n a sotuce of 
mnch nueasinest> to the Indians, and has tell(le<l to we;tkeu their conti1lence in the good 
int<>ntious of the Govl~nllneJJl,. One school is in operation on the resm·nttiou, "·ith au 
atkndauce of ~0 scholars. None of the tribes or bands at t.his agency have n.ny treaty 
relations with the Uuited St~Ltes, unless it mny he a few members of the Rogne Ri''''r 
uan<l, referred to under the bead of the Grand Ronde agency. All the assistauce 
rendered these Indiaus is out of fnnds appropriated for the general incidental expenses 
of the service in Oregou. 
Alsea sub-ageucy.-The Indians a-t this sub-agency are the AlseaR, CoosaR, Sinselans, 
aucl a lJ::wd of Umpqnas, nnmuering in all :300, all(] are located within the limits of the 
reservation referred to under the bead of the Siletz agency. Tlw remarks ma!le abont 
the Iutlians at the Siletz agPncy will genernlly apply to the Indians of this snlJ-agency. 
Tile Coosns, SinRelaus, alHl Umpqnas are 111akiug considernble ;uhancement in agricnl-
tnre, and, hatl tlwy a<l\'antages of instruction, ,,·oul<l ra.pi<lly acquire tt proticieucy in 
the simpler mechauicalurauches of iudnstr.v. The Alseas are not so tra-ctable, and ex-
hiuit uut little desire for improvement. All the a">sistance tlwy recei\'e from the Gov-
emment is t:~nppliet1 ont of the limited arnonut appropriated for the general incidental 
expenst'S of the scnice iu Ort'gou. 
J(lamath ageucy.-The Ittdians belonging to this agency are the Klamatbs, and :\fa-
docs, ami the Yallooskit~, an<l Wal-pah-pee bands of Snakes, numbering altogether 
about 4,000, of whom only 1,018 are reported at tile agency. They haYc a re~Senatiou 
containing 7Go,OOO :teres, set apart for them by the trt>a-ty of October 14, 1tJ()4, and hy 
Ext•cutive order of :March 14, 1871, sitnatcd iu the extreme sont.bern ·portion of the 
State. This resern1tion is not well a.dapte(l to agricnltnre. The climate is eold alHl 
uncertain, and the crops are consequently liable to be 1let:~troyed lly frm;ts. It is, how-
evl'l', a good grazing conutry. Although this reservation is, comparatively stwaking, a 
liCW oue, the Indians locate!l upon it a.re making- contmeudable progress, uoth in farm-
ing operations and in lniJlberiug. A part of the _Modocs, 'vl10 uelo11g hy 1reaty to this 
agency, and who were at one tirne loc~Lted upon the reservation~ have, on account of 
their trouules witll the Klamaths-tlue principally to the overhearing disposition of tile 
latter-left the ageucy and refuse to rct.nm to it. They desire to locate npon a small 
T<'SerYatiou by themselves. Uu<ler the circnmstances, they should ue penllitt<·d to do 
tbis, or else ue allowed to sekct a tnwt on the Malheur reserYatiou. There is uo school 
at present in operation for these Itlllians. Under treaty of Oct.ouer 14, 1864, with the 
Klalllaths, &c., tLppropriatiom; for their ueueilt. are being made for a limitPd lllllllUerof 
years, as follows: For ueneticiul objects, $;),000. (three iustaJlments still dne, after 
which they become entitled to $:3,000 annually fin· five years;) for keeping in repait· 
the mills, shop;;, and buildings, $1,000; for pnrchase of tools. materials for mills an<l 
shops, mtd uooks and statiouery for school, $1,500; and for salariPs and subsistence of 
various employes, including pbysicia11 and teacht>rs, SH,600. The \Val-pa,h-pt>e baud of 
Snakes, nuder tlw tn·aty lllade wit.h that uatlll August 12, 1865, h<LVe a limited annuity 
(nine iJtstallment~> still due) in beneficial ohjef'ts of $1,~00. 
Jllalhmw n~errati01z.-This reservation set apart hy Bxecntive order of Septemher 12, 
1872, is situated in tbe sontbeastem part of the State. Upon this it is the intention of 
the D<'pctrtment eventually to loca,te all tho1·oviug nn(l straggling ball(ls in Eastern 
an<l Southeastern Oregon which C<Lll lJe iu<lncell to settle t.lwre. As 110 fnnds are :tt 
the disposal of the Department witb which to make the necessary improveateuts, an!l 
to provi1le temporary suusistence for Indians removed, the work has not yet ueeu fairly 
eom1nencetl. The Indians who should ue collected upon this reservation ;tre now a 
constaJJt source of anuo.vance to tho \Yhite settlers. Tbey hang :thout the settlenH·nts 
autlruilitary posts, lJeggiug tLUd Stealing, autl UlllesS tlOlliC prowpt measures UC. taken 
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to hring them under the care and control of an agent of the Government-, serious trouble 
may re~nlt at any time. Congre:-:s slwnld make the lH'cessary appropriation dnring 
tht· coming s~ssion to maintain an agent for these In<lians, to cn·et the agPncy build-
ings, aml to proyide subsistence for snch as may be collected and remain upon the res-
CtYation. 
I11dian8 not upon 1·eser!'afions.-There are a nnmbcr of Inclians, probably not loRs than 
3.000, "renegadt>s," nn<l otherA of roYing habits, who have no treaty relations with the 
GoYerument, and are not in charge of any agent. Tbe tril>alnamPs of ROllJe of these 
are the Clatsops, NestncaJs, Tillamooks, Nehalims, Snakes, aud Nez Percl"s. Tho" ren-
egades," HtH:h in faet and so called, roam on tbe Colmnb1a River, and are of conf.lider-
nhle annoyance to the ageuts at \Varm Spring~> and Umatilla; otltpr:.;, the Snakes, 200 
in nnm lwr, are upon t.lle edge of the Grand~> Honde rPserYation. These live by hunt-
ing atHl 1h;hing, au<l profess to desire to have }a,ll(ls allotted to them, and a school pro-
vided fin' tlleir chil<lren. The Nez Perccs, bblongin~ in Idaho, to the estimated 111lll1-
lwr of 200, are fonnd in ·wallowa Yalle~·, in the eaRtern part of the State. They claim 
that they were not parties to the treaty with the NPr. Perccs tribe ycnrs ago; that the 
valley in \Yhieh tlwy live bas always belonged to them, and they strenuously oppose 
its Rettlemen t by tlJe whites. 
CALIFO RXIA. 
lH' tribes m Californin, are the Ukie, Pitt River, \Yylaekie, Concon, Redwood, Hnm-
oo (lt, Hoouseltou, 1\liseott, Rinh, Tnle, Tt'jon, Coahnila,Kiug's River,aml vatiousother 
h:mds and tribes, including the" Mission Indi:ms," all being uative to the conutry. 
Round Palley ageucy.-The Indialls l.>elong-iug to this agency are the Ukies, Concons, 
Pitt Ri,-pn;, \Vylackies, and Red\Yoocls, nnn1bering in al11,700. The unBJber bas l>een 
illcreaRecl dming tbe past ye~tr by bringing in 1,040 Indians collecte(l in Little Lake 
aml other Yalle)-s. A reservatiou containing :n,m:n acres has Leen set apart per act of 
April H, 18()4, aud Execnt.ive order of March 30, 1870, in the western and northern part 
of tbe State, for these In<lians, aucl fi.n· snell otllers as may be i1ulnce<l to locate there-
Oll. The landt> in the reservation are very fertik, awl the climate adnlits of a \Yiclely 
varied gro,,-th of crops. More produce being raised tlutu is uecessary for the snbsist-
cuce of the Indians, the proceeds derived from the sale of the surplns arc nsecl in pur-
chasing :-,tock and work animals, and for the fnrtlwr improvement of the reservation. 
SeYeral of the Iwlians are eugag~>d in cnltivating gardens, while others work as rna,uy 
as hYenty-five or thirty acres on their own account. 
Tbe Imlians on this reserYation are nniformly cp1iet and peaceable, notwithstanding 
that they are mudt disturbed by the white trespasl-iers. Snits, by direction of the De-
rartmeut, >vere coum1enceu against snch trespassers, bnt withont, c1etinite resnlt.s as 
y<>t, the Attomey-General having directed the United States district attorney to sns-
vel\(1 proeeetlings. Of this re~:;ervation the Iu<liau Department lws iu actnaltJOSSessiou 
~mdn11ller feilce only about 4,000 acres, the remaimler being in the possession of set-
tlers, all chHlJorons for breaking up the reservation aud driving the Inflia,ns out. Sn-
lll'l'intentleut \Vhiting snggests that legislation be llad by Congress in the matter with-
out cle'ay. 
The It}tlians at this reservation baYe shown no especial disposition to ha,ve the1r 
children educated, and no steps were taken to that eml tmtil in the summer of 1871, 
when a school was con1n1enced. The1·c is now one school in operation, \Yith an attend-
ance of 110 scholars. These Indians have no treaties with the Government, and snch 
a::osistance as is rendered them in the shape of clothiu~, &c., is from the moner appro-
priated for the general ineidental expenses of the Indian sen'ice in tbc State. 
Hoopa T'alle.11 agency.-Tbe l1Hlians belonging· to this agency are the Ilnmboldts, 
Hcom;(IJtous, .Miscotts, Siahs, a.ncl se.Yeral other bauds, numuering 725. 
A re:sena.tion was set apart rwr act of April 8, 1t:6-1, for thrse and snch other Indians 
in the northl:'ru vart of the State as mig-ht l>e induced to settle thert'on. This reserva-
tion is situated in the northw<'steru part of the State, on Loth sides oftlJe Trinity River, 
nncl (;Ontains :3,-l,400 acres. As a, rule, snfl'i(;ient is raised on the reservation to supply 
the wauts oftbe Iudiam;;. Tl!PSC Indians are qniet an<l peaceaule, aud are not disposed 
to labor on the reserYatiou iu common, but will work iudustriously when aliO\Yed to do 
so on their O\Yll indi,·idunJ acconnt. One school is in operation on the reservation, 
"itll an attendauce of 74 scholar::;. Having no treaty relations with the Uuited Stater;:, 
aud, conseqnently, 110 regular annuitiel'l appropriated for their l>endit, the general inci-
dental fnu<l of the State is used so far as mny be necessary, and so far as the amount 
appropriated will admit, to furnish assistance in the shape of clothing, agricnltnral im-
lllements, seeds, &c. Besides these, their ageut has a general snporvisory control of 
certain Klamath India11s, who live adjacent to the rcsenration and along the banks of 
the KlaUJath Hiver. Theso formerly bel(lni-!ed to a reservation ueari111-~ their name, 
which -was, years ago, aLand01wd in consefplence of the total destruction of agency 
bnil<lings m1d improvements by flood. They now support themselves cbiefl)r by hunt-
ing aml fisbiBg, and \.Jy cultiYating small patches in grain and vegetables. It is recorn-
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meniled by the superintendent of Indian affairs for California that the Hoopa Valley 
resmTation be extended so as to inclnde these Indians. 
Tulc Ri1•er fa.nn m· agcncy.-Tho lndia,ns loeattJd at this point arfl 1 be"Tnles and Mana-
ches, numbering 374. About sixty miles from the agency reside sevPml htiJHlretl King's 
River lmlians, who are in a wretched and destitnte cotHlition. They desire to be at-
tached to the agenc:y, aud have in the past received occasional supplies of food from it. 
Tlle agency is located in the central rmrt ,>f the State, and consists of a farm of 1.2~0 
acres, leasell from T. P. Maden, at an annnal rental of $1,920, with about r)OO acres of 
Government laud adjoining. This lan(l is very pr.odnctive, but the dronght pr,evailing 
generally for several years past in tbat section of the State has rendered the crops 
almost entire fn,ilnres. In my opinion the farm now lensed from Mr. ~laden should be 
pnrchase<l by the Government, or another location shonld he selected for the Indians 
located at this agency, in order that improvements necessary· to be made in the suc-
cessfnl prosecntion of farming operations may he made upon Government land, or lantl 
owned by the Indians, instead of upon private property. These Indians are graduall.v 
improving; are qnitc proficient in all kinds of farm-work, and sllow a good (lispositiou 
to cnltivate the .soil on their owu account. There is oue scllool in operation at t.he 
Tule River farm, w1th au atteuclauce of 37 scholars. Assista,uce is on occasion rendered 
these Indians out of the general incidental fund of the State. 
Indians not on 1·eservations.-ln addition to the Indians located at tlle three agencies 
named, there are probably uot less than ~0,000, inclnding the Mission Iudians, so called, 
the Coallnilas, Owen's R.iver, and others in the sonthern part of the State and those on 
the Klamath, Trinity, Scott, and Salmon Rivers, in the northern part. The Mission 
Indians, having been for the past century under the Catholic missions established on 
the California coast, are tolerably \Yell advanced in agricult.ure, a1Hl compare f~LvoraiJl~­
with tbe most llighly civilized tribes of the East. The Coahuilas and others inha,bit-
ing the southeastern and eastern portions of the State, and those in the nortll, snpport 
themselves IJy working for white settlers, or by hnnting, fishing, begging, aud stealing) 
except, it may be, a few of the uorthern Ill(liaus, who go occasionally to the reserva-
tions and the military posts in that seetion for ussistance in the way of food. 
There are also aLout 4,000 Owen's River antl Manache Indians east of the Sierras, 
whom the settlers wonltl gladly see remove<l to a reservation, and brought nndcr the 
care of an agent. The Department has nuder consiclcmtion the propriety of establish-
ing a new reservation, npon which shall he concentrated these and numerous other 
Indians, in which event the Tule River agency could advantageously be discontinued. 
THE MILITARY OPERATIONS OP THE YEAR AMONG THE INDIANS. 
TilE DISPOSITION OF TROOPS. 
The necessity of gnanling the frontier toward the Indian Conn try, of protecting set-
tlers, miners, and Ann·pying parties from hostile tribes or marauding bands, autl of 
preventing uuautlwrized iutrnsion upon Indian reservatious, still oecnpies the greater 
portion ofthe Army of the United States. These objects require a disposition of troops 
along very extensive liues, which may be rudely sketched as follows: 
In Jlinnesota and Eastm·n Dakota, for the protection of settlers, working-parties, aml 
stations on the NorthPru Pacific and other railroads, Forts Ripley, Abercrombie, \Vads-
wortL, Ransom, and Totten, thf' nearest Indians being the Chippewas in .i\Iinnesota 
al)(l the Sissetou and "Wahpeton hands of Sioux in Dakota. 
Ji'rom Sioux City, Iowa, to the head-waters of the Missouri, for the protection of settlers, 
the defense of t,lw several Indian agencies located on and near the Missouri, and the 
enforcement of the intercourse act, Forts Randall, Sully, Rice, Stevenson, and Ruford 
in Dakota, anll Forts Shaw and Ellis and Camp Cooke in Montana; the Indi~tus in-
tended to be controlled by these posts being the Sionx, Arickarees, Gros Ventres, Mau-
dans, Assiuaboines, Blackfeet, Bloods, Piegaus, River Crows, and the Northern Ampa-
hoes ancl Cheyennes. In addition to these posts, troops are also stationed at the Crow 
Creek, the Che,yenne River, and the Grand River Indian agencies, for the immediate 
prot.ection of the agents and. employes and the Government property at those points. 
For the protection from wanlleriug hands of Indians of the stations on the Union Pa-
cific Railroad, and the !;:ett.lements along its route, tl11·ough Nebraska, TVyomi11g, and Utal1, 
and to restrain more particularly Indians north of that road from leaving their reser-
vations without authority, as well also with a view to a possible outbreak of the Sionx, 
Forts Kearney and McPherson, North Platte Statiou, Plum Creek Station, Og[tllala Sta-
tion, and Sidney Station, all in Nebraska; Forts Laramie, Fetterman, D. A. Rnssell, 
Fred Steele, Sanders, and Bridger, all in Wyoming, and Camp Douglass in Utah; a]so 
Fort Sedgwick, in the northeastern corner of Colorado, the nearest Indians being the 
Pawnees, Sioux, Northern Arapahoes and Cheyennes, Shoshones, and Utes. 
In Ka11sas, for the protection of railroads aud of white settlers from l1epredations by 
hunting-parties of Arapaho, Cheyenne, Kiowa, Comanche, Apache, Sioux, and Ute In-
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dians, corning up, generally, feom the sonth and roaming over the western portion of 
the Sta,te, Forts l)odge, Hays, Larned, and Wall ace. 
In the Indian Ten·iiory, south of Kansas, more particularly to repress gangs of white 
despenu1oes in the Creek, Chickasaw, ::uH1 ClJerokee country, all(l to remoYe trespassers 
npon Iudian ln.nds, Forts Gibson and Arbnckle. To overawe the Indians on the lcasrd 
lands in the southwestern portion of the Indian Territory, and to break np the illicit 
tn1cle with Iudians in arms, ammunition, and whisky, Fort Sill and Camp Supply. 
lH Texas, to iuterccpt raiding-parties of Kiowas, Comanches, &c., ancl to protect the 
northern auc1 western frontier of the St:tte, Forts Richardson, Griffin, Concho, .McKav-
ett, and Stockton. To prevent the Kickapoos and ot.her Inclians resicliug ill Mexiuo 
from raiding into the State on the sontb.ern uor<ler, Forts Duncan, Clark, Davis, and 
Quitman. 
In New Mexico, to restrain ID11ian depredat.ious, protect settlers, keep open lines of 
commnnication, aucl reHt.rict the Iudians to their resr>rvatioos, Forts Bal-lcom, Bayard, 
Cnrnruiugs, McRae, Sel<1Pn, Shmton, Union, a111l \Vingate; in Colorauo, for similar 
objects, Forts Gal'land, Rt~ynolc1s, and Lyon. 
Iu. .c17·izona, exclusive of the trOOJ~S in active operations against t.he hostile Apaches, 
for t.be protection of tb.e citizens of the Territory npou lines conforming generally to 
the conrse of settlement, Forts \Vhipple and Ynma, aml CampH Boone, Date Creek, 
C:t<1y, Grnut, Hualapai, Lowell, Colorado, Crittfluden, McDowell, Mohave, Tb.omas, 
ancl Verde. 
In Calijonlia, to preserve the peace bet,veen whites and Indians, ancl to prevent the 
latter fmm depreda.ting npon the settlements, Camps Bidwell, Gaston, Independence, 
and Wright. 
In Xet•ada, for similar objects, Camps Ha.1leck, McDermit, and \Vinfielcl Scott. 
In Ore(lon, Fort Klamath, fouL' miles distant from the Klamath Indian agency, and 
Camps Ramey a1J(1 \Varner, the llParest Indians to the latter ueing thP Klamaths. 
In Idaho, Fort Lapwai, near the Nez Perce.-; Indian reservatiou, ancl Fort Hall, with-
in t.be lituits of the Fort Hall Indian reservation. 
Ju lrrt.~ltiugton~ Fort Colville, in the northeastern part of tlie Territory, and Fort 
\Valla-\Vc1lla, in the southeastern part. 
OPERATIOKS. 
The movements of troops among ann against tlJe Inrlians nuder the aclministrative 
charge of tlJis Ofiicr>, so far as the same have ueeu officially reported in the Department, 
may be epitomized as follo\YS: 
l\II:Xi\ESOTA. 
Several murders having been committf'd by individual members of tb.e Pillager hand 
of Chippewas, and serions t.ronhle being at one time a.pprehencled, Captain \V. S. 
McCaskey, comma1rding at Fort Ripley, was, upon application of tlw agent in chnrge 
of the Chippewa agency, Sf•nt in ~ia~' with hi;; ~wa.ilab1e force to the \Vhite Earth res-
ervat,ion. The presenee of t.hese troops, together with the expressed determination of 
the main body of the Indians belonging to the ngency to assist in repressing an out-
break, soon q nieted rnat.ters, and the troops, abcm t tb.e middle of J uue, returned to 
·their post. 
DAKOTA A:ND MOXTAKA. 
As a. protection to the surveying parties of. the Northern Pacific Railroad between 
the MiHsonri aud Ycllowstoue Rivers, two considerable detachments of troops were 
sent out clnring the year-one from Fort Ellis, in Montana, under Major Baker, of the 
Second Cavalry, the other from Fort Rice, iu Dakota, under Colonel Stanley, of the 
Twenty-second Infantry. Severa.l slight skirmishes were bad with Indians uy both 
detachments, hut no serious engagement took place. Of Colonel Stanley's detachment, 
Lieutenants Eben Crosby, while away from his camp hnnting, and L. D. Adair, while 
in advance of his colllpany, n-ere kille(1 by In(1ians. Colonel Stanley's servant, ,ylJile 
hunting, >Yas also killed. Of Major Baker's command one sergea.nt was killed aud 
three privates were wounded. The loss of the Indians is not kuown. 
WYO:\HXG. 
Owing to threatening demonstrations made by the Inrlians of' the Red Clond agency, 
the coutmauding officer 1tt Fort Laramie, thirty miles dista,nt, has Fieveral times 
been called upon dnring the year for troops to protect the lives of the a.gent and 
elllploy6s and t.he Government property at that ageucy. A prompt comuliance witb. 
the req nest. of the agent for snch assistance, ~nd the presence of troops ncar tbe agency, 
hat> iu all cat>es q nieted the difficulties without serious trouble or the loss of life. 
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UT.\.II. 
A considerable nnmhcr of Ute Indians belonging to t.be Uintah Valley and vV!Jite 
River agPncies, together with others roaming at large iu the Territor~· , l>eeoming dis-
sati::·lfiell from vnrions causes, congregated during the past summer in Sun Pete County 
and vieiuit,\' :tll(l assumed a hostile attitnde, committing some <lcpre1lations npou \Yhite 
eitizeus of tlmt section. By the prompt action and wi:sc counsel of Lieutenant-Colonel 
H. A. Morrow, Thirteenth Infantry, commn1Hling at Camp Douglass, the Indians were 
induced to cease their depredations and return to their respective agencies. 
C.\.LIFORNIA. 
The only operations of the militnry in connection with Indian affairs in this State 
dnring the yt>ar, reported to this Office, is a trip 111a1le l>y Captain R. r~. Bernard, com-
waiHling at Camp Bidwell, for the purpose of looking after certain Indians charged 
with ba,·ing COllllllitted depre<.btion:s upon citizens. The charges were found to be uot 
well sustained. 
INDIAN TERIUTORY. 
A large nmnher of whites from Ka,nsns lnwing settled in the Cherokee country, west 
of the uiiiPty-sixth degree of longitnde, the eouinumding geiieral of the Dt"par~ment of 
l\fissonri was called npon, in compliance with law, to remove them. Captain .J . .J. 
Upham, of t.he Sixth Cavalry, was <L;;signed, with a detachment of troops, to this dnt,y. 
The work was promptly and judieionsl~- accomplishrd, without any violent collision 
witll the iutrn<lcrs, aJJOut Jifteen huudre1l of whom were removed. 
A consi<lemblc 11Uml1er of '"'·bites of IJOtoriously bad character having followed the 
progress of the Missonri, Kansas, and Texas Hailway into the Cboetaw conntry, a 
detachment of soldit>rs mH1Pr Lieutenant De Hart G. Quiml>y, Second Infantry, was 
sPnt to the scene of the difticn1ty, charged with removing all unanthorized persons 
beyond the limits of the Territory. Snbseqnently Colonel .J. A. Hanlie, Inspector-
Gmwral United States Army, Yi:sited the Choctaw cou11try, to supen·ise the rcmova,l, 
which was effected thoroughly and without serious tronble. 
Of the many scouts and expt•<.litious <.luring the year hy troops stationed at posts 
along the northern and .-;·estern borders of Texas, and at Fort Sill, iu the Imlian Terri-
tory, against hostile Indians raiding into Texas, the oue most successful in infiieting 
llll'ritecl pnnisbment npon the marauclcrs \Yas the expe1litiou in command of Colonel 
R S. McKenzie, Fourth Cavalry. The troops under Colonel McKenzie, on the 29th of 
SepteUJber, strnck a camp or village of Qua-ha-<l<.t COJnanches ou l\1cClellau's Creek, 
being no other tl!an the camp of Maowi, the most disaffecte(l and dangerous of all the 
"Ont Comauchcs," aud, after tL brisk fight, carried the village, killiug twenty-tluee 
In<lians aud taking one hnJHlre<l and twenty-four prisoners, principally women and 
children. The conitnml(l lost two killed and two woniHle<l. This signal example to 
the Comanches was promptly followed by the surrender of the only two white capti \'PS 
rewaiuing in their bauds, a1Hl by a large increase in the nnmber of Indians on the 
reser\'ation. It is not donbt1~d that this righteons retriuntiou for long conrses of cruel 
and cowardly ontrnges will bear fnrther frnits of repentance. It is the intention of 
the Department to provide liberally for the nnrtnre, care, and odncation of the chil-
dren thus captured, bnt, meauwbilc, to hold them, when tnruecl over h~' the military, 
(in acconlance witu tho expressed intention of the General of the Army,) nutil ~nwh 
time as their tribe shall restore all stolen stock, and give ample assmance of future 
good behavior. 
NEW MEXICO. 
Tn this Territory the only operations of the military during the year, in connection 
with Indian mat,ters, as reported to tl!e Indian Office, were the n·moYal of the Apache 
Imlians from Caflada Alamosa to the Tnlarosa reserYatiou, whicll was snccessfnlly 
accomplished hy Lienteuant-Colonel Thomas C. Devin, Eighth C<walry, in ~Iny lm;t; 
and a, slight skirmish, in which, howeyer, no one was iujnred, between some troops aufl 
hostile Ute Intlians, at the Abiquiu agency, prior to its removal from Abiquiu to Tierra 
Alllarilla, its present location. 
ARIZONA. 
The opPrations against the hostile Apaches in this Territory have been too active 
and varied to allow a detailed accouut of them to be presented in this connection. 
Among tlle most important results, boweyer, may be mentioned au engagement 
,. 
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between a, detachment under command of Captain J. ,V. Mason, Third Cavalry, and 
certain Apache Mohave Indians. Captain Mason reports, uudcr date of the 24th of 
Septemuer, that his force attacked four rancherias simultaneously, anJ killed forty 
Indians, wounded many more, and captured eight women and cbilJren. At nearly tlle 
same time, Lieutenant Max vVesendorff, First Cavalry, with a detachment of troops, 
while on a scout~ attacked and <lestroyed a rancberia, killed seventeen warriors and 
capturing one girl. 
Iu these operations General Crook freely employed the services of friendly Indians as 
scouts and soldiers, with success corresponding to that which characterized the same 
feature of tllis <listingnished officer's campaigns against hostile Indians on the Pacific 
coast. Umler proper safegua,rds, to prevent abuse, the Department believes that such 
employment of friendly Indians affords a most economical and effective re-enforcement 
of the Anny. 
ASSIGNMENT OF ARMY OF.FICERS TO INDIAN SERVICE. 
Brigadier-General 0. 0. Howard, United States Army, was, by direction of the Pres-
ident, early in the year, assigned to duty as special commissioner, to visit the Apache 
Indians of New Mexico and Arizona, with the vie\Y of inducing them, if possible, to 
cease tlJeir de]Jredations aml settle permanently upon reservations set apart for them. 
General Howard. has twice visited these Territories in the execution of this commission, 
and, though his efforts lJave not proved entirely succt~ssful, they have yet been produc-
tive of much good.. For a detailed statement of General Howard's proceedings: refer-
ence is made to his reports accompanying. 
Colonel J. E. Smith, E'onrteen th In fan try, commanding at Fort Lara.mie, on the 2d 
of November, 1871, at the request uf this Office, relieved Agent .J. \V. Whaw from 
charge of the He<l Cloud agency. He was in charge of the agency from that date nntil 
February !::1, H:l7~, when be was relieved by the present agent, J. ,V. Daniels. Dnriug 
the time be was in charge, Colonel Smith conducted the affairs of the agency with 
marked ability. 
INDIAN LANDS. 
By the treaty of peace with Great Britain in 1783, the United States acquired all the 
rights in res]Ject to tlle soil which bad prC'viously been in tba,t nation. 
By treaty with France in 1803, known as the treaty of Paris, by which France cedecl 
to the United. States territory previously ceded to France by Spain, it was stipulated 
in the sixth article tl1ereof: 
"The United States promise to execute such treaties and articles as may have been 
agreed between Spain and the tribes and nations of Indians until, by mutual consent 
of the United States and the said tribes or nations, other 8nitable articles shall have 
been agreeLl upon." 
The attitn<le of the Mexican government toward the Indians was, however, unlike 
that of the European powers. This government at no time recognized an Indian title 
to soil within its jurisdiction except where title bad been specially granted, but treated. 
the Indians lllerely as a peculiar class of citizens. In this view of the old .Mexican 
law, it has been dechled by the United States conrt for the Territory of Kew Mexico 
that t,he Iudiaus within the territory acquired by the United States from I\!exico are, 
by virtue of the provisions of the eighth article of the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo 
of 1848, citizeus of the Uuited States. 
The executive and legislative departments of the Government, however, have never 
recognized any dist.iuctiou between the Indians living on territory ceded by Mexico 
and tlwse upon territory ceded by Great Britain, France, or Spain. These Indians 
have been provided with reservations, placed under coutrol of Government ageuts, 
r.nd negotiated \Yith in treaties, like the other Indians within the limits of the Uni1Jecl 
States. 
Such being the right of the Indians to the soil, the United States for more than 
eighty-tive years pursued a uniform course of extinguishing the Iudian tit.le only with 
the consent of those Indian tribes which were recognized as having claim by reason of 
occupancy: snch consent being expressed in treaties, to the format,ion of which both 
parties approached as having equal rights of initiative, and eqnalrigbtsiu negot.iation. 
These treaties were ma.de from time to time (not less than 372 being embraced. in the 
General Statutes of the United States) as the pressure of white settlements or the fear 
or the experience of Indian hostilities made the demand for the removal of one tribe 
after another urgent or imperative. Except only in the case of the Indians in Minne-
sota, after the outbreak of 1862, tile United States Governwent, bas never extingnisbed 
an Indian title as by right of conquest; and in this latter case the Government pr:o-
vided the Indians another reservatiou, besides giving them the proceeds of the sales 
of thl3 lands vacated uy them in Minnesota. So scrupulously up to that time had the 
right of the Indians to the soil been respected, at least in form. It is not to be de-
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nied that wrong was often done in fact to tribes in the negotiation of treaties of cession. 
The I1Hlians were not infreqnentl~~ oYerborne or deceived by the agent~:> of the GoYern-
ment in these transactions; sometimes, too, nnquestionably, powerful tril.Jes \vere per-
mitted to cetle lands to wllich weaker tribes had a better claim, but, fimually at least, 
the Unitell States accepted the cession successively of all lands to which Indian tribes 
could show color of title, which are embraced in the limits of auy of the present States 
of tile Union, except California and Nevada. Up to 1~G8, moreover, the greater por-
tion of the lauds embraced witllin the present Territories of the United States, to 
which Indiaus eonhl e~:>talJlish a reasonal.Jle claim on account of occupancy, had also 
been ceded to the United States in treaties formally complete all(l ratified by the 
Senate. In 18()7 aJHl 1868, however, many treaties, not more exceptionable, on any ac-
count kuowu to this Office, than the average of Indian treaties for the eig-hty-five years 
preceding, were either rejected by the Senate, or allowed to stan<l over without action; 
and since the latter year no Iudia.n t.reaty whatever has been ratified. It was not until 
1871, howeYer, that Congress formally pronounced the doom of the Indian-treaty sys-
tem. By act of March :3 of that year, it was declared ''that hereafter no Indian uatiou 
or tribe wit.hin the territory of the United Stutes shall be ackuowledgecl or recognized 
as an independent nation, tribe, or power, with whom the United States may contract 
by treaty." 
It is llot for au instant to be thought or spoken that Congress, by such a declaration, 
intended to }HWe the way for a repudiation of treaties already made and ratified. 
This action of Congress does, llowever, present questions of considerable intere~:>t and 
of much difficulty, viz: \Vhat is to become of the rights of the Indians to tlw soil, 
oYer portion~:> of territory which had not been covered by treaties at the time Congress 
put au end to the treaty system f 'What substitnte is to be provided for that system, 
·with all its absurdities and abuses f How are Indians, never yet treated with, bnt 
having every way as good and as complete rights to portions of our territory as had 
the Cberokees, Choctaw~, and Chickasa\Ys, for instance, to the soil of Georgia, Ala-
bama, aud l\lissi~Ssippi, to establish their rigllts? How is the Government to proceed 
to secure their relinquishment of their lands, or to determine the amount of compensa-
tion which should be paid therefor f Confiscation, of course, would afford a very easy 
solution for all difficulties of title, but it may fairly be assunied that the United States 
Government will scarcely be disposed to proceed so snnuuarily in the tace of the uu-
broken practice of eighty-five years, witnessed in nearly four hundred treaties solemnly 
ratified lJy the Senate. llOt to speak of the two centuries aml a half during which the 
principal nations of Em·ope, through all their wars and conquests, gave sanction to 
the rights of the aborigines. 
The limits of the present report will not allow these questions to be discussed; bnt 
it is eviclent that Congress mnst soon, if it would preveut complications £tud unfortn-
nate precedents, the mischiefs of which will not be easily repaired, take 111~ the whole 
snbject together, and decide upon what priuciples at:d by what methods t.he cla.ims of 
Indians wbo have not treaty relations with the Govunmeut, on account of their orig-
inal iuterest to the !'oil, shall be detenuiued and adjusted; an<l also by what initiatiYe 
and according to what. forms, treaties now in force may be modified, (as propo:-:;ed, only 
at the last ses~:>ion of CougreRs, iu respect to three important treaties, the Wahpeton 
and Sisseton treaty of Hlo7, aud the Ute and the Shoshone treaties of 1868,) for the 
advantage and with the consent of both parties. 
The prPseut nnmller of ludi<ttts embrace1l in treaties made with the Government, by 
which all laud~:> belonging to the several tribes are ceded, Pxcept such portion~:> as by 
treaty were set apart for permanent reserYations, is approximately 180,000. The unm-
ber of resetYations thus seemed to these Indians is 9~, ranging in size from ~~13 acres 
to 40,570 square miles, and aggregating 167,619 ~:>quare miles. 
Of tllese reservations, 31, aggregating 2,6U3 square miles, are east of the Mississippi 
River; 42, 'aggregating 144,83~ square miles, are between tbe Mississippi River aud 
tbe Rocky Mountains; aud 19, aggregatiug 20,088 square miles, are upon the Pacific 
slope. 
In addition to ·the above, 40,000 Indians, having no reservations secured to them by 
treaty, have had reservations set apart for them by Executive order out of the public 
lands of the United States. The number of reservations thus set apart is 15, aggn"'ga.t-
ing 59:544 square miles. Tbe Iudians thus located, however, have, in tbe nature of 
the case, no assurance for their occupation of these lands beyond the pleasure of the 
Executive. 
OTT .A WAS OF BLANCHARD'S FORK, ETC. 
By the treaty of June 24, 1862, the Ottawa Inrlians of Blanchard's Fork and Roche 
de Breuf, then residillg in Franklin County, Kansns, set apart, for the purpose of edu-
cating their children, <!0,640 acres of laud, and provided that this property should be 
managed by seven trustee~, fonr of whom should be Indians and three white men. 
The Indians having removed to the Indian Territory, and the trust having come to be 
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maJJflgecl wholly for the benefit of a white school, and being therefore of no assistance or 
ad va11tage whatever to the Indians, legislation was recommended which shonld au-
thoril':e the appraisement ann sale of this school property, and the payment of the pro-
ceeds to the I1Hlians. An act was passed. ap}ilroved Jnne 10, 1872, entitled" An act for 
the relief of certain In1lians in the central snperiutendenc.l," uy which the Secretary 
of the Interior is directed and rtjq uired to haye this school property im-entorierl and 
appraised by colllmissioners to be a.ppointed by the Secretary. The comm issioners arc 
antlwrizt•d by saiu act t.o examine person:s under oath tonchiug this school property or 
tlw action of the trnstees iu rela.tion thereto; moreover, the trust created hy the treaty 
of 1862 is "discharged, vacated, aud declare<l at an end;" and it is provided thttt after 
the inventory and appraisement of the lands, premises, a,ppnrteuances, bonds, uot.es, 
mortgages, money, credits, assets, and other property const,itnting this sehool property, 
"the Secretary of the Interior shalll.le, and hereby is, authorized and required forth with 
to take possession for the United States, and advertise nnd' sell the same upon such 
terms and conditious as be nmy prescribe." Tile nmnuer of a.dvertisemeut is preseribed 
in the act, a.nd provision is also made therein "tbat no lJid shall be accepted which 
may be less than the appraised valne of snell premises and othnr propert.y; and pro-
vi(led further, that said l.loncls, uotes, mort.gages, credit:s, personal property, and assets 
shall be sold in separate parcels and the lauds shall be sold in parcels of not more t.ban 
one hundred and sixty acres each, and no purchaser shall be permitted to purchase 
more than one <Jmuter-sectiou thereof." 
The inventory coutewplated hy this act was duly ma(le by eommissioners appointed 
by the Secretary of the It1terior for that purpose, who aho reported, in contplianee 
with tbe instructions of the Secret.ary, in reg-anl to the" legal or eqnitahlo interest 
which any person, association, or corporation may have in au.y part of said lan<ls and 
premises, or in any of the bnil1lings or appurtemtnces thereto, together with the value 
thereof." The property so appraise(} is, however, beld in po:ssession u.v t.he t.reasnrer 
of the board of trnf:ltees, Rol.lert At.kiuson, in ~le{iauoe of the provisions -of the act 
refereed t.o and of the demand for possession formally made by tbe commissioners, who 
were inst.rncted to that eff<~ct by the Secretary of the Interior, and pt'esented the order 
of the Department, duly antheut.ieated and addressed to said At.kinson, directing him 
t.o snrren<ler possession. Possessiou_being refnsed, the proceedings of the comlllission 
nncler their instructions t.erminateu at this noint. For a deta,iled account of the antion 
takeu by the commission, r eference is made to their report, which is puulished here-
witll. 
SISSETON AND WAHPETON SIOUX. 
The title of the Sisseton and Wahpeton bands of Sioux Indians appearing to be rec-
oguiz;e!l, by the t.rea,t.y of 1867, to a, large tract of land in Eastern Dakota, it was 
reeommem1cd that Congress authorize negotiations to extingnish the same, which was 
done hy the act of Jnne 7, 11-372, entitled ';An act to qniet t.he title to certain lands in 
Dakot:t Territory." By this act it is made the duty of the Secretary of the-Interior to 
examine and report, to Congress what title or interest these l.mncls llave to any port,iou 
of t,he lancls described in t.he secoud article of th<! treaty of 1867, aud, if any, \Vhat 
compensat.ion onght, in jnstice nucl eqnity, to be made to said bauds of ItHlia,us re- . 
spectively for the extinguishment thereof. In the execution of this act the Secretary 
of the Interior appointed a eommission with iustructiouH to proceed to the reservation 
of said Indians, and tbP-re, and from the record, make a fnll investigation of the Indian 
title, a.nd, if they found such title to be valid and complete, to negotiate for a relin-
qnisllmeut of tbe sawe upon terms at once favorable to the Goveruroeut aucl ju:st, to 
the Indians. The report of the commission is pnl.llished among the accomp:mying 
documents, ancl a recommetHlat,ion fur the ratitication of contract entered into bet. ween 
the commissiollers aud the Indians concerned will be found nuder the head of "Legis-
lation recommended." 
OSAGES. 
It being necessary for the Osage Indians to change the location of their reserve, as 
selected by them in the 1nuian Territory, for the reasou that a portion of it w:ts fonnll, 
npou snrvey, to be east of the 96th degree of west longitude, and conseqneutly within 
the limits of the lands retained by the Cherokees under the provisions of the t.reaty of 
1865, made witb that trite, a new selection was made lty them last spring of a reser-
vat.ion embracing a part of their former selection. Inasmuch as the tract selecte1l co u-
tainecl more land than was authorized by the act of July 15, 1870, providing for their 
removal to the Indian Territory, it becra.me necessary to secure authority of law for se-
curing the Osages in possession of the same. This authority was given hy an act 
approved June 5, 1872, which confirms to that tril.le a reservation, bonucled on the east 
by the ninety-sixth meridian, upon the south aud west uy the north liue of the Creek 
country ancl the main channel of the Arkansas River, aud on the north by the south 
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line of the State of Kansas. This act also fnrther provides, ''That said GrPat nnd 
Little Osage triue of Iudiaus shall permit the settlement within the limits of said tract 
of land, [of] the Kansas triue of Indians, the lands so settled and occupied by :;;aid 
Kansas Iudians, not cxcePdiug 160 acres for each member of said triue, to uP paid for 
by said Kanf!as triue of Iml iaus on t of the procee<ls of the sales of their lantls i u 1\:aJJSas, 
at a price not exceeding that paid by the Great and Litt,le Osage InclialJS to the Chero-
kee Nation of Indians." The location of tlw Osages is being rapidly e:lfecte<l iu acconl-
ance with the provisiqns of t,his act. 
·with ~t view to the settlement of the Kansas Indians, or Kaws, in accordance with 
the proviso citeu, a conunission anthonzc<l by this Office visited the Inclian Territory 
with a dcleg:ttiou of said Indians in August and September last, and u1ade a f.lelection 
satisfactory to .the Indiaus, Lu the western part of the Osage reserve, haYing the 
Arkansas River for its \Yestem boundary, the same bein·g also the western bonndary of 
the Osage reserve. These -ltHlians number 627. The selection made for them embraces 
011e hundreu and sixty square miles, or about 102,400 acres. 
EASTER~ BANDS-SHOSHONES AND BANNOCKS. 
In accordance with the proviRions of the second article of the treaty of Jnly 3, 1868, 
wHh the eastern hands of the Shosb011e and Bannock tribes of Indians, a reservation 
in \Yyoming Territory, comprising 4,200 sqnare miles, or 2,688,000 acres, \Yas set apart 
fur the Shoshone tribe, nmnbering ahont ~,000. Valnable mineral discoveries haYiug 
been made in the sontberu part of this reservation, and many persons having gone 
thereon for the purpose of miuing, and it being deemed best for tl1e interests of the 
Itl(]ians tl.Jat tbe portion of tl.Jis reserve em bracing these mineral discoveries sbould be 
relinquished by them, au act was pas.sed June 1, Hl72, by which tbe President 'Yas 
autborized to negotiate witb these Indians for tbe relinquishment of tbat portion of 
the reserve of said tribe which· is Rituate "sonth vf the. central dividing rillge, between 
the Big Popoagie and-Little Wiud H.ivers, and south of the forty-third parallol, and to 
cede to said tribe lands lying north of, and adjacent to, their present reservation, equal 
iu area to any lands hy tlJ_em cededn The said act rn:tkes it the duty of the President 
to report all proceedings tberenncler to Congress for ratification. TIJe chairman of the 
board of Indian eommissioners was requested by the Department to concluct the nego-
tiations co11templated hy this act. The commissioner was successful in secm·ing an 
agreement for the relinquishment to the United States of all of that part of their reser-
vation embracing the mineral discoveries, "whicll is situated soutll of a line beginning 
at a point on the ~astern boundary of the Shoshone aud Bannock reservation due east 
of the month of the Little Popoag;ie at its jnnctiou with the Popoagie, and running 
from said point west to tile month of the Little Popoagie, thence up the Popoagie 
to the North Fork, ancl up the North Fork to the month of the Cafwn, thence west 
to the western bonliClary of the reservation." The Indians declined to accept other 
laud in consideration of this cesl:lion, claiming that the laud lying nortlJ of and 
adjacent to the reservation, which by the terms of the act was authorized to be ceded 
to t!Jem, is poor and mountainous, and subject to incursions from the Sionx and the 
Northern Clwyeunes and Arapahoes, and, moreover, that they already had the right to 
hunt over it by the terms of the treaty of 1868. In consequence of this refusal by the 
Indians to accept other lanlls in lieu of tbat relinquished, the Commissioner felt autbor-
izecl to introduce a, money cousideration into the agreement, by which it is stipulated 
that the ~:>nm of ~25,000 shall be expended. under the direction of the President, for 
the benefit. of these Indians, and that a salary of ~500 per annum shall, for the term of 
five years, he paid to \Vasl1-a-Kie, their chief: This agreement was made subject to 
tlw approval of the President, and the ratiJi.cation or rejection of the Cougress of the 
Unite<l States. The report of the Commissioner will be found among the accompany-
ing documents. 
Regarding the terms of relinquishment obtained as remarkably favorable to the Gov-
ernment, without doing injustice to the Indians, I have elsewhere submitted a recom-
mendation for favorable legislation by Congress upon the subject-matter of this agree-
ment. 
THE INDIANS AND THE RAILROADS. 
The following are the railroads which pass through Indian reservations, and by which 
the interests of the Indians are, or may be, affected. 
THE NORTHERN PACIFIC :RAILROAD. 
By act of July 2, 1864, entitled "An act gra~ting lands to aid in the conRt~uction of 
a railroad and telegraph-line from Lal'e Supenor to Puget Sound, on the Pacific coast, 
by the northern route," this corporation was authorized to construct a railroad between 
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the points named, and it was provided in the second section of this act. that "the 
Pnih·d Statt>s shall Pxtingnish, as mpidly as may be consistent with pnulic policy antl 
tho welfare of said Indian!', the Indian titles to all lands falling under the operation of 
tltis act, and acquired in the donation to the [road] named iu this hili.'' Tlw first 
tract of country through w!Jich t!Je line of thitS road passes to which the Indiaus llavo 
claim is that lying between the Red River of tlw Nortb ou the cast and the Jantes 
River on the west. The claim of the Sisseton and \Vabpeton l.J:wds of Sionx Indians 
to this territory is recognized by tlw treaty of 1867. By act of .June 7, 1872, it was 
made the dnty of the Secretary of the Interior to examine a1ulreport to CougrPSS \Yhat 
title or intere!-lt the said hands of Sioux: Ill(lians havP to thifl territory, and "·hat com-
pen::;ation should be paid tl1em therefor. The prnceetlings of tlte commission appointe(l 
in pnrsnance of this act, and the recommendatious of the Office thereon, will l.le fouud 
nuder tlJe appropriate titles of this report. . 
To the htn<ls upon the line of this road between the JamPs River ancl the Missouri, 
no Indian tribe is known to have title. This 'vl1ole tract is, however," Indian country" 
'\vi thin the meaning of the intercourse act of 1t:l34, and the same is true of the lands 
upon this road from the western l.J:111k of the :Missouri to tile eastem borclcr of the 
'l'erritory of Idaho, except us the road (as its line is 1tt present understootl at tbis Of-
1i.ce) is to pass through tlJe Jocko reservation in \Vestem Montana, established by the 
provisions of t,he treaty of July 16, 1855, for the Flatheads and other Indians. Be-
twPen the same two points the line of road also passes through the reservation of the 
Arickarees, Mall(bns, and Gros Ventres, which, hon·ever, has only the anthority of an 
Executive order, (April12, 18r.0.) Fnrther on, the line uf the road passes north of and 
near to the reserYation established for the ~Iount:tin Crow Indians, by the treaty of 
1\I:ty 7, 1868. \Vest of Idaho to the Pacific coast the line of the road does not in tcrsect 
au\T Indian reservation. · 
So fm· as operations in construction of this road have l.Jeen carried on, no Af~rions dif-
ficnltyhas yet beeu enconntered with any of t,lw Indians. The Sisseton and \Vahpeton 
bands, by the treaty of 1867, ceded to the United States the right Lo construct railroads 
through their conutry, and t.hese Indians have mauife::;te<lllo opposition to illc con-
strnction of the Northern Pacific; Railroad. \Vest of the )lissonri River ohjPctiouR have 
been made by varions Sioux: Indi<.ws, members of the Ogallala, Brnle, nntl other han<ls, 
and by the Northern Cheyenues and ArapahoeR, and sunTeying aud workiug parties 
lHtve been loudly threatened by these Indians. The proceetlings of the con11uissiou, of 
which the As::;istant Secretary of tile Interior, Hou. B. H. Cowen, was chainuan, and 
which Yisited this sectiou of the country during the past snmmer for the especial pnr-
po!-le of removing the objections of the Inuians to the progress of the roatl, will be 
fonntl el::;ewhere. The most unfortunate feature of the situation is the premutnre 
withdrawal of the surveying party a.nd its military escort from the llea<l-wa,ters of the 
Yellowstone River, in Octol.Jer last, in the face of threatening demonstrations from 
some small but noisy bands of Sioux from the Grand River and Lower agencies. The 
agent for the Crows, who arc the trne allies of the Govemment in this mattflr, desir-
ing the construction of the railroad as a barrier against their inveterate euemief!, the 
Sioux, reports that this has caused a great depression amoug that people, being taken 
as an indication of the weakness of the Government. It is also known from other 
quarters that the more tnrbnlent of the Sion:s: are proportion::ttely elated and enconr-
aged in their opposition. Bnt, notwithstanding the naturally critical character of this 
enterprise, and the ruisatlveutnre accompanying its first step across the :i\lis::;onri, it is 
believed that the road will be enabled to proceed to completion as rapidly as its finances 
will permit., with nothing worse than threats on the pnrt of the IndiaHs, the stamped-
ing atu.lrnnning off of loose stock belonging to engineering and constrnction parties, 
and occasional firing into camps at night by small parties of lndiaus wishing to be 
thought particularly heroic. 
As previon::;ly stated, the number of Indians between the projected line of this road 
ancl the British possessions, is approximately 36,000, and the number between the smne 
line :tnd the Union ancl Central Pacific Railroads on the south, V2,000. 
In each of the treaties concluded severally with the Cherokees, the Creeks, and the 
Choctaws and Chickasaws, in 1866, the right of way is granted to one railroad, an-
thorized by Congress, running north and south, and to one running east and west. 
By decision of the Secretary of the In t.erior, of ~Jay 21, lt'iO, the road to rnn from 
north to south through the countries of the tribes named v.-as determined to be what 
is now known as the 
Jl,liSS01;Rr, KANSAS AND TEXAS RAILWAY. 
This railroad enters the Indian Territory on the west side of the Neosho River, and 
near to the same, extends southward through the Cherokee country, crossing the Ar-
kansas River a few miles west of Fort Gibson, passes through the Creek country, 
crossiug the forks of the Canadian River a few miles above their junction, and passes 
still south tbrongh the Choctaw and Chickasaw country, crossing the Red River a few 
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miles below Preston. Its course after its emergence in Texas is not of consequence in 
tbis connection. Tbis road is tinishe(l to withiu a few miles of the Red Hi Yer, and is 
bt>ing rapic1ly completed. Its construction has been attemled with little or no diffi-
culty in its relations with tbe Iut1ians; bnt at some of the towns spriuging np on the 
liue of the road, <lespemte white characters have cougregated in largo nnmbers, caus-
ing great excitement and alarm to the Indians, as well as iufiicting much ::wtua1mis-
chief. As is else\Yhere narrated, it was in one instance found necessary to invoke the 
aid of the lllilitary forces of~the Department, of the Missouri, a.ud with their assistance 
to deal Sllllllll:l.l'ily, under the act of 1l'3:34, with gangs of desperauoes, who threatened 
the peace of tbe Territory, and e}-en defied the authority of the Uuited States Gov-
eruuwnt. 
So far, only one road rnnning east and west in this Territory has been recognized by 
the Departweut. This is the 
ATLA~TIC A~D PACIFIC RAILRO.\.D, 
which enters the Territory at the northeast part, running throngh the corner of the 
Sb~twuee n'serve, thence sontlnYesterly throngh the \Vyandott reservatiou, ero~sing 
the Neosllo Hiver jnst below the jnnction of Spring River; thence west in tile Cher-
okee country to a junction with the 1\liissonri, Kausa,s anu Texm; Railway at, Venita. 
The road has been completed only to or a little beyond the latter point, but the loca-
tion of its route thence to the Canadian River, as well as of a braneh easterly from 
that point to the western boundary-line of Arkansas, at or near the town of Yan 
Bmcn, (the latter being antltorized by the act of ineorpor::ttion of July 27, 186o,) has 
been reeognized and coufinuecl by the Department. 
In a<1<1ition to the iueyitable inflnx and congregation of desperadoeR aml outlaws at 
the successive termini of these two roads through the Indian country, and at all prin-
cipal points along tlleir completed routes, (in wllich respect the history of the prog-
ress of the Union and the Ceutral Pa.cific Railroads is ouly repeated,) the result of 
their construction has been to attract new attention to the Indian Tenitory; and not 
only has it required persistent action on the part of this Department to prevent the 
reservations of the .several tribes from being lawlessly overrun by trespassers from 
the adjoining States, bnt it has been felt to be the duty of the Commissioner to take a 
position strougly, promptly, and aggressively against the propositious ma<le, aml seek-
ing the aid of Congress for their consummation, to ~reak clown the barriers raised in 
solemn treaties, and to open up this last home of the Indian to indiscriminate white 
settlement. In this position it is my sincere hope that the incumbent of this Office may 
ever sttLLJd, nutil it shall be shown that the treaties with tbese tribes have heretofore 
been ·wrongl;y re:ul, or that national honor and conscience do not require faith to b~ 
kept With the feeble and the Uefeuseless. 
The tenth article of the treaty of 1859 '"ith the Kansas tribe of Iudians eontains 
the prodsion that "ntilroad companies, when the lines pass throngh the lauds of saicl 
Inclialls, shalll.Jaye right of way, ou tbe payment of a just compensation therefor in 
mone,\' ." Iu acconlanco with these provisions, the contract was authorized b~- this 
Department J nne 12, 1869, with 
THE UNIO~ PACIFIC HAILROAD, SOUTHER~ BRANCII, 
now l\Iissonri, Kansas and Texas Railway, for right of way across the lands of said 
Indians in Kansas, and the purchase of ties therefrom. 
On tbe 3d da~' of June, Ul70. the President approved a permit given by the chiefs of 
the Oneida tribe of Iudians to the 
GREEN BAY AND LAKE PEPIN RAILWAY COMPANY, 
authorizing them to construct aml complete its road across their reserYation in the 
State of Wisconsin. 
The ninth article of the treaty of 1854 with the Sac and Fox Indians of the Missouri, 
and the tenth article of the treaty of the same year with the Iowas, contain a pro-
vision that wheu the lines of railroads necessarily pass through the lands of these In-
dians, they shall have right of way on the payment of a just compensat.ion therefor in 
money. These provisions are continued in force by the treaty of 1861 with these In-
dians. In accordance with these provisions a contract with the 
ATCHISON AND NEBRASKA RAILROAD COMPANY 
was concluded October 14, 1870, with authority from this Office for the right of way 
across that portion of the reservation of the Iowas which lies in Kansas, and, on April 
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10, 18il, for right of way across that part of the same reservation which lies in Ne-
braska. 
It is proYi<led, in the eleventh article of the treaty of 1854 with the Otoes and 1\Iis-
sonrias, "that aH. the ueccssary roads and highways and railroads which may be con-
structed as the couutry improves, alld the lines of which may run through their laud 
west of the Big Blue River, shall have the right of way through the reservation, a just 
compensation being nuM1e therefor in money." 
Under authority fi:om this Bureau, a contract was concludedl\Iay 28, 1872, with the 
OMAIIA AND SOUTII"\YESTERX IUILWAY COMPA"XY1 
for tlH' right of way through that part of the reservation in Nebraska, and on the same 
date with the 
MANHATTAN AND NORTII"\YESTERN RAILROAD CO :'liP A~Y 
for right of way through that portion of tile same reservation which lies in Kansas. 
THE UNIO"X PACIFIC RAILRO.\D, 
authorized by act of Congress approved July 2, 1864, has been completed from Omaha, 
in Netn·aska, to Ogden, in t tall Territory, "\YhPre it connects with the Central Pacific, 
which has been completed from that point to S:tcrameuto, California. 
The Indians locatec1 or ranging on or near the liue of these roads are as follows: 
The Omahas itntl the \Vinnebagoes have reserYations on the west bank of the :Missouri 
RiYer, sotue seventy-five miles north of the eastern terminus of the Uuion Pacific Rail-
road. It is 11ot probable that these Indians ever come in close proximity with this 
road, uuh·ss it is when engaged in their annual autumn bnffalo-hunt, npon the plains 
we::;t and southwest of their reservation. They are, however, peacettule and. well dis-
posed, and there is no danger that, should they at auy time unriug such buuts cross 
the line of the milroau, they would iuterfere in any way with sta,tious, trains, or pas-
sengers. 
About one bnndreu miles west of the Missouri River, ncar the railroad, is the Pawnee 
reservation, embracing 2tl8,000 a.cres, occnpied by about ~,400 Indians, who, though at 
war with certain other Indian tribes, are of the same character and disposition with 
the Otuahns as respects the whites. 
Between this point and Ogden the railroad passes through no Indian reserve, but 
between the Pawnee reserve and the Rocky :Mountains, particularly in the country 
ncar the North Fork of the Platte, Spotted Tail's band and other Sioux Indianf; range 
in their hunting expeditions across the line of the road, but have never done any in-
jury. 
About one hundred and twenty miles to the north of the road from Cheyenne is the 
telllporary agency for the Ogallala Sioux, under Red Cloud. These Indi:ws, though 
frequently insolent an<1 mutinous, have shown no such disposition as would make 
them dangerous to the railr<1'.1d, even though a large military force were not lying be-
tween them and it. 
The reservation for the eastern band of the Shoshones and Bannocks in vVyoming, 
establi$hed under the provi::;ious of the treaty of July :1, 186R, is within one bnnllred 
miles of the line of the ra1lroad, as is also the reservation known as the Fort Hall 
reservation, for the Shoshones and Bannocks, iu Idaho. The Uintah reservation, south 
of the line of the road, abont fifty miles from the roatl, and probably one hundred and 
fifty miles east of Salt Lake City, is the only Itl(lian reservation in Utah Territory. 
None of the occupants of auy of these reservations interfere in any manner with the 
railroad, nor is it probable tha.t many of them ever visit its line. At some distance 
from the line of the Central Pacific there are, in Nevada, two Indian reservations, one 
north of the road, known as the Pyramid Lake reservation, and one so nth of it, known 
as the Walker River reservation; both of which reservations are occupied by Pah-Utes, 
who do not interfere with the operations of this road. 
In general it may be said of this, the central transcoutinental line, that no Indians 
have seriously interfered with its operations at auy time since its completion. As 
already stated, the number of Indians located or ranging between the road and the 
proposed route of the Northern Pacific is approximately 92,000 and the number be-
tween the road and the proposed southern route, 61,000. 
THE KANSAS PACIFIC RAII-WAY 
has been completed and nm1er operation for several yearll past, between Kansas City, 
Missouri, and Denver, Colorado. No serious trouble with Indians has occurred at any 
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time in the operations of this road. It runs through no Indian reservation, but passes 
near a reservation for the Prairie band of Pottawatomies, about seventy-five miles 
west of t.he Missouri River. This reserYation embraces 77,357 acres, and is occupied 
by about four hundred Indians, who are entirely peaceable. No other Indians visit 
the line of this road, except as bands of Sioux or Northern or Southern Cheyennes 
and Arapahoes occasionally cross the tr~ck in passing from one part of the country to 
another, while upon their hunting expeditions. 
THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA AND SANTE FE RAILROAD COMPANY 
have constructed a railroad from Atchison, in Kansas, extending southwest, crossing 
the Kansas River at Topeka to the Arkansas River near the mouth of the Little Ar-
kansas River; thence along the north bank of the Arkansas River to Fort Dodge. It 
is proposed to complete this road to Sante Fe, New Mexico. It passes through no In-
dia.n reservation, and is visited by no Indians except the Southern Cheyennes and 
Arapahoes, who range at times across the track in the vicinity of Fort Dodge. 
TilE ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC RAILROAD, 
which has been before referred to as having right of way through the Indian Terri-
tory, and as having been completed to Venita, in the Cherokee country, was further 
authorized, by the act of July 27, 1866, to construct its line from a point on the Cana-
dian River to the town of "Albuquerque, on the River Del Norte, and thence, by the 
way of the Agua Frio, or other suitable pass, to the head-waters of the Colorado Chi-
quito, and thence along the thirty-fifth parallel of latitude, as near as may be found 
most suitable for a railway route, to the Colorado River, at such point as may be se-
lected by said company for crossing; thence, by the most practicable and eligible 
route, to the Pacific." By the eighteenth section of said act of 1866, 
THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD 
of California is authorized to connect with this road near the boundary-line of said 
State. In passing from the point on the Canadian River determined by this company, 
to Allmquerque, the former railroad would pass though the reservation of the Kiowas 
and Comanches, established for these Indians under the provisions of the treaty of 
October 21, 1867, and, in passing from Albuquerque to California, would pass near the 
reservation of the Navajoes, which is in Arizona and New Mexico, established by the 
provisions of the treaty of J nne 1, 1868, and would probably pass through Camp Verde 
reservation, for the Apaches in Arizona. It is uot known whether the immediate con-
struction of this road is being proceeded with or not. The present attitude of some of 
the Indians on the proposed line of the same is not very favorn.ble for peaceable oper-
ations. At thA same time the Government can in no way better strengthen itself in its 
attitude toward the Indians than by favoring and forwarding the railroad by all 
reasonable and proper means, certainly, at the least, by strong and sufficient escorts 
and garrisons to enable the road to go on as rapidly as its finances will allow. The 
position of the Government toward the Kiowas and Comanches and the Apaches, and 
the steps proposed to be taken with them in case of further hostilities, have beRn else-
where freely spoken of. As previously stated, the number of Indians between thi's pro-
posed route and the Union and Central Pacific Railroads on the north is 61,000, and the 
number between the road and Mexico on the south, 85,000. 
What is now known as the 
TEXAS A...~D PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY 
is authorized by the act of March 3, 1871, to construct a road "from a point at or near 
Marshall, county of Harrison, State of Texas; thence, by the most direct and eligible 
route, to be determined by said company, near the thirty-second parallel of north lati-
tude to a point at or near El Paso; thence, by the most direct and eligible route, to 
be selected by said company, through New Mexico and Arizona, to a point on the Rio 
Colorado, at or near the southeastern boundary of the State of California; thence, by 
the most direct and eligible route, to San Diego, California, to Ship's Channel, in the 
Bay of San Diego, in the State of California." It is understood that this railroad is 
being rapidly constructed. 
The line, as defined by the act of incorporation, does not pass thro-ugh any Indian 
reservation at present established, but will probably cut in two the reservation pro-
posed by General Howard for the Apaches in Southeastern Arizona. How this will 
immediately affect our relations with the Indians can only be conjectured; but it will 
as all railroads entering the Indian country eventually must, settle the Indian question, 
H. Rep. 98--25 
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in that quarter. Indians cannot fight near a railroad. Their paltry, flabby, grass-fed 
ponies cannot long keep ahead of American horses, fed liberally with grain, and the 
latter point,_ upon which all Indian fighting at last turns, is secured by the proximity 
of a railroad. 
But, while making this concession freely to any enterprise, this Office holds that 
such a company must be content to take its right of way, with land enough for track, 
sidings, and stations, and no more; that when the company puts in a further claim, 
that, because it passes through an Indian reservation, (having perhaps aimed at it for 
the purpose,) it must therefore be allowed to take alternate sections of land for its 
own benefit, or, at least, be permitted to introduce a rift of white settlement to furnish 
business for the road, the claim must be denied. The true principle of dealing with 
this difficult quc&tion is, as this Office apprehends it, that whenever railways find it 
for their interest to go through Indian reservations as desert country they shall be free 
so to do. vVhen their request for a right of way is merely the cover to a demand for 
the disruption of a reservation, the treaty-rights of the Indian are paramount, and 
must in all honor and conscience be preserved inviolate. 
INDIAN DELEGATIONS VISITING WASHINGTON DURING THE YEAR. 
Several unusually large and important Indian delegations have visited Washington 
during the past year. The tribes represented and the personnel of the delegations may 
b e characterized as follows: 
(a) 17w Red Cloud o1· Ogallala Sioux.-This delegation consisted of thirty Indians. 
The chiefs were Red Cloud and Red Dog, (their second visit to Washington,) Little 
Wound, Red Leaf, and Blue Horse. The ostensible object of the visit of the delegation 
was to effect, without the use of force, the removal of the Red Cloud agency from its 
temporary location on the North Platte River to some point within the Great Sioux 
reservation. The opposition of Red Cloud and his people to this removal has its root, 
not in any preference for the present location, which is indeed uninviting and incon-
venient, but in the fear that their retirement from the Platte will be in effect, at least 
in the result, the surrender of the left bank of that stream, to which these Indians 
cling with t,he greatest determination. The Department in il1Viting the delegation 
was, however, more particularly influenced by the desire to impress the Ogallalas with 
a sense of the power of the Government, in view of the approach of the Northern 
Pacific Railroad to the rich hunting-grounds of these Indians upon the Powder RiYI'r. 
'l'he Red Cloud Sionx form the nearest and most natural re-enforcement, in case of 
war, to the "hostile camps" of the Upper Missouri. 
The visit of the delegation, though it has neither resulted in the removal of the 
agency this fall, nor prevented a great deal of insolence and some violence on the part 
of these Indians, both at the agency and toward the surveying parties of the Northern 
Pacific Railroad, is believed to have had a real and considerable effect, both in the 
way of making progress toward the accomplishment of the wish of the Department in 
the former direction, and in restraining this large and warlike band from joining in 
the attacks on the military expe•litions to the bead-waters of the Yellowstoue. A 
score or two of young braves are believed to constitute all the re-enforcement received 
by Spotted Eagle and "'l'be Gall," the chiefs who are understood to have led the night 
a t tacks on Major Baker aad Colonel Stanley, out of the camps of the Ogallalas. 
(b) S]X)tied Tail's band of Bmlff Sioux.-This delegation co11sisted of twenty IndianA. 
The chiefs were Spotted Tail, Two-Strike, Swift Bear, and Iron-Shell. The object of 
inviting this delegation was to arrange amicably for the removal of the so-called 
""Whetstone" agency from the head-waters of the White River to the forks of that 
river, near its junction with the Missouri, and also to confirm the friendship of the 
Brule Sioux toward the Government in view of the disaffection of the Ogallalas, and 
the possibility of an early collision. The visit is reported as having been in a high 
degree successful. The Indians gave a cordial assent to the wishes of the Department 
in respect to the removal of the agency, to wbich they had previously manifested great 
repugnance, and since their return have shown none but the best disposition toward 
the Government. 
(c) The Indians of A?'izona.-The visit of this delegation resulted from the mission of 
General Howard to that Territory in April and May of this year. The delegation con ~ 
sisted of two Pimos, oue Papago, one Yuma, and four Apaches. The representative 
character of these Indians, or their influence with the tribes to which they belonged, 
was not in all cases very well assured; but General Howard is confident that their 
visit resulted in good, and has forwarded the ultimate settlement of the difficulties so 
long experienced in Arizona. 
(d) The Kiowas, q·c.-This delegation, the largest and most important which ever 
visited Washington, was brought to this city by Captain H. E. Alvord, special com-
missioner of the Indian Office, for the pacification of these tribes. The delegation 
comprised representatives of the Kiowas, Comanches, Apaches, Arapahoes, Wicbitas 
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and affiliated bands. The absence of the Cheyennes, who had b.een scared away from 
the place of meeting with the special commissioner by the aLl vance of Colonel 
McKenzie's force, and the refusal of the Qua-ha-da Comanches to serHl representativt>s 
to Washington, constituted the only defects in the completeness and authority of tlle 
delegation. 
(e) The Grancl River and Fort Peck Inclians.-This double delegation was brought to 
this city by the commissioners who visited the Upper Missouri for the pacification of 
the roving Sioux. It consisted of tifteen Indians from the Grand River agency, the 
principal chief of each of the three bands of Sioux attached to that agency being 
present, and of nineteen Indians from tlle vicinity of Fort Peck, and from the lmnting-
grounds west and south. The absence of Sitting Bull and Black Moon, the most intln-
ential chiefs of the "hostile camps," prevented that complete success which had been 
hoped for from the visit of this delegation; but the Indians thus brought to Washing-
ton were genuine Indians: out of the hostile camps, and of no mean reputation and 
influence among the "implacables." Their visit to Washington cannot fail to produce 
a decided effect by reducing the number of those who stand out against the progress 
of the railroads, even if it does not wholly withdraw the roviug bands from their po-
sition of antagonism to the Government. 
(f) Tlte Utes of Utah.-This delegation, consisting of three Indians from the Uintah 
Valley reservation, was brought to \Vashington by late Special Agent Dodge, of tialt 
Lake, under permission granted upon urgent telegraphic representations of the neces-
sity of such a vit;it. The delegation seemed not to have been fortnn ately constituted, 
nor was the judgment of the special agent, as to the importance of the business to be 
transacted, approved by the Department. 
(g) The Sacs and Foxes of the .Jlissozo·i.-This delegation, consisting of four Indians, 
visited Washington at the expense of the tribe, with a, view to concluding arrang-e-
ments for the disposition to he made of the proceeds of their lands about to be sold 
under authority of law, and for their location among the Osages in the Indian Terri-
tory. The objects of the mission were satisfactorily completed so far as they could be 
without legislation. 
The advantages of bringing well-constituted delegations from wild and potentially 
hostile tribes to "'Washington are very decided, and amply repay the cxpeuditnre iJJ-
volved. The impression derived thereby to the savages of the strength of the Gonrn-
ment, and the wealth and power of the whites, is a more effective peace-maker tban 
many soldiers, yet the expenses of all the Indian delegations that have visited \Vash-
ington the last three years have not equaled the cost of maintaining a company of 
cavalry for six months in the field. 
It must be considered that the Indians of the plains have, up to a recent date, r eally 
believed that they outnumberecl the whites. HO\Y, indeed, shonld they have thon<rht 
otherwise~ Most of them bad, at one time or :mother, seen as many ns fiye thousa';'Hl, 
some as many as ten thonsand of their people camped together, one-third lighting men. 
Of the whites, what had the)7 seeu? A few ranches miles apart, a few hunters and 
trappers, a few soldiers. The stories that had been brought to their ears of a country 
where the ·whites were like the sa.ucl on the sea-shore, where houses were pileu on top 
of houses, " and wllere houses stoocl side by side with houses for miles in every direc-
tion, were received by them as the merest fables invented to amuse or deceiYe tllelll. 
EYen when the first delegations that visited the East, though composed of their own 
trusted chiefs and braves, retnnwd and reported what tlley had seen, they were not lJe-
lieYcd; but it was said among their tribes tllat the white men had put "bad meclieiue" 
upon their eyes to make them see things that did not exist. It has only beeu the con-
cnrrent testimony of mauy chiefs aud braves, out of many bands and tribes, that has 
dissipated tllis happy conceit of the Indian of the plains, and made him to appreciate,. 
as he is beginning t.o clo, the power and resources of the wllites. As it is at once cheaper 
and more humane to bring the savages to a realizing sense of their ,..,.eakness an<l the 
impossibility of long contending with the Government, by giving a few chief:'> and 
braves free rides on our railroads and Broad way omnibuses, than by snrprisin~ their 
camps 011 winter nights aml shooting down men, women, and children together in the 
snow, it will be well to coutinue this system, in moderation as to amount of expem~i­
tnres, .and with discretion as to tlw subjects of it~ until the occasion for thus impressing 
the mmds of the Indians shall have passed away. 
UXITED STATES DISTinCT COURT FOR THE INDJAX TERRITORY. 
By the tweuty-fourth section of the act of Congre§S of 1834, and " for the &ole pnr--
pose of carrying that (this] act into efl'ect," the Indian 'rerritory was annexed to what 
is now the western district of the United States court for the State of Arkausas. The 
conrt is now held. by law only at Van Buren, in that State. The inconvenience and 
* I. e., houses of several stories. 
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expense attending the prosecution of persons in the Indian Territory charged with 
crime, and the attendance of witnesses from so great a distance, is very great, and, 
t>xcept in the most serious cases of crime, the present plan operates practically as a 
denial of justice. This Office therefore recommemled, under date of February 17, 
1872, (H. R. Ex. Doc. 153,) that Congress be asked to authorize the holding of a term 
of the United States district conrt for the western district of Arkansas at Okmnlgee 
once in each year. This was not done by Congress; but in view of the rapid increase 
of crime in the Indian country I am satisfied that the reasons for this action are every 
day becoming more urgent, and that the aggregate expense of the judicial district 
\Yould not be greater, but less, by reason of a term once a year at Okmulgee. 
I:NDIAN PENSIONS. 
The Pension Office has rejected the applications of Indians for pensions on the 
ground of the inability of these Indians (not being citizens of the United States) to 
take an oath to support the Constitution of the United States, as required by the first 
section of the act of February 14, 1871. This subject was presented to the Department 
under date 28th March last, and after a review of the same it was submitted that if it 
should be held by the Department that t,he Indians cannot qualify, and prove their 
claims under the law as it now stands, additional legislation by Congress on this sub-
ject should be requested. It does not appear that any action was taken by the Depart-
ment on this report. In view of the large number of Indians entitled to pensions, and 
in whose favor, in many cases, pensions have been allowed and for several years paid, 
though now snspended under the decision of the Pension Office, it is of importance 
that early legislative action should .be taken on this subject. 
INTEREST. 
TABLE No. I.-Interest collected on United States bonds, JJayable in coin, and premium 
1·ealized on coin sold. 
Fund or tribe for which I Date of col- Face of 
collections were made. lection. bontls. 
Period for which interest 
was collected. 
Cherokee nationalfund .. Nov. 1.', 1871 $115, 456 93 
Nov. 2, 1871 12, 749 23 
.ran. 2, 1872 240, 6:H 27 
May 1, 1871, to Nov. 1,1871 
A.ug. 1,1871, to Nov. 1, lt~71 
.July 1, 1871, to .Jan. 1, 1872 
Kov. 1, lfl71, to Feb. 1, 1872 
Mar. 1, 1866, to Sept. 1, 1866 
Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1, 1872 
Nov. 1,1871, to May 1, 1872 
.Jan. 1, 1872, to .July 1, 1872 
May 1, 1872, to Aug. 1, 1872 
Feb. 14, 1872 12, 74!.1 23 
.April 5, 1872 500 00 
May 1, 1872 30, 807 18 
May 1, 1872 122, 118 06 
.June 29, 1872 242, 221 27 
Aug. 3, 1872 30, 807 18 




,Jan. 2, 1872 




.June 29, 1872 
A.ug. ·3, 1872 
Aug. 30, 1872 
heroll:ee orpnan-funcl. .. Nov. 2,1871 
Nov. 2, 1871 
.Jan. 2,1872 
Feb. 14, 1872 
May 1,1872 
May 1,1872 
.June 29, 1872 
Aug. 3,1872 
31, 200 00 Mar. 1, 1871, to Sept. 1, 1871 
34, 652 50 May 1, 1871, to Nov. J, 1871 
14, 939 97 .A ng. 1, 1871, toN ov. 1, 1871 
10, 800 00 Nov 1, 1871, to Nov. 30, 1871 
337,327 20 .July 1,1871, to .Jan. 1, 1872 
25, 739 97 Nov. 1, 1871, to Feb. 1, 11:!72 
31, 200 00 Sept. 1, U<71, to Feb. 29, 1872 
38, 380 00 Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1, 1872 
28, 52fi 00 Nov. 1, 1871, to May 1, 1872 
338, 447 20 .Jan. 1, 1872, to .July 1, ltl72 
38, 380 53 May 1, 1872, to A.ug. 1, 1872 
31, 200 00 Mar. 1, 1872, to Sept. 1, 1872 
10,222 50 May 1, 1871, to Nov. 1,1871 
2, 222 83 Aug. 1, 1871, to Nov. 1,1871 
133,366 82 .July 1,1871, to Jan. 1, 1872 
2, 222 83 Nov. 1, 1871, to Feb. 1,1872 
7, 640 23 Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1, 1872 
12,225 00 Nov. 1, 1871, to May 1, 1872 
133, 846 82 .Jan. 1, 1872, to .July 1, 1872 









3, 663 54 













22, 713 92 2, 590 79 
780 00 




















1, 331 48 
69 51 
99 45 
25, 985 45 2, 906 29 
306 68 35 24 
27 78 3 19 
4, 001 00 350 09 
27 78 271 
95 50 12 80 
366 75 46 76 
4, 015 40 526 57 
95 50 13 84 
-------
8, 936 39 991 20 
INVESTIGATION O:F' INDIAN FRAUDS. 389 
TABLE No. 1.-Interest collected on United States bonds, qoc.-Continued. 
Fund or tribe for which Date of col· Face of Period for which interest 
collections were made. lection. bongs. was collected. 
Chickasaw national fund. Nov. 2,1871 
Nov. 2,1871 




Chippewa and Christians. Nov. 2, 1871 
Dec. 7,1871 
.Tan. ~. 1872 
Feb. 14, 1872 
May 1,1872 
.Tune 29, 1872 
Aug. 3, 1tl72 
Choctaw general fund ... Nov. 2,1871 
Dec. 7,1871 
Feb. 14, 1872 
May 1,1872 
Aug. 3,1872 
Choctaw school-fund .... Nov. 2, 1871 
Dec. 7,1871 
Feb. 14, 1872 
.May 1,1872 
Jan. 2,1872 
June ~9, 1872 
Aug. 3,1872 
Creek orphans ....•.•.... Nov. 2, 1871 
Feb. 14, 1872 
May 1,1872 
Aug. 3,1872 
Delaware general fund .. Nov. 2,1871 
Dec. 7,1871 
,Tan. 2, 1872 
Feb. 14, 1872 
May 1,1872 
June 29, 1872 
Aug. 3,1872 
Delaware school-fund .... Nov. 1, 1871 
Dec. 7, 18"11 
Feb. 14, 18'j2 
.Tune 29, 1872 
Aug. 3,1872 
Iowas . • . • . . • . . . . . . . • • • . . Nov. 2, 1871 
Nov. 2,1871 
Dec. 7,1871 
.Tan. 2, 1872 
Feb. 14, 1872 
May 1,1872 
.T nne 29, 1872 
Aug. 3, 1872 
296,718 07 
6, 148 26 
6,148 26 
6,148 26 
296, 731 94 
6,198 26 
May 1, 1871, to Nov. 1, 1871 
Aug.1, 1871, to ~ov. 1, 1871 
NO\'. 1,1871, to Feb, 1, 1872 
Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1, 1872 
Nov. 1, 1871, to May I, 1872 
May 1, 1872, to A ng. 1, 1872 
600 00 .May 1,1871, to Nov. 1, 1871 
600 00 Nov. 1, 1871, to Nov. 30, 1871 
26,562 38 .July 1,1871, to Jan. 1,1872 
600 00 Nov. 1,1871, to Feb. 1,1872 
11, 760 54 Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1, 1872 
26, 562 38 ,Jan. 1, 1872, to .July 1, 1872 
11, 760 54 May 1, 1872, to Aug. 1, 1872 
2, 000 00 May 1, 1871, to Nov. 1, 1871 
2, 000 00 Nov. 1, 1871, to Nov. 30, 1871 
2, OUO 00 Nov. 1,1871, to Feb. 1, 1872 
2, 000 00 Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1, 1872 
2, 000 00 May 1, 1872, to Aug. 1, 1872 
32, 000 00 May 1, 1871, to Nov. 1, 1871 
32, 000 00 Nov. 1, 1871, to Nov. 30,1871 
32, 000 00 Nov. 1, 1871, to Feb. 1, 1872 
32, 000 00 Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1, 1872 
1, 427 20 .July 1,1871, to Jan. 1,1872 
1, 427 20 Jan. 1, 1872, to July 1, 1872 
32, 000 00 May 1, 1872, to Aug. 1, 1872 
2, 699 66 Aug. 1,1871, to Nov. 1, 1871 
2, 699 66 Nov. 1,1871, to Feb. 1, 1872 
2, 699 66 Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1, 1872 
2, 699 66 May 1, 1872, to Aug. 1, 1872 
210,300 00 May 1,1871, to Nov. 1, 1871 
210, 300 00 Nov. 1,1871, to No\'", 30, 1~71 
26, 400 00 July 1, 1871, to Jan. 1,1872 
210,300 00 Nov. 1,1871, to Feb. 1, 1872 
210, 300 00 Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1, 1872 
26, 400 00 Jan. 1, 1872, to July 1, 1872 
210, 300 00 May 1, 1872, to Aug. 1, 1872 
11,000 00 May 1, 1871, to Nov. 1, 1871 
11, 000 00 Nov. 1, 1871, to Nov. 30,1871 
11, 000 00 Nov. 1,1871, to Feb. 1, 1872 
11, 000 00 Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1, 1872 
11, 000 00 May 1, 1872, to Aug. 1, 1872 
12, 500 00 May 1, 1871, to Nov. 1,1871 
301 80 Aug. 1, 1871, to Nov. 1,1871 
12, 500 00 Nov. 1, 1871, to Nov. 30, 1871 
7, 000 00 July 1, 1871, to .Tan. 1, 1872 
12, 801 80 Nov. 1,1871, to Feb. 1, 1872 
12, 801 80 Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1, 1872 
7, 000 00 Jan. 1, 1d72, to .July 1, 1872 
22, 626 80 May 1, 1872, to Attg. 1, 1872 


































































134 98 16 36 
6, 309 00 
172 86 
792 00 
2, 628 75 
2, 628 75 
792 00 






































3~0 INVESTIGATION OF INDIAN FRAUDS. 
TABLE No. 1.-Interest collected on Dnitcd States bonds, g·c.-Continued. 
Fnnd or tribe for which Date of col- Face of Periou for which interest Coin Premium 
collections were made. lection. bonds. was collected. interest. realized. 
Kansas school. . . . . . . . • . . Nov. 2, 1871 
Dec. 7,1871 
.Jan. 2, 1872 
Feb. 14, 1872 
May 1,1872 
.June 29, 1872 
Aug. 3,1872 
Ka.-kaskias, P e o r i a s, 
W eas, and P i a n k e· 
sllaws. 
Nov. 2,1871 
.Jan. 2, 1872 
Feb. 14, 1872 
May 1,1872 
.June 29, 1872 
Aug. 3,1872 
8, 100 00 May 1, 1871, to Nov. 1, 1871 
8,100 00 Nov. 1,1871 , to Nov. 30,1871 
14, 430 16 .July 1, 1871, to .Jan. 1, 1872 
8, 100 00 Nov. 1, 1871, to Feb. 1,1872 
11, 055 25 :Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1, 1872 
14, 430 16 .Jan. 1, 1872, to .July 1,1872 




2, 644 09 
3 85 
2, 644 09 
Aug. 1, 1871, to Nov. 1, 1871 
.July 1,1871, to .Jan. 1,1871 
Nov. 1,1871, to Feb. 1,1872 
Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1, Ul72 
.Jan. 1, 1872, to .July 1, 1872 
May 1, 1872, to Aug. 1, 1872 
Kickapoos . . . . . . • • • . . • . . NO\. 2, 1871 137, 400 00 Sept. 2, 1871, to Nov. 1, 1871 
Feb. 14, 1872 1:17, 400 00 Nov. 1, 1871, to Feb. 1, 1872 
May 1, 1872 137, 400 00 Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1, 1872 
Aug. 3, 1872 137, 400 00 May 1, 1872, to Aug. 1, 1872 
Menomonees -----------· Nov. 2,1871 
Nov. 2,1871 
Dec. 7,1871 
Feb. 14, 1872 
May 1,1872 
A..ug. 3,1872 
Osage schools •.. __ .••••.. Nov. 2,1871 
Dec. 7,1871 
Feb. 14, 1872 
May 1,1872 
Aug. 3,1872 
Ottawas and Chippewas. 
Ottawas of Blanchard's 









.Jan. 2, 1872 




Pottawatomies,education Nov. 2, 1871 
Dec. 7,1871 
Feb. 14, 1872 
May 1,1872 
Aug. 3,1872 
57, 000 00 May 1, 1871, to Nov. 1, 1871 
69, 438 89 Aug. J., 1871, to Nov. 1, 1871 
57, 000 00 Nov. 1, 1871, to Nov. 30, 1871 
126, 438 89 Nov. 1, 1871, to Feb. 1, 1872 
126, 438 89 Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1, 1872 
126, 438 89 May 1, 1872, to Aug. 1, 1872 
34,000 00 May 1,1871, to Nov. 1,1871 
34, ooo oo Nov. 1, ttm, to Nov. 30, 1871 
:H, 000 00 Nov. 1, 1871, to ]'eb. 1, 1872 
34, 000 00 Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1, 1872 
34, 000 00 May 1, 1872, to Aug. 1, 1872 
8,::100 00 
6, 300 00 
6, 300 00 
6, 300 00 
2, 000 00 
6, 300 00 
May 1, 1871, to Nov. 1, 1871 
Nov. 1,1871, to Nov. 30, 1871 
Nov. 1,1871, to Feb. 1,1872 
Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1, 1872 
Nov. 1, 1871, to May 1,1872 
May 1, 1872, to Aug. 1, 1872 
524 48 Aug. 1, 1871, to Nov. 1, 1871 
21, 150 00 .Jul.v 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 1872 
524 48 Nov. 1, 1871, to Feb. 1, 1872 
524 48 Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1,1872 
21,150 00 .Jan. 1, 1872, to July 1, 1872 
574 48 May 1, 1872, to Aug. 1, 1872 
23, 500 00 May 1, 1871, to Nov. 1,1871 
23, 500 00 Nov. 1, 1871, to Nov. 30, 1871 
23,500 00 Nov. 1,1871, to :Feb. 1,1872 
23, 500 00 Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1, 1872 































1, 717 50 
1, 717 50 
1, 717 50 
6, 267 70 
1, 710 00 
867 99 
46 85 
1, 580 49 
1, 580 49 
1, 5PO 49 
7, 36G 31 































































INVESTIGATION OF INDIAN FRAUDS. 3Vl 
TABLE No. 1.-Interest collected on United Sftttes bonds, q·c.-Continue<l. 
Fund or tribe for which Date of col- Face of Period for which interest Coin Premium 
collections were made. lection. bonds. was collected. interest. realized. 
Pottawatomies, mills .•.. Nov. 2,1871 20,000 00 May 1, 1871, to Nov. 1, 1871 $600 00 .;68 93 
Dec. 7,1871 20,000 00 Nov. 1,1871, to Nov. 30,1871 16 44 1 75 
Feb. 14, 1872 20,000 00 Nov. 1, 1871, to :Feb. 1, 1872 250 00 24 ~8 
May 1, 1H72 20,000 00 Feb. 1, 1b72, to May 1, 1872 250 00 31 !:37 
Aug. 3,1872 20,000 00 May 1, 1872, to Aug. 1, 1872 250 00 36 22 
--------
1, 366 44 163 15 
=========. ----
Sacs aud Foxes of Mis- .Tan. 2,1872 17,200 00 .Tnl.y 1, 1871, to .Tan. 1,1872 516 00 45 15 
~;onri. .T nne 29, 1872 17,200 00 .Tan. 1, 1872, to July 1,1872 516 00 67 67 
Aug. 3,1872 9, 825 00 May 1, 1872, to Aug. 1, 1872 122 81 17 79 
-------
1, 154 81 130 61 
========= ----
~nccas ................. Nov. 2,1871 $4,494 37 Aug. 1, 1871, to Nov. 1,1871 56 18 6 46 
Feb. 14, 1872 40, 944 37 Nov. 1,1871, to Feb. 1,1872 511 80 53 32 
May 1,1872 40,944 37 Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1,1872 511 80 63 25 
Aug. 3,1872 40,944 37 May 1, 1872, to .A.ug. 1,1872 511 80 74 15 
---------
1, 5~1 58 199 18 
==--==== ----
Seneca s-Tonawanda Nov. 1,1871 86,950 00 May 1,1871, to Nov. 1,1871 2, 608 50 299 69 
l!and. Dec. 7, 1871 86, 950 00 Nov. 1, 1871, to Nov. 30, 1871 71 47 7 59 
Feb. 14, 1872 86,950 00 NoY. 1, 1871, to Feb. 1,1872 1, 086 88 105 97 
May 1,1872 86,950 00 Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1, 1872 1, 086 87 138 57 . Aug. 3,1872 86,950 00 . May 1, 1872, to Aug. 1, 1872 1, 086 87 157 47 
---------
5, 940 59 709 29 
====== ----
Senecas and Shawnees .. Sept. HI, 1871 1, 000 00 Mar. 1, 1871, to Sept. 1, 1871 25 00 3 50 
Nov. 2,1871 400 00 May 1, 1!:371, to Nov. 1, 1871 12 00 1 38 
~ ov. 2,1871 4, 494 37 Aug.1, 1871, to Nov. 1, 1871 56 18 6 46 
Dec. 7,1871 400 00 Nov. 1,1871, to Nov. 30, 1871 33 04 
.Tan. 2,1872 6, 761 12 July 1, 1871, to .Tan. 1,1872 202 83 1';' 75 
Feb. 14, 1872 4, 894 37 Nov. 1, 1871, to Feb. 1, 1872 61 18 5 97 
Mar. 9, 1872 1, 000 00 Sept. 1, 1871, to Mar. 1, 1872 25 00 2 53 
May 1,1872 4, 894 37 Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1,1872 61 18 7 so 
.Tune 29,1872 6, 761 12 .Tan. 1, 187~, to .Tnly 1, 1872 202 83 26 60 
Aug. 3,1872 4, 894 37 May 1, 1872, to .A.ug. 1, 1872 61 18 8 86 
Aug. 30, 1872 1, 000 00 Mar. 1, 1S72, to Sept. 1, 1872 25 00 3 19 
--------
732 71 84 08 
==========-----
Stockbridges and Mnn- Nov. 2,1871 6, 000 00 May 1,1871, to Nov. 1, 1871 180 00 20 C8 
sees. Dec. 7,1871 6, 000 00 Nov. 1,1871, to Nov. 30,1871 4 93 52 
Feb. 14,1872 6, 000 00 Nov. 1, 1871, to Feb. 1, 1872 75 00 7 31 
May 1, 1872 6, 000 00 Feb. 1, 1872, to May 1, 1872 75 00 9 56 
Aug. 3,1872 6, 000 00 May 1, 1872, to Aug. 1, 1872 75 00 10 87 
-·--- --·-
409 93 58 94 
======== ----
Shawnees ............... Nov. 2,1871 13, 350 00 May 1,1871, to Nov. 1, 1871 400 50 45 96 
Nov. 2,1871 32, 986 97 Aug. 1, 1871, to Nov. 1,1871 412 34 47 37 
.Tan. 2, 1872 3, 200 00 July 1, 1871, to .Tan. 1,1872 96 00 8 40 
Feb. 14, 1872 32, 986 97 Nov. 1, 1871, to Feb. 1, 1872 412 34 40 20 
May 1, 1872 4, 810 35 Feb. 1,1872, to May 1, 1872 60 13 7 67 
Aug. 3, 1!:372 4, 810 35 May 1, 1872, to Aug. 1, 1872 60 13 8 71 
---------
1, 441 44 158 31 
======= ----
Total amOlmt of coin interest on gold-bearing bonds ..•.......•..•......•..•.. 131,928 37 
Total premium realized on sale of the same .................................. ~ •• ~ .... * ••• 15,359 25 
392 INVESTIGATION OF INDIAN FRAUDS. 
TABI,E No. 2.-Interest collected on United States bonds, payable in cmnncy. 
Funll or tribe. Date of col- Face of Period for which interest Amount lection. bonds. was collected. collected. 
Chcrokeenationalfund ........................... $156,638 56 July 1,187l,toJuly 1,1872 $9,398 31 
Cherokee schooL ..................... ------------ 51,854 28 July 1,1871,toJuly 1,1872 3,11126 
Cherokee orphan-----------·--------- _____ ...... 2~,223 26 July 1,1871,toJuly 1,1872 1,333 40 
Delaware general fund_....... . ...... . .. . . . .. .. . . 49, 283 90 July 1, 1871, to July 1, 1872 2, 957 03 
280, 000 00 . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16, BOO 00 
TABLE No. 3.-Interest collected on certain State bonds, the interest on 'Which is1·egularly paid. 
Fund or tribe for which interest was Da!Jofcol- Face of Period for which interest Amount 
collected. lection. bonds. was collected. collected; 
Missouri State, Hannibal, and St. Joe 
Railroad bonds, 6 per cent. 
Cherokee nationaL ....... ------------ ............ . 
Delaware general ......... ------------ ...... ------
Kansas 7 per cent. bonds. 
Iowas .... . ....... . ...................... . ........ . 
Kaskaskias, Peorias, Weas, and Pi-
ankeshaws, school-fund ............ . .•......... . 
Jfa1·yland 6 pe1· cent. bonds. 
Chickasaw national fund ......................... . 
Missottri State, Pacific Rail?·oad 6 per 
cent. bonds. 
Cher6kee schools ....................... -. - ...... . 
Cllippewa and Christian------ ......... --------- .. 
Clloctaw general ................................. . 
Choctaw schools-----------·----------------··"··· 
Kansas schools ... ------- ....... ------- . --- .. --- .. . 
Menomonees. ___ .. ------ ........ - .... . . --- .. ------
Osage scl10ols . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .......... . 
Ottawas and ChippAwas ...... ------- ........ ------
Pottawatomies, education ... _ .................... . 
Senecas and Shawnees .........• ------ -----------. 
$2,000 00 July 1,1871, to Jnly 1, 1872 
8, 000 00 July 1, 1871, to July 1, 1872 
17,600 00 July 1, 1871, to July 1, 1872 
24,000 00 July 1, 1871, to July 1,1872 
8, 350 17 .April1, 1871, to July 1, 1872 
Interest. ....... 626 26 
Tax off ......• 13 31 
5, 000 00 July 1,1871, to July 1,1872 
5, 000 00 July 1, 1871, to July 1,1872 
2, 000 00 July 1,1871, to July 1,1872 
19, 000 00 July 1, 1871, to July 1, 1872 
2, 000 00 July 1, 1871, to July 1, 1872 
9, 000 00 July 1,1871, to July 1, 1872 
7, 000 00 July 1, 1871, to July 1, 1872 
10, 000 00 July 1,1871, to July 1,1872 
1, 000 00 July 1, 1871, to .July 1,1872 
3, 000 00 July 1, 1871, to July 1,1872 
$120 00 
480 00 
1, 2~2 00 












12-2, 950 17 ---------------------------- . 7, 901 !)5 
Statement of appropriations made by Cong1·ess fm· the year ended Jttne 30, 1872, on non-paying 
stocks held by the Secretary of the Interior fo1' vm·ious Indian t1·ibes . 
Bonds. 
Arkansas ____ .. --------------------------------------------
Florida .................................................... . 
Indiana ....... -----.--------- ...... ------ ................. . 
North Carolina ................................... _ ........ . 
Tennessee ......................................... - ....... . 
Do ........................... - - - - - . -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -
Do .............. - ..... - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - -











.Amount of I .Amouut of an -






66, 666 66} 
Hi5, 000 00 
581,800 00 
13, 000 00 
1, 426, 466 66~-
$5, 400 ()() 
9, 240 ()() 
3, 450 0() 
12,300 00 
6, 240 (() 
3, 500 00 
8, 230 00 
34, 908 00 
7b0 00 
84,068 00 
INVESTIGATION OF INDIAN FRAUDS. 393 
INTEREST ON NON-PAYING STATE STOCKS. 
TABLE No. 4.-Collections made since November 1, 1871, due and unpaid July 1, 1871, and 
prior thm·eto. 
Period for which collected. . 
~ .a 
-~ $ 
Kind of bonds. 
13 C) Q) 
~ ~ 0 C) 
C) ..., 
...... l':l 0 ::l 
<I) 0 From- To-..., s ~ 
~ ~ 
1871. 
.July 11 $105 00 .Jan. 1, 1871 .July 1, 1871 $3, 500 00 Virginia sixes, Rich- . . . . . . . . . . $105 00 





150 00 April1, 1871 .July 1, 1871 
243 33~ May 1, 1871 .July 1, 1871 
26 66i May 1, 1871 .July 1, 1871 
10, 000 00 Louisiana sixes...... $150 00 ......... . 
24, 333 33! ...... do .. .. . . . . . . . . . 243 33~ ..... _ .. . 
2, 666 6n~ ...... do .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . 26 665 
1872. 





.July 11 3, 000,00 .July 1, 1865 .Jan. 1, 1866 100,000 00 
.July 11 2, 010 00 
.July 11 58 50 .Jan. 1, 1862 .July 1, 1862 2, 000 00 
Virginia sixes, Rich-
mond and Danville 
Rai!Yoad . 
.And 33 coupons due 
July 1, 1864. 
And 33 coupofts due 
.July 1, 1865. 
Virginia sixes, Rich-
mond and Danville 
Railroad. 
And 67 coupons due 
, .July 1, 1865. . 
Tennessee s 1 x e s, ......... . 
NashYille & Chat-
tanooga Railroad. 
3, 000 00 
990 00 
990 00 
3, 000 00 
2, 010 00 
58 50 
10, 573 50 393 33! 10, 180 16~ 
On the 22d of November, 1869, Ron. J.D. Cox, as Secretary of the Interior, and 
trustee for various Indian tribes, entered into an a~reement with A. S. Buford, 
esq., president of the Richmoml and Danville Railroad Company, to fund the 
arrears of interest due on $100,000 Richmond and Danville Railroad bonds, ac-
cruing; from .January 1, 1861, to .January 1, 1866, inclusive, amounting to $30,000, 
on which said company agreed to make the following payments, viz: 
.January 1, 1870, the sum of $5,000 . 
.July 1, 1870, the sum of $5,000, and 6 month"s interest ........................ $150 
.Jan nary 1, 1871, the sum of 5,000, an<l12 mouths ' interest .................... 300 
.July 1, 1871, the sum of $5,000, and 18 months' interest ....................... 450 
.January 1, 1872, the sum of $5,000, and 24 months' interest ................... 600 
.July 1, 1872, the sum of $5,000, and 30 months' interest ....................... 750 
.June14 $150 00 ,Jan. 1, 1870 .July 1, 1870 l On funded arrears of interest on .June14 300 00 .Jan. 1, 1870 .Jan. 1,1871 $100,000 Virginia, Richmond .June14 450 00 .Jan. 1, 1870 .July 1, 1871 J and Danville Railroad, as per .June14 600 00 .J~tn. 1, 1870 .Jan. 1, 1872 
.July 11 750 00 .Jan. 1, 1870 .July 1,1872 agreement. 





Whole amount collected, regular interest .............................. $10, 573 50 
compound interest............................ 2, 250 00 
----i12, 823 50 
Deduct amount carried to the credit of Indian tribes ........................ 12, 430 16~ 






2, 250 00 
394 INVESTIGATION OF INDIAN l!'R.A.UDS. 















Nov. 22 $150 00 
Nov. 22 486 66i 
Nov. 22 53 ;{3~ 
1872 . 
.Jan. 11 14, 976 00 
.Jan. 11 105 00 
May14 300 00 
May14 810 00 
May14 3, 000 00 
Mayl4 105 00 
.July 11 15,360 00 
.July 11 105 00 
.July 11 3, 000 00 
38, 451 00 
Period for which collected. 
From- To-
.July 1, 1871 Oct. 1,1871 
.July 1, 1A71 Nov. 1,1871 
.July 1, 1871 Nov. 1,1871 
.July 1,1871 .Jan. 1,1872 
.July 1,1871 .Jan. 1,1872 
Oct. 1, 1871 April1,1872 
Nov. 1, 1871 May 1,1872 
.July 1, 1871 .Jan. 1, 1872 
.July 1, 1871 .Jan. 1, 1872 
.Jan. 1, 1872 .July 1, 1872 
.Jan. 1, 1872 .July 1, 1872 
.Jan. 1,1872 .July 1, 1872 
Kind of bonds. 
$to, 000 00 Louisiana sixes..... $150 00 ...... ... . 
2~; ~~~ ~~t: ~~ ~ ~ :~~:: ::::::::::: ... ~:~. ~~~ . "$53' 33i 
512, 000 00 Tennessee sixes, .......... 14, 976 00 
3, 500 00 
10,000 00 
27, 000 00 
100, 000 00 
3, 500 00 
512, 000 00 
3, 500 00 
100,000 00 
1, 308, 500 00 
Nasb,ille & Chat-
tano?gll: Railroad . 
Ge•>rgw, srx:es . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 105 00 
Louisiana sixes . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . 300 00 
. ..... do....................... 810 00 
Virginia, Richmond 3, 000 00 ...... ... . 
and Danville Rail-
road sixes. 
...... do . ...................... 105 00 
Tennessee, Nash. . ......... 15, 360 00 
ville and Cbatta-
noog~ R~ilr'd sixes . 
Georgia Sixes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105 00 
Virginia, Richmond . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000 00 
at.d Dan,ille Rail-
road. 
::!, 636 66~ 1 34, 814 33!-
RECAPITULATION. 
The amount brought upon the books of this office from appropriations made by Congress 
for interest on non-paying stock for the fiscal year ended .June 30, 1872, as previously 
stated, was.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • $tH, 068 00 
Deduct amount deposited in the United States Treasury to re-imburse the Government, as 
per above table . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. 3, 636 66i 
Balance re-imbursable for the fiscal year emlell.Jnne 30, 1872... ... . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. ..... .. .. 80, 431 33! 
Recapitulation of interest collected, premiums, tj-c., as per tables he1•einbefore given. 
Table No.1 .:Table No.::. Table No.3. Table No.4. Table No. 5. j Total. 
Coin-interest on United 
States l>onds .............. $131, 928 37 .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . • .. . .. . • .. .. . .. . .. .. . • .. .. .. $131, 928 37 
Interest on United States 
bonds, (currency) ..................... $16,800 00 .. . .. .. .. ... . .. .. .... ... . . ........ .. 16,800 00 
Int.ercst on paying State 
stocks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7, 904 95 ..•.. ·....... . . . . . . • . . . . . 7, 904 95 
Total interest collected on 
non-paying bonds due · 
prior to .July 1, 1871. .......................................... $10,573 50 . .. .. .... . .. 10, 573 50 
Total collected due since 
.July 1, 1871 . .. .. . • .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. • . .. .. . .. .. . . .. • .. $38, 451 00 38, 451 00 
Total interest collectec during time specified ..........•............................ 
Add compound interest received from (Virginia) Richmond and Danville Railroad Com-
Acldir'e~1~~~~~li~~d ~ri -~~i~.i~i~~~~t-~~-uriiieci · st.;.t~~-b~;;<i~.· i~ee -±~bl6' ii~: i):: ~::::::: 
Total premium and interest ........................................................ . 
Deduct amount refunded to the United States .... : ...................................... .. 
Balance carried to the credit of trust-fund interest due various Indian tribes .•....••••.... 
205,657 82 
2, 250 00 
15,359 25 
223,267 07 








Statement showing 1vhen ce1·tain States s·tO]Jped paying interest on tl!ei1· stock.~; the ammmt ancl for what time since paicl; also, the amount and for what time 
interest is still due, comptded to Jltl!J 1, 1873. 
Time for which interest lHts been paid, Time for which interest will be due, and amount, computed to 
...; Date when 
and amount. ,July 1, 1873 . 
~ 
State. ~ Stock. States~opped u.i Total due Q paymg. "' ui ~ From- To- Amount paid. From- To- c;S Amount due. from each <l) 0 
~ P-1 ~ State. 
-
.Arkansas ..•.....••.•.•.. ·I 6 $90,000 00 .Jan. 1, 1842 --------······ -------------- .Jan. 1, 1842 .July 1, 1873 31 6 $170,100 00 $170, 100 00 .................... w ... 
Florida ................... 7 2, 000 00 .Jan. 1, 181i1 ......................... ........................ ---·---------- .Jan. 1, 1861 .July 1, 1873 12 6 1, 750 00 ----------·---
7 1, 000 00 .July 1, !861 ·-----·------· ................... . ................. .July 1, 1861 .July 1,1873 12 ------ ?40 00 ................... 
7 108, 000 00 .Jan. 1, 1862 -------------· -----·----·-·· ------·-···-·· .Jan. 1, 1862 .July 1, 1873 11 6 86, 940 00 ..................... 
7 21,000 00 .July 1, 1862 . j-~(i . :i,' i868. -j-';(y. i,' i872 - · · · ---$84o · oo · .July 1, 1862 .July 1, 1873 11 ------ Hi, 170 00 105, 700 00 Georgia ................... 6 a3, 000 00 .Jan. 1, 1861 Jan. 1, 1861 .July 1, 1868 7 5 1, 575 00 --------------
.July 1,1872 .July 1, 1873 1 ...... 180 00 1, 755 00 
Indiana ................... 5 69,000 00 .July 1, 1868 -o·~i. · · i; iil6o · "_Ap~ii i,'i872 . ........................ .July 1, 1868 .July 1,1873 5 ·-·--· 17,250 00 17,250 00 Louisiana ................. 6 10, 000 00 Oct. 1, 1860 6, 900 00 Apl'il1, 1872 .July 1, 1873 1 3 750 00 ...................... 
6 27,000 00 Nov. 1,1860 Nov. 1,1860 May 1,1872 18, 630 00 May 1,1872 July 1,1873 1 2 1, 890 00 2, 640 00 
North Carolina ........... 6 138,000 00 Oct. 1,1860 April1, 1868 Oct. 1,1868 4,140 00 Oct. 1,1860 April1, 1868 7 6 62, 100 00 ........................ 
Oct. 1, 1868 .Jnly 1, 1873 4 9 39,330 00 .......................... 
6 26,000 00 .Jan. 1, 1861 ........................ ....................... .......................... .Jan. 1, 1Fl61 .July 1, 1873 12 6 19, 500 00 . ..................... 
6 a28, 000 00 April1, 1861 April1, 1868 Oct. 1,1868 1, 230 00 .April1, 1861 .A pril1, 1868 7 ------ 17,220 00 ....................... 
Oct. 1,1868 .July 1,1873 4 9 10, 320 00 148, 470 00 
South Carolina ..••...•.••• , 6 125, 000 00 .July 1, 1860 .July 1, 1867 .July 1, 1871 30, 000 00 .July 1, 1860 .July 1, 1867 7 ------ 52,500 00 ----- --·-----
.July 1, 187 L .July 1,187:1 2 ------ 15, 000 00 67,500 00 
Tennessee •••••.••..••..•. 5 1, 000 00 .Jan. 1, 1861 .Jan. 1,1866 .Jan. 1, 1868 100 00 .Jan. 1, 1861 .Jan. 1, 1866 5 ........... 250 00 ......................... 
.Jan. 1, 186::< .July 1, 1873 5 6 275 00 ........................ 
5 15,000 00 .Jan. 1, 1861 .Jan. 1, 1866 .July 1, 1868 1, 875 00 .Jan. 1, 1861 .Jan. 1, 1A66 5 ...... 3, 750 00 ....................... 
.July 1, 1868 .July 1, 1873 5 ------ 3, 750 00 .......................... 
5 149,000 00 .Jan. 1, 1861 .Tau. 1, 1866 .Jan. 1, 1869 22,350 00 .Jan. 1, 1861 .Jan. 1, 1866 5 ...... 37,250 00 ........................... 
.Jan. 1, 1869 .July 1, 1873 4 6 33, 52;) 00 ......................... 
51 66,666 665 .Jan. 1,1861 .......................................... .Jan. 1, 1861 .July 1, 1873 12 . 6 43, 750 00 ......................... 
6 512, 000 00 .Jan. 1, 1861 .Jan. 1, 1866 .July 1, 1872 191, 616 00 .Jan. 1, 1861 .Jan. 1, 1866 5 153, 600 00 ........................ 
.July 1, 1872 .July 1, 1873 1 30,720 00 ........................ 
6 b2, 000 00 _ ........ __ . .. .Jan. 1, 1862 .July 1, 1862 58 50 ....................... ......................... . ........ .. ....... ... ... . ....................... 
6 104, 000 00 .Jan. 1, 1861 .Jan. 1,1868 .Jan. 1, 1869 6, 240 00 .Jan. 1, 1861 .Jan. 1, 1868 7 43,680 00 ......................... 
.Jan. 1, 1869 .July 1, 1873 4 6 28,080 00 378,630 00 
Virginia .• - .•••. - •. -- ..•• -I 6 581, 800 00 .Jan. 1, 1861 c.Jan. 1, 1867 .Jan. 1, 1870 69, 816 00 .Jan. 1, 1861 .Jan. 1, 1867 6 20!l, 448 00 .......................... 
d.Jan. 1, 1867 .Jan. 1, 1870 3 34,908 00 .......................... 
.Jan. 1,1870 .July 1, 187:! :l 6 122,178 00 ........................ 
il 100, 00000 I Jan. 1, 18Gl I Jan. I, 1861 I July I, 18721 69, 000 00 I July I, 1872 .July 1, 1873 
1 6, 000 00 ........................ 
3, 500 00 .Jan. 1, 1861 .Jan. 1, 1861 .July 1, 1872 2, 415 00 .July 1, 1872 .July 1, 1873 1 210 00 ......................... 
30,500 00 Jan. 1,1?61 .Jan. 1,1861 (e) ............................ ------·--·-··· ......................... --------------
13,000 00 Jan. 1,1861 ---------·-··· ....... , .................... .Jan. 1,1861 .July 1, 1873 12 6 9, 750 00 382,494 00 
a These amounts have been reduced by transfer from Delaware general fund to the United States since last report. 
mistake, with others, for collection. c Four per cent. d Two per cent. e To date of redem1)tion. 






























Re-imburse·ment statement fo1' the year ended October 31, 1872, a1·ising on account of indebtedness of certain Indian tribes to the United States f01· interest 
app1·opriated and advanced by Cong1'ess on cm·tain non-paying State stocks held in t1·~tst by the Sem·etary of the interior. 
Fund and stock. 
















Appropriations made by Congress for interest 
on non-paying St.ate stocks, and period for 
which the same were made prior to Novem-
ber 1, 1871. 
P.. .. ~ 
,...o 
0~ ..., .. 
From- To- ] ~-.... 
::l'"' w oP< ~ 
..., 
s~ ~ <1l 0 
<tjP< ~ ~ 
Collections of interest from the State, and how applied, prior 
to November 1, 1ti71. 
..z ~'0 ~ . ~~ ~~ -+J~ 0 ..,;:; .S-!3 .0~ 
...,~ 
From- To- a.i ~p w '0~ ~~ ·~ _£ ,..o crJ ~ 
~..., 
~$ ~ ~~ .. ··e~ ... ..c +> 
~ 0 o+>Ul 
<!j ~ ~ 8 ~tl 
Amount due the United 
States, and whether from 
the State or the tribe. 
~'0 ~ ~ 
P<l.l ~ ~ rd~ 
~ EJo5 So5 
~p~ 0~ o.O 
~..., ........ 
g~~ U1 tM~ ~ ~ s...,rn ::l ::l 
<!j A A 
------------
Vir~-;inia .............. ·I 61 $90, 0001$14, 400 OOI.Jan. 1, 1867 1.Jan. 1, 1870 131 ..... -~$10, 800 OOI.Jan. 1, 1R671 .Jan. 1, 18701 31 ...... 1$7, 200 00 ~~3, 600 OO j$7, 200 001$5, 400 001$1 800 00 
Lomsiana ..•••••...... 6 7,000 7000May 1,1871 .July 1,1871 .. 2 70eo ·May1,l87!.July1,1871 .. 2 ......... 7000I 7000 ......... '7000 
6 4, 000 512 22 May 13, 1869 .July 1, 1871 2119-30 512 22 May1~, 1869 .July 1, 1871 2119-30 392 22 120 00 120 00 . . . . . . . . . 120 00 
TotaL. ............ 1 .. 1 101,0001 14,982 22, ............ .. ...... , ...... , 11,382 221 ............ 1 ............ 1 .. 1 ...... 17,592 221 3,790 00 1 7,390 OOI 5,400 001 1,990 00 
= t=l===t==t==l==t== 
Cherokee school-fund: 
Virginia ............... 6a123,000 5,27143.July 1,1868 .July 1,1869 1. ..... 3,69000.July1,1868.Jan.1,1869 .. 6 ........ 3,69000 5,27143 ........ 5,27143 
. . 6 bll,OOO 1,320 00 .July 1,1869 .July 1,1871 2 ................................................................. 1,320 00 ......... 1,320 00 
LOUlSlana ...... - .. -... 6 2, 000 20 00 May 1, um .July 1, 1871 0 0 2 20 00 May 1, 1871 .July 1, 1871 0 0 2 .... 0 0 .. 0 20 00 20 00 .. .. .. .. . 20 00 
------ ------ ------------------
Total. ............... 136,000 6,61143 .................................... 3,710 00 ......................................... 3,710 00 6,61143 ......... 6,61143 
-== ========= =====:::=:::::: ~ ~ ========= === ===== ====---==::::::. ========= ======= ======== ========= 
Cherokee orphan-fund .. . 
Virginia ............... 6 a45, 000 1, 928 57 .July 1, 1868 .July 1, 1869 1 .... .. 1, 350 00 -July 1,1868 .Jan. 1, 1869.. 6 ......... 1, 350 00 1, 928 57 ......... 1, 928 57 
== ===-===== =======-===== == ====-=== ========= === ====== ~ ======= ======== ~====== -=======.=:= 
Choctaw general fund: 
Virginia ............ --I~[ 450, ooor 72, 000 o~r.ran. 1,1867 [ .Jan. 1,1870 IJ ...... , 54, 000 OO,.Jan. 1,18671 Jan. 1, 18701:!1 · .. - -- r~~ooo oor~~ooo ! I~~ 000 ~~127, 000 oor 9, 0~:::~ 
Cre~k orp?ans : 
MISSOUI'l . - 0- ••• - 0 • 0 •• 0 
Virginia .............. . 
28, 000 1, 740 00 .July 1, 1866 .July 1, 1867 1...... 1, 680 00 .July 1, 1866 .July 1, 1867 1...... 1, 680 00 . .. . .. . . . 60 00 .. . .. . .. . c60 00 
41,800 6, 688 00 .Jan. 1, 18fi7 .Jan. 1, 1870 3 .... .. 5, 016 00 .Tau. 1,1867 .Jan. 1,1870 ::! ...... 3, ::!44 00 1, 672 00 3, 344 00 !~, 508 00 836 00 
b19,500 2.340 00 .July 1,1869 .Jnly 1,1811 2 ......................... · .......................... . .............. 2,340 00 ......... 2, :340 00 



























Delaware general fnnd: I I \ I I I I l I 
Nm'thCaroliua •..•••.. ~ 21,0~~~- 63000April1,1868 Oct. 1,1868;;,_ 6. 63000Apr.1,18Gtl0ct.1,1868
1
;;,_ • 6 3~500 31500 ~~5001··· .. ··· ·1 3~500 
Iowas: I I I 
Louisiana ............. ~ 9, 0~.:---~0 00 May 1,1871 July 1,1871 ~ 2
1
= 90 00 May 1,1871 July 1,1871;;, 2j--- ...... ~-~0 0~~-:~~~ - ... ~ .... ~_90 00 
Kaskaskias, Peorias, &c.: l I ! · I 
10, 000 150 00 Apr1l 1, 1871 July 1, 1871 . . 3 150 00 Apr. 1, 1871 July 1, 1871 . . 3 . . . . . . . . . 150 00 150 00 . . . . . . . . . 150 00 
Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 5, 000 50 00 May_ 1, 1871 July 1, 1871 . . 2 50 00 May 1, 1871 Jnly 1, 1871 . ·1 21 ........ - ~ 50 00. 50 001 ......... I 50 00 
TotaL. .•....•...•. I~ 15, oiiii j- · 2~0 oo ..•...•..................... ~ ~~-2oo oo ........... -I· ... ·" .... -- ~ ~~== -2oo oo 2oo oo == -200 oo 
Reimbu1·sements on account of the indebtedness of various tribes, as shown in the above statement; the several amounts having been drawn from the different 
heads of Indian accounts indebted and carried to tlw credit of the United States. 
Requisition dated August 23, 1872, Cherokee national fund ................................... $1, 870 00 
Requisition dated August 23, 1872, Cherokee school-fund ......................... ,........... 6, 611 43 
Requisition dated August 23, 1872, Cherokee orphan-fund.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 928 57 
Requ~s~t~on dated August. 23, 1872, Choctaw ~eneral fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . \l, 000 00 
Reqms1t10n dated An gust 23, 1872, Creek orpuan-fund ...................... ,................. 3, 236 00 
Requisition dated August 23, 1872, Delaware general ftmd...... .... .. .... . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 315 00 
Requisition dated August 23, 1872, low as .................................. , . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. 90 00 
Requisition dated August ~3, 1872, Kaskaskias, Peorias, &c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 00 
Total ......... . 23, 251 00 
a Redeemed January 28, 1869, with interest from January 1, 18G9, and said interest was carried to the credit of tJ,e tribes. 
b Redeemed one-fourth October 1, 1870, April I, 1871, May 21, 1871, a111l July 1, 1871, respectively, with interest from July 1, 1869, and said interest was carried to the 
credit of the tribe. 

























Statement in detail of non-paying State stoclcs, showing certain deficits of interest clue on the same, as embraced in the estimates of app1·opl'iations f01' the .Ind·ian 
service, for the fisc£tl year en£1ing Jnne 30, 1873. 
State. 
Arkansas ... : . .......... . 
Florida .................. . 
Indiana ................. . 
North Carolina .......... . 
South Carolina .......... . 
Tennessee ............... . 
Virginia .....•........•... 
.A.bstmcted bonds. 
Missouri ..... . 
North Carolina .......... . 




























$90, 000 00 Jan. 1, 1842 
2, 000 00 Jan. 1, 1861 
1, 000 00 J ul_y 1, 1861 
108, 000 00 Jan. 1, 1862 
21,000 00 July 1, 1862 
69, 000 00 July 1, 1868 
138, 000 00 Oct. 1, 1860 
26, 000 00 Jan. 1, 1861 
28, 000 00 April1, 1861 
125, 000 00 July 1, 1860 
1, 000 00 Jan. 1, 1861 
15, 000 00 Jan. 1, 1861 
149, 000 00 Jan. 1, 1861 
66, 666 66§ Jan. 1,1861 
Time for wltich interest lms ueen paid, and 
amount, less tax. 
From- To- Amount JArn't tax paid. retained. 
. Ap~·ii i: i868 .,. c>ct· .. -i; i868 .,. -$4," i 4o. oo ·1: : : ::::: :: 
A pril1, 1868 
July 1, 1867 
Jan. 1, 1866 
Jan. 1,1866 
Jan. 1, 1866 




Jan. 1, 1869 
1, 230 00 
30, 000 00 
100 uo 
1, 875 00 
22,350 00 
512,000 00 I Jan. 1, 1861 I Jan. 1, 1866~-Tnly 1, 18721 · 191, 6lli 00 l$8, 064 00 
104, 000 00 Jan. 1, 1861 Jan. 1, 1868 Jan. 1, 1869 6, 2'10 00 
5~~: ~~~ ~~ f ~~: ~: ~~~~ ~~ ~~~- ~·- :~~: .. ~ ~~·- . ~·- ~~:~ ... ~~·- ~~~. ~~.' ... -...... 
50, 000 00 
21,000 00 
12,000 00 
a Four per cent. 





July 1, 1872 
July 1,1872 
July 1, 1872 
July 1, 1872 
July 1, 1872 
July 1,1872 
Jnly 1, 1872 
July 1,1872 
July 1, 1871 
July 1,1872 
July 1, 1872 
July 1,1872 
Jan. 25, 1861 
July 1,1872 
Jan. 1,1861 
Jan. 1, 1861 






July 1, J873 
July 1, 1873 




July 1, 1873 
July 1,1873 
Jul_y 1, 1873 
July 1,1873 
July 1,1873 
,July 1, 1873 





,July J, 1873 
July 1,1873 
July 1, 18721 July 1, 1873 
July 1, 1872 July 1, 1873 

























$75, 600 00 
5, 400 00 
140 00 
70 00 
7, 560 00 
I , 470 00 
3, 450 00 
8, 280 00 
1, 560 00 
1, 680 00 
5 15 7-30 
1 
15, 000 00 
50 00 
750 00 
7, 450 00 
19,010 25 
3, 500 00 
6 1168, 960 00 
6 34,320 00 
6, 240 oo 







3, 000 00 







9, 240 00 
3, 450 (10 
11,520 00 
15, 000 00 
240,280 25 
35, 688 00 
396,178 25 





























Statement of app1·opriafions made by Congress joT interest on 110n-payiug State stocks since July 1, 1866, on account Chickasaw national fund . 
Non-paying stock held in trust. 
.Arkansas .......... .. 
Maryland .. " ................................. . 
Indiana ... .................. ................. . 
Illinois ...................................... . 
'.l'fnnessee ................. . 
TennPssPe ................................. - .. 
Tmmessee, N. and C. R. R. Co ................ . 
Vi qJ;inia, R. and D. R. R. Co ..... . 
J\[aryland .................................... . 






























14, 499 74 
14 L, 000 00 
17, 000 00 
104,000 00 
66, 6GG llfl ~ 
51~. 000 00 
100, 000 00 
8, 350 17 
6, 149 57 









































$10, 8oo oo 1 $5, 4oo oo l$5, 4oo oo \$5, 4oo oo \$5, 4oo oo 1 $32, 4oo oo 
14, 100 00 
2, 040 00 
12,400 00 
6, 996 98 
61, 440 00 
12,000 00 
7, 050 00 
1, O:lO 00 
6, 240 00 
3, 499 99 
30, 720 00 
6, 000 00 
6, 240 00 
3, 500 00 
6, 240 00 
3, 500 00 
6, 240 00 
3, 500 00 
21, 150 00 
3, 060 00 
:n, 440 oo 
21,000 00 
92, HlO 00 
18,000 00 
~ • • • • ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ,. ~ I o ,. • • • • • • '" • • • 1 o '" • • • • • • • • I • • '" • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • • 1 "' '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" 
:From- To-





,July 1, lRflfi .July 1, 1869 3 
.July 1, 1866 Jnly 1, 18G9 3 
.Jnly 1, 18Gfi .Jnly 1, 1872 6 
.Jnl.Y 1, 18G6 .Jnly 1, 1872 6 
.July 1, 1866 .J ul_r 1, 1869 3 
































Staternent of collections and 1'e-intbursements made on acco·nnt of appropriations, (as per preceding table.) 

















Ul<l) ......... p·.-< 








































$32,400 00 I .July 1,18661.July 1,1872 
16,450 00 .July 1,1866 Nov. 1, 1868 2 4 $16, 450 00 
1, 677 33 .July 1, 1866 Feb. 22, 1866 2 7. 22 ... - ........ .. ..... i: 677- 33 ·1 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I : : :::: : : : : : : : :I : : :: : : : : : : : : : :I : : : : :: : ·.1 :: :: : : : : 
6, 240 00 .Jan. 1, 1868 .Jan. 1, 1869 1 . . .. . . . . 6, 240 00 
161, 664 00 
[33, 000 00 
.July 1, 186fi i .Jan. 1, 1872 
.July 1, 1866 .Jan. 1, 1872 
5 
5 
87, 552 00 
18, 000 00 
{ 
74, 112 00 
15, 000 00 
9, 360 00 
21' 840 00 
21, 000 00 
5 c7, 296 00 
{ 15, 360 00 
3, 000 00 
626 26 
.July 1, 18661.Jan. 1, 1868 
.Jan. 1, 1869 .July 1, 1872 
.July 1, 1866 .July 1, 1872 
.Jan. 1, 1872 1 .July 1. , 1872 
.Jan. 1, 1872 .July 1, 1872 












a4, 700 00 
b3, 060 00 
31, 200 00 
21, 000 00 










$2,668 00 { 
15,360 00 5 
3, 000 00 
626 26 ·-· · · · si· 99·1· .Ai>~·ii i: is7i- l j~;~~ 2o; is7i· l:::::::: 1· · ·-2: 2ol:::::::::::::: 1· · · · · · · · si- 99· •• 1·---· .. ••···•·· 
a Excess of appropriation after redemption of stocl>s from November 1, 1868, to .July 1, 1869; since refunded to the Government. 
bAn over-appropriation; the State having· paid the interest covering the same period, this amount was refunded to the Government. 





























INVESTIGATION OF INDIAN FRAUDS. 401 
On the 13th day of :May, 1869, the Secretary of the Interior directed the transfer of 
$4,000, Louisiana 6 per cent. bonds, from the Delaware to the Cherokee national fund, 
and also, by a subsequent decision, the interest accruing from the date of transfer, 
under authority of a contract between said tribes dated April 7, 1867. Appropriations 
for arrears of interest on saitl bonds having been advanced by the Government, cover-
ing a period since the date of said transfer, and placed to the credit of the Delaware 
fund, amounting to $120 in excess of interest since collected and re-imbursed the 
United States, the sum of $120 is yet re-imbursable from the account of trust-fund 
interest due the Delaware general fund. 
The re-imbursements as shown in the preceding table do not cover any of the appro-
priations made by Congress subsequent to the period embracecl by the appropriation 
made to meet tho interest falling due on or before June 30, 1871, and the re-imburse-
ments exhibited therein have been made in accordance with the re-imbursable account 
as stated in the annual report of November 1, 1871, which shows that there had been 
appropriated and brought on the books of this office for interest on non-paying stocks 
(except those held in trust for the Chickasaw national fnnd) for the time stated, 
$966,948.70; that there was collected $324,016.07, of which $240,417.20 was covered into 
the Treasury to re-imburse the Government for appropriations made, and $8:3,598.87 
carried to the credit of the tribes; and that there was due from the States $648,658, of 
which $5,070 should be carried to the credit of the tribes, and $643,588 should be re-
imbursed to the Government; also, that there was due from the tribes to the Govern-
ment $23,371, being interest collected for periods for which appropriations had hereto-
fore been made and carried to the credit of the tribes. 
The total appropriations made by Congress since October, 1860, to date 
of this report, for arrears of interest on non-paying bonds, (exclusive 
of that appropriated for the Chickasaw national fund,) amount to .... $1, 040, 856 70 
Total re-imbursements on account of the same from interest collected.. 263, 351 40 
Balance re-imbursable ...... ·-----·----------· ....•..... ----. 777,505 30 
Total amount appropriated during the same period for arrears of interest 
falling due Chickasaw national fund ... -- .... _ .... ___ ... _ ...... __ ....... $225,210 
Total re-imbursements on account of the same from interest collected...... . 139, 002 
Balance re-imbursable .... ----·-----·----------· ................. . 86,208 
~---­- --
It will be seen by reference to tables Nos. 1 and 2, collections of interest on non-pay-
ing stocks, that there has been collected on the same during the past year $49,024.fi0 ; 
of which $4,030 has been coveretl into the Treasury to re-imburse the Government for 
interest appropriated; and that $44,994.50 was carried to the credit of the tribes. 
The total collections of interest during the same period, on all accounts, was 
$205,757.82. 
In this connection I desire to invite your attention to the following statement in re-
lation to the condition of the trust-fund accounts of the Chickasaw Nation. 
By an act of Congress approved July 27, 1868, the Secretary of the Interior, as trus-
tee for various Indian tribes, was authorized to receipt for the amount of stocks pre-
viously held in trust by the Secretary of the Treasury for the Chickasaw national fund. 
The transfer of said funds was effected August 12, 1868, accompanied by an epitome of 
the records of the Treasury Department. Some additional information has since been 
received in response to such inquiries as became necessary in the course of official ac-
tion by this Department. 
Prior to the transfer above stated, the only information in relation to the fund in the 
possession of the Indian Office, besides what was shown by the regular appropriation 
warrants, was comprised in such official letters, reports, and statemeuts of said account 
in brief, .covering stated or disconnected periods, as bad been transmitted at different 
dates by the £ecretary and Comptroller of the Treasury Department. 
Upon a careful examination of a portion of the Chickasaw records now in this office, 
there appear to be many conflicting statements and discrepancies concerning the offi-
.cial transactions of the Government with the Chickasaw Nation. It is very probable, 
however, that many, if not all of the errors which appear to have been committed 
-since the origin of said fund, may be owing to an incompleteness of the Chickasaw 
records, or, otherwise, that a full and connected account may render many things satis-
~factory or explicit which now appear irreconcilable•or ambiguous. 
The Chickasaw fund comprises bonds issued or guaranteed by several different 
States. A portion of these bonds are now past date of redemption, and while it is 
important that the Department should be enabled to properly adjust the accounts with 
·the States interested, it is not easy to determine the exact amount of the indebtedness 
of said States, on account of arrears of interest on said bonds, or the full extent of the 
liabilities of the Government to the Chickasaw Nation. 
H. Rep. 98-26 
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There are, however, other reasons, perhaps equally important, why this Department 
should be in possession of further and accurate information in relation to the Chicka-
saw fund. 
There are now pending before the Department large claims, :filed by the recognized 
attorneys for the Chickasaw Nation, for amounts claimed to have been misappropriated 
by the Government at various times, covering the period said fund was held in trust 
by the Treasury Department ; and as an item has also been inserted in the regular esti-
mates of amounts required to fulfill treaty stipulations, which estimate will be sub-
mitted to Congress at the nex.t session, calling for nearly $300,000 arrears of interest 
accruing on the Chickasaw fund prior to July 1, 1866, which appears to be due the 
Chickasaw Nation, and for which no provision has been made, covering a period on 
the Tennessee State bondR since 1861, and on the .Arkansas State bonds as far back as 
1852, it may become necessary to prepare a statement in detail of the financial trims-
actions on the part of the Government in connection with the Chickasaw trust-funds· 
since January 1, 1842, the date when a portion of the States indebted suspended pay-
ment . 
.Although a careful examination of all the accounts and records of the Department, 
so far as they relate to the trust-fund accounts of the Chickasaw Nation since 1861, has 
been made under your direction during the present year, and official statements, com-
prising the various accounts, furnished the Chickasaw Nation, a synopsis of which, 
including the Chickasaw re-imbursement account for that period, is embraced in this 
report; yet, in consideration of the highly important reasons hereinbefore stated, and 
the necessity for the Department to be in possession of full knowledge and accurate 
records of all matters within its jurisdiction, and also, in view of further information 
being desired in relation to said fund either by the Department, Congress, or the Chick-
asaw Nation, which may occasion a review of said accounts while said fund was held 
in trust by the Treasury Department, I respectfully suggest that the Secretary of the 
Interior be requested to call upon the Treasury Department to furnish this office with 
full records and complete statements of all financial transactions on the part of the 
Government with the Chickasaw Nation from the origin of their trust-fund account 
until .August 12, 1868, the elate said fund was transferred to the custody of the Interior 
Department. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
L0NSVILLE TWITCHELL, 
Trust-Fttnd Clm·k, Indian Office. 
Ron. FRANCIS .A. WALKER, 
Comrnissionm· of Ind'ian Affairs. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Office of Indian· .Affai?·s, November l, l'B72. 
Sm: I have the honor to submit herewith a report upon the Indian trust-fund busi-
ness for the :vear ended October 31, 1872. 
This report has been prepared, so far as practicable, in statistical form, in accordance 
with your directions. Tables Nos. 1, 2, and 3; (purchase of bonds,) should be considered 
collectively, also the interest tables, so far as they comprise the collections and disposi-
tion made of the interest accruing on non-paymg State stocks; the halance of the tables 
or statements will sufficiently explain themselves, with perhaps a few exceptions, 
where explanations will follow. 
Some matters of importance, to which it is understood that you desire to invite the 
attention of the Department, will be treated upon in closing the report. 
PURCHASE OJ? STOCKS. 
No. 1.-Schednle showing the description, arnotmt, .cost, ancl date of purchase. 
Kind of bonds purchased. 
;:. .:. ~~g !commission. p p 
A'tl A ~-1"'"4• ...... <D 0-o"' 
..,~ ~ - ~fll ,0 p"~ ~ §~· i=l oo:! ""'~8 <l) ,.,:::: 0<::>8 p 
OQ. 0. <l)Q ~i=lO ~ 0 s ~ ~ o·~ c:.J s 
<lj· A:! ~ 0 ~ <lj 
$36,450 08 5 109% $40,049 43 ......... ............ 
24,000 69 5 108! 26,130 75 t $30 00 
599 31 5 lOBi 653 25 t 75 
19,650 00 5 112 22,008 00 ............ ·----· 
100 00 5 112 112 00 ·--·-- ·-----
United States loan of 1881 ......••.. Dec. 30,1871 
Do ....•........... _... . . . . • . . Mar. 1, 1872 
Do ...... - ... - ................ Mar. 1,1872 
Do ........................... May15, 1872 
Do..... .. .................... May 18, 1872 
--------------
Total. ........................ ··-··-·-····-- 80,800 00 ........... ............ 88,953 43 .......... 30 75 
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-;;.ci ll:o~ _,;; ...; ><-
Kind of bonds. Fund or tribe. 
...,~~ .. ~ t:l~ $S~ 
~ ~ 0 0~ ~g8 0 s s .... ~ ~0""' ..q Po< ..q H 
United States loan, 1881.. $36,450 00 5 Senecas ........................ $36,450 00 Nov.1, 1871 
51 
Cherokee national fund ......... 3, 969 ·64 Feb.1, 1872 
Cherokee school-fund ........... 2, 778 75 Feb.l, 1872 
Do ................ 24,000 69 Cherokee orphan-fund .......... 1, 190 90 Feb.1, 1.872 Chippewa and Christian ........ 10, 561 23 Feb. I, 1872 
I Kansas schools ............ ..... 2, 955 25 Feb. I, 1872 
l Kaskaskias, Peorias, &c ........ 2, 544 92 Feb. I, 1872 
Do ................ 599 :u 5 Chippewa and Christian ...... -~ 599 31 Feb.1, 1872 
Do ................ 19,650 00 5f 
Iowas .......................... 9, 825 00 May1, 1872 
Sacs and Foxes of Missouri .... 9, 825 00 May1, 1872 
5l 
Ottawas of Blanchard's Fork 50 00 May1, 1872 
Do ................ 100 00 and Roche De Breuf. 
Chickasaw national fund ....... 50 00 Mayl, 1872 
------ ----
Total. ............. 80, 800 00 ......... .................................... ----------·--· 80,800 00 
No. 3.-Schedule showing the sources from which the funds were derived jot· the investments 
exhibited in Schedules Nos. 1 and 2. 
"" ~~ og 
+>c;<S .p f~.p Sources from whence Kind of bonds. >:I ,.<:I .. Tribe or fund. ~0 ~ '<:l ...... drawn. 0,_. 0 ~~11) s ;::l .... s..;; s ..qA ~ ..q Po< 
United States $36,450 00 5 Senecas ..................... $40,000 00 Fulfilling treaty with Sen-
loan 1881. ecas, Quapaws, and oth-
ers. 
Do ........ 3, 969 64 5 Cherokee national fund ... } 
8, 643 90 { 
l!'ulfilling treaty with 
Do ........ 2, 778 75 5 ~herokee school-fund ...... Cherokees. Proceeds of 
Do ........ 1, 190 90 5 Cherokee orphan-fund ..... lands. 
Do ........ 11,160 54 5 Chippewa and. Christian ..... 12, 168 15 Fulfillingtreaty. Proceeds 
of land. 
Do ........ 2, 955 25 5 Kansas schools .............. 3, 217 53 Trust-fund; interest due. 
Do ........ 2, 544 92 5 Kaskaskias, Peorias, &c .... 2, 770 78 Fulfillin§ treaty with Sen-
ecas, hawnees, Qua. 
paws, and others. 
Do ........ 9, 825- 00 5 Sacs and Foxes ........... } 22,011 10 { 
Fulfilling treaty with Sacs 
and Foxes. Proceeds of Do ........ 9, 825 00 5 Iowas ..................... land. 
Do ........ 50 00 5 Ottawas of Blanchard's Fork 56 00 Fulfilling treaty. Proceeds 
and Roche de Breuf. of land. 
Do ........ 50 00 5 Chickasaw national. ........ 109 38 Fulfillingtreaty. Proceeds 
of land. 
---- ------
Tot.al.. .... 80, 800 00 ---· .................................................... 88,976 84 
Total amount drawn for investment (as per statement of funds invested) . . . . . . . . . . $88, 976 84 
Amount drawn and deposited for purchase of U.S. bonds, October 21, 1872, (bonds 
not received at date of this report) ............................................... $1, 830 54 · 
Cost of bonds, (as per schedule No.1, purchase of stocks).......................... 88,953 43 
The uninvested balances have been refunded to the heads of appropriation from 
which they were drawn .......................................................... . 23 41 
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Statement of amounts drawn by the Secretm·y of the Interim· f1·orn the various heads of app1·o-
• priation named, as per 1·equisition No. 4578, dated October 21, 1872, for investment in United 
States 5 per cent. bonds, loan of 1881. 
t'~~~.g Statutes at l=l' 
,.'d"' "'.-o Large. ~~ 
~§_;~§ """' 'd .. 
Sources from which the funds were Fund or tribe. ""'...,~oo8 aS ...,l'=l aS ~-r"'l~ drawn. 
0 ~-~~ § 8 Q Q ::I ;::l 
"' ~"' 0 ~ 01'-<Q) ~""~>::S"' bll ~ 8.S s 0 d ~ 0 ... I'< p... P< ..::; <!i 
--
Cherokee .............. July 19, 1866 14 805 23 $1,542 43 Fulfilling treaty with Cherokees. Pro-
ceeds of lands. 
Chickasaw national May 24,1834 7 454 11 53 38 Fulfilling treaty with Chickasaws. 
fund. Proceeds of lands. 
Chippewa and Christian July 16, 1859 12 1107 
Indians. 
3 16 36 Fulfilling treaty with Chippewa and 
Christian Indians. Proceeds ofland. 
Iowas ................ { May 17,1854 10 1070 5 } 18 00 { Fulfilling treaty with Iowas. Pro-Mar. 6, 1861 12 1172 3 ceeds oflands. 
Kaskaskias, Peorias, May 39,1854 10 1084 7 83 71 Fulfilling treaty with Kaskaskfas, 
Weas, .and Pianke- Peorias, W eas, and Piankeshaws. 
shaws. Proceeds of lands. 
Shawnees .............. May 10,1864 10 1056 6 27 71 Fulfilling treaty with Shawnees. 
ceeds of lands. 
Pro-
Cheroke~ school-fund. { Feb. 27, 1819 7 195 ~ ..... 1 
{Fulfilling treaty with Cherokees. 
88 95 Trust-fund stocks redeemed due Dec. 29, 1835 7 478 ·-·· Cherokee schools. 
----
Total ............ ....................... ...... . .......... ....... 1, 830 54 
SALE OF BONDS. 
No. 4.-Statement showing the sale of paying and non-paying bonds since November 1, 1871 
. ..., s ""' ~I=: 0 <ll::i 0 ~.a 1'-<0 o,; 
8 "-<!=: ~] 
Kind of bonds. ~ Fund or tribe. Date of sale. 
Amount s"" oo sold. -+"'"' om ::~I=: !=:~ 1'-<'d 
Q) ..... 0 
8.-o..a 0·'"' ~='<§ 0 ss ~ ~~~ "'a5P 
"' ~.,...oo <j :z; P<
----
United States funded loan 5 Kickapoos .... Oct. 29, 1872 $6, ooo o"o $58500 $7 50 $6,577 50 
1881. 
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By the general appropriation act of Congress approved May 29, 1872, (pamphlet 
Stat., p. 174,) t.he Secretary of the Interior was directed to ascertain the proportionate 
amount of funds, and the cash value thereof, to which any members of the Kickapoo 
tribe of Indians may be entitled, by reason of having become citizens of the United 
States, under the provisions of the third article of the treaty with said Indians of June 
28, 1862, (Stat. at Large, vol. 13, p. 624,) and by converting so much of the securities 
of the tribe as may be necessary for this purpose, pay the same to each person so en-
titled under such rules as he may prescribe; provided that no part of said money due 
or belonging to minor children shall be paid tu them, or to any person for them, until 
said children shall have attained the age of twenty-one years, &c. 
On the 20th September, 1872, the Indian-Office reported twelve Kickapoos, all male 
adults and heads of families, as having complied with the requirements of said article 
of the treaty, with a view to their citizenship with the United States, and that they 
ha>e received their several allotments of lands conveyed to them by patent in fee-sim-
ple, and were entitled to their proportion of the cash value of the credits of the t.ribe. 
The trust-fund credits of these Indians were as follows: $137,400, being the amount 
of investments in United States registered bonds, loan of 1881, (together with the 
interest accruing thereon,) which bonds were purchased from proceeds of sale of lands 
under the provisions of the fifth article of the treaty of June 28, 1862, (Stat. at Large, 
vol. 13, p. 625,) and in order to carrytout the distribution contemplated by the treaty 
and act above mentioned, a portion of the Kickapoo fund was sold October 29, 1872, as 
exhibited in the above schedule, realizing a net amount of. ..... __ ...... _ .. $6, 577 50 
Of which the 12 Kickapoo citizens are entitled to their proportion of the 
principal, as follows: 
-}9
2
0 of $137,400 ..............•.... _ ........ _..... .. .. .. .. . . .. .. $5, 570 27 
And premium on the same------ ...... ···---................... 543 10 
Leaving a balance of the net proceeds of the amount sold, belonging to the 
Kickapoo Indians, of .... _ ............... _ ................. _ ..... _ .... . 
6,113 37 
464 13 
To be carried to their credit under head of appropriation, "Proceeds of Kickapoo Indian 
trust-fuml bonds." 
The twelve Kickapoo citizens are also entitled to their portion of the interest C-lth 
of $7,985.20) on the original principal of$137,400, from September 2,1871, to November 
1, 1872, and to ·N'o of $979.01, the premium realizefl on said interest. 
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TRANSFER OF BONDS. 






Description of bonds 
transferred. 
Mar. 12, 1872 Cherokee national . . . . Chickasaw national. United States 6 per cent. 
registered loan 1864 . 
.A pril16, 1872 Sacs and Foxes . . . . . . . Iowas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . United States 6 per cent. 
loan 1865. 
April17, 1872 113~ Shawnees ...•....... ., Cherokee national .. United States 6 per cent. 
registered loan 1864 . 
.A.pril17, 1872 118k .••••• do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cherokee schooL. ......... do ................ . 
April17,1872 113i ...... do ............... Cherokeeorphan .......... do ................ . 
.A.pril17,1872 ............ do .............. Cherokee national .. UnitedStates5percent. 
loan 1881. 
.A.pril17, 1872 ............ do ............... Cherokeeschool. .......... do ................ . 
.A.pril17, 1872 ............ do . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . Cherokee orphan .......... do ................ . 
Sept. 2, 1872 ...... Delaware general fund. United States ....... North Carolina 6's ..... . 
Sept. 2,1872 ............ do ..................... do ............. Georgia 6's ............ . 




6, 675 00 
4, 672 50 
2, 002 50 
1,5, 688 31 
10, 981 81 
4, 706 50 
13, 000 00 
500 00 
£00 00 
Total . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63, 540 49 
The transfer as represented in the above statement, from the Cherokee national 
fund to the Chickasaw national fund, and from the Sacs and Foxes of the Missouri to 
the Iowas, was requested by the accounting officer of the Treasury Department upon 
the settlement of the accounts of late Secretary Browning. 
The transfer from the Shawnees to the Cherokees was made in accordance with an 
agreement entered into between the Cherokee Nation and the Shawnees, and the pro-
visions of the twenty-third article of the treaty of July 19, 1866, with said nation, (14 
Stat., p. 805.) 
The transfer from the Delawares to the United States was made in accordance with 
an act of Congress approved July 15, 1870, (16 Stat., p. 343,) in order to carry into 
effect the ninth article of the treaty of July 4, 1866, (14 Stat., p. 796,) by a division of 
money and stocks held by the United States in trust for the Delawares, between a por-
tion of said Indians who elected to become citizens and the residue of said nation. 
No. 6.-Staternent of convm·sion or exchange of bonds. 










Kinds of bonds transmitted. 
United States registered 6 per cent. 
loan 1862. 
United States coupons, 5's, loan 1881. 
...... do ............................ . 
...... do ............................ . 











} 19, 650 
100 
Total...... 565, 800 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 565, BOO 
Kinds of bonds received in 
exchange. 
United States 5 per cent. 
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No. 7.-Detailed statement of the conversion of the United States 6 per cent. bonds of 1862 
into United States 5 per cent. bonds, loan of 1881, fm· sante amoltnt, per act of Congress, 
approvecl July 14, 1870, entitled ''An act to authorize the 1'efunding of the national debt." 
Fund or tribe. 
Cherokee school-fund ..... . 
Chippewa and Christian ... . 
Choctaw general fund ..... . 
Choctaw school-fund ..... •• 
Delaware school-fund ..... . 
Iowas ... .. ................ . 
Kansas school. ............ . 
Menomonees .............. . 
Osage, school. ............. . 
Ottawas and Chippewas ... . 
Pottawatomies, education .. 
Pottawatomies, mills ...... . 
Senecas and Shawnees .... . 
~~o::!~~dcf:b::t ofs~~~~~~ : 
Delaware general fund .... . 




,Qo ..... ~ 
~ ~ Kind of bonds converted. 
§g so 
<lj 
$10, 800 United States loan of 1862 .. 
600 ...•.. do . ................. . 
32, 000 ..•••. do ............. . .... . 
2, 000 . .••.• do ..... ............. . 
11,000 ...... do .................. . 
12, 500 ...•.. do .................. . 
8,100 .•.•.. do .................. . 
57, 000 ...... do .......... .. : . .... . 
34, 000 ..•••• do .................. . 
6, 300 ..••.. do .................. . 
23, 500 ...... do . ... .............. . 
20, 000 ...... do ............... ... . 
400 ...... do .................. . 
6, 000 ....•. do .................. . 
86, 950 ...... do .......... ........ . 
210, 300 ...•.• do .................. . 

















s21, 45o I 
Kind of bonds received 
in exchange. 
















Recapitulation of statements effecting aggregate of bonds held in trust, g-c. 
Whole amount of bonds reported on hand November 1, 1871 . ____ ..... $4,749,616 83t 
Amount of bonds since purchased, (see purchase of bonds, 
schedules Nos. 1, 2, and 3) .. _ ---. _ --- -. _. __ ... _ ......... $80,800 00 
Deduct amount transferred from Delaware gen-
eral fund to the United States, (see transfer of 
bonds, schedule No.4 ....................... $13,700 00 
And..amount of bonds sold, (as per statement of 
sale of bonds) ...................... _. _.. .. . 6, 000 00 
--- 19,700 00 
61,100 00 
Total amount on hand November 1, 1872.......... •• . .. • • . . . . . . 4, 810,716 83t 
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INDIAN TRUST-FUND. 
TABULAR STATEMENT A.-List of names of Indian tribes for whom, stock is held in tntst by 
the Secretm·y of the Interi01·, showing the amount standing to the credit of each tribe, th~ 
annual interest, the date of the treaty or law under which the investment was 1nade, and the 
amount of abstracted bonds for which Congress has made no appropriation, and the annual 
interest on the same. 
Statutesat ..... 2: "¢t~ §t~ 0 
Large. §~ 
...... 
~i ~::§ ~~§ Tribe. Treaty or act. p+>,.o ~ti..O o.£ p..., oJ:l"d 
8"' 
;:::l <ll ~~'"g Vol. Page. ;:::l .... 8<\l<l> 
<j <j <11 ~ 
Cherokee national fun<l ....... Dec. 29, 1835 7 478 $940, 285 07 $54, 973 03 $68,000 00 $4, 080 00 
Cherokee orphan. fund . ...... . Dec. 29, 1835 7 478 175,935 :n 10,474 92 ........ . ...... . .............. 
Cherokee school-fund . ...... f F eb. 27, 1819 7 195 } 517, 407 01 30, 407 42 15,000 00 900 00 Dec. 29, 1835 7 478 
Chickasaw national fund .. . f Oct. 20, 1d32 7 381 J 1,183,947 03g 70,474 84 May 24,1 834 7 450 .................. ................. 
Chickasaw inr,ompetents . .. .. May 24,1834 7 450 2, 000 00 100 00 ................... ................ 
Chippewa and Christian ...... July 16, 1859 12 1105 43,322 92 2, 481 77 ---- ----- -- .. .... .. ........ 
Choctaw general fund . . ... . .. Jan. 17, 1837 7 605 454,000 00 27, 220 00 ................. ................. 
Choctaw school-fund .......... Sept. 27, 1830 7 333 52,427 20 2, 825 63 ........ ------ . .......... .. ..... 
Creek orphan ....... . . . ....... Mar. 24, 1832 7 366 76,999 66 4, 392 98 ..... . ........ . .................... 
Delaware general fund . . ..... May 6,1854 10 1048 435,283 90 24,544 03 ............ .. .. .... . ............ 
Delaware school-fund ....... . Sept. 24, 1829 7 327 11,000 00 550 00 . .. .. .. .............. ·--------· 
Iowas ...................... f May 17,1854 10 1069 107,326 80 6, 609 34 Mar. 6,1861 12 1171 ... . . ........... ----------
Kansas schools .......... _ .... June 3,1825 7 244 27,485 41 1, 538 57 ----------- ................ 
Osa:f.e schools .. . ......... . . .. June 2,1825 7 240 41,000 00 2, 120 00 ---------- - .................. 
Kas askias, Peorias, Weas, f May 30,1854 10 1082 79, 947 94 4, 933 43 and Piankesbaws. Feb. 23, 1867 15 519 ............ . ..... ................... 
Kaskaskias,Peorias,Weas,and Feb. 23, 1867 15 519 44, 700 00 3, 129 00 .... . ..... .. ...... ................ . 
Piankeshaws, school-fund. 
Menomonees .. . .. ...... . ..... Sept. 3, 1836 7 506 154,438 89 7, 811 94 ----------- .................. 
Ottawas and Chippewas ...... Mar. 28, 1836 7 491 22, 300 00 1, 265 00 ---------- - --- -----·· 
Pottawatomies, education .... Sept. 26, 1833 7 431 91, 500 00 4, 585 00 1, 000 00 50 00 
Pottawatomies, mills ......... Sept. 26, 1833 7 431 20,000 00 1, oeo oo ................... ................ 
Senecas ............... _ .... ~ June 14, 1836 5 47 J 40, 944 37 2, 047 22 Jan. 9, 1837 5 135 . .................. .................. 
Senecas and Shawnees . ..... f June 14, 1836 5 47 J 15,655 49 880 39 Jan. 9, 1837 5 135 .. .................... ................. 
Stockbridges and Munsees .... Sept. ::1, 183!.1 7 580 6, 000 00 300 00 . .................. ................. 
Sacs and Foxes of Missouri .. Mar. 6, 1861 12 1171 21,925 00 1,217 25 ................. .................... 
Tonawanda band of Senecas .. Nov. 5, 1857 11 737 86,950 00 4,347 50 .................... ................. 
Ottawas of Blanchard's Fork June 24, 1862 12 1237 
and Roche de Bceuf. 
21,724 48 1, 297 72 ................... .................. 
Shawnees ........... _. _ ...... May 10,1854 15 515 4, 810 35 272 52 ..................... ................... 
Kickapoos ..... _ ........ - ..... June 28, 1862 13 625 131, 400 00 6, 570 00 ................... ........ .. ......... 
----
Total. .................. ......................... ...... .. -----· 4, 810, 716 83tl278, 369 50 84, ooo oo 1 5, 030 00 
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B.-Statement of stock account, exhibiting in detail the securities in which the funds of each 
t1·ibe a1·e invested and now on hand, the annual interest on the same, and the amount of 
abstracted bonds not provided for by Congress. 
Stocks. 
CHEROKEE NATIONAL FUND. 
State of Florida ................•............ 
~~~~fi~~~::::::: ~:: ~: ~::::: ~.::::::: 
Missouri. .......................... . 
North Carolina . .................... . 
South Carolina ..................... . 
Tennessee ......................... . 
Tennessee ......................... . 
Virginia, (restored certificates) .... . 
United States, issue to Union Pacific Rail-
road, eastern division ..... . 
registered, act .June 30, 1864 .. 
r egistered, act March 3, 1865 .. 
registered, act March 3, 1865, 
loan of 1867 ............... . 










































.s~ ~ rd ~ ~-~ ~ l=l til <1:) 
~0~ ,.<:l ""' m""'l=l = .£ ,a P<o 





::s :::5 0 = s§.s s Q 
~ <11 ~ 
------------ $13, 000 00 $910 00 
...................... 1, 500 00 90 00 
·$5o: ooo · oo · 11,000 00 660 00 2, 000 00 120 00 
13,000 00 28,0110 00 1, 680 00 
------------ 118,000 00 7, 080 00 
5, 000 00 
...................... 
··--······· · · · ...................... 
125, 000 00 6, 250 00 
....................... 90, 000 00 5,400 00 
...................... 156, 638 56 9,398 31 
....................... 118,043 06 7, 082 58 
..................... 84, 346 27 5, 060 78 
...................... 160, 350 00 9, 621 00 
-----------· 32, 407 18 1, 620 36 
----· 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 008, 285 07 68, 000 00 940,285 07 54,973 03 
CHEROKEE ORPHAN-FUND. 
United States, issue to Union Pacific Rail-
road, eastern division . .... . 
=== ============ =============- =-=== 
6 ....... ······· ···•·• ······ 
6 
6 
22 223 26 
2:002 50 
94,524 32 
1, 333 40 
120 15 
5, 671 46 
registered, act .June 30, 1864 .. 
registered, act March3, 1865 . . 
registered, act March 3, 1865, 
loan of 1867. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
funded, loan of 1881.......... ·5 
49,065 00 
8,120 23 
2, 943 90 
406 01 
Total. .............................................................. . 175,935 31 10,474 92 
CHEUOKEE SCHOOJ,·FUXD. 
State of £~~\~1:~~~~ ::: ::~:::: :~:::: ::::::::. 
Missouri. .......................... . 
North Carolina ..................... . 
South Carolina. ................. . .. 
Tennessee ......................... . 
Virginia, (Chesapeake and Ohio 
Canal Company) . ................ . 
United States, issue to Union Pacific Rail-
road, eastern uivision ...•.. 
loan of 10-40's . .............. . 
registered, act .June 30, 1864 .. 
registered, act March 3, 1865 .. 
registered, act March 3, 1865, 
loan of 1867 ............... . 














7, 000 00 
2, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
21,000 00 
1, 000 00 
7, 000 00 








. . . • . . . . . . . . 7, 000 00 490 00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 000 00 120 00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 000 00 300 00 
8, 000 00 13, 000 00 780 00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 000 00 60 00 
7, 000 00 ................•......•.• 
....................... 1, 000 00 60 00 
...................... 51, 854 28 3,111 26 
....................... 13, 200 00 1, 560 00 
................... 24,672 50 1, 480 35 
......................... 217,029 41 13,021 76 
..................... 124,150 29 7, 449 02 
...................... 39,500 53 1, 975 03 
--------------
TotaL ..•.......•.............•......•..... 532,407 01 15,000 00 517, 407 01 30,407 42 
CHJCKASA W NATIONAL FUND. 
State of Arkansas ........................••. 
Maryland ... . ............•.......... 
Tennessee ......................... . 
Tfnnessee ......................... . 
Virginia, (Richmond and Danville 
Railroad) .......... _ ............•. 
United States, registered, loan of 1862 ...... . 
registered, act .J nne 30, 1864 .. 
registered, act March 3, 1865 .. 
funded, loan of 1881 .......... . 
== 
6 ..•.•••..••••• ····-···-· .. 
6 .........••......•.•.••••. 
6 .••..•.•• -· ••..•••••••.••• 







8, 350 17 
616,000 00 
66, 666 661 
100, 000 00 
61,000 00 
131, 631 94 
104, 100 00 
6,198 26 




6, 000 00 
3,660 00 
7, 897 92 
6, 246 00 
309 91 
Total.................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 183, 947 03~ 70, 474 84 
CHICKAS.A W INCOMPETENTS. 
State of Indiana. . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 ...............•.......... 2, 000 00 100 00 
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CHIPPEWA AND CHRISTIAN INDIANS. 
State of Missouri. ......................... .. 
United States, registered, act March 3, 1865, 
loan of 1867 .... -.-... . . . . . . . .. 6 
funded, loan of 1881 . . . . .. . . . . 5 
~~ 
...; QQoo ..,"dr/J 





~ ~g~ -a 5-g ... 
'i:: Sd~ 
0 ~ 
Total ........ _ ............................ _ .... __ .....•...........•.. 
CHOCTAW GENERAL FUND. 
State of Missouri. ......................... .. 
Virginia, (registered State) ........ . 
United States, funded, loan of 18tH ......... . 


















2, 000 00 
450, 000 00 
2, 000 00 
Total. .......................... : .. ·-.. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. 454, 000 00 
CHOCTAW SCHOOL-FUND. 
State of Missouri ........................... . 6 ......................... . 
United States, r egistered, act Marcl: 3, 1865, 
loan of 1867 ................ . 6 ........................ .. 
fundeu, loan of 1881 .......... . 5 
Total .. .....................•........•...... _______ .. ____ . __________ _ 
CREEK ORPHANS. 
State of Tennessee ........................ .. 
. Virginia, (Richmond and Danville 
Railroad Company) .............. . 
Virginia, (Chesapeake and Ohio 
Canal Company} ................ .. 
Virginia, registered certificates .... . 
United States, funded, loan of 1881 ......... . 
5 ......................... . 
6 ........................ .. 
6 ........................ .. 
6 
5 
Total.. . • . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . ......... .. 
DELAWARE GENERAL FUND. 
State of Florida ........................•.... 
~~~~~~~(_-.-_-_-_-_·_-_-_-_·.-.:::::::::::: ~:: -. 
North Carolina ..... ............... .. 
United States, issue to Union Pacific Rail-
road, eastern division ..... . 
registered, act March 3,1865 .. 
funded, loan of 1881. ......... 












3, 500 00 
9, 000 00 
41, 800 00 
2, 699 66 
76,999 66 
53,000 00 
1, 500 00 
















1, 593 74 
588 03 
2, 481 77 
120 00 
27, 00(1 00 
100 00 
27,220 00 
1, 140 00 
85 63 
1, 600 00 
2, 825 63 
1, 000 00 
210 00 
540 00 
2, 508 00 
134 98 
4, 392 98 
3, 710 00 
90 00 
480 00 
5, 220 00 
2, 957 03 





United States, funded, loan of 1881 .. . .. .. .. • 5 ......................... . 
IOWAS. 
State of Florida ........................... .. 7 .................. ...................... 
Kansas ............................ .. 7 ......................... ...................... 
Louisiana ......................... .. 6 ...................... ...................... 
North Carolina ................... .. 6 ......................... ...................... 
South Carolina ..................... . 6 .......................... ................... 
United States, registered, act March 3, 1865 .. 
rer~!~e~~dis~~~ ~~~~~- ~~ ~~~~:. 
6 ........................ ..................... 
6 ................... ........................ 
funded, loan of 1881. ......... . 5 ........................... ...................... 
Total. . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....•...... 
KANSAS SCHOOLS. 
State of Missouri. .......................... . 6 -------------- ........... . 
United States, ref~!~e~fdi8~~~ ~~~~~-~~ ~~~~: 6 ........................ .. 
funded, loan of 1881 ..•..•.... 5 
Total. ............................................................. .. 
11,000 00 
22,000 00 
17, 600 00 
9, 000 00 
21, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
5,100 00 
7, 000 00 
22,626 80 
107,326 80 
2, 000 00 
14,430 16 
11,055 25 
27, 485 41 
550 00 
1, 540 00 
1, 232 00 
540 00 









.l, 538 57 \ 
INVESTIGATION OF INDIAN FRAUDS. 
B.-Statement of stock account, 9·c.-Continued . 
Stocks. 
KASKASKIAS, PEORIAS, WEAS, ETC. 
State of i~~~i:l~~~::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 
North Oarolina ...... .. ............ . 
South Carolina ....... . ............. . 
United States, registered. act March 3, 1865, 
loan of 1867 .. .............. . 
fun dell, loan of 1881 ......... . 
...:::ro 
~ 
Q;> a:> ai 
+>rom 
~ Q.,... a.> 
~ «lP. ... 
0 .... 0 bl) 
8 2 S.§ 
.; ce !~0 c; 1'::1 ~ .. ~ <V 
-~ t=ro Q s~~ ... -~ <V 
~ 0 ~ 




6 ........................ .. 
5 
Total . ............................ . ............... . . . ............. _ .. 
KASKASKIAS, PEORIAS, WEAS, AND PIANKE· 
SIIAW SCHOOL-l•'UND. 
State of Florida ........................... .. 
Kansas . ....................... . ... . 














43, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
3 85 
2, 644 09 
7!1, 947 94 
20,700 00 













$1, 141 00 
900 00 




4, 933 43 
1, 449 00 
1, 680 00 
3,129 00 
========= ===== ------ - -----
KICKAI'OOS. 
United States, funded, loan of 1881 ......... . 
111ENOJIIONEES. 
State of Missouri ...... . .................... . 
T ennessee . .. . .................... .. 
United States, fimded, loan of 1881 ...... . .. . 
6 ........................ .. 
5 
5 
Total. ............. - ............ -- .. ,- ... - ............. -- .... · · .... .. 
OSAGE SCHOOIJS. 
State of Missouri ...... . ................... .. 
United States, funded, loan of 1881. ....... .. 
Total. ............... ............ . ........ . ......................... . 
OTTAWAS AND CHIP PEW AS. 
State of Missouri . .......................... . 
Tennessee ......................... . 
Virgiuia, (Chesapeake and Ohio 
Canal Company) ................ .. 
United States, registered, act ,June 30, 1864 .. 
funded, loan of 1881 ........ .. 
6 ........................ .. 
5 
6 ........................ .. 
6 
5 
Total. .............................................................. . 
OTTAWAS OF BLANCHAUD'S FORK AND ROCHE 
DE BCEUF. 
United States, registered, act March 3, 1865, 
loan of 1867... ............. 6 ......................... . 
funded, loan of 1881 .. . .. . .. .. 5 ........................ .. 
131, 400 00 
9, 000 00 
19, 000 00 
126,438 89 
154, 438 89 
7, 000 00 
34,000.00 
41, 000 00 
10,000 00 
1, 000 00 
3, 000 00 
2, 000 00 
6, 300 00 
22,300 00 
21, 150 00 
574 48 
6, 570 00 
540 00 
950 00 
6, 321 94 
7, 811 94 
420 00 







1, 265 00 
1, 26!1 00 
28 72 
1------1------- ----------
Total. .................................................... __ . __ ..... . 
POTfA WATOMIE8-EDUCATION. 
State of Indiana ............................ . 
Missouri ........................... . 
United States, funded, loan of 1881 ......... . 
5 . ....................... .. 
6 
5 
Total. ............................................................. .. 
POTT A W ATO;'.UE8-MILLS. 
United States, funded, loan of 1881 .. .. .. .. .. 5 ......................... . 
21, 724 48 
67,000 00 
1, 000 00 
23,500 00 
91, 500 00 
20,000 00 
1, 297 72 
3, 350 00 
60 00 
1,175 00 
4, 585 00 
1, 000 00 
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SENECAS AND SHAWNEES. 
State of Missouri. ......................•.•.. 6 .....................••.•. 
United States, 10-40's ....................... . 
registered, act March 3, 1865, 
loan of 1867 ... ............. . 
5 
6 .••.••...•••••.•••••••.•.. 
funded, loan of 1881. ..•....... 5 
Total .........•........................ 
SENECAS. 
United States, funded, loan of 1881 ........ .'. 
STOCKBRIDGES AND 1\fUNSEES. 











1, 000 00 
6, 761 12 
4, 894 37 
15, 6!55 49 
40, 944 37 















2, 047 22 
300 00 
1===========1==========1============1========== 
SACS AND FOXES OF MISSOURI. 
United States, registered, act March 3, 1865, 
loan of 1867 ............... . 
registered, act :March 3, 1865 . . 
funded, loan of 1881 ......•... 
6 ·••·•·•••••••· .....•...••. 
6 
5 
Total. .........................•...... . ............................ .. 
TONAWANDA BAND OF SE::\'ECAS. 
United States, funded, loan of 1881.......... 5 ......................... . 
SHAWNEES. 
United States, registered, act March 3, 1865, 
loan of 1867 . .............. . 6 ·····•·•••••·• ••••........ 
fJinded, loan of 1881 ......... . 5 
TotaL ... . .....................•...•................................. 
7, 000 00 
5, 100 00 
9, 825 00 
21,925 00 
86,950 00 
3, 200 00 
1, 610 35 









C.-Statement of stocks held by the Secretary of t!te Interior, in trust fo·r various Indian 
tribes, showing the amount now on hand, also abstmcted bondB for which Congress has made 
no app1·opriat-ion. 
Stocks. 
State of Arkansas . ..............•.......•........•.............•. 
Flarida .....................•...•••...................... 




North Carolina ...•.............................•........ 




Virginia ................•............... - .......• - .... --· 
United States loan of 1862 ................................•....... 
10-40's ............................................. -
registered, act of .June 30, 1864 .................... . 
registered, act of March 3, 1865, loan of 1867 ....... . 
registered, act of March 3, 1865, loan of 1865 ....... . 
issue to Union Pacific Railroad, eastern division ... . 



























132, 000 00 




B, 350 17 
73,000 00 
192,000 00 
125, 000 00 
616, 000 00 
165,000 00 
66,666 66} 
698, 300 00 
61, 000 00 
32,200 00 
278,350 00 
421, 100 00 
536, 400 00 
280,000 00 
~84, 750 00 
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Statement of funds held in trust by the Government in lieu of investment. 
~'d ~ 'It:> 
Reference to Stat- ·~~ <l) ~ 
utes at Large. 
........ .,....~~ 
Dates of acts, ~@~ 'd .... § Tribes. resolutions, ;:::! Q;) • :::~rno 
or treaties. 0 Q;) "'0; t- §~~ Vol. Page. Sec. ~.Si/1~ ~ .... P< 
Choctaws ........... : .................. ~ Jan. 20, 1825 7 236 9 J $390, 257 92 $19,512 89 June 22, 1855 11 614 3 
Creeks ................................. ~ Aug. 7, 1l:l56 11 701 6 200,000 00 10, 000 00 June 14, 1866 11 786 3 675, 168 00 33,758 40 
Delawares ............................. ~ Sept. 24, 1829 7 327 1 37,143 31 1, 857 17 May 6, 1854 10 1049 5 
Iowas .................................... May 7, 1854 10 1071 9 57,500 00 2, 875 00 
Kansas .................................. June 14, 1846 9 842 2 200,000 00 10,000 00 
Kickapoos ...........•................... May 18, 1854 10 1079 2 100,000 00 5, 000 00 
Miamies of Kansas ...................... June 5, 1854 10 1094 3 50,000 00 2, 500 00 
Miamies of Indiana ..................... June 5, 1854 10 1099 4 221,257 86 11,062 B9 
Osages ................................. ~ June 2, 1825 7 242 6 69, 120 00 3, 456 00 Sept. 29, 1865 14 687 1 300, 000 00 15,000 00 
Pottawatomies ......................... ~ June 5, 1846 , 9 854 7 243,632 11 12, 181 61 June 17, 1846 1 
Sacs and Foxes of the Mississippi. ..... ~ Oct. 2, 1837 7 541 2 200,000 00 10,000 00 Oct. 11, 1842 7 596 2 800,000 00 40, 000 00 
Sacs and Foxes of the Missouri .......... Oct. 21, 1837 7 543 2 157,400 00 7, 870 00 
Seminoles . . ............................ ~ Aug. 7, 1856 11 702 8 500,000 00 25,000 00 Mar. 21, 1866 14 757 3 70,000 00 3, 500 00 
Senecas of New York .................... June 27, 1846 9 35 2, 3 118,050 00 5, 902 50 
Shawnees ................................ May 10, 1854 10 1056 3 •10, 000 00 2, 000 00 
Winnebag;oes .......................... { 
Nov. 1, 1837 7 546 4 786,909 17 39,345 46 
Oct. 13, 1846 9 879 4 75,387 28 3, 769 36 
July 15, 1870 16 355 78, 340 41 3, 917 02 
---------------
····· ····-·· ···- - 5, 370, 166 06 268,508 30 
- - ---- ====-= ===-= 
Delawares ............................... July 12, 1862 12 539 ----- 423,990 00 21, 199 51 
Iowas .................................... July 12. 1862 12 539 ----- 66,735 00 3, 336 75 
Kaskaskias, Peorias, &c .................. ,July 12, 1862 12 539 -···· 44,583 27 2, 229 16 
---------------
....... ------· ..... 535,308 53 26,765 42 
The sum of $535,30~.53, belonging to the Delawares, Iowas, and Kaskaskias, Peorias, 
&c., as above st.atecl, was placed to the cre<lit of those tribes upon the books of the 
Treasury, in accordance with an act of Congress approved July 12, 1862, being tqual to 
the sum originally invested in bonds abstracted from the custody of the Secretary of 
the Interior in 1860 ; said act authorizing the payment of interest on the same from 
July 1, 1862, at 5 per centum per annum, in semi-annual payments. 
The whole amount of bonds abstracted was $8iO,OOO, of which $83,000 belonged to 
the Cherokees. Interest upon this last sum is annually estimated for by the Indian-
Office, Congress not yet having made any provisions for the payment of the principal. 
'l'he above statement of trust-funds held by the Government in lieu of investments 
has been prepared not only with a view of furnishing the information therein contained, 
but also in order to show the pecuniary advantages to the Indi~ns of the system of in-
vesting their funds in United States and State stocks, instead of placing the same to 
their credit in the Treasury. 
The amount of invested funds has varied since 1836 from $3,000,000 to $4,000,000, 
and will exceed atl average of $3,500,000. These stocks bear an annual interest of 6 
per cent., exclusive of premium on coin interest, being 1 per cent. in excess of the ·rate 
of interest accruing on funds held in lieu of investment. This excess of interest, com-
puted on $3,500,000 since 1836, amounts to $1,260,000, exclusive of the premium on 
coin interest, which, in the case of the Chickasaws alone, amounts, since 1860, to over 
$60,000. 
Statement showing the present liabilities of the United States to Indian tribes under stipulations of treaties, tfc. 
~ames of tribes: Description of annuities, stipulations, &c. 
Numbe17 of installments yet unap• l Reference to 
pro;;mated; explanations &c. laws: Statutes 
' at Large. 
Apaches, Kiowas, Thirty installments, provided to be expended Twenty-five installments unappro-
and Comanches. under lOth article treaty of Oct. 21, 1867. priated, at $30,000 each. 
Vol. 15, pp. 581, 
589, 
Do....... . . . . . . Purchase of clothing............ . . . . . . . . . . . . lOth article treaty Oct. 21, 1867 ..... Vol. 15, pp. 581, 
589, § 10. 
Do ............. Pay of carpenter, farmer, blacksmith, miller, 14th article treaty Oct. 21, 1867. •••• 
and engineer. 
ol. 15, pp. 581, 
589. 
Do ............• Pay of physician and teacher ............... \ ...... do .......................... . Vol. 15, pp. 581, 
589, § 10. 
Do .......•..... 




Assinaboines ..... . 
Blackfeet, Bloods, 
· and Piegans. 
Three installments, for seeds and agricul-
tural implements. 
Pay of second blacksmith, iron and steel. ... 
Amount to be expended in such goods, &c., 
as the President may from time to time de-
termine. 
Amount to be expended in such goods, &c., 
as the President may from time to time de-
termine. 
Amount to be expended in such goods, &c., 
as the President may from time to time de-
termine. 
Three installments, at $2,500 each, 
still due. 
8th article treaty Oct. 21, 1867 ..... ·j Vol. 15, 584 ..... . 
7th article treaty July 27, 1866. Not published .. . 
. ..... do ........................... \ ...... do ........ . 
Stp article treaty Sept. 1, 1868 ...... \ ...... do ...... _ .. 
O<ll-+" 
-+>:;::,_g 




.... ~ 1::: ii$ 
~=::~~ o·.-1 
p,.:S ~'0 s i5,C!l2 









Five installments, 4th,series, of annuity for 
beneficial purposes. · 






Do ............ . 
Do .......•..... 
Thirty installments, provided to be expended Twenty-five installments unappro- Vol. 15, p. 593 .... , ............. . 
under lOth article treaty of Oct. 28, 1867. priated, at $20,000 each. 
Vol.15, p. 597, § 8. 
Purchase of clothing, same article .. .............................................................. . 
Pay of physician, carpentflr, farmer, black- 13th article treaty Oct.28, 1867 ..... Vol.15, p. 597 ... . 
smith, miller, engineer, and teacher. 
Three installments, for the purchase of seeds Three installments, at $2,500, still ...... do . ....... . 
and agricultural implements. to be appropriated. 
Pay of second blacksmith, iron and steel. ... October28, 1867 ..... . 
14,500 00 
7, 700 00 
t~~-s~ 
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Do ............ . 
Chippewas of Lake 
Superior. 
Do ............ . 
Do .........•... 
Do .........•... 




Do ............ . 
Chi~pewas of the 
Mississippi, and 




Do ............ . 
Do . .......... :. 
Do ....•. ..•.... 
Do. 
Chippewas- Pilla-
ger and Lake 
}Vinnebagoshish 
bands. 
Permanent annuity in goods ............... . 
Twenty install~ents, for blacksmith and as-
sistant, tools, 1ron, &c. 
Twenty installments, for schools, instruct. 
ing Indians in farming, and purchase of 
seeds, tools, &c. 
Twenty installments of annuity, in money, 
goods, and other articles; in provisions, 
ammunition, and tobacco. 
Twenty installments, in coin, goods, imple-
ments, &c., for education. 
Twenty installments, for six smiths and 
assistants, iron and steel. 
Support of smith and shop, and pay of two 
farmers, during the pleasure of the Presi-
dent. 
Twenty installments, for the seventh smith, 
&c. 
Money, goods, support of schools, provisions, 
and tobacco; 4th article treaty Oct. 4, 1842; 
8th article treaty Sept. 30, 1854 ; and 3d 
article treaty l'lfay 7, 1864. 
Two farmers, two· carpenters, two smiths 
and assistants, iron and steel; same arti-
cle and tre:tty. 
Twenty installments, in money, at $20,000 
each. 
Ten installments, for support of schools, in 
promoting the progress of the people in 
agriculture, and assisting them in becom-
ing Helf-sustaining; support of physician, 
and purchase of medicine. 
Ten installments, of $1,500 each, to furnish 
said Indians with oxen, log-chains, &c. 
Pay of two carpenters, two blacksmiths, 
four farm-laborer>~, and one physician, ten 
years. · 
Pay for services and traveling expenses of 
a board of visitors, not more than ft ve per-
sons, to attend annuity payments. 
To be applied for the support of a saw-mill as 
long as th~ President may deem necessary. 
Pay of female teachers employed on the 
reservation. 
Thirty installments, in money, $10,666.66; 
goocls, $8,000; and for purposes of utility, 
$4,000. 





Thirteen installments, at $1, 500 . ,_. Vol. 14, p. 766 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19, 500 00 
Thirteen installments, at $1,600 1· ..... do 
A:::~~y, $3,500; goods, &c., $6,500; . ..... do:::::::::::._. .......... . 
provisions, &c., $1,000; thirteen 
installments unappropriated. 
Two installments unappropriated .1 Vol. 10, p. 1111 ... , . 
Two installments unappropriated, l ...... do ....................... . 
at $6,360. 
Estimated Vol. 11, p. 1112 ; 
vol. 14, p. 766. 
1, 800 00 
Four installments of $l.,060 each .. ·1 Vol. 10, p. 1111 ...•... ......... •. 
Four installments, 2d series, of Vol.10,p.111 ................. .. 
$9,000.01. 
Ten installments, 2d series, at l ...... do ...................... .. 
$1,400; four installments to be 
appropriated. 
Two installments .................. , Vol.10, p.1167 .. . 
Five installments, at $11,500 ............ . 
One installment due ............... I Vol. 13, p. 694 ....•.............. 
Ono installment of $7,700 .......... l ...... do ..................... __ . 
Treaty of May·7, 1864 ............. ! ...... do ....... .. 
...... do ............ . Vol. 13, p. 694, § 6. 
..... . do ........................... , Vol. 13, p. 694, § 13 
Twolve installments to be appro- Vol. 10, p.l168 ... 
priated, at $22,666.66. 
480 00 
1, 000 00 
1, 000 00 
20,800 00 
143, 100 00 
271,999 92 



























Statement showing the present liabilities of the United States to Indian tribes, g·c.-Continued. 


















Twenty installments, for purposes of educa-J Two installments of $3,000 yet due.l Vol. 10, p. 1168, § :l, .....•........ 
t!on; 3d article treaty Feb. 2Z, 1855. 
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Chippewas- Pilla-
g-er and Lake 
?in nebagoshish 
•~oands. 
vhippewas of Red 
Lake and Pem-
bina tribe of 
$10,000 as annuity, to be paid per capita to 
the Red Lake band, and $5,000 to the Pem-
bina band, during the pleasure of the 
3d article treaty Oct. 2, 1863, anclj Vol. 13, pp. 668, 
2d article supplementary treaty 689. 
$15, 000 00 1 ••••••••••••• •I •••••••••••• , ••••••••••••• , 
ChH>g_e.~~-s: .. __ ... 
Do ............ . 
Do ........... .. 
Choctaws ......... . 
President. · 
Fifteen installments, of $12,000 each, for the 
purpose of supplying them with gilling-
twine, cotton maitre, Iinsey, blankets, &c. 
Fifteen installments, for pay of one black-
smith, physician, &c., miller, farmer,$3,900; 
iron and. steel, and other articles, $1,500; 
carpentering, &c., &1,000. 
Fifteen installments, to defray the expenses 
of a boaril of visitors, not more than three 
persons, to attend annuity payments. 
Permanent annuities ....................... . 
Do ............. I Provisions for smiths, &c .................. . 
.April12, 1864. 
Estimated, Red Lake band, $8,000; I Vol. 13, pp. 689, , ............. . 
and Pembina band, $4,000; six 690. 
installments to be appropriated. 
Six installments, at $6,400, yet clue.. Vol. 13, p. 690 .... , .....•........ 
Six installments to be appropriated, I Vol. 13, p. 668 .... , ...•.......... 
at $390 each. 
2d article treaty Nov. 16, 1805, 
$3,000; 13th article t!eaty Oct. 
18, 1820, $600; 2d article treaty 
.Jan. 20, 1825, $6,000. 
6th article, Oct. 18, 1820, and 9th 
article, .Jan. 20, 1825. 
Vol. 7, pp. 99 and 
614; vol. 11, pp. 
213 and 236. · 
Vvl. 7, p. 212 ..... 
Do ............. l Interest on $390,257.92; articles 10 and 131 Five per centum for educational I Vol. 11, pp. 613 
treaty .January 22, 1855. purposes. and 614. 
Confederated tribes I Five installments, for beneficial objects, at I Two installments of $4,000 each I Vol.l2, p. 964, § 2. 
and bands in Mid- the discretion of the President; treaty yet due. 
dle Oregon. .June 25, 1855. 
72, 000 00 
38, 400 00 
2, 340 00 
$9, 600 00 ' ............. -
920 00 
19, 512 89 $390,257 92 




























Do ............ ·1 Fifteen installments, for pay and subsistence 
of one farmer, blacksmith, wagon anti plow 
maker. 
Do ............. , Twenty installments, for pay and subsistence 
of one physician, sawyer, miller, superin-
tendent or farming, a.n<l school-teacher. 
Two installments of $3,500 each 1 Vol.l2, p. !J65 ................. .. 
yet due. 
Seven installments of $3,600 each 
yet due. 
7, 000 00 
39,200 00 
Do . ............ , Twenty instalim<>nts, for salary of beau-chief. 
~Creeks ... .......... Permanent annuities ....................... . 
Seyen installments of $300 t'ach .... 
4th article treaty .Aug-. 7, 17!:10, 
$1,500; 2d artide treaty of Jnno 
16, 180~, $3,000; 4th article treaty 
Jan. 24, 1826, $:!0,000. 
490,000 00 
Vol. 12, p. !:16.> ... :I .............. 1 3, 500 00 
1 
..... - .... .. 
Yol. 7, pp. 3!i and . . . .. .. . .... .. .............. 24,500 00 





Do ............ · \ Smith shops, &c ............ . 
Do............. \Vheelwright, permanent .................. . 
8th article treaty Jan. 24, 1826 ...... 
8th article treaty Jan. 24, 18~6; 5th 
article treaty Aug. 7, 1856. 
700. 
~ ~t ~: ~: ~~~ ;. ~oi: l: ~: ~: ~::: ~:::: 1:::::::::::::: 
11, p. 700. 




Do ............ . Allowance during the pleasure of the Presi-
dent. 
5th article trmty :Feb. 14, 1833; 
8th article treaty Jan. 24, 11!26. 
Vol. 7, pp. 287 
ancl419. 
4, 710 00 , .............. , ............ , ............. . 
Do. 
Crows ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Do ......•...... 
Do ............ . 
Delawares ........ . 
Interest on $200,000, held in trust; 6th arti-
cle treaty August 7, 1836. 
Interest on $675,168, held in trust; 3d arti-
cle treaty June 14, 1866. 
For snpplying male persons over fourteen 
years of age with a, snit of g;ootl, substantial 
;voolen clothing; females over twclYo years 
of age, a flannel skirt or goods to mal<e the 
same, a pair of wooden ho;;e, calico and do-
mestic; and boys aud gil'ls nuder the ages 
named, such flannel and cotton ;!OOds, &e. 
For the pnrchase of sneh articles from time 
to time as tho conditions and IJCcessitios 
of the Indians may indicate to be proper. 
Physician, carpenter, miller, engineer, far-
mer, antl blacksmith. 
Twenty installments, for pay of teacher, and 
for books, statiouery, &c. 
Blacksmith, iron and steel, and for seeds and 
agricultural implements. 
Purchase of such articles from time to time 
as the condition aud necessities uf the In-
dians may indicate to be proper. 
Four installments, to fumish Indians with 
J~nur anll meat. 
Lifo annuity to chief. ...................... . 
Do ............. I Interest on $46,080, at five per centum, being 
Fi\·e per ceutum for education .... Vol.ll, p. 700 .... ....... -· .... · · •· .. · ........ · · 
Five per centum to be expended I Vol. 14, p. 786 ... _,_ ............. , ............. . 
under the din•etiou of the Sec-
Vol.15, p. 652, § 9. 22,723 00 
retary of the Iuterior. 
Treaty May 7, 1868 
. ..... do ............ . . ......... do ....... .. 10, 000 00 
. ..... do ....... . Vol. 15, p. 652, § 10 6, 600 00 
3, 250 00 
Seventeen installments, at $3,000, I Vol. 15, p. 651, § 7. , ............. . 
to be proYided. 
Estimated ......................... Vol. 15, p. 651, § 8 
51, 000 00 
. ..... do. Vol. 15, p. 652, § 9. 20, 000 00 
10, 000 00 
33, 758 43 
Treaty May 7, 1868; one install- , Vol.15, p. 652, § ll j ............. -I 131, 400 00 , ........... . 
mcnt to be proyidell. 
Prh•ate act to supplementary Vol. 5, p.1040 .... 
treaty Sept. 24, 1829, to treaty 
100 00 ............... ............ . . 
Oct. 3, 1818. 
Senate resolution Jan.19, 1838 ..... ! ...... do ......... , .............. , ............. . 
the value of thirty-six sections of laud, set 
apart by the tl'eaty of 1829, for education . 
D'Wamish & other/ $150,000 to be expended under tho direction/ Seven installments yet to be pro- 1 Vol. 12, p. !:128, § 6., ............. . 
allied tribes in of the President. vided. 
































Names of tribes. 
D'Wamish & other 
allied tribes in 
vY ashington Ter-
ritory. 
Do ............ . 
Do. 
Flatheads and other 
confederated 
tribee. 
Do .. .•... ~··'··· 
Do . 
Do ............ . 
Do .......•..... 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Gros Ventres ..... . 
Statement showing the present l-iabilities of the United Stales to Indian tTibes, g-c.-Continued. 
Description of annuities, stipulations, &c. 
Twenty inAtallments for agricultural school 
and teachers. 
Twenty im;tallments for a smith and car-
pent,er shop and tools. 
Twenty installments fo1· blacksmith, car-
penter, farmer, and physician. 
Twenty installments for agricultural and 
industrial school, providing necessary fur-
niture, books, stationery, &c., and employ-
ment of suitable instructors. 
Five installments, 3(1 series, for beneficial 
objects, under the direction of the President. 
Twenty installments for two farmers, two 
millers, blacksmith, gunsmith, tinsmith, 
carpenter and joiner, and wagon and plow-
maker, $7,400; and keeping in repair black-
smith, carpenter's, and wagon and plow 
maker's shops, and furnishing tools, $500. 
Twenty installments for keeping in repair 
flour and saw mills, and supplying neces-
sary fixtures. 
Twenty installments for pay of ph_vsician, 
$l,400; keeping in repair hospital and for 
medicines, $300. 
Repairing buildings required for various em-
ployes, &c., for twenty years. 
$500 per annum, for twenty years, for each 
of the head chiefs. 
N umbez: of installments yet unap-~ R c fer e 1.1 c e to 
propnated; explanations, &c. laws: Statutes 
at Large. 
Treaty .Tan. 22, 1855; seven, at I Vol.12,p.929, § 14 
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~:;::C/Jc.3 !j ~co;::: 
Seven installments, at $500 each, 
yet due. 
Se"en installments, at $4,600 each, 
yet due. 
...... do_·------·'··--·---------
··----do ..... ··-· ' ·····----·----
.Tuly 16, 1855, agricultural and in-
dustrial school, $300; pay of in-
structor>', $1.800; seven ·install-
ments of $2,100 yet to be appro-
priated. 
One installment yet due .•...... _ . 
Seven installments, of $7,900 each, 
to be provided. 
VoL 12, p. 977, § 5 
Vol. 12, p. 976, § 4 
Vol.12, p. 976, § 5 
. ~ ........... - .. -.- .. . 
Seven installments, of $500 each, ! ...... do _________ , ______ ........ 
to be pr-ovitled. 
Seven installments, of $1,700 each, 1-___ ._do .. _. _. __ _ 
to be provided. 
to be urovitled. 
Seven installments, of $1,500 each, ...... do .. _ ... _ .. _ .... .. __ _ .. : .. 
-~8~·§ ~ 
~-8 C.)§~ 
P< o-v;:"' Q.) • 
~~S~?d~ 
Q.)2 >=I~ >=Is ... o:::~s ~>->.,._, 
~~-~~~ ~ 
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~~ ~ _;(013 
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3, 500 00 
32,200 00 
14, 700 00 
4, 000 00 
55,300 00 
3, 500 00 
11, 900 00 
2, 100 00 
10, 500 00 
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Amount to be expended in such goods, pro-
Seven installments, of $300 each, I VoL 12, p. 977, § 5
1
._ .......... .. 
to be provided. 




























Do . ........... . 
Do . ........... . 
Do. 
Do. 
11frnomonrrs . ..... . 
l\linmies of Kansas 
Do ............ . 
Do .........•... 
:Miamies of Indiana. 






NavaJOes ......... . 
YiRions, &c., as the President may from 1 
time to time determine as IJ Cces~m·y. 
Iutere~t on $57,500, being tile balance on May7,1834 ........................ Vol.10,p.l07l ,§ 9 ..............•.............. 
$157,:l00. 
Interest on $200,<'00, at 5 per centum ........ .January, 1846 ..•...•.........•.... Vol. 9, p. 842, § 2 .............. 
1 
............ . 
g~~rl'~~i ~~)~~?~~~02~ ~~go~;;o c~~-t~~~-::::::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .:'.~1: ~g~P_- _1_0_7_9.' _§_~ ·~- ..... (;)· .... .. ............ . 
:Five iustallmeuts of $5,000, 2tl ser·it->s, to lle Three installments to be provided. Vol.16, p. 70!) ... . ............. . 
applied under the direction of the Pre1>illent. 
Tweut.y installments for repairiug sn.w all(} Fourteen installments to be appro- ...... do .........•.............. 
ilourmg mill, aud buildings for ulaclcsmith, pr·iated, at $1,000 eacll. 
carpenter, wagon and plow maker, rnanual-
lauor school, au<l hospital. 
Thirteen installments to be appro- \ ...... do ......... , ............ _. 
priated. 
For tools alHl materials for saw aiHl flonr 
mills, carpenter's, blacksmith'[<, wagou and 
plow mal.:er's shops, books and stationery 
for manual-labor school. 
Pay of superintemleut farming, farmer, ulaek- 1 Eigl1t im;tallnwnts to be appro- \ ...... do ........ . , ............. . 
smith, sawyt•r, carpenter, and wagon aJHl priated, at $G,OOO each. 
plow maker. 
Pa,Y of physician, miller, and two teachers, 
for. tweuty ye;u·s. . 
Tenmstallmeu ts, being 5th srnrs, for berwft. 
cial ohjt•cts, uwler the direction of the 
Thirteen installments to bo pro-, ...... do ........ ............... . 
vi!led, at ;;;>:l,liOO each. 
SeYPn installments to be appro- Vol.1~, p. !)·10 .................. . 
pl'iated, of $1,000 each. 
PreHidt·nt. 
Twl'uty iustalhuentR, for agriculturalmul in- 1 Se\"en iustallmrnts to be provided I Vol. 1~, p. !Jll .... , ............. . 
dnstrial school and teacuer, for smith and for, aG $7,600 each. 
carpenter shops and tools, an!l for black-
10,000 00 
15, 000 00 
14, 000 00 
48, 000 00 
4G, 800 00 
7, 000 00 
53,200 00 
$2,875 00 
10, 000 00 
5, 000 00 
$57,500 00 
200,000 00 
100, 000 00 
smith, carp<·nter, farmer, au!l ph_,·;;iciau. 
J<'iftcen iustallmcuts, to IJay $:H:.!,!i8() for CCS· Eight installmrnts of $16,170.06, Vol.10, p. 10G5 ... 
:)·et to be provide<l. 
12!1, 3GO 48 ............ .. ............. . 
sion of land. 
rennaneut provisions for smiths' shops, aud 
miller, &e. 
Tweu ty installments upon $200,000, 3d article 
treaty .June 5, 1854. 
Interest on $;i0,000. at 5 per centum ........ . 
Interest on $221,237.86, in trmst ............. . 
Permanent annuities ...................•.... 
Pay of teacher to manual-labor school, and 
snbsistence of pupils, &c. 
Say $!)40 for shop and $600 for Vol. 7, p. 191 ..... , .............. , ....... . ..... . 
miller. 
Se•en of twcntyinstallments on Vol.10,p.l0!)4 ................. . 
$150,000, to lle provilletl for. 





Treaty .June 5, 1834 . .... .. . . ...... VoL 10, p. 109!) . ............................. . 
4th article treaty 17!)5; 3<1 m·ticle Vol. 7, p. 51, § 4 ; ........................... . 
treaty 1803; 3d artido treaty vol. 7, p. 91, § 3 ; 
1809. vol. 7, p.ll5, § 3. 
Treaty Dec. 21,11355 ....•.......... Vol.12, p. !)82 .... j 3, 000 00 
52, 500 00 
Sept. 24, 1868 ...................... , ................. . 33, 000 00 To be exprndec1 in such goods, provisions, 
&c., as the President may from time to 
time tletermine, &c. 
Fo1· snch artie~es of clothing, or raw materials I Jfor clothing, or raw materials, 
in lien thereof, for seed;,, fanning·illlple- I :;;;t~,OOO ; and for scetls, ~c., 
mcnts, &c. $3J,000. 
Vol. 15, p. 669 .... 75,000 00 
• $5,000 to l.Je appropriated in eslimato for 187·1. 
1, 540 00 
2, 500 00 
11, OG:? R!J 
1, 100 00 





























Names of tribes. 
Navajoes ......... . 
Do ......... . 
Nez Perces ....... . 
Do . . . . .. .... 
Do . . . . .. .... 
Do .... -- -- .. 
Do .•.... --·· 
Do ......... . 
Statement showing the present ltabilities of ~he United' States to Indian tribes, <f'c.-Continued. 
--
Description of annuities, stipulations, &c. 
For the purchase of snch articles as from 
time to time the condition and necessities 
of the Indians may indicate to be proper. 
For pa,y of two teachers .................... . 
Five installments, 3d series, for beneficial ob-
jects, at the discretion of the President. 
Twenty installments, for two schools, &c., 
pay of superintendent of teaching ar;d two 
teachers, superintendent of farming and 
two farmers, two millers, two blacksmi tbs, 
tinner, gunsmith, carpenter, wagon and 
plow maker, keeping in repair grist and 
saw mill, for necessary tools, pay of physi-
cian, repairing hospital and furnishing 
medJcines, &c., repairing buildings for 
employes, and the shops for blachsmith, 
tinsmith, gunsmith, carpenter, wao·ou and 
plow maker, providing tools therel'or, and 
pay of head chief. 
Sixteen installments, for boarding and cloth-
ing children who attend school, providing 
school, &c., with necessary furniture, pur-
chase of wagons, teams, and tools, &c. 
Salary of two subordinate chiefs ........... . 
Fifteen installments, for repair of houses, 
mills, shops, &c., and providing furniture, 
tools, &c. 
Salary of two matrons, to take charge of the 
boarding schools, two assistant teachers, 
farmer, carpenter, and two millers. 
Number of installment~ yet unap- laws: Statutes 
I 
Referer:ce to 
propriated; explanatwns, &c. at Large. 
8th article, J nne 1, 1868 .......... -- I Vol. 15, p. 669 .. .. 
Two to be provided for, at $6,000.. Vol. 12, p. 959 .... . _ 
O<D+' 
+J:t:::! 
p., .. .0 -
~'§"Cias 
iJJ"g ~ g 
g·:~:g 








2, 000 00 6th article, June 1, 1868 .......... --~ - ..... do ........ . 
Seven to be provided for, at $17,200 ...... do ......... , .. _ .......... _ 
each. 
Nine to be pro-dded for, at $3,000 j Vol. 14, p. 649 .... , ............. . 
each. 
Treaty June 9,1863,- .............. -1 Vol.14, p. 650 ... . 
Nine to be appropnated, at $2,500 ...... do _ ....... . 
each. 
June 9, 1863 ...................... -I Vol. 14, p. 650, § 5. 
.. 
1, 000 00 
7, 600 00 
·~~~·~ ~ 
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120, 400 00 ' .... -- ---- --






























lnp, anu other 
tribes and bands 
of Iudians. 
Payment of$32,500 in graduated payments .. ! Treaty Dec. 26,1854, yet to be ap· 
propria teo. 
Vol. 10, p.l133 ... , ............. · 
Do ......... . 




Pay of instructor, smith, physician, carpen-
ter, &c., for twl:'nt.v years. 
Support of agricultural and industrial school, 
smith and carpenter shops, and providing 
necessary tool~ therefor. 
Purchase of clothing ...... 
Do .......... I To be expended by the Secretary of tl!e In-
terior for Indians roaming, ancl in the pur-
chase of such articles as may be deemed 
necessary. 
Do .......... I Four installments to furnish :flour and rueat. 
Do · ........ -~ Pay of teacher, carpenter, miller, farmer, 
blacksmith, engineer, and physician. 
Omahas............ Fifteen installments, 3d series, in money or 
otherwise. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . '.fen installments, to pay engineer, miller, 
farmer, and blacksmith, keeping in repair 
grist and saw mill, support of l>lacksmith-
shop, aud fumishiug tools. 
Two to be provided for, at $6,700 I Vol. 10, p. 1134 ... , ............ .. 
each. 
Two to be provided for, at $1,500 ...... do ........ . 
each. 
Estimated .......... .. Vol.15, p. 657 .... 
...... do. ... ....... do ........ . 
Vol. 15, p. 658 .... 7, 700 00 
Ten to be appropriated ........... ·I Vol.10, p.1044 ... , ............. . 
Estimated, cngineer,$1,200; miller, 
$~100; fanner, $900; blacksmith, 
$900; repairs of mill ancl support 
of smith shop, $600; three install-
ments, of $4,500, to be appropri-
ated. 
Vol. 10, p. 1044; 
vol. 14, p. 66t<. 
2, 250 00 
13, 400 00 
3, 000 00 
"' catioual purposes. 
Osao-es ............ , Interest ou $69, l20, at 5 per centum, for cdu- Jan. 19, 1838, resolution of the Sen-
ate to trcat,y Jan. 2, 1825. 
Vol. 7, p. 242 ..... , .............. , ..... ........ . $3, 456 00 
15, 000 00 Do .......... Intereston$300,000,at5pcrcentum,tobepaid 
scmi-anunally, in money or such articles as 
the Secretary of the ln tcrior may direct. 
Ottoes and Missou- Fifteen installments, 3d series, in money or 
rias. otherwise. 
Pawnees .......... Annuity goods, and such articles as may be 
nrcessary. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . Support of two manual-labor schools and pay 
of two teachers. 
Do . . . . . . . . . . For iron ami steel and other necessaries for 
shops, and pay of two blacksmiths, one of 
whom to be tin aml gunsmith, and compen-
sation of two strikers and apprentice~;. 
Do .......... !.Farming utensils and stock, pay of fhrmer, 
miller, and engineer, and compensation of 
apprentices to assist in working the nlill, 
and keeping in repair grist and saw mill. 
Poucas ............ , Ten installments, 2d serirs, to be paid to 
ihem or cxpcntlcd for their benefit. 
Do .......... Amount to be l:'xpcnded during the plt>asnre 
of the Presid('ut for ai!l iu agdcultlU'al 
auclmeclianical pursuits. 
Treaty Sept. ;..!9, 1865 .............. . Vol.14, p. 687, ~ 1.. ............ .. 
Ten to be appropriated ............ , Vol. 10, p. 1039 .. . 
Sept. 24, 1857 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vol. 11, p. 729, § 2. , ............. . 
...... do ........... .. 
Sept. 2·1, 1857; for iron and steel, 
$500; two blacksmiths, $1,200; 
and two strikers, $4::!0. 
Vol.ll, p. 730 .... 
Vol. 11, p. 730, § 4. 
Estimated ........................ I .••••. do 
March 12, ~~~~: ·0-~~ ·t·o· ~-e· ~~~~i-~~c~: I.~~~--~~~--~~~~-~~: 
11,200 00 
2, 180 00 
7, 500 00 
90, 000 00 
10, 000 00 ' ............ '. 






























Names of tribes. 
Statement t~hou•ing the 1wesrnt liabililil's of llw Unilerl Stale8 to Iudian tribes, g·c.-Continne<l. 
Description of annuities, stipulations, &c. Nnmbcr of installments yet un-appropriated; explanations, &c. 
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~..p~~~Poc 
0 d ,......l.J 0 
.B73d.e~:S 
~~.~J)~.s o 
tt~ ~ ~-~~ 
CJJC.:"'' ~.- 1l.l 
<1 
Pottawatomies ..... 1 Permanent annuity in money Vol. 7, p. 51 , § 4; 
vol.7, p.114, § 3; 
vol. 7, p.l1:'5, § 3; 
vol. 7, p.317; vol. 
7, p. 3;20; vol. 7, 
p. t/55. 
Do ...... ·-----
Do--······ ... . 




Qnapaws ...... - .. -
Qninaielts and Quil-
lehutes. 
Do ........... . 
Rogue Rh·er ..... .. 
River Crows ...... -
Vol. 7, p. 855 ..... For education Juring the pleasme of the 
Prrsident. 
Permanent provision for three smiths.---·--~---- .................. -.---·-------- ~ ---._ .do __ ...... . 
Pcrt~ancnt p~·ovi~ion for furni~hing salt .... _ .... -- ................ ----- ·- ·--- .. - -.. --.do . -- .. -- -- ~ - .. ---- .. -.. · T- .. ---- ---- .. 
~~i~1~~tc~~ !~~~;~ff~;~-~-t-~_J~~~ .0.~~~~~:::: :: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~t ~: E: ~gri,·§ 2-: --·- -· ... -· ... ------.----- .. 
For education, smitJ1, and farmrr, and smith-
shop, during the pleaHure of the President. 
$25,000, 5th series, to be expended for benefi-
cial objects. 
Twenty installments for an agricultural and 
industrial school, employment of suitable 
instructors, support of smith and carpen-
ter shop, and tools, pay of blacksmith, car-
penter, farmer, and physician. 
Fh-e installments, in blankets, clothing, 
farminp:-utemdls, und stock. 
Amonnt to be CX})endell in @nch goods, pro-
visiOIIS, &c., as the President may from 
time to time determiue, &c. 
Permanent annui,ies. _. _ ... ___ .. __ ...... ___ . 
Treaty May 13, 1833, $1,000 for 
education, and $1,660 for smitl!, 
farmer, &c. 
Two installments, of $1,000 each, 
to be 1n·ovi<le<l. 
Se\'ell installments of $7,600 each, 
to l>e provided. 
Two installments of $3,000 each, 
still due. 
July 15, 1858 
Vol. 7, p . 4~3, § 3 _ 
...... do ........ . 
Vol.lO,p.1019, § 4. 
Laws not pub-
lished. 
Treaty November 3, 1804 ......... ·I Vol. 7, p. 85, § 3 __ , ............. . 
$2, 000 00 
53,200 00 
Sacs and Foxes of 
the MississiliPi. 
Do ........... -j Interest on $200,000, at 5 per centnm ....... -j Treaty Octobrr ~1, 1837 - ...... _ .. -I Vol. 7, p. !'\41, § 2 l" ..... ______ , _ .. __ .. -.... -. 
















1, 068 49 
165 77 
12, 181 61 
•100 00 
1, 000 00 
10, 000 00 
40, 000 00 
~i!H~ 
~~~-=-5 .§ 
~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ 
.s ~ §~{§ 
~~rnr.n<ll:::. 
,.......... ~-~~ c:,) ~ 
~w~a@s 
....,-o ::1::: ~~ 
~<l/8::::11>~ 
~~ ~;;.. <1) 
~~ ~5':: ~ <1 w 0:"0 
$168, !)!)3 00 
21, 3()!) 80 
:l, 315 40 
243,632 11 































Do .......•.... I Five installmrnts, for snpport of physician, 
&c., and fumislling tobacco and salt. salt, 8330 ; ouo of $1,8J0 to be 
1, 850 00 
Sacs and Foxes of 
the Missomi. 
For physician, $1,:>0~; ~ob~cco and I Vol.15, p. 4!)7. __ ., ............. . 
]H'OYitlrd. 
Interest on $137,400, at 5 per centum ........ I Treaty Oct. 21, 1837 .. -.. ---- .. ---. Vol. 7, p. 543, § 2 _, __ .......••... 7, 870 00 
Do ............ 1 Interest on $tl,613.2::i, at 5 per ccutnm ...... . 
Semiuoles....... . . . Iuten·st on ~300,000, 8th article treaty Aug. 
I 
7, 1~56. 
Do ............ Interest on $70,000, at 5 percentum ......... . 
Senecas ........ :... l'enuanent anuuities .................... ___ . 
Trc at y :Mar~ h_ G, 186 I . - - - - - - - - ... - ·j Yo l. 12, p. 1170 _ -I· _ ........... ·1· ............ ·I 2, 636 4 9 
~23,000aumntles .................. Vol.ll,p.iOi-!,§8. ---------------------------- 25,000 00 
~~t ~~·sp.7tJi §~- ::::::::::::::1:::::::::::::: 3, 500 00 1, 000 00 
137, 400 00 
11, 615 25 
500,000 00 
70, 000 00 
20, 000 00 
. . ' . 179, § 4. 







Senecas of New Perruancntanmutws ........................ Act:Feb.19,1841 .................. Vol.4,p.442 ................... -------------- 6,000 00 120,000 00 
York. 
Do------ ...... Intereston$75,000,at5pcrcentnm .......... Act.June27,1846 .................. Vol.O,p.33 ...... -------------- .............. 3,750 00 75,000 00 
Do . . . . . . . . . . . . Interest on ~43,050, transferred from Ontario ...... do .......... --------------- .. --- . .. do _ ... ______ ............. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 152 50 4:3, 050 00 
Bauk to the United States Treasury. 
Senecas and Shaw- Permament annuities ....................... I Treaty Sept.17, 1818 - Vol. 7, p .119, § 4 . 1, 000 00 
uees. 




dotts and others. 
Do .......... .. 
Support of smith and smiths' shops ......... ,.July 20,1831 .... -------- .......... , Vol. I, p. 352 § 4 ., 1, 060 00 , ....•.........•...... ...... 
:Fi Ye iustnllments, for ulacl;.smith and assist- .July 20, 18::!1 ; Feb. 23, 1867 . --.---- Vol. 7, p. 352: § 4; .... ____ ...... 
nnt, sllop and tools, iron and steel for shop, vol. 15,p.515 § s. 
for Shawnees. ' 
sary irou, steel, and tools, ior Peorias, Kas- to be provided. 
Vol. 15, p.5:!0, § 27,.---- ·--- · ·--- 2, 246 58 Six installments, for blncksmith aJH1ncces-~ Twoinstallmcnts,of $1,123.29 each, 
km;kias, &c. 
Shawnees .......... I Permaueut annuities, for education.......... Aug. 3, 1795; Uay 10, 1854.---- ... . Vol. 7, p. 51, ~ 4, , ______________ , ______ ........ 
and p.100. 











Do .. .. .. .. ... . 
Do ........... . 
Do .... -- · · · -- -
Do .... -- .. · · --
Do ...... ------





Twenty iu~talimcntH, of :;5,000 each, unrler EleYen installments to l>c appro- ....... __ ... _.: ... . _ ... ___ . _ _ _ _ _ 55, 000 00 
direction of the President. priatetl. 
Twe11ty intltallments of $10,000 each, under ...... do ..........•. -
direction of the !'resident. 
Tweuty installments of $5,000 each, under ...... do . Vol.l3, p. ii63 ......... ---- ····--
direcj;ion of tlte President. 
Twenty iustallmen ts of 81,000 each, under ...... do ................. ---- .. ----I Vol. 13, p. 68'2 .. .. 
direction of the President. 
For Shoshones: 
Three installments, to purchase seeds and 
implt>ments. 
Purchase of clothing for men, women, and 
children. 
For the purchase of such articles as mny ])e 
considered proper by the Secretary of the 
Iu tPrior, &c. 
Pay of physician, carpentf'r, teacher, engi-
neer, farmer, and blacksmith. 
Three installment~, for presents . ........... . 
Blacksmiti.Js, and for iron and steel, &c ..... . 
Treaty .July 3, 1868. One install-~ Vol. 15, p. 675, § 8 
mcnt to be provided for. 
-~~t-i~::t~~-: ~~ ~: ~: ~~ ~ ~~ :~ ~ ~: ~~~ :~:: .~~1_._1:~ ~--~~~~-~ ~-
...... do. Vol. 15, p.676, § 10 
13, 874 00 
30,000 00 
6, 800 00 
One installment yet due .... ------ ·I Vol. 15, p.G7fJ., § 12
1 
....... ----- .. 
Estimated ...................... -- Vol. 15, p.6i5 .. .. 2, 000 00 
110, 000 00 
55, 000 00 
11,000 00 
2, 500 00 
500 00 ' -- -- -- -- -- --
20, 000 00 
()0, 000 00 


























Names of tribes. 
Shoslwnes and Ban-
nocks. 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Six Nations of New 
York. 
Sisseton and Wah-
peton of Lake 
Traverse and 
Devil's Lake. 
Sioux of difierent 
tl'ibes. 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Do. 
Do. 
Do ............ . 
S'Klallams ........ . 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
Statement showing the ]JJ'esent liabilities of the Dnited States to Indian tril:es, <f·c.-Continued. 
Description of annuities, stipulations, &c. 
For Bannocks: 
Numbe~ of installments yet unap-1 Reference to 
propnated; explanations, &c. laws : Statutes 
at Larg·e. 
Purchase of clothing for men, women, and I Estimated .... -.... ------- ........ , Vol. 15, p. 675, § 9 _ 
children. · 
Purchase of such articles as. may be consid- ...... do - .. - ..... --- .... ----- .. --- ....... do ........ -
ered necessary by the Secretary of the In-
terior·, for persons roaming·, &c. 
For seeds and agricultural implements ............ do ......... --------- .. - ...... Vol.15, p. 675, § 8. 
Pay of physic:ian, carpenter, miller, teacher, ...... do ..... -- -----.-------- .. ---- ...... do ........ . 
engineer, farmer, and blacksmith. 
Permanent annuities in clothing, &c........ Treaty November 11, 1794 ......... Vol. 7, p. 46, § 6 .. . 
Amount to be expended in such goods, pro- February 19,1867 ................. Vol.15, p. 509 ... . 
visions, and other articles as the President 
may from time to time determine, &c. 




~'g ~ ~ 
Cl.).l""'' 0·1""'1 
<:) --"' 
~ ~ctl § 
"".s ~:: :=il 
~~ 0•1""'1 








16, 000 00 
-~ 'g'S-s .s 
~-8] § ~ 
,_, 0"'~ ~ l11 
~~ §'t:l ~ 
~$>1:§~~ 
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~-~-§ ~3 ~ 
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~_g ca o~~ 
ca..., oJJ-+f' 0 -"' 
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~~; § ~~ 
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Purchase of clothing for men, women, and 
children. 
Blacksmith, and for iron and steel, &c ...... . 
For snch articles as may be considere.d proper 
by the Secretary of the Interior, for per-
Twellty-seven to be app.ropriated, ~- ..... do .-- .... _---~-- ........... -~$4, 303, 800 00 , ............ , ............ .. at $159,400 each. 





Twenty-seven to be prov1ded, at Vol.l5, p. 638, § 10 .............. 6, 372, 000 00 .. __ ....... _ . _ ........... . 
$236,090 each. 
sons roaming, &c. 
For beef, flour, sugar, bacon, &c., in propor-
tionate quantities. 
Physician, fi\"e teachers, cm1)entcr, miller, 
engineer, farmer, and blacksmith. 
Five iustalbr.cuts on $60,000, fifth series . .... 
Twmot.y installments for agricultural and in-
dustrial school, pay ofteachrr, blacksmith, 
Qne to be provided, at $1,314,000 .. -I- ..... do ......... I 1, 314, 000 co 
Estimo.ted .......... -------- ...... 
1 
Vol. 15, p. 638, § 13, 10, 400 00 
Two to be provided, at$_2,4CO eacb. Vol. 12, p. 934, § 5 __ ... __ .... __ _ 
Seven to be provided, at $7,100 eacl1. Vol. l:J, pp. 934, .. _. __ ... __ . _. 
935, § 11. 
carpenter, farmer, and physician. 



























Tabequachc band of/ Ten installments of $20,000 each 
Utahs. 
Do............. Purcl1asc of iron, steel, aml tools for black-




Graud Hiver, and 
Uwtah ban<l of 
Utes. 
Do ............ . 
Do. 






For n-on and steel, and necessary tools for 
blacksmith-shop. · 
Two carpenters, two millers, two farmers, 
one blacksmith, and two teacbers. 
ThirtyilJstallmeuts of$30,000,to IJe expended 
under the direction of tl1e Secretary of the 
Interior, for clothing:, blankets, &c. 
Annual amount to be expended under the di-
n•ction of tbc Secretary of the Interior, in 
supplying: sai<l Indians with beef, mutton, 
wheat, flour, beans, &c. 
Fiw• installments, 4th series, of annuities for 
beneficial purposes. 
Goods, $10,000; ~rovisions, $10,000, I Vol.l3, p. 675, § 8 , ............. . 
ouo to be provulcd. 
It-on and steel, i;:i220; blacksmith Vol.13 p. 675 § 10 
and assistant, $1,100. ' ' 
1, 320 00 
Estimated ........... . Vol.l5, p. 621, § 11 220 00 
...... do ......... · · · · · · ·-- · · · · ·- ·- ., Vol. 15, p. 62'2, § 15 
Twenty-six installments to be pro- .. _ ... do ........ _ 
vidcd, at $30,000 each. 
...... do ........ . 
Two installments to be provided 1 Vol.10, p.l126, § 3 
for, of $1,000 each. 
Do ............ . 
Umpquas, (0 o '" 
Creek \Jand.) 
Walla-Walla, Cay-
use and Umatilla 
tril.Jcs. 
Snpport of tcachcrR, &c., for twenty years .. -j Two installments, of $1,450 each .. 
Twenty installments of $530 each .. _ ....... _ One installment unappropriated .. . 
Do . ...•........ 
Do ............ . 
Do ............ . 
'\VinncbagoP.s ..... . 
Do. 
Do ............ . 
Wal-pah-pe tribe of 
Snal<e Indians. 
Yankton tril.Je of 
l:iioux. 
Five installments, 3<1 series, to be expended 
under the direction of the-President. 
Twenty installments, pay of two miller!', 
1flrmcr, superintendent of farming opera-
tiOJ?S,two school-teachers, pbysician,black-
snnth, wagon and plow maker, and carpen-
ter aud joiner. 
Twenty installments for mill-fixtures, tools, 
medicines, books, stationer.v, fnn1itnrc,&c. 
Twenty installments of $1,500 each, for pay 
of hrad chirfR, three in number, at $500 
per annum each. 
Interr;;t on $c86,909.17, a,t five per cent. per 
:Hllll111l. 
'l'hil'!y itJstal1mcntR of intcrcRL on ~:75,387.28, 
at D\'e vor cPnt. ]WI' anuum. 
IntPrrst on $7~,340.41, at tlvr prr cent. prr 
annum, to be expended under the direction 
of the Secretary of the Interior. 
T<'ll iustallments, 2<1 series, under the direc-
tion of the rn•sident. 
Ten in~:;tallments of $40,000 eacl1, 2d serirs, 
to br paid to them, or expended for their 
bcnctit. 
Two installments to be provided, [Vol. 12, p. 946, § 2. , ...•.......... 
at :;;4,000 each. 
Seve~ installments to be provided, 1 Vol. 12, p. 947, § 4. 1 ............. _ 
at ::;;11,200 each. 
Seven installments to be provided, 1 •..... do ........ . 
at $3,000 each. 
Seven installments to be appropri-
ated, at $1,500 each. 
Nov. 1, 1837; Senate amendment 
.July 11, 18G2. 
Fom instalhucrrts to be provided, 
at :l):3,71l9.3ti each. 
Nine installments to be appropri-
ated, at $1,200 each. 
Six installments to be appropri-
ated, at $40,000 eacb. 
20, 000 00 I • • • • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 






























Statement showing the present liabilities of the United States to Indian t1'ibes, cfc.-Continued. 
Names of tribes. 
Yakamas ......... . 
Do ............ . 
Do .... ........ . 
Do ... ......... . 
Do . ....... .... . 
Do ...... ~ ------
Description of annuities, stipulations, &c. 
Five installments, 3d series, for beneficial 
objects, under the direction of the Presi-
dent. 
Twenty installments for two schools, one of 
which is to be an agricultural and indus-
. trial school, keeping the same in repair, 
and providing books, stationery, and furni-
ture. 
Twenty installments for superintendent of 
teaching, two tea3hers, superintendent of 
i~trming, two farmers, two millers, two 
blacksmiths, tinner, gunsmith, carpenter, 
and wagon and plow maker. 
Twenty installments for keeping in repair 
hospital, and furnishing medicines, &c., 
pay of physician, repairing grist and saw 
mill, and furuishing necessary tools. 
Twenty installments for keeping in repair 
buildings for emplo,p~s. 
Salar,y of head chief for twenty years ....... . 
Do ............. l Twenty installments for keeping in repair 
blacksmith's, gunsmith's, tinsmith's, car-
penter's, and wagon and plow maker's 
silops, and furuishing tools. 
Total. .............. . 
Number of installments yet nnap-
propriated; explanations, &c. 
Two installments to be provided, 












...,.2 1:! :'E 






Seven installments to be provided, I ...•.. do ........ ·I······ ....... . 
at $500 each. 
Seven installments to be provided, I Vol. 12, p. 953, § 5 , ............. . 
at $14,600 each. 
Seven installments to be provided, 1- ••••. do ...... __ . 
at $2,000 each. 
Seven installments to be provided, ~- ..... do ____ .... _1 • ____ • _ ..... __ 
nt $300 each. 
Seven installments to be provided, ...... do .. ______ . 1 • • _ ••••••• ___ • 
at $500 each. 
Seven installments due, at $500 ...... do ......... 1 ........ .... .. 
each. 
-~~~-s _s 
g..::: .... "" r 
~2.9@ ~ 








l:JJC<l'O h..S Q) 
<tj 
$12, 000 00 
3, 500 00 
























,Co.-(~;::::; :=i ~ 
~,.::;;::::::;-.,...; 0 ~ 
~!:!~if:!§ 
~§S:8~~~ 
.- ~a::~ 1"-1 ::..> 
-~ ~ rn2 8 § 
~d·M H ~ s 
~w~ 5 A~ 
.,d:J s ()) P< 
§~ :~~ ~ 
s~ ~~~.a 
<tj 
·· !·· ··········· 
··1····-------- .. 
14, 000 00 1 , • • • • • • • • • • • I • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
2, 100 00 
3, 500 00 
3, 500 00 




























Sfati8tics of Christianization, education, <J·c. 
Name of reservation. Names of Indians on r eservations. 
KORTIIEHN SUPERI~TENDEXCY.I 
Gt·eat Nemaha ............. .. Jowas, Sacs and Foxes of :Missouri. ... . 
ii~~~!tt. i • i-• i. i i •:; i _i i' I ~~~~!i;~:LL •--•  ~-- ·;-i • i ••• 
CENTRAL SUl'ERIXTENDENCY. 
Pottawatomie ............... . 
Shawnee ... . . 
Sao and :Fox ......... .. ..... . 
Kaw, or Kansas ............ . 
Quapaw 
Pott:"twatomks ......•..•.............. 
Shawurps ........ .. ............ . ..... . 
Sacs and Foxes of MiRs issippi, Ottawas. 
Kaw, or Kausas Imli~ws ......... .. .. . 















Number on res- g; ai ;o 1'-< 
el'\·ation. 1'-< Q) p ;:l ;:l s 0 -- ----- 0 s 00 <1> . <.0 c.;:,; 5....: ..<:l ~'< '-' ,..; R c li g i o u R bofl y a:o "' ~ -~ '"' 1'-< wllit'11 uomiuatecl ·§~ .8~ "' p '":;:: agent. ..<:l ~ 
'<¢~ "' +>a.:> p '+-< C.::::l 
0 
~ § 1'-< 1'-< a:>>-o:> o:> cv "' 1'-< p 'S c;: ~ s '":;:: s 1'-< 0 <1> 
~ ..c:: p p >-~ 0 ~ izi ~ 
--



















...... flo ........... 1 38 40 
460 ...... !lo ........... ------ ------ 30 
867 ...... do ........... ------ 17 100 
283 ..... . do . .......... 2 562 340 
183 ...... do ...•....... ....... ------ .. .... 
_ ... __ flo ___ .. ______ I 1 I]. 200 , 75 
26-! l ...... do ...................... _ ..... .. 
108 ...... do................. 9 23 
218 ...... do........... 1 25 65 
427 ...... do .. .. .. .. .. . 2 40 80 
orias, Piankeshaws, and Kaskaskias. 























Kiowa and Comanche ........ Kiowas, Comanches, and Apaches..... . . . .. . . . ~2, 910 ...... <lo . • • • . ... .. • 1 
Upper Arkansas............. .A rnpahoes and Cheyennes............. 3, 500 l, 000 11, 500 1, 000 ...... (lo .. .. .. .. .. . 1 .... . . 
1 
...... , ...... 
'Vichita ..................... w ·ichitas, Kl' kies, Ca(ldoes, Ionias, 1, 418 43!J 5161 443 ...... do........... ...... 15 12 
'Vacocs, Tonkaways, Delawares, &c. 





Cl'erk ........................ Crerks ................................ 15,000 ······J------~------ ..... . do........... 3 2,0:\0 
Choctaw..................... Choctaws and Chi eli: as_ aws............. 20, 000 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Presbyterian .. .. . 4 2, 500 
H('lllinolo .................... . , SPminoles ....... ...................... , j: 2,409 1,100/1,300 700 ...... do........... 1 90 
Kiekapoo . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . Kickapoos aml PottawatonHes . . . . . . . . 3!H 149 144 68 Frienus........... 1 165 
400 20 
50 




























*Not classified. tUnknown. j:Numbor on pay-roll. 
..., 
No. of No. of ~ pupils school8. 
0 on rolls. 
~ - - --Boanl-






c;: 'E ai 1'-< ,:, ai <1> c;: "" ~ p- 0 <d 0 ...:1 ~ A ~ iS 
------ - - -
40 .... 1 
25 .... 3 
35 3 
90 1 1 I 37 I 17 
255 .... 3 
50 . .... 1 
75 -.. .... . -....... 
1 .... ----
23 1 ---· 10 7 
60 1 .... :33 11 
120 1 1 47 45 
15 1 .... 20 15 
43 1 .... 22 n 
2~ 1 .... 12 16 
10 1 .. .. 20 7 
600 2 60 --- - 30 
46-l 1 :n 80 80 
(t) 2 45 60 50 
12 1 4 6 6 



























Statistics of Christianization, education, g·c.-Continued. 
Name of reservation. 
Number on res- / rh 
ai 
~ '0 Q) .... 0 
· er>ation. ... Q) '""" .0 >= ~ >= s 0 Q) 0 ~ rti s <P. p . 






.. f.< ~ f.< Q;) Q;) Q;) bJ; Q;) 











'""" ai Q ... (/) . 
<P oCI) 
'""" ~~ Q <II roc:! .s .,.ro 












~I ·I 00 I ai ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a 
lloopa Valley ................ l Smith River Indians, Loonsolton, and 
Miscott, &c. 
Ro.und Valley ................ Ulkies, Con-cons, \Vylackics, and Red-
woods. 
Tule River................... Tule Indians ......................... . 
m I lEO I ~'I >W Moth. Ept•oopru r···l 'I 'l····l 'I .. 640 700 360 ...... do . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 ...... 4 50 




S'Kokomish ...... ---- ....... . 
'l'ulalip ___ _ 
Quiuaielt 
OHEGON SUPEIUXTEXDENCY. 
\Vnrm Springs .....•......... 
Grande ltomlc .............. . 
Siletz--- ....•. . .... ---- ..... . 
Umatilla .................... . 
Klnmath .................... . 
.Alsea .......... ---- ......... . 
ATUZONA SUI'EJUXTF.:\llEliCY. 
Colorado Rh·er ... . . ......... . 
1' i!!Ht aull Marico11a ......... . 
l'apago ..................... -
1\loquis Pueblo .............. . 
Camp Verde ........... ------
Camp Grant-------------·--· 
Camp .Apache ............... . 
Mnkalls .............................. . 
Yakamns, Klilmtats. and others ...... . 
S'Kiallams, 'J.'owautlas, ~mel Elwal1s ... . 
Iudians uuder treaty of l'oint Eliot ... . 
Indians under treaty of Olympia ..... . 
~041110! 120 I 70 I Cllristian_ .---------~------~------~--;~-- ~ ------~------~------~1~---- ~ ~2~ 8 3, 000 900 1, 000 600 Metlt. E]1lSCOJ1aL. 1 400 3;:>0 . . . . . . 14 FO 2 . . . . ::JO 14 
875 70 80 50 CongregationaL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 . . . . . . 6 35 1 . . .. 17 8 
1,300 410 446 444 Catholic------ .......... 800 350 ------ 3 50 1 .... 22 25 
529 ::JO 44 40 Metb.Episcopal ........ 7 15------ 4 15 1 .... 8 5 
Wnscoes, Warm Springs, Teninos..... 626 251 275 100 l ••••.. do ---··------ ------ 77 200 ...... 1 8 200 
l\1olclsandothers ·------···--·-------· 779 269 245 284 Catholic ... ------ 1 650 2fi0 ------~ 1 75 
bhasta~<, Scotons, and others .... _...... 795 269 297 284 Meth. Episcopal . . 1 ____ .. 75 .... _ _ 12 75 
Walla-\Vallns, Cayuses, Umatillas ..... 1,::195 241 371 222 Catholic ...... ____ 1 200 250 ------ ................ 1 ...... .. 
Klamaths, Modocs, Snakes .................... 251 :l53 371 Meth. Episcopal .. -----------------· ............ ------/---- /----1----1----
Coos, Umpquns, .Alseas, Siouslaws .... 307 81 120 56
1 
................................ -----· ...... ------ ------ .... ___________ _ 
MollaYrs, Tmnas. 1111d others .. _. ...... 2, lPO 380 303 143 Ref. Dutch Church ......... __ . ____________ ... _____________ . _ .. 
1 
.. _ ... . . 
~ti~i~~~~;;Iiip~.-T~~,,/ }~f 
1


























Capote and Wemennche Utes......... 950 ... ···1···· ··1······1 Presbyterian .... ··I····· ·I· .... -1---· --1----- -I·-·· --1· ·····I· -I.· ·1· · ··•···· Navajoes .............................. 9,000 ........................ do ..... .................................................. ---
1\Iaquache Utes and Jicarilla Apaches . __ .......... . 
Mescaler-o Apaclws, Agua Nnevas, 1, 895 552 
Lepaus, and Southern A11nches. 
Gila Apaches, Mog·ollons, and .Mimbres. 3, 800 75 / 1~5 I 250 
Pueblos ........................... _... 7, 6t:IO 2, 5!.!9 2, 387 12, G!.l4 




Cnnmar-on ...... . 
Mescalero. 
Tulerosa .................... . 
Pueblo ....... . 
MONTANA SUPJUUNTENDENCY. 
i~ I ''" I :=:;~~.~-~~; : :r_:_r; :.1 ::.:r :: ::·:: : ·:: : : .~ I : 
475 I 950 I Catholic .......... I 1 11, 750 ...... 1 ....•. I G I ..•..• I 1 
~~~:~:.: .. ~;~~-:~::i::·--• 1 iil¥r~;~~;:;~i~:~D:~:a;,_·: ::::;;;_~I ::~ 1~·: ~~~:1: :~~~: l: ~~~~~:~i~:t::: ::::: :J::::: :I:::::: ::::::1:::::: 1: :::::1::::: :I::: : I:: ~ :I::: :I:::: 
Lemhi Valley ................ 
1 
Shoshones, Bannacks. and Sheepeatcrs. . . . . . . . . . .. -- .. - .. - ................................. ............................................. . 
25 
INDEPENDENT AGENCIES. 
New York ................... New York Indians.................... 5, 070 ...................................................................................... 1 •••• 
Michigan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ottawas, Chippewas, &c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H, 000 2, 000 2, 000 5, 000 Methodist.... . . . . 3 ..... ·1·..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 28 25 
La Pointe.................... Chippewas of Lake Superior ....... _.. 5, 125 .... - ........ -.... Am. Miss. Society. 1 14 GO . . . . . . 7 55 1 . . . . 13 10 
Gr-een Bay .................. - ~ Oneidas, 1\Ienomonces, &c.............. 1, 31.H 360 390 Gll Congregational . . . 2 455 550 . . . . . . 4 5!l . . . . 2 ....... . 
~~~~~~;~o;_:of"i~~~::::.:::: ~~~~~~aFo0:e!1~'f¥~~~s~~~~~-·_-_-_-_·:::: ····3i7· ··93· ··io2· ·-i32. :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: 
~~~~~~t;~~:~~~~~::~:::::::::::: ~~~~~~~-81~~;_-:::::::::::::::::::::::: 1,~;~ --~~~- --~~~- --~~~- -~~~\~p-i~:~~~-l~I:~~ :::::: 3~i I ~~g :::::: ···i4· ··2oo. :::: ~ :::.:::: 
Upper Missouri.............. Lower Brules, Lower Yanktonnais, 2, 900 1, 200 1, 200 5(l0 ...... do .............................................................. . 
(Sioux.) 
Fort Berthold ................ Gros-Ventres, Mandans, Arickarees,&c. 2, 200 850 1,100 300 A. B. C. F. M ........... · · -·-- · ···· ·· 1· ·-· ··1· --·- ·1· ·····1· · · ·1· ·· ·1· · · ·1·- -· 
Grand River ...........•..... Oncpapa, Yanktonnais, Cuthead, and ........ 2,500 2,500 2,000 Catholic.......... 1 ...•...........•.............................. 
Blackfeet, (Sioux.). · I 
~~~~r~~~d~~~~~~:~~:::::::::: ~~i;~J~:~~t~~e~:~~~~:~i~:~~:::::~ ::~.:~66: :::::: :::::: :::::: :~:;~t~:~i)~~-:~~~;~1~: :::::: ::::?:::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: ::::~:::l::: 
Sisseton...................... Sisseton :tnd \Vabpeton Sioux . . . . . . . . . 4, 000 341 391 664 A. B. C. F. M...... 1 326 300 . . . . . . G 75 . . . . 4 
Shoshone and Bannock....... Eastern Bannocks and Shoshones...... 1, 800 530 550 370 Prot. I<: pis. church. 1 8 10 . . . . . . 2 5 . . . . 1 
NezPerces .................. NezPerces,&c ........................ 3,000 432 590 280 Presbyterian...... 2 425 225 .................. 1 II 37 
Fort Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Boise, Bruneau, and Westem Sho- 1, 037 ....... -.... -..... Methodist.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
. shone_s, and Bann0cks. R • I 
i:~~t;~~l:~~- :~~~~~:: ::::::: ¥!~~[;~~~:sb~~.P~t;:cehe~sw~~i~~: · ... -~~~- :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: ::::~: :::~ :::::: :::::: :::::: ,:::: ::1::::J::::::1::::: l:: 1: :::1::: l ::: 
che, an!l Capote bands. 
Gran(l River & Uintah Utes, Yampahs . 800 226 267 327 
Pah-Ut<-s .............................. 6,000 1,:l0o 
P~-Utes in Southeast Nev~cla .... -.... · · · · · · · · · · · ·-- .
1
. · · · · ·1·--- · · 
Sisseton and Wahpeton Swnx . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 163 196 369 
Roving Utes in vicinity of Denver ....................... . 
Western, Northwestern, and Goship 17,000 95 100 
Shoshones. 
White River ................ . 
Walker River & PyramidLake 
Southeast Pi-Ute ............ . 
Devil's Lake ................ . 





















Baptist ...................... -I· ................. · ... -................. . 
------------·-··-··· ·----- .......... ------------------ ................ ---- ·--· ·--· 
Catholic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............. . 













































h '";:::: s 
0 I-> ;::; 
~ a <lj z 
-
NORTIIERN SUl'ElUNTENDENCY. 
Great Nemaha ... ____________ 28 I 34. :{5 2 
Omaha .. _ ... _ ... __ .. __ ___ .... 120 7!J 3 
Winuebago ------·----------- 80 60 80 ~ 
Pawuee ...... ---- .. ---- ...... 28 12 8!) 9 
Santee ....................... 14!J 93 108 7 
Otoo ·---····---·-·--··· ...... 49 35 45 2 
CENTHAL SUPEiliNTEXDENCY. 
Statistics of Cl!rislianization, education, '.f·c.- Continued. 
..::l ...; rJ)rJ) a '"' 0 >=l(/1 ;.q~ ~ -~ ~ ~ Q) 1:=.:3 .-,;::'0 ... 0 >=l 0 
!::1~ ..::l Hf/l (!) 
::lO.l 1:= ~ .. ;:100 ·~ (./1 
r1) 










'g~ ~ ~0.-o 0 :::1 0 p s ~~ § -<J -<J 0 o'O p rn 00 s 
~ ~ ~ 
0 0 u 0 ..q 
10 All··-·--· All ....... $::!, 800 00 ............ 
1 
.1. 800 00 
.10 . -. -.. . ~ ---- N('arl.r all. 3; 750 00 $800 00 3, 750 00 
10 Nea,rlyall. Nearly all. 2, 500 00 4, 000 00 2, 500 00 
10 -1, 00~ 100 11,240 00 ........ - .. . 11, 240 00 
8r All ....... All ....... ti, 8ti7 00 6, 044 00 . ----- .. ----
10 Nearly all. 30 2, 500 00 ............ 1 800 00 
Source from whrnre balance was de-
rived . 
Fril'nds of Phila<lelpltia ... _. _ ... _ ..... 
~~:~:~J!e~1a;c~:'~~~-~,~~~!~~ ~~~~~~~:: 
·----------------- --------------------·-
$6,!Jll}1aid by Congregational church; 
$6,000 paid by Boar<l of Missions 
Protestant Episcopal Church. 
$1,700 and $1,000 worth of clothing con-























Pottawatomie ..••••... _ .•.... 
1 
...... i ... -- - ~ -- _ .. - ~ -- .. , ...... 
Sba,wnee ..... ............... 9 6 12 1 
Sac and Fox . _ ........ _ .. __ . . .. - -. . ... -. 12 2 
Kaw, or Kansas ___ ................... --.. 35 2 
Quapaw ................... __ . 18 11 80 3 I 10 
1 200 I 1, 200 I" ---- --- .. -i .. -- ... -- . - - -- - - - ---- -- .. - .... --- -- ......... -~---- --
All .. ' ..... All ....... -········--··---·-·--~--~------·-----~-------·-------------------------------- 1 
120 80 1,420 00 ·----------- ............ ----·---- --- ............................ g 
All .. _.... 23 3, 163 8·1 ... _.. .. .. .. 3, 163 84 ........... _ .... _ ....... __ ...... __ ...... 10 
.All . . . . . . . All ... _... 1, 720 00 4, 000 00 ~early all . Friends of Philadelphia, aud associat- 8 
N~osho ...... ·--------··-----~------ ~ ------ ~ 30 
Kiowa, and Comanche ................. -.. 30 
Upper Arka,nsas ............. l------1----- -: 28 
·wichita ...•••. _ .....•••.•. _ .. 
1 
...... 
Cherokee .. __ ........ _ ...... . 1, 063 I 970 
Creek ..................... _.. 700 
I 




1: I. ·;;;· 
9 AU ...... . 







1 663 81 
o:oos 10 ~--·--;;;·oi· 
2, 000 00 ... - ... - .... 
23, 000 00 1, 000 00 
1, 200 oo 
1
. ____ ... ____ 
14, 258 00 4, 80!) 00 
r•l eommitl<'e of .l<'riemls fumishetl 
clothing, and money for incidental 
expenses. 
~: ~~~ ~~ 1· $2jo:i5 -~~1~t~ib1~t~~1 i;i -~;;ri~i6~: ·&~.: · 
at agency; $208.56 contril.mtctl by 
Soeiet\' of Friends. 
Nearly all. I Some of the funds wrro contdbnte<l 
' by Friends. 
1, 200 00 . . . . . . . . - ...... - .............. -. -- .. - .. 
--- . . -... 1Uis~ions paid by Baptist Cbureh .. -- .. 
·--- - ·.---- · $2,30!J paid by Preshyterian Boanl For-
eign Mis~:Sitms; $::!,500 }Jaiu by Bap-

































































Choctaw ......•...•.......... , 1,019 I 874 
S~minolc ... __ ................ 108 J 61 112 I 4 
KICkapoo .............. - -- - - . - --- - - . -.. . . 30 2 
10 I All.- ------1 All.----- .. ,.- -- ........ , .... -----·-., ..... . ---.-., ... -- ..•.. -- .... -- ....... -------------- ., .... -. 
8~ All. ....... All........ 2,475 00 5,755 00 ............ Prcsbytcrinu Boar•l .ForcignMissious.. 5 
10 All. ....... AlL....... 3,000 00 .. ....... ... 2,000 00 Donations from .Friends.............. 4 
CAT.IFORNIA SUPEIUNTENDENCY. 
Hoopa Valley ............... . 
Round Valley ............... . 









N eah Bay.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 
Yakama ................................ . 
S'Kokomish ........................... _ .. 
'l'ulalip ................................. . 










6 I All ....... . , 100 
1~ All ........ All.. .... --
6 All ........ All ....... . 
12 100 AIL. ..... . 
10 1, 500 1, 200 
12 200 150 
1l 1, 000 1, 900 
12 15 130 
'Varm Springs............... 57 15 34 2 12 AlJ .....•.. I AIL ...... . 
Grandeltonde --------- - ---·· 30 23 42 2 10 All. ...... . 
Siletz .............................. . ___ __ _______ ... ______ ........... _ 
Umatilla..................... 13 14 20 2 11 . ......... . 
lClatnath . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . . . . . . 40 





2, 879 16 
2, 950 00 
2, 500 00 
5, 000 00 







530 00 ,. - - - - - . - ... - . - . - - - . - - - - -
530 00 .Agent ancl family .................... . 
265 83 ...... ······ ....... ·······-- ·----- ······ 
2, 879 16 .................................................. 
2, 800 00 $150 contributed by employes ancl In-
diaus. 
2, 500 00 --------·---- · ·····----· ................. 
5, 000 00 Catholic MiHsion ...................... 
2, 500 00 . - - - - - . - - - .. - - . - . - - - . - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - .... 
C?lorado Rive~ ...... ......... 
1 
..... . 










itJ~~~~ i>t;~bi~:::::::: :::: :::l""";jj"l· ""i!)l" •• 2ii"l " "i -~·-·· g"IXJi:::::: :~ ~- ........... , v~v vv , •••.•••••••• , v~v vv , •••••••••••••••••••• •• •••• •• • • • • • • • • • •• . , .... 2· 
g~~:~ x~~~t:::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::: ---------~~- :::::::::::: :::::::::~:: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::.-.-.-.-.-.-:::::::::::::::: 2 
Camp .Apache. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. __ . . .. _ . . . __ .. _ .. _ . . __ .. _ .. _ ............ _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................................ . 
NEW MEXICO SUPElUNTEND· 
EXCY. 
grf;; ~~ ~::: ~ ~~ ~ ~:::: ~:: 1 ~: ~: 1:::::: I:::::: I :: I:::::: I Aii:::::::: ......................... . 
Tnlarosa .................... . 
Puel>lo ...... . 98 74 86 5 12 I .All.. ..••.. I All .....•.. 3, 800 00 ' . - - . - - - - - - - -
Presbyterian Board Foreign Missions . 





























































Statistics ef Chri~tianization, education, <;!\~.-Continued. 
No. ofpu- I ~ ~ 
0000 
~ <:.) 0 ;:<rn 6 ell<l) 






0 ,:;_rn oo 0 0000 
<l5 ~ 
onrn ,<:I ~ 'a:>>:< 




C) 8 ~ 
<l)<llrD ..., O•.-< 
,<:I rn ~E~ 
,........, 
ell ..., 00 ..0.._; S·C 
N arne of reservation. 
'0 <:.) ~~~ 00 Source from whence balance was de-R ~ 
R P'-' ::1 '0~ <l) '0 ·rj ~.s '0 -~ rived. 
<::>.a 
~ 
.a..-. 0:: 0 "[S 0 ...... +'0 ...... ~~~ ..0 ~~ ::10 0 o..o 0 g -~ 
<l) .... Siil .... ~P::;::: ..., en <l) <l) ...... ...... ::1 F-< rn 
• I • I ~ 'S ~~ 
..0 ..00.-o 0 
<l)OO 
0 ::;j -a~ 
~ ,.~ Q,) s s.a ::1 ti 
~ 
0 




~I~~ti~~~: :::::::::::::::::::I .. --~-~::::::~---~~-~-~~-~---~~-~-------- ~~~-~-~1~~:::::: :I_-!~·-~~~-~~-~--!~~~~~-~~-~--!~·-~~~-~~-~- ?_~t-~~~i~- ~~~-t~!~~-t!~~-s-. :::::_·_-_-_-_-_-::::I:::::: 
CIOW ---------- . ------------- 20 27 ------ 1 9 ,) ------------ ,50 0 ------------ 1,500 00 ---------------------------------------- 3 
l\1ilk River ............................. - .........................•......... ----- . -- .. --.-.-- ........ .................................................. : . ......... . 







Green .Bay.. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 126 I 90 92 500 00 Protestant and Methodist Episcopal 
churches and private individualH. 
t~i~~~~;:::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: .. __ ~- -~-1~::: ·.:::: -~l~~ : ·. ::::: ___ ~·- ~~~ -~~- ·----598.4-7 · :::::::::::: -~~~~~:~~~-~~~1-~_o_a~·~l-~-~r:~i-~~-~i_s_s~~~- :: 
3! 1· --- 9·1·.A1i::: ::: J X1i:::::: :l--i; ~oo-oo· 
•·1············1··-··-·· ..................... .. 
1, 412 00 
5 
Sac and Fox of Iowa .......................................................... -...... -·- ... -- ...... ............ ....................................... ............ . 
Ponca........................ 30 23 45 2 9 600 480 .. - ... ------ 3, 600 00 .. . .. .. . .. • . P. E. church and private contributions 2 
Yankton..................... 117 91 65 15 8 to 10 200 400 ....... ----. 13, 048 00 .. . . . . . . . . .. P. E. church contributed $10,000; Pres- 14 
byterian Board $3,048. 
Upper Missouri.......................................... 1,300 ............ ............ ............ ............ ...... . ........ ............ ............ 20 
]'ort Bertl1old................ ...... ...... ...... .... ...... ............ ............ ...... ...... ............ ............ .... .......... .......................... 8 
Grand River ..................................................................................................................................................... .. 
\Vhetstone ............................................................................................................ _ ........... _ ............................... . 
~~dyci~l~~~l~~~~~:::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::::: ----------3· :~:::~:::::: :~:::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::·.-.:::::::::::.:::: ----9-
~\~~:l;~~~~;;;~(in~~~-o'~l~:::::: ----3· ----4-----3- i ----~- -~~~-~::::: -~~~-~::::: ~~~ ~~ 2' 5~~ ~~ --·---rs4-4i. -~--~:-~--~--~-----·.-:::::::::::::::::::::: 1 ~ 
Nez Perces.. ................ 37 42 72 3 9 400 400 3, 300 00 774 45 3, 300 oo ....... ... .. .... .... . .. .... .. .. .. .. .. . .. 8 
Fort Hall .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. 31 10 .. .. .. 1 11 2 .. .. .. .. .. .. 1, 118 35 .. .. . .. .. . .. 1, 118 35 .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 2 
Uintah Valley ............................................................................................................................................. . 









































































INVESTIGATION OF INDIAN FRAUDS. 433 
YALUABLE STATISTICS OJ? THE NUMBER AND PROSPERITY OF INDIANS. 
Table shou·ing the nwnbm· of Indians on 1·eservations, their wealth in incliriclual property, the number of schools, ancl the scholars and teachers connected 
therewith, 9·c. 
Agencies anu tri~es. 
Kew J'ork agency. (a) 
.Allrg:my n•srrYation: 
~l'Jli ' CflH, incln<ling Corn-
plnnters' reservation. l'a. 
Ouomlagas ................ . 
Cattaraugus n•scJTation: 
Seneca:; ......... . ......... . 
Cayngas ................. .. 
Ono]l(l<1gns ............... . 
Onei1la rp;;rlTatiOJI: (b) 
Oneidas ................... . 
Onomlaga reservation: 
Onondagas ................ . 
Popula.tion. scholars. teachers. 
~ 
Schools. 
. . I .. 
~ 0. ~r-::: 
·~ ~ ~ ·;::·~ :~ ~ 
~~ 
·~ s 
Number of I Number of 
----------1 ' ' ' Under charge of 
what denomi-
nation. 
§ 2·8 §;g ~ 










































S<'YCll school~ on Al-
Jpgan_y reSPl'Vatiun 
antl o11c ou Coni-
plaut<·rtl' rcsen·a-
tiou. 
l, 470 ' } 






12, 3-11 I 2 I Onei<la rcscrnttion .. 











~ ~~ -- - 1-~ ;::, 
H3 I 120 2 
2:30 I 223 2 
L4 23 
71 55 ....... 
0~ t:.O 0-+-J d 
8 p~ s ~ p 




the State of 
1' <' Imsyl \'ania, 
n1Jotl!ersbvtho 
State of New 
York, except 








21 .................. ........ . 
2 One on .Allrga11_y ....... . 
rPSPl'VC snpport-
1 
c<l by t-itatn of 
1'\ew York, un-






Names of miRsionaries 
UIHl the denomina-
tions to which they 
belong. 
Hev. \Vm. Hall, Ilrv. 
Asher \\'rig·ht, au<l 
llcv. G-<>orgc Ford, 
l'n·sllyterians; HoY. 
D . .Dm·k, Methodist; 
He\·. '1'. D. Horton, 
Bapti;;t, labor on tho 
'""\llt•gany lllHl C~tta­
raugutl re~:;ervatwns . 




l-\t' Y. I. Ilowd, 1\f\'tho 































Hl'll(' C:IH ------ ---------- ••• 'I :l!H 
3~-~~~:~::~~~~: ::::::::::::::: ~ 
OueitlaH .......... -- ....... - 8 
Tu;;earora resen·atiou: 
~~~~~~~;~~:::-:: ~:::::: ~ ~::::: 1-- ~;~-
5aint lleg:is rPsenation: 









6:l:.! 1 1 
4 l 45, 503 
i~ J 
4-!81} 1 li5, 750 
30 
683 I 46,038 





:l Saint R<'rris reserva-
tion. 
T t . 1 ''1 ·'«>-) I') ~7"' ~ o-o 1 'l7 • .,,.) 1 "f' 0 ,l " .. --- •..... -.-- .. .. ~. '·_:__ -,;) 0 .I J, -- I - .... ::__, ~~I 
Green Bay agency. (a) 
1\lenomonees ................... I 660 I 702 I 1, 362 I 95, 000 I :l , Keshena ...... . 
Stockl>ridges and Mnusces ... _. 110 140 250 18,250 Red Springs ..... _ . . 
















n ,. 1------------·----· 1··· --·· 
2 1------ .......... ------ ,.-- ·- --· 1 • ---- .... . 
2 ... .......... ---------- -- t - .... --- •.• -- ....... . 




2 ........................ ------ ·- ------···--· .... ' 
TotaL ................... ~40ql,4fi7_ 1 2,8i~ - ~ 28~,250-1 51-----------·--· : ------ 1 18~~1371 5 1_ 31----··----·----··· 1 ----~-J-----·--
R<w. ,John Jamison, 
l\[Pthodht; ::tTHI ReY. 
John G-rittiu, Jktptn;t. 
Rev. Asber Wright 
aucl Hcv. Goo. l•'onl 
preach occasionally. 
RoY. Thomas La, l!'atte, 
]THlian mil'sionary of 
the '!\Iethodistch nrc h. 
Most of tlw Saint 
Rrgi~ Iudim1s arc 




ll<•v. K A. Goodnough, 
l~piReopal. 
Hev. Thomas Orbison, 
~Iethodist, an<l a 
Catholic priest occa-
sioually. 
Michigan agency. (a) I 
OtLtwaHam1Chippewas ..... · ... 2,tl47 ::1,192 6,039 50U,373 1' Eap:1eTown ........ , 14 15 , ...... 1 1 Catholic................ 50 Rev.~I.Hcrstrct. 
1 1 CtOssVillage ....... 61 li2 2 ....................................... 1 Rcv.J.W.I\'ie1mmp. 
Total ------------------ ~ 8-~ :~=_ 6,~13~ _ 50!1,373 2 ~ ---------------------- i 75 7~~ 2 1 _ ~ .................. ---- :.__-~-50 
ChippewasofLakcSuperior ... 5G! !i31 1,1!!5 1, ;wo 1 L'Ansc,castsit1e .... 18 11 1 ...... Mctho~1iHt ..... ---------------- j RI'\". C'.W,-Austin. 
1 Barroga. __ ........ __ 9 1tl 1 .... __ Cathohc . _ ............ __ ..... __ . . nc,·. IV. 'Icrhoot. 
'l'otal. __ ............ __ .. ·I 561 631_1=::!,;, 193 -1, :oo I 2 : __ .................. -- 1 ~ I 2~- . 2 ·' :___--__-_.:...:_ .. ---- ------- ·---- ---- _:_:_ -J---- ---·1 
(a) Ind€'pcnt1Pnt. (b) The ::\fcthotliAt miAsionary on the Oneit1a reservation snpportrt1 hy Frirnflf:; in Philar1elphia. 
N'OTE.-Thr Inr1inn~ of ihP New Yol'l;: agrnc~· are geucrally llreakiug away from their pagan eu~:>toms am1 atlolJtillg Cln·i»tlauity. Telllpenwee soeietie::; are org:11lizcu alllung 































Table sh01dng tlte nurnber of Indians on 1'esen•ations, g'e,-Continued. 






















Michigan agency. (a)-Cont'd. 
Number of I Number of 
scholars. teachers. 
<li I ~ I <li I ~ c;; ~ c;; ~
~ ~ ~ ~ 
--






















Chippewas, Ottawas, and Potta-
watomies. 
120 I 133 I (b)253 I. __ . __ .... I .... I No school. .... ----._ ,.----. , .... -. , .----. , .. . --. , ...... ---------- .. , . .. __ . __ , ___ ._ . . . 
Pottawatomics of lluron ...... . 23 27 50 1--------- .I.-- -1------- .. ---- ·--- .... --.-1----- · 1··-- -- 1· ---- - 1··-- .. · 1·-.- ----- ...... -----. 
Total ..... . 143 I HiD 303 , ____ ----- _,_-- _, _____ _ 
Names of missio11aries, 
and the de!lomina-
tiolls to which they 
belong. 
Chippewas of Saginaw, Swan 
Creek, and Black Hiver. 
785 I 845 I 1, 630 I $40, ooo Nebesinv.----------~22 
Shav-sb!1w-na-lee(c). 11 
Cl.tcssemng .. _ .... _. 12 





Methodist ...... I . •••••.. I .••..... I Rev . .J oltn Irons. 
Total ................. __ .I 785 I 845 I 1, 630 40, 000 I 4 I .•••••.••••••••••••••• 
La Pointe agency. (a) (b) 
Chippewas of Lake Superior 
aml Boise Fort band. 
5,125 , ____ ·--- -· 
Total .................... 1 .. - ... I . --- - . I 5, 125 
Chippewa agency. (a) 
Red Cliff ......... - .. 
P elican Lake, Minn. 
Grand Portage ..... . 
Odanah. 
4 , ______ -----· ·-----· --· 
1 ~ -_ .... do ........ ~ ~- ....... 
1
.-- ... -. 
1 .. .... do ......... -----· .. . --· · · .. 
1 1 ............ do .......... .. ..... ---·· --. 
57 58 3 , ______ ------ -----· •· ··- .... , .. -·. --. 
55 , ______ , ______ , ______ , ______ -----· ______ ,_ ----- __ , _ --·· ---







Mississippi bands ........ --- ... 
1
. -- ... 
1
. --- .. 
Pillager a11d Winnebagoshish R62 1, 226 
uands. 
2,139 
2, 088 3 47 
12 :: ! .... ~. 
Episcopalian. --1--------1--------1 Rev . .J . .J. Ennemgah-
bow, Episcopal. 
RedLakebands ................ 450 628 1, 078 
Pembina bands --·--·----------'··----•- .. ·--- 547 
Total .................... l1,3l2 11,854 I 5,852 
1 ' ------. 

































No Hchoul ....... - -- -1 ~_:_ -- --1····-·1::::_:···1·---- 1------ ·--- -· ······\:_-_·· -- -- ~ - -· -
A goncy .•• ·• · · · • · .. ·I 84 I 34 I 3 I 1 I Cong<egational .1 ........ I ...... . 
Sac and Foxes of Iowa ag'y. (a) 
Sac aml Foxes _ . _ .............. I l 53 I Hi4 15, 15!.1 ..... :H7 
Santee Sioux agency. 
Santee Sioux. 467 I 498 9G5 , ......... . 








2 1 Santecagcncy,Ncb.l130 , 
Total ................... 1 ..... .:_ 1 .:.~--- --------1-------·- -_ 3 .... .... .............. 214 1_ 109 1 ~~ 5 •.•.••. 
75 2 
Winneba?o agency. 
Willllebagoes ................ -- I 700 I 740 I 1, 440 50, ooo I 3 '\Vinuel:Jago reserve .I 1GO 90 2 I Friends ........ . , ........ ........ . 
Re>. Alfred L. Riggs, 
Congregmional; Mrs. 
Mary H. Riggs, l'rcs-




byterian, native; l-Ir. 
Eli Abr·aham, Pres-
uytel'ian, native; Mr. 
.Albert Frazier, Pres-
byterian, nati ,-e. 
(d) Rev. Samuel D. Hin-
man, Episco]Jal; Re\. 
Daniel \V. Hrmans, 
Episcopal; Rev. Paul 
Marzakute, Episco-
pal; Mr . .James Law-
rence, Mr. \Valt-er 
llall, 1\liss Emily I. 
\Vest, Miss :1\Iar_y .J. 
Leigl1, Mi><s .Anna 
Pritchard. Miss Anna 
Mitchell, Miss Louisa 
Campbell. 
Ontahaa,qency. -===.=---==== === . ==\·== 
Omaha ......................... 497 472 91l9 75,000 3 Omaharesen·ation .. 70 50 2 1 SocietyofFriends ........ ···----- ~ 1.Wm.~amilton,Pres-
= = ==·=== ==== === = bytcnan. 
Pawnee agency. I I 
Pawnees....................... 909 1, 538 2, 447 80,000 2 Pawnee agency..... 77 41 1 7 Friends ....................... .. 
Great ~Yemahaagency. = = = =1=== = === ==··== 
Iowas .......................... 114 111 225 3,000 1 GreatNomahaagency 33 30 ...... 2 Friencls ....................... .. 
Sacan;o~~:;~~-~~-~~~s-~~~'~::::: 1:~ 1:: -3:: ,--+:~~ :::: :::::::::::::_::::::::: ·--~~- ---~~- ~ :::::: ----~- :::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ~ :::::::: 
-=--====1·=== =~=== ==·== 
Otoe Cl fJCIIC!J. Orocsaml)l1~souriaus .. ...... _ 2!1:.1 371 _ -~......!_~,00~ I I Otoe agency, Ncb .. . ~--4~ 1 -..:...:..:...: __________:_Friends ......... .:._-~ --- 1 --------· ·- • I·------ --- ·-- •--· ---•--· ---·--
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'"'""' ·~ ~ 
•.-t ~ ..: 
.!:II='< Q) 
~ ....... p 
Number of I Number of 
<li ~ 
Location. '2 <li a) ~ 
~~ a3 
Under charge of 8 ~·g 8.S o I Nam"ofmiAAionadoo 
what denomi- P>"' r.·~ and the dcnomina~ 
nation. 
..p,.OW ....,.o'g tions to which they 
'" "' §2·~J) §~~ belong. · 
CE~TRAL SUPEJUNTE:'>DENCY. 
Iiickapoo agency. 
Kickapoos, common band ..... . 













d~ s o:>>=l 
~ ~ 
$i~: ~&i I:~~) I. ~i-~~~-i~~~-~ .1:~~~~~~: 
d s CJ s SP g <l.> Q) 6~rl 
;;;j ~ ~ ~ ~ <1 
21 30 , ____ -- ). I :Friends ......... , ........ , ....... . 
Total .................... ! 149 I 141 290 36, 525 
Pottawatornie agency. 
Pottawatomies ................. , ...... , ..... . 400 ,_ --- ..... . At agency .......... I 30 55 1 ,, ................. , .. - . .... , ....... . 
Kttn8a8 agency. 
KansasorKaws ............... 1 :100 I 293 593 12, coo Kansas agency ...... I 31 12 , ..... . Friends ......... , ........ , ....... . 
Ohe1·okee agency. (b) (c) 
Cherokees ..................... ~ 8,955 9,045 18,000 4,995,055 10 Tahlequahclistrict .. 171 170 5 5 Nodenomination ............... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 Illinois_.... . . . . . . . 115 114 3 4 .... __ .. _. _ .......... _____ . __ . ___ . 
........................ .. .... 5 Saline...... ........ . tl6 60 3 2 ................................. . 
:::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::::: ~ ~:?~I:~~~~-:-:-:-::::: ~~~ 1~~ : ~ :::::::::::::::::: : ::::::: :::::::: 
.. - . - - ---- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 Canadian . . . . . . . . . . . 104 81l 5 0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... _ ....... . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 Flint _...... . . . . . . . . 88 86 3 2 .. _ .. _ ... ___ ... _ .. __ . ___ .... _ .... . 
----- .. -.-- .. -...... . . . . . . . . . . 6 Coo-ee Scovee....... 118 103 4 2 __ . ___ . __ . _ ........ __________ .. _ .. 
Cho'O:::: : .. : ·::.: ~'~"": >45 :18.:0~ 4~L.055 ~,! ~~~~E.~:;I~1" ! ,.~! :o; ,: 2:~ / ::: > <0 : ::: 
Mahlon Stubbs,Racbael 
Stnbus, Uriah Spray, 
Mary Spray, William 
Hunt, Emily Ilunt, 
~'L H. Newliu, Lizzie 
Newlin, and Jenial 
Stanton, Friends. 
Rev. Frank Stowarcl, 
Rev. Geor.2;e Sumner, 
Rev. Adam Gary, 
Rev. U-sa- sa- dee, 
:Uaptists; Rev. Jolm 
Harrell, Rev. J. K.:U. 
McStmdflen, Rev. R 
B. Cumming, Hev. '1'. 
Ew.ing,Rev.-Millcr, 
Hev. Isaac Saumlers, 
Rev. E. Butler, Rev. 
Barke Flute, Rev. -
John, Methodists; 
Rev. Stephen Fore-
rr:an, Rev. '1'. Dobson, 
Presbyterians; Hev. 




























Choctaw ct: Chickasaw agency.(d) l I 
Choct:tws .................................. 16,00.) .......... 1 34 Neighborhood 469 230 20 14 .................................. . 
schools. 
:~::::~::k_~"'"'Y. (d).::::::: !!:: • :••••. ~::·::: . ~ ••••••••• · ~ ~ . ~~l:!f~!:!::)~d j~ ~ :: ...•.. 2;.;.; ~~~· ~'~~JJ":i•n:.: · ~··-! ••• •!;:: •:.-
Alll'tt Wrigltt, ,J. H. 
Colto11,\V .• J.B.Lloyd, 
anti Elijnh Bn•mer, 
Presbyterians; ;Tesso 
Walker allll R. M. 
DaYis, :Mcthotlist~; 
R ;r_ Hague an<l W. 
H. Murrow, Baptists. 
Total--------------------,;_:_:_:_~---_:_:_~ 13,0~~_:_:_---- 3:3_ --·-··-·····-·--··---- ------ ~-: _ _:__l·---- . ·-~.;=;r··-···········-- 1 --~:_:·l_:~·-·· 
Seminole agrncy. (£l) 
Seminoles ..... _ ........ _ ...... 1, 100 1, 298 2, 398 400, 000 1 Canadian RiYer. ... · 34 19 ...... , 1 PreslJyterian... . . . . . . . . . ..... ·1 Re.-. ;r. Ross Ramsry, 
:::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::::: ~ ~~~l~c{~~~;~~~~~~~~~: i~ ~~ :::::: ~ :::::::::::::::::: :::::::· :::::::: P1·esbytcl'ian. 
..... _ ...•......... - . . . . . . • . . . 1 Brunertown . . . . . . . . 29 9 l 1 ................................. . 
Q•mpa;::~aw a~'~"J ~):- 1,::~·::: •·:: -'~:::I 4 ----: ----: _: ---- ~~, ~ Gl _'I __ _' - -- :·· -: - - --~ -~ 
Ka!oikaskias, r('OJ'ias, Pianke- 77 83 HiO 54, 9381 1 Peoria l'CSCI'\'e . . . . . . 18 11 1 ...... l!'ricmls ......... -...... - . - ...... I Asa c. Tnttle,Fricncl, 
shaw;,, and \Y('as. is <'ngag<'<l as iJJdu>i-
Ottawas of DhmcharuFork, &c. 72 78 150 28, 530 1 Ottawa . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 22 . . . . . . 1 .... <lo ................. _____ ..... ( trial managl'r, anu 
E:t>ltet·n Shawnees.............. 38 5:J 90 17, ~tO ~ 1 is also ('ngage<l in 
\\ryan<lottes ....... _ .......... _ 110 112 222 30, 6921 t \Vyanuotto . . . . . . . . . 16 20 .............. _ .uo ................... _. __ .... J missionary labor. 
Senecas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100 114 214 40, 000 
Total. ................... 519 557 1,~76 189,17:31 3 ...................... 64 53 ------
1 
..... ------------------1--------· -----·--
(a) The school is a mission scl10ol under tho care of a superintendent, matron, and teacher. 
(b) Attached to the central superintendenc.v for treaty purposes only. 
(c) Tlw schools arc maintained by national school funds, except the school at tllC Mora-dan mission, which is maintaincu by tho Morayian Missionary Boarcl. All contribu-
tions by religions societies ot· in<liYidnals are for religions or missionary purposes. 
(d) Attacheu 'to the central superintPtHlcucy, for treaty pnrposcs only. 
(e) :n schools, 14 wltite teachers, and 15 l\Iuscog;ee teachers, 2 Cherokee teachers, ancl about GOO scholars. 
(j) Scholarship in this Rchool is limited to 80 scholars, 1 superintendent, and 3 teachers. 































Agencies and tribes. 
































Nnml)er of I Number of 






























g~~ s...- o: 
<Q 
Sacand:FoxesofMississippi ... 223 210 I 433 $32,56211 Sacand:Foxagency. 6 6 1 ------~Friends .... ----~----_---- ~ ---- .----
AbsentecShawllees(u) ........ 328 335 (i63 47,880 1 NorthForkShawnee 6 9 1 .......... do _________________________ __ 
Total ____________________ 551 _545 1,096 _ 80,442 1 2- ---~~~~~~:~~~-s~-·------ _ 1~ - 15 2 -----~ ........ , ......... -------- ----~~~ 
Names of missionaries, 
and the denomina-
tions to which they 
belong. 
Neosho agency. I 
Gl'eatanuLittleOsages ... . .... 2,108 1,848 ~ 425,~_1_ OsageMission,Kan. ~~--~::..::...:....:_Catholic ........ ~~~~~ John Sho~n;,~ker,,Paul 
Comau!~s~~-~-~e:~c-~.-~c~-------- ------ =-I-,:~-:.:1~ --·-------··----~~---- =~-~=~= ------------------~~~~ ~LK;c;tt~~~c, allll 
Kiowas .. __ ..................... __ .. _ .. .. .. 1, 200 200, 000 1 Kiowa and Comanche 33 12 1 _____ . Friends .... _ ... __ ..... __ ..... .. 
f'i~l~~~:~~s-::::: ::::::::::::::::1: :::::1:::::: 517 80 60, 000 5, 000 
agency. 
Total _-- ..... _ ... ____ .... I. ____ .I. ____ . I 3, 510 I 665, 000 I 1 , .. __ - .. 
. Upper Arkansas agency. 
Cheyennes------ -------------- 1 800 11,200 I 2,000 I 1~0,000 
A1·apalwes . __ .. __________ .. __ . 700 t-:00 1, 500 (i(), 000 
At agency ----- ·----
-- .. do ... --------- ·--
33 12 1 , ______ , __________________ , ________ , _______ _ 
-=-~1~1======1=---===::: 
4 
12 1~ l""i' ~ ~-~~i~~-c~~----_-_-_::::1::: :::::I::::::: :I J Jos. D. Hoag, Friend. 
Total ............ __ ...... 11, 500 12, 000 I 3, 500 I 180, 000 I 2 1-- ........... ---- .. ---I 16 1 19 1 1_ 1 2 , ..... -
Wichita agency. 
Wichita and other affiliated I 755 I 780 I 1, 535 I 270, 200 
bands. 
Indians tmde?" no agent. 
United bands of Swan Creek I ~ 
and Black Ri\'er Chippewas, 28 
Munseesor Christian Indiaus. 
28 56 5, 334 
:=:::::::::::::I ======J.::::==::::====I=======-==1 ==== 
On Wichita River, 
near ·wichita ag'cy. 
Mission ............ . 
24 2 I ...... I Friends ........ , ........ , . - .... - . 
= 1= 1=1= 
11 5 , ...... Moravian or Uni-1 ...... --1 $5 00 I Missionary, Leyi Rick-





























Sisseton and Wahpeton agency. (d) 










... . ... . 
:::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::::::: ~ t~~~l~I~~t~{~::::::·. ~~ 1g ~ :::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: 
··--·· ------ .................. 1 Goou '''ill............................ 1 ·---~---·········· ............... . 
Total .................... !_ (i83 81:3 1 1,496 1 .......... 1 ~.::_ · ----············· 
Devil's Lake agency. (d) 
Sisseton, ·wahpeton, and San- I 2.J.9 I 471 
tee Sioux. 
720 4, 900 
88 35 2 1 '· .. - .. ·-- ......... ' ....... · •· ...... . 
= 1= 1=1= 
To ueattbcagency(fll· -----1---- --1·-·---1---· .. I Catholic .......... -- .. - .. 
=·= = = ·= = = 1=:=1= 1=1 1==--=1== 
Grand River agency. (d) I 
~~~ftfh:~1~~~~~~~~~-~~::::::: :::::: :::::: i:g~~ :::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::: 
OncpapaSioux ............................. 
1
(g)1,700 .......•...... Noscboolsrcporteu. ------ ~ ------ ..................................... 
1 
....... . 
Sans~:t:li~~l~_::::::~~~~~::~~: :::::: :::::: ~ -+.~:~ :::::::::: :::: ::::::~~~::~::::~::::: :::::: ~ :::::: ::::~: :::::: :::::::··········· ~~~~~ 
Cheyenne River agency. (d) 
= 1= 1==1== 1= -:- =--=1= 1= 1= 
Two-kettle Sioux ............ } 
Jlfinncconj~ux Sionx ...... --. . ......... __ l(g)6,000 ,_ ............ .. . 
Sans Arc S10nx: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 
l3lackfeet Sioux ............. . 
--===1==1= 
Whetstone agency. (d) --_- I _ 
Upper Brule Sioux ............. 2, 3;>0 ~~~ ~,17);),~~ ~ - -····.:_···!· ---
Upper ]Iissouri agency. (d) I 
J.owerY::mkto;1aisSioux ..... } ............ 2,547 .......... 
1 
... . 
Lower Brule Swux. . . . . . . . . . . ____ ~-~---- _ 
No schools .......... , ...... , ...... , ...... , ..... . 
No schools ......... . , .•.... , ...... , ...... , .. _ ... , ... _ .....•........ , ...... _ . , .. _ .... . 
No schools reporteu. 
= ;=====r=====r= 
(a) A hoardiug-school house is much ne.cdetl. 
(b) A large IJCW lmildiug ncar is much uccdcu where they can board their own children. 
Rc~. S. Riggs, Presuy-
terifw; Rev. John .B. 
Iteinville, of tho A. 
B. of F. M., PreRbyto-
rhn. Four miuistPrs 
are engaged in active 
work, viz, Rev J. B. 





J. B. Gonuct.t. 
(c) li:n·c religious &crvicc in the school-bouse each SauLatb; also SaLIJatil-school, iu Loth of whi~b the children participate. 
(d) IndepPndcnt. 
(e) The first three schools arc under the auspices of the United States Government; tho others uuuor the patronage of the American Board of Foreign Missions. Good pro-
grcsH is made iu reading, wriLing, arithmetic. aud l!;eography. 
(/) This is a 11ew itgeue_y anu tile money appropriate<! Las not Leon more than enough for food and clothing. 
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Number of I NumlJer of 
scholars. toacllers. 
Q 
I ~ I ~ 11 "a <J.) t:';l ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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Gros V t>n trcs .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . 240 360 600 .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. ... , .. . . . . .. . ... _ .. _ .. __ . .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. _ .......... _ .. 
Ariolmrct's .................... 660 I 9~6 1,G·16~-- -······· .... Noseboolsroportod(b) ------ ~ ------ ~ ---··· ...... A.B.ofF.M .... .. ............. . 
Mautlans ...................... . 180 2i0 450 ..................................................... ______ ................................ .. 
Total. __ .. _ ... _ .......... ~ 080 1, 6~ 2, 696 i-- ------- ~ ~- - - --- · ·--- · ·--- · ·- · · ·-- · _······ I.·-··· ·I·----· : · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · : · · · · · · · ·..:._:_~ · · · · 
Yankton Sioux agency. (a) 






_____ . ___________ .
1 
.. _____ _ 
1 
_______ _ 
Clioutan,t Creek ...................... __ .... _____ ............. _____ . __ . __ . __ __ 
\Vliite Swan ................................................................ . 
Jumping Thunder ................................................ ..... ... .. 
Can_1p. 
Delonas Camp ..... - . -- - - . . ..... , ...... , ...... , .................. , .. ...... , ....... . 
Total . ................... , ...... , ..... _ 1, 947 ,_--. ·--- .. 
======1=====1=====1==== 
Names of missionarirs, 
and tho t1C'IIomiua-
tiolls to which they 
lJelong. 
Ponca agency. (o,) 
Ponca (c) ..................... . 368 367 735 10 200 I S' 1 I Ponca Village ... -.. , 3\ I 1 I 1 I·--. ( I Protestant ... -. -1-- .... --1--- .... -I ( Re;. Owen, Dorsry, 
































Kez Perce agency. (a.) I I I I I I 
Knmai triho ... -.- ... -.- ... - .. l { 1 Lapwai .... -........ 37 8 1 1 rrosoyterian ................... Rev. IT. 11. Rpal1ling. 
::::~\:~·:;:.~:·(:r· l , :: :: _ :;::: ~~ ~ :: ___ ::: ::~I~:: • ::::~""~' • • • •.::. • •• :: I ••• :; ••• ~ :_:: • • •. •. : •:. • ••••• : ~-:~~> ""Y- ll. '"- Cowky. 
MOYl'.\XA SUPEitiXTEXlJEXCY. 
Rlaclifeet agency. 
nE~~!f:~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::1::::::1:::::: ~: ~~~ t .... -- -. ' -- . 2, 750 ~ No schools ......... . 
1----- -,--
Total. ................... :----· ...... _ 7,500 ---------· j.:..:..:..:.j ------------------···· j ------ !~. ----·l·----[ ................. l ....... , ··.:.~---
Jllilk River agenClJ. 
As~inneuoines ........ __ .... _.. .. .. .. .. .. . . 4, 790 ) 
¥.~~~~e~~~;;cte~~l; i-t:~;;a:is' sio~;~:: :::::: :::::: ~: ~~~ ~ . --.- ... I.- .. I N 0 schools .. -- ... - .. ' .... -- I ...... I .... -. I. -- ... I.-----.--.----.--. ' .. - .... _, ....... . 
Other J.1vcr Crows .......... _.. . .. . . . . .. .. . 1,:2 0 j 
'.l'eton Sioux ............................... 6,000 
Itoarniug Iullians .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 4, OLIO 
Total. ................... ~~-----~------1 19,755 --------- 1 .:...::~ ...................... ------1----·.:_ ...... _ ..... ------------------ ............ .. 
C1·ow agency. I I I I 
MonntainCrows ............ . .. 1,250 1,450 2,700 150,00\J 1 Crowageucy ........ 20 I 27 1 ..................................... .. 
m vor ~~::~~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~:: ~ ~:: ~:::: ~ ~: ~--~~~· I ~.-~~~ .1 ~: ::: -· ~~~ ::: f. ~. :::::: : :::: : :::: :: : : : . : :::: :I :::~~I ::::~ :::: : : :::::: :::::: :::::: : : : : : : : : : : . :: : : _ 
Flatheaclagency. ·--~-~----~- --~--~-- . ----~ . 
Flatheads...................... 200 2GO 460 .. .. .. .. .. 1 At ngency.......... G 23 1 1 Roman Catholic ... _ ............. Rev. T. Gwnla. (e) RPY. 
I 
I 
.A. R:wello, Rev .. Je-
rome D . .tlste. 
Penllll'Oreilles .. ~ ............. 1 400 I GOO 1 1,000 ----------1 2 1 St.IgnatinsMission. ------~------ ._ ------ ........................................ . Rev. F. L. Pa_Jlaclino, 
Kooto11ays ..................... 130 190 3:20 .............. .Noseltools ................................................................... Ilev.T.l3andmP,and 
----.--------- ------ --- --- ------- four Sisters of Cllar-
TotaL. .................. 730 ~,050 I 1,780 ......... .... ...................... G ! 23 . 1 1 1 ..................... c ..... l ........ , ity, Catholics. 
(a) Independent. (b) The .American Boanl of Foreign Missions expect to establish a school September 1, 1872. 
(c) The school for the boys is tanght in the morning; that for the girlH iu the nftl' l'llOOil. (d) Heport of Hl71. 
(c) ltl~Y. Father Gionla can only l.>o with tho Indians three ot four months in the year; Roy. Ravelle gives medical attendance to tllo Indians porsoually; Ilov. Jerome D. 
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l3annocks................... 1 
Shoshones .................. . 
SheepEatcrs ................ . 
Wttlker Riventnd Pyramid Lake 




Population. :E ~ Schools. 
rg~ 
·~ "' >::o 
~a ,_; "' ]~ 











677 1 .....•.... 1 .... 1 No schools ......... . 
Number of Number of ,.66 a~ 
scholars. teachers. 
]~_& H ~ 
§ ~-~ ~;o a1 
Under charge of 8." §I Namo.of mi.,ionado., Q...:g 
what denomi- ;;-,rn P...;cl and the deuouuna-
G) al nation. 
...,,om ~.o""' tions to which they 





S:::;.:::: s~ ~ 
p:; R <Q <Q 
----
PahUtes ...................... 13,000 13,000 I 6,000 I $80.000 I ..• I Noschools .......... , ...... , ...... , ...... , ...... , ..... . ••1··-··--·1-------· 
White River agency, Colorado.(a) 
Grand RiYer, Tampa, and Uin-
tah bands of Utes. 
Los Pinos agency, Col01·ado. (a) 
394 I 406 800 ' ......... . 
~os Pinos Utes.----------···· ~ ' ...... 1 ...... l(c)4,200 
Iabcquacbe Utes ............ 5 · 121, 500 
At agency··········!_ 31 1 10 I 1 1 ..... . Unital'ian ....... , ........ , ....... . 
Agency, (industrial).l __ 5j__ 1, ... 1 ... . 
----~= 
Unitarian ....... ,_ ...... _, ....... . 
Uintah Valley agency. (a) (d) I ! I I 
Uintah Utes ............... . 
Other Utes ont<~i~e of Uintal1 ( 475 325 800 31, 925 . ... No schools ....... --- . ----- ------ . -- ......... ,_ ..•.. 
Valleyreservatwu. 5 ======= ==== 
l'is~~::'a._' P£-_ ~" "!J"'"J (a ) I . (, )4 ,000 I . .. . N "'ohoola .. - .... · - --- ..1 
NEW MEXICO SUPElU ... 'i"TENDEXCY. I= ===I==·=---= ===I= 
Navajo agency. 
Nnsajoes , ..................... 
1
4, 310 4, 804 9, 114 .... :....:_ .... --~ Fort Defiance ....... :...: ---- -.............. -:..:_ Presbyterian ............ !.:..:_.:..:_ ... . 
Mescalero Apache agency . 





























Southern Apaches .. _____ ----.. 102 208 310 ------.-- ...... _ •. -----.------------ ---- --1· ----· I·- --- .. -----I·----------.·---- I -.---.- 1-- · -----
Southern Apache aaency. 
Southern Apaches-·----· ..... . 
Pueblo agency. 
Pueblos ...... --- .. -·--- .. 
=1=1==1=='= 
200 I 250 450 6,000 1 •••• 1 No schools ........ . 
320 I 440 760 ,. --. ·----· At as many villages 
~ ----- 1~ --- ~ --~ ----~ ----------··-····- ---~---- C~~~-~ 
--J -:: -~ -- --- ----- - : t 
ARIZO:NA SUPE!UNTENDENCY. 
Pima and MaTicopa aaency. 
Pimas ··-··------·------·------12,030 11,9951 4,025/------··-·/ 1/ Atagency .......... l 32 
Maricopas ...... ___ .... . . . . . . . 16!J 148 317 . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
31 
20 
Rcfor'd Church., ______ ._ , ______ .. 
::~;;::~~,:::~,~~:::: ·::::- ·:::~ ,n:.::: :--:----::-::::::: ::::: :]~5li:_l <I::::::::::::::::::~:: F: 
~oquis Pueblo aaency. ------------ - . . --~--(-~-- --~ ----~---
MoqmsPueblos ............................ 1,663 .......... ({])1 MoqmsVlllago ..... 41_ . 19 _ 1_ ........................... '! .. .. _ ....... . 
(a) Independent. . 
(b) Thrso tribes (Pyramid Lake) are deserving, and strong efforts arc made to educate aml Christianize them. 
(c) Estimated. 
(d) No schools or missionaries at this agency; the effort to make the farm self-sustaining being thought most beneficial at present. 
(e) 1-tcport of 1871. 
(f) Report of last year. 




























.Agm1cies and. tdl.Jes. 
Camp rerde special agency. 
.A.paehe1\loh:wes ............. ( 
.A.pnchcYumas --------------5 
Table slwwing the 1111mber of Indians on 1'C8CI'Ntfions, <f·c.-Cont.inned. 
Population. 





...... . ...... 1 (a)51l0 
~ 












Schools . Number of I Number of scholars. teacher<>. 
Location. $ 1 I ~ ..8 ~ ~ 5 c;: 8 cd C) 
:::1 ~ ;::=j ~ 
Unclcr charge of 
what dcuomi-
uatiou. 
~~~ I ~~ 
"+-'' -+-J -+-.l.,.... ;::: ..... ::; I :::1'-::>r/: 
0 ;a·<.) 0 ::I ::s 
Q ~~ I (.).~~ 
..p.,O d) 4-)~ ~ 
§'i-~ I s~~ c._. tt c....,. c: 
~::s;:: I ~'"'" 
:-------------1-----
No school. ......... . , ...... , ..... _ , ..... _ , .. _ .. _ , ................ _ . 
Gawp .d]Jacfle special agenoy. 1=1=il-==•-==·-= 
.A pa<·hes __ ............ ______ _ 
Co_yott'IOH ........ . .......... . ( ----------- (a)!JOO •---- ·· ·--· •--·-
Clnlwus ...................... 5 I No sclwol. ......... . 
~ - ~ - :-,- - : - - -- -- ----- -- : -~ I 
Al::;~:-~.~:~l-i~-8~~e-c_i~t~-~~~~-i~~: ( . .. I~I (a):OO I .II Na "boo],___ J r. J . ,-~ =: ············ :~ ' --~. 
.• lla\lp:l.IS.-- ........ · ... -- · ·- 5 
===l==i==l= 
WASTIIl\GTON SUl'.ElHI'<TEXDENCY. I I 
2.'ulalip sub-agency. (b) 
Imlians nHder tbc treaty of 11, 698 1, 902 I 3, 000 I $90, 775 
Point Elliott. 
~1:..:.::=:=:=:::.~1:.:=::=:=::::: 
Tulalip reRcrve ..... I 23 25 2 2 I Catholics------· 
==-=====!==/= '-'-'=---='·=·==-=··=! ~------1--Xcah Bay agency. (c) I ' - - -
Malmhs ....... . ..... . .......... ~I~,_G04 ~~ ~ Ncah n,ty .......... __ l:..l __ l_l,_::.:..:c 2 I Ch,·i•tian ....... , ....... , ....... . 
Skokornish agen('!J. -~--~---~---~ -~,-~----~ 
S'Klallams ................. . ... 207 :~31 628 . .) .., . 
Twanas ........................ l.lB 15:3 291 } ...... . 1 Skokonnsh agmwy. L .... 1 ·--- - - CongrPgatwnal . 
Total .................... -~:~~- 48~ _ -9l!J_I -- .. --~--- ~- 1 , ...................... _ 1:_ _ 3_ ~J -- ... 1...... .... ...... 1 .:..:._~~-..:J -- .... . 
Names of missionaries, 
aJl(l the <lenomimt-
tions to which they 
belong . 
Rev. E. C. Chirouse, P. 
Hichanl, E. McCas-
































(/ucl't~ ...... . . __ .. _ ........... . 
liohs ------ ·----- ---- ... - ... ··· 












2, 000 1 
~~~ [1 
2, t-OO I ) 
Qninaielt agency .... 8 M.E.C ~- ,_ -
Total. ................... l 2:1;3 j 226 ! :il!J 5,000 ,~_:,;,1 ...................... 1----s-1--sl--1 ,--11 .................. ~~~~~ 
FodStmooo - 1- 30 ;- 11 I 1 1-] Mothmll•t - r ; i5tl 00 ral.:cona agency. Yakam:ts ...................... lt,400 k600 3, 000 I ••••••• - •• I 2 
Fort Colville special agency. (e) I I I I 
ColriiJPs, Spokanes, Lac 1,7171,632 3,34!! 90,400 ·.··· 










GOO . - ......•..... 
- -·"----=1== -== =-· :~ :::~::••••••••••:••••••:~·~~ ·~··· IC.:I················· I ···-~~ ~ .~ •••• 
.J. ll. WiHmr, ::\fctho· 
tlist; George \Vaters 
and Thomas l'eal'l.ll', 
(natiYel:l.) (d) 
Two missionarit>s,Fatll-
cr So~i aiH.l Vaueurc. 
U ''11 1 13 14 1 1 1 1 " 1 1· 5 It c Y. G. A . V t' r-maLl a agency .... _. _-_ = = : __ vat 10 JC . - ••. - •. ~.- •• ~.:...:. .:..:..:...:. .••. l Jltel'rl:leh, Catholie. 
_!~ 1~~-- ~ I=~ .................. ·--- ~..:.:. ·--~.:_:_J 
"\Yalla-Wallas ................ .. 
Cayusl's ...................... . 
Umatillas ................... _ .. 
85
1
116 I 201 
152 ld 3:!4 
133 -~ _ao. :.l , 
20, 000 } 
200, 000 t 
40, 000 
Total ................... . :rio 41i7 s:n 260,000 .......... .. 
Warm 8p1·iugs agency. r 
I 
Wacocs . .. _ ..... _ ........... __ . 154 l:l·l 2t<8 41, O.i-1 } I 
"\Yat·nt ~prings ...... . .......... 131 158 ~H!J 2~,0-10 1 \'{arm Svl'iugs 57 15 1 1 AR~istt•1l by 111 ............... . \ 
'l'el'l'iuos ... _ .. _ ........ _ .. _.... 16 33 40 15, 355 agency. E. Chmclt. I 
Total ................... . ~~~~ 3~3 ~-li~ 8~44!! .......................... ---;-7~--1-~--1- .................. :. --·~ :..l:~~ l 
The agent and rm-
ployes gh·c r!•liJ2;i· 
ous ilt,trnct ions; 
t!H' ago ntis a l' n'>~· 
byteriau, aiM two 
of the cmplo_y6s; 
on<~ employ\: is a. 
1\1dh0!1ist and two 
arc non-professors. 
(n) l~stimatcd population. The Indians of tht•sc ngcncie;; arr constantly leaving their resen·ations, after rec<·idng rations, for their old hauuts or hnntiug-gronnus. 'l'he 
estimat<·<l popnlation of all thr hautl:'l ol' Apaclu·" in Arizona, incltHling those ou rescn·atious, is 10,000. 




























(<:) Th<•re is no means of know in!!; tlte exact llttlnhcr of Iudians iu thil:l a.gency, bnt last year they were untlcrt•stimatcd. 
(d) .:'!lembcrl:l of the .Methodist Conference, Oregon. (e) 'l.'bc largest portion of the Urour ll'.J..lcnc tl'ibe arc in ILlaho Territory. rj:;:.. 
1+-
~ 
Agencies and tribes. 
Grand Ronde agency. 
:M:olels ....................... .. 
Clackamas .................. __ . 
Oregon City ....... -- ......... . 
Wappato Lake ................ . 
Yamhill ..................... .. 
Luckamntes ............... __ .. 
Mary's River .......... ..... . .. 
Santaims ........... ......... .. 
Calapooias .................. __ 
Cow Creek band ..... ........ .. 
l'togue River and Shastas ..... . 
Umpquas ... ___ .... ... ........ . 
Salmon River, (coast) ......... _ 
Nez Tucca, (coast\ .. .. ..... . . . . 
Tillamooks, (coast) ............ . 
Nehalims, (coast) ____ ........ .. 
Clatsops, (co.ast) ............. .. 
Total ...... 
Siletz agency. 
Rogue River am1 thirteen other 
bands. 
Alsea sub-agency. 
Table showing the nurnber of Indians on 1'ese1·vations, g·c.-Continned. 
Population. 
~ 









































425 I 455 
'C~ 





















M J ~ 
..: 
<l) 
..<:1 Location. a 
p 
:z; 
1 , _____ - ----------------
880 9, 093 I 1 , ... --. 
1, 058 ' ......... . At agency----------
Number of Number of ~e~ e~ 
scholars. t c< chers. ~-~ §2~ "~"I N f • . . 
I 
Under charge of o«!g o 0 ;::; ames o miSSIOnaries 
what deuomi- p,<D 
0 -~.::l and the dPIIomina-
<!5 
~..ow .p,ci'"g tions to which they 
I 
~ nation. >:1 p 
a) cO o5 cO 
r-'"C 0 §--g;:: belong. 
"@ a ?. a o~·bn 0~ c-:1 
~ "' ~ ~ 
s ~;.::: 8PP 
R <1 <lj 
28 22 I I Rev. A. G. Croquet, 1 I ..•••• I Roman Catholics! ........ I.--·---· ~ .1Wnuw \..,u,tbolic. 
28 22 1 ·- ----- ·-- ---------------- ·---- --- ·------ ·· 
=·=·=·= 
25 15 1 1 ...... 1 Methodist ...... 1 ........ I ........ I .John Howard. 
=====:.I====:= I======:~~ 
Coos ........................... 46 64 110 840 ... Noschools ................................................................. .. 
Umpquas ...................... 15 25 40 fiiO ...................................... ____________ ............................. . .. .. 
Alseas .... __ ................... 58 49 107 360 . __ ... __ .. ______ ..... ____ ... __ ... __ ......... __ ...... ____ .. ___ .. ___ ... _ .. _ ... . ...... . 
Sinselans -----·---------------- 18 32 50 640 .................................................. ------·----------- ............... . 
----------- -------- -------
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 137 170 307 2, 350 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. _ . . . . . . . . . .... __ .. _ _ _ ......... _ . . . . . . . . . . _ . _ ... ____ . _ . _ 


























ll.lnmath agency. I 
Klamatbs.... .. ...... ..... . ... 237 343 580 20, 000 ... . No schools......... . . .. . .. .... .. 1 1 Mt..thodist ...... .. .. . ....... .. .. . 
~ ~lliit:t~;;t::,;L; ~ :-~~ !! H :U ::~:: : :: J -:::: : ~:~::: :~~~:~ ::~::: -~::: :~:::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::- ::-::: 
~ Total. .................. . 443 569 l,o12 ~000= ...................... ~=---1---1- .................. ==== 
'"0 = ==== = = ==== = = = = 
• Indians1·oaminq on the Gol1tm· I gs bia River, ct:c. 1 
L ::::~:,::,~:~::.~::~~~c~: ::: --- -- 3, OQO __ _--- ~ No >Oiwol• --- ~- -- ---- ~ -- _ _ ----- ~ - c:c_ -
~ . Ro~nd ~alley agency. . ' I I 
Uk1es, Pitt Rivers, Wylack1es, 800 900 1, 700 ...... ... 1 Roun~ Valleyreser- 50 60 . .. . . . 1 ~ --···· ............ 
1 
. .. . .... . 
1 
. ...... . 
Concons, and Redwoods. vatwn. 
===== = = === -- i==== 
Hoopa Valley agency. I i I I 
Hoopas .. . .......... ~·-········ ~~-725 __ 4_,~ (a)I 1 HoopaVaWey ....... -~~~--1- M.E.Church ... ~~~.:.=...:....: 
--.--- ----1 -~-~-~-- ,-- --
3,700 l(b) 1! Agency .... . ........ ~ 16 
1'ule River agency. 
374 21 •···· .. M.E.Church ·· ·\· · · ····· •· ·· · ··· · Tules and T£>jons •• 1 177 197 
(a) The scholt~•·s made fair progress in their studies while att!'nding- Rcbool, anrl school will be resumed as soon as a house can be prepared. 
(b) School discontinued May 1 for want of a school-house. The building previously used now wanted for the purpose of storing away grain. 
No regular missionary; 
religious exercises 
conducted by the 
agent, a Methodist 
minister. 
No mission here, but 
missionary labor per-





























Table showing the number of Indians on 1·eservations, g·c.-Continued. 
RECAPITULATION. 
-d ai :S~>, ,..0:~ 0 Number of j Number of :~ >, 0 scholars. teachers. ~~~ ~] ~ o:::+> ~ """' 0 ~-"""' ::::; ·; ~ "" ------- <,)c.;g Tribes in- 0 0 p,rn t;..-"""" ..... · ~::..... ... .$ a5 ...,,om ~..o·rg « ..oP< <l) I': D 
g~~ s ...,~ ,.Q a5 co a5 ~ g~-~t ~~ s s 8 p, D '2 c; j:ip;::: l':PD 0 
~ 
<l) <l) 
~ z >1 ~ >1 ~ ~ ~ 
- - ------------.---
NPuraska,Kansas,andlndianTerritory .......................................................... 78,019 7,48:3,7:19 170 2,793 2,0fl8 86 76 
Dakota. Montana, Wyoming, allll Idaho ....................................... ,.................. 74. 685 :3:10,100 20 239 136 7 3 
$720 
262 
Minnesota and States !'ast of the Mississippi River........ . .. . . .. ... ...... .. .. . .......... ... . . . 28,302 II $1,228, 344 7 1, 190 911 16 33 1 .. . .. ··•. 
Xevada, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and Arizona . ............................................. 44,381 2:i9, 42!'i 10 131 81 :~ 1 
'''ashiugton, Oregon, and California.................... . .. . ...................................... 23, 110 66!J, 767 14 318 225 10 12 .......... 1 50 
Grand total .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 24~ 497 I 9, 941, 365 -~ _261 4, 673 3, 4211 12:._1 127 $87, OOO(a) I_ 1, 0:32 
Total for tho United States for 1871.............................................................. . 26!'i, 940 / 3, !l42, 872 2(h.l 4, 050 2, 130 I 72 135 37, 6\JO j 336 
(a) This amount embr-aces all sums reported to tho Boarrl of Indian Commiswoners as having been expended uy the several religious organizations for educational and mi;;-
sionary purposf's, !Jut it is not put forward as a complete statement. Of thi~ amount the Baptist and Rt>form ed Dutch Chnrch!'s r·e})Ol't an !'xpemliture of $1,200 each; the 
.A mericau Missionary Association . $2,300; the Orthodox Friends. $8,300; the Hisksite Friends, $16,000, (estimated;) the American Board of Commissioners for .For!'ign Mls· 



























INVESTIGATION O:E' INDIAN FRAUDS. 451. 
EXPENSE OF INDIAN SERVICE IN THE FIELD. 
The committee deem it proper in this report to give the entire force, 
and expense of the same, of the Indian service in the field, as shown by 
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs in his report of 1872. 
452 INVESTIGATION OF INDIAN FRAUDS. 
Statement exhibit-ing the names and locations of Indian agencies, and the numbm· of Indians, 
agency, at date of 
Name of agency. Location of agency. Tribes embraced in agency. 
l ~--------------ll----------------l-----------------------------1------ ------ ---
1 New York ........ Forestville, N.Y . . Senecas, or New York Indians ..... . 
Ottawas and Chippewas . ........... . 
Chippewas of Lake Superior .... .. 
Chippewas of the Mississippi . ..... . 
Menomonees, Oneidas, Stock bridges 
Sacs and Foxes in Iowa ............ . 
2 Michigan Detroit, Mich .... . 
3 La Pointe......... Bayfield, Wis .... . 
4 Chippewa......... White Earth, Minn 
5 Green Bay ........ Green Bay, Wis .. . 
6 Sac and ]'ox .. . .. . . Toledo, Iowa .. .. .. 
7 Santee ............ Nebraska ....... .. Santee Sioux ....................... . 
g ~~~~:~~·~~-::::::: ::::~~ ::::::::::::: Winnebagoes ...................... . Omahas . .......................... . . 
10 Pawnee .......... . ... . do ........... .. Pawnees .......... . ..... . ..... . .... . 
11 Great Nemaha ... . .... do ........... .. Sacs and Foxes of the Missouri and 
low as. 
12 Otoe ................... do ........... .. Otoes and Missourias .............. . 
Kickapoos ........................ .. 
Pottawatomies, Prairie band ... . ... . 
Kansas or Kaws ................. . . . 
13 Kickapoo Kansas .......... .. 
14 Pottawatomie ..... . ... do ........... .. 
15 Kansas ............ . ... do .. . ........ . 
16 Quapaw. .. .. .. . . .. Indian Territory .. Quapaws, Senecas, Shawnees, Mi-
amies, Wyandotts, Kaskaskias, 
W eas, Peorias, and Piankeshaws. 
17 Neosho ............... . do ............. Osages ................. . ........... . 
18 Sac and Fox ........... do ............. Sacs and Foxes of the Mississippi. .. 
19 Kiowa ................. do ............. Kiowas, ComanchPs, and Apaches ... 
20 "\Vichita ............... do ............. Wichitas and confederated bands .. . 
21 Upper Arkansas ...... do ............. Cheyennes and Arapahoes ......... . 
22 Cherokee .............. do . .. . . .. . .. .. . Cherokees ......................... . 
23 Choctaw ............... do ............. Choctaws and Chickasaws ......... . 
24 Creek ................. do ............. Creeks ............................. . 
2a Seminole .......... . .. do ............. Seminoles . . ........................ . 
26 Yankton .......... Dakota ............ Yankton Sioux ..................... . 
27 Sisseton ............... do ............. Sisseton and ·wahpeton Sioux ..... .. 
28 Devil's Lake.. .. .. do _ .............. . . do ............................. .. 
~~ :WJieet~~~!s.~t~~.-~::: ::::~l~ ::::::::::::: -~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
~~ g~:~rln~fv~~~~::: : :::~~ ::::::::::::: ::::~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
33 Red Cloud Wyoming ............. do ............................. .. 
34 Ponca............. Dakota......... . .. Poncas ............................ .. 
35 Blackfeet .......... Montana ........... Blackfeet, Bloods, and Piegan>~ .... .. 






































37 Crow ................. . do .. .. .. . .. .. .. Crows, (Mountain) . ..... .. .. . . .. .. .. 2, 700 
38 Flathead .......... . ... do . ............ :Flatheads and confederate tribes... . l, 460 
39 Temporary ...... . ..... do ......... . ... Bannocks, Shoshones, and Sheep- 677 
Eaters. 
40 Fort Hall Idaho ............. Bannocks and Shoshones............ 1, 000 
41 Nez Perces . ... .. ... .. . do . ............ Nez Perces . ..... . ... .. .. . .. .. . .... .. 2, 807 
42 Wyoming ....... .. Wyoming .... . .... Shoshones........................... 1, 037 
43 White River ... ... Colorado ......... . Utes, Grand River, Yampa, and 800 
44 Los Pinos ......... . ... do . . .......... . 
45 Uintah Valley ... .. Utah . ............ . 
46 Navajo ... . ........ New Mexico .... .. 
47 Mescalero Apach e . ... . do . ..... . ..... . 
48 Tierra Amarilla .. . do . ........... . 
49 Tularosa .............. do ............ . 
50 Cimarron .. .. ... ....... do . ........... . 
Uintah bands. 
Utes, Tabequache band ........... .. 
~tes, _Uintah band ................ .. 
:NavaJoes .. . ....................... . 





870 Utes, Capote. and \Veeminnche band 
Southern or Gila A paehes... . ....... 525 
Utes, Muache band and Jicarillas 1, 250 
Apaches. 
51 Pueblo ....... . ........ do ............. Pueblos . .. .. ...... . ................. 7, 683 
52 Pima and Maricopa Arizona . . .. ....... 
1 
Pimos and Maricopas . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 342 
H ~~~~~~;~~~ •::!~ ·:···:::·~··: I Wi~JifhO.:••~·~·~···~··:······ l:~~~ 59 W:tlkerRiver ..... Nevada . ........... l Pah-Utes .. .. .. .. ................... 6,000 
60 Pub Ute .. ..... .. ...... do ..... .. ...... , Pi-Utes, Southeast ern N evada...... 2, 500 
*Messenger, 1. t Stone-mason, 1. 





























1 . . . . 
1 .. . . 
INVERTIGATION OF INDIAN FRAUDS. 453 
the num.be1· and class of em.ployes, and the aggregate annual compensation of employes, at each 
last quarterly 1·eport. 
1 ~ § rD ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ ~ >, 
a f ~ ~ rD ~ ~ : :g ~ ~ ~ ~] -1 rD ~ ~ ~! ~ 1 ~l 
riJ -~ ~ cJ.;::::: ~ ~ ~ riJ B ~ ~ ~ "'"' ~ ~ o .. ~ ~ .!<: Q) ~ ce >=>< Q) 
~ ~ § -~ ·s ~ ~ § ~ s ~ "' ~ s -~ ~ e -~ ~ ·s -~ ~£ s .... ~ e ~; ~ 
~ g 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ! ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ] ~ 8 ~ ~ ~ .; ~~ -~.; 
:::: ··2· 1~ ::::1:::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: l :::: :::: :::: :::: *1~ 4~~~~ ~ 
5 10 1 . -- ...... -- .. -- . . -- .. --. --- .. -- .. -- ..• - .. --. 1 . -- .. -- .. -- .. -- . 19 10, 770 3 
4 3 4 2 . - - .. - - .. - - .. - - . 2 2 . - - .. - - . . - - . 1 3 1 . - - .. --. 28 22, 120 4 
1 1 ' . - - 1 . - - . . - - . . - - . . ·_ - . . - - . - - - . . - - . . - - . . - - . . - - . 1 . - - . . - - . . - - . - - - . 7 3, 320 5 
........................................................ 1 ·········•·· 1 400 6 
1 3 4 2 1 . - . 1 1 . - - . . - - .. - - . . - - . 8 1 4 . - - .. - - .. - . . 21 8, 760 7 
2 2 1 5 2 2 3 . . . . 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 1 9 . . . . . . . . . . . 34 13, 340 8 
1 1 2 1 - - - . 2 . -- .. - - .. - - .. - - .. - - . . - ... - - .. - - . 1 . - - ... - . . - - . 11 9, 000 9 
2 2 4 2 . -- .. - - .. - - . 1 . - - . 2 3 2 7 1 3 2 . --. 37 13, 671 10 
1 : 1 . - - . . - - . . - - . . - . . - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - 1 . - - - - - - 2 - - - . . - - - - - - . - - - - 7 3, 200 11 
1 .. - .. --- ......... - ... - ... -· ... -. 1 .. - ... - .. -- .... . 
3 ..... --- ·-- . ...... - .......... ·-· ......... --. ·-·· ... . 
1 ........ ··-·- .... --- ..... -·· .... ·--· ......... -- · ... . 
5 ..•.. ·-· ......... ·-· .......... - ...... --. 





1 .. - .. - .... -· 
3 . -- .. --. --- . 
1 . -- ...... --· . -- ... -· ..... - ... - ........ -. 7 . -- .. -- .. -- ...... --. 
2 1 1 4 ........................ 1 1 .... 1 2 1 ............... . 
3 ~ 1· -4. : : : : : : : : ~ : : : : : : : : : . -3 - ~ : : :·: : : : : . 24 . . . i . : : : . : : : : : : : : . -i -
::~: ::~ :1: :~: :::: :::: ::~: :::: ::~: :::: ::~: :::: :::: :::: -~~ ! :::: ::~: :::: :::: 
. -·· ................ ··-- ............. -·· ..... ·-·. --· .... 1 ..... --·. ·-· . --
-- ...... . - .......... ·-·· ·-·· .... ··-·. -·· ..... -- . ---.. .. 1 ·-· ......... ·--· 
2 2 3 1 8 ··-· .... ··-· ·--- ·-· 8 1 1 ·-·· ·-·· 
1 2 1 .... ··-· ........ 1 ........ 6 1 ---· ··-· .... ·--· 
1 1 1 1 1 .... 1 ·-·· ·-·· 1 1 ............ ·--· 
1 1 1 7 --- ... - ... - .. -- . .. -- 12 1 .. - .. -- .. - ... --. 
1 1 1 7 ........ ··-· ·--· ·--· 14 1 .... ·--· ---· ---· 
1 2 1 4 . --. --- .. - ... -- .. --. 10 . -- ... - .. -.- --- .... . 
1 4 1 ··-· ··-· .................... 6 1 ....... . 
1 1 1 ---· .••. 6 2 ..•. 1 ....... 6 2 .••. ···-
i I i .... --~- .. :. :::::::::::::::: -·i· ---· ·--· 1~ --~- :::::::::::: 
. -~. --~ l" ~- : : : : ~: : : --~. : ::: : :: : : : :: : : : : . -~. : ::: : ::: 1~ ... - - -~. : ::: : ::: 
2 2 2 ................ 1 ·--· 6 2 -·- · ---· ... . 
1 1 ........ ---· ····· ........ -------- ........... 4 ............ ---- --·· 
.... ! .... 1 ............ 1 .•.. ---· .... ---- .... 10 ......... ...... ... .. 
~ ' --~- --~- :::::::: :::::::::::: --~- :::. :::::::::::: ~ :::::::::::: --~-
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1, 900 12 
2, 050 13 
1, 820 14 
1, 500 15 
8, 6ti0 16 
5, 400 17 







2, 325 25 
17, 2'20 26 
10, 180 27 
5, 700 28 
17, 900 29 
19, 361) 30 
17, 080 31 
10.500 32 
16, 900 33 




13, 100 38 
4, 900 39 
6, 000 40 
13, 500 41 
3, 700 42 
4, 000 43 
7, 930 44 
9, 900 45 
8, 600 46 
500 47 
1, 700 48 
1, 520 49 
500 50 
3,180 51 
5, 600 52 
2, uoo 53 
6, 540 54 
1. 840 55 





t Nigbt-watrh, 1; baker, 1; mail-carrier, 1. 
*" Overeeer, 1. 
§Watchmen, 2; ferrymen, 4. 
tt A head and 2 sub chiefs receive $1,500 of this amount. 
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Name of agency. Location of agency. 
Round Vallev....... California ........ . 
Hooper Valley .......... do ............ . 
Tule River ............ do ........... .. 
Umatilla ............ Oregon ......... .. 
ilr~~d~~~d~~:::::: ::::~~ ::::::::::::: 
Siletz ................... do ............ . 
Alsea ................... do ............ . 
Klamath ................ do ............ . 
Puyallup ............ Washington .... .. 
Tulalip ................. do ........... .. 
Neeah Bay .............. do ........... .. 
Skokomish ............. do ............ . 
Quinaielt ............... do ............ . 
Yakama ................ do ............ . 
Chehalis ............... . do ............ . 
Colville ................. do ............ . 
Tribes embraced in agency. 
Ukies and other bands .......... . 
Humboldts and other bands .... .. 
Tules and other bands ... ....... . 
Umatillas, Cayuses, Walla-Wallas. 
vv·au •. wallas and Wascoes ...... 
Molallas, Clackamas, and other 
bands. 
Chasta Scotons and fourteen other 
bands. 
Alseas and other bands .... . ..... . 
Klamaths, Modocs, and Snakes . . . 
Nisquallys, Puyallups, and others. 
D'Wamish and other bands ..... . 
Malmhs ......................... . 
R' Klallams, Skokomish, and others 
Quinaielts Qui-leh-utes, and others 
Yakamas ....................... . 
Chehalis and others ............. . 
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number of Indians, the nnrnber and class of employes, 9·c.-Continued. 
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1 1 1 . - . . . - - . . - - . - - . . - . . . - - . . - . . . - . . . . . . . . . . . - - . . - - . - - . - - - - - - - . - - - - 4 ;{, 360 63 
2 1 1 3 --------------------------··-----·-- 2 1 -------- ~ ------- 13 11,710 64 
2 1 1 .... ---- ... .... .... ... .... .... ... 1 1 ........ --· 8 7,300 65 
1 2 .. .. 1 ...... - . .. .. 3 - .. . 1 .... - - .. 8 1 1 - .. - - .. - .. -- 20 11, 710 66 
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It will be seen that these 878 employes do not include the 77 agents 
above named. These can be largely reduced, so soon as the Indians. 
can be fully impressed with the belief that the Government really in-
tends to and does carry out that system of protection of their rights of 
persons and property to which they are entitled under treaties and acts. 
of Congress. 
It is onry when this confidence is fully established that the Indian 
will improve in civilization, and release the Government from this 
retinue of artizans, farmers, clerks, assistants, &c., that now swell the 
list, and too often swell it to no value to Government or Indian. 
SUPERINTENDENCE. 
In addition to the 77 agents and the 878 employes under the agents,. 
there are 8 superintendents and 24 employes under the superinten-
dents. 
The following statement is from the report of the Commissioner of 
Indian .Affairs of 1872 : 
The aggregate number of employes of all grades connected with the eight superin-
tendencies of Indian affairs is 24, whose annual compensation is $25,230. They are dis-
tributed as follows: Nm·the1·n, 2 clerks, 1 messenger, total compensation $2,630; Central, 
2 clerks, total c0mpensation $2,600; New Mexico, 2 clerks, 1 interpreter, 1 porter, 1 
teamster, total compensation $3,680; Washington, 2 clerks, 1 interpreter, 1 messenger, 
total compensation $4,500; Oregon, 2 clerks, total compensation $3,000 ; California, 2 
clerks, 1 porter, tot.al compensation $3,780; A1·izona, 1 clerk, 1 interpreter, 1 teamster, 
total compensation $3,300, and Montana, 1 clerk, 1 porter, total compensation $1,740 . 
.AGENTS, WHERE LOCATED AND BY WHOM RECOMMENDED. 
The committee believe that there is a great improvement in the effi-
ciency and morale of the agents and employes in the Indian service in 
the field, and here present the full list of agents, their location, and by 
what church recommended : 
Official list of the Indian agencies, name3 of agents, names of t1·ibes, and the 1·eligions denomi-
nations by whom the agtJnts have been nominated. 
Agents' names. 
NORTHERN SUPERINTENDENCY. 
Barclay White, b'Uperintendent, 
(nominated by Friends.) 
Agencies. Tribes of Indians. By whom nomi-nated. 
Thomas Lightfoot ............ Great Nemaha._ .. Iowas; Sacs and Foxes of Mo .. Friends. 
Edward Painter .............. Omaha ............ Omahas ....................... -.. Do. 
Howard White .. _____ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ Winnebago ... _ _ _ _ Wiunebagoes ... _ .. _............ Do. 
William Burgess------- ...... Pawnee ........... Pawnees........................ Do. 
Albert L. Green __ ............ Otoe ..... _........ Otoes and Missourias .. .. .. .. . .. Do. 
Joseph Webster .............. Santee .. _ ......... Santee Sioux ........ ___ ......... . Do. 
CENTRAL SUPERINTENDENCY. 
Enoch Boa.g, supertntendent, 
(nominated by Friends.) 
Joel H. Morris, (resigned). __ .. Pottawatomie ... . 
RPuben L. Roberts .......... __ Shawnee ... ..... __ 
John H. Pickering ... _ ...•.... Sao and Fox·----· 
Mahlon Stubbs ............... Kaw or Kansas ... 
John D. Miles ................ Kiokapoo ....... .. 
Hiram W.Jo11es .............. Quapaw ......... . 
Pottawatomies ..... _ ........... . 
Shawnees .... ---------------._ .. 
Sacs and Foxes of Missouri; Ot-
tawas. 
Kaws or Kansas Indians ...... .. 
Kickapoos. _ .. ....... _ ... _ ... _ .. 
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OtJicial list of the Indian agencies, names of agents, £$·c.-Continued. 
.Agents' names. .Agencies . Tribes of Indians . By whom nomi-. naterl. 
CENTRAL SUP'CY-Continued. l 
Isaac T. Gibson . ........ . ..... Neosho ......... . 
Laurie Tatum................ Kiowa and Coman-
che. 
----···----------- ............ Upper .Arkansas . . 
.Jonathan Richanls . . . . . . . . . . . Wichita ........ . . 
.r obn B . .r ones . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Cherokee ....... . 
F. S. Lyon .................... Creek ........... . 
Theophilus D. Griffith....... . Choctaw ........ . 
Henry Briener ................ Seminole . ....... . 
NEW MEXICO SUPERINTENDENCY. 
Levi Edwin Dudley, superin-
tendent. 
.John S . .Armstrong . .... .. .. .. .Abiquiu ..... . .. . 
\V. F.Hall.. .................. Na\·ajo ......... . 
.......... .. ................. . Cimarron ....... . 
.Andrew .r. Curtis ............. Me~>calero Apa<'he 
Benjamin .M. Thomas ......... Southern .Apache . 
.r ohn Orme Cole . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pueblo .. ... ...... . 
CALIFORNIA SUPERL..,TENDENCY. 
B. C. Whitin.g, superintendent. 
Great and Little Osage ......... . 
Kiowas, Comanches, and .Apa-
ches. 
Arapahoes and Ch<'yennes ...... 
Wichitas, Kekies, Caddoes, Toni-
as, \Vacoes, Tonkaways, Dela-
wares, &c. 
Cherokees ..................... . 
Creeks ..................... .. .. . 
Choctaws and Chickasaws ..... . 
Seminoles ...................... . 
Capote and Weminuche Utes ... 
Navajoes ..................... .. 
Muache Utes and .Jicarilla Apa-
ches. 
Mescalero .Apaches ............. . 
Southern or Gila Apaches; Mo-
gollons and Mimbres. 














E. K. Dodge .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lloopa Valley..... Smith River Indians, Hoonsolton Methodist. 
and Miscott, &c . 
.r. L. Burchard . ............... Round Valley ..... Ulkies, Con-Cons, Wylackies, and Do. 
Redwoods. 
Charles Maltby............... Tule River . . . . . . . . Tule Indians...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Do. 
W ASIIINGTON SUPERINTEND 'cy. 
Richarcl H. Milroy, supe'l'in-
tendent. 
Elkanah M. Gibson . . .. .. .. . .. N eah Bay.. .. . . .. . :Makahs ........................ . 
James H. ·wilbur ............. Yakama .......... Yakaruas and others ........... . 
Edwin Eels................... S'Kokomish ...... S'Klallams, Towandas, and El-
wahs. 
E. C. Cherouse ............... . Tulalip sub ....... Inrlians under treaty of Point 
Eliot. 
Gordon .A. Henry..... ..... .. . Quinaielt sub . . . . . Indians under treat.\' of Olympia. 
John A. Simms, special....... Uol\"ille ........... Coh·ille and otller tribes ....... . 
OREGON SUPERHiTENDEXCY. 








.John Rmith ................... Warm Springs .... Uncoes, Deschutes, &c ......... Methodist. 
Patrick B. Sinnot ............. Grande Ronde .... Molels aml others ............... Catholic. 
Joel Pal mer. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Siletz . . .. .. . . .. .. . Shastas. Scatons, &c .. . . . .. .. .. . Methodist. 
NarcisseConnoyer ............ Umatilla, .......... Umatillas, &c ................... Catholic. 
Leroy S. Dyar .. ... ... .... .. .. Klamath sub ...... Klamatbs, M,,docs, &c .......... Methodist. 
Samuel Case, speC'ial commis- Alsea sub ......... Alseas a,nd others ......... ... .. . 
sioner, in charge. 
ARIZONA SUPEUL'i'TENDENCY. 
HermanBendell, superintend't . 
.r . .A. Tonner, special . ....... . 
J. H. Stout, opecial. ......... . 
Williamson D. Crothers ..... . 
R. A. Wilbur ............... . 
.Josephus Williams ......... . 
Edward C. Jacobs .......... . 
.James E. Roberts . ...... ..... . 
MONTANA SUPERL'iTENDEXCY. 
James Wright, superintendent. 
Colorado RiYer . ... ::\fohaves, Yumas, and others ... . 
Pima and Maricopa Pimas and Maricopas ..... . .... . 
:Uoquis Pueblo . .. . Moquis Pueblos in Arizona .... . 
Papa go . . . . .. . . .. . Papagoes . ............... . .... .. 
Camp Verde ...... .Apaches, Mohaves, &c ......... . 
Camp Grm1t ...... .Apaches, Arapahoes, and Pimas. 








Daniel Shanahan............. Flathead .......... Flatheads, &c . .............. . . __ Catholic. 
William F. Ensign ............ Blackfeet .. .... ... Blackfeet Nation. Bloods, and Methodist. 
Ph'gans. · 
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Official list of the Indian agencies, names of agents, <f"c.-Continued. 
Agents' names. Agencies. 
MONTANA SUP'CY-Continued. 
Tribes of Indians. By whom nomi-nated. 
Fellows D. Pease ........... , . Crow . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mountain Crows and River Crows Methodist. 
Andrew J. Simmons .......... Milk River ........ Gros- Ventres, Assinaboines, &c .· Do. 
INDErENDE~T AGEKCIES. 
Daniel Sherman .............. New York ....... . 
-George J. Betts ............... Mackinaw ....... . 
William T. Richardson . . . . . . . Green Bay ....... . 
Selden N. Clark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . La Pointe ....... . 
Edward P. Smith............. Chippewa ........ . 
A. R. Howbert ................ SacandFoxofiowa 
John G. Gassman ............. Yankton ......... . 
C. P. Birkett. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ponca . .......... . 
Henry F. Livingston ......... Upper Missouri. .. 
John E. Tappan .............. Fort Berthold .... . 
.J. C. O'Connor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grand River ..... . 
D. R. Ri~;le;~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . WhetRtone ....... . 
Henry 'V. Bingham .......... Cheyenne River .. . 
Jared W.Daniels ............. RedCloud's ...... . 
Moses N. Adams . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sisseton ......... . 
James Irwin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Shoshone and Ban-
nock. 
John B. Monteith ............. Nez Perces ....... . 
Henry W. Reed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Fort Hall ........ . 
John .r. Critchlow ............ Uintah Valley ... . 
Charles Adams ............... Los Pinos ....... . 
John S. Littlefield . . . . . . . . . . . . White River ..... . 
.Calvin A. Bateman ........... Walker River and 
New York Indians ............. . 
Ottawas, Chippewas, &c ....... . 
Oneidas, Menomonees, &c .... , . 
Chippewas of· Lake Superior . .. . 
Chippewas of the Mississippi. .. 
Sacs and Foxes of Iowa ........ . 
YanktonSioux ................. . 
Poncas ......................... . 
Lower Brules, Lower Yankto-
nais, (Sioux.) 
Gros-Ventt-es, Mandans, Aricka-
rees, &c . 
Oncpapa, Yanktonais, Cutheacl, 
aJ.td Blackfeet, (Sioux.) 
Ogallala and Brule Sioux ...... . 
Sans-Arc and Minneconjou Sioux 
Red Cloud's band of Sioux ..... . 
Sisseton and 'Vahpeton Sioux .. . 
Eastern Bannocks and Sho-
shones. 
Nez Perces, &c ................. . 
Boise, Bruneau, and vVesteru 
Shoshones and Bannocks. 
Utes, Pi-EdeR, Pah-Vents ...... . 
Tabequache UteR, Muache,Wem-
inuche, and Capote bands. 
Grand River and Uintah Utes, 
Tam pas . 
Pah-Utes ....................... . 
P_yramid Lake. 
George W. Ingalls ............ Southeast Pi-Ute .. Pi-Utes in Sontbflastern Nevada . 
William H. Forbes ............ Devil's Lake ...... Sisseton and Wahpeton Sioux .. . 


























It will be seen that there are seventy-seven agents now on duty. 
Tllis expense can be curtailed so soon as the Indians can be so far 
and so long protected, encouraged, and directed by good and worthy 
officials, and the enforcement of the la.ws, as to inspire the confidence 
of the Indians in the. good intentions of the Government and people; 
that the loss of garne is a matter of unavoidable necessity in the 
progress of our civilization, and that the products of the earth are a 
surer mode of livelihood for himself and family, and above all that the 
day of continued removal, and yielding their homes before the tide of 
emigration and avarice, shall cease, and that the Indians' rights will be 
respected by the GmT ern ment and people, and their titles to their homes 
become fixed and quieted, as white men's are~ thattheirmoneys be paid 
them or their property delivered to them honestly, and not be plundered 
from them by corrupt, sagadous, and heartless middle-men and adven-
turers, w Iw ever beat them in contracts, or wrong tllem by force, or, 
what is still worse, provoke them to the commission of wrongs, and 
then, benefiting by the prejudiee these wrongs engender, summons 
against them the power of the Government or the prejudice of tlle peo-
ple, necessitating their removal, the sacrifice of their homes, the waste 
of their confidence, the loss of our influence over them for good, and 
provoke in them hatred of a civilization that does not protect them 
against the bad men that the civilization produces and thrusts u·p0n 
them. Aud until this time comes Indian agencies, though fraught wi.th 
many evils, will continue to be necessary, and the expense will go 01~. 
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DANGERS TO GUARD AGAI~ST. 
In the recommendations of agents by the churches there are a few 
points that need guarding against: 
Fin-it. Too much kiudness upon the part of the recommenders. 
Second. Hence too much unmeasured confidence in the applicants of 
their own denomiuation. 
The committee call attention to these points as necessary to consider 
and to be benefited by. 
The committee think that the case of T. D. Griffitll, agent of the 
Choctaws and Chickasaws, is a case in point. 
CONDI'IION OF COLORED PEOPLE IN THE INDIAN 
TEH,RITOHY. 
SLAVERY ABOLISHED. 
By tbe second article of the treaty made at vVashington, AprV 28, 
1866, with the Choctaws and Chickasaws, it is prO\'ideu that-
The Choctaws anu Chickasaws hereby covenant and ugree that henceforth neither 
slavery nor iu volnntary servitude, otberwise than in the punishment of crime whereof 
the parties shall have been duly convicted in accordance with the la\\'S applicable to 
all members of the particular nation, sllall ever exist in said. nation. 
By the second articJe of the treaty of 'Vashington, of :March 21, 1866, 
with the Seminoles, it is prodded that-
The Seminole Nation covenants that henceforth in the said nation slavery shall not ex-
ist, nor involuntary servitude, except for and in the punishment of crime whereof the 
offending party shall first have been duly convicted in accordance with laws applicalJle 
to all the meiLbers of said nation. 
And the Cherokees have made their former slaves members of their 
tribe, with fnll and equal rights in common with them in all their 
property. 
The first clause of tlle treaty with the Creeks, made at Washington, 
Jnne 14, 18G6, provides that-
The Creeks hereby covenant and agree that henceforth neither slaver.v nor involun-
tary servitude, other""ise than in tLe punishment of crimes whereof tlle parties shall 
have been dnly convicted in accordance with laws applicable to all members of saiu 
tribe, sltall ever exist in said nation. 
The Creeks have adopted their former sla-ves into their tribe, with 
equal rights of person and property. 
The ninth :;trticle of the treat.y of 'Yashington, of July 10, 1866, with 
the Cherokees, stipulates that-
The Cherokee Nation having voluntarily, in :February, 1R63, by an act of their nation a 
conncil, forevm: abolished slavery, hereby cove6ant and. agree, that never hereafter shall 
eithP.r slavery or involuntary servitude exist in their natiou, otherwise than in the 
punishment of crime whereof the parties have been dnly convicted in accordance with 
laws applicable to all tlle members of said tribe alike. 
'rhe Cherokee Nation of Indians abolished slaver.v before we did in 
the United States. They did it of their own volition, by an act of 
their own council, and made them citizens. 
PROVISIONS FOR FORJ\IER SLA YES BY CHEROKEES, CHEEKS, SE::.\11-
NOLES, CHOCTA. WS, AND CHICK.A.SA. 1\-S. 
By the fourth article of the treaty of \Vasbington of July ID, 186G, 
with the Cherokees, it is proYidetl that-
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All the Cherokees and freed persons who were formerly slaves to any Cherokee, and 
all free negroes not having been such slaves, who resided in the Cherokee Nation prior 
to June 1, 1861; who may within two years elect not to reside northeast of the Arkan-
sas River, and southeast of Grand River, shall have the right to settle in and occupy the 
Canadian district southwest of the Arkansas River, and also all that tract of country 
lying .northwest of Grand River, and bounded on the southeast by Grand River, and 
west by the Creek reservation, to the northeast corner thereof, * * * * 
as will include a quantity of land equal to one hundred and sixty acres for each person 
who may so elect to reside in the territory above described in this article. 
This is up to the fullest grants the United States has ever made to 
one of its own citizens. 
It is, in article two of the treaty of Washington of the 14th June, 
1866, with the Creeks, agreed that-
Inasmuch as there are among the Creeks many persons of African descent who have 
no mterest in the soil, it is stipulated that hereafter these persons, lawfully residing in 
said Creek country under their laws and usages, or who have been thns residing in 
said country, and may return within one year from the ratification of this treaty, and 
their descendants, and such others of the same race as may be permitted by the laws of 
the said nation to settle within the limits of the jurisdiction of the Creek Nation as 
citizens [thereof,] shall have and flnjoy all the rights and privileges of native citizens, 
including an equal interest in the soil and national funds, and the laws of the said 
nation shall be equally binding upon and give equal protection to all such persons, and 
all others, of whatsoever race or color, who may be adopted as citizens or members of 
said tribe. 
By the second article of the treaty of Washington, of March 21, 1866, 
with the Seminoles, it is agreed that-
Inasmuch as there are among the Seminoles many persons of African descent and 
blood, who have no interest or property in the soil, and no recognized civil rights, it is 
stipulated that hereafter these persons and th·eir descendants, and such other of the 
same race as shall be permitted by said nation to settle there, shall have and enjoy all 
the rights of native citizens, and the laws of said nation shall be equally binding upon 
all persons, of whatever race or color, who may be adopted as citizens or members of 
said tribe. 
By the third article of the treaty of Washington with the Choctaws 
and Chickasaws, it is provided that they will-
Give to all persons of African descent, resident in the said nations at the date of the 
treaty of Fort Smith, and their descendants, heretofore held in slavery among said 
nations, all the rights, privileges, and immunities, including the right of suffrage, of 
citizens of said nations, except in the annuities, moneys, and public domain claimed by 
or belonging to said nations respectively; and also to give to such persons, who were 
residents as aforesaid, and their descendants, forty acres each of the lands of said 
nations, on the same terms as the Choctaws and Chickasaws. 
And by the fourth article of this same treaty it is provided that-
The said nations further agree that all negroes, not otherwise disqualified or disabled, 
shall be competent witnesses iu all civil and criminal suits and proceedings in the 
Choctaw and Chickasaw courts, any law to the contrary notwithstanding; and they 
fully recognize the right of the freedmen to a fair remunerat.ion, or reasonable and 
equitable contracts for their labor, which the law should enable them to enforce. And 
they agree, on the part of their respective nations, that all laws shall be equal in their 
operations upon Choctaws, Chickasaws, and negroes, and that no distinction affecting 
the latter shall at any time be made, and that they shall be treated with kindness, and 
be protected from injury . . 
It also provides that said freedmen shall have privileges of farming 
while they remain among the tribes, and to an equal distributive share 
of $300,000, set apart especially for the freedmen by the Choctaws and 
Chickasaws. Our white Christian people could have learned charitable 
lessons from these Indians in the same direction. 
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UONDITION OF FREEDMEN AMONG THE INDIANS. 
The committee have, during their investigations in the Indian Terri-
tory~ examined, so far as they were able, into the condition of the recent 
.slaves of the Choctaw, Chickasaw, Cherokee, an·d Creek tribes of Indians, 
with a view of ascertaining if any legislation is needed to determine 
the rights or relations between the Indians and the freedmen. 
Nearly every witness who has been examined concurs in bearing tes-
timony toward the friendly feeling existing between the Indians and the 
·colored people. All are unanimous in bearing testimony to the industry 
and good conduct of tbe colored people. 
The subject ot the condition of the colored people among the Indians 
·Of the Territory was not submitted to the committee by the Honse for 
report, but the committee believe that the permanent interest and 
welfare of both Indians and colored people demand the action of the 
•Government, and hence have procured and here submit some valuable 
testimony on the subject, and recommend it to the consideration of the 
House. 
FOURTH OF JULY IN THE CHOOTAvV NATION. 
The Sub-Committee of Indian Affairs bad the honor of an invitaLion 
from the colored people (generally Choctaw and Chickasaw freed people) 
to attend a barbecue held by them on the 4th of July, 1872, near Old 
Boggy Depot, Choctaw country. There were a large number of colored 
people, aud several ·whites and Indians, present. There was the most 
perfect order and go'od feeling the entire day; no sign of intemperance, 
·either on part of whites, negroes, or Indians. It was the only strictly 
sober Fourth of July celebration ever witnessed by the committee, and 
deserves to be spoken of on this point. All were welf dressed and well 
tbehaved. 
CHICKASAW FREED.MEN. 
. WINCHESTER CoLBER'l', a Chickasaw former chief, testifies that, 
although most of the Chickasaws are ''mightily opposed" to devoting 
.any of their funds to the education of the colored people among them, 
yet he thinks that "if they saw that that thing had to be done," they 
would be willing. "If the Government would allow us a good price for 
all this country," be says, '' $400,000 or $500,000, we Chickasaws would 
.adopt the colored people and give them a portion of the money to edu-
cate their children." 
R . .Af. Jones's test'imony, (a Choctaw.) 
Question. Were you a holder of slaves before the war ~-Auswer. 
Yes. 
Q. How many slaves had you ~-A. I suppose that hetweeu old a11d 
young, big aud little, I had. from two hundred and fifty to three lwu-
dred head. 
Q. Siuce the war, have you been in contact with them so as to know 
what their present feelings are, and what their present progress is ?-
A. Yes, sir; pretty much. Those whom I used to own are pretty much 
on m.v plantations. They are very well satisfied in the nation. There 
have been some evil-disposed white men through the country wlw haYe 
·been harassing them a good deal, getting them to sign petitions ask-
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ing to be removed, holding out false promise~, and getting them to sign 
papers which they never understood. Tiley are a good deal dissatisfied 
at present. 
Q. Do you mean that they are dissatisfied with rema.ining here (in the 
Territory,) or with haviug signed those papers ~-A. Dissatisfied with 
haYing signed those papers. 
Q. When left to themselves are they satisfied to remain where they 
are ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is the feeling between the Indians and negroes; is it one of 
kindness or otherwise ~-A. The Indians treat them ver.y kindly. I do 
not know bow it would be, though, if the negroes were left without any 
prott>ction. It is understood that the negro is under the protection of 
the United States, and hence the Indians very seldom molest them. 
Q. Do you think that if by any arrangement the colored people 
shou_ld come under full jurisdiction of the Indian law, there would be 
any danger the IrHlians would then treat them unkindly, or would be · 
di~posed to harass them ~-A. I would ue a little afraid they would 
oppress them. . 
Q. Is there any disposition among the negroes here to benefit their 
children by industry ~-A. Yes, sir; quite a number of them are doing 
well. 
Q. What is the feeling as to desiring· schools for their children ?-A. 
I think most of them desire it, but they do not seem to be disposed to. 
make rnueh effort themselves. Tbey think that 1!he United States or 
some other power ought to establish schools for them. 
Mr .• Tones also testifies (see his testimony) that Finn, with an Ar-
kansas justice of the peace, aud a man by the name of John McClain, 
were going around among the negroes procuring their signatures to the 
paper asking the action of Cougress for the r~moval of the negroes 
from the ::r'erritorTo 
Jones was a fine business man and large operator in cotton, and his 
judgment is entitled to weight. 
CHOCT.A. W AND CHICKASAW FREEDlVIEN. 
Testimony of Rev. Lemon Butler, an intelligent colored man. 
This testimony is inserted in full in the report. The witness is a col-
ored man of intelligence, and universally recognized by whites, Indians, 
and colored people as a man of sense and moral worth. His testimony 
is entitled to attention and confidence. 
BoGGY DEPOT, I~DIA.N TERRrt'ORY, 
July 4, 1872. 
LEMON BuTLER sworn and examined. 
By Mr. SMITH: 
Question. State your age.-Answer. I am about fifty years of age. I 
am a colored man. I came to this country with the Choctaws from 
Mississippi, and remained with them as a slave until I was liberated 
during the war of the rebellion. I have remained in the nation since 
the war. 
Q. State your views on the situation of your race here, and bow they 
are getting along, and what their opinio1,1s are about remaining here.-
A. We would rather remain here, provided we can remain under pro-
teetion of the Government of the United States. 
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Q. You do not desire to become citizens of the Choctaw Nation f-A. 
No, sir. 
Q. Is that the opinion of tlle majority of your people ~-A. It is. 
Q. Have you e,·er held a convention on that subject ~-A. Yes, sir 1 
we have held several conventions on tllat subject. 
Q. And the majority of your people prefer remaining here, hut not to 
be incorporated in the Clwctaw Nation 1-... £\... Yes, sir; several con,·en-
tiotts have been held for that purpose. 
Q. You are willing to become citizens of the Choctaw Nation. but you 
want to be protected by the laws of the United States "?-A. Yes, sir; 
we want to be protected by the laws of the United States. 
Q. vVhy do you want to be protected by the laws of the United 
States, if sou become incorporated into the Choctaw Nation ~-A. The 
U11iteu States liberated us, and we t.hink that they ought to keep us 
safe. 
Q. How do these Choctaw people treat you ~-A. vVe have been 
treateu very well by them si!lce we have been liberated. I never had a 
cross word with the first man since I ha,-e been liberated. 
Q. Wllat do you uo with regard to land ~-A. We clwose our own 
homes on the lands. 
Q. Tell us how you do it, and the quantity of land you get.-A. "\Ve 
just go out and improve such quantities as we think we can cultivate; 
and the Indians say nothing against it. I understand that reports ha\e 
gone to Washington that they do object, and are driving us from our 
homeR, but that is not so. 
Q. Tiley give you no written or formal permission or consent, but 
you go and occupy the land and improve it~-~.\... Yes, sir. 
Q. And you al'e permitted to do so in peace and quiet ~-A. Yes sir. 
Q. And to get all the fruits of your own labor ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you pay any rent wllen you select your homes and make im-
provements ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. You go and occupy just as if it was ~-our own ~-A. Yes; we uo 
not pay any rent at all. 
Q. How lo11g have you been iu the occupancy of land ~-A. I rent 
some, and I have besides a little place of my own. I am living now on 
the farm where I was liberated, but I have made myself a residence on 
another place. 
Q. You think that the majority of the colored people here would pre-
fer remaining as yon suggest ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. "\Vhat do you say as to the disposition of the Choctaw people in 
regard to the colored people; how do they act toward you ~-A. vv·e 
get along Yery' well together. 
Q. 'l'hey manitest no disposition to compel you to leave the Territory~­
A. No, ~ir; not that I know of, or ever heard of. 
Q. In your intercourse, however, they keep separate from you ?-A. 
Ye~, sir. 
Q. They do not put you on an equality with their own people ?-A. 
No, sir; son1e of them will come with us and eat and drink with us, 
but others will not. 
Q. You say that you lta ve no wish, as a people, to remove from 
here ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. And, therefore, you do not wish to avail yourselves of tbe proceeds 
of the sale of the leased lands ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. You put in no claim for that ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you claim any part of tile money which the United States Gov-
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ernment proposes to give for the leased lands; do you claim any part 
of it as belonging to your race ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. You would rather stay here than go away and take that money?-
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that is the general impression of your people ~-A. Yes, sir; 
that is the general impression. 
By Mr. BuRDETT : 
Q. \Vhat is the disposition of your people as to getting schools for 
your children ~-A. We would like to have schools provided we could 
have any :trrangem~nt fixed for them. 
Q. Is there a good deal of interest on that subject among your peo-
ple ~-A. There is a great desire for sclwols. We sometimes get a httle 
neighborhood-school, and give so mucL. for a teacher, whenever we are 
able. 
Q. If there were means provided by the Government, or by anybody, 
to educate your children, would your people all feel interested in send-
ing them to school ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Your people have employed teachers out of their own means, as 
far as they could ~-A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think that if the Government~ or any other person or 
.source, should provide means of keeping schools among you, your people 
would all send their children to school ~-A. Yes, ~ir; they would. We 
want to have our children educated. \Ve bad a school here for three 
months, and gave what little money and corn and meat we had to spare 
for the purpose. We would be very thankful for assistance if we could 
get it. 
Q. Is there any difficulty felt among your people in reference to your 
not being able to get a full title to land ~-A. :No, sir. 
(~. Do you understand that people at the north own the laud them-
selves, and can buy and sell land as they please ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You cannot do that in this country ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. I suppose you understand that, at any time the Choctaws choose 
to do so, they can drive you off the land ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Does that prevent any of your people making improvements~­
.A. No, sir. 
Q. You think that it makes no difference with them ¥-A. It makes 
no difference with them, for the Choctaws never have objected to our 
making improvements. They never ha\e said anything about it. 
By Mr. SMITH: 
Q. Did you go on to Washington as a delegate at any time from this 
Territory ~-A. No, sir; I have never been there. Three other men 
went on there with an agent by the name of McCauley. They were 
Squire Wolf, James Anderson, and a man named Hardy, all colored 
men. 
Q. vVhat was their purpose ~-A. I do not know. They said they 
wanted to do business for the freedmen, but we never could understand 
what they were doing. 
Q. Is there now a proposition pending to send on a colored delega-
tion ~-A. No, sir; none at all. 
Q. There was a proposition on the part of the colored people to send a 
delegation to Washington ~-A. Not now; they llave talked as if they 
would like to do it, but I objected. I did not think there was any ne-
cessitv for it. 
Q. ·If you are permitted to remain here and to occupy and cultivate 
land in the manner you now do, you are satisfied ~-A. Yes, sir. 
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By 1\tlr. BURDETT: 
Q. Do you know of any white men who are trying to get up a colored 
delegation to go to Washington 1-A. No, sir; I do not. 
Q. Do you know of any effort being made now to induce your people 
to remove away from the Territory, in order to get some money ~-A. 
No, sir, except an effort which was made by a man named Finn, two 
years ago last spring. 
Q. Did you see him at that time ?-A. I did not. It was done at the 
lower end of the nation, one hundred and fifty miles away. There is an 
abundance of freedmen down there, and I believe that Finn went there 
and got signatures to some paper, saying that he would go to 'Vashing-
ton and get $100 each for them, provided they would sign the paper. 
They all fell to and signed it. 
Q. Do you know how much Finn was to get for doing the business 
for you ¥-A. No, sir; I do not know. He came up to within fifty miles 
of where I live anu tried to get some names, but the people would not 
sign it, and he turned back. 
Q. Do you know just what it was that be wanted them to sign ?-A. 
No, sir. 
Q. What <lid you hear it was ¥-A. I heard that he said that they 
were going to get $100 each if they would sign the paper. 
Q. Were they to move from the Territory when they got that money? 
-A. That was not in the calculation. He said that he had been to 
Washington City and had fixed all the business up. 
Q. Is there anybody trying to bring that question up again '?-A. Not 
that I know of. 
Q. Have you any knowledge of what those who signed the paper 
think of it now ·~-A. No, sir. I have a brother who pursuetl }..,inn when 
they found it out. AR soon as I got the news I reported it to Mr. Olm-
stead, the Indian agent, or rather to his deputy, who said that if the 
agent was there then he would have Finn arrested and see who gave 
him authority to come in here to get freedmen's names; but nothing 
more was done. 
Q. Do you know whether the Indians here have ever made any prop-
osition to divide funds for school purposes with the colored people~­
A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know how they feel about that? Are they in favor of your 
people getting education if they can get it without costing them any-
thing ~-A. They care nothing about that. 
Q. There is no opposition to your schools at all ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. There is no interference with them ~-A. No interference at all. 
Q. W onld they permit your children to go to their schools ?-A. I do 
not know. 
Q. You have never made that proposition1-A. Xo, sir; but I do not 
think they would like H. 
Q. How do you think the Indians would take it if part of the fund 
which they get from the Government were set aside to aid your schools? 
-A. I do not know how they would like it. 
By 1\Ir. S-:\II'l'H: 
Q. In your intercourse, do they keep you at greater dis•ance than they 
do the white folks ?-A. Some do, and some do not. The full-bloods do 
not make much distinction between us and themselves; but the half-
breeds and the quarter-breeds are some of them very aristocratic, and 
hold themselves off. The full-bloods eat and drink with us, and would 
H. Rep. 98-30 
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sleep with us, I suppose, if we would let them; but the quadroons and 
half-breeds are set up. 
Q. They do not like to neighbor with you ?-A. No, sir; some do 
.and some do not. 
By Mr. BuRDETT : 
Q. I suppose that when you were slaves you were owned principally 
by half-breeds and quadroons ?-A. Yes, sir. Governor Easton's father 
raised me. He was a white man and married an Indian. 
Q. Do you know any full-bloods in the Territory who owned slaves?-
A. 0, yes, sir; several of them owned slaves; and many of the slave 
men did better than their masters. Whatever the slaves did was all 
right. A slave might go off and stay as long as be pleased, and come 
back and give his master $4 or $5, and the master was satisfied. There 
were some full-bloods who had slaves that never worked as much as 
their masters. The slave would take his gun and horse and ride and 
hunt all the time. There are some mixed breeds among the freedmen 
now who will not associate with the rest of us. They talk the language 
of the Choctaws. I saw one freedman at the barbecue to-dav who was 
talking the Choctaw language. · " 
Q. DiU the slave-people themselves generally learn the Choctaw~­
A. No, sir; some did and some did not. The Indians who learned at 
all generally learned to talk English through their slaves. 
By Mr. SMITH: 
Q. Those of you who do join churches, do you attach yourselves to 
Indian churches here ~-A. No, sir; we go to the white churches. 
Q. Do the Indians permit you to join their church organizations?-
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do they have Sunday-schools here ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are your children permitted to attend ?-A. No, sir; they do not 
go to those schools. When we have Sabbath-schools of our own they 
go there. None of the colored children go to Sabbath-school with the 
Indians. 
Q. And 'yet they permit you to join their churc~es ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. vVhen an offense is committed by a negro, where is he tried ?-A. 
At Fort Smith, before the United States court. 
Q. Are many of your race arrested ?-A. Yes, sir; there are right 
smart of them arrested for slight offenses. There have been some pretty 
heavy cases. 
Q. l\Iost of the cases are light ?-A. Yes; but there have been some 
murder cases. 
Q. When they arrest any of your race here for petty theft or anything 
of that kind, do they carry them to Fort Smith for trial ?-A. Yes, sir; 
none of our cases are tried here at all. 
Q. What is the general deportment of your people here; do they be-
have themselves pretty well ?-A. Yes, sir; pretty well, considering. 
Brief of D. C. Finn's testimony. 
Finn swears that he is an attorney; resided in Arkansas. Was at one 
time a member of the Kansas legislature. Has a permit to do certain 
business for Indians-claim business. With~J. D. Lane drew up a paper 
for some Arkansas negroes who bad lived in the Choctaw and Chicka-
saw Nations, asking for relief from Congress. Went to Pitchlyn's farm, 
and to Jones's and Wheelock's plantations, to get signatures; got be-
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tween one hundred and two hundred signatures to paper. It contained 
a complaint of treatment from Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, and 
prayed for an appropriation of the amount specified in the treaty of 
1866-$300,000. Some negroes complain that they signed a different 
paper from what was read to them. Witness had no other paper signed 
but the one he describes. Had a power of attorney to attend to the 
business, but no contract for pay. Negroes were driven out of the 
Indian Territory for going into the Federal service. "Had made up" 
his mind "to charge 5 per cent." out of the $100 per capita to negroes 
under the treaty. There was a petition gotten up by 1\f. H. Collar, at 
that time United States Indian agent for Choctaws and Chickasaws; 
petition was sent to the Territory by the Commissioner of Indian Afl:'a.irs. 
Witness was called upon by Colonel Wilson to go in and aid him to defeat 
the Collar movement. Collar and McKee brought the matter before 
the Indian Committee of the House of Congress. Witness appeared 
before that committee and gave it up. )j...,ound there was a contract with 
Collar "lying back." Eli Mitchell was with Collar in the mo\Tement. 
They tried to get a bill passed to move the negroes without their con-
sent. Collar boasted that he had got twice the. number of signatures to 
his paper that witness had to his. Collar remarked that it was worth 
nearly half the amount, or $50 each, to take charg.e of t.he freedmen 
.and get them out; suspects that Blunt bad a finger in the first arrange-
ment. McKee was a banker, and partner of Senator McDonald. Told 
many of these freedmen that I thought it wrong for them to remain 
there, "treated on Jones's plantation like dogs." Delegates ''pledged 
their word and honor that if the bill did not pass at the time that Col-
lar was at work, they would come home and give the freedmen all the 
rights of Choctaw citizens." 
Witness is getting up claims for A. E. Hosmer & Co., a Washington 
city firm. "Chipman has no part in the matter." "They supposed Aleck 
}IcDonald had a finger into it, and also General Blunt." ".As soon as 
these freedmen living near Rocky Comfort get a good horse, charges 
are made against them that they have introduced whisky into the In-
dian country; they are taken to Van Buren, or Fort Smith, and when 
they come back they come back afoot.~' "The people in that neighbor-
hood refused to allow a school to be established" (for the colored 
people.) Samson Folsom, an Indian, wanted witness to go to Wash-
ington to assist him in defeating the bill before Congress appropriating 
$300,000 to move the negroes out of the nation. 
Folsom promised or pledged if they were not moved they would be 
made citizens of, and have forty acres of land per capita. l\fany of the 
freedmen blame Boles for the defeat of the measure. Witness was 
promised by Folsom interest in fees arising out of the eastern boundary 
question. Had'' papers in his pocket suggesting and asking for an op-
posite plan." That was after he went to Washington for Folsom in 
1868. Folsom promised him 21 per cent. of the eastern boundary 
money. Be (Folsom) was to get 10 per cent. They (the Choctaws) 
expected to get $1 an acre for the land taken by Arkansas by an im-
proper survey. It is a gore 6 X l miles, the whole length of the Choc-
taw Nation, one hundred and forty-four miles (or four hundred and 
thirty-two square miles, or 276,480 acres.) Understood there was a con· 
tract between D. H. Barnes, of Little Rock, and Folsom, for the $300,000, 
~pecitied in the treaty of 1866, for the adoption of the freedmen. Fol-
som was not authorized b:v the Choctaw council to make the contract. 
Is informed that Latrobe and Cooper and Mix have contracts with 
the Creek Nation on the '' Creek orphan claims." They were to get, . ~ ... 
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altogether, 25 per cent., by contract with the orphans themselves or their·· 
heirs. " Orphans have grown out of their orphanage." " First Creek 
orphans are all dead." 
FREEDMEN IN CREEK NATION. 
This testimony is entirely reliable. 
· By Mr. SMrt'I-1: 
SAMUEL -CI-IEOOTEE; age fifty-three years; occupation, farmer and 
stock-raiser; resides near Okmulkee, Creek Nation. 
Question. What is your present official position ~-.Answer. I am prin-
cipal chief of the Creek Nation. 
Q. Do you know about the contracts made with Luce and Fuller as to-
making treaty of 1866 ~-.A. Yes; .I have learned something from what 
the delegation have told me. They reported that at Washington the 
two delegations, northern and southern, had combined, and bad agreed 
to pay Luce and Fuller 25 per cent. They have paid Luce his fee. They 
paid Fuller $50,000 out of a fund of $200,000, but the balance of 
Fuller's fee has not been settled. 
Q. Why have they declined or delayed to pay balance of Fuller's 
account ~-.A. The remainder of Fuller's account was not presented for 
some time, but when first presented it was acted on favorably; but at 
the next session they reconsidered it and refused to pay it. They 
thought on reconsidering it that Fuller had not rendered any service; 
his claim was for assisting in making the treaty, and the council 
thought that the treaty would have been made any way without him,. 
and so they thought the consideration.failed. 
Q. What amount was paid Luce ~-A. Something above $84,000. 
Q. Did any member of the delegation or other person in the nation 
share in Luce's fee ~-.A. I do not know. 
Q. Your council refused to pay Fuller, because they thought hisser-
vices of no value in making the treaty. How was it with Luce; were 
his services of any real value ~-.A. In making the treaty the delegations. 
were divided into northern and southern parties, and Luce, it ·was re-
ported, had come in and helped to defeat an improper treaty attempted 
to be made by the northern delegation; but, even then, if Luce had de-
layed the presentation of his account as Fuller did, he doubts if he had 
been paid. 
Q. 'fhe Creek Nation have incorporated the freedmen and made 
citizens of them, have they not ~-A. The nation have recognized them 
as provided by the treaty. The council provided for taking a census of 
the freed people in order to ascertain who are here properly under the 
treaty, but they refuse to give in their status; and, although the council 
have twice provided for a census, yet we have never succeeded in get-
ting a correct census. The colored people are represented in both 
branches of our legislative council. 
Q. Do you propose to renew your effort to get a correct census, or is it 
so difficult that you would like to have the United States do it for you~ 
-.A. We propose to try it again ourselves, and then if we fail we may 
ask the United States to do it for us. 
Q. What do you suppose are the difficulties that have thus far pre-
vented your success ~-.A. Am not positive, but think it is done by out-
siders, who are encouraging party strifes in the nation. 
Q. What interest do you suppose these outsiders seek to promote l>y 
stirring up this strife 0?-.A. Don't know, but can't help but think that 
it is done to make civil commotion, so as to bring it to the notice of the 
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Government, and so bring about an interference by the Government. 
The colored people themselves want to be quiet, but these outsiders 
.are continually making suggestions calculated to excite discontent. 
The two races are at perfect peace and harmony. The colored people 
are working well and gaining property, and, as to education, the colored 
people are making greater efforts and advancing faster than are the 
Indians. 
Q. Are your own people cultivating the arts of civilization more than 
heretofore f-A. They are striving more now than ever before, and are 
fast striving for the education of their children, and for the accumula-
tion of stock and other property. They are making better progreRs 
than ever before in their whole history. . 
Q. In case a new agency is built by the Government for your people, 
where do you think it should be established ~-A. Our people think it 
should be established at or near Okmulkee, as that is near the center 
and is the capital of the nation. It is now at one side of the nation, 
and people who have business with the agent have to travel long dis-
tances through the beat and cold unnecessarily. It was originally un-
derstood between the council and a former agent that it should be at 
the capital, and that was one reason for removing the capital across 
Deep Fork to its present location. 
FREEDl\IEN AMONG TIIE CHEROKEES. 
This testimony is entitled to high reganl. 
'.£AHLEQUAH, INDIAN TERRITORY, July 16, 1872. 
JOHN B. JONES sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. State your age, residence, and occupation.-Answer. I am 
about forty-eight years of age; I am United States agent for the Cher-
okees; I am also, when not at that, a missionary to the Cherokees·; I 
reside at Tahlequah, Cherokee Nation. 
Q. State whether yon are a Cherokee by birth.-A. Not by blood, but 
I am a Cherokee by adoption. I was adopted under an act passed in 
1865, at the close of the war. * * * * 
Q. You were oue of the delegates in making the treaty of 1866 ~-A. 
Yes. 
Q. State what amount of attorneys' fees was paid by the delegation 
at that time, and to whom, for assisting in making that treaty.-A. I 
will not be positive in regard to the exact amount; I can post myself by 
reference to books. My impression is that we paid General Ewing 
$5,000, Colonel Phillips $3,000, and Judge John W. Wright a little less 
than $3,000. 
Q. Making a little less than $11,000 'Y-A. Yes. 
Q. Were the delegates paid by the nation for their services ~-A. The 
nation pairl the delegates $3 a day and their necessary expenses. 
Q. In full compensation for their services ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Have you a recollection of about what the cost to the nation was 
for each delegate ~-A. No, sir; I cannot say exactly; but my own ex-
pense and pay amounted to less than $1,000. The way I know is this: 
I had $1,000 given to me. I loaned other delegates, when they ran out 
of money, some considerable amount, and when I made my report to 
the council they only owed me $113, so that I know that my expenses, 
pay and all, were less than $1,000, for I had loaned the other delegates 
more than $113. 
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. Q. How many delegates were there ~-A. Eight. 
Q. Did the delegation of 1866 make any contracts with any attorneys 
at Washington, or elsewhere, to make subsequent collections in favor of 
the Cherokees, under .the treaty of 1866 ~-A. No, sir. * * * * 
By Mr. BuRDETTE : 
Q. To what extent were the Cherokee people the holders of slaves 
prior to the war ~-A. I think that there were about two thousand slaves 
in the country. 
Q, Were they manumitted simply as the result of the war, or by the 
action of your people ~-A. They were liberated by act of Congress, in 
February, 1863. 
Q. Have they generally remained in the Cherokee country ~-A. Ac-
cording to the provisions of the treaty of 1866 all those who returned 
into the country within six months after its ratification were to become 
citizens of the nation. Quite a number have got in in time. Another 
large number have eome in after the time, and their rights are now dis-
puted. 
Q: What seems to be the disposition of those colored people, formerly 
held as slaves among you, as to returning here ~--A_ . They almost uni-
versally desire to return. 
Q. How large a proportion of the original number held as slaves did 
return within the time prescribed within the treaty ~-A. I think about 
two-thirds. 
Q. Have they remained here since ~-A. Yes. 
Q. And are they actually enjoying all the rights of citizens of the-
Cherokee Nation "?-A. Yes, sir; so far as I know or believe, they are. 
Sometimes they grumble a little as to partiality in the administration 
of the law, but, in the main, they enjoy the same right,s and privileges. 
Q. How is it in respect to school privileges ~-A. They have three 
schools set apart for their use; and at that they grumble. They claim 
that they should be permitted to send their children to the schools of 
their neighborhood, whether those schools are for colored people or not. 
Q. Have you a law prescribing the separate education of the races~­
A. No, sir; it is by inference. Three schools are designated by law 
as schools for the freedmen, but there is no law prohibiting them from 
attendance on other schools. 
Q. If prohibited at all, then, it is by custom and proscription ?-A .. 
Yes; by public sentiment. 
Q. And, in fact, they are excluded from all but three schools ~-A. 
Yes; there may be one or two exceptions; I know there were a few ex-
ceptions a year or two ago. 
Q. Are those three schools so situated as to accommodate a large pro-
portion of the colored people ~-A. rrhey are the best locations that 
could be made, considering that there are only three schools ; but 
then there are a pretty large number of children not provided for. 
Q. vVhat is the feeling among the colored people as to educating their 
children~ Are they desirous of doing so ~-A. They are very desirous 
of doing so. 
Q. Do the children of the colored people, in fact, attend those neigh-
borhood schools as generally as it is possible for them to do ~-A. They 
attend them quite largely. I cannot say that they attend them as large-
ly as possible, but they atterJd them quite well. 
Q. How are the colored people progressing so far as securing for them-
selves homes, and caring for themselves and their families ~-A. They 
are doing well. 
Q. How do they compare, so far as thrift is concerned, with other citi--
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zens of the Cherokee Nation ~-A. They compare very favorably. Ot 
course there are some Cherokees who are superior to them, and there 
are many who are inferior to them; but as a whole, they compare favor-
ably. 
Q. So far as observance of the laws is concerned, and general good 
order, how do they compare ~-A. Very well. 
Q. What is the feeling between the two races~ Is it kindly, on the 
whole ~-A. On the whole it is kindly. 
Q. Do you think that there is a prospect for the future that they will 
get along peaceably and kindly together ~-A. I do. 
Q. You know of no disposition on either side to render the life of either 
uncomfortable ?-A. There have been individual instances in whieh that 
has been done; but on the whole it is not so. The chief has recommended, 
on two different occasions, that the council adopt the colored people 
who did not come in within the six months, and put them on the 
same footing as though they were here within the six months. The 
council failed to do it, however. The bill passed the senate and was 
voted down in the lower house. 
Q. What are those people to whom you last referred doing ?-A. 
A large nnmber of them have farms opened and are improving them, 
but they feel very uneasy and are in trouble. It became my duty, 
under orders from the Department, to warn out all intruders, and I 
issued an order, of which I present a copy to the committee. It is as , 
follows: 
XOTICE. 
To 1clwm it ma.y concern : 
Be it known that all persons being settled, or residing, or staying in the Cherokee 
country, either east or west of the ninety-sixth meridian of west longitude, are in-
truders, unless they be Cherokees, or belong to some other tribe of Indians, placed on 
such lands by the authority of the United States. 
All such intruders are now directed to remove out of the Cherokee country. No 
permit will be recognized, either on the west or the east side of said ninety-sixth 
meridian, unless it be issued by the United States Indian agent for the Cherokees. 
All intruders will therefore leave the Cherokee country without delay. It is very 
desirable that they should leave without being removed by the military; but military 
force will be used to remove them in case they persist in remaining on the Indian 
lands above named. The officer has already been designated who will remove all that 
refuse to go, and such officer is now under orders for that purpose. It is therefore 
hoped that none will, in violation of law, persist in remaining on any lands belonging 
to these Indians, but that all will peaceably and imn;~.ediately go to the States where 
lihey can acquire titles to lands and hold them. 
TATILEQUAII, CHEROKim NATION, February 2, 1872. 
JOHN B. JONES, 
Unitecl States Agent jo1' Cltcrokees. 
As soon as that was printed, the colored people of that class came 
to me and wanted to know if they were included. I told them that 
of course if they were intruders I could make no exception. They then 
got up a letter and addressed it to me, and a memorial which they ad-
dressed to the Congress and the President, asking relief. The letter· 
addressed to me was, that I should suspend operations against them 
until they could have an opportunity of appealing to the Government. 
I did suspend operations at their request, and, in reply to their memo-
rial, I was ordered by the Department not to press the removal against 
those colored persons, but to go on and put out all other intruders. 
That is the way the matter stands now, so far as I know. 
Q. Technically, of course, they are intruders ~-A. 'l'echnically, they 
are intruders. 
Q. And it becomes necessary, therefore, that there shall be some dis-
position, in some way, of their case ~-A. Yes. 
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Q. What is your judgment, from what yon know of the feeling of the 
Cherokees, as to the prospect of these colored people being ultimately 
adopted ~-A. I have given it up now. I had hope of their being 
adopted until last session. I think now that it is impossible to work 
it through, unless some influences, of which I have no knowledge, are 
brought to bear. The chief has tried and has failed. 
Q. How many of these colored people do you suppose there are, in-
cluding men, women, and children ?-A. From :five hundred to eight 
hundred, I should say. 
Q. If they are compelled to leave the Territory would not that neces-
sarily involve suffering to them ?-A. They would be impoverished, be-
cause all they have is here. 
Q. They know no other home ~-A. They know no other home. 
Q. So far as the personal relations of the Cherokees to these people 
are concerned, what are they 0?-A. They treat them well, but they de-
sire the case settled; and if these colored people are intruders, they want 
to get them out. 
Q. In your judgment, should some action be taken by the United 
States Government in that matter ~-A. Certainly; some relief should 
be offered to these people. 
Q. Do you desire to make any suggestion as to what that relief should 
be "?-A. I have attempted to do so, and have already done so, witll the 
Department. Taking it for granted that the refusal of the council will 
be adhered to, as I suppose it will, the only provision that I can see is, 
that a portion of the land west of the ninety-sixth degree should be 
assigned to them, either by the United States Government or by the 
Cherokee Nation. And even their removal on that condition will be 
greatly to their injury, because they have their farms opened here. In 
the matter of the orphan asylum, the colored people requested some ac~ · 
tion on the part of the board; and they took it for granted that, as sep-
arate schools had been provided for them out of the school-fund, the 
same thing would be done out of the orphan-fund. They requested the 
board of the orphan asylum to take some action in their behalf. The 
board responded that they bad no authority in the matter but would 
bring it to the attention of the council at its next session. 
Q. And that matter is pending in that way ~-A. Yes, sir; the coun-
cil bas not met since. 
(Mr. Jones also testified touching the Smoot ~ontract; bnt as that con-
tract was, on the 26th day of March, 1873, surrendered and canceled by 
Smoot, and destroyed in presence of Smoot and others, as will appear 
in this report, the testimony of Mr. Jones relative to that contract will 
not be printed.) 
FREED~1EN OF THE CHOCTAWS AND CHICKASAWS. 
In the treaty of 1866 the provision for the payment to the Indians of 
the $300,000, allowed as the price of the leased lands, was encumbered 
with the condition that the Indians should adopt the colored people, their 
former slaves, as citizens, and give them forty acres of land each, within 
two years. In case they declined to do this, the United States Govern-
ment was to expend the $300,000 in removing the colored people from 
the Indian country, and in giving each man $100 apiece. But the two 
years passed without either of these conditions having been complied 
with. The Indian refused to adopt the negro, and the negro refused to 
be removed from the country. The $300,000, therefore, still remains in 
the United States Treasury. 
1'ESTIMONY AND RECORD COPIES PROCURED AND TAKEN BY 
THE COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS UNDER HOUSE RESO-
LUTION OF JANUARY 8, 1872, AND SUBSEQUENT RESOLUTIONS. 
COMMITTlm ON INDIAN AFFAIHS, 
Washington, D. C., March 14, 1872. 
Mrs. ELLEN COCHRANE affirmed and examined. 
By the CnAmM.\.N: 
Question. State whether you are the widow of John T. Cochrane.-Answer. Yes, sir; 
I am his widow. 
Q. What, if anything, do you know in regard to the claim of John T. Cochrane in 
his lifetime against the Choctaw Nation of Indians for services for them as counsel or 
attorney ?-A. All I know is, that he was their attorney. 
Q. Did he leave any agreement in writing upon that subject ?-A. John D. McPher-
son, an attorney in this city, took possession of all his papers after Mr. Cochrane's 
death, and they are in his possession. He has ueen attending to all the affairs of the 
estate ever since. 
Q. Who was the executor of your husband's estate f-A. Mr. McPherson was the 
executor. 
Q. "'What bas been realizell out of the claim of the estate against the Choctaw N :.:,-
tion ?-A. I cannot tell yon. 1Ir. McPherson could tell yon all about it. I left the 
whole matter to him. 
Q. Do you own any claim against the Choctaw Nation now in your own right ?-A. 
Yes, sir; I have an interest in it. . 
Q. Have ~'on transferred that interest to anyuody ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Has your sister-in-law contracted away her interestf-A. No, sir. 
Q. Was there any written contract between your husband and the Choctaws ?-A. I 
cannot tell yon; I have not known anything about the affairs of the estate since Mr. 
McPherson has had them in his bauds. 
Q. Have yon received any money from the claim, coming through the bands of Mr. 
McPI.J.erson ?-A. I have $12,000 of railroad bonds of the Steubenville and somei hing 
Railroad Company. I cannot tell you anything more than that. I know very lit.tle 
about the affairs of the estate. 
Q. \Vho delivered these bonds to you ?-A. They are not in my possession ; Mr. 
McPherson draws the interest on them quarterly and pays it over to me. 
Q. Did your husband leave a will ?-A. Yes, sir; he left a will. 
Q. Was there any provision in the will in reference to this claim ~-·A. I cannot tell 
you anything about it. I do not recollect. 
Q. Do you know what tho amount of your husband's fee was to be ?-A. No, sir; I 
cannot tell you. 
Q. Do yon know whether there were any other persons connected with him as attor-
ney-assisting him ?-A. I cannot say that even. 
Q. What business was your husband following at the time of his death ?-A. He 
was an Indian claim agent. 
Q. Was he in the Government employ in any way f-A. No, sir. 
Q. What is the date of your husband's death ?-A. He died October 21, 1866. 
Q. Then you have received no money except these bonds ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you receive the bonds, and do ~"ou receive the interest on them, as tl.J.e widow 
()f Mr. Cochrane ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you given a receipt for the bonds as a part of the estate ~-A. I think I did. 
Q. Was there any assignment, in any way, of any interest to any peroon uy the 
name of Scott ~-A. Never by me. I have beard. his name mentioned; I do not know 
in what connection. Mr. McPherson, I repeat, acts for me in all my unsiness affairs. 
Q. What is your sister-in-law's name ?-A. Mrs. Mary A. Magruder; she resides in 
Georgetown. 
Q. She was to have an equal interest with yourself in this claim ~-A. Yes, sir; one-
half of everything that belonged to Mr. Cochra.ne. 
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\VASIIINGTON, D. C., March 18, 1872. 
J OIIN D. McPHERSON sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Question. State your age, place of residence, and occupation.-Answer. Fifty-fonr 
years; I am a lawyer; my place of residence is in Maryland; my place of business s 
No. 307 D street, Washington. 
Q. State whether you are the executor of John T. Cochrane, deceased ?-A. I am. 
Q. State whether Mr. Cochrane bad a claim in his lifetime ao-ainst the Choctaw Iu-
dians]for his services as counsel, and, if so, what it was.-A. 1\fr. Cochrane was employed 
by the Choctaw Nation in 1853, I think, under a written contract to prosecute their 
claims against the Government of the United States for the net proceeds of their lands 
which had been sold in Mississippi. It was a contract contingent entirely, and became 
available only when the money was appropriated by Congress. 
Q. Ha>e you a copy of that agreement f-A. I have not. I can obtain it, and will 
do so :;tnd furnish it to the committee. 
Q. \Vbat was the amonnt of his fee f-A. Thirty per cent. on the net proceeds. 
Q. Did it 1'eacb to any other claim than the net proceeds of this land ?-A. It did 
not. 
Q. \Vere there any other persons interested in that fee with John T. Cochrane ?-A. 
There were. I do not know who they were; they were interested in this way, as I 
understood. I never knew anything of this case until after the death of Mr. Cochrane. 
Mr. Cochrane was a very warm friend of mine, and had great confidence in me. A 
few hours before he died be sent for me, and I drew his will. He then died. I knew 
nothing whatever of this claim until after his death, when I became the executor of 
his estate. I then understood when this contract was :first made, in 185:t The claims 
of the Choctaws upon the United States were then put upon a different basis from 
what they had previously been. There had been a great many claims, and all these 
were consolidated into one, and all the agencies were united in Mr. Cochrane. Various 
persons, however, Indians and others, who had been agents for the various claims, ex-
pected that the fee of Mr. Cochrane, whenever be obtained it, would be divided with 
them. I did not know that until more than six months after be died, when persons 
began to come to me in regard to their interest in the claim. I have seen nothing in 
writing and do not know anything official in regard to precisely what persons have an 
interest in this claim, except in one instance. One person, coming from Arkansas, 
brought me a written claim upon Mr. Cochrane. 
Q. What does the will state in regard to that subject ?-A. It gives me fnll power 
and control over the claim; to compromise it, or dispose of it, or do anything in the 
world for the support of his family, who afterward acknowledged one-half interest in 
Mr. Luke Lee, who was formerly Commissioner of Indian Affairs. After the war he 
carne here anLl entered into an agency and formed a partnership with Mr. C0chrane, as 
I understand. 
Q. Is Mr. Luke Lee stiU alive ?-A. He is, and lives somewhere in Mississippi, I 
think. 
Q. To whom did the other half interest go f-A. Entirely to Mr. Cochrane aml his 
estate-to his wife and sister. 
Q. Who was his sister ?-A. His sister was Mary A. Magruder, wife of James A. 
Magruder, of Georgetown. 
Q. Has Mrs. Cochrane or Mrs. Magruder, either of them, trallsferred her interest in 
this claim to any one?-A. Not to my knowledge, and I am qnite cou:fident they never 
have. 
Q. Do you know of Mrs. Cochrane having transferred any railroad stock to anyone?-
A. No, she has never transferred any, I am sure. I am her executor; I have money of 
hers in my hands and attend to her business. 
Q. From what does this money arise ~-A. There was a small amount left in bank 
by Mr. Cochrane; then, I have collected some fees in Indian matters for the estate, and 
I also raised on the credit of this Choctaw contract the sum of $75,000, which I di-
vided between Luke Lee, Mrs. Cochrane, and Mrs. Magruder. 
Q. From whom did you raise that money on tbis contract ?-A. I raised it by trans-
fer of the contract to Judge Jeremiah S. Black. He raised for me$75,000, he assumingr 
what I supposed Mrs. Cochrane was bound to do, the employment of counsel to prose-
cute the claim. I did that with t!Je consent of the Indian delegation then present, and 
Judge Black advanced $75,000, which was furnished him by Colonel Thomas A. Scott, 
of Philadelphia. 
Q. President of the Pennsylvania Central Railroad ~-A. I believe he is vice-pres-
ident. 
Q. Then that contingent claim has passed from your hands f-A. It has. 
Q. In just what relation does it stand; does Judge Black bold it as security for his 
fee ?-A. No; I transferred it to him as a contract; he nnLlertaking to do all that Mr . 
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Cochrane was to do, and taking the chances. As I said, the Indian delegation were 
here, all of them, and it was done by their agreement in writing. 
Q. In what was that payment made by Judge Black to you ?-.A.. I think I got 
$25,000 in money and $50,000 in railroad bonds. I turned over one-half to Mr. Luke 
Lee, and the rest to Mrs. Cochrane and Mrs. Magruder. 
Q. On what road were these bonds f-A. The ~teubenville and Indiana Railroad. 
Q. What portion of these bonds have yon passed to Mrs. Cochrane 7-A. Either 
$12,000 or $13,000, and to Mrs. Magruder the other $12,000 or $13,000, making $25,000 
to them. 
Q. At what rate did yon take these bonds ?-A. I took them at par. I also receive<l 
at the same time a written guarantee that the interest should be duly paid, and if there 
should be any difficulty at any time they should be returned. 
Q. From whom did you receive that guarantee ¥-.A.. From Mr. Scott, and I have it 
now. 
Q. Was the assignment made directly to Mr. Scott or to Judge Black ~-.A.. To Judge 
Black; and the payment was made directly from Mr. Scott, I think, through Mr. Bar-
clay, who was at Judge Black's at the time the payment was made. 
Q. In whose hands are these bonds now ?-.A.. I have Mrs. Cochrane's bonds, I think 
.:·12,000, and Mrs. Magruder's $13,000 I have transferred to a commissioner. 
Q. What was the amount of the net proceeds of the fund as you understand it?-
A. The net proceeds of the claim was supposed to be $1,858,000. 
Q. Was it not $2,358,000 originally? -A. Yes, I think it was at the time the report of 
the Interior Department was made, in 1857 or 1858. In 1861 Congress appropriated 
.. ,'500,000, which reduced the amount to $1,858,000. 
Q. Then Mr. Cochrane's claim was 30 per cent. of ·1,858,000?-.A.. Yes; I suppose it 
would have been on the $500,000 additional, but that bad passed before the matter 
came into my hands. The award of the Senate was $2,981,247.30, as found by the Sec-
retary of the Interior. The Senate deducted from that amonnt $G48,696.45, as reported 
by the Committee on Indian Affairs June 19, 1860, leaving a balance of $2,332,550.85. 
Q. By the act of 1861 Congress appropriated $500,000, to be paid one-half in money 
and one-half in bonds, leaving a balance of $1,832,550.85. Now, upon which basis do 
you estimate your 30 per cent."?-A. The 30 per cent. was due Mr. Cochrane upon the 
whole amount awarded by the Sena.te, but in my agreement with Judge Black no men-
tion was made of anything except the $1,832,000. 
Q. What woulll the amount of your fee be on that basis V-A. I think about $549,765. 
I think the whole of that amount was not for Mr. Cochrane himself, but those engaged 
with him. Five per cent. was left undistributed, deducted for contingencies. I think 
he said that he and those wh<? were with him were entitled to 25 per cent. 
Q. What were the contingencies for ?-A. I suppose for other persons and other in-
terests that might be brought in. I suppose it was to pay the expenses of delegations 
that were here, perhaps. Colonel Pitchlynn was here for a long time, and, I suppose, 
incurred expenses. These delegates who come here are very poor, and used to come to 
l\fr. Cochrane for money ; and after his death they came to me, and I loaned them 
money until I had to shut down. 
Q. Does your assignment to Judge Black authorize him to lift the entire 30 per 
f! cent.f-A. Yes. 
Q. Does yonr contract with him direct what shall be done with that 5 per cenU-
A. Not that I remember. I think that he just took it with the whole obligation, 
whatever that might be. 
Q. With no specification that it should be paid to any particular person ?-A. I am 
not quite sure whether there is or not. 
Q. Do you know whether any portion of that 30 per cent. was to be paid to D. H' 
Cooper '?-A. No. After the agreement was made with .Judge Black we found it neces-
Sa.l'Y to employ Mr. Latrobe, wllo had been engaged in Indian matters. I arranged for 
him to give his services with those of Judge Black, anclo I understood from him, at a 
subsequent elate, that he employed the firm of Cooper & :Mix whenever he wanted any 
ipformation about Indian affairs. There was no agreement between Judge Black or 
between me and Mr. Latrobe. After I had made this agreement with Judge Black I 
found that Mr. Cochrane had made arrangements with Mr. Latrobe in his lifetime, and 
I continued that arrangement with Mr. Latrobe. 
Q. Do you know whether Albert Pike is to have any part of it ?-A. He is not, with 
my knowledge or with my consent. 
Q. At what time was the contract made with Mr. Latrobe ?-A. It was entirely ver-
bal. After the war the Indians came on here to make a new treaty and to right up 
their whole business, and they employed Mr. Latrobe and Mr. Cochrane together. I 
should state that if this claim is ever paid, $75,000 of it will come to us, in addition to 
the advance made by Judge Black. 
Q ... What was the date of Mr. Latrobe's interest in it f-A. I do not know. Mr. La-
trobe was to have $75,000 when the claim was paid. 
Q. '\Vas he to pay Cooper & Mix out of thatf-A. He was, as I understood. He 
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said that be bad that interest. There was nothing in writing, but I agreed that he 
should have $25,000 out of the$75,000 contingent coming to us, and Judge Black agreed 
to pay him the rest. The facti!;, that these claims came in, so many of them, when I 
took them to Judge Black he would say, if Colonel Scott ever got his money back he 
would be satisfied never to get one cent. There were cormorants coming round us, 
enough to eat the whole claim twice over. 
Q. You stated that, as the executor of John T. Cochrane, you made an assignment of 
his contingent interest, being 30 per cent. of the net proceeds of this Choctaw claim. 
For that, as such executor, you received $25,000 in money and $50,000 in Steubenville 
and Indiana Railroad bonds, with a contingent agreement that if the money was col-
lected Mr. Black should pay you $75,000 additional in money. You subsequently made 
an agreement with Mr. Latrobe to pay him $25,000 out of this last $75,000 contingent; 
and further agreed that Mr. Black should pay him $r>O,OOO, in which arrangement 
Black acquiesced, Mr. Latrobe informing you that he had arrangements with Mr. 
Cochrane in his lifetime, although you found no evidence of that fact in writing, and 
Latrobe informed you that he was in the habit of employing Charles D. Mix and D. 
H. Cooper as attorneys to assist him, and that he should out of his own allowance . 
settle with them. Is that about the substance of your testimony 1-A. With a single 
exception, that I agreed to pay Latrobe $75,000, and that Black agreed to pay me 
$50,000 on that account. I made my;;elf responsible for the whole $75,000, if the claim 
was paid. 
Q. I will now ask you if you know anything of the claim of Mr. Latrobe against 
-the Choctaw net-proceeds fund other than his interest in the 30 per cent. ~-A. No. I 
never heard that he had any other interest, except this employment by myself. 
Q. Do ~ron know of his having any other claim against the Choctaws f-A. I do 
not. 
Q~ You are not associated with him in business ?-A. No, I am not. He has other 
Choctaw business in his hands, but no claim against them at all until he earns it. 
Q. Do you know what business ~-A. No. I think it refers to some back annuities. 
Q. Do you know of any contract between Mr. Latrobe and Indian delegates sent 
here to form a treaty ~-A. Yes; and it is under that contract that he has other busi-
ness with the Indians, as I understand. 
Q. Do you know what the terms of that contract are ?-A. No, I do not, although I 
have seen the contract. He had authority from Colonel Pitchlyu and other persons to 
transact their busin~s in connection with back annuities and other matters. 
Q. Do you know who is connected with him in that business ~-A. I do not, except 
his connection with Cooper & Mix; as I stated, he calls upon them and pays them 
for their services. 
Q. Do you know of Mr. Latrobe getting any money from the Choctaws at any time 
in connection with making the treaty of 18661-A. No; that was before I came into 
it. He paid me at one time, I think, $9,000, which he said was part of the fee he got. 
Whether it was part of any Choctaw fund I am not certain. ' 
Q. He paid that to you as executod-A. Yes; as executor of John T. Cochrane. I 
think it must have come from the Choctaws. I am not certain. 
Q. I see among the papers here a letter from yon, dated March 11, 1871: to the Sec-
retary of the Treasury, with a postscript attached. Please state whether you are will- 1 
ing it shall be considered as a part of your testimony. -A. Yes, I am willing it shall 
be. 
Q. You said that Junge Black sbted to you be should be satisfied if Colonel Scott 
got his money back. ·what did you mean by that expression ?-A. As I have already 
said, when I made the transfer to Judge Black I supposed nobody bad any claim 
upon it; but I found afterward that agreements bad been made by Mr. Cochrane to 
divide with sundry persons, some of them persons in the Indian nation who had been 
prosecuting some of the claims which were consolidated in this. I found a great 
many persons claiming to l!ave an interest in this fee, and when I told Judge Black 
about these people coming in, be said I was to make any arrangements I thought 
proper and be would assent to it; that he would be perfectly satisfied if he got back 
:the $75,000 for Colonel Scott. 
Q. 'Vho owns the assignment in fa,ct ~-A. J uclge Black himself, who, as I suppose, is to 
pay the money to Colonel Scott. He is recognized as the attorney of the Indians, the 
same as Mr. Cochrane was. 
Q. Is the committee to understand that the assignment is to Judge Black absolutely, 
or to Judge Black in trust for Scott ?-A. Scott is to have his money out of t.he claim 
if it is recovered. I do not suppose Black is to pay him out of his own pocket. 
Q. Could you furnish the committee with a copy of that contract ~-A. I have no 
copy myself, but I could get it from Judge Black, I presume. I was very glad to get 
the money and the bonds and leave the whole thing in Judge Black's hands. I suppose 
it is perfectly apparent that Judge Black bas no interest in this matter except such as 
this agreement gives him of 30 per cent. on the $1,850,000 yet to be appropriated. I 
know I had nothing in my own mind about the bonds which are now in the Treasury 
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Department, or anything else except the unappropriated proceeds; and I do not think 
Judge Black makes any claim upon these bonds. 
By Mr. WILLIAMS: 
Q. Are you aware of any understanding between Judge Black and Mr. Scott relative 
to a division of this 30 per cent. in case of its being collected; was it a joint venture 
between Black and Scott, Black being the agent to prosecute the claim, and Scott fur-
nishing the money 1-A. The information I had was that Scott put up the money to 
enable Black to get the contract, and that it is understood in some way that. Scott ib 
to have it back, and I presume something for the use qf his money. Whether it is a 
joint venture between them or not, I do not know. I know tlmt Scott is not to have 
his money 1mless the net proceeds are recovered. If they are recovered he is to have 
his money and a division of the profits in addition; it must be a joint ventnre. 'rue 
original agreement as made has been so modified that these other people come in. 
By the CrrAIR:i\IAN : 
Q. Can you furnish the committee with a copy of the guarantee ?-A. I h;1ve that, 
and will furnish it. 
Q. You have referred to various parties who claim an interest in this fee or contract 
which you have transferred to J mlge Black; please state the names of any such persons 
who are so claiming.-A. JohnB.Luce told me be had a contingent interest in it, which, 
I think, he said had been recoguized by Mr. Cochrane. Theu Jackoway, an Indian, 
I think, stated that he was employed at different times for different claims that 
were merged i u these net proceeds. I understood there were, perhaps, half a dozen claims 
growmg out of the treaty of 1832, which were prosecuted by different persons; but 
that finally all the claims were merged in this, with Mr. Cochrane as agent. One of 
these agents was Thompson McKinney; I think he is dead. One of the La Flores also 
claimed an interest. I do not remember anv other. 
Q. Who is now authorized to receive the 30 per ceut. commission ?-A. Judge Black 
is to receive the 30 per cent. ou the $1,832,000. He has nothing to do with the bonds. 
Q. Who is to receive 30 per cent. ou the $250,000 of bonds to be paid by the Secretary 
of the Treasury under the act of 1861 ?-A. I claim that right as the executor of 
Mr. Cochrane. 
Q. Then you claim that Mr. Cochrane's contract covers that $250,000 ?-A. Yes; it 
has never been disposed of for that. 
Q. D(l you claim 30 per cent. on the . '500,000 ::tppropriated by act of 1861, to be paid, 
including the $250,000 of bonds ¥-A. No; only on the $250,000. 
Q. State what services were rendered, to induce Congress to make an appropriation 
of this last $250,000, by you as executor.-A. Nothing was done by me at all that I 
remember. Mr. Latrobe, who has an interest and was interested with l\Ir. Cochrane, 
wrote some article upon it. I think that was all that was done by any of us. 
Q. Mr. Latrobe did not appear before this committee; did be appear before any 
committee of Congress to urge that claim ?-A. Not before any committee, unless he 
appeared before this. I do not know what he did in the matter. I understood that 
he did something. 
Q. Upon what do yon base your right as executor to lift that 30 per cent. on the 
$250,000 of bonds ?-A. Upon my right under the contract made with Mr. Cochrane. 
Q. Not by right of any services you have performed as executor ?-A. Not unless 
Mr. Latrobe has rendered some services. I know of no other service that has been 
rendered. 
Q. What was to be the consideration of that 30 per cent., the contract for which waf! 
entered into between Mr. Cochrane and the Indians in 1854 f-A. He made a state-
ment of the claim a.nd obtained a treaty between the United States and the Indians 
acknowledging the claim, referring it to the Senate to clecicle-I mean the treaty of 
1855, I think, or whatever it was-referring the claim to the Senate. He then prose-
cuted it in the Senate for several years. The Senate finally made an award. He 
attended to the getting of the award from the Department and prosecute<l it. and 
finally obtained, so far as any private person could obtain, the passage of the act of 
1861, appropriating $500,000. Then he aided the Indians in obtaining the treaty of 
1866, by which their rights were restored. 
Q. What services did he render in it ?-A. I do not know; he was the adviser and 
attorney of the Indians in that matter. Mr. Latrobe attended more to the negotia-
tions of the treaty; Mr. Cochrane drew the papers and knew all about it. 
Q. Do you know ·whether Mr. Cochrane got any pay for his services?-A. I do not 
think anything was paid for that service. There were some claims allowed under 
that treaty and he got some compensation through them. I do not know that they 
paid him anything for his services in connection with the negotiations of the treaty. 
Q. Are you acquainted with Wright, Page, and Riley, the special commissioners who 
made the treaty of 18G6 npou the part of the Choctaw government ?-A. No, sir; 1 
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have never seen either of them. In regard to services rendered by me as executor I 
might !'ay that I assisted in writing the memorial of Colonel Pitchlyn, before Con~ress. 
Q. Have you any claim against the Choctaw Nation for services of your owur-A.. 
None whatever. I never acted in any other capacity except as executor of Mr. Coch-
rane. 
Q. Do you know anything of the claim of Lehman & Co. f-A.. Yes, I know some-
thing of it; I know nothing abont its merits. 
Q. Who is prosecuting that claim now f-A.. A. man named R. M. Corwin. 
Q. Do you as executor of Mr. Cochrane sustain that prosecution f-A. No. 
Q. Have yon, as executor of Mr. Cochrane, opposed that prosecution f--A.. Yes; I 
appeared in court to oppose their application for a mandamus. 
Q. The allowance of their claim would cover the entire $250,000 of bonds, would it 
not !-A.. Tbey claim the right to have the whole amount clelivered to them. 
Q. They do not claim any right to retain the entire amount ?-A. My impression is 
they claim for themselves $150,000. 
Q. Does Mr. Latrobe uphold or oppose that claim f-A.. He opposes it. He considers 
himself authorized to act for the Choctaws as their attorney here and has been recog-
nized in that capacity by the Secretary of the Treasury. In that capacity he has 
written a letter opposing all claims and asking that the bonds be sent to the Indians. 
Q. State, if you know, what interest any officer in the Treasury has taken in the 
matter.-A.. I know of no interest taken by any officer in the Treasury further than 
talking with me about it when I go there to ask questions. 
Q. State whether any officers of the Treasury have been writing in relation to this 
claim, proposing that the bonds shall be sent to the Indian Territory, by a special 
agent of the 'freasnry.-A.. I ha-ve never heard of such a thing. In ruy conversations 
in the solicitor's office I have asked that the bonds be sent by a special agent of the 
'rreasury, so that they should reach their destination and should not be attached by 
any process on the route. I have never heard of any officer of the Treasury writing 
to any of the Indians about it. 
Q. State to the committee ·whether you, in negotiating with Colonel Pitchlyn or 
any of the Choctaw delegates, ever submitted a proposal to compromise your claims 
upon the Choctaw fund within the last twelve nionths or two years.-A. I will have 
to go back a little to answer your question. I made a proposition to the Choctaws, to 
Colonel Pitchlyn, under these circumstances: George vV. Wright was very active, as I 
understood, in pressing the passage of the act allowing these bonds to the Indians ; 
for that be was to receive the interest on them if any was allowed. Of course, under 
Mr. Cochrane's contract, he would have been entitled to 30 per cent. upon the $250,000 
<>fbonds and $150,000 of accrued interest. Before he finally acted in the matter Mr. 
Wright wanted to have this matter settled and agreecl upon. I told him that so far 
as Mr. Cochrane was concerned we claimed our 30 per cent. upon the $250,000 and 
nothing more. ·with this concurrence I wrote a little stipulation by which it was 
agreed that I should receive $75,000, being 30 per cent. upon $250,000, and that Mr. 
L~ttrobe was to have $50,000 out of my $75,000. That was the only compromise I ever 
}'roposed. This proposition was drawn up and signed by Mr. Latrobe and myself. 
When Colonel Pitchlyn looked it over he refused to sign it, and that was the eHd of it. 
Q. State whether that was offered as a settlement of your 30 per cent. of the whole 
net proceeds, or only of the $250,000 bonds f-A.. Only of the $250,000. 
Q. By virtue of what right did Mr. Latrobe claim $50,000 of that ~--A. I really do 
not remember. 
Q. What services had ~Ir. Latrobe rendered in getting the $250,000 allowed to justify 
him in claiming $50,000 ?-A.. I am not sure. He certainly had entered into arrange-
ments with Mr. Cochrane in his life-time, and he paid me $9,000 as I stated. Mr. 
Cochrane and he had a general arrangement about their business. 
Q. Was that joint arrangement made in writing f-A. There was some writings 
about it. · -
Q. Do yon know where they are ?-A. I procured from Mr. Latrobe au acknowledg-
ment of his interest and of Mr. Cochra,ne's interest. 
Q. \Vhat do those papers show in regard to this contract ?-A.. Nothing in regard to 
this contract. 
Q. How did it happen that ~Jr. Latrobe was to get two-thirds, and yon as executor 
of Mr. Cochrane only one-third by this arrangement ?-A. He was to pay Coop~r & 
Mix out of his portion for their services. 
Q. What do you know about that ?-A. I really do n.ot know. l\Ir. Latrobe was to 
pay them, I know. How they were to divide I never heard; I always understood that 
Cooper & Mix had a claim upon them. vVheneYer I wanted any information about 
these Indian matters I have always gone to him. 
Q. vVhat reason did that writing state for his receiving $50,000 ?-A.. I do not remem-
ber; I have seen a printed copy of that writing. Mr. Pitchlynu took a copy of it and 
had it printed, as I understand. I think as it is printed in his memorial to the Choc-
taws it is correct. My general idea was in all this business that if Mr. Cochrane's 
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estate received one-third for what he had done it would be about a proper division 
and I think that was the idea in the agreement I had with Judge Black and with Mr. 
Latrobe. It was done by rule of thumb, without any very close calculation. ·we were 
out of the case-1\fr. Cochrane could render no more services. We were in danger of 
losing all his fees, and I was very glad to get anything I could for his estate. 
Q. Why did you and Mr. Latrobe oppose the payment of these bonds to the author-
ities who had employed you f-A. Mr. Lehman did not employ us. Mr. Pitchlynn and 
the other Indian delegates employed ns. I employed Mr. Latrobe, after Mr. Cochrane's 
death, in this matter, knowing that he had been engaged in it; and his employment 
before that was signed by the chief of the Choctaws, who was Colone Pitchlynn, about 
the time of the treaty of 1866. 
Q. That did not cover this claim f-A. No; Mr. Cochrane alone had the net-proceeds 
claim. 
Q. Did Mrs. Cochrane, Luke Lee, and Mrs. Magruder acquiesce in this transaction 
giving Mr. Latrobe $50,000 out of the $75,000 f-A. No; they had no knowledge of it 
that I know of. Mr. Cochra!le gave me by his will full and absolute power over the 
<Jlaim, to compromise it in any way I thought }lroper, and I was acting under that au-
thority. 
Q. Do you recollect the language of the will in that particular f-A. It gave me full 
power, as executor, over his interest in the claim to sell, compromise, or adjust the 
same. The former part of the will had spoken of Luke Lee as being entitled to one-
half, but with the understanding that the whole matter was in the hands of Mr. Coch-
rane; Mr. Lee was not to manage or interpose in the matter at all. 
Q. To whom was the $25,000 in money, which yon received from Judge lllack, paid f-
A. One-half to Luke Lee and the other half to the distril>utees of Mr. Cochrane's es-
tate, that is to say, to his wife and his sister, and the $50,000 of bonds was divided in 
the same way. 
Q. Has Colonel Scott ever spoken to you on the subject f-A. No; he has never 
spoken to me on the subject. 
W ASIIINGTON, D. C., A.p1·il 3, 1872. 
CHAHLES E. Mrx duly sworn and examined. 
By Mr. SrrANKS : 
Question. State your name, age, and residence.-Answer. Charles E. Mix; I was sixty 
two last Febmary; I reside in Georgetown. 
Q. State whether you have been connected with the Indian Department of the Gov-
ernment for any length of time f-A. I have, with the business of the Department, for 
:several years. 
Q. How long were you as an officer in that Department f-A. Upwards of thirty-three 
years. 
Q. At what time did you leave the Department 1-A. The 30th of April, 1869, I think. 
Q. \Vhat do you know, if anything, of a claim of the Choctaw Nation, known as the 
net-proceeds claim f-A. I am aware of the fact that the Choctaw Nation claimed, 
under the treaty of 1830 between the United States and the nation, that they were en-
titled to the net proceeds reserved from the sales of their lands. According to my 
recollection they pressed that claim from time to time until a treaty was concluded, 
I think, in 1855, or thereabouts, by which the United States agreed to submit the 
question, as to thQ merits of their claim, to the arbitration of the Senate of the United 
States. According to public documents that I have referred to, my information is that 
the Senate awarded a certain sum as due the Inclians; that upon the amount !'lO 
awarded an appropriation of $500,000 was made by Congress on account of that claim. 
Tbat ::~ppropriation, to the l.>est of my recollection, was made in March, 1861. 
Q. \Vllat do you know of a contract between the Choctaw Nation and John T. Coclt-
mne, as attorney for the nation, for that claim or any part of it ~-A. During my con-
nection with the Department I understood that Mr. Cochrane was acting as the friend 
of the Indians, but as to the character of any contract entered into by these Indians 
and Mr. Cochrane I had no knowledge. Since l left the Department I have been in-
formed of the character of that contract, although I have never seen it. 
Q. \Vhat is the contract as you are informed ?-A. I am informed he was to receive 
a certain percentage, 25 p 3r centum I think, upon the amouJ.t recovered. by the tribe 
fi'om the Government. 
Q. You state that this $:>00,000 appropriated in 1861 was a part of that amount ?-A. 
It was, of course, a part of the award made by the Senate. 
Q. Do yon know any other persons having contracts or claiming to have contracts 
'vith the Choctaws for services of that character relating to that fund f-A. Not directly. 
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Q. Have you heard of any person -claiming to have such contracts ~-A. I have, so 
far as the net proceeds were concerned; not directly with the Indians. 
Q. Do you know of any persons who claime<l to have contracts with any other per-
sons than the Choctaws for the collection of the net proceeds ~-A. I will explain my 
understanding. I understand that J.D. McPherson, who, it is understood, is the exec-
utor on the estate of Cochrane, deceased, entered into au arrangement with the Hon. 
J. H. B. La.trobe, of Baltimore, by which Mr. Latrobe was to receive a certain consid-
eration under that contract of Mr. Cochrane with the nation. 
Q. When Latrobe's fees would be a part of the per cent. that Cochrane was to 
have ~-A. Yes1 sir; out of the net-proceeds fund, after it is collected. 
Q. The fee, then, is conditional ~-A. Of course. They would not get anything 
unless this was realized. 
Q. What business are yon following now ~-A. I am sorry to say that I am follow-
ing the business of prosecuting claims of citizens of the United States, and also of 
Indians, against the Government. I mean by saying I am sorry, that my situation 
compelled me to this. 
Q. Have you anything to do, as collector, with this net-proceeds claim ?-A. I have. 
Q. State who employed you, and the character of that employment.-A. When I 
left the Indian Department, as I stated before, I think in April, 1869, after the lapse of 
a month it was proposed to me to embark in business with a gentleman by the name 
of Cooper, who, as I understood, was the representative or friend, or had an interest in 
claims of the Indians against the Department. I entered into such a partnership, and 
as a result I was informed that Mr. Latrobe, of Baltimore, was connected with or 
interested in the net-proceeds claim, and that our then :firm, known as Charles E. Mix 
& Company, would have an interest, through Mr. Latrobe, for any services that might 
be rendered in the premises. Hence I consider that I have a personal interest in the 
amount that Mr. Latrobe should receive under his arrangement with Mr. McPherson 
as the exeCl~tor of Cochrane. 
Q. Who constitute the :firm of Charles E. Mix & Company~-A. Myself and Douglas 
H. Cooper alone. Mr. Latrobe is, of course, regarded as connected with the :firm, but 
as our legal adviser, and, as such, to participate in any profits resulting from our busi-
ness. 
Q. Has the firm of Charles E. Mix & Company any other claims for services, or any 
other employment for the Choctaws, except under Latrobe ~-A. Not in a national 
aspect. I mean this: Charles E. Mix & Company are prosecuting no claims for the 
Choctaws in a national aspect, except through Mr. Latrobe as the representative of 
the Choctaws. ·whatever Charles E. Mix & Company represent before the Depart-
ment, it is through Mr. Latrobe, unless in one or two cases, where we have been 
requested to unite with him in the prosecution of other claims. 
Q. Other Choctaw claims ~-A. Yes, sir; other than the net proceeds. 
Q. What are those other Choctaw claims ~-A. They have reference to arrearages of 
annuities that bad been appropriated for the Choctaws during what some called "the 
, unpleasantness," and some'' the rebellion;" which had been diverted from them .by 
the United States, and which these Indians claim by the treaty of 1866 with the Gov-
ernment, that they should be restored to them under the tent.h article of that treaty. 
Q. Has Mr. Latrobe a contract with the Choctaw Nation to recover their back 
annuities ~-A. I understand that Mr. Latrobe had a contract with the <lelegation rep-
resenting the Choctaws who were parties to the treaty which was concluded in 1866 
and approved by the then chief of the nation ; and as afterward confirmed by the 
nationallegislat.ure of the Choctaws. 
Q. What is the source of your information that that contract waR made by the dele-
gates who made the treaty with the United States in 1866 ~-A. When I first formed 
this partnership I was apprised of this arrangement, although I had not at that time 
seen it. I have seen a copy of it since. But I believe the :files of the Indian Office 
will show, although I do not recollect it, that that paper was filed there by Mr. 
Latrobe, from these parties I have referred to; that is, Colonel Pitchlynn, who was 
then the chief, and others, and which Mr. Latrobe transmitted to the Department a:s 
evidence of his authority to act in the matter. 'l'hat was subsequent to the treaty. I 
have seen the copy of the paper, and I think t,he files will show it. 
Q. You are certain it was :filed ~-A. I will not be positive; but it is my belief. His 
letter, which I have seen lately, shows that. If you will allow me-since the ques-
tion was put the recol111Ction has come to me. I am satisfied that it was :filed, because 
Commissioner Parker, during his atlministration,transmitted a copy of it to the Secre-
tary of the Interwr; and by the Secretary of the Interior it was sent to Mr. Boutwellt 
the Secretary of the TreaRury. 
Q. What evidence have you that the Choctaw Nation adoptetl it ~-A. I have never 
seen the evi<lence further than an act of the legislature of the Choctaw Nation, by 
which it approved of the doings of their delegation here in Washington. By the stntu-
tory law, as I understand, of the Choctaws and some of the other tribes, no t.reaty made 
between them and the United States is regarded by them as binding and conclusive 
• 
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unless confirmed by the nation; and hence, when they went back, after the treaty was 
concluded and they had made their report to the legislature, the legislature, by its act, 
· approved it. 
Q. Was the authority to make a contract with John II. B. Latrobe for the back an-
nuities a part of the instructions which those men had ~-A. That I do not know. 
Q. Do yon know that the Choctaws have been and still are refusing to recognize that 
contract f-A. I understand that very recently what purported to be an act of the 
legislature bas passed which repudiates the matter. That is of very recent date, how-
ever, according to my information. 
Q. Have you ever seen the instrnctions that these commissioners of the Choctaw 
Nation had for making that treaty f-A. Not to my recollection. 
Q. Then you do not know what instructions the Choctaw Nation gave to thPir dele-
gates, Allen, ·wright, ·wade, and others f-A. Not to my recollection. I have never had 
occasion to refer to them. 
Q. Then you don't know whether they transcended their authority in making that 
contract with Latrobe for collecting the back annuities, or not ?-A. No, sir. ..- • 
Q. Do you know whether the treaty provides for these back annuities or whether it 
rejected them ?-A. The tenth article of the treaty, according to tlte construction 
placed upon it hy the Attonwy-General of the Vnited States, as I have undenJtood, 
was to place them in the same position as they were befon' the commencement of 
hostilities with the South. 
Q. Have yon read that tenth article ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are yon willing that that article sl10ul<l go into your testimony ':-A. I ha\-e no 
objection to it. 
(The tenth article of the treaty of April 28, 1866, ·m, referred to, wns then read.) 
Q. \Vas this contract made ·with Latrobe by this clelegation, Allen, 'Vrig-ht, ancl 
others, after or before that treaty ?-A. I ha,-e always nnderstoo(l that it was after. 
Q. Then if the treat.v rejects the annuities, the contract was made after that was 
made ?-A. Of course that would be a matter of construction. But in that connection, 
as I intimated before, the Attorney-General of the United States, Mr. Akerninn, in an 
opinion which he expressed in reganl to this very Choctaw matter, he referrrd to that 
article1 and to another in the treaty, as the basis of making the awards in favor of 
the Choctaws. 
Q. Do you know whether Mr. Latrobe acted as the attorney of the nation in nu"Lking 
that treaty of 1866 ?-A. I have reason to belif've that he did. 
Q. Do yon know whether he had any pay for that or not ~-A. I do n ot know per-
sonally; I have hean.l he did. 
Q. How nmch did you learn that he got for making that treaty f-A. The amount I 
cannot now recollect. 
Q. By whom did yon Jearn that he was paid for acting as an attorney in nmking 
the treaty ?-A. I think I have heard from Mr. Latrobe himself an(l from General 
Cooper, my partner. I have also seen several communications prepared by Mr. 
Latrobe in reference to this Choctaw matter in which he a(lmits the fad himself. I 
think there was one of thoAe communications to Secretary Boutwell. 
Q. Do you recollect what amount he states that he got ?-A. I do not recollect ex-
actly. I think it is stated in one of these communications. 
Q. Do you know whether Mr. Cooper got anything for that service f-A. I do not 
know personally. I neYer heard him say what amount, if any. 
Q. \Vho were the persons who constituted the commission who came here to make 
that treaty for the Choctaw Nation '?-A. The treaty itself will show. I cannot re-
member them. 
Q. \Vere you personally acquainted with these men ?-A. If j ' OU will name them I 
can state. 
Q. Allen \Vright, Reiley, on the part of the Choctaws, and others.-A. I know Allen 
Wright. 
Q. Do you know whether the Choctaws accepted the settlement of Allen ·wright on 
his return to the nation, for the amount which he paid Latrobe and others ?-A. No, 
sir. 
Q. Do you know that they refused to accept his settlement ?-A. No1 sir. 
Q. Do you know whether Allen \Yl'ight and others received any money themselves 
from the bands of Mr. Latrobe, or in consequence of their arrange..!lents with Latrobe~ 
-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know anything in regard to the $250,000 payable in bonds under the act 
of 1861 and the subsequent act of 1871 ?-A. In 1861, that is, when the appropriation 
of $500,000 was made, the delegation, or at least a part of them, Colonel Pitchlyn, 
Israel Folsom, and others, were here in "\Vashington. They received, or at least orders 
were made out at our Department, to give them $250,0(10 of this in money, and $~50,000 
was provided for to be paid in bonds. 
Q. Do you say it was paid to Pitchlyn and others ?-A. It was paid to them or to 
their order, I think. The records will show. The condition of the del iver~· of the 
H. Rep. 28--31 
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bonds was a matter that pertained to the Secretary of t~1e Treasury, and of course I 
cannot speak of tbat personally. It was about tbe time tbat the Southern States 
talked of going ont of the Union. The Cboctaws were here at the time, and they 
wanted to get these bontls. Mr. Chase was Secretary of the Treasury, and made an 
arrangemeHt, as I understood, for tbe delivery of t.l1e bonds to them. But for some 
reason or other they left the city witbout the bonds. During the war troubles the 
money was wanted in the Treasury, while the Choctaws claim that they wanted it for 
the aid of certain refugee Indians. I think Mr. Fessenden was Secretary of the Treas-
ury. The Choctaws snppofled that t,he $~50,000 in bonds were due to them, and I 
think they made application for them under the act of 1862, for the purpose of feeding 
the Indiai~fl. But Mr. Fessenden thougllt that he had no authority under the act to 
turn them o>er. The result was an application to Congress, and Congress made an 
appropriation of $250,000 in lieu of these hontls, and }_)laced the sum at the disposal of 
the Secretary of the Interior, for the purpose of feediug the refugee Indians. 
Q. Bnt that does not reach the honds f-A. The appropriation was regarded at that 
time as in lien of the bonds. Subsequently the Indians were making their application 
for the appropriation of the $250,000 for the honcls contemplated to be given them 
by the act of 1861, and I tlliuk a bill passed the Senate authorizing the Secretary of 
the Treasury to deliver the $~50,000 in bonds authorized by the act of the 2d of March, . 
1861, and in compliance with that act. The act, of course, will show what was the 
character of the requi:sition. The opiuion of the committee that made a report on the 
subject was that the Secretary was authorized to make that delivery under the treaty. 
I tLink tba,t was understood to be the treaty of ltl66. The Secretary of the Treasury, 
as I uuderstood it, had doubts in reference to the matter, and be submitted the ques-
tion to Mr. Akerman. The opinion of Mr. Akerman was that he had the authority; 
but as an act of precaut.ion Mr. Boutwell submitteu the matter to Congress. It went 
before the Committee on the Judiciary of the Honse, and the result was an amend-
ment of the Indian appropriation bill, which directed him to make t.hat payment. 
Q. H~s the Secretary of the Treasury delivered the bonds to the Choctaws 1-.A. Not 
that I am aware of. I have seen the Secretary's letter to Mr. Latrobe, about a year 
ago, in which be declined to deliver them. Tllere were parties then claiming them, 
Colonel Pitchlyn being one who purported to represent the delegation under some 
arrangement of 1853. 
Q. Did Pitchlyn, Folsom, and others of the same delegation receive the $250,000 in 
money '?-A. Yes, sir; some of that delegation; some of them are dead. 
Q. Then the Secretary refused to deliver the bonds to the delegation that had re-
ceived the money,-A. Yes, sir; and required what they called a clean order from the 
Choctaw Nation. 
Q. State whether Latrobe, Cooper, and yourself interfered to prevent these bonds 
beiug delivered to the Choctaw delegates '-A. We interfered so far as to require that 
they should be trausmit.ted to the nation, and not given to any party. 
Q. What interest had yon in them ~-A. The interest was this. It was understood 
that if the bonds fell into the hands of Pitchlyn there might he a auestion 'dwtber we 
should receive onr consideration, what we claimed under Mr. Latrobe. 
Q. Then you were apprehensive that if they fell into the hands ofPitchlyn and others 
Latrobe probably would not receive his pay under the Cochrane contract f 
Q. He would not have receiveu his pay under the contract which be made with the 
delegation '-A. No, sir. 
Q. I understand you to say that the delegation that made the treaty in lt366, \vith 
Lacrobe, actcu only with refereuce to the arrearages of annuities and had nothing to 
do with the net-proceeds claim '?-A. That contract was made under the act of 1861. 
All that we did by way of interference with the paymel!t to the delegation was to 
require that the bonds should be seut to the Choctaw Nation. 
Q. Why did you interfere to prevent their being paid to the delegation that had re-
ceived the money before' -A. It was supposed that the nation should be the party to 
receive the money, and we feared that we would be prevented from getting our pay 
from the delegation. I will remark here that up to 1870, particularly in the summer of 
1870, there had been a very good feeling apparently subsisting between Colonel Pitch-
lyn and General Cooper. At that time there seemed for some cause or other to be a 
variance and difficulty between them. They had no conversation and no correspond-
ence. At that time Mr. Pitchlyn was hostile. The general of course reciprocated it. 
It was represented that Pitchlyn had said that neither Latrobe nor Cooper should re-
ceive one cent resulting from their claims under the $250,000 bonds, and hence the 
request was made that these should be sent to the nation. . 
Q. Did Latrobe and Cooper, on this, make known to the Secretary of the Treasury 
that that was your objection to their receiving them1-A. Not that I am aware of. 
Q. \Vere there any propositions for a compromise made 'V'ith Pitchlyn in the way of 
inducement, hy Latrobe "!-A. Not that I am aware of. I will state here, as it is proba-
bly due to myself, t.here have been many conferences between Latrobe and Cooper in 
regard to which I was not advised or informed. 
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Q. Have yoa received any pay, ancl if so bow much, on account of the fnnd from 
the Choctaw Nation unc1er the net-proceeds clai!n, or of this allowance in connection 
with them ?-A. Not one dollar. 
Q. \Vlut~ per cent. was l\Ir. Latrobe to have in connection with the lntck annuities ·f -
A. If I have ever seen that arrangement I have forgotten it. Bnt the impres-;ion of 
my miml is tl1at it was 2;) per cPnt. It has been so represente<1 to me hy General 
Cooper, I think. 
Q. You have not seen the <·ontract f-A. If I have I do not. recollect it. 
Q. Do you know whether Latrobe h;1s a contract with the Chickasa\\"S, entere<l into 
by tho same delegation that maLl e the Chickasaw teen.ty of 1 'jo, in the same 'Yay as 
with tho Choctaws ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Then the interest of Cooper and yourself in the back annniti,js of the Choctaws 
is simply in connection with your employment with Latrobe f-A. Yes, sir. 
q. Neither you nor Cooper have any employment dirPctly with the Choctaws ?-A. 
No, sir; e.-cept as there was a letter came from Allen \Yright a.;king the Dep<trtment 
to recognize us in connection with Latrobe. 
Q. Is Allen Wright the principle chief now ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. \Vhen was it that he sent you such a letter ~-A. I believe it was in 1810. 
Q. Did it relate to these bonds f-A. It was in relation to all matters having con-
nection with the Choctaws. 
Q. Do you understand that that embraces you as connsd for the Clwctaw Xa.tion ?-
A. I only consider that any representation we mi_gb t m:dce wonl(l be respet;tetl tts from 
the l'epresentatives of the n:ttion. 
Q. Have you and Cooper any charge~ for services r<'ndcretl rebtive to those bontls 
in the Treasury Department ot.ber than those nuder Latrobe f-A. No, sir. I do not 
regard it as an employment. It was ouly that ''"e shonltl be r«>cognized. 
Q. Then you have no cln.im other than that under Latrobe t-A. No, sir. 
Q. \Vhat do yon know, if anything, about the claim of Lohman & Co. aga.inst these 
bonds ~-A. Personally, n"thing. 
Q. Arc Mix & Co. interested in collecting that claim f-A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you been at any time ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Does Latrohu assist in the collection of Lehman's claim ~-A. No, sir; not that 
I am a'vare of. 
Q. Have yon, any of you, or aU of yon, made any opposition to the Lehman claim? 
A. Yes, Hir; for this: we saw from the public pa.pers that application had been made 
by Mr. Corwin for a mandamus to issue, requiring Mr. Boutwell to pay the .,;250,000 
llou(1s to Lehman & Co., untler au order purporting to lle given by the Choctaw Na-
tion, at Memphis, 'I'enn<>ssec, in the year 1861. The delegation were on their way 
1wmc at that time. Mr. Latrobe ·was informed of this moYement. He could not come to 
'\"Vashington at that time, :mel he telegraphed to Charles E. Mix & Co. t.o the effect 
that he bad hen.n1 that this mn.tter was coming on, n.ud he asked 1\Ir. Corwin if h{'l 
would get the matter po~tponeu in the court until he could be here in Was!Jiugton. 
I, of course, felt some little interest in the matter, and I went before the court. General 
Cooper, when he got that communication from Latrobe, went, as he informed me, 
to see Mr. McPherson, tuc executor of the Cochrane estate, and 1\fr. McPherson 
appeared in court. He stated that he had seen the Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. 
Boutwell, who had authorized Mr. Latrobe to be connected with the District Attorney 
in opposing the chtim of Lehman & Co. Judge Carlton, '"ho presided at the time, 
thought if in the course of the hearing the presence of Mr. Latrobe was necessary, he 
would then decide whether they would postpone the hearing until he could come. 
The object was to oppose tbe payment of Lehman & Co. 
Q. Did Latrobe send a11Y word to the Choctaw delegation, Pitchlynn and others, to 
take any steps in the matter ?-A. Not that I am aware of. He sent to me and to the 
counsel of Lehman to get the matter postponed, but not to the Choctaw delegation. 
Q. Was the case postponed 1-A. No, sir. 
Q. What was done with it f-A. It was decided adversely to Lehman, but I believe 
an appeal was taken to the Snpreme Court. 
Q. Have Mix & Co. got any other contracts with any other Indian tribes f-A. They 
have had none with the Choctaws except as I saitl. 
Q. Have Mix & Co. had any contracts with the Chickasaws ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. With the Cherokees ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Have they a contract with any other Indian tribe f-A. No, sir. 
Q. No other Indian baud ?-A. We have an arrangement, of course it is not yet per-
fected, with a portion of the Stockbridges and Monsees of Wisconsin; but under the 
law it is of no value until approved by the Department. 
Q. What is that contract with them ?-A. The contract is to get them some relief 
under what is called the act of 1871. 
Q. What relief?-A. The treaty was made in 1856 with the Stockbridges and Mu-n-
sees, and one of its provisions was that the census was to be taken of the tribe, and 
that all parties who were recognized as Stockbri1ges and Munsees were to be embodied 
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in that census. In 1871 Congress passed an act pro·dding for a sale of eighteen sec-
tions of land, and the object of our action was to secure a participation in the proceeds 
of that sale to all who were native-born members of the respective tribes, in accordance 
with the provisions of the act. In December last a gentleman named Garwin, of the 
Stockbridge people, stated that he had been requested to call upon me. The ouject 
was to procure assistance in re-instating them in their rights under the treaty of 1856. 
Q. What were you to receive for this service '-A., If approved by the Secretary of 
the Treasury we were to have 25 per cent. of what we recovered. 
Q. Have you no contract with any other tribe or band '-A. No, sir. 
Q. With no other Indian nor Indians' Have you with the New York Indians f-A. 
No, sir. 
Q. Do you know anything of the warrants that were issued to the Choct::t'llS and 
other Indians for service rendered in the war of 1812 and in the war with Mexico ?-A. I 
know that some were issued. 
Q. Do you know what disposition was made of them after leaving the Department?-
A.. I suppose they were sent to the agents for delivery. The requisitions were made as 
far back as 1855 and1856. It required the agents to aid the Indians in making their 
assignments. 
Q. Do you know Griffith, agent of the Cherokees and Chickasaws '-A. No, S-ir. 
Q. Do yon know anything of him ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did any person in the Treasury Department assist yon in trying to get these 
bonds sent to the Choctaw Nation ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Was there any officer of the Treasury writing letters there for that purpose f-A. 
No, sir. 
Q. Did Mr. Griffith wTite any letters to your firm on that snbject ~-A. No, sir; if 
he did I never saw theru. 
vVASHING:rox, D. c., ~pril R, 18i2. 
J. H. B. LATROBE sworn and examined. 
By Mr. SHANKS: 
Question. Please state your name, age, occupation, and rcsidence.-Answer. J. H. B. 
Latrobe; age sixty-seven. I am an attorney at law, and reside in Baltimore during 
part of t,he year and in Howard County, near Baltimore, during the summer. 
Q. Are you connected as attorney in the collection of any moneys claimeu by the 
Choctaw Nation of Indians from the United States? If so, please state what that con-
nection is.-A. I was employed by the delegates from the Choctaw Nation of the year 
1866, consisting of Captain Jones, Major Riley, Governor \Vade, Major Page, and Allen 
Wright. I negotiated, in their behalf, the treaty of 1866, spending, for that purpose, 
nearly the entire winter and spring in Washington. In addition to these delegates, 
General Peter P. Pitchlynn, who was then the principal chief, took part in all the inter-
course which I bad with the delegation. After the treaty had been negotiated and the 
Indians were about to return to their homes, the following letter was addressed by 
them to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in which they say that they have an 
understanding with John H. B. Latrobe, of Baltimore, Maryland, meaning 1nyself, that 
he is to continue to act as their friend and attend to certain matters of Business for 
their people with the United States yet remaining unsettled: 
At the time this letter was written, Captain Jones had returned to the Indian nation, 
and I have added hereto a copy of the letter to the Department of Indian Affairs. 
Under the authority given to me by that letter, I conceived it was my duty to look 
to the Choctaw interests generally, and I continued from that time onward to do so. 
I had no particular contract with the nation to look after any particular claim, but I 
have accordingly, at any time that I deemed it for the interest of the nation, appeared 
in their behalf. 
Q. What were the terms and scope of the contract with Wright, Page, Wade, and 
Riley ?-A. I was paid for the services rendered in that treaty $16,000 by the Choctaw 
people. 'fhis settlement was made through the late John T. Cochrane. Between him 
and the Indian delegation of 1~66 were transacted all pecuniary matters with which 
I had anything to do, my business being mainly that of counsel. 
Q. You stated you received $16,000 for your services from the Choctaw people ?-A.. 
I mean the delegation. 
Q. Was that in full for your senices rendered in the negotiation of the treaty of 
1866 ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who paid you the $16,000 ?-A.. My impression is that it \Yas paid by Mr. Coch-
rane. I am not sure. 
Q. Do you know whether that delegation of 1866 paid any other person any money 
for services rendered in connection with making that treaty f-A. Not of my own per-
sonal knowledge. 
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Q. What inform;ttion have yon ou that subject ~-A. My information is that Mr. 
Cochrane and General Douglas H. Cooper got each the same amonnt of money. 
Q. ·where t1itl the money come from that was thus paid over ?-A. I cannot recollect. 
Q. Do you know whetlwr there was any money paid by the Government at that 
time to the Choctaw Nation f-A. I uo not know of my own knowledge auythmg 
about it, nor have I any information that I wonl<l now be willing to rely upon. 
Q. What claims wore included in your contmct with the Choctaw delegation of 1866 
anu what per cent. were you to h~tve upon them if collected? (Upon being shown a 
paper marked "Memorandum," the witness recognizetl it as an authentic copy, and 
requested it be made a part of his testimony in this connection.) 
Contract of Choctaw deleqates o.f 1865 tcilh Latrobe, in zchich they, their secretary, Lr,ffore, and 
Coopc1· aucl John 1'. Cochran e are interested, and hal'e participated in the profits. 
"l\IE:\IOIUXDCl\1. 
"The Choctaw and Chickasaw delegates, on their arrival in ·washington City, finding 
it absolutely necessary for the best interests of their people to employ able counsel to 
protect and defend them against exactions antl sacrifices demanded a,nd required of 
them by the Gowrnment of the United States, unanimously decided to employ the 
Hon. J. H. B. Latrobe, of Baltimore, Maryland. They accordingly entered into informal 
agreements with him, each delegation separately, embracing amongst others these 
stipulations, viz: That in case Mr. Latrobe shoulu succeed in preventing the abrogation 
of our former treaties with the United States, save our annuities :tnd other moneys 
which were not paid to us for the jive years from 1861 to 1865 inclusive, and also 
secure us against the sale as required by the Go,-ernment of the United States of a 
large portion of our country cast of the ninety-eighth degree of west longitude, the 
Choctaws on their part, and as their share of the expenses, woultl allow and pay to 
him the sum of not less than $100,000. It being the understanding at the same 
time, that if the said unpaid annuities and other moneys belonging to the Choctaws 
were recovered and paid them, Mr. Latrobe should be entitled to and paiu the one-
half part thereof, less the $100,000 aforesaid. 
''It was also the understanding be should be allowed aml paid. one-half the net 
amount which should be gained as compensation for the leased district, which, deduct-
ing $100,000 to pay for the forty-acre lots to the freeumen, shoulu the Choctaws and 
Chickasaws grant the same and other stipulated privileges to them, will make the said 
amount $200,000. 
"Mr. Latrobe having fulfilled the obligations of the agreement on his part, ancl 
rendered us the most important ancl faithful services in the negotiation and conclu-
sion of a favorable treaty with the United States, whereby the before-recited stipula-
tions have been fully accomplished and other advantages gained, we, the undersigned, 
delegates and commissioners of the Choctaw Nation, hereby acknowledge that upon 
the ratification of said treaty by the Senate of the United States, the said J. H. B. La-
trobe will be entitled to the said snm of $100,000, the same to be paid to him or his 
order as soon as practicable after the ratification of said treaty: Provi(led, howevm·, 
If it be altered or amended so as to materially impair our interests as now secured 
thereby, the compensation stipulated to Mr. Latrobe is to be reasonably modified 
accordingly, having reference to our informal agreement with him before referred to, 
but not to be less than said sum of ''100,000. 
"\YASIIIXGTO~, D. C., May 16, 1866.'' 
''ALLEN \VRIGIIT 




'With regard to the $100,000 mentioned in the paper aforesaid, I received $16,000, as 
already stated, of the $100,000 mentioned. I understood that $50,000 was received by 
the delegates and the remaining $50,000 was eli vided between three parties, one-third 
being paid to myself, one-third to John T. Cochrane, and one-third to General D. H. 
Cooper. 
Q. Prom whom did you get that information f-A. In regard to the amount paid to 
Cochrane and Cooper, I got it from them; and the amount of $:>0,000 pai(l to the dele-
gates, was the amount that, I understood at the time, was so paid. Pitchlynn, 1 
think, was my informant; and it was a general uuderstanl1ing. I understood it from 
Cooper, Pitchlynn, and possibly others. 
Q. Do you know whflther Charles E. Mix got any of this money ?-A. Kot a dollar, 
as I believe. 
Q. ·what was the scope of authority of the delegation of 1866 V-A. I cannot tell. I 
felt that they assumed that tlJey had authority to do what they professed. 
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Q. Do you know they were acting under secret instructions from the nation P-A. I 
have no knowledge on that subject. 
Q. When and under what circumstances did you become acquainted with this dele-
gation of 1866 ?-A. General Douglas H. Cooper was Mrs. Latrobe's step-brother, and 
bad brought some Indians to my bouse prior to the war, with a view of my becoming 
interested h1 them, though to what extent I knew not, in their business. After the 
war be called with the delegation of 1866, and, looking into their case, I satis-
fied myself, as a lawyer, that the treaties prior to the war were still all in force, as 
provided for in one of the acts of Congress. I always thought that this opinion, 
which gave them views that they had not previously entertained, led to my employ-
ment. I was employed accordingly, and negotiated the treaty of 18o6, as already 
stated, taking the opportunity, in so doing, of providing for the holding oftlH;ir lands 
in severalty, a system of education, railroads and the like, which I thonght would 
lead to other important interests, and be of great service to them generally. For the 
treaty of 18o6 had been negotiated on condition, under the authority already referred 
to, to look after their interests to the best of my ability; and frequently in consulta-
tion with General Pitcblynn, for whom I prepared, among other things, the memorial 
~ignell by him and dated in February, 1870, besides making a brief for his use in prose-
cuting his claim before Congress. My ,agency in the whole business bas been that of 
counsel, having bad no agency whatever in appearing before the committee or doing 
what is ordinarily termed "lobbying," in this connection. 
Q. Have you any further interest in the $100,000 claim than the amonnt of $16,000,_ 
which yon say you received ?-A. Not a dollar. 
Q. No part of that has come back to you ?-A. Not a dollar. 
Q. What do you refer to here by the words ''unpaid anmrrties, ancl other moneys 
belonging to the Choctaws ?"-A. The tenth article of the treaty of H::i66 was preparecl.t 
by myself, after much deliberation and uncertainty, for the purpose of securing to the· 
Choctaw Nation all claims that they bad against the United States, not only those 
accruing subsequeutly to the date of the treaty, but those existing previously; l.Jy the 
term "back annuities" I refer to all unpaid moneys due 1Jy the Government to the In- . 
dians arising out ot treaty stipulations or acts of legislation. At the time that con-
tract was prepared and the word "annuities" was inserted, I bad reference to all moneys. 
due by the Government, which, in common parlance, is spoken of as annuities without 
regard to the strict technical definition of the term. 
Q. Then you understand the terms of the contract, May 16, 1866, with the Choctaw 
delegation covers the unpaid annuities during the war and the net-proceeds claim~-­
A. Not the net-proceeds claim, but all other moneys. 
Q. lf the contract of 1866 ,-.,·ith you as attorney does not cover the net-proceeds claim,. 
please state what other claims it does cover; itemizing them .. -A. I could not itemize 
them. I do not know what they were. I bold myself to be in readiness to be em-· 
ployed by the Choctaws to prosecute any claims except the net-proceeds. 
Q. And the contract of 1866 guarantees you one-half of a11 claims, except the net-
proceeds claim, which the Choctaw Nation may employ you to prosecute ?-A. Yes, 
sir. I refer to the language of the contract, which speaks for itself; at the same time 
stating that I never understood it to cover the net-proceeds claim. 
Q. The contract also states that you ·are to be paitl the net amounts which should be 
gained as compensation for the leased district. Suppose you explain the meaning of 
that portion of the contract f-A. As far as I can distinctly recollect the Choctaws ex-
pected to obtain from the United State moneys on account oftbe leased district. That 
is as near as I can recollect about it. In the event of my succeeding in procuring such 
moneys I was to be paid as provided for in the contract. 
Q. The third article of the treaty of 1866 provides for the payment of the Choctaws 
for the leased district the sum of $300,000 upon certain conditions. Am I to under-· 
stand that you were to have one-half of that money ?-A. No, sir; I have no snch un-
derstanding upon that subject. 
Q. The contract reads thus: ''It was also the understanding he should be allowed 
and paid one-half the net amount w bi.ch should be gained as compensation for the 
leased. district, which, deducting $100,000 to pay for the forty-acre lots to the freedmen 
should the Choctaws and Chickasaws grant the same and other stipulated privileges 
to them, will make the said amount $200,000."-A. My attention not having been called 
to this subject, I would prefer to leave any rights I have under that contract to stand 
by a fair interpretation of it. 
Q. Were all moneys due you under the contract of 1866 with the Choctaw delega-
tion to be divided in the proportions and to the persons that you have given in your 
answer relative to the $100,000 that was paid ?--A. Yes, sir; so that my interest will 
be one-third of the $50,000. 
Q. Please state what connection, as attorney, you have had with the net-proceeds 
claim clue to the Choctaws from the United States.-A. During the negotiation of the 
treaty of 1866 Mr. John '1'. Cochrane, between whom and the Indians I baYe always. 
understood there bad been a contract with reference to the net-proceeds claim, under· 
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the impression 1hat my services might lle useful in that connection, agreed to give me 
one-half of such compensation as he and said Choctaws might receive on that acconnt. 
These agreements would probably have been reduced to \Yriting but for the doath of 
said Cochrane. After which, when I spoke of it to his executor, Mr. John D. )fcPller-
son, I found t,hat he had no information on that subject, but had entereu into a con-
tract with other partieR for the prosecution of the claim. There was much corre-
spondence in this connection, the result of which was that, in view of all the circum-
stances, I agreed \vith :Mr. McPherson to receive in full for all claims that I might 
have, under the understanding with 1\fr. Cochrane, the sum of. 75,000. The under-
standing hehveen myself and Mr. Cochrane was fnlly understood by the delegation of 
1866, as I believe from information that I ha.-e subsequently receiYcd from its mem-
bers. 
Q. Hase yon received any part of that $75,000 ?-A. Not a dollar. 
Q. Do you know what per cent. Cochrane was to ha,-e ?-A. )Iy impression is that 
he was to have 30 per cent. I am not sure. 
Q. Have yon any other claim touching the net-proceeds claim other than your em-
ployment with Cochrane and McPherson, and ha\e you any fees, contingent or other-
wise, upon that claim except within the Cochrane 30 per cent. agreement ~-A. I have 
no relations wit.h the net-proceeds claim other than grew out of my understanding 
with Cochrane and my compromise with McPherson as stated. In the net-rrocee<ls 
claim, however, I included the $2fiO,OOO, for which bonds are to be issued under the act 
of Congress. And for my services in connection with this I expect to be paid. 
Q. Will your fees upon the $250,000 bond claim be in proportion to the whole net-
proceeds claim ?-A. As matters now stand I am most desirous that these bonds should 
go to the Choctaw people by actual transmission to the nation, a result that I have 
done my best to bring about in my correspondence with the Secretary of the Treasury 
referred to in the pamphlet addressed to the principal chief, council, and people of the 
Choctaw Nation, to whom I am perfectly willing to refer the question of the reasoc-
able compensation. 
Q. But your claim for this, as stated by yon, bein~ entirely within the Cochmne con-
tract, my question was, will it stand against the ;n;250,000 bonds in proportion as that 
amount stands against the net-proceeds as reported by the Senate under the treaty with 
the Choctaws ?-A. I consider that I did a good deal for the $250,000 bonds, a.nd I think 
I should be paid my $75,000 compromise rtlative to the $1,832,000 which was still 
unpaid. 
Q. I want to know whether your fees touching the net proceeds relates solely to the 
$1,832,000, or whether they also have reference to the $250,000 bonds appropriated 
under act of 1tl61, and re-appropriated under the act of 1871 f-A. Tile compromise 
which gave me the $75,000 had relation exclusively to the $1,l:l32,000 already left open, 
according to my understanding, any claim I might have for services rendered iu con-
nection with the $250,000 bonds. 
Q. 'fhen that. being the fact, do you understand that your claim for services relative 
to the $250,000 bonds nuder the act of 1861 and the subsequent act of 1871 would fall 
under your contract for fees with the delegates of 1866, by which ;yon ·were to have 
one-half of the amount collected f-A. I suppose it would. 
Q. Then yon would be entitled under that contract to one-half of the $21)0,000 in 
bolHls, as yon understand it ?-A. No; I never expected to get the $125,000 of the 
bonds; probably I do not understand clearly your views, having stated with the com-
promise referred and coufining it to the $1,8:32,000, any claim I might have to the 
$250,000 would be regulated by the terms of the contract "·itb the delegation of 1866. 
I am, however, as already stated, most desirous that these bonds should be sent to the 
Choctaw Natioll, an<l am willing to refcrmy compensation cxclnsivelyto their seuse of 
right. 
Q. Have you made, or propose to make, in connection with l\fr. l\Icrherson, as exec-
utor to Cochrane, any co111ptomise with the olU delegation of the Choctaw Nation, to 
wit, Peter Folsom and others, relating to your fees touching in part the net-proceeds 
claim; and, if ~>o, what part ~-A. Prior to the passage of tile act of 1871 authorizing 
the issue of the bonds I uuclerstootl that an agreement had been entereu into by which 
parties were to receive for services in connection with its passage interested upon the 
$250,000 bonds, and there were negotiations conducted by )lr. :\IcPllerson looking to 
the claim of Cochrane's estate in connection therewith; and on one occasion I was in-
formed of the proposed arrangement by which, in lien of any other claim, Cochrane's 
estate was to receive $75,000, on which ~41,666.66 was to be paid to myself, and I be-
lieve that I signed, jointly with said McPherson, a paper to this effect. The sum of 
$41,666JiG was to be paid me, inasmuch as I was to pay for other services which 
might be required. I had previously employed Charles E. Mix and General Cooper, 
the one having been chief clerk for many years and the other an I ndiau agent, and 
both intimately acquainted with Indian affairH, as my agents in the city of Wash-
ington, to do 'iYhatevcr might lw nee<lful in this cotntcction, lllY own occupation 
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as lawyer in Baltimore prohibiting me fro·m active participation in the city of ·wash-
ington. . 
Q. What proportion of this $41,666.66 of which yon speak were yon to pay to Charles 
E. Mix & Co. ?-A. Two-thirds. 
Q. Was the party or parties that yon refer to as ha~ing contracts, to get the interest 
of the whole $250,000 bonds ?-A. I have understood 1t was the gentleman named. 
Q. Please state whether that is the contract.-A. It is the contract rcferretl to, 
marked E. 
Q. Are you willing tbat written contract or compromise shall become part of your 
testimony ?-A. Yes, sir; I recognize the paper as the original paper signed by m~'self 
and Mr. McPherson, aad refer to that in explanation of lilY testimony. 
E. 
'' CO:\IPltO:\IISE PI l'OblTIO:X. 
"In order to adjust and settle all conflicting claims between the various persons em-
ployed in prosecuting the claim of the Choctaw Nation for bonds authorized to be 
issued to them by the act of March 3, 1861, it is thereby stipulated and agreed that 
the following fees be paid in full satisfaction of all claims of the parties hereto for 
compensation as aforesaid: 
"1st. To George ·w. \Yright, one-half the entire interest on the said bonds; that is 
to say, the interest on $125,000 of bonds. 
"2d. To John D. McPherson, executor of John 'I'. Cochrane, in bonds or coin, 
$20,833.3:3-t, for the said estate, and $12,500 interest. 
"3d. To John H. B. Latrobe, of Baltimore, $41,666.66, in bonds or coin. 
"\Vitness our hands and t;eals this 3t1 day )larch, A. D. 1871. 
"JOHN D. McPHERSON, [sE.\L.] 
"Executor. 
"JOHN H. B. LATROBE/' [SlUL.] 
Q. \Vhat do yon know, if anything, of the claim of Lehman & Co. against these 
bonds '(-A. Nothing bnt what I haYe learned from Mr. H, M. Corwin. 
Q. Have you as attorney and counsel for the Choctaw Nation opposed the receipt 
by Lehman & Co. under their claim of the bonds due the Choctaw Nation on account 
of the net proceeds under the act of 16'11 ?-A. I always regarded myself, in my char-
acter as counsel for the Choctaws, as opposed to the claim of Messrs. Lehman & Co., 
and was under the impression that my correspondence with the Secretary of the Trea-
sury placed me in that position. And when I heard that a mandamus had been ap-
plied for, requiring the payment of the bonds, or a portion of them, to Messrs. Lehman 
& Co., it was my purpose to oppose the grant of the mandamus; and when the case 
came to be heard before Justice Cartter, I asked to be permitted to appear and defend 
it, and inasmuch as I was sick at the time and unable to visit Washington, I applied 
to Mr. Corwin, the plaintifPs counsel, for an extension of time, knowing no one else 
but him in connection with it, in the same way as I would haye solicited the same 
favor at the hands of any opposing counsel in course of law. 
Q. \Vhat was the result of your application to Mr. Cor·win for an extension of time f 
-A. I only know from hearsay, that the court went on with the case, saying, that if 
in tbe mean time it becawe necessary for me to appear as counsel I would be permitted 
to do so. 
Q. \Vhat was the jnclgwent of the court ?-A. I can only tell yon by referring to the 
record. I had not pursued the matter any further, and understood it to be in the hands 
of the Government. 
Q. Have you :filed in tbe office of the Secretary of the Treasury as attorney for the 
Choctaws any protest again~.>t the deli very of the bouds on the Lehman claim ?-A. I 
refer to my letter of April15, 1871, to the Secretary of the Treasury, and which I make 
a part of my testimon~· , aud which I regarded as sufficient to prevent the payment of 
the Lehman claim. 
The letter is as follows: 
"To the honorable the Secretary of the Treasury: 
"Sm: I have already addressed ~·on in regard to the $2.)0,000 of United States bonds 
about to be issued to the proper authorities of the Choctaw Nation, and have urged 
their tntnsmission to the nation, or their retention here until the proper authorities 
came or sent, now, to \Vashington to receive them. This has placed me necessarily in 
antagonism to Messrs. Pitchlynn and Folsom, 'vho claim to be entitled to receive them 
in Washington. My reasons for denying their anthority have already been stated at 
length to the Department. Such authority as they set up dates back to their appoint-
ment as delegates to urge "the net-proceeds claim," so called, and is, of course, prior to 
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the passage of the act of Congress under which the $250,00) of bonds now in question 
were authorized. • 
"I have recently become acqnainted with the fact that the bonds were, in 1861, 
(April 27,) assigned by Messrs. Pitchlynn and Folsom, jointly, with another Mr. l!""ol-
som, now deceased, to Messrs. Lehman & Brother, of Philadelphia, by a requisition of 
that date to cover an indebtedness of some :fifty or sixty thousand dollars. Of the 
genuineness of this assignment the affidavits :filed with the Department, copies of 
which I have seen, there appears to be little doubt. The authority to make it may be 
another question. If the Choctaws authorized the requisition, it will, I take it for 
granted, be recognized now by the national authorities if, as I hope they may, the 
present bonds are sent to the nation. But authorized or not, it would be strange in-
deed if :Messrs. Folsom and Pitchlynn should, now, in the face of their own acts, be per-
mitted to receive bonds. that they had already, for a >alnable condition, assigned to a 
bona-fide purchaser. 'Vhatever right the Choctaws may lm>e to dispute the validity 
of the assignment, Messrs. Pitchlynn aml Folsom, upon every principle of justice, should 
be estopped from denying it. 
"Independent of the above consideration, there is another that onght to be conclu-
sive against the propriety of delivering the bonds in question to Colonel Pitchlynn. I 
append hereto a memorandum made by :Mr. Allen 'Vright, late principal chief of the 
nation, tbe bead of the commission of 1866 that negotiate(l the treaty of that year, a 
graduate of Union college, Schenectady, a Presbyterian minister, a fnll-bloodecl Iudian, 
and a. gentlPman, whom to know is to esteem, showing tha,t Colonel Pitchlynn stands 
charged with large snms on the books of tbe nation, growing out of the transactions of 
which these bonds form a part. 
""Would it not be well to consider, therefore, whether it would be right, under any 
circumstances, to place the bonds in the hands of so large a debtor; whether common 
justice does not require tbat the nation should haYe the bonds in their possession ln a 
settlement with Colonel Pitchlynn, rather than by giying them to him to place the 
nation in his power f 
"The two facts here referred to-first, the requisition of 1861 in favor of Lehman & 
Brother, and, second, the indebtedness of Mr. Pitcblynn to the nation-both subsequent 
to the date of the authority under which l\Iessrs. Pitchlynn and Folsom claim, are mat-
ters in addition to wbat I have already written to the Department, to which I beg to 
call your attention, as strengthening the argument in favor of sending the bonds to 
the nation. 
"Did I make any pretension as agent and as counsel of the Choctaws to receive the 
bonds myself, I would feel, perhaps, more reluctance than I do in pressing my views 
upon the Department. I have no such pretension. All I want is justice for clients 
whose weakness ought to be their strength in their relations with the Government, 
whose wards they are. That you, sir, have every disposition to do them justice, no 
one believes more absolutely than 
''Yours, with great respect, 
"BALTDIORE1 .April15, 1871." 
"JOHN H. B. LATROBE, 
"For the Choctaw Nation. 
Q. Upon what information did you state in ,yonr letter of .A .. pril15, 1871, to the Secre 
tary of the Treasury, that the claim of Lehman & Co., ''was to cover the indebtedness 
of some $50,000 or $60,000?"-A. It was information obtained from General Cooper, who 
seemed to have great familiarity with the transactions of the period. 
Q. Do you know of any proposition made by Lehman & Co. for a compromise 1-A. 
None that I recollect. 
Q. lias any one informed you that tbey desired a compromise; and, if so, what was 
the ground of their proposition ?-A. It was more than once suggested that it would 
be desirable if the Choctaws and Lehman & Co., and the Secretary of the Treasury, 
could get together aml have a common understanding in regard to the disposition of 
the bonds, but further than these ge11eral statements I am not able to answer the ques-
tion. I acted unquestionably as the agent of the Choctaws, as will appear by my letter 
of January 10, 1871, which I make a part of this my answer, when I proteste(l against 
any delivery of the bonds or the payment of the money without my consent. 
The following is the letter referred to: 
"To the Honorable the Secretm·y of the Treasur;; of the Unital States: 
"Sm: As the authorized agent of the Choctaw Nation of Indians, appointed by the 
delegates who negotiated the treaty between the United States and the nation, of 
1866-an appointment made with the approval of the then principal chief, Peter P. 
Pitchlynn, and confirmed by the Choctaw Council, and not since revoked, except so 
far as relates to the defense of the nation against the claims arising under the forty-
ninth and :fiftieth articles of the Choctaw and Chickasaw treaty of 1866 with the United 
States, and the claim pending before Congress for the balance due on account of 'net 
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pr{)cccds' of their lands, after crediting the United States by the $300,000 appropriate-
under the act of March 2, 1861, and excepting the claim for lands now included within 
the State of Ai·kansas. 
"What particular claim~ Mr. Allen \Vright, late principal chief of the Choctaw Na-
tion, un(lerstooJ and mcaut should be prosecuted by the undersigned appears in the 
following extract from a letter received by me from him, da,ted No.vember 17, 1870, to 
wit: 
"'After mature deliberation, I, in conjunction with other represent::ttives of t,hp dele-
gation of 1866, have agreed to authorize you to prosecute the business of 'back annui-
ties,' 'confiscated moneys,' including $250,000 'confiscated bonds.'" 
"I have, therefore, most respectfully to 11rotest against any delivery of said bonds, 
or payment of money, arising out of arrearages due prior to the rebellion, to any prtrty 
who may claim the same without my consent as the agent of the Choctaw Nation fully 
authorized in the premises. 
~'Evidence of my authority bas been :filed in the Imliau Office berctofore, and trans-
mitted from thence to your Department. 
"Respectfully referring to inclosed copies of my authorization from the Choctaws 
furnished by the Indian Office, 
"I bave the honor to be your obedient servant, 
'; JNO. H. B. LATROBE, 
"Jwmary 10, 1871." 
"Attorney for Choctaw .Nation. 
Q. What special services did yon render in procnring the appropriation of $250,000 
in bonds under the act of 1861, or the confirmation of that appropriation under the act 
of 1871 ?-A. My services consisted of duch as I could render personally or by oral ad-
vice and written communications, and those which were rendered by my agent, Charles 
E. Mix & Co., and without being able to particularize my own acts from day to clay, 
or the services rendered of Charles E. Mix, my answer must be a ~eneral one; that I 
did whatever I was called upon to do at the time. ·what they did they must say for 
themselves. 
WASIIL."'\GTO~, May 10, 1872. 
ROBERT H. LOVE sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIR:M:A...~ : 
Question. State your residence and occupation ~-Answer. I live in Van Buren, Craw-
ford County, Arkansas. I hardly have any occupation at present. I came out there 
for the purpose of educating my children. I am connected with the livery business, 
and you may call me a livery-man. 
Q. Are you a citizen of the United States, or a member of the Chickasaw tribe of In-
dians '?-A. I suppose I am a member of the Chickasaw tribe of Indians. 
Q. By adoption ?-A. No, sir; by blood. . 
Q. State whether you had anything to tlo with making a treaty between the rnited 
States and the Chickasaw Nation of Indians on April 28, 1866 f-A. I had. 
Q. State whether the name Robert H. Love signed to that trea.ty refers to yourself? 
-A. It does. Here is a copy of my commission. (Appended to the testimony.) 
Q. State whether yourself and the other commissioners from the Chickasa\Y Nation 
made a contract at that time with J. H. B. Latrobe, of Maryland, for the collection of 
moneys due to the Chickasaw Nation; and, if so, what was that contract ?-A. We 
entered into an obligation, not a. contract, with Mr. Latrobe, with certain stipulations 
named in the paper, if the Cbickasaw Nation at home should approve of it. 
Q. ·what was the contract yon made ?-A. \Ve were to give one-half of a certain sum 
of money, which Mr. Cooley had decided, at a meeting held a.t Fort Smith, 186:>, with 
the Chickasaws, we would lose in consequence of their having joined the rebellion. It 
was known as back annuities. 
Q. \Vas it for tbe purpose of procuring the collection of what :Mr. Cooley thought 
you would lose that this contract was entered into ?-A. Yes; that is what I under-
stood it to be. \Vhen we went home we made that report, and the legislature accepted 
it, that half of the money collected should ~o to Messrs. Latrobe & Co., and their friends. 
Q. Have any of those back annuities been paid by the United States ?-A. Yes; I 
think they have been. 
Q. How much ~-A. I do not know the amount. 
Q. To whom was it paid by the United Statesf-A. It was paid to the treasurer of 
the Chickasaw Nation, I think. 
Q. Do yon know who he was ?-A. There ba.ve been several treasurers since then, 
Joel Kemp, and Mr. Harris was another, and I think that Holmes Colbert was one. 
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Q. Do you know how mnch has been paid ?-A. No, sir; I do not. 
Q. In the contract made with Latrobe, was $100,000 proposed to be ad vancc<.l [to 
him ?-A. Yes, sir; to be returne(l in services rendered in the collection of this money 
Q. The $100,000 was advancecl before the services were rendered f-A. Yes, sir; but 
the money was to be retnrned by services. 
Q. Did your nation indorse that matter f-A. Yes, sir, here is what the l~:>gislatnre 
subsequeutly did, (banding to the committee a document; copy of which is appended 
to his testimony.) 
Q. Was that $100,000 paid 1-A. I suppose it was . 
. Q. To whom was it .paid f-A. To Messrs. Latrobe & Co., I suppose. I was not here-
then. That was done in 1867; I was here in 1866, and went home an'l did not come 
back. Holmes Colbert, D. G. James, aml another were sent here to pay that moue~· 
and make the arran gem en t. 
Q. Sent by whom ~-A. By the Chickasaw Nation. 
Q. The money was in the bands of the United States ?-.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And they were authorized to lifb it and to pay this $100,000 f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Under that contract f-A. I do not understand it to be a contract. It was ::m 
agreement. We agreetl to do this, provided our action was indorsefl by the legisla-
ture~ and the legislature indorsed it, and paid the money. ·we, the delegates, did not 
make a contract; we promised certain tbings in case the legislature approved of it. 
Q. It was a conditional contract ~-A. I suppose so. 
Q. ~you know what persons were to receive that money f-A. I think this paper 
says. 
Q. To whom was the money paid 1-A. I do not know. 
Q. Do you know that some was paid to Latrobe f-A. I was not here. Mr. Latrobe· 
bas the paper that I spoke of, the obligation, and I think be will procluce it. 
Q. Do you know anything of the arrangement by which that 50 per cent. was to be· 
divided between Mr. Latrobe, Douglas H. Cooper and Mr. Cochrane, and the commis-
sioners who made the contract with them f-A. \Vell, as I remember it-I am no law-
yer-! would like not to answer that qnestion until I see counsel on it. By that act 
the Chickasaws fully understood the whole matter, that Mr. Latrobe and his friends. 
were to use one-half of the money. That was to keep a continued delegation here, but 
they made no appropriation to pay them, and Mr. Holmes Colbert acted in that capacit~­
up to the time of his death. 
Q. Was there a committee appointed by the Chickasaw Nation to inves~igate the 
action of Holmes Colbert 1-A. I do not know; but I suppose there was. 
Q. Do you know whether it was ascertained that there was a balance due from 
Holmes Colbert '?-A. That was a common rumor. 
Q. ·what was your information as to the amount claimed to be dnef-A. It wa 
variously stated. I heard it was about $25,000, and I heard it was over $70,000. I do-
not know. 
Q. Do yon recollect what fund was claimed to be deficient ?-A. It was the Chicka-
saw interest, as it -was rumored. 
Q. How long ago was it that yon understood that committee was appointed f-A. It 
was in September, 1870, I think. 
Q. Did you ever have a conversation with Holmes Colbert abont the. matter f-A. 
Yes, sir; I did: 
Q. \Vhat was his explanation of it f-A. He said that he had been deceived or disap-
pointed by the clerks in the Indian Office; that he understood that it was this arrear-
age annuity, and that the interest, for tlle current year, was yet back in the office, and 
would be sent out. 
Q. What would be the difference whether it was the back annuity 7-A. Mr. Cooley 
decided that the back annuity should be set aside. 
Q. \Vhat would be the difference between him and the nation, whether it was one or 
the otherf-A. I do not kno'\Y. 
Q. Did it not grow out of the fact that Holmes Colbert was keeping out 50 per cent~ 
of this money f-A. I do not kuow. I have neYer seen the communication that '\Vas 
made, and cannot say. 
Q. Did you sign the contract with Latrobe in 1i36G ?-A. Yes, sir; subject to the ap-
proval of the legislature. 
Q. Have you a copy of the report made by your commission to the Chielwsaw legis-
tmef-A. No, sir; we laid the book down as our report. I dicl that myself. 
Q. What am I to understand by that book! What do you mean f-A. The treaty; it 
was in a pamphlet form. • 
Q. Printed by the Unitecl States ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then yon made no sho\ving of the manner in >Yhich that contract was made f-
A. No, sir. · 
Q. I see the act does not explain the contract with Latrobe. '\Yas there any written 
explanation to the legislature of that contract with Latrobe ?-A. I think it was taken 
in duplicate, and that one was on our file. 
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Q. I would like to have you answer the question I put some time ago, as to what 
'vas to be done with the 50 per cent. under the Latrobe contract; where the money 
was to be paid ~-A. As I remarked before, I would ratller get advice upon it, if you 
please. 
Q. The point I wish answered is, who were to have an interest in the contract, if 
there were any other beside Latrobe and Cochran ~-A. That I do not like to say. I 
would like to see 1\Ir. Latrobe. I recollect very well stating to them, when the treaty 
was presented to the legislature, that this obligation was entered into for Latrobe and 
his friends. 
Q. Do you know who the friends were ?-A. I do not know them all. 
Q. Did :Mr. Latrobe state to yon who his friends were when you made the contract 
with him ?-A. No, sir; I do not recollect ever talking to :Mr. Latrobe about it. 
Q. ·whom did yon understaml to be the parties that you spoke of as his friends 
when you made the contract ?-A. There is a man by the name of E. S. Mitchell, who 
wrote out the contract or obligation. 
Q. ·what is his given name '(-A. I think it is E. S. l\Iitchell. 
Q. Was he secretary of the Chickasaw delegation at the time ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. \Vas he one of the friends included in that number ?-A. I do not know. 
Q. 'Vhen you as an officer of your nation laid your book aml paper down before 
your council, by way of making a report of your services as an officer, and. stated that 
that $100,000 was to be paid to Mr. Latrobe and his friends, whom diu yon understand 
by the friends ?-A. I supposed Mr. Cochran and such men as they could get in the 
Department. I did not believe myself it woulcl be paitl. 
Q. Why not ?-A. Mr. Cooley and 1\Ir. Harlan both made such reports to Congress. 
Q. That is, you did not believe the United States would pay the batk annui~ies P-
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then did yon recommend the advancement of $100,000 to Latrobe when yon 
believed there was no moneys clue from the United States to repay it ?-A. That is 
what I told the legislature, that we had paid nothing for getting the treaty; that 
if they never got this $100,000 for securing their government and their country, I 
thought they would be amply paid. 
Q. In what sense did Mr. Latrobe saye that Territory to the nation ?-A. Mr. Cooley 
gave us the project of that treaty. 
Q. He was an United States officer ?-A. Yes, sir; and we engagetl Mr. Latrobe, ancl 
he drew up another treaty. 
Q. In what di<l that differ from the one Mr. Cooley gave J·ou ?-A. Very materially. 
Q. Then the service rendered by 1\Ir. Latrobe was that he drew up a new copy of the 
treaty in place of the one drawn up by the pnited States ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long were yon engaged in making this treaty f-A. I do not recollect the 
exact time. 'Ve came about the 1st of JanuarJ·, 1866, and the treaty was signed on 
the 28th of April, I think. 
Q. What rights and privileges dicl the United States, through their commissioners, 
attempt to take from you that this treaty of Latrobe reserves to you ?-A. I cannot 
recollect now; it is a long while ago. 
Q. I want to know what great sen·ice Mr. Latrobe rendered ?-A. ·well, that was 
the service that he rendered. 
Q. Drawing up a copy of a treaty different from the copy :Mr. Cooley hatl drawn!-=-
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know whether \Vinchester Colbert got any of the $100,000 ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know whether Edward Pickens got any ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do yon know whether Holmes Colbert got any f-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know whether Colbert Carter retained any ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you heard from any source that these men did get any of it ?-A. I do not 
think that I have. I do not recollect that I have. 
Q. These were the men with whom you made the treaty ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 'rhen how can you object to answering my question as to the persons to whom 
the money was paid '?-A. I object to myself individually. 
Q. I dicl not ask whether yon got any of it.-A. What was the question~ 
Q. Between whom was the $100,000 to be divided according to the agreement, as 
you stated that it was to be paid to Latrobe and his friends? Do you decline to say 
who the friends were ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you heard any one say whether Douglas H. Cooper got any part of that 
$100,000 ?-A. Yes, sir; I think so. 
Q. Do yon recollect whom you heard that from ?-A. Yes, sir; I think so. He said 
~fter the Pxpenses were paid the commission got a portion, and he got his as agent. 
Q. Whom do you mean when you say the commission? Those gentlemen that made 
the treaty of 1866 ?-A. Yes, sir. 
t6J Q. Did he say how much either of these gentlemen got ?-A. No, sir. 
,, ,Q. Did he say whetner he got any himself ?-A. I do not recollect that he did. 
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Q. Did he say bow much Latrobe got, if any f-A. Well, I hear~ so much about it 
that I cannot recollect. It is all hearsay, and I can1t tell what I d1d hear. 
Q. Did you get any ?-A. I will answer that under duress; I did. Well, I do not 
know that I got any of that, '100,000, but I got some money. 
Q. How much ~-A. $5,000. 
Q. \Vhere were you when you got it f-A. Iu the Chickasaw Nation. 
Q. Who paid it to you ?-A. A man by the name of Charles B. Johnson; he is now 
dead. 
Q. In what capacity was he acting ?-A. H e was a man that lived in Sherma.n~ 
Texas. 
Q. Was he a Chickasaw ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know who gaYe him the money to give to you ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know wllether he was instructed to pay any of the other gentlemen of 
the commission ~-A. No, sir; he never told me. 
Q. For what did you understand you were receiving the 5,000 ~ \Vas it under the 
Latrobe agreement that you spoke of ?-A. Yes, sir; as one of Latrobe's friends. 
Q. Where does \Vinchester Colbert live ?-A. In the Chickasaw Nation. 
Q. Where does E. S. )litchell live who was secretary of your delegation at that time 
when you made the treaty of 1866 f-A. At Fort Smith, Arkansas. 
Q. Do you know whether Charles Mix got any of that money f-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do yon know whether any of it was to be didded with any persons inside of 
the Indian Office ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do yon know what part of that $100,000 went to the delegation, and what part 
was to go to the attorneys ?-A. No; there was an expense spoken of, and after ex-
penses I understood it was to carry on this continued delegation. 
Q. Bnt yon do not recollect what proportion was to be paid to the lawyers, and 
what proportion was to be pitid to the delegation ?-A. No, sir. (The witness here 
banded in a paper which he wished to be received in connection with the testimony. 
The paper was received, and is as follows:) 
[Copy retained from original on file in Indian Office.] 
" Know all men by these presents that I, Thomas Parker, by virtue of the power in 
me vested as governor of the Chickasaw Nation, have made, constituted, and appointed, 
and by these presents do make, constitute, and appoint John H. B. Latrobe, of tbe 
city of Baltimore, State of l\Iaryland, and Charles E. l\Iix & Co., of Washingt0n City, 
D. C., true and lawful attorneys for the Chickasaw Nation, and in its name, place, and 
stead, to appear before the Government of the United States, or any Department 
thereof, in all cases in which the interests of the said Chickasaw Nation may be con-
cerned, and by all lawfnl ways and means to advance said interests. 
'' THO}IAS PARKER, 
" \VM. P. BROWN, Interpreter. 
"Governor of the Chickasaw Nation. 
"This is to certify that Thomas Parker, governor of the Chickasaw Nation, person-
ally appeared before me, United States agent for the Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians, 
and acknowledgeu the signature to the foregoing power of attorney to be his own, and 
that the said power of attorney bad been real!. and interpreted in his hearing, and that 
it was in accordance with his wishes. 
"In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and seal of office this twenty-
second clay of February, in year of onr Lord one thonsttnd eight hundred and seventy-
two, at the Choctaw and Chickasaw agency. 
[SEAL.] "T. D. GRIFFITS, 
" United States Indian ..Jgent." 
Q. Did you notify the conncil of the Chickasaw Nation that you were to receive a 
part of the proceeds of that $100,000 ~-A. No, sir; I did not. 
Q. Have yon ever notified them, up to this time 1-A. No, sir. 
Q. You have not told them that you did receive $5,000 ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Then, they did not know when they made this last appointment of Latrobe the 
condition of that contract-the way in which the money was to be divided ?-A. I 
suppose not. 
In tbe name of the Chickasaw Nation and by virtue of authority vested in me by 
law, I, Winchester Colbert, governor of the Chickasaw Nation, do, this day, appoint 
and commission Robert H. Love, a commissioner (or delegate) agreeable to an act of· 
the Chickasaw legislature, entitled "An act providing for the appointment of commis-
sioners by the governor to visit Washington City in December next, to negotiate per-
manent treaties with the Government of the United States," with _full powers to enter 
into all arrangements, leagues, treaties or other connections with the United States of 
America, or any authorized agent thereof, necessary or proper, in the judgment of said 
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Robert H. Lo,~e, to obtain fnllgnarantees and security of all righb;, intere~ts, or claims, 
held under former treaty stipulations of the Government of the United St:ttes by tlle 
Chickasaw Na,tion, or any individual member thereof, together with snch other au van-
tages and safeguards as may be possible to obtain, whereby the happiness aml wel-
fare of the Chickasaw people may be advanced. 
In testimony whereof I hereunto set my hand and seal (using scroll, there being no 
Dtl1er) this the 20th of November~ A. D. 1865. 
Attest: 
\YINCIIESTER COLBERT. ~~E .\L.] 
Governor Chicka8aw J.\'ation. 
HOLMES COLBERT, 
National Secl'etary. 
Be it enacted by the legislature of the Chicka8aw Nation, That the contmcf-. entered into 
between the Chickasaw commissioners, representing the interest of the Cllick~tsaw 
people at\Vashington, D. C., in negotiating the treaty of 1866, be a,nd the same is hereby 
agreed to and confirmed. 
Be itfurther enacted, Tha,t, whereas, in consequence of the announcement made to the 
Chickasaw's by commissioners on the part of the United Sta,tes, who assembled at E'ort 
Smith, Arkansas, in the month of September, A. D. 1865, for the purpose of negotiating 
a treaty of peace and friendship 'vith the southwestern Indians who have been in 
alliance with the so-called Confederate States; that Chickasaws with others had, by 
reason of said alliance, made themselves liable to a, forfeiture of all rights of every 
kind, character, and description which had been promised and guaranteed to them by 
the United States commissioners, were sent by the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation 
to the city of Washington to negotiate a treaty, and enter into any arrangements 
necessary anu proper, to secure the Chickasaw country and their other interests, and 
t~ effect a permanent settlement of their tribe, as contemplated ancl provided for in the 
treaties of 1834 and 1852 between the Chickasaw Nation and the United States. 
And whereas, in consequence of the necessity of sending said commissioners to ·wash-
ington for the purpose aforesaid, the Chickasaw Nation llas been subjected to hea\y ex-
penses on account of personal expenses of said commissioners, and obligations entered 
into by them, and other incidental expenses, for the purpose of more effectually accom-
plishing the object of their mission. And whereas it ma,y, and probauly will, be neces-
sary that the Chickasaw Nation should continue commissioners at \Vashington City, 
in order more effectually to secure the permanent settlement, of the tribe and other 
important interests. And whereas, by the provisions ofthe treaty of 1852, so much of the 
- Chickasaw National funds as the Chickasaws may require for such purpose is subject 
to the control of their national council or legislature: Therefore, 
Be it enacted, That the sum of $100,000 be, and the same is hereby, withdrawn from 
the Chickasaw national funds, held in trust by the Secretary of the Treasury for the 
Chickasaws, and the President is hereby requested to cause so much of said stocks as 
may be necessary to raise said sum of money to be converted into cash and paid over 
to the commissioners appointed, for the purpose of defraying the obligations incurred, 
or which may hereafter be incurred, by the Cllickasaw commissioners in securing the 
permanent settlement, and other important interests of the tribe, as contemplated 
under the treaties of Hl34 and 1852. 
And whereas the Government of the Unitetl States has obligated itself, under treaty 
stipulations, to keep the Chickasa,w national funds invested in sate and profitable 
stocks, and pay the interest thereon to the Chickasaw people annually; and believing 
that the Government of the United States has failed to do so according to treaty 
stipulations; and as it is important and necessary to the interests of the Chickasaw 
people that some person should represent their interests in Washington, to investigate 
and find out in what manner the Government of the United Sta,tcs has managed our 
National funds: Therefore, 
Be it enacted, That Holmes Colbert and George D. James are hereby appointed and 
continued as commissioners, with full powers to represent tbe interests of the Chicka-
saw people in all things touching their interests and welfare under any treaties exist-
ing between the United States and the Chickasaw people. 
Passed both houses and approved November 14, 18()6. 
CYRUS HARRIS, 
Gorcrnm· Chickasaw Nation. 
I do hereby certify that the above is a true und correct copy of the original bill now 
on file in this office at Tishomingo City, Chickasaw Nation. 
Given under my hand and seal of office this the 1st day of December, A. D. 1866. 
[SEAL.] JOSIAH BROWN, 
National Secretary Chickasaw Nation. 
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W.\SIIINGTO:Y_. May 22, 1872. 
ALBERT Pnm duly sworn and examined. 
By the CIIAIIDIAN: 
Question. Be kind enough to state your name, residence, and occupation.-Answer. 
Albert Pike; lawyer; ·washington City. 
Q. State whether you are acquainted with the Choctaw and Chickasaw people and 
their country.-A. Yes, sir; I have been acquainted with their country sinct) 1852. 
Q. Do you know anything of the financial condition of that people and tho relation 
of the accounts between them and the United States ?-A. Yes, sir; I know about 
their claims against the United States. I made a treat;)r with them for the Confeder-
ate States, and paid money to them under the treaty that the Uniteu States would 
haYe paid them; but I have forgotten the amount. 
Q. Are you acquainted with the parties who matle the treaty of 1866 with the Uni-
ted States on the part of the Choctaws and Chickasaws ?-A. I do not remember. I hau 
nothing to do with that treaty. 
Q. On the part of the Choctaws there were Alfre<l \Vaue, Allen \Vright, James Riley, 
and John Page.-A. I knew all of them except Riley. 
Q. On tbe part of the Chickasaws, Winchester Colbert, Edmund Pickens, Holmes 
Colbert, Colbert Carter, and Robert H. Love.-A. The three first I kuew very well; 
two of them are dead. 
q. Did you know Lefion', secretary of the Choctaw delegation ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you know E. S. Mitchel, secretary of the Chickasaw delegation f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you know anything of these parties making contracts with John H. B. La-
troue, of Baltimore, for the collection of funds due them f-A. Nothing in the world. 
Q. Do you kuow anything about this matter from conversations with the commis-
sioners named here ?-A. No, sir; I neYer talked with them. I have talked with Col-
onel Pitchlynn. The only information I have got is from the report of Pitchlynn and 
Latrobe. 
Q. Did you ever talk with General Cooper on that subject ?-A. Very little; not 
enough to learn anything about it that I could depend on. 
Q. Do yon know anything about the manner in which General Cooper expended the 
moueys for the Choctaws aml Chickasaws in 1861, as agent for these Indians f-A. No, 
ir; I only know that he received about $134,000 to buy corn; but I do not know what 
he did with it. 
Q. Did he deliver any portion of that to you as a confederate officer '?-A. No, sir. 
I was employed by the Choctaws before the war, and I \vas to be paid a certain amount 
of the general fee, and tl1en au additional fee over and above the others. Iu the winter 
of 1861 he paid me $1,800. I do not think it was out of the corn-money. It was paid 
towar<lmy compensation as attorney. 
Q. Then you know ~othing of the contract with Latrobe ~-A. No, sir; nothing at 
all. In 1862 General Cooper turned over some money to me as a confe<lerate officer, 
which be sai<l was money that he had in his hands as agent of the Choctaws and 
Chickasa\vs, belonging to the United States. 
Q. How much did he tnru oYer ?-A. Five thousand dollars. I was m command of 
the Indian country at that time, as brigadier.general in the confedemte service. 
Cooper was acting as agent for the Choctaws and Chickasaws, under my appointment, 
performing the duties as he had done Ullller the United States. He was also in the 
confetlerate service unrler me, first as a colonel and afterwa-rds as a brigadier-general. 
In the spring, or early pa,rt of the summer, of 1862, he told me he had $5,000 in his 
hands, helonging to the Unitetl States, of moneys that he had receiYecl as agent for the 
Choctaws and Chickasaws, and he wauteu to turn it over to me. I needed money for 
the troops to carry 011 the operations of the forces there. I told him I would receive 
it. He brought it iu confederate money, and I receipted for it in confederate money1 
aml so reported it to the confederate government i11 my accounts. 
I have here a duplicate of my account, returned to the Indian office of the confede-
rate government. This is a part of it. This account was filed with the coufederate 
government in the Indian office~ anJ then I wrote a let~er to the Commissioner of In-
dian Affairs, dated the 26th day of September, 1862, in which I told him, "Colonel 
Douglas H. Cooper, in May or early in June, having iu his hands, as he informed me, 
certain moneys received by him from the GoYernment of the Unitetl States as agent for 
the Choctaws and Chickasaws, and remaining unexpended, turned over to me $5,000 in 
trcasnry notes on the Confederate States on account of such unexpended moneys; and 
I receipted to him for that snm in such notes." I do not know wha-t became of thctt. 
Q. Were you acquainted witb Jobu T. Cochrane in his life-time ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. \Vere you acquainted with the contract that he made with the Choctaw Indians f-
A. Yes, sir; it was first made with me. -
Q. ·what interest had you in it !-A. Five per cent. I had that at the beginning, and 
claim the same yet. I agreed to give one-half to General Denver. 
Q. Are you aware that the executor of John D. Cochrane, deceased, h:as transferred 
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t.hat claim ?-A. I do not know it except from reports and a. memorandum of Colonel 
Cooper. 
Q. Do you know to whom be transferred it f-A. I do not. 
Q. In what way does that affect your interest 1-A. In order to explain that I shall 
have to show the paper I have here. In this paper he states his own case, which is 
about the only information I have in regard to it. This is a copy of the paper which 
Colonel Pitchlynn showed me, and that is all I know about his interest in it. 
Q. Please state to the committee what you know about the net proceeds cl:limed, 
and the Cochrane contract for his collection.-A. I was employed by the Creeks to 
prosecute their claim under the old treaties in 1~52, and I sent a friend who was to 
have assisted me in my prosecuting the Choctaw claims to the Choctaw country at 
that time. In 1854 I made a contract to prosecute the Choctaw claims, as well as 
other claims, to the country west of the one hundredth degree. They were to pay rue 
25 per cent. I belieYe Pitcblynn was the only delegate who signed that contract. 
Afterwards, in my ausence, at the session of March, 1855, this new contract was made 
with Cochrane for 30 per cent., in Cochrane's own name. Afterwards I associatetl 
Cochrane and myself on e<]_ual terms, and after that Luke Lea was employed, and two 
other persons were interested in the matter. Cochrane, Luke Lea, and myself were 
the attorneys equally interested. Afterwards two other persons became equally inter-
ested with us, making 5 per cent. for each, and these interests are all existing. 
Q. Who were these two other persons ?-A. Colonel Pitchlynn and Colonel Cooper. 
The contract with Cochrane was made without my consent, but I afterwards ratified 
it. I was here four or five winters in prosecuting the claims, and succeeded in getting 
the award of the Senate. 
Q. Then Latrobe came into the case after the wad-A. Yes, sir. I can 011ly state 
what I l1ave heard from them, and their statements do not agree. Cooper tol1l me he 
never got anything of the money since the war. 
Q. When did he tell you that ?-A. In my office, about two years ago. 
Q. What moneys were you referring to f-A. The moneys that were paid to the 
attorneys for negotiating the treaties. I think they got $100,000. 
Q. Did he tell you that be did not get anything '?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are you aware $100,000 were paid by the Choctaws, and $100,000 by the Chick-
asaws also?~A. No, sir. I did not learn anything about that, except by oilds and 
ends at different times afterwards, and it is all hearsay as to all tllat took place 
since the war. 
Q. Neither of those commissioners who made the treaty of 186G told ~·on UJJ~· thing 
about jt ?-A. No, sir; I never conversed with one of them. 
Q. Did you converse with either of the secretaries on the subject ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know anything of the claim of Leahman and Brother f-A. No, Hir; only 
from Colonel Pitchlynn. Those bonds were part of the net proceeds tllat I succeeded in 
getting au appropriation for, and I claimed the fee for my services out of the bonds. 
Q. What fee ?-A. Five per cent. on all the Choctaws received. 
Q. Do you claim a fee of 5 per cent. on the whole $500,000 1-A. Yes, sir. I received 
in coin $5,000, and in confederate money $30,000, out of which I paid $9,000, leaving a 
balance of $21,000 for myself in confederate money, but there was more money than 
that paid. 
Q. To whom was it paid f-A. Five thousand to Colonel Cooper; $2,000 to John B. 
Lewis. That $250,000 was paid uy the Treasury ancl a part of it was put in a bank in 
New York, I uuderstood, and it was there ''hen the war broke out. The delegates got 
a part of the money and settled with the nation, but did not pay us anythiiJg. There 
was a. bouse out there with whom I made an arrangement to pay me one-half in coin 
and the other half in confederate money. Colonel Cooper wanted some money and 
Williams paid him on my order. I never had any receipt for it, but I have papers to 
show that he got it. 
Q. ·was the money in the bank in New York part of the net-proceeds money f-A. 
Yes, sir; Colonel Cooper afterwards claimed $15,000. He was then acting as agent for 
the Choctaws and Chickasaws for the Confederate States of America. 
Q. Was he, while acting as an agent, interested in this Cochrane cla.im ?-A. Yes, 
sir; he always claimed an interest in it; in fact, he started the claim to the country 
west of the one hundredth degree. It was always understooll that he was e<]_ually in-
terested with Cooper and myself. I was told that Cochrane received $20,000, and I 
suppose he did, because I know another person who did. I only got $10,000. I was 
not here, and they sent me what they pleased. Colonel Cooper lately says: "I 
beg leave, also, to call your attention to the use you have made of my name in 
your memorial and appendix. At the period yon refer to I was an officer of the 
United States Government and could not be lawfully interested in any Indian contract 
or contracts with attorneys for them, and all I now state as to those contracts is upon 
information derived from others, Cochrane and the delegates. ·whatever was turned 
over to me or left in my hands by Cochrane and yourself was for a third person. I bad 
no contract with him until I had ceased to be an officer of the Indian Bureau, to wit, 
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in 1866, when Cochrane employed Mr. Latrobe and n:yself to aid ~nd assi:st in ~he 
prosecution of the balance dne on the net-proceeds clmm, then pendmg under article 
10 of the treaty of 1866." To that I wrote to General Cooper that I never heard 
of any tbird person; that I always understoo(l he was the person wbo was equally 
interested with Cochrane and myself. He told me that two years ago; when I asked 
bow much he got he said $20,000. What he got I do not know. 
Q. That was not on the Cochrane contract f-A. Yes, sir; it was paid in 186l. He 
claimed it under the Cochrane contract. 
Q. Do you know anything of the disposition of the back annuities that luwe been 
paid to the Chickasaws f-A. Nothing in the worlU except what I have heard. I wish 
to say that that net-proceeds claim was argued by me as I would argue any case in 
court. I went before the committee of the Senate, of which Messrs. Clark and Doolittle 
were members, and I filed a printed argument. I satisfied them that the claim was 
just. It was as fully discussed as anythiug before the Senate, and was finally adopted. 
I say this because it has been stated that it was got through by claim-agents. It was 
not so; it was got throngh legitimately, by fair argument, aud no other iufiuence thau 
fair argument \Yas used. There was never a more just claim ou earth. 
Q. The appropriation of$500,000 was to be credited ou the net proceeds ?-A. Yes, sir 
the award of the Senate directed an acconnt to be taken, and a report ·was made allow-
ing $2,900,000. As soon as I saw that. portion of that report I showed there was au error 
in making the deduction of $500,000. The whole amount of the award was about 
$3,340,000, taken as it would be taken by a master in chancery in a court of equity; 
but that $300,000 was a. part of the award. They were to have $250,000 in money and 
$250,000 in bonds. 
(Juestion to ..:1 lbert Pike, heretofore e.camine(l by the committee: 
Question. State, if yon know, whether the execution of the release of certain claims 
under the fomteenth article of the treaty of 1830, by the general conncil of the Choc-
taw Nation, was brought to the notice of the Committee of Indian Affairs of the Sena.te 
when the cla.im of the Choctaws, under the treaty of 1855, to the net proceeds of their 
lands was before that committee before it made the report on which the Renate's awanl 
of March 9, 1859, \Vas based f-Answer. Undoubtedly it was. I was the counsel of the 
Choctaws in the matter of their claim, and argued it orally in 1858 before the Indian 
Committee of the Senate, and had previously :filed with the committee the "Notes upon 
the Choctaw question," (pp. 27 to 45 of the printed pages hereto annexed;) and before 
arguing the matter omlly I bad prepared the "Memorandum of particulars,n of which 
pp. 46 to 105, hereto annexed, are a. literal, complete, and exact reprint; had printed it, 
and furnished the committee with copies of it. The paragraph a.t page 71, commencing 
with the words" In July, 1852," and ending with the words'' executing the discharge," 
was in the original printed copies so furnislled precisely as it is in the reprint. The 
facts that the release had been required and executed were perfectly well known to 
the committee. They were hardly commentc(l on at all, because the treaty of 1855 
was considered as ignoring and avoiding the release, and because the chairma.n of the 
committee did not need argument to convince him that a release so exacted was void. 
The committee required no 'argument on that point, and its report "-as made by unani-
mous vote. So far from desiring to conceal tbe fact of the release having been given, 
(which we could not have dolie if we had desired it,) we regarded it as a fact greatly 
in our favor, as being a wrong done the Choctaws in connection with their reservations, 
and a bard bargain, that ougb.t to shock the sense of equity of every man. 
I wish to add that no case ever had a more patient, deliberate, and careful considera-
tion than this matter of the Choctaw claim bad. before that committee. 
I make the printed pages 27 to 105 part of this test!rnony, as sustaining the argu-
ments on which we gained the case. 
ALBERT PIKE. 
NOTES CPON TliE CIIOCT.I.W QUESTION. 
I.-Choctaw title to their lauds east of the Msssissippi after the t1·caty of 1820. 
Part of the Choctaws bad crossed the Mississippi at an early day, and settled on the 
Lower Wachita, and on both sides of Red River. 
Generals Jackson and Hines, commissioners who ruade the treaty of 1820, recognized 
the continuing and intact interest of those Choctaws, who were then west of the Mis-
sissippi, in the national lands east of that river; for they over and over again an-
nounced it to be the determina,tion of the President, if those east of the Mississippi 
would not treat for a cession of their lands, to treat with those west of that river for 
a cession of the whole, or an exchange, acre for acre.-(2 Ind. A:ff., Am. St. Pa.p., 234, 
5, 6, 7, 9-240.) 
The principle that these western Choctaws still retained their interest in the eastern 
lands was settled, in an analogous case, by the treaty of 1846, with the Cherokees. 
H. Rep. 98--32 
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The commissioners ·who ma<1e the treaty of 1820 expressly assureu the Choctaws 
that, if they wonldmakc the cession then reqnired of them, those who chose to remain 
east of the i\11ssissippi might do so and be happy.-(Do. 236.) And they assured them 
that if they agreed to the proposed arrangement, (as upon these and like assurances 
and pledges they did 1lo,) it would "permanently fix the boundary-lines between the 
red and white people "-that ''a poor country wonld be the limit in the cast, which the 
white people would never wish to outain;" and that "their white brethren conll1 not 
then ask them for any more land, nor conl1l those of the nation who had goue over and 
settle<l b<'yoncl the .Mississippi.-(Do. 238.) 
They again sail!: "Have the pegs driven i!.own, and the lines distinctly marked, 
[28] as proposed, so that they never can be al"'tered nntll you request it yonrselves, 
or until yon are advanced to t bat state of civilization when the land will be appor-
tioned ont to each family or individual in the nation."-(Do. 240.) 
.Mark til is solemn and most significant and important pledge. It was the solemn 
promise of the Unite<l States, tllat if tllese poor Iudians wonlrl make the treaty and 
cession tbeu 'reqnirecl, (as they did c1o,) they shonld never be asked to cede more lanu; 
the lines neYer shoulll be altered again, unt1l they should ask it, or until they shonld 
become civilized., when all the land should be apportioneu out among themselves, and 
belong in fee-simple to the respective families and individuals. 
'' When the land will be apportioned out/' says the express promise. of the commis-
sioners. Did that phrase, "the land," mean the whole of it, or part of it~ Did the 
phrase, "be apportioned out/' mean that "a limited parcel" of the land would be 
divided~ "To each family or iiHlividual in tile nation," says the promise," the land 
shall be apportioned." Did that mean that others than they should share in the appor-
tionment~ 
This promise was thus carried out. Article IV of the treaty of 18.20 specially agrees 
that" the boundaries hereby established between the Choctaw Indians and the United 
fltates, on this (the east) side of the Mississippi River, shall remain without alteration, 
until the perioc1 at which sai<lnation shall become so civilized and enlightened as to 
be made citizens of the Unit,ed States, and Congress shall lay off a limited parcel of 
land for the benefit of each family or individual in the nation.-(7 Stat. at Large, 211.) 
Tllis was not the promise made to the Choctaws, but a wholly different thing. This 
was found out by 1825; and in the tn•aty of 1S25, by Article VII, it was agreed, "that 
the fourth article of the treaty aforesaid (of 18:l0) shall be so modified, as that the 
Congress of tbe United States shall not exercise the power of apportioning the lands 
for the benefit of each family or indiYidual of the Choctaw Nation, and of bringing 
them under the laws of the United States, but with the consent of tile Choctaw Na-
tion."-(Do. 236.) 
[29] Here we no longer hear of Congress laying off a limited *parcel of land for 
each family or individual, but the language of the original promise is returned 
to, a nil uow the lands are to be apportioned for the benefit of each family or individual; 
the fourth article of the treaty of 1820, so far as it endeavored to avoi<l the promise 
made by the commissioners, is annulled, and the wrong it did, rightet1. 
Not a limited parcel, but the lands, all the lands, are to be, not laid off, but appor-
tioned-not a piece to be cut off from the loaf and given the children, but the whole 
divided-the whole snccession distributed-the whole estate apportioned and par-
titioned to and among each family or individual; the whole to them, and nothing to 
any body else. 
By these two articles (IV of the treaty of 1820 and ""'7II of that of 1825) combined, 
the boundary between the United States and the Choctaws east of the .Mississippi was 
to remain unaltered until the lattel' shonld be fit and choose to become citizens of the 
United States, and then all such lan<ls were to be apportioned among them. 
The title which one tenant in common takes by a partition of an estate held in dit'iso, 
is not a new title created by the partition, but it is deemeu to have been, from the be-
ginning, to the whole of the share apportioned to him, and to none of the shares no-t 
apportioned to him. He holds strictly under the original title. If, therefore, the indi-
vidual Choctaws were, by the apportionment, to take a fee, that could only be because 
the nation bad the fee before the apportionment. Only what the nation bad could be 
apportioned, partitioned, or diviued out. That is so by the very force of tile term 
i tsPlf'. 
2.-Choctaw title to their lands west of the ¥i-1sissippi prior to the treaty of 1830. 
By the treat~r of 1820 the United States ceded to the Choctaw Nation a country be-
tween the Arkansas and Red Rivers, which was, in the negotiations, over and 
[30] oYer declared to be intendeu as their permanent and perpetual home. *It was to 
be bounded in part by a line running up theCanarlian to its source, (which is far in 
New Mexico,) and by a line from that soutll to Reu River, (though such a line would 
go three hundred miles west of the head of Red River.) This country is several times 
spoken of in the treaty as '~the country hereby ceded to the Choctaws." 
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The treaty of 18'20 states that the l:1nrl ceded to the Choctaw Nation, west of the 
Mississippi, is to be for their permanent home.-(Art. VI, 7 Stat. at Large, p. 211.) 
By the treaty of 18~5 the Choctaws celled to the United States so n1Ueb of their 
-country west as lay east of a defined line, an(l it was stipulated that this line should 
•' continue and remain tbe permanent boundary between the United States and the 
Choctaws." 
The legal meaning of the phrast•, '·'cede to the Chortaw Nation," when used as in the 
ireat.y of 1820, 'vitlwut qualification or explanation, is, to transfer to the person or 
party to whom the cession is ma,de aU the estate which the ced<tnt has. It gave the 
Choctaws, by its legal operation, the simple and absolnte ownership, and all the title 
the United St~ttcs bad, as far as the Choctaws ever obtained it. 
It. was agreetl by the treaty of 182:) tbat th~ laud so celled shonlll be permanently 
their property, and its east line be the permanent boundary. 
It was understood, on all hands, that the land was gnarautecu to them forever.-(Let-
ter of Col. Thomas L. McKenny; 2 Am. State Pa,pers, Indian Affairs, p. 703.) 
It is a common idea that the treaty of 1830 couveyell a higher title to the Choctaws. 
But that is not so. It gave no additional dignity to their title. That title was perfect 
before. It was not a fee-simple, but a right of perpetual occupancy and exclusive usu-
fruct, without power of alienation or disposition, but with a reversion in the United 
States upon extinction of or abandonment by the Choctaws. 
The same title and uo more remained after the treaty of 18:30. Tlu"tt treaty regrauted 
the country, narrowing its western limits, and provided tllat ~.., patent in fee-
[31] simple should "issue to the Choctaws for it, in accordance with an act of Con-
gress. But this was merely delusive. The treaty and patent did not Yest a fee-
simple title. It is a familiar principle that an attempt to limit the power of disposition 
or alienation of a complete title is void. The power of alienation is a necessary incident 
to a fee-simple title. It is indispensable. There can be no such title without it. That 
power of alienation or disposition was still expressly excl udecl, aucl the title remttiued, as 
it was before, a rigllt of e.li.."Clnsive occupancy and usufruct in the person of the 1-{r::tntee, 
lmt uo right of alienation or disposition; and, on the contrary, a reversion to the grantor 
upon sale, tra,m;fer, or abandonment. 
S111nmary of the Tights of the Chocta1r1 prior to the treaty of 1830. 
PmNCIPLE.-Tbe same rnles of law must be applied to the treaties, and the same 
rnlcs of morals and ethics to the pledges and promiseR of the United States, made 
with and to the Choctaws, as to contracts between individuals, to treaties between 
great nations, and to promises and pledges made by man to man. Nay, the obligation 
to abitle faithfully and iu the utmost honesty by the treaty, and to comply punctually 
aml precisely witll the promise, is more absolute and stringent where a gr at and 
powerful na,tion has dealt with and made promises to a feeble and Jependent tribe; 
and stillmore, if not vastly more so, where a guardian bas so dealt with aurl." promised 
.a ward j and there is no common, and unprejudiced, and impartial tribunal to which 
tbe feeble tribe or defenseless ward can appeal. 
CONCLUSIO~S. 
First. \Vheu tbe Choctaws bad signed the tre<tty of 1820, they heltl tbe solemn 
pledge and sacreu promise of the Unitcu State , whicll could not honorably or 
[32] without disgracing the American name be broken, given by the com~missioners 
who negotiated the treaty, that no attempt should ever thereafter be made to 
purchase any of their remaining lands, hut the line then run between them and the 
whites shoulq remain inviolate forever, at their option, and that, not until they chose, 
should the laws of the United States be extended over them. 
Second. That by the two treaties of l 820 and 1R25, the Choctaws became absolute 
owners in perpetuity of all their remaining lands east of the Mississippi ; with right 
of becoming citizens of the United States, whenever they should have become suffi-
ciently civilized and enlightened, and should desire to do so; wben, and not before, all 
their lands should be apportioned among theru, and be thereafter held, not in indiviso, 
but by individual title in fee-simple. 
'l'hird. That, by virtue of the same treaties, they obtained as much title to their 
lands west of the Mississippi as they ever obtained; that title being, not a fee-simple, 
though styled so, but a right of perpett1al exclusive occupancy and usufruct, to be ex-
-ercised solely by them in person, with no right of alienation or disposition; and with 
reversion to the United States in case of national extinction or abandonment. 
Appliances of moml coercion, force, and d1wess used to obtain the treaty of 1830. 
. That if they did not execute the treaty, and cede all their lauds, the United States 
would witbdraw their protection from them. 
That if they remained in Mississippi, the laws of that State would be extended over 
them, and the United States were powerless to prevent it. 
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That if they did not cede their lands and remove, their nationality would be extin-
guished, and utter ruin and destruction would overtake them. 
The •Secretary of War informed them, by letter dated the 1st of June, 1830, 
[33] that they could not remain where they *were and be a happy and prosperous. 
people; that Congress would not, because they could not, interfere to prevent 
the States extending their laws over them; and that, of course, it was now for the< 
Choctaws to decide whether they would submit to those laws upon their people, or go 
beyond the Mississippi, where they could be under their own laws, and upon their own 
land, with none to interrupt them.--(Sen. Doc. 512., Ind. Removal, vol. 2, 1st sess." 
23d Cong., p. 4.) 
The Secretary of War, Major John H. Eaton, and General John Coffee, sent as com-
missioners to treat with them, with positive instructions to procure a cession of all 
their lands, on any terms, said to them: Are you willing to remain here and live as 
white men~ Are you willing to be sued in courts, there to be tried aml punished for 
any offense you may commit '? to be subject to taxes, to work upon roads, and attend in 
musters~ :For all these you must do. If you are satisfied that under such a condition 
of things you cannot be happy, consent to remove beyond the Mississippi. Neither he 
[the President] nor Congress possesses authority to prevent the States from extending 
their jurisdiction over you and throughout their limits. After the present time we 
shall no more offer to treat with yon. You have commissioners in your country for the 
last time. Hereafter you will be left to yourselves, and to the laws of the States within 
which you reside; and when weary of them, your nation must remove as it can, and 
at its own expense."-(Do. 256, 7, 8.) 
They also told them that the country west of the Mississippi was not sold but given 
to their people, because that ceded by them, by the treaty of Doak't:l Stand, was fully 
paid for otherwise. That was positively untrue; because the preamble of that treaty 
expressly declares that part of the land east of the Mississippi was exchanged for the 
country beyond that river; and article 2 expressly cedes to the Choctaws the land west 
"in consid&ration of the foregoing cession, (in Artide 1,) on the part of the Choctaw 
Nation, and in pw·t satisfaction for the same." 
But the commissioners made the statement, nevertheless ; and they impera-
[34] tively told the Choctaws, thereupon, that *they must give up either oiJe country 
or the. other; that it was the understanding in 1820, that all the Chochtws would 
remove, [ w bich was also wholly untrue,] and if tlwy did not the land west of the Mis-
sissippi would be given to other tribes.-(Do. 258.) 
In the West, the commissioners said, the United States woulrl protect them, presorYe 
them at peace with themselves and all mankind, perpetuate them as a nation, and ren-
der them a happy and prosperous- people. "Here," they adtled, "you cannot be so. 
It is idle to indulge such dreams of your fancy-dreams which are entirely deceptive~ 
and from which nothing of pleasing reality can ever come. Every day's observation 
shows wretchedness and distress will be yours, to remain where you are. The kind 
and friendly feelings of yonr Great Father will be insufficient to preserve you from 
these inevitable results."-(Do. 257.) 
"If you prefer to live under our laws and customs," they said, "remain and do sor 
and surrender the lands assigned you west of the Mississippi, or otherwise remove to 
tbem."-(Do. 258.) 
As they still declined to sell, the Secretary again told them that the President could 
not possibly prevent the extension of the ~tate laws over them ; that the Government 
intended this to be the last treaty ever held with them; and that it was certainly 
the last time that commissioners would appear in their nation, to talk with them on 
this subject.-(Do. 260.) 
The treaty was not read at the time when it was signed. It bad been read over the 
day before, when the Indians were engaged in conversation, and did not listen. The 
Secretary's final address was intended to alarm them, in which be portrayed the evils 
that would be entailed upon them by the entire destruction of their nationality, ancl 
their subjugation under the State laws; and threatened them with the immediate with-
drawal of the protection of the United States. He then placed the treaty on a table 
in front of him and urged them to come forward at once and sign it. The 
[35] speech prol<duced a general panic among them, and in the midst of great con-
fusion and excitement the treaty was immediately signed, without being read 
again, or understood by the Indiallls. The supplement was afterward signed under the 
same state of feeling.-(Letter of Gen. Grant, Cboc. Corr., p. 47.) 
So great an excitement was caused that those who bad signed the treaty were afraid 
to remain on the ground; and the commissioners, apprehensive of serious conse-
quences, left without furnishing the Indians with a copy of the treaty. When copies 
were afterward furnished, the nation would with one voice have protested against 
:the ratification of the treaty, bad not tl.le United States agent by intimidation pre-
vented it. They understood it to contain all the beneficial provisions promised by the-
commissioners, and yet were only brought to sign it ''under the controlling influence, 
of fear, coercion, and duress.:'-( Same letter of General Grant.) 
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Indncements and promises held out and made to the Choctaws to procure then~ to rnake the 
treaty of 1830. 
1\Iajor Eaton (Secretary of \Var) and General Coffee sa.id, in their first talk to them 
"'It is not your lands, but your happiness, that we seek to obtain." We seek no advan-
tages; we will take none. Your Great Father would not approve such a conrse. He 
has sent us, not as traders, but as friends and brothers, and to act as such.-(Doc. 512, 
aboYe cited, pp. 256-7.) 
\Vhen they declined to treat, the Secretary again told them that "their object, he 
well knew, was to claim tile best bargain they could, a.nd the commissioners were pre-
pared to give them one, in all respects liberal, to the extAnt that they could hope the Sen-
ate of the United Sta,tes would ratify. Tiley ha.d come as friends, and at their own re-
quest, to protect them from injury, not to cavil1cith them about prices. As for thei1· 
[36] lands, the Government cared nothing; they had enough. *Their object was merely the 
possession of the country, wilhont 1·cgard to anything of t•alue or profit to be obtained 
from the sale of the lancls.-(Do. 260.) 
He told them, he says himself, in his conclmling address, that the United. States 
c1id not want thei1· lancl for any pw']Jose of profit, but only to have juris<liction over 
their country, a.nd sa.ve them from the encroachments of the whites. Antl these 
declarations, he says, with those that, if a treaty were not made, the Presi<lent would 
withdraw the agent, a.nd lea.ve them un<ler the State la.ws, ha<l great influence with 
them, a.nd therenpon tlley hastily ca.me forward. a.nd signed. the treaty.-(Letter of 
Major J. II. Eaton, Choct. Corr., 45.) 
"The idea tha.t the United. States sought any pecuniary profits from their lands, or 
desired anything beyond a mere juris<liction over the country, was emphatically dis-
claimed in the address I made to them. Added to this was a stipulation that the 
lands should. remain a, tmst for the fulfillment of the engagements of the treaty. 
'l'hese two circumstances might well have induced. the Indians to believe, as they now 
state, that the net proceeds of the sale of their country was to inure to them."-(Samc 
letter of General Eaton, above cited.) 
Many protestations and promises were resorted. to, all intended to impress the Choc-
taws with the belief that they would. get the full value of their lands. "The idea 
that the Government desired nothing but the right of jurisdiction, and that all else 
was to be for the benefit of the Indians, was repeatedly presented, and with special 
emphasis."-(Letter of General R. H. Grant, Choct. Corr., 46.) 
Thus urged by feai and terror, and at the same time a.ssured that the United. States 
• did not desire to make n.uy profit out of their lanqs, but were willing to give them 
the whole benefit of their va.lue, they made the treaty. 
Utmo8t extent of resavations p1·ovided for. 
ART. XV. To each of the three chiefs, four sections, or to alL ..... . 
[37] *ART. XIX. To Da.vid Folsom, four sections ...... ·-----·-----·----· 
XIX. To I. Garland and seven others ... _ .•.... _ ....... _ .......... , 
XIV. To every head of family that elected to remain, 640 acres for him 
or herself; and, for each child over ten years, 320, ttnd each 
under ten, 160 acres ; estimated at 1,600 families, averag-
ing 1,250 acres each, or for alL __ .... _ .... _ .... _ ...... __ .. 
XIX. To not more than 40 persons, 640 acres each .. _ .... _. 25, 600 
To not more than 460 persons, 480 acres ea.ch.... . . . . 220, 800 
To not more than 400 persons, 320 acres each_ ... _... J 28, 000 
To not more than 350 persons, 160 acres each.... . . . . 56, 000 
To not more than 350 persons, SO acres each._ .. _ . . . . 28, 800 
Til at is, to J ,600 persons ................... _.... . . . . 459, 200 
To 90 captains, 320 acres each, additiona.l. __ ................ . 
To 134 orphans, 160 acres ea,ch ....... _ ..... _ ..... ___ ... _ .. .. 
SB"PPL. Whole amount of reservations in Supplement .... _. ____ . ____ . 
Paynwnts agreed to be made. 
..ART. XV. Salary of three chiefs, twenty years .................. , . __ . _. 
:Salary of principal chief, twenty years ...•..... __ . _. _ .... _ .. 
·Sabry of three speakers, at $75, feur years ..... _ .... _. _ ..... . 
'Sa.lary of three secretaries, at $150, four years .. _ ............ . 
Clothes and swords for ninety-nine captains ................ . 
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[38] *XVI. Removal, and subsistence for one year ..................... . 
Cattle to be paid for ..................................... . 
XVII. Annuity, $20,000, for twenty years ......................... .. 
XX. Education, 40 youths for twenty years, council-bouse, churches, 
and chiefs' houses, teachers, and preachers ................ . 
Blacksmiths' iron and steel, &c .............................. . 
1\Iillwrights ............................................... . 
Blankets, looms, &e ........................................ . 
Rifles, ammunition, &c ..................................... . 
Life annuity to the warriors who fought under ·wayne, $25 each 










By article XVIII of the treaty it was provided that the lands ce<le<l should be sur-
veyed. And that section further provided, "And for the payment of t,he several 
amounts ~:>ecured in this treaty, the lands hereby ceded are to remain a fund pledged to that 
pw-pose, until the debt shall be provided j01· and an·anged. And in the construction of 
this treaty, wherever well-founded doubt shall arise, it shall be construed most favora-
bly toward the Choctaws." 
There ''"as no necessity for this provision, pledging the lauds as a fnnd, to secure the 
payment. There was and could be no suspicion as to the solt'ency of the United States. 
Tho Choctaws did not reqnire or suggest such a pledge, by way of security. 
The expression did not mean that they retained a lien on the lands themselres, for the 
payment of the stipulated moneys. For the power of disposition of the lands, by the 
United States, was not, nor was meant to be, suspended, much less denied. Besides, 
such a lien could not be enforced against the United States. It was not contem1)lated 
that the Choctaws should assert and enforce such a lien on the lands. 
[39] *It is fair construction, considering the understanding of the Choctaws, and 
that all doubts were to be resolved in their favor, that the lands were taken, 
and to be held, solely for the purpose of giving the reservations, and making, out of 
the proceeds ofthe residue unreserved, the payments provided for by the treaty. 
It is therefore a fair construction that the United States took them in trust for that 
purpose only. No other construction will satisfy the national promise nor preserve 
the national honor. For, if the United States were to realize any profit from the land, 
the Indians had been deceived by willful falsehoods. 
No precise or formal words are necessary to create a trust. If A conveys his lands 
to B by a conveyance absolute, but it is orally understood that the transaction is a • 
security for a debt, the absolute deed is, in tlle view of a court of equity, but a mort-
gage. 
If it was understood that this cession was not to profit the United States, but the 
Choctaws alone, then any surplus of the proceeds of the unreserved lands, over and 
above the amounts to be paid under the treaty, went "to the Choctaws by way of a 
resulting trust. 
Unless the terms used were intended to secure the proceeds and profits of the lands 
wholly to the Choctaws, or mislead them, it is hard to say what meaning they were 
intended to have. 
Clearly it was the p1·oceeds of sale, and not the lancls themselves that were set apart. 
The land was held like all other public land. Each sixteenth section would belong to 
schools. There was no limitation on the power of Congress to sell it, when and as it 
pleased, or not at all, or to give it away. 
If the Choctaws retained no interest in the lands or their proceeds, beyond the reser-
vations and payments, why provide for a survey 7 
In November, 1826, the United States made an attempt, which failed, to in-
[ 40] duce t.be Choctaws to cede the remaining ""lands east of the Mississippi. They 
offered them reservations "with good title" to 300,000 acres of land to those who 
wished to remain and become citizens of the United States; arms, supplies, stores 
and ammunition, and provisions for a year, for all who would remove; payment of 
expenses of removal, for all stock lost by removal, and for all improvements aban-
doned; and one million of dollars. (2 Am. St. Pap., Ind. Aff., 712.) 
It is not likely that the Choctaws would have taken less for their lands only four 
years afterward. 
The Choctaws already owned the lands west. They constituted no part of the con-
sideration for the final cession. Those East they owned in perpetuity, under the most 
solid pledges, and "tly the most solid muniments of title. In selling them they were 
entitled to their full value. If now denied their proceeds, and limited to the paltry 
sum specified, for particular purposes, as payable in any event, they would not receive 
what is just and right, and what was promised them; but the treaty would be made 
to do them grievous wrong. 
The reservations were so much land not ceded. Those who had already removed 
West were still equally interested in the national lands. We have seen that the Unitecl 
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States even propost>d to bny all the nationallan<ls of tlwm alone, if the E:uJteru Clwc-
taws refused to sell. They obtained no reservations. If the nation does not receive 
the uet proceeds, what do they get for their intereAt in the lands? Their sbare of tlle 
annuity, and some other small amounts, are all! The removal and subsistence of 
others, and gratuities to other inuividuals, were no considerat,iou to them. The annuity 
was much less than $400,000. It was only the interest on that sum, at five per cent. 
for twenty years. Tbat sum was equal to interest on itself at that rate, forever. The 
last payment of $ZO,OOO was but equal to $10,000 paid in 1830, with interest for twenty 
years, at 5 per cent. 
So, too, with the salaries of officers, and all the other payments by installm!tn ts. 
[ 41] *Nothing was provided to be paid for imp1·ovements. The value of them was se-
cured to the owner only so far as resen•ations including them were secured. The~T: ' 
and the property left and lost in consequence of emigration, amounted to more tlutn tlte 
whole aggregate of obligations and payments provided for by the treaty. The United 
States are bound to accurate performance, not only of their positive and explicit promiAes, 
pledges, and obligations, but of everything that binds them by implication and in 
honor. There is no technical plea in bar that will acquit them, unless jt reaches the 
merits. The art of the special pleader will avail them nothing; and this is especially 
the case where the demand is on the part of a weak and defenseless people. 
Every head of a family in the nation could have elected to remain east of the Missis-
sippi. That right was expressly given and secured to eYery one. Remaining, each 
had in fee-simvle 640 acres for himself, 320 for each child over ten, and 160 for each 
under ten years of age. 
Thus, the quantity of lanu so retained and reserved ont of the cession or grant, might 
be vastly larger or vastly smaller, according to the option of the individual Choctaws. 
This shows that the quantity to be retained was unimportant to the United States, 
which could not be if they were to protit by the cession, and which would be the case 
if they merely took the lands on trust for the benefit of the Choctaws. 
It is difficult to maintain a purchase by a guardian of the property of his minor 
ward. The Indian tribes are always minors. The Choctaws had, by treaty, placed 
themselves under our sole protection, and we had accepted the protectorate. If we 
promised, or even gave them to understand, that we would make no profit out of their 
lands, but would give them all the profit, we are bonnd by that, and we cannot disclaim 
and deny the trust in order to enrich ourselves. That is our own law, between rnan 
and man, and it is part of God's law, for it is mere justice. 
Sothenum berofthose receiving reservations under Article XIX, and tlw quantity 
[ 42] of land receiveJ, might greatly" vary. The latter .might be near a half million of 
acreB, and it might be next to nothing. This coulJ be unimportant to the United 
States only upon the h~Tpothesis that the Choctaws were the sole beneficiaries, the 
United States hohling the legal title solely to re-imburse themselves, and then in trnst 
for the Indians. 
If all the Choctaws hall availed themselves of the benefits of ArticlPs XIV and XIX 
as to reservations, scarcel~T 1nore land would have remained than would have met the 
other obligations and payments. Probably the commissioners calcnlated on this, anu 
supposed that the lands would really be exhausted. 
In any event, if any of the stipulated payments bad not been made, if any of the 
obligations assumed remained uncomplied with, if any reservation were not secured 
and realized, by the fault, neglect, or default of the Unite(l States, the United States 
have more land than they are entitled to, and have not performed the coudit.ions on 
which title was to vest in tllem. 
That is just the question. "\Vt>re these conditions precedent, without performance 
whereof title was not to pass? Clearly not. For the title did pass, IJecause the United 
States could sell. Tl1en they were trnsts to be performed, and there was <"L resulting 
trust in favor of the Clloctaws for the resitlne of the proceeds after the specific trusts 
should be performed. . 
If, by the fanlt, laches. or dPfanlt of the United StateR, their obligations cannot now 
be complied with; if it is now impos~iule or too late Hpecitically to perform or make 
adequate compensation, then there is but one ren1edy, and that is, to pay oYer the net 
proceeds of the land. 
That is precisely the case. 
The Choctaws were hnrried off contrary to the treaty. 
No means were furnished them to carry witll them their personal efl'ccts. They 
were made to leave them, and promised that tlle United States would pay for them. 
Nothing has ever been paid. 
[43] "To many of those who rcu10ved thcmsc·lves no compensation has ever been 
made. 
Very few of their cattle were ever appraised or paid for, as required by the treaty. 
Large numbers of Choctaws 'vere plumlered of t.lleir reservations by individuals. 
Many were ousted by force. Many such reservationA were sold as pnulic lauds. Ra-
pine and plunder lorded it eYerywhere. Fraud and s'Yindling IJ€'carne architects of 
fortunes. 
' 
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The Government did, oftm· the cession, what it threatened to do if the cession were 
not made. It withdrew its protection from the Choctaws, and left them to be plun-
dered with impunity. They repossessed none who were dispossessed. The ears of the 
Government were deaf to such complaints. After a long time they enacted a law pro-
viding a mode of examination of rights for reservations, which seemed intended to 
avoid complying with the treaty. It was so strict, and narrow, and illiberal as to 
avail but few of those who needed relief. Many bad not known how to preserve the 
evidence of their rights. Many had despaired of redress and removed, and from those 
who remained and succeeded in establishing their rights, the Government withheld 
those rights unless they would remove. 
The treaty gave specific reservations, including particular improvements. It was 
no performance of this to give scrip to be located elsewhere, worth, at the utmost, 
anywhere, less than the minirr:um price of the public lands. Issued to Indians on Red 
River, they could not locate it, and it went into th~ hands of merchants and specu-
lators, at thirty or forty cents an acre. Thus it was that the United States, a ChTistian 
people, and claiming to be ajust one, complied with their promises to secure these 
poor Indians their houses and improvements by giving them half-worthless scrip 
instead. 
Vast numbers of claims to reservations under Article XIX remain unadjusted. 
Those persons who lost their improvements have never received any compensa-
tion. 
[ 44] "All this was caused by the. United States. These Indians, always our fa.ithful 
though bumble friends, peaceable, quiet, and inoffensive, were treated as if they 
were a conquered people, and were huddled pell-mell, as if at the point of the bayonet, on 
the banks of the Mississippi, and driven across into the wilderness, leaving everything 
behind them in that mad flight. None were left free to remain. All were harried and 
hurried; no protection was extended to those who desired to remain. 
The damages so occasioned ·can never be ascertained or computed. It is useless to 
attempt it. No ascertainment can now be bad of the number and amount of cultiva-
tion claims under Article XIX. It is too late. 
Justice clelayed too long is justice denied. These claims hnse been urged and asserted 
for twenty years. Appeal and argument in regard to them have been in vain. 
The whole vast aggregate of injury and wrong never can be known; how many per-
sons, who were entitled to, did not receive reservations; how much each reservation 
lost was worth more than the scrip received; the losses on scrip, the value of improve-
ments lost; the value of personal property sacrificed by the Government's hot haste, 
the value of cattle abandoned, and how much paid to attorneys and agents. The 
Indians themselves may app1·oximate to a just estimate. We never can. 
The United States have entirely disenabled themselves to do justice in the premises, 
upon the hypothesis that. the net proceeds of the lands were not to belong to the Choc-
taws. They cannot now give and secure all the reservations, nor make all the pay~ 
ments, nor comply with all the obligations. There was a time when they could have 
done so, but that time exists no longer. · 
There is but one course, then, which they can adopt. They must do something to 
avoid infinite disgrace and dishonor. 
The course is to give the net proceeds of the lands, deducting what has been actually 
paid, and thus do justice, no matter what it costs. 
[ 45] *That will be eYen less than just, for uow even that will not compensate them. 
At all events it would be not unjust to the United States; for, two years later, 
they gave the Chickasaws the net proceeds of their lands, who certainly deserved no 
more favor and kindness than tho Choctaws. 
It would be but just, because j nstice cannot now be otherwise done. 
It would be but just, because it is but a fair interpretation of the treaty. 
It would be but just, for, by the civil law, even a mistake of law may be corrected 
to enable a man to retain his own, but not to enable him to gain what is another's; 
and the Choctaws ask to be relieved only so far as to retain the value of their own 
land. 
It would be bnt just, because the United States will lose nothing and sujfe1· nothing, 
but only fail to make an uuconscieutious profit. 
And it wonld be but just, because, otherwise, their pledge, that they would make no 
profit out of the lauds, must be shamefully and Jisgracefnlly broken. 
And again it would be but just, because the Unit.ed States have always had the 
means and power of pro~ecting their own interests in the premises, and of complying 
with all their obligations. 
It is the highest obligation of a great nation to pay whatever fairly and justly belongs 
to these Choctaws; whatever ought to be paid to them to satisfy jnst and fair expect-
ations raised by the acts or words of the United States; whatever, ex requo et bono, they 
onght to have; because no necessity existed that could justify our misleading them, or 
availing ourselves of a cession made by them under a mistake. The implied promise 
of a nation should be as sacred and inviolate as a statute or bond. 
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(46] "MK:\IORA..."\DUJ\f OF PAHTICULARS IN WHICH TilE CHOCTAW NATION AND INDIVIDU-
ALS ARE ENTITLED TO RELIEF AND COMPENSATION IN CASE TilEY ARE TOT PAID 
TilE ::'\ET PROCEEDS OF THEIR L.\NDS, CEDED BY THE TRE.\TY OF SEPTEMBER 27, 1830. 
Questions submitted to the Senate of the United States by the treaty with the Choctaws and 
Chickasa-.vs, 1·atijied Februm·y 21, U356. 
"ARTICLE XI. The Government of the United States, not being prepared to assent 
to the cbim set up under the treaty of September twenty-seventh, eighteen hundred 
and thirty, and so earnestly contended for by the Choctaws as a rule of settlement, but 
justly appreciating the sacrifices, faithful services,and general good conduct of the 
Choctaw people, and being desirous that their rights and claims against the United 
States shall receive a just, fair, and liberal consideration, it is therefore stipulated that 
the following questions be submitted for adjuLlication to the Senate of the United 
States: 
"First. 'Whether the Choctaws are entitled to, or shall be allowed, the proceeds of 
the sale of the lauds ceded by them to the United States, by the treaty of September 
the twenty-seventh, eighteen hundred and thirty, <ledncting therefrom the cost of their 
survey and sale, and all just aml proper expenditures and payments mHler the pro-
visions of said treaty; and, if so, wllat price per acre shall be allowed to the Choctaws 
for the buds remaining unsold, in onler that a final settlement witil them may be 
promptly effected. Or, 
''Second. 'Vhetber the Choctaws shall be allowed a gross snrn iu further and 
[ 47] fnll satisfaction of all their claims, nationa1 and individual, against the Unitecl 
States; and, if so, how much ~ 
"ARTICLE XII. In case the Senate shall a\Yanl to the Choctaws the net proceeds of 
the lands, ceded as aforesaid, the same shall be received b,v them in full satisfaction of 
all their claims against the United States, whether national or indiviuual, arising under 
any former treaty; and the Choctaws shall thereupon become liable a,nd bound to pay 
all such individual claims as may be adjudged by the proper authorities of the tribe to 
be equitable and just-the settlement and payment to be made with the advice and 
under the direction of the United States agent for the tribe; and so much of the fund, 
awarded by the Senate to the Choctaws, as the proper authorities thereof shall ascer-
tain and determine to be necessary for the payment of the just liabilities of the tribe, 
shall on their requisition be paid over to them by the United States. But should the 
Senate allow a gross sum, in further and full satisfaction of all their claims, whether 
national or individual, against the United States, the same shall be accepted by the 
Choctaws, and they shall thereupon become liable for, and bound to pay, all the indi-
vidn:.tl claims as aforesaid; it being expressly understood that the adjudication and 
decision of the Senate shall be final." 
'PAHTICUL.\R FIRST. 
[For interest of 1Testern Choctaws unsatisfied in lands ceded.] 
If the Choctaws are not to receive the net proceeds of their lands, then au equivalent 
is clearly due these Choctaws and the descendants of those w bo bad emigrated to the 
westeru side of the Mississippi prior to the treaty of 1830, for their interest in the lands 
reserved for individuals of their own people, anu for their share and proportion of so 
much of the price paid for the national lands as was applied to the payment of expenses 
of removal and subsistence of others of their people, and to other individual nses. 
[ 48] "There were west of the Mississippi, when the treaty of 1830 was made, about 
2,000 Choctaws, and east of it about 28,000. 
The United States cannot deny that those who bad removed still retained an interest 
in the national lands east of the Mississippi; for their commissioners who made the 
treaty of 1820, over and over again announced to the Choctaws that it was the Presi-
dent's determination, if those east of the Mississippi would not treat for a cession of 
their lands, to treat with those west of that river for a cession of the whole, or an ex-
change acre for acre.-( Am. St. Pap., 2 Ind. Aff., 234-237,239, 240.) 
By the treaty of 1820 the Uuitell States conveyed to the Choctaws the country now 
held by them west of the Mississippi. It belonged to the nation-to all the Choctaws-
to those cast as well as those west of the Mississippi in 1820 and 1830; nobody doubts 
that. Of course it follows that those west remained co-owners of the national lands 
ea1t, and entitled, upon a sale of them, to their full and fair share of the proceeds . 
.these lands, we have already shown, the Choctaws held by title in perpetuity, be-
cause the United States bad solemnly agreed that they should never be disturbed in 
their possession until all their lands should be apportioned among their families and 
individuals, and should then hold in fee-simple, and that this apportionment shoulfl 
never be made without the consent of the pation. No technical words are necesRary 
in a law or treaty to carry a fee-simple. c: What," said Lor<l Coke, "is the land but the 
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profits thereof?" A grant of rents in perpetuity carries the fee. An ordinary convey-
ance, witl.J.out any covenant of wru:rantee, will suffice in equity to force the tra11sfer of 
a title afterwanl acquired by the grantor; and a covenant for perpetual enjoyment 
(which was precisely the covenant made hy the United States with tl.J.e Cl.J.octaws in 
1820 au<11825) will estop the grantor, even at law, to set np an after-acquirell title, 
and cause it to inure to his grantee. 
[ 49] *When, in 1830, the United States purchased the Choctaw lands east of the Missis-
sippi, they agreed to pa~T to Eastern Choctaws alone, out of the purchase-money of 
those lands belonging jointly to them and tho Western Choctaws, (the former numbering 
abont 24,000 and the latter about 2,000 souls,) tho following amouuts of money, and 
reserved to them alone the following quanti ties of la11d: 
Moneys paid to and for Eastern Choctaws: 
Removal and subsistence one year. ..... ______ ·----· .... ·---·· .......... $1,300,000 
Blankets, looms, &c- ...... ·----·----·----···---···---·................ 27,100 
Rifles, ammunition, &c ...... ·--- .... ---· ____ .... ···--··----·-~-- ..... ; '75,000 
• 
Lands reserved for Eastern Choctaws aloue: 
Acres. 
In treat.y of 1830 . __ ............... _. _ .......... __ . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 528, 920 
In supplement ....................... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59, 040 
2,588,960 
Or, in money, at $1.25 an acre ........ _ ................................ . 





Of ·which the vVestern Choctaws were in justice entitled to one-thirteenth part, or 
$856,792. 
And, o( the proceeds of these lands, the \Vestern Choctaws received: 
First. Such interest as they had in paying salaries, anu for clothing of 
chiefs, speakers, secretaries, and captains-say one thirteenth of .... _ .. 
Same interest in annuity for twenty years ............................ _. 
Same interest in education fund, &c ................................... . 






[50] "One-thirteenth part of which was $63,506; most of which being payable by 
installments, it was not equivalent to more than $50,000 would ha,·e Leen, paid 
down in 1830. 
As appears by the treaty of August 6, 1846, between the United States and the 
Cherokees, it was decided, in a perfectly parallel case with that which existed between 
the different portions of the Choctaws, that the Western Cherokees hacl no exclusive 
title to the territory ceded to them by their treaty of the year 1828; but that the same 
was intended for the nse of~ and to be the home for, the whole nation, including as 
well that portion then east as that portion then west of the Mississippi, (as is the ca~e 
with the Choctaws;) and that, therefore, by the equitaule operation of the same treaty, 
the Cherokees then west of the Mississippi acquired a common interest in the lands 
occupied by the Cherokees east of the Mississippi, as well as in those occupied by 
themselves west of it; and ought, besides their interest in the lands west of it, amlin 
the general funds of the nation, to be paid for that interest in the lands cast of the 
· Mississippi; in accordance with which decision they were pai<l more than $500,000. 
Upon the same principle; (tor the wit of lllan can find no difference between the 
cases,) the Western Choctaws retained a common interest in the lands east of the 
Mississippi, cecled and reserved Ly the treaty of 1830, in proportion to their nnm bers; 
and, to have received the benefits and avails of this common interest, they too shoulU 
have bad equal reservations, or their equivalent, and a sum of money, over aml above 
all, paid jointly to them and the Eastern Choctaws, equal to their interest in all'of the 
purchase-money that went to the exclusive benefit of those Eastern Choctaws. · 
'l'he justice of this is evident, and the wrong done the Western Choctaws will be 
more apparent if we reflect that those still east could receive and dispose of reserva-
tions of land in which the Western Choctaws had a joint interest; could sell 
[51] those reservations for their own exclusive benefit, lfaud then remove west and 
have an equal interest in all the w~stern lands. 
This presents no question as to the construction of the treaty of 1830. It is outside 
of that treaty-an equity not provided for by it. It stands on the sarne equity as that 
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upon which the1:e was secured to the \Vestern CIJ.erokees, uy the treaty of 1846, the 
beuefit of their interest in the lands east of the .Missi8sippi, ceded by the treaty of Hl35. 
That interest was recognized by tlw President and Senate, and the benefit of it given 
them by treaty. 
The \Vestern, or Old Settler Cherokees, like the same class of Clloctaws, had emi-
grated before the whole body of the nation; and the Cherokee l::tnds, like tho Choctaw 
lands east of tho l\Iississippi, had been ceded long afterward. Article IV of tile treaty 
of 1846, recited that it bad ueen decided that, under the provision& of the treaty of 
1828, (by which a home in the \Vest was provided for the Cherokees, as one was pro-
vided for the Choctaws by the treat.y of 18;20,) as well as in conformity with the gen-
eral policy of the United States, in relation to the Indian tribes, and the Cherokees in 
particular, the Old Settlers or ·western Cherokees bad no exclusire title to the territory 
(w·est of the Mi8sissippi) ceded uy that treaty, but the same was intended for the use 
of, and to be the home for, the whole nation, including as well that portion then east, 
as that portion then west, of the Mississippi; and that it had also ueen decided that, 
therefore, the Cherokees west of the l\Iissi8sippi, in 1828, by tb.e equitable operation of 
tbe same treaty, acquired a common interest in the lands occupied by the Cherokees 
east of the .Mississippi, as well as in those occupied by themselves west of that river; 
that that interest shonld have been provided for in the treat.y of 1835, bttt was not, (as 
the like interest of the Old Settler Choctaws in the lands east of the Mississippi was 
not by the treaty of 1830,) except in so far as they, as a constituent portion oi the 
nation, retained, in proportion to their nnmbers, a common interest in the 
r52] country *west of the Mississippi, and in the general fnnds of the nation; and 
the treaty therefore declared that the Oltl Settlers had an equitaule claim on 
the United States for the value of their interest in the lands east of the Mississippi, 
whatever that interest might be. And accordingly a basis was fixed, upon which to 
ascertain to what share of $5,000,000, the purchase-money of said lands, they were 
entitled, in proportion to their numbers.-(9 Sta~. at Large, 871.) . 
The tvw cases are parallel, or, to use a common expression, run on all-fours with 
each other; and the article for a treaty allowing the Choctaws for their claim would 
be almost literally the same, except dates and names, as this article of the Cherokee 
treaty. The very ground of the relief given the Old Settler Cherokees was that they 
were not provided for by the treaty of 1835 as they should have been, though they 
were joint and equal co-owners of the lands ceded thereby. That is the very ground 
of this claim; that the Old Settler Choctaws retained an equal interest, in proportion 
to numbers, in the lands east of the Mississippi, having also a like interest in the 
lands west of it; and that, when the treaty of 1830 was made, they should have 
received the same uenefits under it as their brethren, who received reservations and 
could sell them, and then remove to the \Vest and have an equal interest in the lands 
thm·e with every old sett.Jer; thus realizing an interest doubly as great as his. This 
gross inequality in the operation of the treaty of 1830 gives the same equitable claim 
that was recognized in the case of the Cherokees, by the treaty of 1846. It is but an 
equitable claim, as that of the Cherokees was; but it bas the same e•1uity that theirs 
had, in as ample measure. 
If the decision of the commissioners, adopted by the President and Senate in the 
Cherokee case, was correct, then it is clear that the ·western Choctaws retained an 
equal interest· in the lands east of the Mississippi; and H is equally clear that that 
decision 1cas undeniably right. Now, the Western Choctaws were no parties to the 
[53] treaty of 1832, which *ceded those lands, and therefore have never parted with their 
interest therein j for they, having in 1830 a separate government from the Eastern 
Choctaws, were uound by none of their Jaws, acts, or treaties. 
It is therefore certain that, in one shape or the other, they are entitled to conpensa-
tion for their interest in such lands. If they bad been parties to the treaty they 
would have been entitled to reservations, aml not have receive<l them. Being no par-
ties to it, they are entitled to the same compensation as tile other joint owners-that 
is, to reservations or their va1ue, over and above their share of the money considera-
tion. 
PAilTICC'L.\.lt SECOXD. 
[Damage snstained by non-pc1jormance ancl 'Violation by the United Slates of Article 14 of 
the treaty of 1830.] 
Of the aggregate &laime<1 a dne the Choctaws, the snm of $2,658,994.70, more than 
four-fifths of the who1e, is for claims gro,ving out of the fourteenth article of the 
treaty of 1 30 ; namely : 
J!'or varirms losses and damages sustained by the Chocta,w reservees, 
whose reservation claims haye been allowed, and have been in part 
satisfied·--·····----·----··-·-··-··-·-·--···--·-··---··----· ____ . $1,848,194 70• 
For reservces whose claims have not been heretofore allowed._-·· .. __ 810,800 00 
2,658,994 70 
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The true character of these claims cannot well be understood without an attentive 
examination of the treaty of 1830, particularly of the fourteenth article, and of the 
manner in which its provisions have been executed. 
The treaty evidently was made with and for two classes of Indians: 
First. Those who wished or who could be persuaded to emigrate. 
[54] ,..Second. Those who intended to remain in the Choctaw country east of the 
Mississippi. 
For the first class the treaty secnres-
1. First of all, "jurisdiction and government within their limits west," and protec-
tion from the laws of "any State or Territory.'' 
2. "A qualified agent," to see that their rights were enforced and secured. 
3. In the 15th and 19th articles, and in the supplement, pay for improvements by 
providing reservations for over 1,700 families. 
4. Expenses of emigration and one year's subsistence. 
5. Stock cattle, in place of those left behind . . 
6. Ample provision for churches, schools, teachers, mecllanics, &c., and for ex-
penses of government. 
7. A liberal supply of agricultural implements, and of arms, ammunition, &c. 
8. A large additional annuity. 
9. Exclusive right of all former annuities. 
The second class, on the otller hand, were excluded from all the benefits of the treaty 
exce,pt those contained in the 14th article, which is in the following words: 
"Each Choctaw head of a family, being desirous to remain and become a citizen of 
the States, shall be permitted to do so by signifying his intention to the agent within 
six months from the ratification of this treaty, and he or she shall thereupon be enti-
tled to a reservation of one section of six hundred and forty acres of land, to be bound-
ed by sectienal lines of survey; in like manner shall be entitled to one-half that 
quantity for each unmarried child, which is living with him, over ten years of age; 
and a quarter-section to such child. as may be under ten years of age, to adjoin the 
location of the parent. If they reside upon said lands, intending to become citizens of 
the States, for five years after the ratification of this treaty, in that case a grant 
[55] · in fee-simple shall issue; said reservation shall include the present improve*ment 
of the head of the family, or a portion of it. Persons who claim under this 
article shall not lose the privilege of a Choctaw citizen, but, if they ever remove, 
a.re not to be entitled to any portion of the Choctaw annuity." 
It will be seen that the reservees for whom this article provides-
1. Are not limited in nuru ber. 
2. May hold under the Indian title five years. 
3. After five years' occupation are no longer to hold as Indians, but from t't.e United 
.States, by grant in fee-simple, and, 
4. Are then to become "citizens of the States." 
5. Forfeit all shares in the annuities. 
The accounts of what took place while the commissioners were engaged in negotiat-
ing the treaty shows that these provisions all correspond with what was said and done 
by the parties during the ne~otiations. 
T.he commissioners represented that the great object to be desired by the Indians, and 
by the Government in behalf of the Indians, was p,·otection ]1·orn the State laws; that 
such protection could no.t he given in Mississippi-could only be secured by emigration; 
·that they did not come as traders; cared nothing for their lands; their only object was 
jurisdiction over the country. But, they continued, "if you prefer to remain under 
our laws and customs, remain and do so;" "determine what you mean to do; record 
the votes of your head-men, and let us know who are willing to remove, and who are 
opposed.''-(Sen. Doc. p12, 1st sess. 23d Cong., vol. 2, p. 257.) 
Two sets of propositions were before the contracting parties, each intended to 
serve as the basis of a treaty. The first set presented by the United States commis-
sioners contained, among other things, a 'provision giving "reser""ations to others 
who may probably not remove, say 150 persons, at 640 acres, is 96,000 acres."-(Ibid., 
p.257.) 
[56] The other set, which in the publishect proceedings is *headed "Choctaw 
proposals for the basis of a treaty, in lieu of those heretofore proposed," leaves 
out this provision for 150 persons, and, in place of it, contains the fourteenth article, 
in almost the exact words in which it appears in the treaty. In all other respects the 
two sets of proposals are substantially the same, with the exception of the provisions 
for persons having land in cultivation, embod:..ed in the nineteenth article of the 
treaty, which are found in the "Choctaw proposals," to be intended for others "who 
will remove," and to take the place of the words "reservations of sections or acres.'' 
.and of an item of $50,000 "for improvements for those who have no reservations," in . 
the set offered by the commissioners. There is also one othor exception: the annuity 
is reduced in the second set as in the treaty~ fl'om $25,000 to$20,000.-(Ib,, pp. 261-263.) 
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Greenwood La Flore, who was chief of the principal district, and decidedly the most 
promment and influential man among the Chocta.ws who made· the treaty, states in his 
testimony, taken before the commissioners charged with the examination of claims 
nude-:: the fourteenth article, that be urged the treaty upon his people, in the face of a 
strong opposition, which be says, "I finally determined, if possible, to remove, by sug-
gesting the insertion of the fourteenth article. This article 'vas accordingly inserted ; 
and believing it removed the principal objection to the treaty, I signed it myself, and 
procured for it the support of many who were previously hesitating and undetermined.'" 
"This article," be adus, "was inserted to satisfy those in the southern part of my dis-
trict, and other parts of the Choctaw country, who were opposed to the treaty, and 
were inimical to me, from au impression which prevailed among them that I wished 
to sell their country and force them to go West. 
The substance of the treaty, and the order in which it is arranged, both accord 
with this statement of Mr. La, Flore, aud with the Yievi·s of the commissioners above 
qnoted. 
[57] Its first material stipulation is, that the" Choctaw Nation *of In11ians" cede 
their country East and agree to remove \Vest. 
In expressing the consideration on t.he other side, the United States, after promising 
jurisdiction and protection from State laws in the West, first of all agree that each Choc-
taw bead of a family, who desires to renmin, shall be permitted to do so, and sllall have 
a section of land. 
Tile Choctaws, as a tribe, cede their country and agree to go W"est, and that is the 
only stipulation on their part. 
On the other hand, the United States agree that every individual Choctaw who wants 
to, can stay behind, and can retain Lis fair proportion of the soil for :fi.lve years, as a1~ 
Indian. .At the end of that time, if he still wants to stay, he can do so, and. can keep 
his land, but not as an Indian. He can no longer bold nuder the rndian title. He is to 
become a citizen of the States, and is to bold as other citizens do, by grant in fee-simple 
from the United States. 
The article which contains these provisions is not only first in order anwng the in-
ducements specified as the consideration for making the treaty, but it is- the only part 
of that instrument that seems to bear out the reiterated assurances of the commissioners, 
that what they wanted was the jurisdiction-not the land;· and is, moreover, in strict 
conformity with the ideas of apportionment and citizenship, ex:pressell in the fourth 
and ninth articles of the treaty of 1820, and in the seventh article of the treaty of 1825; 
which last provides that the C4octaws shall not be brought under the laws of the 
United States, nor their lands apportioned without their own consent-a consent given 
in the fourteenth article of the treaty of 18:30 by the Choctaws who intended to remain 
East . 
.And further-in strong contradistinction to all the other .numerous provisions for 
reservations in the treaty of 1830 and in the supplement-it is without any restriction 
as to number. All other reservees, holding under the Indian title, are carefully speci-
fied and limited-3 chiefs, 90 captains, 79 others designated by name, besides 
[58] the cnlt.ivation claimants, *who are not to exceed 1,600. But, of those who may 
remain and secure land in fee-simple as citizens of the States, although their 
reservations were proportionately much the largest, there is no limitation whatever. 
No person-no chief-not provided for in the fourteenth article-could get more than 
jom· sections. Any common Indian, if he bad ten children, might get five sections, 
nnder the fourteenth article. 
The treaty provides for all who may choose to stay in Mississippi. If every Choctaw 
head of a family in the tribe had thought proper to remain and become a citizen of the 
States, there was nothing in the treaty to prevent it. It is true" the Choctaw Nation:' 
bad agreed to remove. But if every Choctaw head of a family bad chosen to remain 
and become a citizen of the States, "the Choctaw Nation" would have ceased to exist. 
The object the Government bad in view-the extinguishment of the Indian title east 
of the Mississippi-would have been accomplished without any cost whatever beyond 
the survey of the land. The expenditures for removal, subsistence, annuities, &c., 
wonld all have been saved, and also the annuities under former trea ~ies, which, by the 
express terms of the fourteenth article, would have been forfeited. 
Such a course would have given the Indians, from all that can be learned of their 
numbers at the time, about 7,250,000 acres. The whole cession embraced about 7,796,000 
acres. In tlffect the treaty, recognizing and adhering to the policy-before referred to, 
as indicated in the fourth article of the treaty of 1820, and afterward so restricted at 
the request of the Choctaws themselves in the treaty of 1825, as to depend upon their 
own consent-of making them citizens and dividing out the land for the benefit of each, 
says to the Choctaws what the commissioners bad reiterated before the treaty, "Stay, 
if you want to, and keep your lands; but, if you do ~:>tay, either in whole or in part, 
you must expect to become citizens of the States, subject to State laws, and not to be 
rnem hers of an Indian tribe. If you go West,. you shall be protected from State laws,. 
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and yon t>hall have transportation, subsistence, annuities, anus, ammnnHion, f,um-
,l59] iug implements, *churches, schools, teachers, mechanics, &c., &c.; and, besides all 
this, 1,700 of you can have pay for your improvements. If yon stay, you can keep 
your homes and your improvements, and your full share of the land; but you shall have 
nothing else; and you must become white men, to pay for the privilege; you must cease 
to be wards of the Government, and give up your claim to protection as Indians." 
This in plain terms was the bargain, fully understood on both sides before the 
treaty, distinctly set forth in the treaty. How was it carried out? 
The official records show that 1,585 families, refusing the t er ms offereu to emigmnts, 
remained in the ceded territory. 
They also show that of these 1,51-:!5 famili es, 1,293 did all that was necessary to en-
title tllem to the" grant in fee-simple " promised by tlle fourteenth article of the treaty 
to those who desired to remain. 
These 1,293 families, then, were entitled, by tlle t erms of the treaty, to tlle undis-
turbed possession of their homes and their improvements, and, on tlle 24th of Febru-
ary, 1836, to the "grant in fee-simple" which was to issue at the enu of five years 
after the ratification of the treaty. 
On the 23cl August, 1842, no such ''grant in fee-simple" had been issue(l in any of 
the 1,298 cases. 
Up to the present clay but 143 out of tlle 1,293 have succeeded in securing the lands 
promised them. 
The remaining 1,150 families '"ere driven from their homes. Their lands, amounting 
to 1,400,000 acres, were sold by the Government, and the proceeds, exceeding $1,750,000, 
were paid into the Treasury. For the improvements of which they were thus deprivecl 
they have uever received any indemnity whatever. 
From time to time between the 1st January, 1845, and the 1st January, 1852, they 
received from the Government certificates authorizing each claimant to locate one-half 
the quantity of land to which he was entitled in any one of the four States of Ala-
bama, Mississippi, Louisiana, or Arkansas. The emigration of the claimants to 
[60] the Choctaw country ifwest of Arkansas, where the certificates could not be 
used, was made by order of the Indian Department a condition precedent to their 
delivery. 
If the Indian desired to sell his certificate in that region, be was in no case able to 
realize for it the market value, which nuder the most favorable circumstances was 
always below par. · 
. But in nine cases out of ten, the certificates were turnecl over to the att,orneys who 
had prosecntetl the claims of the Indians, and who generally paid them a small sum 
ranging from $50 to $200 per section. In such cases the difference between this sum 
and the market value of the certificates must be regarded as the amount paid by the 
Indians for securing thei~ claims; though more tltan one-fourth of the whole quantity 
was paid to the attorneys without any compensation beyond what they had already 
done. 
How it was tha_t the Government forcetl the Indian either to relinq nish his rights er 
employ some one to establish them, will presently appear. 
The whole amount of certificates delivered embraced 700,080 acres, eqnal, at $1.25 
per acre, to $875,100, for which the amount realized by the claimants is estimated at 
$118,400. 
These certificates were intended to pay the claimants for one-half of their lands. 
The other half was to have been paid for in the same manner. But Congress, on the 
3d of March, 1845, directed that the other half of the certificates should not be issued 
or delivered, but that five per cent. interest should be paid to the claimants upon the 
amounts which the certificates represented, rating the land at $1.25 per acre. 
The amount thus funded was $tl72,000, upon which interest was paid from time to 
time up to the 21st July, 1852, when Congress made an appropriation to pay the prin-
cipal, which was accordingly done. The interest from the 3d March, 1845, to 21st 
July, 1852, is $319,733.33, of which $168,743.6:~ was paid. The remaining sum of 
$150,989.70 was withheld under a decision of the Indian Department, based 
[61] upon a *construction of the funding act, which the claimants llave always 
contended was erroneous, and which will be explained hereafter. 
The case, then, so far as the 1,150 families are concerned, stands thus: 
The record shows that they became entitled, on the 24th Februa.ry, 1836, to grants in 
fee-simple for reservations, amounting in the aggregate to 1,400,160 acres of land. 
That each reservation included the improvement of the head of the family. 
That the lands, with the improvements, were sold, and the proceeds paid into the 
Treasury, amounting, at the minimum price, to $1,750,200. 
That nine years elapsed, after their claims under the treaty had matured, before the 
claimants.received anything at all. 
That from time to time, between the 1st January, lfl45, and the 1st January, 1f 52, the 
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claimants received, in compensation for one-half of their claims, certificates, for which 
they realized.. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • $118, 400 00 
. That between the years 1852 and 1856 they received in money for the 
ot.her half of their claims................. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . 872, 000 00 
On which other half they received, at irregular intervals, interest amount-
ingto.... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... .... 168,743 63 
Whole amount received by claimants .............................. -- .. 1, 159, 143 6:3 
Proceeds of their ln.nds paid into Treasury ................. _ ........... 1, 750, 200 00 
Leaves a balance of·----··--------· .... ·---··-----·-----·-----· ..... . 591,056 37 
being the difference between what the claimants have actually received and what 
the Government bas actually received for lands belonging to the claimants. In other 
words, the whole amount received by the claimants up to this day for their own lauds 
is not as much by $591,056.37 as the amount paid into the Treasury for those lands. 
This statement, however, is calculated to mislead; for it includes what was 
[62] paid to the claimants as interest, which, *of course, was intended to be paid by 
Congress for the use of the principal. 
The proper exhibit is this: 
Amount paid claimants in money ............ __ ........................ -. 
Amount realized by them for scrip .. __ .............. __ ......... -- ... -- .. . 
$R72,000 
118,400 
Aggregate realized by claimants ... __ ...................... __ .......... .• 990, 400 
For lands \Y hich yielded the Government at least .... ..........••.......... 1, 750, 200 
Being an excess over receipts by the Choctaws, of. ....................... . 759,800 
It will be obserYed that this balance does not include-
1st. The deficit before referred to of $150,989.70 in the payment of interest on $872,000, 
between the 4th of March, 1845, and 21st of July 1852. 
2d. Any charge for interest on $872,000 prior to 3d March, 1845, nor-
3d. Interest on amount paid in certificates. 
The deficit of $150,989.70 grew out of a construction placed upon the act making ap,-
propriations for the Indian Department, approved March 3d, 1845, which providl3s: 
"That of the scrip which has been awarded, or which shall be awarded, to Choctaw 
Indians under the provisions of the law of 23d August, 1842, that portion thereof not 
deliverable east by the third section of said law, in these worus, 'not more than one-
half of which shall be delivered to said Indian until his removal to the Choctaw Terri-
tory, west of the Mississippi,' shall not be issued or delivered in the \Vest; but the 
amounts awarded for lands on which they resideJ, but which it is impossible for the 
United States now to give them, shall carry an interest of five per cent., which the 
Uniteo States will pay annually to the reservees, under the treaty of 18:30, respect-
ively, or to their heirs and. legal representatives forever, estimating the land to which 
they may be entitled at $1.25 per acre: Provided further, That so much of the 
[63] *law of 23d August, 18-12, as is inconsistent herewith is hereby repealed."-( Stat-
utes at Large, vol. 5, p. 777.) 
It will be observed that the time "·hen the io terest thus provided for shall com-
mence running, is not specified. 
The Indian Department, influenced by the fact that the principal represented that 
portion of the certificates or scrip whichJ un<ler the act of 23d August, 1842, (the act 
that created the scrip,) was not to "be delivered to said Indian until his removal to 
the Choctaw territory, west," decided that the interest did not begin to accrue until 
after his arrival west, that being the time when, but for the intervention of the fund-
ing act, he would have received his certificate. 
This cannot be tiJe true construction of the act of 1845, for that act repeals every-
thing in the act of 1tl42 that required the Indian to go west, by enacting that the half 
which was to have been delivered. west shall not be so delivered. Moreover, it says 
nothing about the payment of interest west. It directs interest to be paid annually 
forever, but does not say where. At the time the act was passed nine-tenths of the 
claimants were in Mississi1)pi, anu had over and over again refused to emigrate. Sup-
pose they had persisted in so refusing. It will not be contended that the bare fact of 
their remaining where they were at the time the act was passed would have been of 
itself sufficient to repeal or nullify a plain provision of law directing interest to be paid 
them annnally forever. 
At what time, then, should the interest provided by the act of 184:') begin to runT 
Certainly not subsequent to the 3d March, 1845, for on that day Congress says the 
United States will pay the reservees interest "forever." And the law is peJfectly well-
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settled that if a note promises to pay a certain sum by a particular day, "with inter-
est," without saying from when, interest runs from date. 
If the interest is computed front that day, then the claimants are entitled to the 
deficit of $150,989.70, withheld under the decision of the Indian Department. 
[64] "\Vhy it should begin to run ou that day is not clearly seen. 
There is nothing in the history of these claims to indicate the 3d March, 1845, 
as an initial point, except the accidental circumstance of the approval on that day of 
the act in question. 
The day on which interest ought, as matter of right, to commence running, and to 
which the act of 3d March, 1845, sbonlU relate, is the day when the rights of the claim-
ants to their grants in fee-simple were perfected under the treaty, the 24th February, 
1836. 
And this, whether the interest Le regarded as the measure of damages actually 
sustained, and resulting from the non-performance of the agreement to make the 
claimants a title to their homes on the 24th February, 1836, and their consequent evic-
tion, or as the proper return for the proceeds of a fuucl held by the United States in 
trust for the benefit of the claimants. 
Mr. Secretary Spencer, in a report to the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, on 
this subject, says : "As the fourteenth article guaranteed a reservation of so much 
from the quantity ceded as should be necessary to satisfy the claims arising under it, 
and stipulated that the land thus reserved should be applied accordingly, the Govern-
ment became a trustee of the land for that purpose. The sale of the land by the United 
States cannot vary the nature of the trust; on the contrary, it attaches to the proceeds 
of such sale, which in truth belong to the Choctaws, who were or might become enti-
tled to the land which has been thus converted into money. It is submitted, therefore, 
that the Government bas rightfully no other power or control over those proceeds than 
over other trust funds, and that they ought not to be applied to any other purpose 
than the use and benefit of those to whom they belong."-(Senate Doc.188, 27th Cong., 
2d sess., p. 3.) · 
The claimants, then, are justly entitled to interest on the whole amonnt of the proceeds 
of their lands from the time their rights became perfected. 
This would give them not only interest on $872,000, the funded half of their scrip, 
but also on the other half which was paid to them in certificates. 
If these views are correct, the true way to state the amount in this case woul<l be to 
charge interest on $1,750,200, the amount paid into the Treasury for fourteenth article 
reservations, from the 24th February, 1836, to the 3d March, 1845, when part of the 
interest afterward paid under the funding act began to accrue. 
Say, in rom1d numbers, nine years is ......... ·-·--····-··-~-·........ $787,590 00 
To which add deficit before explained in payment of interest under the 
funding act .. ···-·· .........•.... ____ .. ____ .. ________ ...... _...... 150, 98G 70 
Interest on certificates for$875,100, being for intervals elapsing between 
3d March, Hl45, and payment ... -·· __ .... ____ ...... __ ........ ·-- ... 149,815 00 
Aggregate claimed for interest .. _ .................... _ .. _ . . . . . . 1, 088, :194 70 
To which add for difference between par value of scrip ....... $875,100 
And amount realized by claimants ...... _................... 118,400 is 756,700 00 
1,845,094 70 
This amount, it will be remembered, includes no charge for improvements, nor for 
damages sustained in consequence of dispossession. It is based exclusively upon the 
official reconls of facts established by the agents of the Government after the most 
rigid scrutiny. Of course, it includes only the claims of the 1,150 families who suc-
ceeded in establishing their rights. 
Two hnndred and ninety-two other families remained in the ceded country, claimin~ 
the benefits of the fourteenth article of the treaty, who were, in like manner, deprived 
of their homes, but who have as yet failed to obtain any compensation for their im-
provements, or for the lands to which they were efititled, amounting in the aggregate 
to 324,320 acres. . 
In order to comprehend exactly the precise nature and the present position of these 
claims, it is necessary to examine somewhat in detail the manner in which the 
[66] Government *bas hitherto attempted to carry into effeet the stipulations of the 
fourteenth article of the treaty. 
Messrs. Murray and Vroom, who were appointed commissioners to investigate claims 
under this article, say, in their report dated July 31, 1838, that" by the treaty of 1830, 
it became the duty of the Government to appoint an agent, immediately after its rati-
fication, to receive the proof of intention to remain in the country, and take the Len~.:tit 
of the treaty stipulations. · 
"It appears, from documents furnished the boarU., tha.t the treaty was ma1le ou the 
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':27th September, 18:30, and ratified 2-1th February, 1831. Colonel vYm. 'Yard, the Fnited 
States a,gent, was instructed, by the Department of \Yar, ou the 21st of May, to receive 
the applications of the Indians to take the bcnetit of the fourteenth article of the 
treaty. This Jetter was probably a fortnight or three weeks on its \Yay to the agency. 
:From the proofs ofi'ered to the board, it appears that the office was opened for business 
in the latter part of June. Thus the time allowed the Indian to signify his intention 
to remain in the country and take the benefit of the treaty stipulations, instead of six 
months, as allowecl by the treaty, was reduced to abont two months. 
·'From the great mass of proof offered to the board, there can be no doubt of the 
entire nnfitness of the agent for the station. His conduct, ou many occasions, was 
marked by a <lt'gree of hostility to the claims calculated to deter the claimants from 
maldng application to him. His manner to the Indi:Lns, coming before him for regis-
tration, wa:; often arbitrary, tyrannical, and insnlting, and evidently intemled to drive 
them west of tlte MissiRsippi against their ·will, and in violation of the letter and spirit 
of the treaty. " " " It is in proof, also, that the agency-house was ver.v remote 
from the great bocly of the nation, aml that it was inconvenient to the Indians, on 
tbat account, to make personal application to him at that place." 
The Committee on Indian Affa,irs of the Honse of Represeutati ves, in their very 
[G7] elaborate report of these claims, "presented to the Honse of Represeutatives by 
the lion. John Be11, in May, 1836, say that "all the embarrassments which b::we 
arisen m the execution of this article of the treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek, and the 
only c1nestion of any difficulty, now presented for the decision of Congress, will appear, 
npon a full consideration of the subject, to haYe originated in the neglect of the agent, 
whose duty it waR to receive an<l register all applications for reservations under that 
article, and in the policy pursued by the Government of bringing the lanus in the 
Choctaw district into market before the number and location of the claims, under this 
:uticle of the treat,~, were ascertained and adjusted."-(Rep. No. 633, II. R, 24th Con g., 
1st session, page 1.) 
After giving various instances of the omission of the agent to perform his duty in 
recei ''ing applica,tions, tlte committee add that "there arc many circumstances which 
Hhow that all the agents in the employment of the Government, in carrying this treaty 
with the Choctaws into execution, discouraged all applications for reservations nuder the 
fourteenth article; an<l Colonel vYarcl is stated to have advised the removing-agents 
to threaten them with punishment if they did not emigrate."-(Ib., p. 7.) The com-
mittee also gaw an extract from an official letter of the agent (Colonel \Yard) him-
. elf to the 'Var Dt>partnPnt, in whieh be spPaks of refnsing to receive, in one instanct, 
tbe application of oYer 200 persons, in one section of the country, who wished to secnre 
rt'serYations. Other facts of the same kind are mentioned by the committee. But the 
most striking indication of the course of the agC'nt is found in tbP fact that out of 
more tl1an 1,5-.:5 families, who it has Riuce been officiall)~ ascertainPd not only desired 
to remain, bnt did actually remain, in the cetlell country, only 8i:cty-nine appeared on 
his official registet'. 
On the :Wth of .J nne, 1 ~:~:~, George ,V. :Martin was appointecl agent to locate the res-
en·ations under the ditferent articles of the treaty ancl the supplement. This gentle-
man procee1led to locnte nll the claims rPgisterecl by tlle ageut, when the fact before 
:-;tatel l was <lisclo:;ed, that hnt sixty-nine families had been registered as entitlell nuder 
the fonrteenth mticlt'. 
[tiS] ""On the 2ith ::\lay, 18:34, he was informed uj~ the 'Yar Department that none 
coulcl be recognized as reservt•e:; under the fourteenth article who bad not been 
1-'0 l'Pgi~;terecl by tlJP agent. 
In consecp1ence of the numerous complaints au<l petitions for relief to which this 
order ga,·e rise: he was instrncte<l, on the 13th of October, 18:34, to notify those who 
claimed land nuder the fonrtPenth :nticlo to exhibit the eYilleuce of their claims, and 
was authorized to make locations for all who might satisfy bim that they were entitled; 
aml, in case thPir lanll had bPcn sold, to select other laud for them of eqnal value, with 
tl.te express nnderstan<liug that all the locations so made for claimants not on ~rard's 
rP~ister were contingent, only to become absolute when confirmed by Congress. 
Cllller these <UHl other snbscqnrnt instructions of the same tenor, Colonel Martin 
proceeded to make locations for 520 families over and aboYe thol!e embraced in Ward's 
registPr. 
Xothing more seems to have bern done until the 3d of Ma.rch, 1 37, when an act was 
pas:-<ed directing the appointment of commissioner~, "to ascertain the name of' every 
Choctaw Indian who \Vas the head of au Indian family," who can sbow that he or she 
complie!1, or offered to comply, with all the reqnisites of the f<.mrteenth article, &c., to 
entitle him to a reservation, &c.; the names to be laid before Congress with the proof.s 
applica ule to each case. 
The act proceeded to declare that the contingent locations, before referred to, >vere 
made "without any legal authority ; and also to reserve to Congress the power of doinrr 
that which may appear just," &c., &c., &c.-( Stat. at Large, vo1. 5. pp. 180, 181.) 
0 
On the 22d of February, 18:3tl, another act was passed, amending the first in various 
H. Rep 98-33 
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matters of detail, and declaring that the claim of no Indian should be embraced ''who 
has removed west of the Mississsppi."-(Ib., p. 211.) 
On the :nst July, 1838, Messrs. Murray and Vroom, the commissioners appointed 
under this act, reported that 1,349 claims had been filed with them, and that it 
[69] was understood there were other claims yet to be filed. The termination of *their 
commission prevented them from reporting any opinion upon more than 261 
cases. 
On the 22cl Jnne, 1838, Congress directed that enough land to satisfy the reservation 
claims of any Choctaws whose lands may have been sold by the United States through 
the neglect or default of any Government officer shoul<l be withheld from sale or entry 
within the territory ceded by the Dancing Rabbit Creek treaty, until the claim to 
reservations under said treaty shall be investigated.-( lb., p. 252.) 
But on the 1st June, U340, pre-emption claims were excepte~l fi'om this enactment. 
(lb., p. 382 ;) and 
On the 4th September, 1841, it was repeale(l altogether.-( lb., p. 456.) 
The report of Messrs. Murray and Vroom brought the claims back to Congress for 
consilleration. 
No further step was taken, however, unti1 23d August, 1842, when an act was passed 
providing for the satisfaction of 14th-article claims, which, after reviving the authority 
previously given to appoint commissioners, makes it their duty to ascertain if any 
Choctaw had complied or offered to comply with the requisites of the 14th article of 
the treaty, which requisites are declarell to be-
l. That the Indian signified to the agent, within the six mouths, his intention to 
remain and become a citizen. 
2. That at the date of the treaty he "had owned'' an improvement upon which he 
resided five years after the ratification of the treaty, unless it be shown that the land 
was sold during the five years by the United States, aml claimant dispossesse(l by 
means of such sale. 
3. That he had received no land nuder any other article. 
4. That he had not emigrated, but continned to live in the ceded conntry. 
Where all these conditions exist, the Indian is to have his land, if it has not been 
sold by the United States. 
If it has, ''so that it is now impossible to give said Indian the quantity to which he 
was entitled, including his improYement," he is to have an equal quantity else-
[70] where, in Missis"sippi, Alabama, Louisiana, or Arkansas, aud is to receive cer-
ificates to that effect, not more than h~lf of which are to be delivered "until 
after his removal to the Choctaw territory west of the Mississippi." 
It is further provided that the certificates are to be in full satisfaction of the claim ; 
that no claims of white men having Indian wives shan be adjudicated; and that no 
claim shall be allowed which bad been assigned, in whole or in part, within five years 
after the treaty.-(Stat. at Large, vol. f>, p. 513.) 
Under the provisions of this act, and of the two preceding acts refe:4red to, of 1\Iarch, 
1837, and of June, 1838, ~tnd also of a joint resolution approved August 3, 1tl46, giving 
special authority to the Secretary of War to adjudicate certain claims left undetermined 
for the want of township plats, the claims of 1,585 families w('lre examined, of which 
143 were awarded their lands, which included t,heir improvements; 1,150 were ascer-
tained to be entitled to land which had been sold, and were therefore awarded certifi-
cates; and 292 were r~jected. . 
The successive steps in relation to the delivery of the certificates, better known as 
scrip, have no direct bearing upon the rejected claims, but a complete view of the 
w-hole subject cannot well be given without some account of them. 
The awards of scrip were made, in an but a yery few instances, in 1844, but owing 
to the policy indicated in the third section of the act of 1842, of making emigration a 
condition precedent to its delivery, none of it was delivered to the Indians entitled, 
until after the commencement of the emigration in 1845. 
On the 3d March, 1845, Congress: as already stated, directed that that part of the 
scrip not deliverable until after the arrival of the Indians west, should not be issued at 
all, but should carry an interest of 5 per cent. for his benefit. 
In the fall of 1845, the Secretary of War directed the agent charged with the 
[71] payment of the scdp not to deli ,-er any *pa1·t of it until he wa,s satisfied the 
Indian entitled had aetually started or was about to start on his journey west. 
In the spring of 184d, before one-fifth of the scrip had been paid out, the order was 
changed, and the agent was directetl not to pay any part of the scrip until the arrival 
of the Indian in the Choctaw country west. 
In the fall of 1851, there still remained on hand about one-fourth of the certificates 
awarded, belonging to claimants who could not be induced on any consideration to 
emigrate. 
This scrip was delivered east of the Mississippi, by order of the Secretary of the 
Interior. 
In July, 1852, Congress directed that the payment of interest, as directed by the act 
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of 3d March, 18..!5, before referred to, should cease; and that, in place thereof, the prin-
cipal should be paid over to the Indian claimants. At the same time a full discharge 
was required from the Choctaw council for all clemands of the claimants in question, 
under the fourteenth article of the treaty of 1':330. This discharge was executed by 
the council, although it was not authorized by the claimants, (who were private indi-
viduals,) to compromi~:>e their rights in any manner, nor was there any consideration 
of any sort, expressed or implied, either for requiring or executing the discharge. 
The amount thus appropriated in satisfaction of the funded certificates was 8872,000, 
the greater part of which "'vas paid over in the winter of 1852-'53. A portion of it 
being in the Lands of the Choctaw agent, in the spring of 1855, belonging to Indians 
who refused to emigrate, the Secretary of the Interior directed it to be paid. over to 
the true owners, cast of the Mississippi, which was accordingly done in the spring 
of 1856. 
In the meanwhile repeatetl applications were made to Congress in behalf of the 292 
families whose claims had not been allo"Tecl. Authority was given in the Indian appro-
priation bill passed August 30, 1852, to the Secretary of the Interior, to examine those 
cases iu which scrip awarded by the commissioners had not been issued; and when 
[72] ·he found *them clearly entitled to land, under the fourteenth article, "and the 
various acts heretofore passed," to extend to them the provisions of the acts of 
18:37 an<11842.-(Stat. at. Large, vol. 10, p. 42.) 
Again, in the Indian a.ppropriation bill11assed March 3, 1853, the authority thus pre-
viously given was extende(l to all cases 1'Ccommenclecl by the different boards of com-
missioners.-(Ib., p. 2~7.) 
No claims were allowed under either of these last two enactments, aud the claimants 
still ask to be indemnified for the improvements they have lost, autl for the lands to 
which they were entitled. 
In examining this subject, the first question that naturally presents itself, is this: 
How bas it happened that claims of such magnitude have been suffered to remain 
unsatisfied so long 1 If 1,585 families were really entitled to 3,000 square miles of land, 
under a separate special provision of a treaty made in 1830, why was it that none of 
them secured any lancl at all until 1844-more than thirteen years after this promise 
was made by the Govemment? And, if 292 out of the 1,585 have a just right to 500 
sections of land, worth at the Government price $400,000, why have their claims 
remained unsettletl so long, especially after three successive boards of commissioners 
have investigated this subject, and after repeatell subsequent examinations of succes-
sive heads of the Inc1ian Department 1 
As to the first que~:;tion-why such a mass of claims remained so long unsettled, 
many of them so long unknown-the answer is still in part in the language of 1\Ir. Bell 
in m:3G. The difficulties originatccl iu the neglect of the agent whose duty it was to 
receive the applications for reservations, and. in the policy of the Government in 
bringing the Choctaw cession into market before the reservations were ascertained and 
located. How the conlluct of the agent affected the claims has been seen. 
The sale of the lauds ceded by the Choctaws, before their reservations were 
[73] located, led to the sale of a great many *improvements of Indians, who were 
subsequently ascertained to be claimants under the fourteenth article. The 
purchaser at the land sales was, of course, hostile to any class of claims likely to 
interfere with his purchase, and was quite ready to unite with pre-emption claimants, 
w·ho were everywhere on the lookout for the best Indian locations and. improvements, 
in denouncing the whole affair as fraudulent. The fact that the Government agent, 
out of 1,585 claims subsequently presented, hacl recognized ancl reported only sixty-nine, 
was well calculated to support, if not confirm, the charge. "The great number of 
them," says Mr. Bell, "has caused general surprise, :::mel created a strong suspicion in 
the public mind that they cannot be well-founded. But a deeper feeling has been 
aroused in the State of Mississippi by the interferences with the rights ancl expecta-
tions of the settlers, which a confirmation of these locations would produce." 
Another circumstance that gave additional weight to this charge of fraud, was the 
fact that the real number of the Choctawswhoremained in Mississippi five years after the 
ratification of the treaty was not known, ancl was generally underrated. Several esti-
mates appear in the various reports submitted to Congress; the highest, Mr. Bell's, 
rates them at 4,554; the lowest is 3,323. The estimate of Colonel Martin, the locating 
agent, is 3,500. 
On the other hand., the investigating commissioners, Messrs. :i\iurray and Vroom, in 
their report dated. 31st July, 1838, say that" not less than 5,000 have remained, not-
withstanding the effort of the removing agent, who has been constantly with thflm," 
&c. And in the fall of 1844, the agent employed by the Government to deliver the 
scrip, J. J. McRae, esq., the present governor of Mississippi, reported officially that 
there were 7,000 Choctaws at that time remaining East. 
The nnmber of persons proved before the commissioners to have remained East, in 
1836, was 5,287, beiug the aggregate of 1,585 families. To this number, .1,100, 
[7-!] perhaps about 1,100 should be added forthose "heads of families" "who had wives, 
' • 
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which would make a total of 6,487; 513 short of the number reported by Colonel 
McRae. The Commissioner of Indian Affairs reports 6,007 as having emigrated since 
the 1st December, 1844, and the census lately made by the Choctaw agent shows that 
over 2,000 still remain in Mississippi. Allowing the births and deaths to have kept 
pace with each other, this would show the whole number remaining in Mississippi to 
have been 8,000. But it is well known that this is not the case-that the deaths 
greatly exceed the births; that the Mississippi Choctaws have not proved an exception 
to the general rule-the rapid and almost universal decrease of Indian population. 
One of the charges against the fourteenth-article claims was, that large numbers of 
the Indian claimants had emigrated to the \Vest and then returned for the express pur-
pose of fraudulently claiming land. 
Speaking of this charge, Mr. Bell Rays: "The committee cannot find from any evi-
dence that any such cases exist, except in the general assertion of the fact in some of 
the memorials and remonstrances of the citizens of the State of Mississippi 'vhich have 
been l'eferred to them." 
It is rather remarkable that not a single case bas been rejected on that ground. Nor 
does there appear to ha,' e been proof at any time to sustain the allegation. On the 
contrary, all the correspondence on file connected with this subject shows that the 
Indians of this class scattered in every \1irection to keep out of the way of emigrating 
agents; that they were all obstinately bent on remaining East, regardless of pecuniary 
interest. Large nl).mbers of them refused to go West, to receive either scrip or money 
that awaited them, payable on their arrival. 
But the most serious obstacle these claims had to contend with was the general im-
})ression that the Indians bad promised one-half of whatever might be recovered to 
the attorneys who prosecuted their claims. 
There is no donbt that this impression was well-founded. There is plenty of 
[75] evidence to that effect on the :files of the *Indian OfUce. The claims preseuted 
amounted in the aggregate to 1,910,400 acres, of which the half to the attorneys, 
according to the original agreement, would have been worth considerably over a million 
of dollars. 
On this subject Mr. Bell's report says: "The objection to these claims that has grown 
out the fact that wllite men, and principally known t;peculators in the pub lie lands, 
have been the agents of the Indians in arranging and bringing forward the proofs of 
their title to reservations, and that they are understood to have stipulated for the 
enormous compensation of one-half the lan'ds which may be secured by their exertions, 
while it increases the probability that frauds have been practiced in the case of numer-
ous individuals, where the temptation was so great and the cupidity of the agents so 
absorbing, yet it affords no decisive presumption that a large proportion of these 
claims are not well-founded. Most of the Indians are grossly ignorant; and having 
once despaired of their claims, it is very probable that but few of them possessed the 
intelligence and energy to have asserted them, if they had not been prompted and 
assisted by the interested activity of white men. Nor ought the interference of these 
white men, or their lucrative expectations, to prejudice any claim which is otherwise 
well supported," &c., &c. 
It is quite evident that if the Government had dil:lcharged its duty in the first 
instance-if the applications had been properly received and registered-no attorneys 
would have been necessary. It is also equally evident that without the aiu of attorneys 
the Indians would never have got anything. The Government, after driving the 
Indian into a position in which be was forced either to abandon his claims or emplo~T 
attorneys to prosecute them, could. not in com1non honesty evade their payment by 
taking shelter behind an evil of its own creation. It could not, with any show of 
,justice, take advantage of its own wrongful act. . 
This objection, however, which ·weighed so heavily on the claimants for so many 
[76] years, has ceased to exist. The "at·"torneys" are nearly all dead. Their cou-
nectwn with the Indians has terminated. The controlling influence which for so 
many years they exerted over the Mississippi Choctaws bas long since passed away, 
and the only bearing their former relations can have upon the subject at present is as 
a link in the chain of its past history. 
These different causes have all operated against the fourteenth-article claims as a 
class, and have induced Congress to regard them with suspicion. Their evil influence 
bas been more or less manifest in every enactment on this subject, and especially in 
the act of 1842. The whole tendency of that act was to increase the obstacles in the 
"ay of the Indian claimant. And the difficulty with most of the rejected cases is, not 
that the claimants are not entitled to land under the treaty, but that they cannot 
meet the requirements of the act of 1842. 
Of the 292 belonging to this class, 210 who were heads of families at the date of the 
treaty, and bad improvements upon which they were then living-who signified at 
the right time their intention to remain, and actually did remain at least fifteen years 
after the date of the treaty-have yet failed to secure auy allowance, becau~:;e they did 
not prove a compliance with this requisite of the act of 1842; "and secondly, that said 
/ 
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Indian dill at the date of making saiU treaty, to wit, ou the 27th September, 1 30, have 
and own an improvement in the then Choctaw country; and that having and O\\uing 
au improvement at the place and time aforesaid, did residu upon that identical llll-
provement or a part of it for the term of five years coutinnonsly next after the ratifi-
cation of said treltty, to wit, from the 24th Fehrnary, 1831, to the 24th l<'ebrnary, 18:36, 
unless it Rhall be made to appear that snch improvemeut was, before the 24th of Feb-
rnary, H:l36, disposed of hy the United States, all(l that the rescrYee was dispossessed 
uy means of snch disposition.'' 
The whole of this clause is new matter, engraJted upon the treaty ilL violation of its 
trno meaning. 
[77] *In the first place, the treaty does not refluire the Indian to "have and own 
an improvement." 
In the language of Attorney-General Grundy, the only requisites to a fourteenth-
article reservation are, "that the person applying be a Choctaw heatl of a f~tmily, and 
shall signify his intention of remaining and becoming a citizen of the States ''ithin 
six months hom t!Je ratification of the treaty. To superadd that they (the Choctaw 
heads of families) shall have made improYements, wonlll be making a very important 
c!Jange in f he treaty, not warranted, it seems to me, either by its letter or spirit. The 
latter part of the same article (fourteenth) makes a special provision iu reference to 
those who may reside on their lands, bnt contains not!Jing which restricts the right to 
claun resenations to that class of individnals."-(Opinions of Attorneys-General, p. 
1238.) 
So, too, in regard to tho five years' rcsillence. It was undoubtedly an iiHlispensable 
lH'ere(]_uisite to t!Je grant iu fee-simple, but was not essential to the reservation which 
was to be held under the simple Indian title by those who might not choose to perfect 
their claims, and for whose ultimate emigration the door was intentionally left open 
iu the subsequent clanse, securing tbem the priYileges of Chocktw citizem;, "if they 
ever remove." 
In these 210 cases, the heads of families all bad i1~1provcmonts. The ground of re-
jection is, that they did not reside upon them 1iYe years continuously, and that the 
failure to do so was not caused by tbe sale of the lanfl by the linited States, which, 
nnder the act of 1842, was conclusive against them. 
How far the failure to reside on the improvement" five years continuously r \Yas a 
violation of the treaty on the part of the claimant-how far it ought to defeat his 
claim to a grant in fee-Rimple-with what justice it can be assigned, by the Govern-
ment, as a reason for refusing indemnity in t!Jese 210 cases, will lw seen by tlw eYidence 
on file . 
One of the witnesses examiued uy the locating agent, in 1835, in answer to the clues-
tion, "\Vere the agent and his <lcputy opposed to the Indians taking the fiyo 
f/8] yenr1-i' stay to *become citizens?" says," Most certainly they were; and Colonel 
\Vanl was so much so, that he seriously a<lvisetl the emigrating agents to whip 
·uch as did not wi:oh to go, and force them oif.-(Rep. 663, p. 43.) 
Another witue~;s, examined at the same time, says: "The last time the emigrating 
agent was collecting a company to go, one of the sub-agents went among the Indians 
to get them to go. Finding that persuasion would not clo, he used all kinds of threat:;, 
and told them if they dill not go the soldiers would soon come with their muskets and 
drive them off. Abont that time I passed through one of their little settlements, and 
found, iu some places, t b women and children had left their houses and fle<l to the 
woods aud S\Yamps to keep out of the way of the soldiers. 'l'hey were tol<l that the 
soldiers were coming \Yith guns and bayonets to drive them off."-(IlJ., p. 4.!.) 
To what extent t!Jis testimony is corrouorated uy the official reports of the emigrat-
ing agents, will be seen uy the following extracts from their letters: 
The late Captain \Villinm Armstrong, at that time superintendent of Chocta\Y re-
mo~·al, writes to the hea,rl of the Department, ou the 11th October, 183:{: "In Nittuc-
kacbis district we held a council, with 200 warriors, representing 2,000 sonls, and to 
avoid having anything more to do with us they actually ha\"e loft their homes, aml 
some of them have gone to l\1obilo, and others through the State of ~Iississippi, pick-
ing ont, cotton," &c.-(Doe. 512, vol. 1, p. 415.) 
Lieutenant Lane, on the 24th September, ltlJ:~, writes that, "on the 18th instant, the 
Chochtws of the southern district announced their unalterable determination to re-
main. All means have bern tried, s::we force. 'l'he,v hase violated the treaty \Yith a 
full knowledge of all the possible consequences. 1'hey hat'e jlecl to tlte 8wamps and tlw 
.scttlemcnt8.-(Doc. 512, Yol. 1, p. 745.) 
A witness examined uy Commissioners Gaines and Rush, 13th September, 1344, 
[79] states "that claimant and each of those ;,herein referred to i11 this case, ha(l a 
house, iield, rm<l family; anll that about two years after the treaty, uy reason of 
the entrance amovg them of GoYernment emigrating agents, \vho thrcatenell to take 
their womeu and children to the \Vest by force, they were so alarmed as to intluce 
them to e~cape with their families to the white settlements iu Hancock Conaty for 
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protection, hoping to be restored to their homes when the Government learned of the 
conduct of its a.gents." 
This claim was rejected, on the ground that the claimant had voluntarily abandoned 
his improvements ; 94 others, who proved substantially the same facts, were rejected 
for the same cause. The 95 cases constitute the claims of the band known as the Biloxi 
Bay Indians, for whose relief a resolution was passed by the Senate in 1852. 
The causes which led another large class of claimants to abandon their improvements 
are stated in the following extracts from the report of Messrs. Murray and Yroom : 
"The Choctaws are shy and reserved in their intercourse with the whitesJ and do not 
readily mix with them. It is proved, in a great number of cases, that they have been 
most wantonly abused and ill-treated by them, and that they could not live in peace in 
the same neighborhood. The large stocks of cattle and bogs introduced by the white 
settlers destroyed their crops, and their houses and cabins were torn down, burned, or 
taken possession of by them when they left home on their necessary hunting expedi-
tions, or to seek employment in picking cotton, &c. Under these circumstances they 
were compelled, in a grea,t number of cases, to remove. It is in proof, also, that many 
removed in consequence of reports circulated among them that the lands occupied by 
them had been sold by the Government, and when it was impossible for them to ascer-
tain the truth or falsehood of such reports; they well knew, however, from bitter ex-
perience that, whether true or false, they were at the mercy of their white neighbors. 
The instances are not rare, as the evidence abundantly shows, in which families 
[80] have been wantonly driven from their homes, and have for *several years been 
wanderers, living about in all seasons in open camps, and seeking a precarious 
subsistence which is scarcely sufficient to keep them a,live.n 
Some of the claimants, among the 210 rejected cases, are thus described by James 
Ox bury in his deposition, taken 25th February, 1836: 
"There are a number of my immediate acquaintances, relations, and frienus, who 
had their names registered under the five years' citizen clause of the treaty, and who 
are now somewhere not a great way off, in a strolling condition the most of them, their 
lands which they livecl on and expected to own having been sold by the Government 
of the United States, leaving them no spot which they could call their own. * * * 
It is my belief that there cannot be less than forty to fifty heads of families of my 
friends and acquaintances now in this condition who were my former neighbors, and 
not one of the individuals herein named, and who were registered by \Yard in the 
aforesaid book, have ever received the benefits of the fourteenth article of the treaty, 
nor were their names on the book which I saw in the hands of the locating agent, and 
which he said be bad procured from Colonel \Yard as the five years' register."-(Rep. 
663, p. 51.) 
The forty to fifty heads of families referred to were what were known as the Yalla-
busha Indians, a small band who had taken particular pains to furnish the agent with 
a list of their names, which it seems he did not register. 
The proof in the case of their leader Moontubbee is, that "he had a house and field 
where he resided till two and a half years after the treaty. He then moved across the 
Yallabusha, and has been camping about ever since without any settled home. He 
moved out because the whites were settling so thick about him, and were drinking 
and frolicking aml took some of his stock, so that they could not live in peace." 
Another rejected claimant in the same band, described by Ox bury, "had a house and 
field at date of treaty, which he occupied till the Choc~huma land-sale, anu that 
[81] a short time "after affiant saw a white man (Pittman) in possession of it. The 
next time he saw claimant he was camping out with his family." 
A witness whose testimony was laid before Congress in February, 1835, says, " In 
various instances white settlers have come in, driven them out of their houses and oft 
their lands, and taken possession of both. In some cases when these Indians have 
spoken up for their rights, these intruders have beaten and abused them very much. 
I have seen Indians with the ma1·ks of violence on their persons a good while after 
they 1vere inflicted. In some cases the best lands of these people have been taken 
from them and covered with pre-emption claims."-(23d Cong., 2d sess., H. Doc. 138, 
p. 15.) 
Another witness examined at the same time says that be knows, from his own obser-
vation, and from general information, that these Indians have been Yery much in-
truded upon and ill-treated by certain white men who want their lands. Some of 
these Indians have been forced off their lands and cruelly treated by these intruders. 
He says as he was on his way to Columbus a few weeks ago, an old Indian woman 
came to him crying, and complaining that a man by the name of Yancy had driven 
her out of ller bouse, and would not let her even dig her potatoes, besides much other 
ill-usage.-(Ib., p. 15.) · 
There does not appear to be any allegation of actual violence among the two hun-
dred and ninety-two rejected cases, but the following is a specimen of what is proved 
in a great many of them. The claimant "was, at the treaty, the head of a family, 
and owned a house and field, where she remained about two years, when she went to 
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Matli on County to pick cotton, intending to return, ancl while there she was informed 
that a white mU,n (John Basin) bad taken possession of the place. This man js stated 
to have killed Oka-ne-nbbee, whom he also dispossessed, for resistance, which so 
alarmed claimant and others affected that they dared not return. She then set-
l82] tled on Pearl Hiver, twenty-six miles from the *old one, and after about three 
years longer was again dispossesseu by a white man, (Chambler)." 
Some of the rejected chtimants haYe encountered another obstacle not known to the 
treaty, hnt created hy the acts of 1838 and 1842, by emigrating to the Choctaw terri-
tory -\vest. In one case it was shown that the claimant was head of a family at the 
date of the treaty, and had an impro-vement which she continued to occupy until " a 
little ·while after the first land-sale at Chocchuma ;" that she applied in due time to 
be registered, and sub e()_nently applied to the locating agent to haYe her l:.tnd set 
apart; vdwn "Coloncll\lartin informed her that she could not have land reserved from 
·ale at the Chocchuma sale, her name not being found on the return; when she 
thought jt not worth ·while to stay, and "\Yent \Yest." It is also shown that her land 
1W8 sold at the Chocchnma sale. 
It would be difiicult to explain how the fact of her going \Vest, or an;nYhere else, 
after her home bad been Rold by the Goyemment, could ttffect her absolute right to be 
indemnified for the loss of her property. 
H<'r land was secured to her hy treaty stipulation in 1831 ; in 1833 the Government 
took it away from her. She then went \Yest. In 1~:38 and 1842 acts arepassedforthe 
relief of just such cas<'s, ·which declare that slw shall not be relirvecl, because she did 
not r<'main after her home "·as sold! One of the same acts proyides that if she is rc-
lieYed at all, one-half of her indemnity shall be wi thbehl until she does go West. 
Another class of claimants are rejected for want of snfilcient evidence of an attempt 
to r-;ignify to the proper agent tile intention to remain in the ceded territory. 
This objection is urged against claimants who are known to have actually remainell 
more than iifte<'n years after the treaty, some of wllom have never to this day signiftecl 
any intention to leave. In such cases it seems at best a pnrely technical objection. 
The object of the treaty in r<'quiring those who remained to "signify their inten-
tion," could only haYe heen to enable the Government to ascertain who ditl 
[C.:3] *intend to stay. \Yhen the Government Yirtnally ammlled this provision by 
cutting it down to t\\O months, and re()_niring in that brief period applicants to 
traYel hundreds of miles to Yisit, in a remote cornt'r of their country, an agent who 
r-;ystematically and rudely repulsed their applications, it certainly estopped itself fi·om 
:usi-iip:ning auy such reaROll for refusing reserYations to Indians who gave ample proof 
in other respect::; of an "intention to remain "-an intention ·which was fn1ly carriell 
out. 
There is a much l)ctter show of reason for r<'jecting another class, in IYhieh it is 
allPgctl that the claimants were uot "beaus of families." 
But on examination it is fonml that more than half the persons in that class were 
olll women vdw luul outlive(] their husbands, aml whose childrtn, marr;ying and leay-
ing one hy on<', had at last left them alone in their habitations. 
The question may well be asked, whuther such householders are not "healls of fam-
ilies/' in the onlinnry sense of the term. 
The treaty seem:;; to have hml such a class in Yiew wben it excluded from a share in 
the 1·esen·at.ion children over ten years of age, not living with a parent. 13nt, while 
having them in vie"'• it docs not sa~· that if the cbilclrcn have all left the parent, the 
parent shall ha,·e no laud; aml there is, to say the least, a "well-fonmlcd doubt" 
whether jt meant so. 
Xonc of the Choctaws who remained East, under the gnarantPe of the treaty, haYe 
been made to feel the severity and injustice of its wholesale violation in such full force 
as the claimants of tbis class, composed, as it is, of aged, infirm, helpless, unprotected 
widows. 
But there is one broad platform upon which all the rejectecl claimants stand, and that 
is-to go back to the starting-point of these remarks ; that tbe treaty was made with 
and for two classes of Chocta,ws-those who would and those who wouhl not emigrate. 
Each family that remained in the East was promised its fair proportion of the com-
mon territory. The 2a2 families were Choctaws-were entitled, as matter of 
[S-1] *abstract right, to a share in the common property of the tribe. The treat~' 
recognized the right, proceeded to carve out the share, and promised it to them 
if they chose to remain East. They didremain,"hut have never received anything. To 
this day they are cut oft' from all b<'netits of the treaty. 
These 292 families represent in all 860 claimants; that is to say, 292 beads of fami-
lies, 2a1 children over, and 277 children under, ten years of age. The ()_uantity of land 
to which they are entitled under the fourteenth article is 324,320 acres, e()_mtl, at $1.25 
l)er acre, to $405,400. Iu addition to which they onght, npon every consideration of 
justice, to be allowed interest from the 24th February, 1836. The time for which it bas 
heen computed in the Choctaw statement annexed is t. \Yenty years, which, at 5 per 
cent., would be .,.405,400. 
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In considering these and all other Chocta\v claims, it must not be forgotten tktt the 
United States, by the treaty of 18!">5, has thrown the whole burden of those it may 
reject on the Choctaw Nation. The claims under the fourteenth article of the treaty, 
it bas been seen, are represented by over 6,000 persons. The tribe has a large fnnd, 
but not large enough to meet their just demands. ·will the Government clo::;e this 
chapter in its Indian history by imposing these claimants and their grievances upon 
the Choctaw people ·west? 
There are certain propositions that arc undenia,ble, aml •vhich justice to the Choc-
taws requires shoulfl be placed m bold relief before the eyes of every member of the 
.American Congress; and we proceed here to gronp them together. 
1st. By the two treaties of 1820 and 1t525, the Choctaws were owners in perpetuity of 
their lands east of the Mississippi. Every oue of them haLl a perfect 1ight to remain 
there, and become a citizen of the United States if he chose; and then, and not nntil 
they chose, their lands were to be apportioned among them, aml each was then to 
[85] hold his* share of them in fee-simple. These \Yere their rights, secured by sol-
emn treaty, the supreme law of the laud. 
2. By the fourteenth article of the treaty of 1830, erery Choctaw bead of a family iu 
the nation had a full and perfect right to remain aucl become a citizen of the Unitetl 
States. To exercise tbit:J right, he or she had but "to signify their intention" to do so 
to the agent ·within six months. The mode of such signification was not prescril>ed. By 
o·iving it, he or she became entitled, as from the date of the treaty. to a resenation of 
640 acres of laml for himself or herself, 320 for each unmarried cbiltl over teu years 
of age, and 160 for each under teu, living with him or her. ' 
3. Every one that so remained, though a joint owner of all the lands both east an(l 
west of the Mississippi, lost all interest in the lands west, unless he or she ajtencarcl 
removed "\Vest, and received 110 part 1vhaterer of the price of all the lands East; and 
even if be or she afterward .removed, no part of the national annuity. If they got no 
reservation they got nothing. 
4. Residing on the lands so reserved to them for fire years, \Yith the intention of 
becoming citizens, they were then to receive title in fee-simple, and, it is presumed, 
would then become citizens. 
5. If any party had an improvement, his or her resen'atiou was to includt~ it or part 
of it. That was a provision in their favor, bnt they were not conjinccl to tllat, nor wat:J 
it necessary they should have any improvements at all; but they could, if they chose, 
select other land than that on which they were settled. 
As every bead of a family had a right to remain, with all his or her chilureu, and as in 
that case they received nothing for their interest in the commoulauds except their reser-
Yations, every obligation of honor and honesty forbade the United States to attempt to 
drive them away, so that they shonhl forfeit these reservations; to put any difficulties 
in the way of their notifying their intention to remain; to prescribe any onerous 
[8G] mode of doing so; to require any parti*cular formality unlikely to be easily com-
plied with, or by any law or Executive regulation to attempt to add to or alter the 
provisions of the treaty made for their benefit. 
7. As the United States, having taken the chances of all remaining and receiving 
reservations, were to make precisely the value of every reservation of which they coultl 
deprive the Choctaws, it would have been very dishonorable in them, :wJ quite incon-
sistent with their respectability, to take any unfa,ir means, as by imposing unauthorized 
conditions, or even by failing to protect them against violence on the part of indiyiduals 
and threa,ts on the part of over-zealous officers, to compel them to remove and lose 
their reservations, a::; it would have been to have invented modes and sought out 
means by which to avoid securing reservations to those who remained. It is not bon-
est in a nation, any more than in an individual, to make money iu that way. 
8. The, Government never protected them at all against private violence, but con-
fiscated every reservation from which they were clri Yen or ousted by fraud or force. 
It did not prevent the use of every appliance, or even of threats of violence, of intimi-
dation, and of constant persecution on tlw part of its own agents, whose acts were its 
own acts iu law and reason, to compel these poor wTetcbes to remo,·e or to fiee to the 
woods and swamps; aml it relentlessly confiscated every resenation so abandonetl or 
given up in despair. 
9. From 6,000 to 8,000 Chochtws remained East. The official records them::;elYes 
show 1,585 families. Up to June, 1833, only (i9 of these families had been pennittetl to 
appear as having signified their intention to remain. In :May, lS:H, the \Var Depart-
ment refused to recognize any others as entitled to reservations. Thit:J \vas changed in 
October of that year. By March, 1837, only 520 families more batl been registered. 
10. In Februury, 1838, nearly eight years after the treaty, the United States by law 
undertook to exclude every Indian from the right to a reservation who bad then re-
moved west of the Mississippi, though every head of a family might have become 
[87] entitled by remaining five years, i.e., in 18:~5, *to a grant in fee-simple, and then 
have been perfectly at liberty to remove West if he chose, and though the Gov-
ernment, by its agents, had been all the time occupied in driving them away from their 
reservations andjorcing them to go West. 
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11. In 1o:~s lauds were resen·ctl to satisfy all claims for lost reservation~, but in 
1-'40, pre-emption 1·ights gaiueu by violating law and the rigllts of the Imlians \\'ere 
saved at their expense; auu in 1~-H the law was wholly repealed. 
12. In 1842 a law was passed which, if it could nuder the Constitution have had 
that effect, as in practice it has had, repealed in part aml added new provisions to the 
fourteenth article of the treaty. · 
It directly violated that article by requiring that, to claim a. reservation, the head of 
a f~tmily must have "bad and ownetl" all improvement, which the treaty did not at all 
re<tuire. 
It violated it by providing tb~tt he must have residccl on tlte same improvement for 
tive years, unless the United States ha.d sold it during that time, and in consequence of 
:;ncb sale he had been dispossessed. The treaty did not at all require that he should 
select for his reservation the same laud on >vhich be might then reside, bnt, on the con-
trary, only gave him the pridlegc to do so. 
It violatetl the dictates of common justice by not excmptiDg him from the penalty 
thus unlawfully imposed for lmving removed, when be bad been driven away by pri-
vate foree or rnn off by tho threats aml persecutions of Government agents. 
It violated the treaty by 1·cquiring that be should have recci '"ed no laud uutlcr any 
other article. 
It Yiolated the treaty by requiring that, after the lnpse of tn·elre years, after priYate 
violence aud public intimidation, public force and persnasiou, and continual Yiolation 
of the national promises, and after all denial of auy right of citizenship, still he should 
not h:we emigrated, but should still remain oppressed and persecuted, landle ·s 
[~i3] an(l homeless, *among strangers, on the eastern side of the :J1ississippi, in order 
to have auy reservation at all. 
It violatetl the treaty in refusing to give h1m any lan(l at all, if it was impossible, 
in consequence of these public and private wrongs, to give him a reservation including 
his improvments; aml in agreeing to give him only land-scrip, half only of which be 
should receive until be shon1t1 have removed west of tho Mississippi. He coul!l not 
have the treaty fully performed. He could not have land ancl citizenship both. If he 
would have even a commutation for one right guaranteed by the treaty, be should sur-
render another, quite as valmtble and quite as solemnly guaranteed, aucl equally a part-
indeed a far greater part, both actually antl in their estimation-of the consitleration 
to be paid by the Unitetl States for his interest in the common lands. 
It violated the treaty again in excluding the claims of "'bite men having Indian 
wives, because they were" Chocta.w heads of families" within the plain meaning, and 
ou any generous and liberel construction of the treaty; and to exclude them 
excluded their wives and children. 
It violated the treaty in excluding claims assigned in whole or in p~trt dnring thC" 
five years, because an executory contract to sell within that time was not forbidden or 
invalidated by the treaty, nor made a ground of forfeiture; aml each Indian had the 
right to make such a contract, to consumma~e it when his reservation had ripened hy 
the lapse of the five years into a fee, and thns realizing something as his share of the 
price of the common ]awls to go \Vest and join his brethern there, ·when Yirtnally 
expelled by the acts of tlw GoYernmcnt. 
1:3. Two hundre<l and ninety-two heads of families, acknotrledged to have rt'mainetl 
more than :five years, have received nothing-not one cent-for their interest in the 
common lands. 
14. Of 1,585 heads of families acknowledged to ha,yo remained, 14:3 only have 
succeedetl in obtaining their lnnd. The United States confiscated, as they han~ 
[89] acknowledged, the land of 1, HiO; and for their lands and all their improve*ments, 
gaye them scrip nominally worth $1.25 an acre, and really worth, aud which 
lleL'er sold for more than, 90 cents, half of which they had to give to attorneys whom the 
indefensible condnct of the Government forced them to employ to obtain tllcir just, 
plain, unmistakable rights. 
15. To prevent them, as by an absolute prohibition, from remaining east of t1e 
1Iississippi and getting homes there-to compel them to sell their scrip instead of lo-
cating it tberusel ves, antl thus to make it worth as little as possible to them-the GoY-
ernment refused to deliver more than half of it until thev should have removed west 
of the Mississippi; ~t condition which it was a bitter wro~1g aud grieYons violation of 
the treaty, of right, and of justice, to impose. 
1G. 'fo carry out this unjust purpose, none of the scrip was deliYered until aftt'l' 
the commencement of the emigration in 184:5. In :Jfarch of tllat year Congress di-
rected that the half whose delivery was postponed to removal should not be issued at 
all. In autumn of that year the Ww· Department (lirected that none should be tleli vered 
until the Indian hacl Mtually started, or was about to start \Yest. In the spring of 
1846 the same authority, still in the absence of any law authorizing it, directed that 
none should be paid until the Indian bad arrit'cd West. And thus, whenever Congress 
did not violate the treaty and disregard the rights of the Indians, the "\Yar Depart-
ment did. 
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Such is a brief, plain, TRUE statement of part of the wrongs done the Choctaws in 
regard to their rights under the fourteenth article. It is now for Congress to say 
whether they shall have any redress for these multiplied and grievous wrongs. 
PARTICULAR THIRD. 
[Resen·ation claims uncler the 19th article of the treaty of 1830.] 
The nineteenth adicle of the treaty of 1830 is in the following words : 
"ART. 19. The following reservations of land are hereby admitted: To Colonel 
[901 David Folsom, four sections, of which *two shall include his present improve-
ment, and two may be located elsewhere, on unoccupied, unimproved land. 
"To J. Garland, Colonel Robert Cole, Tuppanahomer, John Pitchlynn, Charles 
Juzan, Johoke-tubbee, Eaychahobia, Ofehoma, two sections each, to include their im-
proyements, and to be uounded by sec~ional lines,· and the same may be disposed of 
and sold, with the consent of the Presid~tnt. And that others not provided for may be 
provided for, there shall be reserved as follows : 
"First. One section to each head of a family, not exceeding forty in number, who, 
llu:dng the present year, may have had in actual cultivation, with a dwelling-house 
thereon, fifty acres or more. 
"Second. Three quarter-sections, after the manner aforesaid, to each head of a fam-
ily, not exceeding four hundred and sixty, as shall have cultivated tllirty acres and 
less than fifty, to be bounded by quarter-section lines of survey, and to be contiguous 
and adjoining. 
"Third. One half-section, as aforesaid, to those who shall have cultivated from 
twenty to thirty acres, the number not to exceed four hundred. 
"Fourth. A quarter-section, as aforesaid, to such as shall have culti vatecl from twelve 
to twenty acres, the number not to exceed three hundred and :fifty; and one-half that 
quantity to such as shall have cultivated from two to twelve acres, the number, also, 
not to exceell three hundred and fifty persons. Each of said class of cases shall be 
subject to the limitations contained in the first class, and shall be so located as to 
include. that part of the improvement which contains the dwelling-house. If a 
greater number shall be found to be e-atitled to reservations, under the several classes 
of this article, than is stipulated for under the limitation prescribed, then, and in that 
casa, the chiefs, separately or together, shall determine the persons who shall be ex-
cluded in the respective districts. 
"Fifth. Any captain, the number not exceeding ninety persons, who, under 
[91] the provisions of this article, shall receive *less than a section, he shall be entitled 
to an additional quantity of half a section adjoining to his other reservation. The 
several reservations secured under this article may be solll, with the consent of the 
Pret>ident of the United States; but should any prefer it, or omit to take a reservation 
for the quantity he may ue entitled to, the United States will, on his removing, pay 
GO cents an acre, after reaching their new homes, provided, that before the 1st of Jan-
nary next they shall adduce to the agent, or some other authorized person to be 
appointed, proof of his claim and the quantity of it. 
"Sixth. Likewise cllildren of the Choctaw Nation residing in the nation, who have 
neither father nor mother, a list of which, with satisfactory proof of parentage and 
orphanage, being filed with the agent in six months, to be forwarded to the War 
Department, shall be entitled to a quarter-section of land, to be located under the 
direction of the President, and, with his consent, the same may lie sold, and the pro-
ceeds applied to some beneficial purpose for the benefit of said orphans." 
It is believed that all the individual claims specified in the first two paragraphs of 
this article have ueen satisfied except one-that of Johoke-tubbee-for two sections of 
land which have never been located. 
The following table shows, at a glance, precisely what is contemplated in the next 
four paragraphs: 
1st. 40 persons, 1 section each, is 40 sections, or 25, 600 acres. 
2d. 460 persons, i section each, is 345 sections, or 220, 800 acres. 
3d. 400 persons, t section each, is 200 sections, or 128, 000 acres. 
4th. :350 persons, t section each, is 87. 50 sections, or 56, 000 acres. 
5th. 350 persons, i section each, is 43. 75 sections, or 28, 000 acres. 
1, 600 persons,- section each, 
To which add for 90 captains 
Total liability, 
716. 25 sections, or 458, 400 acres. 
45 sections, or 28, 800 acres. 
761.25 487, 200 acres. 
From tile repo1~t of Major F. \V. Armstrong, (Doc. 512, 1st sess. 23d Cong., vol. 2, p. 
631,) it appears that the lands actually allotted to the claimants under this 
[D2] provision of the .. treaty, fell far short of what was intended by the parties. He 
assigned-
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1. 10,880 acres to 17 instead of 25,600 to 
2. 22, 080 acres to 46 instead of 220,800 to 
:3. 23, 680 acres to 7 4 instead of 128, 400 to 
4. 39, 040 acres to 244 instea<l of 56, 000 to 
5. 2d, 000 acres to 350 corsp'gwith28, 000 to 
40, a deficit of 14, 720 acres. 
460, a deficit of 19 , 720 acres. 
400, a deficit of 104, 320 acres. 
350, a deficit of 16, 960 acres. 
350 in the treaty. 
12:1, 680 in all, 7:n instea<l of 458, 800 to 1, GOO, a deficit of 334, 720 acres. 
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From this abstract it appears that Major Armstrong reported less than half the 
number of reserYees specified in the treaty, and that the quantity of land be assigned 
to all five claBsrs put together was 11ot quite equal to the amount provided by the 
treaty for the third class alone, and was but little oyer ltalf what was intcmled for the 
secontl class. 
The falling off is mainly in the first three classes, which, the treaty says, are not to 
exceed 900 persons, haYing over 20 acres in cultivation; whereas the Goyermnent agent 
reportrd 137, less than one-sixth of the number called for in the treaty. 
Of the fonrth class-those having from 12 to 20 acres in cultivation-the treaty 
specifies 300, and the snneyors report 2-H. 
On the other hand, in the fifth class-those having from 2 to 12 acres in cnlti va-
tion-" not to excet'tl :350 persons," Major Armstrong reports 1,763, more than .five 
times the number al1owc<1 for that class by the treaty, and 163 more than the aggregate 
providctl for in all ftve classes. 
It i::; CJnite evident frum this f;tatemeut that the 19th article was framed nnclcr a 
misapprehension of the real character and e:x:tcut of the improvements of the Choc-
tawf;, gt'owing out of their ignorance of the measurement of lantl antl the preci::;c 
import of the word acre. 
The United States commissioners, for example, conld not have intended, in providing 
220,800 acres for a class "not exceeding four hundred and sixty" persons, to give but 
22,080 acres to iortv-six. 
[93] Po one for a mon;ent can think that any such r esult was "'anticipated by either 
the commissioners or the Indians. 
What the Indians thought about it, appears from the letter which accompanied the 
abstract referred to. Major Armstrong says the Indians" proceeded, as they thought, un-
der this provision of the treaty, and actually made their returns complete, under, as they 
say, the belief that they conltl not relitH]_nish after the last day of December, 1830. 
In the returns made and place<.l 'vith the agent, each individual was the sole judge of 
his own claim, and the qnantit~' of it; the warriors retnrne~l their . claims to their cap-
tains, and they to their three chief-;, hy which it would sePm that they actually had in 
cultivation, in the year 1~30, snflicicnt lnml to entitle them to all the benefits that 
"'Yonhl he grautc1l them, provid<'<l all the classes were filled, as were providetl for in the 
treaty.='-(Doc. 512, vol. 2, p. (i:30.) 
Tllis snl)ject is allmle(l to in a memorial. acl<lrcssed on the 2<.1 )larch, 1832, to the Sec-
retary of \Yar, l1y SOIUC of the chiefs, "'dlO "frankly acknowledged" that the "miBfor-
tnne " is owi11g, in a great measure, to the fact "that but few knew an~·thing about 
acres." They say the commisBioners llll\St baYe thought the .fields of all the classes 
would oyrrrnn the restricted number. "If they could have known the large classe::; 
would fall short, on onr part, the liberality shown was only calcnlatecl to deceive us; 
this we know was not the case, for the commissioners arc honorable men." 
The whole number of claims thns far admitted by the Government on the basis of 
lantl "in actual cultiYation" is 74R, of which 
4CO were entitled to ____________ . _________________________ . _. _ _ _ _ 93,280 acres. 
2138 "relinC)uished'' ________ ·- __ ·- ____ -· ·- ________________________ 55,680 acres. 
748 in all allo\\·ed .. ______________________________ -· ______________ 148,960 acres. 
Of the 4GO ·who "'Yere entitled to 9:3,280 acres, the claims of 98, w-ho were entitled to 
1G,520 acres, have never been located. 
And of the 2ui::l who relinquished 55,6 0 acres, 45 haYe neYer received any compensa-
tion for 6,400 acres relinfjnishetl. 
[94] *So that 143 Uhoctaws who are admitted to be entitled to 21,920 acres of lan(l 
. have neYer receiyefl•any part of their land, or any compensation therefor. 
The aggregate liability of tlJC GoYernmeut under this provision of the treaty 
bas already been shown to be .. _________________________________________ 4~7,200 
From "'Yhich deduct amount of admitted claims.__________________________ 148,960 
Being short of liabilit~~, acres _______ . _____ . ____ . _. _. _______ . _____________ _ 
To which add for claims admitted but unsatisfied._. ______ . _______________ _ 
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Eftua1, at $1.25 per acre, to .......... ·-----·--- ________________ -----· ...... $4G0,:200 
To this amount, achl for two seetions, before referred to, reserved for Jo-ho-ke-
tn~~ee! i~ the second portion of the nineteenth article, but never locate(l--
at :tiil.2i.>, IS .•• - •••••••••••. - ••••••••••••••••.••••. - ••••••.•• --.......... 1,600 
451,coo 
Let us look at this matter of reservations from another point of view. Those who, 
rernaining, received no reservations under article 14, receiYe no part of the considera-
tion paid by the United States for the Choctaw lands. 
Those who, removing, received no resernttion umler article 19, received no pay what-
ever for their improvements and the value their labor bad added to the lauds. 
So much lan(l as was to be covered by reservations was re8en:ecl from the sale, tbat 
is, was not sold to the United States, and, of course, its value was not included in tbe 
price they paid. 
They cannot be supposed to baYe included in the price the value of whatever quan-
tity of land they mnst, upon a fair estimate, ue supposed to ha\·e expected would be 
reserYed. 
That quantity may be .fairly estimatet.l as follows: 
Under .drticle 14. * * * Estimating that 1,6CO families might havo 
[95] been expected to remain, be" cause more than that number did remain, 
notwithst:mding :tll the compulsion used by tbo Government, each, 
on an average, entitled to 1,230 acres .. __ ... __ .. __ .... _ ....... __ ........ 2,000,000 
Unde1· Article 19. " * * For 1,600 persons, the maximum number fixed l.ly 
the United States tbemselYes, in five classes .................. _.......... 458,400 
For 90 cn,ptains, additional, 134 orphans and persons by name, in treaty and 
supplement . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116,960 
2,575,:1GO 
So that the United States may be fairly and justly held not to hace paid for, and to 
have allowed for reservations of, two millions flee hundred allll seventy-jh·e thousand tltree 
hnnclrecl and sixty am·es of land. 
Now, how much of tbis quantity has been reserved, or paid for as if reserved: and 
how much have the United States m~tde, clew·, by the mode in which the matter has 
been managed 't The answer is-
.Actual amount of reservations allowecl cwd settled for. 
Under .Article 14. * * Claims actually allowed and locateu, 14:~ in num-
ber, 185,920 acres .............. _ .. __ ...... _ .... _ .......... ____ .. _.. . . . . 1<:3, 920 
Scrip allo\Yed in lien of. ..... _ ...... __ .... __ .... _ .... _ ........... _. _ ..... 1, 4UO, 160 
Under .lrticlc 19. Claims satisfied ... _ .......................... . 
Orphan claims loeate<l . _ .... _ ...... _ .... ___ ............................. . 
Claims allowed under supplement to the treaty .......................... -. 






Or, in all ..... _ ...... _ .. __ ..... __ .......... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 812, 800 
That is all-one million eight lwnclrecl and twell'e thousand eight luwclrerl acres, out of fll'O 
millions five lumclred ancl serentyjive thousand three Jwnclred cwd sixty acres; so tbat the 
United St.ates have obtained, without paying for, seven hwulrerl and si:cty-two thousand fite 
hundred and sixty acres, equal, at $1.25 an acre, to $953,200. ' 
[9G] *And it is also to ue considered that, by the acknowledgment of the Government 
itself, reservations should of 1·ight have been allowed, of 8pec~fic lands, to the 
amount of 1,400,160 acres; in lieu of which the United States gave tbe Choeta\YS the 
option of receiving scrip or nothing. • 
Now, if it be thought that the claims of tho Choct~tws are large on account of these 
reservations, let tbis only be considered. They were entitlecl to that quantity of laJHl 
there, in Mississippi. Suppose the scrip was worth to them $1.25 an acre, whicb it was 
not, how much more would the land itself have been worth, if they ha,d been put in 
possession, and pi'Otectecl in the peaceable possession, as they ouyht to have been-as they 
were entitled to be-and if they could have sold it at tbeir leisure for what it was 
really worth ? :Much of the Chickasaw lands, in no respect better, sold for $'20 an acre. 
How much, then, ,V.ouhl these 1,400,160 acres have been worth to the Choctaws, if they 
had been allowed to hold and sell them~ At least, on an average, five dollars an acre, or 
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$5,t:(llt,640; nnd the difference 1Jetwecn that and $1,750,200 is what they lost, and what 
the Govenmwnt onght to pay them, eyen supposing the scrip had heen worth $1.20 au 
arrc to them instead of DO cents. The contract \Yith them was violated in e\·ery,point. 
\\'bat \Yould have been the measure of damages for the breach of precisely snch a con-
tr<.tct by a, private iuclividnal? \Vhat but the difference between what he actually 
rtwitwl and what the lmHl wonl<l have been worth if tile contract had bee.u performed'? 
The eternal rnles of justice govern here a~:> well as in a cafie between inuiYidualt;. 
J>AHTICUJ._\R FOl:HTIJ. 
[Compensation for improrement& lo8t.] 
There is al~:>o an additional item to be considered in estimating what the Choctawt. 
haYe lost by not obtaining their reservations, to ·wit, the value of their impro,'ements 
lost an<lnot paid for. 
[!J7] *One thour;;anu five llundred and eigllty-five families are acknowledged to ha,ve 
l'emainecl. Of these only 143 have saved their lands. One thousand one hundred 
and fifty were allowed scrip in lien of their laud, which was worth not more than ninety 
cents an acre, and 292 families have received nothing. These latter, of course, ha.Ye 
received nothing for their lost improvements; and those who received scrip received 
nothing, because tl1e lan<l1t11improred was worth 'more than the scrip. 
Of the 292 who received nothing, only one person lost his claim because he hall no 
improvement at the date of the treaty. One thousand one hundred and fifty who 
I'eeeivetl scrip, (and who nece.ssw·ily ilad .improvements under the rule enforced,) 
and 291 who received nothing, all hariny improvements, makes 1,141 persons whose 
improvements were meant to be sa-ved to tllem by article 14, but. who have received 
no compensation at all. 
Of those that removed, 1,763 persons had each from ten to twelve acres in cultiva-
tion ; and :150 only obtained those reservations which were intended. to pay tllem for 
tlleir improvements under article 14. The number unpaid was, therefore, 1,41~~. Acl1l 
those under article 14, and we have au aggregate of 2,tl54. 
\Vilat each improvement was worth it is now utterly impossible to know. Some 
were wortil more, some less. The Choctaws may be able to make some just estimatt·, 
but zre never can. It will be fair to estimate them on an average at $40, the smallest 
amount of money 'vhich tile Government proposed to give in lien of any improvement, 
ancl of which certainly no one can say it is too much; and that gi,·es for lozrest value 
of improvement~, lost and unpaid for, $114,160. 
Of course, if the claim :-;et forth in particular third is allowed, there will be no ful'-
tlu-r claim for imprvvements in favor of those who Temol•ecl. They could llave no 
daim beyoml that to the lauds. Bnt in one way or tile other, either by placing those 
who receivc(l no land 011 the same footing as if the whole number had been provided 
for, or el:-;e hy paying them for their improvements as such, they are eutitled to 
[U'-'] compell~:>atiou. The United States {JOl tile, improve*meuts, recei\-ed the proceed:> 
aml benetits of their labor, an(l ought to pay for \vhat they received. 
But the claim for the value of the improvements of those who remained, even where 
they received scrip, is an iutlepemlent one. The scrip did not pay the value of the 
improvements, but only the arbitrarily-a~:>smnetl valuation of tlle Janel. There was 
nothing allo\ved in that for improvements; and there was a great difference, one can 
readily see, hetween retaining one's homestead and improvements and getting scrip 
in lien of them, worth nominally !:;il.25 an acre, and actually 90 cent~:>. 
PAHTICIJLAR FIFTH. 
[Claims under the fifteenth article of the tl'eaty o.f 1R30.] 
The stipulations of the fifteenth article have all been fulfilled, except onf'-that 
which provides five hundred dollars auunally, for twenty years, for the pay of a prin-
cipal chief, no part of \Vhich has ever beeu paid. The twenty years haYing e.·pired, 
the whole amount of ten thousand dollars is therefore due the Ciloctaws. 
P.\RTICULAR SIXTH. 
[ OnManding claims under the sixteenth m·licle of the tl'eaty of 1B30.] 
The claims nntler this head a.re: 
1st. For the rcmov<1l and subsistence of self-emigrants. 
:!d. For losses sustained in consequence of the non-fulfillment of the stipulation that 
·'the United States will take all their cattle at the valnatiou of some discreet person, 
to be appointed by the President, and tile same shall be paid for in money, or other 
cattle sba1l be fn.rnished them." 
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Nine hundred and sixty Choctaws, who emigrated themselves, arriving west at va-
rious intervals between the years 1834 and 1845, have, from time to time, applied to the 
Government to place them on a footing with those of their brethren 'vho were 
[99] removed and subsisted by the United States, "prior to the yea,r 1835, aml sub-
sequent to the year 18:35, b~~ paying them a reasonable sum in commutation for 
e_-pcnses incnrre<l for transportation and for provis\ons during their journey aml for 
twelve months after their arrival west. 
The only reply ever made to their application was that all the anangements of the 
Government and all the appropriations for such purposes had been matle, either for 
those who emigrated before the close of the fail of 183:3, when the remova1 of the Choc-
taws ceasecl on the part of the Government, or for those who cmigated after the year 
1844 when its emigrating operations were resume<.l, and that the claimants having re-
moved during that interval, "the Department had neither the authority to recognize 
the claims referretl to, nor, if it had such authority, the means of liquidating them." 
Forty-five dollars for each emigrant-that is, $~5 for removal and $20 for one year's 
subsistence-is bPlieved to be less than the average expense incurretl for parties re-
moved by the Government agents, and is certainly, under all the cirmum;ta,uces, a Yer.r 
moderate demand on the part of the claima,nts. 
The losses sustained in con seq nence of the non-fnlfillment of the stipulation to recei...-e· 
from the Choctaw emigrants their ca,ttle, ba,ve occurreu cbietly in this way: 
Three different agents from time to time attended to thiR duty. 
The first, Mr. DonglasR, died shortly after his arri...-al in the Choctaw conntry. 
The second, 1\Ir. Dowsing, acted for a,bout two months under a temporary appoint-
ment from the superintendent of emigration. 
Mr. Dowsing's appointment not being confirmed, be was supersetled by Mr .. John \V. 
Byrn. . 
In consequence of tllcse cllanges, and of occasiona,l cllanges in the instructions issuetl 
from ·washington, it fre<1nently happened that Indians collected their cattle in pens 
ready fur delivery, at a time previously appointet1, to the Government officers, 
[100] who, in their turn, wore eitller not present, "or no longer in office, or not really, 
or prevented by some recent special instruction from receiving them. The 
cattle were necessarily tnnH•(l loose from tile pens, would scatter in the range, wllen 
the Indians assemlJled for emigration could not be collected again, and were, tbcrefore, 
abandoned. Instances haYe occurred in which inr1iYidnal Indians lost in thiR "-as fi·om 
130 to 200 hea<.l of cattle. The whole amount lost in this J,Yay is Pstimated at G,OUU 
hem1, which it "·ould luwe cost at least $5 per hC'acl to replace. 
The amount claimetl by self-emigmnts is. ____________ ... ____ . ___ .. __ . _ . 
.Amonn t claimed for lost ca,ttle _____ .. _____ . __ . ___ . ________ . ____ . _ . ____ _ 
. Aggregate ____ . ____ .. __________ . _____ . ___ . ____ . __ . ____ . __ . _. _. __ 
PARTICCL.\.R SEYEXTII. 
[Claims under the twentieth article of the treaty of 1830.] 
84:~. 200 00 
:~0, 000 00 
73,200 00 
Among other provisions of the twentieth article of the treaty of 1830 is the following: 
"To each warrior who emigrates, a rifle, molds, wipers, and ammunition." 
During the three years immediately following the treaty 15,000 Cboctaws were re-
moyed, to whom were issued 3,000 rifles, with about four pounds po\Yder anu t\Yelve 
pounds lead to each rifle. . 
The official returns show that, since the year 1834, 6,184 Choctaws have bceu removed 
by the Government agents-that is, 6,007 snbseqnent, and 177 prior to the year 1844; 
and also that 960 Indians are repr6sente<.l to have emigrated themselves during the 
interval ela,psing between the years 1833 a,n<.l 1845. 
In the ratio ofrifies isssued to the 15,000 who emigmtedbefore the close of 1833, o- ~<-" 
eyery :five Indians, the 6,184 Choctaws removed since then by the Govenunent wou1-. 
be entitled to 1,236, and the 960 to 192, ma,king an aggregate of 1,428, w·hicll, a.t 812.50 
each, the price heretofore paid by the Government, would be _______ . _ _ _ _ 817, 8;)0 00 
To which a,dcl for ammunition, $1 each ___ . _. __ . __ .. ____ . ___ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1, 42~ 00 
19,278 00 
[101] ""Soon after the emigration of the Choctaws was resumed on the part of the Gov-
ernment in 1844-'45, the late Ca.ptain Willia,rn Armstrong, who acted as super-
intenclent of emigration, repeatedly assured the Mississippi Chocta,ws that each "·arrior 
who removed was entitled to and should be supplied with a rifle and a1muuuition under 
this clause of the trea.ty. But when he subsequently called the attention of the Indian 
Department to the subject, he was informed that the Department had neither the 
means nor the authority to make good his promises. 
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P.\RTIClJLAR EIGIITII. 
[.d1Tearages of annuities due under former treaties.] 
Unpaid balance of arrearages of Choctaw a,nnuities reported by the 
Second Auditor, (see his report, Senate E:s:. Doc. No. 64, 2d sess. 3:3d 
Congress)........................................................... $:16, 6:~2 4b 
[102] * .1 monnts clcdmecl by the Choctmcs under the i1-ectty of H330. 
1st. Ulu1er tlwfourteenth article.-Land for 1,585 families, 1,910,400 acres, 
at $1.25, is ............ - .. ---- ... -- ........ -- ... -- ... - .. -.. . . . . . . . . $2, 38~, 000 00 
Lossesonscrip,nominalvalne ............. $875, 100 00 
For "·bich the Choctaws realized._ ..... _... 118, 400 00 
----- $756,700 00 
Interest on :;;;1,750,200, from February 24, 
1836, to March 3, 1845, :;:ay nine years .... ~787, 500 00 
Interest on scrip fr·om March 3, 1845, till 
paid ......... __ ..... _ .... ___ ....... _... 149, 815 00 
Interest still due under act of March :3, 184;). 150, 989 70 
Interest on rejected claims ....... __ ... . . . . 405, 400 00 
------ 1, 4U:1, 794 70 
Estimated value of 1,441 improvements, S40 each .... __ .............. . 
:2t1. Fifteenth m·ticZe.-Heservations and other items for 
chiefs, captains, &c ·----· ............................. $30,300 00 
Pay of principal chief .................... _. . • • • • • . . . . . . . 10, 000 00 
:3d. Sixteenth article.-Removal and subsistence ......... . 
G,OOO bead cattle, at $5 . __ ............................ . 
1,288,403 95 
30,000 00 
4th. Seventeenth article.-Twenty years' annuity ...................... . 
:>th. Xineteenth ariicle.-Culti vation claims............ . . . . 5:31, 240 00 
Other reservations ..........•. _. _ ... ___ •.. _........ . . . . . . 16, 000 00 
Orphan lands .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 138, 394 89 
Gtb. Twentieth article.-Education an<l buil<1ings .......... . 
Blacksmith :tnd millwrights .......... _ ......•...... __ .. . 
Rifles, &c., &c., for 4,428 warriors ....................... . 
Blankets, wheels, looms, &c., &c ............ _ •........... 
:322,000 00 
53,880 00 
59 778 00 
27:100 00 
7th. Twenty-first article.-\Vayne warriors . ........................... . 
~'-th. Supplemeni.-Reservations ....••.............. ____ .............. . 
9th. Compensation that should be made to Choctaws who had emi-
grated prior to treaty o~· 1830, for their iu terest in lauds then ceded .. 
[103] *Amounts realized by the Choctaws nncle1· the t1·eaty of 1830. 












families, land 185,920 acres, at $1.25.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2:32, 400 00 
1,150 families, scrip 700,080 acres, nominal valne . . . . . . . . . . 875, 100 00 
1,150 families, money for 697,600 acres, at $1.25, is .... :. . . . 872, 000 00 
------ $1, 979, 500 00 
~<1. Under fifteenth article.-Reservations, money, &c., for chiefs, speakers, 
aud captains ...................... _............................... 50,300 00 
:~(l. Under sixteenth article.-Removal and subsistence.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 245, 203 95 
4th. Under seventeenth article.-Tweuty years' annuity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 400, 000 00 
:)tb. Under nineteenth article.-Cult.ivat.ion claims.......... 121,840 00 
Orphan lands, including those hel«l by the United States in 
trust ...........•........... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 138, 394 89 
Other reservations . . . . . . .. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 14, 400 00 
274,634 89 
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~lmounts reali~ecl by the Choctaws under the treaty of 1830-Contiuued. 
f1th. ·cuda t1centieth artide.-Euucation, 1milcliugs, &c ..... $322,000 00 
Blacksmiths and millwrights............................ 5:3,880 00 
Blankets, wheels, looms, hoes, &c .................. -----· 27,100 00 
Ritles to :1,000 warriors, ($13.50 each)..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40,500 00 
7th. l:nclm· tlcenty-first article.-\Vayne warriors ................ - ..... . 
"th. lJnde1· 8upplement.-Ueseryations ...•. _. _ ................... _ ..... . 
·whole amonnt received under the treaty of ll330 ...... ·----· .... ·----
Balance still dne the Choctaws under treaty of 1830 .... ~ ............. . 
$44:1,4b0 00 
l, 718 75 
72,200 ou 
4, 467' 037 ;)~) 
3,574,904 70 
8,041,942 2!1 
[104] "Particulars in which balances are d11e the Choclall's, as shown by the foregoing 
statement. 
Parti01dar l at.-Compensation for Clwctaws who emigrated prior to 
1830 for their interest in lands ................. ___ ............. _... $356,792 00 
Particulm· 2d.-Claims und~r 14th article: 
1, 585 families, entitled to .. ____ ....... _.. 1, 910, 400 acres. 
1, 29:3 families have received. ___ ..... __ .. 1, 586,080 acres. 
292 families still entitled to ....... ···--- :124,320 acres is ............ 40.>, 400 00 
Short payment to 1,293 families, being for dif:· 
ference between par Y~tlue of scrip ....... _ .. $875, 100 00 
And amount realized .......•... _.. . . . . . . . . . . ll8, 400 (}0 
----- $756, 700 (~0 
Difference between $872,000 money and ~375,100 scrip . . . . . 3, 100 00 
Intere;;t on $1,7G0,200 prior to ~larch 3, 1840, nine years .. . 
Interest on $875,100 scrip from March:), 1845, till paid .... . 
Interest still dne nuder funding act March :~, 1845 ........ . 






----- 1, 49:~, 7!H 70 
Pal'iiculal' 3d.-Claims under 19th article: 
CnltiYation claims .... _ ........ ___ .... _ .............. ·- .. . 
Other obsen·ations ...................................... . 
409,400 00 
1,600 00 
Particular 4th.-Pay for 1,441 improvements nuder 14th article, at $-10 .. 
Pm·ticular Gllt.-Pay ofpriucipal chief .... ____ ................ -~-- ... . 
Particular ()th.-Remova.l and subsistence of 960 self-emi-
grants, at $45 each ........ _ ......... __ .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 43, 200 00 
6,000 head of cattlf', at ;·5 each ....... __ ......... __ .. . . . . . :~o, 000 00 
Pa1·ticular ith.-Rifles to 1,428 warriors, at $1:3.50 each ......... ____ .. __ 
Aggregate claimed as still clue under treaty of 18:30 .. __ .............. . 
Pm·ticulal' ~th.-Arrearages of annuities under former treatirs ... _ ..... . 
[105] * APPE:NDIX. 







Statement of Israel Folsom, one of the delegates 1vlto negotiated the treaty of 185G. 
I certify that when the Choctaw treaty of 1830 was made, the Choctaws of my ac-
qmtintance were all opposed to its provisions, with the single exception of the four-
teenth article, by which it was understood that land wonld be secured for those who 
desired to remain in Mississippi. This was regarded by all that I heard speak of it 
as the only acceptable feature in the treaty. And I ftuther certify that it was the in-
tention, deliberately formed and expressed, of one party of Choctaws, e<J.ual in num-
ber to nearly one-fourth of the entire tribe, to remain on their improvements the time 
necessary to secure them in fee-simple under the fourteenth article, then sell their 
reservations, and with the proceeds enter other lands at the United States Land-Oftice 
in a solid body, in the section of country where I lived, for the purpose of forming 
themselves into a separate colony, in which they intended to establish schools, churches, 
&c., and to make provision for the snpport of resident missionaries. This plan was 
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ultimately abandoned in consequence of the threats of the Government officers and 
emigrating-agents, who caused nearly every family embraced in the scheme to remove 
the Choctaw country west of .Arkansas, through fear of personal violence or injury. 
Of the five or six thousand persons who intended to form the colony, not more than 
.fifteen or twenty remained long enough to secure reservations under the fourteenth 
article. 
ISRAEL FOLSOl\L 
WASIIJXGTON, D. C., May 2, 1832. 
Question. State whether you know E. Butler Grayson, formerly a clerk in the India,n 
Office; and, if so, what you know, if a,uything, in regard to any claim to compensa-
tion from the Choctaw Nation, or its delegates or attorneys, in connection with the 
net-proceeds claim; and, if anything, when he claimed the same, how much, and for 
what se1;vices rendered.-.Answer. I knew Mr. E. Butler Grayson. I did not know him 
as a clerk in the Indian Office, but have understood from himself and others that he 
was such for some years between 1853 and 1860. Early in the year 1872 he came to see 
me, at my room, in regard to a percentage that he claimed to be entitled to, in the 
event of their payment by the Government, on the net proceeds awarded to the Choc-
taw in 1859 by the Senate. I do not remember ever having seen him before. He told 
me that John T. Cochrane had made a verbal agreement with him, when the said 
Cochrane and myself were prosecuting said claim, previous to the award, that he 
should be paid (out of our fee) one per cent. of all the moneys that should be recov-
ered for the Choctaws upon their claim for the net proceeds; expressed his gratifica-
tion that the claim was now in my hands, and wished rue to aiu him with the delegate, 
Colonel Pitcblynn, to secure his fee. 
He stated that he was a clerk in the Indian Office when the agreement was made, 
and being familiar with the Choctaw matters growing out of the treaty of 1830, Mr. 
Cochrane employed him to collect and compile, from the records and files of the office, 
the facts upon which the claim was desired to be established, and promised him the 
one per cent. for doing so; and that he did it, and was entitled to that compensation 
for it. I understood him to mean that he gathered the facts and compiled them, set 
forth in the memorandum of particulars of the ChoP-taw loss, which I prepared from 
notes furnished me by another person; but I may have misunderstood him, (as I have 
been informed by that person that Grayson had nothing to do with that;) and he may 
have referred to like services rendered in compiling fr1 cts before the treaty of 1855 was 
made. He claimed no compensation for any other service, nor stated that he had ren-
dereu any other. He came several times to see me, and al wa.ys earnestly urged his 
claim, never claiming for anything except what he did while such clerk; and finally, 
after perhaps a month from the first visit, he ceased coming, anu I have never seen 
him since. I never knew him to render any service, and could give him no assurance 
that he should be paiu, except so far as my advice to Colonel Pitchlynn would go, to pay 
him a fair compensation for any service he might have rendered. He made no threat 
to me, nor even hinted that he would enueaYor to prevent the payment of the claim if 
he were not paid. On that subject General James \V. Den\er can speak knowingly . 
.After he ceased coming to see me Colonel Pitchlynn banfleu me the pamphlet which I 
annex hereto, showing that he bali, long before, made an attack upon the claim, to 
whicll Colonel Pitchlynn bad replied. I belieYe that this pamphlet appeared about 
four years ago. 
.ALBERT PIKE. 
REJ-I.ARKS ON THE HISTORY (SO CALLED) OF THE CLAI:M 0.1!, THE CHOCT.A W 
INDIANS, COMMONLY KNOWN AS THE" NET-PROCEEDS CLAIM." 
The undersigned, acting on behalf of the Choctaw Nation of Indians, under a law 
of their national council, bas had inclosed to him what purports to be a brief history 
of the so-callefl "net-proceeus claim," (which claim is now pending in the Congress of 
the United States,) by a person who alleges that he occupied a conspicuous position as 
an official, in preparing financial documents in making up the account of the amount 
due the Choctaws upon said claim under the award of the Senate, and who threatens 
that, unless an arrangement be made with him by which he shall be secured the 
receipt of a part of the balance claimed of the Government by the Choctaw Nation, he 
proposes to submit his "History" to Congress, with the view of defeating our claim. 
I have perused his "History" and the reasons he gives in support of his proposed 
di~Sposition of it, and deem it my duty, as one of the representatives of the Choctaw 
Nation, to give the United States the full benefit of said "History" by submitting it 
herewith, myself, to Congress-( see .Appendix B)-with the conviction that Congress, 
upon au examination of the public documents referreu to by the authm·, will at once 
comprehend the fallacy of his reasoning and fathom the motives which prompted it. 
H. Rep. 98--34 
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Although not deemed by me necessary to make any defense for my people, or t(} 
expose the direct charges of fraudulent complicity on the part of the respective 
Houses of Congret.s, and the presumed ignorance of the Commissioner who negotiated 
the treaty of Ul55 on the part of the United States, yet I have thought best briefly tO> 
refer to these charges and the grounds upon which the.v are based, and show that they 
are futile and unworthy of consideration; and that they must have been dictated by 
ignorance or malicious intent. 
He first sets out by saying that at the time the treaty of 22d of June, 1855, was en-
tered into, the then Commissioner of Indian Affairs, who negotiated it, would not 
have consented to its provisions respecting the reference to the Senate for its arbitra-
ment of the claim in question "had he been better informed with regard to the nu-
merous transactions of these Indians with the Government, of the varied acts of the 
Departments and of Congress toward them, &c., and finally forevm· determined by a 
{01"mal1·elease to the United States by the Choctaw Nation jo1· these vm·y claims." 
A reference to published documents will show that, early in the year 1854, the Choc-
taws, by their delegation then in Washington City, submitted to the Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs (the same person who negotiated the treaty of 1855) a communication 
in which they proposed an arrangement for the purpose of settling all outstanding 
matters between them and the Government of the United States. In that communi-
cation the delegation set forth generally the character of their claims ; referred to the 
laws under which provisions had been made for their adjudication, and which laws 
were of so rigid and technical a character as necessarily to exclude many just claims, 
and that in the case of those allowed and paid for in scrip, the scrip was paid in such 
a manner that it all went into the hands of attorneys and speculators, and was of no 
benefit whatever to its rightful owners. 
The Commissioner submitted that communication to the Secretary of the Interior on 
the 13th April, 1854, and in his letter submitting it says: "The proposition is one de-
serving of the favorable consideration of the Department. There are doubtless mat-
ters with these Indians which should be finally adjusted and closed, and a new con-
vention of a proper character in lieu of those now existing would simpli(y our rt-lations 
with the Choctaws and save much trouble and embarrassment in the management of 
their affairs." 
On the 15th April, two days afterwards, the Secretary of the Interior directed the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs to take the necessary action to carry into effect the 
arrangements proposed. 
The Commissioner immediately opened a correspondence with the delegation of the 
Choctaws through the United States agent for those Indians, then in this city, relative 
to the matters in controversy; which continued from time to time until it was termi-
nated, in June, 1855, by the conclusion of the treaty referred to. The correspondence 
slilows conclusively that the Commissioner was well informed of, and familiar with, all 
the details connected with the payments theretofore made to the Choctaws under the 
treaty of 1830, and of the acts of the respective Boards of Commissioners. In fact, 
be was so opposed to our right to claim for the individual interests of our people, not-
withstanding the precedent action of the different boards of commissioners-who 
had, under the technicalities of the law, pronounced judgment adversely in many 
cases-that he was on several occasions disposed, and so manifested it, as to indicate a 
determination to close any overtures for conciliation. 
He was fully informed of the BASIS of our claim generally, as heretofore stated, as 
also of its details, for all the papers were in his possession before and when he acqui-
esced in the treatv of 1855. 
The great stress laid by the "historian," that the Commissioner was unad\ised and 
uninformed of the facts in the case when he consented or assented to the treaty, is 
shown by the correspondence connected with the negotiation of the treaty of 1855 to 
be preposterous and unworthy of credit. A prominent point he attempts to make is, 
that the release required by the act of 21st of July, 1852, was for all claims under 
the fourteenth article of the treaty of 1830, whereas a reference to the law and the 
character of the release required by the Secretary of the Interior-a copy of which is 
herewith, marked A-as well as the instructions to the superintendent who was di-
rected to make the payment, shows conclusively that it was intended to include only 
those who were to be recipients under the act in question. But, even if it bad been 
for all claims under the fourteenth article, it would not affect the Choctaw claim for 
the "net proceeds" under the award of the Senate for the land ceded to the United 
States by the treaty of 1830, after deducting all just payments and expenditures under 
said t?·eaty. 
If the United States had been so unjust as to require a release by the Choctaws of 
all claims under the fourteenth article of the treaty of 1830, in order to secure the 
payment of a part of their dues, certainly the United States could not claim said re-
lease over and above the actual amount paid as a "payment" or" expenditure" under 
tile treaty. The argument, if I might be permitted so to designate it, based upon the 
reference by the "historian" to pages 23 and 24 of Document No. 82, House of Repre-
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sentatives, Thirty-si:s:th Congress, First Session, indicates that an om1sswn bas been 
made by not embracing, in the deduction or charges against the Choctaws, the entire 
amount of scrip issued upon the awards of the three respective boards who adjudi-
cated the claims of individual Choctaws. 
A reference to that document will at once show an entire ignorance, on the part of 
the author of the" history," upon the subject which he ha,s written, or an impression 
that he could mislead the parties who would read his statement without reference to 
the document itself. When he refers to page 24 of said document, under the head of 
payments under the twenty-first article of the treaty of 1830, where it is stated, "3d. 
Scrip issued in lieu of reservations," he argues that it did not include the scrip issued 
by the first and second board of commissioners, but that it was the third scrip issued 
by the third and last board, and did not, therefore, embrace the scrip issued by the 
first and second boards. As heretofore indicated, a reference to that document will 
!'!how that the designation of numerical numbers 1, 2, and 3 had reference alone to the 
items or character of certain deductions against the Choctaws, (see page 23, state-
ment of account with Choctaw Indians, &c.,) where, after crediting the Choctaws 
with sales of lands, it designates the deductions to be made, thus: 
" 1st. Tile cost of the snrvey and sale of the lands. 
"2cl. Payments and expenditures under the treaty. 
" 3d. Scrip allowed in lieu of reservations." 
Comment by me upon the reference and reasoning of the "llistorian" is unneces-
sary. 
One of the items he has designated as omitted in the deductions is the sum of 
$260,000 as the amount of interest on the $872,000 appropriated under the act of 
21st of July, 1852. Here his ignorance is shown. He refers to Senate Report No. 374, 
Second Session, Thirty-fifth Congress, to prove that an account was to be stated show-
ing what amount was due the Choctaws according to the principle prescribed by 
the Senate in its award. This interest was not regarded as a proper expenditure to be 
charged against the Choctaws, as it was only a payment of interest on a sum which 
the United States had realized from the sales of lands belonging to individual Indians, 
and of which it had the use and benefit. Every deduction that could possibly be 
made by the Senate committee in 1859 was made.-(See report of 15th of February, 
1859.) 
The statements of the 1' historian" on the "back history of the claims" which were 
adjudicated by the boards of commissioners and the \Var Department, and the trans-
actions of " sharks" and "speculators" in Indian lands in the State of Mississippi, 
are wholly irrelevant and unworthy of notice. 
It is only necessary to observe, in this connection, that, inasmuch as not only are the 
reservations secured and all the scrip issued in lieu of reservations lost by the 
Indians, but, as Mr. Sebastian said in his report, June 19, 1860, "every charge against 
the Choctaws, and every deduction, has been made that any equity would warrant," 
by the Secretary of the Interior in the statement of the account required under the 
award of the Senate, whether fraudulent or honest, the United States have lost 
nothing by the allowance thereof. The Choctaw Nation alone is the sufferer by the 
frauds, if any such have existed, as the balance due on account of the 11 net proceeds" 
is diminished by the amounts thus charged. 
I have, I trust, in the preceding remarks, shown the character of the attack of the 
''historian" upon the Choctaw claim. There are also references made by him with the 
evident view of maligning the character of former, as well as present, members of 
both Houses of Congress. It does not become me, as a humble representative of my 
nation, to defend the reputation of the parties implicated, bnt it is strange that, dur-
in'g the entire interval fi·om 1830 to the present time-with all the documentary evi-
dence, with the public discussion, and the late joint action of the Committee on Indian 
Affair of the respective Houses of Congress on t.he subject-that, at this late day, it 
is ascertained that the entire subject has been acted upon by Congress, its appropriate 
committees, and by the Department of Indian Affairs, who initiated the treaty of 1855, 
without understanding the subject. 
It is quite apparent that, had the author of the HISTORY (so called) known more, he 
would have written less. 
The undersigned avails of the occasion to say that the Choctaws have been, year 
after year, subjected to attempts to ''blackmail" them, and have been thus hindered and 
defeated iu obtaining payment of their just demands, until they have almost despaired ; 
but, strong iu their convictions of the justice of their claim, have continued to press it, 
and now hope for a speedy and final payment of the 11 net proceeds" of their lands, 
which has been in the Treasury of the United States, and of which the Government 
has had the use, without interest, for over thirty ;vears. 




DEP~\R'f:\IEKT OF THE IXTERIOR, 
Office of Indian Affai1·s, September 24, 1852. 
SIR: Referrin2; to my letter to you of the 11th instant, in which you were informed 
that "instructions in rcfereuce to the payment of the principal on the amount awarded 
Choctaw claimants will be communicated to you at an early day,'' I have now to call 
your attention to the section in the act of the 21st of July last, which provides for the 
payment of said claimants. It reads as follows: 
"For interests on the amounts awanletl Choctaw claimants under the fourteenth 
article of the treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek, of 27th of September, 1830, for lauds on 
which they resided, but which it is impossible to give them, and in lieu of the scrip 
that has been awarded under the act of the 23d of Angust, 1842, not deliverable east, 
by the third section of said law, per act 3d of March, 1845, for the half year ending 
30th of June, 1852, twenty-one thousand eight hundred dollars: Provided, That after 
the 30th day of June, 1852, all payments of interest shall cease, and tllat the Secretary 
of the Interior be, and he is, directed to pay said claimants the amount of principal 
awarded in each case respectively, and that the amount necessary for this purpose be, 
and the same is hereby, appropriated, not exceeding eighteen hundred and seventy-two 
thousand dollars: PTov·ided fzwther, That the final payment and satisfaction of said 
awards shall be first ratified and approved as a tiual release of all claims of such par-
ties, under the fourteenth article of said treaty, by the proper national authority of the 
Choctaws, in sunh form as shall be prescribed by the Secretary of the InteL·ior. 
From the foregoing yon will have perceived that after the 30th day of June last all 
payments of interest on awards to Choctaw claimants shall cease, and that the claim-
ants respectively are to be paid the amount of the principal in each case from the 
appropriation of $672,000 made for the purpose: Prorided, That the final payment and 
satisfaction of said awards shall be first ratified and approved as a final release of all 
claims of such parties, under t.he fourteenth article of sttid treaty, by the proper national 
authority of the Chocta·ws, in such form as shall he prescribed by the Secretary of the 
Interior. 
With regard to the release required from the national authority of the Choctaws, in 
advance of the payment of said claims, or any portion thereof, I transmit herewith 
the form which has been prescribed in pursuance of said act, upon the due execution 
of which by the national anthority of the Choctaws yon will turn over the fnnds to the 
agent, with directions to him to proceed to make the payments. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
L. LEA, Commissioner. 
J OII~ DRENNER, 
Superintendwt Indian Ajf'airs, Van Buren, Arkansas. 
The followi11g is the form of relea.se prescribed in the forego·ing. 
·whereas, by an act of Congress entitled "An act to snpply deficiences in the appro-
priations for the services of the fiscal year ending the 30th of June, 1852,'1 it is provided 
that after the 30th of J nne, 1852, all payments of interest on the amounts a~ arded 
Choctaw claimants under the fourteenth article of the treaty of Danciug Rtthhit Creek, 
for lands on which they resided, but which it is impossible to give them, shall cease, 
and that the Secret.ary of the Interior be directed to pay saitl claimants the amount of 
principal awarded in each case respectively, and that the amount necessary for this 
purpose be appropriated, not exceeding $872,000; and that the final payment and sat-
isfaction of said awards shall he first ra,tified and approved, as ·a fina,l release of all 
claims of such parties under the f.ourteenth a,rticle of said treaty, by the proper nationa,l 
authority of the Choctaws, in such form as sball he prescribed by the Secretary of the 
Interior: 
Now, be it known that the said general council of the Choctaw Nation do hereby 
rati(y and approve the fiua,l payment and satisfaction of said awanls, a,greeahly to the 
provisions of the act aforesaid, as a final release of all claims of such parties under the 
fourteenth article of said tt•eat.y. 
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A BRIE:F HISTORY OF TilE CLAHI OF THE CHOCTAW I:NDIA~S, CO:\E\IOXLY KXOWN AS 
TilE "XET·PHOCEEDS" CLAil\11 BY E. BUTLER GRAYSON. 
On the 22d June, 1855, there was concluded at the city of ·washington a treaty 
between the United States and the Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians, in the proceediugs 
and negotiation of which the representatives of the Iudians, aided by able and adroit 
counsel, exltillited an amount of rare tact and management iu diplomacy probably 
never equaled in the negotiations with any other tribes, enabling them to establish 
points and gain advanf..'lges, the character and merits of which cannot have been prop-
erly understood by the then Commissioner of Indian Affa.irs, acting for and on behalf 
of the Government, as the consequences to flow therefrom were certainly far from being 
comprehended by him at the time of making the treaty. Had be been better informed 
with regard to the numerous transactions of these Indians with the Government, of 
the varied acts of the Departments and of Congress toward them, of the adjudications 
upon their claims, and repeated settlements and payments thereof under the treaty of 
1830, he would scarcely have assented to propositions indorsing claims long before 
acted upon, adjudicated and setftled, ancl finally foret•er cletenninecl by a formal1'elease to 
the United States by the Choctaw Nntion for these rery clairns. 
By the eleventh article of the treaty of 22cl Jnue, 1855, referred to above, (for which 
see Statutes at Large, vol. 9, page 61~.) the Choctaws obtained the assent of the Com-
missioner on t.he part of the United States to au agreement, the importance and value 
of which to the claimants was fully understood by the Indians and thei1' white counsel, 
but with regard to which the Commissioner was not so well posted, believing; in fact 
that it would not amount to much. That agreement is in the following words, as 
framed by the Indian delegates, with the aiel ancl a8sistance of their experienced counsel : 
"The Government of the united States, not being prepared to assent to the claims 8et 111J 
under tlte treaty of 27th September, 1830, and so earnestly contended for by the Choctaws 
as a rule of settlement, but justly appreciating the sacrifices, faithful services, and. 
general good conduct of the Choctaw people, and being desirous that their rights and 
claims against the United States shall receive a just, fair, and liberal considera,tion, it 
is therefore stipulated that the following qne tions lle submitted for adjudication to 
the Senate of the United States: 
"1st. ·whether the Choctaws arc entitlecl to, Ol' shall be allowed, the proceeds of the 
sale of the lands ceded by them to the united States by the treaty of 27th September, 
1830, deducting therefrom the cost of their survey and sale, and all just and proper 
expenditures and payments under the provisions of said treaty; and, if so, what price 
per acre shall be allowed to the Choctaws for the lands remaining unsold, in order that 
a final settlement with them may be promptly effected? or, 
"2d. Whether the Choctaws shall be allowed a gross snm, in further and full satis-
faction of all thei1· claims, national ancl inc7iriclnal, against the United States; and, if so, how 
mnch '(" 
These questions having been submitted to the consideration of the Senate, it was 
decided by resolution on the 9th of March, 1859, (see Senate Journal, 2cl sess. 35th 
Congress, 1858-'59,) as follows: 
"That the Choctaws be allowed the proceeds of the sale of such lands as have been 
sold by the United States on the :first of January, 1859, deducting therefrom the costs 
of their survey and sale and all proper expenditures and payments under said treaty, 
excluding the reservations allowed and secured,· and estimating the scrip issued in lieu 
of reservations at the rate of 81.25 per acre; ancl further, that they be allowed twelve 
and a half cents per acre for the residue of said lands. And it was further 1·esolved (by 
the Senate) that the Secretary of the Interior cawse an account to be stated with the 
Choctaws showing what amount is clue them according to the above prescribed principles of 
settlement, and report the same to Congress.''-(See Reports Senate, No. 374, 2d s~ss. 35th 
Congress, 1858-'59.) 
Bnt a very few members of the Senate, if any, were, as it seems, any better informed 
of the merits of the questions involved, or of tlle claims to which they had reference, 
than was the Commissioner of Iudian Affairs who made the treaty of 1 55. The account 
with the Choctaws, so called for by the resolution of the Senate above quoted, ·was 
transmitted to Congress on the 8th of May, 1860, by Jacob Thompson, of Mississippi,. 
then Secretary of tlle Interior, showing a balance dne to the Choctaw Nation, upon the 
principles of settlement prcscribecl b,11 saicl Tesolntion, of $2,981,247.30. So reported Secre'-
tary Thompson. Whether he really believed this account to have been correctly stated..! 
or knew anything of the omissions made in making up the same, rests with him and 
his conscience. The account so submitted w.as reduced in the Committee on Indian 
Affairs in tlle Senate, by certain deductions, to $2,:332,560.85. 
In the hurried legislation of March, 1861, when a momentous rebellion was being 
precipitated upon the country, an appropriation was carried through Congress, amidst 
the flurry and confusion incident to that clark time, of $500,000, on account of this 
"net-proceeds" claim, under the Senate's award; and $250,000 thereof was drawn 
from the Treasury by the agent of the Choctaws and the Choctaw delegates then in 
/ 
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·washington, but little of which ever benefited the Choctaw people, the greater part 
having been appropriated (as can be proved) to the use of outside parties, including 
the delegates themselves. This appropriation reduced the amount of the award to an 
unappropriated balance of $1,832,560.85, now claimed by the Choctaws from Congress. 
The chairman of the Committee on Indian Affairs in the Senate, Mr. Sebastian, of 
Arkansas, in his report of 19th of June, 1860, (see Doc. 283, 1st sess. 36th Congress, vol. 
2,) remarks on the subject of this claim set up by the Choctaws, and for which they 
asked the award of the Senate, as follows: 
"It is also to be observed, that of the amount claimed by the Choctaws, near the whole 
amount was for individual claims of ]Jersons entitlecl to reservat!ons of land and 11.'110 were 
]Jrevented from secm·ing them." Pre>ented from securing them! Tilis was a bold decla-
ration of the honorable chairman, if he had informed himself of the transactions be-
tween the Go>erument and these Indians, and particularly with reference to these indi-
vidual claims of persons to reservations of land, and 1vho cottld not get them, from 1837 
to 1845, and even up to 1852. Was he aware ofthe declaration contained in the act of 
23d of August, 1842, authorizing the re-appointment of commissioners to adjudicate 
these very claims, that if not duly presented within one yem· to the commissioners then 
to be appointed to decide upon them, they should be fonvm· barred? And further, could 
it hat·e been possible that the honorable chairman of the Committee on Indian Affairs in 
the Senate-could the Senate, or the Commissioner of Indian Affairs who made the 
treaty of 1855, have known anything of the proL'iso contained in the act of 21st July, 
1852, and of the deed of release given to the United States by the Choctaw Nation of 
all claims under the fourteenth article of the treaty of 1830, this article being the 
source of mo1'e than nine-tenths of all the individual claims to reservations under the 
treaty of 1830 f 
To show the character and standing of this claim better, and more fully, it will 
be as well to quote the act of 21st of July, 1852, and proviso, at length. It is as fol-
lows: 
Act of 21st July, 1852, to supply deficencies for the Indian service for the :fiscal year 
ending 30th June, 1852, (see Stat. at Large, vol. 10, p.15;) appropriates, "for interest 
on the amounts awarded to Choctaws under the fourteenth article of the treaty of 
1830, fm· lands on 1chich they 1·esided, but which it is impossible now to give them, and 
in lieu of the scrip that has been a warded them under the act of 23d of August, 1842, 
not deliverable east, by the third section of said law, per act 3d March, 1845, for the 
half year ending 30th June, 1852, $21,800. (This was the interest at five per cent. on 
the one-half of scrip that was, by the act of 23d of August, 1842, made payable w·est 
of the Mississippi River.) Proricled, That after the 30th of June, 1852, all payments 
of interest on said awards shall cease, and the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is 
hereby, authorized to pay to said claimants the amount of principal awarded in each 
case respectively; and that the amount necessary for this purpose be, and the same is 
hereby appropriated, not exceeding $872,000. (This was the amount that bad been 
funded by the act of 3d of March, 1845, for t.he one-half of scrip that was payable 
west of the Mississippi River.) P1·odded fnrther, That the final payment and satisfaction 
of said awards shall be first mtified and approred as a final 1·elease of all claims of S(teh 
pm·ties under the fourteenth article of said treaty (1830, Sept. 27,) by the p1·opa national au-
thority of the Choctaw people, in such form as shall be prescribed by the Secretm·y of the In-
terior." Here is an absolute requirement of a condition and act on the part of the 
Choctaw Nation, precedent to the payment of the amount so appropriated, viz, $872,000. 
That condition was complied with by the Choctaw Nation, and there 1vas on file in the 
O.tfi.ce of Indian A.tfairs, and 1rith the account8 of the agent u:ho made the payment, filed in the 
o.tfi.ce of the Second Audito1· of the Treasnry Deparflnent, the required release, by lhe proper 
national authority, in thefm·m p1·es01·ibed by the Secretary of the Interim·, at the very time 
the treaty of 1R55 was marle, and of course at the time the Senate made its award of 
$2,332,560.85, for the very claims for which a formal national release had been given by 
the Choctaw Nation to the United States, as will be seen from the report of Mr. Sebas-
tian, the chairman of the Committee on Indian Affairs in the Senate, of the 19th of 
J nne, 1860, who states, "that of the amount cla·imecl by the Choctaws, near the whole amount 
was for individual claims of persons entitled to 1·eservations of lattd, and who were pre~:ented 
front getting them." 
Now let the back history of these claims be looked to, and the following brief narra-
ti>e will show what they are: 
The alleged basis and foundation, therefore, of this "net-proceeds" claim of the 
Choctaws, according to the declaration contained in the very favomble report of Mr. Se-
bastian, the chairman of the Committe~ on Indian Affairs of the Senate, is on the 
ground of a failure on the part of the Government to comply with the provisions con-
tained in the treaty of 27th September, 1~30, made at Dancing Rabit Creek, in the 
State of Mississippi; and this allegation 1vas, according to the argument urged by the 
Choctaw delegates when negotiating the treaty of 1tl55, mainly if not almost entirely 
with reference to the failure on the part of the United States and its agents to carry 
into effect the proYisions contained in the fourteenth article of that treaty. 
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This article provided most improvidently for large grants of laud, in the way of 
reservations, out of the ceded territory, to Choctaws, beads of families, upon the vain 
supposition that they would or could become citizens amenable to the laws and cus-
toms of the State. The article in question provided that all Choctaws (heads of fami-
lies) who should elect to remain in the State, and who should signify such intention 
within six months, by application for registration to the United States agent then lo-
-cated among them, should be registered, and thereupon to be entitled to their reservations, 
embracing one section of land to each head of a family, one-half section to the wife or 
squaw, one-half section to each child over ten years of age, and one quarter-section to 
each child under ten. There were doubtless many applications and many locations 
made and reservations secured, from which the reservees soon parted or for which 
they bad already bargained in advance for a mere song to speculating white men, who 
bad from such interested motives stimulated the Indians to move forward in their ap-
plications; and as soon as they had completed the bargain and sale to these land-
sharks they were left to their fate, to be carried west by the next emigrating party 
<>r to get away in the best manner they could from a country where they no longer 
had a home, and from whence their people as a tribe had previously been removed. 
This course was pursued for some time on the basis of actual registration and loca-
tion. At length, not content with this limited sphere of operations, a scheme was got-
ten up by keen, shrewd land-speculators,· expert at the trade by long practice, when 
land speculations were a mania, on the largest and most extensive plan ever known in 
Indian history. Hundreds and thousands of what was known as floating claims made 
their appearance; so called because the claimants, proving in their way that they 
had applied for registration, and having been refused by the United States agent, 
and the land on which they had lived having been sold by the Government, they 
were allowed to float their claims, and to locate them wherever suitable laud could be 
found, not sold at public sale nor taken up by private entry. Land-speculators saw 
the margin (made in consequence of the known fact that the agent of the United 
States bad in some instances refused to register applicants) for a big thing, and they pitched 
in strong. 
That the large masses of claims advanced and brought forward ever bad any founda-
tion in truth or justice no one in Mississippi, at all observant of events, ever believed; 
on the contrary the whole affair was ever looked npon as a gigantic scheme gotten up 
for land plunder, at the expense of the United States and Indians. In defiance of 
all opposition that then existed against these floating claims to reservations, the parties 
interested had the acldN.lss and influence to obtain from Congress at different times 
acts authorizing the appointment of commissioners to examine these ve1·y individual 
claims to 1·eservations, to take testimony with regard to their merits, sitting as courts 
of justice, and to report their proceedings and result of their examination and ad-
judication thereon to the War Department, then having jurisdiction of Indian af-
fairs. 
Three several boards of commissioners were appointed at different times, exercising 
jurisdiction over these claims to reservations: from the year 1837 to 1845. 
The first board was composed of Murray, Vroom, and Pinckney; the second of Clai-
borne, Graves, and Barton, and the third of Tyler, Gaines, and Rush. These gen-
tlemen all stood high and were well known to the country for their eminent legal 
ability; and it is to be hoped that they performed their responsible duties, as far 
as was practicable, with a view of doing right by the Indians and the Government. 
But it cannot be overlooked that the testimony brought forward and received was 
for the most part of full-blooded Indians, ignorant in their condition and having 
but little or no knowledge of the customs of the white people in civilized life, with 
no just appreciation of the obligation or sacredness of an oath, and of interested 
whites who were generally regardless of any such obligation where their interests 
were directly at issue. 
Upon the reports and awards of these commissioners scrip was authorized to be is-
sued in lieu of reservations of land, to which they claimed to be entitled and which 
they could not get, as alleged, estimating the land at $1.25 per acre. 
The first act authorizing the appointment of commissioners was passed on the 3d March, 
1837, their duties, as prescribed, being to examine and report upon claims to reserva-
tions of land under the fourteenth article of the treaty of 1830.-(See Stat. at Large, 
vol. 5, page 180.) Then, on the 22d February, 1838, was passed an act to amend the 
above act.-(See Stat. at Large, vo1. 5, page 211.) This act declared that nothing 
therein contained should be so construed as to embrace the claims to reservations 
of any Indians, or heads of families, who had removed west of the Mississippi .River 
to their new homes assigned them by the Government, in what is now known as 
Indian Territory. A large amount of such claims were, however, known to have 
been passed and allowed in despite of this enactment, the parties engaged in tbe 
.speculation being too sharp and wide awake to be hindered in their operations by such 
legislation. 
The act of 23d .A.ngm;t, 1842, (see Stat. at Large, vol. 5, page 51:3,) revived the acts of 
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3d March, 1837, and 22d February, 1838, and authorized the re-appointrnent of comrnis-
sioners, and enacted that all claims under either of the articles of said treaty (of 1830} 
which shall not be presented within one yea1· after the passage of this act shall be for-
ever ban·ed. This act also provided that of the scrip that had been allowed on the 
awards of previous commissioners, amounting to the sum of $1,749,900 (the amount only 
of scrip charged in the account with the Choctaws, as submitted by the Secretary of 
the Interior,) one-half should be paid east of the Mississippi River, and'"the other half 
not to be paid until the claimants had removed west. 
By the act making appropriations for the Indian service for the :fiscal year ending 
30th June, 1846, passed the 3d of March, 1845, (see Stat. at Large, vol. 5, page 777,) it was 
provided under an appropriation injavm· of the Bank of Michigan for money advanced 
on account of Chippewas and Saginaws, "that of the scrip which had been awarded, 
or which shall be awarded, to the Choctaw Indians under the provisions of the law of 
23d August, 1842, that portion thereof not deliverable east of the Mississippi River, by 
the 3d section of said law, shall not be issued or deliverable in the tvest, but on the amounts 
awarded for land on which they resided, but which it is now impossible to give them,. 
the United States shall pay an interest annually at the rate of :five per cent. per annum 
to the reservees under the treaty of 1830, respectively, or to their heirs or legal repre-
sentatives, (who were by this time generally the speculators in fact, who bad so adroitly 
set the whole scheme in motion,) estimating the land to which they were entitlP.d at 
$1.25 per acre: P1·ovided jU?·thet·, that so much of the act of 23d August, 1842, as is in-
consistent therewith be repealed," &c. This act dispenses with commissioners. 
Joint resolution of 3d August, 1846, authorized the Secretary of War to adjudicate 
claims of the Su-quah-natch-ah, a clan or portion of the Choctaw tribe, which were left 
undetermined by the commissioners for want of township maps. This was done under 
the administration of the War Depa.rtment with a liberal hand, and scrip was issued 
accordingly to a large amount, which, it is believed, was omitted from the account as 
submitted by the Secretary of the Interior. 
The act of 21st July, 1852, with reference to these claims has already been cited. It 
enacted that after the 30th of June, 1852, the interest on the awards, being on the 
$872,000 funded by act of 3d March, 1845, for the half of scrip that had previously, by act 
of 23d August, 1842, been directed to be paid or delivered west of the Mississippi River,. 
should cease, and that the principal should be paid, viz, $872,000 to the Indians, pro-
mded the Choctaw Nation should give a 1·elease and quit-claim to all claims under the 14th 
article of the treaty of 18:30. 
The principal of a,wards, $872,000, and the interest th~eon from 1845 to 1852, 
amounting to upwards of $260,000, was paid to the claimants, and the lease required 
of the nation was given, and is in possession of the Government, and was when the 
treaty of 1R55 was made, and when the Senate made the award under that treaty. This 
amount of interest on the $872,000, amounting to $260,000, was not charged in the ac-
count submitted by the Secretary of the Interior. Of course it should have been. The 
Choctaws agreed to take the magnificent allowance of the proceeds of the sales of the 
lands they had ceded to the United States, and to be charged with all the expenditures 
and payments rnade to them and on their account, under the treaty of 1830. The Govern-
ment paid them the principal of awards, $872,000, and also paid them :five per cent. in-
terest thereon from 1845 to 1852. Not to charge both principal and interest paid them 
would be in ejfe(Jt to pay them jo1· their reservations, and then to give thern the pt·oceeds of their 
sale. ·what portion of this principal of awards and interest, amounting to rnore than a 
million of dollars, the Indians ever received, or what portion thereof was (to speak in the 
slang of Indian and other rings) gobbled up by the agents, and other interested parties,. 
it cannot probably be fully ascertained, but if they, the Indians, got one-half of the 
amount they were more lucky than Indians generally are in such transactions. 
The eastern half of this scrip, that is, the half that was made payable east of the Mis-
sissippi River by the act of 23d of August, 1842, was paid in the east to attorneys, for the 
Indians had lonrr before gone west, and this half was claimed by said attorneys, un-
der contract wit~ the Indians, for their valuable services in getting the claims through. 
No doubt the returns of payment to the Department will show the payment to have 
been made to claimants, their marks being made to pay-rolls, as usual in such cases, 
with the attesting of the same by persons conveniently present, &c., but that the attorneys 
got this eastern half is well known and can be proved if necessary. 
From the ·foregoing history it will be fully demonstrated and seen-
1st. That these individual claims to reservations under the famous treaty of 18301 
especially all, or nearly all, of the ·so-called floating claims, were gotten up in fraud, 
never had any foundation in truth or j1~stice, and should never have been entertained or 
consid6red at all. 
2d. That fraudulent as the great mass of them were, yet through the address and in-
fluence of parties interested, acts of Congress were obtained authorizing the appoint-
ment of commissioners to examine and report on them, of com·se with a view to thei1•· 
allowance, from the year 1837 to 1845. 
3d. That large amounts of scrip in lien of reservations, jar larger than charged in the· 
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acc[)unt with the Choctaws submittecl to the Senate by Secretary Thompson, was issued aml 
paid to these claimants, amply sufficient to satisfy all, even if they had been bona fide 
and just claims in favor of the Indians. 
4th. Satisfied that these claims had been fully disposed of by the long-continued ad-
judication thereof, by commissioner:> and the Departments, and that if they had not been 
more. than paid that there was nothing more that could be claimed under any pretense. 
Congress passed the act of 21st July, 1852 with the proviso already cited, anu the Choc-
taws accepting the condition, made precedent to the :final payment of these claims con-
tained in that pr0\7 iso, and git"ing the 1·elease 1·equired, it is certainly conclusive that both 
the Government and the Choctaws looked upon the terms of that payment of $872,000, 
and upon the release given by the proper national authority of the Choctaw Nation, 
"of all claims of Sitch parties, under the fourteenth article of the treaty of 1830, as a full 
and entire settlement of all such claims, and that the payment so made was an absolute 
and fixed finality in settlement thereof joreuer." 
5th. That in the negotiation and (lOnclusion of the treaty of 1855, and in the action 
of the Senate making the award in favor of the Choctaws under the eleventh article of 
that treaty, the facts detailed in the foregoing history were not known 01' bronght to the 
attention of the Commissioner making the treaty, nor to Senato1·s t·oting for the awa1·d; there-
fore both the treaty and award, (having been carried by the concealment of important 
facts, which had they been known would have caused all this wrong-doing to have been 
avoided,) should be considered as null and void, and the Choctaws to be called on to 
refund the $500,000 erroneously appropriated on the 3d of March, 1861, on account of 
this "net-proceeds" claim, o1· so nmch thereof as they actually received, which was $250,000. 
6th. That if, notwithstanding all the foregoing facts of history, (the trnthfttlness of 
which can 1·eadily be prot•ed by 1·ejerence to the law8 cited, and to docmnentary evidences in the 
Departments, pointed out in the history,) bearing so directly on this "net-proceeds 
claim," it is to stand as constituted under the treaty of 1855, and the Senate's award, 
then it can be shown upon a restatement of the account upon which the award was 
made, that it was most erroneously stated and submitted to the Senate. In the account 
as submitted, (see Ex. Doc. No. 82, H. R., 1st sess. 36th Congress,) at pages 24 and 25, 
the Choctaws appear charged with thi1·d scrip allowed in lien of 1·eservations; and when 
it is recollected that there were three distinct boanls sitting at uifferent times from 1837 
to 1845, the last board having been appointed under the act of 23d of August, 1842, un-
der all of which adjudications and decisions upon these claims were made to a large 
amount and scrip issued to pay the same, it will be evident that there should have been 
charges made for first and second scrip, as well as for third scrip. It may be very safe 
to say, therefore, that if in a restatement of tbis account these large omissions were cor-
rected, adding thereto the scrip issued under awards of the War Department, together 
with the $260,000 interest on awards paid to the Choctaws, and never charged, the 
account in question, upon which the Senate made the famous award, would, in all prob-
ability, be entirely balanced. 
7th. And :finally, should the Congress of the United States be so liberally disposed as 
to make the appropriations for the balance now claimed by the Choctaws on this "net-
proceeds" claim, amounting to $1,832,360.85, thereby sanctioning all the past transac-
tions connected with it, it will doubtless establish a certain and undeniable precedent/or 
the Cherokees, who have now at the city of ·washington their agent, with an expert 
clerk around the Departments, acting under an agreement obtained by that nation in 
the treaty made in 1866, (with probably the same ulterior purposes that the Choctaws 
bad in view in getting the eleventh article in the treaty with their nation concluded in 
1855,) employed in collecting data and material for a monster claim for large arrearages 
unsettled as they will argue, and due the nation, going back as far as 1835. It will of 
course be a matter of small moment when Congress shall have agreed to pay the Choctaw 
claim to say to the Cherokees that by the treaty of 1846, made with their nation by 
Albion K. Paris, a :final settlement of all matters between them and the United States 
had been made; they will be fortified in claiming that the precedent established in the 
Choctaw claim shall be applied to theirs in all its force and bearings; and further, that 
the account now being prepared by their agent shall be submitted to the Senate for 
au award, upon the same principles of settlement as prescribed in the Choctaw case. 
Then, when these liberal settlements with these two nations have been consummated on 
the basis of the treaty with the Choctaws of 1855, and on the terms and principles pre-
scribed in the resolution of the Senate in making its award thereunder; the Senate 
acting again on the same kind of an account (as that with the Choctaws) in the Cherokee 
claim; and when the two highly-favored tribes have been the actual recipients of four 
or :fi ,-e millions of dollars, of course to be in final settlement, certainly no more can be said 
of the illiberality of the Government towards the Indians. 
This libE>rality on the part of the GoYernment will appear the more remarkable when 
it is recollected that the Choctaws are in possession of a country west of the State of 
Arkansas and south of Kansas, given them in lieu of the lands ceded by them in Mis-
sissippi equally as good as the latter, having an area of equal extent and containing 
five millions of acres more than in their last cession to the United States; and in addi-
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tion to this et]_ual exchange of lands, large sums of money were given them in part con-
sideration, which they are now enjoying in the way of handsome annuities, trust funds, 
and other funds for beneficial objects. All these money considerations were, however, 
confiscated during the war from the 1st of JuJy, 1861, to the BOth June, 1866, in conse-
quence of the Choctaws having almost to a man taken the war-path against the United 
States, and used for the purpose of feeding and clothing the destitute Creeks and others 
of the neighboring tribes, who, being loyal to their Great Father, were driven from 
their homes by the rebel Indians; but the rights which were restored to the Choctaws 
as re-affirmed in the tenth and fourteenth articles of the treaty made with them on the 
28th of April, 1866, their use of which to commence "from and after the close of the 
fiscal year ending the 30th of June, 1866," which restoration was considered at the time 
a great stretch of liberality and magnanimity towards these Indians, in view of their 
so recent hostile attitude to the Government. 
It is understood that the Choctaws and their counsel are prepared to put in their 
claim for these moneys so confiscated for five years, under the provisions adroitly in-
troduced for that purpose in the lOth and 14th articles of the treaty above referred to, 
~s soon as their "net-proceeds" claim is favorably disposed of; and they may succeed 
m getting all back, with proper management and manipulation, netwithstanding their 
alliance, offensive and defensive, with the so-called confederate government during all 
that time, especially if they should happily enlist in their support the sensitive feelings 
of some leading members of Congress, whose impressive habits may be softened by 
the plaintive cry of lo! the poor Indian. 
MARTI...~ CHOLL.\R sworn and examined. 
W ASIIISGTOX, D. C., May 23, 1872. 
By the CnAIR!.\'IAN: 
Question. State your resiL1ence anL1 occnpation.-Answer. I resiL1c at Fort Smith, 
Arkansas; I am an attorney at law. 
Q. State whether you have ever been United States Indian agent; and, if so, for what 
tribes.-A. I was United States Indian agent from the fall of 1866 till July, 1869, for 
the Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians. 
Q. State whether you are acquainted with the transactions in the matter relative to 
Indian land-warrants of the soldiers of 1812, issued by the Department to Indian sol-
diers of 1812.-A. I think there were some sixty warrants, I cannot l>e positive as to the 
number, turned over by Douglass H. Cooper, Indian agent before the war. These land-
warrants I delivered to the parties to whom they belonged. 
Q. ·were there any irregularities connected with them 1-A. No, eir. 
Q. State what you know, if anything, of contracts entered into between per-
sons representing the Choctaws and Chickasaws for the collection of claims against 
the United States.-A. I had no knowledge of any contracts from the Indians them-
selves. I never saw any writings between the Indians, or Indian delegates, and any 
citizens of the United States. I can state, as a matter of history, I suppose, and as a 
matter of rumor, that J. H. B. Latrobe bad a contract with the Choctaws and Chicka-
saws; at least I ha,·e been so informed in conversation with Mr. Cooper, and it is a 
matter of notoriety in that country. 
Q. 'Vhat did Mr. Latrobe state to you in regard to the character of the contract ~-A. 
I do not know that he ever said anything in regard to the character of the contract. I 
have only heard it mentioned as being in existence. I do not think I ever heard Mr. 
Cooper say anything positively in regard to the contract at all. 
Q. Have you ever conversed with any of the commissioners, or delegates, who made 
the treaty of 1866, in regard to such contracts ~-A. Yes, sir; I have conversed with 
Allen Wright and with James, only, who is now dead, l>ut I dicl not hear either of 
them say anything of the conditions, or terms, of the contract at all. I only heard 
that John H. B. Latrobe was recognized as the attorney of nation. 
Q. Do you know that they made any such contract with him ?-A. Only from 
hearsay from them. They told me; and from Mr. Cooper and Mr. Latrobe. 
Q. Do you know anything of the back payments for the Chickasaws, as to what has 
been done with that ~-A. No, sir; I do not. I only know, as a matter of history, that 
this contract existed with Mr. Latrobe. I was in the nation when they had the mat-
ter under comicleration as to whether they would approve the contract or not. 
Q. Were you in the Indian Territory at the time of the report of the commissioners 
who made the treaty of 1866~-A. Yes, sir; I was in that country when the council of 
the Choctaws on that subject was held. 
Q. Do you know what that report was ?-A. Only from general rumor. It was in 
writing, I presume, but I never saw any writing. 
Q. Did you learn at that time of there being any contract with Latrobe 1-A. No, 
sir; I knew nothing of it. 
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Q. When did yon first learn of it ~-A. The first I heard of it was in 1867. I should 
judge about Ma,rch or April. 
Q. Do you know how that Latrobe contract is regarded among the people of the Choc-
taw Nation generally?-A. There was a great opposition to the consideration of the 
contract at all. The matter came out in the council which was held in 1867. It had 
been concealed, I should judge, from appearances, by the delegation of 1866, and when 
the matter came to be known that they had entered into such a contract there was a 
great deal of excitement. I understood that such a contract was in existence, but 
under the circumstances I thought it was best for the people to ratify it, and so ex-
pressed myself to the council, who were opposed to it, but they would not recognize it. 
Q. Did you understand what consideration Mr. Latrobe was to receive under that 
contract f-A. I understood it was fifty per cent. 
Q. Do you know to what funds it referred ?-A. I understood it referred to all mat-
ters of the Choctaw Indians. 
Q. Was it the understanding among the people there as to who was connected with 
Mr. Latrobe in the contract ?-A. No, sir; I think not. Allen Wright told me that 
John B. Cochrane and D. H. Cooper were partners with Mr. Latrobe in the contract. 
Q. Did you ever hear it spoken of that the commissioners who made the treaty were 
also partners ?-A. I do not, know that I did. It has always been my impression that 
they were interested in it. 
Q. Do you know whether that was mooted in the council ?-A. I do not. It may 
have been charged, but I think that was not unclerstood at the time; when I left that 
country in 1869 there was a general impression of that sort among the people. 
Q. Do you know anything in regard to the Chickasaw contract f-A. Only what has 
been told me by Mr. Cooper and by Holmes Colbert, one of the commissioners who made 
the treaty. Holmes Colbert told me that he made a contract with Mr. Latrobe for 
the recoverv of certain Chickasaw claims. 
Q. Did y·ou learn what per cent. Mr. Latrobe and his accomplices were to have in 
that matter ?-A. I understood that in some instances they were to have 50 per cent., 
and in others 25 per cent. 
Q. Did you learn from Mr. Colbert whether he was to haYe any interest under the 
treaty of 1866 ?-A. No, sir; I never asked him any questions in regard to the matter, 
and never had any conversation with him about it. 
Q. You learned that he bad an interest in some of the contracts ?-A. Yes, sir; he 
told me so. 
Q. Did Mr. Cooper ever tell you how much money he had received from the Choc-
taws on these contracts f-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you ever learn from Mr. Cooper what he did with the money he had on hand 
in 1861, at the commencement of the wad-A. I never had any conversation with Mr. 
Cooper in regard to that matter. It was a matter of rumor in the country that he had 
expended it for the purchase of corn for the Chickasaws. 
Q. Did the Chickasaws and Choctaws understand that they had receiyed the corn?-
A. There seerued to be more or less difference of opinion as to how the money called 
the corn-money was expended. The opinion seemed to prevail that a portion of it was 
spent for corn. My understanding was that after the close of the war the Chickasaws 
and Choctaws settled up their matters with Mr. Cooper. 
Q. Do you know anything about this Lehman claim ?-A. Only as a matter of rumor; 
I never saw any of the papers. 
Q. ·were you acquainted with J. C. Johnson, the man to whom an order for bonds 
for the Choctaw delegates was handed ¥-A. No, sir; I ouly heard it from having been 
in the country. 
Q. Please state what Holmes Colbert may have said to you, if anything, about an im-
proper payment of money by him to Cooper and Latrobe ?-A. Holmes Colbert said to me, 
in a conversation I had with him, that he had been induced to pay certain moneys to Cooper 
which he doubted very much the propriety of, and feared the nation would not indorse. 
He expressed himself as being very much dissatisfied with Cooper's management of the 
nation's affairs, and said that in the future, if he recovered any moneys for the Chicka-
saws, he would make no settleweut here for any attorney's fees, but would take the 
money to the nation and allow thom to make their own settlements. 
Q. \Vhen was that conversation ~--A. It was after the payment of this back annuity. 
I cannot state the year exactly. I know from certain circumstances that it was after 
the payment of the back annuity in ·which a deficit was said to have occurred. 
Q. The last back annuity was received by Mr. Colbert the 1st of June, 1869. Please 
state whether it was since that time.-A. It was since that time. 
Q. Did Holmes Colbert, in that conversation, speak to you in relation to a deficit in 
the accounts with his people ?-A. No, sir; not that I have any l'ecollection of. 
Q. What originated the conversation between you aud him on this subject f-A. I 
do not know tha.t I could tell. Our l'elations were ve1:v friendly. ·we ba.d frequent 
conversations with regard to the Chickllsaw matters that interested him. 
Q. Did he state what amount he had impropel'ly paid t'-A. No, sir. 
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\VARHINGTO~, D. C., May 29, 1 72. 
C.nrrBELL LEFLORE sworn and examined. 
By the CIIAIR:\1A~: 
Question. Please state whether you are the same person named Campbell Leflore 
who was secretary to the commissioners of the Choctaw Nation who made a treaty with 
the United States in 1866.-A.nswer. Yes, sir; I acted in that capacity. 
Q. State whether you were present when John H. B. Latrobe was employed as attor-
ney to make that treaty.-A.. I was not, I think. 
Q. State, if you know, with whom the contract was made by Mr. Latrobe on the 
part of the Choctaw Nation.-A. I don't know. I reached \Vashington about a week 
after the Choctaw delegation arri vecl. On the organization of the board of commis-
sioners, I think Mr. Latrobe probably appeared with them. My understanding was 
that Mr. Cooper came by way of Baltimore and made the arrangement with Mr. 
Latrobe there. 
Q. Do you know the terms of that contract ?-A.. Simply from hearing the matter 
talked over. I think there were two contracts. As I understood, one was made in 
the outset, probably in writing, and subsequently another written contract was entered 
into. 
Q. Do you know the terms of that contract f-A.. My memory is not clear as to it. 
There were certain conditions that if certain things were effected in the negotiation, 
certain amounts of money would be paid. My impression is that probably the first 
contract failed because Mr. Latrobe did not effect the object. 
Q. Do you know anything of the payment of $100,000 to Mr. Latrobe uu._der that 
contract ~-A.. I have only this information on the subject, that Mr. \Vright, >~ho was 
then treasurer of the Choctaw Nation, has had in consequence of a payment a good 
deal of trouble with the Indian government in settling his accounts and getting up 
his bonds. 
Q. Did the Choctaw Nation accept the settlement of :Mr. ·wright on his return f 
Did Mr. Wright pay out $100,000 to Mr. Latrobe or parties here in connection with the 
treaty ?-A. I think he claimed to have disbursed $100,000, on account of negotiating 
the treaty. 
Q. Do you know whether t!Je Choctaw Nation accepted his account of the expendi-
ture of $100,000 for making that treaty f-A. My impression is that if they did it has 
been recently. There was quHe a discussion and a good deal of trouble in getting up 
his official bonds. 
Q. Do you know to whom that money was paid ?-A. I supposed it was paid to par-
ties here for Mr. Latrobe. I think that 11r. Latrobe was the principal in the contract, 
but other parties appeared for him. 
Q. Do you know whether Mr. Cooper had an interest in the contract ~-A.. I know 
it just as men generally know things in the transaction of business. I do not 
know it specifically, but it was understood. I heard it at the time. There is a con-
tract which goes something in this way: If the Chickasaws agree to give one-half of 
their back annuities and advance $25,000, and if the Chodaws agree to allow half of 
their back annuities and other moneys, and make an advance of$25,000, then Mr. La-
trobe and his associates agree to do certain things. 
The CHAIR:\IAN. You are correct in the general spirit of the contract, with this dif-
ference, that the advance made by each nation is. 100,000, as appears from the paper. 
The WITNESS. Does the contract you have speak of the division of these fun us '? 
The CHAIR:\1AN. It named difierent funds on the part of the Choctaws. It named the 
proceeds arising from the leased lands, the back annuities, and other moneys. There are 
two contracts, one signed by the Choctaw commissioners, and the other signed by the 
Chickasaw commissioners. 
The WITNESS. The contract I allude to was not signed by them at all. It was made, 
I think, in May, 1866. I propose to answer the whole thing as a matter of record. I 
read from the laws of the Choctaw Nation, 1869, at page 450: 
""Whereas the Senate of the United States did on the 28th day of June, A.. D. 1866, 
advise and consent to the ratification of the articles of agreement and convention be-
tween the United States and the Choctaw and Chickasaw commissioners, and the same 
having been confirmed by the President of the United States on the lOth day of July 
following; and whereas the same having been submitted to the general council of the 
Choctaw Nation, and having been interpreted and fully explained: Therefore, 
"SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the genel'al council of the Choctaw Nation assembled, That 
the report of the Choctaw commissioners and all their acts respecting the negotiations 
of the late treaty, made and concluded at ·washington City between the United States 
and the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations of Indians, be, and the same is hereby, received 
and approved." 
Q. Was the written contract between Latrobe and the commissioners presented to 
the Choctaw council with their :t.eport on their retllrn from Washington 1-A.. I am 
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not perfectly clear about that, but I think not. That contrac.t, so far as J?Y imJ?res-
sion goes, was never i.n ~uy bands. My duty w~s to k~ep .all the proceedmgs of the 
delecration while negot1atmg the treaty, and my ImpressiOn 1s that that contract was 
nev:r before me as clerk. If it was it has escaped my memory entirely. I drew up 
that ratification myself. 
Q. State whether you returned the papers, the treaty, &c., and made the report to 
the Choctaw council as secretary to the commissioners who made the treaty.-A. I left 
here in June, after the treaty was signed, and probably before its approval by the 
Senate. \Vhen the commissioners came back they brought their report in the shape 
of a book. It was turned over to me; and what work bad been done by the time I 
left here I reported with the book. 
Q. Yon uo not recollect that the Latrobe contract was with the papers at the time 1 
-A. I do not. I do not think it was. 
Q. Have von learned from either of the commissioners who made that treaty, or 
from Latrobe, or Cocprane, or Cooper, bo,,~ the money for the fee under the Latrobe 
contract was to be divided V 
(\Vitness objected to answer the question.) 
Q. \Ybo was the counsel for the commissioners in making that treaty f-A. Mr. La-
trobe 'iYas the pensman. He draugbted t.be treaties. That portion of the work uevo1ve(l 
on him. 1\Ir. Cochrane, I think, was the consulting attorney, be being familiar with 
our Indian negotiations for many years. 
Q. You have no objection to stating whether you paid your attorney ?-A. I suppose 
we did. My understanding was that be was paid. 
Q. Do yon know what money be was paid out off-A. I can simply answer in this 
way. I know that the delegation had not money enough of its own to pay such an 
amount. I suppose it was paid out of the Indian fund. 
Q. Was it paid out of the $100,000 advanced by the nation for the purpose of paying 
the expenses of that treaty V-A. I cannot say. There was a eli vision of that fund and 
it was paid in that shape. A memorandum furnishes me with that information. 
Q. Do you know bow much was paid to Latrobe for his own fee ?-A. I know it 
from some source, probably from the report of the Indian commissioners-$16,000. 
Q. Do you know how much be got from the Chickasaws '?-A. No, sir; I am not so 
familiar with that. 
Q. Do you know whether 1\Ir. Cooper got any of the $100,000 ?-A. I cannot say pos-
itivelv that I do. 
Q. lias Mr. Cooper ever told you that be did V-A. In our intercourse, if be has not 
told me directly, I have understood as much. 
Q. Did you learn how much be got ?-A. No, sir, I did not. 
Q. Do ~·on know how much Mr. Cochrane got f-A. No, sir, I do not. 
Q. \Yhat was the pay of the commissioners f-A. I think it was about $3 per day, 
and expenses and mileage. I am not particularly clear on that. 
Q. Please state whether any of the commissioners who made the Choctaw treaty of 
1 66 got a portion of the $100,000 fee under the Latrobe contract.-A. These payments 
and disbursements all occul'l'ed after I left here. There was nothing paid while I was 
here. Tbe treaty bad been finished up fully. 
Q. State whether you ever heard Allen Wright say that he received any part of that 
$100,000.-A. I cannot say that I did. These matters were kept from me pretty 
closely. I had an idea about that matter, but I canuot swear that he ever told me so. 
Q. Did you hear .John Page say anything of that kind ?-A. I do not think that I 
ever heard any of the commissioners say anything about it. I understood that they 
got a portion, but rp.y information is not direct. 
Q. From whom did you understand it f-A. I cannot say particularly. I suppose it 
is understood that the money was drawn out and divided into four parts, and paid out 
in that way. 
Q. \Yas it not divided into more parts than four V-A. There were four principal 
parts, I think. These contracts are mixed up in my mind. I thought that, 1\Ir. Latrobe 
having failed under the first contract, there was nothing done under it. The $100,000 
was at one time claimed by 1\Ir. \Vright, I think. He claimed that it was an advance, 
to be refunded to the nation out of what might be collected. Certain things were to 
be done; but whether they were to be done afterwards in relation to the back annui-
ties, or whether the money was to be returned out of the fund when recovered, I am 
not perfectly clear about. 
Q. But you understood that it was an advance fee ¥-A. I so heard at one time. It 
has been presented in all kinds of shape. 
Q. Did you receive any of that money 1-A. Yes, sir. ·when I spoke of knowing 
that there-was a division, I supposed, whatever it was, that it was customary to appro-
priate snell an amount of money to the parties who made the treaty. I believed it was 
a kind of custom some how or other. After this advance was made, my understanding 
was that this amount should be divided into four equal parts. Mr . .Mitchell and I being 
the t\YO secretaries were to get one-fourth of it. What became of the rest, or by what 
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authority or out of what fund it was paid, I do not know. I was under the impression 
that the amount was $25,000. I do not know whether we got any of the $100,000 at 
all or not. 
Q. You mean that the advance of both nations collectively was to be divided into 
four parts ?-A. That seemed to be the idea. Mitchell was the secretary of the Chick-
asaws, and I was the secretary of the Choctaws. The two secretaries got one-fourth. 
That was my understanding. The whole thing was done without my knowing anything 
about it. I was privy to a document to that effect, of which I took a memorandum. 
Q. How much did you receive ?-A. I have been trying to figure up. I called for 
the receipt this morning. I am not perfectly positive, but I think it was about $3,400; 
I received it at different times. 
Q. Were there to be any expenses paid out of that fund f-A. Yes; my understand-
ing was that, after the expenses were paid, then this division should take place. I do 
not know what the expenses were. I bad no control of the funds at all. 
Q. Do you know whether the funds which might accrue under the Latrobe contract 
as fees were to be afterwards divided among the same parties in the same ratio ?-A. I 
believe that was my understanding. I think it runs through all Lack annuities and 
other moneys. 
Q. And the understanding was that when the fees should be collected they should. 
be divided under the same rule as the first advauce fee was divided ?-A. Do not un-
derstand me to say that that $100,000 was divided in that way. My understanding 
was that the two nations advanced $25,000 each. 
Q. The only point with you is, that you do not know how much was advanced; you 
have stated that the understanding was that the money advanced by those two nations 
should be divided into four parts, and you have explained how it was done. Do you 
understand that under the Latrobe contract, which calls for 60 per cent. of all the 
moneys collected, the fee should be divided in the same way ?-A. That is the way I 
always considered my interest running; I always considered that I had an interest in 
the Latrobe contract to that amount. 
Q. You think you got about $3,400?-A. Yes; I got it at different times. When I 
went away from Washington, being short of money, I left some little bills unpaid, and 
told Mr. Mitchell, if anything was coming to me, to pay those small debts and keep 
the balance for me; I borrowed a little money to go home, and Mr. Mitchell was left 
to take charge of my interest. Mr. Mitchell paid me part of the money, and somebody 
else paid me a part. 
Q. Who else paid you besides Mr. Mitchell ?-A. I got a $2,000 draft at one time, 
and I rather think I got it from General Cooper; he seemed to be the man who made 
the division and settlement; he told me that he had made the settlement, and that 
my part had been paid to Mr. Mitchell, with the exception of that which he paid me. 
Q. Then Cooper paid you $2,000, and Mitchell, the former secretary of the Chicka-
saws, paid you the rest ?-A. I think they first sent me by mail some exchange upon 
New York, and there was a certain other amount which Mr. Mitchell paid me some 
way or other. 
Q. Do you know how much Mr. Mitchell received ?-A. I do not. 
Q. He was to receive the same as you ?-A. I do not understand what position he 
occupied in the matter outside of this. This was the only arrangement I bad with 
them. I was not a delegate. Mr. Mitchell had probably more interest in the matter 
than I had; I was furnished with a memorandum stating that when certain moneys 
were paid they should be divided. 
Q. Do you know whether any person in the War Department at that time was to· 
have any. part of the fee, or any advantage from it ?-A. I cannot s~ that I know any-
thing of that kind; all these money arrangements were done outside of my knowledge. 
Q. You think that Mr. Cooper managed that matter ?-A. I think that, in the mem-
orandum I spoke of, Mr. Cooper's and .Mr. Mitchell's names were signed to it for Mr. 
Latrobe. 
Q. Have you that memorandum f-A. I have it at home. 
Q. Where is your home 1-A. Fort Smith, Arkansas. 
Q. Will you furnish a copy of it when you return home ?-A. So far as I am individ-
ually concerned I have no objection to do so, if it is not damaging to Gtber persons ; 
but I do not propose to be the instrument of affecting anybody else. I think I could. 
get a copy of the memorandum without going home for it; there is a copy in town. 
Q. Who do you think bas it ?-A. I went this morning to the office with the expec-
tation of getting it, but the party was not in. 
Q. Has Mr. Cooper a copy of the memorandum of that division of money?-A. I do 
not know. 
Q. Has Mr. McPherson, as executor of John T. Cochrane ~-A. I would not be sur-
prised if be had. 
Q. Have you heard Mr. Cooper say that he paid any money to any of these commis-
sioners ~-A. I cannot say that I ever did. 
Q. ·were you acquainted with the commissioners of the Chickasaws ?-A. Very well 
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Q. Have yon ever heard either of them say whether they received any money under 
that partition of the Latrobe fee?-A. My understanding from them was that there 
had been a settlement according to the memorandum which I spoke of; that is my 
understanding from Mr. Holmes Colbert. I was pressing them that they had not paid 
me according to the memorandum, and they told me that the Chickasaws had not 
settled with them. I finally came across Holmes Colbert, and he told me that it had 
been all settled long ago. It seems that there had been some little hesitation on the 
part of the Chickasaws, probably. My understanding was that the Choctaws settled 
right here. The money did not all come to me at once. I claimed that I had not 
received my equal quota. I thought I was entitled to about $7,000 or $8,000, or, prob-
ably, about the half of $12,000, under that memorandum; and, not having received 
that amount, I asked General Cooper and Mr. Mitchell about it, and they told me that 
the Chickasaws had not settled with them in some sh~tpe or other. Mterward, on 
meeting Mr. Holmes Colbert, with whom I am intimate, I told him that I thought they 
had been playing off on me; and he said that they had lJeen paid long since. 
Q. Did you ever hear that Mr. Mix had any of it 1-A. No, sir, I did not. I do not 
know who the parties were who got the money, excepting the portion that I spoke of. 
I did not know that $250,000 was claimed under the Latrobe contract at all until after 
the appropriation, when the matter came before the Choctaw council, and when the 
claim was set up by Mr. McPherson and Latrobe; that is the first time that I heard 
that they claimed $250,000 as part of the net proceeds. 
Q. Did you make that report which you have read from the laws of the Choctaw 
Nation of 18691- A. I thmk that is my work. I think I did all the writing of any 
importance. \Vhen the delegation was in session, I did all the writing; but the con-
tracts were all clone outside of my knowledge. I had nothing to do with the making 
of contracts. These things were all done outside. The first thing that I knew about 
them they were made. 
Q. And the council, when that bill was passed, did not have before it the Latrobe 
contract ?-A. I think not. 
Q. Do you know of any other contracts between the Chickasaw Nation and attorneys 
besides the Latrobe contract for the collection of moneys from the United States f-A. 
Yes, sir; I know of the contract originally made between Pitchlynn, Garland, Folsom, 
and Dickson H. Lewis, made in 1853. 
Q. What is the present condition of that contract ?-A. I know nothing to the con-
trary of its being good. The nation seems to hold it so. 
Q. Is not that contract merged in the later one that Cochrane made since the treaty 
of 1866, and known as the 30 per cent. contract 1-A. No, sir; there has been no change 
in it for many years. 
Q. What was the amount of that contract ?-A. The delegation for many years has 
been claiming 50 per cent.; that is, the Choctaw delegates and their attorneys. I think 
that the four Choctaw delegates were to get 20 per cent., and that the attorneys em-
ployed were to get 30 per cent., making 50 per cent. in all. 
Q. That old contract is well understood in the Choctaw council 1-A. It is; it has 
been investigated. I was on a committee that sat for two years investigating the 
matter. 
Q. Who were the old delegates that you speak of as being connPcted with that 
matter ?-A. Pitchlynn, Samuel Garland, Israel Folsom, and Dickson H. Lewis; they 
were the onginal delegates. Mr. Lewis died and Peter Folsom was substituted in his 
place. Peter Folsom and Peter Lewis are the representatives of that contract. 
Q. What attorneys were connected with it1-A. Originally Mr. Pike was in the con-
tract, but after a nnm ber of years the :first contract was mergecl into a new contract, 
made in the name of J. T. Cochrane. 
Q. Is that what is known as the 30 per cent. claim ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That is for the collection of the net proceeds only 1-A. Yes, sir; there has been 
a very great doubt in the minds of many about this thing. Some claim that they 
were the sole delegates representing all the claims against the Choctaws, but I 
suppose that it was confined to the net proceeds. Colonel Pitchlynn was here and 
approved the treaty at the time I signed it. I think he signed it as chief, as a wit-
ness. 
Q. What services did Mr. Latrobe render ?-A. He advised with us and talked to 
the delegation, and he furnished the general draughts of the treaty-two or three 
draughts. 
Q. What do you think his services were worth 1-A. I cannot say. I cannot say 
what the services are worth of a man of his ability, and in a matter of such magni-
tude. Lawyers charge pretty high sometimes simply for their reputation, and for 
being connected with large suits. 
Q. Do you know of any person having contracts w1th the Creek Nation for the col-
lection of moneys from the United States 1-A. I supposed, when we were all here 
togethAr, that all the delegates were moving about in the same channel. I think, 
probably, General Cooper was rather maneuvering the whole of us; we had all been 
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Q. Did Cooper come from the Indian Territory with the commissioners who made 
the treaty of 1866 f-A. If he did not come with us he came a very little ahead of us. 
Q. Do you know what Cooper did with the money which he had on hand as United 
States agent of the Choctaws and Chickasaws when the war broke out ~-A. I expect 
that he held it, probably, and turned it over to the Choctaws. I think that in 1862 or 
'6:3 the council went to work and got up a kind of an appropriation bill for the purpose 
of having certain contracts and payments made; and they hitched on to it the idea 
that the Indians were suffering from the want of corn, anu they made a demand for 
certain moneys. Having added together the~e little remnants that Cooper had in his 
hands, they made an appropriation of $134,000, to be paid out of the first moneys that 
came into the hands of the Choctaws to buy corn. I think that they spent half of 
that in paying sorne old attorney-fees and one thing or other. Cooper claimed to have 
turned it over. 
Q. Did you assist him iu making a settlement with the Fnited States after the 
war ?-A. Yes; I assisted him in getting a receipt or acfluittance from tbe Choctaws. 
I do not recollect exactly how tbe matter was, but I bad something to do with fixing 
it up. 
Q. \Vas that receipt got from the Choctaws by authority of tbe council, or by au-
thority of the commissioners who made the treaty of 1866 f-A. I guess it was got from 
the commissioners. I do not think that the nation knew anything about it, or antici-
pated any such thing; it has been questioned since. I 
Q. Has the council been satisfied with it since f-A. So far as the getting of the dis-
charge is concerned, I think they are satisfied; but I think they have befm dissatisfied 
with a portion of that settlement. They claimed that he was Lehind \Yith them a good 
deal in some corn transactions. 
Q. Have you any explanation which you wish to make to the committee ?-A. I do 
not know that there is anything which I want to explain. (To the chairman.) We 
unuerstand each other in regard to that contract; is it your impression that it was 
$100,000 tllat was to be adYanccd? . 
The CHAIRMAN. One hundred thousand dollars by the Clloctaws, and $100,000 by the 
Chickasaws. 
·wrTNESS. If that is the case I did not get into it. I was au outsider, and I suppose 
they made a different memorandum for me. I think the memorandum which I got 
only showed $50,000. 
The CIL\IR;\IAN. The Chickasaw council appropriated by law .;100,000, and sent 
Holmes Colbert and D. G. James to \Yashiugton to pay it over under the Latrobe con-
tract. 
\VITNESS. I have hearcl a good deal of talk about that $100,000, and I never under-
stood it. I had always confined my ideas of the contract to the memoramlum which I 
helcl, and I think it stated the sum at $50,000, $~5,000 each. I supposed that the Gov-
ernment had given that sum to the delegates to pay their expenses. 
The CIIAIR:\IAN. The Chickasaw appropriation was to carry out that $100,000 con-
tract with Latrobe; and Latrobe swears that Cooper, Cochrane, and he got $50,000, 
and that the commissioners and their secretaries retained the other $50,000. 
\VITNESS. I should not be surprised if tllat is the way my memorandum is. My 
understanding was that it was $50,000, and I thought I was getting an equal division 
with Mitchell in all of it. 
W ASHIXGTON, D. C., May 30, 1872. 
GEORGE \V. WRIGHT duly sworu and examined. 
By the CnAIRl\IAN: 
Question. State what is your name and residence.-Answer. George \V. Wright, 
Washington. 
Q. State whether you haYe a contract with the Chocta\v Nation for the collection 
of moneys claimed to be dne to them from the United States; and, if so, state what it 
is.-A. T"To years ago last April I made a contract with Pitchlynu aml Folsom in ref-
erence to aiding those delegates in the collection of the bonus claimed to be due them 
to the amount of $250,000 from the United States. That contract was in writing; it 
was limited in time, I think, to a few months, specially stating that if I did not effect 
a collection within that time the contract was to be null and void. 
Q. Is that contract in force now ~-A. No, sir; it expired by its own limitation. 
Q. Have you any contract with the Chickasaw Nation now ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you receive the bonds ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Are you then entitled to anything under that contract ~-A. Illave no legal claim 
under that contract. 
Q. Have you prosecuted any business in relation to those bonds ?-A. Yes, sir; I pre-
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sented a statement of the case to the Secretary of the Treasury, which was referred to 
the First Comptroller, Mr. Tayler, and he answered in a statement which was addressed 
to me. After that I made another argument asking the Secretary of the Treasury to 
submit the matter to the Attorney-General, which he did. 
Q. Did you procure the submission of that case to the Attoruey-General ~-A. I so 
understood, that it was upon my application. I appeared before the Attorney-General 
several times and endeavored to explain the whole matter. After some months he 
made a decision that the nation was entitled to the bonds. 
Q. \Yhat acts were submitted to the Attorney-General ~-A. The treaty of 1866 and 
the original act of the 2d of March, 1861, appropriating these bonds ; the act of 1862 
s uspemlell the payment of those bonds, or any money that might be due to these 
Indians; then the law of 18ti5 appropriating relief to the Indians. 
Q. Did that law refer to these bonds '?-A. No sir, except by implication. That was 
the question, whether the act of 18112 could be so construed as to confiscate the bonds. 
He decided that it did not. He also decided that the treaty of 186G restored them to 
their rights and put them in the exact positions that they were at the commencement 
of the rebellion. 
Q. Then yon now have no contract with the Chickasaw Nation ?-A. ~one whatever. 
It 'vas declarecl nnH and void if the service was not rendered 'vithin a, certain time, 
and the bonds delivered. 
(~. Have the bonds been delivered ?-A. they have not. 
Q. Did you render any other service in relation to those bonds ?-A. There was a 
question as to the particular authority to whom the bonds should be uelivered, and I 
tiled an argument with the Secretary of the Treasury in relation to that. 
Q. Do you know anything about the Lehman claim against those bonds ?-A. I have 
no personal knowledge. 
Q. Have you had anything to do with the suit in court ?-A. I have not. 
Q. \Vere yon acquainted with any of the commissioners who made the treaty of 
1866 ?-A. I was not. 
(~. \Yere you acquainted with .John T. Cochrane in his lifetime ?-A. I was not. 
Q. Are you acquainted with McPherson f-A. I know him. 
Q. Do you know anything of a proposition made by McPherson and Latrobe to 
compromise for a, fee with Pitchlynn on these bonds ?--A. Yes, sir. 
Q. \Yhat do yon know abont that ?-A. Soon after I undertook this business with 
the Treasury Departrnent I was informed that a man by the name of Latrobe claimed. to 
be an attorney of the nation, and I went to McPherson and inquired. abont it. He told 
me that he did not claim to be an attorney in relation to those bonds, but for the col-
lection of the balance of the net proceeds. I suggested then, as I did not like to haYe 
any collision of authority, that he shouJU so state to the Secretary of the Treasury, 
that he claimed only to be an attorney for the balance of the net proceeds. He saw 
I.~atrobe; be said he did not claim any control over or any commission out of them. 
Q. Did McPherson so inform you ~-A. Yes, sir; that he neither claimed control 
over nor any fee out of them. Soon after that Mr. Boutwell showed me a copy of a 
letter that he had no interest in the bonds. Subsequently McPherson told me that La-
trobe had produced some authority, or set up some claim, over the control of the 
bonds, and stated that at the time that he informed me, and was in error about the 
matter. 
Q. Did he tell you what interests Lat.robe claimed in them ?-A. One-half, I think, 
or $75,000 out of the $250,000; or that he and McPherson were to take that, and that 
Latrobe finally fixed on the final amount, which was $41,666 for Latrobe, and the bal-
ance of the $75,000 was to go to the estate of Cochrane, for which estate he, McPherlilon, 
was acting as administrator. 
Q. \Vas there any proposition of that kind made to Pitchlynn, that you know of?-
A. A proposition was drawn np, and signed by McPherson and Latrobe, and a seal left 
for the name of Pitchlynn, which, if he would agree to, would give him his part of the 
$75,000; and I was requested to obtain the signature of Pitchlynn, if I could. 
Q. What did you do with it f-A. I carriecl it to Pitchlynn, and he refused to sign it. 
Q. ·were there not other parties named. beside Latrobe and Cochrane f-A. I think 
not. They consented to give the proportion of the interest whiCh had been promised 
by Pitchlynn to me, as a commission. 
Q. That would be simply leaving you where you were under your contract with 
Pitchlynn f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you sign the paper ?-A. I did not. 
Q. Nor assented. to it ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. \Vhat proportion of the interest were you to have under your contract ?-A. One-
half of whatever might be collected. 
Q. Suppose you collected nothing ?-A. It was contingent entirely. 
Q. And that contract h:td expired by its own limit,ation ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are you expecting any pay from the Choctaws for your services rendered in this 
matter since the expiration of that contract f-A. I signified to them that I did not 
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wish to proceed any further, on consideration of receiving a portion of the interest r 
but Colonel Pitchlynn said be desired me to remain in the service of the delegates, and 
citfld some authority of the Choctaw Nation, which be said I shoultl be paid what was. 
right. I have been, therefore, under that pledge, acting two years, perhaps, since the 
expiration of the :first contract. 
Q. Have you any other statement that you wish to make ?-A. I do not know of any-
thing furtber. 
Q. Have you any contract with the Choctaws for any other matter except the bonds 
in question f-A. I have a contract with the Choctaws in relation to what they calle<l 
suspended annuities. Upon application I found there were no suspended annuities 
due them; that they have been paid. The head chief of the nation agreed to give me 
25 per cent. of whatever might be recovered of the suspended annuities. 
Q. Was that in writing?-A. It was in writing. 
Q. But you say you find, ou examination, that there are no su:;pended ~tnnuities ?-
A. Yes, sir; I :fino that there is nothing un<ler that head. 
Q. When did you learn that ~-A. I think abeut ten days since. 
Q. Have you any other contract than tlw,tf-A. None whatever. 
Q. Have yon with any other Indian tribe?-A. No, sir; nor with any other Indians. 
I never had auy other transactior1s with any tribe or individual Indian ontsirle of that. 
Q. Have yon ever received anything on the contract in relation to suspended annui-
ties ?-A. Nothing at all. 
Q. Did you ever receive on the other contract in relation to the bond ?-A. No, sir; 
I never received a penny from any Iudiau or tribe. I have given a good deal of time 
to the other question, and have been two or three years engaged in it, but I have no 
written claim for anything. I have not succeeded in doing anything that would entitle 
me to a dollar's pay under the contract. 
'l'he contract with the Choctaw delegation referred to in tlris testimony ·was pre-
sented, anrl is as follows: 
"\VASIIINGTO~, Mal'clt 15, 1870. 
': \Vhereas the Cong1·ess of the United States appropriated the sum of $500,000, half of 
which was to be paid in bonds, in part payment of the "Choctaw net-proceeds" claim, 
which bonds were to bear interest at the rate of 6 per centum per annum; and whereas 
said bonds, together with accrued interest thereon, have never been paid to the ClJOc-
taw Nation, but still remttin dne to the said nation; and whereas it will rec1uire Vttln~tble 
services to be performed to recover said bonds and interest: · 
"Therefore I, P. P. Pitcblynn, Choctaw delegate, clothed with full power, hereby agree 
to equally divide the accrued interest with George W. Wright, of Washington, D. C., 
for his services in procuring the delivery of said bonus to me. 
"This ageement is to be in full effect and force until the 15th of September, 1870, 
after which date it is hereby declared null aml void. 
"Given under my band and seal this the 8th day of August, 1870. 
PETER PITCHLYNN duly sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMA.i~: 
'·P. P. PITCHLYNN, (SEAL] 
" Choctaw Delegate." 
'VASIIINGT0::-<1 D. C., Jnne, 1872. 
Question. State your name, your age, and place of residence.-Answer. Peter Pitch-
lynn; age sixty-six; legal place of residence in Choctaw Nation. 
Q. Are :yon a citizen of the United States, or a member of the Choctaw Nation f-A. 
I am not a citizen of the United States, but a member of the Choctaw Nati()n. 
Q. Have you ever held any official position in your nation ~-A. I have been a mem-
ber of the council, head chief of the Choctaws, superintendent of the public schools, 
and a delegate to Washington. 
Q. When were you appointed a dele~ate to Washington ?-A. Upon this business of 
the net proceeds, in October, 185:3. 
Q. Have you been a delegate from th&t tin1e nntil this ?-A. I haYe, except during 
the war. 
Q. To what war do you refer?-A. The civil war of the States-the war of the 
rebellion. 
Q. What clo you mPan by the net-proceeds claim 1 Please explain that.-A. It is the 
value paid for tue conntry which we cecled to the United States in 1830, east of the 
Mississippi. 
Q. Did yon get yonr lnn<1s which yon 11ow hold, west of the MiRsissippi, in consid· 
c1 ntion of the land:; which you sold to the Uni t ed States by the treaty of 1830 ?-A. 
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No, sir; we ha<l secured that country in 1820, for an exchange of country which we 
held on the Yazoo; we purchased the country by au exchange in 1820. . 
Q. Did the country you sold in 1820, to the United States, more than pay for the 
lands you got west of tho river?-A. It was more valuable to the United States than 
the whole of the country beyond the Arkansas, at that time. 
Q. How was it considered in the treaty itself?-A. It was not included as any part 
of the payment for the country east, that we ceded to the United States; it was not 
included as part payment. There was no exchange in 1830; in Ul25 we ceded back 
part of that country to the United States. 
Q. I do not want yon to talk about the treaty of 18:10 at all; I want you to talk 
about the treaty of 1820 only. Now, I want to ask you, did the treaty of 1820, east of 
the Mississippi River, pay for the lands west of the river?-A. Yes, sir; that paid for 
the lands we cedecl \vest of the Missit:;sippi in 1820; paid for the lands we now own 
west of the Mississippi. 
Q. Including that part which was cut off by the State of Arkansas ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Dicl the lands which yon ceded to the United States in 1820 more than pay for the 
lands which you got west of the river, by that treaty ?-A. At that time the country 
east of the Mississippi, that \Ve cede<! to the United States, was far more valuable than 
the whole of the lands west. 
Q. How was it considered in the treaty ?-A. I do not recollect, sir; I was not in the 
council of the nation in 1820. 
Q. What pay did the Choctaw Nation get for the lands ceded by the treaty of 1830? 
-A. 'l'hey got $20,000 annnally for twenty years-guns, rifles, plows, hoes, axes, and 
blankets for the poor. Each warrior got a rifle. The treaty was never fulfilled in 
full. 
Q. 'Vhat waR clone with the lands reserved for families and orphans, &c., by the 
nineteenth section of t.he treaty of H:l:3u ?-A. The provisions made for the orphans 
were better carried out than any part of the treaty. 
Q. Do you recollect how many orphans there were ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. What was done with the lands that were reserved to families ?-A. A great por-
tion of them were those that, by the special provisions of the treaty, were for iudi vicl-
uals whose names were mentioued in the treaty, were nearly all. carried out. 
Q. Hut the families whose names were not mentioned in the treaty bnt were simply 
<lescribed as cultivating so much ground-what was done with them f-A. There was 
a part of that that could not be fulfilled, the small farms were reduced so low. 
Q. Then there were too many allowed for large farms, and not enough allowed for 
Rmall fa,rms?-A. Yes, sir; that is it. 'l'here was a great portion of the people left 
their homes. 
Q. I unuersta,nd you to say this: that there were enough families permitteil to take 
lands if they cnltintted large farms, aml more than enough for those that did culti-
vate large farms ; but there were not enough families allowed to take small farms, for 
the refLSOn that most of them cultivated small farms f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then the treaty, to some extent, was .impracticable f-A. Yes, sir; it did not 
cover oue-tenth of the small farms. 
Q. Then what is the foundation for tbe net-proceeds claim f-A. It is for the pay of 
those who remained in the country untler the fonrteenth article of the treaty of 18:30, 
an<l, also, under the sixteenth and nineteenth articles, which make provisions for large 
farms. The proYisious of the fonrteenth article were not carried out in full. 
Q. Aml a part of the nineteenth article, you mean to say, also 1-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That part whicll relates to "each head of a family, not exceeding forty in num-
ber, who, during the present ~·ear, may have had in actual cultivation, with a dwelling 
house thereou, 50 acres or more f"-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·was there any other matter relating to that net-proceeds claim f-A. The first 
diflicnlty is that tlley wonld uot let ns carry out the fourteenth article, as by coercive 
measures they moYed us to the west of the Mississippi; and another reason is that 
those that clicl remain in the connt.r.v were tlri ven off from their homes ; many of t.hem, 
too, were not allowed to locate lauds at home. They were dri veu ont by settlers who 
just came in and droYe the.tn ont an<l deprived tbem of their rights under the treaty. 
This was done by the actwn of white settlers and the neglect of the Government 
to carry out the provisions of the treaty. There are two more items to come iu, of the 
non-fulfillment of the treaty. The immense loss of property on tbe way is one. There 
was no provision for the property lost. Cattle sold for 75 cents a bead in my section of 
the country. We lost all by the time we got to the country. They were followed by 
:Morrell's band of thieves on the Mississippi; besides, many emigrated themselves, bnt 
never received anything from tbe Government. A Jist has been furnished to the De-
partmeut, but nothing was done to have them paid. Another item is in respect to the 
speech that the Secretary of ·war, John H. Eaton, made at the time the treaty was 
signed; that the Government did not want the country for speculation, but merely 
wanted it in order to satisfy the State of Mississippi. They had extendecl the law 
over us in lt;28 (182£>,) and in 1829 (18:30) created a penalty if any man should exercise 
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the office of chief or any other office in the Choctaw Nation. If our feelings coul<l 
baYe been consulted we ncYer would have sold the country, but would have remained 
there. "\Vc lost eYerything to accommodate the United States, who were in difficulty 
with the State authority at the time, in rega.J;.d to jurisdiction over the Indian country. 
It was our full understanding that we were to get the benefits of the ·whole conntl~y 
and all the lnnds belonging to the Choctaws. That was diHtinctly declared in Mr. 
Eaton's speech. I will further state that Ml'. Eaton himself told me that General 
Jackson gave him no wrHten instructions, but to pay the Choctaws just whatever the~· 
asked for _the ~ountry, for be thought a great deal more of them than be did uf any 
other Indians m the world. 
Q. When yon Hpeak of the State authorities yon mean the State of Mississippi?-_\., 
Yes, sir; no part of the treaty of 1830 was ever carried out fnlly. 
Q. If the bn<ls yon ceded by the trPaty of 18:20 pa1'l for all the htnclH yon got west 
of the Mississippi, what <lid yon get for the lauds ;ron ceded in 18:10 !-A. We didn't 
get anylantls; WA ow1wd the conutry \vest at the time we made the treat~· of 1~:Jo, 
with the fnll cession of the conn try tons by the "United States by tlw treaty of 1820. 
Q. The treaty of 1b:30 prOYHles for making title to ;yon to the lands tl.mt yon bought 
Ly tTPaty of 18:20. Wha~. e]sp did yon get except the title simply ?-A. Not anythiug. 
Q. 'l'ben you got nothing for the lauds ceded iu 113:W except the title that you bad 
paid for in 18:W ?-A. No, Hir. 
Q. How mneh land did you cede iu1830 ?-A. Something oYer ten willions of acres, 
I think. 
Q. 'l'lle treaty of 1d30 does not say anything a.Lout the pay for lands that you ceded 
in ltl~O, only so far as relates to the title to the lamb that were honght in 1820 ?-A. 
No, sir. 
Q. ln the third article of the treaty of 1830 are these words: "In considt'ration of 
the provisionH conu~ined in the several articleH of this trea.ty, the Choctaw Nation of 
Indians consent ancl hereby cede to the Uniterl States the entire country they own 
and possPss east of the Mississippi River." \Vhy iH it that yon make the lands yon 
Hole! by the treaty of 18~0 and by the treaty of 18:20 both look as thongh they paid for 
the lall(lH that yon got west t \Yhy \\·as that statP<l in both treaties in that way ?-A. 
It was a forced treaty; and ::\Ir. Eaton n'ad it to snit himself. The treaty ·was read to 
the people, and be made a speech in which he toM 1 he Choctaws that if they did not 
aceept :uHl sign that treaty the Government of tliC "C"uited Btates wonld withdra\Y its 
protection from them and take away their ageut, and then tho Chocta.ws mnst suffer 
the consl'qncnccH. He said the white people wonld move into the country like tlocks 
of blackbir(ls and fill the \Yhole country. The speech \Yas a very threatening one. It 
was nuder 1 hest' circumstances that the treaty was signed. The dissatisfaction was so 
great on that occasion that l\Ir. Eaton had to flee from the ground where the treaty 
waR made, and went thirty miles that night. I was pre~ent "·hen the treaty was 
made. 
Q. \Vcre you present when Eaton's speech \Vas made ?-A. Yes, sir; aml my father 
interpreted it. He was United States interpreter. 
Q. Did yon understand the English language then ?-A. I understood it about as 
W<'llns I do no\\r. I was not long from college. 
Q. ·were yon educated in the English language in a college ?-A. YcH, Hir; at the 
Nashville University. 
Q. "\Vhat was your father's name?-A. John Pitrhlynn. 
Q. I see the name of John Pitchlynn as United States interpreter and as a witness to 
the treaty of 1830. Was that John Pitcblynn your fa,ther ·?-A. Yes. sir. 
Q. And your father \Yas present \Yhen the treaty \\'aH made ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And your father interpreted it for the Choutaws during the making of the treaty? 
_ -A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did be interpret Ea.ton's speech ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you understand the Choctaw language then f-A. Perfectly. 
Q. Did your father interpret that speech correctly f-A. It was done very ably. 
Eaton bad David :Folsom, oue of our ablest meu in the country, to correct my father 
whenever be made a mistake. 
Q. Did he have occasion to correct your father at auy time in the interpretation f-
A. He attempte<l it once, and was corrected himself. It was the most able thiug I eYer 
beard in my life for an old man seveuty years of age. 
Q. Did you know Mackey, United States interpreter ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was be present f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did he make any objection to the interpretation ~-A. None whatever. 
Q. Did he sustain :Folsom or your father in the interpretation f-A. He sustained 
my father. I was one of a committee appointed to draught a treaty in connection with 
twelve others. While we were draughting a treaty this treaty was forced upon us. We 
had agreed to make a treaty, and while we were dmnghting one to suit our people, and 
making full and ample proYisivn for our people, this treaty was forced upon us most 
unexpectedly. 
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Q. Are there any other persons no\v living in the Choctaw Nation who S!JOke the 
English language then and who hearu that speech of Eaton's ?-A. Yes, sir; Robert 
.Jones was present. 
Q. Any other Choctaws who spoke the English language at that time ?-A. I think 
t here is uot one now living, except Jones and myself. 
Q. Did ~-on know '\Villiam Ward who was a witness to that treaty-agent for the 
Choctaws ?-A. I was well acquainted with him. 
Q. Is l1e living ?-A. He has been dead many years. 
(~. ·were J·on acquainted with George S. Gaines, of Alabama, who witnessed that 
treaty ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is he Jiving ?-A. No, sir; he died since the war. 
Q. Did you know H. P. Currin f-A. I was not acquainted witl-1 him. He is not 
li\·ing. 
Q. Diu yon know Luke Howard ?-A. Yes, sir. Luke Howard uied soon after the 
treaty. 
Q. Did yon know Samuel S. \Vorccster ?-A. Yes, sir; he was a Choctaw. He is 
dead. 
Q. Dill yon know John N. Byrn ?-A. He committed snicide. 
Q. Jolin Hell Y-A. I do not know \>hether he is living. He rcmaincll in .Missi ~ 
sippi. 
Q. John Bond ?-A. He is dead. I knew them all. The Choctaws were an agricul-
tural people in 1(-<:30, and had l.loen long before. They were hunters, but they had 
farms also. 
Q. \Vcre they farmers in 1820?-A. Yes, sir; and in the day of DeSoto. They 
always raised corn, potatoes, pumpkins, and beans, and they understood this Mexican 
style of weaving. \Vhen Jefferson sent out a weaver there, the Choctaws could spin 
and ·weave their own clothiug. They raisecl cotton, and they bad an immense number 
of cattle and horses. Ohio aml Kentncky could sell no pork or beef in that country. 
Q. !<'or what reason '?-A. Por the reason that we could undersell them. They were 
a great deal richer people then than tlley are now; they have been impoverished by 
the war, ancl the treaty of 1830 impoverished the nation. They were, in 1861, probably 
tlle richest Indian nation on the continent of America, and have been reduced again 
by the war to almost extreme poverty. \Ve bad very large flourishing manual-labor 
schools among us in 18:30, called the Elliot and Mayhew schools, and some others. 'Ve 
had a great nnmber of chnrch-meml.lers, Presbyterians and Methodists. I have here 
the first report ever written by the Government, prepared by Jedediah Morse, where 
he gives a full account of the schools. • 
Q. I see by the treaty of J nne 22, 1805, that you were one of the commissioners to 
make that treat~T ?-A. Yes, sil', I was. 
Q. State whether the subject of the net proceeds, claimed to he f1ne to the Choctaws, 
as presented in that treaty, is in accordance with yonr understanding of the rights of 
t he Choct~wi's for pay for lands sold.-A. Yes, sir; that was what we contended for; 
t hat we were entit.led to it, for the reason that if the treaty had been carried out we 
would have taken up the whole conntr.v with our reservation and our rights. 
Q. You mean that if the JHOYisions of the treaty of 1830 were carriecl out you would 
have occupied pretty mnch all the land that yon ownefl cast of the Mississippi River 
at that time?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. But, inasmuch as that treaty w:H not carried out, you come in with the net- • 
proceeds claim ~-A. Yes, sir; au(l in cousideration of onr great loss and of the self-
emigration. 
Q. And these are the matters that yon snbmittel1 to the Senate in the treaty of 
18:{5 ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. \Vllat do you mean by Sl.Jf-emigration '?-A. Tllo::;e \\·ho emigrated at their own 
expense. 
Q. \Vbere to ?-A. From their ol<l homes in 11ississippi to the Choctaw country, 
west of the Mississippi, where ''"e uow reside. 
Q. \Vhy do yon speak of :;;elf-emigratiou ?-A. Many of them wonld not emigrate 
under the tyrannical emigrating-agent~, who forced and hurried the people through, 
not only at great turmoil IJnt great hlt>S. I could name many instances. A Choctaw 
\\illow had fourteen head of horses, n.ud lost them all oue morning. They promised 
that she shonld be paid for them and went on; there v.·ere occurrences of much the 
same kiml every uight. \Ve were followed by Morrell's thieves. 
Q. \Vbat do yon mean by :Morrell'::; thieves, of which yon spoke ?-A. They were an 
organizetl l.land of roiJbers, who had IJeen on the l\1ississippi many years, and who 
followed us. 
Q. Did not tbe Go,·ernment protect yon from them ?-A. They had no army for it, 
:wcl " ·e had uo tillle to g-nanl against thieves. 
Q. Who ha(l_charge of_remoYing yo~1 ?---:A· G:corge S. Gaii1es emigrated the first party. 
He was the ilrst snpenntendent of cnngrahon; there WPre many others. He was 
removed, an<l then Frank Armstroug "·a::; appointed in his place. Then came the 
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coercive measures, forcing them to move, and then they made forced marches; the 
amount of suffering was immense, such as I neyer wish to witness again. 
Q. Did any Indians die on the way f-A. A great many; aJI(1 the cholera overtook 
ns in 18:3:t \Ve were crowded on the steamboats, and the cholera got among us and 
it followed us on the march, so that the people died in thousands; and some froze to 
death. It was one scene of losses and snifering in a thousand \ntys. \Ye had to 
remove seven hundred miles through a wilderness country. 
Q. Did yourself, Peter Folsom and Iuael Folsom, as delegates of the Choctaw :!'\a-
nation, receive any part of the appropriation for 1861-part of the net-proceeds claim?-
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How much of that appropriation of $230,000 did the dele~ation recci ve !-A. The 
settlement, which is in your possession, will state that; I can't recollect. 
Q. The statement which you have fnrnished me shows that D. H. Cooper receiverl 
the amount of $134,512.55, out of that appropriation of $:250,000 paid in mot.wy l.>y the 
act of March, 1861 f-A. Yes, sir; he receive(1 it here. 
Q. The same statement shows that the delegation, consisting of ~'ourself and the 
two Folsoms, received $115,487.4;) f-A. Yes, sa'. 
Q. "\Vhat did the delegation do with the amount of money they received, as here 
stated f-A. \Ve got a check for $112,000. • 
Q. "'\Vlmt was done with the check f-A. That was taken to the nation, p,m1 put in 
the hands of the authorities of the nation. 
Q. Who took it to the nation ?-A. Israel Folsom. 
Q. "'\Vhat was done with the balance, amounting to $3,487.4G f-A. I presume we 
rec'ei \'ed that here; I have forgotten. "\Ve received it ourselves, in part consideration 
of our services as a delegation. We needed the funds at the time to take us home. 
Q. "'\Vas there any contract or agreement between the Choctaw council and the dele-
gation of 18G5, of which you and the two Folsoms were members, as to the amount 
you were to receive for collecting- the net proceeds ?-A. '!'here were four of us. 
Q. Who were they f-A. Myself, Israel Folsom, Samuel Garland, and Dickson \V. 
Lewis. \V e made the treaty of 1855, and the nation agreed to pay us 5 per ceu t. each 
for our services in prosecuting the claims against tqe United States. 
Q. That was to be 20 per cont. for all of you togethed-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is that contract still standing ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And it was under that contract that you received that $3,487.45 ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do yen know what was done with the $112,000-check that was taken by Folsom 
to the Choctaw treasurer and delivered to the Choctaw Nation ?-A. It was then put 
into the ham1s of Hotchkins and Stark, two•missionaries, who went to New York an(l 
collected the money. 
Q. Do yop know what Hotchkins and Stark did with the money that they collected 
on the check~-A. They brought $60,000 in gold to the nation, I think. 
Q. Do yon know what they did with the other $52,000 ~-A. They were to get ~0 per 
cent. for their services. 
Q. T\venty per cent. wonlc1 l.>c $22,400 that they wonld he entitled to ke(·p. Do yon 
know what they did with the other $29,600 t-A. 'l'he delegation \Yere paitl a portion 
of it at the time, and then we loaned ~20,000, which the settlement will show. 
Q. I see in this settlement this account: "To amount cash borrowed of the Choctaw 
delegation this 22d of October, 1861, for which they expect the nation to allow them 
interest at the rate of 8 per cent. per annum nntil paid, $~0,260 ;" is that the amount 
yon refer to ?-A. Yes, sir; in golU. In 1862 they retnrned that money to the dclcg·a-
tion in confederate money, and I have my portion of that money :yet. 
Q. Then yon retained :n;9,340, and loaned the Choctaw Nation tlw balance ~-A. Yes, 
sir; that is, the whole of us together, of the four delegates. 
Q. And yon say that the Choctaw Nation paid yon back this sum in coufederate 
money, and that you have the grentcr portion of it yet f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are all four of tho delegates of 1tlG:3living yet f-A. I am the onlJ' one Jiying of 
the delegation appoiuted in 1853. 
Q. 'Vl10 received their shares of this wouey in 1861 ?-A. Garland, Israel l'olsom, 
am1 Peter Folsom, aud that ·was subdivided out there by the hlackmailen;. 
Q. Yon represented yourself as a delegate ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What are the names of the uelegates of 18::>:3 ?-A. Israel Folsoll1, Samuel Garland, 
Dickson Lewis, and myself. 
Q. How many of these were Jiving in 1861, when this traHsaction took place that yon 
haYe jnst been testifying abont ~-A. Peter Folsom and myself; we wore all living then. 
Q. "'\Vho received Garhtnd's nnd Lewis's shares ?-A. Garland \Yas living and receiYcd 
it. Lewis never received anything. Peter Folsom succeeded Lewis. 
Q. I see this settlement bet\veeu yonrself and the Choctaw Nation is date(1 the 7th 
da~r of November, 1861, and seems to haYe a seal attachc(1 to it. \\rhat is this settle-
ment ?-A. It is our last settlement with the nation in regard to the half million that 
was appropriated in 1~151. 
Q. You speak of the half million appropriatec1 in 1Rfil. Do yon mean the 8200,000 in 
money and $250,000 in bom1s, under the act or :March~' 18Gl ?-A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Have yon received any other money from the United States, as a delegate, besiues 
the :;ji115,487.45 that yon hn.ve testified about ?-A. Not a cent from the "Gnited States. 
Q. Then the delegation of 1853 has made no collection from the United States, except 
the $115,487.4fl, part of the net-proceeds claim of 1861 ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. I uoclerstand that the delegation of 1853 macle a settlement with the Choctaw 
Nation in 1861, October 23, and there was a balance due the delegation, for past ser-
vices, of ::;;84,394.24. Is that correct ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Has any of that been paid to the Choctaw t1elegatiou of 1853 since that time~­
A. No, sir. Except, in 1862, fvr Peter Folsom and myself together, in confederate 
lliOnC~', f\7,602.2:3. 
Q. How much of that $84,394.23 is due you individually as one of the delegation?- 1, 
A. One-fourth part. 
Q. II::we yon received any of that part which was clue you in 1861 ?-A. Not from the 
"Gnitcd States. I have had no settlement witb the nation. 
Q. In October 2:~, 1861, it seems there was $84,394.23 clue to the delegation of 1853, 
.of whieh ;von were one of four. Now have you received any of your pay on that ac-
connt since 1861 ?-A. I recciYed $10,000 fi·om Allen ·wright, the national treasurer, in 
18GG, some time in September, which I shall account for to the nation when they require 
a statement of me. 
Q. You will apply it on the amount due yon for services in 1861 ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What do yon kno\\~ of the contract entered into, in 1866, between the Choctaw 
delegates of 1866 all(l .John T. Cochrane relating to the net-proceeds claim ?-A. I know 
nothing of a contract havin~ been matle between that delegation and John T. Coch-
ntne. 
Q. Ditl that delegation confirm the contract made with John T. Cochrane some time 
before ?-A. Not that I recollect of. 
Q. \Vas tllere a contract made with John T. Cochrane for the collection of the net-
proceeds claim f-A. I learned this morning that it was in 1855, but I am certain that it 
was in 1854. I made a contract first with Albert Pike for 25 per cent. 
Q. \Yho \YCre inclnded in the contract made with Pike besides himself?-A. No one; 
it was wit,h him alone. 
Q. Do you know whether be took otller parties in with him or not ?-lie took in 
Cochrane. 
(~. That ~'on think was in 1tl5H-A. Yes, sir; nud shortly after Pike left here, and 
Cochrane represeJtted that they had to take it in his own name. an(l tl.Htt an atlditional 
.5 per cent. \Yas to he paid in order to secure the full assistance necessary to carry the 
net proceeds through. 
Q. Then, was the contract made in Cochrane's uame?-A. Yes, sir; hut he told us 
that it was precisely the same that we had made with Pike, except the 5 per cent. 
more addell to it; but why that was put on, for whom: and for what purpose, he did 
not tell m;. He also stated that Pike was reta,ined in it as he was under the former 
contract. :Not any of ns reatl the contract we signed. He told us it ''ms precisely the 
same as that with Pike, except the 5 per cent. 
(~. Do yon kno"T \Yho Cochrane ha(l in with him except Pike ?-A. No, sir; not one. 
I was perfectly ignorant as to who was in it except Pike and Cochrane. 
Q. \\'as there any interest retained in it for yourself or any other person ?-A. Ire-
tained 5 per cent. ont of the 25 per cent. in the arrangement made with Pike. 
Q. For what !-A. Snuject to my disposal; to ue used at my discretion. 
Q. Did yon intend to keep it for yonrt>elf, or was it for another ~-A. I intendetl to 
nse it to facilitate the collection of the net proceeds. I made several anangements 
from time to time. 
Q. With whom ?-A. One with. Cooper, at the request of the delegation, in 1868; but 
that has rnn out. I maclt~ other arrangements with various persons, hut they have all 
rnn on t uy expiration of the time. 
Q. \\-ere these arrangements that yon made to assist in regarcl to the nPt proceeds 
matter Yerba1 or written contracts ?-I had two written contracts ancl many verbal 
ones; bnt they baYe all expired except one made with Mr. Temple. That is a verbal 
one. 
Q. \Vhat per cent. was be to have ?-A. I lmve not promised him anything definite. 
I have promisetl to pay him; and it is out of this 5 per cent. that I intended to pay him. 
Q. \Vas yon present when the treaty of 1866 wat> made ?-A. I was witness to the 
treaty merely at the signing of it. 
Q. Were yon connected with the making of the contract with John II. B. Latrobe, 
May 16, 1866 ?-A. I have not the first memory of that contract being made. It bas 
been stated that I approved it. 
Q. I see that on September 20, 1866, four months after the making of the contract of 
May 16, 186G, you indorsed a letter written by Allen Wright, James Rile,\7, Alfi·ed \Vacle, 
aud John Page,. who were the commissioners of 1866, to Ron. D. M. Cooley, Commis-
ioner of Indin.n Atl'a,irs, directing the Department to recognize Latrobe as an attorney 
for the Choctaws. \Vhat do yon recollect about that matter f-A. I don't recollect much 
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about it. It was brought to me in such a way that I did not know much about it. 
They were acting iu secret, and were conniving to make the arrangement in that 
indirect way that they did business generally. I was not recognized here by the dele-
gation, except whenever they wanted to use my name in that way; they had voted 
me out in joint council of the Choctaw and Chickasaw delegations; bnt sometimes they 
brought tile papers when I was sick, and I could not read them. I recollect signing a 
paper when I was very sick, :wd I could not read anything; and my family were all 
sick. 
Q. You speak of a joint council of the Choctaws and Chickasaws. What do you 
mean ~-A. The joint delegations of the Choctaws and Chickasaws, in their council 
together, voted me out, and said I had no authority to act iu the negot.i::ttion of the 
treaty of April 28, 1866. Mr. Love, a delegate of the Chickasaws, will testify to 
that fact, and Campbell Le:flore, the secretary of the Choctaws, will also testify to the 
same fact~that I was excluded from their council by their vote. 
Q. ·were you one of the delegates appointed by the Choctaw Nation to make the 
treaty~-A. No, sir; I was sent for by Mr. Cooley for the United States. 
Q. What position did yon occupy iu the Choctaw Nation ~-A. I was principal chief, 
or governor. And this keeping me out of the council was done by the machinations of 
Cooper and Latrobe. I was never once in their secret councils. 
Q. I see that Robert Jones, one of the delegates appointed by the Choctaws, did not 
sign the treaty; why not ?-A. He had to lea,ve to attend to his cotton, which was 
confiscated-1,000 bales of cotton. He had to go down and search for it. It was taken 
away from him in the nation, and it cost him a great deal of money to get it back. It 
was supposed it was impossible for an Indian to raise that amount of cotton. Jones 
was not in the secrets or machinations carried on by Cooper and Latrobe with the 
delegation. 
Q. I see that the contract entered into bet-.;veen the delegates of 1866 and Latrobe 
proposed to advance $100,000 in money to Latrobe. Do you know whether that money 
was advanced or not~-A. I suppose it ·was. 
Q. By whom was 1t paid ~-A. By the nationa,l treasurer. 
Q. Who was he ~-A. Allen Wright. 
Q. \Vas be the same Allen Wright who \Y:lS one of the comrnis~iouers wllo made t.Le 
treaty~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know among whom that money was divided f-A. I never knew among 
whom it was divided, or in what proportions; I suppose that Latrobe and Cooper 
received the greater portion of it. It was represented to me at the time that the whole 
of it was for the attorney or attorneys who assisted in getting the treaty ratified. That 
was the first representation ma,de to me. 
Q. Who made these representations to you ?-A. John T. Cochrane. 
Q. Who paid you the $10,000 on the settlement with the nation in 1861 ?-A. Allen 
Wright, who was the national treasurer and commissioner. 
Q. Was that $10,000 paid to yon in Hl61 by Allen Wright part of the $100,000 ?-A. I 
did not understand it so. It was handed to me without any remarks, and no receipt 
wa~ given. 
Q. And you are applying on the amount due from the nation ~-A. I receiYed it in 
that line, and mean to make that settlement,. 
Q. Is Cochrane living ?-A. No, sir; be i~ dead. 
Q. State what Cochrane told you about this matter, if anything ?-A. He came to· 
me a day or two before the division of the money :111d 'ioltl me that one-half of the 
$100,000 was to be given to the delegation of 1tj66, and he bad so managed as to make 
them pay me what be was going to receive. He did not tell me what amount, a,ncl then 
when tile settlement came, Allen \Vright handed me $10,000. That covers the whole 
ground. I was in perfect ignorance, except up to the narrow piece of time of that pay-
ment. Beyond it I know nothing, and this side of it I know nothing. It was by no 
pre-arrangement of mine that I got from the delegation, or anybody else. 
Q. Have you learned from either of the delegates how much money they got on that 
pal'tition ~-A. No, sir; the national treasurer, Allen ·wright, handed them-they were 
all together-the delegation and myself and John T. Cochrane -n~ere present when each 
received a, pa,ckage a,lwut the size that I received, but wha,t it contained I could not 
telL It was money; but I could not tell the amount. 
Q. When you speak of the treasurer paying this out you mean the sa, me Allen \Vrlght ~ 
-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know whether hf'l retained a package of $10,000 for himself?-A. No, sir; 
I do not know whether he retained any. 
Q. Who were those delegates ~-A. Alfred Wade, John Page, Allen ·wright, and 
James Riley. 
Q. Where was the room in which this payment was made ~-A. In Lepreux's chamber, 
on Pennsylvania, avenue, in \Vashington City. 
Q. Was that before or after the treaty was made ?-A. After the treaty was ratified; 
just bE-fore leaving Washington City for the Nation. 
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Q. ·were the Chickasa;~y delegates present ?-A. No, sir; not any of them. 
Q. \Vas Campbell Leflore _!?resent ?-A. Xo, sir; I think he did not know anything 
of this matter. 
Q. \Vho was present besides the delegates and yourself?-A. John T. Cochrane. 
Q. Any other person ?-A. I do not recollect any other. 
Q. Did Cochrane receive a package at that time als_o ?-A. Yes, sir; and receipted, I 
think, by authority from Latrobe to receipt for $50,000 to the national treasurer, Allen 
\Vright. • 
Q. Did yon at that time, or h:we yon ever seen the contract made with Latrobe?-
A. I had not seen it then, and have not seen it since, except recently when Mr. Temple 
got it. 
Q. Do you know ·wllether Allen ·wright, treasurer of the Choctaw Nation, bas settled 
with the nation fol' the .;100,000 to be expended in that way in 1866 q-A. No, sir; I 
left there in 1866 when he succee<led me, and I do not know what has been done in the 
management of public affairs; and I don't know what settlement he made. 
Q. State what yon may know of th'3 claim of Lehman & Brother against these 
bonds tha~ are in the Treasnry.-A. In 1862 a ma,u by the name of Johnson, who 
claimed to be connected with the bonse of. Lehman & Co. at Philadelphia, came to my 
bouse and proposed to get the $250,000 bonds for us, and to bring them to us. \Ve 
gave him an order to rccei ve the bonds, and agreed to pay him $60,000 for his services. 
They paid nothing. In 186\ in the winter of that year, I came to ·washington, and a 
nmn by the namo of \Vest, from Philadelphia, I think, came to my house in \Vashing-
ton and requestell me to go and state before the Secretary of the Treasury that they 
had paid us for the bonds. I refused to do so, bec:.tuse I would have been stating a lie. 
Afterward lie came again with a written paper, which I ~mw not more than t\velve 
months ago, bm I have since lost it. In that paper he had written out a statement 
that they had fnrnished the Choctaws cattle, horses, clothing, and goods to meet their 
great necessities, which did not exist. I refqsed to sign it. 
Q. Where were yon when this Johnson c:.me to yon and proposed to collect the 
uouds ?-A. At my home in Eagletown, in the Chocta'v Nation. l think it was in the 
month of r ovcm her. 
Q. See whether this copy of the order _g-i\"en to J1im is as yon recollect it. (A copy of 
the order was read to the witness.)-A. Yes, sir; I think that is correct. 
Q. Why \Yas it dated at Memphis when the transaction took place at Eagletown f-
A. I have no recollection of it. 
Q. 'Vas Johnson connected with t!Je 1irm doing business at Memphis f-A. Yes, sir; 
he represented himself as purchasing '\Yool to make clothing for the soldiers in the 
rebel army. 
Q. Was there a firm of Lehman & Co. at :\Iemphis, and Lehman & Brother at Phil-
adelphia f-A. Not that I know of; I never heard of tlw name of Lehman & Co. until 
I saw this man Johuso~J. I was not acquainted with Johnson myself. 
Q. You say, then, that neither Johnson, nor Lehman & Co., nor Lehman & Brother 
paid yon for this order ~-A. Not a cent. 
Q. There was no consideration paid for the order ?-A. No, sir; it was simply to col-
lect for us, and we agreed to pay that $60,000. 
Q. What was that $60,000 to ue paid out oH-A. Out of the uonds. 
Q. Suppose they failed to get the bonds, were yon then to pay $60,000 f-A. No, sir; 
we were to pay when they brought the bonds. 
Q. Where were they to deliver tllem ?-A. In the·Chocta\Y Nation. 
Q. Why did you propose to pay so large a fee ?-A. On account of the difficulty of 
gettinff the:~:n through the lines; and he said they had to do some greasing here. 
Q. 'I be chfficulty you speak of was on account of the war between the Northern and 
Southern States ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did he state to you that he was a confederate f .. -A. Yes, sir; an<l said be was 
ont purchasing wool to make clothing for the southern army. 
Q. Did they ever deliver the bonds to you ?-A. No, sir; they never even tried to cret 
them for us that I know of. 1:> 
Q. You say that West came to yon and wanted yon to sign a paper showing that 
there were some dealings in cattle, &c. ?-A. No, sir; he first requested me to make ~t 
statement that we bad received fnll consideration for the bonds, which I refused to do, 
~nd afterward he came with this written paper for me to sign, Rhowi11g that they had 
furnished goods, ca,ttlc1 and clothing to meet the necessities of the snfl'ering Choctaws. 
Q. 'Vas that true that Lehman and Co. or Johnson had furnished goods to the Choc-
taws ?-A. Tiley had not furnisht'cl anv that I was aware of. 
Q. State whether the Choctaws were~ in a suffering condition at that time ?-A. They 
were not suffering at that time. 
Q. State whether they had cattle and supplies ?-A. They had large quantities. 
Q. What official position did you occupy in the Choctaw Nation at that time f-A. 
X one wllatever; we hardl;y were anything at that time. I ha<l no oilice. 
Q. By what authority th<l yon and Israel Folsom and Peter Folsom sign this orded-
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A. At the requcHt of Garland, who was then chief. I signed these uamcs myself, my 
0\Yn name and those of Peter and Israel Folsom, who were then more than oue bun-
dre<lmiles distant ; and the chief insisted that I should do it. 
q. Wily did he ask you to do that ?-A . On acconnt of Johnson's making this state-
ment, that nnless we all signed it '"e coulU not get the bonds. Garland was the chief 
of the nation, and I was the head of the delegation to attend to this business, and the 
chief believed that Johnson coul<l get the bonus by signing all the nat~es of the dele-
gates of 1853. 
Q. This Garland, then, had been one of the delegates before he was chief?-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. Tilen you stated that that order was given with the knowledge of the principal 
chief, and was signed by yourself as delegate, adding the names of all the other dele-
gates for the purpose of enabling Johnson to lift the bonds, and I bring them to the 
Choctaw Nation ' -A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And if he did that you would allow him out of the bonds, $60,000 ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Has any person brought them for him ?-A. No, sir; be never got anybody to 
bring them t.bat I know of; we never received them. 
Q. Have the bonds been issued from tho Treasury of the United States to anybody?-
A. No, sir; not yet. 
Q. Who procured the submission of the question of the right of the Choctaws to 
receive these bonds to the attorney-general, for his opinion ?-A. Mr. George ,V. Right. 
I employed him to assist me in getting the bonds. 
Q. 'Vas he attorney for the Ciloctaws ?-A. I employed him. 
Q. By what authority did you employ him ?-A. By the authority that the Choctaw 
h1ws gave me; by an act of the legislature. I had full authority to employ counsel. 
Q. Have you made application to procure these bonds f-A. Yes, sir; l ~tst year, some 
time, I made application but did not get them. 
Q. Has any other person, as a deleg:.1te, made application for them besides yourself?-
A. The chief made application for tllem. 
Q. What is his name '?-A. William Bryant, who is now principal chief of the Choc-
taws. 
Q. You were speaking of 'Vest's attempting to get yon to sign a paper in relation to 
the matter. Has he made any other attempt to get the bon(ls J-A. If he has I have 
no recollection of it now. 
Q. Did Mr. \Vest make any efforts to get au act of Congress to authorize their deliv-
(lry1-A. Not that I know of. 
Q. Has he called upon you to lift any portion of the bonds since the time yon spoke 
off-A. Yes, sir; he called on me after we got the bonds allowed to tti<-1 him in havin~ 
them delivered to him. I refused to do so. Then Johnson also came to rue aud made 
the same request. I told Johnson, "You have paid nothing; you have done not,hing 
to get these bonds restored to tho Choctaws. Why is it that you wish that I should 
have them turn them over to you?" He said, to pay their debts with. 
Q. When was this conversation ?-A. I think it was in the summer before the last. 
Q. Was it after the act of Congress directing the Secretary to pay them oved-A. 
YeR, sir; I met him in the street, and that is all the conversation I had with him. 
Q. What amount did he claim that he was to retain out of them ?-A. One half. He 
' disputed my word about the $60,000. 
Q. What right did he set up to half of the bonds ?-A. He said that was the agree-
ment between him and me. He' said I had forgotten. Since then I cannot find an~' 
agreement made. It 'vas made iu the storm of the ,yar 'vhen we did things rather 
c~uelessly. 
Q. ThEm, in yonr last conversation he only claimed half the bonds ?-A. No, sir; he 
only claimed half of them. 
Q. Did he ever claim all of tlwm '?-A. No, sir. 
(~. \Vas \Vest present at that time f-A. Ko, sir. 
Q. 'Vho was present ?-A. No one. I met him ou E street. 
Q. 'Vho was present at Engletown when yon signed your own name and the uamcs 
of tlle two Folsoms ?-A. The chief, Mr. Garland, alone. 
Q. Is he still living '?-A. No, sir; he is dea11. 
Q. Who wrote this paped (presenting to the witness the order refcrrec1 to.)-A. 
Johnson wrote it himself. 
Q. Do yon know why it was elated bnck a yenr from the time it took place?-A. Ko, 
sir; I have no recollection why it wns dated back. Tile transaction was in November, 
1862, at my house, in the Choctaw Nation, at Eagletown. 
Q. \Vas there anything said abont th1s being <-1:1tcd back so as to be before the war 
broke out~-A. I hase no recollection about it. 
Q. \\'hat was the date of tile treaty made between your nation and the confederate 
government whieh Albert Pike was engaged in negotiating '?--A. I think it was iu 
1862; I l1ave the treaiy at home; it was made at Norfolk, Creek Nation. I was not 
present; I was sick at t.be time. 
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(~. Have you a contract with George W. ·wright as to the amount to be paid him for 
his services f-A. I made the contract with him on conditions; that is, limited the 
time. The t1me expired, and we base now no written contract. 
q. Yon h:.ul a written comract 1-A. Yes, sir. 
(~. \\'hat was the amount that be was to receive ?-A. It was one-half of the interc::;t 
if he conld get the bonds. 
Q. Bnt if be could not get the bonds, what ?-A. Not anything. 
Q. You say it was limited in time ?-A. Yes, sir; to six months. 
Q. Has the time run ont ?-A. Yes, sir; and never bas been renewed. 
Q. Have yon any verbal contract ?-A. No, sir; no further than I expect to pay him 
for his sen·icc::; whenever I am able to do it. 
Q. But you have no written contract ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know any other person besides Lehmau that bas any claim on the bonds 
for fees ~-A. Mr. Latrobe and Cooper and McPlwrson first made a claim of $75,000, 
and finally reduced it to $41,666.66. They stated that in writing, and I rejected it. I 
<lo not know why they claimed it. 
Q. Does the Cochrane contract for 30 per cent. cover this money ?-A. Yes, sir; it is 
to l.Je l)aid out of that contract. 
Q. i'bat contract, you told me, was made by the old delegation ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Does the old delegation get a per cent. of it ?-A. No, sir; except the 5 per cent. 
that I spoke of in the beginning. 
Q. Do the delegation have a per cent. of their own, that they get ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How much f-A. Twenty per cent. 
Q. By what authority is that allowed ?-A. By an act of the Choctaw council. 
Q. Has tue Cochrane contract recei,Ted the sanction of the council also '?-A. It is 
recognized in conditional manner. There is no 1·ecord to show that it has ever been 
sanctioned. 
Q. Has the council sanctioned the Latrobe contract m;tde in 1866 f-A. No, sir; 
various attempts have been made-Cooper made several attempts-to have the con-
tract confirmed by tho council, but it was never confirmed. 
Q. Then the contract that would lay claim to part of this fund is that for 20 per cent. 
to the delegation, that is authorized by law ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then the Cochmne 30 per cent. on account of tho contract made with the delega-
tion ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And La,trohe daims GO per cent. on the contract made with the delegation of 
1~()6 ?-A. Yf's, sir. 
Q. \Yere the delegaJes in 1866 acting nnder instructions from the Choctaw council 
in making the treaty of 1tlti6 ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. \Ycre there seeret instructions to tllem ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. \Vhat is this paper that I han<l yon; is this a copy of the secret instructions? 
(PapPr examined lJy the witness.)-A. It is, sir; it, is my son's handwriting. 
Q. \Vas the treaty of 1t366 put in shape and then referred to the Choctaw council for 
its cousi<leration !-A. It was alrea(ly ratified by the Senate, and then they referred the 
whole proceedings in regard to the negotiations. They made a report which was then 
laid lwforc a special committe, as is done here, an<l that committee approved of the 
acts of the delegation. It was all in regard to the treaty, and it was the terms of the 
treaty that they accepted. 
Q. Did they make auy objection in re~anl to Latrobe's contract, or rli<t they know 
auythin~ abont it !-A. I was not there and I heard 110thing of it, or of its beillg even 
proposed or lai<1 lwforc the committee. 
Q. \Yhere did \Vrip:ht, the treasurer of the uatiou , get the mo1wy that be paid over 
to Coebraue aml others ?-A. He got it from tho Trca,;nry of tho l..Jnited States. 
Q. On acconnt of the Choctaws ?-A. Yes, Rir. 
Q. \Yas there <111.)' aet of the Chocta,w Nation (lircding him to llo that '?-A. No, sir; 
none whatever. 
Q. Then he acted on his own Yolition in paying 01~t t he $100,000 (-A. Yes, sie; he 
lmd uo instrnetions to em ploy an attorney. 
Q. Has the nation accepted a settlr!ment from him in r eganl to the 8100,000 ?-A. All 
I know· in regard to it is tbat it ne\"er was accepte<l. 
Q. Di<1 the nation consider the amount too large to he paid to Lntrol.lo ?-A. Yes, 
sir; I think it ought not to cost the nation more than ~:ilO,OOO or $1~,000 to negotiate 
that treaty. 
Q. Have you learned why the nation refnsed to receive his account? wlwther it was 
because it 1vas too large ?-A. No, sir; I have not been at any council since that of 
1666, where the report was made, until oue la!>t fall, and that was a <J.uestion I never 
heard spoken of. 
Q. Do yon know what was done with the hack annuities of the Chocta"·s; I mean 
the annuities that would h:we been paid dnring the war, and which were held back on 
accmlllt of the war ?-A . .rTo, sir; except from a little statement I saw from the Indian 
Office. 
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Q. An official statement 1-A. Yes, sir; I did not read it, I simply glanced over two 
or three articles. I saw some of them were very singular. I could not give any testi-
mony how that money was expended, because it was all expended here, aud ont of our 
knowledge: during the war. 
Q. But did not go to the nation ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know of other claims due from the Government besides the back annui-
ties, the net proceeds and other regular au unities ?-A. vVe have son1e $40,000 or $50,000 
that I think the Choctaws ought to ask the Government to restore to them. 
Q. Wllat is it f-A. It is in connection with the amount which the Chickasaws paid 
the Choctaws to become land-holders and live in the same country. They paid us half 
a million, which was invested in Alabama stocks. Afterward they were transferred to 
Virginia stocks by the Government, and there they invested an amount to draw $25,000 
interest and kept back about $50,000 which they did not invest. It was at 7 per cent. 
in Virginia stocks. This was clone by the :@apartment, or those who had charge here, 
without our knowledge or consent. 
Q. Have you a claim for the sale of leased lands ~-A. Yes, sir; and in addition we 
own some 200,000 acres of land in Arkansas, which fell into the State by an improper 
survey of the eastern boundary-line. 
Q. Has that been surveyed 1-A. Yes, sir; it was commenced so as to ascertain the 
true line; but it was stoppecl by Jake Thompson. It was being surveyed by the snr-
veyor, who got the true liue, and it diverged so much into the State of Arkansas that 
he stopped that sun·ey. \Ve knew before we inoved to the country where the correct 
line was. 
Q. You have named the iuterest on these bonds and the leased lands. Is there any 
other claim f-A. \Ve have no other except the leased country. We think we ought 
to be paid for it. \Ve thought that all the business of the eastern boundary belonged 
to the old delegation. Latrobe has no legal contract with the Choctaw Nation; it 
never has been legalized by the conucil. vVe have a legislature, a senate and house 
of representatives, and they have not negotiated that contract, and the delegation of 
1866 had no power or authority to make any bargains, contracts: or agreements with La-
trobe, or any one else. Their power extended merely to making a treaty, and neces-
sary expenses connected with that. It bas made great confusion among our people, 
this pretended contract with Latrobe of 1866. 
Q. At the time the contract was made with Latrobe, Cochrane, Cooper, and Leflore, 
the secretary, was it understood that they were to have a part of the $100,000 that was 
paid by Allen Wright ?-A. No, sir; they knew nothing of ~t. 
[Colonel Pitchlynn wishes here to note that Latrobe alone was known in the contract, 
and that in his answer he was confused by the form of the question; as Colonel Pitch-
lynn now understands the above guestion, be answers, "Not that I know of."] 
Q. Have Wright, Page, Wade, or any of these men, informed the people there that 
they got part of that money ?-A. No, sir; not that I know of. I think they have not 
informed the people. 'l'he belief is that Latrobe got the whole of it. 
Q. Wha,t excuse did they ma,ke for paying Latrobe so large an amount for his ser-
vices ?-A. It was said that after the war there was great difficulty in getting the 
treaty ratified, and that they had to spend a great deal of money to get it doue. That 
was the statement they made to the Choctaw people. 
Q. vVas it your underst:mding that there was so much difficulty with the Govern-
ment as to require all that expense ?-A. It was represented to us that it requires a 
very large amount, even to make a treaty and to get it ratified. 
Q. Who made these representations ?-A. I could not be positive who did it, bnt it 
was a kind of a general talk. I could not specify. 
Q. Among whom was that conversation held; among the various officers, or among 
the delegates and attorneys of the Choctaws ?-A. It was not among the Government 
officers, but with the delegates and hangers around-blackmailers, or whatever you 
mav call them. 
Q. The hangers-on around the Choctaw delegation f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You heard nothing of that kind then from the United States officers ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. \Vho drew the treaty of 1866 '?-A. Mr. Latrobe claimed to be the drawer of it. 
Q. Do you know ·whether the Government had one drawn-one that be did not 
like, and that be drew another different from it ? What do you know about tllat ~-A. 
I have no knowledge of it. 
Q. ·when you spoke of $10,000 being the value of services rendered in making the 
treaty, did you 111ean the part that would be just for the Chickasaws and Choctaw!:' 
both to pay '?-A. I was speaking of the Chocta,ws alone, but I think the whole cost 
ought not to be more than $10,000 or $12,000. I thiuk the treaty ought to have been 
made in six weeks instead of eleven mouths. Mr. Cooley told me himself that he and 
I could have sat down and made a better treaty than they made with the United 
States. That was a complimentary way of talking to n1e. 
Q. vVas the delegatiou here all that time-eleven months ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What reason did the delegation give for declining to let yon into t,heir councils~-
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A. They gaye none, with the exception that I was not appointed by the council, and 
bad no authority from the nation to act with them. 
Q. Bnt yon were at that time principal chief ?-A. Yet:, sir; and came on here at the 
Tequest of tho Government with the delegation. But by some management it was 
taken out of my control, influence, and advice, and fell iuto the hands of Latrobe and 
Cooper. 
(~. Winchester Colbert was at that time principal chief of the Choctaws ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. I see that his name appears on the treaty as signing it as one of the delegates?-
A. I cttuw at the Yoice of the nation and not by the act of the council; it -was jnst 
one yoice of the nation that I mnst come; that I bad friends here and had tried to he 
a Union man; and for that reason, and from my experience :wd knowledge of public 
business, they said that I was the man. And the delegation I nominated. There were 
better and more abler men in the country, excepting Jones; but the men whom I wished 
to haYe come would. not one of them come; they would not accept the nomination. I 
nominated them , and they 'Yere confirmed by the council. \Vhen they got on here 
they left me and fell into the han<ls of Latrobe anfl Cooper. 
Q. Do yon know anything of the amount of money that Cooper paid over to 
Albert Pike ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. CoPper was ageut of the Choctaws aml Chickasaws when the war broke out?-
Yes, sir. 
(~. CoopPr Rays thnt he paid over to Pike 840,000 in money; that it was Choctaw 
money aml that be had an onler from Samt>on Folsom to pay it. \Vhat do you knO\\' 
abont that f-A. I know nothing abont it; it. tra,nspiretl so far away from me. 
Q. Cooper was agent of the Choctaws np to that time, and he receive(l the money 
from the United States for the Choctaws. Did yon ever hear of his paying over $40,000 
to the confederate goverrrment ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did .Yon ever .hear of his paying Pike $5,000 ?-A. No, sir; except what Pike told. 
me himself. 
Q. How much did ,Pike say Cooper paid him as a confe<lerate ofiicerf-A. five thou-
sand dollars. 
Q. Do yon know how Cooper got his rPce1pts arrango(l for settlement w1th the 
United States in 181)6, after the war ?-A. No, sir; except in a, statement that I haYe 
seen printed from the Treasnr.v Dep~ntment. I have heard this abont it, that this same 
delegation-in fact Cooper himself says that this delegation of 1866 certified to his ac-
counts and receipts. 
Q. ·were yon present ?-A. No, sir; I knew nothing about these tr:msactions until I 
came here, and the dolrgation or tTeasurer came to my house and statell the settle-
ment that they h~td m<t<le with Cooper. I asked if it was all ri~ht; they said it was all 
right, and upon that I approved. the paper. I did not know wnat it was and I did not 
understand it; bnt I understand that my son in looking over the papers the other day 
conltl not m<tke out the amount paid to Cooper of more than $16,000. 
'l'he following testimony was taken in the Indian Territory before a sub-committee 
consisting of the cLainnau and Messrs. Bunlett and Smith. 
BOGGY DEPOT, CIIOCTA w COUNTRY, INDIAN TEHRITORY, 
July 3, 18i2. 
ALLEN vVmGnT sworn and examined. 
By Mr. BURDETT : 
Question. State your age, residence, :md occnpatiou.-Answer. My age is forty-five; 
my Tesidence is Boggy Depot; I am a minister of the gospel. 
Q. Have you occupiecl any offieial positions in your nation ?-A. Yes; I have been a 
member of the Choctaw council; national treasurer; and was the last principal chief 
of the Choctaw Nation. 
Q. Give the committee in your own way a brief statement of what is known as the 
''net-proceeds" claim.-A. Under the treaty of 1830 the United States Government 
agreed to compensate the Choctaws if they removed here from the country east of the 
Mississippi. It was to pay them for the property and improvements that they left behind, 
and for any losses they might sustain on the way here. Those who emigrated without 
the aid or assistance of the Government were to be paid their expenses. A great many 
had large improvements and they were to be allowed for those improvements according 
to the number of acres they had under cultivation. Others, if they remained there 
five years, were to be entitled to so many sections of land there. My father belonged 
to those self-emigrating parties which came without any assistance from the United 
States Go,·ernmcnt. \Ve lost considerable property, as others did. 'fhe Govern-
/ 
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ment had agreed. to pay us for that property, but didn't do so. A gootl 
many of those Choctaws went to United. States officers and registered their names 
as int,ending to remain there five years. In the conrse of time those who had 
claims against the Government employed attorneys whenever there were attor-
neys in the neighborhood, but notlling was done except tllat some few got paid. 
A great many full-blooded Indians who did not know how to employ attorneys never 
did anJt,hing and never got paid anytlling. Once in a while they would go to differ-
ent persons wllo could Tead and write, and try to collect soniething from the Govern-
ment. Things were in that condition when I went to school in 1848. I came back to 
W:::.sbington in 1852, when I saw Forbes Leflore and Thompson McKinney. They 
had gone to Wasllington, to make collections for some new emigrant Choctaws, and 
there I met them. It was in tlle War Department, where the Indian Office used to be. 
They were talking about tllose matters, anu one of the former clerks pointed to the 
fourteenth and nineteenth articles of the treaty, ·which had never been carried out. 
The Government had never compensated. us for the land., or for Llle loss of property. 
I was just tluongh, at that t.i me, with my course of theological studies, and I paid 
no particular attention to what was going on. Leflore and McKinney first started. 
that claim for the land, after deJucting all the expenses which tlle United States 
Government llad incurred iu the survey and sale of the lands; but the opposition 
to t.hem was so great in the council that they coultl not get tlle appointment of 
delegates to go to Washington to press the claim . The council appointed Peter B. 
Pitchlynn, Samuel Garland, Israel Folsom, and Dickson H. Lewis. 
Q. I understand then, from that statement, first, that the net-proceeds claim, so 
called, arose out of the sale by the United States Government of the lands formerly 
owned and occupied by the Choctaws east of the Mississippi River ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that it consisted of the surplus moneys left in the hands of the United States 
Government, after the payment of the cost of survey, and all other incidental ex-
penses ~-A. It was for the proceeds of tlle land only, after paying expenses. 
Q. I understand the net proceeds to have been the surplus money remaining to the 
United States Government after paying the cost of survey and sale of the lands 
formerly occupied by your tribe east of the Mississippi Rived-A. Yes. 
Q. And that amount of money, called the net proceeds, I understand, was to be paid 
over to your people to reimburse them for the loss of the improvements which they 
left behind them, and for the cost of the trausportation when tlley paid it themselves?-
A. The United States Government advanced money to pay the expense of the people 
emigrating to this country and suppli~cl them with subsistence for twelve months, and 
what was remaining from the sale of the land was to be paid over to tlte nation . 
Q. Aud tllat is tlle net proceeds 1-A. Tllat is the net proceeds. Under the treat.y of 
1830 every Choctaw expected to get his pay from the United States Government om. 
of its own Treasury. Notlling was saill about getting it out of the proceeds of tlle 
sale of t.lle lands, as that would be merely putting money out of one pocket into 
another. It 'vas at the instance of the United States Government tllat tlle Choctaws 
removed~here; tb.ey didn't want to remove here, and some of them were so mad about 
it that they threatened to kill the commissioners. 
By Mr. Sl\HTII: 
Q. You claim, then, according to your view, that the net proceeds was the balance of 
the sale of the lands after paying the expenses of tlle survey and sale, and that in 
addition thereto the Government should have paid yon the personal expenses which 
were paid by the Choctaws themselves ~-A. That was the understanding at first, but 
when the treaty was made they fixed it in tlle present shape. The Government sold 
the land and said: "Mr. Choctaw, how mnch did you lose~" "I lost so much." 
"Well, I will take this property, and from the sale of your land I will give you your 
pay." 
Q. That is what the United States Government did ?-A. No; that is what it agreed 
to do in the treaty, whereas my understanding was tbat the Government was to pay 
us for the losses ·which we sustained, and that we should have received the proceeds 
of the sale of the lands independent of that; but the Government did not do that. 
We held the country in common, just as we are doing now, and I had as much right 
as the man wllo had thousands of dollars' worth of property. I was a boy then; but 
I was told that we were to be paid for losses sustained. We left some ponies and 
hogs (not many,) and we came to this country at our own expense, independent of the 
emigration-agents. In those days everybody was driven ou by emigration-agents; it 
was in the fall of the years 1831, '32, and '33. When a Choctaw objected to going, 
and said that he had his property there-his corn, his pease, and his potatoes-these 
emigration-agents said that the Government would pay for all of that. A great many 
of the Choctaws left everything behind them, no family being allowed more than one 
wagon. My father agreed to take his own time to emjgrate, and we came here on 
horseback. 
Q. What did that treaty provide ~-A. The first treaty of 1830 provided that we 
were to be paid for losses snstained. 
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Q. ·what proYision did it make for yonr lands ~-A. Nothing was said in regard to 
tlwm. 
Q. It jnst provided for the payment of snch losses as you might sustain in removing 
to this cunntry !-A. Yes. 
Q. Now, what was the secon<l treaty f-A. The second treaty of 1855 provided that 
the proceeds of the sale of the lands which we left in Mississippi should he used to 
pay individual claimants, aud, of course, those who had uo claims could not be paid. 
Q. I unclerstaml that the Choctaws owned tlle country east of the Mississippi, and 
tlJat the Gon~rnment wanted them to emigrate to this country, and agreecl to give 
them these lauds here in excllange for a certain portion of their lands iu Mississippi f-
A. YeH. 
Q. Whirh yon nccepted ~-A. Yes. 
Q. The Go\·ernment also further agreed tlJ~tt: if you went voluntarily, in peace and 
quiet, it ·wonhl pay the expenses of your transportation, and all the losses iucidentaJ 
to yonr removal ?-A. That was the agreement. 
Q. These being tlw two facts, tlJe question is, what constitutes these specinl claims 
wlJich yon ha,·c set up f Do yon claim that, after those lands were sold which yon 
left there, and after the expenses of the sale and survey were deducted, all the money 
belonged to you ?-A. Yes. 
Q. And the Government claimr<l that the amouuts agreed to be paid to yon individ-
ually for your expenses were to be deducted from those proceeds f-A. I cannot say 
for certain why the Goverument implied that. I11 tlle last treaty it was so implied. 
Q. That, insteaLl of paying out of the Treasury of the United States your incidental 
expenses and paying to yon the residue from the sale of your lands, the Government 
deducted the expe11scs out of tlle proceeds of the sales and agreed to pay you tlle lJal-
lance f-A. Yes. 
Q. Tllat constitutes, then, the net-proceeds claim ?-A. Yes. 
By Mr. BURDETT: 
Q. And that was the matter which was referred to the United States Senate to l.Je 
arbitrated upon by the treaty of 1~55 f-A. Yes. 
By Mr. S:YIITn: 
Q. Wllat amount was awarded then ?-A. Two million tllree hundred tllousand 
dollars. Congr!:'ss donated to the State of Mississippi 5 per cent. of the swamp-lands, 
which ·were Yalned at 12~ cents an acre, for school purposes, and in addition 5 per 
cent. for railroad purposes. \Ve considered that that was our property. \Ve had onr 
children to educate here and we steadily conteude<l that the price of the lauds donated 
fur railroads and schools should be paid to us. Bnt tbe Government <lcdncted tuat 
from ns and only allowed us 2~ cents per acre. 
By :Mr. BUHDETT: 
Q. How· much of the appropriation of .''500,000, under the award of the Senate, bas 
been received hy the Chocta"- Nation ?-A. Two hundred and fifty thousand dollars. 
Q. In what condition is the balance, and who holds it f-A. Two hundred aud fifty 
thousand dollars was paid to the Choctaws nuder the law of 1860. That amount was 
received on the authority of the nation. The other $250,000 was held by the United 
States Government in bonds bearing 6 per cent. iuterest, and is to be llelcl in trust for 
the benefit of the Choctaws. 
Q. Have yon been receiving the interest on that $~50,000 in bonus f-A. No, sir. 
Q. So that, in fact, this $250,000 in bonds remains in the Treasury f-A. Yes, sir. We 
wanted to get it out, but there is so much outside influence brought to bear against 
us in \Vashington that we have been prevented from getting it. Carrying ont strictly 
the letter of the treaty no part of tlJat money should have come here in the first place. 
It should have remained at Washington. The Clloctaw council passed a law in 1859 
for the appointment of a court of claims to audit and decide upon those individual 
Choctaw claims. The court met and adjourned from time to time without doing any 
business. I thought it would have been better to set apart a certain portif)n of this 
money for the establishment of an orphan asylum. \Ve haYe more orphans in tllis 
country than any other class of people. 
Q. I gather from what you have been last saying that it was proposed by yonr 
nation to use the remaining $250,000 in the p[tyment of certain claims held by 
in<livicluals of the Choctaw Nation ~-A. Yes. 
Q. And to that end you organized a court of claims by a statute of your nation f-
A. Yes. 
Q. Not onl~· in reference to the disposition of the $250,000, but you had in view t,he 
disposition of tlle whole net-proceeds claim f-A. Yes. 
Q. State what t,he claims were which were proposed to be adjudicated by this court, 
and to be a lien upon this money. Were .they the claims of which yon have spoken 
arising out of the loss of property, &c., at the time of the removal of your peoplP 
from beyond the Mississippi ?-A. Yes, sir. The idea was to call on the claimants 
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to appear before the court and to bring witnesses to fix: the amount of the property 
that they lost. 
Q. And that court, I understand you, has been kept in existence in contemplation 
of some time when an appropriation of this amount will be made~-A. Yes; but it 
was delayed so long that finally some of those commissioners died. I filled t,he 
vacancies when I was governor, and I authorized Colonel Walker, the chief com-
missioner, to organize at once and to call on t,he people to come forward and proye 
their claims. 
Q. Has that been done ~-A. No, sir; the commissioners met at the academy and sat 
a few days, and then adjourned. I went out of office at that time and do not kno"~> 
what report they malle. 
Q. So far as you kDow, no adjudication has been ma<1e by tllat court ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. In view of the very long time that bas elapsed since the removal of the 
Choctaws, will it not be difficult, on account of the death of witne::;ses and of parties 
who are acquainted with tlle facts, to establish these claims properly~-A. Very 
difficult; even those who have just claims may have no witnesses to testify, while 
others, again, who had no just claim will say that they had, and that their witnesses 
arc all dead. 
Q. So that now, even if that court were in operation, there would be very great 
danger of fraudulent claims coming in ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I suppose that aU of your people still feel anxious in regard to the appropriation 
of this net-proceeds claim of $2,300,000 ~-A. Very auxiom;;. 
Q. There is no disposition on their part to give it up ~-A. No, sir; for they have 
been looking for it every year. They think that the moll e.)' is jnstly due them. 
Q. I suppose that, in the prosecution of your claim for the net proceeds, you em-
ployed attorneys and agents from time to time ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. A great many of them '~-A. No, sir; not a great many. Bnt after the delegates 
got the power they employed first one set of attomcys, and then they changed and 
employed another set. 
Q. So far as you know, are there very many claims oflarge amounts held by persons 
who may have acted as agents or attorneys against this fnncl ?-A. Yes. Not so much 
a claim as a bargain aml contract made. The nation authorized the delegation to 
employ certain attorneys, and the delegation did so. 
Q. Do you know approximately the amonnt of claims held by :parties who have 
acted as your agents or attorneys against that fund for their services f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Please state thern.-A. The amount of the claim of John T. Cochrane's estate is 
::W per cent. The Cochrane contract was ~0 per cent. and the delegation was to get 20 
per cent. That is 50 per cent. upon all the money that we were to get from the Gov-
ernment. 
Q. Then there is 30 per cent. of t,he cla,im held by the Cochrane estate and 20 per 
cent. Leld by whom ?-A. By Pitchlynn and others-the old Choctaw delegation. We 
agreed to pay this 50 per cent. 
Q. Has there been any action of the Choctaw Nation consenting to the payment of 
so large a sum f-A. No, sir; only implied. 
Q. Do you mean that it has been the custom of the Choctaw Nation to pay 50 per 
cent. on all amounts collected ~-A. Yes; for the net-proceeds claim. 
Q. There has been $250,000 of the net-proceeds claim paid in money?-A. Yes. 
Q. Was 50 per cent. of that paid to the agents and attorneys who acted for you f-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. In fact, did one-half of the $250,000 ever reach the Choctaw treasury f-A. As to 
that I cannot say. It was in this way: the council appropriated $134,000 of that 
$250,000 to purchase corn. The crop of 1860 had failed. A few of us opposed this 
appropriation for corn because we thought it was proposed for the purpose of swind-
ling with, but $134,000 was spent in purchasing corn. A few individuals got the 
benefit of it; but the whole nation got no benefit from it. The col'n got sour, and 
some parties in New Orleans were authorized to sell it. Some security was taken for 
the amount, but it was never paid. 
Q. If $134,000 was appropriated in good faith, that accounts for more than one-half 
of the $250,000?-A. Yes. 
Q. That is all you know about it ~-A. That corn-money I know of. 
Q. Do you know, either directly or feom reasonable information, that Cochrane or 
his associates received any share-and if so, what share-of that $250,000 '?-A. I cannot 
say for certain as to the amount. The nation employed two missionaries, the Rev. 0. 
P. Slack and Rev. E. Hodgkins, to go to New York to collect the remainder of the draft, 
$112,000. These missionaries went there in the spring or FJnmmer of 1861, and collected 
the draft, and brought part of it back, leaving part of it some place in Missouri. The 
money that they brought here they paid over to the delegation. There was $40,000 still 
remaining up there, and in the \Yinter of 1861-'62 Sampson Folsom and Eastman Loh-
man drew that $40,000, that was still remaining in Missouri, and tnrned it over to 
Albert Pike toward the fee. 
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Q. Was Albert Pike one of the attorneys ?-A. He was. \Ve uid not know it. The 
first contract was made with Albert Pike, but, on account of his negligence, Pitchlynn 
.and the others t~hoved him aside and employed Cochrane. 
Q. Tell the committee who this Cochrane was, and whether he ever bad any official 
connection either with your nation or with the United States Government 1-A. He 
never bad done anything for us before. He used to be the chief clerk in the Indian 
Department, before I knew anything at all about him. I never saw him until he was 
out of office; that was in 1851 or 1852. 
Q. Is it your understanding tbat Cochrane or his representatives, and the Choctaw 
commissioners, who were acting at the time tbat the Senate made its award, and Congress 
made its first appropriation, held their claim of 50 per cent. on this entire ~tmount of 
$i,300,000, and that they will continue to bold it until such time as the award is 
settled and paid f-A. Yes, sir; that is my understanding and the understanding of the 
nation. The council appropriated money in advance of the payment, and is to con-
tinue to do so until the whole is paid. 
Q. Did I understand you to say that your council bas acted upon the matter and 
approved the fee of 50 per cent. ?-A. Yes. 
(~. Is there a regular resolution or act to that effect 1-A. I do not know that there 
is any regular resolution authorizing the payment; but that was the understanding, 
and they have always received it. 
Q. Does your information enable you to state with certainty that there is any legis-
lative act to that effect; or is it a mere understanding based npon the uniform practice 
of your nation ?-A. I cannot say that there is a regular resolution authorizing the 
payment of 50 per cent., but there is a resolution authorizing the delegates to employ 
attorneys and making whatever the delegates dicl bintling on the nation. These dele-
gates made a contract :mel tlle council appropriated that amount and when the delega-
tion presented their claims they were paid so much. 
Q. Is there a contract in writing on tllis matter between yonr nation n.nd those agents 
and attorneys ?-A. There is between the delegation and tllc contracting parties. 
Q. Do you know whether any copy of that contract can be had ?-A. I do not know. 
Q. Do yon suppose it would be on file among the papers at the seat of Government f-
A. I should tbink so. 
Q. Have any misunderstandings arisen between the Choctaw Nation and tlle Choc-
taw delegates who have had to do with the collection of moneys f If so, state what 
these misunderstandings are.-A. There is no misunderstanding, only about this net-
proceeds claim. The ol<l delegation wi:shed to manage that e:x:clu:sively. 
Q. State who the members of the old delegation were, and state also as to the agree-
ment of 50 per cent.-A. The delegates were P. B. Pitchlynn, Samuel Garland, I:srael 
Folsom, and Dickson H. Lewis. 
Q. \Vere yon a member of that delegation ~-A. No, sir; the delegates and attorneys 
were to receive 50 per cent. 
By Mr. s~nTII: 
Q. I want.to know whether this ~elegation was clothed with authority b,v your peo-
ple to negotmte a contract by whiCh they were personally, as delegates, to receive a 
certain amount of that 50 per cent.-A. I think not; what I understood was, that the 
attorneys were to get so much-25 per cent. I think it wa:s; but out of that the attor-
neys were to pay a part back to the delegation. The delegation came back to the coun-
cil and said that there was not enough, and that the council must give an additional 
20 per cent. for the benefit of the delegation. 
Q. Tbat was to be a personal affair '(-A. Yes; at first, it was 25 per cent. and then 
20 per cent. addit.ional was demanded and the council granted it. So long as the dele-
gates obtained 20 per cent. for themselves, Cochrane was to retain his 30 per cent. and 
out of whicll 30 per cent. he was to satisfy certain claimants in Mississippi. There 
were many parties who had employed attorneys to prosecute their claims and Cochrane 
had to satisfy these attorneys. In order to quiet these people Cochrane said, "Just 
turn this all over te me, and if I succeed I will satisfy your claims." 
Q. You Choctaw people were willing to pay those delegates whom you employed to 
go to \Vashington 20 per cent. as an individual fee f-A. Yes, sir; independent of the 
attorneys; they came and d0manded additional pay and the council granted it. 
By Mr. BURDETT: 
Q. Were any of those contracts made while you were acting as governor f-A. No, 
sir; they were made before I came back from the States. 
Q. \Vhen was the first contract for tlle compensation of the agents and attorneys, in 
connection with the net-proceeds claim, made f-A. I cannot say for certain. Tbe first 
contract was made with the attorneys in 1854, I think. In that contract Pike was 
interested. Then the delegates repudiated that contract without the consent or knowl-
edge of the nation, and made the contract. with Cochrane in 1855. 
Q. Was there any contract macle subsequent to 18;J;:; 1-A. Not as to the net proceeds. 
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Q. There has been, ho-wever, a modification of the first contract made with Cochrane, 
for you speak of the delegates returning and demanding the additional 20 per cent?-
A. Yes. In the original contract the delegation and the attorneys were all to join in, 
but the delegation found that it would be a losing business for them, and so they came 
back and asked the council to make a contract with themselves independent of the 
attorney's contract. First, the delegation made a contract with the attorneys for 30 
per cent., (some say it was 25 per cent., but afterward this addition, 5 per cent., was 
added to make it 30 per cent.) Afterward the delegates demanded pay for their ser-
vices, and the nation accorded 20 per cent. So there were two contracts: :first, one by 
the delegation -with the attorneys, and then one by the delegation with the nation. 
Q. I understand, then, that the course of negotiation, as between the council, the. 
delegates, and the attorneys, bas been this: That, originally, the council appointed a 
delegation to proceed to ·washington to negotiate for a settlement of the net-proceeds 
claim, and that the council itself originally made no specification as to what the pay 
should be. I gather from you that that was left at .first to the district chiefs to say 
what remuneration should be paid to the delegation. I gather further that, afterward, 
in the progress of the affair (it being in the meantime understood that 25 per cent. waS-
to be the remuneration, and that 5 per cent. additional was demanded) the delegation, 
on the claim that they were at large expense, returned to the council and demanded 
an additional compensation, amounting to 20 per cent., with the understanding that 
that amount was to be for their services f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. This, I take it from your recollection and understanding of the matter, ha<l been 
the course of the agreement and understanding as between the Choctaw people and 
their delegates and attorneys ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did 1ibe delegation, appointed to represent your people in the matter of the net 
proceeds claim, receive any salary from the treasury of the nation while acting as such. 
delegates ~--A. No, sir; their services were to be paid out of that 20 per cent. 
By Mr. SM:ITII : 
Q. Give us a short history of those "leased lands ~"-A. Those lands belongetl to the 
Choctaw people. They lie west of the Chickasaw country from the ninety-eighth to 
the one-hundredth degree of longitude. The land lying beyond the one-hundredth de-
gree, and which is now what you call the ''Pan Handle" of Texas, we consider as 
belonging to the Choctaws, for we were to own the country extending from the South 
Fork of the Canadian to the Rocky Mountains, and south to the Red River. Under the 
treaty of 1855, the Choctaw Nation ceded that country to the United States Govern-
ment. Some say it was paid for, and some say it was to be paid for; but, anyhow, we 
got nothing for it. The Choctaws leased these two degrees from the ninety-eighth to the 
one hundredth degree to the United States Government for the purpose of settling some 
of those roving bands of Indians. The Choctaws were to receiye for the cession of the 
land and for the leasing $400,000; that was the consideration. In the first place, I 
think it was $600,000, and that the Chickasaws were to have atone-third interest in it. 
They said that they came in with the Choctaws and were entitled to equal rights in 
the land. The Chickasaws were to receive $200,000, and the Choctaws $400,000. The 
delegation and the counsel kept $200,000, leaving $200,000 for the Choctaws. But it 
was the express understanding that the delegation and the attorneys ware not to re-
ceive anything from these leased lands. 
By Mr. BuRDETT: 
Q. When was that leasing made '-A. In 1855. 
Q. The western line of the Chickasaw country proper is the ninety-eighth parallel?-
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the lands between the ninety-eighth and one, hundredth degrees of west 
longitude, aud then toward the north fork of the Red River at its intersection with 
the ninety-eighth degree are the leased lands, so called '-A. Yes. 
Q. Originally, who were the owners of that tract ofland' That is to say, did it belong 
to the Choctaws and Chickasaws jointly, and, if not, had the Chickasaws any interest 
in it, and what was their interest ~-A. They owned it jointly prior to 1855. 
Q. ·when ani!. by what authority was the existing division-line made as between the 
Choctaws and Chickasaws ?-A. Under the treaty of 1855. The Chickasaws wanted to 
have a separate jurisdiction. They demand~d it, saying that they were not receiving 
justice at the hands of the Choctaws. After consideration, the Choctaws agreed to let 
the Chickasaws have the present division-line mn, and beyond that to the ninety-
eighth degree was to be occupied and controlled by the Chickasaws without excluding 
Choctaws. The citizens of each tribe were to settle in either country, just as they 
pleased. 
Q. When that division-line was made as between the territory of the Choctaw and 
Chickasaw Nations, as it now exists, was there any agreement made as to the ownership 
of the coun~ry west of the ninety-eighth degree ~-A. That was reserved to the Choc-
taws to control it. 
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Q. "\Vas that a part of the consideration for the division being agreed to as bet ween 
the Choctaws and Chickasaws ?-A. I think it was; it is in the treaty. 
Q. When the treaty of 1855 was made had t.he Chickasaws an interest in the hond 
west of the ninety-eighth degree?-A. "\Ve had an undivided interest in all the lands. 
The Choctaws held exclusively the right of jurisdiction, but did not prevent the 
Chickasaws from settling there. 
Q. Then, I understand you, that west of the ninety-eighth parallel, after the setting 
apart of the Chickasaw country to themselves, the Choctaws were regarded as the 
owners of that land, the Chickasaws, however, having the privilege of settling within 
that tract of land which is now called the leased district '?-A. Yes. 
Q. Then, when the treaty was made by which that tract was leased to the nitetl 
States, the Choctaw Nation was the authority with 'vhich the United States Govern-
ment treated ?-A. The Choctaws and Chickasaws jointly. Thcrs were three parties 
to the treaty of 185S. 
Q. But on the settlement as to the division of the consitleration-money for that land 
coming from the United States Government, I understood you to say that $400,000 
was held to be dne to the Choctaws, and $200,000 to the Chickasaws.-A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know >vhether that $200,000 belonging to the Chickasaws was ever pai<l 
to them ?-A. Not the whole of it. Part of it was paid to the Choctaws for the con-
sideration of giving the Chickasaws separate jurisdiction. If not the whole of it, about 
the whole of it was paid back to the Choctaws for the consideration of giving the 
Chickasaws right of jurisdiction from their present line to the ninety-eighth degree. 
Q. Then the $200,000 of the consideration-money, which was heltl to be Chickasaw 
money, was surrendered to the Choctaws in whole or in part, in consideration of the 
Choctaws confirming the division settlement of the Chickasaw country ?-A. Yes. 
Q. As to the other part of the consideration, which yon say was $400,000, yon say 
that yom understanding is that the counsel and the delegates of the Choctaw Nation 
retained $~00,000, which yon hold they had no right to reta.iu ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The other $200,000 went into the Choctaw· treasnry ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Then you have uo claim against the United States on that leased-land matter f-
A. No, sir; it has all been settled. 
Q. Is that country west of the ninety-eighth degree, nsually called the leased lands, 
still held by the United States under that lease, or is it held under any other title?-
A. The United States Government claims to hold it under tlle treaty of 1866, not under 
a lease. 
Q. State by what. title the Government does hold it now.-A. In consideration for the 
cession of the leased district, the Government was to pay $300,000. 
Q. So that the United States Government now holds it by purchase f-A. That was 
the agreement, bnt the money never was paid. 
Q. When was that treaty entered into f-A. In 1866. 
Q. What consideration did the United States agree to pay f-A. At first $500,000; 
the delegation contended for more, but, instead of the UniteLl States increasing the 
amount, they !'educed it to $300,000. 
Q. Then the consideration is $300,000 V-A. Yes. 
Q. And tha.t was a purchase, absolutely t-A. Absolutely, according to our under-
standing at the time. 
Q. Has tha.t '~~300,000 been paid ?-A. No, sir; it was conditional. 
Q. State why it has not been paid, and the character of that consideration, an<l any 
condition attached to it.-A. The United States Government was to have this leased 
district for $300,000, and the money was to be held for the benefit of the Choctaw and 
Chickasaw Iudians. The condition was that if they should receive the freedmen of 
the nation as citizens of the nation, (there were about three t.housand freedmen in the 
country at the time,) giving to each negro a homestead of forty acres of land, the 
Choctaws were to receive this $300,000, bearing 5 per cent. interest; !Jut the Choctaws 
an<l Chickasaws both were to have two yean,' time to consider that question. If the 
Choctaws agreed within that time to receive the freedmen as citizens of the nation, 
the money was to be held for the benefit of the Choctaws and Chickasaws, and was to 
be divided between them, in the proportion of three to one; and in case the Choctawe 
and Chickasaws did not accept the negroes as citizens of the nation, the $:300,000 was 
to go to the freedmen, to enable the Government to remove them from the limits of the 
nation, and to give them $100 each. Mter the expiration of two years, within ninety 
days, the United States Government was to remove these freedmen outside of the lim-
its of the Choctaw an<l Chickasaw country; bnt those who chose to remain in the 
country were not to receive any portion of the money. 
Mr. BURDETT. I will reiterate with yon the statement which you have jnst made, 
for a better understanding of it: at the commencement of tlle war there were certaiu 
colored people among you wllo had been your slaves V 
WITNESS. Yes. 
Mr. EmmETT. And tlle $300,000 which was agreed to be paitl to you for the final ces-
sion of the lands theretofore kuown as the leased lands, '"·as to be liqlfffi.ated in tLis 
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:way: if the Choctaw and Chickasaw people should agree to receive their former slaves 
into their tribes, and guarantee them the protection of their laws, and give them forty 
acres of land each, then the $300,000 was to be paid over, in due proportion, to the 
Choctaw and Chickasaw people; but if the negroes were not so received, then the 
agreement was that this co.nsideration for the leased lands should be paid by the Gov-
ernment of the United States to the negroes, to defray the expenses of their removal 
from the Indian country, and to provide them with homes~ 
\Vrnmss. That is about the general idea; but none of the money was to be paid to 
the negroes except in case of removal. 
Q. Diu the Choctaws and Chickasaws, or eit-her of them, in fact agree to receive the 
negroes into their tribes ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Has the time within which this was to have been done elapsed f-A. Yes. 
Q. Do the negroes still remain within t.he country ·v-A. Yes. 
Q. Are you aiJle to state what the lJreferences of the colored people themselves are 
as to removing or staying f-A. They wish to remain. 
Q. It appears, then, that the consideration money as to which you have been testify-
ing is still in the Treasur.v of the United States f-A. Yes. 
Q. And further legislation is necessary before it can be disposed of?-A. Yes, siL 
Q. What evidence have you of the desire of the colored people to remain within the 
country~-A. They held a convention at old Boggy Depot in August, 1870, in presence 
of the United States Indian agent, Captain Olmstead, Governor Harris, of the Chicka-
saw Nation, and myself, (I was holding office at the time;) we were all there. They 
met, and finally declared, unanimously, that they wished to remain. 
Q. Do you know whether there were any of them who dissented from the proposi-
tion to remain 1-A. No, sir; I understood that some did not like the whole decision 
exactly, becp.use the United States laws were not extended over them. 
Q. How large a proportion of the whole negro population of the two nations was 
present or represented at that meeting~-A. I cannot say as to that. 
Q. Can you state ·how large a number were present f-A. No, sir; but tLere were 
representatives fi·om all parts, except from the neighborhood of Fort Smith; but most 
of the negroes are in tllis cotton country-from the Red River away up. 
Q. From your knowledge of the location of the colored people and of their numbers, 
what is your judgment as to the proportion of the whole colored people of the two 
nations that was present or represented f-A. I do not know in what way they were 
sent, whether as representatives or individuals, but I should think there were about 
th1·ee hundred here at that time, if not more. 
Q. How large a proportion of the whole number do you judge was in fact repre- _ 
sented ~-A. THe leading characters of every farm and plantation and neighborhoo(l 
were present. 
Q. Were the persons at the meeting principally men ?-A. They were principally 
men. I do not thiuk there were any women at all. They were the most influential 
men that there are among the negroes throughout the whole of the Choctaw aud Chick-
asaw countries. 
Q. ·what is the present feeling among the colored people as far as you know f-A. 
They want to remain here. At that time I said t9 them : "Now it seems that every-
body is against you, and would it not be better if I were to advise you to leave the 
country and go to Liberia, where there is a home provided for freed people f" There 
is a man there who went from here, who is a preacher, and I thought it wouM be well 
for them to go there; bat they have invariably said that they did not want to go. I 
have received information from the agent of the Colonization Society, aud have talked 
with them on that account, but they do not ''..ant to go; they are perfectly satisfied 
here. 
Q. What is their position as to thrift ?-A. In some localities they are domg very 
well. In places like this they are not doing so well. Where they are settled to 
themselves, away off, farming, they are doing very well, but their tendency is to flock 
to villages, and they hang around there, aml you cannot get work out of them. They 
have no irlea of contracts. They will not stick to any contract or bargain. Some are 
given to stealing. We cannot raise any pigs at all in this neighborhood. 
Q. Is there any well· defined ill-feeling between.the Indians and the negroes f-A. No, 
ir; no ill-feeling at all. 
Q. Is there, on the whole, as good a feeling between the Indians and the negroes now 
as before the war"?-A. 0, yes, sir. There is a kindly feeling toward them. But they 
are very excitable people, and they fight a good deal among themselves. The least 
thing excites them. They are governed by passion and temper. But I never heard of 
any difficulty between the Choctaws or Chickasaws and tbe negroes. Everything has 
been going on harmoniously. I do not see any difficulty. I have seen much more ill-
feeling existing against the negroes in the States. 
Q. Is there any pro\rision here by which their children can be educated ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Are any of them, in fact, attending school as far as you know ?-A. They have 
had schools Ol'lce in ~ while, but they are so poor that they cannot afford to pay for 
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their children's education. They had a school in this neighborhood which was sus-
pended for want of means. They are getting up a celebration to-morrow, the 4th of 
July, to raise money for that purpose. I wanted them to authorize me to send for a 
teacher, but they told me that, at present, they are so poor that they had no means 
to pay a teacher ; but they are now trying to raise fnnds. 
Q. Is there any opposition among the Indians to the negroes becoming educated?-
A. No. sir ; none at all. 
Q. On the other band, is there rather a wish that they should be educated f-A. The 
Indian people are perfectly indifferent. They cannot get schools for their own cbiluren, 
and of course cannot do much for others. Still, some few Indians whom I have seen 
think that the negroes ongbt to be educated. They think that the negroes ought not to 
be kept ignorant: but tllat the rising generation should be educated so as to make 
them better citizens. 
By :Mr. Sl\IITII: 
Q. Do you feel at liberty to give your opinion in reference to the proposition to form 
a territorial government for the Indians ?-A. I cannot speak for the nation. My pri-
vate opinion is that it is not at all suitable for ns at the present time. 
Q. State the reasons why you think so.-A. In the first place, we hold the country in 
common among onrselves. Even the Choctaws and Chickasaws hold the wllole coun-
try in common, which I think is unjust. The Cherokees have their own land entirely 
separate from the Creeks and Seminoles; and the Creeks have their own lands sepa-
rate from us. Only the Choctaws and Chickasaws hold the country in common. But, 
at the same time, Cherokees, Creeks, and Seminoles have no right whatever to settle 
in the country. They sold a large portion of their own country, and got their pay for 
it, and now it wonlu not do for us to open our country and invite them here, after· 
they have sold their own lands. That is the pecuniary reason, in the first place. \Ve 
have separate jnrist1icti!lbs, but, besides that, we have separate and distinct languages. 
I cannot uudert>tand Cherokees or Creeks and they cannot understand me. \Ve have 
to use the English as a common language in our ordinary business intercourse. 
If they cannot speak English, we have to nse an interpreter to talk with Cherokees or 
Creeks. That is another objection. My own idea is that if a territorial government is 
extended over us, onr land will be divided-so much to A, and so much to B; the remain-
der will be held bv the Uniteu States Government and will be sold for the benefit of 
the Indians. If so, the United States Government will hold the money, and we will 
have to prosecute our cl:tim for it. I do not want our funds hereafter to go into any-
body's hands. If anything is to be solU, I want to do it. I do not want a, delegation 
or a few chiefs to do it. I think that we ought first to have the land divided among us 
as individuals. According to the treaty of 1866, we are to have 160 acres each, and the 
council is to do as it pleases with the remainder. Now, I think that we had better 
divide up the laml, an1l individnalize it, before we agree to any further legislation. 
After we get the United States Government to legislate for us, that would be the eml 
of our existence. I think, too, that the establishment of a territorial government 
would be for the interest of railroad companies. E\eu the Missouri, ransas and 
Texas Company was to receive ten sections of land on each side of its road, on the 
extinguishment of the Indian title ; and the Atlantic aml Pacific Company was to 
receive twenty miles of laud on each side. If that be so, tlle whole territorial system 
will be for the benefit of railroad companies, and the Indians will be entirely excludecl 
from any participation in the advantages, and they· will be losers to that e .· tent. My 
own idea is, first sectio11alize the land, and indiYidualize it. After I get my title and 
patent for m.v land, I cannot help what laws Congress may pass; but as long as the 
land is held in common, it m~ty be disposed of as Congress pleases. 
Q. How would the territorial government affect the condition of yonr people-their 
general civilization '?-A. If Congress could insure to us, or give us, the right to con-
trol the people who may como into the country, it would be a benefit to the Indians; 
but that would not be given. That was the trouble in Mississippi. The offscourings 
of the earth would come into the conntry, seize npon the Iucliau's property, take his 
pony and his hog, bring false prosecutions against him, hire pmjurers, and have the 
courts decide in his favor. Then the Indian's propert.y is gone. That was the case 
in Mississippi. Several Indians were killed for resisting that state of things. Tlle 
same thing would take place here. The Indians oppose the proposed change on that 
account. 
Q. Then I understand that your objection rests on this: that the efft>ct of the 
presence of white people on your civilization would depend upon the character of 
those who come f-A. Yes. 
Q. If one class came here, such as usually goes forward in the settlement of the 
country, you think that it would be to the disadvantage of your people ~-A. Yes. 
Q. Bnt if a good class of people came, the effect of association with them would be 
to the advantage and impro\'ement of your people ?-A. Yes, sir. That ~lass of people 
would bring everything that was elevating; and, instead of depressing, they would 
elevate the Indian. 
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Q. Would your people associate with, and be affected in a wholesome, hea1thful way 
l>y the presence of a good class of white people here ?-A. Yes, sir; I think so. You 
cannot always induce Choctaws, but you can never force them to do anything. The 
Choctaws did not want to leave Mississippi, but they were forced to it by the whites 
and by the emigration-agents together. A great many of them said that they would 
die rat,her than leave, and they did not come here. I have an uncle still living in Mis-
sissippi who never did come here. Those who remained retained the same habits and 
customs that the other Choctaws had when they emigrated. The few thn,t are in Mis-
sissippi are just the same as they were fifty years ago, although they are surrounded 
by whites. They stick to their :flaps and their hunting-shirts, and have become a kind 
of gipsies of the country. There is no improvement whatever in them. 
Q. What is the public feeling among the Choctaws here about opening the country 
to settlement ?-A. The full-blooded Indians are all opposed to white men coming here 
at all. You cannot find one in favor of it. 
Q. Then the persons who favor it here are who ?-A. Half-breeds and some of the 
edacated class-those who have a little knowledge of medicine and things. They 
favor gradual emigration rather than opening up the country at once. 
Q. In reference to immediate territorial organization, who favor it ?-A. I do not 
know any one in the nation who favors it. Choctaws are all oppo:;ed to it. 
Q. How about the Chickasaws ?-A. I cannot say as to that. In 1869 I saw three 
at "\Vashington, who did not know but that, inasmuch as we have agreed to go under 
the Government, we ought to submit to it. Two or three leading Chickasaws, >vhom 
I saw, appeared favorable to the Oklahoma constitution, but when it was submitted 
to the people they rejected it unanimously. 
By Mr. BuRDETT: 
Q. What is the opinion of your most intelligent and aqvanced people as to the 
11olicy of breaking up the system of property in common, ancl of adopting the system 
of property in severalty ?-A. w·e submitted that question for a vote in 1870, I think. 
A good many who favored it did not vote at all, and so we were beaten by two-thirds 
majority. 
Q. Those who did vote, and who voted against it, were they generally the full-
blooded Iudians ?-No, sir; some of the most intelligent people voted against the 
change. Such men a:; Pitchlynn and others see a political purpose in it, and are all 
opposed to it. Pitchlynn made speeches against it, and wrote against it. That 
proposition was to survey and divide the land pro rata; to make a division of the 
tract, give 160 acres to each, and let the rest be subject to legislation afterward. 
Q. If the question were submitted to set apart 160 acres of land for each person, · 
and to leave the rest of the land to be either held or sold, as the authorities of the 
Indian nation should themselves decide, so as to leave the whole matter in their 
hands, what do you think would be the feeling of the nation at large on such a 
question ?-A. I think it would be more favorable. A great many full-blooded Indians 
do not understand their rights, and their prejudices against the whites are so strong 
that they think that every white man who comes here ccnnes for the purpose of 
stealing their land or their money. They look on every white man with distrust. 
They say, "The time is coming when we will have to do this, and when that time 
comes it will be time enough to do it." That my own idea is that the only safety for 
the Indian is (notwithstanding that some will be injured by it) to divide the land in 
severalty. That is the only salvation for the Indian. 
Q. Do yon think that that is the only way in which the Indian will ever get schools 
and other local institutions?-A. Yes, sir; we h:we sehools, but we have not the 
means to carry them on effectively. 
By Mr. SMITH: 
Q. What is your position as to the pr0per conrse to be pursueJ ~-A. My itlea (when 
we shall have the treaty authorizing us) is to survey the land at once, and divide it in 
severalty, giving 160 acres to each, to be inalienable for twenty-one years. 
Q. "\Vhat would yon do with the re:;t of the land ?-A. Leave it subject to the 
legislative council. 1f they choose to sell it they can do so; or, if they wish to 
make an additional division, they can do so. But, first of all, secure 160 acres of land 
1o each. · 
Q. And you think it would be wiser to transfer all the rest of the land to the 
national council to be disposed of'?-A. Yes, sir; and it is in the treaty, also, that the 
sixteenth and thirty-second sections will be set apart for school purposes. 
Q. Then, if 160 acres can be set apart for each individual in the various tribes, and 
the rest be transferred to the respective local governments, to be sold for the benefit of 
the tribes, you would be in a condition to accept a territorial government ?-A. Yes; 
so far as I am concerned. 
Q. Do you think it would be better for you to have a territorial government~­
A. Individually, I think a State government would be better than a territorial 
government. At present we act as if we were a State government. We have the 
powers of a State government, legislative, judicial, and executive. 
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Q. You think it would be better to pass at once into a State organization f-A.. Yes, 
:air; we have this money in the hands of the United States Government. A.ll these 
tribes have separate money.ed interests. \Ve have ours, and they have theirs. If we 
came under a territorial government, we would subject ourselves to the legislation of 
Congress. 
Q. \Vhat we want to get at is, what sort of system you would be sa.tisfled with.-
A. I would prefer the la,nd to be divide<l up, a.ncl then let us have a. Stu,te govern-
ment, provided we can have enough people to make a State. 
Dy Mr. BURDETT: 
Q. Yon mean a. St:tte ont of the whole Iuuia.u Territory ?-A.. Yes.; out of the whole 
India.n Territory. A.ud then a~ a. State we can still continue to claim the amount 
due us. · 
By Mr. s)[lTH: 
Q. In that case yon woultl probably have to abandon all your claims a.gainst the 
Government founded on trca.ties.-A.. Yes, sir; my idea is that the trea.ties will be 
abrogated, and on that account we want these claims secured. 
Q. Then it. would be better for yon to have your buds divided np, giving 160 acres 
to each, aml leaving the rest to be sold or disposed of under ordinary legislation, the 
money to go to the ::;ta.te; and in that case would it not be better to organize as a 
State at once?-A.. Yes, sir; I think so. 
Q. So that you would have your own representati\'es in both branches of Congress?-
A.. Yes; but if we went into a State organization now, the treaties would be abrogated. 
Q. Then yon would have the whole expense of a State government to support.-
A.. Yes, sir; but each nation iH doing that now. Again, the Indians say that if we 
have a State or territorial government, they will have to undergo taxation, and they 
are all opposed to that. 
Q. As a sensible man, how do yon expect to keep out the white people where yon 
have such an immense body of rich fertile lands ?-A.. I know that we cannot, and 
therefore I want to get my portion of the land. 
Q. You want the benefit and ad vantage of this partition, and if that can be secured to 
yon, yon would have no objection to being incorporated in the United States Govern-
ment, either as a Territory or as a State ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. But yon would prefer a State organization '?-A. Yes, sir, I would prefer a State. 
Here is tlle case of Mr. Nichols, who has built this hotel, and made these improvements 
here. The property is not his. If he choose~ to move, be cannot dispose of it, because 
the land belongs to the nation. Last fall, the council passed a law that no individual 
should sell either timber or stone to a railroad corporation beyond the limits of his 
improvements. If anybody is found selling timber or stone to a railroad company, he 
is to be fined $1,000 and costs. 
Q. Holding property in common, as yon do, you really do not feel, as a people, that 
you have any property ?-A. I do not, for one, and a good many do not. 
Q. And the ·whole stimulus growing out of posse sion of property is lost to you ?-A.. 
Entirely lost. 
Q. Therefore, would it not be one of tlle effective agencies in bringing your people 
to civilization to have the lands divided np, and to have 160 acres set apart for each 
person ?-A. Yes, sir. No doubt some one would be injured by it. Some one would 
sell his improvements for a mere song, and spend the proceeds in whisky. It was so 
in Mississippi, and would be so again. I think the land should be equally divided. 
Where the Indians are so tenacions in holding the land now, I think they would be 
very tenacious of it when they hel<l it as their own. At present, no Indian has any 
property, but has merely occupation-merely living on the land and cultivating it. 
Q. Suppose you take a. farm here, and make handsome improvements on it, and die, 
.to whom does the farm go ?-A. To my children, so long as they remain in possession 
of the place. · 
Q. Then inheritance depends upon possession ?-A.. Yes, sir. 
By 1\Ir. BURDETT : 
Q. Do you think that the building of railroads through your territory will be any 
a-dvantage in this respect; that they will furnish you with markets ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q, Do you think that the fact of their fu.rnishing yon with markets will stimulate 
your people to industry ?-A. I think so. 
Q. Has one reason for tlwir not performing more labor been that they have ha.d no 
means of selling what they produced ~-.A.. Yes, sir, the distance to market and the ab-
.sence of transportation. All that the Indians could tlo was to raise stock, and they 
used to raise a good deal of stock before the war. Bnt during the war a great deal of 
their stock was killed and stolen; an<l now, instead of raising stock, they have to do 
.something else, and they go to farming. 
Q. Has there been any inducement, owing to the lack of markets, for the Indians to 
raise anything except stock ~-A. No, sir; there has not been much inducement, 
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except to raise sufficient for their own use. Only those who live on a thoroncrbfitre 
like this are induced to raise more corn than they want themselves. But in the e~steru 
portion of the nation they cannot raise much stock. It is a mountainous aml rocky 
country, which is not good for stock; but they raise cotton there, and have always 
uone well. 
Q. In speaking of the division of lauds in severalty, what is your view as to the im-
provements ~-A. According to the Indian custom, if a man builds hi8 house upon a 
hill, for the sake of health, and wanted to farm in the bottom lands, and to have a 
small field near his place, he can locate his quarter-section elsewhere. If the land 
arounu his house is not rich land, he does not want to take it. So, according to that, 
they were to retain the homestead and to pay for that, separate from the location of 
the quarter-section. 
Q. Then the lands that would be left after the division was made in severalty wonlU 
be diversified throughout the country~-A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. An<l would be all over the nation f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. They would not be in a solid body f-A. No, sir; but just here and there. 
Q. Then you did not have it in your mind to remove the Indians into one part of the-
territory, and to leave the balance of the territory in a solid block f-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did the delegates of 1866 have a secretary ?-A. Yes, sir; Camppell LeFlore was 
the secretary. 
Q. Did Jones sign the treaty f-A. He did not. 
Q. What time did he leave Washington ~-A. He left in the month of March, prior 
to the treaty. The trmtty was made on the ~8th of April, 1865, and was approved on 
the lOth of June, 1866. 
Q. Did the commissioners employ counsel to argue for the nation ?-A. They ditl. 
Q. Whom did they employ ~-A. J. H. B. Latrobe, of Baltimore. 
Q. What services did he render '?-A. He acted as attorney for the delegation in pre-
senting all the arguments in writing. He did all the writing, every part of it. 
Q. ·were the arguments that ·were presented to the Interior Department in writ-
ing ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know whether they are on file ?-A. I think they are on file in the Choc-
taw Nation. I think I have a copy of them. He did the writing and we signed the 
arguments. 
Q. Did the Government commissioners at :Fort Smith draw up a form of treaty f-A. 
Yes. 
Q. And did the treaty that was subsequently made differ from the treaty which 
the United States then proposed f-A. Yes, sir. After the arguments, we proposed a 
draught of the trcatv, and it was not acted on for six weeks. In the mean time, after 
proposing a draught of the treaty, Jones went home. The Government bad seized his 
cotton, and he went horne for the purpose of getting it released. lie was attending to 
that matter daily at the Treasury Department. 'Vade was sick, and wanted to go to 
Boston, and I went to Albany, taking him on to near Boston. We were gone about 
two weeks, and when we returned Jones had left. That was in the month of March. 
The Government had not acted on our proposition when we returned, nor until the 
latter part of March. 'fhen the Government made its proposition again, accepting 
part of ours, and making some new articles in the draught of the treaty. 
Q. Was that proposition adopted 7-A. No, sir. Then Latrobe wrote ont another 
draught. We had secret instructions when we went on there. My wife stopped in Rhode 
Island to see her sister, and I arrived at ·washington later than the rest. ·when I got 
there, they had already counselled with Mr. Latrobe. I never knew who he was be-
fore. The Choctaw and Chjckasaw delegations both called a meeting to decide whether 
they should employ an attorney or not ; and they agreed to employ an attorney. · The-
Choctaws had always tried to manage their own business independent of any attorney, 
while the Chickasaws had always employed attorneys, and carried their point, while 
we always failed. This being a very serious question, and our people having taken 
part in the war against the Government, we knew that we would have to do our best. 
Knowing this, we all agreed to employ somebody who would defend our interests and 
see that justice was done to us. In the fourth article of the treaty proposed to us at 
Fort Smith, the Government wanted one-third of the Choctaw and Chickasaw country, 
for the purpose of settling the Kansas Indians upon it, and required that we should 
cede our portion of that land. The Choctaw council therefore gave us authority, in 
case either money or land had to go, to use every dollar of our money in the hands of 
the United States Government rather than cede one foot ofland. We saw Mr. Latrobe, 
-and agreed to employ him. We told him we would do what was right. We showed 
him the propositions of the :F'ort Smith treaty. He said, "What is the best yon can 
do?" We told him that we had authority to use every dollar of the Choctaw funds in 
the hands of the Government in order to save the land, and we said to him, "We will 
give you $100,000 for this treaty." This was a verbal understanding, but Jones after-
ward wrote it out. The commissioners at Fort Smith had told us that our treaty was 
abrogated by the war, and that we were liable to have our lands and moneys confis-
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cated. Mr. Latrobe said, "Well, if I establish your treaty just as it was before the 
war, and sccme your lands and your money, I will charge you $100,000. If not, if I 
save your land, but not your money, or if I save your money but not your land, I will 
charge yon $50,000; or, if I save something, you will pay me according to my services." 
We agreed to do that. But we said among ourselves, "Here are these back annuities; 
what if the Government will not refund them~" Jones said," ·would it not be better 
to give him one-half f" ·when we left the nation, everybody thought that that money 
was gone, and that we could not compel the United States Government to pay it. 
Jones said, "Let us employ him, and give him one-half." "\Ve all agreed to that. We 
agreed to employ him, and to give him $100,000 for the treaty as an advance only, if he 
saved everything for us. If not, he was to be paid for what he did, and he was to go 
on and prosecute the back annuity claims, and to recover the $250,000 in bonds. On 
that, he went on, but with the understanding that, if he should recover these back 
annuities and bonds, he was to refund to the Choctaw Nation the $100,000 paid in ad-
vance, and was to take the l!alf of the amount recovered less that ."100,000. That was 
the understanding. 
Q. When was your contract drawn up in writing ?-A. The statement was made in 
writing, I think, in May. 
Q. After the treaty was made ~-A. Yes, sir; but there was a verbal under tamling, 
because it was said that no contract would be recognized by the Department. 
Q. Did that written statement specify the kind of funds that were to be considered 
as within the contract of 50 per cent.?-A. No, sir; but onr outside understanding was 
that it included all the money that was due to us from the United States Government, em-
bracing the orphan-fund, arising from the sale of the orphan-lands in Mississippi. The 
contract called for back annuities and other moneys. The meaning was, all the moneys 
that were due by the GovP-rnment of the United Statrs, not only back annuities, but 
bonds and the orphan-fund. The Government had used all these moneys belonging to 
the Choctaws-every cent of them, except $7.50. 
Q. Then Latrobe would be entitled. to 50 per cent. out of all these funds ?-A. Yes, 
sir; he to pay back the $100,000. 
Q. Do you recollect whether the contract said ::mything about the $300,000 to be pai<.l 
for the leased lands ?-A. Yes, sir; he was to have some interest in that, provide<l we 
adopted the negroes. If not, be was not to receive auything. Bnt the nation did not 
adopt the negroes. 
Q. "\Vas he to have 50 per cent. out of the back annuities, $100,000 out of the leased 
land moneys, and 50 per cent. on all other moneys, including the $~50,000 bouds ?-A. 
Yes. The $100,000 'vas couditional, subject to the rejection or adoption of the freed-
men. 
Q. And it vms all on condition of the United StateR paying the money ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Did that include the $1,832,000, the balance of the net-proceeds claim 1-A. Not 
sir; that belongs to Mr. Cochrane's contract. They wanted us to indorse that Cochrane 
contract, but we refused to do it. "\Yheu that Cochrane contract was brought up, they 
said that it would be probably well for us to indorse that Cochrane contmct, but we 
saicl no; that we were on an entirely different business-on a new question. Coch-
rane said that it would be well for us to do it, and that, unless we did indorse the con-
tract, the nation wonltl lose a large amount of the claim. He said, "You are here for 
the benefit of the nation, and you had better do it." "\Ve declined doing it. "\Ye said, 
"Mr. Cochrane, can yon help us in this matter ~" He said, "No ; I am living here, and 
was suspecte(l of sympathizing with the rebellion. So I have no influence whatever 
beret and prefer that you should employ some one else." On that account they brought 
Mr. Latrobe up; he was a Union man, and stood fair as a lawyer as well as an honor-
able man, who wonld not take a<1va;l'ltage of us, but who would act rightly and justly 
toward us. "\Vc iuqnired of different persons about l\lr. Latrobe, and were told that 
he was an "A No. 1" man. So I was satisfied with what they agreed to give him. 
Cochrane, when he came to see us the second time, said, "I have made arrangements 
with Mr. Latrobe that I am to help him in this business, and that he il:l to help me in 
the net·proceeus claim, and I have given him an interest in that claim; he is my silent 
partner, and I am his silent partner." 
Q. "\Vere yon aware then that Mr. Latrobe's son had been in the re~llion ?-A . ..c.,.o,. 
sir; I was not aware that he had any son. 
Q. Were you a ware that he had himself been suspected, and that he wa,s threatened 
to be put into Port Lafayette f-A. No, sir; but I heard, in 1869, that one of his sons 
had wanted to join the rebellion, and that he had sent him oft' to Europe. That is 
what I heard. 
Q. Who pahl the $100,000 over for the Choctaw Nation f-A. I did. 
Q. To whom did you pay it f-A. To John 'f. Cochmne. It was in this way: accord-
ing to the contract '"'e were to pay him $100,000. 
Q. You mean that you were to pay Latrobe f-A. No, sir; Cochrane. "\Ve made the 
contract with Mr. Latrobe; we got the money out of the Treasury, uut Latrobe was 
not there. Pitchlynu, Cooper, and Cochrane were there. I said, "Here is the money; 
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who is to receive itF '; Cochrane said, :c General Cooper and myself are to receive it." 
I said to him, "Have yon any authority~" lie said, "Yes, I have." I said, "I have 
to see that authority before I can pay you." He produced authority under Mr. La-
trobe's signature, sworn before a j nstice of the peace in Baltimore. I turned the 
$100,000 over to Mr. Cochrane, and said, "I want a receipt now." He gave me a receipt, 
signed by John T. Cochrane and D. G. Cooper, as agents for Latrobe. 
Q. By what right did you have that llloney at that time 1-A. I was na~ional treas-
urer for the Choctaw Nation. 
Q. And you paid it to Coehrane as national treasurer f-A. I do not know whether I 
should have done it as delegate, but as treasurer I had to show a receipt for the money 
paid undAr that contract. 
Q. Where did you get the money f-A. From the Treasury Department of the United 
States. I got it on the credit of the Choctaw Nation, on a requisition from the Indian 
Department. 
Q. 'Vere the delegates paid by the Choctaw Nation ~-·A. Yes; $3 a day and expenses. 
Q. Did you pay them as treasurer f-A. Yes; I <lid. 
Q. Do you recollect what their pay amounted to '?-A. Some $2,968, I think. 
Q. ·what did Cochrane do with that money?-A. He took $50,000, and said that there 
was au understanding between the delegation and Mr. Latrobe that the delegation 
was to receive something. He counted out $50,000, or nearly, and handed it over to 
the delegation, so that each of the delegates got over $9,00J. They got $2,083 each the 
first time and $7,500 the second time. 
Q. When you say this was paid to each one of the delegation, which ones do yotl 
mean ?-A. Alfred 'Vade, John Page, James Riley, Peter B. Pitchlynn, R. M. Jones, and 
myself. Campbell LeFlore got $~,083 as secretary to the delegation. 
Q. \Vas it received as pay from the nation or as pay from Latrobe?-A. As a dona-
tion from Mr. Latrobe. \Vhen we made the contract, Jones himself went to Latrobe or 
to Cooper, I do not know which, and said: "These Choctaw people have been all 
broken up by the war. They are all poor. These delegates are here at great expense, 
and inasmuch as they employ you, and pay you a large fee, you ought to give them 
something." He said that he was willing to do that, and he agreed to give the delega-
tion 25 per cent. I understood that the commencement of it was 25 per cent., or one-
half of the Latrobe contract all the way through. I cannot say that he made that 
contract. When Jones left ·washington he left a note for me, saying, "I hereby re-
quest you to bring any money of mine that may be due me or may come into your 
possession. Send that money to me or bring it to me." I did not know what "that 
money" meant. I ha,d borrowed ~:;orne money before I left here, and I divided it among 
the delegates, to use it until it was all gone. I then borrowed largely from, Pitchlynn, 
from time to time, and borrowed some at one time from Lewis Johnson & Co., in 
\Vasbing;ton. We were borrowing money all the time that we were in Washington, 
but I did not see where the money that Jones's note spoke of was to come from until 
Riley told me that he understood that Jones bad made some arrangement with Mr. 
Latrobe to give the delegation 25 per cent. He said that Jones went to see him, to get 
his consent to give this to the delegation. I told him that he ought not to have done 
it, and said that if I knew that that was the condition, I would not sign the contract; 
but as the money was Latrobe's, if he wished to give it to us I would take it. Coch-
rane said, when he turned over the money to us, that there was an understanding 
between Latrobe and the delegation that hb was to return so much. Jones had 
authorized me to receive his money, and I took it, and was going to send it or bring it 
home to him, when Pitcblynn said: "I am the man to receive that money." I said, 
"Why~" He said: "I did the business. I did all the work. I actecl here as delegate." 
I said, "I did not know that you were a delegate." He said," Jones went home as 
soon as he got his cotton released." I said, "Jones requested me to bring whatever 
money was due to him, and I understand that this is a donation from Mr. Latrobe.'' 
Pitchlynn said that he had done everything which Jones ought to have done, and, be-
eides, that Jones was owing him a large amount of money, and that be should receive 
this money. He said, u Let me have it, and I will bring it home and settle with him 
on the square." I said, "Very well, as you have some understanding in fraternal 
societies, I have nothing to do with it. I am free from any obligation in the matter. 
If you are going to settle with Jones, that is all right." Riley and Wade said that 
they bad nothing to do with it. Pitchlynn took the money off the table, and said that 
he would settle with Jones. 
Q .. Virbere did that transaction take placef-A. In \Vashington, up stairs in Lem-
preux. Mr. Love and Colonel Pickens were rooming there. 
Q. How was the money put up-in packages f-A. In packages of $1,000 and $5,000, 
and there was some $10,000 packages. 
Q. \Vbo handed the packages to the different persons !-A. I handed them myself; 
I was treasurer then. I turned over the $100,000 to Mr. Cochrane, and he receipted to 
me for it; and then he said that there was an understanding between l\1r. Latrobe aml 
the delegates, .ani! he turned over $50,000, which I counted out. 
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Q. Did you band Pitchlynn the package containing Jones's money ?-A. No; he took 
it from the table, and said that he was going to settle with Jones. He says himself 
now that he took that in payment as one of the old delegation. 
Q. He s::tys tb::tt he took it and applied it on what was due him by the Choctaw Na-
tion as one of the old drlegates ?-A. There was none of that money due to him by the 
nation. That was Mr. Latrobe's money, not the nation's. He teld me that he was going 
to t::tke it back to Jones, and was going to settle with Jones on the sq_n::tre. This money 
is the whole cause of the contention in the council now. Pitcblynn had no business to 
receive that money of Jones's. It should have been sent to Jones. It was no part of the 
nation's money; it was Mr. Latrobe's money. If he chose to give his whole fee away 
it was his own, and be could do with it as be liked. He gave that money to Mr. Jones, 
and Pitchlynn grabbed it, and said th::tt Jones owed him a large amount of money, ::tnd 
tb::tt he wonld settle with Jones. In the mean time Jones let Samson Folsom have some 
cotton, an<l he wanted me to indorse, so that he could get his p::ty from the nation for 
th::tt cotton. I said no; that that was a priyate transaction, and that be could not get 
any money for it from the nation. \Vhen Pitch lynn next came. here, he neYer went near 
Jones. Jones asl•ed about the money, and I told him, " I think that you had better be 
careful about that, because if you raise a question about it, they m::t;v pry into your 
affa,irs, and abrogate some of your contracts ::tbout money-matters; hold on, there is 
some money due to Pitchlynn, ::tnd you can deduct yours out of it." Afterw::trd he called 
upon me again, and said he would see Pitchlynn about it. I saitl, "Very well." He 
wanted me to give him an affidavit. I gave him an affidavit that there was some 
$9,000, which Pitchlynn had taken. He employed Judge Pascal to prosecute Pitchlynn, 
but Pitchlynn assigned all his property to a step-sou, as his trustee. He became par-
tially insane in 11:)68-'69, ::tml was in the Insane Asylum at Washington. On that 
account I was not willing that he shouhl be intrusted with any business of the 
nation, but be bas a goo<l many friends here, and they still retain him to transact 
business for the nation. Jones said that he would prosecute him, but failed to do it. 
I said to Pitchlynn that be would have to pay that money any way, but he said, 
"Jones owes me a large amount of money; I have done some business for him before, 
and I am attending to this cotton business for him now." General Maxey was to get 
$20~000 to do it, but he was drunk all the time, and Pitchlynn bad to attend to the 
business. They said nothing more ::tbout the matter until last fall, when Pitchlynn 
came out here and fixed it up with Jones. . 
Q. You have stated that J'our contract with Latrobe for 50 per cent. on the amount 
collected included the bonds ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. But you have also stated that the old delegation was entitled to 20 per cent., ::tnd 
Cochrane to 30 per cent. on the net-proceeds claimed, n.nd the fact is that the $250,000 
in bontls is a part of the net-proceeds claim ?-A. It was, until after the ::tppropria-
tion was made. 
Q. But you recollect that the contract with the old delegation, and the contract with 
Cochrane were both in operation before that contract was made, and therefere they 
would be entitled to 50 per cent. of those bonds; so that, if yon gave Latrobe 50 per 
cent., the whole amount is absorbed.-A. We consider that they have already received 
their share on that $500,000. 
Q. And after that you gave Latrobe 50 per cent., which would absorb the whole 
amount ~-A. No, sir; only h::tlf of the remainder. 
By the Cru.m:\UN: 
Q. There was an appropriation for a part of the net-proceeds claim made by Con-
gress in 1861. It provided that ~ :250,000 should be paid in money, and that sum was 
paid ?-A. Yes. 
Q. The fnrther provision vms that the other $200,000 should be paid in bonds, and 
they have not been paid yet ?--A. Yes. 
Q. Now, I put this question: did tlw ol<l delegation ::tnd their attorneys get 50 per 
cent. on that whole appropriation of $GOO,OOO fi:om the Choctaw Nation ?-A. Not the 
whole of it. 
Q How much did they get ?-A. As to that I cannot say. AU that I know is 
this--
Q. How much less than 50 per cent. did they get ?-A. There was $~'22,000 charged 
-to them, and there is only very little still due them. 
Q. You have st::tted that the Latrobe contract, which was at 50 per cent., and which 
was made by your delegation in 1866, inclndcd the $250,000 in bonds ~-A. Yes. 
Q. Then my question is: If the old delegation got their commission on that $250,000 
in bonds; and Latrobe also gets his commission on it, how much would be left to the 
nation ?-A. About one-fourth to the nation. Nearly the first half of the $500,000 was 
paid to the old delegation; there was a small amount of that $250,000 left due. Of the 
$250,000 on hand, we promised Latrobe 50 per cent. 
Q. So that out of the $500,000, after paying the old delegation and paying Latrobe, 
the nation itself would get $125,000, and no more ?-A. Yes, sir. It was on this account: 
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the nation considered the thing lost, considered it a dead thing; but if Latrobe coultl 
collect it, we wanted to secure the nation something; and it was done. 
Q. Pitchlynn says, in his testimony: "I received $10,000 from Allen Wright, the 
national treasurer, in 1866-sorne time in September-which I shall account for to the 
nation when they require a statement from me." You will apply it on the amount due 
you for services in 1861 ?-A. "Yes, sir." . 
Q. Is that statement of Pitchlynn's correct ?-A. No, sir; that money is the money 
that Latrobe gave to Jones and that Pitcblynn took. It i no part of the national fund. 
Q. How much of this money did Cooper get ?-A. I do not know. I turned over this 
$100,000 to Mr. Cooper and Cochrane, as agents for Latrobe. Cochrane received it and 
counted it, and turned back $50,000 for the delegation. Do not understand me that 
the secretary got anything over $2,083, and after that he was to have no interest with 
the delegation; but I understood that the secretary was to have an interest with 
Cooper. 
Q. Was the delegation to divide the fees that were afterward collected from those 
several funds in the same proportion as the $100,000 was divided ~-A. That was my 
understanding. As to who made the arrangement, I did not know until Riley told me. 
Q. You understood that the delegation was to get 25 per cent. of the amount col-
lected, and that Latrobe and his friends were to get 25 per cent. ~-A. Yes, sir; t.hat 
was my understanding. 
Q. Have you received anything since that original $9,000 on the Latrobe contract f-
A. No, sir; that was all we received. 
Q. And do you knqw how mnch of that $100,000 Latrobe himself kent ~-A. I do not. 
Q. Have you had no communication with him on the subject ?-A. Yes; be wrote to 
me, and stated that he had received $16,000 as his share. He also stated that anybody 
could have attended to that business for $50. 
Q. Did you report to the nation, when you came back, the contract that was made 
with Latrobe ?-A. I did. I had to show, as treasurer, what bad become of the money. 
I produced Cochrane's receipt for Latrobe, and in my report I said what had become 
of the money-" so much received from the United States Government; so much re-
ceived from annuities; here is the balance-sheet to show what became of the $100,000 ; 
here is the contract on which I paid; here is the authority to Cochrane to receive it; 
and here is the receipt." 
Q. Did you show in your report that the delegation bad received $50,000 of the 
amount ?-A. I did ·not. I did not consider that that was part of the national fund 
at all. After paying it to Latrobe, we considered that it was his money. 
Q. And the council did not know that you had received part of this money ?-A. 
No, sir. 
Q. Did the council settle with you V-A. Yes; so far as that was concerned. The 
council approved all the negotiations concerning the treaty of 1866 and all the acts for 
employing attorneys, &c. 
Q. Dhl the council know, when it passed that resolution, that Latrobe was the coun-
sel whom you hacl employed ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Did the council know that Latrobe bad only received $16,000 ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Dicl the council know that Latrobe and the lawyers who had assisted him had 
together kept only $50,000 of it ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did the council know that yourself, Pitchlynn, or any of the delegates had got a 
part of the money ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Has the council released you on your bond as treasurer in t.be settlement of t.hat 
item ~-A. They hold my bond, not on that but on other items in which Pitchlynn is 
concerned again. · 
Q. And yon say that the council does not hold you responsible for the Latrobe 
money ~-A. It does not. . 
Q. Has Mr. Latrobe paid back any of the $100,000 that was advanced to him ?-A. 
No, sir; he bas r eceived nothing, as yet, from any other source. 
Q. You have stated that the $100,000 was an advance fee ~-A . Yes. 
Q. Has Mr. Latrobe paid back to the Choctaw Nation any part of that $100,000 1-A. 
No, sir. 
By Mr. SMITH: 
Q. This advance fee of $100,000 you drew out of the Treasury of the United States 
and paid to Latrobe?-A. Yes. 
Q. And it never has been repaid by Latrobe ~-A . No, sir. 
Q. So that it is to come out of future collections ?-A. Yes. 
Q. And that $100,000 still stands charged against your nation ~-A. Yes, sir; with 
the understanding, that if Latrobe never collecta anything at all, that fee is to be 
final. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q: Yon spoke of the services of Latrobe. What do you think they were worth ~-A. 
They were worth all of that, aud more, too. 
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Q. If he rendered his services for $16,000, as he states to you in a letter, and as he 
states under oath also, how do yon estimate his services as being worth more than 
$100,000~--A. I do not know anything about the$16,000. We hacl been threatened to 
have our lauds taken away from us, and our several hundreds of thousands of dollars 
due to us by the Government also taken away from us, and all the treaties abrogated 
and all the claims rejected. If Mr. Latrobe saved ns from all this, by his management, 
I think he was entitled to more than $100,000. 
Q. But you know that his agent handed back $50,000 out of it, at once ?-A. Yes, sir; 
he had agreed to do it. 
Q. Then, before the services were rendered, Latrobe hau alrea'ly agreed to pay back 
$50,000 of the fee ?-A. I do not know when the agreement was made. 
Q. Yon have stated that the delegates and the secretary were paid for their services 
by the Choctaw Nation ?-A. Yes; that was according to law. 
Q. And that they went to Washington with that understanding ?-A. Yes. 
Q. And the services rendered by the attorney were, therefore, all that shoulu be paid 
fod-A. Yes. 
Q. So that the $50,000 that was handed back to the delegation should have gone to 
the nation ?-A. It was not for the nation, but for the individual benefit of the dele-
gates. 
Q. It was handed back to men who had already been paid by the nation for their 
services ?-A. Yes. 
Q. And, if the attorney could afford to agree beforehand to pay it back, how do you 
estimate his services as being worth $100,000 ?-A. That was his own look-out. I can-
not say as to why he did it. When he gave the money, I took it. 
Q. Was the same agreement entered into between Latrobe and the Chickasa.w dele-
gates ?-A. I do not know. 'l'he Chickasaws made their arrangement, aml we made 
ours. 
Q. Do you know who introduced your delegates to Latrobe ?-A .. No, sir; I was not 
there at the time; I got there afterward. 
Q. You mentioned something about a permanent school-fund ?-A. That was my own 
indtvidual idea, and I submitted it to the council in one of my messages as one of the 
means to collect this debt. I thought we could do more for the nation in that way 
than in any other way. 
[Subsequently witness presented to the committee the following additional state-
ment, explanatory of part of his testimony"; also a communication and copies of mem-
oranda connected with the Latrobe contract, (all in his own handwriting,) which were 
ordered to be made part of the record, as follows:] 
Additional testimony in 1·egard to the sale of lease district on the question, "Dill you, make an 
absolnte sale ?"-Answer. Yes. 
EXPLANATION.-\Ve demanded 50 cents per acre, because United Skttes commission-
ers bought the Creek lands at 30 cents per acre, and sold. the same to the Seminoles at 
50 cents per acre. 
The United States commissioners expressed their surprise when Commissioner 
Cooley said, "\Vhat! give you five millions of dollars? No, never; we will give 
$500,000 for the lease lands for relinquishing your title, though we have already paid 
for it once." I stated that it was never so understood by the Choctaws; that it was a 
sale in the treaty of ll:l:>5; but it was represeuted to them and it was always under-
stood as a leease. Then Commissioner Cooley said," It was a sale, but the word 'lease' 
was put there iustead of 'sale,' at the requ~st of the delegates, as they said it was for 
their protection, because they stated. it would not be safe for them to have the word 
'sale' put there." 
"\\Then we re-asserteu our understanding as only a lease, Commissioner Cooley said, 
"If you do not believe that it was a sale, I will call iu Senator Fessenden, and others, 
who were in the Senate when the treaty was presented to them for ratification, and 
Mr. Charles Mix," then chief clerk, "all of whom can testify and prove to you that it 
was a (sale." We replied that we did not come to call up witnesses to prove, but are 
governed by the record of the word ''lease" as a settled question, for which we con-
tend. 
·whereupon, as we could not agree as to the price of the lease lands, the United 
States commissioners referred the whole subject to the Secretary of the Interior, James 
Harlan, saying that '• you must agree to the price of the laud with him." · 
After two fruitless efforts to see the Secretary, on the third attempt we were handed 
a note, accompanied with the rewark that ''he is so engage ll that he has no time to 
see you,'' and the note contained tht following words, viz: 
"DEPARTMENT OF THE INTEIUOR1 
"Office Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C., April 16, 1866. 
"It will not do to give over $300,000 for leased lands. If you ad vance $200,000 to 
re-instate them on their lands, it must be restored from sales of lands to Kansas In-
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dians. It will not do to put the price of lands to be sold to individual Indians· abf>ve 
one dollar per acre. Expenses of survey and sale must be paid out of proceeds o:f 
sale. If these terms are not agreed to, dismiss the delegates, and report to Congress. 
"JAMES HARLAN. 
"Hon. D. \V. CooLEY, of Indian .rlffail·s." 
But through the exertions of Hon. Mr. Latrobe, the aule counsel whom we employed, 
as already stated, "the expenses of survey" question was so modified as to be changed 
from our funds to be out of the United States Treasury, because we agreed to survey 
the lands at the instance of the United States Government. 
Pinally, we accepted the terms, not because we thought it was right, but as a matter 
of compulsion, because Commissioner Cooley had already stated, in reply to my raising 
the question of right, "You must not raise the question of right here. Do you see 
that white house upon the hill ~"-pointing to the Capitol-'' it is not a question of 
right, Lut a question of might." The consequence was we gave up; for there was no 
other alternative facts and arguments being useless. 
ALLEN WRIGHT. 
Hons. SrrANKS, SMITH, and BuRDETT, 
Congressional Im:estigating Comtnittee, Boggy Depot, July 9, 1872. 
Letter of .dllen Wright to the committee. 
BoGGY DEPOT, July 8, 1872. 
GENTLEMEN: You will please find the accompanying copies of R. M. Jones's letter, 
and a memorandum of our verbal contract, written out by Jones's own handwriting, 
which I now present, as you agreed to receive, as part of my testimGny touching my 
former statement in regard toR. M. Jones making an agreement with Mr. Latrobe to 
receive 25 per cent., or one-half of LatroLe contract, some time after the original verbal 
agreement was made. My statement was on the words" in the amount asked for, 
which, if paid, you can also 1·etain for me," &c., which was done afterward, but P. P. 
Pitchlynn took it, as already stated, which I stated that James Riley, one of the com-
missioners, informed me that R. M. Jones made arrangement for one-half interest in 
Latrobe contract. You will observe in Jones's language, that h~ was not so sure of 
getting any consent to his request, being entirely optional with Mr. Latrobe, as clearly 
implied whether to allow or not, when he said" which, if paid." 
I stated. further in my testimony that I did not understand what "the amount 
asked for" meant at first, until I beard. from Riley that an arrangement had been 
made by Jones when on my return from visit north, March 23, 1866; and. afterward, 
after receiving and receipting to me for $100,000, then Mr. Cochrane remu.rked. ''there 
is an understanding between Mr. Latrobe and. the delegation that he agreed. to let 
them have one-half of his fees." Then Jones's letter was fully explained itself to me. 
Truly yours, 
Messrs. SrrA~Ks, SMITH, and BuRDETT, 
Congressional Inrestigating Committee. 
ALLEN WRIGHT. 
Copy of memorandum, in handwriting of Robert M. Jones, one of the Choctaw delegate.~ of 
1866. 
1st. '\Ve agree with our attorneys that, in case they succeed in re-establishing the 
treaty of ltl55, so we can recoL·er all our back annuities, and at the same time avoid 
selling any lands east of the ninety-eight,h degree west longitude, excepting the strip 
on the Arkansas line, and also avoid opening our country to the Kansas and. other 
tribes ; we theu agree to pay one-half of such sum as may be recovered. 
2d. In case the land. east of the ninety-eighth degree bas to be sold. or opened for 
settlement of the Kansas Indians, but all the money is recovered, we then agree to pay 
one-third of the amount recovered. 
3d. In case the land is not sold or opened for settlement, but the money is lost, we 
agree to allow them $50,000 from the interest arising from our invested funds. 
4th. In case neither land nor money is saved, but we gain something from the· 
leased land ancl strip on the Arkansas line, then we agree to allow the attorneys such 
reasonable compensation as will cover their expenses, and pay them for their time and. 
labor. 
'l'be above is a true and correct copv of the original in my possession. 
ALLEN WRIGHT .. 
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Copy of letter front R. M. Jones to Allen W1·ight. 
\VASITIXGTOX, D. C., March 20, 1866. 
Reverend A. ·WRIGHT: 
I am arranging my matters to leave for home this evening, and am sorry I could not 
see you before I leave. The money I loaned you Mr. Mitchell settles with me before I 
leave. Should the Government pay us what the council allowed us for services, &c., 
you can deduct the amount that will settle for the $316 in gold we borrowed of Cap-
tain Jackson, and hold. the balance subject to my order; also the cotton S. Folsom 
bought, was estimated for, and included in the anwnnt asked for, which, if paid, you can 
also 1·etain for me. Mr. Mitchell has a memorandum of the amount. Write me often. 
If you can't make a treaty without selling land, or making a railroad grant, invite them 
to send commissioners to onr country, and let our whole people treat with them, and 
they sell them lands, it will be all right, but we could not sell them lands. 
Your friend, 
R. M. JONES. 
The above is a true and correct copy of Robert M. Jones's letter in my possession,. 
which I received on the 23d of March, 1866, on my return from a visit to Dr. S. L. 
Hobbs, near Boston, Massachusetts, in company with Alfred \Vade. 
ALLEN WRIGHT. 
BOGGY DEPOT, July 10, 1872. 
GENTLEMEN: I have to request you to receive this as an addit.ional testimony to. 
complete my answer to your question," Did you inform the council that the uelegaT 
tion received one-half of Latrobe fee ~" or to that effect. 
Answer. "No." Becanse that was no official act of the delegation. 
Messrs. S.FHNKS, SMITH, and BURDETT, 
Congressional Investigating Committee. 
ALLEN WRIGHT. 
BOGGY DEPOT, IXDIAN' TERRITORY, 
July 4, 1872. 
WINCHESTER COLBERT sworn anu examined. 
By the CnAIIOIAN: 
Question. State your age, occupation, and place of residence.-Answer. I 'am fifty-six 
years o.f age; I reside at Oil Springs, 'l'ishamingo County, Chickasaw Nation; I am a.-
farmer, and keep a little store. 
Q. State whether you have occupied any official position in the Chickasaw Nation ; 
and if so, what.-A. I have been in the senate awhile, and I was governor for two terms 
durin!:? the war-four years. 
Q. :State whether you were a commissioner or delegate appointed by the Chickasaw 
Natjon to make a treaty with the United States in 1866.-A. Yes, sir; I weut on to 
Washington in 1865, and staid till 1866. 
Q. State whether you signed that treaty.-A. Yes, sir, I signed it. 
Q. What do you know, if anything, of a contract made with John H. B. Latrobe, as 
attorney for the Chickasaw Nation in making that treaty ~-A. The Government 
claimed one-third of our country, anu did not want to pay us any back annuity. The 
Choctaw delegates said that they had instructions from their council to use all their 
energy, and, if necessary, to spend the last dollar belonging to the. nation, in order to 
save the land. So we employed Latrobe; and we agreed to make a contract with him 
that, if he would save our country and get us our back annuities, each nation would 
adyance him $100,000. 
Q. Did your nation advance the $100,000 ~-A. Yes. 
Q. Who paid it over~-A. When we got back, Governor Hards was acting governor .. 
Then they made an appropriation, and sent Holmes Colbert and George D. James to 
Washington as commissioners, to get the money and pay it over to Latrobe. 
Q. When was the agreement made with Latrobe for the $100,000 ~-A. While we 
were at Washington making this treaty. We employed him to assist us in making the 
treaty, to save our country, and get this back annuity. \Ve were to advance him 
$100,000; and if he collected the back annuity, he was to get. half of it, and then to. 
refund this $100,000. That was the contract, as well as I could understand. 
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Q. Has he refunded the $100,000 '-A. He has refunded $50,000, from what I learn. 
Q. Do yon know that he bas refunded $50,000 f-A. That is what the report is with 
our council. 
Q. Has not a committee of your pP-ople Rhown that he is a defaulter to the amount of 
$79,000 '-A. If I understand it, the mistake was made of putt.ing the annual interest 
fund with the back annuity. That fund, added to the $50,000 tllat was not return~d, · 
made the $79,000. · 
Q. Then you understand that Latrobe got 50 per cent. on some of your regular annui-
ties, as well as on the back annuities '-A. Yes. 
Q. And that would not be right under your contr[Lct ~-A. No, sir; they were to refnnd 
that, witll any interest that might be due on it. 
Q. Have they done so '-A. They have not done so yet. 
Q. Do you know whether Mr. Cooper promised that Latrobe should do that ?-A. He 
was the one who was here at the council; and he said that he had proper authority 
from Latrobe to act. 
Q. When you made that contract with Latrobe, was it put in writing ?-A. Yes. 
Q. vVas it clone at the time, or was it clone afterward ~-A. It was done in writing, 
and was presented to our council; and the council approved of it, and then made the 
appropriation; and when the appropriation was made, the money was drawn. We 
could not get any money until that was clone. 
Q. To whom was the money paid ?-A. It was, as I understand, paid to Latrobe. 
Q. By whom ~-A. By Holmes Colbert and George D. James, as well as I can under-
stand. 
Q. Was the whole $100,000 paid to Latrobe ?-A. That was my understanding. 
Q. Do you know whether any other persons got any part of that $100,000 ?-A. My 
understanding was that that $100,000 was to go to Latrobe for saving the country, and 
that if he did not collect any back annuity, that money was to be for his pay for assist-
ing us in saving the country. I never had any idea that he would ever give any of the 
delegation anything. When Holmes Colbert went to Washington and paid the $100,000 
over to him, he then, I suppose, gave Holmes some for the uelegates; it must have been, 
for Holmes paid me some. 
Q. Who brought the money to you ~-A. Holmes Colbert. 
Q. How much did you receive '-A. $8,000. 
Q. How much did Holmes retain '-A. That I do not know; that was all he gave me. 
He said that for his trouble be took $500 out of the part sent to me. 
Q. So that there was $8,500 intended for you in the first phwe by Latrobe~-A. Yes. 
Q. Have you conversed with any of the other delegates, to know if they got any of 
it ?-A. I have, but I never could learu. 
Q. Did you ever converse with Love about it?-A. Not that I recollect. 
Q. How much of the money went to Latrobe himselH-A. That I cannot say, because 
I do not know how they divided it. 
Q. Has Mr. Latrobe ever written to yon on the subject ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Has he written to your nation, stating how much he kept ?-A. Not that I know. 
Q. Do you know whether he has said that he kept $16,000, and uo more ~-A. I do 
not know. 
Q. You never have seen a le ~ ter of that kind from him ?-A. No, sir; how they di-
vided and settled it I have no idea. 
Q. Where were you when the money was paid to you by Holmes Colbert ~-A. Here 
in the Territory. 
Q. Who made the agreement with Latrobe employing him as counsel for the na-
tion ~-A. Myself, and Holmes Colbert, and Captain Jones, and Allen Wright. Vve all 
agreed to employ him. 
Q. Who actually spoke to him about it ?-A. As well as I can recollect, it must have 
been Jones. 
Q. Jones is a Choctaw, is he not f-A. Yes, sir. \Ve had him as chairman of the 
joint delegation of Choctaws ~mel Chickasaws at Washington. He left us, and Holmes 
Colbert was appointed in his place as chairman of the delegation. 
Q. Do you know whether your secretaries, Campbell LeFlore and Mitchell, got any 
part of the $100,000' ?-A. Not that I know. I cannot say for certain. I do not think 
that Mitchell ever got any part of it. 
Q. Do you know whether Pickens got any ?-A. I do not know. I understood that, 
when Holmes Colbert got that money, he said it ·was all to help one another; that La-
trobe sent the money to us to help him. 
Q. I think yon stated that you do not know how much Latrobe retained ?-A. No, 
sir. They never gave me any information about the settlement. 
Q. Do you know how much Cooper got of it ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did Cooper ever tell you ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know how much John T. Cochrane, of Washington, got ?-A. No: sir. 
Q. Were you acquainted with him ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know whether he got any of it ?-A. I cannot say. 
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Q. Do you know how mnch back annuity has been collected for yom nation !-A. 
No, sir.. They sent the statement several times, but I ha.ve mwer exawined it. I have 
not been in the legislature since I came back from \Vashington. 
Q. To whom has that statement' been sent ?-A. I think Governor Harris has a state-
ment. 
Q. Do yon know wbetlwr there has been any of the back annuiti es paitl O\Ter into 
the treasury of your nation ?-A. At the time that Latrobe fell short in this "i9,000, 
there was altogether, as well as I can recollect, $1:~8,000 sent out here. , 
Q. \Vas that paid iuto the trea:mry ?-A. Yes, sir. Holmes Colbert brought it and 
pai<l it to the treasnr~r. 
Q. \Vho was your treasurer at that time ?-A. Colonel Harris. 
Q. I~ he a relative of Governor Harris ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. \VImt relation are yon to Holmes Colbert f-A. He was my half brother's son. 
Q. Is Holmes Colbert liYing ?-A. He died last spring. lie went on to \Vashington 
and died there. 
Q. Who is managing his business now ?-A. George D. James is appointed to attend 
to his business. 
Q. Where is George D. James now ?-A. I unllerstaml he is at \Vashington. 
Q. On that business ?-A. Yes. 
Q. \Vhy was Holmes Colbert appointed treai'\urer while you had a treasurer here?-
A. That yon must ask the goveruor. 
Q. \Vho was governor then ?-A. Governor Harris. 
Q. Did yon hear Cooper state that be was authorized to act for Latrobe ?--A. Yes. 
Q .. Ditl you hear him state that Latrobe should pay the deficicney ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do yon kno\V what he says abont it now ?-A. I was at \Vashington and saw 
him. He still standR to it, I heard, that he said that the nation was in debt to him; 
but be said to me that there hacl been a mistake of $29,t!OO made, and that they col-
lected enough back annuity to pay that. He admitted that there was still S50,UOO 
back, but said that they had collected enough back annuity to pay that $29,000. 
Q. That ·would still leave him $50,000 behind '!-A. Yes. 
Q. \Vben did Cooper tell you that f-A. When I was in \Vashington, about three 
weeks ago. I got back here abont a week ago. 
Q. Did Cooper tell yon what he bad told the committee on that subject ?-A. I under-
stood him to say that he told the committee that neither Latrobe nor any of them had 
any right to take any of the money; that the money should be sent here, and that the 
legislature and the attorney wonhlrnake the settlement. 
Q. Did he tell yon that he had said to the committee that the statement of the 
defanlt was a mistake, an(l that there was not any default at all f-A. No, sir. That is 
what I beard; an<l I got at him, and he denied it. 
Q. A11d RO he tohl yon, three weeks ago, when you WAre at \Vashington, tbat they 
were $fi0,000 lwhin<l ?-A. Yes. 
Q. A1Hl that J_.atrobe should pay it ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Docs Le say now that he i& authorized to act for Latrobe ?-A. I did not inquire 
th<'ll. 
Q. How <locH he Ray that they are going to pay it ~-A. That they hacl got $297,000 
bef(n·e Congress, aJHl that Congress was to make an appropriation for that back 
interest. 
Q. And l1c is going to pay it in fees out of that ?-A. Yes. Latrobe is allowed one-
half of what he collects for ns. 
Q. And that, is the way he is going to pay that default f-A. That is the way he is 
going to pay it. 
Q. Did he say to you that be had withtlrawn from any service in the matter ~-A. 
No, sir. I did not understand him to say that. I had but very little talk with him. 
I was n,l.JOnt starting back, when I saw old man ~Iix, the chief clerk, with wllom I am 
well aC(Itulinted. He asked me to go over to see him, and I went. I had a little talk 
with him, uot more than twenty-five or thirty minutes, I reckon. 
Q. Were those fees on 'che back annuities to be divided between Latrobe and the 
commissioners, the Hame as the $100,000 fee was ?-A. I did not understand that. 
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Love says tha(j they were. 
\VrTNERS. Yes. 
The CILHR~1AN. And so does M:r. Latrobe. 
\VITNI~ss. Yes. 
The CIL\IRM.\.N. And so does Mr. Cooper. 
vVrnmss. Yes. 
Q. What is your recollection about it f-A. It may have been so, but I did not so 
understand it. 
Q. Have yon received any part of the fees collected on any of these back annui* 
ties f-A. Yes, I reckon I have, at the time that Holmes brought that $140,000. 
Q. About how much did you receive f-A. Three thousand dollars, as near as I can 
recollect. 
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Q. Do you lmow whether the others received any at that time'!-A, I cannot say. 
I tlo not know. 
Q. ·were any of the others present when Holmes was making the settlement ?-A. 
No, sir. 
Q. Whore did you receive the $3,000 ?-A. At Holmes Colbert's place. 
Q. Tllat makes $11,000 that you received ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Did Holmes charge anytlling for hi1:1 trouble in that case ?-A. No, sir; not that 
1 know. He said nothing about that. 
Q. 'Would you be entitled then to a part of that $200,000 odd which you are asking 
Congress to appropriate now ?-A. If they give it to me, I suppose so. I do not know 
that I llave any claim. 
Q. Did yon and Cooper talk about that when you were in Washington ?-A. No, sir; 
I did not wait for that business. 
Q. Did Mr. Cooper state that he had been before the committee ?-A. Yes, sir. He 
told me that you would all be out here. Ever since the treaty of 1852, we bad been 
always trying to have the business settled with the Government according to that 
treaty, but we never could have it started right. 
Q. ·what bas Mr. Latrobe done to procure these back annuities '-A. Preparing the 
pamphlets, and investigating everything as it went, and making his argument. That 
is all that I saw. He sent a good many pamphlets here. 
Q. How many pages were there in those pamphlets ?-A. I do not know. I cannot 
see to read. I always had to get some one to read to me. 
Q. Does this pamphlet (referring to a copy) look like one of them ?-A. Yes, sir. I 
think this is one of them. 
Q. I understand you that your contract with Latrobe only covered the back annuities 
and $100,000 for making the treaty ?-A. Yes, sir; that is all. Holmes Colbert was the 
one appointed to make the final settlement with the Government. 
Q. But your dealing with Latrobe and the contract only covered the two things!-
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did it refer to your jnterest in "the leased lands," or did you have any interest 
in "the leased lands" at their sale under the treaty of 1860 ?-A. No. We never got 
any part of that money. One-fourth of it would have come to the Chickasaws, if they 
had ever got it. They did pay the interest, I think, twice. 
Q. Is that included in the Latrobe contract ?-A. Not that I know. 
Q. But the other two items-the $100,000 advance and the back annuities-wereT-
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who told you that Latrobe was the man you wanted to assist you in making 
your treaty ?-A. General Cooper was the one who said he thought that he would be 
the proper man. 
Q. Did you know that Cooper was a step-brother of Latrobe's wife?-A. Yes. I 
understood that he was a l'elative of his. 
Q. What reason did you have for thinking that Latrobe was the beit man to do the 
work ?-A. \Ve batl a talk with him. He said be would examine the treaty of peace. 
The commissioners on the part of the United States, when we met them at Fort Smith, 
said that there was an act passed confiscating our property. He said he would inves-
tigate all these things, and let us know. 
Q. Did Latrobe tell you that there was an act passed confiscating your property?-
A. He did not say that; but that was our understanding with tho commissioners. 
Q. Diu Latrobe lead you to believe that?-A. I recollect his saying this much: 
that there was such an act, but that the act was not carried out. 
Q. To confiscate your lands ?-A. Yes; but that it was not carried out. 
Q. Was Latrobe your counsel at the time be said that ?-A. That was our undcrstanu-
jng from the commissioners on the part of the United States whom we met at },ort 
Smith; and we told it to Latrobe, and he saiu he would investigate and see whether 
such was the case. 
Q. What did he t<'ll you about that after he did investigate it ?-A. All that I rec-
ollect is, that lle said he was going to act for us, aud that he thought be could gain the 
country for us. 
Q. Do you not know that the United States Government was well disposed toward 
your people, and did not want to confiscate your lands '?-A. ·wen, these commissioners 
argued against us all the time just in that way. 
Q. Who were the commissioners ~-A. The Commissioner of Indian Affairs was Judge 
Cooley. That was the way they argued with us all the time-that tlle country was 
confiscated, but that the GoYernment was willing to place us back if we woulu renew 
the treaty ; that they wanted one-third of our lands on which to settle these northern 
tribes, and could not make a treaty unless we did sign away one-third of our lands. 
That was the argument. 
Q. You are speaking 0f "the leased lands ?"-A. No, sir; of the country here. They 
took the leased country away from us, and made a treaty with the Kiowas and Corn-
a.nches. 
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Q. Do you not know that the Government h::u.llcased those lands from the Choctaws 
and Chickasaws '?-A. Yes. 
Q. Do yon not know that the matter stood in that condition exactly in 1866, and was 
not changed until you changed it by the treaty of 1866 ~-A. That is the way I under-
stand it. 
Q. Do you not know that the $~00,000 allowed to the Choct::tws is for this leased 
laud f-A. \Veil, we contend this: that we only leas('d it, aucl that we still bad a right 
to it. In that way the Government allowed us the $:300,000, that is, if we adopted the 
colored people. The Government was to keep the money and to pay us the interest 
for two years. But if we did not adopt the colored people, the Government would 
hold the land. 
Q. Who drew the first draught of the treaty ?-A. I cannot say who drew it. It was 
drawn here at Port Smith. 
Q. What was the difference between the first draught of the treaty and the treaty that 
you made ~-A. The treaty that we made does not mention about not allowing us any 
back annuities; and then it does not say that the colored people shall be placed on au 
equal footing in every respect with the Indians. 
Q. And the first copy of the treaty did mention these points ?-A. As well as I recol-
lect. 
Q. And the real difference between the two is on these points ?-A. Yes. 
Q. What did the first treaty say, if anything, about the cession of one-third of this 
land? -A. I do not recollect about that, but that is the way that the United States 
commissioners contended when we met them at Port Smith, and when we went to 
Washington; that is the way they contended. 
Q. \Vhat did they propose to give you for this third of your land ?-A. As well as I 
recollect, 30 cents an acre. . 
Q. Then the proposition was to purchase it at 30 cents an acre, not to take it from 
yon ?-A. Well, I call that taking it. 
Q. Then Latrobe's services in making the treaty, for which you agreed to pay him 
$100,000, were for saving the one-third of the land that you speak of, and for saving 
the back annuities ?-A. Yes, sir; that is what it was. 
Q. And then, in addition to the $100,000 fee, you proposed to give to him one-half of 
the back annuities after they had been saved by the treaty ?-A. I suppose so, if the 
treaty already saved them. There was a word in the treaty all the time that we should 
not be allowed any back payment; that the loyal Indians-as they called them-had 
drawn it. That is the way they reported to us. But as it happened before we went 
up, I named it to Latrobe, that I thought it woulll be better to leave out all reference 
to not allowing us any back annuity, and that it might pass in that way, and give us 
a chance to get it. He said that that was a very good idea, and it passed through in 
that way. That is the best of my knowledge. 
Q. Then there was an understanding, evidently, between Latrobe and the commission-
ers of the two nations that be should receive $100,000 from each nation, and that that 
$100,000 shonld be divided, according to an agreement, between the commissioners and 
himself and friends, and that the contract for fiO per cent. on the moneys afterward to 
be collected, named iu the contract, should also be divided in the same way f-A. Yes, 
sir; I suppose they must have had it in that way, although that was not my under-
sta,nding. 
Q. But you say that it has been carried out in that way 1-A. Yes, sir; it has been 
carried out in that way. 
Q. Yon say that whe.n your delegation came back, you made a report to you~· council~ 
-A. Yes. 
Q. And on that report your council based the act appropriating $100,000 to pay La-
trobe ?-A. Yes. 
Q. 'Who made that report ~-A. The delegation jnst referred the contract which we 
had made to the council. 
Q. That contract was in writing ?-A. Yes. 
Q. And it was referred as the report ?-A. Yes; that is the het:.t information I can 
give. I was not acting then. Governor Harris was the governor then. My time had 
run out before I got back. 
Q. But you were one of the commissioners ?-A. Yes. 
Q. And when you came back as commissioner, you reported to Governor Harris?-
A. We j nst referred the contract to the legislature. 
Q. \Vere you present ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Did you refer the treaty also ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The treaty and the contract, then, were referred as yonr report ?-A. les. 
Q. Which one of your number delivered them to the legislatme as your report ~-A. 
I delivered all the papers myself to Governor Harris. 
Q. Did the contract state that the commissioners were to receive a pa.rt of the La-
trobe $100,000 ?-A. No, sir; not that I know. 
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Q. Did you tell Governor Harris, when you delivered the papers, that you were t(} 
receive part of it ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you ever tell it to any of your people ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Have any of the other delegates made that report to the legislature ?-A. Not 
that I know. 
Q. Then the council and the governor "Would believe from your report that Latrobe 
got all the money ?-A. I suppose so. 
Q. What reason did yon give to your people for paying Latrobe so much money?-
A. Just as I told you. We employed him to save the third of our country, and to get 
our back annuities. 
Q. And the council acted on that report ?-A. Yes, sir ; Latrobe was to assist us in 
making the treaty as favorable to our people as could be done. 
Q. Do you know what proportion of the money was to be divided with the commis-
sioners, ancl what proportion Latrobe was to keep f-A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you beard anything about its being one-half; that the commissioners were 
to control one-half and Latrobe to cont,rol the other half of the $100,000 ?-A. I did 
not understand it in that way. 
Q. Did you bear any of them say anything about that f--A. No, sir; they may have 
fixed it in that way when they went back to get the money. 
Q. ·were you present wh€'n tbe contract was made with Latrobe, when the writing: 
was made 7-A. They had it written out, and they read it to me. 
Q. Who had written it out 'f-A. I uo not know who exactly. I had :Mitchell along 
for mv clerk then. 
Q. bo you know whether it was his handwriting ?-A. I do not know. I cannot see 
writing. I cannot read writing, only what is read t.o me. 
Q. When you received the $8,000 from Holmes Colbert did you understand what it 
was for ?-A. I diu not until he told me. 
Q. What explanation did Holmes make of it '?-A. He said we were all to help one 
another, and to help Latrobe to carry it out, and that this was my part for helping 
him. 
Q. "'Were you surprised when you received the money?-A. I had no idea that there 
was any coming. I thought tbat Holmes bad given it to Latrobe. 
Q. Who did Holmes say had sent it to you ?-A. I do not recollect now whether he 
said who had sent it. He said that that was my share to help Latrobe out. That was 
all that I could understand of it. 
Q. Have you sustained the Latrobe contract since ?-A. I always did. I thought that 
he was doing us good. I talked to the members in favor it. There is auother thin~ 
that is working, to which I have always been opposed. I mean the claims of these 
Samson Folsom and Cochrane men. Before this there was a speculating fraudulent 
claim, which is in our o]d books. In fact, there were five hundred claims that had no 
right at all. These speculators sued for their money, and employed D. K. Thompson 
to attend to the matter. The treaty of 185:;! provided that no money should be paid 
out belonging to the Chickasaws, except by proper authority from our general council. 
The case was decided against the claimants, and then they bad to come back upon the 
nation. This Sampson Folsom and his party, instead of trying to make a final settle-
ment, as Latrobe is trying to collect all our back annuities, went to work to try to get 
these specnlating claims through; and they are still working at it. That is the reason 
why thm·e is so much fuss made abont the Latrobe contract. 
Q. That has nothing to do about this matter; do you wish to call the attention of 
the committee to it f-A. Yes, sir; there is a party working in that \vay. 
Q. Who are they ?-A. The main man is Sampson Folsom, and Cochrane is another. 
Q. He is dead.-A. Yes; but they still have the claim, and they are still working 
at it. 
Q. Who are "they ?"-A. I cannot' say for certain. I saw Dr. Molett, but I cannot 
say what he is after. I have done all I could, as a 111atter of course, to prevent it. 
Q. What is the title of the claim you are speaking of'?-A. It is called'' fraudulent 
claims." 
Q. That is your expression about it, but what would the claim itself be called ~-A .. 
Some speculators bonght up land from the Chickasaws, iu Mississippi, and afterward 
found out that the Indians had no right to sell them the lands; and the Chickasa\YS· 
called a big council, and notified tile Government, and bad those lands sold; and some 
five hundred claims have grown out of that transaction. The names are all in the bookt 
and are marked off" Moonshine," on the old book-fraudulent claims. \Vhen these lands 
were sold by order of the Government, these specuJators sued the nation, and finally 
gained the suit; but we bad happened to make this treaty of 1852 before the suit was 
gained. 
Q. Then yon wisb to say to the committee that that claim ought not to pass ~-A. 
It ought not to pass. If it passes through onr council, " ·here they are trying to pass 
it, I suppose they will get all the money. 
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Q. Thf'n those who are in favf'r of the claim yon have been speaking of are men who 
are against the Latrobe contract ?-A. Yes. 
Q. And those who are in favor of the Latrobe contract are against this fraudulent 
claim ?-A. Yes, sir; there is an opposition therP. Yon see that if this party defeat 
the Latrobe contract, tbey will then use their intluence to get all the money for them-
selves. If yon exa,mine thP treaty of 1'-'52, yon can hn.ve a pretty good idea whE>ther I 
am right or not. Samson Folsom has been woking at this thing ever since the treaty 
of 1852 has been made. lie is dead now, bnt his frietHls are still working. They are 
wanting to get it through the council, and to get Congress to appropriate money to pay 
that fraudulent claim. 
Q. And, on the other baud, yon want to support the Latroue contract f-A. Yes. 
Q. And that difference creates that division of sentiment among your people f-A. 
Yes, sir; that is as well as I can understand it. 
Q. Do these parties know that yon men are dividing tte fees with Latrobe ?-A. 
Well, they talk a good deal about it all the time. 
Q. Have you admitted it to them ?-A. I never have told them. I always tell them 
this: that I never receive<l any money except under treaties and under appropriations 
-of the legislature. 
Q. Is that the way you un<lerstand the Lntrohe contract-to be by treaty ?-A. Yes; 
as well as I can nutler::;taJHl it. It is all the way lnuclerstand it. 
Q. I thought I n1Hlerstootl yon, a moment ago, that it was a gift from Latrobe to 
you.-A. That is the way I always tell the people-that that is the only way I ever 
drew money. 
Q. Then yon have not toM th~m that the money you hacl receivetl was part of the 
$100,0tl0 paid to Latrobe !-A. No, Rir; I ut>ver told tbem I hatl got any of that money. 
I always tell them that I rcceivP rnonPy according to treaty aml under appropriations of 
the legislature. 
By l\fr. BURDln'T: 
Q. I want to ask you a few qnestions now in rela.tion to the coutlition of the negroes 
here, and as to the fu111l arising out of the leasetl lands.-A. My idea was that the 
Government wante<lns to place the negroes on an equal footing, a,nd would allow us, if 
we adopted them, 300,000 for the lea ed lands, an<l that, when we wouid adopt them, 
they wonlu he subject to onr laws but not participate in onr fund. The negroes were 
to be alloweu forty acres each. I wanteu to have them auopted, but the Chickasaws 
did not wish it, and only gave thrf'e votes in favor of it. I am still willing to adopt 
them awl to let us all become one people, and on that account they would uever give 
me an office. 
Q. ·what do you refer to when yon say that there were only three votes in favor of 
adopting the negroes-do you refer to a general vote of your nation ?-A. No, s1r; I 
mean when we >vore making the trea,ty. The delegation wanted to leave it to the 
people, ancl I said, "No, the people have sent us here to do the best we can, and let us 
>.lettle the qnestion and be done with it." 'Ve voted upon that and it was lost, and it 
was still left to the people, an<l they voted against it. 
Q. The nation voteu against adopting the colored people ~-A. Yes; the legislature 
voted against it. 
Q. \Vas it a unanimous vote of the legislature ?-A. I was not present a,nd never 
learned how it wa . 
Q. Is there any discussion or talk within your nation now as to what should be done 
with the negroes 'f-A. All those who were so bitterly opposed to what I was trying to 
to do have come to the conclusion now, I t.hink, that it is better now to adopt them. 
Q. Do you think there is a general sentiment a.mong the Chickadaw people at this 
time favorable to the adoption of the negroes f-A. That is my idea as well as I can 
understand it. 
Q. Does that idea include also the original proposition to give them forty acres 
each ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is the p;eneral feeling betwePu the Chickasaw people a,nd the negroes ~-A. 
They all seem to be friendly, as well as I can understand it. 
Q. So far as yon know, is justice meted out to the colored people by your local 
authorities ?-A. Yes, sir. We have no authority over them, as we have not adopted 
them. They have an idea that they are under United States laws. 
Q. Do you mean that the understanding among your people is that they have no 
.authority over the colored people ~-A. That is the way they think. 
Q. In case of the violation of any of your laws by any of the colored people, do you 
understand that there is no redress to t.he Chickasaw people under their own laws ~-A. 
That is the understanding. We always take them to Fort Smith for trial. 
Q. Then, they are on the same footing as white people in the Territory~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And if they commit any crime, they are tried b.r the United States court at Fort 
mith ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Not by your local courts ?-A. No. sir. 
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Q. Do you know of any parties who are agitating among the colored people a propo-
sition to remove them now~ Do yon know of any persons, who are claiming to be 
attorneys or agents, who are having petitions circulated among the colored people to 
have them remove~--A. Not that I know of. 
Q. Or to make any claim upon the Government for this $300,000 ?-A. :Xot that I 
know of. 
Q. Do you know an attorney named Daniel Finn, who lives somewhere in Arkansas'? 
-A. No, sir, I do not. I have heanl here in tlw Choctaw Nation that some man had 
got the names of some three huntlred colored people to get them to leave the country. 
Q. How lately did you hear of that being done f-A. It is not long since I heard of it. 
Q. Did you also hear that the etfort was lately made ?-A. No, sir, not lately. From 
what I heard, the effort had been made some time ago. 
Q. Do you know "·hether this writing that yon spoke of proposetl to give any share 
of this $300,000 to the attorneys or agents who were getting it up 1-A. No, sir. 
Q. Your understanding is that it was a proposition or petition of the freed people, 
asking to be removed ?--A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was that, whatever it may have been, done at the instance of the Chickasaw 
people f-A. Nothing oft!Je kind has been done iu the Chickasaw Nation. 
Q. Was that done by the Choctaw people ?-A. No; it appeared to haYe been some 
white man who had got it up. 
Q. ·what is your own judgment as to the wish of the colored people themselYes about 
remaining or going away f-A. From all tba talk I have had with them, (and they al-
·ways talk with me very freely, as I have always been on their sitle,) they woultl rather 
remain. 
Q. Do you think tl1at you are sufficiently acquainted with the body of the freed 
people to be able to say that you know their general wish on that subject?-A. I can 
say for all in my neighborhootl that they would rather remain. 
Q. Are they making any effort to improve themselves~-A. Yes, sir; they have all, 
pretty much, their own homes and their own farms, and they are doing very well. 
Q. Are they making any effort to educate themselves f-A. Up in a settlement abo-ve 
me they have preaching; they have a church and a little school going on, but they are 
not able to carry on the school. 
Q. When they do have school, bow is it supported ?-As well as I understand, they 
' try to make up a little fund nnd snpport it tbemsel ves. 
Q. There is no effort among the nation for the support of schools for colored peo-
})le 't-No, sir. 
Q. 'Vhat is your opinion as to the necessity of a fund for their etlucation being pro-
vic.led ~-A. I have the idea that if we can make a settlement with the Government, 
and that if the Government wonl<l allo\Y us a good price for all this country, $400,000 
or $500,000, we, Chickasaws, would adopt the colored people, and give them a portion 
of the money to educate their children. 
Q. Is it your judgment that the Chickasaw people would devote to the education of 
the colored people a portion of the $:100,000 arising out of the negotiations about the 
land?-A. }'or myself I woultl be willing. 
Q. What is your opinion as to the feelings of the people on that subject f-A. Most 
of them are mightUy opposed to the colored people in that way. 
Q. You mean that most of your influential people would be opposed to devoting that 
fund or part of it to that purpose ?-A. Yes, sir; but if they saw that that thing hatl 
to be done, I do not think they would have any objection. 
Q. You think that if tho Government should conclude that that would be a proper 
disposition of the money, there would be no active hostility to it f-A. No, sir; there 
would be none. Governor Harris was the man who was most opposed to the colored 
people. lie was acting governor at the time it was proposed to adopt the 11egroes. 
J3ut now I see that be has changed and is favorable to their adoption. He says that we 
will have to adopt them. 
Q. You speak of the colored people making improvements on the farms in your sec-
tion; on what lands are they making them ?-A. On the Chickasaws lands. 
Q. They are making improYements just as the Chickasaws themselves ?-A. Yes. 
Q. So far as any law is concerned, have they a right to do that ?-A. That we do not 
know. I understand that the treaty is, that if the colored people wanted to go, the 
Government would remove them; but they do not want to go. 
Q. Then the conc.litions ncYer have arisen on which the removal was to be made?-
A. No, sir. 
Q. On the other hand, the Chickasaws have voted not to adopt them ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Then does it not follow that the lands which the colored people take up aL·e heltl 
simply at the sufferance and good-will of the Chickasaw people ~-A. That is all. 
Q. And, in fact, if the Chickasaws at any time objected, they would have a right to 
drive off the colored people ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That is your judgment of the real condition of the treaty ?-A. Yes. 
Q. So that colored people makiug improvements are dependent solely on the goou-
• 
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will of the Chickasaw people for continuing in possession of their l:mds ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. And, notwithstanding that, a good many of them are going on and improving?-
A. Yes. 
Q. Is it the general disposition of the colored people to go on and get homes among 
you f-A. It is the disposition of all in my part. 
Q. Are there many colored people in your part ?-A. There are right smart of them 
up there. Six miles up there is quite a settlement of them; and twenty or twenty-live 
miles west, above that, are sixty or seventy families. 
By Mr. S::-.nTII: 
Q. What is the opinion of your people in reference to a territorial organization in 
their country ~-A. They are pretty much opposed to it. A good many half-breeds 
seem to be in favor of it. But a majority of full-blooded Indians are opposPd to it. 
Q. What are your own opinions about it ?-A. :My own opinion is, that if we could 
only get all onr just dues from the Government, and then if the Choctaws would agree 
to sectionalize the country and to individualize the land as quickly as possible, then we 
would take np the laud. If I nuderstand the treaty, it allows the legislature to say 
what shall be done with the domain. 'l'ben we could get good citizens to come in 
among us, an<l to teach us to work, an<l could get good people to educate our children, 
and finally we would advance along with them. That would be my policy if I had to 
say about it. But I am opposed to the iclea of having a territorial government right 
over us, and, after we get our 160 acres each, to have the balance of the laud sold to 
the highest bidtler, and to have all kinds of people coming among us. \Ve would not 
know what to do. They would cheat all our people out of enrytbing they have in 
four or :five mouths. 
Q. What would you have clone with the balance of the land after having given 160 
acres to each ~-A. Take it all np, and then bring in a good class of white citizens 
among us gradually. vVe could sell them a piece of land according as they wanted it. 
Q. Your idea is to divide the whole of the Territory up among the individual 
Indians ?-A. Yes. 
Q. After giving them 160 acres each, you would divide the balance among them f-
A. Yes. 
Q. And let them dispose of it to parties coming in ?-A. Yes, sir. When good white 
people came along, wantmg a piece of laud, we could sell them a piece, aucl they would 
teach us to farm and to cultivate our land and educate our children, and advance us 
in that way. I think we would advance quicker in that way, and become a State 
quicker. That is my idea. I was always willing to do that since we fint made the 
treaty. 
Q. Bnt you are adverse to a territorial organization, as proposecllast winter, under 
the Oklahoma bill f-A. Yes, sir. We tried it in Mississippi. There was a right to 
settle on the lands we bad there, and all kinds of people rushed in among us and cheated 
the poor Indians out of everything they had. Then we placed money in the hands of 
the Government, and commissioners got control of it. \Ve bad over $4,000,000, and all 
that bad gon<>, in some way, down tv about $13,000, wheu we made the treaty of 1862. 
Then these loyal Indians took some $150,000. That I always thought was mighty 
wrong, but I suppose the Government thought it was right. Tllere was no such claim 
among the Chickasaws, but only among the Choctaws. \Vben we went to sign the 
treaty we rubbed that out, saying that the Chickasaws bad made no such claitlil; that 
it was only Choctaws who had made such a claim. Holmes Colbert and Latrobe were 
present at the time. Holmes Colbert spoke and I spoke. He said the Choctaws were 
there and that the Chickasaws should be there; and they wrote it down. I know a 
good many of those" loyal" Chickasa"'s. They were as much rebels as I was. They 
have got big claims. There are some whom I know well who did not have a pony or 
a place, and who made out big claims. ann forced them upon us; and they were put 
in the treaty and an appropriation made for them. \Ve bad Latrobe employed also to 
fix that. The nation, thinking that we were going to lose it anyhow, passed an act 
~iving Latrobe 15 per cent. on all be could :-<ave. \Ve nnderstoocl that be saved some 
:)ti70,000 or $80,000, ancl got his per cent. on that, too. Thus, after all, the poor Indian 
never got much of the money. 
WASIIIXGTO~, D. C., May 30, 1872. 
DouGLAS H. COOPER recalled. 
By the CHAIRMA:N: 
Question. I would like to ask you whether you have a contract with the Creek Nation 
of Indians of any kind.-Answer. I wish to say that in all my answers the other day I 
had reference to the Choctaws and Chickasaws. I intended to say that I had no con-
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trnct, except through Latrobe and Cochrane, with them. I have a contract ''ith other 
Inclians. I meant to say that I bad no contract with the Cuoctaws aud ChickaRaws. 
Q. Your connection, then, with these tribes, was under the Latrobe contract ?-A. 
Yes, sir; I have bad a contract ·with the Creeks, bnt I Lave not uow. Tiley told me 
they thought they could get along ·without my services, and they discharged me. 
Q. Have you any claim on the Creeks for services ?-A. Yes, &ir; for senices ren-
dereu. 
Q. On the conLract made ·with 1.Ielutosh ?-A. Ye~, sir. 
Q. \\' hat per cent. were you to have under that ~-A. Five per cent. on whatever 
might be recovered. 
Q. Do yon regard that contract as goo<.l fur the 5 per cent. still f-A. I do not holu 
them upon it at all. 
Q. \Yhat contract have you with the Choctaws ?-A. I have no contract with those 
people at all, directly. I have only heen oper<tting nuder Latrobe and Cochmne. 
Q. How much money was auvanccd by the Choctaws under their contract of lt:lG6 ~­
A. One llllndred thousand dollars. 
Q. How much by the Chickasaws ~-A. The same. 
Q. \Ybat is the amount of ~·our coutract on the Black Deaver bn1:lineHs ?-A. I do not 
know. It is a sub-contract; 1 think we got 10 per cent. 
Q. Do you know how much Le Flore got f--A. No, sir. 
Q. IlaYe you any list or :-;tatement showing how the moneys were parceleuont nuder 
the Latrobe and Cochrane contract f-A. No; I have not. 
Q. \Yas such a list made ont f-A. I do not know; there might haYe b een. There 
were val'ious expenses. \Ye k ept 110 account of it at all. 
Q. Have yon a, list of the mone~' S paiu to Latrobe, yonr1:l<.M, Cochrane, anu the com-
missioners who made the treaties for the Choctaws and Chickasa wR an<l to the clerks of 
those commissioners? -A. I cannot say whether I have or not. There was a memoran-
dum; I think Mr. Cochrane made out a statement, lmt I do not know whether I have 
it or not. The transactions have been going on so long I have forgotten many things. 
Q. Did I understand you as to the amount of back annuities that llave been collected 
for the Chickasaws since the treaty of 1866 ~-A. I told J·ou there was a large amount. 
I do not remember how much it was. 
Q. Since I questioneu yon before I have received from the Interior Department what 
they say is the amonnt, being a little over $316,000.-A. I think it is over $500,000. I 
called, as agent of the Chiekasa ws, for an official statement, and they told me it will 
be ready in a short time. I 'dll giYe you that or a copy of it. So far as regards the 
Creeks, they notified me that they did not need my assistance any further, and I am not 
their attorney at all. 
Q. \Vas l\lr. Latrobe nuder your employment as attorney ?-A. Yes, sir; I employed 
him to help these Creeks, and he made an argument in their behalf. 
Q. Where "?-A. Before the Interior Department; that is printed. 
(~. How was it about the back annuities of the ChickaRaws; were they divided 
under the Latrobe contract, one-half going to the persons included under the contract 1-
A. I said before that there was a settlement made with Holmes Coluert, the agent of 
the Choctaw~, and myself as agent of Latrobe, and that there was an unintentional 
error made, which was reported to the Chickasaw council for a full examination. They 
passed an act that it was all satisfactory, and I assured them that all errors should 
be corrected on the final settlement. I believe that assurance was gi,·en in writing. 
Q. \Vbat was the amount of that mistake as you made it ~-A. Twenty-nine thou-
sand three lmndred anu eighteen dollars and seventy-six cents. They stated it at 
$79,000 and over, but they included in that the amount that was to be paiu back, 
$50,000. 
Q. Have yoa a copy of that ?-A. Yes, sir; I will furnish it. The people understood 
jt all. I have not concealed anything; I have nothing to conceal; anu the people 
know all about this matter. 
Q. \Vhom do you mean by the people ?-A. The tribes. I would leave them to do as 
they pleased with the money. I was told there was so rue prejudice against me because 
I was connected with the confederacy; and in that connection I have been constantly 
abused. I wish to state in this connection one fact: I was here in 1861, and Mr. Lin-
coln, at the solicitation of Dr. Mitchell, who was then a Senator from Arkansas, con-
tinued me in my charge. They have charged me with having acted with duplicity 
toward Mr. Lincoln; that I induced him to believe that I was on the Union side, and 
they insist that I led the Indians into rebellion. That is false. Before I got out there 
they had already dissolved their connection with the Union. The chief of the Choc-
taws bad published his address in the Memphis papers when I got to Memphis, in 
which they declared that they had cut loose. I took part in the rebellion afterward, I 
admit. I have acted in good faith from the beginning to the end in the whole matter. 
Q. What did you do with the funds that you had in your hands as United States 
agent 1-A. I paid them over to the Choctaws, and I can show that they have every 
single, solitary cent that I ever had in my possession. 
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Q. Ditln't yon pay something to the confetlera,te General Pike ?-A. Yes, sir; I did 
upon their order. 
Q. \Vho gave the onler ?-A. The commissioner appointed. b~T the Choctaw council. 
I think it was Samson Folsom. 
Q. How mnch dicl ~'on pay to Pike ?-A. Forty thon"nl)(l tlollars. I 1-mpposc General 
Pike can statP precisely 'vhat he rect>ivNl. 
Q. General Pike statet1 it was $5,000.-A. He got $40.000. 
Q. \Vhat ditl ~· ou pay him in ?-A. In the money of the conntr~· at t.lw time. 
Q. ·what <lid yon receive frolll the United States ?-A. I got a <lraft ont of the 
Treasurv. There were various amonuts disbursed for the Choctaw Nation. General 
Pike got it probahl5· in confetlPrate money, bnt at that time it was p«>rfectly good. 
Q. Difl you pay any lllOn<•ys that yon got iu 1861 to any JWrson herf' before you went 
Sout.h ?-A. Yes, sir; I did pay Peter Pitchlynn and his dl"legntes .~·:>,000 or $6,000, I 
think. 
Q. It apprars by the books thnt yon had $1:34,000 an<1 owr, alHl that Pitchlynn had 
'115,000. How mnch of that tli<l Pitl'hl.nHl pay to yon ?-A. 1 ot a r('nt. 
Q. Is that :ijil34,000 all yon got f-A. YN;, sir; I recei,·e<luothing from Pitchlynn. I 
received ~135,tl00 and something more. I can give yon a mPmoralHlnm of the whole. 
Q. By wllat anthority were yonr rl'ceipts n<·cepted, in 185(), wlwn you scttlell with 
the Departmeut ?-A. By anthori ty of the <lde~ate:-; of 113()6. 
Q. By the same party wllo made the treat.) ?-A. Yes, sir; I got their receipt of the 
Choctaws. 
Q. Did yon settle with the Chickasaw~ ?-A. Xo, sir; I turned over e''erything I 
had of theirs. 
Q. The $-!0,000 paiLl to Pike "-as Choctaw money ?-A. Yes, t-Jir; a1H1 I hatl a notice 
servP<l upon mP, from the COJlVPntion in Ark:wsaH, requiring llH' to tnl'n that money 
over to them. I refnsPd to do it. I Rai<l I received it for the ln<li:ms, and I would account 
to them for it. I think Pike had something to do 'vitb that uotice. That was when 
Arkausas seceded that they reqnired me to turn over all the money I reeeived from the 
United States to them. I refnsed, aud said I wonl<l account to the ItHlians onl.)-. 
Q. Yi·as yonr comman1l compose<l of Choctaws or Chickasaws ?-A. Both. 
Q. \Yere all the persons wlw helped to make the treaty of 1866 in yonr command~­
A. I do not rememuer; but, in that connection, I wish to make a st~ttement. The first 
service that I had in the war " ·as not in the confederate service at all. I was commissioned 
by the governor of the Chickasaw Nation to raise troops for their defense againRt Texas, 
Arkausas, Mississippi, and enrybody else. It wa. for the defense of the Chickasaw 
Ntttion. And after they made that treaty, which General Pike initiatetl, these troops 
were tnrnctl over to the Confederate States. I ·was a citizen; had been a<lopted by the 
legi~:;latme, antl acte<l nntler tilem up to the time that the_v ma,rle the treaty with the 
Confederate States; then the troops were turned over, and I took my service under the 
Confe<lerate States. It has been asserted that I led them into the rebellion, but I pro-
nounce it a lie. 
Q. \Vhich of these routmissioners, ·who made that trea,ty, were in the confederate 
service ?-A. Alfred \Vade commanded a company in the confederate service; John 
Page and Hiley were lirutenants in a regiment. 
Q. What was Allen Wright 1-A. He \Yas the chief. He never took any actiYe ser-
vice. I thiuk he snccec<led Pitchlynn. None of the commissionerl'l of the ChiclmF>aws 
went into the service. They had nothing to do with it. Robert Lowe was a Union 
man all the time. I saved his life once, when they wanted to take him and hang 
him. 
Q. There were two secretaries; what were they ~-A. Mitchell was a sutler, and 
Colonel Le Flore a <l uartermaster: in the confederate service. 
Q. Are there any papers showing the division that Holmes Colbert made of the back 
annuity Chickasaw fund recei\'ed by him ?-A. I cannot say whether there are or not. 
If I have any such papers I will produce them. He received the money here. It 
was not paid to me, but to him, as the agent of the nation. 
Q. Did I understand you: correctly that you had received about $10,000?-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. What do you know of any others ~-A. I do not know personally of any others. 
Q. Do yon know whether Latrobe rflceived any ?-A. I think Latrobe will admit 
that he got the same amount; in fact, I know he did. 
Q. Do yon know whether Cochrane got that amount ~-A. Yes, sir; as to what 
Holmes Colbert got, I do not know. 
Q. Have you any idea how much the regular a,nnuity was ?-A. I think it was about 
$75,000 per annum. 
Q. Then your opinion differs from what they told me.-A. Yes, sir; you will find 
that they keep their account in a way that very few people can understand them. 
Q. They gaYe me the amount of back annnities as something a little over $316,000.-
A. I think it is over $500,000. 
Q. I asked Mr. Clem, the Acting Commissioner, for the amount of the back annuity.-
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A. lie cannot know unless he dissects the whole account. Tlw Chickasaws, at the 
last legislature, empowered Charles E. Mix and myself to still act for them. 
Q. ·when was that ?-A. It ·was last September; after all this difficulty they still 
renewed our employment. 
Q. You Apeak of the Chickasaws ?-.A. Yes, sir; and then, in order to show them 
precisely how this money had l>een distributed, I wrote a letter to the Commissioner, 
asking him to give me a statement of the receipts and disl>msements, and am informetl 
that that will l>e ready very soon, and I shall l>e very glad to furuish it. That is onr 
<lefense, and we want it. \Ve have done nothing that we conceive to be wrong at all. 
All this whole fuss is gotten up l>y a set of slanderers who wish to blacken my busi-
ness. I have been at work for years, and they wish to take up the matter and begin 
where I left off. They are a set of thieves, aml I think it my duty to tell you. We 
just want fair play, nothing else. 
Q. Have you any contract 'Yith the Chickasaws other than your rel:ttion under the 
Latrobe contract ?-A. I have one contract to defend the nation against a claim of 
James H. Hamilton. There is an act of the legislature showmg it. 
Q. \Vhat are yon to receive for yonr services against Hamilton f-A. They gave me 
the old brick and rubbish out of old Fort ·washito. I do not know whether it is really 
worth anything. 
Q. When ,..,.as that agrePment ma<1e ?-A. Last summer. I now re<1uest that a copy 
of a letter written by me to \Yllliam Bryant, in September, 1H71, wl10 was the chief of 
the Choctaw :Nation, may l>e made a part of my testimony. 
The paper was read, aml is as follows : 
CnoCT.AW .\XD CnrCKASAW AGENCY, 
Xear JJoggy Depot, Choctaw Xation, September, 1E:l71. 
Sm.: I perceive from yonr correspondence, that you have been very much misled, as 
to occurrences at \Vashington and elsewhere, in connection with Choctaw business. 
In order that you may be disabused of error, it may be well to go back several years, 
and briefly recapitulate some historical facts. 
In 1853-'54, the delegation composed of Peter P. Pitch lynn, Samuel Garland, Dixon \V. 
Lewis, and Israel Folsom, now known as the " old delegation," was authorized to visit 
·washington, for the purpose of presenting and prosecuting Choctaw claims against the 
United States; and the undersigned, then United States agent for the Choctaws and 
Chickasaws, was requested to accompany and aid said delegation, and did accompany 
and aid them in accomplishing the object of their mission. By an arrangement be-
tween the said delegation and the former delegates, (Thompson McKinney and Forbes 
LeFlore,) the bnsiness they bad commenced was to be finished by the delegation of 
1853, upon certain terms agreed upon between them. Mr. John B. Luce had been 
associated with the McKinney and LeFlore delegation, and Mr. John T. Cochrane had 
aided ancl assisted them at Washington. When the delegation of 1853 arrived at the 
city of Washington, having authority to do so, they employed counsel to aid and 
assist them, viz: Albert Pike, of Arkansas, with whom were associated John T. Coch-
rane and others. That contract was for 25 per cent. of all sums which mi(J'bt be recov-
ered for the nation or individuals thereof-a petition from the latter having been 
presented to the general council to take up their claims and make arrangements for 
their prosecution under authority of the Choctaw Nation. The Chickasaws having 
become dissatisfied with their connection with the Choctaws, under the convention 
between the two nations entered ioto A. D. 1837, also sent a delegation to \Vasbington, 
consisting of Sampson Folsom, Edmuml Pickins, and others, to endeavor to effect a 
separation between the two nations. This led to the treaty of 1855, unuer which a 
political separation of the two nations was arranged; leaving them owners, in propor-
tion to numbers, of the whole· Choctaw and Chickasaw country. 
Before the treaty of 1855 was made, it was discovered that the success of the treaty 
in contemplation, nuder which you are aware the claims of the Choctaws were after-
ward referred to the Senate of the United States for its aw-ard, would be endangered, 
unless arrangements should l>e made to conciliate several influential persons, who 
claimed to l>e ~tttorneys for Uhoctaw reserves under the treaty of 1830, b.f regular 
appointments and letters or powers of attorney, coupled trith an interest which they bad 
in possession and exhibited. entitling them to one-half of all such reservations, or money 
in lieu thereof, as might l>e recovered from the United States for the said reserves. 
Quite a number of persons also claimed an interest under a1legeu promises made by 
Albert Pike, csq. 
Under these circumstances it was deemed l>est to al>rogate the Pike contract, with 
his consent, for 25 per ceut., (5 per cent. of which was to go to the old delegation,) and 
make two new contracts; 1irst, one with John T. Cochrane, for 30 per cent., and one for 
20 per cent., with the delegation; the two taken together being equal to the one-half 
which the individual claimants had agreed to pa.y. Both of these were made under au-
thority of the nation by the district chiefs and old delegation, and have been since repeat-
edly recognized by appropriations and payments under them, maue 1Jy the Choctaw 
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council. They were also recognized, and the governor or principal chief was author-
ized to approve them, under a provision of the constitution of the Choctaw Nation in 
relation to "special appointments and contracts" made or entered into under the ol<l 
nfgirne by the district chiefs. Under these contracts J. T. Cochrane was to provide 
for certain old attorneys, including the McKinney, Le Flore, and Luce delegation, to a 
certain extent, agreed upon between them; and the Pitchlynn delegation, it was under-
stood, were to provide for certain friends in the \Vest, out of the 20 per cent. allowed 
them. It was understood that the delegation gave up the 5 per cent. they had in the 
Pike contract, but that Colonel P. P. Pitchlynn, in consideration of his devotion to tbe 
business, continuing at 'Vasbington, and the expenses consequent thereon, was to have 
5 per cent. out of tbe 30 per cent. due the attorneys. It results from all this, that J. 
T. Cochrane and bis associates were entitled to 25 per cent., the old delegates to 20 per 
cent., and Colonel Pi tchlynn to 5 per cent. extra; this, it is understood, he finally agreed 
to share with bis associates. In 1861, $500,000 (one-half in money and one-half in 
United States bonds) was appropriated by Congress, nuder the awar<l of the Senate, 
made by virtue of the reference of all Choctaw claims to it. T'TO lmn<lre<l and :fifty 
thousand dollars was paid over in money; partly under an act of the Choctaw council, 
to myself, as the agent of the nation, to purchase corn, and part of it to the old dele-
gation. After the return of the delegation lu November, 1dG1, a report was made to 
the general council by P. P. Pitchlynn and others, in which he stated what had occurred 
relative to the money-half of the appropriation-but that the delegation had failed 
to get the bonds" for want of authority to receive them." He also reported the work 
of the old delegation, "finished." 
The undersigned also made a report to the council in relation to the" corn money," 
so-called, which had been placed in his hands, and as he has been greatly sla.udered 
and vHified about that transaction, he begs to say to you and your people that tlle 
Choctaw council authorized Sampson Folsom and Eastman Loman to settle with him, 
and receive the residue of the corn or the proceeds tbereof; and that being on the fron-
tier defending your country, his agent, T. E. \Villiams, made a settlement with them, 
(Colonel Samuel Folsom and Eastman Loman,) and turned over everything to them. 
Colonel Sam. Folsom managed this business, it seems, for himself and Eastman Lo-
man, commissioners for the Choctaw Nation. One would have supposed this would 
have ended that matter; but it is well known tbat Colonel Folsom persistently, for 
many years, annoyed the undersigned by reports set afloat among the Choctaws that 
the undersigned had "spoiled" their "corn money;" and when the undersigned sent a 
letter to the council demanding a committee of investigation, and calling upon the coun-
cil to summon the colonel himself~ as his witness, to prove what became of the proceeds 
of that portion of the corn which, owing to low water in Red River, was not distributed 
among the Choctaw people, he, Colonel S. Folsom, pocketed the letter, as the under-
signed was informed an<l believes, and thus smothered the investigation and suppressed 
the truth. But be and l.lis friends continued to reiterate the slanders previously pro-
pagated, and, no doubt, many well-meaning, honest Choctaws to this day believe there 
was something wrong on my part about the" corn money." It may not be out of place 
in this connection to refer to a more recent trick, whereby an attempt has been made to 
prejudice the Cbickasaws, and indirectly the Chocta"vs, aga,inst the undersigned, a 
mistake having been unintentionally ma<le in a settlement between Holmes Colbert 
and myself, as agent for Mr. John H. B. Latrobe, counsel for Chickasaws, which was 
s-eized upon by Mr. Colbert's and my enemies to prejudice the people against us. Mr. 
Colbert, at the regular session of the Chickasaw legislature in September, 1870, made 
an amended report, accompanied by a written obligation on my part as Mr. Latrobe's 
agent to correct all mistakes (there being some for and some against the nation) at the 
next settlement. This was referred to a committee of the legislature, and after full 
investigation was satisfactory, and so reported to the legislature, and adopted. At the 
close of the session, however, nearly all the papers were missing, and have not been 
found to this day, so far as I am informed and believe.* It is not known who purloined 
these papers, but they were known to have been in the possession of Colonel Sampson 
Folsom just before the adjournment of the legislature. The papers referred to the 
committee having been stolen, the parties who bad previously insinuated that Mr. 
Holmes Colbert and myself bad embezzled Chickasaw moneys, again busily circulated 
the old falsehood at the Choctaw council. This was done to prejudice tbe ChochnY 
council against myself, as Holmes Colbert had no business before it, but I had. 'l'he 
trick was in keeping with the old one in connection with the "corn money." It is, 
however, due t.o Colonel Sampson Folsom to state that he di<l tardy justice to the un-
dersigned, when at \Vashington City, as attorney-general of the Choctaw Nation, in his 
letter addressed to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, which is on file at the Indian 
Office; he withdrew all objections to the settlement made by me with the Choctaws 
and the United States jn ld66. It is believed, however, that no pains have been taken 
to disabuse the minds of the Choctaws of the prejudice excited against me by the pre-
*Recently, when an investigation was talked of, these papers found their way back to the Chicka-
saw records. 
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vious reports circnlated in regard to the "corn money," so called. The trnth is, the 
corn was detained at Evansville, Indiana, and at Cairo, Illinois, by the authorities. 
At the latter place part of it was taken and used by tl)e troops of the United States 
UIHler command of General Prentiss. It was several weeks before the order for release 
of the corn could be obtained. In the mean time Red River fell so low that the steam-
boats containing the corn conl<l not get above the raft. The corn commencer! sprouting, 
rotting, and h::ul to be sold to prevent a total loss. As before stated, the proceeds were 
tnrncd over to Colonel Sam. Folsom and Eastman Loman, Choctaw commissioners. 
The United States is justly responsible for the detention of the steamboats and the con-
sequent lm;s· of the greater portion of the com, and some day will make it gooll. 
Colonel Sam. Fol.som i::; responsible for the residue, and ought to be made to account 
for it. 
It is hoped you will excuse this uigression, which, however, is connected '"..-ith the 
matter in hand. 
Hnt to return to the history of the Cochrane contract. 
After the report of the Pitchl;rnn delegation in ltl61, in which it was, as lwfore statetl, 
admittctl they had no authority to receive the $i50,000 appropriated l\brch 2, 1861, in 
boll(ls1 for payment to the Choctaws, and that their mission was finished, there being 
nothing more to do but to get the appropriation to pay the awanl of the Senate, the 
council, upon the recommendation of the committee to which had been referred said 
report of P. P. Pitch lynn and otherR, made the necessary appropriation to pay the fpes 
lltte the attorneys of the nation, (:\fr. John T. Cochrane and others associated with 
him,) and the fees dne the old delegation and their associates. The eonucil of 1856 
had appropriated the fees then due Mr. Cochrane and others under his contract. Thus 
the council has twice uistinctly recognized said contract. MoreoYcr, the constitution 
-of the Choctaw Nation recognized the contract for :30 per cent., and that with the olll 
delegation for 20 per cent., by authorizing the principal chief to approve C(• rtaiu 
''special appointments and contracts., ruaue by the district chief::; nuder the old con-
stitution. The contracts made with Cochrane and with the old delegation were the 
only contracts made or approved by the clistrict chiefs, and were referred to in the 
constitution. This is well known, and thert> is nothing better settled or more uni\'er-
sally known to, and acquiesce(l iu by, the Choctaw people, than the "Coehraue con-
tract" and the contract with the olcl delegation. 
At the close of the war between the States of the l.Jnion, in which the Chocta\YS and 
Chickasaws, from their geographical position, necessaril.v became involvell, a uew 
treaty, or a renewal of the old ones, was indispemmble. And, accordingly, the general 
council of the Choctaw Nation, in 1865, appointed a new uelegation, with'' plenary 
powers,'' an<.l instructeu tlwm to repair to \Vashington City, and, aftN conferring with 
the Chickasaw delega,tion, to auopt such measures as in the juugment of the two uele-
,gations were proper to secure the object they hacl in view. After their arrival in 
"\Vashington, the two delegations met in joint session, aml resolved that it was neces-
sary to employ counsel, and that they would, on behalf of lJheir respective nations, 
employ the Hon .. J. H. B. Latrobe, of Ba,Uimore, whose eminent legal abilities, high 
social posit,ion, and freedom from party strife, though a Unjon man, especially fitteu 
him for the office of peacemaker and counsel, under the difficult circumstances by 
which they were surrounded. They had in him, too, a friend, whose affiliation with 
southern people-though not with the confeuerate cause-assuretl his sympathy 
with the Choctaws and Chickasaws in their hour of trial and need. The services 
required of him were rendered with signal ability and success, and he was employed to 
attend to the prosecution of claims ag~Linst the United States. All this, mark you, was 
done by the delegation of 1865-'66, in the name of the Choctaw Nation, under the 
"plenary powers" they possessed. They also re-affirmed the "Cochrane contract." At 
Colonel Peter P. Pitchlynn's request, Mr. John T. Cochrane was associated with Mr. 
Latrobe in all Choctaw business, and Mr. Latrobe and Mr. Cochrane entered into 
a verbal contract that they would jointly prosecute all Choctaw claims; Mr. Latrobe 
to participate in the Cochrane contract for the prosecution of the" net-proceeds claim," 
{which, as before stated, the delegation of 1865-'66 had reaffirmed,) and Mr. Cochrane 
to participate in the Latrobe contract. This is all clearly established by the affiuavits 
of ex-Governor Alfred Wade, Hon. Allen "\Vright, Colonel James Riley, and Major John 
Page, now in my possession, and also on file at the Treasury Department, \Vashington 
City, D. C., and at the ofiice of the national secretary of the Choctaw Nation. I was 
employed by Messrs. Latrobe and Cochrane to aid and assist them. I never had a con-
tract with the Choctaw delegation, but was empowered by Colonel P. P. Pitchlynn, 
ex-Governor Samuel Garland, and Colonel Peter .Folsom, to assist them in the "net-
proceeds business,'1 which paper I showed :yon at the Choctaw council last fall, (1R70.) 
The delegation and Chief P. P. Pitchlynn, in 1866, after giving Mr. Latrobe fnll power 
to appear aml represent the Choctaw Nation before the Department at 'Vashin~ton, 
returned home with the treaty, &c. In 1866, the delegation of 186:l-'66 rt>porten the 
treaty they concluded in 1866, with various other acts of theirs, the Latroue colltract 
among them, to the council; and the treaty, and all their acts in connection with it, 
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were approve<l, inclmling the Latrobe contract, and their re-affirmation of the Cocll-
rane contract. 
It is trne a packed committee of the council in lt:l67, under the manipulation of At-
torney-General Samuel Folsom and John King, esq., of Fort Smith, recommended that 
Mr. Latrobe should be discharged, and the contract with him, so far as the prosecution 
of claims in fntnre be annulled, but that report was not adopted by the council, and 
therefore amounted to just nothing. The council knew perfectly well that, even if it 
desired to do so, it had not the power to annul a contract, duly made in the name of 
the nation by delegates thereto regularly empowered. Consequently the council re-
fused to sanction a batch of contracts made by Attorney-General Sampson Folsom in 
186...,, by the advice and consent of Colonel Pitchlyr:.n and others, with Colonel Dole 
and E. B. Grayson for the prosecution of the "back annuity claims," and the confis-
cated bolHl-claim of $250,000. (See Appendix A.) Colonel P. P. Pitchlynn thus acknowl-
edged that be bad not control of the claim for the $~50,000 bonds due Choctltws per act 
of March 2, 18tH, an(1 yet he now sets up a claim to control them, and entered into au-
other contract for the prosecutiou. 
The delegation of lt:i65-'66 bad "plenary powers" gen~rally and also specially the 
power to use and dispose of all the money of the Choctaw Nation in the bands of the 
United States, if necessary to save the Choctaw lands. 
This was a great trust to confide in the hands of any set of men, but the council of 
lb65 knew that the delegation they then sent to ·washington ·was honest, patriotic, 
and firm. Tllat delegation discharged the trust with fidelity and signal success. They 
and their attorneys saved both the lands and the money, having used but compara-
tiYely ~L t>mall sum, and that <lid not diminish the annnal revenue of the nation before 
the war; on the contrary, until ltl6tl, when Attor11ey-General Sampson Folsom began 
to interfere with the management of Choctaw buoiness at Washington, assuming to 
make new contracts for the prosecution of Choctaw claims, and to compromise on the 
part of the Choctaws with the attorneys of the "loyal Choctaws and Clliekasaws,'' 
the Clloctaws aiHl Chickasaws were in receipt of more money annually than they bad 
been beiore the war. Tllese are facts which cannot· be disputed. 
The first gmnd mistake yon made in your recent letter to Colonel Pitchlynn, at 
Washington, in which you attempt to repndiat_e Mr. Latrobe's attorneyship, grew out 
of confounding the mere recommeudation of a committee of the council with an act of 
the council itself. This lefl you to do Mr. Latrobe great injustice. I assert, without 
fear of snccessful coutra\liction, that the authority given to l\lr. Latrobe by the dele-
gation of IMG5-'6G, and approved by Colonel Peter P. Pitcblynn, then principal chief o:f 
the Choctaw Nation, never has been revoked by any competent authority, except so 
far as it related to the ddense of the nation against the "loyal Choc\aw claims," so 
called, which was then intrusted to Attorney-General, ampson Polsom, with what re-
sult is well known to you aml the Choctaw people. Not eYen the act of 18G7, author-
izing the ol<l uelegation to retum to \Vashington to attend to the'' net-proceeds claim,'' 
took away his authority to aid in the prosecntion of that claim any more than it did 
Mr. Cochrane's or that of his executor, Mr. .McPherRon; a.ncl the fact is: Colonel Pitch-
lynn constantly used l\Ir. Latrobe's talents and inHnence in the prosecution of said 
claim until a very recent period, when he was induced by a reckless and corrupt 
"ring" at \Vasltiugton to attempt to repudia,te former contracts made by the nation, 
as well as himself w1th others. Tlwre is no nower but the council of the nation com-' 
petent to witbdraw tllis authority, and the council its<'lf cannot "impair the obliga-
tion of a contract" without violating the conHtitution, which you and they are swom 
to support. If they choose to witlldraw Mr. Latrobt''s employment, the nation is 
bound, nevertheless, to pay him for servic~s rendered .• The second mistake you have 
fallen into it> that of supposing I was meddling by looking after Colouel Pitchlyno's 
lmsiness, viz, the "net proceeds," and that while doing so he slipped around and took 
up the bond question, wllich I pretended to have charge of. I do uot use your words, 
but the ahove is substantially what yon say. Yon must have forgotten the paper I 
showed you at Armstrong Academy last session of the general council above alluded 
to, in which Colonell'iteblyuu, ex-Govflrnor Sa)lluel Garland, and Peter Folsom author-
ized me to manage the "net-proceeds" matter to a certain extent, for them; so much 
for the charge of meddling in Colonel Pitchlynn's business. And I beg here again to 
remind you that I have never claimed to he the attorney of the Choctaw Nation. I 
have been aiding and assisting Mr. John T. Cochrane and his executor, and Mr. La-
trobe, his surviving partner, and Colonel Peter P. Pitchlynn, Samuel Garland, and Col-
onel Peter Folsom iu Choctaw business, at the reqnest and under agreement with said 
gentlemen. As to Colonel Pitchlyun taking charge of the "bond question," which it 
seems you approved, I have only to sa.v the prosecution of the claim for the "confis-
cated bonds" was included under the Latrobe contract by express request of Mr. John 
'I'. Cocbraue, and with the consent of Co~onel Peter P. Pitchlynn, in lt566, and his ex-
pression in his report to you that "he had taken charge of the bond question," shows 
that he bad not the charge of it before-that to interfere in it was au assumption re-
quiring approval. This he had no right to do, inasmuch as the Choctaw council, in. 
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1867, when authorizin~ the old delegation to return to Washington, restricted them to 
the prosecution of the claim for the balance due on the "net proceeds" then "I)Cnding 
before Congress," and instructed the attorney, not to bring forward any other claim 
until the appropriation should be made to pay said balance. This was done, as you 
will no doebt recollect, at the request of the old delegation, and was managed by ex-
Governor Samuel Garland. These are facts, and familiar to all who attended the coun-
cil in 1867, and were never disputed or denied except by Attorney-General Sampson 
Folsom, wh~n be made the Dole-Grayson contract, until Colonel Pitchlynn slipped 
around, grabbed the ''bond question," and made a new contract without authority, 
under which be agreed to give up all the interest on the bonds to one George W. 
Wright, of California, thus disposing of the nation's share, the share of the old dele-
gation, and the share of the old attorneys in said interest, without their consent. 
Now, did you approve all this when you approved his report to you; and if so, by 
what authority"? 
Right here I wish to call your attention to an important question, and that is bow 
far the power given to the old delegation in 1853-'54, to make contracts in connection 
with the prosecution of the 'I net-proceeds claim," extended. Was there no limit to it, 
either as to the liabilitiAs they could impose on the nation, or as to the time within 
which this power could be exercised¥ You must not forget that the council itself 
never had power to bind individual claimants beyond 50 per cent. on whatever might 
be recovered for them; and when the Cochrane contract and the contract with the old 
delegation were :made, one for 30 per cent. and the other for 20 per cent., the two mak-
ing 50 per cent., the power was exhausted. If the old delegation had power to go 
beyond that, the money would have to come out of the national treasury of the Choc-
taws-from some source other than that portion of the" net proceeds," which belongs 
under the treaty of 1855 to such Choctaws as had just claims against the United States 
when said treaty was made; and you will perceive, by referring to the eleventh and 
twelfth sections of the treaty of 1855, that the rights of these individual claimants are 
expressly protected. The delegation, appointed in 1853, and continued from year to 
year until1861, had authority to make contracts for the prosecution of these claims only 
as far as the council could give it, to wit: to the extent of 50 per cent., but no further. 
You will readily see there was, thereafter, no fund under their control, unless they 
chose to dispose of that portion of the 20 per cent. belonging to themselves; this they 
could do. But it appears they went on, year after year, to make other contracts. It 
is claimed that in 1861 or 1862, Colonel Pitchlynn gave Leahman & Co., of Memphis, 
Tennessee, an order for the whole of 'the bonds, and entered into a contract with them, 
or with a Mr. Jphnson, of the firm of Leabman & Co., to allow him $60,000 for collect-
ing said bonds. This order, it seems, was transferred by Leahman & Co., of Memphis, 
Tennessee, to Mr. Lehman, a banker of Philadelphia, and by him to Lewis & Brothers, 
in payment of the debts of Leah man & Co., of Memphis, Tennessee. Lewis & Brothers, 
it seems, attflmpted to get the bonds during the late war, but failed; and the United 
"'tates Congress, in 18G5, passed an act requiring the Secretary of the Treasury to pay 
over to the Secretary of the Interior $250,000 in lieu of these bonds, for the use of "ref-
ugee loyal Indians," so called, thus confiscating the bonds; and, but for the tenth sec-
tion of the treaty of 1866, they wonld, as well as the back annuitifls, have been lost to 
the Choctaws forever. Tllat section was prepared by Mr. Latrobe, with the assistance 
of Mr. John T. Cochrane and myself, for the express purpose of saving these bonds as 
well as the "back annuities," part of which had been diverted to the nse of sait.l "ref-
ugee loyal Indians," of various tribes. The opinion of the Attorney-General that the 
Secretary of the Treasury could issue these Londs without further legislation, was 
based upon that section of the treaty of Hl66, and without it wouhl never have been 
given. \Vho, then, was entitled to the credit of saving these bonds? Clearly those 
who made the treaty. But even with that opinion to fortify him, the Secretary of 
the Treasury refused to issue the bonds, and we had to get another act of Congress, 
last session, authorizing him to do so before he would agree to do it. 
[ thought I knew all that had taken place in connection with the Choctaw business, 
but never until after we had obtained the appropriation of these bonds did I know th:tt 
Leahman & Co. or Lewis & Brothers claimed them under an order purporting to have 
been given by Peter P. Pitcblynn, Peter l!'olsom, and Israel Folsom, at Memphis, Ten-
nessee, April 27, 1861. We never heard of this claim while the treaty of 1866 was 
being negotiated, while others were presenting their claims against the Choctaw 
Nation, and never heard of it while the appropriation was pending before Congress. 
I was in Memphis the day the order bears date, but never heard of it, and Colonel 
Pitchlynn did not report it or the contract now set up by Johnson or by Leahman & 
Co., of which firm he was a member, to the general council at Doaksville, in November, 
1861, or since that, so far as I have heard. It seems, too, that Colonel Pitchlynn made a 
contract with one George W. Wright, of California, (who subsequently associated with 
him one Weed, an attorney, of Washington, D. C.,) and agreed to give him or them all 
the interest of the bonds, amounting to $15,000 per annum, or say$150,000, to prosecute 
the claim for the bonds. Now, then, if Johnson or Leahman & Co., or their assigns, 
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Lewis & Bros., are to get$60,000 with interest, say$100,000, out oft1~e bonds, and Wright, 
ofCalifornia, all theintereston them, howwill theChoctawNationpaythe ''old delega· 
tjon," and the old attorneys, John T. Cochrane and his associate, out of the 50 per cent.of 
the bon& set aside for that purpose? And what right had Colonel Pitchlynn to promise 
away money belonging partly to the nation or individuals thereof, partly to his own 
associates of the old delegation, and partly to John T. Cochrane and his associates 1 
The contracts were of prior date to the Leah man and Johnson contract, and prior to the 
George W. ·wright contract for the whole of the interest, and therefore the old delega-
tion and the old attorney, Cochrane, are entitled to be paid first, and if anything is paid 
Leahman & Co. and George W. Wright, it must come out of the national funds, or out 
of the fees due Colonel Peter P. Pitchlynn and Colonel Peter Folsom, and not out of 
money belonging to other members of the old delegation and others interested with 
them, or out of money belonging to John T. Cochrane, deceased, and his associates and 
creditors. Any other course leads to repudiation of older contracts for the benefit of 
Colonel Peter P. Pitchlynn, and his recently-discovered friends. I cannot believe the 
Choctaw Nation will ever act thus dishonorably and dishonestly. Permit m.e to remind 
you, sir, that Colonel P. P. Pitchlynn, last fall, sent out to the council an address de-
iwuncing me as not worthy of trust, and advising the Choctaws not even to listen 
to anything I had to say; and that his address was accompanied by resolntions, 
"cut and dried" at Washington, to be passed by the council, constituting him sole rep-
resentative of the Choctaw Nation at ·washington City, which resolutions, however, 
the council refused to pass. You can now see why Colonel Peter P. Pitchlynn 
denounced me, and why he wanted this extraordinary power. He knew that he could 
not carry out his plan of wholesale repudiation of old obligations, unless be could dis-
credit me before the Choctaw council. Hence, inasmuch as I knew all about his pre-
vious obligations, be availed himself of the strong feelings among the Choctaws against 
the survey and allotment of their lauds, to get up prejudice, by charging me with having 
gotten up and being interested in the contract for the survey of the Chickasaw district. 
He overreached himself, however, l>y pul>lisbing my letter to the Secretary of the 
Interior, asking (for the information of the Chickasaws) whether it was the intention 
of the Department to let out a contract for the survey of the Chickasaw district, with-
out waiting for the consent and co-operation of the Choctaws. My letter bore date 
subsequent to the date of the contract; and, moreover, the Secretary declared that be 
bad already let out the contract to certain parties, (whose names I do not even now 
recollect,) at the request of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Everybody in the 
Choctaw Nation knew that I bad been for many years in favor of the survey and allot-
ment of the lands; that I considered it the only safeguard of the people in their lauded 
rights; that the only way to prevent railroad corporations and land speculators from 
getting possession of the choice Indian lands is to survey and allot them m severalty 
among the people, ·with proper provisions to protect the ignorant or the improvident 
ii·om being swindled out of their homes. Every one knew, or ought to have known, 
that I published these opinions before the war, in a newspaper then printed in the 
Choctaw Nation, warning the people against the danger of losing their lands, if they 
continued to bold them in common, by conquest, in case of war, or by any sudden aucl 
radical chang~ in their condition, arising from change of goverument. The war passed 
and the lands were saved from confiscation by good management, but the other danger, 
from a radical change in the goverument of the Indians, is now impending. :Every one 
knew that the Sluvey and allotment of lauds in severalty was a prominent feature in 
the treaty of 1866, an!l that Colonel Pitcblynn not only approved and helped to make 
that treaty, but united with Governor \Yiuchester Coll>ert in an address to the Choc-
taws and Chickasaws, which was printed and extensively circulated, recommending 
the treaty, and e~:~pecially that part which related to the survey and allotment of their 
lands (see Appendix B) to their respective nations, and that the two nations, under 
their advice, adoptell this treaty which declarecl that tho best interest of the people 
1·equired the survey ancl allotment of their lands in severalty. I yet believe this policy 
is the onl~· salvation of the Indian rare. I have seen no reasons to change my opin-
ions; on the contrary, many in confirmation of them. But I did not get up and was 
not interested in the contract for the surve~· of the Chickasaw district, and now that 
it has been eompleted, or nearly so, I think nothiug more should be doue, after the sur-
vey is complotetl, until the Choctaws are ready and willing to have the common lands 
diYided out. Much as I am in favor of a di\"ision of the lands, the whole of them, 
among the people, in severalty, I do not wish to see the treaty violated in order 
to calT~7 ont these views. But, take care, sir, that your people do not delay too long . 
.A great change in the government of the Indian tribes is impending, radical in its 
character and irresistible. Save yom lauds while you can! 
Cannot there be an honest difference of opinion on this subject, without being de-
nounced, as I was b~· Colonel Pitchlynn, as a public enemy 1 I, who had often risked 
my life in de1'euse of tht•ir country, to be denounced as an enemy of the Choctaw peo-
plo; and that, too, by a man whose life I saved, when some of his own people wished 
to put him to death, for being in communication with those who were then regard.etl 
I I 
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as the enemies of the Choctaw Nation! You must have been greatly <leceived, else 
you would not have sanctioned the course of Colonel Pitchlynn, nor wunltl yon other-
wise have beileved Mutt he wanted your letter, certifying (what the council, last session, 
refused) that he aud Colonel Peter Folsom were the sole representatives of the Choc-
taws at Washington City, (and that, too, when Dr. Bond, administrator of the esta,te 
of Israel Folsom, and his successor, as a delegate, was there,) merely to support him in 
his opposition to the'' territorial bill," and to prevent me from having the country sur-
veyed. And, even supposing I had been the cause of the survey of the Chickasaw dis-
trict, what bad tllat to do witll Dr. Latrobe's attorneyship ~ It is not alleged that he 
ever opened his lips or wrote a line in rRgard to said survey. He was the counsel, not 
myself. No: sir! Colonel Pitchlynn wanted your letter to enable him to get possession 
of the bonds, and settle as he pleased with the nation and the attorneys. 
Why should you pP.rsist in attributing to us a design to get possession of the bonds, 
when all the correspondence with the Secretary of the Treasury shows, beyond disputer 
that no one claimed the bonds except Colonels Pitchlynn and Folsom and the Phila-
delphia party, who claimed them by virtue of Colonel Peter P. Pitchlynn's and Peter 
Folsom's order, dated April 27, 1861, at Memphis~ Mr. Israel Folsom's name is also 
attached to said order, but I am satisfied, from a comparison of his genuine signature 
with it, that be never signed the order. Moreover, my recollection i::; that he was not 
in Memphis with the two Peters on that da,y. 
Mr. Latrobe, Mr. Charles E. Mix, and myself, each distinctly disavowed any chim to 
receive the bonds; we confined our efforts at the Treasury to having them retained 
until the Choctaw Nation could get them, and requested they might be sent out and 
delivered to the national trea~:;urer within the Choctaw country, so as to prevent those 
who claim under contracts with Colonel Pitchlynn from attaching them, and thu.s 
involve the nation in troublesome lawsuits, which are n9w threatened by the parties 
who claim under Colonel Pitchlynn's and Colonel Peter Folsom's order of April27, Hl61. 
I bear that Colonel Peter Folsom is circulating a report that, "but for Cooper, the 
bonds or money would have been brought out and delivered before now to the Choctaws." 
I have always regarded Colonel Peter Folsom as a good, well-meaning man, and do 
not yet believe he would knowingly tell a falsehood, lmt be is greatly deceived. He 
is made the instrument of giving currency to a falsehood. He may have been made 
to believe that the bond::;, if delivered to Colonel Pitchlynn, woultlllave been brought 
out to the nation, but I know better. If fair dea.ling was intended, why was Dr. Bond 
repudiated f You also intimate in one of your letters that I was opposed to the appro-
priation of the bonds. Can you not see the difference between being opposed to the 
premature introduction of a measure at the time the $1,830,000 appropriation was 
pending on the report of the Judiciary Committee, and being oppoBed to the measure 
itself~ at the proper time? You kno\v that the council in mG7-'G8 gave instructions 
that no other claim should be brought up until the question as to the balance due on 
the" net proceeds," then pending before Congress, should be disposed of. We bad, at 
much trouble, obtained a favoraule report from the Judiciary Committee on the large 
appropriation, $1,830,000 and upward, when the bond-matter was thrust in without 
consultation and without having been before the committee. It was calculated to 
defeat, and did defeat the large appropriation. "When the bond-matter came up sepa-
rately, we labored night and day to get the appropriation or the authority given to 
the Secretary of the Treasury to issue the bonds, and, with the help of friends in Con-
gress, succeeded on the very last day of the session. Moreover, after the appropriation 
was obtained, (for, remember, the bonds were not issued under the Attorney-General's 
opinion, but under a fresh act of Congress,) when Colonels Pitchlynn aud Folsom, and 
th~ Philadelphia, partJ', acting under his order of April 27, 1tl61, were endeavoring to 
get possession of the bonds, we defeated both parties by showing that Colonel Pitchlynn 
and Colonel Peter Folsom had not, and never had, any authority to receive the bonds, 
and of course could not anthorize any one else to receive them. The Solicitor of the 
Treasury, Mr. Banfield, <111 able lawyer, adopted Mr. Latrobe's views on the case, and 
decided that Colonel PitcLl~'nn & Co. had no authority to receive the bonds. As to 
the order for the bonds presented by Lewis & Brothers, of Philadelphia, be said that, 
Colonel Pitcblynn & Co. not having authority to receive the bonds, it was useless to 
consider the claim of Lewis Brothers under their requisition. A copy of this opinion is on 
file at the national secretary's oflice in the Choctaw Nation, and yon can satisf:V your-
self by examining it. Thus, you perceive, through Mr. Latrobe's argument and our 
assistance, the Leahman & Co. claim was rendered harmless. 
Suppose Colonel Pitchlynn & Co. had been recognized as having the right to make 
a requisition for the bonds, do you not see that the Secretary of the Treasury would 
probably have paid them on their requisition, which was held by Lewis & Brothers 1 
These are gentlemen of great wealth and high standing socially and politically in tlle 
radical party, who bad advanced their money on the bonds as sworn t.o by a Mr. West 
after Colonel Pitchlynn had stated that the order was" all right," and '·that the Chc>e-
taw Nation had nothing to do with the bonds," or" no interest in them," or wol'ds to 
that effect. Se€J West's affidavit; copy is also on file at yonr national sec;retary's office. 
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Examine for yourself. West also stated in conversation that Colonel Pitchlynn prom-
ised to go in partnership with his son on a large stock-ranch. I sincerely hope, sir, 
yqu will review the facts of the case, and, laying aside all prejudices, do us justice. It 
concerns your honor and that of the Choctaw Nation, tbat you should do so, and those 
who have faithfully served the Choctaw Nation should not (at the request of Colonel 
Pitchlynn) be" put down." I have known you many years, and have always believe<.l 
you to be an honest man and a sincere Christian, and now call upon you to remember 
and conform to the "golden rule," laid down in the '' Good Book:" "Whatever you 
would that men should do unto you, even so do unto them, for this is the law and tbe 
prophet.s." 
Very respectfully, your friend, 
D. H. COOPER. 
Ron. \VILLL\!\f BRYANT, 
Principal Chief of the Choctaw Nation. 
APPENDIX A. 
Extract f1·om "rep01·t of Attorney-General Smnpson Folsom of his proceedings at Washington, 
..d.. D. 1l:lf)8 ;" page 4. 
I had previously made a contract, by and with the advice and consent of the Rev. 
Israel Folsom and Colonel P. Pitchlynu, and afterward concurred in by Mr. Peter 
Folsom, with Colonel Dole and Mr. E. B. Gra~'son, for many years connected witb our 
national affairs, to prosecute onr claims for back annuities, trust-funds, &c., and for 
tbe $250,000 remaining in tho bauds of the Goverumeut fi·om appropriation made 
during tl.Je session of 1861, on account of the" net-proceeds claim." 
SAMPSON FOLSOl\I. 
APPENDIX B. 
Extract from "address of P. P. Pitch lynn, p1·incipal chief of Choctmc Nation, and Trill-
chester Colbert, got•erno1· of Chickasaw Kation, ..d.. JJ. U366 ;"page 7. 
There is another measure provided for at length in the treaty, which is also snb-
mitted to your decision, and in favor of which the undersigned most earnestly counsel 
you. It is the survey of our lands, on the principle adopted in the United States, with 
a view to our holding hereafter lands in severalty, and not, as now, in common. "·e 
are already two civilized communities, but the step in advance, which we will make 
when our lands are surveyed, will be greater than any which we have yet taken in 
this direction. The system has been carefully matured in the treaty in its application 
to our peculiar circumstances; and, without going into details, which you will see 
when yon read the treaty, we commend to you for adoption. The cost of the surveys 
(near $200,000) will be paid by the United States. This our counsel secured after the 
Secretary of the Interior had declared, in his ultimatum, that the surveys should be 
ma<le at the expense of the Choctaws and Chickasaws. The experience of the last five 
years has shown us how insecure is the title to lands held in common. So long as the 
lands are public property the title is liable to be affected by war and revolution, and 
may be sold by a bare majority of the people; but surve;y-, and allot them to individuals 
in severalt.y, and no power on earth can change the t1tle or tenure, except With tho 
consent or by the act of the individual owner. The improvidence of such of our peo-
ple as might be induced to sell their lands is carefully guarded against by a provision 
that the lwmestead, of 160 acres, secured by the treaty to each member of the Choctaw 
and Chickasaw Nations, shall be absolutely inalienable for a period of twenty-one 
years; thus allowing time to each child in being at the time of the survey and allot-
inent of lands to be educated and arrive at years of maturity and discretion before 
any one shall be invested with the right to sell the homestearl. Had we held our lands 
in this manner before the war, we would have been now under no necessity to have 
parted with an acre of them. Let us be wise and guard the fLlture. 
P. P. PITCHLYNN. 
W. COLBERT. 
WASHINGTON CITY, D. C., July 12, 1866. 
H. Rep. 98--38 
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DoUGLAS H. CooPER duly sworn. 
\VASHINGTON, D. C., May 9, 1872. 
By the CHAIRMAN: • 
Question. Please state yonr occupat ion and residf'nce.-Answer. I am at present. 
engaged as a general claim-agent. I reside in Georgetown, D. C., a.ltbougb I am a 
citizen, by adoption, of t,he Chickasaw Nation. 
Q. How long have you been a mernuer of the Chickasaw Nation ~-A. I was adopted 
in 1861. 
Q. Have you ·a contract for services as attorney or counsel with the Chctaw 
Nation? and if so, state the facts with regard to it.-A. No, sir; I have no contract 
with the Choctaw Nation; but I have been employed by the attorneys of tllat nation 
to assist them. 
Q. Who were those attorneys who have employed you ?-A. l\fr. John T. Cocbrane1 
now deceased, and John H. B. Latrobe, of Baltimore. 
Q. Do you know what. the terms of the contract of Cochrane with the nation 
wm·e ~-A. I do not remember the details, but I think he was to receive 30 per cent. 
of what be might recover. It \Yas contingent upon his recovery of the claim. 
Q. Do you know the terms of Latrobe's contract ?-A. He was employed to assist 
h1 negotiating the treaty of 1866, on which account, if I recollect right, there was an 
advance made of $100,000 to defray the expenses attendant on the negotiation of that 
treatv. 
Q. 'Then, he \YUS employed to prosecute certain claims against ihe United States, 
om of which h e \Yas to pay uack the $100,000 when he recovered the elaiws ?-
A. YPs, sir. 
Q. \Vhat per cent. was be to have ?-A. Fifty per cent. to recover the whole matter, 
including all things. 
Q. Wbat were some of these things ?-A. Arrearages of annuities due prior to June 
30, 1866, which were snpposed by sowe to ue confiscated by the effect of the war. 
Q. Did it refer to the net-proceeds claim ?-A. No, sir; except imlirectly. 
Q. Then, did you understand that he was to have 50 per cent. on the $250,000 
bonds ?-A. He does not claim both out of the 50 per cent.; other parties were to 
have 25 per cent. 
Q. ·what other parties ~-A. They were to be controlled uy certain Indian parties 
west. I understood this from Mr. Cochrane. 
Q. Have you learned those things from Mr. Latrobe ?-A. No, sir; from Mr. 
Cochrane. I have seen Mr. Latrobe's contract, but it was some time ago. 
Q. Does that contract name these $250,000 bonds ?-A. No, sir; uot, to my recollec-
tion. Cochrane and Latroue were jointly interested aud associated under both 
contracts. 
Q. What do you know of McPherRon as the executor of Cochrane, and Latrobe in 
his own right, making a proposition for a compromise in relation to the claim for the 
$250,000 bonds ?-A. I have seen a printed paper which purported to be a proposition 
from McPherson, or a form of agreement, which was expected to be signed by these 
parties, in which they proposed to agree to take a certain amount of the fees, and to 
allow Colonel Pitchlynn and Folsom to control the balance. 
Q. Have you not talked with Latrobe about this matter~-Yes, sir. 
Q. State what he said about this proposition.-A. Mr. Latrobe said he bad left it 
to McPherson. The proposition was never concluded. It was a written proposition 
to bring about a compromise between all parties. 
Q. Do yon say that this contract, of which you speak, was entered into between 
Latrobe and the delegates of the Choctaw Nation ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What delegates ~-A. Those who made the treaty in 1866. Colonel Pitchlynn, 
who was a chief of the nation, was present, and I understood that be also agreed to it. 
Q. Do you recollect the nawes of the Choctaw delegates who made the treaty of 
April 28, 1866 ?-A. Alfred ·wade, .John Page, James Riley, and a man by the name of 
·wright. Robert Jones was here at the beginning, but did not sign the treaty. 
Q. Then, when you speak of the delegates who marle the contract with Latrobe, 
you speak of those who made the treaty in 1866 ~-A. Yes, sir; it was that delegation, 
in colljnnction with Pitcblynn, who represented Jones, who had gone away. 
Q. You state that Latrobe received the $100,000 f-A. No, sir; I E<ay that was tbe 
agreement. I did not say he received it. I have lJeen informed that Latrobe did not 
receive anything like that amount. 
Q. Who informed you ?-A. Mr. Latrobe. 
Q. What did be inform you that he received ~-A. I think he said $16,000. 
Q. Do you know any others who received pay under that contract ?-.A. Mr. 
Cochrane received his pay and I received mine. 
Q. What did yon get f-A. The same as Mr. Latrobe. 
Q. How much did Cochrane get ?-A. The same as the rest. 
Q. Was t here au y other party paid at t hat time '?-A. I do not know. 
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Q. What do you know of ·wright, Page, Riley, and \Vade getting a part of that 
money ?-A. I have been informed that they retained and managed one-half of the 
$100,000, and I think Mr. Cochrane told me that he had disposed of tlle other half 
after paying the contingent expenses. 
Q. Then the contingent expenses and -what was received by Cooper, Latrobe, and 
Cochrane was $50,000 '(-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the other $50,000 went to the other pttrty as above stated ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did yon ever hear what they did with it 1-A. I do not know. 
Q. Was Allen Wright treasurer of the Choctaw Nation at that time?-A. I think 
he was. 
Q. Do yon know what report be made to the nation as to what he did with that 
$100,000 ?-A. I think he reported as expense on acconnt of the treaty. And if you 
will permit me, I will ~:;tate the in~:;trnctions these delegates had wheu they came 
here. They were authorized to use all the funds which the Choctaw Nation had in 
the hands of the Government if by so doing they could S!tve that country for them. 
Q. Do you know whether those instructions authorized them to pocket the money 
themselves, for tlle sake of saving the country ?-A. No, sir; I have not said they 
pocketed the money. They had plenary powers in the matter. 
Q. Did tl1e contract with these four men whom you llave named designate that the 
money was to be paid to the seven persons named, including Latrobe, Cochrane, and 
yourselff-A. No, sir; I harl no contract with them. I was employed by Mr. Latrobe. 
Q. You stated to me tb;tt yon bad seen the contract with Latrobe ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. State whr,ther the contract stated that the $100,000 was to be divided between 
Cooper, \Vacle, \Vrigbt, Riley, Page, Latrobe, and Cocbrane.-A. I do not think tllere 
was anything of the kind in the contract. 
Q. D1d you state that Mr. Latrobe, under his contract for $100,000, really kept only 
$16,000 ~-A. That is his statement. 
Q. And you know you got $16,000, and that Cochrane got ."'16,000 f--A. I know that I 
did, and Cochrane said he got it; aml that the otl1er men controlled. the remaining 
$50,000. 
Q. Do you know whether the same division of fees that- might be thereafter col-
lected for services, under that contract, was to be made to these seven persons f-A. I 
do not know. 
Q. Do you know that it was not to be made in the same way ~-A. I do not. 
Q. Do you know whether you are to get a portion of it yourselff-A. I was to get 
pay for my services. 
Q. What was that ?-A . .John Cochrane, Latrobe, and myself were to receive one-third 
each, after deducting all expenses. 
Q. But, in this case, yon dicl not get one-third ~-A. Yes, sir; I suppose I got one-
third of the net profit. I bacl no contract whatever with the Indians. 
Q. Mr. Latrobe said that the division was to be made among six or seven persons f-
A. lt may be so; but the expenses incurred were to be first taken out. 
Q. Then, do you call what was retained by these colllmissioners expenses ?-A. It 
would come under the bead of expenses, I pre~:mme. 
Q. Were you present when this treaty was made ?-A. I was a witness, and signed 
the treaty. 
Q. \Vere yon present when tLis contract was made with Latrobe ¥-A. I do not 
rem em l:>er. I believe I was not. 
Q. Have you beard tho~e commissioners who made that treaty speak about the 
matter of the contract ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have yon heard them say about 'vbat proportion they were to get ?-A. I think 
they made some sort of compromi~e with the Pitchlynn tlelegation. I think the 
Pitchlynn delegation claimed some 20 or 25 per cent. for their ~:;erviccs and expenses, 
&c. 
Q. Yes; but I am asking abont the men who marle the treat.v, and not about Pitch-
lynn.-A. It is all one transaction, and I lwxe heard them speak about it in that way. 
The understanding was that the delegation was to control one-half of the $100,000 
and Latrobe the other half. 
Q. And of the Latrobe part you would receiYe one-third ?-A. Yes, sir; that was 
my understanding. 
Q. Did you bear the delegation say anything as to the subsequent fees collected; 
whether they were to be divided in the same way ?-A. I cannot say that I have heard 
them say it, but that is my understanding-that they were to control one-half. 
Q. Do J'on know wl1at bas been done toward the collection of the bonds ?-A. Mr. 
Latrobe wrote first a paper for Mr. Pitcblynn, to be preRented to the .Judiciary Com-
mittee, in which the question of the obligation of the Gov~rnrnent in regard to the 
balance of the net proceeds, as tbey were called, was argued. That was at the session 
before the last. He also preparwl a memorial, signed for the Choctaw Nation, which 
was presented to tl1e Honsf' of RepresentativeR, aml referred to the .Judiciary Com-
mittee, in which the whole question was argued. Then he filed au argument in re-
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gard to the rights of the Indians before the Secretary of the Treasury, in regard to 
the interest on the bonds; and his friends and myself did what we could to get the 
act passed directing the Secretary of the Treasury, in compliance with the opinion of 
the Attorney-General, to issue these bonds. 
Q. 'Vho procured tlle submission of that matter to the Attorney-General ~-.A. . That 
I do not know only from hearsay. I am informed Mr. Boutwell did it. 
Q. Do you know what steps have been taken to procure the issue of the bonds from 
the Treasury, under the last act of Congress, 1871 ~-A. I think there was a requisi-
' tion made by Co'lonel Pitcblynn, and others of the old delegation, about a year ago, 
immediately after the passage of the act; and the Secretary, from an examination of 
the matter, decided that he bad not proper authority to issue them to the persons mak-
ing- the requisition. 
Q. Did not Latrobe and yourself and Mix oppose their being delivered to Pitchlynn f 
-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. \Vhy did you make that opposition ?-:-A. For the simple reason that we wanted 
the bonds sent ont to tbo Cboctaw Nation, so that the nation itself might control the 
matter. 
Q. What matter !-A. The fees for their attorneys. That was tho particular inter-
est we had in it. 
Q. I understood you that Pitchlynn confirmf'd the contract under which you were 
getting your fees ?-A. He did originally, but since that time he repudiated it. 
Q. 'l'bcn your opposition to the Secretary's giving the bonds to the old delegation 
was on acconnt of yonr fear of yonr not getting your fees ?-.A.. Not solely; we be-
lieved the nation entitle(l to have them sent out. \Ve accordingly urged that. 
Q. 'Vere Pitchlynn and Folsom empo,Yercd by law to act in this matted-A. Not to 
receive tihe bonds. Tbey had only general powers to prosecute the claim; and I do 
not know of auy power they had to receive the bonds. To prosecute was one thing, 
and to receive another. 
Q. But I am askiug as to the inducement that infl uencetlyou iu your own opposition.-
A. I said that, the Choctaw Nation might control the matter. That was one thing; 
and auother 'vas, as Colonel Pitchlynn repudiated our claim, we would prefer to have 
the uatiou settle it. 
Q. "\Vas that, or uot, the real reason on which you acted ?-A. These were the t>YO 
reasons, so far as I was coucerned. 
Q. What have you heard Mr. Latrobe say on that question, as to why he acted~­
.A.. Mr. Latrobe stated in his ]etters, which are on file, tbat tbey had uot tbe right to 
receive tbe bonds, and it was proper that they should be sent to the nation, to be dis-
posed of by them. 
Q. Has there been any correspondence, of persons inside of the Treasury Depart-
ment, with the Choctaw ::\Tation t-A. Not to my knowledge. 
Q. Do ~-on know whether ~fr. Saville has had any correspondence with them ~-A. 
No, sir. 
Q. ·what do you know of Lehman's claim ~-A. I only know what the records of the 
Treasury Department show. They claim these same lJonds. 
Q. Are these the only bonds about which there has been a contest under the act of 
1861 ?-A. I have uever beard of. any other being ordered lJy act of Congress. 
Q. What do you know about the validity of that claim of Lehman's ?-A. I do not 
know, personally, anything about it. I have uo kno,vledge of Lehman & Co., of Phil-
adelphia, and never saw a,ny member of the company in Memphis, except Johnson. 
Q. What did Johnson say about it ?-A. He said he contracted to.deliver these bonds 
to the Choctaw Nation. I was told that he wa'S to receive $ti0,000. They had trans-
actions with the Choctaws in goods, I think. 
Q. 1 ·wantetl particularly to learn from you v.·hat Johnson said about this c]aim.-
.A.. Johnson said he bad been emplo;ved, or his firm in Memphis, to get these lJonds. 
Q. I3y whom f-.A.. Colonel Pitchlynn and those ''ho gave the requisition. I cannot 
say that Johnson mentioned the particular persons, bnt my understanding was the~· 
were Peter Folsom and P. P. Pitcblynn, who signed the rer1uisition. 
Q. In whose behalf did these persons sign the requt~ition for the bonus !-.A.. As del-
egates of the Choctaw Nation. 
Q. Where was Johnson when he got this requisition ?-A. The requisition was giveu 
in Memphis. I suppose he got it there. 
Q. Did you hear him say where be was when he got it ?-A. No, sir; I cannot say 
that he told me where he was. 
Q. You recollect tllat he stated that the firm was to have $60,000 for collecting and 
delivering it ~-A. I have got that impression as to the amount, but I cannot say who 
told me, or whether I got it from his affidavit at the Secretary's office. 
Q. Where is this man Johnson now f-.A.. I do not know. I presume he is in 
Memphis. 
Q. Where was he when you saw him ?-A. I saw him in Memphis) and I have seen 
him in Washington. 
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Q. Where did you .last see him ~-A. In Memphis, last summer. 
Q. Since this requisition was made by Pitchlynn for the bonds ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. W, s that the time you had this conversation ~-A. Yes, sir; and he may have 
told me something here. . . 
Q. State whether yourself, Latrobe, and Mix, have favored the claim of Lehman & 
Co. 1-A. No, sir; on the contrary, we opposed it. 
Q. Have you put on :file any opposition to it ?-A. Not directly; but we have showed 
that they hacl no authority to receive the bonds, and the Solicitor of the Treasury took 
that view of it. He held that the parties who made the requisition bad not the 
authority to receive the bonds, and consequently could not delegate that authority to 
anybody else. 
Q. But your firm, in acting for the Choctaw Nation, did not, in terms, oppose this 
power of the Secretary ~-A. I do not think we said anything about that, except to 
answer one letter written by the Secretary. 
Q. Did you and Latrobe have a contract with the Chickasaw Nation ~-A. Yes, sir; 
we had a similar one with them. 
Q. What was the percentage to be received ?-A. In certain claims it was the same 
as in regard to the Choctaws. 
Q. As to back annuities ~-Yes, sir. 
Q. Have the back annuities been paid ~-A. Yes, sir; large amounts of them. I do 
not remember the amount exactly. 
Q. To whom were they paid '?-A. To Holmes Colbert, as treasurer of the Chickasaw 
Nation, and other treasurers. · 
Q. Have the Chickasaw Nation two treasurers ~-A. No, sir; there was a disability 
on the part of the treasurer, and the governor authorized Colbert to act for him. He 
was also a commissioner for the Chickasaws at the same time. 
Q. Do yon know "' hether Mr. Latrobe got any part of the Chickasaw fund under the 
contract of 1866 ~-A. Yes, sir; some portion of it. 
Q. Did he get 50 per cent. ~-A. No, sir; it was like the other. 
Q. \Vas it divided into two parts ~-A. There were a good many expenses, and Mr. 
Latrobe got a part. 
Q. Did you get a part ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did Cochrane get a part ~-A. His estate did. 
Q. How mnch did yon get ~--A. I think it was $10,000; bnt I am not positive. 
Q. \Vas there the &arne partition between the delegates of the Chickasaws, \vho made 
the contract, as with the Choctaws ?-A. The understanding was that they were to 
control one-half. 
Q. And the other half was to be divided between yon three ~-A. Yes, sir; the net 
receipts. I had no cont.ract with the Chickasaws. The contracts were made in the 
name of Mr. Latrobe, the same as with the Choctaw delegates. 
Q. Have you a copy of the Chickasaw contract ~-A. I have. 
Q. I will ask yon to make that a part of your testimony.-A. I will do so. I would 
also like to have you file, as a part of my answer, a copy of the authority in regard 
to it. 
Q. I would like to have you pnt on file, also, the secret instructions to both delega-
tions.-A. I will do so. There are no secrflt instructions to the Chickasaws that I am 
aware of. 
Q Does that Chickasaw contract extend to the orphan and incompetent fund ?-A. 
I think not. 
Q. Can you furnish that ?-A. I think so. We act nuder Holmes Colbert, and he 
under a contract with the Chickasaws. · 
Q. Can yon state the terms of the contract ?-A. He was to have 25 per cent. on what 
he should recover on certain claims-the orphan and incompetent claims, and claims 
known as the missapplietl portion of the national fund arising under the treaty of 1852, 
from the treaties of 1832 and 18i14, between the United States and the Chickasaws; 
lastly, the Chickasaw council reaffirmed this contract, and appointed G. D. Jones dele-
gate. This last was separate and distinct from the other; one was with the nation 
itself, and the other with the delP>gates. · 
Q. ·what does Latrobe's contract relate to ?-A. To back annuities, lea.seclland claims, 
::tnd all claims under the treaty of 1866. I refer you to the contract itself. 
Q. What did Mr. Colbert do with the money that he lifted from the United States~­
A. He accounts to the legislature for it. 
Q. Is there not a large deficiency there ~-A. No; none really of any consequtJnce. 
But there was an error made in one of the settlements. 
Q. What was that deficiency ?-A. I think, $29,318.76. 
Q. Is there not a settlement between yon and the Chickasaw Nation, showing a con-
siderable balance against yon ~-A. No, sir; Mr. Colbert made a statement, and a commit-
tee was appointed on the subject, but absolved Colbert from any intentional error; and 
the committee made a great error. I pledged myself that whatever errors existed 
should be correcte<l. I presume that is what you refer to. 
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Q. ·what mistake did the committee make ?-A. They made a mistake of $50,000, by 
charging Latrobe with the $50,000 advanced to him. This was due, under the contract, 
only when the fees were collected. It was not the amount taken from them, but the 
amount to go back to them when the fees were collected. The amount advanced was 
to be paid back in service; that is an important distinction. 
Q. Then, ihe commissioners who made the treaty for the Chickasaws, in 1866, also 
made a contract with Latrobe like the one with the Choctaws, except that the subject-
matter was c.lifferent ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. But the percentage was the same ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the Chickasaws advanced $100,000?-A. The legislature, some time afterward, 
passed an act appropriating $100,000. Not a dollar can be taken from the Chickasaw 
funds without au act of the legislature. The government cannot pay any claim except 
by an act of the legislature. 
Q. Then, in pursuance of a contract with Latrobe, approved in 1866, by the legisla-
ture of the Chickasn,w Nation, it advanced $100,QOO ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Of which Mr. Latrobe got how much ~-A. I do not remember the exact amount. 
Q. Did yourself, Cochmne, and Latrobe get the net amounts of $50,000, after deduct-
ing the expense ?-A. No, sir; nothing like it. Ten thousand dollars, I think, was the 
distribntion share of each. 
Q. What was done with the $100,000 advanced by the Chickasaw Nation nuder the 
contract of 1866 ?-A. I cannot answer that question. I do not know what others 
got. I got, as I recollect, $10,000. 
Q. Then what became of the other $70,000, if you, Latrobe, and Cochrane each of 
you got $10,000 f-A. I think I stated awhile ago that the delegation controlled one-
half. 
Q. That would be $50,000 ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then there are still $20,000 to be accounted for. Do you know what became of 
that f-A. I do not know what became of it all. 
Q. Do you know of other persons who g0t any of it ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who were they ~-A. A man by the name of Elias Mitchell got some. 
Q. \Vho was he ?-A. He lived in the Indian country. I think he was here as a 
clerk or secretary to the Chickasaw delegation when the treaty was made. 
Q. Do you know how much be got ?-A. I do not. I think I can ascertain. 
Q. Will you do it and put it in your testimony f-A. I will. I think that he and 
De Flore together got about $8,000. 
Q. Do you know whether any persons in the Indian Department got any of it ?-A. 
No, sir; not to my knowledge. 
Q. Who w~re the commHtee appointed to investigate this matter f-A. I do not 
remember. It was a committee from the Chickasaw council. 
Q. Did they make that investigation here ?-A. No, sir; from Holmes Colbert's report, 
and they exonerated Colbert and all other parties from any intentional fraud; but 
they made a mistake by putting in an amount that was only due on a contingency. 
The real mistake was only $29,318.76. 
Q. In whose hands was that $29,3Hl.76 ?-A. In Holmes Colbert's hands. 
Q. Is he dead ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who is his executor or administrator?-A. I do not know that be has any. 
Q. Have yon seen the report of that committee~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How did they report that expenditure ?-A. They reported the result; nothing in 
detail; simply that they had examined the account and found a mistake, but not an 
intentional one; and then went on to state that it was a part of other accounts, and 
would be corrected in another settlement. They stated that I, as the agent of Latrobe, 
bad pledged that whatever mistakes were made should be corrected. 
Q. Was that in writing?-A. Yes, sir. There were mistakes on both sides. 
Q. Did they account for the $50,000 that these delegates retained ?-A. I do not 
know that they required them to account for it at all. They ha(l full powers, and 
under that general power they could control the matter. 
Q. Is not that $50,000 and the $29,318.76 error the $79,000 not accounted for?-A. 
No, sir; that $50,000 error is the amount that they claimed to be returned under the 
contract of 1866. 
Q. Has that $29,318.76 error been accounted for in any way f-A. I have not accounted 
for it. It was no error of mine. I think the papers will show that the nation is still 
in debt to Mr. Latrobe nuder his contract. 
Q. What was the $29,318.76 mistake 1-A. It was in connection with a regular an-
nuity, upon which no fees were to be cllarged. They put a back annuity and the 
regular annuity together, and the fees were collected upon a portion of the regular 
annuity, and this was the error. Suppose the regular annuity to be $50,000, and you 
take fees out for that, that would make a mistake to that amount. Then, on the other 
band, they received large amounts of these arrearages of annuities, on which fees were 
due and on which they neYer allowed anything, and between these two accounts this 
mistake occurred. I uclieve, upon a fair settlement, correcting the mistakes on both 
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sides, there will be found a balance due Mr. Latrobe, when he is creuited upon that 
portion nf the back annuities upon which he has received no credit.-(See )JI'OXimate 
statements.) 
Q. Do you know Mr. Love, of the Chickasaw Nation f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 'Vhat is his name~-A. R. H. Love. 
Q. Is he in this city~-A. I think so. I think he boarus at the corner of Eighth and 
E streets. 
Q. Have you any contract with any other Inuian or Indians, directly or indirectly, 
for services as attorney?-A. Mr. Mix and myself have some little contracts. They 
.are known as -with the firm of Charles E. Mix & Co. 
Q. Have you a contract with an Inuian who piloted. General Emery out of the Indian 
conntryf-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What per cent. are you to haYe of the amount you collect for him f-A. I do 
not know. I believe 10 per cent. I have not, however, a direct contract with him. 
·Our contract is with Mr. Voor, of the Creek Nation, for that matter. Mr. Mix and 
myself have quite a number of small contracts, but I do not remember them. 
BOGGY DEPOT, IKDL\.N TERRITORY, 
July 4, 1872. 
EDWARD DWIGHT sworn and examined. 
By tho CII.\IRMAN: 
Question. State your age, place of residence, and occupation.-Answer. I am about 
forty-four years of age. I reside at New Boggy, in the ChoP-taw country. I am a mer-
chant. 
Q. Are you a member of the Choctaw Nation f-A. Yes, sir; I was nearly two years 
old when the treaty of 1830 was maue. I was born in Mississippi, and moved. into this 
Territory with the Choctaws. 
Q. State whether you have held any office in the Choctaw Nation at any time, and 
if so, what.-A. Ye~, sir; I held the office of national secretary from October, 1865, to 
October, 1872. 
Q. State whether you are acquainted with the financial condition of· the Choctaw 
people in their relations with the United States f-A. Not much. I know but little 
about financial matters. 
Q. Have you a knowledge of the net-proceeds claim ?-A. Yes, sir; I know pretty 
much how it is. 
Q. State briefl.y its origin.-A.. The net-proceeds question, as they term it, came to 
light under the treaty of 1855. It was not known before that. The Choctaws claim 
the proceeds of the sale of the lands in Mississippi which they ceued to the United States. 
At the same time there were a good mauy individual claimants who were entitled to 
reservations in Mississippi, and who never got them. These two questions were 
brought up, and. a delegation was appointed to attend. to the matter, and was author-
jzed to settle with the Government, either by treaty or otherwise. In making that 
treaty they created this claim called the net-proceeds claim. That was in 1855. 
Q. Do you know anything of the terms of payment for the services of that old dele-
gation, as between them and the Choctaw Nation ?-A. Yes, sir; The delegation which 
was created undf'r the act of 1853 paid themselves with money that was coming to the 
nation. They kept on in that way till 1855. There were no stated fees for their 
services until the year 1855, when the Choctaw chiefs agreed that the delegates should 
~receive 20 per cent. on all the moneys which they should recover, whether the money 
belonged to the nation or to inuividuals. 
Q. 'l'hen I understand that if this money should be collected under the treaty of 1855, 
a portion of it should be paid to individual claimants ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You say that you know of this contract being to pay the delegates 20 per cent. 
Have you a copy of that contract ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Will you make a copy of it and produce it in the testimony ?-A. Yes, sir. (The 
copy is appended to the testimony of witness.) 
Q. What arrangement has been made to determine the amounts to be paid. to indi-
vidual claimants if the money was collected from the United States ?-A. A law was 
passed. in 1858 or 1859 creating a board of commissioners to adjudicate these individu.al 
claims, to find out who were the claimants, and how much they were entitled to; but 
the commissioners have failed to meet, ancl no one has ever adjudicated these indi-
vidual claims. 
Q. And this board of commissioners, or court of claims, as it may be called, was ap-
pointed for the purpose of uetermining the amount of individual claims; but it has not 
.acted ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is that board in existence yttf-A. Yes, sir; the law is !!till iu full force yet. 
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Q. Are there persons appointed to act under it ?-A. Those who were appointed are 
nearly all dead except one. One is living, but he has resigned. 
Q. But the law is still in force ?-A. Yes; the Choctaw council appointed a new set 
of commissioners last March. 
Q. ·what do you call it, a board of eommissioners or a court f-A. \Ve call them com-
missioners to the Court of Claims. 
Q. Do you recollect their names f-A. Yes, sir; Nicholas Cochnawer, George Durant, 
and William H. Pitchlynn. 
Q. Do you know what portion, if any, of thiE:s net-proceeds claim has been collected 
from the Uniteu States ?-A. Yes, sir; in the year 1861 Congress appropriated $500,000, 
one-half of which the delegation took, and the other half was to be in bonds, but the 
bonds were never issued. 
Q. Do you know who receiYed from the United States that $%0,000 in money, the 
:first half of the appropriation ?-A. The Choctaw delegation, which we term the olu 
delegation, received from the Treasury about $135,000, and gave it to General Cooper, 
who was then Indian agent, to purchase corn for the Choctaws, under au act of the 
Choctaw general council, and the balance they retained for their services. 
Q. Do you know whether they left any of the balance in bank in New York ?-A. 
Yes, sir; there was some money left at some bank in New York. 
Q. Who lifted that for your people f-A. General Cooper lifted some of it, and Pitch-
lynn lifted some of it. One part was called "corn-money," a.nu the other part was for 
the delegation. 
Q. You do not know exactly how that balance was arranged ?-A. No, sir; not ex-
actl~T. 
Q. Do you know whether General Cooper got any portion of that $250,000 to be re-
tained by himself as a fee ?-A. No, sir; I do not know. In General Cooper's vouchers 
there was an item of some money :paid to Cochrane out of the." corn-mouby.'' 
Q. Do you recollect how much ?-A. No; I am not certain aH to the amount. Proba-
bly I have a copy of that, too, among my papers. 
Q. Do you know whether Cooper got a part of the Cochrane fee ?-A. No, sir; I know 
nothing about it. 
Q. Cooper was then United States Indian agent f-A. Yes. Ont of that "corn-
money" the delegation took some of it before purchasing the corn. 
Q. Do you recollect how much ?-A. About $1,500, I think. 
Q. Who composed that old delegation you speak of?-A. It consiste<l of Peter P. 
Pitchlynn, Sam. Garland, Israel Folsom, and Peter :Folsom; Dickson H. Lewis was on 
the first delegation, but he died before that time. 
Q. Do you know anything of a contract entered into by this old <lelegation and any 
attorneys connected with this net-proceeds cl:1im ?-A. Yes, sir; I heard a good deal 
about that contract, but I never saw it; only a copy of it was shown to me about 
three years ago; that was the only time I saw it. 
Q. With whom was that contract made by the old delegation f-A. With John T. 
Cochrane, of Washington. 
Q. \Vas there any other person associated with Cochrane in that contract ?-A. No, 
sir; in the contract it was only John T. Cochrane. 
Q. But do you know practically that there \vas hny person with whom he should 
tliYide the fee ?-A. I am no't certain; I have heard rumors about it, but I do not know 
anything about outside assista,nce. 
Q. Did you get information that there were other persons connected with it ?-A. 
Israel Folsom, vd10 died, told me that there was some other outside assistance. 
Q. Did you learn from him who the others were?-A. No, sir; we were merely talk-
ing about the fee; I did not know what part of the fee was going to Cochrane. 
Q. 'Vhat per cent. was the fee to Cochrane to be~-A. Thirty per cent. 
Q. 'Vas that in addition to the delegates' fee of 20 per cent.?-A. Yes, sir; the agree-
ment for 20 per cent. was made between the chiefs and delegates. 
Q. And this fee of :30 per cent. was agree<l to between the delegates and attorney f-
A. Yes. 
Q. And what the nation 11aid the delegates, and what the delegates agreed to pay 
the attorney, would make 50 per cent.?-A. Yes. 
Q. Do 3·ou know the date of the contract \Yith Cochrane ?-A. February 1:3, 1855, I 
think. 
Q. Is that contract in force yet, so far as you know ¥-A. If it was in force at the first 
it is in force yet. 
Q. Has your council passed upon it, indorsing it?-A. :No, sir; only at the first start 
they gave the delegation a power to make contracts. 
Q. Was that power embraced in the body of the act appointing them ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know the amount that the Senate awarded under the provisions of the 
treaty of 1855, as being due for the net-proceeds claim ?-A. I do not know the exact. 
amount; jt was a little over $2,000,000. 
Q. Do you understand that the $500,000 appropriated by Congress was to come out 
of that ?-A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Do you understand that the $250,000 in bonds is included in the contract between 
the Choctaw council and the old delegates, and between the delegates and Cocbraue, 
as being a part of the net-proceeds claim ?-A. Yes, sir; it is a part of the net-proceeds 
claim. 
Q. What do you know of the back annuities due to the Choctaw Nation ?-A. We 
call them back annuities, but they are annuities which the Government had converted 
to some other purposes; it is the interest of the trnst-fnnd, which used to come out 
every year for the Choctaws, but which was suspended during the war. 
Q. l<~or how many years ?-A. Four or five years, I think. 
Q. Then, when you speak of back annuities, you mean the interest for those four or 
five years which was not paid on account of the wad-A. Yes. 
Q. Have you been getting your back annuities as they accrne?--A. Yes; we get 
them every year; it was just for the space of time during the war that they were with-
held. 
Q. Do you know whether those back annuities have been paid yet ?-A. They have 
n0t beeu -paid. 
Q. Were you present at Washington when the treaty of 1866 with the United States 
was made?-A. ::Ko, sir. 
Q. Do you know anything of a contract entered into by the delegation appointed to 
make the treaty of 1866 and one John H. B. Latrobe, of Maryland, for the collection 
of money due to the Choctaws ?-A. I have not much knowledge of that fact; I merely 
saw a contract that was presented by the delegation to the Choct:.tw council, but I had 
not time to look over it before the council adjourned. 
Q. Do you recollect the terms of that contract?-A. No, sir; I cannot specify them; 
it was pretty long, and I cannot recollect them. 
Q. Do yon recollect whether it made any provision for the payment of .John H. B. 
Latrobe as counsel for the delegation in making_ the treaty of 1866 f-A. They allow 
so much to Latrobe for making the treaty, and then they provide that he was to pros-
ecute the claim a bout the western outlet here, the leased lands, and also these back 
annuities, as they call it; be was to h:we a fee for tbat, too. 
Q. Do you recollect what per cent. he was to have ?-A. No, sir; I do not recollect 
the per cent. 
Q. Was it your understanding at that time that it included the net-proceeds claim 
or any part of it 1-A. No, sir, the r1et-proceeds claim was not touched in it. 
Q. What vms the date of that contract ?-A. The first contract I did not see. The 
one that I saw was something like a memorandum. It was dated in the month of 
May, 1866. 
Q. And the appropriation of $500,000 for the net-proceeds claim, $250,000 of which 
was paid, the other half being held in bonds amlnot yet delivereJ, was made in 1861 f-
A. Yes. 
Q. So that appropriation was made by Congress before this contract with Latrobe 
w~s made, and uefore he rendered seryices in relation to it ~--A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were you acquainted with the persons sent as delegates to make the treaty of 
1866 ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Give their names.-A. Robert Jones, Alfred Wade. and John Page were the dele-
gates from this district, and James Reilly and Allen \Vright were delegates from the 
nation at large. There were five in all. 
Q. How much was Latrobe to get for making the treaty ?-A. The delegation of 1866 
paid him $100,000. 
Q. Do you know who paid that to him ~-A. The treasurer. 
Q. Who was your ta:easurer at t.hat time ?-A. Allen \Vright. 
Q. Do you know wheu he paill it ?-A. No, sir, I cannot tell when it was. 
Q. The same man who was treasurer was one of the delegates, and was at \Vashing-
ton at that time f-A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know whether Latrobe received all of that $100,000 f-A. I suppose be 
did. The receipts are in the office. 
Q. By whom is the receipt signed ?-A. By Cochrane aml Cooper, by authority of 
Latrobe. He gave them a power of attorney. 
Q. Is that authority also with the receipt ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know whether Cooper got any part of that money ?-A. No, sir, I do not, 
nor anyhody else. Those receipt.s are the only things I have seen. 
Q. You never heard any of the delegation say whether they got any part of that 
$100,000 ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. There have been no back annuities paid ?-A. No, sir. If the delegation were to 
collect tbat, they were to get something out of it. 
Q. By what agreement was that ?-A. By an agreement between the delegation and 
Latrobe. 
Q. Do yon recollect ·what proportion they were to get of the proceeds of the Latrobe 
contract out of the back annuities '?--A. I think it was about 20 per cent. 
Q. \Vbo informed you that the delegation was to get a part of the Latrobe fee ?-A. 
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The delegation of 1866 and the delegation of 185:3-the old delegation-met together 
at the Choctow council. They were all in one house talking about this matter and 
trying to fix it up. That is where they told me that the delegation of 1866 were to get 
20 per cent. 
Q. Then you got your information in a council of the two delegations '-A. The two 
delegations met and were trying to agree among themselves. 
Q. When the Latrobe contract was reported to the council, was it stated that the 
delegates were to get a portion of the fee '-A. I do not recollect. I was very busy at 
my office, and a good many things that occurred at the council I did not know about 
until I saw the papers. . 
Q. Is it contained in the contract with Latrobe, for the percentage on the back aa-
nuities, that the delegation of 1866 was to get a part of it '-A. I do not recollect 
whether the 20 per cent. was mentioned in the contract or not. 
Q. But yon never understood that the delegation got any part of the $100,000 f-A. 
No, sir; I never knew or inquired anything about it. I saw the receipt, and that was 
all. 
Q. There was but one receipt for the whole amount f-A. There were two receipts, 
one for $75,000, and the otber for $25,000, making tbe $100,000. 
Q. Both were signed by Cochrane and Cooper for Latrobe ?-A. Yes. 
By Mr. BURDETT: 
Q. You presented a copy of the contract made between the old delegation and, as 
yon say, the chiefs f-A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know whether the Choctaw council ever acted on tbat contraet ?-A. No, 
sir. 
Q. Is there any authority in your laws by which the chiefs of the nation may bind 
the nation in a contract of that sort f-A. No, sir; but there was a ·kind of settlement 
in 1861, and the council allowed 20 per cent., but the council never directly approved 
of the contract. 
Q. But in 1tl61, on the settlement made, the council recited that certain allowances 
were made in conformity with the contract~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. As to the other part of the question, whether there is any law on your statute-
book authorizing the chiefs of the nation to bind the nation by contracts '?-A. There 
was a little clause in a bill which created a board of commissioners to investigate in-
dividual claims, stating tha.t the Choctaw chiefs are also to determine the compensa-
tion of the delegates-it does not say what delegates. Whether that authorizes the 
district chiefs to make contracts, I do not know. That is the only authority that I find 
on the subject. That is containeu in an act of 1855. 
Q. To whom do you refer when you speak of district chiefs '-A. We had three dis-
tricts iu the Choctaw country, and had three district chiefs. These three chiefs con-
trolled the nation at that time. 
Q. Has that system been since changed, or is it still the same f-A. It has been 
changed; we have but one chief now. 
Q. You have spoken incidentally of the first contract, which was 20 per cent., ancl 
then yon spoke of a contract made with the delegation by Cochrane for 30 per 
cent. additional. vVas that 30 per cent. additional ever approveu by any act or resolu-
tion of the national council ?-A. There is no resolution or act directly approving of 
the contract, but at the time of the settlement in 1861 with the delegation, they re-
cited that contract allowing 30 per cent. 
Q. When that settlement was made, so far as you recollect, was any objection or op-
position made by any of the officers of the Choctaw Nation, or by its council, against 
so large a proportion of the sum being paid in commissions ?-A. No, sir; I never knew 
anything about it. I was not there at the council and uid not know about it for some 
time afterward. 
Q. Did any large proportion of the people of the Choctaw Nation, at the time of the 
transaction or subsequently, seem to know what vms going on in relation to those con-
tracts f-A. Some time afterward, after the war, there was an act passed creating a 
committee to investigate the national funds. In that investigation the committee 
ealled upon several persons who knew something about these transactions. They came 
forward before that committee, and stated what they knew about them. One person, 
who was acting as secretary to the committee, was trying his best to do anything he 
could in favor of the delegation. That brought up some other questions; and from 
that time, to my knowledge, they have been talking a good deal about it. The act for 
the investigation was passed in 1867. 
Q. Up to that time but little was known by the generality of your people on the sub-
ject ~-A. Very litt,le. 
Q. State who composed the committee of inYestigatiou nuder the aet of 1867.-A. 
Joseph P. Folsom, Campbell LeFlore, and myself. Edward Dwight. 
Q. When did the committee report ?-A. In 1869. 
Q. Do they make a written report to the council f-A. Yes. 
Q. Do yon know whether a copy of that report can be found now ~-A. I do not. 
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Q. Have you any copy of it ?-A. No, sir. The report is in the national secretarys' 
office. 
Q. At Armstrong Academy ?-A. It was there. 
Q. ·what was the secretary's name ~-A. John Trumbull, of Goodwater, iu the south-
ern portion of the Choctaw Nation. He lives near Red River, about forty miles from 
the academy. 
Q. Do you recollect generally what the facts found were, as shown by that report, 
in regard to the moneys of the nation; did you find anybody in default, and, if so, 
who?-A. \Ve could not find any. There were two national treasurers. The former 
national treasurer was John Page. His bond was never canceled. The other one was 
Henry Folsom; but in investigating his accounts we could not find any errors. 
Q. Do I understand you that yon found no default against either of the treasurers f-
A. \Ve could not find any. The former treasurer, John Page, had all his books de-
stroyed during the war, and we could not do anything about them. The books and 
papers, and everything of the other treasurer, were there. 
Q. Did you find them all correct ?-A. Henry Folsom;s papers were all correct. 
Q. Did that committee investigate the proceedings of either of the delegations ?-A. 
The authority was that we were to commence from 1857; but we could do nothing in 
regard to the old delegation, because they bad commencell in 1853. 
Q. Then, in fact, you did not investigate the transactions of the old delegation ?-A. 
Not the whole of them. 
Q. Only from 1857 to 1867 ~-A. Yes. 
Q. Did you find any facts in relation to money transactions, as to those years, in 
connection with the proceedings of the old delegation ?-A. There was one item on 
which we concluded that the delegation should not have received any percentage. 
Q. What item was that ?-A. That was back annuities to the amount of over $92,000. 
Q. What did you find as to that ?-A. We found that they had received that back 
annuity, and had charged a percentage on it. 
Q. Do you recollect the c:late of their receiving it ?-A. No; I am not certain about 
the date. They had received it, and bad not reported it to the council, (probably they 
had reported it to the chiefs,) until the making of the settlement in 1861. That was 
the first time that they made a report of what money they bad received, since 1853. 
Q. Then the $92,006 back annuities, that you speak of, are not the back annuities 
that accrued during the war ?-A. No, sir; still older ones. 
Q. You found that they had received some ol<l back annuities, amounting to up-
ward of $92,000 ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And did you find by your investigation that they had paid over any part of that 
into the Choctaw treasury f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How much had they paid over ?-A. Forty thousand dollars was paid into the 
national treasury. 
Q. What excuse or justification was made as to their retaining the balance '-A. 
They retaineu it as their fee. 
Q. When yon speak of" they," you mean the old delegation f-A. The delegation 
and their attorneys. 
Q. Is that all that you discovered in regard to the transactions of the old delegation, 
so far as you made a report on them '?-A. Yes. There were some others, but we 
thought that when they came to make their final settlement they would make them up. 
Q. Did you find any other amount of money besides the $92,000 which they had 
received from any sonrce f-A. No, sir; only from these leased lands and from the 
relinquished lands. 
Q. Did you fiud that moneys on account of the leased lands and relinquisued lands 
had come into their possession ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recollect to what amount they had receiYed funds on those accounts?-
A. On the relinquishment fund they received 50 per cent. 
Q. \Vhat amount of money came into their possession on account of the relinquished 
lands ?-A. The attorney got $125,000; the delegation, I think, did not get fully 50 per 
cent. 
Q. Then they recP-ived money out of the funds for relinquished lands, out of which 
they retained $125,000 as attorney's fees ~-A. Yes. 
Q. Did they receive a fee besides that f-A. Yes; the delegation fee was apart from 
that. 
Q. Do yon know what am.ouut of money the delegation received on that account?-
A. No, not exactly. 
Q. Who was the attorney who got the $125,000 ~-A. Cochrane. 
Q. 'Vhat amount did the Government pay, or agree to pay, to the Choctaws on ac-
count of this relinquished tract?-A. Four hundred thousand uollars. 
Q. \Vas that to be paid in money, or was it to constitute a trust-fund f-A. It was 
to be paid in money; and in another article in the same treaty it was made into a 
trust-fund. 
Q. Now, we have got the transactions as to old hack annuities, and as to the relin-
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qnishecl tract fund; was there any other fund on which the old delegation, or any 
attorney employed by it, charged a fee against the nation, so far as your investigation 
on that committee showed '?-A. There was a fee of $250,000 on the appropriation of 
$500,000. 
Q. Then that covers the old delegation as far as your investigation went f-A. Yes. 
Q. What facts did you find and report upon as to the new delegation ~-A. In taking 
up l\fr ... Wright's case in regard to his bond, the proposition to cancel his bond passed 
both houses; but at the same time there was some defect in grammar about it, and it 
was sent back for amendment, and the council never f,ook it up again. It was just on 
the heel of adjournment, and the council adjourned without further action upon it. 
That stopped the committee, thinking that the council would take it up again. We 
never investigated any farther than just to see who paid this $100,000 to Latrobe-· 
whether it was the treasurer or whether it was the delegation. That was the only 
thing we examined, and we then just dropped it. 
Q. Did you make that pa,rt of yonr report ?-A. Yes. 
Q. There was no other money transactions treated of in your report as to the new 
delegation, except that one of $100,000 f-A. That was all. 
By Mr. SMITH : 
Q. Did your council ever know that the last appointecl delegation was to receive 25 
per cent. of the money collected by Latrobe~ I understood you to say that in conver-
sation between the two delegations yon beard the fact stated that they were to receive 
:25 per cent. on the back annuities.-·A. I do not know whether it was 25 per cent.; I 
thought I sa,id 20 per cent. That was my first knowledge of the fact; I do not know 
how others understood it, or whether the council was ever informed of it officially or not. 
Q. Do you know that your council eYer knew officially that the delegates bad rece~ved 
50 per cent. of that $100,000 paid to Latrobe ~-A. I do not know. 
Q. You never beard it ~-A. No; I never heard it. 
Q. And, therefore, this delegation, in ma,king its report as to the payment of this 
$100,000 to Latrobe for his services, never reported to the council that they were par-
ticipants to the amount of 50 per cent. of that fee ~-A. No, sir; I never beard of it 
myself. I was not present at the council all the time I was in my office. Peter B. 
Pitchlynn was chief then. He haLl gone off for a year, and bad left me alone to issue 
commissions, &c., and when be came back I waut,ed him to understand what I bad 
done during his absence; and I was busy pretty much all the time, and bad no time to 
go and bear the report read, or anything. 
Q. When did yon first hear that that delegation had got a share of that $100,000 that 
was paid to Latrobe for getting up that treaty '?-A. Yesterday. 
Q. Do you suppose that it is a fact which is kuown to your people at large 1-A. I 
cannot say; I do not know. If they are like me, they do not know; but prolJably they 
know better than I do. 
Q. When did yon first hear that they were to get 25 per cent. of the 50 per cent. con-
tracted with Latrobe for the recovering of back annuities '?-A. I do not know exactly 
the year; but it was during the session of the conncil, at the time they were trying to 
make an agreement among themselves. 
Q. Do you suppose that your cotmcil would have ratified that contract had they 
known that these delegates were to receive one-half of the consideration which was to 
be paid to Latroue ?-A. I do not know what the council would have done at that time; 
their only idea w-as just to save the conntr,y and to let the money part go if necessary. 
If the council had acted out that principle, they would probably have approved of it 
in order just to save the lands. 
Q. ·were those delegates paid for their services as delegates in negotiating that 
treaty~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How much ?-A. I think the amount was about $900 each. The secretary whom 
they had was also paid. The secretary was Campbell LeFlore, the same who was on 
the committee of iuvestigation with me. 
By the CIIAIIUIAN : 
Q. Did he make it known to yon at any time that he got part of that $100, 000 ~-A. 
No, sir; he never did mention one word about it to me. 
Q. Did be make it known to yon, at any time, that he was to receive any part of the 
consideration for the back annuities when collected f-A. No, sir. 
By Mr. S::\IITII: 
Q. vVben your council appointed that delegation to go to :Washington in 185:\ did it 
a,gree to pay them twenty per cent. on the collections which they might secure ~-A. 
No, sir; the council did not agree to pay them anything till 1855. 
Q. Then the council agreed to pay them twenty per cent. for their services f-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. On all the moneys secured by them at Washington ?--A. Yes. 
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Q. And the council did further approve of the contract by which the attorneys were 
to be paid 30 per cent. for their services ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Which woul<l make 50 per cent. on all the claims ?-A. Yes. 
Q. And such has been the history of your negotiations ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Yon have not recovered any claims from the United States Government since 1S5:) 
up to the present time that have not cost the Choctaw Nation-between counsel fees 
and payments to delegates-50 per cent. of the sum recovered '?-A. No, sir. 
Q. That bas been the financial history of the Choctaw Nation since 1853 ?-A. Yes, 
sir. 
By Mr. Bc-HDETT: 
Q. And has it not been true that the other 50 per cent. has fallen short several times '? 
-A. We only received $250.,000 of the $;500,000 that was intended for the Choctaws; 
but part of it went to General Cooper for the purchase of corn, anti the nation had 
nothing. 
Q. Is it not true that your various attorneys and delegations, in the settlements they 
have made from time to time, have generally been found to be retaining in their hands 
amounts of money for feeR for futJHe work to be done f For instance, the first appro-
priation on account of the net-proceeds claim was $500,000-$250,000 in money and 
$250,000 in bonds ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Did not that olu delegation, in making the settlement, not only pay themselves 
for the collection of the $250,000 in money, but also retain a considerable amount to-
ward their claims for the collection of the bot!ds also, while in fact the bonds have 
never yet been delivered f-A. The treasurer of the nation, year afLer year, since the 
delegation was created in 1853, has been advancing the delegates something like $2,000 
a year. They kept on in that way, and they retained money out of that $250,000 as 
their fee; and in 1861, when they were making a settlement with the committee of 
the council, they brought forward charges for fees on $92,000, (so as to balance it,) an 
item which they should have had no fee upon. 
Q. They always found something to balance 011 f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know of any business so profitable as that of collecting claims for tbe 
Choctaw Nation f-A. I do not know of any. 
By Mr. SmTrr: 
Q. Can you give the amount of money collected for the Choctaw Nation since 1853 
by your first and second delegations, and also the amounts of fees paid, so as to show 
the real balance received into your treasurv f-A. It is rumored all the time that La-
trobe is to refund the $100,000 if he succeecls in the collection of the back annuities. 
Q. But be has never made those collections ~-A. No. 
Q. And the $100,000 still stands f-A. Yes. 
Q. Do the Choctaw people begin to take a serious consideration of their condition 
clown here, now, in regard to their territory, and to the existing form of goverment ?-
A. Yes, tbev do now. 
Q. Wha(are their views now f-A. They hardly lmowwhat to do or think. A great 
many of them have seen how they were treated in the State of Mississippi, when they 
lived in the sectionalized country. They are the ones who oppose a territorial goY-
ernment here, and tbey tell the others what their experience has been. A great many 
of them object on those gronnus, that is, one party; the other party seems to think 
that sectionaliziug is the only way to save themselves. They favor becoming a State 
at once instead of a TerritorJ·· There are these two partieb among the Choctaw peo-
ple. 
Q. The most intelligent and inflnentialmembers of the Choctaw people are in faxor 
of sectionalizing r-A. Not all of them; they want to be on the l.JOpnlar side, and they 
tell the }leople that it will not do to sectionalize the country, or to become a State, 
because they would lose their nationality. The Choctaw people are great for nation-
ality, and they are afraid of losing it. Here are Robert Jones and Peter P. Pitchlynn, 
who are opposed to sectionalizing the country, aud they senll letters in here advising 
against it. 
Q. What disposition of t11C land wonl<l you suggest in the event of your becoming a 
State; what policy ·would you suggest in regar<l to it f-A. The best course we can see 
is just to give every man, woman, and child 160 acres each, and to allow the 11ation to 
control the balance of the land. 
Q. That is, yon wonM fir:;t set apart 160 acres as a home for all, and you would 
individualize the balance '?-A. Yes. Some favor that way and some do not. They 
are not exactly agreed as to how they would dispose of their laud. They tlo not go 
that far. They agree about sectionalizing, but at the same time they are not agreed 
as to what they would do with the other part of the country. 
Q. W onld they propose to retain it all f-A. At first they proposed that they would 
sectionalize the country, and let those who wanted to live in the sectionalized country 
settle and have their share there, and let those who did not want to do so remain as 
they are, with the lands in common. But they will not agree to either, because, they 
say, it would div1de the nation at once. 
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By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Could you have your lands in common, with some of them picked out all over f-
A. I do not know how that would work. 
By Mr. SMITH: 
Q. That being the case, there is nothing like a unanimity of sentiment hP.re in regard 
to the propos -3d change, or in regard to yonr condition at all f-A. No. About a year 
or two ago we had an electicm, to find ont the sentiment of the people as to sectiou-
alizing·. 
Q. What was the result of that vote ?-A. There were about ten to one against any 
action. 
Q. Yonr people would be entirely opposed to a territorial government f-A. They 
oppose that. 
By Mr. Be nnETT: 
Q. How do yonr people look upon these railroads passing through their country; are 
they favorably disposed toward tbem, or do they look upon them with distrust f-A. I 
do not bear anything much said about them. The people are just waiting to see what 
is going to be done. Only a part of the people have seen the road. They do not think 
much about it. 
Q. Then there is no particular hostility to the road ?-A. No, sir, not as it is; but 
as t,o giving lands to railroads, the nMion will not do it. 
Q. They do not feel inclined to help the railroad by giving land to it ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. But they have no objection to a railroad running through their country ?-A. No, 
they have no objeetion. 
Q. Have they ever considered the question as to whether or not the railroad will be 
an assistance to them in furnishing them with a market ~-A. I do not suppose that 
they know anyt,hing about the railroad, or how it would profit them. 
Q. How is it with your people; have they accumulated anything amounting to 
much? Taking tbe whole people, are they possessed of much property aside from 
their general interest in the land-I mean personal property?-A. Taking the whole 
nation, I think they are pretty well off. 
Q. In what does such wealth as they have consist ~-A. Principally in cattle. 
Q. Do they raise any surplus of grain to sell '?-A. Only corn. Now and again they 
may have some sur:vlus corn to sell. 
Q. Do they raise any wheat for sale ~--A. No, sir; only a very few people mise 
wheat, and they have none to sell. 
Q. Is there any surplus of oats raised ?--A. Oats is raised only by a few persons who 
live near the road. 
Q. Some of your people raise cotton ?-A. In the southeastern part they raise 
cotton. 
Q. Can you raise cotton in this section ?-A. Yes, sir; we can raise it here. 
Q. Is not one-third of sour territory adapted to cotton-raising ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is there any considerable qnant,ity raised f-A. I do not know how much they 
raise in the southeastern portion of the country now; but they did raise some hud-
dreds of bales. 
Q. Is there any raised for sale in this part of the country ?-A. No, sir. Near about 
here there are some small patches raised by people for their own use. 
Q. Suppose that yonr people were really thrifty farming people, each of them having 
a fair farm, cultivating from forty to one hundred and sixty acres in wheat, oats, and 
corn; would there be any market, without a railroad, to consume that amount of pro-
duce ~-A. No, sir. If there is no railroad they could not do anything with it. 
Q. Then, is it not a fact that there has been but little inducement to your people 
heretofore to engage extensively in the raising of grain 1-A. Very little. 
Q. Do you not think that the bringing of railroad facilities within their reach will be 
a matter of inducement to your people t,o 1Je more industrious, by furnishing a market 
for what they raise ~-A. Yes, sir; I think it will affect them a good. deal. More than 
one road woultl be much better. 
Q. Then you want railroad competition ?-A. Yes. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. Did yonr people give the right of way to a railroad f-A. Yes; it was done by the 
treaty of 1855, reconfirmed by the treaty of 1866. 
Contract to pay Chocta1v delegates 20 per cent. 
vVe, the undersigned chiefs, do hereby agree that the delegation, viz: P. P. Pitch-
lynn, Israel Polsom, Samuel Garland, and Dickson W. Lewis, shall receive 20 per cent. 
upon all claiws arising or accruing to the nation, or to individuals, under the treaty of 
J nne 22, 1855, for their services in negotiating said treaty, and for other services. But 
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it is distinctly understood and agreed upon, that saicl delegation are to recci ve no fees 
for the lease-money, nor from the fnuds which the Chicka8aws are to pay for jurisdic-
tion granted them in the treaty. 
In testimony whereof we hereunto set our bands <tud seals. Given this the 21st ot 
November, 1855. 
N. COCHNAUER. 
GEO. W. HASKINS. 
[REAL.] 
[SI<:AL.~ 
ApproYecl, as required by the third section of the schcclnle of the constitution, this 
the 15th day of October, 1~6~. 
ALLE~ \VRIGIIT, 
Prineipal Chief Choctaw Xation. 
I hereby certify that the aboYe is a true and correct copy from the original now on 
tile in the office of national secretary, this 18th day of October, 1871. 
RommT M. Jmms sworn autl examined. 
By the CHAmMAN : 
E. DWIGHT, 
Xctfional Secretary, Choctaw Nation. 
BoGGY DEPOT, IxniAN TERHITOnY, 
July 6, 1872. 
Question. State your age, place of residence, :mel occnpation.-Answer. I am about 
sixty-four years of age; I reside at a place called Rose Hill, in the Choctaw Nation; I 
am a farmer and merchant. 
Q. Are yon a Choctaw ?--A. Yes, sir; I am natiYe Choctaw. 
Q. State whether you were present at the making of the treaty brtwecn the United 
States and the Choctaw Nation, in 1830, an<l state what yon ma.v know of the circum-
stances of that treatJ·.-A. I was present. I was appointed by the chief's of the nation-
Colonel LeFlore, Colonel Folsom, and Nettnckcacbee-on a committee, to agree on 
terms with the commi~f:lioners of the Uuited States, Genpral Eaton, General Cotl'e.v, atHl 
others. The t.reatj~ was commenced and held ou a crc•ek calle<l Dancing Rahhit CreC'k. 
Q. \Vas there auy ditference or misnuderstaucling betwe('ll tlw l!Hlian<; and the United 
States commissioners relative to the terms of the treat\- !-A_. None that I know of 
more than that the Indians were opposed to selling ont. · There bad been several com-
missioners sent out preYionsly to tbat to uegoti<tte a treaty, hnt the Intliaus were 
opposed to selling for some two or three years; and, finally. Geueral Eaton was sent 
out. I believe that he was Secretary of \Var at the time. He told them that he had 
come to relieve tltem of their difficulties with tlte State <mthorities of Mississippi and 
Alabama; that he did not come to them as one who wished to specnlate on their lands; 
that be was instructed by the President to do what was right, and to relieve them of 
their difficulties. He said that they had a home in the West, and that he thought tl•e 
best way was for them to sell out and emigrate there. They contended against it for 
some time, hut they found out that it was no use. I recollect that General Eaton, in 
public speech, addressed the committee at considerable length. He said that he di<l 
not come as a land-speculator. He said: "I am instructed to give you full justice; you 
shall have the full valne of your lands." On that they took the matter into considera-
tion, and, after several days negotiating, they concluded to make the treaty; and they 
did make it. 
Q. I understand that there was some bad feeling, r<'aching even to a threatened rup-
ture, at the time of the making of the treaty, and following the signing Qf the treaty, 
on the same day. Do you know anything about that ?-A. I recollect a good many 
very severe speeches being made on the ground in opposition to the treaty. I recollect 
one man particularly, Robert Folsom, who was very much opposed to it, and very much 
excited; and Col_onel Folsom, the chief, being a relative of his, was called upon to quiet 
him ~tlHL several others. The treaty then was postponed for a clay or two, until things 
could be quieted. There was great opposition for some time to signing the treaty. 
Q. The lands which yon speak of, and which they were opposed to selling, were lauds 
lying in Mississippi 1-A. Yes, sir, in Mississippi and portions of them, in Alabama. 
Q. And the home in the West, of which General Eaton spoke, was the lands you now 
own here ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. These lands having been secured under a former treaty ?-A. Yes, sir; the treaty 
of Dokes Stand, in ltl20. 
Q. The treaty of Dokes Stand provides for selling to the Choctaws a section of coun-
try described in it, including what yotl haYe here, and speaks of it as being in part con-
sideration of the lands in Mississippi, which you transferred to the Fnite1l States. The 
treaty of 1830 makes provisions for other transfers of land.,, of which yon . have Jnst 
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spoken, and also declares the lands here to be in consideration of that treaty. Ca.n 
you explain how that is ~-A. I do not know that I can; but it was a mere repetition. 
I know that the boundaries of this country bad been repeated and rehearsed at Wash-
ington City in 1825. I had a cousin, Mr. McDonald, who was on the committee which 
was at Washington negotiating that treaty of 1825. He wrote a few lines, and sent 
it on as an amendment to the treaty, seeking to extend the western boundary to 
the boundary agreed upon under the treaty of 1825. I did not understand that it 
was in consideration of that country, because we had procured that as against a very 
large scope of this miserable country. It was embraced in that portion which was 
exchanged for this country, and we had to move up to the remaining sections. The 
section where the city of Jackson is now located was embraced in that country which 
was exchanged for this by the treaty of 1820. 
Q. Then what was the consideration for the treaty of 1830 ~-A. The consideration 
appeared to be that the United States agreed to pay $20,000 a year for twenty years; 
and it was supposed the Indians were so much averse to moving vVest that probably 
one-half the nation would take reservations in Mississippi and remain there. That 
was to be considered as a part consideration. 'Ve understood that, after all these 
expenses and reservations were deducted, if there was anything remaining, th1i Indians 
·were to have the benefit of it. That was the effect of the speech which General Eaton 
made to us, when he said that he ,did not come as a land-speculator, and that we should 
have the full benefit of our lands. There were certain classes of reservations to be 
granted. Three hundred and fifty reservations were to be allowed to those who culti-
vated from two to five acrcs-ofland: four hundred reservations to those who cultivated 
between ten and twenty acres, and so on. But these classes never were filled up. Theu 
there was n stipulation in that treaty that those \Villing to take reservations and to 
become citizem-J of the United States, (which they could do by remaining five years·,) 
could signi{v their intention to do so tQ the United States agent. A good many of 
them failed to do that; and, besides, they were influenced to leave. I recollect that 
Colonel Ward, who was then the agent, told them that there was no probability of the 
Government ever giving them a title to lands in Mississippi; that the object was to get 
them out of the State; and that the best way for them was to leave. Toward the lat-
ter part of the tLree y-ears allowed for emigration, the emigration from the States began 
to pour in, and to oppress the Indians very much, so as to make it impossible for them 
to remain. The Indians never embraced the opportunity of taking these reservations. 
Very few remained, and, hence, that part of the consideration failed. 
Q. What have your people received in lieu of that part of the consideration ?-A. 
We have not received anything. 
Q. Is that the basis of the net-proceeds claim ~-A. That is one of the bases. An-
other basis is that the Indians sustained great losses in emigrating to this country. · A 
great many of them started with ponies, some with their cattle, and some with their 
wagons and oxen; and they lost a great many of them. I recollect that I was ap-
pointed a snb-agent to conduct a horse comp:my through a Mississippi swamp in the 
winter of 1831, which was the severest winter I ever saw. Nearly every pony that we 
started with died in the swamp from want of forage, &c. The Indians sustained 
losses in tLis way, and they had left their improvements, for which they got no com-
pensation. Three years were allowed for them to emigrate, and when that time ex-
pired they had to go. A great many of them were unable to collect their cattle and 
hogs, or to dispose of their improvements, but just had to leave everything. When 
they came to this country they were constantly making complaints to the Government, 
and a;;king to be allowed for their losses. I was frequently a .member of the general 
council-almost every year. I commenced in 1834. There were petitions coming in all 
the time to the CQuncil, asking for the appointment of delegates to go on to ·washing-
ton to procure compensation for those losses. Finally the council appointed a dele-
gation, which they now call the "old delegation," to go on to Washington and 'bring 
those claims before the Government. The clelegation went to Washington, and after 
two or three years' work, the Government took the matter into consideration, an(l 
finally agreed to refer tLese claims to the Senate of the United States, for the Senate 
to say " ' hether the Indians were entitled to anything for these losses and for tLe reser-
vations which they bad fa,iled to receive. That was the first time that our delegates 
were ever able to get the thing before the notice of the Government. The Senate 
agreed to award the net proceeds of the land, if that would satisfy them. This was 
accepted, and that constitutes the net-proceeds claim. 
Q. If the money arising out of the net-proceeds claim was paid to the Choctaw na-
tion, would it belong to the claimants, or to the nation proper~-A. It belongs to the 
claimants. It was intended to belong to the individual claimants. My understanding 
of the matter is, tbat it was like some other claims which I know of-for instance, the 
orphan claim. It has been a long time since that treaty was made, and a great many 
of the claimants are dead and gone. Of course this would leave a great surplus, and 
whatever remained ought to be considered a national fund. But first this money was 
designed to pay those individual claimants for their losses. 
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Q. Have these claims ever been estimated, and put in form on your books ?-A. I 
think not. They commenced once or twice to do that, but for some cause-the death 
of some of the commissioners, &c.-the matter was never carried out, until the council 
in March last attempted to put that thing in motion. We know very well that these 
people never can get anything until the amounts are ascertained. I do not consider 
that the nation can get a dollar uutil every individual claimant is paid. 
• Q. Was the estimate proposed by your people to the Senate on the basis of the losses 
which those parties bad sustained, or was it on the basis of the value of the lands 
which they left ?-A. It was on the basis of the value of the land. 
Q. The subject-matter, I believe, was submitted in language in the treaty ?-A. Yes. 
Q. The treaty staten the questions which the Senate was to pass upon ?-A. Yes., 
that is the basis of tbil:l claim ; and I have always thought that it was a just one, in 
connection with the speech which was made to us by G:3ueral Ea.ton. 
Q. Could you speak and understand the English language at the time of the treaty? 
-A. Yes, sir; ever since I could speak a word I coulrl speak both languages. 
Q. What other persons were present at the making of that treaty, who are now liv-
ing, who could speak the English language and understand it at the time ?-A. Mr. 
Forbes Le Flore was present, and Mr. Cochinauer, who is quite an elderly man now. 
Colonel Pit.chlynn was another. There are very few living. 
Q. You spoke of the old delegation; do yon recollect their names ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Colonel Pitcblynn, Colonel Israel Folsom, who is now dead, Dixon H. LewiA, who is 
also now dead, and Samnel Garland. I think Colonel Peter Polsom took Dixon H. 
Lewis's place at his death. 
Q. \Vas that delegation to receive any compensation for their services in prosecuting 
that claim against the United States ~-A. Yes, sir. My understanding was that they 
were to receive 20 per cent. on all which might be recovered. 
Q. '¥ere they authorized to employ counsel ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know whether they did employ counsel ?-A. I have understood that they 
did. 
Q. Did you understand whom they employed ?-A. I uni!erstood that they employed 
a gentleman named Cochrane, aud, probably, Mr. Albert Pike. 
Q. Do you recollect what per cent. the attorneys w re to get ?-A. I understood they 
were to get 30 per cent. 
Q. That, with what the delegates were to get, would make 50 per cent. ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know how much, if any, of this net-proceeds claim has bPPn appropriated 
and paid by the United States ?-A. I understand that there was $250,000 appropriate(l 
and paid. 
Q. Do you know to whom it was paid ?-A. I cannot say that I do know, only from 
what I have heard and understood in the public council of the nation. The delt>gates, 
I understood. received a portion. In fact, I saw them bring some of the money home. 
I was on a committee that examined into that case. But what amounts the attorneys 
have received I am unable to state. 
Q. To whom was the $250,000 paid by the United States ?-A. Part of it was paid to 
the delegates. When the money was appropriated, the Choctaws were in great distress 
for the want of corn, and. I think that a great portion of the money was turned over 
to General Cooper to purchase corn in the Western States. 
Q. Have you any knowledge, as committee-man or otherwise, as to wl1at disposition 
General Cooper made of the amonnt of money which be received to buy corn with ?-A. 
I have not. I understood that there was some corn purchased, but it never came to 
this part of the nation. 1'hAre was probably a small steamboat loaded with corn which 
came up to near Fort Smith, in a damaged condition, anrl it was thrown away. I under-
stood that Cooper received $135,000 to buy this corn with. 
Q. Do you know bow be accounted to the nation for that $135,000 f-A. I do not. 
Q. Where can the committee get that information ?-A. I am unable to inform you. 
Q. How much money did tlle delegation bring to the nation f-A. I do not recollect 
the amount exactly. There was $35,000 left, I think, in Saint Louis, and it was after-
ward sold to a man na.ned Johnson, in Memphis, and probably to one of the partners 
of Leah mao & Co. for confederate money. 
Q. Do yon know who made that sale Y-A. I have understood that it was made by 
Colonel Pitchlynn and Jndg-e Garland. 
Q. From whom did you get this information ?-A. From a gentleman 1i ving in Paris, 
Texas-Mr. 0. P. Stark. He is a preacher, and is teaching a large female school there. 
He gave me that information last. May. 
Q. Do you know how much confederate money the delegation got for that $35,000 ?-
A. I do not. 
Q. Do you know what was ilone with the confeilerate money f-A. I ito not. 
Q. Do yon know anything about a conple of missionariPs going on to the North, and 
lifting a part of that money ~-A. Yes, sir; this same gentleman, Mr. Stark, was one of 
them. 
Q. Do you know how much they lifted, and where they_lifttd it ?-A. I cannot say 
H. Rep. 98-39. 
' .. 
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positively where they did get it. But they were engaged to go on and get this money, 
for which they were to receive, I think, 20 per cent. They brought part of it on-that 
part which the delegation had received. 
Q. I thought I understood you that the delegation had received this $35,000 that was 
left at Saint Louis f-A. They got that afterward. These missionaries could not get 
it at Saint Louis. It was in some kind of drafts which they could not negotiate, and 
they left it there. 
Q. Then the money at Saint Louis was in the hands of the United States Government 
until sold by Pitchlynn ?-A. Yes, sir. I never knew exactly the amount that was left 
at Saint Louis until last May, when I was conversing with Mr. St.ark, and he told me 
that it was $35,000. 
Q. Was there a report made by the committee that examined into this corn matter-
this Cooper transaction ?-A. I have understood that there was. 
Q. Did I understand you that you were one of that committee ?-A. No, sir. I was 
on the committee that awarded these missionaries their percentage. 
Q. Do you recollect who were on the committee investigating the Cooper matted-
A. · No, sir ; I was not in the council at the time. It striket'! me that I have understood 
that Mr. Dwight was one of them. 
Q. Do you know anything in regard to any further appropriation by the United 
States t.han the $250,000 ?-A. Nothing more than what 1 have heard-that Congress 
appropriated $250,000 more within the last year or two. I think there was prohably 
$500,000 appropriated' at first, and that a part was kept back in bonds by the Treasury 
of the United States, which bonds have not been delivered. 
Q. Do you understand that the contract between the Choctaw Nation and the old 
delegation, and their contract with the attorneys, making together 50 per cent., would 
apply to that $250,000 that was paid in money and would also cover the bonds held by 
the United States ~-A. My understanding was that they were to divide this money 
as it was collected. 
By Mr. SMITH: 
Q. I understand you to say that the delegation received their money through these 
two missionaries ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that they were paid 20 per cent. for their connection with the tram:action on 
the amount due belonging to the delegation ?-Yes, sir. 
Q. That is, 20 per cent. on the 20 per cent.¥-A. Yes, sir. I am not very certain 
whether it was 20 or 25 per cent. that the missionaries were to receive. 
Q. Then the 20 per cent. on the first $250,000 was not paid directly to the delegation, 
but was collected and paid over through these two missionaries ?-A. Yes. 
Q. For which they were to receive 20 per cent. on the amount?-A.. Yes, sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. That is, on that part which Cooper did not lift ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know whether the nation settled with the whole delegation at 20 percent. 
for the $250,000 ?-A. I think they made a settlement at that rate. 
Q. Do J ' OU know whether the old delegation has received itt'! 20 per cent. on those 
bonds ?-A. I do not think they have. 
Q. Do you know whether the counsel employed by the old delegation, Mr. Cochrane 
and his friends, received their 30 per cent. on the :first $250,000 ?-A. I do not know 
whether they received it or not. 
Q. Do you know whether Mr. Cooper was acting as counsel with Mr. Cochrane at 
that time ?-A. I do not know. 
Q. Do you know the amount which the Senate awarded as being due to the Choc-
taw Nation for the net proceeds ?-A. I cannot say positively. I think the net pro-
ceeds amounted to between $2,000,000 and $3,000,0UO. 
Q. Do you recollect in what year the Seuate made its award ?-A. I think in 1859. 
By Mr. BURDETT: 
- Q. What is the feeling of your people, so far as you know, on the subject now some-
what agitated, of changing your organization here, aud making it territorial, or some-
thing of that sort ?-A. The great majority are opposed to it. 
Q. So far as you are informed, what is the basis of .their objection, and how does the 
question seem to strike the minds of the people ?-A. One objection is, that they think 
they will lose their nationality. The next objection is, that they think it is the first 
step toward admitting emigration into their country, which would result in driving 
them out of the country. They frequently speak of what bas taken place in Kansas, 
and elsewhere, where emigration has been let into the Indian count.ry. They say that 
in such cases the Indians are imposed upon, and are soon driven out; that they cannot 
stand tbe operation of the white man's law, and have to abandon their homes; and 
they think it would result in that way with them. . 
Q. They feel, then, that they are not competent to compete on equal terms with the 
white mau, for the possession of property, and in general progress f-A. Yes, sir; they-
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do not feel that they are able to compete with-the white man, and especially when he 
(JOIDes in with his whisky-shops. The Indians know that they would be liable to be 
imposed upon, and swin<lled out of their lands and property, and that they would have 
to abandon their claims. 
Q. What is the feeling among your people, taking them as a whole, in reference to a 
division of the land; in other wor<ls, in reference to an :1bandonment of the custom of 
holding in common, and to adopting the custom of holding in severalty ?-A. The ma-
jority of them are opposed to the change. 
Q. Can sou give the reasons which seem to operate on their minds in that respect, 
jf they have any definite reasons ?-A. They think that if th1s public domain is indi-
vidualized, and each man gets his own land, he would be at liberty to sell it. They 
are most of them improvident, and they would. sell themselves out, and be left without 
homes. 
Q. What is your opinion, and the opinion of your most intelligent people, as to the 
-effect, for good or evil, ou the progress of the individual Indian of this system ot hold-
ing in common t-A. So far as I am concerned (and it is the case of a good many sit-
uated as I am) it would be to the advantage of the Indian to have his land in sev-
eralty; but they cannot see it in that light, and I have never advocated anything of 
that sort for the sake of my individual desire. I find the great majority opposed to it. 
They think they would soon be left without homes, and that they would thus lose 
their nationalit.y. 
Q. What is the fact, so far as the great body of your people is concerned, as to the 
amount of property they have gathered to themoelves; have they accumulated gen-
erally more than sufficient for their present sustenance and their present wants t-A. 
No, str; I do not think they have accumulated any large amount of properby, 
Q. Does there seem to be among them generally any disposition to gather wealth for 
the sake of wealth ?-A. There are some few, but very few, who ltave enterprise of that 
sort. 
Q. Do you account for that Jack of disposition as growing out of the system of com-
mon-holding, or do you think it is the nature of the Indian anyhow f-A. 1 think it is, 
in a great measure, the disposition of the Indian, and I think that the holding of the 
lands in common has th:tt e:ff~ct, too. 
Q. Some, to whom we have talked on this subject of a change of organization, have 
suggested that there would be less objection to it if you could come at once as a State, 
under such terms as wonld enable you to control your own affairs in the disposition of 
lands, as well as in other tltiugs. What is your view on that subject V-A. I hardly 
think that we are sufficiently a<lvanced to come in as a State. Of course, if we became 
a Territory, the Indians could not retain their nationality. So far as individualizing 
the land is concerned, if the land could be divided among them, and if each Indian 
were secured a homest.ea.d of 160 acres, and then, if there was afterward a division 
among them of the balance of the public domain, I believe they would be more satis-
fied with that than with the proposed. system of the United States selling the surplus 
domain. If that propo~ition were made them, I do not know but that they would ac-
cept it. 
Q. I suppose that you, with your intelligence on this subject, understand the dan-
gers arising from the pressure of settlement all about yon '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Antl I suppose the intelligent people among yon who have traveled out and seen 
the world. are beginning to look at the coming necessity of providing against those 
dangers in some way 1-A. Yes. sir, I have always thought that if this thing were forced 
upon them, some of onr friends at vVashington, such as General Shanks anrl. others, ought 
to insert something for our protection-something similar to the system adopted in the 
South, during the war, for the protection of the freedmen-something like what they 
call the Freedmen's Bureau. I tllink that if this thing is forced upon us, something 
of that sort should be established; some bnrean for tlle protection of the Indians in 
the Indian country. The United States stanrl. plerlgerl. by all the treaties to protect 
the Indians, and they cannot well do so at Washington, so far from the Indians. I 
have noticed the happ,v effect of that .E'reedmen's Bureau system iu the Southern 
States. In Texas, directly after the war, such a thing as a white man sitting side by 
side with a negro on a public coach, or walking up to the ballot-box with him, would 
never be seen. The white man w, ulcl rather shoot him than otherwise. But five or 
six years of this Freedmen's Burean system has s noot.hed it all down. I have been 
in court there, and have seen the white man and the negro sitting iu the j m·y-box 
side by side as friends. Tb is ~:~bows what can be done; and I have often thought that 
if this territorial system is forced upon the Iuuians, something of that sort should be 
adopted., at least for a term of years. I believe that, until a bet.ter class of white men 
came in, the Indians would be able iu this way, probably, to hold their own. 
Q. Do you think that if you coulu so manage iii as that you could choose, out of the 
whites, who should be your neighbors, and by that means get a good class of white 
people in to farm your lands, and to carry on trades, their association would be good 
for the Indtans f-A. Yes, sir; I ha\·e no doubt of it. The white man aud the Indian 
•. ·. 
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would live as neighbors, side by side, build their school-houses and churches and meet 
at those places; and, in the eonrse of time, these apparent prejudices would be removed 
and I think that they would become one people. But, there is the difficulty. You saw 
the case in Kansas where the Shawnees took a reservation and thought they could be-
come citizens; but they were soon driven out and imposed upon by thew bite settlers. 
Bad men, with their whisky-shops, generally run ahead. The Indians could not bear 
the pressure, and finally bad to leave. 
Q. What is the feeling of your people-not referring to the more intelligent of them, 
but to the common people-in reference to the exteusion of railroads into the Terri-
tory-do they look upon them with apprehension or otherwise ¥-A. I do not think that 
they have any fears about the railroads. However, ever since I was a boy, the treaties 
have provided that military roads might be cut through the nation. I recollect one or 
two military roads being lmilt-onefi·om New Orleans through the Choctaw and Chick-
asaw Nations, and one from Tennessee and Kentucky. General Jackson's troops, after 
the battle of New Orleans, marched through here. For many years my parents lived 
on the road, and the road was crowded with travelers, and there never was any objec-
tion. That bas familiarized the Indians with this thing, The railroad is a different 
system of travel, but then the Indians do not. seem to 1·egard it much. They do not 
know that it will be of much benefit to them: but they do. not ouject to it. 
Q. What is your view as to the effect of the railroads upon the progress or otherwise 
of your people? Do you think they will be an inducement to indm,try ?-A. I think 
they will, so far as their influence goes. They understand also, that it is a matter of 
necessity that these railroads should be bnilt through their country. I have frequently 
told them that Major Cooley said to me at Washington, ''We are bound to have railroads 
through your country. This war, which we have just passed through, has taught us 
the importance of having these roads. With railroads we can easily transport men 
and muuitions of war from one part of the country to another, and ue able to sustain 
ourselves; Lut without them we have to depend upon wagons aud upou land-travel. 
So that we are bound to have those roads." l have often told them that, and they have 
seemed to look upon the railroad as nothing more than the old-time military roads which 
used to pass thro11gh the country. The raih oad is necessary, and they do not object to it. 
Q. You EOpeak ot your people as recognizing the necessity of railroads as methods of 
governmental transportation; do yon think, however, that the other question, as to 
the benefit of the railroads to themselves in enabling them to sell their little surplus~ 
has occmTed to them? Do you think they appreciate that fact ?-A. Yes, sir; I think 
that. they see the importance of that point. 
Q. Were you a bolder of slaves uefore the war?-A. Yes. 
Q. How many slaves bad you ?-A. I suppose that between old and young, big and 
little, I bud from 250 to 300 head. 
Q. Since the war have sou been in contact with them so as to know what their 
present feelings are, and w bat their preseut progress is ?-A. Yes, sir; pretty much. 
Thm:e whom I used to own are pretty much on my plantations. The)' are very well 
satidied in the nation. There have been some evil-dispoRed white men through the 
country, who have been harassing them a good deal, getting them to sign petitions 
asking to be removed, holding out false promises, and getting them to sign papers 
which they never m1derstood. They are a good deal dissatisfied at present. 
Q. Do you mean that they :ue diEsatisfied with remaining here, or with having 
signed these papers ~-A. Dissatisfied with having signed those papers. 
Q, When left to themselves are they satisfied to remain where they are f-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. What is the feeling between the Indians and the negroes? Is it one of kindli-
ness or otherwise ~-A. The Indians treat them very kindly. I do not know bow it 
would be, though, if the negroes were left without any protection. It is understood 
that the negro is under the protection of the United States; hence the Indians very 
seldom molest tbem. 
Q. Do you think that if, by any arrangement, the colored people should come under 
the full jmjsdiction of the Indian law, there would ue any danger that the Indians. 
would then treat them unkindly, or would be disposed to harass them ?-A. I would 
be a lit1le a:fraid they would oppre&s thtm. • 
Q. Is there any disposition :mt011g the negroes here to benefit their condition by in-
c1ustiy ~-A. Yes sir; quite a Dl1D1Ler of tlwm aJe doing well. 
Q. What is 1l1e feeling, as 1 ode~ iring schools for their children ?-A. I think most of 
them de~he it, lmt tht>~· do not E'f' {ID to be di~poFed to make much effort themselves. 
They tliiiJk tbat the United States or H me other power ought to establish schools 
among 1L( m. I ba\e a ~ocd ma11y coload mtn on my plaittation, who share in the 
crops tl1at. they make. F1equentls they will a~k me to st>ll their portion of tl1e cotton. 
I do Fo, and l get rettuns and pay them the mont'y, a11d I have frequently advised them 
in this" ay: •· Now you have plenty of n tont>y; if~ on want to educate your children, 
lJUt up a bthool-house, and I" ill get a teacher and have your cllildren educated." But 
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they have seldom taken my advice. They say that they need their money and do not 
want to apply it in that way. 
Q. They appreciate the benefits of education, but do not care to spend their money 
on it ¥-A. That is it. 
Q. Do you understand the situation of this $300,000 arising out of the sale of the 
leased lands f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You spoke of several white men who had been about among the negroes, getting 
them to sign papers; have you any objection to stating who they are 1-A. No sir. A 
man named Finn went through the nation, and bad a justice of the peace from Arkan-
sas to go through with him, who certified that the negroes signed the papers under-
standingly and voluntarily. 
Q. Do you know the contents of that paper generally T-A. It was a petition to be 
removed beyond the limits of the Indian countr.v, and to be placed somewhere where 
they could be under the protection of the United States. That petition went to Con-
gress, and was printed, and came back to our council last March. I have understood 
that Congress took some action upon it. 
Q. Did the negroes who signed that petition understand fully its import ?-A. Those 
whom I have conversed with say they did not understand it. I have an agent on my 
plantation, a very intelligent man, who has told me he beard the paper read, before 
these freedmen on the plantation signed it, and that this was not the same paper at 
2ll. The negroes say that they petitioned to remain where they are, but to be under 
protection of the United States, and to have their home guaranteed to them in the In-
dian country. They say that that was the kind of a proposition that the man Finn 
made to them; and he got them to sign the other paper. 
Q. Di1l the paper that you refer to h~ve reference to the $300,000 ?-A. Yes; that 
that money is to be paid to them, and that they are to be removed beyond the limits 
of the nation. They purport to ask for that in the paper, and state that they appoint 
this man Finn as their agent and attorney to attend to it. What pay they promised 
them, of course I do not know. He bad a justice of the peace going through the 
nation with him, a man by the name of John McLean. I know him very well. He 
certified at the foot of the paper that the colored people and freedmen had signed this 
paper knowingly and understandingly. The negroes say they never understood it in 
that way; and this agent of mine, a white mao, says that that is not the paper that 
he beard rea<l. His name is William Hale. He died a few weeks ago. 
Q. Do you know the residence of that .in~til'e of the peace T-A. He lives in Little 
River County, in Arkansas, near Rocky Comfort. 
Q. Is that l!'inn's residence ¥-A. It purports to be, but I understand he is in Wash-
ington most of the time. He is a sort of Arkansas lawyer, who has been going through 
the country. I think I saw an account, recently, of his having formed a partnership 
in trade, in the Creek or Cherokee country, with a man named Hoar. 
By the CrrAIRM"A:N: 
Q. Were you one of the delegates appointed by the Choctaw Nation to make a treaty 
with the United States in 1866 f-A. I was. 
Q. Did you employ counsel in making that treaty?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What counsel did you employT-A. A Mr. John H. B. Latrobe, of Baltimore. 
Q. Were you present when he was employed ?-A. No, sir; I was in Washington 
City, and I think he was employed in Baltimore. My co-delegates went to Baltimore, 
and, when they returned to Washington, they told me that they bad spoken to Mr. 
Latrobe, and that he was a very smtable man. They asked my assent to employ him, 
and I gave my assent. 
Q. Did the Chickasaw delegation employ the same man ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know who introduced the delegation to Latrobe '-A. I do not. 
Q. Do you know how much fees were to be paid to Latrobe for his services ?-A. I 
do not. 
Q. Was there no contract between the delegation and Latrobe as to the amount 
that he was to receive for his services as counsel ?-A. I do not recollect any sum being 
agreed upon. 
Q. Do ,you know how much was paid ?-A. Nothing more than what I have heard 
since, and seen in public documents. I left Washington long before the treaty was 
made, and came home, and I knew nothing of what was paid except what I have heard 
since. 
Q. How much have you learned was paid ?-A. I understood there was $100 000 paid. 
Q. Have yon learned whether all of it was paid to Latrobe '?-A. My understanding 
is, that half of it was paid to the delegates, and the other half was paid to Latrobe 
. and his partners or his co-attorneys. 
Q. Yon learned that one-half was paid to the delegates-do you mean to the Choc-
taw delegates who made the treaty, and who employed Latrobe ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know in what proportion it was paid to the delegates ?-A. I do not. 
Q. vVho was the secretary of the delegation in making the treaty ?-A. I believe it 
was Campbell LeFlore. 
If 
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Q. Do you know whether he got any portion of the $50,000 ~-A. I do not. 
Q. Was there an agreement with Mr. Latrobe that the money should be divided in 
that way-one-half of it to him and his co-counsel, and the other half to the delega-
tion ~-A. There was no particular understanding with Mr. Latrobe himself, that I 
know of. I suppose it was made with General Cooper, who was representing Mr. La-
trobe. 
Q. You were acting as chairman of the delegation !-A. Yes, sir. General Cooper 
approached me and askeil. me to name the matter to the delPgates. I told them what 
General Cooper bad proposed. I never knew whether tbey accepted of it or not. A 
few days afterward I came south, leaving the delegation behind me. 
Q. What delegates were present when you made that explanation to them ?-A. Mr. 
Page, and Mr. Reilly, and Mr. Wade. Mr. Wright had gone north on a visit, I think, 
at the time. 
Q. Were the Chickasaw delegates present wh0n that statement was made ~-A. They 
were at tbe same hotel, bnt we had no communication with them at all. But I recol-
lect that the Chickasaw delegates agreed with the Cboctaw delegates to employ Mr. 
Latrobe. I think that tbe importance of employing Mr. Latrobe was brought to the 
notice of the Choctaw delegation by the Chickasaws, in the presence of General 
Cooper. 
Q. Have you learned from those delegates whether they received any portion of that 
money; and, if so, how much ?-A. I have not. ·when I lt'ft Washington I had notre-
ceived my compeDsation for my services, and could not until t be treaty was concluded. 
I bad to leave on account of some cot.ton troubles that I had; and, besides, I was dis-
gusted with the proposition General Cooper bad ma.de; and I concluded that my best 
plan was to leave. I then mentioned to Governor Wright, who was the treasurer of 
the nation, that if there was anything allowed to me for my services by t.be nation, 
for mileage and expenses, he was to bring It home to me. I came home, and never 
heard anything more about it. I never heard from Mr. Wright until just before the 
December following, when he mentioned to me that he had received some money for 
me from the nation, but had turned it over to Colonel Pitcblynn. That was the encl 
of it. I never got a cent of the money from any quarter-not even what was due me 
by the Choctaw Nation for my services as a delegate. 
Q. What were you to receive as delegate from the Choctaw Nation ~-A. I think it 
was $3 a day and mileage that we were to re(~eive. 
Q. Had you authorized Mr. Pitchlynn to receive any money for you ~--A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you conversed with Mr. Pitch lynn about it ~-A. Yes, sir; he said that be 
had received some money from Governor Wright, as treasurer of the nation. I think 
he said that Wright bad turned over $10,000 to him, but that he did not receive it as 
money belonging to me; that he received it as an advance on those net proceeds;. 
that be was short of funds, and received it as an advance on that account; and that 
Mr. Wright had credited the nation with that amount. 
Q. Mr. Pitchlynn informed you that he understood that Mr. Wright bad l1redited the 
nation with the money advanced to him as one of the old delegates ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you bad any conversation with Mr. Wright on the same subject ?-A. I 
have not. 
Q. Did Mr. Pitcblynn inform you that he had received your per diem and traveling 
expenses '?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That be had received that also ~-A. Yes, sir; he bad received that with the 
other. I did not know what it was; I never inquired; I never knew what was the 
·amount until Governor Wright made a statement to me, and when I saw Colonel 
Pitchlynn last fall at tbe council here, we talked the matter over, and he said be was 
willing to refund me what be bad received that was coming t.o me from the nation, 
and wllich was some $3,800 or $2,800. I told him that if he bad a mind to pay it it 
was all right; but I never received a dollar of it from Colonel Pitchlynn or from the 
nation. 
Q. Do I understand you that Mr. Wright did not tell you an:ything about having left 
$10,000 with Pitchlynn ~-A. He mail.e a statement of that, but I never asked him what 
fund it was from, and I never heard from Mr. Pitchlynn on the subject till last fall, 
when we talked it over. Be said be never received any of my money, unlt>ss this was 
it. He said that Mr. Wright turned over $10,000 to him, and he remarked that he had 
given the nation credit for that amount. 
Q. That Pitchlynn bad, or that Wright had ~-A. That Wright bad. Pitchlynu 
said tbat it was an advance made to him on his commission on these net proceeds, ancl 
that that, with what he had received in 1861, out of the $250,000, was all that he had 
had to live on since the war. That is what be told me. 
Q. Did Pitehlynn claim that the nation was still indebted to him for services in the 
matter of the net-proceeds claim ~-A. That was my understanding. This conversation 
was last fall, when they made an attempt to hold a council and failed. Then thero 
was a called session in March. 
Q. Then yon were not present when the memorandum or contract was-drawn be-
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tween Latrobe and the Choctaw delegates f-A. I never knew of any contract with 
Mr. Latrobe, only with General Cooper; but I understood him to make it for Latrobe. 
Q. Was the contract of May, 1H66, employing Latrobe as counsel, signed by the dele-
gates f-A. I was not there; I left there in April. 
Q. Your name does not appear on the cont.ract.-A. No, sir; I left ·washington early 
in April; bnt it is my understanding, and the understanding of the whole nation, that 
that contract with Latrobe never was approved by the Choctaw council, or by the 
Choctaw aut.horities. They approved of the treaty, which shows for itself, but the 
contract with Latrobe was disapproved of. I have heard two or three members of the 
council (William Pitchlynn for one) say they would take their oath it had never been 
approved of. 
Q. Where wonlll the records be that would determine the action of the council at 
that time ?-A. They would be on the journal at Armstrong Academy. 
Q. Are the records there, or has the secretary tlw records with him ?-A. The secre-
tary generally has them; they ought to be in the archives at Armstrong Academy, 
but the secretary does not live there, and be generally keeps them. 
Q. Do you know whether there wonld be any entries on record showing that the 
contraJt was passed upon at that time ~-A. I do not thiuk there are. My reason for 
so thin king is, that during the last council, after we had reported that the contract 
had never been approved by the national authorities, Governor Wright came into my 
room and said that it had been approved. I said that the council had not confirmecl 
this contract; that it ha1l approveu of the treaty, but that that was another matter-
that a treaty with the United States was one thing, and a private contract with attor-
neys another thing. He could not ::>how that the council had approved such a contract. 
He talked wild and left the room. I took it for granted from that, that there was 
nothing to show. 
Q. Was the <.lelegation authorized to employ attorneys ?-A. I do not think they 
were. 
Q. Had yon instructions from your council as to the authority given to the dele-
gates ?-A. Yes, sir; we had some secret inst.rnctions. One that I recollect was that 
we sbonld be very particular not to part with any of our public lands. We were told 
to let the money go, rather than to cede away any of the lands. I do not recollect any 
authority for making contracts, and there could not be any, because when we left the 
nation we were not aware (at least I was not) that there was any such plea, as that 
our funds bad been confiscated. The first I heard of that was at Washington. General 
Cooper came to me and said,'' In consequence of your participation in this war, your 
money bas all been confiscated. It is gone. Mr. Latrobe, who is a strong Union man 
and a goo<.llawyer, and a man of influence at \Vashington, thinks that he can recover 
your funds. If yon will employ him, he can recover them." \Ve consulted on the sub-
ject for some time. Cooper said that Latrobe would charge one-half on the amount 
recovered. I recollect making the remark myself that if onr moneys were all confis-
cated, and if they could be recovered through the influence of Latrobe, that half a loaf 
was better than no bread, and that perhaps we bad better agree to it. But, although 
we entered into that contract, the council never approvetl of it, and I supposed that 
the whole matter fdl to the ground. 
Q. It was Mr. Cooper who explained the character of Latrobe to yon as being a 
Union man, a good lawyer, &c. ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did yon then meet with Latrobe ?-A. Yes, Hir; he had come to \Vashington. 
Q. To meet the delegation ?-A. I think he came with the delegation. They went 
to Baltimore and saw him while I remained in ·washington; and the first time that I 
heard anything about Mr. Latrobe he was in Washington with them, and I understood 
that they ha<l entered into all this agreement at Baltimore, before they came to ·wash-
ington. They merely named it to me, I suppose, afterwards. 
Q. Was Mr. Wright with them at Baltimore f-A. Yes, sir; all the delegat~s except 
myself. I bad gone to Washington before the others, by the way of Little Rock, the 
others went l.Jy l!...,ort Smith. I had some business in Wisconsin, and I attended to it, 
and then came to Washington. I was at Washington two or three weeks before the 
others came on. They went round by Baltimore, and we met at Washington. 
Q. Do you understand that that contract of 50 per cent. with Mr. Latrobe includes 
the back annuities ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Please state what you understood by back annuities, in connection with that 
treaty of 1866.-A. My understanding was that it was ::;orne of those annuities which 
we used to receive under the treaty of 1830. There was a large amount of funds in 
the hands of the Government due to orphans of the nation-some hundre<.l or more 
orphans. Then there were moneys due for educating forty youths. All these moneys 
bad accumulated, and were in the hands of the Government when the war com-
menct>d. 
Q. Did it have reference to the moneys withheld on account of differences between 
the Uuited States and the Choctaw nation during the war-the annual payments, &c. 
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that were withheld ~-A. Yes sir; that was the money which they told us was confis-
cated and lost. 
Q. And the payment of that was provided for in the treaty of 1866 ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then if Mr. Latrobe got 50 per cent. for collecting these items, having been 
already paid for making the treaty, be would be paid twice for the same service T-
Yes, sir. This fee for making the treaty I kuew nothing at all about. It was an after-
arrangement, for there was no stipulated sum agreed upon when I left Washington 
in April. This contract was signed and entered into in May. 
Q. The treaty is dated in April ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In the conversations that you bad, relating to the 50 per cent., did that commis· 
sion apply to the amount to be recovered from the sale of the leased lands 1-A. That 
was not specially mentioned. 
Q. It is mentioned in the written memorandum of contract ?-A. I did not see that. 
Q. Had the points of the treaty, vi'bich were in controversy between the United 
Sta.tes and your delega.tion, been passed upon before you left ·washington ¥-A. They 
were drawn up and pretty nearly completed when I left. We bad read them over 
several times. 
Q. Was the treaty as made, the same as it was when you left 'Vasbington 1-A. 
Pretty much. 
Q. Is that subject of the leased lands-allowing three hundred thousand dollars for 
them-the same as it was agreed upon before you left ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I want to ascertain whether the treaty, as finally consummated, is the same as 
the terms agreed upon before you left.-A. Y cs, sir ; that part of it is the same. 
Q. Was there any material change after you left f-A. I do not recollect any mate-
rial change in the treaty. 
Q. Was there very much difference between your delegation and the United States 
authorities on the subject of the treaty at any time ¥-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. \Vas there any very great service required on the part of counsel, to secure the 
treaty as it was made ?-A. No, sir, I do not consider that there was any. In fact, the 
treaty was not submitted to tbe authorities at Washington when I left. It was just 
drawn up and read to tbe delegates several times, and we offered amendments. I left 
Washington early in April, and I do not think that it had been submitted. to the Gov-
ernment when I left. 
Q. The treaty is dated 28th April ~-A. I think it was somewhere about the 8th or 
lOth of April that I left. 
Q. Then if there was much difficulty in getting the United States authorities to 
agree to the treaty, it must have been between the lOth and the 28th of April ?-A. Yes, 
sir. I do not think there was much difficulty ; I never heard. of any. 
Q. Were you present at Fort Smith when the first attempt was made to agree upon 
the treaty f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In what does the treaty, as made, differ materially from the proposition made by 
the United States authorities at Port Smith ?-A. I do not think there is any very 
material difference, except as to allowing the freedmen 40 acres of land each. That 
was inserted. in the treaty, but was not agreed upon at Fort Smith. 
Q. And that is conditional as to their removal ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What do you think the services of Mr. Latrobe were worth, in assisting to make 
that treaty~-A. I have always thought, since I learned that he had received $100,000, 
that be bad been amply paid. I think that that was ample compensation for all the 
services he rendered.. 
Q. Do J ou think that his services were worth $100~000 f-A. I do not know that they 
were, but to the nation they may have been, because we had just come out of a bloo<ly 
war, and were at the mercy of the United States. \Ve felt as if we were badly whipped, 
and were ready to accept almost any terms that the Government would offer us. La-
trobe appeared to be at that time a· friend, aud he took a very active part in bringing 
up our treaty, and couching it in such language as the Government would accept. I 
thought he ought to be compensated, but I <lid not understand what amount be was to 
receive, until subsequently. 
Q. Are yon aware of the amount that he says be really did receive ?-·A. I saw a 
statement not long since that he received only $16,000. 
Q. State whether you think that would pay him for his services in assisting to make 
the treat.y f-A. I did not understand what object he had in dividing the $GO,OOO with 
other parties. They had nothing to do in the matter. Mr. Latrobe did all the labor, 
and I could not see what his object was in <livi<liog with those other parties. Had 
he not done that, I think the compensation was ample for what be did. It is very 
certain that General Cooper was of no service to him, unless it was in using his influence 
with the Indians. General Cooper pretends to be i<lentified with the Chickasaws, and. 
to have great influence with them, and he may have rendered Mr. Latrobe some service 
in that ''my. 
Q. You say that the delegates were paid for their services by the Choctaw Nation~-
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A. Yes, sir; that is how we were to be paid. I had the promise to be paid, but I have 
had nothing from the nation or any one else. 
Q. But payment was provided for by the nation !-A. Yes. 
Q. ·was Mr. John T. Cochrane assisting in this matter?-A. Not that I know of. 
Q Are you aware that the Chickasaws paid Latrobe $100,000 also ~-A. Not to my 
personal knowledge; only from what I have heard. 
Q. Did Mr. Cooper's proposit.ion to you agree with what subsequently took place in 
the partition of the Latrobe fee ~-A. That was my understanding, from what I have 
hear'-1 since. 
Q. What was Mr. Cooper's proposition to you ?-A. His proposition was, that what-
ever they got they were to divide with the delegation. They were to get 50 per cent. 
on the amount collected, and were to give the delegation half of it. 
Q. Did he represent to you, at the time, that he was authorized to speak for Mr. 
Latrobe in the matter~-A. That was my understanding. 
Q. Has the Choctaw Nation accepted the payment made by Wright to Latrobe, of 
$100,000, as conclusive ~-A. I do not think it has. Wright was the treasurer of the 
nation at that time, and had given bonds, and I understand that the council has never 
:been willing to release his bonus, on account of that money being paid, and never be-
ing returned to the nation. The nation has never approved of the payment. 
Q. When the action of the delegation in making the treaty was reported to the 
~ouncil, was the contract with Latrobe also reported to the council ?-A. I hardly 
think that that was reported. I was not in the council at the time; (witness correct-
ing himself,) yes, it wal::l reported, because William Pitchlynn and Mish-a-marthee, 
who were in the council at the time, stated that the council disapproved of that con-
tract. One or two of the members were very ferocious on the subject. Mish-a-mart-
hee is a very prominent, full-blood Indian. 
Q. Was it reported to the council, and understood at the time, that the Latrobe fee 
was divided with the delegates ~-A. No, sir; that has never been understood, and I 
do not think it is understood to this day. It is beginning to be understood through 
the conntry now. 
Q. Have you taken any steps to recover from Mr. Pitchlynn the amount of money 
which he received for you, as a delegate f-A. I got Me. Wright to ma.ke an affidavit 
in Paris, Texas. Wright had no showing iu the world, not even a scrap of paper, as 
authority for turning over this money to Pitchlynn, and I told him I would sue him. 
I got him to make an affidavit that he had turned over this money to Pitchlynn. I 
eut the claim up to be collected, but it never was collected. Colonel Pitchlynn ex-
plained the matter to me last fa,ll-that he did not consider he hatl received any money 
of mine at all, and that this money was an au vance made to him by Wright. I then 
withdrew my papers, and burned them np, and I told Pitchlynn, whenever he felt 
like it, ancl was able to pay me the money which the nation allowed. me, I woulU be 
atisfiNl ; and there tho matter sta.ncls. 
Q. Did the affidavit made by Mr. Wright include more than the $2,900 clue to you as 
{lelegate ~-A. Yes. 
Q. \Vhat did it include f-A. I do not know. It just said, so much money, includ-
ing that, I suppose. There was some $9,000 in all. He never explained it. He merely 
aid there was so mnch money; and, for the time, I supposed that that was the fees 
which the nation allowed me. Afterward I found out that the nation only allowecl 
this . 2,900. Then I saw Pitchlynn, and he explained to me that he never received any 
money of mine. 
Q. I thought that the amount advanced by Latrobe, and which Pitchlynu received, 
was $10,000; and this other being $2,900, that would make $12,900 ~-A. I cannot say 
anything about that; but the whole amount that Mr. Wright made affidavit to was 
omething over $g,ooo. 
Q. Was there anything sairl, that you recollect, relative to giving Latrobe control of 
the $250,000 in bonds ~-A. No, sir; I never heard anything of tllat. 
' Q. Was jt understood that Lat.robe was to control in any way the net-proceeds 
claim ?-A. I never heard that suggested at all. 
Q. Are you aware that Mr. Latrobe has been attempting to control it f-A. I have 
understood that he has been. Bnt, as a delegate at that time, I never heard anything 
-about it, and never could have entertained any proposition of that sort, because Colo-
nel Pitchlynn was there on the ground to attend to that matter, and had been ap-
pointed to attend to it long before the war. 
Q. The old delegation was appointed by law to attend to the net-proceeds matter?-
.A. Yes. 
Q. The new delegation was appointed by law to make a treat.y with the United 
tates in 1866, and bad their instructions f-A. Yes, sir; they were to reinstate the na-
tion in the same relations with the Government that had existed before the war on the 
best terms they could. 
Q. Has there beeu an act passed by your council recently relative to the bonds f-A. 
~ es, sir. 
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Q. Can yon furnish a copy of that act to the committee~-A: No, sir. 
Q. You stated that the council hacl not confirmed the Latrobe contract. State 
whether they have taken any negative action with regard to it.-A. They never have 
confirmed it. I have not been in thfl council, and cannot say positively, onl;r by what 
I hear from other members. When this thing was brought back and submitted, the 
Gouncil disapproved of it; and here, last March, the council, of which I was a member, 
repudiated anything recognizing that contract. It had not been confirmed by former 
councils, and that council did not consider it as amounting to anything, and they re-
pudiated any contract with Latrobe in regard to it. 
Q. Was that repudiation in the sha.pe of an act passed by your council ~-A. Yes, sir; 
the Indians generally are very much excited on this subject at this time, and, I think, 
justly too. These net proceeds were awarded with good intention, no doubt, by the 
Government; but, in tlle way that things have been going on, the nation will get noth-
:ing. It appears that Mr. Cochrane and others got 30 per cent. commission, the old dele-
gation 20 per cent., and Mr. Latrobe 50 per cent. That takes it all, and leaves the poor 
Indians, who originated the claim, without a dollar, and the Indians are excited on the 
subject. 
By Mr. SMITH: 
Q. How did it happen that General Cooper made the proposition to you so that you 
should make it to the other delegates, which yon say so disgusted you that you gave 
up your whole connection with the matter; how did it happen that Cooper opened up 
to you first ~-A. I was chairman of the delegation. 
Q. When was that conversation between you and Cooper ~-A. He just mentioned 
what I said awhile ago, that Mr. Latrobe was a Union man, and had been with the 
North during the war, and was a good lawyer, and that his influence was immense, 
and that he could do us a great deal of good. 
Q. Was that before the party went to Baltimore ?-A. No; it was afterwards. 
Q. They had made no contract in Baltimore ?-A. They had made it, but they did not 
let me know it. They kept me in the dark. I understood since that they accomplished 
the contract in Baltimore. 
Q. ·what else did Cooper say to you, which you say so disgusted you that you quit?-
A. The thing was to divide this fee; that the delegation would allow Latrobe and him-
self 50 per cent., and that they would turn over half of it to the delegates. 
Q. He did not tell yon that they had made that contract ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. He wanted you to submit it to your trother delegates ?-A. Yes; and I told them. 
Q. And then you disconnected yourself with the transaction '?-A. Yes. 
Q. And did not know that the contmct was mane ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. And yet you say that the contract was made in Baltimore ~-A-. That is what I 
have understood since. 
Q. In presenting that proposition, what did Cooper say as an inducement to get the 
delegation to assent to it ?-A. He went on to say that we had lost all our funds, and 
that this man Latrobe could restore them to our nation if we would allow him 50 per 
cent., and that· he was Willing then to return half of that fee to the delegates. He 
asked me to make it known to the other delegates. 
Q. To see if they would approve it ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did he say anything about making a good targain for the benefit of the dele-
gates 'f Did he present that line of argument to you that you rsl.wuld present it to the 
delegates, so that they would assent to the proposition ?-A. He did not say. 
Q. You afterward did present all these facts ?-A. Yes; I told them just as he hacl 
asked me. I gave them no advice, but left them to do as they liked. 
Q. Nothing was settled when you left Washington~-A. Nothing particularwasset-
tled. Mr. Wright was not there. He had gone North on a visit. 
Q. Mr. Wright was not present when you submitted this proposition to your brother 
delegates ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you leave a note for Mr. Wright asking him to retain whatever moneys were• 
coming to you '?-A. I left a verbal message with Mr. Page to tell Wright on his return 
if there was any money paid me for my services to tring it home. He was the treas-
urer of the nation, and I thought it would be safe in his hands. 
Q. You never made any inquiries subsequently to know whether that proposition 
which you bad submitted to the delegates was accepted ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. You never made any inquiries as to whether the others had received their portion 
of the fee ?-A. I never did, and never even inquired about what was due me until in 
December following, when there was somet.bing said in the council. A friend '()f mine, 
Mr. Folsom, was there, and he came and told me, "They have held back your pay due 
yon from the nation." I then saw Mr. Wright, and he stated what he had done with 
the funds. From April until December I never inquired, aud he never said anything 
to me about it. When he told me how be had left these funds I asked him if he bad 
taken any paper or settlement from Colonel Pitcblynn. He said he had not. I said, 
''How am I to know anything about iU You must make out astatemeni;" which ha 
did, in the form of an affidavit. 
1 
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Q. Where is that affidavit ?-.A.. I destroyed it as soon as I saw Colonel Pitcblynn. 
He said it was not so-that be had never received any money of mine, except what 
was turned over to him by the treasurer of the nation on the net-proceeds claim. I 
told him that a portion of the money which he re.ceived was for my per diem and 
mileag-e as a delegate, and he· said he would make it good some time. I said, " That is 
all right," and I destroyed the papers. 
By the CIIAIRl\IAN ,: 
Q. Have you any arrangement with l\fr. Pitchlynn to procure your part, through 
these bonds, in any way ?-A. No, sir-more than a remark that be had got no money, 
and that if he got anything for his services he would return me what was due me from 
the nation. 
Q. The $:2,900 for your services ?-.A.. Only the half of it. He said he would pay me 
one-half of it. 
Q. Why did he make it less than the $2,900 which the others got f-A. I have no 
idea. He said that he had done the nation valuable sm;vice after I had left,, and that 
he thought I ought not to ask him to pay the full ainount. I said, "\Vhat do you think 
yon ought to pay~" He said, " I think I ought to pay about one-half." I said, "All 
right." 
Q. He was principal chief at the time ?-A. Yes. 
Q. But be was not a delegate ~-A. No, sir; and the nation refused to recognize him 
and to pay him as a delegate. 
Q. And be proposed to eli vide your fee with himself ?-A. That is the way be put it. 
Q. If those bonds were sent here to the nation, what disposition would be made of 
them if they were delivered over to your treasurer~-A. I am not able to tell. 
Q. Would there be any danger of their falliug into the hands of those attorneys?-
A. Yes, sir; I should be sorry to see it done. I should be fearful the attorneys would 
get at them. 
Q. I understand you that the basis of the net-proceeds claim is to procure the mon-
eys to pay individual claimants of the Choctaw people ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That being the case, if Congress should appropriate tbe amount of money 
awarded by the United States Senate as being dne to the Choctaws, whnt disposition 
should be made of it by Congress ?-A. It should be secured in such a way that it 
would be certainly paid to those people; and if there is a surplus after all are paid, 
let the Choctaw Nation signify what should be clone with the remainder. 
Q. ·was any part of the first $250,000, which was appropriated by the act of 1861 and 
paid by the United StateH, ever appropriated to the payment of individual claimants, 
as was first intended ?-A. Not a cent of it; $135,000 of it, that was tunwcl over to 
Cooper, was intended to bu~y corn to relieve tbe immediate necessities of the whole 
people, but they never got the benefit of it. None of it ever went to pay any of those 
claims, because they were never adjudicated and never ascertained. The Court of 
Claims had not taken action. 
Q. Do you think that these individual claims would exceed one-half of the $2,300,000? 
-A. I think they will take nearly that much. · 
Q. I understand that one-half of the whole amount will go to pay attorneys antl 
delegates for their services f-A. Yes, sir. 
BoGGY DEPOT, INDIAN TERRITORY, 
July tl, 1872. 
~ICIIOLAS COCIINAUER sworn and examined. 
By the CrrAIRMAN: 
Question. State your age, residence, and occupation.-Answer. I am sixty-three 
years of age; I reside in Blue County, on the Blue River, in the Choctaw Nation; I 
am a farmer. 
Q. Are you a member of the Choctaw Nation ?-.A.. Yes. 
Q. Were you present at the making of the treaty of 1830 ?-A. I was there merely 
as a spectator. I was a young man at the time. 
Q. Could you speak English at that time ?-A. I did not know any other language. 
I learned my own language after I had grown up. 
Q. Did you bear the speeches of General Eaton and General Coffey, United States 
commissioners ?-A. I heard General Eaton speak, but I did not hear Mr. Coffey. It 
seems that all the speaking was done by General Eaton. 
Q. Was there a good feeling among the Choctaw people, at the time, relative to the 
making of that treaty ~-A. I tl.link not : because they were opposed to the selling of 
their country. There was a great deal of talk about that proposition. Greenwood 
LeFlore one day called up his people and made a speech' to them, saying, "Just say 
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whether you are willing to sell the country or not; if you do not want to sell it, I am 
not going to sell it." The people that were present covered nearly an acre of ground. 
After LeFlore's speech, George Hawkins, a young man who was, present said," Now, you 
hear what t.he chief has said; all of you who are willing that the country shall be sold 
rise up." Not a man rose. "Now, all of you who are opposed to selling the country 
rise up," and every man got up. "Now," said he," you may all go home.;' And a 
majority of the people left, and after they bad left the treaty was made. I left im-
mediately after that, because I thought that was the last of it. 
Q. Then, at the time that the treaty was made, there were but few Choctaws pres-
ent ~-A. A majority of the people bad left. 
Q. What was the basis of the "net-proceeds claim," as now asked for by the Choc-
taws, as you understand it ~-A. General Eaton said there, ''I did not come to buy 
your land or to speculate; but I want to pay you for the value of your land. The 
object is to give yon the net proceeds of the sale of your land." That I had often 
heard, but I did not hear him say it. It was also agreed that the Choctaws who chose 
to remain in Mississippi should have a certain amount of reservations, provided that 
they registered within five years. A good many failed tfl register through ignorance, or 
left the State, and the reservations were not given to them. That was another big 
item in the claims. '.rbe Indian agent, instead of encouraging them to take the res-
ervations, threw obstacles in their way, and told the Indians that it was better for 
them to go away while the times were good; that the Government did not intend 
to give them these reservations, even if they did stay five years; that the laws of Mis-
sissippi were extended over them, and that they were oppressed. At that time they 
wPrR ·ilr::~!.nring off Indians to jail for debt, and they took a scare and just ran away and 
left the State. 
Q. You ttnnk the action of the Indian agent was very much against your remaining 
and occupying reservations ~-A. He was certainly opposed to it, from the fact that he 
threw these obstacles in the way, and told the people that they had better go while 
the times were good, as the Government would remove them then, and would feed 
them in the Indian Territory when they got there. 
Q. Then you attribute to the action of the Indian agent the fact that a great many 
Choctaws came away who otherwise would have held on to their reservations under 
the treaty ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What do you know of the losses of any sort on the road when moving to this 
country from their reservations in Mississippi ~-A. I beard that they lost a good many 
horses; as to cattle, they diu not attempt to move them. Some brought their oxen 
along, but many of the oxen ran off and many died. There were two or three in-
stances where the oxen started off or were driven off. 
Q. What do you know of the losses sustained by them in leaving their property in 
Mississippi 1-A. That is mere hearsay. I have heard that a great many Indians were 
hurried off, being told that the Government would pay for all the property they left; 
but the treaty, I believe, specifies that that property should be delivered over to the 
Government agent. His au vice to them was," Go, go; the Government is bound to 
pay for your property;" and so they hurried off, leaving their cattle and their prop-
erty behind them. 
Q. You think, then, that there was some neglect on the part of the Choctaws to de-
liver their property to the agent when they started ~-A. Yes. 
Q. What occasioned that neglect f-A. Perhaps it was that a good many of them 
had not made np their minds to go at that time. Within twenty miles of where I 
lived I have been told that there were a good many Choctaws who were not ready to 
go, and that the agent said to them, "Here are the wagons waiting for you, and you 
must go." They were almost forced to go. A good many of them bad not gathered in 
their little patches of corn and potatoes, and bad to leave everything behind-their 
<lorn, bogs, and all. I am speaking now of the :first emigration, to which I was a per-
sonal witness. 
Q. '.rhen, I understand yon, that the Choctaws were not prepared to go, when the 
time came that they should have gone, and had not made proper arrangements or dis-
position of their property; and that they left much of their property behind ~-A. Ye&, 
sir; I suppose it was not decided exactly what part of the nation should go first. I 
think the treaty provided that all the people should be moved within three years ; one-
third the :first year, another third the second year, and the last third the third year. 
Many of them would say, "We are not prepared to go yet; we will go the next time." 
But when the wagons came the agents said, "Go; go now: the Go:vernment will make 
your losses good." They were to go in the fall of 18:H, '32, and '33; that was my under-
standing. 
Q. Wnat other losses have the Choctaws sustained ~-A. Those who emigrated at 
their own expense were to be paid by the Government. They furnished their own pro-
visions and never have received a dollar from the Government as yet. 
Q. Then, I understand you, that the basis of the Choctaw net-proceeds claim arises 
from reservations under the treaty of 1830, which were not occupied by the Choctaws; 
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from losses sustained by them in leaving property behind them in Mississippi when 
they removed; by losses of property on the way, and for the expenses of those who 
emigrated by themsel\es without the aid of the Government ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know anything of what bas been done with the net-proceeds claim, or 
any part of it¥-A. Only from what I have beard, anu a little from what I have seen. 
Just a little while before the civil war broke out the Senate made an award for the net 
proceeds, and Congress appropriated $500,000 as an advance. The people were then in a 
suffering condition for breadstuffs, and $250,000 was paid over to the agent, who1 was 
O'Oing to buy corn to feed the poor. My understanding bas always been that General 
Cooper was there at the time and received $184,000 of this amount. Part of it was still 
back when the war broke out. Two missionaries, one named Stark, who is now living, 
and the other Hodgkins, who is dead, were sent to get part of the remainder of that 
$250,000. They got part of it and the draft was sold for confederate money, and a big 
loss was sustained in that way. In making the treaty of 1866 some of those merchants 
who bad bought up claims got their clai ns allowed. I am snre tl1at we lost $40,000 in 
that way; that was put in the treaty of 1866. Heald and Wright were allowed their 
claim. 
Q. Was the Heald and Wright matter connected with this $250,000 ?-A.. There was 
some $60,000 odd brought out here, I think, but there was $40,000 back in the North. 
A. man named Johnson, of Memphis, was left back to attend to it and try to get it 
out here. They brought it here and turned in and sold it to Heald and Wright, who 
paid for it in confederate money by paying a premium on it of 10 per cent., perhaps. 
They turned them over the papers, but others got bold of the money, and Heald & Co. 
could not get bold of it. Then Heald & Co. came back upon the nation when the treaty 
of 1866 was made, and the nation bad to allow it in the treaty. 
Q. Then, I understand you, that of the $250,000 appropriated to be paid in money in 
1861 on the net-proceeds Choctaw claim, $134,000 was paid to Cooper for the pnrcbase 
of corn 1or the Choctaw people, and the balance left in the States, and that a portion 
of that balance was got by Stark & Hodgkins, and that Heald & Wright bought 
drafts for $40,COO, paying for them in confederate money, and that when Heald & 
Wright went to get the money, which had been transferred, they did not get it, and so 
they came back, and had inserted in tbe treaty of 1866 a provision in their favor, and 
have since that time collectedthat$40,000belougingtoyonrpeople?-A. Yes, sir; that is 
my understanding about it. 
Q. Did your people get any corn under that arrangement f-A. They got a little; 
there was some brought from Texas. There was a large quantity down at Shreves-
port; it was left there and we could not get it up. Part of it was shipped to New 
Orleans and sold, but what became of the proceeds of it I do not know. A. large 
quantity of it came up the Arkansas River, and when the war broke ont General 
Cooper, who had raised a company, went down there, and I understood be fed the con-
federate soldiers and horses upon it. 
Q. Who sold that $40,000 balance of the net-proceeds claim to Heald & Wright~­
A. There were so many connected in tbe matter that I cannot say exactly; bnt most 
of them are dead. John Kingsbury, I am told, bad a hand in it, a.nd Sampson Folsom 
had a hand in it; they are both dead. Henry Folsom, n.lso, is said to have had a little 
agency in the matter of selling this money to Heald & Wright. It has been my un-
derstanding that these three men h::..d the matter in their hands. Two of them, Samp-
son Folsom and John Kingsbury, are dead. 
Q. Who sold the same balance of money to Johnson ~-A.. Heald & 'Wright sent 
their agent, Frederick Williams, to buy this money, and after paying for it in confed-
erate money, the papers in the matter were all turned over to Frederick Williams, for 
his company, Then, Johnson slipped in here with the confederate money. Some of 
the council rather hesitated abont it, and refused to receive it, demanding the gold in-
stead of it. Then Stark &. Hodgkins were allowed by the council some commission 
for their trouble for going for this money; so, when Johnson came, he made these men 
good in their pay out of this confederate money. Then, he turned the remainder over 
to Sam. Garland, who is also dead and gone, and the money remained in his bands. It 
was paid to the nation twice in confederate money, and was subsequently paid by the 
nation in good money, and that is the way we lost it. 
Q. Do you know anything further about the net. proceeds ~-A. Two hundred and fifty 
thousand dollars of the amount appropriate(} was kept back to be issued in bonds. The 
war came up, and the bonds were never issued, and in 1866, when this new delegation 
went on and made the treaty, they called for those bonc:lA, and were told by the officers 
in Washington," You rebelled against us, and so you forfeited your rights. We fed loyal 
Indim1s with this money." The delegat.ion said t.hat there were some arrearages due 
and they wanted them bnt they were told that they could not have them either. This 
Lehman & Co., perhaps, during the war bacl made some agreement wit,h Pitchlynn to 
get the money out, but they failed to get it, and so be tried to make a claim that he had 
bought it, and be" garnisheed" that money, and it was there·' iu hocklety" for a long 
time. :Finally, they got ~tout in some way. Lehman could not make his claim good. 
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I understand since tl1at time he has sued again and has got the matter into the Su-
preme Court, and what became of it I don't know. 
Q. Do you not think that 1be $250,000 that was kepthas been paid by theUnited 
States f-A. If it bas been paid we are not aware of it. 
Q. Were you a member of the Choctaw council at the time the commissioners who 
made the treaty of 1866 with the United States made their report as to their proceed-
ings as commissioners '-A. I was. 
Q. "'What did they report to the council as the result of their proceedings !-A. They 
presented the treaty and the correspondence on making the treaty. 
Q. Correspondence with whom f-A. With the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
Q. Did they report anything further to the council ?-A. Mr. Wright reported that 
they had got the treaty made and signed, and that he drew $100,000 to pay for making 
the treaty and having it ratified. 
Q. vVas that report in writing f-At that time Mr. Wright was the national treas-
urer, and he entered it on his book, and presented it to the council; be also stated that 
he bad drawn this $100,000, and paid it over to Latrobe, and he showed the contract 
with Latrobe. 
Q. What did he say he had paid that money to Latrobe for f-A. For assisting in 
getting that treaty through. The date of the treaty and the date of the contract did 
not agree, the date of the contract being later than the date of the treaty. I did not 
know bow to take that, so we sent for Colonel Pitcblynn, who was here at that time, 
and I asked him bow it was that the date of the treaty was so and so and t·he date of 
the contract so and so. He explained it in this w~y: he said that the making of the 
treaty was a mere nothing because it had to be submitted to the Senate for ratification, 
and that it was before the Senate that the main arguments were to be made, and they 
bad to get an attorney to go there and argue the matter before the Senate,:and to show 
the jm;tice of the treaty. 
Q. Did you know that the Senate, when considering a treaty, has its doors closed, 
and does not allow anybody to hear what it is doing and does not allow anybody to 
talk before iU-A. I do not know it. I do not know whether they went before the 
Senate to argue it or whether they put in a written argument. I asked nothing about 
that. 
Q. Did not Pitchlynn tell you that the Senate acted with closed doors and did not 
hear argument ?-A. If be did it has escaped my memory. 
Q. Did that report show that any of this money was paid to any other persons than 
Latrobe '-A. No, sir; Mr. Wright gave an account of the money that be had received 
and bow he bad paiJ. it out. A committee of the council sent for him, and he stated 
under oath that he bad paid that $100,000 to Latrobe. 
Q. ·were you present when that statement was made ?-A. No, sir; I was not on the 
committee, but I was told so. I only know one man who was on that committee, and 
that is David Harkins. 
Q. What did the committee report to the council for its action ?-A. There was the 
treasurer's report and the auditor's report; and the committee reported that they had 
examined both of those reports, and bad found the auditor's report to be correct. 
They moved the council to approve of that. But they could not think that the treas-
urer's report was correct, and so they made a motion to lay that aside, and they did not 
approve of it. · 
1 
Q. Then the council did not approve of Mr. 'Vright's report, as treasurer, touching 
the payment of $100,000 to Latroue ?-A. There were other items in it that were not 
approved. Colonel Pitchlynn was chief at the time be went on, and when Mr. Wright 
drew the money he paid Pitchlynn equally with the other delegates, which he had no 
authority to do, because Pitchlynu was not named as a delegate. The reason why the 
council did not approve of the treasurer's report was this: tbe treasurer received that 
$100,000 from the United States Treasury without authority from the council, and then 
he paid it over without a warrant; and then, again, the council did not approve of 
his paying over a certain amount of this money to Colonel Pitcblyun, for his services, 
without a warrant. On account of these two items, I think, his report was disap-
proved. It was just laid over. 
Q. Did your council confirm the trea.ty ~-A. Yes. 
Q. Did it confirm the contract with Latrobe '-A. No, sir. My understanding is this: 
that, so far as the contract was concerned, the council approved of it; but the giving 
Latrobe half of all the moneys that he should recover they disapproved of. 
Q. That was the balance of the con t.ract ,.__A. No, sir; it seems that there were two 
several contracts. That last contract the council would not confirm. 
Q. Did the council connrm the payment of $100,000 to Latrobe Y-A. Yes; after it 
was done. It had gone through, and the treaty was made, and the council sanctioned 
it. 
Q. Did the council, at any time during these proceedings, know that the money was 
paid to other parties besides Latrobe '-A. No, sir; we had no idea that any other per-
son than Latrobe bad got that money. 
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Q. Did the committee to which Mr. ·wright made his statement under oath report to 
the council that any other person than Latrobe had got the money ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. What did you say about Wright's paying Pitchlynn without authority? Do you 
mean paying him as though be were a delegate while he was not?-A. Yes. 
Q. Then I understand you that the Choctaw Nation paid its delegates, aud that 
Pitch lynn claimed the same amount as the other delegates, and that Wright paid him? 
-A. Yes. 
Q. How much did the nation pay its delegates ?-A. I cannot tell. 
Q. Have you learued from any of the delegates that made the treaty of 1866 that 
any part of the money was paid to them ?-A. Some time ago I did understand that 
one of the old delegation, Sam. Garland, when be went to Washington, asked Latrobe 
about the $100,000, and whether he had received it. Latrobe said, "No, sir; I only 
received $16,000." We got to hear that, and General Pike wrote a letter to the coun-
cil, stating his services, and what he would be entitled to, and that Latrobe only got 
$16,000 out of the $100,000. I have heard only very recently how the remainder went. 
Q. Did you hear from any of the delegation, or from Mr. LeFlore, who was the sec-
retary of the :lelegation, how it went ?-A. I saw a letter recently, stating that Mr. 
Wright, after he drew out the $100,000, retained $50,000, and that it was divided be-
tween himself, Wade, and Riley; that $16,000 was paid to Latrobe, and that the re-
mainder was divided between Cochrane and Cooper. 
Q. Who wrote that letter ?-A. Colonel Pitchlynn. These letters were not writ.ten 
to me, but to my friends, and I saw them. I saw one letter, written by him, stating 
the same facts, and stating that he Jiad called upon Latrobe and Cooper, and that they 
had told him about bow this money went. They said that they had been before this 
committee, and had made affidavit that Allen Wright had retained $50,000 of the 
$100,000, and that that money was divided between Wright, Page, ancl Riley; that 
Latrobe received but $16,000, and that the remainder of the $50,000 was divided be-
tween Cochrane and Cooper. The letter goes on f•uther to state that the delegation 
bad made a contract with Latrobe and Cooper, and all of that party that works to-
gether; that on all the moneys which they could secure to the nation they were to 
receive one-half, paying back to the delegation for their fees 25 per cent. That is the 
way the money went. 
Q. Have you these letters with you ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. In whose possession are they f -Judge :Folsom has one, and Mr. Jones, w bo was 
here the other day, had the other. 
Q. Has the council, at any time, confirmed that 50 per cent. contract with Latrobe, 
for tho collection of the funds of the nation ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Has the council at any time repudiated that contract by any act? -A. It did last 
March. 
Q. Do you know why the council did not do it sooner ?-A. I do not know that I do. 
There was a good deal of conversation about Latrobe and his company interfering with 
the old delegation and their attorneys in regard to those "net proceeds." The latter 
claimed, of course, that they were t.be proper agents for the nation, while Latrobe and 
his party said that they were the proper agents for the nation. 
Q. Did the delegation of 1866, when they returned from vVasbington, report that they 
bad recognized the settlement malle by Cooper for the money which he had banded 
over, as an agent of the United States, for the Choctaws and Chickasaws? \Vas that 
subject before your council?-A. I was told that the authorities at Washington wanted 
to inquire into this corn matter, and that Mr. vVright and his company said, "We have 
got authority to settle that matter." The Government dropped the matter, and that 
was the end of it. I don't to this day know how the thing went. 
Q. Who were those individuals who made that statement to you ~-A. I cannot recol-
lect now. 
Q. Have you heard any of the delegation of 1866 say that they bad arranged that 
matter of Cooper's account f-A. No, sir. 
By Mr. BURDETT: 
Q. In giving your explanation as to what became of the $250,000 in money, you spoke 
of certain matters that were brought down here from time to time. "\Vbat I want to 
know is this: did any part of that $250,000 in money, which was a part of the net-pro-
ceeds claim, ever go into the national treasury f Was it ever turned over to your na-
tional treasurer?-A. I think the nation got some of it. 
Q. Do you know that any part of it ever 0 0t into the national treasury in money?-
A. I do not think that I can say directly that it did. The unuerstanding was that we 
bad got this $250,000 in bonds, on which the delegation would be entitled to their com-
mission; and this $134,000, which Cooper got to buy corn with, belonged to the nation, 
of course. The remainder, probably, was claimed by the delegation. There was some-
where about $60,000 brought here by Stark and Hodgkins. In that settlement the na-
tion borrowed $20,000 from the delegates. That is my understandmg. 
Q. Then, in the settlement of the $60,000 that was brought here by Stark and Hodg-
kins, you understand there was a borrowing of $20,000 by the nation T-A. Yes. 
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Q. What did actually become of the Hodgkins and Stark money, that $60,000 !-A. 
This $'20,000, which I told yon the nation borrowed, would leave $40,000. Then, here 
were the delegates; it was their money. 'rhe nation had nothing to do with it. 
Q. That is what I am trying to get at. When the $134,000 was turned over to 
Cooper for corn money, it was considered that that was all that the nation was entitled 
to; that all the balance belonged to the delegation for their services ~-A. It was con-
sidered at the time that there would be a :final settlement of the matter. We got 
$134,000 to buy corn, and when this $60,000 came in afterward, it would belong, of 
course, to the delegates, and the nation borrowed $20,000. 
Q. Then no part of it went into the treasury as the nation's money, but as borrowed 
money ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then the conclusion is that, excepting the $134,000 corn money, the national 
treasury neither got nor claimetl any part of the $250,000 ?-A. That is it. 
BOGGY DEPOT, INDIAN TERRITORY, July 8, 1872. 
HENDERSON GREENWOOD sworn and examined, (through an interpreter.) 
By Mr. SMITII: 
Question. State your age, place of residence, and occupa,tion.-Answer. I am about 
seventy years of age. I live on the vVashita River. I am a farmer. 
Q. Are yon officially connected with the ChickasA,w government f-A. I am a captain, 
and have warriors untler me in Tishamingo County. During annuity times, I was a 
cantai n to register the boys. 
Q. Have you ever been a member of the Chickasaw coun,cil f-A. I have been a mem-
ber of the council for the last two years, and I served one year previous to that. That 
was ahout the close of the war of the rebellion. 
Q. Do you know anything about the appointment of delegates to go on to Washing-
ton and negotiate a new treaty in 1866 f-A. Yes. 
Q. Were you a member of the council at that time?-A. No; my time was out when 
the appointment of delegates was made. I have no official information abont it. 
Q. Wllile you were a member of the legislature, did you ever have any official knowl-
edge of the action of the delegation at \Vashington in making a contract with Mr. La-
trobe for the making of that treaty '-A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you ever beard anything while you were a member of the council about that 
contract ?-.A.. I do not know anything about it, bnt I supposed it was all right, and 
that they were doing what was right. 
Q. Did you vote, while you were a member of the Chickasaw council, to confirm and 
approve of that contract and treaty ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you ever talk at any time with any of the delegates who went on to Wash-
ington about that treaty or that contract?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did anybody ever explain to you tlu~.t treaty and contract, and if so, what did 
they tell you f-A. I only beard a rumor in the neighborhood that there was such a 
treaty and contract, but I could not understand it distinctly. 
Q. What is your impression about your people in regard to this matter. Are there 
many among the Chickasaws who know anythiug about this treaty or the contract 
with Latrobe '-A. They are all like me; they do not know anything about it. 
Q. Are you generally well acquainted among your people '-A. Yes; I am well ac-
quainted with a great many people. 
Q. Do you understand English at all ?-A. I understand but very little more than 
one or two words. 
WILLIA..'\1 P. BROWN recalled. 
BOGGY DEPOT, INDIAN TERRITORY, Jnly 8, lt;67. 
By Mr. SMITH: 
Question. Do you know the handwriting of Cooper when you see it?-Answer. Yes 
Q. We understand it to be the cnstom of your legislature to pass bills as they are 
presented in the original form, aud to preserve them in the hand writing in which they 
are introduced; is that the fact ¥-A. No, sir; I have copied myself bills that were in-
troduced by others. A bill is draughted, in the first place, often with pencil; and then, 
at the reqnest of members of the legif'latnre, I have copietl them for them. 
Q. Do you recollect, anything about this law of October 24, 1867, appointing Holmes 
Colbert a commissioner to settle claims at Washington? Did you ever see that law as 
it was written originally before it was printed ?-A. No, sir. 
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(~. Diu you know that there was such a law ?-A. There was :mch a bill presented; 
I think that it was a copieu bill. 
Q. \Vhat was it copied fort-A. There are only a few men among us who can draught 
laws, and I can g-enerally kuo~ by the hwgnage who it is that draughts any bill. There 
have been draughtsmen elected in each house often time~, but there bas been a bill that 
always comes to the legislature, called a bmsh-bill, (I do not know where it comes 
from,) and it is generally bronght to me by a member or somebody else to be copied. 
Q. \Vhen it is written in pencil and brought in in that way it is called a brush-bill! 
-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. To distinguish it from the bill written by the appointed bill-draughter of the 
house ? -A. Yes. 
Q. Yon have u·evt>r seen a copy of those written bills as tl1ey passed ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Conld yon tell, if you were to see them, in whose handwrit.ing they weref You 
are familiar with the handwriting of the part.y appointed to draught bills for your 
legislaturef-A. Yes, I can tell his ba,ndwriting. 
Q. If they were dranghtcd by General Cooper, conlll yon recognize his handwrit-
ing?-A. Yes. 
BOGGY DEPOT, INDIAN TERt:ITORY, July . 1872. 
GEun.Gg \VASUIN<au::-- sworn and examined, (through au interpreter.) 
By Mr. SMITH: 
Qnestion. State your age, place of residence, anJ. occupation.-Auswcr. I am over 
fifty years of age; I reside in Pickens County, in the Chickasaw country; I am a 
farmer. 
Q. Have you held any office in the Chickasaw Nation ?-A. I have been a member 
of the senate in the Chickasaw legislat.nre. That was a year or two after the first 
delegation had gone on to ·washington, which was in Hl65, after the war of the rebellion. 
Q. Were you a member of the legislature when the delegation was appointed to go 
to \Vashington to negotiate a new treaty~-A. No, sir. 
Q. ·were you a meruuer of the legislature when the delegation returned, and made 
a report of the treaty and contract ?-A. I do not know exactly ; I think I was 
not. If I was a member when the report was made I think I woulu recollect it, 
but I J.o not recollect any such thing, and therefore I think I was not a member at that 
time: 
Q. ·while you wore a member, was that subject of tho treaty or contract ever 
brought before the senate for consideration and action ~-A. I do not know. It was 
not brought out publicly, and not the first one of them ever explained anything to 
me about it, and I do not know anything about it. 
Q. Do you know anything about the proceedings of the delegation, either in making 
the trea,ty or the contract, except from public rumor ?-A. That is all. 
Q. Are you a member of the senate now ~-A. Yes. 
Q. ·what proportion of the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation cannot talk or well 
understand the English language ?-A. Nearl.v all of them cannot speak English. 
Q. Did yon know, as a senator, that $100,000 of the money belonging to your nation 
was paid to a lawyer in Washington Uity, named Latrobe, to secure that treaty 1-A. 
I did uot. . 
Q. Di<l you know that Holmes Colbert collecterl $316,000; at Washington, l)elongin" to 
the Chickasaw Nation, as back annuities f-A. I did not. ' 
0 
A. Did -yon ever know, or hear, how mach that lawyer at Washington wa.s to be 
paid for hi .~ sen·ices in <;ecuring the treaty f-A. I did not know. 
BO(i<~Y DRPOT, 1:-.l"PI.\N TEI{RlTOR\·, July U. lros7'2. 
G. D. J.\:\IE~ sworn aml <'X<tmined. 
By Mr. Bumn:TT: 
QneAtion. State yonr age, place of residence, ::mu occupation.-Answer. I am about 
torty-fonr years of age. I live near Tisbamiogo, in the Chickasaw Nation. I am a 
farmer aud school superintendent. I am part Choctaw ancl part Chickasaw by birth. 
Q. 'l'o which nation do you uelong ~-A. I belong to the one as much as the other. I 
am really more Choctaw than Chickasaw. 
Q. Have you held any po,;itions of trust in the Chonta.w or Chickasaw Nations f-A. I 
have held office in both nations. The first office I held was as a member of the Choc-
II. Rep. !38-40 
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taw council, in 1R48. I have been school superintendent, o:ff and on, for the last twelve 
or :fifteen years. I am now superintendent of Chickasaw schools. 
Q. Go on and give some account of the status of education among the Chickasaw 
people, the character of the schools, their orga,nization, &c.-A. Our schools were 
first commenced here under the missionaries. The :first contract was made on behalf 
of the Chickasaws by the Secretary of War with the Methodist board of missions. 
That was about 1848 or 1849, I think. The next school system that went int" operation 
was under the Old School Presbyterian board. 
Q. While under the charge of those boards, had you at any time any organized sys-
tem by lawf-A. No sir. 
Q. That was a, voluntary system f-A. Yes. 
Q. About when did you systematize your educational facilities by law f-A. We did 
it immediately after that had taken place; I do not kno\V exactly when; a few years 
afterward, probably about the time the schools went into operation, laws were framed 
as to how they should be conducted, &c. At that time there was a great opposition to 
schools here, and a few leading men had to press the thing on. 
Q. Coming down to more recent times, what has been the feeling of your people on 
the subject of education, ar:d what is it now ?-A. The feeling in favor of schools bas 
been ilJCreasing; I do not know that it call increase any more. I think they are gen-
erally all in favor of schools, from the fact that at that time we had to compel children 
to go to school, and to compel them to stay there; but within the last four years we 
do not need any compulsion at all. The great difficulty is tllat we have not means 
sufficient to carry on as many schools as we need for the education of the cllildren. 
Q. What is your present system ~-A. \Ve have neighborhood schools. 
Q. Have you any bigher grade of schools ~-A. No, sir; we have nothing but neigh-
borhoorl schools. There was a law passed in 1867 authorizing the committee to select 
sixty scholars to be sent to t,he States for three years. At the expiration of that three 
years the legislature passed another act continuing those sixty scholars two years 
longer h1 the States. 
Q. Were the sixt.y actually sent f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·where generally in the States are those sixty scholars ~-A. The larger majority 
of scholars at any one place are in Texas at different schools; most of them are at Mr. 
Stark's school at Paris, Texas. 
Q. Who is Mr. Stark ~-A. He was connected with the Choctaws as missionary. He 
belongs to the Old School Presbyterian mission . 
Q. Have you not seminary buildings in your nation f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When were they erected ~-A. About the year 1847 or 184t3. One of them is near 
Tishamingo, and is called the Chickasaw Mining and Laboring Academy; and there is 
one up here at \Vahpahmucke-a female seminary. 
Q. Have those buildings ever been used for the purpose for which they were de-
signed f-A. Yes. 
Q. Are they now in use as such ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Wha.t is the cause tllat they are not now kept up ~-'-A. vVant of means to carry 
them on. 
Q. Are there any special causes for such want of means; ,have you lost any fund 
that was formerly devoted to that purpose ~-A. Our interest money is somewhat 
diminished. 
Q. On what account ~-A. A part of our school-fund was sold for some purpose of 
satisfying claims against the nation. Before the war our funds were not school-funds 
under treaty. We had no fund that was especially known as a school-fund. The 
legislature, by act, distrilmted a portion of the general fund for school purposes. 
Q. How is it now; have you a designated school-fund 1-A. After paying off all our 
national officers for the purpose of carrying on the government at home, we use all 
the surplus for school purposes. 
Q. Did I understand you that all funds received into your treasury are disposed of 
first in the paylllent of the civil expenses of the government f-A. Yes. 
Q. Including the cost of the legislature and the salaries of your officials ?-A. Yes. 
Q. And that all tlie balance over is devoted to educational purposes ~-A. Yes. 
Q. Can you state to the committee about what amount is now devoted every year 
to educational purposes 1-A. Some $40,000 or $50,000. 
Q. How many primary schools are now kept up in the nation ¥-A. From ten t() 
:fifteen. 
Q. And for Low many months of the year are they supported out of the public 
funds 1-A. Ten scholastic months. 
Q. Are yon usually able to keep the school open that long ~-A. Yes. 
Q. Is there any assessment or tax laid upon your people for the purpose of educa-
tion f- A. No, sir. 
Q. What is the language used in yonr schools f-A. English. The intention is to 
use the Et1glish language, but a large majority of the children talk the Indian lan-
guage. The object is, bowever, to give them an English education. 
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Q. Have yon any school-books in the Chickasaw language ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. How do your scholars do ; are the children apt to learn ?-A. Yes. 
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Q. Do they seem themselves to take an interest in their studies f-A. Xes, a great 
majority seem to do so. 
Q. Bet.ween what ages do yonr children attend scbool¥-A. From six to sixteen. 
Q. Have you a law on that subject 1-A. I believe the law is from six to twenty-
five. ' 
Q. But the average ages of such as do attend are "hat 1-A. From :,;ix to eightcen. 
Q. Is there any provi:sion ruade by your people for educating the colored people 
among yon ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do the colored people in the Chiekasaw Nation make any effort for their own 
education ?-A. The colored people in my neighborhood. are tryiug to do something for 
educating tlwir cl1ilrlren. 
Q. They haYe to rely on themselves eutirely ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Do yon know of any colored. schools that have been act.ually kept up uy them 
since the war ?-A. Yes; I know of two snell schools. e 
Q. For how many months in the year are they able to keep school ?-A. One that 
I know of particularly was kept open three months; a 1d they have a Sumlay-school 
also, which t.hey kt>ep up I'egnla.rly. 
Q. That is the feeling on the part of the negroes about education ?-A. They are 
anxious to have schools. I have made in<1uiries among them, and I find them anxious 
to have schools established among them. In fact, they got me to correspond with 
General Hov.rard in regard to having schools established for them. I went to see Gen-
eral Howard ou the snhject. I saw his brother, ancl he gave me all the information be 
could. I afterward received a letter from General Howard, stating that if the Indians 
would sell land to the Bureau, the Bureau would bnild school-houses for the fi·eedmen. 
I told General Frank Howard that we could not sell the land, bnt tha.t I was sure that 
the Indians would allow bnildings to be put up. 
Q. Has anythiug been done by the Freedmen's Bureau, or by any other authority, 
in the direction of the education of the colored people f-A. Not so far as I know. 
Q. Do you have any religious teachings in your primary schools ?-A. The teaching 
is of a moral character. 
Q. Is the BilJle read as part of the regular exercises ?-A. It is, in some of the 
schools. 
Q. Have yon any national regulation on the subject ?-A. No, sir; none at all. 
Q. The schools are not in any way sectarian ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Are any of your best educatecl young men inclined to pursue the professions of 
law, medicine, or divinity ?-A. No, sir; I do not know of any at present who are 
anxious to go on and study. 
Q. Do yon know of any of your young Chickasaws who have actually entered on 
any of those professions ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you think there wonltl be any hostility from your people to the cstahlishnwut 
by the national authority, or by any outside benevolent institution, of schools among 
the colored people ?-A. I clo not tbiuk there wonld be. 
Q. What is the feeling between your people aurl the colored people ?-A. As a general 
thing there is a good feeling existing between them. 
Q. There are no outrages committed on either siUe f-A. No, sir. 
Q. Is there a general feeling of contentment among the colored people, or is it other-
V>ise 1-A. lf they were left alone I think they would. be contented; nt parties have 
lJeen interfering with them, and trying to get them away from the country. That i · 
the only thing that there seems to be any discontentment about. 
Q. Do you refer to the efl'orts of one Finn f-A. Yes. 
Q. Do yon know anything in p~trticnlar about those efforts?-A. No, sir. I have 
seen his pu blishecl orders here. 
Q. Do yon know whether he ever operated among the colored. people in your 
nation f-A. No, sir; he had no operation up there. 
Q. \Vhat is the view which your people bold as to the valne of the colored element 
among you; do yon think they are of advantage to you as laborers ~-A. No, sir; they 
work altogether for themselves. 
Q. The~· are l1iHposed to be their own laborers now f-A. Yes, sir; they would rather 
rent, bnt it is not profitable to rent to them. It is more profitable to rent to white 
men than to freedmen. 
Q. Then there ·wonlU be no opposition to the removal oft.hose people if thoy desired 
to go away f-A. 0, no; not at all. 
Q. You spoke f\f having seen Finn's published orders-what did you refer to ?-A. A 
printed bill, calling a meeting of freedmen down about the Arkansas line. 
Q Do you recollect what the contents of that publication were ?-A. No; I jnst saw 
it on a tree, and another gentleman read it, and tolfl me that it was Finn's call for a 
mass-meeting of the negro•'s. 
, 
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Q. Do you kuow whether there was a meeting held ?-A. No, sir; I do not. That 
was among the Choctaws. 
Q. Have you any hope of being able to put your academies in motion ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Do you expect to be able to do so soon?-A. Yes; that is the expectation. 
Q. Has any monetary preparation been made for it?-A. The :five years' t.ime of those 
<;hildren who have been goiug to· sclwol in the States is out next June, and the money 
liaS been appropriated and put in my hands for that time. Next legislature there will 
be no appropriations made for the State schools at all, and I intend to recommend 
that an appropriation shall be made to commence the academies. 
Q. What does the education of these sixty children cost, and hm,· are they selected? 
-A. In the :first place, a committee was appointed in each connt.y to make a selection 
of the most advanced scholars. After they were selected and the names sent to me, I 
reported to the governor, and on that report be authorized me to call upon the auditor 
for warrant, and I got a warrant to take those children off to school. The first appro-
priation for the :first three years was $350 each per year. The last two years, for thost-\ 
who went to the States 9 st of the Mississippi, the appropria.tion was $335 each, aml 
for those who went to Texns and Arkansas, $312 each. 
Q. Did that include the travtmng expenses ?-A. Yes; it ineluded everything. 
Q. So that it costs you about $20,000 for the sixty children ?-A. Tweuty-one thous-
and dollars. 
Q. And your whole fund appropriated for educational purposes is how much ?-A. It 
averages from $40,000 to $50,000. 
Q. In selecting these young men and ladies for education abroad, what is the mode 
of their sclectiou-is it their position as scholars in the subordinate schools F-A. Yes; 
that is the test. 
Q. I suppose yon draw your money, as superintendent of schools, for school purposes, 
from your uatioual treasury f-A. Yes. 
By Mr. S:\nTH: 
Q. Have your authorities ever submitted to the people the question of taxation for 
the support of schools~-A. No, sir. I thiuk the qnescion has been talked of among 
them. I think Robert Love made a proposition of that kind to the legislature several 
years ago, but they were very much opposed to it, and I do not suppose that it got a 
vote in its favor, except the vote of Bob Love. 
Q. Will you educate your people till they gradually get to that point that they will 
be willing to be taxed for the support of their owu schools ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Where are your teachers from generally ?-A. Most of them are whites, but some 
of them are natives. 
Q. What is the average salary paid to them ?-A. We pay them by the number of 
scholars -$3 a mouth for each scholar. 
Q. That is the mode of employment '?-A. Yes. 
By Mr. BORDETT: 
Q. Yon say that you draw from the national treasurer. Do you kuow, from your 
business relations wit.h him, with what regularity or irregularity the funds are received 
here in the nation; what is the channel through which they come to your treasurer V-
A. They come through the United States agent for the Choctaws and Chickasaws, 
whose headquarters are here. 
Q. How often ve funds remitted to your treasurer V-A. About twice a year. Some-
times we get three remittances in a year. 
Q. Does it often happen that there are three remittauces in a year ?-A. No, sir; only 
occasionally. 
Q. Is there any degree of regularity as to the times of the payments l-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know about what months they generally come in ~-A. They come in 
almost any month in the year. 
Q. Is tllere any prescribed time, so far as yon know, when they should be here 7-A. 
I uo not know that ~here is any time prescribed by the Government for the payment, 
but I suppose tllere IS. 
Q. How do you account for the fact of the irregularity ?-A. I do not know how to 
account for it. 
Q. I suppose you are aware that the United States Treasury runs with the regularity 
of clock-work; that there is never any delay there for want of funds: and that 
specific days, according to the rules of the Treasury, are provided when warrants are 
drawn for all those liquidated funds; now, bow do you account for the irregnlarit,y 
with which your money gets here ?-A. I do not know exactly how to accountfor it. 
They tell me :first one thing and then another thing. Our payments are generally 
behind from six months to a year. The interest that falls due in June will probably 
not be paiu till next May. 
Q. Do yon mean that the interest ending June, 1870, is not paid for six months after-
ward 1-A. Yes, sir; from three to six months afterward. For instance, the interest 
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that fell dne on the :~Oth of last June we will not get until December probably, or per-
haps not till after that. This is near the time for it to get here. 
Q. \Vhen di<l yon get yonr last payment f-A. Since I left home. 
Q. Do ~~on know when that was dne iu. \Vasbington ?-A. I think it wa~ dne the 30th 
of December. 
Q. It belonged to the la~t fiscal year ?-A. That i~ what I nn<lerstand-that that 
motwy which we got here now should h;tve been pa.id on the 30th of December. ThaL 
which was dne on toe :30th of .JnnP la'lt we have not got yet, and this is only the time 
to count on getting it. 
Q. How do yon rcceh·e information as to the money being on h~uHl for yon ?-A. The 
Department professes to send ns a sbtement every six montbs, hut we hardly e\·er get 
a Rtatement. 
Q. Has that system ever heen in operation !-A. Sometimes they have Rent out a 
statement a11<l other timeR not. 
Q. Wlwn they do send out r-;tatt•ments, to \Yhom clo they adtlress them 'l-A. To the 
agent, I think. 
Q. And the agent has exhibited or forwarued them ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Do I understand yon that thP statement to "·llich yon refer is au official statement 
I!Ht<le ont by the Department, at \Vashington, or isH merely a, statement ma<le by the 
ageut ?-A. lie sends a eopy from his office as a statement received from \Vashington. 
If tue GoYernmeut would :-;en<l the sttttemeut direct to us within a month's time after 
the monPy is due \Ye ron111 nn<ler:staud onr business better; hut it comes along from 
three toRi. months afterward. 
Q. Have you ever been pre~ent when the monf'ys, paid over through the agPnt to 
your treasnrer, were actually delivered to l1im ? Did ;you ever see a transfer of funds 
from the Unik1l States agent to the treasurer of eitiJer the Choct"aw or Chickasaw 
Nations f-A. YeR, sir, I think I have. 
Q. Do yon recollect in wl1at way the money was arranged; that is to say, was it in 
sealed packages, or was it simply in lmlk ancl counted ontf-A. This which I saw was 
in gold. After payiug off the regular annuities thi~ exhibit from the Department was 
copi<'d and tnmecl over to the treasurer, the agent stating that he luul paid ont so 
much pm· capita, and that this was tlle surplus he hatl in lutnd, which he then turucd 
over. Tha,t was before the war. I do not know tllat I have t->een it done of late vears. 
Q. Do yon think it would he of a.thantag1\ to your people if the authorities at "\Vash-
ington were semi-annnally to forward to the t.reasnrer of your nation :t statement of 
what was due ·?-A. Yes, it would be a great a(l vantn,ge. 
Q. Have any of your officers eYer reqtwsted that ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. At;tl was the reqn<>Rt complied with ~-A. I do not think it wn'l. 
Q. Do yon know how lo11g it is since snch a request as that has hr.en malle '!-A. 
l\1r. Ilolnw:-; Colbert mrule tl11~ request that t,he statement should. be mrule out. 
Q. How long :-;ince was th<tt.?-A. Two or tlut'e years since. 
Q. \Ya-; that reqncst made in writing?-A. He toM me that it was made in writing. 
Q. Did that refer to a regnlar statement ?-A. To the reg-nlar half-yearly statement. 
Tlwu the last lPgisln,tnre passell an act requesting the Government to pnt all their 
moneys in l'nite1t tltat1~s bonds, and to make only annual payments. S1waking allont 
the agent, I was present onct>, since the war, \Yith the treasurer when lw got a dmft 
for the mouey. It. wns a draft on .TPw York f(n· the entire pa.ymm1t. 
By )Ir. S~liTII : 
Q. He then had to di~-:~pot->P of that draft t-A. Yes, sir; he went to • Tcw York to 
make the eolll'ct ion. 
Q. Co:1lll ht' not have (lone it at Saint Lon is ?-A. I do not know. I asked, "\Vhat is 
the nse of taking this draft? \Vhy not get the money?" But it was like Rpcaking 
agaillst the wind. It appeared ridicnlous to me. He took the drnft to Xew York, [tull 
was there three or four days hPfore he got it cashNl. 
By ~Jr. Bt' ItDETT: 
Q. \Yhat clo yon think of tl1e Jll'Opriety a nil advantage of yonr own treasurer dealing 
directly with the Pnitecl States Treasnn•r, rather than through the intervention of an 
agent-?-_\. That is the way the thing shonld be done. It should l.le done dirf'ctly 
with the Treasury. lt would he more simple then, and people would mulersta.nd it. 
If the Depa.rtment wonl1l make these half-yearly stMements, we would know exactl~r 
bow we Rtootl with the Government every six months: hut, as it is, we do not know. 
We get a note from the ng~>nt stating "Here is so mnch money for you," aud prolm-
bly there is no ~tatemcnt with it. The tiling is mixed up so that a thick-headed In-
dian cnn never understand it. 
Q. Wonl<l there be any diftlcnlty in your treasurer disposing of United Stntf's Trcas-
llrY clrafts \Yithin caRy reach of your capit-al ?-A. There 'vould he some diiflculty ill 
H.. lf pnt np in small sizes there \VOuld be no difficulty. 
Q. ERpecialJy in Yi"w of the fact that you have 1·ailroad communication now so 
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near; and I suppose you are aware that, both it Kanflas and Texas, there are uationat 
banks where they wuuld be very glad to get funds to transfer to the East ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Do you think it would be advisable to make an effort to have such an arrange-
ment made f-A. Yes, 6ir. I am satisfied that the people would l•e \Jetter satisti.ed 
with it than vdth the present arrangement. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Were you appointed, in connection with Holmes Colbert, by a Ja,v of yonr coun-
cil, to go to Washington and lift from the United St,ates Treasury funds belonging to 
the Chickasaws, amounting to $100,000, and to pay the same on a contract entered 
into lJetween the Chickasaw delegates, who made the treaty lJetween the United 
States and the Chickasaws, in 1866, and one John H. B. Latrobe, of Baltimore ?-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. State to the committee what you did in that connection.-A. CollJert and I went to 
·washington and got the Secretary of the Interior to sell an amount of stocks to pay 
the $100,000. 
Q. Do yon recollect what stocks were sold~ -A. United States stocks, I think; that 
is my impression .. 
Q. Do you know what the United States bonds sold at ~-A. I think tl1at about 
$74,000 in bonds lJrought the $100,000. 
Q. Did you pay the money over to Latrobe ~-A. No, sir; I did not. The requisi-
tion was drawn for us. Colbert gotH, and made all the payments. 
Q. ·were you present when they were made ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do yon know to whom he gave the money ~-A. He told me that he pai(l it to 
Latrobe. 
Q. Did he bring any receipt for it to the nation ?-A. Yes; Latrobe signed a re-
ceipt. 
Q. Do you know whether there were any other persons besides Latrobe who re-
ceived any of the money ~-A. I am not certain of any. I did not see auy oue else 
paid. In fact., I did not see the money paid to him. 
Q. You did not see it delivered ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you learned from any of the Chickasaw delegates who ma<le that treaty of 
1866 whether they received any of that money ?-A. No, sir; none of the delegates ever 
told me that they had got any. 
Q. Have you learned from Mr. D. H. Cooper that they received any part of that 
$100,000 ?-A. I do not know whether Ge11eral Cooper said anything to me about it, only 
just when I was on this last time. Dr. AllJert Long, a Chickasaw, was the first man 
that told me about the distribution of the money. He told me that Love bad made a 
statement that he bad drawn so much of that money. I think that Cooper told me 
that all the delegates got some of that money ; but as to any of the delegates telling it 
to me, they did not. CollJert told me that they divided the $25,000 which was used 
when making the treaty; or rather that it was to be divided, but that they did not 
divifle it all, and that they paid a portion to Latrobe & Co. That was $25,000 which 
was borrowed before we got the requisition. The $2;),000 was returned, and that was 
divided with 1,be delegates. That is what I understood from Colbert. He said that 
the delegates were to divide it. . . 
Q. Do you know whether the delegates were paid by the Chickasaw Nation for their 
services and expenses, aside from the $100,000 ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did Mr. Cooper tell you how much of that money he got himseln-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did he tell you how much Cochrane got ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did he tell von how much Latrobe himself kept ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you kn~w from any conmunication from Latrobe how much he kept him-
self'?-A. I might know it by looking over Colbert's private papers which were turned 
over to me at his death. I think that in those papers there may be something of that 
kind. 
Q. Do yon recollect anything from them as to how much Mr. Latrobe received f-A. 
No, sir; I do not recollect the amount. 
Q. Have you been recently appointed to take the place of Mr. Colbert, and settle up 
his business for the Choctaw Nation f-A. Yes. 
Q. Do you take his place, in fact, to receive moneJ·s at Washington, or is it only to 
close up his bnsiuess ~-A. The law authorizing the governor to appoint me says 
that whenever the award shall be made and the moneys appropriated, I shall take charge 
of the business and close it up. 
Q. What moneys do you refer to ?-A. I refer to t,he back interest, to the orphan and 
incompetent claim, and to the annual settlement of the Chickasaws with tlle Govern-
ment. 
- Q. ·what reason is there for not lcaYing the treasurer to recei \' e that money V-A. 
Then~ is no reason at ali. Vire want the treasurer to receive it. 
Q. 'Vhat n~ason had the government or council in sending Colbert there iusteacl of 
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letting your treasurer receive the money directly !-A. I do not know the reason for 
that. -
Q. The original act of 1867 named Colbert and yourself to receive tllat $100,000 and 
to pay it over f-A. Yes. 
Q. By what authority did Colbert remain there and receive money after that ?-A. 
There was another act passed after that, making him the sole commissioner and uelegate 
to attend to certain claims made in that act. 
Q. The act by which you were recently appointed by the governor does not name 
you as a delegate ?-A. No, sir; it merely authorized the governor to appoint a com-
missioller. 
Q. Does the act appointing yon to Colbert's position make any provision for the 
fePs?-A. No, sir. 
Q. It leaves that an open question to be settletl uy the council hereafter?--A. Yes. 
Q. Do yon understand that it is yonr <luty, under tlle act, to recognize the contract 
entered into lJetween the delegates in 1flu6 and Latrobe, in w bich 50 per cent. of all these 
moneys is to be pttid over to Latrobe f-A. No, sir; it does not give Latrobe GO per 
cent. of all these mone~7 S at all. Latrobe's contract is a contract for interest-arrearages. 
Q. That Latrobe contract, as I understand it, covers all the points on which mQneys 
are now being paid. It covers the uack annuities, and it specially covers any interest 
in the sale of the leased lands; and it uses the words, in the body of the contract, 
"other mone~·s." Now please say .Qow far you understand that contract to reach.-A. 
It does not touch Colbert's contract at all. They are two different contracts entirely. 
Holmes ColbeeL's bnsiness is the orphan and incompetent claims and the final settle-
ment with the Government. He gets 25 per cent. of the amount. Now, I am fully 
authorize<l and empowered to carry ou Holmes Colbert's business, not Latrobe's busi-
ness at all. I have nothing to do with Latrobe's business. 
Q. Then I understand you that by your appointment you are only authorized to take 
care of the incompetent and orphan fund ~-A. Yes; and of the award that may be 
made on the final settlement-a stated account made ont by the Government. 
Q. Holmes Colbert collectefl of the United States a large amount of money for back 
annuities; and he also collectefl from the United States an amount of regular annuities 
which sbonld haYe come here to your agent and be handed over to your treasurer. 
Out of both of these sums Latrobe took 50 per cent. Now I want to know whether 
yon feel authorized, under your appointment, to sustain those proceedings and to con-
tinue that business in that way; in otller words, whether, if there should ue fnrther 
back annuities collected, or any of those funds named in Latrobe's contract, you feel 
yourself under ouligation to deliver to Latrobe, under his contract, 50 per cent. of the 
money; or whether yon will feel it your duty to pay all the money to your people?-
A. I have uotlling to do with the Latrobe contract. If the money was paid to me I 
would deliver it over to the national treasurer. 
Q. Are yon aware that Colbert did pay the money to Latrobe instead of uringing it 
here ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you think that that was a true construction of Colbert's authority under the 
law ?-A. I do not know whether it was or not. There is nothing in the law that jus-
tified him in paying out that money. 
Q. Then do you know by what authority Colbert did tl1at thing "?-A. No, sir; I do 
not. 
Q. Are yonr people and couucil satisfied that Colbert should take half of their 
mone~r, amounting to hundreds of thonsandR of dollars, and hand it over to Latrobe, 
after they have already paid him $100,000 for helping to make the treaty ?-A. The 
amount of money which Colbert got was $216,000. 
Q. Besides the $100,000 wllicb you and be got ?-A. That is another thing. It does 
not belong to that qnest.ion at all. Colbert received $497,000 at the time you are speak-
ing of. Ont of that $497,000 be re-invested $100,000 in United St>ttes stock. That left 
$397,000. Out of that amonnt tlleGovernrnent retained $140,000 for moneys already ap-
propriated to the loyal Indians. That left $257,000. 
Q. What did Holmes Colbert do with tlw $257,000 ?-A. I think be paid $26,000 to 
Mr. Latrobe for attorey fees in defending the 1mtion against those loyal claims. That 
]eft $:131,000. Then he drew the perpetual annuity of $:3,000 to be added to that. That 
is the annnit.y which Washington gave to the Chickasaws in 1796. He also drew the 
share of the Chickasaws in the interest on the $:300,000. That is about the amount he 
actually !rOt into his bands-about $237,750. He paid to me $6,000 of that money for 
school pnrposes. The reason why be paid it to me for school purposes was that Superin-
tendent Robinson had put in the National Bank at Little Rock all the school funds, and 
the uank suspended, and I could not get the mouey out of the bank, and therefore 
Colbert paid that money over to me. The balance of that moue.), $231,750, be divided 
with Latrobe, giving half to Latrobe. He took $100,000 of it atul set it aside as money 
belonging to Latrobe, and be divided the remaining $116,000 between the Chickasaw 
Nation and Latrobe. 'I'll is $100,000 which was set aside was t.he amount that belonged 
to Latrobe, aud which was to be turned oyer to the Chickasaws in lieu of the amount 
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paid to Latrobe. But, instead of refuniling the $100,000, he refunded only $50,000, 
which really belonged to Latrobe. The other $50,000 belonged to the Chickasawt:~. I 
was the first man to detect the error. When the report was read, I said to Governor 
Harri$, "That report is incorrect; Latrobe is not refunding that $100,000." 
By Mr. SMITH: 
Q. You proposed that out of the $230,000 Latrobe should be allowed his l1alf?-A. 
No, sir; I do not say that. If it had all been arreara.ges Mr. Latrobe would. have been 
.entitled to one-half of the $230,000; but it was not all arrearages. There was $58,000 
of that amount which was received for regular annualinterest in that year, and should 
have been deducted. 
Q. And then there should have been an equal division of the balance ~-A. Yes ; 
and then out of Latrobe's share there shonld have been taken that $100,000. That 
is the way it should have been done. I told Governor Harris that, but I could. not get 
it into his bead: Holmes Colbert was not there. I never said anything to Colbert 
abont it for a year afterward, but when Colbert found out about it, he wrote back tilat 
it was au error, and said that he would straighten it up. 
Q. Has it ever been straightened up ~-A. Yes; but there has been no money re-
funded on it. This thing lay along, and there was a considerable rumpus ahont it. At 
the meeting of the next legislature there was a special committee appointed which in-
vestigated th e matter, bnt conld not come to any conclusion about it. They then 
called me in and asked me if I would not make a settlement with Colbert. I said that 
I did not want to do it, but that if they asked me I wouM uo it. 
Q. '!'ben tbe error is unders tood and acknowledged, bnt the adjnstment has never 
been paid f-A. That is it. 
By the Cn.umrAN: 
Q. What is the ereor now J- A. It is not so mtwh now. Some of that interest has 
been coming in, and the error bas been reduced by the payment of arrearages. 
Mr. SMITH. The default, theiJ, is becoming reduced by moueys accruing to the Govern-
ment from these trust funds, aml from otller funds covered hy his contract~ He is 
gettin~ the credit of his 50 per cent., and the default is· being reduced in that way; 
but it is not being reduced by t.he payment of any money to the Chickasaw Nation f 
\VITNESS. I caunot understand the question. 
Mr. S:vuTrr. Unless yon can show that you are redncing the default by deducting ir; 
out of money which really helongs to Latrobe, you are not reducing it at all. 
WITNESS. I understand that. 
J\fr. SMITH. Then show us how you are doing that. 
WITNESS. It is being reduced in this way: the moneys which we believe have been 
secured by the efforts of Latrobe have been paid. to the Chickasaws. 
Q. And have you deducted out of his contract-fee any amount, and declined to pay 
it over to him so t.hat it should pass to the credit of the defalcation ~-A. There never 
bas been any deduction made; he bas got nothing of that which he would be entitled 
to under the contract. 
Q. Now fix that amount.-A. I do not think that the amount of the error is much 
less than it was. There were certain stocks held in the H.ichmond and Danville Rail-
road, which has been in arrears for a great many years. The Secretary of the Interior 
made an outside arrangement, giving this company time to pay the money, instead of 
demanding the payment. This money should have been paid to us three years ago. 
It has been sent here, $10,000 at a tirne-a little more or a little less-and out of that 
Latrobe is entitled to his fee. 
Q. Can you fix these successive amounts ~-A. Only when we get a settlement from 
the D!-lpartment. Tlten we can settle with Latrobe, but not before. 
Q. Then, if I understand yon, the rednct,ioos that are being made in the deficiency 
in the accounts of Holmes Colbert, which simply means a deficiency on acconut of La-
trobe getting this $79,000, are onl;\7 being made so fast as moneys, coming into the 
Treasury of the United States for the Chickasaws, will reduce it, by allowi11g Latrobe 
credit for one-half of them, while you get the other halO--A. Under his contract he is 
not entitled. 
Q. Then he stands "Lack and waits until his fees pay back to you wbttt he has got~­
A. Yes. 
Mr. S:~uTII. And so the mao is plundering ~yon hy the day and by the honr, taking 
l1alf your money for doing nothiug-money that should. have gone to school your chil-
dren. That is the truth about it. Then he has got another amount hcRides t,his blun-
uer in the adjustmeJlt. 
WITNESS. Not that I know of. 
Mr. SMITH. Yes; you have stated that in Colbert'~> calenlation La.trobe was allowed 
a fee on a collection of $58,000 which should not have been covered into his contract. 
WITNESS. Yes. 
Q. The compenc;;at ir n allowell him on that $58,000 is being adj m<ted hy deducting 
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his legitimate fees nuder the contract, as they come in, to make good that allowance!-
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. And then, instead of taking the $100,000 out of the half of the $23Z,OOO, they 
took it out of the whole'?--A. Yes. 
Q. Now what amount does that affect '?-A. Fifty thousand dollars. 
Q. And Latrobe has got that '?-A. Yes. 
Q. And he proposes to pay that $50,000 in the same way, does be ~-A. Yes; I sup-
pose so. 
By Mr. BURDETT: 
Q Do yon know whether those receipts went into Latrob0's baud~:;, or whether he 
ha<.l some ngent that stepped between him and the papnaster ?-A. I really do not 
know whether Latrobe was there at the time. 
Q. It has been stated in regard to some of these monetary affairs that Latrobe ha<l 
:m attorney in fact present, with written authority from him to receive the mouey.-
A. That may b::we been so, bnt I do not know it. I was not there at the time the set-
1lement was made. 
Q. Yon have spoken of the contract, which is in form oflaw, dated OctolH'r 24, 1867, 
ebapter 18 of the general law of the Chickasaw Nation, for the years 1867-'68-~69-'70. 
In speaking of that contract and of the terms of the law appointing Holmes Colbert. 
eommissioner to settle claims nt \Vasbingtou, yon recited what yon understood to be 
the items that it covered.-A. Yes. 
Q. I wish you would state them again.-A. The orphan and incompetent fund. The 
Government should make a state(l account to be submit.ted w the Cbwkasaw people 
for them to examine a.nd file exceptions to. Colbert was to get up this acconnt, which 
he did, aml we filed exceptions to it. There had also been an old salt-claim in the 
Stnte of Tennessee. That was one of the items he had charge of. 
Q. Is that the extent of your nnderstaurling as to the scope of Colbert't'! anthority 
nuder this Jaw ?-A. He was genemlly to look after any other bnsiue:;;s that there 
might be. 
(.J. And it was on the adjnstment of these matters that he \\'as to receivo a contll1-
gent fee of 25 per cent. ?--A. Yes. 
Mr. EmmETT. Now, I want to re::J.d yon a section of that law. After reciti11g cer-
tain treaties, it goes on further, antl says: "vVhereas it is also important that all 
claims against the Government of the United States, which the Chickasa\V Kution or 
any member thereof may have, in any way guaranteed or arising nuder the variou& 
cessions of conntry by trea,ty stipulations containell in said treaty ot 1832-':34, or under 
any treaty made bebveen the United States and the Chickasaws previous thereto, 
shall be presented a,nd prosecnted to tina.l settlement., an<l whatever ma,v be due under 
them, recovere<l and secured as soon as possible: Now tllerefore, &c." In fact, thfl 
terms of that law are so broad that he would be entit,Ied to the retention of 25 per 
cent. on almost any sort of funds that came into his hands. 
\VITNE!:-iS. Yes; but he was not to receive any funds except thi:'! orpban and in-
competent fund. · 
Mr. EmmETT. Notwithstanding what the private understanuiug may hn.Ye been, the 
l:tw itself is so broad as to cover and protect him. 
vVITNESS. ·well, what has that to do with this arrangement! 
Mr. BL'"HDETT. I am calling your attention 11ow to the fact of your outstnl1l1iug eon-
tracts being so broad aml far-reaching that they pile one upon the other, and tl..tat 
those parties, if they are incline(} to act improper!~', are protected by the exi::;ting laws 
and contracts. 
Mr. S:\nTII. Now, let ns get hack to that settlement. Holmes Colbert presented his 
accout before this committee of the conncil for approval, and that is when yon noticed 
this blunder? 
WIT~ESS. No, sir. l le rcportell to the council a year before his account, and I noticed 
the blunder at that time. 
Q. vVas that account ever sett.lell or approved of by yonr council, except condition-
ally f-A. I do not recollect now. what was done at that time. No person noticed it 
or carell anything about it. I was the only person who meddled with it. 
Q. Was not that the time General Cooper said he would make good the deficiency~­
A. I should say it was not at that time; General Cooper and I had two d<Lys' qnarrel 
upon that. 
Q. He subsequently agree<l to make gootl the difference of$79,000 ?-A. Yes. 
Q. What. I want to get at is this: Ditl Holmes Coll.Jert have the vouchers or receipts 
from Latrobe & Co. for that $79,000 in that settlement f-A. He bad a receipt, I think,· 
for t.he whole amount which he paid over to them. 
Mr. Sl\IITII. Here is what I want to get at: Tllat exhibit of Holmes Colbert in the 
settlement of his acconnts shows, by a very logical analysis, as yon put it, that 
there was a deficiency of $79,000. wllich~ if .paid over to Latrobe & Co .. hP should have 
a voucher for. 
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WITNESS. He had a voucher for the whole amount paid. 
Mr. SMITH. But if it was not paid over, then the blunder was operating to the benefi t 
of Holmes Colbert alone, and Latrobe & Co. got nothing of it? 
WITNESS. They got nothing. 
Mr. SMITH. Can you settle that fact; because if Latrobe & Co. never got the money, 
tbeu the $79,000 deficiency is due from Holmes Colbert. 
WITNESS. I cannot see, to save my life, bow Holmes Colbert came to make this 
blunder, except he and Cooper were drunk, and made the settlement when drunk, that 
they just made a" grab game" of it, and swindled us out of $79,000. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. While that $79,000 is (l eficient, is the $100,000 that was advancetl returned to 
you, or is that still to be accounted for, as Cooper A wears it is to be ?-A. This $79,000 
i s a part of the $100,000. He has really only paid $21,000 out of the $100,000, and that 
leaves $79,000 o ue. 
By Mr. SMITH: 
Q. Out of the $232,000 which Holmes Colbert held subject to disposition, if it 
was divided as yon suggested into halves, there would be $116,000 going to your 
treasury; and out of the $116,000 which should have been set apart for L'1trobe, $100,000 
should be deducted ?-A. Yes, and Latrobe should only have got $16,000. 
Q. But, instead of that, they so figured it that there is a blunder of $79,000 in the 
account ?-A. Yes. 
Q. And yon are not able to say whether that $79,000 was ever paid to Latrobe or 
not ?-A.. I believe that it was paid to Latrobe & Co. I never saw any of tha.t money 
paid. . 
Mr. S;\HTH. That is an important question, as between Colbert and Latrobe & Co. 
WITNESS. Mr. Latrobe tells me that he will make this gootl; that there was an error 
committed, and that be would make it good. 
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Cooper said that be would make it good; but Mr. Cooper stated to 
us that the deficiency was only $29,000. 
WITNESS. I htwe settled it on him that he owes us $79,000. 
Mr. SMITH. The exhibit, as it stanrls now, shows that Holmes Colbert's estate is in-
debted to the Chickasaw Nation $79,000. 
·WITNESS. No; I do not look on it in that light, as though Holmes Colbert's estate 
owes it. 
Mr. SMITH. His account shows that, by his own mode of interpretation, be owes 
your treasury $79,000. 
·WITNESS. vVe do not look to his estate at all for that money, but to Mr. Latrobe. 
They look to me to get it from him. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. When did you say Mr. Latrobe promised to pay it?-A. Mr. Latrobe told me when 
I was in Baltimore that anything he was in arrears with the C.hickasaws he would pay 
whenever be got his clues. 
Mr. SMITH. It will be necessary for Mr. Latrobe to be satisfied that be got the half 
of $58,000 to which he was not entitled. 
WITNESS. I think bg is satisfied with that. 
Mr. SMITH. And that he actually received it Y 
WITNESS. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SMITH. Then you will have to show him that Holmes Colbert, in makinp: the 
adjustment, also made a blnnrler by which $50,000 was lost to the treasury of the 
Chickasaw Nation and paid to him in good faith. That f~ct you must make good to 
Mr. Latrobe. 
WITNESS. Yes. 
Mr. SMITH. And when be agree's to both, then he must be satisfiefl that he has re-
-ceived the $79,000 and must be willing to pay it over? 
vVrrNESR. Yes. . 
}fr. SMITII. But until that is done the \Yhole error and its legal obligation rest 
on Mr. Colbert. 
Tile CHAinMAN. Latrobe, in his testimony, repudiates the idea of being responsible 
for $50,000 ·which the delegates kept, and swears that he ouly got $16,000 of your 
money. 
WIT~ESS. I am not in favor of a dollar of this money being paid in vVashington, 
but want it to be sent direct to the Chickasaw treasnry. 
Q. Are you in favor of Latrobe's getting it after it reaches here ?-A. I am will.ing 
to leave that to the people. 
By Mr. S-:\1ITH: 
Q.. Has the Chickasaw N<ttion never repudiated the Latrobe contract by solenm en-
actment 1-A. No, sir. 
Mr. SMITH. There has been some legislation by the Choctaw council on the subject 
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By the CIL\IJUIA:K: 
Q. Do your people generally know the nature of that contract ?-A. I do not know 
how exactly to answer that question. Onr people know a great many things that they 
say they do not know. The fact is that they forget that the contract was ever ap-
proved of by the council, and you ma,y ask twenty men of that council if they know 
anything about it, and they will tell you that they did not know anything about it, 
simply becam;e they have forgotten an about it. 
Q. By what authority are the Chickasaws entitled to these claims on the l:nited 
States ?-A. By treaties. 
Q. In making the treaty of 1866 what did you lose of your old claims which yon had 
agaim:;t the Uuited States ?-A. w ·e did not lose anything. 
Q. Ry tl1e treaty of 1l::l66 all your former claims are secured to yon ?-A. YeH. 
Q. Tht>n the claims that have been paid, and which Latrobe has been dividing iu ]Ji~ 
own favor under this contract, bad been already secured under the treaty of 1tl66 ?-
A.- No; we do not look at it in that light. 
Mr. S:.\IITII. It is the fact we want, not the way you look on it. If tltPre wa~; any-
thing new what was it t 
\VITXEHS. There was nothing new. 
By the CIIAIR:\L\N : 
Q. Does not the treaty of 1866 reitl~;tate yon where ) on were lwfore the ditlienlti•·s 
growing ont of tbe rehelliou ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Theu it is nuder tbe treaty of Hl66 that you are ahle to collect the claims which 
yon holtl against the United States; otherwise it wonl<lnot he ne('essary to make that 
treaty or to pnt any provision of the killll in it. Is that not true !-A. Yt>s. 
Q. Was not Mr. Latrobe paid, as attorney or counsel for the delegation, uy the 
$100,000 which you and Mr. Ho1mes Colbert paid to him under the order of yonr legis-
lature; or does he charge more than $100,000 for writing a copy of the treaty ?-A. No, 
I do not thiuk that the $100,000 was for that purpose. That is my impression. 
Q. Did you pay him anything for his services in making the treaty f-A. I think h~"~ 
got a portion of the $25,000. 
The CrrAml\IAN. He swears that he got for that service $16,000 out of the $100,000. 
WITNESS. As I uudertStood it from Colbert this $25,000 was used up between dele-
gates and lawyers, and the portion which the delegation was to get was refnnded out 
of the $100,000 to make up the full $25,000 which was to go to 'the delegation. 
The CIIAIRl\£AN. I nll(lerstood yon that the nation paid the delegation its per diem 
and expenses outside of that '100,000? 
\Vrnmss. Yes. 
The CHAIRNL\.N. But it was necessary to borrow. ·2:>,000 in \Vashiugton '! 
\VITNE.'S. Yes. 
The CHAIRMAN. And when they got the $100,000 they simply restored the mo1wy 
which they got before f 
\V ITNERS. Yes. 
Q. If that $100,000 was not to pay Latrobe for helping to make the treaty, what wa 
it for ?-A. It was an ad vance for his services in attending to these arrearages as we 
call them. Speakiug about this leased district, I do not think that the Chickasaws 
have anything to say about it. 
Q. Can yon state np to this time how much money Latrobe has drawn from your 
treasury f-A. No, sir; I cannot. 
Q. The $100,000, I understand, was paid to him by Colbert; what additions to that 
have been made~ You speak of holding Latrobe responsihle; have you looked ove1 
the matter to kno\Y what :you should hold him responsible for !-A. Seventy-nine 
thousand dollars. 
Q. Did Mr. Cooper speak to yon during ~~our last visit to \Vashington relative to the 
$79,000 default '!-A. Yes. 
Q. What is his present explanation of it '-A. Retold me that he knew there was some-
thing due to the Chickasaw8 by Mr. Latrobe, bnt the exact amount be did not know. 
He showed me a statement which he probably sent before this committee. 
The CIIAIHMAN. He stated before tho comrnHtee that there was a mistake, and that 
Latrobe was responsible for some $29,000, but that the $50,000, making the balance of 
the $79,000, referred to the fee matter-that the $29,000 was the matter of the regular 
annuities which were improperly drawn. His statement was, in fact, this: that what 
Latrobe got out of the regular annuities they owed you, but that anything else than 
that must abide the time uutil fees pay it. 
WrnmAA. That is ahont what he stated to me, but I thought he included the $79,000. 
The CnAIR:\-1.\X. One statement that Cooper made was that they discovered new 
clairPs, &c., hy which Latrobe is not liahle a:t all. 
WITNESS. That was the first discovery made. If that statement is $50,000, it is about 
correct. If they say that !ibey owe the Chickasaws $43,000 on the contract, that is 
correct; and they owe the $29,000 beside~. 
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BOGGY DEPOT, IxDTAX TERRITORY, .July 8, 1872. 
JosEPH D. liARRI~:> recalled and examination contirmed. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Question. A statement of one witness indicates that there was some tlelltiency in 
yonr account as treasurer of the Chickasaw Nation; please to explain.-A11swer. I 
received a lot of mf1ney from Mr. Olmstead, the Indian agent; I drew tlle money in 
bulk and did not count it, and it fell short $1,:300. 
Q. How much did you draw at thttt time ?-A. Twenty-seven thousa-nd fort~-­
fonr dollars and eig-hty-nine cents. 
Q. Wha-t was tlle ela-te of that transaction ?-A. It w::.s in .January, 1870. 
Q. Is that the only deficiency in your accounts ?-A. No, sir; tlle committee rPported 
a habnce besides. 
Q. Did that grow ont of dealings with the Fnit.erl Stlttes oflicers ?-A. No, sir. 
By Mr. S:mnr: 
Q. How long was Olmstead llere nH agent ?-A. Abont two years. 
Q. Did Mr. Olmstead pay yon tile fnlLuuonnt for which yon receipted at the time!-
A. No, sir; he paid me $26,000. 
Q. What did he tlo with the other $1,0t4 ?-A. I do not know what he did with ir. 
He told me that the Commissioner of Indian Affairs toltl him to ret.ain so mnch out of 
the Chickasaw· fnnd antl ont of the Cllod.aw fnnd, ::tnd that when he made out tlle 
returns they wonld forward the balance of the money a.ml would refund it. He was to 
l'efuncl the $1,044. 
Q. Did he refund the $1,04-17-A. He refnndet:l $600; and the remainder of the note 
I tnrnerl over to Colonel Auden;ou. 
Q. Who was preRent when yon receiYetl that !jji27,0U ~-A. C;tptaiu Harkins and Ben-
jamin Harris, sou to Governor H::trriH. 
Q. Did any other of tho tTnited States ag(~ nt,.; pm·.•1 w a like course !-A. No, sir. 
By ihe CIL\.IR:\IAN: 
Q. Tbf:>n I understand you that there wns tltw from Olmstead, as agent to the Chick-
as:tws, $27,044.89 ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that, iu January, 1870, yon receiptf:'tl to him for the whole :unonnt '?-A. Yes. 
Q. An(l that he only turned over to you $:26,000 ~-A. Yes. 
Q. And he gave you his note for :$1,0--14 ?-A. Yes. 
Q. He showing th~tt he was autllorized to do so by the Commis-.ioner of Indian 
Affairs ?-A. Yes. 
Q. And that it wonld he afterward paid to you ?-A. Yes. 
Q. He paid yon $600 of it f--A. Yes. 
Q. And be turned over the balance to his successor in office, J. E. Anderson '?-A. Ye . 
Q. And I understand yon further to say t.hat when yon came to count the $26,000 it 
fell short $1,:300 1-A. Yes, sir; it fell short $1,300 out of the $2n,OOO. 
Q. Diu yon ever report ba-ck to Olmstead about that deficiency ?-A. No, sir; he 
asked me over here at old Boggy abont it, aucl I told him tha.t it was all right. I had 
borrowed the money, and it was not worth while to say ~mything about it at the time. 
'l'hat was the time .that the money question was so high here between oar people and 
Holmes, Colbert, Cooper, and those people. I borrowed the money and made it good. 
Q. And yon state that yon afterward tol<l Olmstead it was all right f-A. He asked 
me about how my money came out, and I just told him it was all right. I bad bor-
rowed the money and replaced it. 
Q. Did yon tell him that there was a deficiency of $1,300 ~-A. Yes; I told him that. 
Q. Why did you tell him it waH all right ~-A. I did not think it wort.h while to men-
Uon it then. I knew tllat he wonld not pay it after I bad receipted. t-o him for it. 
BoGnY DEPO'J. ]:\'l>I:\;'1; TEmHTOnY, .July 8, 1872. 
G. \V . .ITUU\.L, , ~worn antl e.· amincd. 
By the Cn.HIDf \N: 
Qnest.ion. State yonr agn, rel"ideuee, and ocenpation.-AnswM. I reHicle at llogg, 
Depot, in the Choctaw Natiou. I am a lawyer by profession. I am about forty years 
of age. 
Q. State whether son were present in January, 1870, when Joseph D. Harris, treas-
urer of the Cbickasa w Nation, received fi·om Mr. Olmstead, United States Indian agent 
for tlle Choctaws and Cbickasa.ws, an amonnt of money.-A. I cannot be positive ir 
regard to the date, bnt be receivc>(l money amounting, in the aggrPgate. to $27,000, auc. 
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Olmstead gaYe him his note for $1,000. One package of the money was open, but the 
others were in hulk. 
Q. Do yon know what· the package which \nts open purported to contain ?-A. No, 
sir. 
Q. Do yon know what the other packages purported to contain ~-A. No, sir; only 
t hA total amount. 
Q. Was the money counted at the time by 1Ir. Harris ?-A. The package \'l'hich was 
open was conntecl, the otuers were uot. 
Q. At what poiut was this money paid to Mr. Harris ?-A. At old Boggy Depot, in 
Captain Hester's house, ·which was then used as an agency house. 
Q. State if yon know anything of a deficiency reported to have taken place in the 
moneys paid by the same agent to the Choctaws.-A. The only information I have is 
from the report wbich was made officially to the Choctaw council. Mr. Forbes Le 
l<'Jore made a report that he was short abont $l,600 odd. Basil LeFlore, tbe treasurer 
of the natiou, reported a,bout $:300 short. Forbes LeFlore was school superintendent. 
Q. \Vere those reports made in writing f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you recollect what the aggregate of t,he Choctaw loss amounted to as re-
p orted ?-A. About $2,000. 
Q. Do yon know whether it bas been corrected since ?-A. Not by the United States 
Gover11ment. Mr. Basil Le Flore, the treasurer, put in his warrant for salary to the 
amount of his loss, and Mr. Forbes Le Flore's loss still stands unsettled. 
Q. Do you kuow of any other such difficulties with agents, or any difficulties of that 
kind between Indian agents and the Choctaws or Chickasaws ?-A. None; that is the 
only time that I have any knowledge of moneys falling short. 
By Mr. BUimETT: 
Q. I wish to inquire in regard to the United States courts. You have a system of 
laws and courts in the Choctaw Nation by which you settle all matters in controversy 
as between members of your own nation here~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Your judicial system, so far as it has to do with citizens of the Uniteu States be-
tween themselves, or between citizens and Indians, is the Federal system ~-A. Yes. 
Q. And for that purpose this country is attached to what district ~-A. The western 
district of Arkansas. 
Q. Where is the Federal court held f-A. At Fort Smith, Arkansat:l. 
Q. What is the average distance to that court from the central portions of the Choc-
taw and Chickasa.v NationsJI-A. From this point to Fort Smith is one hundred and 
fifty mil£. From Dukes ville it is about one hundred and forty miles. Port Arbuckle, .in 
the Chickasaw Nation, is seventy miles westward from this place, which would make it 
two hnnclred aud twenty miles from Fort Smith. 
Q. State whether any special inconvenience arises on account of the distance to 
that court, and snggest any remedy that occurs to yon, which ought to be applied.-
A. The inconvenience is great from the fact that every person who is cbarged with any 
frivolous offense, snch as petty larceny, is carried to Fort Smith, one hundred and fifty 
miles, to stand an examination before the United States commissioner. Parties 
charged with crimes very often do not know fur what they are taken up until they 
get there. 
Q. This involves also the expense of taking along witensses and bondsmen f-A. 
Yes, sir. Sometimes bondsmen go and sometimes not. They generaJly tind bondsmen 
down there. It is a great inconvenience to the people h ere from the fact that it takes 
every dollar out of the country. Another inconvenience is that we have to go to that 
court, orw hundred and fifty miles, twie0 a year, and the session of the court lasts from 
lour to six weeks. 
Q. And it often happens I suppose, tltat your p eople are taken away, both as prin-
cipals aud witnesses, at times when thP:Y sbonld be attending to their crops V-A. Yes; 
they are taken aw<ty in the spring of the yoar, iu May, and again in November, wheu 
they onght to be bousing their crops. 
Q. Yon refer now to the regnlnr terms of the court 'f-A. Yes. 
Q. In addition to that, yon arc subjected to the inconvenience of boing taken there 
to answer before a United States commissioned-A. Yes, sir; at any time. 
Q. What do yon suggest as a proper remedy for that state of things1-A. I would 
suggest that there should be a court estaulished for the Choctaw and Chickasaw peo-
ple, somewhere near the cenh·al portion of the two nations. This would givo parties 
time to comH and retnrn and to attend to their crops; but as it is, they cannot make a 
trip to Fort Smith aud back nuder two weeks' time. Parties now very often do not 
report offenses l>ecan<•e they do not want to be dragged to Fort Smith, so great a dis-
tance, nuless they are forced by judicial process. 
Q. Is the fact of the long distance to be traveled, and the necessary delay in jnstice 
arising out of it, an inducement to persons to conceal the commission of offenses lest 
they might have to become witnesses and have to travel to Port Smith f-A. Yes. 
Q. So that it amounts often to a suppression and denial of justice ?-A. Yes. sir; a 
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great many cases would be reported, but that the distance to Fort Snuth is so great 
that parties do not want to be carried there to prosecute. 
Q. Do yon think there would be any advantage to yonr people, in view of the fact 
that there is a railroad through your territory to Kansas, to have a change made in the 
district so as to attach it to the district of Kansas instead of Arkansas '?-A. I do not. 
It is too far to Karsas. 
Q. Your judgment is then that there should be a United States district court estab-
lished for t.be Indian Territory ~-A. Yes, sir; i u the Choctaw country or near tbe line. 
Q. How would it strike you to have a conrt established for the Indian Territory, and 
then to have terms and sittings in the se\'eralnations; for instance, one term for the 
Chickasaws and Choctaws, and then a term further north, at a central point for the 
Cherokees, Creeks, mul Seminoles '(-A. It would snit very well, because it is jnst as 
inconvenient for the Cherokees and Creeks to go to Fort Smith as it is for the Choc-
taws and Chickaslnvs to go there. 
J. E. AXDEH:-ox recalled. 
BOGGY DEPOT, IXDLI.X TERIUT<JRY, .Jaly 8, 1872. 
By the Cll.\.IIC\IAN: 
Question. Did }fr. Olmsteau, the .Indian agent, pay you the balance of t.be note 
whwh was tnrnerl ovPr to yon by your predecessor, )Jr. Harris ?-Answer. Yes, sir; he 
paid me. 
BOGGY DEPOT, JXDL\X Tm R !TORY, .Jnly d, 1~72. 
R. Bot.:HL<\.XD sworn ami examined. 
By the CnAIR:\L\.X : 
Question. State your age, resitlence, and occupation.-Answer. I am fifty-two years 
of age. :My residence is Tishamingo, Chickasaw Kation. I am a farmer. 
Q. State whether you are a member of the Chickasaw Nation.-A. I am citizen 
of the Chickasaw Nation by marriage, not by birth. That gives me, under treaty 
stipulations, all the rights of a Chickasaw. 
Q. State ·what you know of the payment made by Holmes Colbert of funds collected 
by him at Washington for the Chickasaw Nation.-.A. I was present when the money 
was turned over t.o Colonel Harris, but I did not see it counted. It was turned over 
to him at Charles Eastman's, in the Chickasaw Nation. Mr. Colbert had bad that 
money deposited with Mr. Blackwell, at Sherman, Texas. I was at Sherman and went 
home with him when he carried it home to Eastman's for Harris to get it. 
Q. How long was it on deposit at Sherman V-A. I do not know; a short time. 
Q. How much money did Holmes Colbert have on deposit with Blackwell ~-A. 
Something over $131,000. , 
Q. Did Holmes Colbert pay any money to any person in the Chickasaw Nation about 
that time ?-A. I do not know; he had a farm and was transacting business; I do not 
know what his dealings were. 
Q. Do you know whether he paid money to any of the delegates who helped to 
make the treaty of 1866 ~-A. No, sir. Until the other day I never heard that there 
was any advance, I did not he<1r it until Saturday morning last. 
Q. Do you know of any person who went from the Chickasaw Nation to see Holmes 
Colbert get the money?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know of anybody in the Chickasaw Nation sending an order down to 
him to get money ?-A. Not that I recollect. 
Q. Were yon acquainted with the delegates of 1866, who were appointed by the 
Chickasaw Nation to make a treaty wit.h the United States ?-A. Yes, si1·. 
Q. State their names.-A. Colonel Edmund Pickens, Holmes Colbert, Winchester 
Colbert, Colbert Carter, and Robert Love. 
Q. Do yon know what instructions these men had when they went to Washington ; 
were they in writing?-A. I was not living at that time in the Chickasaw Nation. I 
think the instructions were put down in the law, and I think it probable that I glanced 
over them. 
Q. Who went with the delegation from the Chickasaw Nation ~-A. I cannot say. 
Mitchell either went with them or acteu as their secretary. 
Q. Did General Cooper go with them ?-A. I think be met them in Washington. 
Q. Were you living in the Chickasaw Nation when the delegates returned and made 
their report ~-A. No, sir. I saw most of them soon after they did retnrn. 
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Q. Were you aware that they had made a contract with John H. B. Latrobe, unde1 
which be was to receive .$100,000 for his services in making the treaty f-A. I always 
understood that they hail agreed upon a contract to give him 50 per ceot. of these 
annuities. They were of the idea that the interest-money which accrued during 
the war bad been confiscated on account of their conduct dnring the war. The stock 
in which their money was invested was what was termed non-paying stock. l?or 
instance, Arkansas and Tennessee stock bas not been paid for twenty years. They 
allowed him half of that, but they agreed to let him have $100,000 in advance, which 
was to be refunded out of the 50 per cent. coming to him as fast as the collection was 
made. That has been my understanding. 
Q. How ·were those funds saved to the nation, if they were in jeopardy ?-A. It was 
by going to \Vasllin.gton and using their influence with members of Congress to get 
np their claims; and they employed snch men as Latrobe, Cochrane, and others. That 
has l>een an old story. I have heard it from Chiclms~tw delegates for twenty years, 
\}latin order to secure their claims it is necessary to·get the inflnence of these men. 
Q. Did you understand that bJ· the war these claims were cut ofH-A. That was the 
impression. . 
Q. Was that represenkd by the delPgates f-A. I met Holmes Colbert, Cnrter, aud 
Pic.kens here, in Boggy, accidentally, as they came home, and I talked with Pickens for 
~L few minutes. He said he thought that, on the whole, they had made a good treaty. 
Carter and Colbert came on, and staid all night, and they told me that they belieYed 
it had been the intention of the Government to forfeit their interest. 
Q. What reason did they give for saying that f-A. They thought that the Govern-
ment had the right to do so, and they claimed that the treaty saved it. They said 
that, under the true construction of the treaty, the money would be paid. 
Q. Did they give yon to understand thnt they had got a provision in the treaty 
which the Senate of the United States did not understand f-A. The idea ~ms that the 
Senate did not notice it at the time. 
Q. Did they attempt to raise that impression on ~rour mind f-A. I do not know what 
they attempted. 
Q. Tell us what th'3y said.-A. I cannot repeat the words. 
Q. What did they say to you about the treaty which they had made with the United 
States relative to the moneys that they claimed to l>e due f-A. They said that they 
tbonght they would be able to get it all. 
Q. By a provision pnt in the treaty ~-A. Yes. 
Q. Then yon understood them to have made a contract with Latrobe to give him a 
commission of 50 per cent. '~-A. I do not think they mentioned it to me at that time. 
I heard of it afterwart1. 
Q. If these claims are saved by the treaty, and if you give Latrobe 50 per cent. for 
saving them again, you simply pay him twice for the same thing; is not that it 1-A. 
The view I took of it was, that the claim stood like a note which was due, but would 
not be paid, and which you employ an attorney to collect. 
Q. Did yon understand that the United States were not able to pay that?-A. Not 
at all. 
Q. Did they claim that the United States were insolvent f-A. Not at all. 
Q. If they did make the claim a good one, what else could there l>e al>out it bnt to 
get the money f-A. The neglect of the officers of the United States to do their duty. 
Q. Do you understand tha.t the officers of the United Sta,tes are negligent in dis-
charging their duties ?-A. I do. 
Q. Is that the impression that these mrn raised on yonr mind '?-A. It has been a long 
time then,, Colouel Pitcblynn said to me, in reference to the net-proceeds claims, that 
Mr. Luke Lee, of \Vasbington City, matle a statement that they could not be collected 
without the use of attorneys. Mr. Lee boarded with me al>out a week at the time that 
Mr. Cochrane came hPre. Sometimes the execnti ve of a State neglects his duty. There 
are State bonds which the Government should have paid mteret:lt on, bnt which have 
been lying unpaid for twenty years. The United States stand to the Iudiau for that 
Q. Are you aware that the United States did advance the interest on those bonds'!-
A. That has l>een my understanding. 
Q. llaYe the United Stntes failed at any time to pay interest on the debts which they 
owe to the Chickasaws ?-A. ·well, there bas been a delay, so statecl. 
Q. Bnt is it so? What years have the United States failed ?--A. There is the interest 
on thcl:le Arkansas and Tennessee bonds, that bas not been paid for fifteen or twenty 
years. ' 
Q. '\Vas Latrobe employed to collect that f-A. That bas been my understanding. 
Q. Are you nware that the coutract with Latrobe made the cha' ge agaiust the United 
States that 1 bey were making exorbitant demands npon your people ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. In what did the treaty of lt366 difter from the old treaty f-A. I cannot say. 
Q. What did the United States take from the people of the Chickasaw Nation, on 
account of their joining the rel>cllion f-A. Notbiug that I know of. And that is one 
reason why I Ray we prefi'r General Grant rather than to swap horses. 
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Q. But still these commissioners made you bnlieve that it was necessary to give a 
man 50 per cent. to collect claims against the United States ?-A. Yes. 
Q. How was that $100,000 settled ~-A. It has been distrilmtecl in different shapes . 
I believe that the $100,000 was paid back to tlw Chickasaw Nation by Latrobe. 
Q. Who told you that the money was paid back ?-A. It was reported as beiug paid 
back. 
Q. By whom ?-A. By those delegates, to the Chickasaw legislature. 
Q. vVas there a written report of that kind ~-A. Yes. 
Q. That the money was paid back, or was to be paid back ~-A. That it was paid 
back. 
Q. By whom ?-A. Dy Mr. Latrobe. 
Q. In what way was jt paid back ~-A. The qnest.ion was brought before the finance 
committee, and it was claimed that the whole $100,000 had been paid, hut finally the 
finance committee became com·inced that there was only $21,000 paid; and they brought 
it down that there was only $21,000 paid, leaving a balance of $79,000. • 
Q. Do yon not know that tbat$79,000 is simply the default of Holmes Colbert, and bas 
nothing at all to do with Latrobe ?-A. No, sir; I view the relations in regard to that 
differently from the other witnesses. This money was given to him. I believe that 
the statement was incorrect an<l that be forced them to m~tke th~ settlement. 
Q. I will begip at the $100,000. Do you know that the Chickasaw legislature appro-
priated $100,000 to be paid to Latrobe f-A. I have heard it. 
Q. What did you hear that it was to be paid for ~-A. It was to be paid to him as an 
attorney to collect moneys and to attend to their business there. 
Q. Did you hear it in that way ~-A. Ye~;~. 
Q. Fmm whom did you bear that ?-A. It has been the common talk in our country. 
Q. Did you not bear that that $100,000 was to pay Latrobe for making the treaty~-
A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you not know that the contract says so ?-A. I think I glanced over the con-
tract, but I do not recollect. 
Q. Do you know how much money Holmes Colbert collected at Washington for 
the Chickasaw Nation ?-A. I cannot say. They stated to me how much it was. 
Q. How much ~-A. The statement I believe was $216,000. 
Q. And how much <lid James and Holmes Colbert get in "'Washington on account of 
the Chickasaw Nation and pay to Latrobe f-A. I am not a witness to the fact, but it 
has been stated all the time at $100,000. 
Q. That makes $316,ooo;·f-A. Yes. 
Q. When Mr. James and Holmes Colbert were sent to Washington to get that $100,000, 
what were they directed to do with it ~-A. I have never seen anything on the subject 
more than yon saw in the law-book, when you were examining it here to-day. It was 
to pay Latrobe to close that contract. 
Q. They were to pay $100,000 to Latrobe as an advance fee f-A. Yes; they paid it 
conditionally. 
Q. How conditionally ?-A. Whenever he collected sufficient to make his commission 
amount to that sum, he was to pay that $100,000 back. His commission was 50 per 
cent. 
Q. Then he was to have 50 per cent. on aU the collections made f-A. Yes. 
Q. What funds was he to collect ?-A. Annuity funds. 
Q. Holmes Colbert was seut to collect that and he was to have 25 per ceut. ?-.A. 
Then there were two separate contracts coming under that bead. 
Q. There is auother law on the statute-book to pay James and Colbert 15 per cent.; 
what is tlutt for f-A. I have not examiued that. 
Q. You stat,ed that th~re was a report made iudicating that that $100,000 was paicl 
back; who made that report, and to whom f-A. It was made to the legislature by 
Holmes Colbert. 
Q. vVas that report ad.opte<l by the legislature ?--A. I cannot say positively whether 
it was or not. Captain James remarked to me," Here is the report of Holmes. It is 
stated here that the $100,000 is paid back, bnt that is not right." I never examined it. 
I walked over to my honse where General Cooper was, and I remarked to him t,hat they 
said Holmes Colbert's report was wrong. He said that it was right and that he could 
explain it. I concluded to drop tho matter and let it go. 
Q. Was not that report withdrawn ?-A. The same statement went to the next legisla-
ture, twelve months afterward. 
A. If it was adopted then, why did it go before the next legislature ?-A. There was 
consirlerable excitement then. 
Q. Was that report adopted by the legislature; did the legislature receive it Y-A. I 
cannot say whether it was or not. I thought it probable that that pamphlet law-book 
savs it was. 
Q. You say it was presented to the next legislature f-A. Yes. 
Q. If it were adopted the first time it would not have been necessary to go to the 
next legislature~-A. There was a good deal of excitement about it. 
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Q. Do yon not know that report was withdra,vn, and another report put in '!-A. It 
amonnts to the same thing. I did not see the first report, only when Captain James 
hacl it. I saw the last report in the committee-room. The first statement I heard ex-
plaint>d there \\"US that the $100,000 was paid lJaek. 
Q. \Vhen was the final report matle ?-A. The final report iA in that pamphlet. 
Q. Wlmt docs it show f-A. That there is $20,600 paid lJack. 
Q. 'J'ben they admit a mistake of over $70,000 in tbe first report ?-A. Yes. 
Q. 1\Ir. Cooper speaks of it in his testimony as a mistake, (reading from his testi-
mony.) Now, I ask you to state whether you understand that tbe payment of any 
money was made lJy Latrobe to the Chickasaw people; did be ever pay them any 
money ?-A. I have no further evidence than shows on that settlement. 
Q. bo you know that the only transaction between him and the Chickasaw people 
has been that he has got their money as an attorney ?-A. That is my impression. 
Q. And the only balance shown is simply a part of that 50 per cent. f~e on their 
;money, and that he has never paid a dollar of that ach-ance fee; do you not know that to 
be true ~-A. I cannot say that I know it. 
Q. State whether you know how much moneys Lave been collected on these back 
annuit ies.-A. No, sir; I do not. 
Q. Explain this transaction, relative to this report, and your conversation with 
Cooper and oth.ers, touching it.-A. \Vhen I stated to General Cooper that the report 
was before the committee, he said the report was right, and that the $100,000 was paid. 
I differed with him, and said that it was not paid. Tbat was on a Friday. On the next 
Monday or Tuesday I hatl understood that that was changed, and that there was only 
"S50,000 paid. I saw, on tbe table of the secretary of the committee, a statement (as 
though they had written it out, hut it was never presented) that there was only $GO,OOO 
paid. Some eight or ten days afterward, by the assistance of Mr. Holmes Colbert all(l 
Captain James, they came to a settlement that it was only $20,600. 
Q. How was that $20,600 paid ?-A. It was retained out of the fnml which they hatl 
collected from the Government. 
Q. Paid out of fees nuder that contract? -A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·when you saw those delegates, who came from "~ashing;ton, and informed you 
of the making of the treaty, and raised the impression on your mind that they had got 
something into the treaty which would save the claims, ditl they tell yon anything 
about the Latrobe contract ?--A. I do not think they mentioned it. 
Q. H~we you had conversation with those delegates since then about the making of 
the treaty ?-A. No, sir; I cannot recollect. 
Q. Did you ever talk to ·winchester Colbert about it ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Dill yon talk with Holmes Colhert about the making of the treaty !-A. I do not 
recollect. I cannot say whether we have eyer spoken of it since or not. 
Q. Have you spoken with Colbert Carter, or ttny of those men ?-A. I think not. 
Q. Did you ever talk with either about the Latrobe contract?~.\.. I h.-we heanl 
them speak of the Latrobe contract. 
Q. Ahont the making of it ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did either of them tell you that he bad a personal interest in it ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. \Yhen these proceedings of Holmes CollJert were before the council, did the 
council know that Holmes Colbert was getting part of the 50 per cent., when Latrobe 
was to have it !-A. I do uot kuow that the council did. I had heard the statPment. 
Q. Did yonr council know that Holmes Colbert, \Vinchester Colbert, Colbett Carter, 
}Ir. Pickens, and Hohert Lo\-e were to have a part of the La,trobe money ?-A. If they 
knew it, I never heard of it until last Sa,tnrday morning. 
Q. Then the.v did not tell yon, in their conyersation, abont the matter !-A. No, sir. 
Q. Anll the Chickasa\Y people did not know it ~-A. I l.Jeanl it for the first time last 
8atun1ay. 
Q. HavA yon seen any comnmnica.tion from Latrobe showing how much of that 
~100,000 he got ?-A. They haYe sent some ddlerent statements here, bnt I cannot 
hring my memory to hein· upon an~· one statement malle. Tho statements were pur-
porting to be fro111 Latrobe. 
Q. How much dicl they say he kept, of that ::-;100,000 !-A. I cannot say. 
Q. Dicl :von ever hca,r how much Mr. Cooper got of it ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Or Mr. Cocl.Jrano !-A. No, sir. 
Q. Di(l you ever hear from any of those officials, or from any person connectetl with. 
the Chickasaw government, why it was that Holmes Colbert was sent to \Vashington 
to recPive moneys there, insteall of their bPing pai<l to the treasurer of the Chickasaw 
~ation ?-A. My nullerstanding was that Holmes Colbert was on there, a,ud that they 
sent on to him bring on the money, so as to save expense. 
Q. Have not the United States been in the habit of bringing the money due to you 
here to this place ?-A. Yes, except that once hefore Kemp went on to \Vashington. 
Q. \Vhat did Kemp go on for ?-A. He went ou for money. 
Q. Wonld not the United States send it on to you ?-A. Kemp went on there, and I 
think he brought it back \Vith him. 
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Q. ·what money was that 1-A. Interest money, I suppose. 
Q. Had the United States declined at any time to send out money that was due to 
this people~-A. I cannot say as to that, except that there was delay and neglect. 
Q. What money bas the United States Government neglected to send ~-A. l\1onev 
that was due to the Chickasaws. • 
Q. Can you say what it was ?-A. It bas been reported to be so a number of time:·. 
Q. Do you not know that Holmes Colbert was sent there to collect that money, be-
cause be was one of the parties interested in getting; it for himself, and to keep away-
from the Chickasaw people the knowledge of how they were managing ?-A. No, sir: 
I do not know it. 
Q. Have you not heard that from those men who were engaged in it ?-A. No, sir: I 
never beard it. -
Q. Did you know, uefore that $138,000 was paid over to your treasurer, how much 
money Holmes Colbert had collected at "\Yashington belonging to the Chickasaws ~-A. 
~o, sir. He made a statement to me as to how much he had collected. 
Q. How much did he say that he had collected as back annuities f-A. I do not n:r-
oJlect that he expressed any amount. 
Q. Do you not know that James and Holmes Colbert lifted $100,000 of Chicka~av,­
money and paid it to Latrobe ?-A. Yes, but that was conditional that wheneYer La-
trobe collected these claims he woultl pay back that $100,000, and my understanding 
was that he had collected that amount and that that $100,000 was paid back. -
Q. There was $100,000 got by James and Colbert, aml paid over to Latrobe under a 
resolution of the Chickasa,w council ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Now yon say that you understand that Holmes Colbert collected $2W,OOO the1·e! 
-A. Yes. 
Q. That ·would make $316,000 of money belonging to the Chickasaws receiYed fro1n 
the United States; $100,000 was paid over to Latrobe, and $138,000 to Harris; that 
would leave $78,000. What did you think had become of that ?-A. That is making a 
different statement. I will state it the way that Mr. Carter explained it to the com-
mittee. He was clerk to the finance committee of the Chickasaw council. He said 
they had had $216,000; that we owed Latrobe $100,000 of that, and that, af'te;· paying· 
Latrobe, there was $58,000 left. He gave that back to us, and that, with the ~100,000, 
made $158,000. Then they owed Latrobe for services in def(mding us in relation to the 
loyal Indian claim; all(l after paying Latrobe that, it brought the amonnb down tv 
~138,000. 
Q. Then '"hat became of tlte Latrobe contract ?-A. That is the way that Carter 
stated it. 
Q. Then I wonld like to know what became of the Latrobe 50 per cent. contract on 
the collections.-A. I do not kno""· That is tlte way Carter stated it to the committee. 
By the Cr-LHHl\IAN: 
Q. The report of the Department shows that, on the 29th of June, 1867, Holmes Col-
bert and G. D. James lif~ed $100,000 of Chickasaw money at Washington; that, on the 
26th of May, 1869, Holmes Colbert lifted, of the back annuities, $134,170; that, on the 
1st of Jnne, 1869, Holmes Colbert lifted $82,136, making together $316,306. Of that 
amount this nation has just got $138,000, and they have nothing to show for their 
$178,306 except the money paid to Latrobe for his services iu making the treaty, and of 
which he swears he only got $16,000. Can you explain what has become of the $162,000 
that is left, and which belongs to the Chickasaws ?- A. I do not know anything about 
it. 
By Mr. BuRDETT: 
Q. Is it not your impression, at least, that your people have been the victim;; of a 
11ersistent ring of gentlemen who have been speculating upon you ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. If such is the case, clo you think there is any use in the Government of the "Cnited 
States taking millions out of its Treasury to send down here V-A. I wonlcl like the 
Government would send millions here. 
Q. So long as this state of things exists, do yvu think it is business-like, or to be ex-
pected, that the Government of the United States will be sending out money in large 
sums to be eaten up by a gang of speculators ?-A. I think that if the Government 
would send money as it used to do, through the Government agents, amllet them dis-
burse it themselves, it would be safe. 
Q. But why (10 your executive officers and legislative body persist in sending men 
on to \Vashington to gather np these funds, even overriding yonr own local treasurer! 
Do yon not tllink that the blame is with your own people '1-A. Perhaps so . 
Q. Have yon any hope that that state of things will be changed by the action of 
your own people here '?-A. I think so. I think they v1:ill ue more cantions and not 
allow any money to be pai•l on t in that way. 
Q. Have not your authorities recently sent .James to vVashiugtou to take the plac · 
of Colbert, who is dead ~-A. Yes. 
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Q. How long is it since that appointment was made ?-A. \Vi thin a month or so back. 
Q. And you understand that his business there is to take up the matter wliere Col-
bert left it when be died ?-A. He did not expect to do anything of that business at 
this time. He did not want the appointment at alL He hall business in the States, at 
Nashville, Tennessee, and in Washington City, and they gave him the appointment. 
I have confi<leuce that he will not swiudle the people, from the very fact that he was 
the man who detected the error iu Holmes Colbert's account, and caused the ch:.tnge 
from the first $100,000 to $20,000. 
Q. Then yon think that the appointment of James is an improYement ?-A. I think 
it is a decided improvement. 
By Mr. S::mTrr: 
Q. \Vas not James a~sociated with Colbert in that 15 per cent. contract ?-A. They 
were there as commissioners, but James was not embraced in Colbert's contract. 
1\Ir. BUltDETT. I gather from these printed laws and contracts, and from the evidence 
here, that your show for money here is very smaii anyhow. It seems that there is a 
Latrobe contract for 50 per cent., and here is a contract with Colbert for 23 per cent., 
:-;cparate and distinct contracts, but covering the same subject-matter. 
\VITL'ESS. \Ve yiew it in a different light-that Colbert's is separate and apart from 
Latrobe's. 
)lr. BURDETT. It covers the same subject-matter. I want to know whether your 
people are conscious of the fact that, in aduition to the agreement to pay Latrobe GO 
per cent., there is also a contract in the form of a law to pay Colbert 25 per cent., and 
that that contract covers every species of business possible for the Chickasaws to haYe 
with the Government of the United States. 
"\VITXESS. I have not examined it, but that is not the way we understa.n<l it. 
Q. You were not a. ware of the fact ?-A. No, sir. 
)Jr. BUJmETT. Bnt if it is true, these two contracts take 75 per cent. of your money. 
Mr. SMITII. You have been talking some time, and I am rather impressed with the 
fact th:1t you have not been talking about things from personal knowleuge, but just 
ii·om rumors and conjectures. 
\VILTESS. Not from actnal seeing, bnt from wbat was known as statements. 
Q. Did you know that there was such a contract made by your delegation by which 
Latrobe was to receive .,:100,000 !--.A. I have seen it a.nu heard it stated, but I am not 
a. witness to know it. But it is an umlispnted thing, and I never heard it <lonbted or 
1lenied. 
Q. Did you ever hear in au authoritative way that he was to receive GO per cent. on 
all the claims that he was to collect ?-A. I have heanl that stated, and I J .. ever heard 
it denied. 
Q. Di<l you ever hear that tbat $100,000 was a loan advancetl by the Chickasaw peo-
ple to be returned by Latrobe ?-A. I have heard that statement, that it was to be 
retnrned. 
Q. Diu you ever hear that the $100,000 was paid back by Latrobe P-A. I have heard 
that stated too. 
Q. How h::we you heanl it ?-A. From Colbert, in the different statements. I heard 
Cooper say so. 
Q. Did yon ever hear any man in the nation except Cooper say it f-A. I do not 
recollect. J heard it was paid, but Captain James said it was not paid, and that the 
statement was wrong. 
Q. Then you <lo not know, yourself what amount of money the Chickasaw people 
are out of pocket by virtue of either of these contracts f-A. No, sir, I do not. 
Q. You do not know that they have lost anything ?-A. I do not know, lmt I 
believe it very strongly. 
By Mr. BuRDETT: 
Q. Have you not always had a suspicion that all this talk of Cooper's, and that class 
of gentlemen, about the great difficulty of getting money out of the United States 
Treasury, and of getting your just claims, was saying two words generally for them-
selves while they ·were saying one for the nation; have you not been a little suspicious 
of that ?-A. I made up my mind to something like that when Luke Lee told me that 
he would rather have a hundred thousand dollar fraudulent claim than a debt of 
R10,000 against the United States. 
Q. Who was Luke Lee ?-A. I believe he was Commissioner of Indian Affairs at one 
time. The first thing I knew of him was when he was out here after money, which 
he hau contracted for when he was Commissioner. Luke Lee brought me to that con-
dnsion by his statement. 
Q. I suppose you do not take a man's statements because he makes them. Bnt yon 
.... ay yon had the same sort of an opinion yourself that Luke Lee bad about the United 
. 'tatt>s, ~ow do ~-on know of any case yourself in ·which the United States failed to 
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comply with their contract with tho Chickasaw Nation at any timo before the rebel-
lion '?-A. There have been complaints before. 
Q. I am not talking of complaints; I ask you, do you know of itny facts ~-A. I know 
of no facts. · 
Q. Then how did yon come to Luke Lee's conclusion ?-A. From the statements that 
he made. 
Q I want to know on what ground you yourself quietly acquiesced in Luke Lee'.s 
opinion of the Government of ti.Je United States while you have been 'the recipients for 
J7 ears and years of these treat,y payments ~-A. It was that and other statements. 
Q. Did you not know at the time that this Mr. Luke Lee himself was a speculatod-
A. I knew he was not right. 
Q. Did you deliberately make up your opinion as to the faith of the Government of 
the United States from the statements of a bad man ?-A. I believe that the intention 
of the United States Government is right, but it bas been stated in speeches in Con-
gress (and I recollect that General Honston stated) that there never has been a treaty 
between the United States and any Indian tribe complied with. I take the statement 
of that old statesman as being correct, and I do not think that I am acting strangely 
in coming to the conclusion that it has been difficult for the Indians to get their 
rights. 
Q. Do you rely on General Houston's statements as to the Chickasaws~ Since they 
have been in this country, what treaty st,ipulations have the United States failed to 
fulfill with the Chickasaws ~-A. vVe put a different construction on the last treaty 
from that put on it by the Government. We thought that if we did not make the 
freedmen citizens, and pass laws for them, we would be, in a certain length of time 
afterward, removed out of the country. 
Mr. BURDETT. You are getting oft' into conjectures again. When you imply bad 
faith against the Government of the United i:ltates, we want facts, and not con,iec-
tures. 
w·rTNERS. I cannot establish any facts in the matter. 
BoGGY DEPOT, INnux 'l'EnRITOHY, July 8, 1872. 
ALEXANDER RENNIE sworn ancl examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Question. State your age, place of residence, and occupation.-Answer. I am forty-
three years of age; I reside at Tishamingo; I am a merchant. 
Q. Are you a Cboct,aw~-A. No, sir, I am a white man, and an adopted Chickasaw 
citizen, being married to a Chickasaw woman. 
Q. State whether yon were secretary of the Chickasaw Nation, and if so, at what 
time ~-A. I was their secretary from 1868 to 1870, auout two and ~L half years. 
Q. 'Vere you secretary at the time of the reported payment of $100,000 to John H. 
B. Latrobe ?-A. I do not think I was secretary at that time. That payment was made 
before I went into office. 
Q. Did the subject of the Latrobe contract come up for consideration while you were 
secretary ~-A. A committee of the council was looking into it at several times, but I 
bad nothing to do with the committees. I am not acquainted with what the com-
mittees did do. 
Q. Did it come under your observation to know who was engaged in drawing those 
bills that were passed by the Chickasaw Council-for instance the bill for tJie appoint-
ment of Cooper and James as commissioners to. Washington, and confirming the La-
trobe contract-the bill that was passed in 186H-A. No; I do not know who wa:-; 
the law-dranghter at that session. They generally bad a man appointed to draught 
laws at every session of the legislature. 
Q. Please to explain that circumstance.-A. There is n, man appointed to draught 
laws at each session of the council. 
By :Mr. S:\HTH: 
Q. And if a gentleman wishes to iutrodnce ~tlaw he goes and gets that party to draught 
it for him ?-A. Yes. 
Q. And all the laws presented in the council are drawn up by that man 1-A. Pretty 
much so. If a man can do it himself, he does it, but if not, he goes to that law-
draughter. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. Has Cooper beenlaw-draughter at anytime?-A. Not that I know of. 
Q. ·when bills are put upon their passage are they engrossed ?-A. No, sir; they are 
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passeil in the same h::milwriting, and are sent to the governor for his approval. Then 
they are sent to the secretary, an<l are filed in the secretary's office. 
Q. Have yon noticed tho hand writing in the bill of October 14, 1867, appointing 
James and Holmes Colbert as comruissioners to go to 'Vashington ?-A. I cannot sa,\-
that I have. 
Q. Were ;you secrerary then ?-A. No, sir; I think I have seen such a bill as that. 
~Ir. Josiah Brown, I think, V\'as secretary in 1867. There was a secretary between 
Brown and. me, a man 11amed Silsbee, who is since dead. 
Q. Have you ever bad your attention called to that law of 1867, by which the coun-
cil approved, in terms, of the negotiations made by that delegation ?-A. No, sir, I 
never had my attention calle<l to it. 
By Mr. SMITH: 
Q. Do you know, officially, anything about the matters tbat this committee bas been 
cxa,miuing witnesses npou ?-A. No, sir, only from outside talk, aud that does not 
amount to anything. I have no official knowledge of the matter. I was secretary at 
the time permission was given Mr. Colbert to draw the money. The commission 
was sent to me to put the seal to it. 
Q. In whose handwriting was that commission ?-A. I qo not know, I think it wa~ 
in .1\Ir. Green's, wbo was clerking for )Ir. Blackburn at the time. Governor Harris's 
own name was to the paper. Blackburn was a merchant in Texas. It was said that 
the money was deposited in his place. I sealed the commission and banded it back. 
Blackburn was the party in Texas witb whom Colbert had tl<>posited the money-. He 
lived in Sherman, Texas. He died a short time ago. 
By the CHAIR:\U.X: 
Q. Have you beard either of the men who made the treaty of 1866 speak of thos~ 
matters ?-A. No, sir, nothing but outside talk. 
Q. Have you heard 1\fr. James say anything abont it ?-A. No, sir. 
By Mr. BURDETT: 
Q. How long have you lived in the Indian Territory ?~A. I came here in 185£1. 
Q. How long have yon resided within t.he Chickasaw Nation ~-A. All the time. 
(~. All the time at Tishamingo ?-A. All the time at Tishamingo. 
Q. The council aml governor of the Chickasaws have been always there ~-A. Yes. 
(~. How often tlocs the legislature meet ?-A. Once a year, excepting when there is 
a called session. 
Q. I suppose that about Tisbamingo is the central place for all the talk allll O"OSsip 
and facts tl.ml discussions about the bnsinel:ls of the Chickasaws ?-A. Ye . 
Q. Yon arc a merchant ?-A. I am. 
Q. Yon keep a store there f-A. Yes; I have "been keeping store for tLree or four 
years. Before the "·ar I wus clerking there for another party. 
Q. So, since yon have been there, ~'OU have always heen in places where the people 
congregate, and where you have beard them talk and chat ?-A. Yes. · 
Q. Tell us what the chat has been, since this contracting "business has come up·?-
A. They never let me into any of the secrets. 
Q. You have beard most of them necessarily through others ?-A. No, sir: I have 
not been talking mnch about the business myself. I have never botheretl myself 
about it. 
Q. Yon feel an interest in the Chickasaws. You are a member of the nation, shar-
ing in all their benefits and suffering from all their mistakes ?-L\_. Yes. 
Q. Is it possible that, where contracts have been existing, that are giving away a 
large share of that ·which is due the Chickasaw people, you have not thought about 
the matter, and talked about it, and heard talk a1out it ?-A. I have hflard talk about 
it, but ha\·e never said a great cleal myself. I haYe heard. about this contract with 
Latrobe. 
Q. When did yon first hear about it ?-A. \Vhen it was made. 
Q. \Vhat is yonr rccollectioo as to the time when it was made '?--A. About the time 
that the former delegates came back from ·washington. 
Q. 'Vhen the matter was brought publicly before the council, what was the outside 
chat about it ?-A. I cannot sav. 
Q. Were there auy who said that it was a fraud ?-A. No; I never beard it spoken 
of in that way. 
Q. Who were the principal moving men at Tisbamingo at the time that tbat contract 
was made ?-A . .Mr. Carter, Mr. Holmes Colbert, and Mr. Cooper, I think, were there, 
and Mr. James. They are all our leading men. 
Q. 'V ere they the men who represented the interest in favor of the contract ?-A. It 
was supposed that they were. 
Q. Was not that fact notorious?·-.\.. Yes; they were the lealling meu of tbe conn-
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try at that time. They were the men who got up such things; they were the leading 
men who managed business for the nation. 
Q. Since you have known the nation, have that class of men, whom you have just 
named, been the leading men ~-A. They have been the leading men, and have man-
aged all the principal business of the nation all that time. 
Q. They were pretty certain to be on hand when the legislature h; in session ~-A. 
Yes; wlwnever there were money matters on hand they were always there. 
Q. And they generally went away with a contented appearance ~-A. I rather 
think so. 
Q. Did you ever converse with them in regard to this business ?-A. No, sir; I never 
had any conversation iu regard to this private business at all. 
Q. This was public business-the business of the nation ~-A. I do not think I ever 
had any conversation with them about these contracts. 
Q. About Tishamingo and among the people who gather there to know something of 
what is going on, how large a share of the people, at the time of these transactions, really 
knew that any such contract was being entered into ?-A. I don't suppose that any more 
than the members of the lt>gislatnre knew of it. It looks like as if they ought to know 
what was doing or what bad been done. 
Q. From your observation among the members of the legislature, yourself, bow large 
a proportion of the members of the eouncil-tbe senate and the house-actually know 
and understand the import of these contracts f-A. I do not suppose tb~t half of them 
know it. 
Q. State whether things were not kept so dark that you, occupying the position yon 
did, really did not know the fact that there was a contract out to pay 50 per cent. on 
all the money that could be collected ~-A. Yes, sir ; things were kept in the dark from 
me. I did not know anything about it, and I am as intimate with all the parties as I 
~m with any persons in my own family. 
Q. How long was it after the thing was done till yon knew of it ?-A. I didn't 
know of it till within two or three days since-until the committee got down here from 
w·ashington. I did not know there was anything of that kind going on. 
Q. Did yon ever know anything about the contract with Holmes Colbert giving him 
25 per cent. of all he should collect ?-A. Nothing more than seeing it in the law-books. 
Q. ·what bas been the impression among the Chickasaw people as to claims against 
the Government? Have they always been of opinion that there were great claims 
pending against the Government ?-A. They claim that there was a good deal of money 
due to them, and the impression with most of them, and with myself too, was that it took 
a good deal of trouble to get the money, anu that they had to pay a big per cent. to 
get it. 
(~. Did yon ever see anything going on which convinced yon that any of the money 
was being got 't-A. No, sir; no more than from the reports. Reports came sometimes 
that certain money had been receiveu from such a fund. 
Q. ·when the treaty of 1866 was made, was the feeling among the people one of glad-
ness that the treaty had been made ~-A. Yes, sir; they were very glad. 
Q. When the commissioners returned did they give the impression that they had 
made snch a treaty as would secure a good deal of money f-A. I don't know. 
Q. Was that kept in the background ~-.A. I cannot say what the impression of the 
people was as to the amount of money they were to get. 
Q. What impression did you get f-A. I do not recollect much about it. 
Q. Tllere was not enough said about it even to impress yon with that fa<;t ?-A. No, 
sir; there was not. 
Q .. Have you any idea of the amount of money there is actually due by the United 
States to the Chickasaw people ?-A. No, sir; I haven't. 
Q. Do yon think that yon are as well informed on that subject as most of your neigh-
bors '!-A. I expect that I am, except those parties who go to Washington. 
Q. If, at any time since your residence in this Territory, you had been asked how 
much was the annual amourit of money due to the Chickasaw people from the Gov-
ernment of the United States, could yon have answered that question f-A. I could not. 
Q. Could you have come within $l00,000 of it ?-.A. I do not think I could. 
Q. \Vith the exception of, perhaps, the half dozen persons you have referred to, do 
you suppose that there is anybody in the Chickasaw Nation, then or to-day, who knows 
anything about the amount of money due yearly to this people from the Government 
of the United States so that be could detect a fraud of $500,000, if made against this peo-
ple ?-A. I do not think there is but one man who could do it. George James, I suppose, 
would detect it. 
Q. Is it not true, then, that your people here are completely at the mercy of a little 
handful of men ~-A. Yes. 
Q. Is there any disposition among them to shake off the lethargy f-A. Yes; if they 
knew how to do it. 
Q. You have been secretary, and know something abont business; did it never occur 
to you that, as a citizen of the Chickasaw Nation, you had a right to write to the Sec-
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rotary of the Interior, or to the Secretary of the Treasury, and ask for a statement of 
\vhat was due to your people annually? Did that ever occur to yon ?-A. No, sir; I 
just did the business at; other secretaries had done it before. 
l\Ir. BummT'r. I do not mean that it was your official business to do this, but I mean 
that you had. the right to do it as an individual citizen of the nation. 
\VITXESS. I snppose I had the right, but I did nut take any steps to do it. There 
were other parties attemling to that business, and I supposed they were honestly at-
tending to it. 
)Jr. DennETT. Yon had not learned that necessary truth, that it is better to watch 
e\erybody ~ 
\VrL ·Ess. No, sir. 
Q. Do yon think that they are coming to a time in the hii>tory of the Chickasaw 
people ·when they are going to appreciate that truth?-).... They have hatl lessons 
enough to do it. 
Q. Do you think that there is any large number of your people who, if they knew 
the fact that their delegation had agreed to give half of the money clue to them 
as a commission for collecting it, wonld. consent to it ?-A. I do not know. At that 
time we were in trouble, and did not know how we stood; and I expect that that was 
the way the thing was done. 
Q. Suppose a vote was submitted to the hickasaw people, would they ratify that 
contract!-~\.. I do not suppose they would if they thought that there was any other 
chance of getting their money. 
Q. I am putting this question to you: Having a treaty ·with the GoYernment, made 
in 18fi6, securing to yon all that ever belonged to yon, rc-aftlnning everything, aucl 
wiping ont evcrytbin~ that the Govcmmeot had against yon 011 account of your going 
into rebellion, do yon suppose that, after that was all done, even a fraction of your 
people would consent to give to anybody, lawyer or delegate, 50 per cent. of what was 
coming to them under that treaty ?-A. Ko, l:!ir; I should not think they w·onld do it 
in their right senses. 
Q. Yon and others have spoken ahont the difiicnlty of getting the money that was 
dne yon by t.he Goyermneut., and of IJeing oppressed into allowing large fees in order 
to save something. \Vas that impression general among your people !-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That the Unitetl States was going to be a hard master !-A. \Ve looked upon it 
that the business was in snch a bad fix that it required somebody particular to attend 
to it a1Hl to getting it straightenetl up. 
Q. Did yon suppose that it was on account of yonr accounts being mixed up in the 
Trca:nry, mHl that there "·as uot skill enough among the clerks to know what was 
dne yon, or did yon suppose tha,t there was a disposition on the part of the Govern-
ment to wro11g ;yon ?-A. \Ve did not think that there was such a disposition on the 
part of the Government to wrong us, but onr people did not know h<nv to go about 
getting the thing iL·ctl. 
Q. Don't your people nntierstand that the people of the "C"nited States pay competent 
pt>rsons to keep things straight in \Vashingtou t-A. Yes. 
Q. So that yon or ~m~· hotly else can go to tho Departments and in fiye minutes knov1~ 
how thinp;s Ataud ~-A. Ye ·. • 
Q. Tho <linicnlty was not in that, was it ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. \Yas it the other thing, then, that ~·our people were impressetl with the notion 
of ?-A. I cannot tell ~·on. 
Q. You only know that there was an impression given out-- ?-A. That there was 
a tough job on band. 
Q. All(l that yon ba<l to give one half to get the other ha1f?-A. Yes. 
Q. \Yho gave that impression ?-A. I do not know, unless it was these «lelegates. 
<.J. Did. yon ever hear them talk about the hard. time that they were going to have? 
-A. No, sir; I never hcanl them say anything aiJout it. 
Q. Yon got tho impression from some persons that it was a tough job ?-A. I suppose 
I got it from outside talk. 
~~. Can you cnll to mind anybody that yon ever beard suggest that ?-A. I cannot. 
Q. It is a mere vague impression on your mind ?-.A.. Yes, l:!ir. 
Q. Has it ever been given out among yon here that those agents an<l a,ttorneys of 
yours have really fonnd ont any mistakes or franlls against you at \Vashington ?-A. 
~ · o, .:ir; there never has been any report of that kind that I know of. 
Q. Have J·on ever heard given out, either by them or their friends, anything that 
satisfied ~-on, as a principal man, that they have done anything cxtraonliuary for yon? 
-.\.. :Xo. sir; they always said that this business \\as not finished, and that they would 
report when they got through, &c.; and things have gone on in that \\ay from year 
to year. 
Q. Ha\·e they ever submitted any written statement, any business-like statement, 
of what they are about. ?-A. No, sir; I do not know of any. None came into my po::;-
C'lSion while I was in office. 
Q. Do you know of any official paper, that can be found at Tishamingo .or anywhere 
~ }'' ::.· · •.. 
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else in the Chickasaw Nation, that conveys an intelligent impression either of what 
they bad done or what they proposed to do'?-A. No, sir. 
Q. You say you knew from the laws that an act was passed giving Latrobe $100,000 ~ 
-.A.. Yes. 
Q. Did you know the fact that he only got $16,000 ?-A. I never beard of it until 
within the last day or two. 
Q. Have yon ever beard of letters written by him to the Choctaws or the Chicka-
saws explaining that fact ?-A. No, sir; I never read them. 
Q. Have you heard it as common talk that there were such, letters '?-A. I do not 
know that I have. 
Witness presented a statement by Holmes Colbert, of which the followiug is a copy: 
Memorandwn of interest paid to Chickasaws. 
RECAPITCLATIO~-llACK ANJS"UITIES. 
Interest due prior to July 1, 1866, paid to Holmes Colbert per requisi-
tion May 26, 1869 ..............•.........•........................ 
Premium on same ................................................. . 
Total ....................................................... . 
Prospecti-ve interest arising subsequent to July 1, 1866, on regular an-
nuity paid, per ri'quisition dated 20th May, 1869, to Holmes Colbert. 
Premium on the same ............................................. . 
Total.. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
Add the above .......................•.....•........................ 
Total amount received .................................. _. _ . . . 
Back annuities paid to Chickasaws through Treasurer Kemp by Superin-
tendents Wortham, Robinson, Sells, aucl others at different times, 
upon which no fees were credited to Mr. Latrobe .................. . 
~Ir. Latrobe received on regular annuities of $58,637.52, by mistake, fees 
antounting to ........................................ ·----· ..... . 
He is entitled to a credit of fees on $70,678.04 for .................... . 
Cash balance due Mr. Latrobe ...•........•........................... 
Per contract Mr. Latrobe owes the Chickasaws on the advance made 
him by the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation in A. D. 1866 ..... . 
l!~rom which deduct .....................................•.......... 
















BOGGY DEPOT, INDIAN TERRITORY, July 8, 187:2. 
WILLIAM P. BROWN sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. State your age, place of residence, and occnpation.-Answer. I am forty-
eight years of age; I live at the county-seat of Pickens County; I am a farmer. . 
Q. State whether you are a Chickasaw.-A. I am a f)hickasaw by birth. 
Q. State whether you have been an officer of th~ Chick1saw Nation; and if so, what 
office you have held.-A. I have held different officeiS, 1or seven years in all. I was 
elected governor of the Chickasaw Nation in 1870, I believe, and I served twelve 
months. 
Q. StatA whether Holmes Colbert was the commissioner for the Chickasaw Nation 
at Washington, at that t.ime.-A. Yes, sir; he was. 
Q. St,ate whether he made to you any report of his proceedings during that tim e.-
A. He made some special reports within my knowledge. 
Q. Do you recollect what they were ~-A. No, sir; I do not recollect. There have 
been several reports made, and I do not recollect what particular reports these were, 
but they were in regarcl to money matters. 
Q. Did he report to yon anything in regard to how mncb he had co11ected on the 
back annuity claims, and what disposition he had made of the money ?-A. Yes, sir. • 
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Q. What did he say in relation to the back annuities ?-A. He reportcJ that he had 
received some, and that there was some back to be appropriated by Congress. 
Q. Did you know at the time you were governor that Holmes Colbert was interested 
in the contract made with Latrobe in H366 f-A. No, sir. · 
Q. You did not know that he was receiving a part of the proceeds of that contract 1 
-A. He was principally appointed to make contracts with attorneys in Washington 
to attend to that affair. I think he was allowecl15 per cent. on the back annuities. 
Q. What was the date of that contract for 15 per cent. ?-A. That was made prior to 
my taking the executive officA. 
Q. Was it prior to 1866 ?-A. Ko, sir; after 186G. 
Q. After the Latrobe contract ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·were you aware that the Latrobe contract called for 00 per eent. of the back an-
nuities ?-A. No, sir; this is the first I heard of that. 
Q. Did you not know that the papers showing that fact were on tile in the office of 
the secretary of the Qhickasaw Nation, showing that the contract between the dele-
gates of 1866 and Latrobe was, that Latrobe was to have 50 per cent. on all the moneys 
collected on back annuities and other claims ?-A. No, sir; I do not know that that is 
the fact. 
Q. What was Holmes Colbert to get the 15 per cent. for--what duties was he per-
forming?-A. The legislatme of the Chickasaw Nation passed a resolution to appoint 
two delegates to attend to the Lack annuities, and to employ attorneys, &c., and 
Holmes Colbert and Captain George D. James were appointed. 
Q. That resolution was passed after the treat.y of 1tl66 was made ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When did the council appoint James and Colbert?-A. At the called session of 
November, 1866. 
Q. Was that not the same called session at which Holmes Colbert and the other del-
egates made their report of the proceedings in \Vashingtou as to the treaty ?-A. I do 
not know that these delegates ever made a report; I was one who requested the dele-
gates to make a report to the council; they diu not do it in ·writing, bnt made a verbal 
statement. 
Q. \Vere you a member of the council at that time ?-A. I ·was an interpreter and a 
member of the council also. 
Q. Which ones of the delegation did you speak to, and ask to make a report?-A. I 
asked Robert H. Love, the ii.rst of the delegates I met, to make the report in writing. 
Q. Did he l'efuse to do so !-A. He did not think it necessary, as the treaty showed 
for itself. 
Q. Did you speak with Robert H. Love aLont the contract with Latrobe ?-A. No, 
sir; I did not. 
Q. Did you understam1 that the <1elegates of 1866 were anthori:t~et1 to mnke contracts 
for the collection of other moneys f-A. No, sir; I did not. 
Q. \Vhat did you understand to be their duty ?-A. Their duty was to make a treaty 
with the Government of the United States. There were several appointed first to go 
to Fort Smith; they came back without making a treaty, and thought it would be 
better to make the treaty at Washington than at Fort Smith. 
Q. They went to Fort Smth on the same subject f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did they meet the United States officers there?-A. Yes. 
Q. And they thought it better to make the treaty at Washington?-~\. Yes. 
Q. And so reported to your people when they came back frorn Fort Smith t-A. They 
so reported to the legislature. 
Q. \Yere they the same men wbo went to J!'ort Smith who afterward were sent to 
Washington ?-A. No: sir; sorne of them were ;.some went to }~ort Smith' -ho did not 
go to \Vashington. 
Q. Has Holmes Colbert been paid the 15 per cent. for his senTices at \Vashington, 
from the moneys collected there?-A. That was the agreement; I do not know any-
thing about the payment. 
Q. James did not stay at "Tashingtou; why -..vas that ?-A. That is more than I know. 
Q. \Vas there any money paid by Holmes Colbert to your treasurer, at the time you 
were governor'?-A. I do not recollect. 
Q. At the called session to receive the report of the delegates who made the treaty of 
1866, your council appropriated $100,000, and appointed George D. Jamt:s and Holmes 
Colbert to proceed to Washington and collect it from the United States and pay it over 
under the Latrobe contract'?-A. Yes. 
Q. But you do not recollect that the contract was to give Latrobe 50 per cent. upon 
all tbe money that was to be collected ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you seen the contract to pay Latrobe $100,000 for his services in making tJ1e 
treaty ?-A. I only saw the resolution thttt was passed, permittiug the $100,000 to be 
paid to Latrobe. 
Q. There was no contract presented showing that Latrobe was to get the $100,000 
and 50 per cent. on all moneys to be subse(1uently collected ?-A. No, sir. 
\. 
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Q. When was that 15 per cent. commission to Holmes Colbert passed ?-A. I think 
at the same session. 
Q. It was to pay James and Colbert for their services ~-A. Yes. 
Q. Fifteen per cent. on what was to be collected for back annuities f-A. Yes. 
Q. Did you know at that time that Holmes Colbert was to get part of the $100,000?-
A. No, sir; not in the least. 
Q. Or any of those commissioners ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you know that Mr. Mitchell, the secretary of the delegation, was getting part 
of it f-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you know how much Latrobe did keep of that $100,000 ?-A. No, sir; I di(l 
not. 
Q. Dill you know that D. H. Cooper had got $16,000 of it ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. And that John T. Cochrane h&d got $L6,000 ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do your people know that Wincllester Colbert and those men got back part of 
the back annuities as a portion of the Latrobe fee, for themselves ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Then it was not known among your people that Latrobe was to get 50 per cent. 
on the back annuities '?-A. No, sir. 
Q. And it was not known that Holmes Colbert, "Winchester Colbert, Carter, Picklilns, 
and Love were to get a part of the back annuities also from Latrobe ?-A. No, sir; it 
was not known. · 
Q. And it is not knwn that they did receive any of it ?-A. No, sir. . 
Q. Then your people supposed that Latrobe got all of that $100,000 f-A. Yes, sir. 
q. And they have not learned that he only got $16,000 ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Has- be not written a letter to your council showing that he only got $16,000 ?-
A. No, sir. In the argument in regard to the Choctaw net-proceeds claim, I saw that 
Latrobe stated that he had only got $16,000, all told, from the Choctaws. That is all 
I ever saw about it. 
Q. Then, if I understand you, the 15 per cent. to be allowed to James and Holmes 
Colbert, would be in addition to anything they might get from Latrobe ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That is to say you ditl not know anything about their getting anything from 
Latrobe ?-A. No, sir. The way that I understand is that that 15 per cent. is to enable 
those delegates to employ lawyers to get the back annuities for the Chickasaws, as 
well as to pay themselves for their own time and trouble. 
Q. And is that 15 per cent. to be counted on all that they get ?-A. On all of these 
back annuities; but it seems that they collecte<l money wllich was due the Chickasaws 
regularly. 
Q. Do you know whether they have collected any of the regular annuities of the 
Chickasaws-those that should be paid through the agency ?-A. I have been told so, 
but I do not know that it is so. 
Q. ·was there a committee appointed by your council to investigate the accounts of 
Holmes Colbert ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Who composed that committee f-A. C. A. Burris was one. Lem. Reynolds was 
· another. The others I do uot recollect. 
Q. Did they make a report of their proceedings ~-A. Yes. 
Q. What did that report show '~-A. It showed that Holmes Colbert was short 
$79,000 odd. 'fbe reason of our examining his case was, that there was some money 
which had been dne for several years, and had not been accounted for. I asked the 
legislature, when I took the exec uti \7 e office, to investigate the matter. I had been an 
auditor prior to taking the executive office. I told them to examine the money first, 
and then to examine the balances, and to bring every officer up. They stopped at 
Holmes Colbert, and did not examine any farther. They examined the money first, as 
I req nested them to do. 
Q. Did your books as auditor show that Holmes Colbert was in arrear 1-A. No, sir; 
he did not make his report to me. 
Q. Then you could not know what the condition of Holmes Colbert's accounts was 
until be made a report ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know why Holmes Colbert was sent to Washington to receive that money, 
and why it was not paid to your treasurer regularly, like otller moneys f-A. No, sir; 
I do not know why it was so. As I was auditor, I advised the treasurer not to receipt 
for the money brought by Holmes Colbert, but he had already receipted for it. I told 
him that if I bad ueen treasurer, I would not receipt to him for it without having a 
statement of wllat it was for. He did not get such a statement; and that is tllc reason 
why a statement was not furnished to the auditor's office. He simply paid the money, 
without any statement. 
Q. Who was the treasurer to whom you gave that advice f-A. J.D. Harris. Every 
person who paid money into the treasury \Yonld furnish a statement, and the state-
nent woul<l be copied and sent to me by the treasurer, so that I woul<l know from what 
fund the money came. But in this case we diu not know where it came from, and 
that was the particulars that I wante<l to :fin<l out. 
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Q. Thou, a~ anditor, you could not ascertain in what condition yonr funds were at 
·washington ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did your books, as auditor, show the amounts which the Government of the Unitc1l 
States owed yon ?-A. No, sir. I happened to get hold of a statement mail.e out in 1861 
which was hehl by Colonel Pickens prior to his appointment to rro to \Vashino-ton i~ 
1S66; and I kept that in my desk, antl turned it oYer to the secretary's office k~epinrr 
a copy of it, which I have with me. (Producing it.) ' l":"l 
Q. Did you, while governor, authorize Holmes Colbert to collect moneys at \Vashino· 
i.on, at any time ?-A. No sir, .I did not. ""' 
By :Mr. BURDETT: 
l~. Is there kept in any of the public offices of the Chickasaw Nation any statement 
of tbe fnnds hehl by the L"nited States for the benefit of the nation ?-A. ~-o, except iu 
the oflice tl!at I held j ami when I resigned I tumell it orer to my successor. 
Q. Have you any means, in the auditor's otHee of ~'our nation of ascertainiua; fi:om 
;vear to year whether you receive from the United States the amount justly due yon 
or not '?-A. No, sir. 
Q. You arc obliged, then, to take whatcYer money is sent and be content with it ?-
.A. Yes. sir. 
Q. \VlJCthcr the amount he correct or not, yon do not know ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Yon h!J.VC no meam; in the auditor's oftice of knowing '!-A. No, sir. 
Q. Snpposing that, in the tram;mh;sion of money from \Vashington to your treasurer, 
. ome tlishoner->t oflicial should abstract a part of it, have yon any me<"UlS of a~certainiug 
that faet ?-A. No, sir. · 
Q. For in10;tance, suppose there was a dishonest agent, who received your mo~cy from 
the L"nite<l States, and appropriatetl part of it, simply handing over a certain amount. 
lmYe you any nwans of knowing whether that certain amount is the correct amount 
or not ?-A. All the means that we hav-e are our treaty stipulations. As a people, we 
~ubmit all these thmg~ to tlie care of the l.Inited States; and there are but few of our 
people ·who ev-er take any trouble about the interest dne, or in regard to our moncr 
matters; and the consequence is that we knew but very little al)Out them until here 
within a few years past. 
Q. Do ~'on not perceiYc that l1y that course ofbnFiincsF, "'IYhich we call slaclmeRs in 
some parts of the countr~', yon put ~·onrsclf at the mere~' of dishonest men l>otb in the 
United P.tates anll in your own nation ?-A. Yes, sir. Since 186G we lmvc been trying. 
lmt have not got so that w<~ can obtain the information reqnirf'<l. 
<~. ll:we yon never nndcrstoo<l that any one of your public ofticcrs could at any time 
have "'1\Tittcn to thP proper ofticer at \Vasbington and rrcciYed from there an ofticial 
~howing, that would he a gni<le to yon ?-A. That is plain enough, bnt then, none of 
ns ever took the trouble uniilli:l{i(i. That is the iir;;t document "'lYe got, and eyer sine<· 
that timr the other statf'Jll<'Uts haYc hPPn receivNl, and from them we han~ been try-· 
ing to fiiHl ont. 
Ily the CIT.\UDU.X: 
t~. \Vho was governor of your nation at the time Hohut>s Colbert made payment of 
this mont•y-wl.H'll ~·on were auditor an<l ~Ir. Harris was treasurer, mal "'IYheu Holme:; 
Colbert refused to make :t report ~-A. GoYernor C,rrns Harris. e 
(,~. Do yon know whether the governor's attention was called to the fact that Holmes 
Colbert deeline<l to make> :t rrport ?-~\.. No, sir; I do not lmo\\. 
By Mr. Dem>ETT: 
\~. Has the Chickm;aw 1-ntion eYer had a dclt>gation at \Vashington to look after its 
l.msincks prior to l~GG ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. \Yas it the l1alnt of the nation to keep a dell'gation there ?-A. Colonel Picken:-., 
Samson Fol::;om. a111l James Gamble were a delegation prior to that. Just about the 
hreaking out of the war they came on. I was not in the country then; I was in 
California. 
t.l. How mauy years previous to the war had snch a delegation been appointed?-
A. I do not know. ~\.ll that I know is by this docnment which I have copied. 
Q. What is the feeling generally, toward the L"nite1l States, so far as having confl-
uence in the integrity of the Govemment, and in the purpose of the Goycrnment to 
dealjnstly with yon ?-A. I believe that the people have full contiucnce in the Unite<l 
:O:tatt·s, lmt since the war the dissatisfaction is with the attorneys and delegates at 
Washington; they arc dissatisfic!l with them. 
Q. You thiuk, then, that tlJC people arc of the opinion that whatever remissnes~ 
there is in the granting anll fulfilling of all your rights nnuer treatim; arises not out of 
the fault of the United Rtates !-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. But out of the fault of their own agents and attorneys f-A. Yes, sir; exactly. 
(l. What in<luce(l ;yonr people to agree to give so large a percentage on the moneys 
due to you ?-~L I <lo not know. 
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Q. Yon, yourself, being an auditor and governor in the nation, were unaware, until 
>ery lately, that such was the fact ~-A. Just so. 
Q. Do yon think that when that fact is geuemlly known your people will a·oide 
l)y such contract ?-A. Ko, sir. 
Q. You think that they willtlemaml a reversal of all such contracts ?-A. Exactly. 
By the CIIAIRl\1.\~ : 
Q. \Vas the delegat10n of lb66 authorized by the council to make contracts in regard 
to the collection of money not connected with the treaty? \Vere they authorized to 
tlo anything except to make the treaty ?-A. No, sir; the object was to make a treaty 
and establish friendship. 
Q. And not to do other bi1siness ?-A. Xo, sir. 
Q. The resolution appointing them gave them authority and instructions ?-A. I 
think so. 
By Mr. Bt:HDETT: 
Q. Has there not been some act or resolution of the council, subsequently to 1bt)G, 
repudiating any contract made by that delegation ?-A. I have understood so, but I do 
not know that it is so. 
Q. You were not in any council that did that ?-A. Xo, sir. 
Q. In what year did the council take such action ?-A. I do not recollect; it wa~ 
merely told to me. 
Q. What means have yon in this Territory of collecting money, for instance on an 
officer's bond f Suppose your treasurer was a defaulter, what means have yon of col-
lecting the money of his bond ?-A. \Ve have a cou'rt and a process prescribed, but we 
are afraid of law, and consequently no honu has ever been sued for; and I am satisfietl 
that thm·e are very few in the Territory who understand how to bring up such a case. 
Q. Have you any la,,~ for the collection of debts in the Chickasa\v Nation ?-A. No, 
i'ir; not at all. 
Q. You have no process of execution ~-A. N0, sir. 
Q. What process have you for c0llecting on bonds and fines ?-A. The constitution 
provides that Londs and fines shall be collected under process of law. 
Q. How do yon collect a fine ?-A. A man is convicted, and, if he cannot pay the 
.fine, we pnt him in jail. That is the only penalty we have. 
Q. So far as you know yourself, or have ever beard, has there ever bem1 money col-
lected on the bond of a defaulter ?-A. Xo, sir. 
Q. Do yon lmow whether there has ever been any defalcation !-A. It has been re-
ported, but, whenever it is brought up, it is not found ont. It never has been found 
by a court that they are defaulters. 
Q. In the settlements with your treasurers, from time to time, have any of them 
been found to be tlefanlters ?-A. Only one has ever been examined. It was reported 
'l)y the committee that he was short. That 'ints Colonel J.D. Harris. That is all the 
case I know. 
Q. \Vl1at was the reason assigned by the delegation, or by anybody, so far as you 
know, for the large sum of $100,000 being paid to Latrobe for making the treaty; waH 
there auy reason given showing that it was a hard job or anything of that sort ?-A. It 
was argued in the c mcil that it was a banl job and, that they would probably haYe to 
employ several lawyers to assist Latrobe, which was the reason that they allowed him 
$100,000. 
Q. \Vas that stated in the council; was there any yerbal rep orb matle to that eftect ~­
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. \Yhen it was fouml out in the council that that large sum was to uo paid to 
Latrobe, was there any one who raised a question about its being an enormous sum 7-
A. I do not know that that has ever come np at all. The council was satisfied to allow 
the$100,000 to Latrobe, because they thought that Latrobe would have to get several other 
lawyers to assist him. I do not know that any one made any objection to it. 
Q. About the time that yon were getting ready to make the treaty of 18G6, was the 
impression general among your people here that the United States were inclined to 
make bard terms with them; what did your people understand about that ?-A. They 
did not understand anything at all about it. 
Q. So far as your council was concerned, did they understantl that the Unitt'd State,; 
were going to be exacting and harsh with you ~-A. Very few haye talked that way: 
and the others di<l not know but that it might. he so. 
Q. Did those gentlemen, who were appointed as delegates, and who did the figuring· 
about the matter, give out that impression, that they were going to have a very hard 
job of it, aud th~lt the Go\·ernment was going to be severe and hard to please in tho 
matter f-A. I tliink so. I think it was those who were going who gaYe out that im-
pression. 
Q. Did they do that ?-A. I think they did. 
Q. \Vhen they came to make their report, after they got the thing done, ditl tlwy 
then report that they had Lad a very hard time !-A. All the information that I got I 
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got when they first presented the memoria1 to the Conunis!'lioner of Indian Affa.ir"i. 
They sent me a copy. 
Q. I am speaking of when they came bark to the nation. I ~mppose that Colbert, 
James, and the others came to the council ?-A. I think we hml to send for them to 
come. If I remember right, I think they were sent for; and when they came tlley did 
not make a written report. They only told a few members, and these members told 
the other:;. 
Q. They did not come before the council in session and make a talk ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Was it hard to get them to talk ?-A. I know that it \Yas not told hefore the 
council. 
Q. Did ~·on try to find out ?-A. I -tried to find <fnt from Bob Lo,'e, but I could not 
rind anything out. He told me to examine the treaty, and I would get all the infor-
mation I wanted. 
Q. Did that treaty of 1866 secure to your people any new claims against the United 
States, or did it simply re-assure to you snch claims and moneys as you had before the 
war ?-A. It re-assurecl what we had; that was all. 
Q. In that treaty no new fuml was set aside, or granted, or an~'thing of that sort, 
hut it simply confirmed to you such moneys aud rights as were confirmed to you by 
previous treaties ?-A. Yes, sir; that was all. 
Q. Your understanding was, that on account of your p~ople going into the· war, on 
the side of the rebellion, you bad lost whatever claims you had against the United 
States, if the United States Government were inclined to f.>ay that yon should have 
nothing; that you were a,t the mercy of the United States ?-A. Tha,t was the general 
impression of the people. 
Q. And that, therefore, the treaty of 1866 was simply a, new contract to be made, so 
that you might, in the future, have valid rights ?-A. 'l'tw.t is the way I understood. 
Q. And that is all that there was in the treaty f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You have said that your council appropriated $100,000 to pay Latrobe; was that 
appropriation made or authorized at the time the delegation was appointed to go to 
·washington, or after their return, or whill:l they were at \Vashington ?-A. I find by 
reference to the statute, that it was made in November, 18{)7. ('Vitness refers the 
committee to a copy of the la'l'l· of~oYember 14, 1867.) 
By the CnAIInu.x : 
Q. \Yere yon in the Chickasaw conucil when i.his la'l'l- of 1867 was passe<l ?-A. I 
think I was, as interpreter, not as a member. 
Q. Do you know who drew this law ?-A. No. sir; I do not, but I think it was Gen-
eral Cooper. 
Q. \Vbat makes you think it was General Cooper ?-A. I have seen a good many of 
his draughts in the legislature, an<l whenever anything of 1this kind C<tme up his 
draughtiug of the law came up. 
Q. 'l'bis act is dated November 14, 1R67, appropriating .;100,000 to pay the contra~t 
made by the delegation of 1866 ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Yon say yon were interpreter. Di(l it occur in any conversation that yon inter-
preted that Holmes Colbert was connected with the contract m~ule with Latrobe ~o 
that he was to get n part of it ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did it appear iu any of them that Cooper was to get anything'?-A. No, sir. 
Q. \\'ho drew the law of 1865 for the appointment of tlclegn.tes to go to ·washing-
ton !-A. I do not know; I have no idea who drew that. 
(~. Did your people lmow that Latrobe and Cooper ·were relati ,-es by marriage '?-A. 
Xo, sir. 
Q. They di<lnot know i.mtt Latrobe had married a relative of Cooper's ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. You did not. know of the relations between Latrobe and Cooper t-A. No, sir: 
and I know very ·well that the people knew nothing of it. Nobody in the conncil 
knew tuat they were relatives. 
Q. Has either of the delegates who made the treaty of 1866, either Holmes Colbert, 
·winchester Colbert, or Pickens, been members of the council since that time ?-A. Ko, 
:-:ir; I do not think they have been members of the conucil since that time. 
Q. Was ~Jr. Cooper in attendance in the council at tho time that the law of 1867 was 
passecl f-A. I do not recollect tuat he was, but I think that he sent some papers there. 
In fact, he generally sent papers to the council. 
Q. \Vhat reason was given, at that time, why it was necessary to have any person 
as a representative at \Vashington for the Cuickasaw Nation f-A. It was in reference 
to the money matters that it was thought to be necessary; and, in fact, it was <!ictated 
so to others. They wonlclnot let me know auything about it at all; but when the bill 
was brought np then I kuew it. 
Q. What has been your opinion about tue necessity of having any one at ·washing-
ton t? take care of your business ·?-A. I have been always advocating the idea that 
we d1d not need any there; that we could transact our hu~:;iness here, and that we could 
employ a lawyer fi'om here, if necessary. But I do not think it necessary to employ 
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lawyers to get wllat is dne us. That has been my opinion at all times; bnt the otllN' 
haYe not got tlle same Yie\Y tllat I llave. 
Q. Has any of the delegation recommemleu tllis course of proceedinp::-<, to k cc•p 
HolmPs Colbert at Wasllington ?-A. I recollect sometlling tll:1t waH told me in r~!?;ard 
to that, tllat it was actually necessary that he should stay at \Yashington. ~ 
Q. \Ybat was the iudncement for sending James there !-A. That I do not know. I 
tlid not kno·w tllat he was appointed to go until abont the time that he was ready 
to go. 
Q. \Yhat was ~·om comicil called togetbcr for recently ?-A. Tllat council was ealle 1 
together only ou one question; that was to pay tbe debt of a contractor for rcpairin~ 
the public academy. I think that that is all it was called for. ' 
Q. And after tlley got tog~ther, they passed a resolution appointing some one to go 
to \\Tasbington ?-A. Tbey got the goyernor to send in a special message, stating that it 
"·as necessary that a commissioner should be appointed in Colhert's place to settle up 
the matters he had been attending to. 
Q. And the goyernor appointed James !-A. Yes. 
(~. \Vho r<'IH'esented to the governor the importante of the thing ?-A. I do Hot 
know. lie m;ked me my opinion in regard to the appointment, aml whether it wa~ 
uecessary. I told llim it was not necessary. I stated that while )!r. Colbert was nndc1 
the old commission, the Secretary of the Interior issued a circular requiring all attor-
neys to make their acknowledgments before the Indian ag-ents; and Holmes wantell 
me to renew his appointment, so that he could go on and. nttend to the Chickasaw in-
terests in \Yashington. I stated publicly that I could uot <lo it; that the council pro-
llibited me from appointing any oue who was a defaulter, or who was owing the nation 
any money, and that I could not renew his appoiutmen t. But lle went away \Yithont 
my renewal of it, aml did the business jnst as he always bad <lone under the ol<l COll l -
mission. 
Q. \Yere yon present when tlw report \Yas made, sllowing Colbert to he a llefaulte1 
to the amount of79,000 .'-A. Ye:-;. 
Q. \Yas Cooper present at that time !-A. H e \nts in tllc neighborhood; he was L ot 
at the capitoL 
Q. Do yon kno\Y of Cooper untieing a proposition that LatrolJe shonlcl stamlrespon-
sible tor that default !-A. Yes, sir. He said it would he all right; that it would ho 
made all right; that they wonltl have it all oettled. 
Q. That who would nwke it all right ?-A. (]ooper said that wbeneYcr he went baek 
to \Vashington, it would be all right. Mr. Holmes Colbert tol<lmc the same thiug. 
Q. Did Holmes Colbert admit that he was ~7£).000 behind ?-A. He sai<l that. that 
waH a mistake on the part of Latrobe. 
Q. Did he say in what particular it "·as a mistake ?-A. Yes; llc saitl that they ·were 
to refund the per cent. which they got for collecting these back annuities. They wen: 
to refund tlle ~noo,OOO, and did not do it by some means. He said that that was the mi~­
take. I base a copy of a letter here which I wrote to Latrobe in respect to it while 
I was iu t h e executive oilice. 
Q. By some means they had failed to pay back that :itilOO,dOO ?-A. Yes, sir. 
\Yitncss produced copy of the letter to )lr. Latrobe as follows : 
".Jxo. H . B. LATROim, ES(I., 
'·Washington City, D . C.: 
"EXEUCTIYE OFFH'E, Tr:-:nA. uxuo, 
"Chicka.~all' Xation, .!nly 15, lr-71. 
'· Sm : At tlle annual session of the legislature of the Chickasaw Xation in September, 
1870, a question arose in relation to the amouut of money recovered from the GoYern-
ment of the United States by the law firm of Mix, Cooper & Company on the batk 
annuities and otller financial claims of the Chickasaws. A committee of investigation 
\Vas appointed by the legislature to ascertain, from the documents before it, the actual 
:unount of money received by Mr. Holmes Colbert for the Chickasaw Nation. That 
<·ommittee reported. a deficiency of nearly ..;80,000, paid by the "Gnite<l States Gonru-
ment to the agents of the Cllickasaw Nation, which has not been aecounted for to tlw 
authorities of the nn.tion. From information received from General D. H . Cooper and 
)lr. Holmes Colbert, it appears that this error was occasioned by yon in not paying 
back the proportion of the $100,000 ad,'anced by the Chickasaw Nation to enable yon 
to prosecute the claims of the Chickasaws against the GoYernment of the United State;;, 
'"hich was to be refunded out of the per cent. allowed you for your :,;ervices as attorm·~­
tor the Chickasaws upon recovery of said claimR. As thiH transaction bas occasionPil 
much dissatisfaction among tlle Chiekmmw people, owing to this error not havin;,.:· 
l,een corrected, as was promised in September last by General Cooper and il1r. Colhcrr 
npon their return to \Yashington, and the money forwarde(l bcre, it has become qnitl' 
Herions, aud, if the atf<:tir is not settled soou, it will occasion mneh distnrunuce in tit~· 
1inan<:ial coudition of the Chickasaw Nation. .._Tational li<thilities haYe uec>n cn•at<·d 
wbieh were iutem1el1 to be liqnidatctl by this lllOlH'Y (lne O\'el' a year; antl it i-. 1o hL ~ 
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hoped that it will be paid in time to meet the fiscal e.-peuses of the nation for the 
present year. 
"As tho monetary antl business matters betwePn l\Iix, Cooper, Colbert & Company 
are not clearly understood, you will confer a great favor by forwarding to this office a, 
complete statement of tlw bnsiuess transactions between your office and the Chickasaw 
~ation since Mr. Holmes Colbert was appointed agent for the Chickasaws to attend to 
the collection of their claims against the Government of the United States at \Vash-
ington; also the amount saved to the Chickasa'v Nation in rebutting· the claims of the 
loyal Chickasaws, with your per cent. aml such other facts and matters in relation to 
this subject as will clearly exhibit to the legislature of the Chickm;aw Nation in Sep-
tember uext our relative condition in a moneyed point of view." 
By Mr. BnmETT: 
(~. Di<l yon get an answer to that letter ?-A. No, sir; I did not. That letter was 
forwarded to him for the benefit of the legislature. 
Q. If there is an~·thing which you may wish to state as mntter of interest to your 
people, you may state it.-A. I do not know. I can state one thinp;, however, that the 
people arc ignorant of those contracts going on at all. Bnt very few of them know 
that there are such contracts; and, in fact, few of the members of the legislature know 
it. I am sorry to say it, but it is positiYely so; very few understand it. I luwe been 
interpreter at all times, even while I was a member, and I know most of the members 
who have been in the legislature, and I know that they do not know oftentimes 'vhat 
law is passed. 
By l\Ir. S-'IITH : 
Q. Are aU your laws prcsente<l to the council in the English language?-~\. Yes; muy 
i u terprcted. 
Q. And that is the only way the conncil has got to understand it ?-A. Yes; and onr 
language js such that it cannot convey the idea which is intended. 
Q. When a bill appropriating money is introduced, it is in the English language?-
A. Yes. 
Q. And is passed in the I~nglish language ?-A. Yes; and interprded. 
q. And you do not preserve copies of the laws in the Chickasaw language ?-A . ..._-o, sir. 
(~. Wby not re(plire bills to be presented in both languages ?-A. \Ve have tried even 
to get the laws printed in both languages, but we never have been ahle to do it. 
DoGGY DEPOT, I~DUX TERIUTOitY, July :3, 1t:<i2 . 
.Jonx E. AxDEHSON sworu aml examined, (through an interpreter.) 
By the CIIAIRMA .... ~: 
Question. State your age, place of residence, and occupation. -Am;wer. I am about 
tifty years of age; I reside in Tishamingo; I am treasurer of the Chickasaw Nation. 
Q. How long have you been treasurer of the Chickasaw Nation ?-A. I commenced 
in September, 1870, and am treasurer at this time. 
Q. ·who was the treasurer that preceded you ?-A. Joseph D. Harris. 
Q. Have you in your possession the books of the former treasurer, Joel Kemp ?-A. 
~o, sir; except his books when he was acting as st1perintendent of schools. I 
have none of Kemp's books as treasurer. 
Q. The moneys that are paid to the Chickasaw Xation for schools are first paid to the 
treasurer before they are paid to the superintendent of schools, aro they uot ?-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you n·cch·ed any moneys, since you have beeen treasurer, from Holmes Col-
bert, either as delegate or commissioner at \Yashington for the Chickasaws ?-A. No, 
sir. 
Q. Have you received fi·om an~7 other person moneys as coming from Holmes Col-
bert ?-A. No. sir. 
Q. Do yon know whether Holmes Colbert paid any money to any of the Chickmm \. 
11eh•gates who ma<le the treat/ of 1866, and who made the contract with Latrobe?-~\. 
~ "'"o, sir. 
Q. Do ~·on know anything of a contract between the delegates of 1866 aud Latrobe 
for the coll<-ction of back annuities and other funds due to the Chickasa"·s !-~\.. I 
1lo not know personally, only from hearsay. 
Q. Did yon hear it from any of the delegates of 1866, \Vinche,tcr Colbert, Ilolm<'S 
< 'olbert, or any of the men who helped to make the treaty of 18{)6 ?-A. Holmes Col-
lwrt him.:elf told me, bnt not distinctly for me to understand ~t thoroughly; \\·inches-
ll'l' Colbert nlso told me, but would not explain all the particnlan; of tLe contract. 
Q. lias either of those delegates told you that they received a part of the . '100,000 
"hich the ('hicka~aws advanced for Latrobe?-~\. ..... 1o, sir. 
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Q. ·when the delegates of 1866 reported their proceedings at ·washington to the 
Chickasaw Nation, did they make it known that they had divided the $100,000 between 
themselves and Latrobe?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Have they ever told your people from that time to this ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know bow much of this money Latrobe himself got, and ho'v much the 
others kept ?-A. No; I don't know about it. 
Q. Were you a member of the Chickasaw council at the time the report was made uy 
the delflgates of 18o6 W-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·which of the delegates made the report o£ the proceedings at \Vashingtou ?-A. 
I think Winchestm; Colbert, but I am not positive. 
Q. Was the report made in writing ?-A. No, it was just a verbal report. 
Q. Did they show to the council a copy of the treaty '?-A. They bad the treat~, 
print.ed and it was distributed among the members of the council. 
Q. Did Holmes Colbert or any of the delegates show to the council the Latrobe con-
tract, and explain it ~-A. I do not recollect exactly how that was. 
Q. Were there copies of the Latrobe contract distributed among the members of the 
council as the copies of the t.reaty were ~-A. No, sir; I think not. 
Q. Did Holmes Colbert tell the council that he got part of the $100,000 that was 
paid to Latrobe ~-A. No, sir; nothing of the kind. 
Q. Was the Latrobe contract agreed to by the Chickasaw council ?-A. I do not 
recollect; it may have been, but I do not recollect. 
Q. Who was secretary of the Chickasaw Nation at the time that report was made?-
A. William Harrison. 
Q. Where is William Harrison now ~-A. He is dead. 
Q. \Vhat money have you received from the United States while you have been treas-
urer ~-A. I received from Captain Olmstead, on the lOth of October, lt570, $49,406.91. 
Of this sum $3,000 was the permanent annuity in goods provided by the act of Feb-
ruary 25, 1799, and $46,406.91 was for national purposes. I received, on lOth of Sep-
tember, H371, from Mr. Griffith, United States Indian agent, for the first and second 
quarters of 1871, $35,481.36, $9,935 being the interest due on the trust-fund, and 
$25,546.36 being the amount due on the Chickasaw national fund. I received, on Feb-
ruary 9, 1872, from Mr. Griffith, Indian agent, $39,221.63, of which $3,000 was for per-
manent annuity in goods, and $36,221.63 was for the national fund. I have not the 
date of the receipt of the next item, but the date of the notification from the Indian 
agent was June ~0, 1872. The amount was $24,975.20. 
BOGGY DEPOT, INDU:X TERRITORY, Jnly 8, 1872. 
J0:3IAII BnowN sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRJ\IAN: 
Question. State your age, residence, ancl occnpation.-Answer. I am thirty-seven 
years of age; I reside at Tishamingo, Chickasaw Nation, and am a farmer. 
Q. Are you a member of the Chickasaw Nation ~-A. Yes. 
Q. Were you born so ~-A. Yes. 
Q. Have you held any official position; if so, state what it was, and when.-A. 
I have held the office of clerk, and have been acting as secretary of the nation, and 
treasnl'er. 
Q. At what time were yon secretary of the nation ?-A. I was appointed on the 1st 
of October, 1867, and also in 8eptember, 1870. 
Q. \Vere you secretary of tbe Chickasaw Nation at the time that Holmes Colbert 
made his report of the proceedings of the delegation of 1866 ~-A. No, sir, I was not. 
Q. Do yon know whether there is, among the papers of that office, a copy of a con-
tract enteretl into between the delegates of 1866 and one John H. B. Latrobe ?-A. 
There is; I left it in the office. 
Q. What are the terrns of that contract f-A. I do not reco1lect. 
Q. It was signed by Winchester Colbert, Holmes Colbert, Robert Love, and Albert 
Carter. Was there anything in the contract to show that those who signed it were to 
get any part of the benefit of it ~-A. I think not. 
Q. Did you learn, while an officer of the Chickasaw Nation, that the contract entered 
into by those delegates, with John H. B. Latrolw, was for the interest of Latrobe and 
aJl of them together ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you ever converse with either of the men who signed that contract in rela-
tion to it ?-A. No, sir; never. · 
Q: Was it given out, at any time, that the contract was for the benefit of the men 
who signed it as well as that of Latrobe ~-A. Not that I ever heard of. 
Q. Were you secretary of the Chickasaw Nation at the time the contract with La-
trobe was filed in your office '?-A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. \Yho file(l it ?-A. I think it was Captain James or Holmes Colbert. 
Q. Is this Captain James the same man who was appointed to lift the $100,000 at 
\Vashington, autl pay it over to Latrobe under his coutract ?-A. Yes. 
Q. How did .James come to file that contract in the office f-A. I cannot answer that 
question. 
Q. Did he file any other papers with it ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did lJC file a report of the proceediugs in the vayment of the $100,000 :-A. Not 
that I know of. 
Q. \Vere there any papers filed in your office b~T Holmes Colbert touching that $100,000, 
excepting the contract 1tselH-A. None that I have seen or heard of. 
Q. Was there any resolution that is a matter of record in your office confirming the 
Latrobe contract made by the delegates of 1866 ?-A. I do not recollect, but I think 
that the council approved of it. 
Q. Is there anything on file in your office sho\Ying the proceedings of your council, 
or of any committee of your council, or of any officer of your nation indicating that the 
$100,000, or any fees to be collected under the Latrobe contract, were to be divided 
lJetween Latrobe, Holmes Colbert., \Yashington Colbert, C:1rter, Love, and Pickens f-
A. None that I remember. 
By Mr. SMITH: 
Q. Has it not been recognized by the Chickasaw Nation tbat that contract was in 
existence, and has it not been approved of by the Chickasaw people ?-A. I always 
sapposed and knew that there was such a contract. 
Q. Has not your council passed resolutions creating agents to act under th::tt contract 
on the theory of its acceptance '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Has not your nation now an acting agent in \Vashington on the condition of the 
acceptance of that contract by the Chickasaw people f-A. I have been informed that 
there is. 
Q. Who is he ~-A. Captain George D. James. 
Q. ·what was the occasion of his appointment f-A. The death of Holmes Colbert. 
Q. Holmes Colbert was one of the original delegates who made that contract ?-A. 
Yes. 
Q. Mr. James was appointed to fill tbe vacancy occasioned by Holmes Colbert's 
death f-A. That is what I have been informed. 
Q. And be is the same man who was appointed to pay over the $100,000 under that 
contract ~-A. Yes, sir; he is the same man. 
By Mr. BURDETT: 
Q. Is it generally understood by the hody of the people of your nation that there is 
au agreement to pay 50 per cent. on all moneys recovered on that contract ~-A. I do 
not know that there is. 
Q. Is it your opinion that such is not the understanding ~-A. I do not think there 
is such an understanding. 
Q. \Vhat do yon understand that contract with Latrobe to be, so far as it relates to 
the collection of back moneys due by the United States f-A. I disremember; it is so 
long since I read it that I do not recollect. 
Q. Have you ever understood that, by the terms and uuderstandin~ of that contract, 
it was to cost the Chickasaws one-half of all the moneys collected for them from the 
Government f-A. No, sir; I had no such understanding. 
Q. Then you were not aware of that fact yourselff-A. No, sir. 
Q. Has it ever been unuerstood or talked of among the Chickasaw people that one-
half of the moneys collected by the parties to that contract has been re.tained hy them 
for their services ?-A. I do not know that that has been the case. It has been talked 
of that there has 0een money retained. 
Q. Do you think that your people, if they generally understood that fact, would be 
satisfiecl with their agents retaining one-half ?-A. No, sir; I do not believe they would. 
Q. What is the impression among the Chickasaws as to the intention and fairness of 
the United States Government about paying moneys over that are due to the Chicka-
sa.ws 1 Do they look upon the United States Government as trying to hold money back 
from them improperly f-A. I have never understood it in that way. 
Q. Do you think that there is any feeling among the Chickasaw people that there is 
such a want of fairness in the Gove.mment as to necessitate the employment of agents 
with large fees to compel the Government to do its dnty 1-A. I do not suppose that 
there is. 
Q. Are there many of your people who really understand what their relations to the 
Government arc, so far as the matter of money is concerned f-A. No, sir; not a great 
many. 
Q. Is it not a fact that but a little handful of your people have the charge and con-
trol of all your monetary affairs f-A. That was the fact fo.~;merly. 
Q. How is it now ~-A. It is about the same way. 
Q. And that all real knowledge of the state of affairs is confined to that few ~-A. A 
H. Rep. 98-42 
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ver~7 few know the state of affairs. I do not know whether it bas been kept from them, 
or whether they neglected to inform themselves about it. 
Q. Do you know whether any of your leac:liug men bavA ever struck up correspond-
ence with the officers of the Government to ascertain how things were since this treaty 
was made f-A. No, sir; I do not. 
Q. Are your people aware of the fact that any of them might at any time get all 
this information by just writing a letter to the Secretary of the Interiod-A. I think 
not. 
Mr. BuRDETT. Well, they ought to be aware of the fact that at any time they want 
to know anything about this business th'"'Y can obtain information by writing a letter 
to the Secretary of the Interior. · 
1~<-H.:H.<Y DEPOT, Ixm,\X TEr:RITORY, July 8, 1 72. 
J.D. HAmns sworn and examined. 
By the CII>\.IRMAN: 
Question. State your age, place of residence, and occnpa,tion.-Answer. My age is 
forty-three; I am a member of the Chicka~mw Nation, aud reside near Tishamingo, 
the capital ; I am a farmer. 
Q. Hav~ you been au officer of the Chickasaw Nation at any time 1 If so, state what 
office you have held, a,nd for what time.-A. Yes; I was t,reasurer of the na,tion in 
186H-'69. 
Q, ·who preceded yon as treasurer f-A. Joel Kemp; he was treasurer in 1866. Joel 
Kemp resides near my place in the ChickaRaw Nation, about twent.y miles from here. 
Q. What is the custom of the treasurer as to keeping his books? Does your treasurer 
I'etain his own books after bi:s term of office expire:s !-A. No, sir; the books are turned 
over to his snccr~-;sor. 
Q. Do the books of the treasurer's office now contain the proceedings of the treasurer 
as far back as 1860 '?-A. The books of 18G6 were in such condition that I would not 
receive them, auc:l I bought new IJooks for my own purpose, at the expense of the 
nation. 
Q. Were the former treasurer's l1ooks left in the office in yonr charge ~-A. They 
IYere banded over to me, aml I handec:l them over to Governor Harris, or to Mr. Hainey 
in Tishamingo. Mr. Rainey is a merchant in Ti:,;hamingo. 
Q. Who is the present treasurer of the nation ?-A. Captain Anderson. 
Q. Then the book:s of the former treasurer are not in the possession of the present 
treasurer ?-A. No, sir; I think not. 
Q. The book which you present here is the one that contains your transactions as 
treasured-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. State whether there were received from the United States during your term of 
office any moueys; and if so, what they were.-A. I received some money from Holmes 
Colbert, a delegate, but from what source it came I do not know. He gave me no 
statement. I received other moneys from the Indian agents, Olmstead and Robinson. 
Q. You say yon received money from Holmes Colbert, but that he did not state from 
what source it came ?-A. Yes, sir; I asked him for the statement, !.Jut he did not give 
it to me. 
Q. Please turn to your book and giYe the committee the amount received from 
Holmes Colbert; the date when it was received and the page of that entry on your 
book.-A. I received the snm of $1:H,320.85, and receipted for it to Holmes Colbert; 
also $7,500, being the amount advanced to James, the school superintendent. He 
turned me over the first amount, anc:l this amount of $7,500 was turned over to James 
for school purposes at \Vashington to defray the expenses of some children who were 
at school in the States. It was so told me; I do not know anything further of it 
than that. 
Q. So that the showing of the payment from Colbert would be those two items 
added together?-A. Yes, sir; the items are $131,320.H5, and $7,500, the amount re-
ceived from James, the school superintenc:lent. Total, $138,820.85. 
Q. What is the date of Colbert's payment to yon ?-A. July 7, 1869. 
Q. What ot,her money cid you receive, during your term as treasurer, coming from 
the United States, :tnd from whom did yon receive it ~-A. The first money that Ire-
ceived from the United States was $75,~50 from L. N. Robinson, superintenc:lent of 
Indian a,fl'airs. That was on 22d December, 1868. I received that at the Creek agency 
in the Creek N atiou. The next money that I received was $~7,044.89 from 0. '1..'. Olm-
stead, United States Indian ageut. I do not believe I have the date of it. I find this 
note in respect to it: '·As the balance of the annuity money, supposed from the date on 
hand to be $45,U55, in the hands of the Government of the United States, and we have 
the as.;;ura ce that ·t will be forthcoming ju a shor ime." We never did get that. 
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This money was received in December, 1869. The next Hem of money received is 
$25,697.6:~ received from Olmstead on May 12, 1870. I received both the e amounts 
at Bogrry Depot. 
Q. Were these sums regular annuities ¥-A. Yes, sir; these last items were the reg-
ular annual payments. We received the money from the United States as regular in-
terest money, I suppose. I never knew how the Colbert money came. 
Q. Have you not learned, at any time, on what account that money wa.s paid by 
Colbert ?-A. I suppose it was money that he had got on back annuities. 
Q. Did he furnish to yon any f:ltatement at the time of the amounts collected by him 
from the United States?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know why Holmes Colbert was appointed to go to 'Vashington to get 
that money ?-A. He was appointed by the legislature. He and Mr. Latrobe, I recol-
lect, were to get the back annuities, and to make a settlement with the Government 
for as far back as U:!32, I think. 
Q. \Vhat were they to receive for their services in that matter?-A. I do not know. 
Q. ·was the fee fixed by the council1-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is the date of the appointment f-A. I do not recollect. 
Q. Did Mr. Colbert make any payment of moneys to members of the delegation of 
1R66f-A. Not that I know of. 
Q. Did you ever converse with the mem uers of the legislature on that subject f-A. 
No, sir. 
Q. \Vas jt the understa-nding of your people and council that Mr. Latrobe got the 
$100,000 that vms advanced for making the treaty of 1866 !-A. Yes, sir; th ttt has been 
the understanding with our people. 
Q. And it was the understanding that Mr. Latrobe was to get the 50 per cent. on the 
collection of the back annuities, &c.?-A. I do not r·ecollect about that. I kuow but 
very little about the contract in any shape. 
Q. \Vas there, at any time, an understanding with your people that tlH' delegation 
of 1866 was to divide the fees with .Mr. Latrobe f-A. No, sir; I do not know anything 
abont that. 
Q. Did yon un1lerstand, at any time, that your delegation actually divided the 
100,000 with Mr. Latrobe, or got any part of it ?-A. No, sir; I do not know anything 
about that either. It was always my understanding that George D. James was ap-. 
pointed afterward to g('t the $100,000 from the Government, and to turn it over to 
Latrobe. I think there is an act to that effect somewhere. 
Q. Where is George D. James '?-A. He went on to 'Vashington. He was appoirted 
by the council to fill the vacancy caused by the death of Holmes Colbert, and be went 
upon that business. Under the law of this country no man can hold more than one 
office of profit and trust at a time, and Mr .. James di<l hold another office. 
Q. What office did .Mr. James uohl at that time ?-A. The office of school nperin-
temlent. 
Q. Does be hold that office yet?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And he hol<ls that appointment to Washmgton ?-A. Yes; the act creating his 
commission to \Va1;hington is here. 
Q. lie "·as not appointed by the governor, was he?-A. He was appointed by the 
governor, with the authority of the council. 
Q. Did the council name him ?-A. No, sir; not that I know of. 
Q. Then be was really appointed by the principal chief?-A. Yes, sir; by the author-
ity of the council. The cl!ief was to appoint some competent persons. 
Q. Bnt the act itself did not name James?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did Holmes Colbert make a report to the council of his proceedings as agent at 
Washington f-A. Yes, sir; I think he did. 
Q. Have you a copy of that report ?-A. No, sir; it did not. belong to my department, 
but I bave a certified r('port of his, of 1869, of moneys which he drew. I picked it up 
and brought it with me, thinking it would probably be of some use. 
Witness presented the paper referred to, of whi0h the following is a copy: 
"To the lion. CYRUS HARRIS, Governor of the Chickasaw Nation: 
"Sr R: I <lesire to report to you, and through you to the legislature of the Chickasaw 
Nation, in regard to the business of tbe Chickasaws intrusted to my care. The orphan 
and incompetent claims have been thoroughly examiued and gone through with; but 
owing to the difficulty of obtaining evidence in every particular case, I llave only 
been able to file exceptions amounting to between three and four hundred thonsaml 
<lollars charged by the United States agent against them. I am satisfied that more 
well-founded exceptions may be taken in their behalf, but, owing to the long time 
which bas elapsed since the transaction, it is almost impossible to get the necessary 
testimony. ln regard to tbe stated account 'of disbursement from the national fundR/ 
I herewith respectfnlly submit for your consideration a printed copy of my except ions. 
In the transaction and managPment of this business I have endeavored as far as I was 
aLle to press upon the Government the necessity aml jnst"ire of making a fair and equi-
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table settlement ·with tho Chickasaws in accordance with the treaty stipulations. 
Owing to the still prevailing political excitement and the recent changes which have 
taken place in the different Departments at ·washington, business has progressed slower 
than I have anticipated. The claim for a reservation or tract of laud four miles square, 
including a salt lick or spring on Big Sandy River, in the State of Tennessee, as de-
scribed in article 4 of the treaty of 1818, will be submitted to the Secretary of the Interior 
for his discussion, between this time and the first of October next, (see letters in refer-
ence thereto which are herewith submitted.) In regard to the contract which was 
made with Mr. J. B. Latrobe of Baltimore, Maryland, by the Chickasaw legislature for 
the recovery of the back annuities, permit me to say that he succeeded in having placed 
to the credit of the Chickasaws in the Treasury of the United States, $357,348.67, back 
interest, and in addition thereto the sum of $141,000 was collected from the State of 
Indiana, on account of stock which fell dt1e in 1857, and re-invested in United States 
registered stocks, making in all, principal and interest, collected from different States, 
$498,348.67. United States stocks of different loans have also been re-invested in United 
States stocks of other and later dates. There is yet on 'hand $66,666.66! of Tennessee 
stocks, part due as far back as 1861, which, with the aid and assistance of our counsel, 
we hope soon to compel the State of Tennessee to redeem; the principal to be re-in-
vested, and the interest paid to the Chiekasaws. Seventeen thousand dollars of Illi-
nois l)Ond::; have also been redeemed and the principal re-invested upon the collections 
above stated. No fee was charged by Mr. Latrobe except upon the amount actually 
turned over to the Chickasaws, after deducting out of the amount collected, $100,000 
advanced by them in 1866, the sum of $357,348.62 arrearages of interest collected out 
of which the Government took $141,042 to re-imburse the United States for advances 
made the Chickasaws under appropriation by Congress for non-paying stocks, most of 
which was issued for refugee Indians during the war, and which we hope again to 
recover; leaving a balance to the credit of the Chickasaws of $216,306.67, which was 
turned over to me, out of which amount was deducted, first,$100,000 advanced to their 
attorney by the Chickasaw legislature in 186G, leaving the amount of $116,306.67 to 
be equally divided between the Chickasaws and their attorney according to the con-
tract, and leaving to the credit of the Chickasaws the amount of $158,153.:33. Out of 
this amount the obligation of the Chickasaw Nation, in accordance with a contract 
with their attorney for defending the nation against the loyal claims, (the fifteen per 
cent.,) amounting to $26,082.16, was discharged, leaving the total amount due the Chick-
asaws $132,071.17. The receipt for the above amounts paid ont are herewith submitted. 
Superintendent Robinson before his removal from office had collected from the Gov-
ernment the perpetual annuity of $3,000 which I induced him to turn over to me. Also 
the interest on the $300,000 under the treat,y of 1'366 was collected by me, viz, $3,750, 
making the total amount turned over to the Chickasaw national treasurer, by me, and 
for which I hold his receipt, $138,821. 
"There is still a large sum dne the Chickasaws known as the arrearages of interest on 
back annnities, as well as a still larger sum, under the treaties of lt352 and 1855, which, 
with the assistance of counsel, I feel confident in being fully able to collect from the 
Government, provided the same unanimity continues to prevail among the Chickasaws 
which has hith1~rto characterized their deliberations. 'I'o this, and the harmony which 
has existed among the delegates from the Chickasaws who have, from. time to time, 
visited Washington, and t,he unremitted efforts and able advice of our counsel, (Hon. 
J. H. B. Latrobe,) is to be attributed the success, so far, which has attended the efforts 
of the Chickasaw people and their representatives in reclaiming rights and interest 
withheld from them by the Government of the United States. 
"I am also glad to be able to announce that C. H. Mix & Co., with whom Mr. Latrobe 
is now associated as counsel in aU matters intrusted to them, have collected the school 
fund which had been placed by Superintendent Robinson in the Merchants' National 
Bank at Little Rock, and which was, at one time, greatly feared would be a total loss. 
Every effort was made to induce the superintendent of public schools, myself~ and our 
attorneys to change the status of deposit, or, in other words, to loan the money to the 
bank, but without success, and the result was the speedy collection of the money. 
"In conclusion I would say, in the proper place of this report, I omitted to state that, 
during the war, there was $100,000 of Ohio stock redeemed, and the proceeds the Gov-
ernment failed to re-invest, but appropriated it to the refngee Indians, which amount 
and interest, with proper efforts, I have no doubt can be recovered. The accompanying 
papers and documents are respectfully submitted for your careful examination. 
• ''HOLMES COLBERT. 
"SEPTEMBER 7, 1869." 
"EXECUTIVE OFFICE, Tisl!amingo City, 0. N. 
"I hereby certify that the above is a true copy of the original copy of Mr. Holmes 
Colbert's report, deposited in the archives of the Chickasaw Nation. 
"Given under my hand .this the 1st day of May, 1870. 
"ALEX. REKNIE, 
" .. National Secreta'I'!J Chickasaw Nation ." 
--~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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BOGGY DEPOT, hmiA..~ TERRITORY, July 8, 1872. 
FORBES LEFLORE sworn and examined. 
By Mr. BUIWETT: 
Question. State your age, residence, and occupation.-Answer. I am about sixty-two 
years of age; my place of residence is Buffalo Head, Blue County, Choctaw Nation; I 
am a farmer. 
Q. Have you ever held any official position in the Choctaw Nation ¥-A. I have. I 
was councilman some years ago ; then I acted several years as a captain to command 
a company to draw annuities. I acted in that capacity four or :five years; then I was 
district trustee of schools; then I held the position of a delegate to ·washington, to 
attend to business for the nation. Lastly, I baye been superintendent of schools for 
the Choctaw Nation. I now bold that position. I was elected to that office in Octo-
ber, 1868, I think. 
Q. "'What are the general dtltics of your office ?-A. To attend to money matters, and 
to pay monefont to the teachers, and to attend to the schools aml see that everything 
is managed right. 
Q. Give us a little history of your school system here in the Choctaw Nation; is it a 
system of neighborhood schools ?-A. Yes, sir. At present the regulation is to have 
neighborhood schools, to educate children in the lower branches; then we have large 
schools, which we call academies or seminaries-higher schools than the ordinary small 
schools. Then we have a regulation to take the advanced pupils out of those schools 
and to send them to the States to complete their education. That is the system. 
Q. Is the number and location of your primary schools prescribed by the legisla-
ture ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Whose duty is it to prescribe where the schools shall be held ?-A. Since I have 
been in office it bas been my duty to order the trustee to locate schools. The trustee 
then locates the place, and the neighborhood appoints the local trustees, and then the 
local trustee makes a report to the district trusteeJ the district trustee to the superin-
tendent, and the superintendent to the council. 
Q. The higher schools or seminaries are such as are established by the order of the 
council ?-A. Yes, sir; the two large schools are under the order of the council. 
Q. You have two schools of the grade of seminaries ?-A. Yes, sir; one is an academy 
and one is a seminary. 
Q. How many months in the year do your common schools remain in session ~-A. 
·when I :first went into office we bad a good many of those primary schools and had no 
academies. \Ve got more money for school purposes, and therefore we established more 
schools; but afterward the appropriation for that purpose ·was reduced. 'l'he establish-
ment of these two large schools reduced the number of primary schools, so that the 
number of scholars going to school now is not~ great as it was when we :first started. 
Q. What was the cause of the reduction of your school money ~-A. We appropriated 
for the two large schools, taking the money out of the appropriation for the primary 
schools. 
Q. How many months, on the average, are your schools open ?-A. At the :first 
begiuuing they were open for ten months in the ;rear, but now we do not average more 
than fiye months in the year. 
Q. HaYe you any system of enumeration of the youth of the nation of school age; 
have you a law which prescribes the ages in which persons shall attend school ?-A. 
We bavA for the large schools, but not for the primary schools. 
Q. Have you ever had any enumeration of the children of school age ?-A. No, sir; 
not since I have been in office: (and this makes the fourth year.) The two :first years 
there were some 2,220 children of school age. 
Q. How large a proportion of these 2,220 children really attended school a part of 
the year ~-A. I think about three-fourths. 
Q. What was the cause of the balance not attending; was it distance from school, 
or lack of schools f-A. I thought it was owing to the parents not sending their chil-
clren regularly. 
Q. What is the feeling of your people (I mean of full-blooded Indians) on the subject 
of education; are they desierous of having their children educatetl ?-A. Very much so. 
Q. Is that feeling very general f-A. It seems to be, from all the applications made 
to me. 
Q. What fund is it that supports your schools ~-A. The neighborhood primary 
scboolR are supported out. of the fund which the Chickasaws gave the Choctaws for 
separate citizenship in 1837. There is $27,000 of that fund invested, and $18,000 of it 
is ustcl for school purposes. Then there is $6,000 of school fund wLich comes under 
the treaty of 1825, making the whole school fund $24,000. 
Q. And that is the aggregate of your school fund ~-A. Yes ; for the children here. 
There are other moneys that go to the support of the children who are sent into the 
States for education. These other moneys come under the stipulations of the treaty of 
1830. The fnnd originates from the 40 youths who went to Kentucky schools. 'l'hat 
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was funded by the Government, and we have always been receiving the annual inter-
est, which was $7,160. but I do not think that it is more now than about $3,000. That 
fund was sold to pay Heald and Wright. 
Q. Was any other fund, except the funds for the education of the scholars in States, 
infringed upon by that payment of that Heald and Wright claim '?-A. I do not think 
the;·e was. There was some taken from other moneys, but I do not think that it inter-
fered with the schools. 
Q. From whom do you, as superintendent of schools, draw the money which you 
disburse f-A.. From the treasurer of the nation. 
Q. Have you any fund of your own arising from any taxes upon your own people~­
A.. None at all. 
Q. Is there any levy of taxes made within the nation at all for school purposes f-A.. 
None at all in public. Individuals sometimes pay for their cbildren in schools. When 
the five months give out the inllividual can use his own money to carry on the school 
for ten months; but that is an individual, voluntary arrangement, not done by the 
nation. • 
Q. How often do you draw money as superintendent f-A.. The law is to draw it 
quarterly, but sometimes the treasurer pays half and then pays the other half-say 
$100 at one ti01e and $100 at auotber time. The law is, however, that it shall be paid 
quarterly. 
Q. State to the committee whether at any time, in drawing your funds, you have met 
with any losses by means of the funds falling short '?-A.. Yes; on January 17, 1870, 
Captain Olmstead, the United States Indian agent, was the man who paid tbe money to 
the treasurer of the Choctaw Nation. The money was paid in packages of some 
$5,000 each, as marked. My brother, Rasil LeFlore, the treasurer of the Choctaw Na-
tion, received, I think, $42,000 from Captain Olmstead. Then he turned the money 
over to me in the same way in bulk. I did not count it in the office. I took it out and 
then counted it over, and it lacked $1,638 of the amount which it purported to be. 
Q. In what office was that money received ~-A.. In the agent's office. 
Q. Was your brother present ?-A.. Yes; he and I were there. 
Q. You had gone with him so that when he drew the money, as treasurer, he would 
hand over to you what was coming to you as superintendent of schools ?-A. Yes. 
Q. A.nd he received the packages in bulk, without counting their contents, and 
handed them over to you in the same way ?-A. Yes. 
Q. When did you count the money ?-A. I counted it that night at my fn.ther-in-
la.w's, who was living a few hundred yards from the office. It was about 12 o'clock 
when I received the money, but I did not leave the office until evening. 
Q. vVho were present besides yourself, your brother, the treasurer, and Olmstead f 
-A. I think Captain Dwight was present. 
Q. Did you ever call Captain Olmstead's attention to that fact ?-A.. Yes, sir; I did 
afterwanl. 
Q. How long afterward f-A. It might have been three or four days. 
Q. What did he say about it ?-A.. He said he did not know how it was done. 
Q. Did he promise to make any investigation or to look into the matter f-A.. He did 
not. I wrote myself to the Secretary of the Interior, and he wrote back saying that 
the Treasurer bad receipted for the amount, and that that was all he could say to me-
that the papem were at the Treasury. 
Q. Did Olmstead ever suggest to you any way hy which he supposed the loss had 
happened? Did he make any explanation how he supposed it came abont 0!-A.. No, 
sir; he never said anything about it in that way. He just said that he did not know, 
but he made no suggestion about it. 
Q. You spoke about having been a member of the legislature at one time; when was 
that ?-A. I was a member from 1833 or '34, I believe, until about 1850. 
Q. Yon have not been a member of the legislature since the war or during the war~­
A.. No, sir. 
Q. Yon spoke also about having once been a delegate to Washingto~ f-A.. Yes, sir; 
that was in 1850 or '51, but I did not go on until1852. 
Q. What was the purpose of your appointment at that time f-A.. The :first object 
was to get the money which the Government funded for what they called the "new-
comers"-the Choctaws who remained back in Mississippi. 
Q. Your appointment, then, was not in connectinn with making any treaty f-A.. There 
were two things toget.her: to get what was called the fund-money, bearing interest, and 
then to get lands under the nineteenth and fourteenth articles of the treaty of 1830. 
There was some claim under that. 
Q. Your delegation. at that time bad nothing to do with the net-proceeds matted-
A.. It was not called the net proceeds then. There were only individual claims. 
Q. Did your delegation have anything to do with that matter ?-A.. Yes; we attended 
to the captains' claims and some little cultivation claims, but we got nothing through. 
Q. What was your method of attending to them ?-A.. We went to the Commissioner 
of Indian Affairs. We had papers from the nation. 
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Q. Did you have proof of those claims that you representeu ?-A. No further proof 
than the books of the laml-claims in MiHsissippi. 
Q. Your proof consisted in referring to papers already on file in the Interior Depart-
ment ?-A. Yes; except as to claims made here, and the proofs that they owued the 
bnd. 
Q. And yon say you did not succeed in getting any of these claims through ?-A. No; 
only when the clerk suggested that the claims were good.. I asked if the Office could 
show anytiling that the Indians did not own the land, anu they admitted. that the land 
was theirs. 'Ve attended to that fund-money and to tile arrearages-money. 
Q. "'\Ve:e you present at the time of making the treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek 1-
A. Yes, Sir; I was then about twenty-one years of age. 
Q. Could you speak the Englisillanguage at that time ?-A. Yes, sir; I had just come 
from school in Kentucky. 
Q. ·were you there only as a spectator !-A. Only as a pectator. 
Q. Did yon bear ad<lresses made by the United. States commissioners V-A. Yes; I 
heard General Eaton. 
Q. From what he said, what did yon understand to be the ob,ject of the commis-
sioners ~-A. That tiley came to treat witil tile Choctaws about their land. 
Q. To have them relinquish it ?-A. Yes; they got us to relinquish the land wilich 
we O\Yned east of the Mississippi at that time. 
Q. What did General Ea,ton say the United States would do ?-A. The application 
was made to Ilim about the law of Mississippi being over us. He sai<l, "Your great 
father, the President of the United States, in tile 'Yhite House, wants yon to go west; 
it is better hunting-ground tha,n this. Your great father says that he cannot remove 
tile law of Mississippi from yon at all; it ·will be over you; and all that htl can do for 
you is that, if you go west of the Missi sippi, he will take care of you there. Your 
great father, the President in the White House, says that he does not want to make 
money or to speculate in your lands at all; yon silall have the benefits of your conn try 
if you go west of the Mississippi; yon will fin<l a good hunting-ground; there shall be 
your permanent home; t!.le United Btates will not pester you any more; you will be 
there away from the laws of any Territory or any State." That is about what Ilo 
said. 
Q. On that promise-that is, that yon should be remunerated for yonr land-you 
based the net-proceeds claim f-A. Yes; in1820 I was a little boy abont ten or eleven 
years old, and I did not go to the treaty-ground, but I heard the old folks, my uncle and 
others, talking in the house about it. They said that they had exchanged their lands 
there for lands west of the :Mississippi. That was tile first treaty, of 1820. 
Q. And your understanding was that this laud here was exchanged as the considera-
tion for your land in Mississippi, whieil was ceuetl by the treaty of 1820 f-A. Yes; we 
swapped. That is wilat they state<l. 
Q. 'rhe next treaty was when f-A. In 1830. That is the treaty of Daacing Rabbit 
Creek. 
Q. Ry that treaty yon conveyed part of your lands ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ·what, then, was to be the disposition of the residue of your lands under tile 
tre<tty of 1830 ?-A. Eaton said, "Yon silall have tile benefit of your lanu; we don't 
want to speculate on it." 
Q. ·what ditl the treaty provide as to tile residue of the land which ·was not conveyed 
in exchange for this territory f-A. We got some annuity for it; I think $ZO,OOO a year 
for twenty years. 
Q. Was it not provided then that these lan<ls should be sold and the money given to 
you ?-A. I was too young to understaml auythi tg about that. 
Q. How do you acconnt for your net-proceeds claim ?-A. UtHler that treaty there 
were reservations given for cultivation claims, but a good many did not dispose of them, 
through ignorance, when they were emigrating in 1R31. My old captain, Cellita, a 
full-blood, said to me," You must get your company and you must go. The agent 
says you must go." I heard Indians say that they wanted to get their stock, and must 
have time to hunt the stock up, but the agent would answer that they must go quick. 
We got into camp and came on to Vicksburgh; from Vicksburgh I went by water to 
the mouth of the Red River an<l up to Camden. A part of the families went with their 
stock, oxen, horses, and other property. The moving-agent, Mr. Calhoun, I think, and 
Captain Cross, who was under him, went through by Lake Providence to Mouroe. The 
sub-agent, who was to furnish us with corn, did not do so, and we lost, on that account, 
our stock and a great many of our ponies. A great many of the full-blooded women 
who had come with the stock, and the men, were frost-bitten; their feet were bleeding. 
There was a great deal of property destroyed. in that and in the next emigration, and 
it is for that lost property that we claim the net proceeds. We claim that the Govern-
ment ought to pay us for that lost property, beeause it was by the agent neglecting his 
business that the property was lost. 'Ve also claimed for the lan<l which the Indians 
had received but did not sell. The Government afterward surveyed it a·1d sold it. 
These two things constitnted the basis of oue net-proceeus clai n. Then, there wer& 
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also claims for the new-comers of the Choctaws, wl10 remained. behiml for five years, 
and to whom the lands were not allowed. 
Q. The object and purpose in the prosecution of these net-proceeds claims against the 
Government has always been to pay these in<livitlnallosses ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Has it ever been considered that this 11et-proceeds claim belonged to the Choctaw 
Nation as a nation ?-A. No; they claimed it as indivifluals. 
Q. And that is the reason why your government, at one time, created a court of 
claims to adjudicate as to who was entitled to receiYe the money ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Has that court ever made any adjudication or ever heard au.v cases ?-A. No, sir; 
the council appointed them two or three times, but they have not succeeded in making 
any report that would be final. 
Q. Do you know whether that court bas ever actually heard any case ~-A. That I 
cannot say. This last time they did not. I don't know about the other times. 
Q. Has the court really ever been organized and has it met for business f-A. No; I can-
not say that it has, because the Bupreme Court had taken up the cases and bad said 
that the law which the council passed was illegal. The court got together, but did 
not organize or bold any legal proceedings. The matter first started with myself and 
McKibben ; the leading men told us that they wanted us to attend to these claims and 
to get the claims for them. They went to work, the individual claimants themselves 
and their heirs, and got up papers and assigneu their rights over to me and McKibben 
to attend to them antl recover their claims for them if we conld. The thing went on 
until 1852, I think. ·we did not succeed in getting these claims through, and then 
McKibben and I stopped, and Pitcblynn and Polsom and others went on as delegates. 
That was the first delegation. ·we were interested outside, yon may say; we were not 
known to the Government as delegates, but we were interested. I went on to Wash-
ington nntil1850, and then the thing was changed agaiu, and the nation took it up and 
prosecuted the case. They appointed the same delegation which went on to Washing-
ton for several years, and the case was finally placed in the hands of the Senate of the 
United States to make an awaru upon. · The Senate awarded $2,300,000, after deducting 
all expenses, and out of that amount Congress appropriated $500,000, in 1861. 
Q. State whether this award of the net proceeds was intended simply and only to 
be used to pay individual claimants who might prove their losses, or whether in any 
event it was proposed or understood that it should be paid in a lump into your national 
treasury to be used as your authorities might see fit.-A. My understanding was that 
it was always intended to pay to individuals. 
Q. It seems, howeYer, that the sum ·which was awanled was based on the net pro-
ceeds, or the value of your lands in :;\lississippi.-.A.. Yes. 
Q. Now, from that it wonhl appear that, inasmuch as this money arose out of the 
sale of land which '"as the property of the whole people, it mnst have been in 
contemplation when that award was made that the funds should go into yonr treasury 
for the benefit of your whole people. What is yonr view about it f-A. It would seem 
that it is thesame money to wllich we are entitled, and with which tile Government 
would pay its debts, 
Mr. SMITH. In its legal aspect, it is given to you altogether as the consideration for 
these lands. Now, as it has been aw<trdetl, is there not a division of opinion among 
your people whether that fund should be paid into the national treasury, or whether 
it should first be divided out, and appropriated, as far as necessary, to pay off the in(li-
vidual claims, and the residue be paid into the treasury f Are not your people here 
somewhat divided upon those two points? 
WITNESS. I think that all those who are interested in the individual claims want to 
have the individuals paid, while those who are not would perhaps like to see the fund 
go into the national treasury. It is a fact that there is such a division of feeling. 
By Mr. BURDETT: 
Q. On that matter of the individual claims; it is now forty years at least since those 
claims accrued ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you think that it is possible now to get the proof which would fully establish 
any large proportion of these claims ?-A. I think it could be done, on this ground-
that our people are here, within the limits of the Territory, that they have not scattered, 
and that those who are living can certainly prove their heirship. But then there 
would be some frauds; there is no doubt of that. 
Q. Of course these claims for property lost, and for damages suffereu, were by peo-
ple who, at that time, forty years ago, were of age, capable of owning property, men 
of families. Does it not follow, therefore, that but very few of those people themselves, 
who lost property, are now living f How many of the people who actually suffered 
the losses themselves, do you think, are now livmg within this Territory ~-A. I cannot 
say; I do not know. 
Q. Do you think there are twenty ?-A. There are more than twenty. 
Q. ·wonld there be forty f-A. Yes, there would be forty. 
Q. Your people were somewhat scattered and lived separate, in Mississippi, did they 
not ?-A. Yes. 
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Q. And tlle claims for damages arose in scattered sections where your people lived; 
it would not follow, therefore, that the surviving men must have proofs of tlleir 
claims.-A. All the way that we can get at jt is to go to the list and see the original 
claims. 
Q. What list do you refer to f-A. The list of those who had these cultivation claims, 
and did not receive their lands, and then this list of persons who lost property. 
Q. Do I understand yon that there is in \Vashington, in any of the Departments, 
ony official paper which shows the existence and proof of any of these claims ?-A. I 
think so. 
Q. Made at the time the claims accrued ?-A. The Government ought to have the 
list; I saw the Jist there in the office. 
Q. That applies, then, to claims on account of reservations f-A. Yes. 
Q. Did not all the men who had reservations get land here, and did they not own 
the land h1 common with the rest of you ?-A. Yes, but these were special cases. 
Q. As to losses of stock and ponies, is there anywhere preserved in the archives of 
the Government at ·washington, any list or proof of those losses ?-A. I c::tnnot say. 
They were given some time ago. Jones, Pierre Johnson, and George \V. Harkens, went 
on and presented these claims to the Government. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. How many students bad you attending school in the different States ?-A. Twenty-
three. 
Q. How many were yon compelled to withdraw on account of the reduction of your 
Rcllool fund, to pay the claim of Heald and Wright and the loyal Choctaw claim f-A. 
Thirteen, leaving ten. 
Q. Did the red notion of your school fuml after that time operate then to compel you 
to reduce your school term ?-A. \Ve bad to reduce our school term to five months. 
·witness presented and put in evidence the following statement of school-statistics: 
A statement of school-fund of Choctaws; when reccired. 
Received of Basil Le Flore, treasurer, 9th of January, 1869 _ ... _.... . . . . . . $13, 899 00 
Received of Basil LeFlore, treasurer, May, 1869 ...... _........... . . . . . . . 17,361 00 
In A. D. 18G9 ........ _.. ... ....... ...... .... .. .... ...... .. .... .... 31,260 00 
Received of Basil LeFlore, treasurer, January 17, 1870 .................. . 
Receiveu of Basil LeFlore, treasurer, January 17, 1870 ................. .. 




In A. D. 1870 ................................................... _. 26, 145 60 
Received of Basil LeFlore, treasurer, November, A. D. 1870 .... ------ ... . 
Received of Basil Le Flore, treasurer, November, A. ]) . 1870 ............. . 
Received of Basil LeFlore, treasurer, November, A. D. 1870 ............ .. 





In A.D.1870 and 1 71. ..................... ............ ____ ...... 31,050 00 
Recei veu of James Thompson, March 1, 1872 ........ _ ... __ . _ .... _. . . . . . . . 13, 772 60 
In A. D. 1872 .....•.............•............... _ ........... _.. . . . 13, 772 60 
The number of children in regular attendance at our neighborhood schools, within 
the first two years of my service, were eighteen hundred and twenty-two in 
each year; and twenty-three were going to different colleges in the States. But, 
owing to changes in appropriation, and some of our school funds being sold for 
Heald and R. ·wright claim, and other claims, we were compelled to bring home thir-
teen of our State scholars, and we have reduced the number of our neighborhr-
schools, and have established one male academy, in number sixty scholars, and o 
female seminary, consisting of fifty females, all of whom board at the institution. 
All of which is most respectfully submitted. 
Your Indian friend, 
General Jonx P. C. Sn.t:-1xs, 
Of Indiana. 
JuLY 8, A. D. 1872. 
FORBES LE FLORE, 
Superintendent Public Schools, Choctaw Nation. 
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BoGGY DEPOT, INDIAN TERRITOllY, July 10, 1872. 
THEOPHILUS B. GRIFI•'ITn sworn and examined. 
By the CnAIR:\'IAN: 
Question. State your age, place of residence, anJ occupation.-Answer. I am forty-
four years of age; I reside at Boggy Depot; l am United States Indiu,n agent for the 
Choctaws aud Chickasaws. 
Q. When were you appointed 1-A. In November, 1R70. 
Q. When did you reach this place f-A. About tue 15th of December, 1870. 
Q. How much money do you receive annually for those two tribes~-A. That I can-
not tell without looking at the statement which I have in my office. 
Q. Do you keep books ?-A. I do not. 
Q. You keep no books ofentries'?-A. Ko, sir. 
Q. About how much do you receive per year?-A. My impression now is that it is 
in the neighborhood of $60,000 for the Choctaws, antl of 860,000 to $70,000 for the 
Chickasaws; but the amounts vary so much that it is impossible to give anything like a 
definite statement without reference to tbe vouchers. 
Q. Do you receive ~ny information which shows you from what sources the money 
comes ?-A. Yes. 
Q. If it comes from interest on United States bonds, or from interest on State bonds, 
is it shown f--A. All is shown. 
Q. How often every year do yon rf'ceive your remittances ?-A. Twice a year. 
(~. What time do they issue from the Department ?-A. Sometimes at one time, and 
sometimes at another-not regularly. As I understand, the money i~ due on tho 1st of 
January aud the 1st of Jnly, but it never comes at that time. 
Q. In what way do you receive the money here ?-A. I received notice in one case 
that funds to a given amount were to my credit with the National Bank at Law-
rence, Kansas; secondly, I received notice that funds were to my credit at the assist-
ant treasury at Saint Louis; and once I received money in drafts, I think, on the assist-
ant treasurer at Saint Louis. That money was sent np by mail-$10,000, I think, for the 
Chickasaws. 
Q. Do you know here why the money is not transmitted regularly ?-A. Ko, sir, I do 
not; I know that last fall the payment of tbeir money was very much delayed Jon~ after 
it was to my credit, from circumstances wbich were probably beyoml my control, and 
possibly not. I received notice of fnuds being to my credit at L':twrence last fall. 
Directly after I received that notice I received orders from the Department to take a 
census of the colored people of the nation, so that it might be 1aitl before Congress. 
So I deferreJ going after the money in order to attend to that census, a.:; I had no in-
structions authorizing me to employ any one else. It took me a considerable time, and 
before I got through it I was subpamaed to go to Fort Smith to attend the United 
States court there. I sent a statement, however, to the treasurer of the Chickasaws 
of the amount of funds which there was to their credit, as they make ther appropria-
tions before they make any expenditure-that is, they make no appropriation until 
they know how much money they have to use. I sent a statement to them of the 
amount, so that they could go on aud make their appropriations, and I would get the 
money for them as soon as I could. As I was summoned to attend the grand jury, I 
expected to go right before it, and then go to Lawrence and get the money; instead of 
which I was not able to go there until January. The money was due in the July 
previous. 
Q. When was this money put to your credit ?-A. That I cannot tell without looking 
at the letter, but I sllould tliink, from memory, that it was nearly August or Septem-
ber. 
Q. And when was that money paitl over ?-A. It was paid over in January, I think. 
I got back here with it in January, but there were some delays. 
The CnAIRMA~. The treasurer's book show that it was paid over to him in Febru-
ary, 1872. 
WITNESS. Well, then, I suppose it was February. 
Q. Can you fix the time, by looking at your letters, at which you received notice of 
the money being to your credit ?-A. I know I can. 
Q. When did you get notice of the next amount of money sent to you ?-A. That I 
cannot tell from memory. 
Q. How long ago ?-A. I think jt was in the latter part of March. 
Q. When was the money paid over f-A. Part of it was paid last week, and part of 
it is not yet paid over. 
Q. What occasioned that delay ?-A. When I received the notice of the money being 
placed to my credit I started as soon as I coulll get away, which was in April, to go to 
Saint Louis after it. When I got to Saint Louis I met Mr. Delano, and accompanied 
him to the end of the track. 
Q. What interfered with yonr getting the money and bringing it with you ~-A. 
From my former experience I knew that it took a good deal of time to get money out 
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of the Treasury. I had a good deal of business to attend to along the line of the road, 
and I bad, alRo, permission to be absent three weeks in Jnne, to go to Saint Louis. I had 
to go to Sedalia on the 20th of May. I knew beforehand that I had to attend to it. It 
was business for the Choctaw Nation-to arrange for the payment of timber which 
that railroad company was cutting. I had, also, to go for my d~tughter, who was at 
school in Illinois. I saw that it was going to be impossible for me to attend to that 
business and to go for my daughter with any reasonable prospect of certainty, if I no-
tified the treasurers of the two nations to come for their money; consequently I made 
the delay. 
Q. Then, last fall, several months elapsed, after the money was put to your credit, 
befor1:1 the Indian treasnrers got it ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do not the Choctaws and Chickasaws have schools during the winter ?-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. Do they not pay their teachers out of these moneys ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Do they not carry on the schools ont of these rnotw~'S ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Do they levy any tax to raise moneys ?-A. They do not. 
Q. They depend upon 'vhat they are to get from the United States ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Then the expenses of the Government ::UHl the expenses of the schools depend 
upon the receipt of the money which they draw from the United States through you f 
-A. Yes. 
Q. Have you any other lmsineRs to att.Pn<l to except this f-A. I have not. I sup-
pose there was not one in the nation who re~rett.ed the <lelnys last winter more than I 
did, or who hall more uneasiness in re~·;ud to them. This s•1mmer I di(l not feel any 
uneasmes~, because I was aware that tl1e Clliclmsaws' money would not be called for 
to be used. 
Q. Had yon any instructions from the Department to holtl the money '?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Hatl you any reason for not paying tile mouey over Y-A. No n~ason at all except-
ing what I have just given you. It "·as well known iu the nation that I had tho 
money. 
Q. How far is it from here to where the treasurer of the Chickasaw Nation lives?-
A. In tl1e neighborhood of fifty miles. 
Q. Does he not live at Tishamingo ~-A. No, sir; he lives ncar Oil Springs. 
Q. \Vhat is his name ?-A. John Anderson. 
Q. Is there a mail from bere to his place f-A. There is now, since the first of this 
month. 
Q. \Vhere does tbe trea~nrt'r of the Choctaw Nation live ?-A. Near Scnllyvillo. 
Q. Is there a mail from here to Scnllyville !-A. Yes. 
Q. \Vhat is his name ?-A . .Tames Tl10mpson. 
Q. Does any iutcrest, acerue on these moneys when they are l~ ing in this bank ?-A, 
I have never known of any. 
Q. And the bank has the use of the money without paying interest on it ~-A. I do 
not suppose it has. \Vhen I went to Lnwronce I found the money piled up in the 
vault, and the cashier tolcl me that it had· been lying there for me. As soon as I got 
the notice of its being there I wrote to him that it would be impossible for me to come 
there immediately, but that I should be there in a short time. 
Q. Are yon aware that tho Choctaw and Chich.asaw people are not satisfied with 
these delays f-A. No, sir; I am not. 
Q. You are not aware that they are dissatisfied with the Government ou account of 
them ?-A. I have heard nothing of the kind. 
Q. Arc yon not aware that those delays are calculated to injure tho confidence of the 
Indians in the Government ~-A. I do not know but they might; but I took some pains 
to let the people kno\'\T what the facts were, and. I supposed that the conrse which I 
bad taken was all t,he one I could. take. I felt that this work of taking the census of 
the freedmen was something which I was expected to attend to at once; aud I stated 
to the people here that this money was to my credit for them, and that I should go for 
it just as soon as I could. go. . 
Q. Have you any person under your control and employment whom you can send on 
errands ?-A. Yes; if I can get at them. 
Q. Are there not men paid by the United States to do such work ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What are their names ?-A. One is Hyatennbuy, and one is Sampson Cole. I do 
not know the names of the others. Their captain is Joe Moore. I have tried repeat-
edly to get word to them to do some work which I wanted done, and 1 never l>nt in one 
instance have accomplished what I wanted with them. 
Q. Which one, in that case, did you get to do the work ?-A. Hyatenubby. 
Q. Who pays these men for their services '-A. The United States Government pays 
them $100 a. year each. I think there are six of them. 
Q. Who pays their money to them 1-A. The treasurer of the Choctaw Nation. 
Q. \Vhat steps have you taken to notify them that you wanted them ?-A. I have 
sent notices to them by mail and by private hands. There was another instance in 
which I got som~ work done, by Joe Moore, 011ce. 
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Q. Are there men employed for this purpose in both nations ~-A. No; only in the 
Choctaw· Nation. I have tried persistently to get Governor Bryant to have one. of 
those men come to live near here. 
Q. What steps have you takell in that direction ~-A. P~sonal efforts with Gov-
ernor Bryaut. 
Q. Have you conversed with him about it ~-A. Yes, sir; repeatedly. 
Q. ·what did he say to you ~-A. The answer which he first made was, that there was 
no vacancy at present, and that if there was a vacancy he would appoint somebody on 
the light horse who was living near here. Then I requested him to get one of them to 
come here and stay here for a time. He neither refused nor agreed to do so. Governor 
Bryant and Captain Moore spent a night together at my house last winter, and Cap-
tain Moore agreed that either himself or one of the men would be here once in two 
weeks, but I never saw them since. 
Q. So that the United States Government cannot get any services out of these men~ 
-A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you notified the superintendent of Indian affairs ~-A. No, sir; I do not 
report to the superintendent of Indian a'fairs. 
Q. Have you given any notice of these facts to any United States officers who had 
any control of the matter '?-A. I have not. 
Q. How long is it since the mall was organized on the road that passes where An-
derson lives ~-A. That I cannot tell you. There used to be a mail there, and some 
few weeks ago they discontinued stopping at Tishamingo. 
Q. Where is the treasurer's office ?-A. At Tisbarningo. 
Q. Has there been any time since you have been agent when there was not a mail 
from this place to Tishamingo~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. A letter can reach there by mail ~--A. A letter cannot reach there by mail for the 
last three months, I guess. 
Q. Cannot the mail go there now '?-A. Yes; since the first of this mouth. 
Q. Then I understand you to say that prior to that time it could not ~-A. For a 
considerable time it could not. Wheu I first came here, and until some time last win-
ter, the mail went very regularly. 
Q. Until what time '?-A. I do not know. The contractors stopped going there, and 
the post-office at Tisbamingo was discontinued. 
Q. When did you notify these parties that the money was here waiting for them~--:­
A. Immediately on my last return from SaiJJt Louis. 
Q. And that was when ~-A. That was about the middle of June. 
Q. When did you notify them abont the money which yon received in the fall of 
1871 ~-A. I got back here about the 12th of January, 1872, and it was somewhere near 
that time that I notified them. 
Q. How long after you arrived here did you notify them that the money was ready 
for them ~-A. I cannot tell you exactly from my recollection, but I presume I did it 
right away after I got home. · 
Q. Who selects the place of deposit for this moneyV-A. That I cannot tell you. I 
simply receive notice from the Indian Office that there is money for me at a certain 
place. , 
The CHAIR::\JAN. The books show that the Chickasaws got the money in February. 
WITNESS. The Choctaws did not get theirs for some time after that. 
Q. Do you fix the time for them to come to get it ~-A. No, sir; I do not. I just 
notify them that the money is here. 
Q. Then they run the risk of your being absent when they come for it V-A. Yes, but 
I endeavor to take care not to be absent. 
Q. Have t,hey come at any time that you ba,·e been absent~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Who licenses the traders in the Territory ~---"-A. I do. 
Q. Do you keep a record of them ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How many licensed traders are there now ill the~Territory ?-A. Five, I think, in 
the Choctaw Nation and tive in the Chickasaw Nation. 
Q. How many of these have you licensed ?-A. I have licensed every one of them. 
Their license has to be renewed every year. 
Q. Where are these traders sitnated in the Choctaw Nation f-A. One is at Scully· 
ville. There were two, but one of them is married in the nation and does not require 
Jicense. There is one at McAllister, and there is one at Perryville, but his partner is 
an Indian. There is one at Old Boggy, and there is one here. 
Q. Then, there is but one licensed trader at this place?-A. That is all. 
Q. Is there a fee charged for licening these traders ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. I saw more than one at McAllister. By what authority are those parties along 
the road trading ~-A. There is nobody there that I know of, besides the licensed 
trader, except persons belonging to the nation. 
The CHAIRMAN. There is an establishment at McAllister, managed by white men, 
carrying on the bakery and other business; they have no Indian about them. 
WITNESS. There are two bakeries there and one butchery, which are not carried on 
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by Indians, but the rest of t.hem are all carried on by citizens of the na,tiou. Citizens 
of the nation make application for a permit for some one to carry on the business of a 
baker, for instance, and when he gets the permit he employs the baker. 
Q. Are you not aware that that is a sham f-A. No, sir. • 
Q. Have you not been told so ~-A. I. have not been. The question has been asked 
of me in regard to one store, whether that belongs to the man who has it or not. 
Q. Is it not the case, all the way along the road, that men are doing business unclcr 
the pretense that it is the property of an Indian ~-A. It may be so; but I have tried 
to examine pretty closely whenever the matter haR come before me. There was one 
c1se there, and from the inquiry that I made I became satisfied that the pa1ty who 
made the application for a permit bad nothing at all to do with it, and I refused 
entirely to give the permit. Then, a nephew of the man who had made the applica-
tion came down to me to see me in regard to it, and he brought a letter from a citizen 
of the nation; and after conversing with him~ and from the letter, I made up my mind 
that it was a bona-fide thing, and that the young man, who had just come home from 
school, wanted to carry on the business there, and I issnecl the permit. 
Q. You said that there were but five, and you did not name tllese persons !-A. I 
said five licensed traders. 
Q. What do you call these 1-A. They are not 1 icensed traders. 
Q. Do they not trade V-A. I do not consider a baker a trader. 
Q. Do they not bny and sell ~-A. If one is buying and selling nuder my permis:~ion 
he goes contrary to my positive instructions to him that if he does anything of that 
kind he is liable to punishment. 
The CII.\IHl\L\N. I bought cans of fruit aml yarious articles at a bakery there, which 
are never put up in this Territory. 
\VITNESI:l. If they were sold by any one who is there unuer a permission from me, 
he is liable to expulsion and arrest for introduciug goods in violation of the inter-
course law. 
Q. Do yon know a German family there that is engaged in the baking bnsiness?-
A. There is a mau there named Hoffman in the bakery business, a.nd I haYe instructed 
him that that did uot a.nthorize him to iutrorluce anything in the shape of goolls. 
Q. Have you been in his esta.blisllmentf-A. No, sir. 
Q. Ha.ve you been in any of those establishments ?-A. I do not believe I w·as ever 
in any place there besides Mr. Harland's store and the railroad buildings. 
Q. Who is Harland ?-A. A citizen of toe nation. 
Q. Is he a, Choctaw ?-A. He is a citizen of the nation. I believe his wife is a 
Chickasaw. 
Q. Coming along the road from Saint Lonis, clid you examine those stores to know 
what l.nu;iness they were doing ~-A. I have endeavored to examine them whenever 
there was anything there which ought, not to be there, a1Hl I have taken every effort 
to put a stop to it, mHl I have taken every precaution in giving a permission which I 
considered I shoulU take. 
Q. How many of thesf' shops are licensecl-I mean the places of business where 
white men are doing business along the railroa,d through the ChocLaw country f-A. 
There are quiLe a number of placPs where citizens of the country positively clecla.red 
to me that the:v owned the concern. 
Q. How ma1iy of tlwse places, >vha.tever yon call them, have you licensed ?-A. I 
have not licensed any of them. A citizen of the countr.v asks me for a permit for a 
man to he in his employ as a farmer, or baker, or mechanic of a.ny kind, and I give 
him the permit. 
Q. Do you give permission to mechanic~ r-A. Yes, sir; :md I am glad to do it. 
Q. How many mechanics have yon given p ermits to in the nation 1-A. That I can-
not tell witlwnt referring to my papers. 
The CIIAIIDL\.N. I ask yon to make part of yonr testimony, ancl to get it up this after-
noon, a list showing the number a.nu name~ of licensed tmd.ers, a•1d of those to whom 
yon have given permits of every character siD.ce you ha.\'e been in office, giving the 
date 8f appointment, &c. 
\Vrnmss. There are some permits that have been gr;tute:l and have h een revoked; 
do von want them ? . 
'rho CIIAIRl\L\N. Yes; give them too. 
Q. \Vhat agreement do the authorities here make with the railro~vl co:upany in re-
spect to cutting timber '?-A. L:tst fall, at a meeting of the council, there was an :tct 
passed antllorizing the governor of the Choctaw ~:1tion to appoint an f~O"ent. to con-
tmct with the railroad company for furnishing ties, fixing the price to t~3 nation at 
five cents a tie, aucl a compensfttion to the agent of two and a half cents a tie. He 
was to get seven and a half cents for every tie from the railroad company. The act 
provi<lell abo tha.t the five cents a tie should be paid into the treasury of the Choctaw 
Nation. I was aware that the railroad company hall been getting its ties from the 
Cherokees and Creeks at five cents a tie, and I told Governor Bryaut that my opinion 
wa:s that it wonhl be <liliicult to get the company to g1ve more fJr the ties than the price 
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which bad been estab1i~hed. I said that seven and a half cents a tie was cheap enough, 
but, as the price of five cents a tie bad been already established, that was probably as 
much as they could get. I also said that the law which the council had passed would 
not answer the pu.rpose, because the Chickasaws had a right with the Choc-
taws in the puulic domain, and that the act did not provide for the Chicka-
saws, and I suggested to him whether there was not some way that the matter 
could be arranged, so as to avoid any difficulty, and so that the contractors might 
go on with the work without delaying the milroad. Several of the tie-contractors 
came to me to know what to do. Then I found that they proposed to pay only 
five cents, the same as they bad been paying up to that time. The matter passed on 
and the tie-contractors went to work. After the called session of the Choctaw coun-
cil was over, Governor Bryant of the Choctaw council came here and spent the night 
with me. The matter came up in conversation, and he told me that the man who had 
been appointed as agent bud not filed his bond as required by law, and be wanted that 
I should attend to the matter for him, and should do it on that basis of five cents a 
tie, with the understanding that the Choctaw Nation was to receive three-fourths of 
the amount, and the Chickasaw Nation one-fourth. I told him I would do it subject 
to the action of the council, and provided, also, that the ties cut ou land considered to 
be the claim of a private individual should be paid for to the individual. I said that 
I should simply collect the price of the ties cut upon the public domain, a11owing each 
individual claimant to collect for himself. That was satisfactory to the governor and 
to the general manager of the railroad, General Stevens. I notified him and the tie-
contractor, and it was satisfactory to them. I went up in May last expecting to make 
a co11ection for the ties that bad been taken, uut t,he tie-contractor had not succeeded 
in getting through his whole contract. 
Q. Are yon an agent for the railroad company 'f-A. No, sir; I a.m not. 
Q. Why did you take steps against, the Indians and in favor of the railroad compa,ny 
in xelation to the price of ties f-A. I am not aware that I did. 
Q. Did you not say that t,lw Chocta\v council had fixed the price at seven and a 
half cents, and that you had proposed five cents ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you not say that 3'0U suggested that to the governor~ Repeat your lan-
guage in regard to what you did say to the govemor as to the price being fixed at 
seven and a half cents, five cents to go to the nation and two and a half cents to the 
agent.-A. I told him that the price of seven and a half cents, being above that estab-
lished by the Cherokee and Creek Nations, I did not believe he would be able to col-
lect it. 
Q. \Vhat was that to yon ?-A. Nothing to me except to have them get paid for their 
ties without getting into difficulty. 
Q. Did they have any difficulty ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. What made you anticipate difficulty ?-A. Because I knew from what the tie-in-
spector bad told me that if the Choctaws exacted seven and a half cents a tie, the rail-
road company would refer the matter to the President of the United States, as pro-
vided by the treaty of 1866. 
Q. Did you have any objection to that ?-A. No objection, except that it was making 
unnecessary trouble. I Just advised the govemor that it would be for the best inter-
est of the nation to fix the price at five cents a tie and to get it wit.hout trouble; for, 
if it was referred to the President, there would be trouble in making a decision. That 
is what I do when it comes to the question of damages for individual property. I say 
to the claimants, "If you can settle with the compa,ny without calling upon the Pres-
ident of the United States to settle it, it is better for you to do so rather than •to have 
some person sent out here by the Government." 
Q. Did you advise the Choctaws to come down in their price in order to prevent the 
President being called upon to settle the question ?-A. No, sir; but I looked upon the 
price as having been established by the Creeks and Cherokees. 
Q. What right have yon to keep these people to the terms fixed by the other tribes f 
-A. The same right that I have always to advise them for their best interest, and I 
thought it was for their best interest to give them that advice. 
Q. Then you think it is within your province, as agent, to advise people to take one-
third less for their own property than they think themselves they ought to have ?-A. 
No, sir; in the act passed by the council five qents was all that the nation expected to 
get. 
Q. Then they provide for the payment of the expense of an agent to attend to the 
matter ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that they proposed tlw railroad should pay ?-A. Yes. 
Q. But you advised them that if they paid the agent, they must pay him out of the 
:five cents a tie ?-A. I advised them Just as I should advise any one under the circum-
stances. 
The CHAIRMAN. You say that these other tribes charged only five cents a tie, and 
that this Choctaw Nation proposed to charge seven and a half cents, two and a half 
cents to go to the agent for collecting, so that they should have five cents a tie clear for 
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their timber, and you advised them not to do that, because the other nations had 
chargell only five cents, so that, if their agent had gone on to do the business, they 
should have had to pay him out of the five cents a tie 1 
WITNESS. I never advised anything that would indicate anything of that kind at 
all. I told them distinctly that I thought their action in fixing seven and a half cents 
a tie was not wise or prudent; but as to ad vising them to do anything that was to 
lessen their price for the ties, I never thought of anything of the kind. 
Q. Why did not this agent qualify ?-A. I cannot tell you. 
Q. Do you know whether it was because his fees were cut off by your advice ?-A. 
His fees were not cut off by my advice. 
Q. Then, if that is true, your ad vice would reduce the ties to two and a half cents to 
the nation ?-A. No, sir; his fees were never cut off by my advice, and the price of the 
ties was not fixed by my advice until after the agent had failed to qualify and the gov-
ernor had asked me to attend to the matter. 
Q. Could they not have got another officer to attend to it ~-A. Possibly. 
Q. What do they pay you ~-A. Not anything. 
Q. How did you happen to have a conversation with the agent of the railroad com-
pany about it 1-A. He came here to see me in reference to the tie business. 
Q. Before you spoke to the governod-A. Yes. 
Q. Did you tell the agent that you had spoken to the governor 1-A. No, sir; I did 
not. 
Q. Then, you went voluntarily to tell the governor that the price of seven and a 
half cents, fixed by the council, was not right, because the other tribes had only 
cllarged five cents '?-A. Yes. 
Q. And the evidence you had of that was the statement of the agent of the rail-
road company ?-A. No, sir; I ha<l it, Dot only from the agent of the railroa<l company 
and from the tie-inspector, but from general 1·eport in the country. The matter '"as 
talked of in the council of October. 
Q. Did you recognize the fact that if the railroad company didn't pay the price fixed 
by the Choctaws the timber would have to staml f-A. No, sir; I did not. 
Q. What authority had the railroad company to take the timbe-r if the Clioctaws 
did not wish to sell it to them 1-A. I don't know whether they have any or not. 
Q. Don't yon know that they have not f-A. No, sir. Does not the charter of the 
railroad provide a way for that difficulty~ 
The CHAIRMAN. ~o. s1r. The company is entitled to the right of way by the t reaty 
of 1866, but it has no right to take the timber belonging to any one.. 
WITNESS. I supposed that it was the fact-and I do not know what gave me the 
impression-that the right to cut timber came within the article of the treat.y pro-
viding that for any property taken or used the full compensation should be made, to 
be ascertained and determined in such manner as the President of the United States 
should direct. I thought that I was looking at the matter in the interest of the In-
dians in telling them that it was better to accept five cents a tie than to take the 
chances of an award which might be made by a commissioner; particularly when that 
commissioner would have the evidence before him that the other nations had furnished 
that kind of timber for five cents a tie. 
Q. Did you not know that the ties are worth more than five cents ?-A. I know 
that the timber was not worth more. 
Q. If not, wlJy did yon aclvise the railroad company to give five cents for it~-A. I 
never advised anybody to give five cents for it. 
Q. Did you advise the Indians to give that timber to the railroad company ?-A. I 
did not. 
Q. Why ?-A. Because they get five cents a tie for it. 
Q. What is it that fixes the value of au article ~-A. The price that it will bring. 
Q. Then, if these ties only brought five cents they were only worth five cents f-A. 
Yes, and if they brought ten cents they would be worth ten cents. 
Q. But you advise(l these people not to try to get seven and a half cents f-A. 
Yes; I think I did right in doing so. I know that I acted as my best judgment indi-
cated. 
Q. But there was an intention on the part of the Choctaw Nation to get seven and 
a half cents for them, and the nation and the railroad company had not come together 
yet on the subject ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. And, before they failed to agree, yon stepped in and advised one party to yield?-
A. I advised the nation to set the price at five cents a tie. 
Q. And not set it at seven and a half cents ~-A. I certainly did that. 
Q. And by way of inducement you told them that the nations above here had fixed 
the price at five cents f-A. Yes; and that that was likely to be a precedent established, 
and tbat it would be, in all probability, all t.hat would be paid. 
Q. Did I understaud yon to say that yon advised them that it was better to do that 
than to rnn tbe Tisk of commissioners f-A. Better than to take t he chances of com-
missioners; I think tltat was about the idea I hac~ in my mind. 
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Q. Yon said jnst now that five cents was as much as yon thought the commissioners 
would award ?-A. Yes; and I do not see any difl'erence in the two statements. 
Q. Then, I understand you, that on the council-books of the Choctaw Nation there 
is a law instructing the governor to appoint an agent to require from the railroad com-
l1any the payment of seven and a half cents for these ties-five cents to go into the 
treasury and two and a half cents to :ro to the agent ?-A. Yes. 
Q. But that the governor, in conversation with yon, afterward changed that ma,tter, 
and that you are now acting as agent of the Choctaw Nation in collecting payment 
for the ties ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are you a Choctaw ?-A. I am not. 
Q. You are also acting as United States Indian agent ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Have you instructions from the Uniteu States to attend to this matter of the 
ties '?-A. No, sir; I am acting for the Choctaw Nation in the matter as I act here 
every day between citizens of the United States and the Choctaw Nation. 
Q. I want to know on what authority you are acting; whether you are acting as a 
Choctaw agent, and, as such, responsible to them, or whether you are acting as an 
officer of the United States, and whether you propose to bind the United States by 
interfering with this business of the Choctaw Nation and against the laws on their own 
statute-book '?-A. I suppose I am acting here as I would act if a citizen of the United 
States were to come here and claim a horse from Mr. Nichols, who keeps this hotel. 
If the parties come before me to decide the question I don't know that I bind the 
United States if I make a wrong decision. 
'l'he CIIAIRMAN. This committee is acting for the United States; it is part of the 
Congress of the United States, and is here by the' authority of Congress to investigate 
matters connected with these Indian tribes. ·we find that you are here in the capacity 
of a United Stn.tes officer, a,nd that, while here in that capacity, you interfere with 
the local business of the Chocta,w Nation; advising the executive of the nation against 
a law passed by the nation of which he is principal chief; that in connection with him 
yon absolutely violate that l::tw, and carry on a business which belongs to the Choctaw 
Nation-changing the terms of that law without the consent or knowledge of the 
legislative council; and I ask you now to state whether you a,re acting as a United 
States officer in doing that '?-A. No, sir; I am not. 
Q. Are you acting as the agent of the Choctaw N::ttion in conjunction with the prin-
cipal chief of the Choctaw Nation ?-A. I suppose, in that matter, I am actiug as a 
friend to the Choctaw Nation, and am acting for them in that particular business. 
Q. Do you sign any papers connected with the_ settlement for these ties-any receipts 
to the milroad company ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In what capacity do you sign these receipts ?-A. As United States Indian a,gent. 
Q. But I understood you, this moment, that you were not acting in that ca,pacity in 
this matter f-A. Still, I have signed those receipts in thn.t connection. When indi vidua,l 
members of the nation give receipts for the ties cut upon their property, the tie-con-
tractor submits them to me, and when I find ~that they are proper receipts from actual 
citizens of the nation, and that the timber was cut upon their lanrls I write upon the 
back of the receipt, "'l'he within receipt is approved. 1'. B. Griffith, United States 
Indian Agent;" so thn.t, I suppose, I am acting as Uniteu Stn.tes Indian agent in that 
matter. 
Q. And -what do you do in regard to ties that are cut nj1on the domain of the Indian 
nation ?-A. I expect to receive money for them from the railro::td company. 
Q. In what cap::tcity '?-A. I suppose the company would expect my receipt as 
United States Indian agent. 
The CHAim'lfAN. There is quite enough of trouble from bad management of officers 
in the Choctaw Nation, and I would like to know exactly bow you are acting in this 
matter, and what responsibility you assume. 
·WITNESS. That is just the way I ba,ve acted, and I should like to know whether in 
that there is anything which I ought not to do. 
'l'he CrumMAN. I have no a,dvice to give to you. ·we are here looking into facts, 
and not for the purpose of giving advice. Suppose the Chocta,w council shall inform 
the governor that he bas violated the law, and shall demalHl that the law be executed, 
in what light will thn.t place you as an officer of the United States after having taken 
hold of a matter which did not belong to you, and giving advice in that which did not 
concern you; and after having signed papers in the matter as an officer of the United 
States while it was no business of the United States'? 
WITNESS. I do not know but that it might place me in an unpleasant position. 
The CrrAIRMAN. Did you stop to think of that before you diu the act? 
WITNESS. No, sir; it never entered my mind at all. I thought that what I was do-
ing was the proper solution of a question which was perplexing and difficult. 
'l'be CHAIRMAN. I understand that the difficulty had not arisen. 
·WITNESS. There was a difficulty, though. It was not merely the price of the ties. 
Q. What other difficulty was there '?-A. The interests of the two nations. 
Q. How do you suppose that by a voluntary act of the principal chief of the Choc-
I. 
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taws and yourself, without the action of the council, the difficulty between the two 
nations could be adjnsted 7 How do you assume that 7-A. It is not assum~d to be 
settled at all. The question is to be settled by the council this fall. I will hold. the 
moneys received for the ties until the council acts upon the matter, and if the Choc-
taws are satisfied to receive three-fourths, and the Chickasaws one-fourth, I will pay 
the money over in those proportions. 
Q. How many ties bas this railroad company got ?-A. I do not know. 
Q. Have you not settled for them yet ?-A. No, sir; there has been no settlement. 
There has been only one tie-contractor who has completed his contract, and that con-
tract, when I went up last, was not finished, and I have not had time to go up there 
since. 
Q. How are the Indians to know how many ties have been cut ?-A. Only from the 
books of the railroad company. 
Q. Then yon submit the whole matter to the integrity of the railroad company T-A. 
Yes ; that is the onl~r way that I have been able to fix upon myself. I have talked 
with the superintendent, Mr. Hoag, about it, and he thonght I had done wisely in the 
course I had taken. Mr. Hoag is the sonthern superintendent. Hoag will now say so. 
Q. Did ~Ir. Hoag tell yon that he thought you had acted wisely f-A. Yes; I talked 
with him fnlly in regard to it, and he thought that, the two nations being interested 
in the matter, it was the best way. 
Q. What pay did yon get for taking the census of the freedmen in the nations '?-A. I 
got no pay a,t all. I submitted to the Indian Department a, statement of the expenses. 
Q. How much did yon charge ?-A. I made my estimate for $125 for both nations. 
Q. How many negroes nre there in the two nations f-A. In the neighborhood. of 
three hundred. 
List of licensed trade1·s in the CILOct.aw and Chickasaw Natifns. 
Expires. 
Oct. 19, 1872 
Oct. 1,1872 
Oct. 18, 187:l 
Jan. 1,187:3 




Feb. 27, 1sn 
May 9, 187!3 
June 5,1873 
Names. 
John D. Hardin---- ..................... I 
:Miller & Green ......................... I 
G. B. Hester ............................. I 
J. J. & T. J. Phillips ..................... I 
J. J. Phillips aud E. S. Mitchell ......... . 
James G. McAllister an<l Joe T. Hannoford 
Tibl>etts and Parke ..................... . 
John Shirly ............................ . 
J. C. D. Blackbnn, (dead) ............... . 
William G. Williams .................. .. 
AllJert Hood .......................... : .. ) 
First licensed. 
The record does not show 
farther than 1870. All 
of these parties, how-
ever, w ere licensed 
before I came here, 
except Miller & Green 
ancl William G. Wil-
liams. 
List of persons, citizens of the United States, in the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations under 
permit from the agent. 
Names. 
Daniel Clark ............................................ . 
E. Tackert ....................... _ ....... ~ .•.....•••..... 
'\Villi am Henson ............ _. _ .......................... . 
Elias Lacy .... _ ............ _ ........•............... __ ... . 
·william Kowcns .. __ ..................................... . 
John Hertz .. _ ... _ ................... _ ................. _. 
R. 1\1. '\'\ragner .......................................... . 
W. B. 1\:lern ..••••..••....• _ ...•.....•• __ ••.•.• _. _ ••....• _. 
J atnes Ayers._ ............ __ ................. __ . _. ___ .... . 
\Villiam Wines ......................... ---· ............ .. 
Gicluy Gardner.-._ ............................... ____ . ___ . 
Jackson ~leeks ......................................... .. 
vV. L. 1\Iorrisou .... _ ........... _ .......... _ .............. . 
J. B. Bro,vn ............................................ . 
William Baxter ..................... _ ....•.......... _ .... . 
\V. J. Lyster ...... _ .... _. _ .. _ ....•........•.............. 
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L·ist of pe~·sons in the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, ~c.-Continued. 
Names. Occupation. 
\V. C. Clark .........•.............. ---- .................. Clerk. 
Henry Crosby ...•........................................ Harness-maker. 
W. H. Winn ............................................. Gunsmith. 
William Hoclan .......................................... Laborer. 
C. C. Boise ............................................... Laborer. 
William H. H. St. Clair ................................... Cook. 
J. L. 1\larshalL ........................................... Laborer. 
J. E. Jewell ............................................. Clerk. 
William Rosenkrantz..................................... Clerk. 
Sa!lluel Hnme ............................................ Clerk. 
0. T. Brown, (revoked for drunkenness) ................... Butcher. 
Lon is Golmer ............................................. Baker 
H. P. Bouear ............................................. Teamster. 
J.D. Scott, (has gone to TexaR) ........................... Hotel clerk. 
Lee Hollin.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ]<"'armer. 
Henry Norman ........................................... Blacksmith. 
Marie Squirrel, a Cherokee woman whose husband was 
murdered here, and she wants permit to remain where he 
was buried. 
Santiago and Marie Paralis ...... ----~- .................... Baker and confectioner. 
T. D. Goodwill. ........................................... Laborer. 
James Collins ............................................ Laborer. 
vV. S. Johnson...... . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . • . . . . Mechanic. 
B. Davis ........ ·.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Laborer. 
J\fonroe \Vheeler.... . .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . Laborer. 
Cicero ·wheeler . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. Laborer. 
R. T. Bigger .............................................. Laborer. 
C. P. 1\lonnce ............................................. Laborer. 
vV. C. Barni tt. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Mechanic. 
H. D. Fulton ............................................. Laborer. 
vVilliam McPherson ....................................... Laborer. 
J. T. Henry ............................................... Laborer. 
Cbs. Harris, (revoked for keeping gambling-house)......... Physician. 
William Dargetey ........................................ Laborer. 
Edward Cox.............................................. Laborer. 
'\Villiam Simonds ......................................... Labot'er. 
\V. C. Ellis ............................................... Laborer. 
\V. B. Maddox............................................ Laborer. 
E. A. Sladen ........... . ·.... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Laborer. 
vV. D. Baker ............................................... Baker. 
J. H. Smith ................................................ Farmer. 
Cyrus K. Holman. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . :Farmer. 
Perry Miller.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . Farmer. 
Jan1es Boyd .............................................. Parmer. 
N. Loclwpelle............. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. • . . .. . .. . • .. Clerk. 
-lJohn Nevins ................................................ Clerk. 
\V. T. l{e1ly............. .. .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. Tinsmith. 
Joseph White ............................................ Farmer. 
Charles '\Vicker. .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .... . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . Laborer. 
'\Villiam D. Wilson ........................................ Laborer. 
D. A .. Wilson...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Laborer. 
!Lewis Garrett ......... - ... - ..... -... -.- ............. _.... Laborer. 
John Ho1son .............. -· ............ --.--- ............ Laborer. 
vV. 1<'. Henthorn ............. ··--·· .......... -·--·· ........ Laborer. 
James Rogers ..... - ............ -......... - ..... _ ... _ .. _... Laborer. 
·walter vV. Crowder ....... ---.-- .......................... Carpenter. 
T.J. Fiddler .................. ---·-· ...................... Laborer. 
Thornton Downing.---- ............ ---------- ............ Laborer. 
W. T. Dickson ........ ---- ............................... Clerk. 
T. A. Dnche .............................................. Clerk. 
W. J. Henby ....................................... --- .;. Print<'r. 
James T. Green ........................................... Parmer. 
Granville Gaithe ...... ---- ................................ Farmer. 
W. B. Staples............................... .. •• . . . . . • . .. . Farmer. 
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List of pel'sons in the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, g·c.-Continued. 
Names. Occupation. 
"\Yilliam Stacy. .. ................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Farmer. 
Jesse Stacy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Farmer. 
E. C. 1-Ie:trbinson . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Clerk. 
William Ainsworth ....................................... Clerk. 
vVilliaHI D. Gooch ......................................... Farmer . 
. Jesse Ray .......... ----·· ................................ Farmer. 
William Bertram . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Baker and confectioner. 
Davies Saladay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Baker and confectioner. 
Charles Spurling . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. Clerk. 
William J. Tooley. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Baker and confectioner. 
James C. Denton ........................................... Farmer . 
• Jan1es J. Benson .................. -----· .................. Farmer. 
Josephus R. Hewett ................................... ---· Farmer. 
R. C. \Valker ............................................. Farmer. 
William C. Bogan ........................................ Farmer. 
Anderson Hervey . .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Farmer. 
Benjamin F. Lee........ . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . Farmer. 
List of persons, citizens of the United States, ~c.-Continued. 
Notice from Department. Amount. Remarks. 
FOR CHOCTAWS. 
May 5, 1871 . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . • • • • . .. $30, 332 48 Paid to treasurer July 28, 1871. 
October 6, 1871....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30, 329 28 Paid to treasurer February 23, 1872. 
March 15, H:l72............ . . . . . . . . . . 16, 831 10 Still on hand, subject to call of 
. FOR CIIICKASA WS. 
May 5, 1871 ....................... . 
October 6, 1871 ................... .. 
:February 6, 1872 ................... . 
March 15, 1tl72 ..................... . 
== treasurer . 
35, 481 36 Paid to treasurer August 15, 1871. 
39 221 63 Paid to treasurer February 9, 1872. 
10: 000 00 Paid to treasurer March 18, 1872. 
24, 975 90 Paid to treasurer July 4, 1872. 
T. D. GRIFFITH, 
United States Indian Agent. 
BOGGY DEPOT, INDIAN TERRITORY, July 9, 1872. 
"\VnLLIAM: H. Bo-uRLAND sworn and examined. 
By the CIIAIIDIAN: 
Qnestiou.-State your age, place of residence, official position, &c.-Answer. I am 
twenty-five years of age. I live at Tishamingo. I am secretary to the Chickasaw 
Nation since Jauuary last. 
"\Yitness presented three papers that are copies, duly certified by him, from original 
records in his office, being-
First. Contract between Holmes Colbert, G. D. James~ and John H. B. Latrobe by 
his agent, Cooper, and the Chickasaw Nation, in relation to the loyal Indians' claims, 
the original being in the handwl'iting of D. H. Cooper. 
Second. Copy of the act appropriating $lOO,OOG in accordance with the provisions of 
the contract entered into by the delegates in 1866 and John H. B. Latrobe, and authoriz-
ing the appointment of G. D. James and Holmes Colbert to receive the money from 
the United States and to make the payments. 
Third. Certified copy of the contract between the Chickasaw delegation and 
Latrobe & Company. 
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The exhibits were put in evidence, and are as follows: 
·whereas by the forty-ninth article of the treaty of July 10, 1866, between the United 
States, the Choct:nvs and the Chickasaws, it was provided that commissioners shotild 
l!e appuinted by the President of the United States, immediately upon the ratification 
of said treaty, to take into consideration and determine the claim of such Choctaws 
and Chickasaws as alleged they have been driven from their homes in the Choctaw 
Nation on account of their adhesion to the United States, for damages, to make such 
a ·ward as may be consistent with equity and good conscience, taking into view all cir-
cumstances, whose report, when ratified by the Secretary of the Interior, shall be fil'al 
and authorize pa.yment of the amount from any money of said nations in the hands of 
the United·Sta.tes as said commissioners may award; and whereas said commissioners 
reported awards against the Chickasaws, amounting to about $234,000; and whereas, 
in our judgment, it is necessary and proper, in order to protect the interests of the 
11ation, to employ able counsel and provide ample means to enable him to defend 
the Chickasaws successfully against the excesses and unjust awards made by Messrs. 
Rice and Jackson, commissioners, aforesaid: 
Now therefore it is agreed between the undersigned, commissioners on the part 
of the Chickasaw Nation, and J. H. B. Latrobe, of Baltimore, that the Chickasaw 
Nation will allow and pay to the said Latrobe 15 per centum of the amount he may 
be able save for the Chickasaw Nation, taking the awards reported by Messrs. Rice 
and Jackson as the basis of calculation, that is to say, 15 per cent. upon the difference 
l!etween the awards of Messrs. Rice and Jackson against the Chickasaws, and such 
amount as they may finally have to pay on account of the claims of the so-called loyal 
Chickasaws under article forty-nine of the treaty of July 10, 1866; and the said Latrobe 
agrees to give his best services, in consideration of the foregoing, in defense of the 
Chickasaw Nation against said claims. 
In testimony whereof the parties nave hereunto set their bands and seals this the 24th 
·day of July, A. D. 1867, at the city of"Washington, D. C. 
Approved October 23, 1867. 
{SEAL.] 
HOLMES COLBERT. [SEAL.] 
G. D. JAMES. [SEAL.] 
J. H. B. LATROBE. [SEAL.] 
By D. H. COOPER, Agent. 
C. HARRIS, Governm·. 
I hereby certify the above to be a correct copy. as near as I can read D. H. Cooper's 
writing, of the original now on file in my office, this July 6, 1872. 
vV. H. BOURLAND, 
National Secretary Chickasaw Nation. 
For appropriation for services rendered under foregoing contract, see page 25, chap-
ter 44, general laws of 1871. 
'Ve, the Chickasaw delegation, having full power to act., do agree that for and in 
consideration of the services of the Bon. J. H. B. Latrobe, of Baltimore, Maryland, ren-
dered us in making a treaty with the Government of the United States, that if the 
unpaid back annuities belonging to the Chickasaw Nation are recovered and paid to 
them, the said J. H. R. Latrobe shall be entitled to and be paid one half part thereof. 
We further agree to advance the said J. H. B. Latrobe $100,000 out of any money 
the Chickasaw legislature may think proper to appropriate, which may have been 
obtained under said treaty, so as not to interfere with the funds necessary to carry on 
the Chickasaw government. 
The said $100,000 agreed to be advanced to the said J. H. B. Latrobe is to be 
deducted from the one-half part of the back annuities due said J. H. B. Latrobe, 
provided the same is recovered under said treaty. And provided, also, that if the 
said treaty should be altered or amended so as to materialJy impair the interest 
of the Chickasaw Nation, as now secured thereby, the compensation stipula1 eel 
to be paid to the said Latrobe is to be reasonably modifie<l accordingly; but the 
amount agreed to be advanced to the said J. H. B. Latrobe not to be less than $100,000. 
It is further agreed that one-half of the proceeds realized and coming to the Chickas~nv 
Nation out of the sale of the leased district, shall be paid to the snid J. H. B. Latrobe, 
provided the Choctaws and Chickasaws agree to grant the freedman the forty-acre lots 
and other stipulated privileges, and receive the $300,000, after deducting the amouut 
or price of the forty-acre lots allowed said freedman, according to article of treaty. 
In tef timony whereof we have hereunto subscribed our names and affixel1 our seals. 
Witness: 
E. S. MITCHELL. 
WINCHESTER COLBERT. [SEAL.] 
his 
EDMOND + PICKENS. 
mark. 
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I hereby certify the above to be a true copy of the original now in my office, this 
J nly 6, 18i2. 
[SEAL.] W. H. BOURLAND, 
National Secretm·y of the Chickasaw Nation. 
Be it enacted by the legislatul'e of the Chickasaw Nation, That the contract entered into 
between the Chickasaw commissioners, representing the interests of the Chickasaw 
pe0ple at Washington, D. C., in negotiating the treaty of 1866, be, and the same is 
hereby, agreed to and confirmed. 
Be it fm·ther enacted, That whereas, in consequence of the announcement made to 
the Chickasaws by commissioners on the part of the United St~ttes, who assembled at 
Fort Smith, Arkansas, in the month of September, A. D. 1R65, for the purpose of nego-
tiating a treaty of peace and friendship with the Southwestern Indians who have 
been in alliance with the so-called Confederate States, that Chickasaws with others had, 
by reason of said alliance, made themselves liable to a forfeiture of all rights of every 
kind, character, and description which had been promised and guaranteed to them by the 
United States, commissioners were sent by the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation 
to the City of Washington to negotiate a treaty and enter into any arrangements neces-
sary and proper to secure the Chickasaw country and their other interests, and to effect 
a permanent settlement of their tribe, as contemplated and provided for in the treaties 
of 1834 and1852 between the Chickasaw Nation and the United States. 
And whereas, in consequence of the necessity. of sending said commissioners to Wash-
ington for the purpose aforesaid, the Chickasaw Nation has been subjected to heavy 
expenses on account of personal expenses of said commissioners, and obligations en-
tered into by them, and other incidental expenses for the purpose of more effectually 
accomplishing the ouject of their mission. 
And whereas it may and probably will be necessary that the Chickasaw Nation 
should continue commissioners at 'Vashington City in order more effectually to secure 
the permanent settlement of the tribe and other important interests, and whereas by 
the provisions of the treaty of 1852, so much of the Chickasaw national funds as the 
Chickasaws may require for such purpose is subject to the control of their national 
council or legislature : therefore, 
Be it enacted, That the sum of $100,000 be1 and same is hereby, withdrawn from the 
Chickasaw national fund held in trust by the Secretary of the Treasury for the Chick-
asaws, and the Presi<lent is hereby requested to cause so much of said stocks afj may 
be necessary to raise said snm of money to be converted into cash, and paid over to 
the commissioners appointed for the purpose of defraying the obligation incurred or 
may hereafter be incurred by the Chickasaw commissioners, in securing the perma-
nent settlement and other important interests of the tribe, as contemplated under the 
t.reaties of 1834 and 1852. 
And whereas the government of the United States has obligatefl itself under 
treaty stipul::Ltions to keep the Chickasaw national funds invested in safe and profit-
able stock, and pay the interest thereon to the Chickasaw people annually; and believing 
that the Government of the United States has failed to do so according to treaty stip-
ulations, and as it is imporbnt and necessary to the interests of the Chickasaw prople 
that some persons should represent their interests in Washington to investigate and 
find out in what m:tnner the Government of the United States has managed our na-
tional funds : therefore, 
Be it enacted, That Holmes Colbert and G. D. James are hereby appointed and contin-
ued as commissioners, with full powers to represent the interests of the Chickasaw 
people in all things touching their interests and welfare under any treaties existing 
between the United States and the Chickasaw people. 
Passed the senate 14th November, 1866. 
Passed the bouse 14th November, 1866. 
Approved November 14, 1866. 
I. D. HARRIS, 
PTesident Senate. 
BEN. C. BUH.NEY, 
Secreta1'y of Senate. 
LEWIS NEWBURY, 
Spet~ker of the House. 
W. COLBERT, 
Clerk of the House. 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a correct copy of the original, on file in my 
office. Given under my hand and seal of the Chickasaw Nation this the 6th day of July, 
1872. 
[SEAL.] W. H. BOURLAND, 
National Secretary of the Chickasaw Nation. 
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r BoGGY DEPOT, INDIAN TERRITORY, July 9, 1872. 
JOEL KEMP sworn and examined. 
By the CIIAIRl\UN: 
Qnestion. State your age, place of residence, and occupa.tion.-Answer. I am 
about :fifty years of age. I live on Red River, in the Chickasaw Nation. I am a 
farmer. 
Q. State whether yon have been treasurer of the Chickasaw Nation.-A. Yes, 
sir ; I have been. 
Q. State what time your term commenced and expired.-A. My recollection is such 
tha t I cannot state it correctly. I think I served two terms of two years each. 
Q. Who was your successor ~-A. Colonel Harris. 
Q. State whether at any time during your terms of office Holmes Colbert paid to you 
any money collected by him at Washington City, from the Government of the United 
Stntes, for the Chickasaws.-A. No, sir, I do not think he did. 
Q. Have you a recollection of how much money your nation receives every year from 
the United States ~-A. No, sir, I do not recollect. 
By Mr. SMITH : 
Q. Where are the records of your office f-A. I placed them in Colonel Harris's hands 
when he came into office. Whether they are there now I am unable to say. 
Q. That record contains the various amounts of money which you received, and the 
persons from whom you received it, during your official connection with the office as 
treasurer of the Chickasaw Nation f-A. I gue~s so. 
Q. You are satisfied that Homes Colbert never paid you any money during the time 
you were treasurer f-A. He never did, that I know of. In all the money that I re-
ceived from different sources and different men, I do not recollect receiving any from 
Holmes Colbert. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. Were you acquainted with Holmes Colbert in his life-time f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are you acquainted with Winchester Colbert, Mr. Pickens, Mr. Love, and Colbert 
Carter, the delegates who made the treaty of 1866?-A. Yes. 
Q. State whether you have had any conversation with them in regard to their get-
ting a part of the fee paid to Latrobe by the Chickasaw Nation.-A. No, sir; I never had. 
Q. Were you treasurer at the time that $100,000 was paid by G. D. James and Holmes 
Colbert, under a law of the Chickasaw legislature, to Latrobe ~-A. I do not recollect. 
Q. How long have you been out of office ~-A. Some four years, I reckon. 
Q. ·were you not treasurer at the time Holmes Colbert was appointed to go to Wash-
ington to collect money for the Chickasaw Nation ~-A. I do not recollect exactly 
whether I was or not. 
Q. Do you not know of his going to Washington f-A. Yes; I know of his going to 
·washington. 
Q. Do you know why he was appointed to go there instead of having the money 
paid to the treasurer here f-A. No, sir; not ex~wtly; but I suppose they thought it 
would be better for him to go on and attend to it. I do not know what other motive 
there was iu sending him. 
BOGGY DEPOT, INDIAN TEURITORY, Jnly 10, 1872. 
Rev. C. A. BURRIS sworn and examined, (through an interpreter.) 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. State your age, residence, and occnpation.-Answer. I am forty-four years 
of age; I reside at Stonewall, in the Chickasaw Nation; I am a farmer and cattle-
raiser. I am also a Methodist local preacher. 
Q. When did you become a member of the Chickasaw legislature ~-A. I was a mem-
b er of the house of representatives in 1857. From that time, off and on, I was a mem-
ber either of the house or senate up to the present time. 
Q. Are you acquainted with the Chickasaw delegates who made the treaty of 1866 
with the United States ~-A. I am. 
Q. What instructions were given by the council to the delegates; what were they 
to do ?-A. The treaty of peace was made at Fort Smith; and, after the delegates re-
turued, they reported to the legislature, and the legislature sent on delegates to Wash-
ington City to make the tr~t.y. 
Q. What were the instructions of the delegation that went to Washington '-A. 
Th ~"' re was a resolution passed as to how they should act, in order to effect that treaty. 
Q. Was it your understanding that their power extended to anything more than 
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making the treaty ?-A. There was a resolution passed on the subject, but as I cannot 
read and cannot understand much English, I do not know exactly what it was. M:y 
understanding is that their power did not go further than that. 
Q. Were you in the council when the delegates made a report of their proceedings 
at ·washington ?-A. Yes; I was a member of the legislature when the report was 
made. 
Q. vVho made the report, and was it in writing ~-A. The treaty was in writing; 
the report was made by Holmes Colbert. 
Q. Was there, then, a report made that the delegates bad entered into a contract 
with Mr. Latrobe, of Baltimore, to pay him $100,000 and 50 per cent. of all the moneys 
that were to be collected ?-A. It was the contract between the delegates and Latrobe 
that was presented in the :first place, and then the report came after that. 
Q. Do yon know that those delegates of 1866 made a contract with Latrobe to give 
him $100,000 for his services as attorney in helping to make the treaty, and also to gi\·e 
him 50 per cent. on all the moneys that were to be collected-back annuitieR, interest on 
trusts, funds, &c. ?-A. As far as I can recollect what happened when the delegates came 
back and made their report, it was this: they presented the treaty and the contract 
which they had made with Latrobe. They reported that they had paill Latrobe 
$100,000, and that Latrobe was to prosecute and recover some suspended moneys, back 
annuities, &c., and, if he was to regain them, he was to replace that $100,000. That 
far I recollect, but as to the percentage which he was to receive out of the back 
annuities and suspendeu moneys, I cannot say. There was something said auout that, 
but I cannot recollect what. 
Q. Did you know at tbat time that the delegates who made that treaty-Winchester 
Colbert, Holmes Colbert, Carter, Pickens, and Love-were to have half of the $100,000 ?-
A. No, sir. 
Q. Do yon know that the same men were to have one-half of the fee which Latrobe 
was to get for collecting the back annuities and other moneys ?-A. I did not know 
about that. 
Q. ·were the delegates paid by the Chickasaw Nation for their services in making 
the treaty ?-A. Yes; they were paid ont of the Chickasaw national fnnrl. 
Q. Do you know that Wiuchester Colbert and those other delegates did get $50,000, 
one-half of tbe $100,000 fee given to Latrobe, and that they divided it among them-
selves f-A. I do not know that I ever heard particularly about that; there are differ-
ent rumore and reports, but as to the delegates receiving one-half, I have no knowl-
edge. · 
Q. Have you heard that ·winchester Colbert got $3,000, and that the other delegates 
got part of the back annuities since the treaty was made f-A. I have not heard it. 
Q. Were snch facts reported to the council by Holmes Colbert aR their agent; that 
he was paying one-half of the Latrobe fee to the delegates, including hi msclf ?-A. As far 
as I recollect, there was a report presented by Holmes Colbert to the legislature of the 
Chickasaw Nation, in relation to some money matters, and a committee of the council took 
it up, but I conld not understand the report. It did not explain itself, and the commit-
tee called on Holmes Colbert to explain it. He explained it, and then made another 
report explaining the first one, and in that he said that $100,000 was paid Latrobe, atHl 
that Latrobe was to refund it, and that he had only refunded part, and tbat part of it 
was outstanding. That was the way I understood it. There waR a good deal of rumor 
about it. The report showed that over $70,000 was still dne by Latrobe. 
Q. If the council of the Chickasaw Nation had known that one-half of the Latrobe 
fees and one-half of the $100,000 were to be paid to the delegates who made the treaty, 
would the council have sanctioned tbat contract and sustained it ~-A. My understanding 
was that Latrobe was to receive $100,000 as an advance, and then he was to prosPcute 
these back annuities, and when he got his commission upon them be was to refund the 
$100,000. That is how I understood it, and why I favored it. If I bad known that the 
delegates were to receive one-half of the $100,000 and one-half of the commission, I 
might have thought differently, but I had no knowledge of that. 
Q. As the Chickasaw Na,tion paid the delegates for their services, would the council 
have confirmed the contract, which was to pay them back one-half of the large fees, 
which they thought they were paying to Latrobe f-A. I do not know what the other 
members would have clone, but, for myself, I wouhlnot have alloweu any such thing, 
because that would be a double payment to the delegates. 
Q. When did yon :first hear that those delegates did have a share with Latrobe in 
that contract ?-A. I do not know when I first heard the rumors, as there was so much 
talk about it, and so many difierent reports. · 
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BOGGY DEPOT, INDIAN TERRITORY, July 11, 1872. 
CYRUS HARRIS sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN 
Question. State your age, residence, and occupation.-Answer. My age is fifty-five; 
my residence is Mill Creek, Tislwmingo County, Chickasaw Nation; I am a miller. 
Q. Do you occupy any official position ~-A. Not now. I have been governor of the 
Chickasaw Nation four terms of two years each, so that I have served eight years as 
governor. . 
Q. Wilen were yon first. elected ~-A. In 1857, I believe. 
Q. And you commenced your term when ~-A. In October, 1857. 
By Mr. BURDETT: 
Q. Were the eight. years consecutive T-A. No, sir; at different times. 
Q. Were you governor of the Chickasaw Nation at the time that Holmes Colbert and 
George D. 1J ames were sent to ·washington ~-A. Yes, sir; that was in 1867. 
Q. They were sent under the provisions of au act of your council ~-A. Yes. 
Q. To lift $100,000, to pay out under a contract known as the Latrobe contract 7-
A. Yes. · 
Q. Did they discharge that duty 7-A. I think they did. 
Q. By what authority did Holmes Colbert remain there and collect money for the 
Chickasaw Nation aft,erward ?-A. He came home and was reappointed commissioner 
to attend to national bu:sines:s and to settle all claims between the Chickasaws and the 
United States Government. 
Q. How was he appointed f-A. By the legislature. 
Q. Was he authorized to lift moneys 7-A. I authorized him to bring a certain 
amount of money that was back. That was some. annuity which was turned over to 
the treasurer of the Chickasaw Nation, Joel Kemp. I do not recollect the amount 
now; but before he started off witll it, the treasurer came out and received the money, 
and took it on himself. 
Q. I am asking you about the money that Holmes Colbert got.-A. That money I 
authorized him to bring on so as to save expense. Joel Kemp, in going for that money, 
paid out nearly $4,000 to bring it back to Tishemingo. Anotlwr reason that I had 
was, that our treasurer, Joe Harris, was a very dissipated man, and I was afraid to 
risk the money in his hands. Tllat is the reason I appointed Holmes Colbert to bring 
the money out. He brought the money and tu,rned it over to the treasurer. After he 
turned it over, he was a defaulter to the amount of nearly $4,000. I diu it to save ex-
pense and to have the money brought out safe. There had been a good deal of talk 
about the expense that Joel Kemp had been at. 
Q. Had you not been receiving your money through the Indian agent here 7 -A. 
Yes; but it came very slowly. 
Q. What was the reason for sending Kemp on to Washington 7-A. I did not send 
him. 
Q. Who did send him f-A. I suppose he got his orders from the agent. 
Q. Has your treasurer gone to Washington at any other time to get the money~­
A. No, sir ; not that I recollect. 
Q. That is the only time that money has been paid in any other way than through 
the agenU-A. Yes. 
Q. That and the Holmes Colbert money f-A. And the Holmes Colbert money. 
Q. Was it the same Holmes Colbert who was one of the men that made the contract 
with Latrobe; was he one of the delegates of 1866 7-A. I think Holmes Colbert did 
go to Washington as delegate in 1866. 
Q. Do you not know that Holmes Colbert, Winchester Colbert, Colbert Carter, Pick-
ens, and Love were the men f-A. Yes; Holmes went on the first trip in 1866. That 
was the first trip after the war. 
Q. Do you not know that Holmes Colbert signed that treaty7-A. I reckon he did. 
Q. Do you not know it ~-A. No; I was not there to see it. 
Q. Do you not know that his name is attached to the treaty 7-A. Yes; I know that 
his name is attached to it. I was not in office then, and did not attend the council; 
but I supposed he signed the trtlaty. 
Q. Did your council appropriate $100,000 to pay Latrobe on the contract made with 
him 7-A. I think so. 
Q. And it was paid over by Holmes Colbert and James ~-A. Yes; I think that was 
the understanding. 
Q. You were governor at the time 7-A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know whether they produced a receipt from Latrobe f-A. I do not recol-
lect. 
Q. Do you know whether their proceedings were satisfactory to your people 7-A. 
Yes; I heard no complaint. 
Q. Did you know that the delegates of 1866 had made a contract with Latrobe to 
advance him $100,000 7-A. I did not know it. After they came home they reported 
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that they had made a contract, and, as well as I recollect, the Chickasaw legislature 
approved of it. 
tl· By appropriating $100,000 to pay it f-A. Yes. 
Q. Were you then governor ~-A. I think so. I think I was elected in 1866. 
Q. You were governor when they made their report of the payment of the money 'i 
-A. Yes, I think so. 
Q. Do you know who received that $100,000 1-A. No, sir; I do not know. 
Q. Do you know whether that $100,000 was diYided among the delegates who made 
the treaty and Latrobe ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know that Holmes Colbert got part of it ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Or Winchester Colbert 7-A. No, sir. 
Q. Or Colbert Carted-No, sir. I saw, in the treaty, that there was $25,000 set apart 
for the benefit of the Chickasaws, and $25,000 for the Choctaws. That is all I ever 
saw about the money. As to the $100,000, I never knew bow it was divided. I always 
understood that it was for Mr. Latrobe. 
Q. Did you not, as governor, investigate the matter?-A. No, sir, that belonged to 
tbe committee. '\Ve generally have a committee of the legislature that investigates 
all money matters; but it was supposed that everything was done according to con-
tract, and there was nothing said about it. 
Q. Did you know that there was a contract entered into between the delegates and 
Latrobe to give Latrobe 50 per cent. on the moneys collected by him 7-A. Yes, sir; 
and the legislature approved of that contract, too. 
Q. Are you aware that that covers the trust-fund, and that this man is to get 50 per 
cent. of it right along?-A. The contract, as I undersood it, was that be was to get 
one-half of all back annuities that he recovered. , 
Q. Anything else ?-A. No, sir; only that. 
Q. Were you governor at the time that Holmes Colbert brought the $138,000 and 
paid it to the treasured-A. Yes. 
Q. Do you know how much he had collected ?-A. I did not know then. I have got 
his letter showing how much he had paid to the treasurer. 
Q. You do not know how much he kept?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Was there any rumor about that these delegates were keeping part of the money?-
A. Yes. 
Q. Was that at the time that Holmes Colbert brought that money ?-A. At the time, 
or soon afterward, a rumor got out that this was part of the regular annuity of 
1868-'69, which bad not been brought out. I got a letter from Cooper, from ·washing-
ton City, that there bacl been a mistake made; that they bad received a percentage 
out of the regular annuity, not knowing at the time that it was a regular annuity, but 
thinking that it was a back annuity ; but that, as soon as they made other collections, 
they would rectify the whole thing, and make it all square. 
Q. Do you know whether they have rectified it yet 7-A. Not that I know of. 
Q. Did be say that they would rectify it on the next fees ?-A. On the next fees. 
Then, as well as I recollect, I think they stated that they owed $50,000 on that $100,000 
which they were to refund. 
Q. Making $79,000 f-A. Yes; I think they owe that yet. They promise to refund all 
of it. 
Q. To refund it out of fees ?-A. Yes; out of fees on what they recover. 
Q. Are you aware that all those claims which they are now talking about collecting 
are provided for in the treaty of 1866; the back annuities, &c. ?-A. They are provided 
for in certain words, that the Government will commence payment at a certain time. 
Q. Are you not aware that those funds were secured to the Chickasaw Nation by the 
treaty of 1866?-A. It was doubted of at the time. 
Q. Do you mean, then, that yon have succeeded in doing what the treaty uid not 
provide for f-A. Yes, that is what we understand. 
Q. Who told you so ?-A. Our commissioners told us so, and we were not competent 
to know what the treaty meant. 
Q. Did you not know that the treaty put you where you were before the war ?-A. 
That is what we learned since. We did not know it at the time. I think the corn-
missioners said it was doubtful whether it would be construed in that way or not. 
There were two sides to it. It might be construed one way or the other. 
Q. Dill the commissioners make that impression on your mind ~-A. No; I did not 
understand the treaty exactly as it read. It was just among ourselves that we got 
that idea. 
Q. Did they offer that as a reason for giving Latrobe that large fee f-A. I do not 
recollect what reason they gave. 
Q. Did they raise the impression on your mind that it was doubtful whether that 
money could be collected under the treaty 7-A. I do not recollect their speaking to 
me about it in that way, but that is the way I construed the treaty. 
Q. That it wns doubtful ?-A. Yes; in the -way it read. 
Q. Does not the trea;ty say expressly that the tribe is put on the same footing as be-
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fore the war ¥-A. Yes; but in another place it says that payment is to be resumed at 
a certain date. \Ve did not know whether it would reach back and bring up the back 
annuities or not, in the way it read. At least, I did not know. My education is 
limited, and I cannot see through anything of that kind. 
Q. I want to know what impression these delegates marle on your mind by their re-
ports on the subject.-A. I do not recollect what impression they made. 
Q. Did you not, as governor of the Chickasaw Nation, make some inquiry to :find 
out what the treaty was ?-A. I do not recollect that I did. 
Q. The point that I want you to answer clearly is, whether these delegates made that 
impression-that it was doubtful ?-A. I cannot say whether they did ot' not. 
Q. Do you know that ·winchester Colbert got $:3,000 out of the back annuity, and 
that Holmes Colbert paid it to him ?-A. No, sir; I do not know. 
Q. Have you heard that those delegates who made the treaty of 1866-Holmes Col-
bert, vVinch.ester Colbert, Col bert Carter, Love, and Pickens-were to have part of the 
money under the Latrobe contract f-A. I never have heard it. 
Q. You never heard it up to tllis time f-A. Not until yesterday. Judge Bourland 
told me yesterday that he heard something of it here. That was the first I ever heard 
about it. 
Q. Do you know who drew the form of the law that appointed George D. James and 
Holmes Colbert to go to Washington 1-A. I think it was in Holmes Colbert's hand-
writing. I did not see the man drawing it, but it was in Holmes Colbert's hand writ-
ing, I think. 
Q. I will put a square question to you; did yon receive any part of that $100,000 f-
A. No, sir; I never did. I do not pretend to be over-honest, but I always thought my-
self above stealing. 
The CnAIRMAN. I am not raising any suspicion against yon. 
WITNESS. \Yell, I heard that some one had reported here that I had received part of 
that money, and I intended to ask you, so as to get information of who started that 
report. 
Q. Did you receive any part of the back annuities ¥-A. Not one cent. I have no 
interest in them at all, except so far as the nation is concerned. 
Q. \Vas it understood at the council, or among the officers of the nation, so far as 
you noticed at the time that these delegates made the report of the treaty and of the 
Latrobe contract, that the delegates were to have any part of the money arising from 
the Latrobe contract V-A. No, sir; it was not understood in that way that I know of. 
Q. If they were to receive any, it was not known to the Chickasaw council or 
people ?-A. I think not. I think they got a salary, provided by the act appointing 
them. 
Q. Do you recollect the amount of their compensation ?-A. No, sir; I do not recollect 
the amount. 
Q. Do yon believe that the Chickasaw people or the Chickasaw council would have 
indorsed a contract, under which they were to pay Latrobe so much money, if they 
bad known that the delegates, whom they had sent to make the contract and treaty, 
and whom they had paid for the purpose, were charging half the money ?-A. I do not 
think they would. 
Q. And the same as to the back annuities ?-A. I do not think they would; but there 
is no telling what our legislature would do. They twist and screw about mightily, 
like all other legislatures. Now, I would like to know who started that report upon me. 
We have got a law here to punish a man for slander, aud I want to get the benefit of 
that law on that question. I have always considered myself honest. I was raised so 
by my parents, and I never thought I would stoop so low as to take anything that did 
not belong to me. I can prove my character from a boy up, and I just want to know 
who reported that; and if there is no such thing, I would like to get a certificate from 
you, stating that there is no such thing charged to me. 
The CnAlRMAN. Of course any information that reached the committee I cannot 
certify to, unless it became testimony. There is no testimony that you did. 'l'bere is 
no testimony before the committee convict.ing or even charging you with dishonor, in 
any particular. 
WITNESS. That will be satisfactory to me. I do not want to be cha:-ged with any-
thing that I am not guilty of. They have got me out as candidate for governor again; 
and if they have got a report of that kind against me, I should rather withdraw. 
The CHAIRl\IAN. \Ve cannot go into that, but there is no testimony before the com-
mittee against you. 
WITNESS. If you choose, I can show you one of Holmes Colbert's letters, in regard to 
a fund of $138,000, which he brought home. 
By Mr. SMITH: 
Q. When these commissioners returned, did they report to you the treaty they had 
made, and the contract and the consideration they bad given to Latrobe? If so, state 
whether you reported same, in your message to the conncil1-A. I do not recollect 
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whether they reported to me or to the legislature; but it was brought there, and laid 
before the legislature; but so far as recommending it, or anything of the kind, I do not 
know whether I <lid it or not in my message. 
Q. You do not recollect whether you referred to the contract or consideration ?-.A.. 
No, sir; I do not recollect. I suppose the old message can be hunted up. It is in the 
archives of the nation. 
Mr. SMITH. It is the most important event connected with your history since yon 
came heref 
WITNESS. Yes. 
Q. Did you understand, at the foundation of that treaty, that yon had forfeited all 
your land here ?-A. We supposed so. 
Q. \Vho told you so ?-A. The commissioners at Fort Smith-Cooley, and Parker, and 
Sells, I think. 
Q. Therefore, the whole question of your national existence depended upon that 
treaty ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you did not make any recommendation about it ?-.A.. I do not recollect 
whether I d]d or not. I may have done it. 
TAHLEQUAH, INDIAN TERRITORY, July 16, 1872. 
D. C. FINN sworn ·and examined. 
By Mr. BUimETT: 
Question. State your age, residence, and occupation.-Answer. I am thirty-three 
years of age; I reside at Rocky Comfort, Arkansas; I am an attorney. 
Q. How long have you resided at Rocky Comfort f-A. I went there in the fall of 
1869. 
Q. And have been there ever since f-A. I have made my home there ever since. 
Q. Where did you formerly reside f-A. I formerly resided in the State of Kansas. 
Q. Dill you hold any official position in Kansas 1-A. Yes; I \Tas a member of the 
Kansas legislature. 
Q. Have you held any official position in Arkansas f-A. None whatever. 
Q. Have you been connected, by business relations or interests, with tribes in the 
Indian Territory ~-A. Not with Indian tribes, but with some indivi<lnal Indians. 
Q. Are you permitted, by the regulations of any of the Indian tribes or nations, to 
practice law among them, or to attend their courts officially '?-A. Not to attend their 
courts; but I am to make out certain papers, and for that I show my permit. [Exhib-
iting it.] 
Mr. BuRDETT. This is simply a permit to do business of a certain kind in the mat-
ter of claims, &c. Y 
WITNESS. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have yon had business relations with, or in regard to, any of the colored people 
in any of the nations 1 If so, state what that business bas been.-A. A year ago last 
fall, I tl.Jink in the month of November, there were quite a number of freedmen, who 
Lad belonge<l to the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, residing in Little River County, 
Arkansas, who made application tv myself an<l Mr. John D. Lane to get up a petition 
to the Congress of the United States for their relief. I drew up the petition. 
Q. What did you do with it ?-A. I was present when many of them signed it, in 
presence of .Mr. Lane, who was a justice of the peace. I heard him reatl it to them, 
an<l I saw them sign it. Many of them I did not see sign the paper. 
Q. Where was the paper drawn up f-A. At Rocky Comfort. 
Q. ·was it there that the colored men signed it, and that the business was done?-
A. Part of them signed it there, and part in the Choctaw Nation. 
Q. Did not yon and Laue travel through the nation to get signatures ?-A. We 
we11t to three places. One place was Governor Pitchlyun's farm; another was Mr. 
Jones's plantation, on the Red River; and one place was \Vbeelock, which is seventy-
frye miles east of Doaksville. 
Q. Were there not notices posted through the Choctaw Nation, notifying the colored 
}}eople to assemble at certain points to see about the business ?-A. Not that I 
know of. 
Q. How many signatures altogether were got to that paper,-A. I cannot tell. 
Q. Cannot you approximate the number,-A. I do not think I can. I believe there 
were between one and two hundred. 
Q. Can you state the contents of that paper f-A. I do not know that I can. 
Q. Did you draw it1-A. I did. 
Q. Give your recollection of it.-A. My recollection is, that, in the first instance, 
they com~laiucd. of the treatment that they had receiyed from the Choctaw and 
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Chickasaw Nations; in the second place, that the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations 
had refused to adopt them; and then they prayed the Government of the United States 
for an appropriation of the amount specified in the treaty of 1866, which was $300,000. 
Q. That is what the paper contained ?-A. I think so. · 
Q. What became of that paper ¥-A. It is before the Committee on Freedmen's Affairs, 
in the city of Washington. 
Q. Are you aware that some of the colored people in the Choctaw Nation complain 
that they find that they actually signed a paper entirely different from the one that 
was read to them ?-A. They did not sign any paper different from the one read to 
them ill my presence. It was read carefully by Mr. Lane, who is a justice of the 
peace, and who certified it, as a justice of the peace, under the seal of the court. 
Q. Was there any other paper or papers connected with that matter, excepting 
simply that memorial or petition, which you say is filed with the Committee on Freed-
men's Affairs T-A. None at all. 
Q. Was there any power of attorney signed f-A. Yes, there was a power of attorney 
given to me in that paper. 
Q. Have you a copy of it?-A. No. It merely authorized me to represent them in 
Washington. There is no power of attorney authorizing me to collect any money for 
them, but merely to represent them. 
Q. Did the power of attorney, or any paper that you used in connection wHh this 
matter, specify what compensation yon were to have for your trouble f-A. Not at all. 
Q. Dicl you have any agreement or underst[tnding whatever with them on that 
poinU-A.. None whatever. I tolU those colored people who resided in Arkansas at 
the time of the election that I would do the best I could for them. There are many 
of those colored people in the Creek and Cherokee Nations, nearly all of whom served 
in the Federal Army, and who were run out of the Choctaw Nation for going into the 
Federal service. 
Q. So far as your labor, and that of the justice of the peace, is concerned, it was gra-
tuitous altogethed-A. My great object was to relieve those colored people that were 
in the States of Arkansas and Texas, and who were driven out of these Indian nations, 
and those who expressed a desire before a United States officer to leave. It was all 
those who were willing to leave who signed the paper. There was nothing compelling 
any of them to go but those who were willing to go; the bill introduced by Mr. Brooks 
specifies that. 
Q. You do not answer my question. I ask you if your services in the matter were 
entirely gratuitous.-A. Yes; so far as any contract was concerued; I made no contract 
with them whatever. 
Q. Had yon any understanding with them, or with any person for them, as to your 
compensation f-A. No, sir; I bad made up my mind that I would probably charge 5 
per cent. to those who were living in Arkansas and Texfl:s, but I bad no contract to 
that effect. 
Q. On what were you to charge the 5 per cent. ~-A. I promised them that I would 
help them to select homesteads, but I bad no contract to collect a dollar from them. 
Q. Out of what fund were you to get the 5 per cent.?-A. They were to get $100 per 
capita under the treaty. Many signed that petition while I was not present. I would 
further say that there was a petit.ion also got up by M. H. Collar. That petition was 
sent down, I think, by tbe Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Mr. Collar made that 
same move three years before on the petition of the Choctaw freedmen, and of nearly 
all the Chickasaw freedmen. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Was Collar at that time acting as United States agent ?-A. He was, and I was 
called upon by Colonel Wilson to go in and aid him to defeat the Collar movement. 
Q. Was Collar to get any percentage on that f-A. I do not know. Collar and Mr. 
McKee commenced the work at Washington before the Indian Committee of the Sen-
ate, and that was the reason why I gave it up this winter. That was why Senator 
Rice introduced the bill he did. 
Q. When you speak of Mr. Brooks introducing a bill, what Brooks do you mean?-
A.. I mean George M. Brooks, of Arkansas, of the House of Representatives. 'l'Lle Com-
mittee on Freedmen's Affairs took the petition which I filed, and went through a 
thorough investigation. They called General Howard before them, and General How-
ard made a statement as to the condition of those freedmen, and as to what he thought 
bad better be done with them. 
Q. Were you before that Committee on Freedmen's Affairs ?-A. I was. 
Q. Did you inform that committee that you were going to have 5 per cent. ?-A. I 
did not; I told them how the afi'airs were. 
Q. Did the committee make any inquiries about your purpose 7-A. They did; Mr. 
King, of Missouri, I think, did. 
By Mr. BURDETT : 
Q. Are you still prosecuting that matter ?-A. I am not. 
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Q. Have yon any understanding with anybody to do it for you ?-A. The matter 
was talked of between Mr. Hosmer and myself; but before I left Washington I gave 
it up entirely, because I found there was a contract lying hack between Collar and 
others, and that, as soon as I attempted to do anything, they would fetch up this other 
petition, and that I had either to carry them through with me or drop the whole thing; 
and I dropped the whole matter. 
Q. When you say" Collar and others" whom do you mean ?-A. I understood that 
Eli Mitchell was engaged with Collar two years ago last winter, when Mr. Collar had 
a bill up iu Congress for the removing of these freedmen without their consent. It was 
to he a compulsory matter. All of them who remained in the nation after a certain 
time should be declared intruders. Mr. Boles, of Arkansas, opposed it; he said he was 
only willing to pay those who were willing to go and those who had already moved 
into the State of Arkansas. The Arkansas legislature protested against these freedmen 
being moved into the State of Arkansas against their will. I carried that protest to 
Washington, and it is on file in the Department oft,he Interior. Collar and the others 
are still prosecuting that matter. 
Q. Do you know whether they have any power of attorney to act, from any number 
of colored people in the Choctaw or Chickasaw .Kations ?-A. I do not know, except 
that Mr. Collar told me he had got twice the number of signatures to his papers that 
I bad got to mine. 
Q. Did ~' OU ever learn from him that he had a contract from which he expected 
remuneration ?-A. Not directly. Mr. Collar used the remark to me two years ago that 
it was worth nearly half t.be amount to take charge of the freedmen and get them out, 
and I think I am not mistaken in believing that General Blunt had a :finger in the 
:first arrangement, because be was at work with Collar, and went to several parties, 
and advocated the removal of these freedmen. 
Q. That is all you know about any contract which Collar had ?-A. I do not know 
anything more about it. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. What parties did Blunt go to in that connection ?-A. I think he went to Sidney 
Clark, of Kansas. 
Q. 'What McKee did you refer to ?-A. He belonged at Fort Smith. He was formerly 
a banker, and I think he was a partner of Senator McDonald's at one time. 
By Mr. BURDETT: 
Q. Do you know what the preferences of the colored people of the Choctaw and 
Chickasaw Nations are as to removing or staying ?-A. There is a party, as I under-
stand, whose preference is to stay. A part of those who live on the Red River, near 
to the State of Arkansas, say that, before they will come under Choctaw law, tlwy will 
leave; and those who live in the State of Arkansas, who went out after 1866, and be-
came citizens of the State, and also those who are living in Texas, say the same 
thing. 
Q. I was asking about those in the nation.-A. A large proportion of those who live 
near the State line prefer going to Arkansas to coming under Choctaw law. 
Q. If they are permitted to remain where they are, under the laws of the United 
States, do you know what their preference then is f-A. A part of them told me and 
Lane that, unless they could have land assigned off to them, they preferred going to 
Arkansas. 
Q. Do yon know why they diu not go ?-A. I presume that many of them have 
gone. 
Q. Do yon know of any effort to compel them to remrhin in the Choctaw and Chicka-
saw Nat,ions against their will f-A. No,·sir; I do not. 
Q. Do yon know of any effort being made, directly or indirectly, to prevail upon 
them to go away f-A. I do not. 
Q. Do you not know that, in connection with the Collar movement, it was attempted 
to impress upon those people that they had to go f-A. No, sir. Judge Boles asked 
Collar how they were going to get these colored people out of the Territory. "Air," 
said Collar, " if this bill passes they will all go." That is the language he used to 
Judge Boles. 
Q. Did you or not advise these people that it was better for them to leave ?-A. I 
told many of those freedmen that I thought it wrong for them to remain there, and 
not to he allowed schools for their children. And, further, they were treated, on 
Jones's plantation, like dogs. Their treatment there was brutal. 
Q. You say yon told them these things. I ask you if you did not advise them to get 
away from there f-A. Yes; I advised them to go where they could have schools; but 
the expression of most of the people was, that they would prefer to go, rather than be 
living as they were. Allen Wright, and the delegates with him at Washington, pledged 
their word and honor that if the l>ill did not pass at the time that Collar was at work, 
they would come home and give the freedmen all the rights of Choctaw citizens. 
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Q. Were you at \Vashington at that time ~-A. I was. I went on at the re(]nest of 
Colonel Samson Folsom, who was then the national attorney, and I carried on tile pro-
test of the Arkansas legislature. 
Q. I see that yon are now engaged in preparing claims for parties in the Indian Ter-
ritory against the Government of the United States; are you connected, in any manner, 
in that business f-A. I am doing all this business with A. E. Hosmer & Co.; General 
Chipman, having been elected to Congress, requested his name not to be used in con-
nection with tho firm. I haYe been transacting business with that firm for nearly two 
years. 
Q. To whom are the po\Vers of attorney which you take drawn '-A. To A. E. Hos-
mer & Co. 
Q. Are you an agent of theirs or are you a member of the firm ¥-A. I am acting for 
them; I am not a member of the firm. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Have you one of those powers of attorney V-A. I have, (producing it.) 
Q. Are you aware that thereisalawnowinforce preventing any one transacting business 
of this kind, without the papers being on file in the Indian Department, and witllout 
showing the contract with th'-3 Indians f-A. I notified the parties here of the law, stat-
ing that tlwy would have to give a contract to Hosmer & Co.; and I am looking for 
the contract every dcty. 
Q. Are you aware that it will have to be made before a judge of a court of record,_ 
A. Yes, sir; that is thoroughly understood. I am looking every day for those contracts. 
I notified Mr. Lant>, a long time ago, that I did not expect to have anything more to do 
wHh that matter, and that the colored people living in Arkansas would. have to select 
some other person. 
Q. Are yon aware thatthatlawprovides that money shall not be paid to an agent or 
attorney ¥-A. Yes. I explained that to all the applicants-that the law provided that 
the same shall be settled by the Secretary of the Interior? 
Q. And that no money, except fees, shall be paid to an agent or attorney ?-Yes, sir; 
that is the statement I have made to ~tll these parties. 
Q. Will these facts be set forth in your written contract ?-A. Yes, sir, I presume 
so. I wrote to Mr. Hosmer to examine the law carefully, and to get np the contracts 
so as to cover the case, and to send them here, and I would have them signed for him. 
Chipman bas no part in the matter, his official position prohibiting him from prose-
cuting claims against the Government. 
Q. \Vh~Lt induced yon to commence these proceedings for the freedmen, if you had 
no arrangement about fees; what was the moving cause V-A. I was at Little Rock 
when Colonel S<unson Folsom, who is attorney for the Choctaw :Nation, came there, 
and while he was there, he asked me to return to Washington with him. At first I 
declined to do it. Lieutenant-Governor Johnson, after a consultation with Folsom, told 
him that he would get a protest throngh the legislature, protest.ing against tbe acts of 
Collar. They supposed that Aleck McDonald had a fiuger into it, an<l also General 
Blunt. \Villi:tm H. Grey, a colored ruem ber of the Ark:tnsas legislature, drew np tllese 
papers, and introduced them in the bouse. They passed the hon:;e and went to the 
senate, ancl was also passed there. There was a clause at the bot.tom instructing the 
Senators and requesting the Representatives from Arkansas to do all and every act to 
defeat the measure then before Congress, for the removal of these freednwn into Ar-
kansas, against their will. These papers '"ere then in the hands of Senator Rice. Rice 
introduced them in the Senate, and Boles then worked against Collar. He told me, 
when I reached there, that be would support the bill. On my return, I form<l that a 
good many of those freedmen were dissati:;fied with the move, and I pledged my \Yord 
and honor to those freedmen who were living near Rocky Co111fort that, if the Choc-
taw Nation wouhl not live up to the agreement which their delegates had made at 
\Vasbington, I would take the matter up for them; but I was clearly of opinion that 
that nation would adopt them and giye them homes, unfler the provision of tLe treaty. 
As soon as these freedmen get a good horse, charges are made against them that they have 
introduced \Yhiskyinto the Indian country; they are taken to Van Buren or Fort Smith, 
and when they come back they come back afoot. Many of them are so poor that they 
cannot get ~nvay from tltere. I tried also, in that community, to establish a school, but 
the people refnsed to allow a school to be established. 
Q. What did Samson Folsom want you to go to Washington for ?-A. 'l'o assist him 
in defeating the bill before Congress for the appropriation of this $300,000 and the 
moving of the freedmen out of the nation. 
Q. How do you reconcile that with the suggestions made to you by Senator Rice pro-
testing against the coming of the freedmen into Arkansas ¥-A. All this matter was 
got up on the representation of Colonel Samson Folsom. He told the lieutenant gov-
ernor that if they were not moved out of the nation, the nation would ratify the third 
article of the treaty of 1866; but it never has been ratified by the Cherokee council. 
Q. Did he say that they 'vould make citizens of them V-A. That they would make 
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citizens of them, :tncl give them 40 acres of land per capita; but that clause of the treaty 
has never been ratified. Both Choctaws and Chickasaws refused to ratify it. 
Q. And you went on with Folsom to Washington City to have the opposite thing 
doue ?-A. No, sir, but to keep them from being pnt out, under the pledge from 1\fr. 
Folsom that the next Choctaw council would make citizens of them, and give them 40 
acres of land each. That was the pledge made in the petition presented to Lieutenant-
Governor Johnson, of Arkansas and Judge Boles. A great many of the freedmen living 
in Arkansas blamed Judge Boles for the defeat of the measure. They had moved 
out of the Choctaw Nation, in accordance with the provisions of the treaty, and they 
claimed that, as the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations had refused to allow them the 40 
acres of land, they were entitled to the $100 ]Jer capita. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. Now do yon say that, in all the movement in which Collar was interested, 
and in which you were trying to defeat Collar, and in which Folsom wished to bring 
you to Washington, and in which the lieutenant-governor of Arkansas was opposing 
Collar, and in which you subsequently got up papers, and went ronnel with Lane, the 
question of fees was not talked about f-A. \Vhen I went to \Vashington with Colonel 
Folsom, he agreed to give me an interest in certain other matters, \Yhich, he said, he 
intended to prosecute against the Government of the United States. 
Q. For what f-A. For what was known as the eastern boundary question. The 
eastern boundary of the Choctaw Nation was surveyed from the ArkanRas River to the 
Red River, but it is six miles farther west, on the Red River, than where it strikes the 
Arkansas River; and he was authorized to transact that business with the Government 
for the Choctaw Nation. 
Q. Have you any fee in that case ?-A. No, sir; I lost all my time and labor, by the 
death of Colonel Folsom. 
By Mr. SMITH: 
Q. What did :Folsom take you there for, and agree to pay you for ?-A. I was to 
assist him in recovering pay for that land which falls into the Choctaw Nation by the 
wrong survey of the eastern boundary. He had no authority to give a dollar on the 
patt of the nation. 
Q. You were to receive part with him in his scheme f-A. Yes, in defeating the bill 
to remove the freedmen. Colonel Folsom said that he wanted me to assist him on 
that boundary-line matter. 
Q. Did you not go all the way to Washington to assist him in the negro question f-
A. I did. 
Q. With the papers in your pocket suggesting and asking for an opposite scheme?-
A. I did not regar<l it as such. 
Q. You had papers in your pocket by which you undertook to take the freedmen out 
of the Indian Territory ?-A. No, not at all. 
Q. Was not that yonr business f-A. Not at that time. My business at that time was 
to keep t.he freedmen iu the Territory, provided the Indians would adopt them. 
Q. \Vas it subsequent to that, that you wanted the freedmen to go out of the Territory? 
-A. Yes, sir. It was two years before this that I went with Folsom to Washington. 
Q. Tell what you went to Washington for, and what you wanted to do, and when 
you went.-A. I went to Washington in 1868, for Colonel Folsom. My unsiness at 
Washington was to assist him in defeating a bill to remove the freedmen, which bill 
was got up by Collar & Co. Two years after tlmt time, I got up this petition that 
is now in \Vashiugton, to remove all those who were willing to go, under the provis-
ions of the treaty. 
By Mr. BURDETT: 
Q. When you first went to assist Colonel Folsom, where were your compensation 
and expenses to come from f-A. I had other business at Washington, and I wished to 
see Judge Boles. That business was, in order to secure the receipts of the land-office 
at Clarksville. 
Q. Then you mean to answer t.hat you expected no compensation, and had no con-
tract ?-A. None at all for the freedmen matter. Our great object was to settle the 
freedmen. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. ·what fee were you to get for assisting in the eastern boundary line matter, or 
for the portion of laud taken from: the Choctaws by that improper survey f-A. The 
amount that was talked to me by Colonel Folsom was 2t per cent. on the whole amount 
recovered. Colonel Polsom expected to receive 10 per cent., and he was to allow me 
2t per cent. Tiley expected to get a dollar an acre for the lancl. · 
Q. Ho>Y many acres ?-A. I cannot really Rny. It is a strip, one mile by six, the 
whole length of the Choctaw Nation. It is six miles wide on H.e<.l River and runs to a 
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point on the Arkansas. It is a gore, the whole length of the Choctaw Nation, from the 
Arkansas River to Red River. That distance is one hundred and forty-fonr miles. 
Q. Was yonr fee conditional on your success in this land matter '1-A. Yes. 
Q. Have you any employment now from the Choctaw Nation on that subject T-A. 
None at all. 
Q. You have no fees against them 1-A. No, sir. In regard to my going to Wash-
ington at the time I did, in 1868, for ColonelS. Folsom, I understood, after I was gone, 
that there was a contract entered into by one D. H. Barnes, of the city of Little Rock, 
and Samson Folsom, national attorney of the Choctaw Nation, in regard to the recovery 
of the $300,000 specified in the treaty of 1866 for the adoption of these freedmen ; that 
is, for the recovery of the amount from the Government of the United States for the 
Choctaw Nation. 
Q. Do you know whether they entered into a writing on that subject 1-A. I think 
they did. 
Q. Do you know whether Folsom was authorized by the Choctaw council to make 
such a contract 1-A. He was not. 
Q. Do you know whether the Choctaw Nation recognized such a contract '-A. I 
do not. 
Q. Have you heard any statement in regard to it from Barnes ?-A. I have not. I 
think the firm is D. H. and L. J. Barnes, formerly bankers there. 
Q. Do you know of any contract entered into by any person for the collection of 
moneys due to Indian tribes 1-A. No, sir; I do not know personally of any such 
contract. 
Q. Have you been informed of the existence of any such contract 1-A. Yes, sir, I 
have. I have been informed that contracts have been entered into by W. H. Cooper 
& Co., and Latrobe, and Mix, with attorneys of the Creek Nation, and also with dele-
ga.tes from the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations. 
Q. What contracts did you learn that Latrobe and Cooper and Mix have made with 
the Creek Nation '-A. I received this information from Mr. Mcintosh, and also from 
James Smith, of the Creek Nation, aud Timothy Bonnet, of the Creek Nation, that 
they had entered into a contract with E. Mix & Co., for the prosecution of what is 
known as the Creek orphan claims against the United States. 
Q. What fee were t.hey to have ~-A. I do not know. Mr. James Smith, of the Creek 
Nation, told me at Ocmu1gee, on my arrival from Washington, that J. M. Mcintosh, of 
the Creek Nation, had called upon him at Washington to go to Mix's office to sign a 
contract of that description, which he did. The attorneys, consisting of Mcintosh, 
Smith, Bonnet, Mix, & Co., were to get altogether 25 per cent. 
Q. By what authority were they to get 25 per cent. '-A. By contract made with the 
Creek orphans themselves, or wHh the heirs of the Creek orphans who are ent,itled to 
this money when it is paid to the nation. 
Q. The Creek orphans have grown out of their orphanage ?-A. Yes, sir. The -first 
Creek orphans are all deau. These are the heirs of those orphans who now claim the 
amount. 
Q. Under an old treaty ?-A. Yes, sir. They were orphans, I believe, in 1tl35. 
Q. Do yon know whether the contracts between the Creeks and these attorneys for 
25 per cent. have been annulled ~-A. I do not. 
Q. Do you know whether Cooper and Latrobe were in that contract in any way,_ 
A. Only as :1Ir. Smith stated, that he signed the contract to them. 
Q. I thought that was with Mix ~-A. He spoke of Mix & Co., and said that Cooper 
was the attorney in the matter as well as Mix. I do not know anything about Latroue. 
Q. 'rhe contract that you spoke of, relating to the Choctaws and Chickasaws, was 
in 1A66, was it '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know anything of that definitely from Latrobe or Cooper, or from either 
of the delegates f-A. No, sir. Tlte only person from whom I received any information 
on the subject was at ·washington last winter, and prior to that, from some of the 
principal chiefs of the Choctaw Nation, Mr. Bryant and others. 
Q. Did Mr. Bryant inform you of the particulars of that contract f-A. He stated 
that ex-Governor Allen Wright had called upon him (Mr. Bryant) a few days before, 
for the purpose of getting his signature to a power of attorney to Latrobe and Cooper, 
for the purpose of collecting $250,000 in bonds which were then in the United States 
Treasury, and which belonged to the Choctaw Nation. 
Q. What did Bryant say that be did in that matter ?-A. 1\Ir. Bryant showed me a 
letter from Mr. Griffith, the United States agent for the Choctaws and Chickasaws, 
stating that all powers of attornc.v mnst he acknowledged. before him, and requesting 
Mr. Bryant to meet him on a fixed day. Mr. Bryant saJd that be bad no authority 
under the laws of the council of the Choctaw Nation to sign any such power of 
attorney, awl he refuserl to do it. 
Q. Do you know whether l\Ir. Griffith had taken any steps to assist Wright in get-
ting that power of attorney ?-A. Only by the l<'tter which I saw, s1gnccl by .Mr. Grif-
fith. The letter stated the law requiring all Indians to appear before a United States 
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Indian agent to sign powers of attorney before him, and that the acknowledgments 
must be taken before him; also that be (Mr. Griffith) would meet Mr. Bryant on a cer-
tain day for that purpose. That, I think, was the purport of the letter. Mr. Albert 
'Vade was also there on the day that I saw Mr. Bryant. Albert Wade had been a del-
egate from the Choctaw Nation when the treaty of 11366 was made. 
Q. Did \Vade recommend Bryant to sign that power of attorney 7-A. He insisted 
upon it. 
Q. Did you ever converse with Griffith on that subject '-A. No, sir. 
By Mr. BURDETT: 
Q. How old was the letter which you saw from Griffith ?-A. I do not know. I do 
not think that it was over four or :five days old. 
Q. Hatl the time for the meeting passed ?-A. It passed the day I saw it. 
Q. Where was the meeting to be had ?-A. At Boggy Depot. 
Q. And where did yon see the chieH-A. At his residence in the Choctaw Nation, 
near the Arkansas line, forty-seven or forty-eight miles from Boggy Depot. 
Q. How loug ago is that '-A. A year ago, I think, some time in March. 
By the CrrAIRMAN : 
Q. Did yon understand from either of those gentlemen that Mr. Griffith was aiding 
them in the matter ?-A. I understood so from Mr. Bryant. 
Q. That ~Ir. Griffith was aiding Wright and Cooper 1-A. That was the impression 
of Mr. Brrant when I was there. 
Q. Cau\on fix the date of that transaction ?-A. I left 'Vashington the day that 
Congress :Hljonrned, in 1871, (aLont the 15th of April, I think.) I was :fifteen days com-
ing from Washington to Mr. Bryant's. That wonld bring it to about the 1st of May, 
1871. 'fllen I left the chief, and "·en~. to Ocmulgee to attend the grand council. That 
is why I recollect it aistiuctly. 
Testimony of Cow-mikko, C1'eek Nation. 
Question. Your name, age, occupation! and place of residence.-Answer. My name 
is Cow-mikko; age, above thirty-don't know exactly; reside at Broken Arrow, Creek 
Nation; am a farmer and stock-rah;er. 
Q. Ha.Vll yon held any office in the nation 7-A. At the present time I am on the su-
preme bench of the nation. I waH a delegate to \Vasbiugton to make the treaty of 
1866; and there were associated with me Ok-ta-bas-ha1jo, Cotch-cho-chee, aR delegates, 
and Hnrry Irelands as an interpreter. These delegates representetl the loyal branch 
of the Creek Nation. 
Q. Did your delegation make a treaty with the GoYernment ~-A. \Ve did not. 
Q. Di(l yon attempt to do so f-A. We tried to, but failed. 
Q. Dill you employ mt attorney to try and make the :first treaty; and who; and 
what was to be his compensation f-A. We employed Perry Fuller-first, to secure a 
lost-property claim; an!l he wa.s to have one-third of that. The object of that claim 
was to tr.v and get the Government to pay for property destroyed by the rebels. 'Ve 
got $100,000, but it came out of lands ceded to the United States. Having failed to 
make a treaty by ourselves, we then joined with the southern delegation: and made a 
treaty. We still kept Fuller as attorney, to try to get the lost-property claim. The 
whole amount of money secured was over $950,000. This arose from the sale of cer-
tain of our lands. We did not agree to pay Fuller any per cent. on any money secured 
to us by treaties, such as anuuities> school-money, and the like; nor did we agree to 
pay any per cent. to him on this laud money, for that was corning to us any way. Our 
purpose was to pay him only for moneys that seemed to be lost, and so we only re-
tained him to prosecute against 1he GoYernmeut our claim for property lost by reason 
of the attacks upon us by rebels. 
Q. Did Fuller receive any fee on any sum 7-A. A portion of the $950,000 was con-
sidered as lost-property fund, but Fuller did not get any of it. A claim for an interest 
in the 89:->0,000 has been preHented to the Creek Nation on Fuller's behalf, but the 
council dncided that it was not a just claim, and did not pay it. 
Q. We understand you to say that this joint delegation employed Luce to aid in 
making that treaty, aiHl agreed to pay him 25 per cent. of all moneys agreed to be 
paid by that treaty f-A. Y cs. 
Q. Ha:s the council provided for or paid Luce that fee 7-A. They have paid him. 
Q. Did any person share 'Yith Luce in that fee 7-A. I don't know. 
Q. \Ya!-1 Perry Fuller paid a fee on what is known as the pe1· capita fund 7-A. After 
the treaty was completed, Fuller came to them and claimed that be bad been of great 
service to thew, and ought to Le paid, and they then agreed to pay him 25 per cent. on 
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the $200,000 pet· capita fnnd. The way it was done was this: They (the delegates) 
reported their action to the chiefs, and the chiefs then authorized the superintendent 
to pay it. 
Testirnony of James M. C. Srnitl!, CTeek Nation. 
l\IUSCOGEE, CREEK NATION, July 251 1872. 
By Mr. S:\'riTrr: 
Answer. James M. C. Smith; age, fifty-two; farmer; residence, North Fork, Creek Na-
tion. 
Q. HaYe yon held official position in the Creek Nation f-A. I was school superin-
tendellt before the war, and am now; I was also Creek delegate to \Vashiugton, in 
18fi6, with Colonel Mcintosh. 
Q. Wl1at tran spired at w ·ashington as to employment of an attorney f-A. We em-
ploye<1 l\1r. Luce, of Scott County, Arkansas, on behalf of Southern Creeks, and we 
ugJtt d to FlY him 25 per cent. on all money he should succeed in having di,·erted to 
the Southern Creeks. The Northern Creeks had already made a treaty, by which our 
party, the Southern Creeks, were ignored. 
Q. Did any party share with Lane in his fee 7-A. None that I know of except my-
self. Mr. Lane agreed, after it was all over, to pay me 3t per cent. of his fee after all 
expenses were paid. Mr. Mcintosh was also to reclaim a like amount. We were to 
aid in getting the fee appropriated. I don't know of Mr. Cooper's getting any part of 
that fee. I have heard by rumor that Cooper rrot a part of the fee, bnt I don't know 
bow much, nor who my informant was. Myself and Mr. Mcintosh were at the council 
when they made the appropriation to pay Luce's fee. I don't recollect whether 
Cooper was there or not. 
Q. Difl the northern l>mnch employ counsel at the same time ?-.A. That was my 
understanding. They employell Perry Fuller. In the compromise it was agreed to 
pay the htwyers 25 per cent. on the amount in which the nation was interested. I 
understood tbaG Fuller was to get 3:3t per cent. on a fund of $100,000, and 25 per cent. 
on a fund of $200,000, in which Luce was not interested. 
Q. Did the Creek council e\·er make an appropriation to pay Fuller '-A. I believe 
be did get his fee on tho $200,000, l>ut not on any other fund. I am not posted as to 
whether or not he is still claiming fees of the nation. 
Q . .Are you one of the parties employed to secure the orphan fnnd, and at what 
compensation ?-A. I am; \Ye are to get 25 per cent. Colonel Mcintosh, Major Voe, 
and Colonel Barrett are associated with me. Mr. Cooper was employed l>y us to aill in 
this collection, and was to receive 5 per cent. of our fee. Colonel Cooper is now re-
lieved, as I am informed, l>y Colonel Mcintosh, and has nothing more to do with it. 
The amount of that orphan fund is computed at about $250,000. 
Q. Where are Ok-ta has-harjo, (or Sands,) and Cotch-cho-chee, (or Little Tiger)?-
.A. They are l>oth now dead. 
Testimony of D. N. Mcintosh. 
MUSCOGEE, CREEK NATION, July 23, 1872. 
By the CrrAIR::\fAN : 
.Answer. D. N. Mcintosh; age, fifty years; occupation, farmer; residence, North 
Fork, Creek Nation; am a citizen of Creek Nati_on by birth. 
Q. Have you been an officer of the Creek Natwn ?-A. Yes; I was a clerk for about 
fifteen years. I was clerk for the .Arkansas district of Creek Nation. 
Q. 'Vere yon a delegate for the Creek Nation to make treaty with the United States 
in 1866 ?-I was; and was associate1l with Captain Jas. 1\:L C. Smith. I will explain. 
Durin"' the war our people divided; some weut North and some South. Those who 
went South Relected a delegation, and so did those who "·ent North. The two who 
went on as the southern delegation were myself and Captain Smith. The nortl;ern 
dele"'ates who went on were Ok-ta-sars-ba1jo, (called in English, Sands,) Cotch-cho-
cbee~ (Little Tiger,) Cow-mikko, Harry Ireland, (colored.) I don't know whether he 
was a delegate or interpreter. 
Q. Did you employ all attorney for the delegation f-A. 'Ve did. To explain: The 
firrht the11 at \Vasbington was l>etween the rsouthern anfl northern delegations. \Vhen 
w~ got there the northt>m delegation had negotiated a treaty, aml the tben Secretary 
of the Interior (Mr. Harlan) ignored the southern delegation. We employed counsel 
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to defeat the treaty, and did so, and then we were recognized as a part of the delega-
tion, aud negotiated :t treaty. Our attorney vms John B. Luce, of Arkansas. 
Q. What di<l yon contract to pay Luce for his scn·ices ?-A. \Ve agreefl to pay him 
25 per cent. The treaty made by the northern delegation had excluded the Southern 
Creekt; from any participation in the proceeds of tlw sales of lands provided to be sold 
by the treaty, except as to the sum of $200,000, in which we were to partidpate. \Ve 
wt>re to pay ltim 25 per cent. upon the amonnt of the proceeds of these sales in excess 
of this $~00,000, which might, by the breaking of tllis treaty, be saved to tho Southern 
Creeks. 
Q. What was the whole amount of the treaty sales f-A. Something oYer $975,000. 
E\·entnally, "·hen the two delegations were united, and tile whole question of fees to 
the cotuJ~el of uoth parties was considered and settled, it was arranged th:tt Lnce 
sltonld have llis 25 per cent. on tho pro-mta share of tho Southern Creeks, which 'vas 
settled as one-half of the whole amount, and the counsel of the Northern Creeks was 
to ha,·e 2!"> per cent. of their pro-rata share of these land moneys. 
Q. What was the bnsis on \Yhich yon counted the fees f-A. The whole amount was 
a little morA than $975,000, from which deduct the $200,000 about which there was 
no controversy; also, dedncting 8100,000 proYidofl to be paid loyal Creeks for their 
losses ; there was left a balance of $675,000 on which the fees were to be computed. 
Q. \Vho \YHS the attoruey for the Northern Creeks ?-A. Perry Fuller. 
Q. Did Fuller get the same fee as Lnce f-A. That was the contract; that is, on the 
Jn·o-raict shnre.of the Northern Creeks be got 25 per cent.; but, in addition to this, 
he also was to rccciYc a fcc of 33t per cent. on the $100,000 going to the loyal Creeks, 
and 25 per cent. on the 8'200,000 above referred to; but when the matter came up fi>r 
settlement., the loyal Creek claimants, as I am informed, refused to carry out the 33t 
per cent. agreement. The Creek council rejected the Fuller foe on the pro-rata 
share of the $675,000, and eventually, therefore, he only got his 25 per cent. on the 
$200,000. 
Q. How much did Luce receive ?-A. He got all of his; that is, he got his 25 per cent, 
of tllepro-rata share of the $673,000. It was paid in installments, but no interest was 
allowed on deferred installments. 
Q. Is Fuller or any one for him still claiming the Fuller fee ?-A. Not that I know 
of; not since the Creek council rejected it in the fall of 1870. 
Q. Dic1 any one but Luce participate in his fee ?-A. He agreed to pay me 33} per 
cent. of llis f~e for helping it through the Creek council. I received this amount le. s 
expenses, or, 1n other words, I got that per cent. on the net amount of each payment 
made to Lucc 011 account of his fee. 
Q. Did any other person share with Luce in his fee f-A. No other person except 
Captain Smith, who, I nnclerstoo<l, got the same that I did. My answer as to the share 
I had in the Luce fee doe~:; not ~:;how the transaction correctly. It is as follows: Ont 
of the whole amouut of the Lucc fee (less expenses) there was set apart a snm amonnt-
ing to 10 }>t>r cent. of that fee, and this snm was equally dh,ided between myself~ Cap-
tai11 Sm~th, and D. II. Cooper, so that really I got one-third of 10 per cent. of the net 
amount of tllc Luce fcc. 
Q. ·when was the contract nuu1c between you and Luce as to that fee ?-A. I don't 
recollect exactly. I made uo written contract with Lnce. It was after the signing of 
the trea.ty, and after all tlH' fee coutracts were all signed up. There was really, through 
the "·hole business of making the treaty, more of a coutroyersy uetween the rival dele-
gations than bet,Yeen them and the United States. The attorneys on each side were 
afraid tlley might lose their fee, as it might depend on which side (southern or northern) 
got control of the Creek council. Hence each of the attorneys was anxious to secure 
the aid of such persons as they presumed might be of service to them with the Creek 
council, and this, I suppose, induee<l L•1ce to wish to obtain my services, and led him 
to make the offer of division of tho fee he receiYed, to which I have alluded. It 
was on accvunt of these contingence~:; that Loth branches of the delegation joi11ed in 
the execution of the contracts made with the attorneys of the rival delegations. 
Q. Are there any coutracts entered into by the Creek people ·with attorneys for the 
collection of moneys due the nation f-A. No, sir; none of a national character. There 
are coutracts relati\·e to the Creek orphan fund. 
Q. Explain that mnttcr.-A. Some time before the \\-ar, myself, J. G. Yore, and 
Janw~:; M. C. Smith, were employed to collect certain moneys, known as the Creek 
orphan fund. It was then agreed that we, as the agents, were to recci \'e for our ser-
vices the accrued interest on the fn11<l, bnt on examinatio11 it was found that the 
interest would exceed the principal, and then, since the war, a new contract was 
made, by which our compensation ''as limited to 25 per cent. of the amount colleded. 
Timothy Barrett was ad(1<><1 to the number of agents on the making of tlJC second con-
tract. We employed, to ai1l us in thjj prosecution of this bnsi11ess, 1\Ir. D. H. Cooper, 
of \Vashington City, Lut fltH1iug that he was really of 110 beueJit tons, we discharged 
him during the last Ression of Congress. Cooper wa to receive 5 per cent. of our fee. 
Cooper is not now ewployctl in the matter. I was the only one of tho agents present 
at Washington in the prosecution of this claim. 
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Testimony of Hem·y E. McKee. 
Deposition of Henry E. McKee, taken at Little Rock, Arkansas, on the lOth day of 
Januar;v, 1873, before Thomas Boles, a member ·of the Committee on Indian Affairs 
of the House of Representatives of the Congress of the United States, in the matter 
of the collection and payment of what is known as the "loyal Choctaw claim." 
Said HEXRY E. McKEE, after being duly sworn, depot'es and says as follows: 
Question. 'Yhat is your name, age, and place of residence, and occupation ~-Answer. 
Heury E. 1\IcKee; am forty-t"·o years old; live at Fort Smith, Arkansas; was a mer-
chant at that place during these transactions. 
Q. What do yon know. if anything, in reo-ard to the collection and payment of what 
i ' known as the "loyal Choctaw and Chickasaw claim;" what was the claim based 
upon; by whom was it made; againstwhom was it made; by whom was it prosecuted 
on the part of the claimants; what contract or contracts was made by the agent or 
agents, or attorneys, with the claimants in regard to the fee or compensation to be paiu 
said agents or attorneys for the prosecution and collection of said claim~ and state 
generally all you know about the whole transaction.-A. l\Iy knowledge of this sub-
ject carne from my business relations with them as a merchant or trader at Fort Gib-
son in 1864 and lrl65, and at Fort Smith in 1865 and afterward. I knew most of the 
claimants personally in 1864 and1865; was frequently consulted by many of them in 
n·lation to their claims against the Government for failure to protect them in their 
homes, property, and rights under treaties. 
At; early as 1864 I was shown a contract between Perry Fuller and the loyal Chick-
al"a"·s, signed, I think, by a delegation aml by Fuller, and witnessed by individuals, 
and certified and approved, I think, by their agent and the superintendent of Indian 
aft'nirs. My recollection is that it was for 33 per cPnt. of the amount recovered, and 
was dated in 1E62 or Hl63, at Sac and Fox agency, in Kansas. ·when the grand coun-
cil of all tl1e southwestern tribes was held at :Fort Smith in 1865, my store and office 
was the general headquarters or rendezvous for nearly everybody about, and then I 
learned that General Blunt had been employed by the loyal Choctaws to represent them 
in the same matter. He and Fuller were both present, and endeavoring to get a recog-
nition by these tribes of the rights of the loyal refugees, who claimed to have been 
driven from home and country by the rebels of their respective tribes, and to have lost 
various quantities of property, such as cattle, horses, hogs, houses, furniture, &c., be-
sides damages or injuries somewhat of a personal character. As the result of this 
council the respective tribes sent delegations to Washiugtou to make treaties with the 
Government. After this council closed, General Blunt and :Fuller seem to have made 
some arrangement to ;york together in tho matter, ancl contracts were made by Blunt 
with each individual Choctaw Indlan, who also signed a power of attorney conferring 
full and ample authority upon Blunt to act as their attorney in fact, in the prosecution 
of those claims. These contracts specified the amount of fees and compensation to be 
paid the attorney, which was in some cases 40 and others 50 per cent., the payment 
of which depended upon the successful prosecution of each claim; and all expenses of 
papers and prosecution of said claims were to be paid Ly the attorneys. and I know, 
of my owu knowledge, that most of the expenses incurred in that locality were paill 
Ly Blunt, their attorney. These contracts with the Choct~tws were mostly signed iu 
m~· office, ancl were properly 'IYitnessed and explained to, and understood by, the Indians 
"·hen signed; some were witnessed by me, some by my clerks: and some by other per-
sons who happened to be in at the time. Contracts were also made with each individ-
ual Chickasaw claimant in like m::muer, and about same time. I am not now certain 
whether these were in the name of Blunt. or Fuller, or of Blunt and Fuller together, 
but they were for 50 per cent. of the amount 1·ecoYered. Fuller had no intere~:~t in the 
Choctaw claims, but only those of the Chickasaws. 
Subse<]uently, during the negotiations which resulted in the treaty of 1866, by which 
the payment of these claims was secured, I frequently received letters from Blunt 
to these Indians, addressed to my care, and read them to the Indians. They all re-
fprrecl to this business; and through these letters, which continued to pass until the 
:final payment of the claims, I became quite familiar with the whole subject. The let-
ters showed an active attention to the interests of the Indians on the part of their at-
torney, and I know that Blunt was present all(l giving his entire attention to the pros-
ecution of these claims before the commissioners to examine, take testimony, &c., in 
tlle~e cases, at Forts Smith, Gibson, and other points. 
I think the payment to the Indians was made in 1868. I was not personally present, 
unt had at the time a pretty definite knowledge of the amounts aud manner of pay-
ment. &c., through the letters and papers which had passed through my hands, and 
from the Indians themselves; and from such information I was convinced that the en-
tire amount <lne each claimant, under the compromise rua.de between Blunt as attorney 
and the attomeys or delegates of the respective tribes, wbich compromise was ratified 
by Congress, I think, in 1868, was paid direct to them respectiYely in United States 
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currency, and that they settled with and paicl Blunt his fees in strict accordance with 
the contracts, and were entirely satisfied with the whole transaction. 
Q. ·what per cent. of the award made by the commissioners was reserved from each 
of the claimants when the payment was made them as above stated by you; and dicl 
not Blunt get more than 50 per cent. from the Choctaw claimants' In other words, did 
he not receive 73 per cent. of the Choctaw claims as awarded by the commissioners '!-
A. I can't state precisely from memory or without having the papers before me, bnt 
my recollection is, that the award by the commissioners to the Choctaws amonnted to 
about $109,000 and interest. By the compromise which, I think, was effected by Blunt 
on the one hand as attorney, and Sampson Folsom as attomey of the Choctaw Nation 
on the other hand, a specific sum was to be paid in full satisfaction of the claims which, 
if I recollect rightly, saved to the nation the interest awarded to the claimants. In 
connection with this compromise there was an arrangement between the parties which 
was a part of it, though not apparent upon its face, by which the loyal Choctaws were 
to advance and did advance to the nation, or its attorneys, $25,000. This $25,000 
amounted to about 23 per cent. of the whole award to the Choctaw elaimants, and 
when the money was paid to each individual by the United States agent, tbis 23 per 
cent. was first paid to some one who was there to receive it-I think C. B. Johnson-
by the claimant; and after that was paid, they then paid Blunt his 30 or 50 per cent. of 
the rmnainder, as the contract called for. This advance of $25,000 was to be refunded 
to the loyal Cboctaw claimants and Blunt, as their attorney, out of the first money 
realized out of the claims of the Choctaw Nation against the Government, known as 
the "net-proceeds claim," and this claim has not :ret been paid, and hence these loyal 
Choctaw claimants have not yet realized the full benefit of the award, nor bas Blunt 
received the full amount of his fee as stipulated, nor can they until this claim of 
$i5,000 is refunded. 
Q. \Vere or were not these loyal claimants indebted to you in large amounts, and 
did you not receive a large portion of the money paid over to them by the United States 
agent, as above stated ?-A. They were not generally indebted to me, or to the house 
of which I was the head. I had declined to make advances on accownt of these claimi-l. 
There were, however, three or four, so far as I recollect, indebted to our house in small 
amounts, and they each one brought the money to the store and paid their bills-one 
Stanton about 600, Patton about $130, and Alfred Griffith abont $200; and these 
credits had not been given on the faith of the claims, and I had no direct interest in 
the matter. 
Q. You speak of these claims being made by loyal Indians against the Government, 
and based upon damages sufferccl by the claimants at the hands of the rebels. Xow, 
will you please state what you know, if anything, in regard to the trnth or falsity of 
the allegations made by the claimants of loss and sufferings sustainell by them at the· 
bands of the rebels ?-A. I know nothing of their property losses beyond what such 
people usually have; but I know that the most of them made their \Yay to Kansas in 
the winter of 1862 in a most destitute condition, and were fed and clothed by the Gov-
er·nment until 1866. Nearly all the men were in the Army. After the Governmeut 
ceased to feed them, in 1866, and required them to return to their homes, many of the 
Chickasaws, both Indians and negroes, remained in the Creek country in a most desti-
tute condition, through fear of their former neighbors. Some of their party, having 
preceded them to prepare the way, had been killed, and others returned aud refuRed to 
go back for some time. I was at their camp, I think, in the winter of 1867, with 
Superintendent Byers and Agent Dunn, when the weather was very severe, and saw 
such destitution as I hope I shall never see again. Full-grown women resorted to 
the brush to hide their nakedness and avoid us, while children of all ages hovered 
around the fires, many of them with the skin of their limbs chapped and bleeding from 
the severity of the weather, while they were subsisting principally upon nuts and 
acorns; and be it remembered that these people were more than h[tlf-civilizecl. That 
class of people generally lived in houses in that country before the w~r, and do now, 
and had generally some cattle, hogs, horses, chickens, &c., and usually gardens, which 
they cultivated for subsistence. On account of the time that has passed since these 
occurrences, it would be impossible for me to state the facts more specifically without 
time to refresh my memory and the papers to refer to, or to state specifically and pre-
cisely what I know from personal observation, as distinguished from what I know from 
papers or letters which passed through my bands. 
HENRY E. McKEE. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this lOth day of January, 1873. 
THOMAS BOLES, 
Mernber of Committee on Indian .Affairs, House of Represcntatirefi. 
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Testimony of Pleasant P01·tcr. 
A. Pleasant Porter; age, thirty-one; farmer; reside at Childress Ferry, on Arkansas 
Ri>er, in the Creek Nation; am a Creek Indian by birth. 
Q. What are your views as to a change in the location of the Unitecl States agency 
for the Creeks f-A. I think it should be located at Okmulgee, for various reasons: It 
i;; the wish of the Creek people, as expressed through their council; it is central, and 
accessible to all parts of the country. There are other reasons, but these seem to me 
to be sufficient. 
Testimony of G. W. G-rayson. 
A. G. ,V. Grayson; age, twenty-nine; occupation, farmer; residence, near North 
Fork, Creek Nation; am a Creek Indian. 
Q. What are your views as to the advisability of a change in the location of the 
United States agency for the Creeks f-A. I think it should be changed from its present 
location, and, for tho convenience of the people at large, it should be built at or near 
Okmulgee. I live near the railroad and, so far as I am personally concerned, it would 
advantage me to have it near or on the railroad, but this wonl<lnot be for the general 
good. Okmulgee is near to the center of population an<l territory, and besides is 
onr national capital, and that is the proper place for it. This is the desire of the Creek 
people at large. 
Testimony of John R. Moore. 
A. John R. Moore; my age, thirty-seven; am a farmer, and reside near OkmnJ~·ee, 
Creek Nation. I was a member of the Creek council at the time that settlement was 
made with J. B. Luce, on account of his services as an attorney in making the treaty 
of 1866. The council appropriated eighty-four thousand three hundred and some 
dollars. As paJment of t!Jis fee Luce presenteu a note for tl1is amount, ·which had 
been given him by the delegation on behalf of the Creek Nation. AfLerwanl, in the 
winter of 1870, a similar note as to amonnt, and signed by the same parties, was pre-
sented to the council, on behalf of Perry Fuller, by II. E. McKee, of Fort Smith, but the 
council refused to pay it. These transactions will all appear in the printed laws of the 
Creek Nation. 
Q. Where do you t.hink the new agency, should one be ordeTecl built, ought to be lo-
cated f-A. At Okmulgee. That is near the center of the nation, and near the center 
of population, and then our council and people desire its location. 
"r ASIIINGTON, D. C., January 28, 1873. 
NATHANIEL PAGE sworn and examined. 
By the CrrAIRMAN: 
Quebtion. Please state your name, place of residence, and occupation.-Answer. Na-
thaniel Page; I reside in ·washington, aud am a lawyer by profession. 
Q. Have you a knowledge of the claim know·n as the "Choctaw net-proceeds 
claim f"-A. I have. 
Q. Ha.ve you any business or connection with that claim Y-A. 'Nothing, except a 
rn·ofessional connection wit bit. 
Q. Have you a professional employment in connection with it ~-A. I have a pro-
fessional employment as against the claim, not for it. 
Q. Then you have no employment in favor of the collection of the claim ?-A. Not 
at all. 
Q. Have you had 1-A. No, sir. I beg to state this fact: a few years ago, I 1laYe 
forgotten how many, a gentleman called upon me and desired me to obtain an adYauce 
of money on the claim. That is the only employment I ever had. 
Q. Who ''as t!Je gentleman of whom you speak ?-A. One of the Indians of the 
C!Joctaw Nation, I think. • 
Q. Do yon know his name f-A. I think it was Mr. Pitchlynn. That is the only con-
nect.ion I have bad with it. 
Jl 
I 
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Q. ·what employment have yon against the claim, Mr. Page f-A.. A confidenti:tl and 
professional one. Unless you insist upon it, I should prefer not to disclose it. I should 
prefer to have the Secretary of the Treasury, or the Solicitor of the Treasury, examined 
in regard GO it. 
Q. Do yon know anything of this report, presented to the Honse by M:r. Banfield~­
A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are yon connectecl with that movement ~-A. The substance of that report was 
fnrn'ished to me, confidenti:tlly, by a person who devoted a good deal of time to the in-
vestigation. He examined it very thoroughl~7• It occupied a good deal of time. 
<.i. Who gave you that information f-A. That is a confidential relation. 
Q. I cannot trust to any confidential relations.-A. The Secretary of the Treasury 
has the names. 
Q. I W<tnt to know who furnished you that information. 
\VrrNESS. Do yon insist upon it~ 
The CIIAIR:.\IAN. I do. 
A. Mr. Grayson. 
Q. \Vhcre does Mr. Grayson reside ~-A.. I think he resides here. 
Q. Wha,t is his occupation ?-A.. I do not know that he has any now. 
Q. Is he in the city now ?-A. I think he is. 
Q. Has he <.tn employment by the Treasury also 1-A.. No, sir; not that I am aware 
of. If l.te has, I do not know it. 
Q. Has Mr. Grayson occupied any official position heretofore, that you know of, 
under the Government f-A. Not of my own knowledge. Simply by hearsay, I know 
that, at one time, he held an office in the Indian Department or Treasury Department, 
or both. 
Q. Are you au attorney employed by the Treasury Department on other matters 
than this ?-A. No, sir; not now. I think that is the only matter. 
Q. You do not know of Grayson being employed by the Treasury Department?-A. 
I do not. 
Q. Are you to receive a fee for yonr services against this claim f-A. I presume that 
there will be an equitable compensation if the facts are sufficient, in tlJC estimation of 
the Secretary of the Treasury and Congress, to defeat the claim. There has been no 
contract or agreement of that nature other than an unsigned agreement between the 
Secretary of the Treasury and myself in regard to it. I suppose it will bo equitably 
settled. 
Q. HaYe you a copy of that memorandum f-A.. I have not with me. 
Q. HaYe you a copy of it f-A. I think I have among my papers. 
Q. Then, your employment is to defeat the legislation upon that subject, is it ?-A. 
The employment is to show cause why the appropriation should not be passed and 
paid; in other words, to show tllat the claim has been paid. 
Q. Your employment by the Secretary of the Treasury is to oppose the payment of 
the $250,000 bonds that have been appropriated under the law of 1861 ?-A. That is 
about it. 
Q. Yon are employed by the Secretary of the Treasury to oppose that legislation f-
A. Employment is not the word; rather to give aid and inform:ttion furnished me. 
Q. By whom f-A. The information I got of Mr. Grayson and from my own investi-
gation. 
Q. \-Vhat prompted you to advance this information to the SecrP,tary f-A.. Mr. Gray-
son came to me in distress, and desired me to advance him some mouey, stating t.hat 
he had nothing at all. He also stated that his son-in-law-Kirkland-had information 
in his possession that ·would defeat the claim to the amount of $2,000,000, aud also the 
stun of money authorized by law. 
Q. What was the origin of this story~ How do you connect this with lending Gray-
son money ?-A.. That was after I had loaned it to him-after Kirklaud had disclosed 
the information. 
Q. But how do yon connect that with the loaning of the money f-A.. Gmyson was 
then introduced to me by his son-in-law, who stnte(l to me that he had in his pof'ses-
siou information that would defeat the payment of this sum of money authorized by 
law to be paid, and also a claim to the u.mount of $2,000,000. 
Q. But that does not answer the question. You have stated that Grayson's son-in-
law gave you some information abont the Choctaw claim, and that you loaned Grayson 
some money when he was in distress, ~tnd that you gave the information yon received 
from Grayson to the Treasury Department. What I ask is this: How do you connect 
this COlHlition of things so as to produce your employment in the Treasur,) f-A.. Gray-
son requested that I should lay these facts before the Secretary of the Treasury; I did 
so. He Raitl the facts were valuable, and, in fact, he sent for me afterward, and I bad 
one or two interviews on the matter. It passerl out of my mind, vrhen he sent again 
for me and requested a private interview. \-Ve harl one recently, and I stated to him 
what l\fr. Kirkland and l\Ir. Grayson had stated to me. 
Q. Yon spoke of Mr. Grayson coming to yon in distress ?-A. A few days after I bad 
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this interview Mr. Grayson told me that be was in distress-was dest.itnt,e; bad no 
money to pay his board. I spoke to his son-in-law about it, and told him it was not 
my clnty to aid him. He said be could not give his father-in-law any assistance. I let 
him havo some money, however-five or ten or fifteen dollars. He said be could not 
stay, unless btj,had money to pay his board, even to write up this information be pro-
fessed to have. It was only small sums I loaned him, that did not amount to much. 
Q. How long had be had that information in his possession ~-A. That I know not. 
Q. How long since the time he was serving in the Indian Department, or in those 
matters ; do yon kno-vv ~-A. A long time. He is an old official here, I think. 
Q. Have you not learned from him, at any time, bow long he had that information' 
-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know whether Mr. Grayson ever sought employment of the Choctaws to 
favor this claim '-A. No; I have bad my suspicious, but never heard so. 
Q. He has not informed you ~-A. Never. 
Q. Have you stated to any one that you were employed with or under Gra.yson ~-A. 
No, sir. 
Q. Have yon stated to any one that you were to receive $50,000 ~-A. No, sir; I 
conld not do so, it would not be true. The memorandum will show that, which I 
presume you will exact of me. · 
Q. Yon say · that you have a memorandum agreement between yourself and the 
Secretary of the Treasury ?-A. An unsigned. memorandum agreement; unsi g ned for 
this reason : He gave me to understand that there was no law authorizing him to make 
the agreement, but since then, I think something has been passed authorizing it, though 
I have never examined the law. I think there is a verbal understanding that if the 
claim is defeated there will he a sett.lement for services, whatever it is; very likely a 
small professional fee, but the memorandum as it exists now is no basis at all; no 
agreement in fact, beca,use it is unsigned. 
Q. Is the amount not fixed f-A. There is an a,monnt specified in the agreerrient. 
Q. Wha,t is that amount ~-A. I prefer to have the agreement speak for itself. 
Q. I prefer the amount now.-A. Ten per ceut. on the amount saved, not to exceed 
$30,000. 
The CHAIRMAN. I require you to put on file among the papers, during to-clay, if pos-
sible, or as soon thereafter as may he, a copy of the memorandum between you and the 
Secretary of the Treasury, as to your employment. 
Q. You say that Grayson lives now in Washington ~-A. I presume so. 
Q. Do you know where ~-A. I do not know where he resides. 
Q. Yon had your suspicions about his having desired an employment in favor of the 
Choctaws against the Government. What do you mean by that expression ~-A. It 
is a suspicion that frequently arises in one's mind, not at all in the nature of evi-
dence, of his having sought, employment by the Choctaw delegation to collect t he claim. 
I never beard him say anything about it. He has annoyed me a great deal about it 
by stating a great many things that were not borne out; leading me on trail:s of inves-
tigation that resulted in nothing. I wish to correct myself, and . say that a good deal 
of the information that was conveyed to me came from his son-in-law. He led me to 
believe, before I saw the old gentleman, that the efforts in connection with the claim 
were of a different nature from what the facts would really demonstrate. I think I 
have told the Secretary so once or twice. Mr. Grayson has always repudiated the 
statements of his son-in-law in re,gard to it; I will do him thatjustice. 
Q. Where does the sou-in-law reside ?-A. I think in Albany, or Greenbush, opposite 
Albany, New York; that is his horne. 
Q. When did you last see Grayson ~--A. I saw him a week ago. I may have seen 
him this .week. 
Q. Where was he boarding ~-A. I do not know; I met him. He comes to my office. 
I beg your pardon; I think I can tell you where his room is. I think it is on Missouri 
avenue, one door from the corner of Four-and-a-half street. I do not know if he 
boards there. 
Q. You do not know whether Grayson has any employment under the Secretary of 
the Treasury ~-A. If he bas I know nothing of it. 
Q. Do you know of any other person having an employment to defeat the appropri-
ation ot Congress ?-A. No one except Mr. Banfield, an official there, who I presume 
bas the matter in hand. 
Q. Do you know whether this A. R. W. Corbin bas any connection with it ~-A. I 
have heard that be represents certain Philadelphia parties who achancet1 sums of 
money on the claim. He has a confl.ict, I believe, with the Choctaws themselves. I 
do not know that he was employed to defeat the claim. 
Q. Do you know which side be is on, the Philadelphia, or Latrobe, or Choctaw~­
A. I know only from hearsay. 
Q. From him ~-A. No; not a word from him. 
Q. In your connection with it have yon noticed his connection with that claim ?-
A. No. sir; I have never ·spoken to 1\Ir. Corbin about it. I could not swear that he 
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has no connection with it at ail. I simply heard that he represented Philadelphia 
parties, who advanced $150,000 or $200,000. 
By Mr. BuRDETT: 
Q. Do I understand you to say that the Banfield document was prepared by Mr 
Grayson ?-A. It was the production of three or four minds. 
Q. So far as you know, who was the author, or authors, of the letter of t,his Solicitor 
Banfield ?-A. I think Mr. Banfield's letter, as it appears here, is the production of Mr. 
Grayson and myself, and the investigations of Mr. Robinson, under Mr. Banfield, officer 
of the Treasury Department-the joint production of all of us. Mr. Grayson pursued 
one line, I another, and Mr. Robinson another. A good deal of this, in fact the bulk of 
it, I think, is what has been furnished to him by us. I spent a week or t en days in 
very careful examinations in the Indian Department, in examining the recor ds here in 
Congress, tracing this claim from its origin, through all the commissions, up to the 
final legislation appropriating the money. I never saw this until ten days ago. Looking 
over it carefully, I discovered that it is the result of what we altogether discov9red. 
·whether Mr. Banfield personally gave any attention to it I do not know. 
Q. 'Vllen did you first give the information to the Secretary of the Treasury that 
called ont this opposition '-A. I cannot tell without looking at the date in the 
agreement. ' 
Q. Did you make your memorandum with Mr. Boutwell the same day that you fur-
nished the information ?-A. 0, no; a few weeks afterward. 
W ASHINGTON1 D. C., January 30, 1873. 
EDWARD B. GRAYSON sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRM:A...~: 
Question. Please give your name, age, place of residence, and occupation ?-Answer. 
Edward B. Grayson; I am residing here for the present; I am sixty years of age, and have 
no particular occupation at present; I have been under the Government a great many 
years, but am not now. 
Q. In what capacity have you been connected with the Government ?-A. I was in 
the Indian Office for some ten years, from 1852 to 1861. I have been connected with 
the Government in about all the Departments except the Navy. I have been con-
nected in all about twenty-five years. 
Q. What position did you occupy in the Indian Department ?-A. My last three or 
four years I was the principal of the Finance Bureau. 
Q. You say the last three or four years '-A. From 1857. During Buchanan's admin-
istration I was promoted, aml from 1857 to 1861 I was head of that division. 
Q. Do you have any knowledge of the claim known as the Choctaw net-proceeds 
claim ?-A. Very well. 
Q. Have you had any connection with that claim as attorney ?-A. I hail an interest 
in that claim during the lifetime of JohnS. Cochrane, a man who bad charge of the 
claim. He died in 11:366, and up to that time I considered I bad au interest. After his 
death there sprang np parties who denied and repudiated any interest I bad in it. 
Q. You say that Mr. Cochrane bad an interest; in what capacity?-A. He was merely 
a contractor for prosecuting the claim. He was the principal attorney for the Choc-
taws to collect the claim. 
Q. You bad an interest in the claim with him f-A. Yes. 
Q. Your interest was an interest with Cochrane, as an attorney, to collect the claim 
from the United States Government¥-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you make any efforts to collect the claim with him ?-A. Not decidedly. I 
was with him and I would do writing as required for him. 
Q. What part of the fee of Cochrane were you to have ~-A. It was undefined. Had 
he lived I should have received something. Having every confidence in him it was 
never distinctly understood. At that time I believed the claim to be well f~nnued, 
I had no idea, until after the investigation, which was brought about by the conduct 
of the men who foisted themselves upon this claim, that there was no claim at all. 
Q. Then, when you were assisting Mr. Cochrane you had confidence that the Choc-
taws had a just claim against the Government for the amount asked fod-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. How much then did you think think the Government owed the Choctaws f-A. 
For the amount of the contract, I think about $2,332,000. 
Q. Do you not recollect that the amount of $2,981,000 was submitted by the Secre-
tary of the Treasnry~-A. Yes; that was reduced by the Committee on Indian Affairs 
by charging the Indians with the 5 per cent. for internal improvements, and deduct-
ing the amount of swamp and railroad lands. 
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Q. That, then, yon thought was due ?-A. I thought it was due until after his death. 
I never looked at it myself till then. 
Q. Up to 18G.t you thought that was correct ?-A. Yes; up to 1866. He died in the 
fall of 1866. 
Q. Now, you speak of other parties foisting themselves on the claim; do you speak 
of attorneys ¥-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Name them.-A. D. H. Cooper, Albert Pike, and others, who had no interest in 
the world. 
Q. Can yon name others ?-A. There is old man Pitchlynn, George \V. ·wright, and 
anum her of persons umler them. 
Q. Have yon heard tbe name of Latrobe in that connection f-A. Yes; be was asso-
ciated with Cooper. All the contracts with tbe Indians are taken in his name, but 
Cooper is the man. He is brother-in-law of Cooper. 
Q. Did not Pike have something to do with it when you and Cochrane bad ?-A. 
No, sir. 
Q. Were you not aware that Pike had a contract older than Cochrane ¥-A. Not at 
that time. 
Q. Will you please to state when you :first took your present view as to the character 
of·the Choctaw claim for net proceeds f 
\VITNESS. When ? 
The CHAIRMA .. ~. Yes; when did you come to your present conclusion? I want the 
date. 
A. It was soon after the death of Cochrane. 
Q. Soon after 1866 f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. \Vere you aware that there was a treaty made in 1855, submitting the matter to 
the Senate ~-A. Yes. The eleventh article stipulated that the matter should be sent 
to the Senate. 
Q. vVere you aware that the Senate passed a resolution directing the Secretary of 
the Interior to investigate the subject and make a report ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That the basis of the settlement was that $1.25 per acre should be a1lowed for 
the lands which the United States bad sold, and 12t cents per acre for tbe unsold 
lands f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You bad these matters on your mind while you thought the claim was ~ood f-A. 
Yes. 
Q. What induced yon to think the claim bau ?-A. By investigating and finding that 
the Senate bad made no award. 
Q. Have you fonud that the treaty was not made f-A. That was made. 
Q. H::we you found that the Senate did not pass the resolution directing the Secre-
tary of the Interior to make a report ?-A. They passed a resolution. 
Q. Have yon founu that the Secretary did not make that report f-A. 0, yes; he 
made the report. 
Q. In 18591-A. In 1860. 
Q. You find that all these facts are still in existence, and are records of the Govern-
ment. What induced you to make the search by which you made the new discovery1-
A. It was in consequence of this jay-hawking crowd. I determined that I would look 
into it and defeat it for them. 
Q. Because some other attorneys were employed you turned against them ¥-A. It 
was in consequence of that state of things that I thought the Government had better 
keep the amount of the claim than that H should be squandered among these men. 
Q. Please say to the committee what induced your mind to change from the advocacy 
of the claim on the ground of its justice, to pay to these people what you bad assumed 
to be a just claim-what induced your mind to change and attack that claim, and the 
honor and character of that claim ?-A. In consequence of the character of the men 
who came in upon the claim that I thought would gobble up everything, I was induced 
to look into it and see what the claim was. 
Q. If these attorneys had not been employed yon would have gone on and prosecuted 
that claim against your Government, amounting to $2,332,000, and would have bad 
that paid to the Choctaws, deducting the fee for your services f-A. Yes, sir; but for 
the research I made I should not have known--
Q. You take tbe position that these men were not employed, but that they foisted 
themselves on the claim ; after that you abandoned your claim and turned against 
your clients f-A. I abandoned the claim and abandoned the clients, the Choctaws, and 
joined in to defeat the claim; but I would say that the Choctaws did not employ them, • 
they foisted tbernsel ves on the claim. I knew that if the money was issued they would 
take the lion's share of the claim. 
Q. I put this question squarely to you. You have stated that you were with Mr. 
Cochrane, assisting him in prosecuting this claim for the Choctaws as late as 18H6. 
After he died some men, not employed by the Choctaws, but men whose names you 
have given, foisted themselves on the claim, and you believed they were going to take 
the lion's share ?-A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. You then, seeing that was the case, abandoned your case and the Choctaws, your 
clients, and the claim itself, aut1 went to work searching for evidence to prove that the 
claim itself is not good, and have made the discovery that it is not good P-A. Yes. sir. 
Q. When did yon commence examining the question to ascertain that the claim was 
not gootl ~-A. \Vell, I commenced some time in 1867. 
Q. No further back ~-A. Not a very extensive research until probably within the 
last eight months. Last April it was said that the Secretary of the Treasury was much 
exercised on the subject of paying these bonds, and I replied to the party that if the 
Secretary would wish to be relieved from tbat matter that I could show him why the 
bonds shoulcl not be paid; that they bad been confiscated in 1865. I then went to work 
and made a thorough search from beginning to end. 
Q. When was this ?-A. Last April ; I have been looking at it from that time to 
this. 
Q. Last April you were aware that these bonds had been confiscated, and that was 
the information you gave to the Secretary of the Treasury?-A. Yes, sir; the bonds 
had been confiscated. They were no longer payable. They were confiscated by law; 
by the act of March 3, 1H65, in the appropriation bill. 
Q. ·were you aware last March that another law had passed authorizing the payment 
of those identical bonds, the act of March, 1871 ?-A. There were no bonds to pay. 
Q. Do you base your objections to this claim on the ground that there were no bonds 
to pay ?-A. They were not awarded. There is no claim at all. 
Q. Then your two grounds of objection to the claim and your belief that it is not 
good, are, first, because there was no award made by the Senate after the report made 
by the Secretary of the Interior--A. There was no award of the Senate; no state-
ment made accepting that as the amount; no action on this amount. 
Q. Were you aware that the act of 1861 directed the issuing of the $250,000 bonds in 
money ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Were you aware that $2SO,OOO was paid?-A. Yes. 
Q. Then, you are aware that the date of the bill, of the law of 1865, that confiscated 
the claim, was after the date of 1861, ·when they were ordered to be paid ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. Was that the information you offered to the Secretary ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That there was no award, and that the bonds were confiscated f-A. Yes. The 
act of March, 1861, voting $250,000 in bonds was voted down in the House. There was 
no claim then at all. It could not be a claim. When it was sent to the Senate they 
passed a resolution calling for an account, and directing that account to be reported to 
Congress. 
Q. You were attorney for the Choctaws with Cochrane ?-A. Not as attorney. 
Q. Yon were to get pay?-A. Yes. 
Q. This proceeding of the Senate on the treaty of 1855, and this eleventh article, 
were in existence and stood then just as now. That report had beeu made to the Sec-
retary of the Iuterior, and that report was then just as it is now, and yet you prose-
cuted that claitu with that condition of things, and yet you now find fault with the 
same things ?-A. I did not dream bnt the Senate had made the award. 
Q. 'l'hen you prosecuted the claim against the Government without knowing what 
it was f-A. I had confidence in Cochrane that all was right. 
Q. After the death of Cochrane did you have any communication with Mr. Pitchlynn 
about the claim f-A. Yes, from time to time; I talked with him. 
Q When did you write to him last upon that subject¥-A. I wrote to him, I think, 
in 1868 or 1869, I forget now which. 
Q. State to this committee whet.her you did not write to Mr. Pitchlynn and request 
an employment for the Choctaws to prosecute that claim f-A. No, sir; I wanted to be 
recognized for my employment; recognition for what I did with Cochrane. 
Q. In what capacity did you write to Pitchlynn, and why did you write to him f-A. 
Because be was the Choctaw delegate. 
Q. He attended to business of the Choctaws, and you wrote to him as a delegate de-
manding that your interest, which was for services rendered as attorney with Coch-
rane, should be recognized f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That was as late as 1869 f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You stated awhile ago that you had commenced in 1867 looking up matters to 
defeat this claim '-A. Casually ; not to the extent I have since. 
Q. In 1867 did yon havo it in your mind that you ought to defeat that claim; was 
that your intention ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In 1867 you intended to defeat the claim. In 186\:1 you demanded, so you told Mr. 
Pitch lynn, that you should be recogniztlcl as attorney; did you tell him you were at the 
same time hunting records to defeat the claim f-A. I told him I would do so. 
Q. Did yon tell him you had for two years been searching for that ?-A. I do not rec-
ollect; I may have said many things that I would not swear to, in a state of excite-
moo~ · 
Q. What made you have ill-feeling toward_Pitchlynn about the matter ?-A. Because 
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he had recognized in some shape the people who were endeavoring to repudiate and 
throw me out. 
Q. Those that did not want you paid ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Whatever did not propose to pay you you called repudiation f-A. I demanded of 
them recognition. 
Q. Let us not pass from the point that in 1867 you commenced looking for reconls 
and evidence to defeat the claim.-A. I had not determined the point then, but I had 
the curiosity to look into the matter. 
Q. Unless recognized, and unless you should get your pay on that claim, you w:ould 
dofeat that claim ?-A. If I could. 
Q. That is what you are doing now T-A. Yes. 
Q. Do you consider this a claim in favor of the Choctaw people T-A. Yes. 
Q. It was in that light you were helping Cochrane ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Now, when you turned to fight Pitchlynn and fight the claim, didn't you under-
stand that you were fighting the Choctaw people f-A. No, because I did not think the 
Choctaws would get the money. 
Q. When you were opposing the collection of this claim didn't you understand that 
you were opposing the Choctaw people Y-A. Yes. 
Q. You have sworn that Mr. Pitchlynn was the agent of the Choctaw people, but I 
want nothing to do with him; I am talking about the claim of the people. You were at first 
in favor of it, now you are opposed to it. You have stated that np to the death of 
Mr. Cochrane in 1866 you were for it. In 1867 you tixed it in your mind to show that 
the claim was not valid. Then you say, which is shown by written evidence t,hat you 
wrote a letter to the Choctaw delegate demanding your fees to be recognized in the 
settlement of the matter in favor of the claim. Yet two years before that you have 
sworn you had fixed in your mind to defeat the claim.-A. The same animus existed 
then. 
Q. Your professional integrity depends on your feelings, not on the facts of the 
case ?-A. They would have taken the whole thing; the Indians were hardly to be 
benefited. 
Q. Then as an attorney or counsel you thought it to be your duty to abandon your 
clients, not for their bad conduct, but uecause other people treated them bacllyf-A. 
I never considered myself an attorney for the Indians. I acted for, and in concert with, 
Mr. Cochrane. 
Q. You were willing to receive pay from them without having been their attorney 1-
A. Except as having been associated with Mr. Cochrane. 
Q. How do you draw a line so closely that you can divide between your duties in con-
nectiOn with Mr. Cochrane and your serving them without being in connection with ~Ir. 
Cochrane f-A. I was employed by him. 
Q. How did it come that you called on them to pay you ?-A. Because he being 
dead--
Q. But if you were a clerk for Cochrane why did you call on them for pa~T 1-A. I 
wanted them to know that Cochrane's engagements were with me. 
Q. If when Mr. Cochrane died you were not attorney to the Choctaws, how did you 
become attorney for them after? How came that t\uni11g point f-A. I was so far an 
attorney during his lifetime, acting in concert with liim. 
Q. With the consent of the Choctaws ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Did Pitchlynn know that yon were acting in that capacity T-A. Yes. 
Q. He knew you were acting with Cochrane, and assisting him, and it was because 
he knew that, that in 1869 you demanded to bij recognizecl and paid ?-A. Yes, sir 
Q. Now Mr. Grayson, I want yon to state through what channel you gave informa-
tion to the Secretary of the Treasury about these facts ~-A. Through Mr. Page. 
Q. You made it known to Mr. Page?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. State how much money you borrowed of Mr. Page ?-A. I never borrowed a dollar 
of him. · 
Q. Never borrowed a dollar of him' Do yon state that under your oath f-A. )fy 
son-in-law borrowed $25 for me. I do not know whether Mr. Page kne'VV it was for me 
or not. On one occasion I received $25. 
Q. What is your son-in-law's name f-A. Kirkland. 
Q. Did you send Mr. Kirkland toUr. Page to give him information about this f-A. 
I told Mr. Kirkland I could tell the Secretary of the Treasury \vhy be should not pay 
those bonds. He then saw Mr. Page. 
Q. Did you tell Mr. Kirkland to tell Mr. Page these facts f-A. No, sir; because I 
did not. know in the first instance who the party was who was to see the Secretary. 
Q. Then you authorized Kirkland, gave him general authority, to make use of the 
information you had on that subject, to procure asistance in that track, and be came 
across Mr. Page f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. He brought you $25 ?-A. That was some time after that. 
Q. What are yon going to receive for the information you are giving to the Secre-
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tary f-A. I think the Secretary will pay 10 per cent. on what they save to the United 
States Treasurv. 
Q. What ev.idence have you that be made such agreement f-A. He made that 
agreement in my presence, or assented to that proposition. Mr. Page made some 
remark about it, and the Secretary assented. 
Q. Did you talk with the Secretary about it f-A. Yes; we had one interview. 
Q. Did the Secretary know from you at that time that you were the gentleman that 
was giving that information that Mr. Page brought to him ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was there auy agreement made between the Secretary of the Treasury and Mr. 
Page f-A. Yes. 
Q. In writing ¥-A. Yes, in writing; but I do not know whether it was signed or 
not. 
Q. Did you ever read it over f-A. No, sir. 
Q. How are you and Mr. Page to divide the money between yourselves f-A. I tbiuk 
Mr. Page is to have one-third. 
Q. And who is to have the other two-thirds f-A. That belongs to me; a portion of 
it will be pn.id to my son-in-law, Mr. Kirkland. 
Q. State whether it is not a fact that you, Kirkland, and Page divide the $30,000 
between yourselves.-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I sai1l $30,000; that is the amount, is it f-A. The amount is $25,000, 10 per cent. 
of $250,000. 
Q. Have yon receiYed any of it f-A. No, sir. 
Q. Has Mr. Page f-A. No; not that I know of. 
Q. Did ~von snumit the matter to the Attorney-General f-A. No, sir. 
, Q. Is it to ue submitted to him f-A. No, not now. It was proposed to submit it to 
him, but we decided uot to have any action in that direction at all. 
Q. Was that clone by the Secretary of the Treasury's wish V-A. No, sir; by my 
wish. 
Q. And by Mr. Page's wish f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did the Secretary of the Treasury assent to that change f-A. Yes. 
Q. When did the Secretary of the Treasury assent to passing upon that question 
without submitting it to the Attoruey-GeueralV-A. It was my understanding that he 
did. ·we objected to its going to the Attorney-General. The papers bad already gone 
to him, but from some ruling of the Secretary of the Treasury we decided not to have 
it go to him, ~Ltld th11 papers were withdrawn, and no action was taken. 
Q. Wheu did Mr. Banfield take charge of this matter to your knowledge ~-A. That 
was very soon after; I think in April. 
Q. Last April f-A. April or May. 
Q. \Vbo made this report that is called the Banfield report, Executive Document No. 
69 f-A. It was made up in the Solicitor's office from data furnished by me. 
Q. Fnruished by yon f-A. Yes. 
Q. Was a,ny of it furuished by Mr. Page f-A. No; nothing was furnished by Mr. 
Page. 
Q. Did yon examine the records f-A. I examined the Senate Library as to matters, 
records, treaties, letters, &c. 
Q. Wllere did you get the material that you refer to there as having taken place 
prior to the making of the treaty of 18::l0 f-A. Much of that I had nothing to <lo with. 
Q. \Vho did gather that material ?-A. It was done, I presume, by some clerk. 
Q. State to the committee what you did furnish. What subjects did yon furnish 
information on f-A. It was mainly upon the subject of the basis of the claim for the 
net proceeds, nuder the fourteenth article of the treaty of lt:l30. 
Q. There are allowances, then, under the fourteenth, fifteenth, sixteenth, eighteenth, 
nineteenth , and twentieth articles f-A. I furnished no information except on the four-
teenth article. _ 
Q. None under the nineteenth f-A. No, sir; the claim was made under the four-
teenth article, or for the most part so. 
Q. It 'vas, then, in relation to the fourteenth article you furnished the information f 
-A. Yes, mostly. 
Q. How did you know anything about that other than what the record showed f-
A. I did not know anything except what the records show. 
Q. Then you gathered your information from the records f-A. Yes. 
Q. Ditl the Secretary of the Treasury understand that those United States records 
were the source of the information you discovered f-A. He did not know anything 
about it. 
Q. Then yon were to receive this money for pointing out what the records of the 
United States show f-A. He did not know anything about them. 
Q. What dicll\lr. Page know outside of the records f-A. Nothing that I know of. 
Q. \Vhat did Mr. Kirkland know f-A. Nothing. 
Q. The whole basis of your claim for services is in pointing out to the Secretary of 
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Treasury that certain reconls exist, and what they sbow.-A. Yes, of which be was 
entirely ignorant. 
Q. Do yon think that is a better basis of a chtim than the claims the Choctaws have 
under the treaty of 1855 ?--A. I think it is. 
Q. Don't you think it comes being very near no claim f-A. I do not think so. I 
think that information given to a Department which prevents them from paying out a 
large amount of money is valuable. 
Q. Then you think that the Choctaws have, under the fourteenth article of the 
treaty of 1830, no just basis for a claim, or for nothing more than what they bad re-
ceived ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then you think that the President, in making that treaty of 1855 with the Choc-
ta\YS, by which a way was opened to a settlement of the question, erred in that move-
ment, and that the Senate erred in confirming that treaty f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Hence, that the Senate erred in passing a resolution instructing the Secretary of 
the Interior to ma,ke a report on that subject ?-A. Yes; inasmuch as there was no 
"Lasis for any claim. Had the Senate known that they would not have passed that 
resolution. 
Q. Then you think that in passing the resolution directing the Secretary of the In-
terior to report as to the amount of receipts from the lands sold they erred because of 
ignorauce of the facts f-A. They were uninformed; I will not say ignorant. 
Q. Then you say that the Secretary, in making that return that there were over 
10,000,000 of acres of lands, made a mistake also f-A. Harris, in his report, states that 
there were uut 7,798,000. J. Spencer, in 1842, reports that there was the same awount. 
Sebastian, in 1859, makes the same report. 
Q. Was there a survey of that land f \Vas it not in the eighteenth article of the 
treaty of 1830 provided for that the United States should enter upon and survey the 
land 1-A. Yes, the land was surveyed. 
Q. Were not the Indians charged 10 cents an acre for the survey ~-A. I presume so. 
Q. And you think that the opinions of these agents were better and more reliable 
than the reports of the Land-Office 'I You take their opinions as preferaule to the 
records of the surveyors 7-A. Yes, because they were based on the lauds owned uy 
tlle Indians. I think they were more correct. 
Q. And that is one of the reasons you have for opposing the fourteenth article of the 
treaty of 1830 ~-A. Yes. 
Q. Your opinion is tllat the surveys were not correct ?-A. My belief is this, that 
they went into Alabama for their report, where the Indians had not been. 
Q. Does the treaty of 1830 require them to stay on one siue of tb·e line ?-A. The 
language of the treaty is that they shall own and possess the land. 
Q. Did yon know that fact when you were ·with Mr. Cochrane ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Then ,your opinion ~imply differs with that report of the Secretary of the In-
terior ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Then yon thinl- the SC\cretary erred when he reported to the Senate of the United 
State that there were over 10,0001000 acres of land ?-A. I do not S<ty that the Secre-
tary errecl, but that th~ Land-Office made a mistake. 
Q. Then the report of t_he Secretary of the Interior to the Senate of the United States 
was an error in the difference of 7,791-i,OCJO and 10,000,000 ?--A. Yes, sir. 
Q. To the other article.-; of the treaty ~'on have not directed your especial atten-
tion ?-A. No, because they have, themselves, always deebred that their claim for net 
proceeds \Yas based on the fourteenth article, for indiviuunl reservations nwler that, 
which they never got. It is generally understood that those who remained got laud, 
and those who emigrated West did not. There were 15,000 who went \Vest. 
Q. ·what were the conditions of the fourteenth article of the treaty of 18:30, nuder 
which a Choctaw Indian was authorized to remain in the State of Mississippi, and 
what was he to receive if he should remain ?-A. He \Vould receive bud if he applied 
for it within six months, for which a patent would be given hiin if he relllained upon 
it five years. 
Q. That is correct. Now you say there were 15,000 went ·west, who were not entitled 
to anJ7 tbing. 'Vere they not, under the second article of the treaty, mHler ouligittion 
to go West, from the date of that treaty up to the fall of 183:3 f-A. All who determined 
to go West \-vere required to go within that time. 
Q. Are you aware that the United States appointed, in the year 1837, a commission 
to examine into the reservations to see what was currect ?-A. Yes, the first board was 
created at that time. 
Q. And amended in 1838 f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In that amendment Congress forbade the commissioners recognizing the allega-
tions made by Mr. Martin to the Indians. Where they were willing, the Indians were 
allowed to take a reservation by the side of the one they had formerly lived on, show-
ing that some of the Indians had been deprived of their original homes but were will-
ing to take adjacent ones ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 'Vere you aware that, in 1842, Congress passed a law· directing that all those Choc-
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taw Indinns who wonld be entitled to land under article 14, hnt who had been deprived 
of tlmt l'i~ht, or who bad ueen prevented from taking adjacent reservations, because 
the United States bad sol<l the land to which they would have been entitled, were 
allowed scrip for their lauds at the rate of ~1.25 an acre~ A. Yes. 
Q. Do you recognize this fact, that the Government had sold tlle lands and that they 
were compelled~ leave ¥-A. Yes. 
Q. You hnve stated that 15,000 went West, aml the idea yon convey by your testimony 
is t.llat necessarily they were not entitled to a.nything ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Suppose they had gone West uecanse the United States took the la.nd, had they 
any remedy hut to go West f-A. There were unt a very small number who proposed 
to remain. 
Q. Are you not aware that there were 1,999,000 acres of la.nd, for which certificates 
of 1,700,000 acres were given hecanRe the United States bad sold the lands on which 
they lived; and that they got half of that in scrip in their hands and the other h~Llf 
was rctaiued in the Treasury f-A. Yes, si1:. 
Q. But you have just sai<l that there were \ery few left.-A. According to \Yard's 
report. 
Q. Yon were in favor of that claim once, and are now against it. Let us not pass 
from that fonrteenth article. Under that article the Choctaw who wished to remain 
aud become a. citizen of the United States could uo so, and retain 640 acres of land for 
himself, including his improYement; 320 for each child over ten yean; of ngc, and 160 
for each chil<l under that. That was his right, provided he made his application with-
in six ntOnths, and that if he did so he should remain on the property fixe years consecu-
tively, and at the end of that time he should have a patent for it and hecome a citizen, 
with no power to go back to the tribe. That treaty was not confirmed hy the Senate 
till the fall of 1831, and the condition of the treaty \vas tha.t the tive ;)"Pars commenced 
running from the time of its approval. The five years expired in 18:36. Congress, 
seeing the necessity for it, appointed commissioners in 1837. The Indians were seeking 
to take lands adjacent to those..frorn which they had been driven, and Mr. Martin had 
desired that thing to be done, hut the law forbade it. That called for another law, 
which was, that they should have certificates for the purpose of showing they 
were driven from the lands they were entitled to, hnt which the United States conld 
not give them for the reason they were sold. InYestigation made as late as 1842 dis-
covered that 1,999,000 acres had been sold away from the Indians, and they had been 
denied the privilege of taking adjacent lands. \Vere you aware of all these facts?-
A. Yes, and of another one; that the 2.000,000 acres they were allowed on that nccount 
more than satisfied the 4,fl00 Indians left, unless they uronght some of them !Jack. 
Q. When were the 15,000 Indi:Lus "·est of the Mississippi ?-A. Prior to the 30th Sep-
tember, 18:35, 15,000 had goue away without forcing tlwm at all. 
Q. When did the United States, according to your knowledge of this matter, take 
possession of this land under tbe treaty of 1830 f-A. They took possession and. laud 
sales took place in 183:3. I think tlle snrveys commenced in 1831. By the eighteenth 
article of the treat~y they were autborizetl to commence immediately. • 
Q. The settlers did go in and the lauds were sold in 1833, prior to the removal of the 
Indians ~-A. Tney had ueen removing all the time. Harris says prior to 1835, hut I 
think it was earlier than tha.t. 
Q. \\rerc those Indians not removed by contract ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When did that. take place ~-A. At different times. I do not recollect now. J. 
B. Forrester and others were the contractors. 
Q. Do yon tbiuk that was as early as 1835 -?-A. There were contracts-! don't know 
whether Forrester's or not-and there were Indians emigrating uefore that time. 
Q, \Vhat evidence have yon that a portion of tllose who went \Vest did not go be-
can~e they were crowded off their lauds ?-A. 1\fy impression is that crowding had 
neYer taken place to any great extent. 
Q. Have you not adwitted that the law recognized t.he fact t.bat they \Yere deprived 
of lands to the amount of nearly2,000,000 acres '(-A. I think in that scrip husiucss tha.t 
a large amount was fraudulent. 
Q. Then ~·011 think that fraud ran through the whole thing f-A. You will see from 
the resolutions of the Mississippi legislature tha.t they emphatically denounce the 
whule thing as a frand. It was shown by tho records that that 2,000,000 of acres in the 
account of tlJC Secretary of the Interior wonlcl more than suffice to provide for all the 
Indians ldt, allowing families of seven souls, unless they brought back Indians. 
Q. But what evidence have you that many Iudiaus ditl not leave their homes from 
the date of the treaty up to 1835, who would have remained if they had had an oppor-
tunity ?-A. I do not think auy di1l. 
Q. But bow do you kuow that tlwy did not ?-A. From the general records of how 
th1·y were moved, and from the agent~' reports. 
Q. Bnt ~ ou have just said that tbat scrip amounted to more than there were ?-A. 
Ye:s, sir. 
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Q. If there is any error how do you know that it did not take place one way as well 
as the other?-A. I do not know. 
Q. Do you think there was more scrip issued than there were Indians to apply it to, 
and why do you think so ?-A. If you take the census of the Choctaws--
Q. Was that census of those who went West taken by the Choctaws?-A. Yes. 
Q. Who took the census of the Choctaws iu Mississippi ?-A. I do not remember who 
took it. 
Q. "'Who took it West ?-A. I do not know. 
Q. Why do you talk about 15,500, then ?-A. I speak of what Harris says. 
Q. How did he know if he did not count those who did not go West? Are you not 
aware that between that territory the Indians were passing back and forth fre-
quently ?-A. Not those who went away with the intention of staying there. The 
speculators brought some back. 
Q. How do you know how many went West, and how do you know the speculators 
brought them back?-A. I do not know it, bnt it was charged upon them. There are 
gentlemen of high standing in Mississippi who think they were brought back. There 
is Gwynn, who was the initiator of that whole fourteenth article business, who thought 
so, and I refer you to the Globe of February 13, 1861. 
Q. What do you know of the inducements to the Choctaws to make that treaty?-
A. The inducement was to relieve them from the unpleasant condition of the state of 
things they were in ab that time. 
Q. Had not the State of Mississippi passed a law to force its laws over them ?-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. Was that the same legislature that said the Indians were not crowded upon ?-A. 
I do not think it was the same legislature. 
Q. It was the same State ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Have you ever heard there was any bali feeling-any bad blood-about their in-
dependent position in the State then ?-A. I do not think there was any bad blood; I 
think the people wanted their homes. There was no game there to induce the Indians 
to stay. 
Q. I ask you whether you are not aware that the people, the masses, were not 
anxious to get those lands ?-A. Yes; I think they were. 
Q. Was not that land sold largely ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Were not settlements made under those sales ?-A. Yes. 
Q. After those sales and after that settlement, then, the Congress of the United States 
passed a law saying that where the Inuians hall. been deprivell. of the lands tbe~T were 
entitled to under the fourteenth article, they should receive compensation. Investiga-
tion shows that there were nearly 2,000,000 acres sold, aud that was not made nntil 
1842, when the Iadians were gone in 1835. \Vas not that the condition of things 1-A. 
The Government had protected the Indians the whole of the time from 1837 to 1845, 
by three distinct boards; the lands were reserved from sale. 
Q. Then they were not sold in 1833 ?-A. They were held up ; they were reserYecl 
from sale till the Indians could get through. When they did get through they got 
nearly $250,000 of scrip and land. 
Q. Land-scrip, not scrip audland.--A. Three hundred and thirty-four thousand acres 
they absolutely secured and got. 
Q. But that is uo part of the 2,000,000 f-A. The 334,000 acres was what was held 
for the Indians, and the near 2,000,000 was what the United States had sold and could 
not give to them, because it was sold to the people. 
Q. That would show that out of the whole they got only a little more than 334,000 
acres, and yet the facts recognize that the very large amount of 2,000,000 was due. I 
ask you, in connection with that fact, where, then, is that great discrepancy when so 
small a portion of what was due was received by them f-A. They had more allowed 
them than were there to receive it. 
Q. Under the fourteenth article the Indians were entitled to receive certain lands if 
they wished to abandon the tribe. Investigation shows that they did receive a little 
over 334,000 acres, and they applied for more, but the lands having been sold, they got 
scrip for nearly 2,000,000 acres, showing that the Indians were allowed to get and use 
but a portion of what the United States thought they were entitled to. Is not that 
conclusive evidence that they were pressed from their homes f-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you not remember that the Indians obtained but 334,000 acres ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that the United States had sold the land to the amount of near 2,000,000 to 
which the Indians were entitled f-A. Yes, sir, if there were Indians there. 
Q. That does not answer the question. Do you know that scrip was issued f-A. 
Yes. 
Q. And you know that the United States recognized that fact; that the United 
States had sold this land away from these Indians f-A. That appears so upon the face 
of the law. 
1 
Q. And yon knew it when you opposed that claim, and when yon presse(l that claim. 
What do you know outsill.e of that JI-A. My belief is that the 2,000,000 acres allowed 
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would satisfy one-fourth more than the 4,500 Indians who Harris says remained, 
allowing families seven in number. That is conclusively shown. There were more 
lands and scrip alloweu than those Indians left behind would receive. 
Q. Then the point as to the Indians going away, being crowded away by whites, 
yon know nothing about 1-A. No. 
Q. Take a hypothetical case. Suppose there were a thousand Indians who desired 
to hold land nuder the fourteenth art.icle of the treaty of 1830 to 1835, and that a cer-
tain number were crowded off by the surrounding pressure, and went away without 
their claim, do you know of your own personal kuowledge that such a thing as that 
could not have taken place f-A. I J.o not. , 
Q. If those things did take place would not they have a right to their claims f-A. 
Yes. 
Q. Of course you and I do not know personally whether it did happen; but if 
the Indians bad gone away, by being pressed away, they should havetheh equities under 
the treaty <>f 1830.-A. Yes, if they have been forced away, which I no not think they 
have been. 
Q. But which you know nothing about ?-A. Except from general history. 
Q. What general history 1 Who makes general history f-A. From records. 
Q. Yon "·ere once acting in some sort of capacity, about which you seem in a little 
doubt yourself, for the Choctaws. At that time did you hear any Choctaw, who 
represt·nted the Choctaw people, say that they did not make this claim; that part 
of their 11cople had been pressed off their lands 7-A. They may have made some 
allegation of that kind. 
Q. Was not that the basis of their claim under the fourteenth article 7-A. I believe 
so. 
Q. Is there any other 7-A. Well, yes, I think so. 
Q. I haYe heard the United States side now. I want to have the Choctaws have a 
hearing now, so far as you know about it. They claim that under the fourteenth 
article some of their people made application to be allowed their homes, hut were 
refused. They claim that some of them were pressed off their homes ; that that is the 
eqnity of tbeir claim. Now, that is the Choctaw side. On our side we claim that we 
did not do that; that they went west of the river: Is not that the Choctaw River 1-
A. Yes. 
Q. Yon beli~well that once 7 -A. Well, I never believed it to any great extent. 
Q. Just bow far did you believe it.; how far d1d it get into your mind7-A. Some, 
I believe, did go tLway dissatisfied. 
Q. At that time the Choctaws were not so well educated and civilized as they are 
now ?-A. Pretty much t,he same. 
Q. Have not they improved ~-A. The full-blooded Choctaw Indians are about the 
same as they alw~tys have been and always will be. 
Q. I want to know in what condition they were, and their mode of transacting bus-
inesA. \Vhat was the state of their civilization then ?-A. About tho same then as 
now. 
Q. That doesn't answer the qnestion. ·what was their condition in 1830 ?-A. There 
is no diffprcnce bet,Yecn now aud then. 
Q. I ask tllen tlle state of their present civilization; are they as civilized as the 
whites ?-A. No, sir; the full-blooded Indian never can be as civilized as the white 
man. 
Q. I will take you at that point then. At tllat time tlley were not civilized. Then 
they were dealing with a people of a higller order of civilization than themselves. 
Did thc,v keep records of their operations f-A. Yes; the half-breeds kept control of 
everything. 
Q. Did they keep records of their proceedings ?-A. Yes. 
Q. Did they do things by bill and resolution as we do P-A. Yes. 
Q. \Vhere did tlley hold their councils f-A. I forget the place now. 
Q. \Yhat was the degree of education among them ; were the people generally 
informed ?-A. As far as an Indian is informed. 
Q. Dicl they speak, read, and understand the white man's language ?-A. The half-
breeds did. 
Q. Did the Indians ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Then, upon the question of intelligence, they were not equal to the whites f-A. 
-0, no, sir. . 
Q. Then, in managing their business, they were not on an equal footing with the 
white people '?-A. No, sir; not in my estimation. 
Q. Did they have any schools at that time f-A. Yes. 
Q. How many '(-A. I do not recollect. 
Q. Under the seventh article of the treaty of 1820 there was a reservation of fifty-
four sections for Hcltools. Had those schools been put in operation 7-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You know they had been, but you do not know how many.-A. No. 
H. Rep. 98--45 
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Q. How do yon know they had been ~-A. From the fact of having been in office, 
and having occasion to remit funds. 
Q. vV eni there any schools west of the river ~-A. I think there were; I do not recol-
lect. 
Q. Do you know whether there were any copies of the treaty of 1830 left with the In-
dians at the timn it was ma.de ~-A. I suppose so, of course. 
Q. Do not yon know there were not ; do you not know there were no copies there 
.for some time afterward ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do ;you know anything about it; don't yon take a great deal of this for 
granted ?-A. I take it from history, from the records of the archives of this Govern-
rm.ent. 
Q. Have the Indians archives from which yon can take it ?-A. I presume they 
bave. 
Q. Have you examined them ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. \Vhcn yon were eounsel for the Indians you did not examine how strong their 
claim was ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. And now, when yon are on this side of it, you examine the archives of the United 
States ?-A. I examined all that was l.Jronght forward for examination. 
Q. It is not necessary, then, to look at the proper sources of an Indian claim ?-A. I 
looked through the claim. 
Q. This claim was based on the fourteenth article of the treaty of 1830 ?-A. Yes; 
but if there ·were only 4,500 Indians they were more than supplied. 
Q. But if they went west because they were driven from their homes their equity 
would come in ?-A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. If it could be made to appear, even now, that, up to the elate of the treaty of 1830, 
persons who were entitled to land under the fourteenth section were driven west from 
their homes, bow would it be ?-A. Certainly there would then be an equitable claim. 
Q. Do you know that the Senate of the United States when it authorized the treaty 
of 1855, aud the President of the United States, did not look this ground over and un-
derstand tbis claim ~ 
vVITNESS. This net-proceeds claim? I never dreamed of that. The Senate bas never 
rnade an award. · 
Q. Bnt it received the report of the Secretary of the Interior ~-A. Yes. 
Q. And the Senate received the report of this committee, and Mr. Sebastian reduced 
that account of $2,\H8,000 down to $2,:.!32,000 ?-A. Yes, sir; when that committee 
on Indian Affairs reported the bill to pay that amount of $2,2~2,000 it was voted 
down, and the debates sllow what was said. Gwynn opposed it. He and Toombs 
both made their speeches, and they show that the net-proceeds claim had no basis. 
Q. Did you know about that when you .were helping it on ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. vVere you not profoundly ignorant of the whole thing when you were helping 
it on ?-A. I had great confidence in Cochrane. Then my belief was that the Senate 
made an award. 
(-l. If Cochrane had lived ?-A. I should never have looked at it at all, and I should 
not now if I had not been jay-hawked. 
Q. Then your impression goes according to your temper ?-A. After Cochrane's death 
I found tbe Indians would not be benefited by the transaction. 
Q. Did it take you three years to come to that conclusion ~-A. I was otherwise oc-
cupied, and hardly ever thought of the matter until last April, when I beard the Secre-
tary of the Treasury was in great tribulation. 
Q. Did he inform you that he was in great tribulation ?-A. No, but I understood hA 
was; that there were two factions trying to get the bonds, and be was consiclerabl:r 
exercised upon the subject, and I intimated that I could show reasons why be should 
not pay the bonds. 
Q. You understand then, that, under the fourteenth article of the treaty of 1830, the 
Choctaw Indians based the most part of this net-proceeds claim f-A. That is what 
· they say themselves. • 
Q. In 1855, the President made a treaty referring to the claims of the ChoctawR ?-
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That same treaty provided for making the Senate an umpire to settle that ques-
tion ?-A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. That the Senate confirmed. that treaty, and, in pursuance of that, it ordered the 
Secretary of the Interior to render an account, and made as a basis that the lands sold 
by the United States should. be considered at the rate of $1.25 an acre, and unsold lands 
at 12t cents an acre, and that there should be charged against the Choctaws whatever 
moneys the United States had paid out in their interest. That the Secretary of the 
Interior made a report upon that order, and, dedu~ting what would be chargeable 
against the Choctaws, there was still $2,981,000 left in favor of the Choctaws. That, 
following that, Mr. Sebastian made a report to the Senate, and a further reduction 
of 5 per cent. was made for internal improvements, and deducting from the good laud 
those lands that had been sold as railroad and swamp lands, that reduced it clown to 
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$2,332,000. After this, Congress in 1861 appropriated $500,000; $250,000 to be paid in 
money aucl $2!10,000 in uonds, to be applied for final payment. In 1865, Congress passed 
au act coufbcating that $:250,000 that had not been lifted, on account of the bad con-
duct of the Indians during the war. In 1866 there was another treaty made with tho 
Choctaws, restoring them to the original treaty rights under the Government. After 
that treaty, some time in 18o9, the Attorney-General, l\Ir. Ackerman, m.ado his report, 
taking his position that the treaty of 1866 restored their rights, and. th<tt those bowls 
should be issued. In 18il, Congress gave directions to the Treasury to pay tllem. 
Are yon aware of all this 7-A. Yes. Allow me a word. The treaty of 1866 did not 
mean those bonds. The tenth article of that treaty sars that all treaty obligations 
shall be re-affirmed not inconsistent with the articles of that treaty, and that money 
atl"airs shon1d be resumed. The Creeks and Seminoles were more particularly expressed, 
atHl their claim "'as ratified. The treaty of 1866 did not re-affirm anything. 
Q. Do yon not kno"- tllat the treaty of 1866 between the United States and Choc-
taws iuclnded the Chicasaws?-A. Yes. 
Q. Don't yon know that the Chickasaws have been paid their back annuities ?-A. 
Then it is in violation of law. 
Q. Don't yon know it bas ueen done ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Then I will inform you, for your benefit, that the Chickasaws have been paicl under 
that treaty.-A. \Vell, that is a violation of the law. 
Q. Yon think that all the ditfereut steps of the Government in that net-proceeds 
claim have erred f-A. Yes, going back w the fact that there were not In<lia.ns 
euongh to base the claim on. 
Q. But, going uack still further to the action of the Government, then there would 
be !-A. It 'Youl<.l require 2,500 more Indians to make up the heads of families tore-
ceive this amount. 
Q. More than there were when f-A. Prior to September, 1835. 
Q. More Indians than there are now 1 There are not many Indians there now f-A. 
No, tl.tere are hardly any there at all now. 
Q. \Vere tl.wre enough in 1 !30 to answer the purpose?-A. Yes. 
Q. If there were not enough Indians in 1835, they went away between 1830 and 1835? 
-A. Yes. 
Q. If they did not go away, they were driven from their homeu, so that they could 
not take the lands !-A. Yes, if it can be shown that they applied. 
Q. There were plenty when thetreaty was made to apply for it?-A. Yes; the ques-
tion is, whether they did apply or not. 
Q. So the only question is whether there were enough who did apply 1-A. Or tried. 
to apply. 
Q. Of which you and I personally know nothing ?-A. No, only from the reports of 
the commissioners antl agents of the government. 
Q. And the Choctaws claim that they did apply and there were enough of them, and 
the records you haYe fonml show that there were not. That is your uuderstaud.ing ?-
A. \Vard says he neYer refused an Indian. 
Q. You say there were three commissions ?-A. Yes, in 1837, 18381 and 1!!!42. 
Q. Not three at one time ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. \Vas .. Ir. \Yard on the board ?-A. He was the resident agent. He 'vas to reech-o 
this for distribution, and. he swears that there never \YUS au Indian who applied to 
him who was refused. 
Q. Wllen were the Indians notifiell of the condition of that treaty ?-A. I do not 
know. 
Q. You understood that they were to apply within six mouths f-A. That is the 
treaty. 
Q. Do you know there were no modes of communication, no writing, no newspapers 
at tllat time ~-A. No, sir; noue. 
Q. Then state when they "·pre notified and how.-A. Those Indians knew, as well 
could be, what th~tt treaty was. They were smart enough for that. 
Q. How do yon know the people, the masses, knew itt-A. They knew it forthwith. 
Q. How do you know ?-A. That is the usual way. 
Q. Are you so \Yell acquainted ·with the modes of the Indians ?-A. I was in Mississippi 
soon after, and I was informed that there was a great <leal of excitement about the 
treaty. They did not want to leave the State. 
Q. I unrlerstood yon that they were well satisfied.-A. Probably there were factions 
that were. They accused LeFlore, their chief, with violatiug their wishes. 
Q. You do not think a mnjority did ?-A. No. 
Q. You say you were there at that time. \Vas not there a general dissatisfaction 
about the Iudians leaving tht-re ?-A, I do not think there was. I could. not speak 
upon that suuject with auy knowledge of the facts. 
Q. W~re you among the Indians l-A. Yes. They were dissatisfied with their chief 
for malnng the treaty. 
Q. Did you convero:>e with any of them ~-A. No, sir . 
• 
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Q. Who was telling you about this thing ~-A. There W:!S general talk. 
Q. vVho was telling you f-A. I cannot remember any particular person. 
Q. Did you see any one 1-A. Yes, I saw Indians and whites talking on the subject. 
Q. How long after the treaty was made were you there f-A. I was there in 1835. 
Q. Then yon could not have been there during the time they were applying for land-
claims f-A. The treaty was made in 1830; I was there in five years. 
Q. When did the six months commence running ?-A. I presume in 1831, after the 
ratification of the treaty. I take the facts I have stated from Mr. Ward. 
Q. He was one man ~-A. Yes, but a man of high standing. 
Q. Have you ever heard a Choctaw Indian, either when you were out there or since, 
say that they had full justice under the treaty of 1830 f-A. I do not know that I ever 
heard any one say anything on the subject. 
Q. That is their complaint, is it not, that they did not have justice under that treaty?-
A. Yes. 
By Mr. BuRDETT: 
Q. When did your official connection with the In.dian Department commence ~-A. 
In 1852. 
Q. When did it end ?-A. In 1861. 
Q. While engaged in the Indian Department, officially, did you have any knowl-
edge of this net-proceeds claim ?-A. I did not. 
Q. Were you charged with any duties connected with it in that Department ~-A. 
Yes; in making up the accounts, I had the supervision of making the financial part 
of it. 
Q. Then, that was the only matter, connected with this claim, that came to your 
knowledge ?-A. Nothing "I?ut the routine of making up the accounts. It was all cor-
rectly done, all the expenditures to be charged to them. 
Q. Did your official duties, as a clerk in that Department, put you in the way of 
looking individually into the matter f-A. No, sir. On the contrary, my routine duties 
were of such a character that I had no time. 
Q. You say you ceased your connection with that Department in 1861. At wbat 
period did you become connected with Cochrane in the prosecution of the claim ?-A. 
After the war. 
Q. Can you state in what year, or thereabouts ?-A. It was in Hl65. 
Q. In the interim between 1861 and1865, had yon, officially or unofficially, any such 
connection with the business as led you to any investigation of the matter f-A. No, 
sir; none. 
Q. What induced Cochrane to call in your assistance f~A. vVe had been associ-
ated together in Indian business for the Creeks, at that time, and other Indian trans-
actions. 
Q. Tben there was no inducement on the part of Cochrane, growing out of your 
knowledge of the matter, to employ you in the prosecution of the claim ~-A. No, sir; 
it was that kind of association. He had been associated with me in some Creek 
matters. We were warm friends, and I had great confidence in him. He was one of 
the noblest men that ever lived. 
Q. During that time of your connection with Cochrane, did yon perform any act in 
relation to the matter1-A. I do not recollect anything in particular. 
Q. Did you prepare any document ~-A. I may have assisted him in writing . 
. Q. Can yon say definitely that you did any specific act that you can cite ~-A. No, 
sir. I assisted him when he required. 
Q. Is it a fact that it was in the nature of a trade-that he gave you an interest in 
the net-proceeds claim for interest you gave him in a Creek claim f-A. It was a friendly 
interest he had in me. 
Q. That does not answer the question. Was the interest you bad in the claim in the 
nature of a trade 1-A. No, sir. 
Q. Then, in fact, whatever interest you bad in the net-proceeds Choctaw claim was 
really a sinecure ?-A. It was a friendly recognition on his part in connection with the 
claim. 
Q. I have asked. what yon did, if anything, in reference to it, and you cannot state 
anything.-A. I cannot. I was a general assistant. 
Q. Is it not true, therefore, that your connection with it was simply an opportunity 
offered yon by Cochrane to bleed the claim a little ?-A. No, sir. He made a contract. 
He was to call for 30 per cent. 
Q. Your employment did not increase his pay any ~-A. No, sir; it was Cochrane's 
own means, his own funds that he was to dispose of. 
Q. Then the interest you had was solely such an interest as a matter of favor and 
friendship he might be inclined to give you when the time of payment came f-A. And 
for helping him. 
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right to claim that from Pitchlynn ?-A. I never bad from him. I only wanted to be 
recognized through Pitchlynn to urge my interest derived under Cochrane. 
Q. But you have already said you had never had any interest bnt with Cochrane, 
and his interest was definite. Then what right had you to press any claim upon the 
Choctaw Indians ¥-A. I wanted to induce them to recognize that, Cochrane being 
dead and these parties coming in to oust everybody that had an interest, I wanted 
them to act so as to secure those people interested a fair and honest transaction. 
Q. In short, then, you proposed to compel the authorities of the Choctaw Nation to 
subrogate themselves into the place of Cochrane, as obligated in some sense to you, and 
you at the same time say that yon had no interest with Cochrane except such as he of 
his own free will should give you ¥-A. They knew at the time that was the case. 
Q. With their knowledge of that fact and your understanding of it, you proposed to 
compel them to give you a definite employment, or assure you that they would place 
themselves in the place of Cochrane to pay yon. Is it not the fact that the substance 
of your proposition was to compel them to put themselves in the place of Cochrane as 
paymaster f ·will you answer that question Y 'Vas that the substance of your request 
upon the Choctaw authorities, that yon desired them to substitute themselves in the 
place of Cochrane for the fulfillment of the friendly employment that Cochrane had 
given you f-A. No, sir; it was not to .make them assume the obligation of paying, but 
• to bring about a recognition. 
Q. Your effort then was not on your own bebalH-A. On my own behalf and to keep 
out persons from the contract who had no interest. 
Q. Cochrane was dead; could he prosecute the claim further 1-A. He had left a will 
and an executor. 
Q. Do you understand that an executor can continue the employment of an attor-
ney f-A. He had designated an attorney; Jeremiah Black was to prosecute the claim 
in hi& stead. 
Q. Do you understand that a dying attorney can substitute in his stead another 
attorney to carry out a contract which the dying individual had made T-A. I think he 
could. I think he specified it m his will, for they are there now, and have been ever 
since, acting in the place of Cochrane. 
Q. Is Mr. Black the attorney of the Choctaws '-A. That is my belief. 
Q. Is that founded on fact f-A. I know they were acting for him. 
Q. Do yon know of anything that they have done ~-A. I do not know; but they 
were designated by Cochrane to take charge of his affairs, and my impression has been 
that they are doing it. 
Q. Is that simply an impression ~-A. I never saw them doing anything. 
Q. Have yon ever heard !-A. That is my im1)ression, that they were acting .. 
Q. Are they now acting~-A. I do not know whether they are or not. 
Q. ·what act do yon know or have you ever heard of their doing f-A. I do not know 
of any particular act; Mr. McPherson is his administrator. 
Q. Tell the committee what you or Cochrane, or both together, ever did in prosecu-
tion of thi claim.-A. I cannot specify any act. It was an understanding with me, a 
very friendly act. 
Q. Tell the committee whether you know of any act that Cochrane ever did to further 
the payment.-A. I cannot specify anything, but he was at work at it. 
Q. Tell the committee what work he ditl.-A. In the treaty of 1855, he was very 
instrumental in bringing about that treaty. 
Q. Had you anything to do with Cochrane at that time ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Tn bringing about the ratification of that treaty, what act did be do; how did 
he manifest his interest ~-A. In taking the usual steps; in seeing members of Congress, 
Senators, Representatives, as usual in such cases. 
Q. State to the committee whether you have any knowledge of opposition to that 
treaty.-A. No, sir. 
Q. You do not know whether there was any necessity for his action ~-A. It was a 
treaty of great importance to the United States and to the Indians. He got the treaty 
through as attorneys are usually employed. 
Q. Do you say that it is usual to employ outside attorneys to influence the Senate to 
get through treaties f-A. I think so. 
Q. ·wm you give the committee another instance where it is done ?-A. I cannot do 
it; but I thiuk it is a thing known to everybody. Senators are spoken to, and the mat-
ter is discussed so as to facilitate its passage. 
Q. He was instrumental, you think, in getting the treaty ratified; what was his next 
step f-A. He was recognized all through by the Indians themselves as their attorney. 
Q. What did he do 7-A. He did all those things which were necessary to be do11.e. 
Q. What was one of those things_ ?-A. He was at work in making the treaty, in 
writing, in drawing up petitions, &c. 
Q. Yon are going backward now; was Cochrane on the ground when that treaty was 
made? Where was it made 1-A. In Washington City. 
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Q. Ditl he draw up any stipulations of the treaty ?-A. My impression is that he 
did. 
Q. Have you any knowledge of it f-A. No, sir. He arranged and put in shape, I 
think, all their affairs, their connections with the Department, on the subject of mak-
ing the h'eaty. He was recognized as the main man. 
Q. \Vas not Cochrane an employe of this Government ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. "When did be cease to be 1-A. He bad ceased long before that. 
Q. What was he 1-A. He was chief clerk of the Indian Bureau. I think he left 
in 1846. 
Q. You have great confidence in the judgment and integrity of Mr. Cochrane f-
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You say that your understanding is that Cochrane was the controlling mind of 
the Indians in that treaty 1-A.Yes, sir. 
Q. He was their confidential agent all through ?-A. Always. 
Q. Did Cochrane ever intimate to you that his judgment contradicted any of the 
provisions of that treaty f-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did be not always give yon to understand that he believed that the action of the 
Senate under that trea.ty was just anu equitable to the Indians ?-A. No, sir; there 
was no occasion for his doing it, for the question was ne\er mooted. 
Q. Do you believe, from what you know of Cochrane, that he thought the treatynot 
·well based ¥-A. I should be sorry to think that. 
Q. Do yon think so ?-No. 
Q. You bad great confidence in the integrity and judgment of Cochrane f-A. Yes; 
and I should be sorry to belie\e be saw the claim as I do now. 
Q. You say he did, in fact, inspire the treaty 7-A. He was the main man of busi-
ness. 
Q. He did, in fact, steadfastly pursue the purpose of obtaining 2,000,000 acres for the 
Indians, did be not ?-A. Certainly. 
Q. Do you not believe that he was conscientious in the prosecution of tbat matter?-
Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you not think that, of all other men, be knew these provisions were equit-
able ?-A. Yes, his judgment was ahvays good. 
Q. Did he not possess information; was be not so interwo\en with the conception 
and carrying out of the phm that he, of all men, must have known whether it was 
equitable ?-A. My belief is that be was fully qualified.. 
Q. But, I ask you whether, in your judgment, be was not best qualified to know 
the eqnities of the case ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You believe that be was RO persuaded, so impressed up to the time of his death. 
Kow, i!o you not believe that he pursued with an honest purpose and a full knowledge 
of the facts, his intention of procuring for the Indians tho full award from the 
Senate ?-A. Yes, sir, that is my belief. My confidence in the man was such that I 
should. be sorry to believe the contrary. 
Q. Has anything transpired since his death which in any wjse shakes your confidence 
in the integrity of his purpose all through the transaction ~--A. No. 
Q. Your theory now is that, after all, he was mistaken 1-A. If he went on the 
principle that the claim was good, he was mistaken. 
Q. Did that conception remain in your mind until afte1· his death, when you de-
manded of the Choctaws a recognition in the matter ~-A. I never had any such idea 
until after that time. 
Q. Then the fact is, that you were induced to look for imperfections in the judg-
ment of Cochrane, and for frauds in the United States, by a state of mind caused by 
what yon considered an unjust refusal ¥-A. Tbat is the animus. 
Q. In fact, then, the animus which set you first on the track of opposition to the 
treaty was an animus of vengeance ~-A. An animus of cutting out of the contract a 
band of jay-hawks. 
Q. I think it is pretty well sho·wn by your testimony that you began your antago-
nistic efforts in the spirit of unfriendliness, and you have already said that you pur-
sued them in the same manner.-A. It was an unpleasant state of mind, an angry feel-
ing, but, at the same time, a determination that I should be recognized. 
Q. Aceording to these admissions which yon make, do you tbink yon have been in a 
state of mind to fairly weigh the voluminous records of this case ~-A. It doesn't mat-
ter what the state of mind i:s without referring to the facts. 
Q. Is it not true that in a large number of the items which go to make np the records 
of this case that there is evidence conflicting in itself, and which seems to be of equal 
authority~ As to the number of Indians composing families, are there not records of 
apparent actual validity, of which it may be said that six was the number, of another that 
seven, another four and a fraction was the number¥ Is it not a fact t.bat such records 
exist, and, in fact, is it not true that in your state of mind, when you went to cite the 
records of these facts1 which came under the name of Mr. Banfield, is it not a fact that 
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you seized on the number seven instead of the record which would give four and a 
fraction ?-A. No, sir; you cannot :find enough Indians--
Q. I ollject to that phase of your mind in which you are now making that asser-
tion.-A. Here is one fact, that the Senate made no award. 
Q. That is a question of law.-A . .A resolution of the United States Senate calling 
for an account was not an award. 
Q. I am not going to discuss that question with you, although I think myself it was 
an ample award. That is a question of construction that a matter of evidence will 
not settle. Is it not true that in oue pttrt of the record which you have compiled for 
this letter of the Solicitor of the Treasury, that to meet a certain end you have assumed 
that the Indian family was seven ~-A. That is not my basis. That was taken by the 
party who wrote that. 
Q. You did not furnish that ~-A. No. 
Q. Who did fnrnish that ~-A. It is a basis of calculation, I think, taken by the Assis-
tant Solicitor of the Treasury, who wrote tlmt report. 
Q. Who furnished to the officer writing the report the official documents upon which 
the basis of seven was agreed upon ~-A. I do not know. . 
Q. I will ask you now, from what you know of Indian frtmilies, whether yon do not 
regard that basis of seven as utterly preposterous ~-A. I think so. My calculation 
was so as to give them the full provisions, a man and squaw, a child under teu and one 
over teu, and even on that basis too much was allowed them. There were not Indians 
enough to cover it. I made a calculation of a section and a fourth to give them the 
full provision. 
Q. Yon say ~·ou took the basis of only 4,500; did you take that from any official doc-
ument ?-A. I took it from the annual report of 1836, of the number of Iudians then. 
Q. Are there not within your reach records, which are properly to be considered evi-
dence in this case, which do show that the Indians remaining were more tb:m 8,000 1-
A. If any such documents exist, they never fell into my hands. · 
Q. I will inform yon that there are such documents, and an abundance of them, 
showing the number of Indians in Mississippi to have been upward of 20,000.-A. But 
there was a large number who had gone '\Vest. When the treaty of U~:30 was made, 
Harris says that 19,500 were east of the Mississippi, of whom 15,000 went west. 
Q. Yon are not aware that there are documents showing that the 'vhole number 
was largely in excess of that ~-A. No, sir; Harris made the statement from the re-
turns of the census. 
Q. How much land, under the treaty of 1830, under the fourteenth article, would a 
family of four be entitled to ~-A. One thousand one hundred and twenty acres to each 
famil:r. 
Q. 'rs there any other pa.rty, besides Mr. Black, claiming the right to prosecute this 
claim unt.lcr Mr. Cochrane's will; is there not an heir ?-A. I do not know. 
Q. I have beard that there is a son or an heir.-A. I have always understood that 
Black was the party. Latrobe and Cooper claim a right to prosecute it, and a dozen 
others. They have multiplied now so much I dou't know who. 
Q. I have beard the Indians assert that one of Mr. Cochrane's heirs, a son-in-law or 
some one here in the city, had a right to that claim.-A. Iu his will he specified that 
Luke Lee was part owner with himself. But I think in 1867 that he sold to Thomas 
Scott a large interest in the claim, and I think Lee was then paid all he was entitled 
to. I think Scott paid $75,000 to go in. 
Q. If I understand correctly, there are several different reports as to tht~ number of 
Choctaws left behind. Is not this estimate of 5,400 the smallest estimate ~-No, sir; on 
the contrary, there is one account of General '\Villiaru Armstrong, superintendent of 
emigration, whose reports are reliable. He says 1,900 were there in 1830: Harris says 
18,000. 
Q. Does not Armstrong say there were not less than 5,000 remaining behind f-A. 
I do not know; I recollect he stated 19,500, Harris, 18,500. 
Q. Did not some of these commissioners report to the Department that there were 
not less than 7,000 remaining behind f-A. It is stated that hundreds were brought 
back by the speculators. 
Q. I want to ask you how these Indians were removed. '\Vere they not removed by 
contractors, who were paid so much for moving them ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have yon ever heard that these contractors virtually forced these Indians away 
from their homes ~-A. No, sir; that idea of forcing these Indians from Mississippi has 
been yery much stretched. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Is not there testimony on record that that was done ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Is there not any Government document, among those papers you have examined, 
that show they were forced away by the whites ·?-·A. There may .be such documents. 
By Mr. Bor.ES : 
Q. I have been informed by leading Indians, who can remember and know what 
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they are talking about, that the agents made a contract at so much pe,. capita for re-
moving them, and that to increase the nuruber of Indians they would go and tell them 
it was the •order of ihe Government that they should go away, so that they virtually 
forced them away. They faileu to give them that subsistence that they should have had, 
and t,1Jey died by the way or begged their way until they got back. Have ~'ou any 
such information ?-A. That may have occurred to some extent, but I do not know of 
it myself. 
Q. I got my information from Governor Wright. 
By the CHAIRMAN~ 
Q. Is it not a fact that yon have culled the matter to prove oue side of the case and 
left unculled the matter on the other side ?-A. I have songht the records to see what 
would bear on the treaty. That would not stand if it were referred to a Judiciary Com-
mittee. 
Q. Are you aware that the J ndiciary Committee of the House reported in favor of the 
claim ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Are yon aware that the Judiciary Committee of the Senate reported for the whole 
claim f-A. No, sir. 
Q. Don:t you think that yon are very ignorant of the Choctaw side of the question 1 
-A. No, I am not aware of that fact. 
Q. Yon think that if the Judiciary Committee of the Senate reported in f:wor of that 
claim, it was because they did not have a proper knowledge of the facts ?-A. I think 
so. 
Q. You think that you have superior knowledge that t,hey might have had ?-A. I do 
not suppose they had time to look for it. 
AN ACT providing for the appointment of commissione1·s to Washington City, g·c., passed 
Octobm· 7, 1865. 
Be it enacted by the legislature of the Chickasaw Nation, That the governor be, and be 
is hereby, authorized and empowered to appoint and commission three competent per-
sons as delegates, by and with the advice and consent of the senate, to visit ·washing-
ton City during the next session of Congress, with full powers to reconstruct, or enter 
into new treaties with the United States of America, or any authorized agents thereof, 
necessary or proper, in their judgment, to obtain full guarantees and securities of all 
the rights, interests, or claims held by the Chickasaw Nation, or any individual mem-
ber thereof, under former treaty stipulations with the Government of the United 
States, whereby the happiness and interests of the Chickasaw people may be advanced. 
SEc. 2. Be it fm·ther enacted, That the governor be, and he is hereby, reCiuested to 
accompany said delegation, to render all assistance and advice necessary in the prose-
cution of their negotiations, and be entitled to the same pay as hereinafter provided 
for said delegates. 
SEc. 3. Be it fuTther enacted, That the delegates shall be entitled each to the sum of 
twelve hundred dollars, ($1,200,) out of any money that may be due, or may hereafter 
be due the Chickasaw Nation, and five hundred dollars ($500) each, to defray their 
expenses in going to and returning from Washington, and during their stay there, as 
full compensation for their services. 
SEC. 4. Be it fuTtheT enacted, That the governor be, and he is hereby, authorized and 
empowered to raise, upon the faith and credit of the Chickasaw Nation, a sufficient 
amount of money to defray the expenses of the delegation to Washington City, said 
amount to be refunded out of the :first moneys due the nation. 
SEC. 5. Be itfm·the1' enacted, That in case of death, resignation, or inability of either 
of said delegates to attend the requisition of the above-recited act, the goYernor shall 
have the power to fill said vacancies. 
Passed the Senate October 7, 1865. 
Attest : COLBERT CARTER, 
Secr·etm·y of Senate. 
JACKSON KEMP, 
President Senate. 
Passed the House of Representatives October 7, 1865. 
JUDSON D. COLLINS, 
Speaker of the House. 
Attest: B. P. RoARK, 
Clerk of the House. 
Approved October 7, 1865. 
WINCHESTER COLBERT, 
Govern~r. 
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I certify the above to be a true copy of the original act now on file in my office, and 
approved October 7, 1865. 
HOLMES COLBERT, 
National Sec1·etary. 
By WILLIAM F. HARRISON, 
Clm·k. 
OFFICE OF NATIONAL SECRETARY, October 9, 1865. 
NORTH ORANGE, NEW JERSEY, 
June 7, 1870. 
DEAR SIR: You have not noticed my last respects. Do you intend to notice them f 
Mnch to me and to all depends upon your action. 
How little Davis, of Kentucky, and Buckingham, know of what they were hamlling! 
I suppose this was a movement calculated to be a feeler, paving the way, perhaps, for 
the "net proceeds." I watch with painful anxiet.r every movement, because I am 
afraid that I shall have to raise a rumpus around Indian affairs that may, perhaps, 
snrprise Davis and Buckingham. I would avoid thh; if I could. I hold off to the last 
moment before printing the history. I cannot t,rust it to publication until there is no 
other alternative. 
If you have the time, say what you are going to do. Your continued silence will, 
however, be an answer. 
Yours, respectfully, 
J. D. McPHERSON, Esq., 
307 D street, Washington. 
E. B. GRAYSON. 
NORTH ORANGE, NEW JERSEY, 
Jnne 17, 1870. 
DEAR SIR: The reception of your letter of the 8th instant found me sick in bed. 
Having sufficiently recovered, I will, with ~·our permission, (and ask it,) inflict on you 
a few words in reply. You say you have understood that there is a man here (iu \Vash-
ington) who has written a history of the "net proceeds," and that another has threat-
enell it. Now, with all uue respect to you, I doubt the reliability of yonr information, 
or if any thing of the kind has been, although it is a bungling affair. I lmow enough of 
Indian affairs, and of all who have been connected with them, to be unconcerned. by 
any such statements. You say you would willingly buy off all opposition if you could. 
Now, my dear sir, in what I have proposed it will not be understood that yon are 
buying me off at all, but that you would be only acknowledging my known interest in 
the claim. You say that it is suspected that there has been communication between 
me and these parties, as the grounds they have taken are similar to mine. 
Now, this I do not credit either; for, I say again, that there is no one familiar enough 
with the long past of this claim to go over the ground specifically and in detail as I 
have done, and I can assure you that I have possessed no outside individual with my 
history. I would be very simple to do such a thing. 
I do not contend that the claim is entirely without merits, but this I know that my 
history "·ould utterly demolish, not only it, but all pending claims of the Choctaws 
and Cherokees, and would reflect seriously upon the Creek and Seminoles. 
Yon say yon have no authority, as administrator of Cochrane's estate, to recognize 
my claim and do me justice. ·why, my dear sir, bow conlcl you have given General 
Cooper recognition to a large amount, that, too, in face of a paper in Cochrane's own 
handwriting, denying to the said Cooper any interest in the "net-proceeds claim." If 
you had authority to yield to General Cooper's demand you certainly can accord me 
justice on my truthful appeal to you. What you have done with General Cooper I 
shall never again say if my long delayed right is admitted in the same form that you 
gave to General Cooper. 
Why keep me in this disingenuous way, in a state, a worry, and excitement. I do 
not want to go to extremes, but I want my rights recognized and secured. I do not 
want fend, but peace, on fair and just terms. 
You say that Mr. Latrobe has written a reply to my history; that in your opinion 
crushes both it and its author. Now, I know what the history is and know all that 
Mr. Latrobe can do, I know his ability, but know that unless he can erase the statutes 
and recon1s from the Departments he cannot crush the history. He may by instiga-
tion reflect on me as a late officer of the Indian Office; but on that point I can write 
more at length and in ample justification. 
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I hav~ counted the cost of u_nd~rtaking to assert my rights, and am not frightened 
even with a controversy you mdiCate. And then others may have to share in any 
obloquy that ma:r arise. • 
I see Rice's bill in the Senate. That bill or any other would be but short-lived if it 
should come in contact with the history. 
I will not again obtrude my affairs before yon, but in conclusion let me again ask 
that right may IJc done; that you have authority has been shown by your act in the 
case of General Cooper; all other opposition will be but blundering, and if I was in 
Washington I could assist materially in putting down such. 
Yours, truly, 
JOHN D. McPrrERSON, Esq., 
307 D Street, Washington City. 
E. B. GRAYSON. 
NoRTH ORANGE, NEw JimSEY, 
July 13, 1870. 
DEAR SIR. The parties in interest have moved forward with the" net-proceeds" 
claim without according to me an acknowledgment of my rights. Was this fair, or 
was it safe, or wise '( You can imagine the effect the history would have had if it bad 
been announced by Conkling, or worse by Congress, in view of the sentiments of Sen-
ators without it. Or if the amendment offered by Mr. Rice, of Arkansas, had passed 
the Senate, what effect do yon suppose it would have if in the hands of Dawes, of New 
Hampshire; or, supposing the thing passing both Houses, what the eftect even it 
would have in the hands of the President or ~ecretary of the Treasury? 
The Indian bill is yet behind; try it on. It will be the safest and wisest, and cer-
tainly the most just course to yield to me at once rny rights. 
Respectfully, 
E. B. GRAYSON. 
JOHN D. McPHERSoN, Esq., 
109 D Street, Washington. 
I hope you and others, including the delegates, will see the propriety of settling with 
me on the basis I have proposed at once. Give me the like recognition for 1 per cent. 
that you gave General Cooper, and all will be well. I am desirous of getting to Texas, 
where a portion of my family reside, and will take $6,500 from any one in interest for the 
amount I claim. 
Without any such recognition I can get $5,000, payable in installments, for the his-
tory, and that without showing the history, simply upon my knowledge of Indian 
affairs. The party who would take it might not be satisfied in a compromise for less 
than probably $50,000. 
E. B. G. 
NEW YORK, December 20, 1870. 
DEAR SIR: I am instructed by E. B. Grayson, esq., to call your attention, as the ad-
ministrator of the estate of John T. Cochrane, to his interest in the "net-proceeds 
claim." He desires calmly, but firmly to make one more appeal for justice and right. 
Circumstances have arisen, as he alleges, among which was the sudden death of his 
friend Cochrane, to put him out of the position he would have occupied had such cir-
cumstances not occurred, and especially that of the death of the chief actor, and in 
fact the originator of the claim, and he is now simply urging on you and others tore-
place him fairly and in a just spirit where he believes you and others know that he 
should be. He wishes me to remind you of your acknowledgment of his rights (and to 
the amount of 1 per cent. which he claims) i.n a letter which he received from you 
some months since, and in which you emphatically admitted that such was his rights, 
and that you bad never heard them questioned. All the parties in interest in this 
matter: he says, must know the justice of his claim as well as you do: and far more so. 
General Cooper will, be says, if he is fairly and impartially disposed, testify to Coch-
rane's feelings in this matter, and he will recollect the unpleasant feelings that arose 
from the settlement of the Creek moneys. 
On that occasion, which was but a short time before Cochrane's death, he, (Cochrane,) 
in the warmth of friendship and indignant at the injustice which had been done :Mr. 
Grayson, assured him that if e\er the '' net proceeds" passed he should be indemnified 
for all. General Cooper or no one else, of course, heard this, but from what General 
Cooper knows of the circumstances to which he allmles, apd the part Mr. Cooper took 
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in the matter, be thinks he (the general) will give full credence to what he (Colonel 
Grayson) says. He says in that connection sufficient has been said and w1·itten on this 
subject to make it unnecessary to use further argument about it. 
He desires to make one more appeal to you and to the parties interested to do him 
justice, and on the event of its being done he will withdraw all action which be has 
already taken, and restore things to a condition as if no misunderstanding had ever 
occurred. 
I trust, for l\Ir. Grayson's sake, as well as for the interests of all parties concerned, 
that this matter may be at once amicably and satisfactorily settled. 
Very truly, yours, 
GEO. W. DECOSTA. 
JorrN D. McPHERSON, E~q., 
7 D Street, Washington, D. C. 
MEMORIAL OF PETER P. PITCHLYNN, SAMUEL GARL.A...'U)1 AND PETER FOLSOM, CHOCTAW 
DELEGATES. 
To the President of the Senate and Speaker of the House of Representatives of the United 
States in Congress assembled. 
The undersigned, delegates from the Choctaw Nation, beg leave most respectfully to 
call the atteution of Congress to the fact that at the first session of the Fortieth Con-
gress, the Committees on Indian Affairs of the Senate and House of Representatives 
were required by law to investigate the claims of the Choctaws, and to report to their 
respective Houses at the last session, and that said committees jointly agreed to report 
in favor of tho payment of the Choctaw claim for the net proceeds of their lrmcls ceded 
to the United States by the Choctaw treaty of 1830. And to recommend the pa.yment 
of the amount still due under the award of the Senate. No action having been taken 
on said report at the second session of the Fortieth Congress, we again present the 
subject, and call ::tttention to the accompanying papers relating thereto, to ·wit: "Brief 
of the Choctaws in regard to the net proceeds of the sales of their lands east of the 
Mississippi ceded to the United States, A. D. 1830 ;'' "Memorial of P. P. Pitchlynn, 
Choctaw delegate, dated June 11, 1868 ;" "Report of Ron. 0. H. Browning, Secretary 
of the Interior, to Hon. Thaddeus Stevens, chairman of the Committee on Appropria-
tions, Honse of Representatives, dated at the Department of Interior, February 5, 
1t:!67 ;" "Statement 8Upplemental to memorial of P. P. Pitchlynn, Choctaw delegate, 
date(l June 13, 1868; and report by Mr. ·windom, chairman of the House Committee 
of Indian Affairs, J nly 6, 1868." 
We have not access to the report agreed upon by the Senate Committee and the 
House Committee on Indian Affairs, of last session of Congress, (made also by Mr. \Vin-
dom,) but desire to refer to the same. 
The undersigned regnest that the memorial and accompanying papers, marked C, 
together with all others on the files of the Senate and House of Representatives relat-
ing to the Choctaw claim, may be referred to their respective Committees on Indian 
Affairs, with instructions to report by bill or otherwise, to the end that justice may be 
done in the premises. 
\VASHIN"GTON, March 30, 1869. 




LAw OF.FICE OF CHARLES EWING, 
Roo:\IS K os. 6, 8, and 10, 480 SEVENTH STREET, 
Washington, D. C., November 19, 1870. 
Sm: In 1861 H. L. Stevens was attorney for the Choctaw Indians, and had contracted 
with them for a fee of SilO,OOO, to be contingent upon the performance by him of certain 
legal business for the nation at \Vashiugton, D. C. He fully performed the work as-
signed him, anclthe business was closed in part by the pa;yment to the Choctaw agent 
uy the United States of the sum of $250,000, :mel the further award of $250,000 in 
United States bonds, which, in consequence of the breaking out of the war of the rebel-
lion, were not delivered to said Indians, but were retained in the Treasury of the United 
States. 
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I have the honor to request that none of these bonds be delivered to the Indians or 
their agent until this claim against them can be adjusted. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
CHARLES EWING. 
Hon. GEO. S. BOUTWELL, 
Secretm·y of the Treasury. 
Know all men by these presents that I, F. C. Stevens, the legal representative of the 
late H. L. Stevens, of Michigan, have made, constituted, and appointed, and by these 
presents do make, constitute, and appoint Charles Ewing, attorney and counsellor at 
law, of the city of Washington, District of Columbia, my true and lawful attorney for 
me, and in my name, place, and stead to prosecute and collect from the agent., repre-
sentative, or trustee of the Choctaw Nation of Indians the sum of $10,000 and interest 
from 1861, being the amount due my father, the said H. L. Stevens, deceased, by said 
Cho~taw Nation for services rendered by him as attorney to said nation; and for the 
purposes aforesaid, I do hereby grant unto my said attorney full 'power aud authority 
to do and perform all and every act and thing whatsoever requisite and neceseary to 
be done in and about the premises, as fully to all intents and purposes as I might or 
could do if personally present, with full power of substitution and revocation, hereby 
ratifying and confirming all that my said attorney shall lawfully do or cause to be 
done by virtne hereof, hereby annullin~ and revoking all former powers of attorney 
or authorizations whatever in the premises. 
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and seal the 21st day of November, 
in the year one thousand eight hundred and seventy. 
[SEAL.] F. C. STEVENS. 
Witnessed by L. J. DAVIS. 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 
Cotmty of Washington, 88: 
Personally appeared before me, the subscriber, a notary public, in and for said 
county, the above-uamed F. C. Stevens, to me well known, and acknowledged the fore-
going letter of attorney to be his free and voluntary act and deed, for the purposes 
therein set forth. 
Given under my hand on this 21st day of November, 1870, at Washington City. 
[SEAL.] LEWIS J. DAVIS. 
LAw OFFICE OF CHARLES EWING, 
RooMs Nos. 6, 8~ AND 10, 480 SEVENTH SnmET, 
Washington, D. C., Novernbm· 28, 1870. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith a power of attorney from F. C. Stevens, 
legal representative of the Hon. H. h Stevens, and to ask that it be filed with the 
papers relating to the claims of the Choctaw Indians against the United States for 
$250,000 in United States bonds, now pending in your Department proper. 
I stand r~:~ady with sufficient evideuce to prove that my client is entitled to $10,000 
of the bonds in question, and further that the Department has the authority and 
should settle this claim before paying the bonds over to the Indians or their agent, and 
I respectfully request that I be notified in time to submit my case, and that it be 
examined and passed upon before the bonds are delivered to the parties uow claiming 
them. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
CHARLES EWING. 
Hon. GEo. S. BouTwELL, 
Secretm·y of the Treasw·y, Washington, D. C. 
WASHL.~GTON CITY, D. C., Mw·ch 6, 1sC;1. 
Sm: In filin(Y mv credentials this morning as one of the Choctaw delegates, I desire 
it to be distinctly understood that I do uot claim authority as against P. P. Pitchlynn 
and Peter Folsom. No person has ever questioned their full authority to receive aud 
receipt for all bonds or money due to the Choctaw Nation. ·what I do claim is to hold 
co-ordinate powers with said delegates. l\Iy appointment was not acted upon by the 
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national council, no such action being necessary in filling vacancies, it being in the 
power of the principal chief to fill vacancies without the action of the council; and 
with these facts, if the honorable Secretary shall decide that I ani disqualified to act 
as a delegate, I will only say that the action of my codelegates will be full and con-
clusive. 
I have the honor to be your very obedient servant, 
Hon. GEo. S. BouTWELL, 
Secretary of the Treastu·y. 
EXHIBIT A. 
To the honorable Se01·etary of the Treasu1·y: 
T. J. BOND. 
You~ petitioner, George E. West, of Philadelphia, agent and attorney-in-fact for Ed-
ward \V. Lehman and Lewis Brothers & Co., of the same city, respectfully represents 
that his said principals are the bona-fide owners of a requisition made by the delegates 
of the Choctaw Nation of Indians on the Secretary of the Treasury, directing the Sec-
retary to deliver to Lehman & Co., or oruer, a firm then doing business at Memphis, 
Tennessee, 8250,000 in the six per cent. bonds of the United States, in pursuance of 
the terms of au act of Congress passed and approved 2d March, 1862. Said Lehman 
& Co. indorsed said requisition to E. W. Lehman & Bro., of Philadelphia, who, at the 
same time, indorsed the same to E. vV. Lehman, who, with Lewis Brothers & Co., have 
ever since held and owned the same. That the signers of said requisition were the duly 
authorized agents and delegates of said nation of Indians to make said requisition, 
and their act iu the premises has been duly recognized and confirmed since the date 
thereof, and, so far as petitioner knows or believes, has never been denied or ques-
tioned. 
Petitioner further represents that said requisition was delivered to said Lehman & 
Co. on the day of its elate, as petitioner verily believes, and has ever since rP-mainecl in 
their possession or that of their assigns. That the same was duly presented to the Sec-
retary of the Treasury, but the said bonds have not been issued to his principals, antl 
be now presents the said requisition, and most respectfully requests the issuance of 
the said bomls to his principals, as of the elate of said act of Congress, viz, 2c1March, 
1~61. 
R. W. CORWINE, 
Atto1·ney f01· E. W. Lehman cJ· Lewis Brothers 4' Co. 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
District of Columbia, City of Washington, stt: 
Personally appeared. before me, a justice of the peace in and for said District, George 
E. \Vest, who says on oath that he verily believes that the facts set forth in the fore-
going petition are correct and true. 
GEO. E. WEST. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 2d day March, 1871. 
CHAS. P. vV ANN ALL, . 
Justice Peace. 
Copy of requisition 1'eferred to in the above petition. 
MEMPHIS, 'TENNESSEE, April 27, 1861. 
Hon. S. P. CHASE, Sec1·etary of Treasury, U. S. A.: 
Pay to Lehman & Co., or order, two hundred and fifty thousand dollars in United 
States six per cent. bonds, and this shall be your receipt for the same. 




Indorsed: Lehman & Co. to E. W. Lehman & Bro., and E. W. Lehman & Bro. to E. 
W. ehman. 
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EXIIIBIT B. 
PIIILADELPHIA, June 4, 1863. 
DEAR Gus: I don't know but you can serve me; perhaps you can and perhaps not. 
A frieucl of ours who was in business in Memphis, but lived here, took the inclosed 
order in the spring of 1861, in payment of property ancl debts due him in the South . 
. You will see it is an order of the Choctawsfor$250,000United States bonds. The owner 
of this is unable to pay us, as he relied upon it to pay his debts. He is, I kno·w, as good 
a Union man as either you or I, but a very nervous one. He has been afraid to IWe-
sent this order, thinking as the Indians were in Arkansas and probably gone with the 
rebs, the authorities in Washington- would go at him. Now, I am not posted about 
this thing, but I do know if he could get the bonds, I could get the amount of my debt 
and interest, and a big thing it would be for me. Will yon feel ronnel and report what 
can be done' I suppose the poor fellow would stand a good share if necessary. See if 
anything can be done. I inclose you copy of the order. 
Yours, 
HENRY LEWIS. 
A. B. STOUGHTON. 
ExHIBIT C. 
I, Edwin W. Lehman, of the city of Philadelphia, in the State of Pennsylvania, 
do hereby testify that on or about the 1st of April, A. D. 1863, Lehman & Co. ( of 
which firm I w::J,s not a member at that time) sent me for collection a draft or requi-
sition for two hundred and :fifty bonds of ~1,000 each of the six per cent. issue of the 
United States, (a copy of which draft or requisition is hereto annexed.) The draft 
was indorsed to and sent to E. W. Lehman & Brother, composed of myself and my 
brother, who died in 1861. I am sole survivor of that firm, and the requisition is held. 
and controlled by me alone. The draft or requisition was so sent to said firm to be col-
lected, and the proceeds applied toward the indebtedness of said firm of Lehman & 
Co. of Memphis, of which indebtedness there was due to my said firm, at the time, the 
sum of about $Q2,000; and for that indebtedness, and their indebteduess to others, it 
was held. That soon after its receipt, steps were taken to aHcertain the condition of 
the bonds, and the probability of securing them from the Treasury Department. Ac-
cordingly, Lewis Brothers & Co., a mercantile house of Philadelphia, of great respecta-
bility, caused the proper inquiries to be made, but did not then fiud the Department in 
the spirit to issue the bonds, aud so it has ever continued since. (A copy of the letter 
of said firm of Lewis Brothers & Co. is hereto attached and made part hereof.) It was 
addressed to A. B. Stoughton, esq., of the city of Washington, and is signed by Henry 
Lewis, of the firm of Lewis Brothers & Co., and dated Philadelphia, June 4, 1S6:~. Said 
draft or requisition has ever since remained in my possession, or the possession of said 
firm, they having a small interest in said draft or requisition, but it is controlled and 
held solely by affiant. 
I will further state that I followed up this application of Lewis Brothers & Co., by fre-
quent inquiries and demands through my agent, with t.he same result in each instance. 
The object of this a~ davit is to advise the Department of the true character of my 
claim for these bonds. At the time this draft was made, the firm of Lehman & Co. 
was engaged in a general dry-goods business at Memphis, supplying blankets and such 
other description of goods as are usually used by Indians of the Southwest. I presume 
they did not send the draft forward sooner because of the war of the rebellion inter-
vening after its receipt from the Choctaws. For some time Memphis was held by the 
rebels, and was not captured by our troops until June, 1862. The political position of 
the Choctaws towards the United States was interposed as a reason for not rlelivering 
these bonds, and which the Treasury Department never did refut-Je to deliver, the author-
ities manifestiug a reluctance to act, and so this business has remained ever since. • 
· EDWIN W. LEHMAN. 
STATJJ: ofPENNSYLVANIA, 
-City of Philadelphia, ss: 
. Personally appeared before me, a notary public in and for said city, Edwin W. Leh-
man, personally known to me, who affirms that the matter and things in the fore oing 
statement contained he believes to be true. 
Affirmed before me this 18th clay of March, 1871. 
[SEAL.] HENRY POLZ, 
Notm·y Public. 
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DISTRICT OF COLU:\JBIA, 
City an<l County of Washington, ss: 
Peter P. Pitcblynn, being dnJy sworn, on his oath stq,tes that be is one of the delegates 
of the Choctaw Nation of Indians, employed, authorized, and empowered to represent 
the rights aml interests of said nation, in respect to the claims of said nation against 
the Government of the United States. That he was appointed such delegate under 
and uy virtue of the authority contained in an act passed by the legislatiYe council of 
said mttion, on the 9th day of November, 1853, and that the authority of this affiant, 
as such delega,te nuder said act of the legislative council of said nation, has been con-
tinued from the day of the date of said act, and still remains in full force. That this 
affiant, together with Peter Folsom, are the sole and only delegates of said nation, and 
lw .. ve exclusive authority to represent said nation in the transaction of the business of 
said nation in \Vashington, D. C., and that said delegates have the.sole a,nd exclusive 
right to employ for and on uebalf of said nation such legal assistance and counsel as 
the interests of said nation may seem to require. Affiant further states that his atten-
tion is now specially called to a copy of a certain instrument in , .. ;rriting purporting 
to have been signed by this affiant as one of the delegates of the said Choctaw Nation 
and that said instrument in writing purports to be in tho words and figures following, 
to wit: 
" 1\fE:\'IPITIS, TENNESSEE, ..:ipril27, 1861. 
"Ron. S. P. CHASE, Secretm·y of Treasury, U.S . ..4.. 
"Pay to Lehman & Co. or order, two hundred and fifty thousand dollars in United 
States six per cent. bonds, and this shall be your receipt for the same. 
"P.P. PITCHLYNN. 
"J. :FOLSOM. 
" PETER FOLSO}:I." 
Affiant further states that J. Folsom, one of the persons whom it is alleged executed 
said instrument in writing is dead, and that be died some time in the year 1870. 
Affiant further states that he has not seen or examined the original of the above-
copied instrument in writing, and is therefore unable to state whether the same is 
g;euuine or not. But affiant states that if the above-copied instrument iu writing is 
genuine it was executed under the circumstances and upon the considerations herein-
after stated, to wit : 
That some time in the month of November, A. D. 1862, a person b? the name of John-
son came to the residence of this affiant, at Eagle Town, in the Chocta'iY Nation, in the 
Indian Territory, and represented himself as living in Memphis, Tennessee, and, <ts a 
rebel, engaged in purchasing wool for the rebel government; and that he,the said 
J obnson, at t,bat time stated that he represented, or was counectecl "·ith the bouse of 
Lehman & Co. of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and that said firm had sufficient influence 
anu power to secure the deliYery of the bonds for which said order was given to the 
Choctaw Nation. That said Johnson represented at that time that he had means and 
facilities for passing through the Union lines, and coulcl pass through said lines, and 
through the influence of said firm of Lehman & Co., for whom he professed to be act-
ing, he could obtain said bonds for said nation, and return with them to said nation, 
and thus secure to saiu nation the said bonds. That the said Johnson at that time 
proposed to secure the delivery of the said bonds to the said nation for the sum 
of $60,000. And affiant further states that t!Je said oruer, if the same is genuine, 
was executed upon that inducement and for that consideration, and for no other 
purpose or consideration whatever; and it was understood and agreed between this 
affiant and the said Johnson at that time, tbat in consideration of the execution of said 
instrument in writing, that the said [Lehman & Co. should secure the delivery to saiu 
Choctaw Nation the ~:~ai<l bonds, and should be paid for their services in sccnring the 
delivery of said bonus the sum of $60,000. That at the time said instrument in writing 
purports to have been executed, this affiant was not in Memphis, Tennessee, ancl diu 
not at any time execute such instrument in writing at Memphis, but tha,t the same, 
was executed in the Indian Territory, as above stated. That affiant is confident that said 
instrument in writing was antedated, for some purpose unknown to this aftiant, and 
that said instrument in writing was not iu fact executed by this affiant, or eit.her of 
the other persons whose names appeal,' as signed. tbereto, until some time in the month 
of November, A. D. 1862, as hereinbefore stated. Affiant further states that all tlle 
negotiations which preceded the execution of said instrument in writing ·were had be-
twee the said J obnsou and this affiant and Samuel Garland, and that saitf Garland. 
is no dead, having departed this life in the year eighteen hundred and seventy. 
Affiant further states that be has no acquaintance with the said firm of Lehman & 
Co., or with auy of the persons who now claim to he the holders of said instrument in 
writing, nor has he at any time hacl any comlllunication with tbem, or either of them; 
that said firm of Lehman & Co. baYe no interest in or claim to the bonds specified in 
said instrument in writing, nor have the persou or persons to whom said instrument 
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in writing has been assigned and transferred any interest in or claim to said bonds, or 
to any part or portion of said bonds; and affiant further states that neither the said 
:firm of Lehman & Co., nor the present holders of said instrument in writing, were ever. 
at any time, the owners of said bonds, nor were they, or either of them, ever entitled 
to receive said bonds, except for the use and benefit of said nation, and upon the terms 
and for the consideration hereinbefore stated, based upon the agreement made between 
this affiant and the said Johnson, as the representative of said Lehman & Co. 
Affiant further states that, some time in the early part of the year 1866, a person 
calling himself West came to the house of this affiant in Washingtoo, D. C., and pre-
tended to ~epresent and to ~e acting for the then ?olders of said instrument in writing; 
and the sa1d \Vest at that t1me represented to th1s affiant that the then holders of said 
instrument in writing could secure the delivery of said bonds to the Choctaw Nation 
if this affiant would go to the Secretary of the Treasury and admit and state to that 
officer that the said instrument in writing was executed by the persons whose names 
appear signed thereto, in consideration of the delivery to and the receipt by the Choc-
taw Nation of a large number of cattle and a large quantity of provisions and other 
articles needed by said nation and necessary to their support :1nd comfort; and that 
said Lehman & Co., or the holders of said instrument in writing, were then entitled to 
receive the sum of $60,000 out of said bonds when they should ue issued and delivered 
to said nation; but this affiant, at that time, refused to make any such admission or 
statement to the Secretary of the Treasury, or to any one else, anu affiant stated to said 
West, at that time, that said instrnment in writing had been executed to enable said 
Lehman & Co. to receive said bonds for and on behalf of the said Choctaw Nation, 
and that said Lehman & Co., having failed to secure the delivery of said bonds, as 
they, through the said Johnson, had proposed to do, had no claim upon said bonds, 
nor upon the Choctaw Nation. That at or about this time, but a little subsequently 
thereto, the said West again came to the house of this affiant, and presented a paper 
to this affiant for his signature, in which said paper it was proposed that this affiant 
should admit that said instrument in writing, so as aforesaid executed and delivered. 
to said Johnson, as the representative of Lehman & Co., was executed upon and for 
the consideration that said West had previously proposed that this affiant shonlU state 
and admit to the Secretary of the Trea!'lury; and that said Lehman & Co., or the hold-
ers of said instrument in writing, were therefore entitled. to receive from said Choctaw 
Nation the sum of $60,000 out of said bonds when the same should be issued and deliv-
ered to said nation. This affiant refused to sign such paper, because the same wns 
untrue, and dill not state the real and only consideration upon '"hich said instrumeut 
in writing had been executed. 
Affiant further states that, suuseqnent to this time of the presentation to him of said 
paper for his siguature, he heard nothing from the said vVest, or from the said firm of 
Lehman & Co., or from the holders of said instrument in writing, uutil some time in 
the month of February last, when he casually met the said West near the Capitol, anll 
the said \Vest thereupon again pressed and urged tllis affiant to admit the Yalidity of 
the said instrument in writing so as aforesaid executed and dfllivered to the said John-
son, as the representative of sttid Lehman & Co., :tnd to acknowle(lge that the holders 
of said iustrument in writing had some rights in respect to said bonds, under and by 
virtue of saill instrument in writing; but this affiant refused to make such admission 
or acknowledgment, or to concede that the holders of said instrument in writing had 
any rights against the Choct.aw Nation in respect to said bonds in consequence of ue-
ing the holders of such instrument in writing. And affiant fnrtller states, that neither 
before the execution of said instrument in writing, nor subsequent thereto, did the 
said Choctaw Nation receive either from the said Johnson, as the representative of the 
said Lehman & Co., or from the said Lehman & Co., or from the present ho!Uers of the 
said instrument in writing, any money, goods, property, chattels, or other thing of value, 
in consideratiou of the execution and delivery of said instrument in writing to the 
said Johuson, as the agent and representative of said Lehman & Co. 
Affiant further states, that the allegation contained in the petition presented to 
the Secretary of the Treasury, in behalf of the present hol(lers of said instrumcut in 
writing, aU<l sworn to by the said West, is not true in its statement that said instru-
ment in writing was delivered to said Lehman & Co. at the time and on the d:ty it 
purports to bear date; but affiant confidently states that said instrument in writing 
was not executed until long after it purports to bear date, and not nutil the month of 
November, 1862, as hereinbefore stated. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., March 15, 71. 
DEAR Sm: I have been furnished with copy of a petition presented on behalf of E· 
W. Lehman, and Lewis Brothers & Company, in which a request is made that you 
deliYer to said parties $250,000in the bonds of the United States, to which the Choctaw 
Nation became entitled under an act of Congress approYed March 2, 1861. The said 
parties claim to be the owners, by assignment, of the following instrument in w1·iting: 
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"MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE, .Apt·il27, 1861. 
"Pay to Lehman & Co., or order, two hundred fifty thousand dollars, in United 
States six per cent. bonds, and this shall be your receipt for the same. 
"Hon. S. P. CHASE, Sectetm·y of Treastu-y, U.S. A." 
"P. P. PITCHLYNN, 
"J. FOLSOM, 
"PETER FOLSOM, 
" Choctaw Delegates. 
It is asserted that this instrument in writing, called in the petition of said parties a 
"requisition," l1as been assigned to them, in virtue of indorsements written thereon. 
It is shown from evidence submitted to you, that Israel Folsom, one of the sip:ners 
of said instrument in writing, is dead, and that the others, P. P. Pitchlynn and Peter 
Folsom, the only authorized delegates of said Choctaw Nation, are demanding the 
bonds specified in said "requisition," for and on behalf of the Choctaw Nation. 
In behalf of the said Choctaw Nation, and the delegates who represent them here, 
I hereby deny the right of the holders of said" requisition" to receive satd bonds, or 
in any manner to interfere with, impede, or oppose the right of said delegates to 
receive said bonds, for the following reasons: 
1. The instrument in writing, executed by the said Choctaw delegates, was simply an 
attthority to receive the bonds to which the Choctaw Nation was entitled, and, as stwh, is 
void under tho acts of Congress approved July 29, 1846, and February 26, 1853.--
(9 Stat. at Large, 41; 10 Ibid., 170.) 
These bonds were to be issued in part payment of a claim against the United States 
allowed by act of Congress, and the act provided that they should be issued to the 
"proper authorities" of the Choctaw Na,tion, on their requisition. Any authority to 
receive said bonds, given to any person or persons other than the "proper authorities" 
of tbe Choctaw Nation, sbould be executed as Tequired by said act of July :J9, 1S.J6: 
and that act required snell powers or authority to be executed in the presence of two 
attesting witnesses, and acknowledged before some person authorized to take acknowl-
edgment of deeds. 
The said order or "requisition" is equally void under the act of February 26, 1853, 
because that act declares that all powers of attorney, orders, or other authority for 
receiving payment of any claim allowed by the United States, shall be absolutely null 
and void unless the same shall be freely made and executed in the presence of at least 
two attesting 'witnesses, ancl acknowledged before some person authorized to take acknowledg-
ment of deeds. 
2. The saicl order or" 1·eqttisition" is not a bill of excltange under the law-merchant, and 
its indorsement and transfer by the person in whose name it purports to have been 
drawn gi~s to the present holders of said orders or "requisition" no rights whatever 
under it. 
It is essential to the existence of a valid bill of exchange that it be an order for the 
payment of money only: If, therefore, the order be for the delivery of property-as, for 
instance, bouds-it is not a bill of exchange, and is not negotiable; and there can be 
no such thmg as a bona-fide holder of such an order. These principles are elementary, 
and have no need of authorities to support them.-( Story on Bills of Exchange, pp. 56 
and 57, sections 42 and 4:t) 
The claim of Lebn1an & Co. is, in reality, a claim for services, or pretended services, 
rendered by the said Lehman & Co. in the matter of collecting the bonds in question. 
The claim is based upon a conditional contract, made in good faith on the part of the 
Choctaw delegates, and, assuming that no fraud was practiced ou the part of Lehman 
& Co. in obtaining said contract, and assuming further that the said Lehman & Co. 
had fully and faithfully kept and performed all their covenants, they would have been 
entitled to receive for their services the sum of $60,000 so soon as they should deliver 
to the "proper authorities" of the Choctaw Nation the bonds in question. One of the 
conditions of said contract \Vas, that the whole amount of said bonds were to be de-
livered in the Choctt"tW country. There is uo pretense that such service or any other 
has ever been performed. This claim, then, if asserted ·at all, must be asserted upon 
the same grounds as are all other claims against the Choctaw Nation now on tile in 
the Treasury Department. All alike re:->t upon the assumption that the claimants have 
heretofore been employed by the "proper authorities" of the Choctaw Nation as 
attorneys or agents to prosecute the claims of said Choctaw Nation against the United 
States. While the claim of said Lehman & Co. must 1·est upon exactly the same basis 
as all the others above referred to, its fvrm of presentation differs from all others, in 
this, that the claimants present an order for said bonds, signed by all tbe Choctaw 
delegates, and the claimants declare, on their oath, that they are the bona-fide owners 
of the $250,UOO boucls in question. As an explanation of this particular claim, I ask 
leave to preseut tho sworn testimony of Colonel PHchlynn. If the averments set forth 
in the afti<lavit of Colonel Pitchlynn are to be believed, it will be seen that the claim, 
as now set forth, is not only a sham but a base fmud, gotten up in all its parts with the 
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direct view to impose upon the Secretary of the Treasury, and thus to swindle the 
Choctaws out of their property. Had the real facts in this case been truthfully set 
forth, it would have been seen, at first glance, that neither Lehman & Co. nor tht:ir 
assigns had so much as a shadow of claim; but even admitting the claim to be exactly 
what it purports to be, I should still assume that the Secretary of the Treasury would 
have no lawful authority to deliver said bonds either to Lehman & C0. or to any per-
son or persons claiming under them, and I very respectfully submit that the Secretary 
of the Treasury has no authority whatever to recognize any of the many claims against 
the Choctaw Nation now presented for payment at the Treasury Department by numer-
ous agents and attorneys, who claim large sums as due under contracts made with the 
Choctaw people. 
By the act of Congress making appropriations for the expenses of the Indian Depart-
ment, approved March 3, 1853, it is provided in the third section thereof as follows : 
"Nor shall the Executive branch of the Government, now or hereafter, recognize 
any contract between any Indian, or tribe, or part of a tribe, and any attorney or agent, 
for the prosecution of any claim against any Department of the Government."-(10 
Stat. at Large, p. 239.) 
This statute is still in force, and would seem to furnish a complete and sufficient an-
swer to the pretensions now asserted by Mix, Cooper, Latrobe, and McPherson, and to 
each and all others who are now on file as claimants for any part of the bonds in ques-
tion. All the contracts under which they or either of them claim the right to said 
bonus, were made subsequent to the passage of the above-qnoteu act, and must there-
fore be excluded from consideration in your settlement with the Choctaw Nation in 
respect to the delivery of the $250,000 Uu'itcd States bonds. . 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Ron. GE01WE S. BOUTWELL, 
Secretary of the Treasury. 
G. W. \VRIGHT, 
Counsel for the Choctaw Nation. 
CIIOCTA W NATION. · 
.To the honomble the SeCJretary of the Treasnry of the United States : 
DEAH S~R: I have the honor to communicate to you, as I am informed, that Congress 
had passed an act in March, 1871, authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury to issue 
bonds to the amount of $~50,000 to the Choctaw people, for fulfilling treaty stipulations, 
especially the twelfth article of treaty of 1855. I beg leave, and most respectfully 
ask of you, to forward those bonds to the national treasurer of this nation, which he is 
the proper authorized person to receive and receipt for all moneys cominb from tlle 
United States or from any other source, there to remain until the general council shall 
direct further. 
Now, therefore, I, William Bryant, principal chief of the Choctaw Nation, do make 
this my requisition for the delivery of those bonds into the national treasurer's hand, 
through a proper channel from that department for its same delivery. 
I remain, your most respectfal, obedient servant, 
WILLIAM BRYANT, 
P1·incipal Chief Choctaw 1\;ation. 
TREASURY DEPARniENT, 
Washington, D. C., Mm·ch 10, 18il. 
SIR: You having made a claim on this Department for the issue to you of $250,000 
in United States bonds, authorized by act of March 3, 1871, to be issued to the Choctaw 
tribe of Indians, you will please submit in writing, on or before the 15th instant, the 
grounds of such claim. 
Very respectfully, 
GEo. E. \VEST, Esq., 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
GEO. S. BOUTWELL, 
Secretary. 
'\V ASIIINGTON, March 21, 18il. 
SIR: I am in possession of the affidavits from Philadelphia, with respect to the claim 
of E. W. Lehman and Lewis Bro. & Co. of that city, to the 250 United States bonds 
to be issued on account of the Choctaw Nation, in pursuance of the act of Congress of 
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the 2cl March, lSil, and will call on you to-morrow to converse with you about the 
whole atfair. I would have done so to-day had it not been calJinet-day. Besitles, Mr. 
Latrobe told me he had seen yon on the same suhject this a. m. I take the lilJerty to 
add that the genuineness and bona jicle of the claim I represent seem to be fully estab-
lished, and the authority of the signers unquestioned. The high respectalJility of those 
I represeut preclude and repel all idea of the unfairness of their claim. All we ask 
now is a patient hearing and full investigation. 
Very respectfully, 
R. M. CORWINE, 
Attorney for Lehman ancl Lewis Bro. g· Co. 
DEPARTl\IENT OF JUSTICE, 
OFFICE OF TnE SoLICITOR OF TIIE TnEASUitY, 
Washington, D. C., .Apl'il 22, 1871. 
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 21st ultimo, 
with its inclosures, in which you desire my opinion relative to the ci:.tirns of various 
persons to a portion or all of the bonus authorized to be issueu to the Chocta-w trilJe of 
In(lians by the Intlian appropriation bill of March 3, 1871. These bonus were to be 
issued in part payment of a claim of the Choctaws, known as the "net-proceeus" claim. 
This nation hau ceded certain lands east of the :Mississippi River to the United States. 
By the eleventh and twelfth articles of the treaty of 1805, their claim to pa.vment for 
the lands was referred to the Senate for its decision. ~o decision was made by that 
body, bnt in the year 1859 the matter was referred to the Secretary of the Interior, to-
state an account of the amount due the Choctaws. After his report, fintling uearly-
$3,000,000 due, was made, certain acts were passed by Congress, as follows: 
By ibe act of March 3, 1871, the Secretary of the Treasury \vas authorized "to issue 
to the Choctaw tribe of Indians, bonds of the United States to the amount of $250,000, 
as directed by the act of March 2, 1861." 
By referring to the act of 1861, in accordance with which the bonds are to be issued, 
it will be seen that there was appropriated "for payment to the Choctaw Nation or 
tribe of Indians, on account of their claims under the eleYenth and twelfth articles of 
the treaty with said nation or tribe, '" * "' $500,000; $:250,000 of which shall be paid in 
money, and for the residue the Secretary of the Treasury shall cause to be issued to the 
proper authorities of the nati'on or tribe, on their requisitiou, bonds of the United States1 
authorized by law at the present session of Congress." 
The money appropriated by this act was paid, but, before the bonds were issued, the 
act of July 5, 1862, suspended and postponed wholly or in part, at the discretion and 
pleasure of the President, all appropriations made to carry into effect treaty stipulations 
in behalf of Indian tribes in a state of actual hostility to the United States, among. 
which were included by the act itself the Choctaws. 
This suspension continued until, by the act of March 3, 1865, the authority given to 
the Secretary of the Treasnr~' to issue the bonds wa~ taken away; for that act directed 
him, iu lieu of the bonds for the sum of $250,000 appropriated by the act of March 2,. 
1861, to pay to the Secretary of the Interior $250,000 for the relief aud support of indi-
villual members of several tribes,. among which were the Choctaws, which money has 
been paid. 
On the 28th of April, 1866, a new treaty was made with the Choctaws and Chica-
saws, by the teuth article of which the United States reaffirmed all obligations arising. 
out of treaty stipulations or acts of legislation with regard to these tribes, entered into 
prior to the late rebellion, and in force at that time, and agreed to renew the payment 
of all annuities and moneys accruing under such treaty stipulations and acts of legisla-
tion from aud after June 30, Ul6G, aud by the forty-fifth article of which "all rights, privi-
leges, and immunities heretofore possessed by sai<l nations or inuivicluals, or to which 
they were entitled under treaties and legislation heretofore made, are declared to be in 
full force, if not inconsistent with this treaty." 
In September, 1Bi0, the question arose, whether, under the provisions of this treaty1 
the Secretary of the Treasury could issue the bonds in question to the Chocta·ws, 
which the Attoruey-Gencral ans"Wered in the affinnatiYe, holding that although the 
act of 1865 withdrew from the Secretary of the Treasury the authority vested in him 
by the act of 1861 to issue the bonds, and that it repealed, therefore, the direction to 
him in the act of 1861, that authority was revived by the treaty of 1866. 
The bonds, howeYer, were never issued. In the mea,n time Cougress did away with 
all doubts upon the point cliscnsse(l by the Attorney-General by the act of March :~, 
1871, which, subject to certain specified conditions, directs the issuance of the bonus. 
·As by the terms of this last act the uonds, if they can be issued at all, are to be i~sned 
as directed by the act of March 2, 1861, it is the construction to be put upon this act 
which becomes material in the consideration of the question submitted to me. In its 
consideration several points have arisen which I deem material to discuss. 
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In the first place, by the terms of the act of 1861, the bonds to be issued are of those 
u authorized by law at the present session of Congress." That session, which was a 
session of the Thirty-sixth Congress, authorized two loans only under which the bonds 
~ould be issued; one by the act of February 8, the other by the act of March 2. Upon 
an examination of these acts a difficulty meets me in limine. The act of February em-
powers the President to borrow on the credit of the United States $25,000,000, or so 
much as the exigencies of the public service may, in his opinion, require at any time 
befme the 1st day of July following. 
The act of March empowers him to borrow $10,000,000 at any time within twelve 
months from the passage of the act. 
Can the Secretary~ under these acts, supposing the whole amount authorized bas not 
been borrowed, now issue the bonds in question, the authority to borrow haYing expired 
!by the limitations of time in the acts themselves? By the terms of these acts, bonds are 
to be issued Dtlly for the amount of money' borrowed. As tlle time in which to borrow 
has ·expired, and as the issuance of the bonds is co-extensive only with the power to 
• borrow, it wohld seem inevitably to follow that he is now powerless to issue them 
under these acts. 
Again, under the.'3e acts the Secretary can never have any bonds in his bands to issue 
to the Choctaws, ae required by the act of 1861. These acts only authorize the issuance 
of bonds to secure money borrowed at the time of their issuance. It follows that, as 
fast as the Secretary borrows, be delivers to the persons that lend the money an amount 
of bonds equal to the amount of money loaned. The Secretary can create no bonds 
other than those necessary for this purpose; that is, to secure the money borrowed. 
The acts do not empower t.be Secretary to issue the bonds to secure a specific pTe-exist-
ing debt, but only for a debt incmred at the very time, and only to the amount of that 
debt. 
In this view, I desire to suggest whether more explicit legislation is not necessary 
before the Secretary can comply with the act of 1871. 
If, however; this objection is waived, there is another question. Can the Secretary 
pay back interest on these bonds from March 2, 1861 7 This I understand to be the 
claim of the Choctaws. I think he cannot. The bonds are to be issued under authority 
of the act of 1871. There can be no doubt that the act of 1861 was repealed by the 
act of 1865, whether, as held by the Attorney-General or not, the treaty of 1866 revived 
it; Congress bas seen fit, by the further legislation of 1871, to authorize anew the 
Secretary to issue the bonds. It is clear to my mind that the act of 1871 does not re-
vive the act of 1861, so that the Secretary of the Treasury cau issue the bonds under 
the latter act. That was not its intent. His power to act is derived from the act of 
1871. The act of 1861 was referred to simply as a rule to the Secretary in issuing the 
bonds. He is, therefore, to issue the bonds under the act of 1871, as directed by the 
act of 1861. If this is so, the claimants are not entitled to back interest. 
Again, there is no appropriation to pay back interest; without a specific act making 
such appropriation, the power to take money from the Treasury for this purpose is 
wanting. But an equally conclusive reason is, that the act of 1871 points out just what 
the Secretary shall do. He is to issue, to the Choctaw tribe of Indians, "bonds to the 
amount of $250,000." Nothiug more, nothing less. There is no more reason why 
this portion of the "net-proceeds" claim should bear interest than that the whole 
claim shall. 
To whom shall the bonds be issued if the Secretary can now issue them 7 The act 
of 1861 directs the Secretary to issue them "to the proper authorities of said nation or 
tribe, on their requisition." There are really but two parties who, under this, claim to 
be the proper authorities of said nation or tribe to receive the bonds. There are, in-
deed, other parties who have claims against the Choctaw Nation, based on alleged con-
tracts, but as neither of these parties demand the delivery of the ,bonds, it does not 
become necessary to consider in this connection their claims. Of the parties who 
demand the bonds, I will consider first the claim of P. P. Pitchlynn and Peter Folsom, 
who style themselves "Choctaw delegates." The authority of these delegates for t.his 
purpose is based wholly on the legislative resolves of the Choctaw Nation of November 
9, 1853, November 10,1854, November 17,1855, November 4,1857, Febrna.ry 6, 1861, and 
November 18, 1867. I have considered the force of each of these resolutions. That of 
1853 empowered them simply to institute a claim against the United States for their 
lands east of the Mississippi, to protect and defend the interests of the Choctaws, and 
to settle all claims against the United States. That of 1854 instructed the delegates to 
remain at Washington, and to press to a final settlement all claims of the Choctaws, and 
to make such contracts and take such measures as may be necessary for this purpose. 
That of 1855 gave them full power to close up the business they had commenced. That 
of 1857 gave them power to urge to a conclusion all matters arising nuder the treaty 
of 1855, and make report to the general council. It will be seen so far that these s~v­
eral acts all relate to the prosecution of the net-proceeds claims, which finally resulted 
in its part payment by the act of March 2, 1861. But the Choctaw act of February 8, 
1861, is of a different character. The country was on the eve of rebellion. Geographi-
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ca1ly the Choctaws might become involved in it, and they became fearful of the safety-
of their funds in possession of the Un,ited States. They, therefore, by this a.ct directed 
their delegates to confer with the proper authorities here in regard to tl;te safety of their 
funds known as the "trust-fund," the "forty-youth fund," and the" brphan-fund,'' or 
any other fund, and, if deerned necessaJ'Y for their preservation, to withdraw all of said 
funds from the hands of the Government of the United States. • 
This act was passed for a specific purpose, only to he executed if, in the judgment o£ 
the delegates, the exigency arose which would -require them to carry it into effect. 
That exigency never arose. It was never carried into effect, and by its terms it was 
never intended to have and can have no effect at the present time. Besides, as the 
bonds in question were not appropriated by Congress until a month after its pas-
sage, it is impossible to bold that it could apply to them. 
There remains but the resolve of 1867. This resolve, after reciting the former ap-
pointment of the delegates, the treaty of 1855, the action of the Senate, the act of 1861, 
and the treaty of 1866, directs the delegates to proceed to Washington, for the purpose 
of bringing the subject-matter of their claim before Congress, to ask an early appropri-
ation in relation to it; and the third section, after declaring that the term of service of 
the delegates shall expire whenever the whole amount of the net-proceeds question is 
adjusted and settled by Congress, requires them to report to the principal chief, from 
time to time, their proceedings and progress. _ 
I do not consider that any one of these acts gives to the delegates an authority to 
receive and receipt for the bonds in question so as to bind the Choctaw Nation. They 
are not, therefore, the proper authorities to make requisition for the same. 
By the act defining the duties of the national treasurer of the Choctaws, it would 
seem that he is the only proper authority to receive and receipt for the bonds in the 
absence of a specific act giving this right to some other person. He is a bonded officer, 
and one of the conditions of his bond is to account for" all moneys, securities, or other 
property of the said nation which shall come into his hands or be committed to his 
charge." It is also made his duty "to receive and keep the moneys of the nation." 
By the act defining the duties of the national auditor, it is provided that the auditor 
shall" examine, settle, and audit the accounts for annuities and interest fund or any 
other dues of the United States payable to the national treasurer, and all other ac-
counts due and payable to the national treasurer from any other sonrce provided by 
law, to call upon all such debtors to render accounts and pay into the treasury all sums 
and balances due, and a failure to do so, if the debtors be the Government of the United 
States, to use the best means to insure the early payment thereof.'' 
On the 20th April, 1861, the Secretary of the Interior, in reply to the Secretary of the 
Treasur~r, expressed the opinion that the authority of the delegates was insufficient to 
justify the delivery to them of the bonds, and advised that they be withheld until 
more specific authority was procured from the Choctaw Nation. 
In view of the opinion to which I have arrived on this point, it becomes unnecessary 
to consider in detail the claim of E. \V.Lehman and Lewis Brothers & Co. to the bonds. 
It is, however, proper to say that their claim is based upon an instrument in writing, 
alleged to have been signed by P. P. Pitchlynn, I. Folsom, and Peter Folsom, of the 
following terms: 
"MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE, .Ap1·il 27, 1861. 
" Ron. S. P. CHASE, Sec1·etary of the Treasnry U. S. A. : 
"Pay to Lehman & Co. or order two hundred and fifty thousand dollars in United 
States 6 per cent. bonds, and this shall be your receipt for the same." 
But it is evident that if, at the date of this instrument, the delegates themselves had 
no power as such to receive the bonds, and were not, in point of fact, the" proper au-
thorities" under the act of March 2, 1861, they could not give to any one else the power 
to receive them or constitute any one else the proper authorities under this act. 
I am, very respectfully, 
Hon. GEORGE S. BouTWELL, 
Secretm·y of the Treasw·y. 
E. C. BANFIELD, 
Solicitor of the Treasury. 
Deposition of Peter Folsom. 
DISTRICT OF COLU.:\IBIA, 
City and County of Washington, ss: 
Peter Folsom, being duly sworn on his oath, states that he is one of the delegates 
of the Choctaw Nation, authorized and empowered to act for said nation in the trans-
action of the business of saitl nation in relation to the claims made by said natio ..... 
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against the United States, under the several treaties heretofore entered into between 
the United States and said nation, and the a{)jjs of Congress passed to carry such 
treaties into effect. That affiant derives his authority as such delegate under the 
several acts of the national council of said Choctaw Nation, appointing delegates to 
represent the said Choctaw Nation at Washington, D. C. The first of these acts, 
approved November 9, 1853, is, so far as that same is herein quoted, in the words and 
figures following, to wit : 
"Resolvecl, That P. P. Pitchlynn, Israel Folsom, Dixon W. Lewis, and Samuel Gar-
land be: and are hereby, appointed delegates, and fully empowered to represent and 
to institute, on behalf of the Choctaw people, a claim upon the United States for the 
pay and remuneration for the country which they ceded to the United States Govern-
ment east of the Mississippi River, and protect and defend all and every right and 
interest of the Chocta.ws arising under treaty stipulations or otherwise. 
"Be it f1wthe1' Tesolved, That the said delegates are hereby clothed ''"ith full power 
to settle and dispose of, by treaty or otherwise, all and every claim and interest of the 
Choctaw people, and to adjust and bring to a :fina] close all unsettled business of the 
Choctaw people with the said Government of the United States." 
A_ffiant furth~r states _that, of the delega,tes appointed by said act of the Choctaw 
natwnal council, the said Israel :Folsom, Samuel Garland, and Dixon vV. Lewis are 
dead. 
Affianit further states that the said delegates, appointed in and by the above-quoted 
act, were further authorized and instructed, by an act of said national council, 
approved November 10, 1854, as follows: 
"Be it 1·esolved by the general council of the Choctaw Nation assembled, That P. P. Pitch-
lynn, Israel Folsom, Dixon W. Lewis, and Samuel Garland, be, and they are hereby, 
ipstructed to remain at Washington City, and continue to press to :final settlement all 
claims and unsettled business of the Choctaws with said Government, with fnll power 
to take all measures, and to enter into all contracts which, in their judgment, may 
become necessary and proper, in the name of the Choctaw people, and to bring to a 
:final and satisfactory adjustment and settlement all claims or demands whatsoever, 
which the Choctaw tribe, or any member thereof~ have against the Government of 
the United States by treaty or otherwise." 
Affiant further states that, by an act of the national council of said Choctaw Nation, 
approved November 17, 1855, the said delegates were, by said nation, further directed 
and instructed as follows: 
"BA it1·esolved by the genm·al council of the Choctaw Nation assembled, That the delegates 
who negotiated the treaty of June, 1855, be instructed to proceed to ·washington as 
soon as practicable, and that full power is hereby given them, or to such of them as may 
be in 'Vashington, to close up, as speedily as possible, the business they have com-
menced." 
Affiant further states that the delegates referred to in the above-quoted act were the 
same delegates named in and referred to in the acts of said national council, approved 
respectively November 9, 1853, and November 10, 1854. 
Affiant further states that in an¢1. by an act of the national council of said Choctaw 
Nat,ion, approved November 4, 1857, the said delegates, so as aforesaid appointed and 
empowered, were by the said nation further directed and instructed as follows : 
"Resolved by the general council of the Choctaw Nation assembled, That the delegates of 
the Choctaw Nation, who hrwe in charge the business and interests of the nation, aris-
ing under the treaty of Washington, of June 22, 1855, now pending unsettled before the 
United States Government: be instructed to proceed to Washington City as soon as 
practicable ; and that full power is given them, or either of them, to urge a speedy 
conclusion of all matters of unsettled business arising under the treaty aforesaid, and 
make due report of any progress or final conclusion thereof to the general council." 
And affiant further states that in and by an act of the national council of said Choc-
taw Nation, approved November 18, 1867, the said delegates, so aa aforesaid appointed 
and instructed, were further instructed and directed as follows: 
"Be it Tesolt·ed by the general council of the Choctaw Nat·ion assembled, That the delegates, 
composed of P. P. Pitchlynn, Israel Folsom, Samuel Garland, and Peter Folsom, are 
hereby notified that inasmuch as t.hey have nearl.y consummated the net-proceeds ques-
tion, they shalL proceed without delay to Washington City, fur the express purpose of 
bringing the subject-matter of these resolutions to the notice of Congress, and tore-
spectfully ask an early appropriation to be made to carry into effect the amount due 
this nation, as stated in the foregoing preambles of t.hese resolutions. 
"SEC. 3. Be itfnrther resolved, That it is hereby declared to be the intention of the 
Choctaw Nation, that the terms of service of the delegates herein mentioned shall 
expire whenever the whole amount of 'the net-proceeds' question is adjusted and set-
tled by Congress, and said delegates are required to render a full and j nst report of 
their proceedings and progress they are making with the claim, from time to time, to 
the principal chief of this nation." 
And affiant further states that each of the above-quoted provisions of the acts of the 
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national council of said Choctaw Nation are correctly ancl truly copied from the official 
publication of the htws of said Choctaw Nation, publisb.ecl by the authority of said na-
tion in the year 1869, and that snell publication of said laws is the only official publi-
cation of the laws of said nation, recognizell and used in said nation, and was prepared 
auu -publisheu under tb.e direction of Joseph P. Folsom, and printed by William P. 
Lyon & Son, printers and publishers in tb.e city of New York. And the pages of 
saiu volume, wherein the above-quoted acts may be found, are numbered respectively 
123, 13:3, 143, 162, and 470. 
Affiant further states that he was appointed one of said delegates under and by virtue 
of the above-quoted act of said national conncil, approved November 18, 1867; and 
tb.at no person or persons have been appointed by said national council, or otherwise, 
legally, to act as delegates for said nation, in the places of said Israel Folsom and 
Samuel Garland, deceased. 
And affiant further states that he, together witb. the said P. P. Pitchlynn, are the only 
delegates of said Choctaw N<ttion legally authorized to ac~ for said nation in the trans-
action of the business of said na,tion in Washington, D. C., and that this affiant a,nd 
tb.e said P. P. Pitchlynn are alone legally authorized to ask, dem~wd, and receive from 
the Secretary of the Treasury, for and on behalf of said nation, the bonds to wb.ich said 
nation is entitled under the act of Congress making appropriations for the expenses 
of the Indian Department, approved March 2, 1861. 
Affiant further states that he knows as a matter off:wt that there have been persistent 
and repeated efforts made by certain persons pretending to be interested in securing 
tb.o payment of the claims due to said nation from tb.e United States, to have certain per-
sons appointed delegates for said nation in the place of saiu Israel Folsom and Sam-
uel Garland, deceased, but tb.at such efforts have at all times failed, and the national 
council bas at all times refused to appoint any persou. or persons to act as delegates 
for said nation in tb.e places of Israel Folsom and Samuel Garland, deceased. 
Affiant furtb.er states tlHtt he and the said P. P. Pitcb.lynn are alone recognized by 
"William Bryant, tb.e present principal cb.ief of said nation, and by the national coun-
cil of said nation, as alone authorized l>y said nation to act for and in its beb.alf, in the 
transaction of the business of said nation in Washington, D. C. That affiant is in-
formed and believes that Douglass H. Cooper and John H. B. Latrobe, ·who pretend to 
b.ave some right to act for and represent said nation, have made repeated and persistent 
efforts to induce the mLtional council of said nation to recognize the said Latrobe as an 
attorney for said nation, and ~tnthorized to act for said nation, but that such efforts have 
\Yhollyfailed; all(l that all right of said Latrobe, as an attorney for said nation, is repu-
diated and denied by tb.e present principal chief of said nation; and as evidence of tllat 
fact be attaches b.ereto a copy of a letter received by his co-delegate, P. P. Pitcltl~·nu, 
from said principal chief. That affiant bas seen the original of the letter of said 
principal chief, and knows the band writing and signature thereof~ and has tb.e original 
thereof now iu b.is possession, and that the same is in the handwriting of \Villbm 
Bryant, tb.e principal cb.ief of said Choctaw Nation. Affiant attaches hereto a copy 
of said letter, and marks the same Exhibit .A. 
Affiant further states tb.at since the passage of the said act of said national council, 
approved November 18, 1867, the said P. P. Pitchlynn bas continued to reside in \Vash-
ington, D. C., as tb.e delegate of said nation, and in the absence from \Vashiugton of 
any of the otb.er delegates of said nation, the said Pitchlynn has been recognized as 
tb.e only delegate authorized to act for said nation, and the acts of said Pitchlynn, as 
snch delegate, have been approved of by said nation, througb. its principal cb.ief; that 
the last official report of said delegate, to the principal chief of said nation, was duly 
approved by said principal chief, in an official letter to said <Jelegate, dated January 
17, 18il, a copy of whicb. is b.ereto attached, marked B. 
Affiant further states that he was a member of the national council of said nation at 
tb.e time wb.en the pretended contract: under which the said Latrobe claimed tb.e right 
to represent said nation, was presented to the said national council for its approval : 
and that the said contract was disapproYed by said nationa,l council, and tb.e sum of 
$100,000 which ha(l been paid to said Latrobe, in Washington, upon said pretended 
contract, by Allen \Vright, was directed to be charged to anu suspended against said. 
Wright, by said national council; that this affiant was one of the committee of the 
national council to which was referred tb.e report of the delegates apnointed to make 
the treaty on beb.alf of said nation, dated April 2<:3, 1866, and that after the acts of said 
delegates in making saill treaty bad been approved by said national council, au attempt 
was made to procure the approval b.r said national council of the pretended contract 
made by said delegates and the said Latrobe, and under which said Latrobe claims the 
right to act for said nation, but that the action of said delegates, iu makizw said con-
tract, was entirely disapproved by said national council. And affiant furtlwr st<ttes 
that the said Latrobe is not recognized in the said nation as tbo attorney of said nation, 
nor as having any right or authority to act for said nation as its ~tttorney. 
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A. 
NASHOBA CouNTY, CHOCTAW NATION, Febl'ltai'Y 7,1871. 
DEAR FRIEND: I am just in receipt of your letter, dated the 12th of January, asking for 
information whether Latrobe is the attorney in fact for the Choctaws or not. In reply 
to you I will only have to say to you, that in the year 1867, and in the month of Novem-
ber, there was a resolution passed authorizing the national attorney to proceed to 
Washington City as soon as possible to file argument against the claims awarded by 
Messrs. Rice and Jackson under the forty-ninth and fiftieth articles of the treaty of 
April 28, A.D. 1866. At the same time the committee made their report that in their 
opinion the delegation of 1866 bad no right to employ Latrobe as a Choctaw attorney; 
so they gave Latrobe the $100,000 that was advanced to him, in part payment, to 
leave off up to what be bad done, for his services was not wanted any longer; so they 
considered Latrobe was not their attorney for the nl);tion; and that the so-called con-
tract made by the delegation of 1866 was never confirmed by the Choctaw council, and 
is, so far as the nation is concerned, null and void. I think I have stated to you be-
fore these same words in regard to Latrobe. 
There have been several documents sent here for me to sign-that is, acknowledging 
Latrobe to be the only attorney for the Choctaws, and the right of the delegation of 
1866 to all unsettled business of the Choctaws with the United States, excepting the 
net-proceeds claim, and also for me to authorize some one of them to proceed to \Vash-
iugton to settle disputes among attorneys, also to receive and receipt for all money 
that the United States may grant to the Choctaws, and Allen Wright was one who 
wanted the appointment to go; but I have written to him that it is impossible for 
me to do it, for there was no law authorizing me to do so, but if it was really neces-
sary, then, in that case, I could act in the absence of law, and I did not want to lay 
m;yself liable; then, again, the last council would not approve of appointing any more 
delegations, except what they have already. 
There is other matter I would like to write to you about, but I will close with this. 
I remain, your most obedient servant,, 
Colonel P. P. PITCHLY:r-.TN, Choctaw Delegate. 
B. 
WILLIAM BRYANT, 
Principal Chief Choctaw Nation. 
EXECUTIVE OFFICE, Chahta Tarnaha, Choctaw Nation. 
DEAH. Sm: Having read your official report, I have to say that I fully approve of 
tlle action you have taken and the defense you have made in behalf of the Choctaw 
people; and I hope you will continue to guard and protect their rights and interests 
under the authority of the laws of the general council empowering you as a delegate 
to do so. 
Given under my hand and private seal this 17th January, A. D. 1871. 
[SEAL.] WILLIAM BRYANT, 
P1·incipal Chief Choctaw Nation. 
Colonel P. P. PITCHLYNN, Choctaw Delegate. 
Deposition of P. P. Pitchlynn. 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 
City and County of Washington, ss: 
Peter P. Pitchlynn, being duly sworn, states that he is one of the duly-authorized 
agents and delegates of the Choctaw tribe of Indians, and that he derives his author-
ity as such agent and delegate from the acts of the legislative council of the Choctaw 
Nation of Indians, expressed in the legislative acts of said nation or tribe; and such 
acts of said legislative council, from which the authority of this affiant is derived, are 
dated respectively as follows: Act approved November 9, 1853; act approved Novem-
ber 10, '1854; act approved November 17, 1855; act approved November 4, 11;57; act 
approved November 18, 1867; laws of Choctaw Nation, pp. 123, 133, 143, 162, 470. 
Affiant further states that, acting in the capacity of delegate and agent for said 
Choctaw tribe of Indians, be did, some time in the month of March, A. D. 1870, call 
npon the Ron. George "\V. ·wright for the purpose of securing his services in the capac-
ity of au attorney for the Choctaw Nation to assist iu the prosecution of the claim of 
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said nation against the United States for the issue of $250,000 of the bonds of the Uni-
t ed States, to which said nation was entitled under the act of Congress making appro-
priat-ions for the expenses of the Indian Department, approved March 2, 1861; that said 
Wricrht at that time declined the proposal of this affiant, saying that he had had no 
exp~ience in such matters, and that there were persons who had made such business 
a specialty, and who coultl perform such service with greater benefit to my nation. I 
informed said Wright that the Choctaw Nation was at that time represented by no 
attoruey at ·washington, and that I had full authority, as the delegate and agent of 
said nation, to employ such legal assistance as the interests of my nation might seem 
to require; that subseqnent to this the said Wright consented to act with me as of 
co1msel for the Choctaw Nation, and I therefore, on the 21st day of March, 1870, acting 
for and on behalf of said Choctaw 'Nation, diu execute an instrument in writing fnlly 
authorizing the said Wright to act for the Choctaw Nation in all matters pertaining 
to the delivery to said nation of the bonds to which said nation were entitled under 
the act of Congress aforesaid; and that the paper so executed l>y this affiant to said 
Wright was submitted to the Secretary of the Treasury, and was by him regarded as a 
sufficient authority to saitl Wright to authorize him, said Wright, to act for said nation 
in regard to said bonds. 
And affiant further states, that on the 4th day of April, A. D. 1870, the said Wright, 
acting under and by virtue of the authority derived by him as aforesaid, did make up 
a full statement of the claim of the Choctaw Nation in respect to said bonds, and did 
transmit such statement to the Secretary of the Treasury, and did therein, for and on 
behalf of said nation, make formal demand for the delivery of said bonds. This state-
ment and communication, so addressed by the said ·wright to the Secretary of the 
Treasury, was signed by said Wright as of " counsel of the Choctaw Nation;" and all 
other official communications of said 'Vrigbt in regard to said bonds, either with the 
Secretary of the Treasury or the Attorney-General, were signed by the said Wright in 
the same way, and his right to appear in either of said Departments as such coun-
sel, has never been called in question by either of the said Departments, as this affiant 
is informed and believes. And affiant further states that the employment of said Wright 
as such counsel, by this affiant, was fully and promptly ratified and approved by Peter Fol-
som, the colleague and associate delegate of affiant, upon his arrival in Washington. 
Affiant further states, that on or about the 20th day of December, 1870, as he is informed 
and believes, said Wright applied to the Secretary of the Treasury for a copy of the 
opinion of the Attorney-General in regartl to the right of the Choctaw Nation to said 
bonds, and the Secretary of the Treasury thereupon promptly ordered such copy to 
be made for said Wright, and that afterwanl, when said Wright applied for such copy, 
he was informed by the chief clerk of the Treasury Department that one Latrobe, of 
Baltimore, claimed to be the attorney for said nation, and that said chief clerk had 
recognizell saill Latrobe as such attorney by delivering to said Latrobe the copy of 
said opinion, which had been ordered by the Secretary of the Treasury to be made out 
and delivered to said Wrigh1. That upon receiving information of the claim and pre-
tension, asserted and made by said Latrobe in regard to being attorney for said nation, 
affiant repudiated the claim assertetl by said Latrobe, and as the sole delegate of said 
nation present in ·washington, and alone authorized to employ attorneys for said 
nation, he denied the right or authority of said Latrobe to either appear or act for said 
nation in any capacity whatever, and affiant then assured ~:~aid Wright that he, the 
said Wright, had exclusive authority to appear for, and represent said nation, in respect 
to the claim of said nation to said bonds. Affiant further states that at or about this 
time he was informed by said Wright that he had presented for record in the Treasury 
Department the evidence of his authority and employment as counsel for the said 
nation, dated on said 21st day of March, 1870, and that the Secretary of the Treasury, upon 
a re-examination thereof, decided that although it might be sufficient evidence of said 
Wright's employment as counselfor said nation, it was not in the usual form required 
by the rule of the Treasury Department, and suggested that the evidence of said Wright's 
authority and employment should be executed in a more formal manner. 
Affiant further states that upon receiving such information from said Wright, be, 
affiant, did, as a delegate of said Choctaw Nation, make, execute, and deliver to said 
Wright a full power of attorney, a copy of which is hereto attached and marked "A." 
Affiant further states that both at the time of the employment of said Wright, as 
hereinbefore stated, and at the time of the execution of the said power of attorney, 
this affiant was the sole delegate of said nation present in ·washington, and had ex-
clusive authority to employ attorneys or counsel to aid him in representing the interest 
or transacting the business of said nation. Affiant further states that the only author-
ity of said Latrobe for claiming or pretending to be an attorney for said nation, results 
from the following facts: That some time in the year 1866, a conditional cont .; L was 
made with the said Latrobe, in and by which said contract the said Latrobe ·!aimed, 
and now claims, the right to receive 50 per cent. of all moneys, bonds, and ack an-
nuities due from the Unitetl States to said Choctaw Nation. Affiant furthe states 
tbat said pretended contract, so as aforesaid~made with said Latrobe, was disa_,proved 
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of and repudiated by the legislative council of said nation upon the same being sub-
mitted to snch council; and the saicl pretended contract has never been sanctioned or 
ratified by said nation, nor has t.he same ever been recognized as in any manner bind-
ing upon said nation. That said Latrobe has, since the making of said pretenJctl 
contract, made repeated and persistent efforts to have said pretended contract recog-
nized by said Choctaw Nation, and has repeatedly solicited the said nation to recog-
nize him as the attorney for said nation: but that said nation has at all times refused 
to recognize the said Latrobe as having any rights as attorney of said nation nuder 
said pretended contract. And affiant further statt1S that in the latest official commu-
nication received b,r affiant from the principal chief of said nation, the right or author-
ity of said Latrobe to act as attorney for said nation was repudiated and denied. 
Affiant further states he has this clay for the first time seen a copy of a letter, ad-
dressed by Charles E. l\fix & Co. to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, elated May 
26, 1870, a copy of which is hereto attached, marked "B," and affiant states, in regard 
to the allegations contained in said letter, in respect to the authority of said George 
vV. \Vright to act for said nation, and the pretense of authority by said Charles E. 
Mix & Co. to act for said nation, as follows : 
First. That it is not true, as stated in said letter, that this affiant stated to said firm, 
or to any member thereof, that affiant had no knowledge of the employment of said 
George W. Wright as counsel for the Choctaw Nation, but, on the contrary, affiant did 
state in explicit terms to the said Douglass H. Cooper, one of said firm, that said 
George W. ·wright was acting for said nation in respect to said bonds, and said Cooper 
at that time desired to be employed to assist said Wright to obtain the delivery of 
said bonds, but affiant declined to employ said Cooper. 
Second. That the firm of Charles E. Mix & Co. is, as affiant is informed and believes, 
composed of Charles E. Mix, Douglass H. Cooper, formerly a general in the rebel 
army, and John H. B. Latrobe, as legal adviser in said firm. That said firm are not 
now, and were not at the time of writing said letter, the agents or attorneys of the 
Choctaw Nation, nor has said firm, or either member thereof, any right to represent 
or act for said nation in any capacity whatever, nor had such firm, or either of them, 
any authority so to act at the time of writing said letter. 
W_\.SHIXGTON, D. C., May 9, 1872. 
EDWIN \V. LEHMAN duly sworn and examined. 
By the Cn.uRMAN: 
Question. Please state your residence and occupation.-Auswer. I reside at 1718 
Arch street, Philadelphia. I have been in no regular business since 1861. I have 
attended to some commissions for friends in the South. 
Q. State what you may know, if anything, relative to a claim filed in the Treasury 
of the United ~tates, asking the delivery to E. \V. Lehman & Brother, of Philadelphia, 
of $2fiO,OOO in bonds of the United States, on account of the Choctaw Nation.-A. The 
draft was received by me from Lehman & Company, of ~Iemphis, I think in the 
spring of 1863, to pay indebtedness due by them to Lehman & Brother. 
Q. To pay to Lehman & Brother indebtedness clue from Lehman & Co. ?-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. What is the character of the claim V-A. To pay for goods furnished Lehman & 
Co. by E. vV. Lehman & Brother. We had no interest at aU in Lehman & Co. after 
the 1st of April, 1861, directly or indirectly. We had no business connection with 
the house in Memphis whatever, and we were acting merely as agents for them. I 
have not a copy of the draft here; it was an order on the Secretary of the Treasury 
for $250,000 bonds, and signed by the delegates of the Choctaw Nation. 
Q. Have you any knowledge of t,he right or interest that Lehman & Co. had in the 
paped-A. I have not, none at all. 
Q. Then yon do not know what consideration, if any, they gave for it ?-A. I 
do not. 
Q. Do yon know it from any statement they made to yon ?-A. I do not. 
Q. \Vhat disposition was to be made of the bonds, when received, on the orcler, if 
received ?-A. It was to be applied to the payment of indebtedness due from Lehman & 
Co., of Memphis, to myself and brother . 
. Q. What amount f-A. I am not positive, but I think it was about $60,000; the 
residue to be applied to the credit of Lehman & Co., of Memphis. 
Q. You think ~'OU were to be paid about $60,000 ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you seen Mr. Johnson, of the fum of Lehman & Co., since that time ?-A. 
Yes, sir; I saw him last fall; I have seen him several times since that. 
Q. Was there any conversation between yourself and :l\Ir. Johnson, of that firm, on 
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this subject f-A. Yes, sir; there was some conversation as to the prospect of getting 
the money on the bonds. 
Q. Any conversation as to tho consideration given to the Choctaw Nation ?-A. No, 
sir; I have never asked them. 
Q. What steps have yon taken to collect the bonds ?-A. I gave them to George E. 
Vvest, & Lewis Brothers & Co., and they undertook to collect it. They employed 
counsel here. 
Q. Have you been aware that the Choctaw Nation was refusing to allow the payment 
to go to your firm ?-A. I have heard there was difficulty about it, and that an effort 
had been made to prevent it. 
Q. Did you know that before you saw 1\fr. Johnson !-A. Yes, sir; before I saw him 
last fall. 
Q. Where cloes Mr. J ohnsou reside ~-A. In Memphis, Tennessee. 
Q. \Vhat doingf-A. He is a cotton-buyer or cotton-broker. 
Q. Then you know nothing of tho consideration given by Lohman & Co. for it ~-A. 
I understood there was a consideration, but I never asked what. The Choctaw Nation 
were disloyal, and this money was to go to northern people, and I did not care 
to know anything about it. 
By Mr. SMITII : 
Q. How much is the balance due you now f-A. About $14,000, legally, and there is 
a moral ol.Jligation of teu or twelve thousand dollars more. 
Q. Please explain that branch of the case.-A. I consider that if a person buys paper 
for 80 cents, when he ought to pay $1, t.here is a moral obligation to pay the balance of 
20 cents. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Is the claim that you have now the same that you then had f-A. Yes, sir; a 
part of the same. 
Q. Not a new claim f-A. No, sir. 
Q. Then the amount that Messrs. Lewis & West, your attorneys, would be anthor-
ized to collect out of these bonds, under your assignment from Lehman & Co., of Mem-
phis-the legal amount-would be some $13,000f-A. Yes, sir; except some attorney's 
fees would grow out of it. 
By Mr. SMITII: 
Q. There bas been no countermanding these as transferred to your care and keep-
ing ?-A. No, sir; I consider that I have absolute care and control of it. 
Q. And you nevet" heard Mr. Johnson, or any member of his firm, explain what dis-
position tltey would want to make of the residue of the money after you had received 
your portion f-A. On1y in casual conversation, that the balance would go to the In-
dians. I understood they owed the Indians still upon it; I do not know the amount, 
aud never did know. 
Q. Did Johnson set up that he had purchased the claim f-A. I understood so. 
Q. Do you know for what consideration f-A. No, sir. 
By the CrrAIR~IAN: 
Q. Do you know what steps your attorneys have taken here f-A. I heard :Mr. West 
iss ned a ma.udamus against anything being paid over to the nation. 
The Choctaw Nation, to all wlwn~ these p1"esents shall come, greeting : 
Know ye that I, Allen Wright, principal chief of the Choctaw Nation, by virtue of 
the authority in me vested by the constitution and laws of said nation, do hereby ap-
point and commissian Dr. Thomas J. Bond as delegate to attend the "net-proceeds" 
claim, in place of Rev. Isra.el Folsom, deceased, with full authority and power to act 
in regard to said claim as exercised hy the said Rev. I. Folsom. 
He, the said Dr. T. J. Bond, is therefore hereby authorized and required to do and 
perform all and singular the dutieH incumbent on him as delegate according to the law 
and tho trust reposed in him. 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and caused the seal of the Choc-
taw Nation to ue affixed at Chahta Tamaha, this 4th day of Outooer, A. JJ. lt>iU. 
[SEAL.] ,ALLEN WIUGHT, 
Principal Chief Choctaw Nation. 
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W ASIIINGTON CITY, D. C., Mm·ch 6, 1871. 
SIR: In filing my credentials this morning as one of the Choctaw delegates, I desire 
it to be distinctly understood that I do not claim authority as against P. P. Pitchlynu 
and Peter Folsom. No person has ever questioned their full authority to receive and 
receipt for all bonds or money due the Choctaw Nation; what I do claim is to hold co-
ordinate powers with said delegates. My appointment was not acte(l upon by the na-
tional council, no such action being necessary in filling vacancies, it being in the 
power of the principal chief to fill vacancies without the action of the council; and 
with these facts, if the honorable Secretary should decide that I am not qualified to 
act as delegate, I will only say that the action of my co-delegates will be full and con-
clusive. I heard, since filing my credentials, that you were of the impression that 
there were two sets of delegates from the Choctaw Nation, and that they were at va-
riance with each other. I simply write this to correct the impression, if such an im-
pression exists. 
I have the honqr to be your obedient servant, 
Hon. GEO. S. BOUTWELL, 
Secretm·y of the Treasury. 
T. J. BOND. 
WASHINGTON, March 15, 1871. 
SIR: We have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the lOth in-
stant, in which you desire that we will "submit in writing, on or before the 15th in-
stant, the grounds" for having made a claim on your Department for the sum of 
$250,000 in United States bonds, authorized by act of March 3, 1871. 
Permit us to state that there must be a misapprehension in the premises; we have 
not presented or asserted a claim to receive the bonds in question, but have claimed 
only to act as the attorneys of the Choctaw Nation, as indicated in the communication 
to you from the late Secretary of the Interior, Hon. J. D. Cox, of date 28th May, 1870, 
to which we beg most respectfully to refer you. We would, however, ask the privi-
lege of being heard in reference to the claim of any parties for the reception of the 
said bonds. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servants, 
Hon. GEo. S. BouTWELL, 
Secretary of the Treas1wy. 
CHARLES E. MIX & CO. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTEIUOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C., May 27, 1870. 
Sm : I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of a letter from Messrs. Charles E. 
Mix & Co., dated the 26th instant, requesting, for reasons given by them, that the Sec-
l'etary of the Treasury be informed that Hon .. J. H. B. Latrobe and themselves are the 
only authorized attorneys and agents of the Choctaw Nation of Indians. 
From the records of this office it appears that Messrs. J. H. B. Latrobe and Charles 
E. Mix & Co. are the only authorized agents of said nation, aud I therefore respect-
fnlly recommend, under the circumstances, that the honorable Secretary of the Treas-
ury be advised accordingly. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
E. S. PARKER, 
Commissioner. 
Hon. J. D. Cox, 
Sec-retary of the Interior. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C., May 28, 1870. 
SIR : For your information I inclose herewith copies of communications from the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, :.-nd Charles E. Mix & Co., relative to the authority of 
Messrs. Mix & Co. and Hou. J. H. B. Latrobe to act as the attorneys of the Choctaw 
Nation in this city. _ 
I am, sir, your obedient servant, 
Hon. GEO. S. BOUTWELL, 
Secreta1·y of the Treasury. 
J.D. COX, 
Secreta1·y. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE Oll' INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C., May 27, 1870. 
Sm: I have tbe honor to inclose herewith a copy of a letter from Messrs. Charles E. 
Mix & Co., dated the 26th instant, requesting, for reasons giveu by them, that the Sec-
retary of the Treasury be informed that Hon. J. H. B. Latrobe and themselves are the 
only authodzed attorneys and agents of the Choctaw Nation of Indians. 
From the records of this office it appears that Messrs. J. H. B. Latrobe and Charles 
E. Mix & Co. are the only authorized agents of said nation, and I therefore respect-
fully recommend, under the circumstances, that the honorable Secretary of the Treas-
ury be advised accordingly. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Ron. J. D. Cox, 
Sec/'eta1·y of the Interim·. 
DEposition of Gem·ge E. West. 
E. S. PARKER, 
Commissioner. 
I, George E. West, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, state that for some years past I 
have been the agent and attorney in fact for Euwin vV. Lehman, of Philadelphia, as 
well as for Lewis Brothers & Co., of the same city, and as such agent have· been in-
trusted with large business matters; that some time early in the spring of 1863 said 
parties gave him in charge an order or requisition on the Srcretary of the Treasury for 
two hundred and fifty bonds, of the denomination of $1,000 each one, and payable to 
the Choctaw Nation of Indians, according to the provision of act of Congress approved 
2d day of March, 1861. Said requisition was made by the delegation of said nation in 
favor of Lehman & Co., of Memphis, Tennessee, and by them indorsed to Lehman & 
Brother, and by them indorsed to E. W. Lehman. That he came to Washington about 
that time to inquire into the prospect of getting said bonds. He inquired of the Treas-
ury Department and likewise at the Indian Department, and learned that the Govern-
ment was not disposed to issue the bonds, chiefly for the reason that that tribe were 
supposed to be allied with the rebelllon. He made frequent visits to Washington, and 
had many interviews with the officials of the Government, among them with the then 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Colonel Dole. It was deemed ad visablo not to press 
the requisition at that time, owing to the then unsettled condition of the country. 
During some of these visits he met and com'ersed with P. P. Pitchlynu, at the head of 
the Choctaw Nation, and one of the signers of said requisition, to whom he showed the 
same; he said it was genuine, it was correct, and the Indians had no further interest 
in it; he repeated this several times and on dift'erent occasions; there was not a word 
said then or at any other time, impairing the validity or correctness of the requisition. 
He was particul:.lr to convince me that the requisition was drawn and the transaction 
had before this tribe went off into the rebellion. He likewise said that he and the 
other delegates had drawn the $250,000 in money, provided for by the same act of Con-
gress. Affiant further says he caused the President of the United States (Andrew 
Johnson) to be consulteu as to the best course to pursne w1th the requisition, and he 
advised to not press the matter at that time; that was in 1865 or in 1866; the requisi-
tion has been in the possession and control of this affiant continuously since its receipt 
by E. W. Lehman, as his agent and attorney, and for Lewis Brothers & Co., of Phila-
delphia. 
GEO. E. WEST. 
UNITED STATES OF A:\1EHIC.\, 
City of 7rashiuyton, Di8tricf of Columbia: 
Personally appeared before me George E. \Vest, to me personally known, who solemnly 
affirms that the matters and things in the foregoing statement by him made as of his 
own knowledge, he believes to be true, and that made npon the information of others 
he believes to be true. 
GEO. E. WEST. 
Subscribed and affirmed to before me this 20th day of March, A. D. 1871. 
[SEAL.] CHAS. P. WANNALL, 
Justice of the Peace. 
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I, George E. \Vest, state that since I made my former affidavit in this case it hrts oc-
curred to me that I omitted to say that when iuforme(l by the Secretary of the Treas-
ury there were other applicants for the bonds, I immediately called upon Colonel P. Pitch-
lynn to ascertain whether be knew of any other claimants, and expressed my surprise 
that there should be any other, especially after he had stated to me on my first inter~ 
view that the order was all right, and had been drawn by tl10 proper authorities, and 
was a transfer of their interest to Lehman & Co., of Memphis, Tennessee; be replied 
"We could not get the bonds now; they were going to get them for the nation, as that 
man bad not got them, and he could now get them as be owed them $40,000." I expressed 
my great surprise, and said, ""'What man owes you? I am perfectly satisfied that my 
principals owe you nothing;" and as you told me when I first showed it to you, and 
asked you about its genuineness and correctness, you stated it was all right, and you 
bad no interest in the bonds, but said be did not remember the man's name ; it was 
the man to whom he gave the order for the bonds. Afterward he recollected the name, 
and said it was Johnson. This deponent further saith that the statement made by the 
said Pitchlynn, to the effect that I desired him to sign a paper for any purpose, is wholly 
incorrect and without foundation in truth. I never asked him to sign any paper, but 
I simply desired him to state whether the said draft, which I exhibited to him at the 
time, was genuine and correct, to which he replied substantially as this deponent has 
already stated. 
Sworn :March 31, 1871. 
GEO. E. WEST. 
TESTIMONY OF J. C. JOHNSON I<'ILED BEFORE THE SECRETARY OF THE 
TREASURY. 
Filed in behalf of Latrobe. 
1st. Statement of Douglass H. Coqper, April 8, 1871. 
2d. Extract from special message of Allen \Vright, principal chief of the Choctaw 
Nation, November council, 1867. 
3d. Affidavit of Allen ·wright, May 2, 1870. 
4th. Affidavit of John Page, February 1, 1870. 
5th. Affidavit of Alfred Wade, January 3, 1870. 
Affidavit of John C. Johnson. 
UNITED STATES Ol!' AMERICA, Dist?·ict of Columbia: 
John C. Johnson, a citizen of the city of Memphis, Tennessee, states that he was of 
the mercantile firm of Lehman & Co., who in 1861 or 1862 (he cannot be particular as 
to dates) was the owner of a draft or requisition from the delegates of the Choctaw 
Nation on the Secretary of the Treasury for two hundred and fifty 6 per cent. bonds of 
$1,000 each, but which, for a valuable moneyed consideration, they transferred to E. 
"\V. Lehman & Brother, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in 1863; that said requisition was 
written by the delegates or some of their own people, and signed by tho delegates as 
it purports to be, and delivered to this affiant; that the said firm had had and then 
had large dealings with that nation, having transferred to them large sums of money 
at great risk and under circumstances of great peril ; that these transactions had in-
spired them (said nation) with great confidence in said house of Lehman & Co., which 
induced them to trust them with their funds and property to large amounts ancl on 
divers occasions; that in their dealings said house paid them large sums of money and 
sold them huge quantities of goods, amounting to large sums of money. The transac-
tion with respect to these Londs was bona fide and entirely satisfactory to all parties 
concerned at the time; and so far as affiant is informed or believes was never ques-
tioned or doubted till he heai"d that some of these delegates had assailed it within a 
few days by affidavits which they filed with the Secretary of the Treasury; that the 
statement that this affiant was to receive $60,000 for collecting the bonds is incorrect 
and wholly foreign from the truth. He is unable to give the pm·ticula1·s with respect 
to these bonds, because the papers have been mislaid or lost. He caused a thorough 
search to be made for them, before he started bere in answer to the telegram, among his 
own pavers and those of his brother-in-law, with whom they were left at the time and 
who has since died. Duplicates of said papers are doubtless in the hands of the dele-
gates, and be presumes can be produced. 
J. C. JOHNSON. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 29th day of March, 1871. 
JOHN T. C. CLARK, 
Justice of the Peace. 
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Testimony of J. C. Johnson before the sub-comrnittee. 
STATE 01~ TENNESSEE, city of Memphis: 
Deposition of John C. Johnson, of the city of Memphis, Tennessee, taken on the 23d 
day of December, 1872, who, after being duly svwro, deposes and says as follows: 
Question. Please state your name, age, place of residence, and occupation ?-Answer. 
J. C. J obnson; age, forty-four years; residence, Memphis, Tennessee; occupation, cot-
ton buyer for manufacturers. 
Q. \Vbat was your place of residence and occupation in the years 1861 and 1862 ?-
A. Memphis, Tennessee; merchant. 
Q. Please state what you know, if anything, of the procuring of an order or requisi-
tion from the delegates of the Choctaw Nation of Indians for $250,000 in six: per cent. 
United States bonds in favor of the :firm of Lehman & Co., of the city of Memphis, 
Tennessee f-A. The order as named was received from P. P. Pitchlynn and Samuel 
Garland by me as a member of the firm of Lehman & Co. 
Q. When yon receiYe<l the order did you receive it as an attorney or agent for the 
Indians, or did yon obtain it by purchase ?-A. I had been having Yarious transactions 
with and for the Choctaw Nation, having sold and procured large quantities of goods 
for them, and hacl negotiated certain drafts and had procured moneys for them. 1 was 
cousidercd as their agent in the city of Memphis . ..r: considered M1e receiving of the 
draft as a continuation of the same agency, there being at the time an unsettled ac-
count between tl1e house of Lehman & Co. and tlJe delegates and agents of the Choc-
taw Nation. I did and do consider the receiving of the draft as a purchase of it, as an 
agreement was made as to the price to be paid, and they were credited with the 
amount, and tho remainder or interest of Lehman & Co. was regularly (in the course 
of business) forwarded to pay indebtedness to northern merchants through our house 
in Philadelphia. 
Q. What was the price agreed upon to be paid for said order or requisition 7-A. 
Fifty per cent, or $125,000 net to them, their account, expenses, exchanges, to be 
paid out of the remainder. 
Q. Has that amount been paid the delegates or Choctaw authorities 7-A. It stands 
as a claim upon Lehman & Co. upon the non-protest of their draft. 
Q. Where was the purchase of this order or requisition made 7-A. The negotiation 
for this, in connection witli the moneys which were received and forwarded, was made 
mainly in the city of Memphis. The delivery of the draft was in the Cbocta'v Nation. 
Q. At what time was the order or draft received of the delegates ?-A. I have no 
data before me by which I could give the date. The time is stated in my depositions 
at the Treasury Department at \Vashington City. 
J. C. JOHNSON. 
Sworn to and subscribed. before me this 23d day of December, 1R72. 
THO~fAS BOLES, 
Sub-Cornrnittee Indian .Affairs, House of Representatives. 
MEMPITIS, TENNESSEE, March 21, 1873. 
Question. \Vas there a book-account between the Choctaw Nation of Indians and the 
house of Lehman & Co., of 1\lemphis, Tennessee; to whom were the goods sold, and where 
deli,~ered ?-AJISwer. By reference to the books of Lehman & Co., now in the possession 
of J .C. Johnson, it will he seen that the purclJases of goods were entered. to "Choctaw 
Nation" without specif~~ing who were the individual purchasers or representatives of 
the nation in the trauioiaction. The bills of goods were paid, aud were so marked on 
margin of day-book, an<l payment went into cash accouuts without going into the 
ledger. The goods were, as I understood., bought by the authority of the agents or 
delegates of the nation. The selections of the goods were made mostly by Sampson 
Folsom, who was representing the business interests of the nation at Memphis and Rich-
mond, but whether lle was acting under any power of attorney or other authority from 
the delegates or nation, I cannot say. A 1\lr. E. Leman from tho nation was acting 
with him at one time, and 1Ir. Garland, and also Pitchlynn, I think, at another time, 
but can't be positive now. The goods were mostly shipped to Fort Smith, and the 
boxes were marked with tho initials of Folsom, who bad them in charge, if I remember 
rightly. I cannot find the bill of lading book so as to tell positively. 
Q. Were the supplies delivered per capita. to the people or in a Choctaw store-house 7 
-A. They were sllippe(l, as before stated, in accordance with the instructions of Mr. 
Sampson Folsom. \Vhat future disposition of them he made, I cannot say. 
Q. Did the Choctaw council by resolution or act direct an account, or purchase of 
your house, or did tlJe delegates act without such authority 7-A. By reference to the 
published laws of tlJe Choctaw Nation I :find no authority for the delegates to buy from 
Lehman & Co., but presume they acted under the general authority authorizing them 
to buy supplies. The goods were paid for as they were bought, or within a short time. 
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If paid on the day of sale the entry would be in salesman's blotter; if in a few days, 
in day-book. All goods remaining unpaid at the end of thirty days were posted to our 
ledger. 
Q. Produce copies of the accounts with the Choctaws you referred to in your former 
statement and testimony~-A. The salesmens' blotters of the house of Lehman & Co. 
being forclosed transactions were not placed in our office, lmt were stored in the gar-
ret or loft of the residence of my father, Mr. C. Johnson, and were burned when his 
house was partially destroyetl by fire. I find on day-book WEB, page 304, a charge to 
"Choctaw Nation,'' dated February 25, 1862, a bill of sundry articles of dry-goods, 
amounting to $20,465,~7, consisting of linseys, pants, coats, osnaburg, drill, duck, lining, 
and pants-stuff; said entry is marked paid across the 111argin; anfl on page :305, same 
book, there is a charge to E. Leman of $37.78, and to S. Folsom of $210.53, but presume 
these articles were for their private use. The day-book WDB'whichprecedestheonein 
which the above charges are in, I cannot find, but think it must have been in my 
father's house when burnt, as was also some of the blotters of the retail department of 
tbe bouse, W. B. referring to the wholesale book. We bave also day-books V, W, X, 
Y, Z, ~mel!: from the retail department of the house, but the books prior to these are also 
missing. Our books will be freely shown to any one who wishes to see them, as they are 
to your representative this day. The book in which the account of the draft trans-
actions, and the procuring of the moneys for them spoken of in my former statement 
and testimony was left with my brother-in-law, Mr. J. R. Garrison, at Monticello, Ar-
kansas, on my return from the Choctaw Nation, being lefp with him for safe keeeping, 
and delivery at some time when the lines could be crossed without search. No entry 
was made on the books of Lehman & Co., except the amount of cash received as com-
mission for attending to the moneyed transactions. The drafts which were received 
and forwarded to E. W. Lehman & Brother, of Philadelpbia, were credited to Lebman 
& Co. in account when collected, and amounted to some $35,000, or near that; can't 
state from recollection. Payment for said drafts was made to Pitcblynn & Garland. 
Q. If the books are lost or mislaid state the nature and character of the moneyed 
transactions, and the nature of your transactions for the delegates or uatiou as fully 
as possible.-A. ReY. E. Hotchkin came to our city with au amount of money, and 
some drafts and certificates of deposit, belonging, as he said, to the Choctaw Nation, 
received from the United States Government. The drafts and certificates of deposit 
he hoped to negotiate with our banks, desiring to take proceeds in gold to the Choc-
taw Nation. On account of closing of the military lines he was unable to negotiate 
with our banks. He was the legal representative of the Choctaw Nation, and hacl 
received the drafts, &c., as such, payable to his order, or, perha.ps, jointly with 0. P. 
Stark, but of tbis I am not sure. They were together, however, and were associated 
in their interest of securing and guarding their money safely to the mttion. Failing 
to negotiate their drafts, I was associated with them for the house of Lehman & Co., 
and by and with the name of the firm did negotiate all their drafts, and did bring tbe 
golll to Memphis for tbem, which they took to the nation. The certificates \YOre more 
difficult to use, but were finally used by E. Vv. Lehman & Brother, aud I took the 
money to the nation for them, got the receipt of the delegates ::tnd chief, and received 
the drafts for the $250,000 bonds, as before stated, out of which Lehman & Co. and 
Hotchkin & Stark were to secure their pay for commissions for securing and deliver-
ing proceeds of the $250,000 cash, which is not yet paid by some $28,000, which amount 
was expected to be realized out of tbe bonds, as well as a like amount for Stark & 
Hotchkin, aU of us having perille<l our lives to obtain, secure, and transfer the former 
amounts; and when the difficulty of negotiating, securing, and transferring the value 
of the drafts, certificates, and bonds, the price agreed upon to be given by Lehman & 
Co. was considered by the delegates, in connection with the settlement of former trans-
actions, as a good and satisfactory transaction, or they would not have sold the bonds 
and conveyed them to Lehman & Co. by their draft. Tlle draft was transmitted to 
Philadelphia to be collected, and the part of the proceeds dne Lebman & Co. to be 
appropriated to payment of their debts, and the amount due the Choctaw Nation 
would have been remittccl to them, the sale being a contiHgent one, and still stands 
as a claim upon Lehman. & Co. upon the mere protest of the draft for tbe amount due 
them as agreed upon, which, as heretofore stated, was 50 per cent. 
J. C. JOHNSON. 
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TESTD10NY SHOWING THE LOSSES OF LOYAL INDIANS, WHICH THE COM-
MITTEE BELIEVE SHOULD GO O_~:r HECOH.D IN PRINT FOR FUTURE 
REF.KI:U<:NCK 
GENElUL TESTIMONY. 
l\Ic ah-mon-tubby Johnson, being first duly sw-orn, on oath says the following state-
ments are true to the best of his knowledge and belief: 'Vas one of the loyal Chicka-
saws d.riven away by the rebel Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians. Thinks they drove 
them oft' because they were loyal to the United States, and would not go south. After 
the loyal Indians started the rebel Indians followed and fought them three times; the 
last time witness was taken prisoner. The last fight took place south of the Arkansas 
River, in the Cherokee Nation; was detained as prisoner about one month. Witness's 
property was taken possession of by the authority of the Chickasaw Na,tion. All the 
roperty of the loyal Ind.ians was taken by the autl10rity of tho Chickasaw Nation. 
The property was sold b~r authority of the nation at auction to the highest bidder. 
My own property was partly sold while I >vas a prisoner, the remainder after my 
release. Thinks all tlle property of the loyal Indians was burnt by rebel Indian sol-
d.ien; under .Mcintosh, Stanuwatie, ancl others. All the Im1ian troops were unuer the 
command. of General Cooper. 
Ah-ka-kab, heing first duly sworn, on oath say:-> he is a Chickasaw Ind.ian, and 
resides in Pontotoc County, Uhickasa,w Nation, UJHl bas lived there prior, during, and 
Hince tlle ·war; lived within six miles of the loyal In<lian;'> who went to Kansas. They 
went n.way because they were afraid if they staid llere they wonhl be forced into the 
reuel army. 'l'hcy thonght tbe Union side tl.J.c rig-ht one. The rebel Chickasaw Indians 
follo,\red them across the Arkansas Hiver, and fought tllem. Witness did not go north 
with tlle loyal Indians, but was a member of the rebel Indian regiment of home guards. 
Some of the loyal Indians were killed by the rebel Indians when attacked, a.nd others 
were taken prisoners and brought back, and kept under guard. The loyal Indians, 
when driven from home, abandoned all their property. It wn.s taken posses 'ion of by the 
Chickasaw authorities and sold at auction. Corn sold in 16(31 for $3 in specie per 
bushel, and from $5 to $10 in confederate money. Good pork-hogs, ·weighing two hun-
tired pounds, were worth $1:l per head. Thinks that $35 is a fair average for ponies, 
counting tlle colts with the marc; a good work-pony was worth from $i0 to $90; 
American horses were worth from $100 to $200; Good beef-steen; were worth $20; 
milk-cows, with calves, were worth $15; beaus were worth $~per bushel; rails in the 
fence were worth $~.;)0 per hundred. The pnccs are all upon a specie basit~. It is 
customary in the nation wlwn the husband dies wit,lwnt is:-sue, for the wife to take 
possession of the property without going to court or legal action. 
0-pi-a-tnhby, being first duly sworn, on oath says he is a Chickasaw In<liau, antl l'e-
mained iu the nation <luring the war in the vicinity of Big Boggy Hiver in Pontotoc 
County. The witness was acquainted with mo.>t of the loyal Indians who went north 
in 18tH; knows tlleJT went away be.ca.nse tlley were opposed to the rebellion, and 
tbonght it "ro11g- to tight agaiGst the United States. At the time they left the chiefs of 
the U.IJickasaw Nation were trying to force all the warriors into the rebel army. Corn 
was worth :;,-;2.50 per bn~hel in ha.nl money in tlw fall of 1H61; it went much higher the 
1w.·t spring and summer. Sweet potatoes sold for $2.£>0 per bu:shel; beans were worth 
fji·~.;,o per bushel; wagons were worth $150. Thinks $~5 a good aYerage price for 
ponies, and a No. 1 pony was worth from $60 to $90. Beef-steers sold for $:W per 
.1e:Hl; thinks $15 a fair average price for beef, stock, an<.l milk-cattle. Pork-hogs, 
wPighing two hnudretl}HHlJHb at that time, ( LHol,) wore worth $1~ per head; thiuk1:1 
$6 a t~tir average price for brou!l-sow:-;, pork and stuck hogs. 
C'ro;~s-cxamination: 
Has l.Jonght and solll stock, such as horses, cattle, bogs, &c., and was familiar with 
the prices of ~;took in lcGl. Tl.Jinks the prices set upon tlle property of which he has 
te'ti1h·<1, fair amlreasonable. The loyal Cllickasaws, before they left their homes, were 
in good, easy circumstances; good, comfortable house , plei1ty of stock, grain, and 
everytlliug around. them; they were in easy circumstances, and good livers. "\Vituess 
belonged to a rebel Chickasu.w regiment during the war. 
Ma-shoon-tomby, being first duly sworn, on oath says he is a Chickasaw Indian, and 
remaiued in the nation during the war; tbat he was a member of a rebel Chickasav>' 
regiment, and was acquainted with loyal Chickasaws. They were iu good circum-
stances, and had plenty of property, all of which they abandoned and lost when they 
went north. They went from their homes because they thought the United States 
were right, and would take care of tllem. They did not like the rebels. When they 
left their propert,y was gathered up and sold at auction by authority of the Chickasa \,~ 
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government. At the time they left, October, 1861, the warriors were being forced into 
the rebel army. Thinks cattle, beef, mHk-cows, and stock worth, on an average, $17 
per bead; work-horses were worth $60, $70, and $80 per bead, (half-breeds ;) ponies 
would average $35 each; work cattle· would average $70 each; pork-bogs, weighing 
two hundred pounds, were worth $12; corn, $2.50 per bushel; sweet potatoes" $3 per 
bushel; rails in the fence, $2.50 per 100. 
Mok-in-tubby, being first duly sworn, on oath says that be is a Cbickasa,w Indian, 
and knew all the loyal Chickasaws. They left everything they had; they 'Went awuy 
because the rebel Chickasaw chiefs were forcing the men into the army. They were 
all well off aml had plenty. of stock and grain. When they went away their property 
and stock was all got together and sold by the officers of the Chickasaw government 
Thinks $15 a fair average price for a lot of cattle, consisting of beef, stock, and milk. 
cattle. Thinks ponies worth, on an average, $50; work-horses, (half-breeds,) $80-
work-cattle, per yoke, $70; corn, per bushel, $2.58 in hard money; sweet-potatoes, pe; 
.,bushel, $3 in hard money; rails in the fence, per 100, $2.50; hogs, pork, breedhlg-
sows, and stock were worth $7 per bead. ·witness remained in the nation during the 
war, and served in the rebel Chickasaw regiment. 
\Viley Johnson, being first duly sworn, on oath says he is a citizen of the Choctaw Na-
tion; has resided in it for twenty years; bas resided the last eight years near Perry-
ville, near the Chickasaw border; knew a good many of the loyal Chickasaws, and the 
reasons of their leaving their country. They desired to maintain their treaty stipulations 
with the United States, and did not want anything to do with the confederacy, and would 
not make a treaty with the Confederate States. They relied upon the United States for 
protection; notwithstanding they bad left them, they thought they would go to them 
and get protection. It was decreed by the Choctaw and Chickasaw government that 
any one taken in the act of going north should be killed, and their property confis-
cated for the benefit of the respective governments. Some of the loyal Chickasa\YS 
were arrested and three killed before they started north. The loyal Indians aban .. 
cloned aU their property excepting the horses they roue and the clothes on their per-
sons. They were all well off, bad plenty of horses, cattle, bogs, and grain. All the 
property abandoned by the loyal Indians was gathered up and sold, by order of "Tin-
chester Colbert, then governor of the Chickasaw Nation. It was understood that the 
governor issued an order outlawing all who \Vould not joiu the confederacy. Their 
property was condemned and taken for the benefit of tlJe confederacy. \Vitness 
often saw the rebel Indians hauling the corn of the loyal Indians to feed the horses of 
the rebel Indian cavalry. 
Witness bas been in the habit of IJuymg, selling, and raising stock for years, an<l 
was familiar ·with prices of f::itock. Beef-cattle \\rere worth $20 per head; milk-
cows, $15 per bead; stock-cattle, $10 to $12 per head; witness bought and sold 
at those prices; thinks $15 a fair average price for such herds of cattle as those 
owned by the Chickasaws. American horses were worth from $140 to $175, and 
choice horses as high as $200. Half-breed horses seldom sold for less than $100, they 
being the most hardy and serviceable horses in the country. Think $3f> a very low 
price for Indian ponies. Believes that $75 would be nearer correct. Their horses 
were generally half-breeds. \Vitness predicates this opinion upon his own experience 
in buying and selling horses, he having an extensive experiencein the trade. In tlJe 
fall anc.l winter of 1861, pork-hogs were worth $12 to $13; breeding-sows, $10; 
and stock-bogs, $3 to $4. Thinks the average va,lue of hogs, embracing all kinds, 
were worth $8 per head; has bought and sold at that price. \Vagons were worth 
$150 to $160 and $170. Corn, in 1861, was worth $2.50 per bushel; witness paid 
that in specie. It cost $1 per hundred to split and haul rails. It is customary, 
·wbere the husband dies without issue, for the wife to take possession of the property 
'vitbout getting letters of administration, if the estate is not encumbered with debt. 
The usual rate of interest in the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations is 10 per centum 
11cr annum. Witness bas paid and received that per centum. 
George Toa-tubby, being first duly sworn, on oath'suys be is a Chickasaw Indian, and 
remained in the nation during the war; was a member of a rebel Indian regiment of 
home guards; knows that the stock and property of the loyal Indians was ga.t.hered 
up and solc.l at auction by order of the Chickasaw government; witness bought and 
sold cattle, horses, and bogs; was fa.miliar with the governing prices for stock at tbe 
time the loyal Indians were driven out; work-cattle were worth $70 per yoke. 
Governor Allen ·wright, being first duly sworn, on oath sRys lle is governor-elect of 
the Choctaw Nation, and resides in said nation, at Boggy Depot. It is the law and 
custom of the Choctaws and Chickasaws that children of slave-women were slaves, 
although their father was an Indian or a white man. Negroes had no rigllt in the 
nation as citizens, ani!. free negroes were not allowed to live in the nation or marry 
I ndian women. ·white persons became citizens of tbe nation by adoption or mar-
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1·iage with Clwcta~ or Chiclmsaw women, and when so adopted or married they were 
received and regarded the same as full-blood Chocta\YS or Chickasaws, entitled to all 
the rights, privileges, and immunities of the Indians, and subject to their laws and cus-
toms. ·white person marrying Choctaw women do not lose tl1eir citizenship, rights, 
or immunities in the Choctaw Nation by the death of the wife. 
Thomas A. Airel, being fir~t duly S\vom, on oath sa~-s he is a resident of the Creek 
Nation; ba~ resided there for twenty years; engaged as a tra<ler about two and one-
half miles fi·om tbe Chickasaw line, northern boundary. He is acquainted with most 
of the loyal Chickasaw Indians who '"ere driven from their homes in the nation in 
1861; they traded with witness. At the time they abandoned their homes beef-cattle 
were worth ·22 to $24. An a\erage lot of cattle was worth at least $15 to $1G. 
Ponies were worth :8:{5, at least, and a lot wonld be low at that price. \Vitness had on 
hand at that time over one hundred head of ponies that cost more than $35 a head; 
many of them brought $100; frequently sold ponies at :t;75 in the nation. Work-borses 
(half-breeds) were worth from $75 to $80. American horses were worth from 8100 to 
$150 each. Work-oxen were worth $75 a yoke in 1861; witness paid $100 and $125 for 
some yokes. Nearly all the wagons in the country were made at l?ort Smith; they 
were good, and worth $175 each; that was the lowest price. Pork-hogs were worth 
from ~10 to $12 each. An average lot of stock-hogs was worth from $5 to $6 each. 
Good. breeding-sows were worth from :$10 to :·12. Knows the general character of the 
hom;es owned and occupied by the Chickasaws. The double houses were wort!J, on ::m 
average, $150. A single cabin, 10 by 10, cost ~50 when labor was 50 cents per day. 
Hails in fence were worth $2 per 100, at least: that is a very low price for them. The 
corn crop of 1861 sold at various prices, ranging from $1 to $3 per bm;hPl, at witnes~'s 
plac~. ~twas always higher in the Chickasaw Nation. \Vitness sold the coru-crop of 
1~61 at $5 per bushel. 
}fahardy Colbert, being first duly sworn, on oath says that he was one of the loyal 
Chickasaws driven out of the nation b:v rebel Indians in 1tiGl. '!'here were about three 
hundred men, women, and children left the nation because of their loyalty to the 
United States. Tbey feared, if they remained in the nation, they would he forced into 
the rebel army. Most of the men went south. The nation made a treaty with the 
confederacy. The loyal Chickasaws preferred losing their property to going with the 
rebels. The rebel Choctaws and ChickaE>aws tried to force us to go into the rebellion; 
they caught aml tied a nnmhPr of us. The three hundred loyalists left about the same 
time. \Ve left in a great liurry, aml abandoned everything-left running; were pur-
sued by rebel Indians, and a great many of our party were captured and taken back. 
The party was first attacked on the Red Fork of the Arkansas, by General Cooper's 
comnmnd; there were none of us captured, killed, or wounded; we drove them hack. 
The next attack wa;) on the north sitle of the Arkansas; we drove them back. The 
thinl attack was made on the west side of the Verdigris; no casualties. The fourth 
light was at Hon;eshoe Bend; one killed, two wounded, and the majority of the party 
captured. \Ve were scattered •here, and lost everything. l\lost of the women and 
children ·were captured; thinks about two hundred reached. Kansas. \Ve suffered 
greatly; many froze to death, many were frosted, aBel many starved to death. \Ve 
remained inside the Union lines during the war. Nine enlisted in the Federal Army. 
The property left lJy 11s loyal Indians was taken and sold by the Chickasaw Nation to 
the highest bidder. \Ye lived on the Canadian, near the northem border of the Chick-
asaw Nation-near the Creek line. Pork-hogs sold for .:10 anll $12 per head. The 
l1ogs wonltl average from one to six and eight years of age. Has bought hog~, and 
thinks SG a low price. Beef-steers from three years old and up were worth from $20 to 
$25. Witness was butcher for Mr. Cochran, who furnished beef at Fort Arbuckle. 
\Vitness purchased beef for troops in 1861 for $25 per head. Milk-cows were worth 
. ·15. Stock-cattle nnder three years old were worth 810. Ponies sold for 830, $40, $50, 
:n;GO, .:-;o, .. uu.l $75; tbinks ~·:3;:> not a high a\erage price for ponies. Good work-cattle 
worth from $75 to $130; witness paid $80 that ~Tear, (Ul61.) Sold corn in 1HG1, just 
before leaving, for $~.50 per bushel. Sweet potatoes sold for S:3 per bushel; diu not 
see any Irish potatoes sold that year. Thinks the nverage price for Indian houses, $1GO, 
is not high ; they are worth that. 
Cross-examination : 
Thinks General Coo-per organizecl his regiment in the spring of 1R(il. His bead-
•1narters were at Fort \Vichit~L at the time we left the nation. Cooper went in pursuit 
of the loyal Indians in November, 18Gl. They started the last of October. Don't know 
"that Cooper tried to induce Ah-po-tah-lo to remain quiet. Don't know how many 
families left the nation. Ah-po-tah-lo was a Creek-a Yery great man. Did not sell 
any corn raised in 18M. Dill not seP- any ponies sold for $12; sold one for ~W); bought 
one for $50. There was no otlH'r money in circulation but specie. 
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Sba-lo-ya, being first duly sworn, on oath says she was one of the loyal ItHlianii 
drh·eu from the nation in 1861 by rebel Choctaws and Chickasaws. There were a 
great many people started. \Ve were very badly scared because they hall ruu in amou~ 
us and tied our men becanse they w·ere friendly to the United States. If we bau not 
joined in with the United States the rebels would not have troubled us. \Ve left every-
thin~ when they tied. our men. \Ve left onr homes in a great, hurry; many of ns b:ul 
not time to get our ponies, and walked, old and. young. Many of us bad no shoes; tied 
rags around our feet. \Ve heard the Northern Army was coming, and started to meet 
it for protection. Tlw rebel Indians followed us and fought us as soon as we started. 
They t.ied and whippetl two men because they were friendly with the United St:ttes. 
They fought ns fonr times; the fourth time they scattered us and took a great many of 
our people Lack. Two were killed :mel twenty-six were captured by the rebeh iu the 
last fight. A great many little children were frozen to death in their mothers' arms. 
One woman froze to death. Many grown people were frosted.; some of them lost 
their feet; they could be tracked in the snow by the bloo(t from their feet. Many of 
our people died from starvation. ·witness was five days without anything to eat. \Ve 
got to Kansas after Christmas; it was very cold; snow very <leep. A great many died 
after we got to Kansas from their sufferings during this trip. Witness lost two of he1 
sons from exposure. \Vitness sold corn in the fall of 1861 for 8~.50 au(l $3 per bushel, 
(specie;) it was of that year's crop. Sold sweet potatoes for $3 per bushel; Irish pota-
toes $4 per bushel; onions $4 per bushel; turnips 82 per bushel; beans $2 per bnshel. 
Knows her neighbors sold produce for same prices. \:Vitness owned slaves, (five.) 
Used to keep public house Lefore we left. \Ve all lived in the same vicinity; that is 
why we all V>'tnt together. \Ye li\'ed on the Canadian, on the northern border of the 
nation. 
Esb-tim-a-yar-ke, heing first duly sworn, on oath says she is one of the loyal Indians 
driven front home in lS(H by rebel Indians; was captured at the fight at Horseshoe 
Bell(1 and taken back by rebel Choctaws and Chickasaws. They starved, whipped, 
and tied the prisoners. They threatened witness, and told them they treated them 
that way for being friendly to the United. States. Told. them they wore raised South, 
and before they should ~o North the:v woul(l kill them. \Vitness saw Winchester Co l-
bert's rebel Chickasaws drivillg off the stock an(l taking what tbey wautP<l out of the 
houses and then burning the bouses. These rehel Uhiclmsa w soldiers were nuder the 
command of \Yincbesb:'l' Colbert. The propPrt~· ahan1loned by the loyal In(lians wa:o~ 
bold at public auction by authority of the Chickasaw Nation. The prisoners were kept 
under guard one month. One escaped auu \\-ent to Kansas. 
Ish-tin-cl1ib-yo, being fl.r~t dnly sworn, on oath says he is one of the loyal Chickasaws 
who otarted for KansaH, bnt wa:-; captured by rebel ChoctawH and Chickasa.\YS, nuder 
command of GoYernor Cyrn& }brris, governor of the CL1ickasaw Nation. They tied his 
hands, arms, and feet; they Htarved him, bnt nevc~r whipp~'<l him. They told him they 
did him so bccansP hP waR friendly to the Unite<l States. He then got awa.y, and was 
tnkt'n sick: they took him again an<l kept him in prison three months. He e:.-
capc.d again, and they captnre(l him and held him three days. He then est'aped the 
fourth time antl ""(•nt to Kamms. He saw rebel UbickaHaws 1lriYe on· the stock of the 
loyal Indians to \Yinche~ter Coll>ert's a111l sell it at nnetion by authority of the natwn. 
He saw them dri\'C oft' hi:'l own proper t.r while he was a prisoner. 
\V. F. Harrison, beiug first duly sworn, on oath 1-iD)'S he \Yas and is a citizen of the 
Chickas:1.w Nation; that he remained there dnring the war. There \Y:t;., a confiscation 
act passt•d by the legislatnre of the Chickasa\v Nation confiscating the property of 
persons di:-;affected to the confederate cause. The county jn(lges were ant.lwrized to 
collect snch property aud sell the same at pnblic auction. Thinks the treaty of alli-
ance, offensive and defensiYe, he tween the eonfederaey and tlle Chickasaw N:ttion was 
pa:-,~:;ed in July A. D., li::Gl. \Yas conuty clerk of Pontotoc Couut.y in_lt3Gl. \Vas ap-
pointed secretary of the nation in October, 1862. 
Simon \Yolf, being fir~t dnly sworn, on oath snys he WDA li·dng in the Chickasaw 
1'\a.tion in ltlG4-is a Chieka::;aw Indian. Lived in tho neighborhood of the loyalln-
diaus ·who were driYen from their homes by rebel Chickas:nvs and Choctaw:>. Has 
seen com sell for :;3.50, in gol<l, in 18Gl. Has sold sweet potatoes for $!3 p<~r bushel in 
lbu1 ; Irish potatoes for .,.1-1 per l.Jnshel. S<tw beamJ sol1l in loOi for$~ per bushel. Sold 
onions for $4 and f'aw others :-ell for same. Sol1l, and sas~- others sell, tumips for 82 
per bushel that fall. Pork-hogs were worth $12 per hetu1. Stock-hogs were worth $6 
per head, ranging from one to two, three aud fonr years of age, (pigs running with the 
mother uot counted; they are a.l ways reckoned with the sow.) Colts, calves, and pigs 
with the mother are always counted with the mother. \Vitness has made out the 
claims of the loyal Chickasaws, and in all the cases has reckoned suekillg colts, calves, 
aud pigs with the mother-that is the custom in the Chickasaw country. Witness 
sold stock-hogs for SG per hea(1. Breeding-sows, without pigs, were \Yort.h $7. 'l'hiuks 
a sow <tnd pigs worth $10. Beef cattle were worth ~!NO. \Vitness sold beef strers tor 
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$20 tklt year; saw others ~;ell for sante price. Milk-cow with calf worth $1G. Has 
sold and seen others Elt>ll work-oxen, iu 1t;61, for :i:'70 per yoke-some sold for $77. A 
good large pony was worth 860; small ones sold for $:~0. Thinks 8:15 a low average 
for ponies. Thinks~~ per 100 for rails a low price. Paid $2 per 100 for oplitting the 
year they were driven off. Thinks $3 per bunllred wonlcl not be high for rails in 
fences. All the priees testified to arc gold an<l silver prici'S; there was nothing then in 
the nation bnt specie. ·witness bonght sheep that year for 85 per heacl. \Vitness be-
li(•ves that tlw articles and goods charged for by the loyal Chickasaws, before thecom-
mi~;sioru.:rs, would have brougllt the same price if sold in the market. 
A. G. Griffith, being first duly sworn, oa oath says he is a Chickasaw Indian; was liv-
ing in the nation in 18tH. Lived in the neighborhood of the loyal Chickasaws in 1851; 
was an extensive t~mner; owned a large a,monnt of stock, and bought anu sold stock; 
owned slaves and hired a goou many hands; owned three plantations and stock-
ranches, aml was well acquainted with the prices of stock and protluce in Hl61. Three-
year old beef-cattle were worth 820. Witness sold a number at that price in 1861. 
Milk-covi'S with calves worth $15. Stock-cattle under tllree years of age were worth, 
on an average, $10 per head. Has sold first-rate work cattle that year for $r30; some 
not so goo<l for .''70 per yoke. A good pony has sold for :itiGO ; aud from that down to 
$:35 per lH'lH1; none nmlcr that price in ltl61. Good corn-fed pork-hogs were worth, 
in lb61, $1~. Breeding-sow:-;, withont pigs, S7. Stock-hogs were worth $G per heaLl 
from one to three years of age. \Vitness Ra \V corn sola that fall for s:3 Pl'l' bushel. 
Paid .;:t per 100 for splittin~ ntils; were worth in fence $3 per 100. Has had a great 
many rails ~:;plit and paid $:2 per 100. Sold sweet potatoes in l~Gl, for :;t;:3 per lmshel; 
sold IriHh potatoes that fall for :iiit per bushel. Bought sheep, in 1861, for 85 per head. 
Chickmmws alwass reckon sucking-stock with the mother. The above are specie prices. 
::\1arshall L. Stephenson, ueing fin>t <lnly sworn, on oath sa;vs he is a citizl'n of Fort 
Smith, State of Arkansas-came llere 1st of September, 18G3, as 1Iajor of Tenth Illi-
uois Cavalry, and was provost marshal of district Southwest Missouri, of which this 
section was a portion. The condition of our conntr.v was snch that it wac; extremely 
unsafe outside our pickets for persons professing loyalty to the United l:ltates. The 
loyal Indians at the }!,('(leral occupation of this place abal111oned their homes and took 
refuge with the troops; there are many instances of Indians who had taken refuge 
here and at other parts Yentmiog outside the lines to see about their property, being 
killed; there are inl:ltances of Indians (loyal) being killed within a mile of Fort Smith. 
John Edwa.rs, 1)eing first dnly sworn, on oath says be is a resi<;lent of Fort Smith, 
Arkansal:l; am assessor of iutemal-reYenne at present; first came to Fort Smith in Oc-
tober, 181):~; was then colonel of the Eighteenth Iowa Infa,ntry; was in command of 
the post during the winter of 1SC:3 .3-nd 186-!, and was a portion of the time provm<t 
marshal of the district. In consequence of most of the scoutiug on part of the con-
federates vms 11erformed uy Illl1ians, great terror was created among the inbauitants of 
the conn try, which caused the loyal iuha.bitauts, and a portion of those disloyal, to aban-
don their homes and come within the lines for protection. A large portion of the dis-
loyal went South. It ·was Hot l:lafe for Indians, who were loyal to the Government, to 
remain outside our lines after the occupation of this place by Pederal troops. \Ve issued 
rations here to loyal Choctaws and white people ,.,Tho were citizens of the Choctaw 
Nation; they were refugees from their homes in the nation. 
It was frequently that details of Indians sent into the nation were killed. Onr wood-
choppers and men living ontside tlJe picket:-;, within a mile of the lines, were killl'd. 
Nearly everybody was driYen inside the lines. There were some families that remained 
outsi(le. 
Cross-examination : 
There was no effort made to protect people outside the lines; thoc;;e in da11ger were 
required to come inside; wa~> ac(1nainted with :\Ir. Stanton; don't know when he came 
within the lines; witness found him here when be came, in October. There were citi-
zens of the Choctaw Nation came within onr lines before the troops reached Fort 
Smith; some of them at Springfield, Missouri. The warfare on this border was one of 
extermination betw('t'n the Indittns, and induced a general order for all persons desir-
ing the prott:>ction of the Government to come within the lines; there were many per-
sons applied for protection before that order was issued. There was a, man here called 
)fr. Edwards, who represented himself as governor of the Choctaws. He assumed a 
guardianship over the loyal Choctaws and kept a list of them for the purpose of draw-
ing rations; it was frequently the case that this man Edwards and Stanton would go 
out into the nation and bring in cattle and sell them to the Government as their own, 
or agents for otller parties; they were ordered to keep a list of the owners, and where 
they were loyal the commissary would be ordered to pay for them; where the owner 
was disloyal the cattle were not paid for; the ownersllip of the cattle was established 
hy the brands or mark; a great number of cattle were driven from tlle nation into 
other States, besides what was consumed here . 
• 
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DEP.\RT:\1E4'T OF TilE I:s-TERIOH, OFFICE OF INDL\X AFFAIR,' 
April 7, 1868. 
I, N. G. Taylor, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, do hereby certify that the foregoing 
are true and literal copies of the general testimony relative to the treatment of loyal 
Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians by rebel whites an(l Indians during the late rebellion, 
taken before Commissioners Rice and Jackson, under the forty-ninth article treaty of 
1866, now on file in this ofiicf\. 
N. G. TAYLOR, 
Commissiona. 
DEP.\HT:\IE4-T OF THE JNTEHIOR, 
.dpril 27, Hl6d. 
I, 0. H. Browning, S,)crctary of the Depart went of the Interior of the "Gnited States, 
do hereby certify that N. G. Taylor, whose name appears to the foregoing certificate, iH 
now,. and was at the time ~f signing the sa1ne, Commissioner of lndian Affairs, and 
that full faith and credit are due to his official acts as snch. 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hanfl and affixed the sea,l of said De-
partment, the day and year above written. 
0. H. BROWNING. 
Secretory of the Interior. 
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compem;ation of agents negotiating. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 
tribes, treaty stipulations with...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :3:~3-3:~5 
brief hil-i tory of the condition of ........•..................... 3:39-3i5 
names of, and statement showing liahili ties of the United Btates to 414-426 
trm;t fnud.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 408-13~ 
Indians, frauds and wrongs perpetrated upon; ciYilizution of retardeu by frund 2 
interests of <lt·feated hy claim-agents aml micl(lle-men...... . . . . . . . . . . 2-3 
waste of patrimony of; non-investigation of public contracts for sup-
plies fumished to...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..................... . 
private contracts for the collection of moneys sel<lom of real value to; 
claims of ::;ettled in the Departments only, or by special acts of 
Congres,;........ . .................•......•............. ____ ... . 
numlwr within the 'C'uitcd States of ............................... . 
entitled to protection ............................................. . 
abandoning old habit::; ............................................ . 
our \\Tongs to the ................................................ . 
number of treaties made with ..................................... . 
treat-y stipulations with ..................... '" .................... . 
recognized a· legal frPeholrlers ..................................... . 
their right to make contracts aucl hold laud in fee .................. . 
landspureha;H:d hytriLesof ........................ ·---~· ......... . 
title of ocC'npancy of. ............................................. . 
unwarranted prejudice agaiust the ................................. . 
courts for ........................................................ . 
personal treatmeut of. ........................•.................... 
opinion of connnittee as to citizenship of ........................... . 
troops during tile rebellion furnished by the ....•................... 
forfeited trea,ty rights restored to the .........................•..... 
danger of extinction of the ....................................... . 























Indians, property of, managed by Congress since July, 1870 ___ .•...........••• 28 
29 
30 
annuities to, lww paicl. ............•......................•....... _. 
dnty of Government to protect the .... __ . __ .................. __ ... . 
act relative to private contracts with .....................•......... 
impossibility at present of uniform management of ................. . 
payments prohibited to hostile; allowed to refugee_ ................ . 





childish character of ............................... __ .. _........... 215 
difficulties with the Modoc tribe of. .............................. __ 257-2G7 
whites intermarrying '-vith ....... ------ ...... ...... ...... .... ...... :..!fJS 
increased number of schools desired by; endeavors of the civilized to 
tame wilcl tribes of. ............................................ . 
effects of tlle rebellion on the ..................................... . 
territorial form of government repugnant to the .................... . 
encroachment of States upon the lamls of certain ...............••... 
progress of civilization among the; Okmulgee councH of great benefit 
to the .......................................................... . 
impartiality should be shown to the ............................... . 
under la,w and treaty stipulations allowed to sell land .............. . 
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railroad; as to their means of support ....... _ ................... . 
how they may be divided as to civilization; as to their connection 
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treaties, &c .................. __ ......................... _ . . . . . .. :340 
military operations among the ................... _ ................. 375-:m:l 
their right to the soiL ........•...................... _ .... _.. .. . . . . ~37~ 
having no resetTations secured .......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :~79 
effect of railroads t1pon the interests of the ......................... :31:31-:386 
statistics of number, &c., of. ............... ___ ...... __ .... __ ...... 434-45G 
number, &c., of, nuder no agent........ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 440 
number, &c., of, without agencres ....... __ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. 444 
condition of freedmen among ........ ___ ........................... 461 
brie~ hist?ry of tribes of, and their condition ............... ·.- ...... 3:3U-:m> 
Ill Arrzona...... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3GS 
in Calitoruia .... __ ................................ ____ ........ 374,375 
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in Idaho...................................................... :~6:~ 
in Indiana .............................................. ------ 341) 
in Indian Territory ............... . ............................ 351-:359 
in Kansas ..........................•................ _ ......... :350, 351 
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in Wisconsin .................................. _ ....... _ ....... 341-344 
in \Vyoming ............ ·----···----- ....... ....... ..... ....... :Hi:) 
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Indorsements of the net-proceeds claim ................................. ---· 4:')-!10 
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memorandum of, paid to Chickasaws ................ _............. 64-; 
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testimony of .................................•.............. 734-736 
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Smoot contract ...••.•......................................••........... 
Johnson, 1\Ic-ab-mon-tuuby, testimony of .................................. . 
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agent in Cherokee agency ............................ _..... 457 
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Lands of Choctaws, near Fort Smith....................................... :~2 
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protection to, is no new doctrine.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 335 
Cherokee, decision of Supreme Court of the United States (Holden t•s. 
Joy) as to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 310-317 
Indian, power of Uniteu States to protect; consideration of character 
of title to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 292-294 
titles to, of two kinds....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 292 
United States must sustain title given to................... 293 
not affecteu by color or character. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 293 
protection by treaty stipulation of......................... 298 
not to be included in a Territory or State .............. 300-328, :~33 
a~:~ to Cherokee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 333 
Choctaw, Creek, aud Chickasaws...................... 334 
action of Government as to.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 378-3tll 
Laug, John D., protest as to payment to .James G. Blnnt of...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 155 
wember of committee of boaru of Indian commissioners ...... 275, 276 
La Pointe agency, statistics of.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240 
number anu prosperity of tribes in ••.•.................... 436,452 
christianization, &c., in .................................. 429,432 
name of agent in......................................... 458 
J .. atrobe, John H. B., Choctaw and Chickasaw commissioners makP- fraudulent 
contracts witl.l ..................................... . 27 
his interest. in Cochrane claim, proposition for compromise 
toP. P. Pitchlynn .................................. 69.448 
his claim to represent Choctaws; demands that bonds he 
sent Chocta,vs .................................... .. 
counsel for delegate of 1866 .......................... . 
clefanlt to the Chickasaws of .......................... . 




Cooper, Cochrane, and Choctaw delegates of 1866, of.. 92-94 
appointment as attorney for Chickasaws . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 94,493 
contract of Choctaw delegates of 186() with . . . . . . . . . . . . 95,98 
contract of Chickasaw delegates of 1866 with .......... 95, 96, 9!:! 
letter to Commissioner of Indian Affairs inclosing authori-
zation of Choctaw and Chickasaw delegates of....... 96 
c•,n tract made after treaty . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . • • • . . . . . 97 
amount of Choctaw and Chickasaw frauds of..... . . . . . . 100 
testimony as to share of spoils of Choctaws' contract.... 102 
service he claims to base rendered..................... 112 
use of his mtme for effecting fraud...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 113 
should. be compelled to refuncl for frauds committed . . . 113 
receipt of ,'16,000 acknowledged by...... ...... .... .. 114 
how made attomey for Choctaws and Chickasaws ...... 114,115 
authority of Pitchlynn to receive United States bonds 
opposed by ........................................ . 
professional prostitution of. ........................... . 
opposes Pitchlynn .................................. .. 
defaulter to Chickasaws ............................. . 
extract from letter in praise of Mix & Co .............. . 
committee's statement of account of. ................. .. 









Latrobe, John H. B., Government's position toward Indians falsified by ...•.. 
claim of fee in Creek orphan fund of ......•............ 
recommendation of committee as to ................... . 
testimony of ..... . .................................•.. 







taws bonds.. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . 488, 489 
letter of William P. Brown as to Chickasaw $100,000 to .. 654,655 
contract with Chickasaw Nation relative to loyal Indians' 
claim . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 676 
letter of William Bryant toP. P. Pitchlynn as to........ 728 
Latrobe anu Cochrane contracts, corrupt and exorbitant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 80 
Latrobe and McPherson, corrupt proposition toP. P. Pitchlynn, of .......... 115, 119 
Latrobe contract with Chickasaw ddegates a fraud . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . 90 
made after treaty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97 
with Choctaw delegates of 18G6 ......................... 95, 98, 48!5 
with Chickasaws ................................... 95, 96, 99,676 
not in fact approved . .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. 100 
ignorance of council of ............................ _ . . . . . 100 
testimony of Allen Wright as to . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. 101 
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how confirmed ... · .............. __ ............ __ .....•... 106 
not confirmed understandingly. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 106 
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John E. Anderson as to..................... 107 
R. Bourland as to.... . ...................... 107 
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Rev. C. A. Bnrris as to...................... 110 
Henderson Green wood as to. . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . 110 
Martin Cbollar as to...... .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. 110 
Douglas H. Cooper as to.... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 111 
Winchester Colbert as to his share of ........ 111, 112 
G. D. James as to........................... 112 
rclati ve to loyal Indian claims.. . . . • . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. 676 
Law authorizing Choctaw commissioners or delegates.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77 
Laws of Congre s insteau of treaties since 1870...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 28 
Laws, treaties, mHl protection...... . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .......... 297, 298 
Lea, L., Commissioner of Indian Affairs, letter to John Drenner as to payments 
of interest on awards to Choctaw claimants ............................•. 
Leased land funds .•....................................................... 
Lee, Luke, interest in Cochrane claim of. .................................. . 
Leflore, Campbell, secretary to Chickasaw delegates of 1866 .............••... 
letter to J. P. C. Shanks, inclosing papers of. ........... · .. 
testimony as to Latroue contract of. ..................... . 
amount of Choctaw funds received by him. 
Latrobe's services of. .................... . 
general testimony of ..................................... , 
Leflore, Forues, testimony of. ... __ ....................................... .. 
his statement of Choctaw school fund ....................•.. 
Lehman, E. \V., George E. West, agent for; evidence insufficient to sustain 
claim of; statements as to delegates' requisition of. ...... . 
survivor of firm of E. W. Lehman & Bro.; sole owner of 
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testimony before Committee on Indian Affairs, (House;) not 
owner of draft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 66 
agent only for Lehman & Co.; collateral holder of draft.... 66 
testimony of .......................................... 718, 730, 731 
petition of George E. West as to claim of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 717 
Lehman, E. \V., & Bro., draft of Choctaw delegates indorsed by............. 65 
agents only for Lehman & Co...... . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . 66 
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indebtedness to Lehman & Bro. of; examination of claim of.. 66 
772 INDEX. 
Lehman & Co.,orderrecelvecl by; authorized to lift bonds ....•............. 
irregular book-keeping of .................................. . 





letter of George \V. Wright to Secretary of the Treasury as to 
claim of ................................................. 720-722 
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List of claimants for Choctaw bonds ...................................... _ 
Indian agencies, agents, tribes, &c ................................ . 
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christianization, &c., in ................................. 429, 438 
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name of agent in . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 458 
Loui::;iana, organization of State of.... .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. 295 
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receipt of moneys......................... 111 
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Luce, J. B., amonnt of fees paid to ......................................... 146,147 
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M. 
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